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TABLE OF CASES IN WHICH PETITIONS FOR REVIEW OF
ORDERS OF THE COMMISSION HAVE BEEN FILED IN
THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS
FROM JANUARY 1, 1945, TO JUNE 30, 1945, INCLUSIVE
Naml'

GENERAL FOODS CORP. ET AL------------------------------Petition for review filed ip Circuit Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit on January 17, 1945. Remanded to Commission to vacate
and set aside its order on February 4, 1947.
HASTINGS MANUFACTURING CO---------------------------Petition for review filed in Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit on February 1, 1945. Commission's order affirmed on
February 4, 1946. 153 F. (2d) 253.
OX'Q-GAS CO-------------------------------------------·----Petition for review filed in Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit on March 24, 1945.
CHAS. A. BREWER & SONS-----------------·-----------------Petition for review filed in Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit on March 30, 1945. Commission's order affirmed on
December 5, 1946.
SCOTCH WOOLEN MILLS ____ -------- ____ ·--------------·----Petition for review filed in Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit on June 22, 1945.
PARKER PEN CO---------·-----------------------------·----Petition for review filed in Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit on June 23, 1945. Commission's order modified
and affirmed on December 17, 1946. 159 F. (2d) 509.
LEMUEL FIRTH---------··-···-··-···---------·-·---··------·
Petition for review filed in Circuit Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit on June 26, 1945. • Petition dismissed November, 16, 1945.
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TABLE OF COURT CASES IN VOLUMES 1-40, INCLUSIVE 1
Abbreviations: B.C.-U.S. Supreme Court; C. C. A.-Circuit Court of Appeals; S.C. of D. C.-Su·
pre me Court of the District of Columbia (changed on June 25, 1936, to District Court of the U. S. f01
the District of Columbia, and identified by abbreviation D. C. of D. C.); C. A. of (or for) D. C.- U. B.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (prior to June 7, 1934, Court of Appeals of the District of
Columbia); D. C.- District Court. Hyphenated numbers refer to volume and page of the F. T. C.
Reports, the number preceding the hyphen deneting the volume, the numbers following, the page
Citations, such as 1 S. & D.-, 2 S. & D.-, or 3 B. & D.-, refer respectively to the volume and page.
of the three volumes of Commi88ion publications entitled "Statutes and Decisions-Federal Trade
CommiBBion, 1914-1929," "Statutes," etc., "1930-1938," and "Statutes," etc., "1939-1943," in which
are published Commission court decisione for said periods.

Ace Auto Supply Co., The, et aL ______________
Adolph !(astor & Bros., Inc ____________________
138 F. (2d) 824.
Advance Paint Co---------------------------A. E. Staley~Mfg. Co., et
135 F. (2d) 453; 144 F. (2d) 221; 324 U. S.
746; 65 S. Ct. 971.
Alberty, Adah.-----------------------------118 F. (2d) 669.
Algoma Lumber Co., et al.' ------------------56 F. (2d) 774; 64 F. (2d) 618; 291 U. S. 67;
(54 S. Ct. 315).
Allen B. Wrisley Co., et aL ___________________
113 F. (2d) 437.
Alle-Rhume Remedy Co., Inc., eta!_ ___________
Allied Pharmacal Co., Inc., etc _________________
Alma's Home Made Candies (Mrs. Alma. Loughran, et al.)
143 F. (2d) 431.
Aluminum Co. of America.-------------------284 Fed. 401; 299 Fed. 361.
Amber-Ita. (Ward J. Miller) •• __ ---------------A. McLean & Son, et aL---------------------84 F. (2d) 910; 94 F. (2d) 802.

al--------------------

(C. C. A.) 32-1891; 3 S. & D. 375.
(C. C. A.) 37-818; 3 S. & D. 612.
(C. C. A.) "Memoranda," 2G-739.
(C. C. A.) 36-1126; 3 S. & D. 556;
(S. Ct.) 40-906; 39-677.
(C. C. A.) 32-1871; 3 S. & D. 358.
(C. C. A.) 16--657, 2 S. & D. 158;
17-669; 2 S. & D. 221; (S.C.)
18-669; 2 S. & D. 247.
(C. C. A.) 31-1815; 3 S. & D. 250.
(C. C. A.) 3G-1613; 3 S. & D. 170.
(D. C.) 31-1905; 3 S. & D. 704.
(C. C. A.) 38-919.

(C. C. A.) 5-529, 1 S. &: D. 215;
7-618; 1 S. & D. 260.
(C. C. A.) 21-1223; 2 S. & D. 329.
(C. C. A.) 22-1149; 2 S. & D. 347;
26--1501; 2 S. & D. 439; 31-1828;
3 S. & D. 261.
American Army and Navy Stores, Inc. _________ _ (C. A. for D. C.) 23-1392; 2 S. &
D. 358.

I Interlinear citations are to the reports of the National Reporter System and to official United Btatea
Supreme Court Reports in those cases in whiclo the proceeding, or proceedinga as the ease may be, have
been there reported. Such casea do not include the decisions of the Supreme Court of the District Of
Columbia, nor, in all cases, some of the other proceedings set forth in the above table, and described or
reported in the Commission's Decisions and the Commission publication• entitled "Statut81 and Decisiona-1914-1929," "Statutes and Decision-1930-1938," and "Statutes and Decis.ions-1939-1943,''
which also include cases here involved, for their respective perioda.
The two earlier publications also include Clayton Act cases bearina on those sections of said Act ad
ministered by the Commission during the aforesaid period, but in which Commission was not a party.
As above noted, they are respectively referred to aa 1 8. & D.-, 2 S. & D.-, and 3 8. & D.-. For
"Memorandum of Court Action on Miscellaneous Interlocutory Motions" during the period covered
by the second compilation, namely 1930-1938, see said compilation at page 485 et oeq.
•For interlocutory order of lower court, see "Memoranda,'' 28-1966 or 2 S. & D. 487.
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American Candy Co-------------------------97 F. (2d) 1001.
American Chain & Cable Co., Inc., eta!_ ________
139 F. (2d) 622; 142 F. (2d) 909.
American College, et
American Drug CorP------------------------149 F. (2d) 608.
American Field Seed Co., et aL---------------American Medicinal Products, Inc. eta! _________
136 F. (2d) 426.

al------------------------

(C. C. A.) 27-1683; 2 S. & D. 467.
(C. C. A.) 38-825, 896.
(C. C. A.) 3Q--1674; 3 S. & D. 222.
(C. C. A.) 4Q--930.

(C. C. A.) 3Q--1648; 3 S. & D. 200.
(D. C.) 30-1683; 3 S. & D. 230;
(C. C. A.) 36-1167; 3 S. & D.
591.
American Snuff Co-----·--------------------- (C. C. A.) 13-607; 2 S. & D. 68.
38 F. (2d) 547.
American Steel and Wire Co., of N.J., The, et aL (C. C. A.) 34-1862; 3 S. & D. 491.
American Television Institute, Inc., U.S.
(D. C.) 36-1175; 3 S. & D. 735.
American Tobacco Co------------------------- (D. C.) 5-558; 1 S. & D. 239; (S.
283 Fed. 999; 264 U.S. 298 (44 S. Ct. 336); C.) 7-599; 1 S. & D. 341; (C. C.
g F. (2d) 570; 274 U.S. 543 (47 S. Ct. 663).
A.) 9-653; 1 S. & D. 433; (S.C.)
11-668; 1 S. & D. 615.
America's Medicine, etc. (Harry S. Benham) _____ (D. C.) 29-1629; 3 S. & D. 642.
Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio, (C. C. A.) 34-1789; 3 S. & D. 426.
eta!.
124 F. (2d) 187.
Antisepto Products Co., etc. (Edward L. Jenkins (D. C.) 29-1637; 3 S. & D. 649.
eta!.).
A. P •. W. Paper Co'--------------------------- (C. C. A.) 4Q--921.
149 F. (2d) 424.
Ardelle, Inc., Helen-------------------·-·----- (C. C. A.) 28-1894; 3 S. & D. 59.
101 F. (2d) 718.
Arkansas Wholesale Grocers Ass'n ______________ (C. C. A.) 11-646; 1 S. & D. 593.
18 F. (2d) 866.
Armand Co., Inc., et aL--------------------- (C. C. A.) 21-1202; 2 S. & D. 310;
78 F. (2d) 707; 84 F. (2d) 973.
22-1155; 2 S. & D. 352.
Armour & Co.• ------------------------------ (C. C. A.) "Memoranda," 20-745.
Army and Navy Trading Co-------------·---·- (C. A. of D. C.) 24-1601; 2 S. &
88 F. (2d) 776.
.
D. 374.
Arnold Stone Co. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (C. C. A.) 15-606; 2 S. & D. 123.
49 F. (2d) 1017.
Aronberg, Earl (Positive Products Co., etc.) _____ (D. C.) 29-1634; 3 S. & D. 528;
132 F. (2d) 165.
(C. C. A.) 35-97\l; 3 S. & D. 647.
Aron, Morris, et al. (Globe Printing Co.) ________ (D. C.) 36-1130; 3 S. & D. 560.
50 F. Supp. 289.
Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Co ____________ (C. C. A.) 17-658; 683; 2 S. & D.
63 F. (2d) 108; 65 F. (2d) 336; 291 U.S. 587 211, 233; (S.C.)
(54 S. Ct. 532).
18-691; 2 S. & D. 267.
Artloom Corp• ····-----·---·---·-·-------·-- (C. C. A.) 18-680; 2 S. & D. 256.
69 F. (2d) 36.
Artloom Corp. v. National Better Business Bureau (D. C. )footnote, 15-5Q7.
et al.
48 F. (2d) 897.

11------

•Interlocuoory order. See also 1 B. & D. 721.
'For interlocuoory order, 1ee "Memoranda,'' 28-1965 or 2 B. & D. 485.
•For interlocuoory matter, aee "Memoranda," 28-1968 or 2 B. & D. 489,
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Associated Laboratories (Milton Irwin, et al.) ••••
143 F. (2d) 316.
.
Associated News Photographic Service, Inc. et al.
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., The Great_---------106 F. (2d) 667.
Atlas Health Appliance Co. (Jacob L. Goldman) __
Avery Salt Co .•• ----------------------------AviationlnstituteofU.S.A.,Inc ..••..••...•...
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(C. C. A.) 38-906.
(C. C. A.) 35-978; 3 S. & D. 527
(C. C. A.) 29-1591; 3 S. & D. 146.

(D. C.) 31-1897; 3 S. & D. 696.
(C. C. A.) 3(}--1667; 3 S. & D. 216.
(C. A. of D. C.) 21-1219; 2 S. &
D. 326.
Ayer, Harriet Hubbard, Inc.•:-----------------~ (C. C. A.) 1(}--754; 1 S. & D. 569.
15 F. (2d) 274.
Balditt, Rene P. (Clito Co.) ___________________ (D. C.) 31-1894; 3 S. & D. 694.
Balme, PauL·------------------------------- (C. C. A.) 11-717; 1 S. & D. 666.
23 F. (2d) 615.
Baltimore Grain Co. et aL .•••••••.•••••• __ •• __ (D. C.) 5-578; 1 S. & D. 254;
284 Fed. 886; 267 U.S. 586 (45 S. Ct. 461).
(S. C.) 8-632; 1 S. & D. 408.
Baltimore Paint & Color Works, Inc .•••.•.•••••• (C. C. A.) 14-675; 2 S. & D. 75.
41 F. (2d) 474.
Barager-Webster Co.---------·-·------------- (C. C. A.) 26--1495; 2 S. & D. 434.
95 F. (2d) 1000.
Barber, Hiram (Motor Equipment Specialty Co.), (D. C.) 36--1174; 3 S. & D. 734.

u.s. v.

Basic Products Co •••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•. (D. C.) 3-542; 1 S. & D. 876.
260 Fed. 472.
.
Battle Creek Appliance Co., Ltd •••••.•.•.•.•.•. (C. C. A.) 21-1220; 2 S. & D. 327.
Bayuk Cigars, Inc •••• ----·------------------- (C. C. A.) 14-679 (footnote), 708;
28-1958; 3 S. & D. 110; 291574; 3 S. & D. 131.
Bazelon, Mitchell A., et al. (Evans Novelty Co., (C·. C. A.) 34-1806; 3 S. & D. 441.
etc.)
Bear Mill Manufacturing Co., Inc .•. ------------ (C. C. A.) 27-1685; 2 S. & D. 468.
98 F. (2d) 67.
Beech-Nut Packing Co.'--------·-·----------- (C. C. A.) 2-556; 1 S. & D. 54;
264 Fed. 885; 257 U.S. 441 (42 S. Ct. 150).
(S. C.) 4-583; 1 S. & D. 170.
Belmont Laboratories, Inc ..... ~--------·-------- (C. C. A.) 28-1941; 3 S. & D. 97.
103 F. (2d) 538.
Bene & Sons, Inc., John ••• -------------------- (C. C. A.) 7-612; 1 S. & D. 354.
299 Fed. 468.
Benham, Harry S. (America's Medicines, etc.) •••• (D. C.) 29-1629; 3 S. & D. 642.
Benham, Leland F. (The Zelle Co.) ••. ~--------- (D. C.) 29--1631; 3 S. & D. 644.
Benton Announcements, Inc.•••.• _____________ (C. C. A.) 35-941; 3 S. & D. 495.
130 F. (2d) 254.
Berkey & Gay Furniture Co. etaL .•••.•••. ---- (C. C. A.) 14-679; 2 S. & D. 91.
42 F. (2d) 427.
Berry Seed Co. et aL------------------------ (C. C. A.) 3(}--1649; 3 S. & D. 201.
109 F. (2d) 1012.
Bethlehem Steel Co .• -----·-----·-----·-···-·- (D. C.) (S.C. of D. C.) footnote,
3-543.
Biddle Purchasing Co. et aL ••••••••••••• : •••• (C. C. A.) 26--1511; 2 S. & D. 447;
96 F. (2d) 687; 117 F. (2d) 29.
32-1840, 1867; 3 S. & D. 331,
354; 33-1796; 3 S. & D. 391.
•For intAlrlocutory order, oee "Memoranda," 20-744 or 1 8. & D. 720.
'For order of Circuit Court or Appeals on mandate, see "Memoranda," 20-741 or 1 B. & D. 189.
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Blackstone Studios, Inc., et aL_ ---- ____________
Block, Sol., eta!. (Rittenhouse Candy Co.) ______
Blumenthal, Sidney, et a!. (Rittenhouse Candy
Co.)
Bob Hofeller Candy Co ___ - __________________ _
82 F. (2d) 647.
Bockenstette et aL ______ - __ -- _______________ _
134 F. (2d) 369.
Bonita Co., The, et aL. ---------------------84 F. (2d) 910.
Boulevard Candy Co __ ---- __ --_-----------_--Bourjois, Inc., et aL __________________________
Boyer's Candy, Lee ___________________________
128 F. (2d) 261.
Brach & Sons, E. J_ __ -----------------------Bradley, James J _____________________________
31 F. (2d) 569.
Branch, Joseph G---------------------------141 F. (2d) 31.
Breaks tone, Samuel' _-- ________ -- ______ -. ____
Brecht Candy Co _____________________________
92 F. (2d) 1002.
Broudo, Louis, et al. (Globe Printing Co.) _______
50 F. Supp. 289.
Brown & HaleY-----------------------------101 F. (2d) 718.
Brown Fence & Wire Co_---- ________ -- ____ -- __
64 F. (2d) 934.
Bruning Co., Inc., Charles, et aL~-------------142 F. (2d) 321.
Bundy, Robert C. (The Jackson Sales Co.) ______ _
Bunte Brothers, Inc •. ---------------_-------104 F. (2d) 996; 110 F. (2d) 412; 312 U.S. 349
(61 S. Ct. 580).
Butterick Co. et al.' -------------------------4 F. (2d) 910.

(C. C. A.) 35-978, 3 S. & D. 527.
(C. C. A.) 26-1497; 2 S. & D. 436.
(C. C. A.) 26-1497; 2 S. & D. 43R.
(C. C. A.) 22-1138; 2 S. & D. 338;
34-1842; 3 S. & D. 473.
(C. C. A.) 36-1106; 3 S. & D. 539.
(C. C. A.) 22-1149; 2 S. & D.
31-1834; 3 S. & D. 267.
(C. C. A.) 35-955; 3 S. & D.
(C. C. A.) 27-1706; 2 S. & D.
(C. C. A.) 34-1857; 3 S. & D.

347;
507.
475.
487.

(C. C. A.) 29-1577; 3 S. & D. 133.
(C. C. A.) 12-739; 1 S. & D. 700.
(C. C. A.) 38-857.
(C. C. A.)" Memoranda," 2D-745.
(C. C. A.) 25-1701; 2 S. & D. 418.
(D. C.) 36-1130; 3 S. & D. 560.

(C. C. A.) 28--1894; 3 S. & D. 59.
(C. C. A.) 17-680; 2 S. & D. 230.
(C. C. A.) 34-1865; 38-840.

(C. C. A.) 33-1819; 3 S. & D. 417.
(C. C. A.) 28-1959; 3 S. & D. 111;
3D-1650; 3 S. & D. 202; (S. C.)
32--1848; 3 S. & D. 337.
(S. C. of D C.) footnote, 3-542;
1 S.'& D. 722; (C. C. A.) 8-602;
1 S. & D. 378.
Butterick Publishing Co. et aL----------------- (C. C. A.) 23-1384, 2 S. & D. 359.
85 F. (2d) 522.
B-X Laboratories and Purity Products Co. (John (D. C.) 29-1643; 3D-1727; 3 S. &
Petrie), U.S. v.
D. 723.
Caldwell, Inc., Dr. W. B---------------------- (C. C. A.) 3D-1670; 3 S. & D. 218.
111 F. (2d) 889.
California Lumbermen's Council et aL -- __ -- __ -- (C. C. A.) 28-1954; 3 S. & D. 106;
29-1568; 3 S. & D. 125; 31-1870
103 F. (2d) 304; 104 F. (2d) 855; 115 F. (2d)
178.
3 S. & D. 298.
California Rice Industry •••••••••••••••••• _____ (C. C. A.) 28--1912; 3 S. & D. 74;
102 F. (2d) 716.
•
33-1779; 3 S. & D. 376.
Candymasters, Inc •• -------------------------- (C. C. A.) 34-1807; 3 S. & D. 443.
Canfield Oil Co .• -------------------------·--- (C. C. A.) 4-542; 1 S. & D. 136.
274 Fed. 571.
•Interlocutory order. Bee 1 B. & D. 722.
•For interlocutory order, see "Memoranda,'' 20-743 or 1 B. & D. 716.
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Cannon"· U. S. ---- _________________________ _ (C. C. A.) footnote, 11-677; 1 S. &
19 F. (2d) 823.
D. 1106.
Canterbury Candy Makers, Inc ___________ ._. __ (C. C. A.) 28-1894; 3 S. & D. 59.
101 F. (2d) 718.
.
Capital Drug Co. (Max Caplan) ________________ (D. C.) 31-1900; 3 S. & D. 699.
Capon Water Co. et aL _______________________ (C. C. A.) 29-1611; 3 S. & D. 162.
107 F. (2d) 516.
Cardinal Co., The (Charles L. Klapp) ___________ (D. C.) 29-1639; 3 S. & D. 651.
Carey Mfg. Co., Philip, et aL----------------- (C. C. A.) 12-726; 1 S. & D. 687.
29 F.( 2d) 49.
Carpentier, Dr. Emile, U. 8.11------------------ (D. C.) 38-936.
Carter Carburetor CorP----------------------- (C. C. A.) 31-1793; 3 S. & D. 232.
112 F. (2d) 722.
Ct!Sey Concession Co. (Louis Keller et al.) _______ (C. C. A.) 35-970, 3 S. & D. 520.
132 F. (2d) 59.
Cassoff, L. F·-------------------------------- (C. C. A.) 13-612; 28. & D. 72.
38 F. (2d) 790.
Century Metalcraft CorP---------------------- (C. C. A.) 30-1676; 3 S. & D. 224.
112 F. (2d) 443.
Certane Co., eta!., U.S."- ____ ---- ____________ (D. C.) 37-837; 3 S. & D. 737.
C. F. Pease Co., et aL------------------------ (C. C. A.) 38-840.
142 F. (2d) 321.
Chamber of Commerce of Minneapolis et al." ____ (C. C. A.) 4-604; 1 S. & D. 193;
280 Fed. 45; 13 F. (2d) 673.
10-687; 1 S. & D. 502.
Chane!, Inc __________________________________ (C. C. A.) 32-1866; 3 S. & D. 353.
ChapmanHealthProductsCo., The,etaL _______ (D. C.) 30-1687; 3 S. & D. 654.
Charles Bruning Co., Inc., et aL ________________ (C. C. A.) 34-1865; 3 S. & D. 494;
142 F. (2d) 321.
38-840.
Charles N. Miller Co-------------------------- (C. C. A.) 27-1678; 2 S. & D. 464.
97 F. (2d) 563.
.
Charles of the Ritz Dist. CorP------------------ (C. C. A.) 39-657.
143 F. (2d) 676.
Chase & Sanborn (Moir, John, et al.) 11 __ ---- ____ (C. C. A.) 10-674; 1 S. & D. 489.
12 F. (2d) 22.
Chase Candy Co·---------------------------- (C. C. A.) 26-1499; 2 S. & D. 437.
97 F. (2d) 1002.
Cherry, Albert T _---------------------------- (C. C. A.) 33-1780; 3 S. & D. 377.
121 F. (2d) 451.
Chesapeake Distilling & Distributing Co _________ (D. C.) 32-1909; 3 S. & D. 727.
Chicago Portrait Co __________________________ (C. C. A.) 8-597; 1 S. & D. 373.
4 F. (2d) 759.
Chicago Silk Co------------------------------ (C. C. A.) 25-1692; 2 S. & D. 410.
90 F. (2d) 689.
Chief Statistician, etc. (Michel Lipman, et al.) ___ (C. C. A.) 40-883.
148 F. (2d) 823.
Chipman Knitting Mills, etc.v. F. T. C, _________ (C. C. A.) 2 S. & D. 74.
Cinadcr, MitchelL ••• ----------------------- (C. C. A.) 38-889.
141 F. (2d) 1022.
Civil Service Training Dureau, Inc._---- ____ ---- (C. C. A.) 21-1197; 2 S. & D. 306.
79 F. (2d) 113.

' "For interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-744 or 1 S. & D. 719.
"For interlocutory order, see "Memoranda,'' 20-744 or 1 S. & D. 718.
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Claire Furnace Co., et a.l. 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (S.C. of D. C.), footnotis 3-543,
285 Fed. 936; 274 U.S. 160 (47 S. Ct. 553).
4-539; 1 S. & D. 190; (C. A. of
D. C.) 5-584; 1 S. & D. 259;
(S. C.) 11-6,55; 1 S. & D. 602.
Clara. Stanton, Druggist to Women ••••••••••••• (C. C. A.) 35-956; 3 S. & D. 508.
131 F. (2d) 105.
Clarke,FrederickA ••••••••• __________________ (D. C.) 33-1812; 3 S. & D. 406;
128 F. (2d) 542.
(C. C. A.) 34-1859; 3 S. & D
488.
Clein, Max L., et aL •••••• ------ •••••••• ____ •• (C. C. A.) 32-1868; 3 S. & D. 355.
Clito Co. (Rene P. Balditt)-------------------- (D. C.) 31-1894; 3 S. & D. 694.
Consolidated Book Publishers, Inc. 11 - - - - - - - - - - - (C. C. A.) 15-637; 2 S. & D. 152,
53 F. (2d) 942.
485.
Cordes, J. V., et al. (Martha Beasley Associates). (D. C.) 29-1621, 3 S. & D. 635.
Corn Products Refining Co., et a.L •••••••••••.• (C. C. A.) 39-664; (S.C.) 40-892.
144 F. (2d) 211; 324 U. S. 726; 65 S. Ct. 961.
Cosner Candy Co---------------------------- (C. C. A.) 25-1703; 2 S. & D. 419.
92 F. (2d) 1002.
Coty, Inc., et aL---------------------------- (C. C. A.) 34-1832; 3 S. & D. 464.
Counter Freezer Manufacturers, National Associ- (S. C. of D. C.) 22-1137; 2 S. & D.
ation of, et al.
337.
Cox, S. E. J •••.•..•.•..•.•••.•.•••.••••••••• (C. C. A.) "Memoranda.," 2Q-739.
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132 F. (2d) 165.
(C. C. A.~35-979;3 S. & D. 647.
Ritholz, Benjamin D., et al__ __________________ (C. C. A.) 22-1145; 2 S. & D. 334;
105 F. (2d) 937.
(D. C. of D. C.) 27-1690; 3 S.
& D. 475; (C. A. of D. C.) 291569; 3 S. & D. 126.
Rittenhouse Candy Co. (Sol Block et al.) ________ (C. C. A.) 26-1497; 2 S. & D. 436.
Rock, Monica l\1:-------------------------- __
117 F. (2d) 680.
Rogers Candy Co---------------------------101 F. (2d) 718.
Rogers Redemption Bureau, etc., U.S. v ________
Ron-Al Medicine Co., Dr., etc. (Irving Sofronski).

(C. C. A.) 32-1845; 3 S. & D. 335.
(C. C. A.) 28-1894; 3 S. & D. 59.
(D. C.) 4(}-956.
(D. C.) 29-1624; 3 S. & D. 638.

"For interlocutory order, see "Memoranda," 20-741 or 1 S. &: D. 719.
"For interlocutory order of lower court, oee "l\Iemoranda," 28-1966 or 2 S. & D. 4116.
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·Royal Baking Powder Co."------------------ (C. C. A.) 4-614; 1 S. & D. 202'
281 Fed. 744; 32 F. (2d) 966.
715; (S. C. of D. C.) 11-677,
701; 1 S. & D. 624, 650, 651,
703; (C. A. of D. C.) 12-740;
1 S. & D. 701.
Royal Milling Co. et al." -------------------- (C. C. A.) 16-679; 2 S. & D. 180;
58 F. (2d) 581; 288 U.S. 212 (53 S. Ct. 335).
(S.C.) 17-664; 2 S. & D. 217.
R. T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc., et al., U.S. v ________ (D. C.) 38-935.
Ryan Candy Co. (Southern Premium Manufactur- (C. C. A.) 22-1143; 2 S. & D. 342.
ing Co., etc.)
83 F. (2d) 1008.
Saks & Co.------ ____ ------ __ -- __ -------- ____ (C. C. A.) 32-1877; 3 S. & D. 363.
Salt Producers Ass'n et aL ___________________ (C. C.'A.) 36-1110; 3 S. & D. 542.
134 F. (2d) 354.
Samuel II. Moss, Inc _________________________ (C. C. A.) 40-885.
148 F. (2d) 378.
Sanders, Peter, et al. (The Perfect Reconditioned (C. C. A.) 32-1891; 3 S. & D. 375.
Spark Plug Co.)
Savage Candy Co .. __________________________ (C. C. A.) 25-1705; 2 S. & D. 421.
92 F. (2d) 1003.
Schachnow, Jacob (Modern Hat Works) ________ (C. C. A.) 32-1875; 3 S. & D. 361.
Scientific Manufacturing Co. Inc., et aL _________ (C. C. A.) 34-1793; 3 S. & D. 430.
124 F. (2d) 640.
Screen Broadcast Corp., eta\_ _________________ (C. C. A.) 38-890.
Sea Island Thread Co., Inc ____________________ (C. C. A.) 11-705; 1 S. & D. 653.
22 F. (2d) 1019.
Sealpax Co. (Oppenheim, Oberndorf & Co.)" __ (C. C. A.) 9-629; .1 S. & D. 409.
5 F. (2d) 574.
Sears, Roebuck & Co _______ • _______ -• _______ _ (C. C. A.) 1-562, 2-536; 1 S. & D.
258 Fed. 307.
36.
Sebrone Co. et al. ____________ •. ____________ -- (C. C. A.) 36-1142; 3 S. & D. 570.
135 F. (2d) 676.
Segal Lock & Hardware Co., Inc., et aL ________ _ (C. C. A.) 39-690.
143 F. (2d) 935.
Segal Optical Co __ . _. __ .. ______________ - ____ _ (C. C. A.) 38-867.
142 F. {2d) 255.
Sekov Corp., et aL .. ~----------------------- (D. C.) 30-1705; 3 S. & b. 669.
Shade Shop, etc., Alfred Klesner doing business
u1.1der name of, see !Gesner, Alfred.
Shakespeare Co •• ---------------------------- (C. C. A.) 15-609; 2 S. & D. 126.
50 F. (2d) 758.
Shapiro, William, et aL ____ • ____ • ____ • _. ____ • _ (C. C. A.) 35-978; 3 S. & D. 527.
Sheffield Silver Co., Inc ______________________ _ (C. C. A.) 27-1689; 2 S. & D. 472;
98 F. (2d) 676.
31-1826; 3 S. & D. 260.
Sherry's Cut Rate Drug Co., Inc ______________ _ (D. C.) 31-1903; 3 S. & D. 701.
17For interlocutory order in proceeding terminating in decision in 281 Fed. 744(4-614).see "Memoranda," 20-743 or 1 S. & D. 715.
For memorandum of decision of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, declining to grant a
supersedeas to operate as an injunction against Commission, pending appeal, and final decree diamU.•ing
plaintiff's bill on Nov. 15, 1927, eee "Memoranda," 20-742 or 1 S. & D. 651.
For order of Supreme Court of the District of Columbia on May 17, 1929, denyin11 company's petition
for writ of mandnmue to require certain action of Commission re certain affidavite and motion•, see
"Memoranda," 20-742 or 1 S. & D. 703, 704.
II For interlocutory order of lower court, see "Memoranda,'' 28-1966 or 2 S. & D. 486,
••for interlocutor>' order, see 'Memoranda," 20-743 or t S, di; 0, 717,
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Sherwinet al. v. U.S. (Lee, U.S. v.) ____________ (D. C.); (C. C. A.) footnote, 6290 Fed. 517; 297 Fed. 704 (affirmed, 268 U.S. 559; 1 S. & D. 1046, 1065.
369); (45 S. Ct. 517).
Shrade'r, Charles (Queen Chemical Co.) __________ (D. C.) 32-1904; 3 S. & D. 718.
Shupe-Williams Candy Co.-------------------- (C. C. A.) 29-1584; 3 S. & D. 139.
106 F. (2d) 962.
Siegel Co., Jacob·---------------------------- (C. C. A.) 39-714.
150 F. (2d) 751.
Sifers Confection Co. (H. I. Sifers, etc.) _________ (C. C. A.) 22-1147; 2 S. & D. 346.
84 F. (2d) 999.
Signode Steel Strapping Co-----------------·-- (C. C. A.) 35-960; 3 S. & D. 511.
132 F. (2d) 48.
Silver Co., L.
(C. C. A.) 6-559, 608; 1 S. & D.
289 Fed. 985; 292 Fed. 752.
278, 327.
Silverman & Associates, J., etc. ________________ . (C. C. A.) 39-704; 4G-883.
145 F. (2d) 751; 148 F. (2d) 823.
Sinclair Refining Co.------------------·------- (C. C. A.) 4-552; 1 S. & D. H5;
276 Fed. 686; 261 U.S. 463 (43 S. Ct. 450).
(S. C.) 6-587; 1 S. & D. 306.
Smith, A. E., et at, and Electric Bond and Share (D. C.) 13-563; 1 S. & D. 709; 17Co.
637; 2 S. & D. 191.
34 F. (2d) 323; 1 F. Supp. 247.
Sofronski, Irving (Dr. Ron-Al Medicine Co., etc.). (D. C.) 29-1624; 3 S. & D. 638.
Southern ·Hardware Jobbers Ass'n·------------- (C. C. A.) 6-597; 1 S. & D. 316.
290 Fed. 773.
Southern Premium Manufacturing Co., etc. (Ryan (C. C. A.) 22-1143; 2 S. & D. 342.
Candy Co.).
83 F. (2d) 1008.
Sowles, M.II ••••••• ------------------------- (D. C.) "Memoranda" 2G-740.
Spicer, WilliamEdgar,oetaL .••••••••••••••••• (C. C. A.) 39-693.
Stadley, Nolan B. (Sterling Appliance Co.) ••• :. •• (D. C.) 32-1896; 3 S. & D. 712.
Staley Mfg. Co., A. E., et aL---------------- (C. C. A.) 36-1126; 3 S. & D. 556.
135 F. (2d) 453; 144 F. (2d) 221; 324 U. S. 39--677; (S. C.) 4G-906.
746; 65 S. Ct. 971.
Standard Container Manufacturers' Association, (C. C. A.) 32-1879; 3 S. & D. 364.
Inc., et at,
119 F. (2d) 262.
Standard Distributing Co. (Philip Harry Koolish (C. C. A.) 34-1863; 3 8. & D 492;
et at.).
35-944; 3 S. & D. 497.
129 F. {2d) 64.
Standard Education SocietY------------------- (C. C. A.) lG-751; 1 S. & D. 567;
14 F. (2d) 974; 86 F. (2d) 692; 302 U.S. 112 24-1591; 2 S. & D. 366; (S. C.)
(58 S, Ct. 113); 97 F. (2d) 513; 148 F. (2d) 25-1715; 2 8. & D. 429; (C. C.
931.
A.) 26-1524; 3 S. & D. 525; 271680; 35-976; 3 S. & D. 603; 40917.
Standard Education Society et at., U.S."------- (D. C.) 37-810.
55 F. Supp. 189.
·Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, et at ___________ (C. C. A.) 5-542; 1 S. & D. 226;
282 Fed. 81; 261 U.S. 463 (43 S. Ct. 450).
6-587; 1 8. & D. 306.
Standard OU Co., of New York. _______________ (C. C. A.} 3-622; J S. & D.129.
273 Fe'd. 478.
Stanley Laooratories, Inc. et at ________________ (C. C. A.) 37-801; 3 S. & D. 596.
138 F. (2d) 388.
Stanton, Druggist to Women, Clara •••••••••••• (C. C. A.} 35-956; 3 8. & D. 508.
131 F. (2d) 105.
'
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Startup Candy Co---------------------------102 F. (2d) 1015.
Steffy, William C., eta!, U.S.~~---------------Stephen Rug Mills (Herzfeld, eta!.) ____________
140 F. (2d) 207.
Sterling Appliance Co. (Nolan B. Stadley). ______
Stetson Felt Mills (Dorfman, et al.) ____________
144 F. (2d) 737.
Stevenson Corp., The, eta!__ __________________
Sun Cut Rate Drug Store (Howard Deckelbaum)
Supreme Sales Co., etc. (Harry Froman) ________
Sweet Candy Co.------ ____ ------ __ ---------112 F. (2d) 168.
Sweets Co. of America, Inc ____________________
109 F. (2d) 296.
Swift & Co---------------------------------8 F. (2d) 595; 272 U.S. 554 (47 S. Ct. 175).
Temple Anthracite Coal Co ____________________
51 F. (2d) 656.
Texas Co. (Standard Oil Co. of N.Y.) __________
273 Fed. 478.
Thatcher Mfg. Co---------------------------5 F. (2d) 615; 272 U.S. 554 (47 S. Ct. 175).
Thomas Quilt Factories----------------------116 F. (2d) 347.
Thomsen-King & Co., Inc., et al--------------109 F. (2d) 516.
Thyrole Products Co. (I. Ralph Weinstock) _____
Toledo Pipe-Threading Machine Co." • -------6 F. (2d) 876; 11 F. (2d) 337.
Todd, Inc., J.
145 F. (2d) 858.
Tubular Rivet & Stud Co .• -------------------

E------------------------------

(C. C. A.) 28-1951; 3 S. & lJ. 106.
(D. C.) 37-835; 3 S. & D. 735.
(C. C. A.) 38-833.
(D. C.) 32-1896; 3 S. & D. 712.

(C. C. A.) 39-700.
(C. C. A.) 33-1818; 3 S. & D. 411
(D. C.) 31-1888; 3 S. & D. 689.
(C. C. A.) 38-893.
(C. C. A.) 30-1682; 3 S. & D. 229;
(D. C.) 35-988; 3 S. & D. 731.
(C. C. A.) 30-1625; 3 S. & D. 180;
(D. C.) 35-988; 3 S. & D. 732.
(C. C. A.) 8-616; 1 S. & D. 392;
(S.C.) 11-629; 2 S. & D. 575.
(C. C. A.) 15-616; 2 S. & D. 132.
(C. C. A.) 3-622; 1 S. & D.l29.
(C. C. A.) 9-631; 1 S. &-D. 411;
(S. C.) 11-629; 1 S. & D. 575.
(C. C. A.) 32-1815; 3 S. & D. 310.
(C. C. A.) 30-1642; 3 S. & D. 658;
(D. C.) 30-1692; 3 S. & D. 195.
(D. C.) 30-1722; 3 S. & D. 684.
(C. C. A.) 9--652; 1 S. & D. 432;
10-664; 1 S. & D. 479.
(C. A. of D. C.) 39--711.

(D. C. of D. C.) 34-1786; 3 S. &
D. 423.
Ultra-Violet Products Co., Inc. ________________ (C. C. A.) 38-923.
143 F. (2d) 814.
United Corporation et aL-------------------- (C. C. A.) 30-1659; 3 S. & D. 209.
110 F. (2d) 473.
United Diathermy, Inc.------------·---------- (D. C.) 32-1893; 3 S. & D. 709.
United States Steel Corp., et aL-------------- (C. C. A.) 40-927.
U.S. Drug & Sales Co., etc. (Edwin L. Leisenring (D. C.) 30-1701; 3 S. & D. 666.
eta!.).
U.S. ex rei. CubberleY-----·------------------ (S.C. of D. C.) footnote, 18-663;
2 S. & D. 240.
U.S. ex rei. Mills Novelty Co. et aL ___________ (8. C. of D. C.) 22-1137.
U.S. 11. American Television Institute, Inc ______ (D. C.) 36-1175; 3 S. & D. 735.
U.S. 11. Certane Co. et aL-------------------- (D. C.) 37-837; 3 S. & D. 737.
U.S. 11. Chesapeake Distilling & Distributing Co. (D. C.) 32-1909; 3 S. & D. 727.
U.S. v. Cornelius P. Van Schaack, Jr. (The Ink (D. C.) 36-1171; 3 S. & D. 732.
Co. of America, etc.).
U.S. 11. Deran Confectionery Co ••••••••••••••• (D. C.) 30-1729; 3 S. & D. 72!.
U.S. 11. Dr. Emile Carpentier------------------ (D. C.) 38-936.
"For int.erlocut.ory order, eee "Memoranda," 20..743 or 1 S. & D. 717.
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(D. C.) 3Q-1729; 3 S. & D. 725.
(D. C.) 37-836; 3 S. & D. 737.
(D. C.) 39-726.
(D. C.) footnote, 34-1869; 3ii-987;
3 S. & D. 731.
U.S. 11. Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co ______________ (D. C.) footnote, 26-1495.
U.S. 11. Herbal Medicine Co., et aL ____________ (D. C.) 38-937.
U.S. 11. Hiram Barber (Motor Equipment Spec- (D. C.) 36-1174; 3 S. & D. 734.
ialty Co.)
U.S. 11. Holst Publishing Co. et aL _____________ (D. C.) 3Q-1728; 3 S. & D. 724.
U.S. 11. Irving Roy Jacobson, et aL ____________ (D. C.) 39-725.
U. S. 11. John Petrie (B-X Laboratories and Purity (D. C.) 29-16!3; 30-1727; 3 S. &
Products Co.)
D. 723.
U.S. !1. K & S. Sales Co. et aL_ ________________ (D. C.) 30-1727; 3 S. & D. 723.
U.S. 11. Klimate-Pruf Manufacturing Co ________ (D. C.) 3Q-1730; 3 S. & D. 725.
U.S. 11. Koch et aL------------------------- (D. C.) 34-1870; 3 S. & b. 730.
U.S. 11. Kongo Chemical Co., Inc ______________ (D. C.) 39-725.
U.S. 11. Lanteen Laboratories, Inc., et aL _______ (D. C.) 40-957.
U.S. 11. Levore Co. et aL _____________________ (D. C.) 33-1833; 3 S. & D. 728.
U.S. 11. l\fagnecoil Co., Inc ____________________ (D. C.) 4Q-958.
U. 8.11. McKewen, et aL_ ____________________ (D. C.) 31-1913; 3 S. & D. 726.
U.S. 11. l\fclls Manufacturing Co _______________ (D. C.) 32-1907; 3 S. & D. 726.
U.S. 11. Meister Candy Co ____________________ (D. C.) 36-1173; 3 S. & D. 734.
U.S. 11. Midwest Studios, Inc __________________ (D. C.) 34-1869; 3 S. & D. 729.
U.S. 11. Montebello Distillers, Inc ______________ (D. C.) 32-1908; 3 S. & D. 726.
U."S. 11. Mutual Printing Co ___________________ (D. C.) 32-1909; 3 S. & D. 728
U.S. 11. National I3iscuit Co ___________________ (D. C.) 27-1697.
25 F. Supp. 329.
U.S. 11. Oppenheim, Collins & Co., Inc _________ (D. C.) 33-1833; 3 S. & D. 729.
U. 8.11. Piuma _______________________________ (D. C.) 33-1827; 3 S. & D. 412.
40 F. Supp. 119; 126 F. (2d) 601.
34-1837; 3 S. & D. 728.
U. S.11. Plantation Chocolate Co., Inc __________ (D. C.) 32-1908; 3 S. & D. 727.
U.S. 11. Rango Tablet Co., et aL _______________ (D. C.) 4Q-955.
U. S.11. Retonga Medicine Co _______ J _________ (D. C.) 38-935.
U.S. 11. Rogers Redemption Bureau, etc ________ (D. C.) 4Q-956.
U. S.11. R. T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc., et aL ______ (D. C.) 38-935.
U.S. 11. Standard Education Society et aL ______ (D. C.) 37-810; 3 S. & D. 603.
55 F. Supp. 189.
U. S.11. Sweet Candy Co •• -------------------- (D. C.) 35-988; 3 S. & D. 731.
U.S. 11. Sweets Co. of America, Inc .• __________ (D. C.) 35-988; 3 S. & D. 732.
U. S.11. The E. R. Page Co., Inc _______________ (D. C.) 36-1175; 3 S. & D. 734.
U. 8.11. Willard Tablet Co-------------------- (C. C. A.) 38-863.
141 F. (2d) 141.
U.S. 11. William C. Steffy et aL-------------- (D. C.) 37-835; 3 S. & D. 735.
U.S. 11. Wilson Chemical Co., Inc ______________ (D. C.) 36-1171; 3 S. & D. 732.
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co---------------------·--- (C. C. A.) 11-692; 1 S. & D. 638.
22 F. (2d) 122.
Vanderbilt Co., Inc., eta!., E. T., U. 8.11-------- (D. C.) 38-935.
Van Schaack, Jr., Cornelius P. (The Ink Co. of (D. C.) 36-1171; 3 S. & D. 732.
America, etc.), U.S. 11.
Viscose Co. et aL---------------------------- (D. C.) "Memoranda," 28-1970.
Vivaudou, Inc., V •• -------------------------- (C. C. A.) 15--£31; 2 S. & D 146.
54 F. (2d) 273.
Von Schrader Manufacturing Co. et aL _________ (C. C. A.) 34-1788; 3 S. & D. 425:
Walker, James, eta!. (Merit Health Appliance Co.) (D. C.) 32-1900; 3 S. & D. 715.
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Walker's New River Mining Co ________________
79 F. (2d) 457.
Wallace, E. J." ----------------------------75 F. (2d) 733.
Ward Baking Co •••• ------------------------264 Fed. 330.
Warner's Renowned Remedies Co. _____________
140 F. (2d) 18.
W. B. Caldwell, Inc., Dr·-·-·----------------111 F. (2d) 889.
Webb-Crawford Co. et aL-------------------109 F. (2d) 268.
Weiler, Alexander, et a!. (New York Premium
Novelty Co.)
Weinstock, I. Ralph (Thyrole Products Co.) ____
Wellworth Sales Co. (Isidore Halperin eta!.) ____
Western Chemicals, Inc., et aL ________________
Western Meat Co---------------------------1 F. (2d) 95; 4 F. (2d) 223; 272 U.S. 554 (47
S. Ct. 17~); 33 F. (2d) 824.

(C. C. A.) 21-1213; 2S. & D. 320·
(C. C. A.) 20--713; 2 S. & D. 280.
(C. C. A.) 2-550; 1 S. & D. 49.
(C. A. of D. C.) 38-831.
(C. C.{\..) 30--1670; 3 S. & D. 218.
(C. C. A.) 30--1630; 3 S. & D. 184.
(C. C. A.) 34-1789; 3 S. & D. 426.

(D. C.) 30--1722; 3 S. & D. 684.
(C. C. A.) 34-1841; 3 S. & D. 472.
(D. C.) 28-1939; 3 S. & D. 632.
(C. C. A.) 8-589, 623; 1 S. & D.
365, 399; (S. C.) 11-629; 1 S. &
D. 575; (C. C. A.) 13-559; 1 S.
&D. 705.
.
Western Sugar Refinery Co. et aL-------------- (C. C. A.) 4-557; 1 S. & D. 149.
275 Fed. 725.
Wholesale Dry Goods Institute, Inc. et aL ______ '(C. C. A.) 37-821; 3 S. & D 615.
139 F. (2d) 230.
Wholesale Grocers' Ass'n. of El Paso et aJ. _____ (C. C. A.) 4-595; 1 S. & D. 181.
277 Fed. 657.
Willard Tablet Co., U.S. V-------------------- (C. C. A.) 38-863.
141 F. (2d) 141.
Wilson Chemical Co., Inc., U.S. v_____________ (D. C.) 36-1171; 3 S. & D. 732.
Winship Corp. et aL------------------------- (D. C.) 30--1697; 3 S. & D. 663.
Winslow et aL----------------------------- (C. C. A.) 4-578: 1 S. & D. 166.
277 Fed. 206.
(C. C. A.) 3-618; 1 S. & D. 125;
Winsted Hosiery Co."
(S. C.) 4-610; 1. 8 & D. 198.
272 Fed. 957; 258 U.S. 483 (42 S. Ct. 184).
Winston Co., John U." ---------------------- (C. C. A.) 8-625; 1 S. & D. 401.
3 F. (2d) 961.
Wire Rope and Strand Mfrs. Ass'n., Inc ________ (C. C. A.) 36-1146; 3 S. & D. 574.
Wolf, Alvin B. (DeLuxe Products Co., etc.).---- (C. C. A.) 36-1135; 3 S. & D. 564.
135 F. (2d) 564.
Woolley, E. R .•• ----------------------------- (C. C. A.) 11-692; 1 S. & D. 638.
22 F. (2d) 122.
Wrisley Co., Allen B., et aL.----------------- (C. C. A.) 31-1815; 3 S. & D. 250.
113 F. (2d) 437.
Yardley of London, Inc----------------------- (C. C. A.) 31-1869; 3 S, & D. 297.
Zelle Co., The (Leland F. Benham) _____________ (D. C.) 29-1631; 3 S. & D. 644.
Zenith Radio CorP--------------------------- (C. C. A.) 38-903.
143 F. (2d) 29.
Ziegler Co., George .. ------------------------- (C. C. A.) 24-1625;28. & D. 397,
90 F. (2d) 1007.
Ufor interlocutory order, oee "Memoranda," 28-1068 or 2 B. d: D. 4110.
IIFor interlocutory order, eee "Memoranda," 20-742 or 1 B. d: D. 715.
IIFor interloCutory order, oee "Memoranda," 20-743 or 1 B. d: D. 718.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS
FINDINGS AND ORDERS, JANUARY 1, 1945, TO JUNE 30, 1945

IN THE MATTER OF

G. C. COUNCIL TRADING AS DANVILLE ENGRAVING
COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5045.

Complaint, Sept. 10, 1943-Decision, Jan. 16, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the manufacture and in the competitive interstate sale
and distribution under the trade name "Decotones" of photoengraving plates,
made on the standard halftone screen, and properly described as halftones; through
statements in circulars distributed among prospective purchasers located throughout the United States, directly or by implication(a) Represented that his photoengraving plates were etched to double the depth of
standard plates, or twice as deep as those sold by his competitors, and for that
reason produced a sharper, clearer, and more distinct impression than did his
competitors';
The facts being that his plates were not, as thus represented, etched to double the respective depths prescribed by the "scale of standard depths for halftone plates,•r
which was in general use in the photoengraving industry and represented the etching depth which it was desirable to obtain, but-aside from serious doubt as to
• whether it is possible to etch to double depth without doing harm to the platefell far short of being etched to such depth; further etching, after sufficient depth
has been obtained, serves no purpose and is likely to injure rather than improve
the plate; and etching of a plate to double depth, therefore, will not result in a
sharper, clearer, or more distinct impression;
(b) Represented that the wet plate process employed by him in making halftones required more skill, patience, and experience, and produced better negatives than the
film or dry plate process used by his competitors;
The facts being that the film process was the more modern and was apparently supplanting the other, which, how:ever, was still in use to some extent in the industry,
some concerns using both processes; and the wet plate process does not require more
skill, patience or experience than the other, or produce better negatives;
(c) Represented that the cost of the plates produced by his competitors was higher than
the cost of his plates because of the tax imposed on film, and that such increased
cost is passed on to the consumer through higher prices, through such statements
in said circular as "The new tax law now adds a TEN PER CENT TAX to the
cost of DRY PLATES because such plates are prepared from the commercial film.
Naturally, the engraver is NOT going to absorb this tax-You can judge for yourself who is going to pay for this extra cost-But if you order DECOTONES (Prot
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ceased the WET PLATE way) you'll not only get a BETTER job-but will find
that our prices have NOT advanced because this type of process is NOT taxed";
The facts being that the principal item of cost in the making of photoengraving plates
is labor; and the tax on the film used in the film process has not appreciably affected the COflt of plates to engravers, who have absorbed the small additional cost
and have not passed it on to the consumer through higher prices; and
(d) Represented that halftones produced by his competitors were composed of square
dots, whereas the wet plate process employed by him produced round or "island"
dots on the halftone screen, resulting in a sharper, clearer, and more satisfactory
finished plate;
The facts being the shape of the dots in a halftone depends upon the manipulation of the
camera and the etching operation, and these are the same, irrespective of the
process used; halftones frequently contain both square and round dots, and there
is no advantage in one over the other, and the differences between the two photographs in his advertising circular were due not to any difference in the shape of the
dots composing the photographs, but solely to the fact that the better photograph
was made from a good negative, while the poorer photograph was made from an
inferior negative;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to his products and to disparage the products of his
competitors, and to induce such public to purchase substantial quantities of his
products as a result, whereby substantial trade was diverted unfairly to him from
his competitors:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and his competitors, and constituted unfair methods of
competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices therein.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr. Merle P. Lyon and Mr. Clark Nichols for the Commission.
Allen, Dalbey & Foreman, of Danville, Ill., fQr respondent.
CoM~LAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Grade Commission Act, ;:tnd
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that G. C. Council, an individual, trading as Danville Engraving Company, hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, G. C. Council, is an individual, trading
under the name and style of Danville Engraving Company, with his principal office and place of business located at 220 North Logan Avenue, Danville, Ill.
Respondent is now, and for several yean~ last past has been, engaged in
the making of photo-engraving plates and in the sale and distribution
thereof by mail direct to the purchasers thereof located in various States
of the United States. Respondent causes said photo-engraving plates,
when sold, to be transported from his place of business in the State of
Illinois to purchasers thereof located in other States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at all times
mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said plates in com-
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merce among and between the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Respondent, during the times mentioned herein, has been and
is now in substantial competition with other individuals and with firms,
partnerships and corporations engaged in the manufacture and sale of
photo-engraving plates in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondent's photo-engravings are made on zinc, alloy or copper plates on the standard half-tone screen and are properly described as
half-tones, although they are sold under the trade name "Decotones."
Solicitation for the sale thereof has been principally by means of advertisements in trade journals and magazines and by means of circulars disseminated to prospective customers through the United States mails.
Among the representations made by respondent in said advertisements
and circulars are the following:·
DECOTONES produce a sharper, a clearer and more distinct impression because
they are etched to double depth and are produced from the old tried and true WET
PLATE process.
Now, there's a big difference between the WET PLATE process and the DRY
PLATE (prepared from commercial film).
You see, some photo engravers prefer to use the prepared film process because it is
easier, even though it is also more expensive and does NOT produce the BEST negative.
The WET PLATE process requires more skill; patience; and years of experienceBut this extra effort is truly worthwhile for YOU, the customer, as it gives you a
printing plate that will produce a true, clear impression.
The new tax law now adds a TEN PERCENT TAX to the cost of DRY PLATE
because such plates are· prepared from the commercial film.
Naturally, the engraver is NOT going to absorb this taxYou can judge for yourself who is going to pay for the extra costBut if you order DECOTONES (processed the WET PLATE way) you'll not only
get a BETTER job-but will find that our prices have NOT advanced because this
type of process is NOT taxed.

On an inside page of one of respondent's advertising circulars appears
a girl's photograph with the following words beneath it:
A REGULAR HALFTONE
First, notice this regular halftone proof.
A 60 line screen is used, which is first composed of square dots. And while its physical
make-up consists of shadow dots, middle tone and highlight dots, all remain more or less
a SQUARE dot with the lines or sides of the dots running at a 45 degree angle ..•••
See for yourself with your own eyes what can be expected from an ordinary half-tone,

On the opposite page appears a girl's photograph, apparently identical
with the following words beneath it,
DECOTONES
Now, study this picture.
Compare it with the one on the opposite page.
This is an actual sample of our high quality DECOTONE process which is etched
deeper (double depth); dots are of a round formation (THE ISLAND DOT).
See this contrast-darker portions are darker; light portions are lighter; detaUs are
sharper and more distinctSurely, you can see the difference in the two illustrations-
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And if you will compare the pictures thoroughly, we're confident this comparison will
prove to you more than mere words or claims, the difference-and show you exactly
why YOU, too will always want to use our high quality Decotones.

PAR. 4. By means of the foregoing representations and others of similar
import and effect, respondent has represented, directly and by implication
and inference, that his photo-engraving plates are etched to double the
depth of stand'itrd plates or twice as deep as those produced by his competitors, and for that reason produce a sharper, clearer and more distinct
impression and are superior to plates produced by his competitors or by
other processes; that the wet plate process of making halftones employed
by respondent is a less expensive method and produces better negatives
than the dry plate or film method employed by his competitors and the
photo-engraving trade generally; that respondent's Wet Plate process
requires more skill, patience and experience than the processes used by his
competitors; that the costs of the plates produced by respondent's competitors are higher than his costs because of the ten percent tax on the cost
of the dry plates or film used by his competitors and that this tax results
in higher prices to the ultimate consumer for plates produced by his competitors compared to plates produced by respondent; and that half-tones
produced by his competitors are composed of square dots whereas the
Decotone process employed by respondent produces round or "island"
dots on the half-tone screen, resulting in a sharper, clearer and more satisfactory firrished plate.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, respondent's "Decotone" plates are not
etched to twice the standard depths of plates produced by respondent's
competitors, and in fact it is impossible to etch a photo-engraving to double
the standard scale depth, because in so doing the dots in the half-tone
screen would be so worn and broken down that they would not make satisfactory impressions. "Deco tones" do not produce a sharper, clearer or
more distinct impression and are not superior to plates produced by respondent's competitors or by other processes. There is no difference between the results obtained by the wet plate process and those obtained by
the film or dry plate process, and the film or dry plate process is neither
easier, more expensive or productive of less satisfactory negatives than the
wet plate process employed by respondent, and does not require less skill,
patience and experience than the wet plate process. The film or dry plate
method of producing half-tones has been widely adopted in the photoengraving industry because of the greater speed and volume of output
obtainable by its use, and resultant decrease in labor costs per unit of
output. In the photo-engraving industry labor costs amount to about
95 percent of the total cost of the firrished product, and the greater speed
of the film process makes that method of producing half-tones cheaper
than the wet plate process employed by respondent. The ten percent tax
on the materials used in the film process adds very little, if any, to the cost
of the finished plates produced by respondent's competitors, and the prices
charged to the ultimate consumer by respondent's competitors are not
necessarily increased because of said tax.
All half-tone screens are composed of square dots regardless of what
photographic materials or processes may be applied, and respondent's
representation that the use of wet plate photography converts these square
dots in the half-tone screen to round dots in the finished plate is unfounded
in fact. The shape of the dots depends largely upon marripulation of the
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camera, and round dots would be no more readily produced by the wet
plate method than by the film method. Also, dots originally square may
take on a rounded appearance due to the fact that the chemical solution
used in a second or additional etching, often made to improve the tone values, tends to round off the corners to some extent. Round dots are not in
any way peculiar to the plates produced by respondent, and ordinarily
make no better reproductions than do square dots. The differences between the two photographs in respondent's advertising circular are due,
not to different materials or methods of photography, but to deliberate
manipulations by the respondent to indicate a superiority in plates produced by him as compared to those made by other processes. The defects
apparent in the so-called "regular half-tone" result from an underexposed and over-etched plate, and are not due to the employment of
methods or materials commonly used by respondent's competitors.
The aforesaid statements contained in respondent's advertisements are
not only false, misleading and deceptive to the purchasing public, but unfairly defame and disparage the products of respondent's competitors in
that it is represented that respondent's products are superior to those of
respondent's competitors, and require more skill, patience and experience
to produce, and are less expensive, sharper, clearer and more satisfactory
than the products of respondent's competitors, when such is not the fact.
PAR. 6. The use by respondent of the false, misleading and disparaging
statements, representations and advertisements as aforesaid has had, and
now has, the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false, misleading and disparaging statements, representations and advertisements are true, and induce a substantial portion
of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken beliefs,
to purchase respondent's photo-engraving products. As a result thereof,
injury has been and is now being done by respondent to competition in
commerce among and between the several States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and of respondent's competitors and
constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, "FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on September 10, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, G. C.
Council, individually, and trading as Danville Engraving Company,
charging him with the use of unfair methods of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
that act. After the filing of respondent's answer, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint
were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the
650780 -•7 - ·
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trial examiner upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report, and
briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument not
having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the
matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH I. The respondent, G. C. Council, is an individual, trading
under the name Danville Engraving Company, with his principal office and
place of business located at 220 North Logan Avenue, Danville, Ill. Respondent is now and for a number of years last past has been engaged in
the manufacture and sale of photoengraving plates. The plates are used
by the printing trade in the reproduction of photographs, drawings and
other copy.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business reRpondent causes his
photoengraving plates, when sold, to be transported from his place of
business in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in the various
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and has maintained a course of trade in his·plates in
commerce among and between the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
·PAR. 3. Respondent is and has been in substantial competition with
other individuals and with firms and corporations engaged in the manufacture of photoengraving plates and in the sale and distribution of such
plates in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. Respondent's photoengravings are made on the standard halftone screen, and are properly described as halftones. In addition to such
general designation, however, respondent uses the trade name "Decotones" to describe his products, this name being a coined word made up as
follows: "D" for Danville, the city in which respondent is located, "e"
from the word engraving, "co" from company, and "tone" for what respondent considers the tonal value of pictures made from his plates.
Respondent advertises his products by means of advertisements inserted
in trade journals, and also by means of circulars distributed among prospective purchasers through the United States mail. One of these circulars, of which some ten thousand copies were distributed among prospective purchasers located throughout the United States, contained the following representations:

DECOTONES ~roduce a sharper, a clearer and more distinct impression because
they are etched to double depth and are produced from the old tried and true WET
PLATE process.
Now, there's a big difference between the WET PLATE process and the DRY
PLATE (prepared from commercial film).
You see, some photo engravers prefer to use the prepared film process because it is
easier, even though it is also more expensive and does NOT produce the nEST negative.
The WET PLATE process requires more skill; patience; and years of experienceBut this extra effort is truly worthwhile for YOU, the customer, as it gives you a
Printing plate that will produce a true, clear impression.

• • •
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The new tax law now adds a TEN PERCENT TAX to the cost of DRY PLATES
because such plates are prepared from the commercial film.
Naturally, the engraver is NOT going to absorb this taxYou can judge for yourself who is going to pay for this extra costBut if you order DECOTONES (processed the WET PLATE way) you'll not only
get a BETTER job-but will find that our prices have NOT advanced because this
type of process is NOT taxed(Commission's Exhiuit No. 4)

On one of the inside pages of the circular there appeared the photograph
of a young woman, and under the photograph the following:
A REGULAR HALFTONE
First, notice this regular halftone proof.
A 60 line· screen is used, which is first composed of square dots.
And while its physical make-up consists of shadow dots, middle tone and high-light
dots, all remain more or less a SQUARE dot with the lines or sides of the dots running
at a 45 degree angle

• • •
See for yourself with your own eyes what can be expected from an ordinary half-tone.

On the opposite page there appeared another photograph of the same
young woman, and beneath this photograph the following:
DECOTONES
Now, study this picturfl.
Compare it with the one on the opposite page.
This is an actual sample of our high quality DECOTONE process which is etched
deeper (double depth); dots are of a round formation (THE ISLAND DOT).
See this contrast-darker portions are darker; light portions are lighter; details are
sharper and more distinctSurely, you can see the difference in the two illustrationsAnd if you will compare both pictures thoroughly, we're confident this comparison.
will prove to you more than mere words or claims, the difference-and show you exactly why YOU, too will always want to use our high quality DECOTONESPAR. 5. Through the use of these representations and others of similar
import, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that his
photoengraving plates are etched to double the depth of standard plates,
or twice as deep as those sold by his competitors, and that for that reason
respondent's plates produce a sharper, clearer, and more distinct impression than do plates sold by his competitors; that the wet plate process employed by respondent in making halftones requires more skill, patience,
and experience than the film or dry plate process used by his competitors,
and that the wet plate process produces better negatives than the film
process; that the cost of plates produced by respondent's competitors is
higher than the cost of respondent's plates because of the tax imposed on
film, and that such increased cost is passed on to the consumer through
higher prices; and that halftones produced by respondent's competitors
are composed of square dots, whereas the wet plate process employed by
respondent produces round or "island" dots on the halftone screen, resulting in a sharper, clearer and more satisfactory finished plate.
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PAR. 6. Photoengraving plates are made from zinc, copper, or an alloy
metal. They may be made by either of two processes, the "wet plate"
process or the film (dry plate) process. The essential difference between
the two processes is that in the wet plate process the engraver begins with
a piece of clear glass and applies to the glass the necessary sensitizing elements, thus actually making the plate-negative upon which the picture or
other material is photographed. In the film process, commercial film is
used. The film is ready for use when received by the engraver, that is, it
does not have to be sensitized. In either case the image produced on the
negative (wet plate, if the wet plate process is employed, or film, if the film
process is used) is transferred to the metal plate, after which the engraver,
by the skilful application of certain acids, etches the plate until sufficient
depth has been obtained to bring out the various tones and details of the
original photograph or other copy.
Of the two processes, the film process is the more modern and appears to
be supplanting the wet plate process, although the latter is still being used
to some extent in the industry. Some photoengraving concerns use both
processes.
PAR. 7. There is in general use in the photoengraving industry a "Scale
of Standard Depths for Halftone Plates." This scale represents the etching depths which it is desirable to obtain. Respondent's state 11ent that
his plates are etched to u double depth" constitutes a representation that
the plates are etched to double the respective depths prescribed by this
scale. The evidence discloses that the plates fall far short of being etched
to this depth. There is, in fact, serious doubt as to whether it is possible to
etch to double depth without doing harm to the plate. After sufficient
depth has been obtained, further etching serves no purpose and is likely to
injure rather than improve the plate. The etching of a plate to double
depth therefore will not result in a sharper, clearer, or more distinct impression.
The wet plate process does not require more skill, patience, or experience
than the film process, nor will the wet plate process produce better negatives than the film process. The principal item of cost in the making of
photoengraving plates is labor, and the tax on the film used in the film
process has not appreciably affected the cost of plates to engravers using
that process. Such small additional cost as the tax has occasioned has
been absorbed by the engravers and has not been passed on to the consumer through higher prices.
The shape of the dots in a halftone depends upon the manipulation of
the camera and the etching operation, and these are the same, regardless of
whether the wet plate or the film process is employed in making the negative. The kind of process used does not affect the shape of the dots. Halftones frequently contain both square dots and round dots, and there is no
advantage in one over the other. Round dots do not produce a sharper,
clearer, or more satisfactory plate. The differences between the two
photographs in respondent's advertising circular are due not to any difference in the shape of the dots composing the photographs, but are due
solely to the fact that the better photograph was made from a good negative while the poorer photograph was made from an inferior negative.
PAR. 8. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent with respect to his products, as set forth in paragraphs 4 and
5 thereof, are erroneous and misleading.
PAR. 9. The use by respondent of these erroneous and misleading
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representations has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to respondent's
products and to disparage the products of respondent's competitors, and
the tendency and capacity to induce such portion of the public to purchase
substantial quantities of respondent's products as a result of the erroneous
and mistaken belief so engendered. In consequence thereof, substantial
trade has been diverted unfairly to respondent from his competitors.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony
and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence
and the exceptions to such report, and briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument not having been requested); and the
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
that the respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, G. C. Council, individually, and trading as Danville Engraving Company, or trading under any other name,
and his agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of respondent's photoengraving plates in commerce, as" commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith
cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication:
1. That respondent's photoengraving plates are etched to 11 double
depth," or to any depth in excess of that to which said plates are in fact
etched.
2. That the etching of a photoengraving plate to double depth results in
a sharper, clearer, or more distinct impression.
3. That the wet plate process of making photoengraving plates requires
more skill, patience, or experience than the film or dry plate process, or
that the wet plate process produces better negatives than the film process.
4. That the imposition of the tax on film used in the film process of
making photoengraving plates has resulted in higher prices to consumers
of such plates.
5. That the use of the wet plate process in making photoengraving
plates affects the shape of the dots in such plates, or that round dots produce a sharper, clearer, or more satisfactory plate than square dots.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after service upon him of this order, file "ith the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he h~ complied with
this order.
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THE 11ATTER OF

HEALTHAIDS, INC., THE JOURNAL OF LIVING
PUBLISHING CORPORATION, AND VICTOR H. LINDLAHR
CO!\Il'LAINT. FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Doclcet 4332.

Complaint, Oct. 4, 1940-Decision, Jan. 18, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution of
its medicinal preparation "Serutan"; a second corporation engaged in the publication, sale and distribution of a monthly magazine and of various booklets, pamphlets, circulars and other written material directed to promoting the sale of Serutan;
and an individual who (1) was editor of said "Journal of Living" monthly magazine, as well as of various books, pamphlets, circulars and otl1er written material
distributed by said corporations, and was employed by said manufacturing corporation to deliver radio talks constituting the principal feature of a program devoted to promoting sale of "Serutan," broadcast by numerous stations in various
parts of the United States; (2) was licensed to practice as an osteopath upon the
completion of a course at a college of osteopathy, attended by him after securing
the equivalent of a high school education, and had secured a degree as doctor of
medicine from an admitted diploma mill;
Acting in concert in advertising and promoting the sale of said "Scrutan" to members
of the public, under a general plan in accordance with which (a) said manufacturing
corporation directly advertised said product and promoted said individual as "an
eminent diet authority," "famous editor of the Journal of Living," "the eminent
nutritionist," and by other designations, and promoted the "Journal of Living"
and various books and pamphlets of said individual; said individual in his radio
talks, books, pamphlets, and circulars promoted "Serutan" and the "Journal of
Living," and the" Journal of Living" directly advertised" Serutan" and promoted
said individual and his writings, which in turn promoted "Serutan," and essence
of which plan (b) was to promote the sale and distribution of said product, and to
do so in as indirect and apparently disinterested a guise as possible; whereby they
were able to sell to the public publications which were actually advertisements of
"Serutan" disguised with titles such as "Eat Your Way to Beauty-The Famous
Lindlahr Beauty Diet," "Eat Stay Young-The Fountain of Youth," "How to
Gain Weight-The Famous Lindlahr 7-Day Weight Gaining Diet," "The Famous
Lindlahr 7-Day Reducing Diet," and which pointed out how essential "Serutan"
was to whatever the purpose of the booklet might be-beauty, health, longevity,
weight reduction, weight gain, or other objectiveRepresented directly or by implication, through statements in advertisements in newspapers and periodicals, by radio continuities and by circulars, leaflets, pamphlets
and other advertising literature that "Serutan" was of substantial therapeutic
value in restoring and maintaining natural elimination, that it stimulated and
strengthened the digestive and eliminative organs and muscles and promoted normal and regular action on their part, constituted a cure or remedy for constipation,
and possessed substantial therapeutic value in the treatment thereof;
The facts being that it did not constitute a cure or remedy for constipation, symptom
usually of some other trouble for which the proper treatment is the ascertainment
and correction of its cause; therapeutic value thereof being limited to the temporary relief afforded by its laxative action as a result of its bulk and irritant proper-
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ties which tend to stimulate peristaltic action; statement that product had substantial therapeutic value in restoring and maintaining natural elimination was unwarranted, the physiological process of elimination without the intervention of
drugs being normal, but abnormal if caused by other than normal foods or normal
physiological processes; and, except for the tendency to stimulate peristaltic action, "Serutan" would not strengthen the digestive or eliminative organs or muscles or promote normal or regular action thereby;
With the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such false and misleading representations were tru" whereby it was induced to purchase substantial quantities
·
thereof:
Held, That such acts ana practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.
·

Before Mr. Arthur F. Thomas, trial examiner.
Mr. William L. Taggart for the Commission.
Mr. Irving R. Rosenhaus, of Newark, N.J., and Mr. Louis II. Rowe, of
New York City, for respondents, and Healthaids, Inc. was also represented
by Mr. W. Cameron Burton and Afr. George C. Vournas, of Washington,
D.C.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Healthaids, Inc., a corporation, The
Journal of Living Publishing Corporation, a corporation, and·Victor H.
Lindlahr, an individual, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as foJlows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Healthaids, Inc., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its principal office and
place of business located at 404-14 Tonnelle Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Said respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been
engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation known a~
"Serutan" which is intended for use in the treatment of certain ailments
and conditions of the human body.
Said respondent causes its product, when sold, to be transported from
its place of business in the State of New Jersey to the purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Respondent maintains and at all times mentioned herein has
maintained a course of trade in its product in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondent, The Journal of Living Publishing Corporation, is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of New Yor~, with its ptincipal
office located at 1819 Broadway, New York, N.Y. Smd respondent is engaged in the business of promoting the sale of the said medicinal preparations hereinbefore referred to, and as a part of its operations said respondent issues and disseminates a publication known as "The Journal of Living" which is used for the purpose of advertising said preparation.
Respondent, Victor H. Lindlahr, is an individual, with his principal
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office located at 1819 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Said respondent is
editor of the publication The Journal of Living hereinabove referred to and
directs and controls the practices and methods of respondent The Journal
of Living Publishing Corporation. Said respondent, Victor H. Lindlahr,
also directs and controls the practices and methods of respondent, Healthaids, Inc., with respect to the advertising of its said preparation.
The respondents have acted in conjunction and cooperation each with
the other in carrying on the acts and practices hereinafter alleged.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid businesses, therespondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused
and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
their said product by the United States mails and by various other means
in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and respondents have also disseminated and are now disseminating,
and have caused and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning their said product, by various means, for the purpose
of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said product in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among, and typical of, the false, misleading
and deceptive statements and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove
set forth, by the United States mails, by advertisements in newspapers and
periodicals, by radio continuities, and by circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and
other advertising literature, are the following:
NO MORE LAXATIVES
SAY THOUSANDS OF GRATEFUL USERS!
Don't fool around with constipation .•• don't gamble with irritating physics and
doubtful, "one-time" remedies. Thousands who were ready to give up hope have found
blessed relief with Serutan, the new-type food auxiliary that contains no habit-forming
drugs, no harsh roughage or irritants. Serutan helps Nature in Nature's own way by
stimulating normal, regular action. Can be used as a natural regulator. Free. 40 Page
Book Real Truth about constipation.
A NATURAL CORRECTIVE
WITHOUT LAXATIVES!
Why risk taking irritating "one-time" remedies that may do serious harm? Let
Serutan help you, as it has helped thousands of others. Not a cathartic, but a new-type
food auxiliary designed to re-establish natural elimination. Seruta.n contains no habitforming drugs, no harsh roughage or irritants. Many doctors recommend it as a natural
regulator for Pile, Ulcer and Colitis sufferers. Free. 40 Page Book Real Truth about
constipation.
These headlines in the news of health and nutrition have been brought to you by
SERUTAN-acclaimed by thousands as the safe, sensible way of combatting food
delay. SERUTAN should not be confused with harsh-acting drugs. It is a natural
food auxiliary which works with Nature to help you restore regularity and internal
cleanliness. It contains no habit-forming drugs-no harmful roughage or irritantsnothing which works violently on the delicate digestive system. Don't take chances
with your health! Let SERUTAN help you to the kind of internal cleanliness that is
the basis for vigorous good health. Get the big economical container today-at any
good drug, department or health food store. It's sold with an absolute money-back
guarantee. But be sure to ask for it by name-8ERUTAN, spelled SER UT AN.
And remember, when you spell it backward, it reads-Nature's.
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SERUTAN is not a mere "one-time" help. It is designed to promote internal cleanliness by stimulating and strengthening the normal action of the digestive organs.
SERUTAN has already shown thousands (many of whom had literally tried everything
else without success) how to overcome food delay and enjoy the renewed good health
that comes with internal cleanliness.
AND NOW HERE'S A QUESTION-do you show as much consideration for
your3elf as you do for other people? Well-judging from the large number of folks
who su:Ier serious di'jestive ailments, it would seem that far too many do not show
enough consideration for themselves. That's why a word of caution is in order, particularly for those past the age of 35, who thoughtlessly and habitually use laxatives
that may be too harsh for their systems. For after 35, the intestinal muscles are apt to
be weaker and not as able to withstand the abuse of harsh drugs. What you may need
for internal cleanliness is som~thing to help strengthen those intestinal muscles and to
help them m:J.intain normal rhythm or peristaltic action. And that's exactly what
SERUTAN is designed to do. SERUTAN contains no harsh drugs, no roughage, no
irritants. So you see, it's ideal for those whose digestive systems can no longer stand
abuse. Why not get SERUTAN today at any good drug or health food store? In the
meantime send for your free copy of the 4 page booklet, "THE TRUTH ABOUT
INTERNAL CLEANLINESS." Just put your name and address on a. penny postcard
and send it to SERUTAN spelled S E RUT A N-8ERUTAN, Station WAAT,
Jersey City, N. J. And remember-when you read SERUTAN backwards-it spellsNATURE'S!
PAR. 3. Through the use of the representations hereinabove set forth,
and others of similar import not specifically set out herein, all of which
purport to be descriptive of the therapeutic properties of respondents' said
preparation, respondents have represented and do now represent, directly
or by implication, that their said preparation is of substantial therapeutic
value in restoring and maintaining natural elimination; that it stimulates
and strengthens the digestive and eliminative organs and muscles, and
promotes normal and regular action ·on the part of such organs and muscles; that it constitutes a cure or remedy for constipation and possesses
substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation.
PAR. 4. The foregoing representations are grossly exaggerated, false
and misleading. In truth and in fact, respondents' preparation possesses
no therapeutic value with respect to restoring or maintaining natural elimination. It is wholly incapable of stimulating or strengthening the digestive or eliminative organs or muscles, or of promoting normal or regular
action on the part of such organs or muscles. Said preparation does not
constitute a cure or remedy for constipation, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation except insofar as its laxative
properties may assist in the temporary evacuatiqn of the intestinal tract.
The active ingredient of respondents' preparation consists of the mucilaginous portion of psyllium seed, and the presence of such ingredient
serves to give said preparation the properties of a mild laxative. Aside
from such properties, said preparation is 'wholly without therapeutic value.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading representations with respect to their said product has the tendency and capacity to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion
of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such
false and misleading representations are true, and as a result of such erroneous and mistaken belief the purchasing public is induced to, nnd does,
purchase substantial quantities of respondents' product.
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PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents as herein
alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT,_

FINDINGS AS

TO THE

FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on October 4, 1940, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Healthaids, Inc.,
a corporation, The Journal of Living Publishing Corporation, a corporation, and Victor H. Lindlahr, an individual, charging them with the use of
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said corn plaint and the filing
of respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support
of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced
before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it,
and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the
office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on
for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, the answer
thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner, briefs
in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and the oral arguments
of counsel; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS

TO

THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Healthaids, Inc., of New Jersey (the
respondent referred to in the caption as Healthaids, Inc.) is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, with its
principal office and place of business located at 404-14; Tonnele Avenue,
Jersey City, N. J.
(b) Respondent, the Journal of Living Publishing Corporation, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York,
with its principal office located at 1819 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
(c) Respondent, Victor H. Lindlahr, is an individual, with his principal
office located at 1819 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
PAR. 2. (a) Healthaids, Inc., of New Jersey, hereinafter frequently
referred to as Healthaids, is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of a medicinal preparation designated "Serutan." Said respondent
causes its product, when sold, to be transported from its place of business
in New Jersey to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains a
course of trade in said product in commerce among and bct\\·een the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
(b) The Journal of Living Publishing Corporation is en~a~ed in the publication, sale, and distribution of a monthly magazine and of mrious Looklets, pamphlets, circulars, and other written material dir<'cted to promoting the sale of Serutan. Matthew Uosenhaus and l\lamice Haas, respectively president and treasurer of IIealthaids, are members of the board
of directors of the Journal of Living Publishing Corporation, and the other
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members of said board of directors are Victor H. Lindlahr, Peter Lersch,
and Ann White.
(c) Respondent, Victor H. Lindlahr, is editor of the u Journal of Living" and author of various books, pamphlets, circulars, and other written
material distributed by the Journal of Living Publishing Corporation and
Healthaids and devoted to promoting the sale of Serutan. He is employed
by Healthaids to deliver radio talks which constitute the principal feature
of a radio program broadcast by numerous radio stations located in various
parts of the United States, which programs are devoted to promoting the
sale of Serutan. Until some time after the issuance of the complaint in this
proce~ding the publication known as the u Journal of Living" was mailed
to subscribers and others from the offices of Healthaids in Jersey City. The
radio talks and writings of Lindlahr, which purport to set out his views on
numerous subjects, are reviewed and revised before publication by a medical director employed by Healthaids. Respondent, Lindlahr, secured the
equivalent of a high school education at the Lewis Institute in Chicago and
then attended the Chicago College of Osteopathy. Upon completion of
his course at the latter institution, he was licensed in 1918 to practice as an
osteopath in Illinois. In 1923 he secured a degree as Doctor of Medicine
from the St. Louis College of Physicians and Surgeons, and though he admitted that he knew this was a diploma mill and that he has never been
licensed to practice as a doctor of medicine in any State of the United
States, he testified that he considers himself entitled to use his M. D. degree
for purposes of writing and that "it is as good as anybody else's for the
purpose of writing." In the past Victor H. Lindlahr has promoted the sale
of various other medicinal preparations. In his capacity as editor of the
"Journal of Living" and as a writer and radio lecturer, he currently promotes the sale of Serutan and receives compensation for his services from
the Journal of Living Publishing Corporation and from Healthaids.
(d) Through its radio programs, Healthaids directly advertises Serutan
and promotes respondent Lindlahr as "an eminent diet authority," "famous editor of the Journal of Living,"" the eminent nutritionist," and by
other designations, and promotes the "Journal of Living" and variou~
Lindlahr books and pamphlets. Lindlahr in his radio talks, books, pamphlets, and circulars promotes Serutan and the" Journal of Living." The
"Journal of Living" directly advertises Serutan and promotes Lindlahr
and his writings, which in turn promote Serutan. The essence of the entire
arrangement is to promote the sale and distribution of Serutan, and to do
so in as indirect and apparently disinterested guise as possible. Through
these processes respondents are actually able to sell to the public publications which are fundamentally advertisements of Serutan disguised with
titles such as" Eat Your Way to Beauty-The Famous Lindlabr Beauty
Diet," "Eat Stay Young-The Fountain of Youth," "How to Gain
Weight-The Famous Lindlahr 7-Day Weight Gaining Diet," "The Famous Lindlahr 7-Day Reducing Diet," and others. These publications
point out how essential Serutan is to whatever the purpose of the booklet
may be-beauty, health, longevity, weight reduction, weight gain, or
other objective.
(e) The several respondents act in concert, cooperate with and a'3sist
one another in advertising and promoting the sale of Serutan to members
of the public.
PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business the re~pohd
ents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and
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are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning the
product designated "Serutan" by the United States mails and by various
other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act; and respondents have also disseminated and are now
disseminating, and have caused and are now causing the dissemination of,
false advertisements concerning their said product by various means for
the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purcha.<>e of the said product in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the
false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations contained
in said false advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated
as hereinabove set forth by the United States mails, by advertisements in
newspapers and periodicals, by radio continuities, and by circulars, leaflets,
pamphlets, and other advertising literature are the following:
NO MORE LAXATIVES
SAY THOUSANDS OF GRATEFUL USERS!
Don't fool around with constipation ... don't gamble with irritating physics and
doubtful, "one-time" remedies. Thousands who were ready to give up hope have found
blessed relief with Serutan, the new-type food auxiliary that contains no habit-forming
drugs, no harsh roughage or irritants. * * * Send for FREE 3~page booklet
"Truth about Constipation." (Comm. Ex. '3-D).

• • • • • •
A NATURAL CORRECTIVE
WITHOUT LAXATIVES!
Why risk taking irritating "one time" remedies that may do serious harm? Let
Serutan help you, as it has helped thousands of others. Not a cathartic, but a new-type
food auxiliary designed to re-establish natural elimination. * * • Send for FREE
3~page booklet "Truth About Constipation" (Corum. Ex. 3-F).

• • • • • •
Here is REAL Relief
from Constipation
Thousands of grateful people say that SERUTAN has rid them of the laxative habit
.•. that it has helped them win back healthful regularity (Comm. Ex. 29-J, p. 18).

• • • • • •
Serutan has brought grateful relief to thousands over 35, because it is one product
specifically designed to help tone up and strengthen weak, sluggish digestive muscles,
so that regularity may be maintained. So if you're over 35 and would like to get real
relief; and keep as regular as a clock-try SERUTANI (Comm. Ex. 29-Z-.8).

• • • • • •
For after 35, the digestive action which promotes regularity; is apt to be weaker, more
sluggish. And today LAXATIVES which cannot help to improve THAT action may
not be the TRUE answer to your problem. So try that effective product called
SERUTAN-It's ESPECIALLY designed for folks over 35-to TONE UP and
STRENGTHEN the digestive action which encourages regularity (Corum. Ex.
2g:.Z-19).

• • • • •
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In my radio broadcasts in other large cities, such as New York, Philadelphia, Boston,
etc., I have brought to the attention of thousands of grateful people what I consider to
be the best and most advanced product for combating that "scourge of humanity"constipation. And that product ·is Serutan. When you read Serutan backwards it
spells Nature's. And that is exactly what it is-Nature's answer-Nature's way t~
overcome constipation without the use of drugs (Comm. Ex. 25-A).

• • * • • •
So in order to get REAL relief from the miseries of common sluggishness, what you
may need is something to help tone up the weakened action of those muscles that PROMOTE regularity. In other words ... what you may need is SERUTAN. You see,
SERUTAN is DIFFERENT ... it's not a pill .•. not salts ... not oil or liquid. As
Victor H. Lindlahr has told you, Serutan is a HYDRO-GEL ... a mild concentrated
combination of purely vegetable ingredients that help nature thoroughly yet gently
(Com.m. Ex. 7).

• • • • • •

New Drugless Food Auxiliary
Reestablishes Regularity!
• • • Let the new food auxiliary, SERUTAN-help Nature re-establish internal
cleanliness • • • SERUTAN is not a mere "one-time" help. It is designed to
promote internal cleanliness by stimulating and strengthening the normal action of the
digestive organs. SERUTAN has already shown thousands (many of whom had literally tried everything else without success) how to overcome food delay and enjoy the
renewed good health that comes with internal cleanliness (Comm. Ex. 29-E).

• • • • • •
"The Truth About Internal Cleanliness" has enabled thousands to free themselves
from the cathartic habit. It may be the answer to your problem too ... Send for your
FREE copy right now. Just write your name and address plainly on a penny postcard
and mail it to SERUTAN (Comm. Ex. 7).

... ...

...

... ...

What is needed is something to get at the cause of the trouble-something that will
help strengthen the intestinal muscles and stimulate their natural, regular action. And
that is exactly what SERUTAN is designed to dol • • • Thousands of grateful
people say that SERUTAN has rid them of the laxative habit ••. that it has helped
them win back youthful, healthful regularity, where everything else had failed (Comm.
Ex. 22).

PAR. 4. Through the use of the representations quoted above, and many
others of similar character purporting to describe the therapeutic properties of Serutan, respondents have represented, and now represent, directly
and by implication, that Serutan is of substantial therapeutic value in restoring and maintaining natural elimination, that it stimulates and
strengthens the digestive and eliminative organs and muscles and promotes
normal and regular action on the part of such organs and muscles, that it
constitutes a cure or remedy for constipation, and possesses substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation.
PAR. 5. The product "Serutan" consists of equal parts of rice polishings
and the epithelial tissue of psyllium seed. The rice polishings contain a
small proportion of rice bran. The psyllium seed is that of the Plantago
Ovata variety, and the portion intended to be used is the epithelial ~issue,
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but in fact small bits of the germ and endosperm of the seed are mixed with
it. The epithelial tissue of the psyllium seed, when brought into contact
with water, expands to 15 or 20 times its dry volume and forms a mucilaginous, jelly-Jike mass, and is the type of product commonly referred to a'3 a
hydrogel. The rice polishings included in Serutan are intended by the
manufacturer to serve the purpose of preventing the hydrogel from becoming a too closely adhesive mass when expanded through the absorption of
liquid. Serutan is sold to the public in dry form, made into small pellets
about two millimeters in diameter by 4 millimeters in length, and the dosage recommended is approximately three teaspoonfuls per day. When
taken as directed, Serutan acts as a mild irritant, bulk laxative and tends
to bring about a temporary evacuation of the bowels. Its laxative action
results from both its bulk and irritant properties. The bulk is provided
primarily by the psyllium seed product which, after expanding through
the absorption of liquid into a mucilaginous mass, retains the liquid absorbed and passes through the intestines in that form. A small portion of
the indigestible residues of Serutan is broken down into volatile fatty acids
which irritate the intestinal walls. The crude fibers contained in the rice
polishings also have a direct irritant effect upon the intestinal walls. The
bulk and irritant properties of Serutan thus tend to stimulate periBtaltic
action and result in bowel movement.
PAR. 6. (a) Constipation is usually a symptom of some other trouble
and the proper method of treatment is to ascertain the cause, if possible,
and correct it. Those cases of constipation where no organic lesion is
detected are sometimes classified as functional, and may be due to various
causes, including diet, poor habits, abuse of the digestive system, and some
nervous conditions. Serutan does not constitute a cure or remedy for
constipation, its therapeutic value being limited to the temporary relief
afforded by its laxative action. Though a person suffering from constipation may secure temporary relief from the use of Serutan or some other laxative, if the cause of his constipation is not corrected, he will revert to a
state of constipation when he ceases to take the laxative.
(b) Respondents' representation that Serutan ha.'3 substantial therapeutic value in restoring and maintaining natural elimination is unwarranted. Normal elimination is a physiological process which takes place
without the intervention of drugs, but if caused by anything other than
normal foods or normal physiological processes is abnormal. Bowel movements induced through the taking of Serutan do not constitute natural or
normal elimination.
(c) Respondents represent that Serutan stimulates and strengthens the
digestive and eliminative organs and muscles. The digestive organs include the stomach, liver, gall bladder, and pancreas. The only therapeutic
property possessed by Serutan is that it is a mild, irritant, bulk laxative
which tends to stimulate peristaltic action by the intestines. It will not
strengthen the digestive or eliminative organs or muscles or promote normal or regular action by them. Except for the tendency to stimulate
peristaltic action by the intestines, it will not stimulate the digrstive or
eliminative organs or muscles.
(d) Serutan is not a cure or remedy for constipation and possesses no
therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation, except that in its capacity as a laxative it may assist in the temporary evacuation of the intestinal
tract.
PAR. 7. Respondents produced a number of medical expert "itnPsses
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who testified generally as to the product "Serutan," and some of whom
produced the results of studies made by them concerning Serutan. Th~
Commission has given careful consideration to such testimony and other
evidence. In the evaluation of the testimony of Dr. Harry Barowsky and
his study entitled, "The Clinical and Roentgen Evaluation of the Effect
of a Hemicellulose Product on Colonic Stasis in Gastro-intestinal Disease,"
substantial weight has been given to the testimony of Drs. L. J. Boyd and
Thomas H. McGavack respecting the testimony of Dr. Barowsky and
their inquiries concerning the studies testified to by Dr. Barowsky. Sirni·
larly, in considering and evaluating the testimony of Dr. Irwin W. Fried·
berg and his study entitled, "The Hydrogel Treatment of Colonic Stasis,"
consideration has been given to the stipulation concerning the testimony
of Dr. Michael Schuman and the resolution adopted by the board of di·
rectors of the Jewish Memorial Hospital concerning Dr. Friedberg's work
in connection with Serutan and the published reports thereof.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the false, deceptive, and misleading
representations with respect to the product "Serutan," in the manner
hereinabove set forth, has the tendency and capacity to mislead and de·
ceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that such false and misleading representations are true,
and as a result of such erroneous and mistaken belief the purchasing public
·is induced to, and does, purchase substantial quantities of such product.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respo'ndents, as herein found, are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and decep·
tive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of respondents, testi·
mony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations
of the complaint taken before an examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner, briefs in support of and
in opposition to the complaint, and the oral arguments of counsel, and the
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that
said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Com·
mission Act.
It is ordered, That respondents, Healthaids, Inc., of New Jersey, a corporation, and Journal of Living Publishing Corporation, a corporation,
their respective officers, representatives, agents, and employees, and
Victor H. Lindlahr, an individual, his representatives, agents, and em·
ployees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection
with the offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Serutan, or any product
of substantially similar composition or possessing similar properties,
whether sold under the same name or any other name, do forthwith cease
and desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails, or by any means in commerce, as 11 commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents
directly or through inference that said product
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(a) Is a cure or remedy for constipation; will restore or maintain natural
elimination; will promote normal or regular action by the digestive or eliminative organs or muscles; or has any therapeutic value in the treatment
of constipation in excess of the temporary relief afforded by its laxative
action.
(b) Will strengthen the digestive or eliminative organs or muscles.
(c) Will stimulate the digestive or eliminative organs or muscles; but
this shall not be construed to prohibit representations that said product
tends to stimulate peristaltic action by the intestines.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any
advertisement for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce,
directly Or indirectly, the pUrchase in COmmerCe, aS II COmmerce" iS defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of said product, which advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1
above.
·
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

HAWKEYE SALES, INC. AND

TI~

LAKE

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4919.

Complaint, Feb. 23, 1943-Decision, Jan. 18, 1945

Where a corporation and its sales manager, engaged in the manufacture and interstate
sale and distribution of their "Blu-V-Spray," and "Jermite,., medicinal preparations for poultry; through statements in advertisements or in letters, circulars,
leaflets and by other means,{a) Falsely represented that use of their said" Blu-V-Spray" assured germ-free poultry,
of greater weight and higher quality; would eliminate the necessity or expediency
of killing sick poultry or adopting other cautionary measures, and avoid the possibility of ruining an entire flock of poultry by reason of sickness; was a competent
and effective treatment for colds and other respiratory troubles of poultry; and
~ould save the ives of the poultry and insure poultry against hazards of severe
weather conditions;
{b) Falsely represented that use of their said" Jermite" improved the physical fitness
of poultry to the extent that the maximum amount of feed would be consumed and
the full benefit thereof obtained; that it acted as an appetizer and stimulator when
used in poultry feed and would aid in the proper digestion thereof; and that the use
thereof with 20 pounds of buttermilk would give the same feeding results as 35 or
40 pounds of buttermilk without "Jermite"; and
(c) Falsely represented that the combined use of "Blu-V-Spray" and "Jermite" insured substantial benefits worth hundreds of times the cost;
With the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such false representations were
true and thereby into the purchase of substantial quantities of their said preparations:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
:Practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. R. P. Bellinger for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
Ly virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Hawkeye Sales, Inc., a corporation,
and Tim Lake, an individual, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have
violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Hawkeye Sales, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Iowa with its office and principal place of business located at
615 Tenth Street, Des Moines, Iowa. Respondent, Tim Lake, is an individual, and acts as sales manager of the corporate respondent above
650780 -47 -II
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named, with his business address the same as that of said corporate respondent and, as sales manager of said corporation, dominates and controls the sales policies thereof and is responsible for its advertising program, including especially the preparation, use and dissemination of the
advertising representations and statements hereinafter referred to.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than three years last past
have been, engaged in manufacturing and in the sale and distribution in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia of a medicinal preparation designed for spraying poultry, designated as Blu-V-Spray, and a medicinal preparation designed as a feed supplement for poultry, designated as Jermite.
Respondents cause said preparations, when sold, to be transported from
their aforesaid place of business in the State of Iowa to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said preparations in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business respondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and
are now causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning their
said preparations designated as Blu-V-Spray and Jermite, by the United
States mails and by various other means in comm.erce as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondents have also
disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and are now
causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning their said
preparat~ons by v~rious me~ns _for the purpose of inducin~ an~ which are
likely to mduce, duectly or mdirectly, the purchase of the1r sa1d preparations in commerce as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by the United
States mails and by advertisements in letters, circulars, leaflets and other
media are the following:
As to Blu-V-SprayThe small added expense of about Hoth of 1% per poultry pound is regained man~
times in extra gain, higher quality and germ-free poultry.
Why not order out Blu-V-Spray and stop those gapers or the possibility of havin1;
gapers in your station.
Don't be "penny wise" and "pound foolish" by killing off the sick birds and pos·
siLly ruining the entire pack.
lllu-V-Spray • • • contains every essential ingredient necessary to cope witi
head colds and other respiratorial trouLles.
This is the season when the weather changes over night. Why not prepare yoursel
by ordering our B!u-V-Spray today and use it regularly? Cold nights, warm days, an:
change in weather throws poultry off feed. Diu-V-Spray is not a miracle water and wil
not perform the impossible, but it will sure prevent unnecessary death loss. I really be
lieve you can get better gains when the poultry is free from colds and other reapiratoric
troubles.

As to JermiteLik.e a human being, a chicken must be physically fit to look right and again Jermit
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plays that important part of assisting the birda physically so that they can consume the
maximum amount of feed and get the full benefit • • •.
• • • Without question you do need Jermite in the feed for that added appetizer,
stimulator and helpful digestive action.
The use of buttermilk in your poultry station, of course, is not affecting your health
nor the poultry's health but over-use is costing you extra money which is unnecessary
and I do not believe you can get any better results through the use of 3.') or 40 pounds
of buttermilk without the Jermite th:w20 pounds of milk plus one envelope of Jermite.

As to both Blu-V-Spray and JermiteThe actual cost of using Jermite and Blu-V-Spray continuously by one of the large
poultry packers in all of their houses averaged one one-hundredth (1/100) of 1~ per
poultry pound packed. I don't believe there is any insurance in the world written at
that low cost and you must admit th!!.t Jermite and Blu-V-Spray together do produce
substantial results which we know and h!!.ve been proven by actual tests and are worth
hundreds of times this cost.

PAn. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth, and others similar thereto, not specifically set out herein,
respondents represent and have represented that the use of the preparation
~lu- V-Spray assures germ-free poultry of greater weight and higher qualIty; that said preparation will prevent the infestation of fowl with gapeWorms and is a competent and effective treatment therefor; that its use
~ill eliminate the necessity or expediency of killing sick poultry or adoptIng other cautionary measures and will avoid the possibility of ruining an
entire flock of poultry by reason of sickness; that said preparation is a
competent and effective treatment for colds and other respiratorial
troubles in poultry; that its use will save the lives of poultry and constitutes an insurance of poultry against the hazaz·ds of severe weather conditions. 'Phat the use of the preparation Jermite improves the physical fitness of poultry to the extent that the maximum amount of feed will be
consumed and the full benefit thereof obtained; that it acts as an appetizer
and stimulator when used in poultry feed, w:ill aid in the proper digestion
of food and through the use of said product 20 pounds of buttermilk will
give the same feeding results as 35 or 40 pounds when said product is not
used, and substantial savings can thus be made in feeding costs. That the
combined use of Blu-V-Spray and Jermite insures substantial beneficial
results and are worth hundreds of times the cost.
PAn. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading. In truth and in fact the use of the preparation Blu-V-Spray cannot assure germ-free poultry nor will its use assure
poultry of greater weight or higher quality. Said preparation will not
prevent infestation of fowl with gapeworms and is not a competent or
effective treatment for gapeworms or the conditions caused thereby. Its
use will not eliminate the necessity of killing sick poultry or the adoption
of other cautionary measures in cases of sickness, and will not avoid the
possibility of ruining an entire flock of poultry because of sickness. Said
preparation is not a competent or effective treatment for colds and other
respirational troubles in poultry. It is not an insurer of poultry against
the hazards of severe weather conditions and cannot be depended upon to
save the lives of poultry under such conditions. The use of the preparation
Jermite will not substantially improve the physical fitness of poultry and
will not improve the physical condition of poultry to the extent that the
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minimum amount of food will be consumed and the full benefit obtained
therefrom. Said product has not significant value as an appetizer, a stimulant or as an aid to proper digestion of food. The administration of
Jermite in connection with 20 pounds of buttermilk will not give the same
feeding results as 35 to 40 pounds of buttermilk when said product is not
used and it cannot truthfully be stated that the use of said product will
substantially reduce the amount of buttermilk necessary to produce the
desired results nor result in substantial savings in feed costs. The combined use of Blu-V-Spray and Jermite cannot insure substantial beneficial
results and it cannot truthfully be stated that any results obtained will be
worth hundreds of times the cost or any number the times of the cost.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations, disseminated as afore~aid,
with respect to their said preparations, has had and now has the capacity
and tendency to and does mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false
statements and representations are true, and because of such mistaken
and erroneous belief, to purchase substantial quantities of respondents'
said preparations.
,
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on February 23, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After
the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents' answer
thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said
complaint were introduced before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on
the said complaint and the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence,
report of the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, and brief in support
of the complaint (respondents not having filed brief and oral argument not
having been requested); and the Commission having duly considered the
matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Hawkeye Sales, Inc., is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Iowa,
\\ith its office and principal place of business located at 615 Tenth Street,
Des Moines, Iowa.
(b) Respondent, Tim Lake, is an individual, and acts as sales manager
of Hawkeye S~les, Inc., with his business aJdrcss at 615 Tenth Street,
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Des Moines, Iowa. In his capacity as sales manager of the corporate
respondent he dominates and controls the sales policies thereof and is responsible for the preparation, use, and dissemination of the advertising
representations hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than three years last past
have been, engaged in manufacturing and in the sale and distribution in
commerce between and among various States of the United States of a
medicinal preparation designed for spraying poultry designated as "BluV-Spray," and also a medicinal preparation designated as "Jermite"
which is administered by mixing it in the feed or water given to poultry.
Respondents cause said preparations, when sold, to be transported from
their place of business in the State of Iowa to purchasers thereof at their
points of location in various other States of the United States. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course
of trade in said preparations in commerce between and among various
States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business respondents have disseminated and now disseminate, and have caused and are
now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning their
said preparations designated as "Blu-V-Spray" and "Jermite," by the
United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondents
have also disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and
are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
their said preparations by various means for the purpose of inducing, and
which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said
preparations in comme<ce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated and caused to be disseminated as above set forth by
letters, circulars, leaflets, and other means, are the following:
lllu-V-Spray will penetrate into the membranes of the nasal passages and the respiratorial tract destroying all disease germs that heretofore have caused head colds, gapes,
and other respiratorial troubles. The new lllu-V-Spray also has a high germicidal value
and will penetrate the most minute cracks and crevices of the batteries either wood or
steel and destroy certain disease germs that are often found in the batteries. • • •
It should eliminate gapes, head colds, and other respiratorial troubles in their entirety
and when used in conjunction with Jermite, I am sure you will get the best results you
have ever had (Comm. Ex. 5).

* • • • • •
Last week's storm caught a good many houses unprepared to cope with conditions
that existed. Results were heavy losses through gapes and colds. The boys that were
prepared and hacfnLU-V-BPRAY on hand reduced this hazard to a minimum. • • •
Cold nights, warm days, any change in weather, throws poultry off feed. DLU-VSPRAY is not a miracle water and will not perform the impossible but it will sure prevent unnecessary death loss (Comm. Ex. 8).

* • • • • •
I don't believe there is any insurance in the world written at that low a cost and you
must admit that JEIU\IITE and nLU-V-BPRA Y together do produce substantial
results which we know and have been proven by actual tests and are worth hundreds
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of times this cost. • • * Trusting you will start today insuring your poultry at a
cost of 1/100 of 1¢ per poultry pound by using JERMITE and·BLU-V-SPRA Y • • •
(Comm. Ex. 10).

* * * * * *
The small added expense of abou~ 1/20 of 1~ per poultry pound is regained many
times in extra gains, higher quality and germ-free poultry. Don't be "PENNY-WISE
AND POUND-FOOLISH" by killing out the sick birds and possibly ruining your entire pack. Order Jermite and Blu-V-Spray today • • • (Comm. Ex. 11).

* * * * * *
I really believe that the present cost ami set-up of the Jermite-Blu-V-Spray combination is so low that every house should use it, especially when you realize the extra
gains, quality, and acceptable poultry this combination helps produce (Comm. Ex. 12).

* • * * * •
Like a human being, a chicken must be physically fit to look right and again Jermite
plays that important part of assisting the birds physically so they can consume the maximum amount of feed and get the full benefits which you know produces gain, bloom,
and top grades. * * * Do you know that Blu-V-Spray costs as little as 10¢ per
gallon and contains every essential ingredient necessary to cope with head colds and
other respiratorial troubles (Comm. Ex. 15).

* * * * * •
The use of buttermilk in your poultry station, of course, is not affecting your health
nor the poultry'!i health but over use is costing you extra money which is unnecessary
and I do not believe you can get any better results through the use of 35 or 40 pounds of
buttermilk without the Jermite than 20 pounds of milk plus I envelope of Jermite.
Your saving on the reduction of buttermilk would be from 10¢ to 40¢ per bag of feed fed
(Corum. Ex. 17).
Why not order out Blu-V-Spray and stop those gapers or the possibilities of having
gapers in your station (Corum. Ex. 18).

• * * * * •
You definitely should spray and without question you do need Jermite in the feed for
that added appetizer, stimulator, and helpful digestive action (Corum. Ex. 21).
PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein,
respondents represent and have represented that the use of the preparation Blu-V-Spray assures germ-free poultry of greater weight and higher
quality; that its use will eliminate the necessity or expediency of killing
sick poultry or adopting other cautionary measures, and will avoid the possibility of ruining an entire flock of poultry by reason of skkness; that said
preparation is a competent and effective treatment for colds and other
respiratory troubles of poultry; that its use will save the lives of the poultry and insure poultry against hazards of severe weather conditions; that
the use of the preparation Jermite improves the physical fitness of poultry
to the extent that the :maximum amount of feed \\ill be consumed and the
full benefit thereof obtained; that it acts as an appetizer and stimulator
when used in poultry feed and will aid in the proper digestion of feed; that
the use of said product with 20 pounds of buttermilk will give the same
feeding results as 35 or 40 pounds of buttermilk when Jermite is not u..;t·d
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with it; and that the combined use of Blu-V-Spray and Jermite insures
substantial beneficial results worth hundreds of times the cost.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations are grossly exaggerated, false, and misleading. In truth and in fact, the use of the preparation Blu- V-Spray does not assure germ-free poultry, nor will its use assure
poultry of greater weight or higher quality. Its use will not eliminate the
necessity for killing sick poultry or the adoption of other precautionary
measures in case of sickness, and will not avoid the possibility of ruining an
entire flock of poultry because of sickness. Said preparation is not a competent or effective treatment for colds, gapes, or other respiratory troubles
In poultry. It is not an insurer of poultry against the hazards of severe
weather conditions and cannot be depended upon to save the lives of
poultry under such conditions. The use of the preparation Jermite will
~ot improve the physical fitness of poultry, and will not improve the physIcal condition of poultry to the extent that the maximum amount of food
will be consumed and the full benefit obtained therefrom. Said product
has no significant value as an appetizer, a stimulant, or as an aid to the
proper digestion of food. The administration of Jermite in connection
with 20 pounds of buttermilk will not give the same feeding results as 35 to
40 pounds of buttermilk when Jermite is not used, and the use of said
product will not reduce the amount of buttermilk necessary to produce the
desired results, nor will its use result in saving$ in feed costs. The combined use of Blu-V-Spray and Jermite does not insure substantial beneficial results, nor will the use of these preparations produce results worth
hundreds of times the cost or any number of times the cost of such preparations.
PAR. 6. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, deceptive, and
misleading statements and representations with respect to their said
preparations, disseminated as aforesaid, has had, and now has, the capacIty and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the errolli)ous and mistaken belief that such false statements and representations are true and, because of such mistaken and
erroneous belief, into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents' said preparations.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein found, are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
Upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, and brief in support of the complaint (respondents not having filed brief and oral argument not having been requested); and the
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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It is ordered, That respondent, Hawkeye Sales, Inc., a corporation, its
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, and respondent, Tim
Lake, an individual, his representatives, agents, and employees, jointly or
severally, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection
with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of Blu-V-Spray or Jermite,
or any products of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties whether sold under the same name or under
any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inrerence:
(a) That the use of Blu-V-Spray 'viii result in germ-free poultry or
poultry of greater weight or higher quality.
(b) That the use of Blu-V-Spray will make the killing of sick poultry or
the adoption of other precautions unnecessary in cases of sickness or will
prevent sickness ruining an entire flock.
(c) That Blu-V-Spray is a competent or effective treatment for colds,
gapes, or other respiratory troubles in poultry.
(d) That the use of Blu-V-Spray will prevent sickness or loss of life of
poultry due to weather conditions.
(e) That the use of Jermite will substantially improve the physical condition of poultry or will enable poultry to consume the maximum amount
of food and obtain full benefit therefrom.
(f) That Jermite will materially improve or stimulate the appetite of
poultry or aid poultry in the proper digestion of food.
(g) That the addition of Jermite to buttermilk fed to poultry will materially reduce the amount of buttermilk required or will thus result in
any substantial saving in feed costs.
(h) That the concurrent use of Blu-V-Spray and Jermite will produce
substantial beneficial results, or results worth hundreds of times the cost
or any number of times the cost.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any advertisement for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of Blu-V-Spray or Jermite, which
advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in Paragraph
1 hereof.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within GO days after the service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied
with this order.
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IN

THE 11ATTER OF

DODGE, INCORPORATED
COI\IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 15185.

Complaint, June 24, 1944-Decision, Jan. 19, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a New Testament and a Catholic prayer book, designated as "Shields of Faith" and" Armored
nibleii!" 1 with a steel plate over the front cover, intended principally for use by members of the armed forces, size o~ which, 2 34 inch by 4>1 inch, would permit their
being carried in the breast pocket of a uniform; by means of circulars, advertisements in magazines and other advertising literature, directly and by implicationRepresented that such "Shields of Faith" and "Armored Bibles" were capable of deflec'ting bullets and that the steel covering afforded protection from wounds and
might be the means of saving the lives of soldiers, through such typical statements
as "SHIELDS OF FAITH ARMORED llinLES Capable of deflecting bullets,
shrapnel and bayonet _Fits the uniform breast pocket" (accompanied by a picture
of a book bearing the inscription "May the Lord Be With You"), and "COVERED WITH HEAVY STEEL PLATE-SUNRAY FINISH";
The facts being said books were not capable of deflecting bullets except in such isolated
instances as where the steel cover might be struck from an extreme angle, or the
velocity of the projectile was substantially spent before striking the book; in latter
event any similar hook without a steel cover would accomplish the same result in
most cases; and, rather than affording any substantial protection, the steel cover
created an additional hazard in that the impact thereon of a bullet passing through
would distort latter so as to cause a more serious and painful wound than would the
case without it;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the purchasing public, including millions concerned for relatives and friends in the armed
services, into the erroneous. belief that said representations and implications were
true, whereby many purchased the same:
II eld, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and
constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
Lord, Bissell & Kadyk, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Dodge, Inc., a corporation, herein.,.
after referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and
it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its
charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Dodge, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, with
its principal office and place of business located at 706 N. Hudson Avenue,
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in the city ·of Chicago and State of Illinois. Respondent is now, and for
more than one year last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution
~f religious books, including the New Testament and a Catholic Prayer
Book. Said books are approximately two and three-quarter inches by
four and one-half inches in size, with the front cover bearing an additional
cover of steel. Respondent sells said books to retailers situated in the
various States of the United States causing them to be transported from
its said place of business in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof
located in the various States of the United States other than the State of
Illinois and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at
all times herein mentioned has maintained a course of trade in said books
in commerce among and between the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. .
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business in commerce, as aforesaid, and for the purpose of inducing its prospective retailer customers, as
well as members of the purchasing public to purchase said books, respondent, by means of circulars, advertisements inserted in magazines having a
national circulation, and other advertising literature, has made and- is
making false, deceptive and misleading statements and representations
with respect to the amount of protection afforded by carrying one of its
armored or steel-covered books, described by respondent as "Shields of
Faith" and "Armored Bible" and sold and distributed in commerce as
aforesaid, while serving with the armed forces. Among and typical of said
statements and representations used and caused to be used by said respondent are the following:
Shields of Faith

Picture of book with
the inscription

Armored Bibles
"May the Lord Be With You"
Capable of deflecting bullets,
Shrapnel and bayonet

Actual Size

Fits the Uniform
Breast Pocket

COVERED WITH HEAVY STEEL PLATE-8UNRAY FINISH

PAR. 3. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations and others of similar import~and meaning not herein set out, the
respondent represents and implies that its so-called "Shields of Faith" or
"Armored Bibles" are capable of deflecting bullets, shrapnel and bayonet
thrusts; that the steel covering on said books affords protection from
wounds and mav be the means of saving the lives of soldiers; that said
books fit the breast pocket of the uniform and thereby protect the heart of
the soldier.
PAR. 4. In truth and in fact said representations, statements and implications made and disseminated by the respondent as aforesaid, are
false, deceptive and misleading. While there may be isolated instances in
which said steel cover may deflect a bullet striking the same from an extreme angle, respondent's said steel-covered books will not physically protect the person carrying one of them, nor are they capable of defiecting
bullets, shrapnel or bayonets. Said armored books do not fit the pocket
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of the uniform in the sense that they are approximately of the size of such
pockets, but on the contrary, they are much smaller than the breast
pocket of the uniform and neither protect nor fit over the heart of the
wearer.
The metal cover of respondent's said "armored" books would neither
stop nor deflect a bullet, regardless of whether such bullet is fired from an
automatic pistol, revolver, rifle or machine gun, unless the bullet is a
11
spent" bullet by reason of having lost its velocity and, in such event, the
book itself, without the metal cover, would be sufficient to prevent the
bullet from entering the human body. Moreover, said metal cover, instead of being a protection, affords an additional hazard for the reason
that a bullet passing through said cover will be distorted because of the
impact on the metal and, upon entering the body, will cause a much more
serious and painful wound than if the metal cover had not been present.
While it may be true that some pieces of shrapnel striking a man may be
deflected by said metal cover, any book of approximately the same size and
thickness of the books sold by respondent would give the same protection
against such shrapnel. In the case of rifle bullets said cover would afford
no protection whatever for the reason that the rifle bullets used in modern
walfare would readily penetrate steel covers several times the thickness of
respondent's metal cover. With respect to the deflection of bayonet
thrusts, respondent's metal cover would not deflect a blow squarely struck
upon it, but if a soldier were struck with'a bayonet at an angle, said cover
wou,ld merely deflect the blow in such a manner as to cause a more severe
wound.
PAR. 5. There are presently in the United States millions of citizens
who have relatives and friends in the armed services, many of whom are
engaged in active combat, with resulting death and casualties in action.
The concern and anxiety of those citizens whose friends and relatives are
so engaged in active combat is very great and they will readily seize upon
any opportunity or means whereby in any manner whatever the lives of
such members of the armed forces may be pwtected or whereby the
chances for injuries and wounds may be lessened. In making the statements and representations as hereinabove set forth, respondent thus
abuses and betrays the anxiety and confidence of such citizens by urging
them to buy said armored books.
PAR. 6. The U!;'e of the said exaggerated, misleading and deceptive statements and representations, as aforesaid, has had and now has the tendency
and capacity to, and does mislead and deceive a substantial number of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said representations and implications are true. As a result of such erroneous and
mistaken beliefs, many members of the purchasing public have purchased
a substantial number of respondent's said metal-covered testaments.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the re:;;pondent are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on June 24, 1944, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent1 Dodge, Incor-
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porated, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act.
Thereafter, at a hearing before an examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, certain facts were stipulated into the record, certain
exhibits admitted into evidence, and pursuant to· agreement there made
other facts were later stipulated into the record. A report by the trial
examiner, the filing of briefs, and oral argument were waived. Thereafter,
this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the-Commission
upon the complaint and the stipulated facts and other: evidence; and the
Commission, having duly considered the same and being now fully advised
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public
and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Dodge, Incorporated, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of business located at
706 North Hudson Avenue, Chicago, Ill. For approximately a year preceding the issuance and until the service of the complaint herein the respondent was engaged in the sale and distribution of certain religious
books; namely, a New Testament and a Catholic Prayer Book. These
books were designated as "Shields of Faith" and "Armored Bibles" and
were approximately 2% inches by 472 inches in size, ·with a steel plate
over the front cover of each.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, respondent
caused said books, when sold, to be transported from its place of business
in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof at their various points of location in StateR other than the State of Illinois and in the District of Columbia. Respondent thus maintained a course of trade in said products in
commerce among and between various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. As a means of promoting the sale of its said books to retail
dealers and to members of the purchasing public, respondent, by means of
circulars, advertisements inserted in magazines, and other advertising literature, made deceptive and misleading statements and representations
concerning the physical protection afforded by carrying one of its steelcovered New Testaments or Catholic Prayer Books. Said books were
principally intended for use by members of the armed forces of the United
States, and were of a size that would permit their being carried in the
breast pocket of a uniform. Typical of the statements and representations
used by said respondent is the following:

SIIIELDS OF F AI Til
ARMORED BIBLES
Capable of deflecting bullets,
shrapnel and bayonet

(Picture of
book bearing
inscription,
"l\Iay the Lord
lle With You.")

Fits the uniform
breast pocket

COVERED WITH HEAVY STEEL PLATE-SUNRAY FINISH
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PAR. 4. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and r~presenta
tions, respondent represents, directly and by implication, that its socalled "Shields of Faith" and "Armored Bibles" are capable of deflecting
bullets and that the steel covering affords protection from wounds and
may be the means of saving the lives of soldiers. In truth and in fact, said
representations, statements, and implications are false, deceptive, and misleading. The steel-covered religious books sold and distributed by
respondent are not capable of deflecting bullets except in such isolated
instances where the steel cover may be struck from an extreme angle or
the velocity of the projectile is substantially spent before striking the book,
and in the latter event any similar book without a steel cover would accomplish the same result in most cases. A Colt 45-caliber pistol using
service type ammunition, even when fired from an angle of 45 degrees to
the face of said books, will penetrate the steel cover, the book, and some
three inches of wood in addition. The velocity of the bullet from the automatic pistol is approximately 800 feet per second, whereas many rifles and
machine guns used in warfare have bullet velocities as high as 2,700 to
3,000 feet per second, and these projectiles would penetrate respondent's
steel-covered religious books far more readily and from a more acute angle
than a lower-velocity pistol bullet. Rather than affording any substantial
protection, the steel cover on respondent's books creates an additional
hazard for the reason that a bullet passing through the cover will be distorted by its impact on the metal and upon thereafter entering the body
will cause a more serious and painful wound than if it struck the body
before being flattened or distorted.
PAR. 5. There are in the United States millions of citizens who have
relatives and friends in the armed services, many of whom are engaged in
active combat, with resulting deaths and casualties in action. The concern and an..x:iety of those citizens whose friends and relatives are so engaged is very great and the use of the aforesaid exaggerated, misleading,
and deceptive statements and representations by respondent has had the
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said representations and implications are true, and as a result of such erroneous and
mistaken beliefs many members of the purchasing public have purchased
respondent's metal-covered religious books.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, certain facts and other evidence
stipulated into the record at a hearing before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and other facts later stipulated by
counsel (report of the trial examiner, the filing of briefs, and oral argument
having been waived), and the Commission having made its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion that the respondent in this proceeding has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:
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It is ordered, That respondent, Dodge, Incorporated, a corporation, its
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection v.ith the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of metal-covered books in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forth\\ith cease and desist
from representing, directly or by implication, that said books will stop or
deflect bullets or similar projectiles or will otherwise afford any substantial
protection from such projectiles.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, withiq 60 days after service
upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.
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IN

THE MATTER OF

IMPERIAL CANDY COMPANY
MODIFIED CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

Docket 50-46.

Order, January 22, 19-45

Modified order in proceeding in question, in which original order issued on November
29, 1944, 39 F. T. C. 459, requiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection
with the offering for sale, etc., of peanuts or other merchandise, to cease and desist
from selling said peanuts, etc., through use of lottery schemes, punch boards, push
cards, Whirling Derbies, etc., as in said order below set forth.

Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Skeel, :McKelvy, Henke, Evenson & Uhlmann, of Seattle, Wash., for re-

spondent.
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
Upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of the respondent,
in which answer respondent admits all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and states that it waives all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act;
It is ordered, That the respondent, Imperial Candy Company, a corporation and its officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, and distribution of peanuts or any other merchandise in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Selling or distributing peanuts or any other merchandise so packed
and assembled that sales of such peanuts or other merchandise to the public are to be made or, due to the manner in which such merchandise is
packed and assembled at the time it is sold by respondent, may be made
by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise or lottery scheme.
2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of others punch boards, push or
pull cards, Whirling Derbies, or other lottery devices, either with assortments of peanuts or other merchandise or separately, which said puneh
·boards, push or pull cards, Whirling Derbies, or other lottery devices are
to be used or may be used in selling or distributing such peanuts or other
merchandise to the public.
3. Selling or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by means of a
game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied ''ith
this order.
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THE 11ATTER OF

PHILLIP BARTELL TRADING AS THE EN-EX COMPANY
AND THE EN-EX DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
COMPLAINT, fiNDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. ll OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, HH4

Docket 4766.

Complaint, May 28, 1942-Decision, Jan. 23, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a medic·inal
preparation which he designated as "En-Ex"; through advertisements in newspapers and other advertising literature(a) Represented that said "En-Ex" was a cure or remedy for psoriasis, which would
rid the skin and scalp of blotches, lesions, eruptions and pimples resulting therefrom; the facts being that no cure or remedy for psoriasis is known to the medical
profession; the maximum benefit that might be obtained by the use of said
"En-Ex" is that it might remove or assist in the removal of scales from psoriatic
lesions, though lesions might later return at the same or other loc·ations; and, while
he stated in advertising material sent with purchases of his preparation that thPre
is no known cure for psoriasis and that his preparation is not a cure for any skin
disease, said statements reached members of the public only after they had responded to advertisements such as those set out and had purchased his preparation;
(b) Falsely represented that said preparation was a cure or remedy and a competent
and effective treatment for dandruff, whieh would prevent falling hair; the facts
being that at most it afforded no more than temporary relief from dandruff and
might aggravate the condition;
(c) Represented that it was safe and harmless and might be used without danger of ill
effects; the facts being it would, in many cases, seriously irritate the skin, and
might result in secondary infections; it was particularly irritating to mucous membrane; and if it came in contact with the eyes might cause conjunctivitis; and
(d) Failed to reveal facts material in the light of said representations and with respect
to the consequences which might result from the usc of their preparation under
prescribed or usual conditions, and that, due to said product's irritant qualities,
care should be exercised in applying it to the skin and its use discontinued if irritation resulted, and it should not be allowed to come into eon tart with the eyes or
with any mucous membrane;
With tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the pur<'hasing public
into the erroneous belief that such representations were true and thereby induce it
to purchase preparation in question:
Held, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
constituted unfair and deceptive a<'ts and practices in <'ommerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr. S. F. Rose for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade- Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Phillip Bartell, an individual, trading as The En-Ex Company, and The En-Ex Distributing Company,
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respectively, has violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Phillip Bartell, is an individual, trading as
The En-Ex Company, and The En-Ex Distributing Company, respectively, having his principal office and place of business at 614 Society for
Savings Building, in the city of Cleveland, Ohio.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for more than two years last past has
been engaged in the business of selling and distributing a certain medicinal
preparation designated as "En-Ex."
In the course and conduct of his business, respondent causes his said
product \vhen sold by him, to be transported from his place of business in
the State of Ohio to the purchasers thereof, at their respective points of
location in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Respondent maintains and at all times mentioned herein has
maintained a course of trade in said product in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused, and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
product by the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused
and is now causing, the dissemination of false advertisements concerning
his said product, by various means, for the purpose of inducing and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said product
in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Among, and typical of, the false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by the
United States mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers, and by circulars, pamphlets and other advertising literature, are the following:
TIIIRTY DAY "CHART"
DIRECTIONS for application of "En-EX" to remove eruptions of psoriasis and other
skin eruptions • • • follow this and you can always have a clean skin.
PSORIASIS EN-EX clears skin and scalp of blotches, lesions, eruptions, pimples and
dandruff, or your money back within two weeks.
BEAT psoriasis at no risk.
FALLING HAIR AND DANDRUFF
Repeat this process after a week, then two weeks later, and then about once every three
weeks or month. You should no longer be bothered with any hair falling out, pr any
Dandruff-lint appearing on your clothes.

PAR. 4. Through the use of statements and representations hereinabove
set forth and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, including advertisements in the form of testimonials, all of which purport to be
descriptive of the remedial and therapeutic properties of respondent's
preparation, respondent, directly or by implication, represents that said
650780 -4 7 -6
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preparation "En-Ex" is a cure or remedy for and constitutes a competent
and effective treatment of psoriasis; that it will rid the skin and scalp of
blotches, lesions, eruptions, pimples and dandruff resulting from psoriasis;
that the use of said preparation will produce a clean skin in cases of persons
suffering from psoriasis; that said preparation is a competent and effective
treatment for dandruff and will prevent falling hair, and that said preparation is safe and harmless and may be used without danger of ill effects.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are grossly
exaggerated, false and misleading. In truth and in fact, respondent's
preparation is not a cure or remedy for and does not constitute a competent and effective treatment of psoriasis. It \viii not produce a clear skin
or rid the skin or scalp of blotches, lesions, eruptions, pimples and dandruff
in cases of persons suffering from psoriasis, and has no therapeutic value
in the treatment of psoriasis or the external manifestations thereof in excess of affording temporary relief from itching and assisting in the removal
of scales from the skin. Said preparation will not prevent falling hair and
has no therapeutic value in the treatment of dandruff in excess of assisting
in the removal of dandruff scales. It is not safe and harmless since, when
used as directed or under such conditions as are customary and usual, it is
strongly irritating to the skin and particularly irritating to the eyes and
other mucous membrane and skin \rhich is already irritated.
PAR. 6. The advertisements disseminated as aforesaid constitute false
advertisements for the further reason that they fail to reveal facts material
in the light of such representations or material with respect to the consequences which may result from the use of the preparation to which the advertisements relate, under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or under such conditions as are customary or usual. In truth and in
fact, said preparation is strongly irritating to the skin and its use will result in definite injury to the superficial layers of the skin. Furthermore,
because of its irritating qualities, said preparation should never be allowed
to come into contact with the eyes or any other mucous membrane of the
body and should not be used on skin which is already irritated.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, misleading and
deceptive statements and representations disseminated as aforesaid, has
had, and now has, the tendency and capacity to, and doe;;, mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that such statements and representations are true, and to induce a
substantial portion of the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's said preparation because of such erroneous and mistaken belief engendered as above set forth.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as alleged
herein, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, within the meaning and
intent of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on May 28, 1!H2, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent named in the
caption hereof, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
issuance of the complaint and the filing of respondent's answer, testimony
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and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of
said complaint were introduced before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter,
this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
on the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial
examiner, and brief in support of the complaint (respondent not having
filed brief and oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Phillip Bartell, is an individual, trading as
En-Ex Company and En-Ex Distributing Company and having his principal office and place of business in the Society for Savings Building, Cleveland, Ohio. He is now, and for a number of years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation designated as
"En-Ex."
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his said business, respondent
causes his said medicinal preparation, when sold, to be transported from
his place of business in Cleveland, Ohio, to purchasers thereof at their
respective points of location in various other States of the United States,
and respondent maintains, and has maintained, a course of trade in said
preparation in commerce among and between various States of the United
States.
PAR. 3. In carrying on his business as aforesaid, the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now causing
the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said medicinaL
preparation by the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act;
and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has
caused and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said medicinal preparation by various means for the purpose
of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said medicinal preparation in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the
false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations contained
in said false advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated as
above set forth, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and by other
advertising literature, are the following:
PSORIASIS
EN-EX clears skin and scalp of blotches, lesions, eruptions, pimples and dandruff, or
your money back within two weeks (Comm. Ex. 10).

* • • • • •
PSORIASIS
Quit hiding your skin. "EN-EX" clears skin and scalp of eruptions, blotches, or
monPy back within one month. * * • BEAT Psoriasis at no risk (Comm. Ex. 11).

• • • • • •
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PSORIASIS

ERUPTIONS DISAPPEAR when you apply "EN-EX" (liquid-externally) following
our DIRECTIONS-"CHART," * * *. You see them FADE day by day or
MONEY BACK in 30 days. Discouraged amazed, happy, send us unsolicited interesting Testimonials. Sent FREE.
$1.00
BOTTLE
(Comm. Ex. 19).

• • •
• • •

ONE BOTTLE ENOUGH
IN MANY CASES

• • • • • •
PSORIASIS SUFFERERS
GOOD NEWS: Our exclusively NEW l\IETIIODS of EXTERNAL APPLICATION
of "EN-EX" makes it possible for you to have a NO;RMAL APPEARING SKIN!
• • • $1.00 Bottle Enough in many cases (Comm. Ex. 21).

• • • • * •
FALLING HAIR AND DANDRUFF
4 Repeat this process after a week, then two weeks later, and then about once every
three weeks or month. You should no longer be bothered with any hair falling out,
or any Dandruff-lint appearing on your clothing.
(a) After a half dozen applications along this routine, it will be nec-essary to apply
"EN-EX" only once in about six months, to keep your scalp in good condition
(Corum. Ex. 5).
PAR. 4. By means of the above statements and representations, and
others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, all of which purport
to be descriptive of the remedial and therapeutic properties of respondent's preparation, respondent represents, directly or by implication, that
"En-Ex" is a cure or remedy for psoriasis, that it will rid the skin and scalp
of blotches, lesions, eruptions, and pimples resulting from psoriasis, that it
is a cure or remedy and a competent and effective treatment for dandruff
and will prevent falling hair, and that it is safe and harmless and may be
used without danger of ill effects.
PAR. 5. (a) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation is not a cure
or remedy for psoriasis. There is no cure or remedy for this disease known
to the medical profession. The external manifestations of psoriasis· tend
to follow a wave-like pattern of up-and-down trends and the lesions or
eruptions which have appeared will sometimes disappear without any
treatment whatever. Typically, the lesions of psoriasis appear on the elbows, knees, and scalp, but may appear anywhere on the body and may
substantially cover the body. There are numerous types of psoria.-;is but
the typical lesion is a reddened surface of the skin covered "ith silvery
scales. In some cases the lesions or eruptions are accompanied by itching.
Various treatments arc used for the purpose of relieving the external manifestations of psoriaRis and in some types of psoriasis the external manifestations respond Letter to one treatment than to another. The maximum
benefit that may be obtained by the usc of respondent's product is that it
may remove or assist in the removal of scales from psoriatic lesions, and
if more scales do not reappear on such lesions the reddened skin at those
points will in course of time become normal in appearance, though lesions
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may later return at the same or some other locations. Respondent states
in his advertising pamphlets, circulars, and other material sent to members
of the public with their purchases of his preparation that there is no known
cure for psoriasis and that his preparation is not a cure for any skin disease.
These statements, however, reach members of the public only after they
have responded to advertisements such as those heretofore set out and
have purchased respondent's preparation. Respondent's preparation consists of approximately 20 percent coal tar, 10 percent soap bark, and 70
percent isopropyl alcohol. Occasionally a small quantity of methyl
salicylate is added. This formula corresponds rather closely to the formula
for liquor picis carbonis appearing in the "National Formulary," except
for the presence of any methyl salicylate and the fact that respondent U<;es
isopropyl alcohol instead of ethyl alcohol. Coal tar is one of the accepted
treatments for psoriatic lesions but is not as widely used by dermatologists
as certain other treatments, and when used is more generally used in an
ointment form than in an alcohol solution, because alcohol tends to irritate
psoriatic lesions.
(b) ResponJent's product is not a cure or remedy for dandruff or falling
hair. It would have no tendency to prevent falling hair. In the case of
dandruff, it might in some cases be helpful as a temporary measure and in
others might aggravate the conJition, and at most affords no more than
temporary relief.
(c) Respondent's preparation is not safe and harmless. If it comes in
contact with normal skin surrounding a psoriatic lesion it will, in many
cases, seriously irritate the skin, causing redness, inflammation, or weeping, and possibly result in secondary infections. It is particularly irri,.tating to the eyes or any mucous membrane, and if it comes in contact with
the eyes may result in conjunctivitis.
PAR. 6. The advertisements disseminated by respondent, as aforesaid,
constitute false adverti>lements for the further reason that they fail to
reveal facts material in the light of such representations and material with
respect to the consequences which may result from the use of the preparation to which the advertisements relate under the conditions prescNbcd in
said advertisements, or under such conditions as are customary or usual.
Because of the irritant qualities of said preparation, as set out above, care
should be exercised in applying it to the skin and its use discontinued if
irritation results, and it should not be allowed to come into contact with
the eyes or with any mucous membrane of the body.
PAR. 7. The usc by respondent of the false, misleading, and deceptive
statements and representations disseminated as aforesaid has had, and
now has, the tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of
the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such
statements and representations are true and to induce a substantial portion of such public to purchase respondent's said preparation becaus~ of
such erroneous and mistaken belief.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent are all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DBSIST
This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evjdence in support of and in opposition to the allegations
of said complaint taken before an examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner, and brief in support of
the complaint (respondent not having filed brief and oral argument not
having been requested), and the Commission having made its findings as
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Phillip Bartell, an individual, trading as
En-Ex Company or En-Ex Distributing Company, or under any other
name, his representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, or
distribution of "En-Ex," or any preparation of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties, whether sold under
the same or any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from, directly
or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inference:
(a) That said preparation constitutes a cure or remedy for psoriasis; or
will cause eruptions, blotches, or other psoriatic lesions to disappear permaaently or contribute more to their disappearance than to remove or
assist in the removal of the-scales therefrom.
(b) That said preparation is a cure or remedy for or will prevent falling
hair.
(c) That said preparation is a cure or remedy for or has therapeutic
value in the treatment of dandruff in excess of affording temporary relief.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any
adverti"scment for the purpose of inducing, or ·which is likely to induce,
directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of said medicinal preparation
which advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in par~
agraph 1 hereof, or which fails to reveal that said preparation should not be
allowed to come into contact with the eyes or any mucous membrane of
the body and that if irritation results from its use on the skin its use should
be discontinued; Provided, however, that such advertisement need contain only the statement, "CAUTION: Use Only as Directed" if and when
the directions for use, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling,
or both on the label and in the labeling, contain warnings to the above
effect.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within GO days after the
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

ELI EGHAN, TRADING UNDER HIS OWN NA~E AND
ALSO AS OX'O-GAS CO~PANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGHESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 15040.

Complaint, Sept. 3, 194$-Decision, Jan. 23, 1945

Where an individual engaged in interstate sale and distribution of a gasoline additive,
or a solution designed to be mixed with gasolines for use as a motor fuel, under designation "Ox'o," and of a gasoline to which said Ox'o had been added, designated
"Ox'o-Gas"; through statements on labels attached to the co]ltainers of 'Said Ox'o
and through advertisements thereof in newspapers and circulars and other advertising material, directly or by implication(a) Falsely represented that his products greatly increased the combustion efficiency
and power o an internal combustion engine and the mileage supplied thereby, and
provided quicker starting and faster pickup; the facts being that laboratory tests
by the National Bureau of Standards, and the testimony of the expert who supervised them established that his said products were wholly incapable of accomplishing said results; and
(b) Falsely represented that his said "Ox'o" solution had been approved by major oil
companies for blending with their gasoline; the facts being that while certain companies had stated to him that their examination of the product did not disclose any
detr mental effects resulting from its use, none of the major oil companies had
approved the solution;
With the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to the value, properties, and efficiency of his products,
and thereby to cause it to purchase substantial quantities thereof:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.
As respects the validity of claims to the effect that a certain gasoline additive greatly
increased the combustion efficiency and power of an internal combustion engine
and the mileage supplied thereby and provided quicker starting and faster pickup:
Evidence of certain road tests with automobiles and motor busses made by the
seller's representative and by purchasers of the product-results of which, if
acceptable, would indicate a product of substantial merit-was not sufficient to
meet evidence consisting of laboratory tests made by the National Bureau of
Standards with an automobile engine, electrodynamometer and other necessary
equipment, and testimony of the expert who conducted them, since said road tests,
unlike the "laboratory tests, do not permit adequate control or allowances for a
great number of variables including such factors as engine temperatures, wind
velocity and direction, effects of the road (surface conditions, curves and grades)
and traffic density or control.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. Joseph Callaway for the Commission.
ltfr. James P. Kohler, Mr. James P. Kohler, Jr., ltfr. Joseph II. Denmark
and Mr. John Hoxie, of New York City, for respondent.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Eli Eghan, trading under his own
name and also as Ox'o-Gas Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Eli Eghan, is an individual, doing business
under his own name and also as Ox'o-Gas Company with his principal
place of business at No.3 West Columbia Avenue, Palisades Park. N.J.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a solution for mixing or blending with gasoline, when the gasoline is to be used as a motor fuel, which
solution is designated by him as Ox'o. During the time afQrementioned
the respondent has also engaged in the sale and distribution of gasoline
mixed with said solution, which is designated by him as Ox'o-Gas.
In the course and conduct of his busin,ess, the respondent causes said
products when sold to be transported from his place of business in the
State of New Jersey to the purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent
maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of
trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his said business, and for the pur-'
pose of inducing the purchase of his said products in commerce, respondent has made, and is now making certain extravagant, false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations regarding the value and efficacy
and effect of his said products, by means of advertisements inser~ed in
newspapers, circulars and advertising blotters, circulated generally among
the purchasing public, and in various other ways. Typical representations
are as follows:
GASOLINE IS AMMUNITION
Use it Wisely with Ox'o
OX'O Saves Gas For DEFENSE and VICTORY
Saves MONEY for DEFENSE BONDS
Per Official Tests by State and city of New York, Hudson County Municipalities, Contacted Automotive Engineers, and Oil Concerns.
OX'O added to ANY gasoline, Increases Power and l\lileage up to 33%, Eliminates
Carbon and Knock, Saves Wasted (unburned) Gasolines.
·
Join thousands of motorists, truckers and buses using OX'O and realizing SAVINGS
AND EFFICIENCY.
To convince yourseU, try a. tankful of OX'O BLEND GAS or add OX'O to ANY gasoline in your tank and let 4 gallons of OX'O blend gas give you the mileage of 5 gallons
of untreated gasoline.
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OX'O-GAS

Will keep your motor free from carbon and reduce your gasoline cost.
An Auxiliary Adjunct Gasoline Fuel that when blended with ANY gasoline
Increases
Combustion
Efficiency
Power and
Mileage
Up to 33%

Eliminates
Carbon
Knock
Cleans
Sticky Valves

Renders
Smoother
Operation
Quicker Start
Faster Pickup

Substantially
Reduces
Noxious
Gases and
Fumes

In any Internal Combustion Engine, and keeps a Motor in Perfect Condition.
Approved by Major Oil Companies to blend their gasolines.
OX'O-GAS FOR MAXIMUM POWER, BETTER PERFORMANCE, NO CAR
BON AND GREATER ECONOMY.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations, and others of similar import and meaning not specifically set out
herein, the respondent has represented and is now representing among
other things, that Ox'o added to any gasoline or Ox'o-Gas, when used in
internal combustion engines, increases combustion efficiency, power and
mileage up to 33%; that it eliminates carbon knocks; that it cleans sticky
valves; that it furnishes smoother operation, quicker starting and faster
pickup; that it substantially reduces noxious gases and fumes; that it keeps
a motor in perfect condition; that official tests by the State of New York
and different municip~lities, automotive engineers and oil concerns have
proven that the use of Ox'o and Ox'o-Gas by motorists saves gas and
money; that major oil companies have approved the blending or mixing
of Ox'o with their gasolines; that thousands of motorists, truckers and
buses are realizing savings and obtaining better motor efficiency from the
use of Ox'o and Ox'o-Gas.
PAR. 5. The foregoing representations are extravagant, false, deceptive
and misleading in the following respects:
The addition of Ox'o to gasoline or the use of Ox'o-Gas in internal combustion engines· does not increase combustion efficiency of the engine;
does not increase engine power or mileage; does not eliminate carbon
knock, nor doei;l it have any appreciable effect thereon; does not clean
sticky valves; does not furnish smoother operation or quicker starting or
faster pickup; does not reduce noxious gases or fumes. Its effect on the
motor is not different from ordinary gasoline. The purported tests referred to in the advertising were neither accurate nor conclusive. The use
of Ox'o or Ox'o-Gas by motorists has not and will not save either gas or
money. Major oil companies have not approved Ox'o to blend with their
gasolines.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing extravagant, false,
deceptive and misleading statements and representations, disseminated as
aforesaid, in connPction with the offering for sale and sale of his ptoducts
in commerce has had and now has the capacity and the tendency to and
does mislead and deceive a substantia1 portion of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true, and into the purchase of substantial quantitie& of such
products in commerce because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
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PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 3, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Eli Eghan, an
individual trading under his own name and also as Ox'o-Gas Company,
charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce in violation of the provisions of that Act. After the filing of
respondent's answer, testimony and other evidence in support of and in
opposition to the allegations of the complaint were introduced before a
trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and
such testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the
office by the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on
for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint, the answer
thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner upon
the evidence, and briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint
(oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission, having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Eli Eghan, is an individual, doing
business under his own name and also under the trade name Ox'o-Gas
Company, with his principal place of business located at No. 3, West Columbia Avenue, Palisades Park, N.J. Respondent is now, and for anumber of years last past ha~ been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a
solution known as a gasoline additive, that is, a solution designed to be
mixed or blended with gasoline which is to be used as a motor fuel. The
solution is designated by respondent as "Ox' o." Respondent also sells
gasoline to which the solution Ox'o has been added, such gasoline being
designated as "Ox'o-Oas.''
PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused his products, when sold, to
be transported from his place of business in the State of New Jersey to
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and has maintained a
course of trade if} his products in commerce among and between various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his business and for the purpose
of inducing the purchase of his products, respondent has made various
statements with respect to the value, properties and efficiency of the
products, such statements being made by means of labels attached to the
containers in which the solution O~'o is packaged and sold, and also by
means of advertisements inserted in newspapers and circulars and other
advertising material distributed among prospective purchasers.
Through the use of these statements respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that his products greatly increase the combustion
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efficiency and power of an internal combustion engine and the mileage
supplied by the engine; that the products provide quicker starting and
faster pickup; and that the solution Ox'o has been approved by major oil
companies for blending or mixing with their gasolines.
PAR. 4. In August, 1941, respondent's solution was examined and
tested by the National Bureau of Standards, such action being taken at
the request of the Coordinator of Petroleum for National Defense, submitted through the Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior. The
tests were laboratory tests made with an automobile engine, an electric
dynamometer and other necessary equipment, and appear to have been
conducted with care and thoroughness. The report of the Bureau of
Standards showing the results of these tests forms a part of the record in
the present proceeding, together with the testimony of the Bureau of
Standards expert who supervised the tests. This evidence establishes that
respondent's products are wholly incapable of increasing the combustion
efficiency or power of an internal combustion engine or the mileage supplied by the engine. They are likewise incapable of providing quicker
starting or faster pickup.
Nor has the solution been approved by major oil companies, although
certain companies have stated to respondent that their examination of the
product did not disclose that any detrimental effects resulted from its use.
There was introduced on behalf of respondent evidence with respect to
certain tests of the solution which had been made by respondent's representative, and also by purchasers of the product. If acceptable, the results
of these tests would indicate that the product possesses substantial merit.
The tests, however, appear not to have been made in a scientific manner,
and their accuracy is open to serious question. The tests were not laboratory tests made under proper controls, as were the Bureau of Standards
tests, but \vere "road tests "-that is, tests made by· using respondent's
solution in automobiles and motor buses which were in operation on the
streets and highways. In the opinion of the Commission, such tests are
not comparable as to accuracy or dependability with the laboratory tests
made by the Bureau of Standards. As pointed out in the Bureau's report:
• • • The reason for this is quite obvious. In the laboratory, one factor can be
varied at a time with all other test conditions under adequate control. Results on the
road are affected by a great number of variables which can not be completely controlled
or allowed for. Among these factors are: engine temperatures, effects of wind velocity
and direction, effects of the road (surface condition, curves and grades), and effects. of
traffic density or traffic control. Consequently successive road tests commonly will
show appreciable differences in mileage per gallon of fuel when the same fuel is used and
every effort is made to duplicate the test run. (Com. Ex. No. 8-E)

After consideration of all of the evidences introduced by respondent, the
Commission is of the opinion that it is insufficient to meet the evidence
introduced in support of the complaint.
PAR. 5. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent with respect to his products, as set forth in paragraph 3
hereof, are erroneous and misleading.
PAR. G. The use by respondent of these erroneous and misleading representations has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public \\'ith respect to the value, properties, and efficiency of respondent's products, and the tendency and
capacity to cause such portion of the public to purchase substantial
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quantities of the products as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief
engendered.

sb

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondent,
testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon
the evidence, and briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint
(oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent,. Eli Eghan, individually, and trading
as Ox'o-Gas Company, or trading under any other name, and his agents,
representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, of respondent's solution designated 11 Ox' o" and respondent's gasoline
designated 11 Ox'o-Gas," or any other products of substantially similar
composition or possessing substantially similar properties, whether sold
under the same names or under any other names1 do forthwith cease and
desist from representing, directly or by implication:
1. That respondent's products increase the combustion efficiency or
power of an internal combustion engine or the mileage supplied by such
engine.
2. That said products provide quicker starting or faster pickup.
3. That said product Ox'o has been approved by major oil companies.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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IN THE 11ATTER OF

CLAIROL, INC. AND JOAN GELB, LEON A. SPILO, AND
MORRIS GELB
MODIFIED CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

Docket 3615.

Order, January 25, 1945

Modified order, pursuant to provisions of Section 5 (i) of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and in accordance with decree below referred to, in proceeding in question, in
which original order issued on October 8, 1941, 33 F.T.C. 1450, and in which the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, on August 14, 1944, Gelb v. Federal Trade Commission, 144 F. (2d) 58~), 39 F.T.C. 694, rendered its opinion, and
on September 19, 1944 issued its decree modifying the Commission's aforesaid
order in certain respects and affirming the same as therein modified;
Requiring respondent individuals, in connection with the offer, etc., in commerce, of
respondents' cosmetic preparations, to cease and desist from misrepresenting their
nature, properties, source, and safety, as in said order in tletail below set out.
MoDIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding coming on for further hearing before the Federal Trade
Commission, and it appearing that on October 8, 19-H, the Commission
made its findings as to the facts herein and concluded therefrom that the
respondents, Joan Gelb, Leon A. Spilo and Morris Gelb had violated the
provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act and on October 8, 1941 issued and subsequently served its order to cease and desistupon said respondents; and it further appearing that on September 19,
1944, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
issued its decree modifying the aforesaid order in certain respects and
affirming said order as therein modified.
Now therefore, Pursuant to the provisions of Subsection (i) of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission issues this, its
modified order to cease and desist in conformity vvith said decree.
It is ordered, That said individual respondents, Joan Gelb, Leon A. Spilo
and Morris Gelb, their representatives, agents and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, of their cosmetic preparations designated
generally as "Clairol" and more specifically designated as "Instant
Clairol" and "Progressive Clairol," or any other preparations of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties,
whether sold under the same names or under any other names, do forthwith
cease and desist from:
1. Representing that said preparations are not hair dyes.
2. Hepresenting that said preparations restore the natural or youthful
color of the hair.
3. Representing that the effect produced upon the color of the hair by
the use of said preparations is permanent.
4. Representing that said preparations supply nourishment to the hair.
5. Representing that said preparations are made or compounded in
France.
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6. Representing that the number of treatments of said preparations
•
used by the public is greater than is the fact.
7. Representing that said preparation Instant Clairol is harmless or
safe for use.
It is further ordered, That said individual respondents shall, within 30
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.
.
The corporate respondent, Clairol, Inc., having been dissolved, It is
further ordered, that this proceeding be, and it hereby is, dismissed as to
said corporate respondent.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

A~ERICAN

SCHOOL OF COM~ERCE, JOHN A. YOUNGSTRO~
AND EDWARD C. DUSATKO, TRADING AS AMERICAN
COLLEGE AND AS PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT,
RESPECTIVELY, OF A~ERICAN SCHOOL OF COM~ERCE;
AND D. N. DOYLE, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS SECRETARY
THEREOF

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4824.

Complaint, Nov. 5, 1941-Decision, Jan. 31, 1945

Where a corporation which succeeded to and carried on the business long theretofore
engaged in by its president and its vice president as "American College," along
with the aforesaid two individuals and a third, secretary of said corporation; engaged in conducting a school in business subjects such as shorthand, bookkeeping,
commercial law, salesmanship and merchandising, and in the sale and distribution
of home study or correspondence courses in said subjects, and offering students
their choice of attending classes conducted at their place of business in Omaha or
receiving instrucqon by correspondence; in soliciting the sale of their courses
through advertising material and salesmen(rt) Continued to distribute to prospective purchasers of their courses=----following the
organization of aforesaid corporation-folders, circulars and other advertising material in which their school was referred to as "American College" or as a "College";
Notwithstanding the fact it was not an institution of higher learning within the ordinary
meaning of the designation "College";
(b) Represented, as aforesaid, that their said school was located on and had a campus,
that new and modern equipment and facilities were available for the use and instruction of students, and that various extracurricular activities, both athletic and
social, similar to those usually associated with colleges, were maintained for and
available to their students;
Notwithstanding the ·fact their school was conducted in six or, later, seven or eight
rooms rented in certain Omaha office buildings and had never had any campus; a
substantial part of their mechanical equipment was neither new nor modern, nor,
in some instances, was it maintained in proper operating condition, nor during
most of the period concerned were there available to students in their school the
extracurricular athletic and social activities, such as a basketball team, a band, an
orchestra, or a gymnasium, which were promised by their sales representatives;
(c) Informed many high school graduates, whom as a class it was their practice to
solicit, that because of high scholastic standing, the particular graduate was one of
a few to whom they were offering the scholarship, which materially reduced the
cost of their courses; in some instances, naming no specific reduction and in others
ascribing a value of $50.00 thereto, or one-half of the cost of the course, or some
other specific sum; and in other instances, misinforming prospects as to the exact
fees and terms available to them;
The facts being they gave no scholarships and such prospects were charged and paid the
regular and customary prices for their courses; and it was a frequent practice of
their salesmen to insist upon prompt action on said supposed offer without affording
the prospect or his parents sufficient time to read and consider the contract they
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were asked to sign, on the pretext that the offer was a special one and, if not ac
cepted, would have to be made to some one else; and
(d) Wrote collection letters to students-many of whom agreed to pay in installments
--or to their guarantors, under the name "Western Bond and Finance Company,"
demanding payment of the amounts claimed to be due and representing said supposed company as the owner of stl'ldents' notes or contracts through purchase, as a
result of which many persons paid amounts claimed which they would not other~
wise have paid because of misrepresentations made in securing such notes or contracts;
Notwithstanding said so-called Western llond and Finance Company was entirely
fictitious and simply a scheme to collect payments as aforesaid;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such representations were true, and
thereby induce them to purchase said courses of instruction and texts and books of
reference pertaining thereto, and pay amounts claimed to be due on notes or installment contracts which they would not otherwise have paid:
li eld, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice of the public and constituted
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
1\Jr. Harry. F. Horak, of Lincoln, Nebr., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Feileral Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that American School of Commerce, a
corporation, John A. Youngstrom and Edward C. Dusatko, individually,
and as copartners, doing business under the firm name and style of American College, and as president and vice president, respectively, of American
School of Commerce, a corporation, and D. N. Doyle, individually, and as
secretary of American School of Commerce, have violated the provisions
of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. American School of Commerce, is a corporation, organized and existing pursuant to the laws of the State of Nebraska, having its
office and principal place of business at Room 412, Arthur Building, 210
South 18th Street, Omaha, Nebr.
Respondent, John A. Youngstrom, is an individual, and is now or was a
copartner of respondent,.Edward C. Dusatko, doing business under the
firm name and style of American College and is now and has been for a
long time last past, president of respondent American School of Commerce. His office and principal place of business is located at 210 South
18th Street, Omaha, Nebr.
Respondent, Edward C. Dusatko, is an individual, who is now or was a
copartner of John A. Youngstrom, doing business under the firm name and
style of American College. lie is now and for a long time last past has
been treasurer of respondent, American School of Commerce. His office
and principal place of business is located at 210 South 18th Street, Omaha,
Nebr.
Respondent, D. N. Doyle, is an individual, who is now and for a long
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time last past has been an officer of American School of Commerce, a corporation. His office and principal place of business is located at 210 South
18th Street, Omaha, Nebr.
PAR. 2. In 1917 or thereabouts, respondents, John A. Youngstrom and
Edward C. Dusatko, formed a partnership under the firm name and style
of American College. Operating under this partnership name they conducted a school for the instruction of students, pupils and the general
public in business subjects such as shorthand, bookkeeping, commercial
law, salesmanship, merchandising, business machines and the like. They
also solicited and sold courses of instruction in such subjects, among others, as Diesel engines, radio, television, telegraphic and electrical engineering. These courses of instruction were sold to students residing in the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. This
school continued until 1939 or thereabouts, whereupon the business was
transferred to a corporation organized for that purpose by the said respondents, John A. Youngstrom and Edward C. Dusatko, and known as
American School of Commerce, one of the respondents herein.
The American School of Commerce has continued operation of the business theretofore conducted by the aforesaid partners under the firm name
and style of American College, and the acts and practices of the said
respondents, John A. Youngstrom, Edward C. Dusatko and D. N. Doyle,
individually, and as officers of the respondent corporation, American
School of Commerce, are now and have been a continuation of the acts and
practices carried on under the name of American College.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business the aforesaid respondents have been, and are in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms and partnerships also engaged in similar business involvi.ng
the offering for sale and sale of courses of instruction in business, commercial, mechanical a.ftd electrical subjects to students and members of the
public, in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid corporate respondent, American School of Commerce, and the individual respondents, John A. Youngstrom and Edward
C. Dusatko, as individuals and as copartners, doing business under the
firm name and style of American College, and as president and treasurer,
of the respondent, American School of Commerce, and D. N. Doyle, individually, and as an officer, of the American School of Commerce, a corporation, for a number of years last past, have been and now are engaget;i
in the business of operating a school at Omaha, Nebr., for the instruction
of students and members of the public in various subjects as described in
paragraph 2 hereof. In promoting the sale, and in the sale of these and
similar courses of instruction, together \\ith texts and books of reference
pertaining thereto, in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States, respondents advertised in newspapers of general circulation, distributed literature, circulars and other promotional matter.
Agents and representatives were likewise engaged by the said respondents
to travel in the various States of the United States for the purpose of offering for sale and selling the said courses of instruction, to distribute literature pertaining thereto, and to make oral representations concerning the
same, to purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof. The orders received for these courses of instruction by the said agents in the various
States in which they operated were and are transmitted to the main office
of respondents in the city of Omaha, Nebr. The courses of instruction
660780-47-7
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offered for sale and sold by the said respondents consist of courses com• monly described as "resident instruction" wherein the student receives
his instruction at the headquarters of the American College or at the
American School of Commerce in Omaha, Nebr., and in correspondence or
"extension" courses wherein the student received his instruction primarily
by mail. In some instances the courses are given partly by resident instruction at the headquarters of the said school at Omaha, Nebr., and
partly by mail through extension work at the abode of the pupil. The
students and members of the public to whom these courses of instruction
were sold are domiciled both in the State of Nebraska and in various other
States of the United States, and there is now and has been at all times
mentioned herein a course of trade in said courses of instruction and the
texts and books of reference so sold and distributed by respondents, in
commerce between and among various States of the United States.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business the aforesaid respondents, in promoting the sale of and selling their said courses of instruction, and reference books, in the manner above set forth, the students
and prospective students and to the general public located in the several
States of the United States, have advertised and represented through
newspapers of general circulation, through circularizations, and orally by
agents and representatives engaged by them, as follows, to wit:
(a) That American College or American School of Commerce is an institution of higher learning such as is commonly described as a college or university, with a campus, dormitories, gymnasium, swimming pool, and
college buildings, and supported all usual college activities except a football team; and that respondents maintained full, adequate, and modern
equipment and facilities for use in the instruction of all students enrolled
in the courses purchased by them.
.
(b) That the aforesaid respondents would furni~l!_ accommodations
whereby resident students might earn their room andooard, and would
secure employment for the student upon completion by him or her of the
courses of instruction for which he or she enrolled.
(c) That United States or State Civil Service positions would be obtained for enrollees upon graduation without further effort on their part.
(d) That American College and subsequently the American School of
Commerce maintains on its own premises the best Diesel, electrical and
radio engineering schools in the United States.
(e) That the aforesaid American College or the American School of
Commerce has 1500 or more resident students and that students would
receive regular college credits for their work acceptable by Universities and
colleges of higher learning.
(f) That the amount stated at the time of enrollment covers all possible
charges pertaining to the classes, courses, or subjects for which enrolled.
(g) That the scholarship, equivalent to one-half of the regular tuition,
would be tendered as a reward of merit to one or two students of especially
high scholastic standing in each town or community; that the said scholarship has a definite valuation equivalent to one-half of the stated or regular
price of the courses offered the enrollee.
(h) That the headquarters of the said school or college was housed in an
imposing building surrounded by a campus, all of which belonged to or was
occupied by the said school, and that pictures showing groups of students
adjacent to imposing buildings were photographed at or in buildings controlled or owned by the respondents herein.
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PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, neither the American College nor the
American School of Commerce are or have been regular colleges, with
campus, gymnasium, swimming pool, dormitories, privately owned or
controlled buildings, and adequate equipment, and do not support all
usual college activities except a football team. The equipment and facilities maintained by the respondents at the said school are not adequate,
complete, or modern and are insufficient in quantity and quality, for the
instruction of the students enrolled. The said schools are not colleges or
institutions of higher learning within the ordinarily accepted meaning of
that term. The aforesaid respondents do not furnish or obtain accommodations or remunerative positions where resident students may earn their
room and board and the said respondents do not secure employment for the
student on the completion by him or her of the courses of instruction for
which they enrolled. Civil Service positions are not obtained for enrollees
upon graduation from the said school without further effort. The said
respondents do not maintain on their premises or at any other place the
best Diesel engineering school in the United States or any other Diesel
engineering school; and do not maintain there or at any other place qualified schools for instruction in radio and electrical engineering. The aforesaid American College or the American School of Commerce does not give
regular college credits which are acceptable by universities or colleges of
higher learning and the said student body of the American College or the
American School of Commerce does not now and never has had an enrollment of 1500 resident students. The amount of tuition stated at time of
enrollment does not cover all possible charges made or imposed upon the
said students during their course or courses of instruction for which enrolled. The so-called ~cholarship offered by the said respondents as a reward of merit to new enrollees is not a true reward of merit, but is regularly granted to prospective enrollees regardless of prior scholastic standing and is used as a trick or artifice to entice students to the school maintained by the said respondents. The school maintained by the said respondents is not housed in a separate school building surrounded by a
campus, but is housed in a few rooms in an ordinary office building and the
photographs displayed of students standing on the steps or adjacent to imposing buildings are photographs of students grouped at or adjacent to
government owned buildings, or buildings other than that in which the
classes of instruction given by respondent are located.
PAR. 7. In the further course and conduct of their said business, respondents, John A. Youngstrom and Ed ward C. Dusatko, operate a socalled collection agency, under the name of Western Bond & Finance Company, solely for the purpose of making collections from students enrolled
in the American School of Commerce. Under the agreement of enrollment
many of said students agree to pay tuition in installments. Upon accepting the enrollment of a student upon the deferred payment plan, it is the
practice of the respondents, through the said Western Bond & Finance
Company, to notify said student that the note or enrollment agreement
had been purchased by the said Western Bond & Finance Company, and
that payment should be made to said company. Thereafter, should a payment be in default, the said respondents, through the Western Bond &
Finance Company, write collection letters to said students or to the guarantors signing the enrollment contract, demanding payment of amounts
claimed to be due. Some of such letters are threatening in nature and
convey t.he impression that suit '"ill be brought to enforce the collection of
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the amounts claimed to be due, unless paid at once. As a matter of fact,
the said Western Bond & Finance Company is entirely fictitious in nature
and is simply a scheme or device used by the respondents to collect such
accounts. Respondents never reveal the fictitious nature of such company,
but on the contrary, at all times represent said company to be the owner of
the notes or enrollment contracts through purchase from respondents. As
a result of such practice, many persons pay amounts claimed to be due on
said notes or enrollment agreements which they would not otherwise pay
on account of the various misrepresentations made by respondents in
securing the same, in the erroneous belief that such notes or contracts are
no longer owned by the respondents herein, but have been endorsed or
assigned to said vVestern Bond & Finance Company and are the property
of such company. The respondent, D. N. Doyle, is fully aware of this
deceptive practice an<,l. participates therein by signing the collection letters
sent out in the name of such fictitious company.
PAR. 8. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations has the tendency and capacity
to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public,
because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase respondents'
courses of instruction and the texts and books of reference pertaining
thereto and to pay amounts claimed to be due on notes or enrollment comtracts which they would not otherwise pay. As a direct result thereof
trade has been and is unfairly diverted to the respondents from their competitors, thereby causing substantial injury to competition in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are all to the
prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce \\ithin the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on November 5, 1941, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other
evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before an examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the
said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report
of the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, and brief in support of the
complaint (respondent not having filed brief and oral argument not having
been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter
and being now fully adYised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion drawn therefrom.
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, American School of Commerce, is a
corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Nebraska, with its principal office and place of business located in the Baum
Building, Omaha, Nebr.
(b) Respondent, John A. Youngstrom, is an individual, who with
respondent, Edward C. Dusatko, as a partner, formerly traded as American College and who is now president of respondent, American School of
Commerce.
(c) Respondent, Edward C. Dusatko, is an individual, who with respondent, John A. Youngstrom, as a partner, formerly traded as American
College and is now vice president of respondent, American School of Commerce.
(d) Respondent, D. N. Doyle, is an individual, who until a few months
preceding the issuance of the complaint herein, was secretary of respondent, American School of Commerce.
PAR. 2. For a number of years last past respondents have been engaged
in conducting a school for the instruction of members of the public in
business subjects such as shorthand, bookkeeping, commercial law, salesmanship, merchandising, and allied subjects, and in the sale and distribution of home study or correspondence courses in said subjects. In the
course and conduct of this business, respondents have caused said courses
of instruction, consisting of texts, instructions, and other materials, to be
transported from their place of business in Oma,ha, Nebr., to purchasers
thereof at their respective points of location in other States of the United
States, and have maintained a course of trade in commerce among and
between various States of the United States.
· PAR. 3. For many years respondents, Youngstrom and Dusatko, copartners, trading as American College, conducted a school in Omaha,
Nebr., for the instruction of members of the public in shorthand, bookkeeping, commercial law, salesmanship, merchandising, and other subjects, and solicited the sale of, and sold, home study or correspondence
courses in such subjects. In 1938 or thereabouts the respondents herein
organized a corporation known as American School of Commerce for the
purpose of taking over, and which did take over and continue, the business
theretofore conducted by respondents, Youngstrom and Dusatko, as a
partnership, and the acts and practices of respondents herein, individually, and as officers of respondent, American School of Commerce, have
been a continuation of the acts and practices carried on under the name of
American College.
PAR. 4. (a) Respondents have conducted their school upon both a
resident and an extension basis; that is, they offer students or prospective
students an election as to attending classes conducted at respondents'
place of business in Omaha, Nebr., or receiving instruction by home study
or correspondence methods. For example, the secretarial science course
offered by respondents is offered on a home study or correspondence basis
at a price of $96, if paid in installments, or $86.40 if paid in cash. A student who undertakes this course may become a resident student and attend classes by the payment of an additional fee of $11 per month if paid
monthly. For enrollment in this course on a resident student basis the
charge is $212, if paid in installments, or $196 if paid in cash. It has not
heen uncommon for purchasers of respondents' courses to receive a portion
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of their instruction by correspondence and a portion through attendance of
clas~es at respondents' place of business in Omaha.
(b) As a means of promoting the sale of both resident and correspondence courses of instruction, respondents have advertised in newspapers and
have distributed circulars and other advertising materials purporting to
be descriptive of their school and the courses of instruction offered and
have employed salesmen to call upon high school graduates and other
members of the public for the purpose of securing their enrollment in
respondents' school, if possible. In the course of offering for sale and
selling their said courses of instruction by the means stated, respondents
have in their advertising mate:·ial and through the oral statements of their
salesmen made numerous false, mi3leading, and deceptive representations
to purchasers and prospective purchas~rs of their said courses of instruction.
PAR. 5. (a) After the organization of the corporate respondent, American School of Commerce, respondents continued to distribute to prospective purchasers of their courses of instruction folders, circulars, and other
advertising materials in which their school was referred to as "American
College" or as a" college." In truth and in fact, said school, whether designated as American College or as American School of Commerce, has not
been, and is not, a college in that said school is not an institution of higher
learning within the ordinary meaning of the designation "college." The
use of such designation for said school or references to it as a "college"
have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive members of the
purchasing public into the belief that it is in fact an institution of higher
·
learning.
(b) Through the means heretofore stated, respondents have represented
to prospective purchasers of their courses of instruction that their said
school was located on and had a campus, that n.ew and modern equipment
and facilities were available for the use and instruction of students, and
that various extra-curricular activities, both athletic and social, similar to
those usually associated with colleges, were maintained for and available
to their students. As a matter of fact, respondents' school until about
1941 was conducted in six or seven rooms in the Arthur Building which
were rented by respondents for such purpose, and thereafter was conducted
in seven or eight rooms in the Baum Building rented by respondents for
such purpose. Both of these buildings are office buildings located in
Omaha and respondents' school has never been located upon or had any
campus. A substantial part of the mechanical equipment such as typewriters1 adding machines, tabulating machines, and other office and business machines maintained by respondents for use in instructing students
in their business courses were not new, modern, and up to date, and in
some instances not maintained in proper operating condition. During the
period in which most of the witnesses who testified in this proceeding enrolled in or attended respondents' school (1938--41, inclusive) respondents
did not maintain nor were there available to students in respondents'
school the extracunicular athletic and social activities such as a basketball team, a band, an orchestra, or a gymnasium which were promised by
their sales representatives.
PAR. 6. Respondents have made it a practice to solicit the sale of their
courses of instruction to recent high school graduates and to secure the
enrollment of such graduates as students in their business school. Many
such prospective enrollees were informed that because of their high
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scholastic standing in high school they were one of a few to whom respondents were offering a scholarship and that this scholarship materially reduced the cost of respondents' courses. In some instances no specific
amount of reduction was named and in others the scholarship was said to
be worth $50, or one half of the cost of the course, or some other specific
sum. As a matter of fact, respondents did not give scholarships and the
prospective students to whom such statements were made were charged,
and paid, the regular and customary prices for respondents' courses and
received no reduction whatever in price. In some instances prospective
students were misinformed as to the exact fees and terms available to them
and respondents' salesmen frequently pursued a course of insisting upon
prompt action upon the offer made without affording the prospective students or the parents of such students sufficient time to read and consider
the contract they were asked to sign. This was done in the guise of the
offer being a special one and if it was not accepted then and there the offer
Would have to be made to some one else.
PAR. 7. The respondents herein operated a so-called collection agency
under the name Western Bond & Finance Company, solely for the purpose
of making collections of amounts due or claimed to be due from students or
those who guaranteed their payments. Under the enrollment agreement
tnany students agreed to pay tuition in installments and it was the practice
of respondents to notify such students that the note or enrollment agreetnent had been purchased by Western Bond & Finance Company and that
Payments should be made to that company. Thereafter, in the event of
default in payments, respondents, through the Western Bond & Finance
Company, wrote collection letters to students or their guarantors demanding payment of the amounts claimed to be due. As a matter of fact, the
so-called Western Bond & Finance Company was entirely fictitious and
Was simply a scheme or device used by respondents to collect payments
from students in their school or their guarantors. However, respondents
represented such company to be the owner of the notes or installment contracts through purchase, and as a result of such practice many persons
have paid amounts claimed to be due which they would not otherwise have
Paid because of the various misrepresentations made by respondents in
securing such notes or contracts.
PAR. 8. The use of respondents of the aforesaid false, deceptive, and
tnisleading statements and representations has the tendency and capacity
to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken beli~f, to purchase respondents' courses of instruction and texts and books of reference pertaining
thereto, and pay amounts claimed to be due on notes or installment contracts which they would not otherwise pay.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are all to the prejudice
of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, and brief in support of the complaint (respondents not having filed brief and oral argument not having been requested), and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that
said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, American School of Commerce, a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, and respondents, John A. Youngstrom, Edward C. Dusatko, and D. N. Doyle, individually, and as officers of respondent, American School of Commerce,
their respective representatives, agents, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, and distribution of any courses of study or instruction in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act,
do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the word "college" in or as a part of the name for or designation of respondents' school, or representing in any manner that said
school is a college or other institution of higher learning.
2. Representing in any manner that the tuition, fees, or other charges,
costs, or expenses for any course or courses in respondents' school are less
than is the fact.
3. Representing that the usual or customary charges for any course or
courses in respondents' school constitute special or reduced prices.
4. Representing that scholarships or other special terms or advantages
are given to a few selected high school graduates, when in fact the terms
offered are the customary and usual terms to any student or prospective
student.
5. Representing that respondents' school has a campus, or that it maintains or has available for students other physical facilities or equipment
greater than is the fact; or that extracurricular school activities different
from or greater than is the fact are available to students.
6. Representing that the Western Bond & Finance Company, or any
other collection agency or activity owned, controlled, or conducted by
respondents, or any of them, as a means of collecting sums due or alleged
to be due from students or their guarantors is an innocent holder for value
of the notes or other evid~nce of such indebtedness given by such students
or their guarantors; or using a fictitious name for such collection activities
as a means of importing or implying that said evidences of indebtedness
are in the hands of an innocent holder for value, when in fact respondents,
or any of them, are the beneficial owners of such evidences of indebtedness.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, '\\-ithin GO days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, ANI) ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5092.

Complaint, Dec. 4, 1943-Decision, Jan. 31, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution
of jewelers' findings and gold solder to dealers and othersRepresented that its gold solders were of low-karat, 6-karat, 8-karat, 10-karat, 12-karat,
14-karat, l~karat, 18-karat, or 20-karat gold content, respectively, through describing them on labels and in advertising literature by a circle containing the
letter "N" surrounded by a band bearing the legend "solder for low K gold,"
"solder for 6K go!<;!" "solder for 8K gold," etc., in all of which the word "for"
was in much smaller type than the other words, and the various designations such
as "low K," "6K," were printed in much larger type; and through designating its
gold solder in its price lists under the heading of "Quality," as "LK," "6 K,"
"8K," etc.; when in fact such solders were of a lower gold content than the gold
with which they were to be used;
With the effect of misleading members of the jewelry repairing trade and the purchasing
public into the mistaken and erroneous belief that its gold solders were of the fineness indicated by said legends and of the gold with which they were indicated for
use, as a result of which belief, members of said trade and the general public purchased substantial amounts thereof:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce .

.Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Fyffe & Clarke, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe that F. H. Noble & Company, a corporation,
hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said
act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, F. H. Noble & Company, is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Illinois, with its office and principal place of business
located at 535-559 West 59th Street, Chicago, Ill. Respondent is now,
and for more than two years last past has been, engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of jeweler's findings and gold solders to dealers
and others located at points in the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia. Respondent causes and has caused said
jeweler's findings and gold solder to be transported from its place of business in the city of Chicago, Ill., to purchasers thereof at their respective
points of location in various States of the United States other than Illinois
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and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and has at all
times mentioned herein maintained a course of trade in said jeweler's
findings and gold solder in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business and to induce
the purchase of its said products, the respondent issues and distributes,
and has issued and distributed, by United States mails and otherwise, to
prospective purchasers, catalogs, price lists, and other advertising literature purporting to be descriptive of its said products; among the products
so advertised are its gold solders which are represented and described in
the following manner;
On labels and on the literature is depicted a circle containing the letter
11
N" surrounded by a band bearing the following legend-"Solder for
18 K Gold," "Solder for 14 K Gold," etc. The word "for" is in much
smaller type than the other words in the legend and 18K, 14K, etc., are
printed in much larger type. Respondent in its price list designates its
gold solders under the heading of "Quality" as "LK," "6K," "8K,"
"10K," "12K," "14K," "16K," 18K" and "20K." Through the use of
the representations above quoted respondent represents that the gold
content of its solders is low karat, 6 karat, 8 karat, 10 karat, 12 karat,
14 karat, 16 karat, 18 karat or 20 karat, respectively.
PAR. 3. The foregoing representations are false and misleading. In
truth and in fact respondent's solders represented and marked as 6, 8, 10,
12, 18 and 20 karat gold, respectively, are not of the gold content represented but are composed of substantially smaller amounts of gold than
marked.
PAR. 4. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false and misleading
statements and representations with respect to its said products has hac
and now has the capacity and tendency to and does mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the jewelry repairing trade and purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true and that respondent's products are of greater gold content
than is actually the case. As a result of such erroneous belief the jewelry
repairing trade and purchasing public have been induced to and do purchase a substantial quantity of respondent's products.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent are all to the
'prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federa1
Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on December 4, 1943, issued and thereafter
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, F. H. Noble &
Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act.
After the respondent filed its answer in this proceeding, a stipulation was
entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a statement of facts
signed and executed by counsel for the respondent and Richard P. Whiteley Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to
the' approval of the Commission, may be taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support of and in opposition to the charges
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stated in the complaint and that the Commission may proceed upon said
statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion based thereon, and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission upon the complaint, answer, and stipulation, said stipulation
having been approved, accepted, and filed; and the Commission, having
duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, F. H. Noble & Company, is a corporation,
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois, with its office and principal place of business located
at 535-559 West 59th Street, Chicago, Ill. Respondent is now, and for
more than two years last past has been, engaged in the manufacture, sale,
and distribution of jeweler's findings and gold solders to dealer_, and othf'rs
located at points in the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, respondent
causes, and has caused, said jeweler's findings and gold solder to be transported from its place of business in Chicago, Ill., to purchasers thereof at
their respective places of location in various States of the United States
other than Illinois and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and has at all times mentioned herein maintained, a course of trade
in said jeweler's findings and gold solder in commerce bet\\"een and among
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In order to induce the purchase of its said products, the respondent issues and distributes, and has issued and distributed, to prospective purchasers, by United States mails and otherwise, catalogs, price
lists, and other advertising literature purporting to be descriptive of its
said products. Among the products so advertised are its gold solders which
are represented and described on labels and literature by the depiction of a
circle containing the letter "N" surrounded. by a band bearing one of the
folio wing legends :
Solder for 20K gold,
Solder for 18K gold,
Solder for 16K gold,
Solder for 14K gold,
Solder for 12K gold,
Solder for lOK gold,
Solder for 8K gold,
Solder for 6K gold,
Solder for low K gold.

The word "for" is in much smaller type than the other words in the
legend, and 20K, 18K, 16K, 14K, 12K, lOK, 8K, 6K, and low K are
printed in much larger type. Respondent in its price lists designates its
gold solders under the heading of "Quality" as "LK," "6K," "8K,"
"lOK," "12K," ''14K," "16K," "18K," and "20K." By the use of the
representations above quoted, members of the purchasing public are led
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to believe that the gold content of respondent's solders is as designated,
low-karat, 6-karat, 8-karat, 10-karat, 12-karat, 14-karat, 16-karat,
18-karat, or 20-karat, respectively. In truth and in fact respondent's
solders labeled and advertised as "Solder for 20K.," "Solder for 18K,"
"Solder for 16K," "Solder for 14K," "Solder for 12K," "Solder for IOK,"
"Solder for 8K," "Solder for 6K," respectively, are of a lower gold content
than the gold with which they are to be used.
PAR. 4. The use by the respondent of the foregoing statements and
representations has misled members of the jewelry repairing trade and the
purchasing public into the mistaken and erroneous belief that respondent's gold solders are of the fineness indicated by said legends and of the
gold with which they are indicated for use. Because of such mistaken and
erroneous belief, members of the jewelry repairing trade and the general
public have purchased substantial amounts of respondent's said solders.

"

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, and a
stipulation as to the facts entered into between the respondent herein and
Richard P. \\ hiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission, which
provides, among other things, that without further evidence or other intervening procedure the Commission may issue and serve upon the respondent
findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, F. H. Noble & Company, a corporation,
its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device~ in connection with the offering for sale, sale,
and distribution of solders for use on gold in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from:
1. Using terms such as" 20K" or" for 20K," or any other term indicating gold fineness, to designate, describe, or refer to solders for use on gold,
unless the solder is of the fineness indicated by the term used; Provided,
however, that such terms may be used to indicate that a particular solder
is for use on gold articles of the fineness indicated by the term used, if such
term is accompanied by a statement of equal conspicuousness clearly showing that the solder is of lower gold content and not of the fineness indicated
by the term used but is to be used upon articles of the fineness indicated.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that its solder is of a fineness in excess of its actual gold content
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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KENNETH E. BREWER, EVERETT R. BREWER, AND NELSON C. BREWER, TRADING UNDER THE NA~E OF CHAS. A.
BREWER & SONS
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 3952.

Complaint, Nov. 16, 1939-Decision, Feb. 1, 1945

Where two individuals, who were the world's largest manufacturers of punch boards
and push cards, with annual sales aggregating some two million or more of such
devices, many of which were designed for use by retail dealers in sale and distribution of merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise or
lottery scheme, under a plan by which the particular concraled number or legend,
secured by chance by the person playing the board or card, determined which
article the purchaser received without additional cost, or whether he received merchandise of much less value than such article, or nothing other than the privilege
of a chance, and under which, in some cases, amounts to be paid for such chances
was also thus determined; and the advantages of which devices of chance-made
in various types and sizes and to order, with from 50 to 10,000 holes in the case of
the boards, and from 10 to 100 discs in that of the cards-in building business, with
their" certain thrill," and attraction to" thousands of people in every community,"
they stressed in their catalogSold and distributed said devices to manufacturers and wholesalers-many of whom
made up assortments consisting of a board or card and quantity of merchandise
and sold the same to the retailer,-and to retailers direct, by whom, whether as
direct or indirect purchases, said devices were employed in the sale and distribution, by chance, of merchandise to the public as above described; and thereby
Supplied to and placed in the hands of others means whereby, through the appeal
thereof, they were enabled to use unfair methods of competition and thereby divert
to themselves substantial trade from many retailers, manufacturers and wholesalers who do not make use of lottery or chance in the sale and distribution of their
products, or supply others with means of so doing:
lleld, That such acts and practices of said individuals, under the circumstances set
forth, were all to the prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair methods of
competition in commerce.

Before Mr. W. W. Sheppard, trial examiner.
Mr. D. C. Daniel and Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. llerldon II. Bowen, of Chicago, Ill., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Kenneth E. Brewer, Everett R.
Brewer and Nelson C. Brewer, individually, and as copartners, trading
under the name of Chas. A. Brewer & Sons, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the in-
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terest of the public, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Kenneth E. Brewer, Everett R. Brewer
and Nelson C. Brewer, are individuals, doing business as copartners, under
the name of Chas. A. Brewer & Sons, with their principal office and place of
business located at 6320-32 Harvard Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Respondents
are now, and for some time last past have been, engaged in the manufacture of devices commonly known as push cards and punch boards and in
the sale and distribution of said merchandise to manufacturers of, and
dealers in, various other articles of merchandise in commerce between and
among the various states of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondents cause and have caused said devices when sold, to be transported from their aforesaid place of business to purchasers thereof in various states of the United States other than the State of Illinois and in the
District of Columbia at their respective points of location. There is now,
and for some time last past has been, a course of trade in such push card
and punch board devices by said respondents in commerce between and
among the various states of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described in paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and distribute, and have sold and distributed, to said manufacturers and dealers push cards and punch boards
so prepared and arranged as to involve games of chance, gift enterprises,
or lottery schemes when used in making sales of merchandise to the consuming public. Respondents sell and distribute, and have sold and distributed, many kinds of said push cards and punch boards, but all of said
devices involve the same chance or lottery features when used in connection with the sale or distribution of other merchandise and vary only in
detail.
Many of said push cards and punch boards have printed on the faces
thereof certain legends or instructions that explain the manner in which
said devices are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribution of
various specified articles of merchandise. The prices of the sales on said
push cards and punch boards vary in accordance with the individual device. Each purchaser is entitled to one push or punch from the push card
or punch board, and when a push or punch is made a disc or printed slip is
separated from the push card or punch board and a number is disclosed.
The numbers are effectively concealed from the purchasers and prospective purchasers until a selection has been made and the push or punch
completed. Certain specified numbers entitle purchasers to designated
articles of merchandisP. Persons securing lucky or winning numbers receive articles of merchandise without additional cost at prices which are
much less than the normal retail price of said articles of merchandise. Persons who do not secure such lucky or winning numbers receive nothing for
their money other than the privilege of making a push or punch from said
card or board. The articles of merchandise are thus distributed to the
consuming or purchasing public wholly by lot or chance.
Others of said push card and punch board devices have no instructions
or legends thereon but have blank spaces provided therefor. On those
push cards and punch boards the purchasers thereof place instructions or
legends which have the same import or meaning as the instructions or
legends placed by the respondents on said push card and punch board de-
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vices first hereinabove described. The only use to l;>e made of said push
card and punch board devices and the only manner in which they are used,
by the ultimate purchasers thereof, is in combination with othe~." merchandise so as to enable said ultimate purchasers to sell or distribute said other
merchandise by means of lot or chance as hereinabove alleged.
PAR. 3. Many persons, firms and corporations who sell and distribute,
and have sold and distributed, candy, cigarettes, clocks, razors, cosmetics,
clothing, and other articles of merchandise in commerce between and
among the various states of the United States and in the District of Columbia, purchase and have purchased respondents' said push card and
punch board devices, and pack and assemble, and have packed and assembled, assortments comprised of various articles of merchandise together with said push card and punch board devices. Retail dealers who
have purchased said assortments either directly or indirectly have exposed
the same to the purchasing public and have sold or distributed said articles of merchandise by means of said push cards and punch boards in
accordance with the sales plan as described in paragraph 2 hereof. Because of the element of chance involved in connection with the sale and
distribution of said merchandise by means of said push cards and punch
boards, many members of the purchasing public have been induced to
trade or deal with retail dealers selling or distributing said merchandise by
means thereof. As a result thereof many retail dealers have been induced
to deal with or trade with manufacturers, wholesale dealers and jobbers
who sell and distribute said merchandise together with said devices. Said
persons, firms or corporations have many competitors who sell or distribute like or similar articles of merchandise in commerce between and
among the various states of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Said competitors are faced with the alternative of descending
to the use of said push card and punch board devices or other similar devices which they are under a powerful moral compulsion not to use in connection with the sale or distribution of their merchandise, or to suffer the
loss of substantial trade. Said competitors do not sell or distribute their
merchandise by means of push card or punch board devices or similar devices because of the element of chance or lottery features involved therein,
and because such practices are contrary to the public policy of the Government of the United States and in violation of criminal laws, and such
competitors refrain from supplying to, or placing in the hands of, other
push card or punch board devices, or any other similar devices which are
to be used or which may be used in connection with the sale or distribution
of the merchandise of such competitors to the general public by means of a
lottery, game of chance or gift enterprise. As a result thereof substantial
trade in commerce among and between the various states of the United
States and in the District of Columbia has been unfairly diverted to said
persons, firms and corporations from said competitors who do not sell or
use said devices.
.
PAR. 4. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public in the manner
above alleged involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure
articles of merchandise at prices much less than the normal retail price
thereof and teaches and encourages gambling among members of the
public, all to the injury of the public. The use of said sales plan or method
in the sale of merchandise and the sale of merchandise by and through the
use thereof and by the aid of said sales plan or method is a practice Qf the
~ort which is contrary to an established public policy of the Government
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of the United States and in violation of criminal laws, and constitutes unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair acts and practices in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The sale or distribution of said push card and punch board devices by
respondents as hereinabove alleged supplies to and places in the hands of
others the means of conducting lotteries, games of chance or gift enterprises in the sale or distribution of their merchandise. The respondents
thus supply to, and place in the hands of, said persons, firms and corporations the means of, and instrumentalities for, engaging in unfair methods
of competition in commerce and unfair acts and practices in commerce
within intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as hereinabove
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constitute
unfair acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on November 16, 1030, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents,
Kenneth E. Brewer, Everett R. Brewer, and Nelson C. Brewer, individually, and as copartners, trading under the name Chas. A. Brewer & Sons,
charging them with the use of unfair acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. After the filing of respondents' answer, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the
complaint were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. On March
15, 1043, respondent Kenneth E. Brewer died, and an order dismissing the
proceeding as to him was entered by the Commission on March 31, 1043.
Subsequently, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
the Commission as to respondents Everett R. Brewer and Nelson C.
Brewer on the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence, report of
the trial examiner upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report,
and briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument
not having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered
the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH l. Respondent, Nelson C. Brewer, is an individual, trading
as Chas. A. Brewer & Sons, with his principal office and place of business
located at 6320 Harvard Annue, Chicago, Ill. He is now and for many
years last past has been engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution
of devices commonly known as punch boards and push cards. For a number of years immediately preceding September 22, Hl39, respondent,
Everett R. Brewer, was a copartner in the business, which was a copartnership composed of Everett H. Brewer, Nelson C. Brewer, and Kenneth E.
Brewer. On that date (September 22, 1039), Everett R. Brewer severed
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his connection with the business. The copartnership operated under the
same trade name as that now used by respondent, Nelson C. Brewer.
The findings hereinafter made, insofar as respondent, Everett R. Brewer,
is concerned, relate only to that period of time during which Everett R.
Brewer was connected with the business-that is, the period prior to
September 22, 1939.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business respondents cause
and have caused their punch boards and push cards, when sold, to be
transported from their place of business in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in valious other States of the United States.
Respondents maintain and have maintained a course of trade in their
punch boards and push cards in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States.
PAR. 3. Respondents are the world's largest manufacturers of punch
boards and push cards, their annual sales aggregating some two million
or more .of such devices. They manufacture some five thousand different
types of punch boards and some three thousand different types of push
cards. The devices are sold to manufacturers of various other articles of
merchandise and to both wholesale and retail dealers in other merchandise.
PAR. 4. Among the various types of punch boards and push cards
· manufactured and sold by respondents are many which are designed for
use by retail dealers in the sale and distribution of merchandise to the
public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise or lottery scheme.
These boards and cards vary in detail but all of them involve the same
general principle. The punch boards contain a certain number of holes
in which are placed slips of paper bearing different numbers or legends.
These slips of paper are effectively concealed from view. Persons desiring
to "play" the board pay to the operator thereof a designated sum, and
thus become entitled to punch the board and to remove therefrom one of
the slips of paper. Certain specified numbers or legends on the slips entitle purchasers to designated articles of merchandise without additional
cost. Purchasers who do not punch a lucky or winning number receive
nothing for their money other than the privilege of playing the board, or in
some cases merchandise which is of much less value than that which would
be received if lucky numbers were punched. The articles of merchandise
are thus distributed to the public wholly by lot or chance. On some of the
boards, the amount to be paid for the privilege of making the punch is also
determined by chance.
The push cards are operated in substantially the same manner except
that instead of having holes, the cards usually have perforated discs which
contain the numbers or legends. As in the case of the boards, the numbers
or legends are effectively concealed from the purchaser of the chance until
after the punch has been made and the disc separated from the card. The
punch boards range in size from fifty holes to ten thousand holes, while the
push cards usually are much smaller, ranging in size from ten discs to one
hundred discs.
PAR. 5. Many of the boards and cards bear picturizations and descriptions of certain articles of merchandise, such as candy, cigarettes, etc., as
well as instructions which explain the operation of the device and the
prizes to be awarded to those obtaining lucky numbers. Others have no
pictures or instructions thereon but have blank spaces in which the purchaser of the device may insert his own instructions and a statement of the
merchandise to be awarded as prizes. Some of the punch boards are
650780-47 -8
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known as "cut-out" boards, which means that the board contains a large
hole or depression in which may be exhibited a sample of the merchandise
offered by the dealer. In addition to the boards and cards, respondents
also sell printed headings which may be affixed by the purchaser to a blank
board or card. Many of the boards and cards sold by respondents are
made to order to meet the requirements of the particular purchaser. In
numerous instances, manufacturers and wholesale dealers purchasing
respondents' boards and cards make up assortments consisting of a board
or card and a quantity of merchandise, and sell the complete assortment
to the retail dealer.
PAR. 6. Retail dealers who acquire respondents' punch boards and push
cards (either directly from respondents or from a manufacturer or wholesaler of merchandise) use them in the sale and distribution of merchandise
to the public in the manner described above. That the boards and cards
are designed and sold by respondents for that specific purpose is evident
not only from the make-up of the boards and cards themselves, but also
from statements made by respondents in the catalogs advertising their
devices.
Among these statements are the following:
A FEW POINTS WORTH KNOWING ...
HUGE CANDY SALES
Last year over $30,000,000 worth of Candy was sold by means of Sales Boards. Over
half of all the box candy sold in the United States was sold in this manner and over 75%
of all Candy Manufacturers and Jobbers used Brewer Boards and Cards to build up
their volume.
TOBACCO INDUSTRY REAPS PROFITS
The same is true of the Tobacco Industry. Millions of Dollars worth of cigars and
cigarettes were sold by the use of Brewer Boards and Cards. The Candy and Tobacco
industries were not the only ones to reap extra profits. Hundreds of other items were
sold in this same manner and with like success.
ELIMINATE SLACK SEASONS
Brewer Boards have a year round appeal to every class of trade and give quick turnover-and quick turnover means added PROFITS. There are no slack seasons when
·
Brewer BoardB are used.
LIVE RETAILERS USE BOARDS
Thousands of people in every community enjoy punching Boards. The "up to the
minute" and "Live" retailer, realizing this, uses them to bring customers to his store.
They build up his sales volume and boost his profits.
BOARD SALES BRING OTHER SALES'
Compare two stores-one using Brewer Boards and one not using them-other factors being equal the one with Brewer Boards invariably has the largest group of regular
customers. There is a certain thrill to punching boards and the public will favor the
store using them. Records show that the average customer who spends 25~ to 50~ will
spend twice this amount when the storekeeper uses Brewer Boards-and in addition to
t.his the customer usually makes other purchases while in the store.
ARE YOU GETTING YOUR SHARE
Thousands of merchants are increasing their sales in this manner. Are you getting
your share of this business? (Com. Ex. 1, p. 1)
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PAR. 7. Respondents thus supply to and place in the hands of retail
dealers, either directly or indirectly, the means of conducting lotteries or
games of chance in the sale of merchandise to the general public. The sale
of merchandise by and through such means and methods is a practice
which is in contravention of an established public policy of the Government of the United States, and respondents, through the supplying of such
means, knowingly and purposely assist and participate in the violation of
such policy.
PAR. 8. There are many retail dealers who do not use lotteries or games
of chance in the sale and distribution of their merchandise, and, by reason
of the appeal which games of chance have for a large portion of the public,
substantial trade is diverted from such dealers to those who do use such
methods. Likewise, there are many manufacturers of and wholesale dealers in merchandise who do not supply to their retail dealers the means of
conducting lotteries in the sale of their merchandise. As in the case of the
retail dealer, such manufacturers and wholesalers suffer a substantial loss
of trade to competitors who do supply such means to their dealers. The
practice of respondents in selling and distributing their lottery devices
thus serves to place in the hands of others means and instrumentalities
whereby they are enabled to use unfair methods of competition and
thereby unfairly to divert substantial trade to themselves from those who
do not use such methods.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to
the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST 1

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report, and briefs in support of and in
opposition to the complaint (oral argument not having been requested);
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Everett R. Brewer and Nelson C.
Brewer, individually, and trading as Chas. A. Brewer & Sons, or trading
under any other name, and their agents, representatives, and employees,
directly or through any corporate or other device, do fo.rthwith cease and
desist from:
• By order dated March 31, 1943 the Commission dismissed proceedings aa to Kenneth E. Brewer. ae
followo:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the request filed by counsel for respondent•
that tbio proceeding be dismissed aa to the individual respondent, Kenneth E. Brewer, because of the
death on March 15, 1943, of said Kenneth E. Brewer, and the Commission having duly considered aaid
request and the record, and being now fully advised in the premises.
II i• ordered, That the request of counsel for respondents that t.his proceeding be dismissed as to the
individual respondent, Kenneth E. Brewer, be and the same hereby is, granted.
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Selling or distributing in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, punch boards, push cards or other lottery
devices which are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribution of
merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or
lottery scheme.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

•
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

UNION TRADING STA~P CO~PANY, AND FRANK A.
HAYES, PRESIDENT AND TREASURER THEREOF
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 15011.

Complaint, July 19, 1943-Decision, Feb. 1, 194/5

Where a corporation and an individual, its president and treasurer, engaged in the manufacture and competitive interstate sale and distribution to retail merchants and
others, of various sales promotion plans involving a lottery scheme or gift enterprise when used in promoting sales to the consuming public, typical plan including
for distribution to retail customers, booklets, which had blank spaces for the pasting in of a designated number of the sales receipts or trading stamps supplied
therewith, contained on the outside a gold-colored seal concealing name of a prize
to be awarded when the book was filled, and a legend advising members of the consuming public that products, services, or other awards designated and described
under the seal, the value of which varied with the individual booklet, would be
awarded to the holder of the book upon his presenting the same to the merchant
concerned, with the seal unbroken and answering the quiz question therein propoundedSold and distributed such plans, in which the amount of the prizes distributed was determined wholly by lot or chance, and which were designed and intended by them
as a means by which the retail merchant purchasers might promote the sale of
merchandise through the appeal supplied by the lottery or chance element inherent therein, to such merchants and others; and
Thereby supplied to and placed in their hands the means of conducting lotteries, gift
enterprises, or games of chance in the sale of merchandise in accordance therewith,
contrary to the established public policy of the United States Government;
With tendency and capacity to induce many members of the consuming public to deal
with such merchants using their said sales plan, by reason of the lottery or chance
feature thereof, in preference to those using sr~Ies promotion plans or device11 of
their competitors with no such feature c<'!nnected therewith, and with result that
many retail merchants were thereby induced to purchase aforesaid booklets or
stamps in preference to the devices and stamps of such competitors; and with
capacity and tendency, because of such element of chance, unfairly to divert trade
from aforesaid competitors to them:
lleld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and their competitors, and constituted unfair methods of
competition in commerce and unfair acts and practices therein.

Mr. J. lV. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Union Trading Stamp Company, a
corporation, and Frank A. Hayes, an individual, and president and treasurer of Union Trading Stamp Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Com-
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mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Union Trading Stamp Company, is a corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois, with its office and principal place of business located
at 549 West Randolph Street, in the city of Chicago, Ill. Respondent,
Frank A. Hayes, is an individual, and president and treasurer of respondent, Union Trading Stamp Company, with his office and principal place
of business located also at 549 West Randolph Street. Both the respondents have acted together and in cooperation with each other in doing the
acts and things herein alleged. Respondents are now and have been for
more than one year last past engaged in the manufacture, printing and
production of sales promotion plans or devices, trading stamps and trading
cards, and in the sale and distribution thereof to retail mercha,nts and
others located at points in the various States of the United States. Respondents cause and have caused their products, when sold, to be shipped
and transported from their aforesaid place of business in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. There is
now and has been for more than one year last past a course of trade by said
respondents in such products in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
In the course and conduct of their said business, respondents are and
have been in competition with other individuals and corporations and
with partnerships engaged in the sale and distribution of sales stimulating
plans which do not involve the use of lottery schemes or games of chance
in commerce between and among the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and distribute, and have sold and
distributed, various sales promotion plans so designed, printed and arranged that their use constitutes a lottery scheme or gift enterprise when
used by retail merchants and others in promoting and increasing sales of
merchandise of such merchants io the consuming public. One of said
plans so sold by respondents is substantially as follows:
Respondent furnishes merchants or other customers with a number of
booklets or pamphlets, together with a larger number of sales receipts,
trading stamps or coupons. In the booklet are blank spaces provided for
the pasting in of a designated number of sales receipts or trading stamps.
On the outside of the booklet is a gold colored seal under which is listed a
prize to be awarded when the spaces for the sales receipts or trading stamps
are completely filled. The booklets, which are distributed by the merchants or respondents' other customers to the consuming public, contain
the following legend: •
POT OF GOLD
(Gold colored seal here)
Void If Seal Is Droken

QUIZ CONTEST
HOW TO RECEIVE FREE CASH AWARD
You will be given a receipt for each 10~ purchase at our station. A quiz question is
<:Qncealed under the seal of this book. Do not damage or destroy the seal or you will
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not be allowed to participate in this dividend plan. When this book has been filled with
receipts present it at our station and the attendant will open the seal revealing the quiz
question underneath it. Also beneath the seal is shown the award you will receive if
you can answer this question correctly.

The products, services or other awards so designated and described
under the seal vary in accordance with the individual booklet, and such
designations or descriptions of said awards or prizes are effectively concealed from the purchasing public and the prospective purchasing public
until the said receipts have been pasted in all the blank spaces of each of
said booklets, and the gold colored seal thereof is then broken and removed
therefrom. The amount of said prize or prizes to be thus distributed to
the purchasing public is determined wholly by lot or chance. Respondents have distributed other sales plans and devices for the distribution of
merchandise to the purchasing public by lottery means or games of chance,
including the plan designated "Pot of Gold" and" Major Dividend Plan,"
all of which are similar to the sales plans hereinbefore described, and are
used by respondents' customers for the distribution of merchandise in the
same manner as the plans above described.
PAR. 3. The retail merchants and others to whom respondents sell and
have sold their sales plan, including the booklets and trading stamps, distribute the same to their customers and prospective customers and honor
the awards as shown under the secret panel of said booklets. Respondents
thus supply to, and place in the hands of others, the means of conducting
lotteries, gift enterprises or games of chance in the sale of merchandise in
accordance with the sales plans or methods hereinabove described.
The lot or chance feature connected with respondent~' sales plan has the
tendency and capacity- to induce many of the consuming public to deal
with or purchase merchandise from retail merchants using respondents'
said sales plans in preference to retail merchants using sales promotion
plans or devices of respondents' competitors which have connected with
them no element of lot or chance and for this reason many retail merchants
are induced to purchase respondents' said booklets and stamps in preference to the devices or plans of respondents' competitors and the sale by
respondents of said sales plans involving lottery or games of chance is a
practice contrary to the established public policy of the government of the
United States.
PAR. 4. Many retail dealers and merchants are attracted by respondents' said sales plans or methods and by the element of chance involved in
the sale of merchandise by said plans in the manner above described and
are thereby induced to purchase said plans from respondents in preference
to the sale of similar plans of respondents' competitors. which do not involve lottery, game of chance or other chance elements and the use and
sale of said sales plans by respondents has the capacity and tendency,
because of such lottery scheme or element of chance, unfairly to divert
trade to respondents from their competitors who do not use the same or
similar methods.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents'
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair acts and practices in commerce within the meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on July 19, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Union Trading
Stamp Company, a corporation, and Frank A. Hayes, individually, and a5
president and treasurer of Union Trading Stamp Company, charging them
withjthe use of unfair methods of competition and unfair acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On September 4, 1943, the respondents filed their answer admitting all the material
allegations of fact set forth in the complaint and waiving all intervening
procedure and further hearing as to said facts. Thereafter, the proceeding
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said
complaint and the answer thereto; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Union Trading Stamp Company, is a corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois, with its office and principal place of business located at
549 West Randolph Street, in the city of Chicago, Ill. Respondent, Frank
A. Hayes, an individual, is president and treasurer of respondent, Union
Trading Stamp Company, with his office and principal place of business
located at 549 West Randolph Street. Both the respondents have acted
together and in cooperation with each other in doing the acts and things
herein found. Respondents are now, and have been for more than one
year last past, engaged in the manufacture, printing, and production of
sales promotion plans or devices, trading stamps, and trading cards, and
in the sale and distribution thereof to retail merchants and others located
at points in the various States of the United States. Respondents cause,
and have caused, their products, when sold, to be shipped and transported
from their aforesaid place of business in the State of Illinois to purchasers
thereof at their respective points of location in the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. There is now, and has
been for more than one year last past a course of trade by said respondents
in such products in commerce between and among the various States of
the United States and in the District of Columbia.
In the course and conduct of their said business, respondents are, and
have been, in competition with other individuals and corporations and
with partnerships engaged in the sale and distribution of sales stimulating
plans which do not involve the use of lottery schemes or games of chance
in commerce between and among the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the conduct of their aforesaid business, respondents sell and
distribute, and have sold and distributed, various sales promotion plans
so designed, printed, and arranged that their use constitutes a lottery
scheme or gift enterprise when used by retail merchants and others in
promoting and increasing sales of merchandise by such merchants to the
consuming public. One of said plans so sold by respondents is substantially as follows.
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Respondent furnishes merchants or other customers with a number of
booklets or pamphlets, together with a larger number of sales receipts,
trading stamps, or coupons. In the booklet are blank spaces provided for
the pasting in of a designated number of sales receipts or trading stamps.
On the outside of the booklet is a gold-colored seal under which is listed a
prize to be awarded when the spaces for the sales receipts or trading
stamps are completely filled. The booklets, which are distributed by the
merchants or respondents' other customers to the consuming public, contain the following legend:
POT OF GOLD
(Gold-Colored seal here)
Void If Seal Is Broken
QUIZ CONTEST
HOW TO RECEIVE FREE CASH AWARD
You will be given a receipt for each 10¢ purchase at our station. A quiz question is
concealed under the seal of this book. Do not damage or destroy the seal or you will not
be allowed to participate in this dividend plan. When this book has been filled with
receipts present it at our station and the attendant will open the seal revealing the quiz
question underneath it. Also beneath the seal is shown the award you will receive if
you can answer this question correctly.

The products, services, or other awards so designated and described
under the seal vary in accordance with the individual booklet, and such
designations or descriptions of said awards or prizes are effectively concealed from the purchasing public and the prospective purchasing public
until the said receipts have been pasted in all the blank spaces of each of
said booklets, and the gold-colored seal thereof is broken and removed
therefrom. The amount of said prize or prizes to be thus distributed to
the purchasing public is determined wholly by lot or chance. Respondents have distributed other sales plans and devices for the distribution of
merchandise to the purchasing public by lottery means or games of chance,
including the plan designated "Pot of Gold" and "Major Dividend Plan,"
all of which are similar to the sales plans hereinbefore described, and are
used by respondents' customers for the distribution of merchandise in
the same manner as the plans above described. Said sales plans are designed and intended by respondents as a means by which the retail merchants and others to whom they are soh! may promote the sale of merchandise through the appeal supplied by the lottery or chance element
inherent in such plans.
PAR. 3. The retail merchants and others to whom respondents sell and
have sold their sales plan, i,ncluding the booklets and trading stamps, distribute the same to their customers and prospective customers and honor
the awards as shown under the secret panel of said booklets. Respondents
thus supply to and place in the hands of others the means of conducting
lotteries, gift enterprises, or games of chance in the sale of merchandise
in accordance with the sales plans or methods hereinabove described.
The lot or chance feature connected with respondents' sales plan has the
tendency and capacity to induce many members of the consuming public
to deal with or purchase merchandise from retail merchants using respondents' said sales plans in preference to retail merchants using sales promo-
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tion plans or devices of respondents' competitors which have no element
of lot or chance connected with them, and for this,reason many retail merchants are induced to purchase respondents' said booklets and stamps in
preference to the davices or plans of respondents' competitors; and the sale
by respondents of said sales plans involving lottery or games of chance is a
practice contrary to the established public policy of the Government of the
United States.
PAn. 4. Many retail dealers and merchants are attracted by respondents' said sales plans or methods, and by the element of chance involved
in the sale of merchandise by said plans in the manner above described,
and are thereby induced to purchase said plans from respondents in preference to sales plans of respondents' competitors which do not involve a
lottery, game of chance, or other chance elements, and the use and sale of
said sales plans by respondents has the capacity and tendency, because of
such lottery scheme or element of chance, unfairly to divert trade to respondents from their competitors who do not use the same or similar
methods.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein found, are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents' competitors
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair acts
and practices in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
OnDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondents, in
which answer respondents admit all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and state that they waive all intervening procedure
and further hearings as to the said facts, and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondent is
violating the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Union Trading Stamp Company, a
corporation, its officers, and Frank A. Hayes, individually, and as an
officer of said corporation, and respondents' agents, representatives, and
employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, do forthwith
cease and desist from:
Selling or distributing in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, sales promotion cards, booklets, or other
articles so designed that their use in connection with the distribution of
merchandise in accordance with such design or plan constitutes the operation of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within GO days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
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SYLVIA PIETRI, TRADING AS DR. H. A. PIETRI CO~PANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5146.

Complaint, Mar. 31, 1944-Decision, Feb. 6, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a lead acetate
hair dye designated as "Zenaida"(a) Represented, directly and by implication, through advertisements in Spanish in
newspapers and other advertising material, that her said preparation would restore
the hair of the user to its original color, and restore thereto "the appearance of its
natural co!or";
The facts being said product was a dye, its only action was that of a dye, and the color
it imparted did not have, in many respects, the appearance of a natural color, particularly as respected hair which was originally of a light shade;
(b) Falsely represented that it would not stain clothing, hands or scalp; and
(c) Falsely represented, through the use of the trade name "Dr. H. A. Pietri Co." that
her said preparation was the prescription of a member of the medical profession by
that name, or was made under his supervision or offered for sale by him;
With effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the erroneous belief that said representations were true, and of thereby inducing it to purchase substantial quantities of her said preparation:
lleld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury o'f the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Sylvia Pietri, an individual, trading
as Dr. H. A. Pietri Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has
violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Sylvia Pietri, is an individual, trading as
Dr. H. A. Pietri Company, with her office and principal place of business
at 620 West 141st Street, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a lead acetate hair dye designated as "Zenaida."
Respondent causes her said preparation when sold to be shipped from
her said place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in her said preparation in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of her aforesaid business respondent
has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning her said
preparation by United States mails and by various other means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act;
and respondent has also disseminated and is now causing the dissemination
of false advertisements concerning her said preparation by various means
for the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of her said preparation in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, deceptive and misleading statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth by United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and by means of other
advertising material are the following, all in Spanish language, the English
translations being as follows:
NO MORE GRAY HAIRS. The imperial preparation Zenaida will return your
hair to original color whether it was blond, red, black or chestnut • • •. It does
not stain the clothing, hands, nor the scalp. • • • Dr. H. A. Pietri Company

• • •

Without gray hair you will look ten years younger. Don't miss the opportunities of
life. Imperial Zenaida Preparation will restore to your hair the appearance of its
natural color. * • * Dr. H. A. Pietri Company * • *,

PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations, and others of similar import not specifically set out herein, respondent represents and has represented, directly and by implication, that the
said preparation will restore the hair of the user to its original color and
will restore to the hair the appearance of its natural color and that it will
not stain clothing, hands or the scalp. The use of the trade name, Dr.
H. A. Pietri Company in connection with her preparation serves as a
representation that said preparation is the prescription of a member of the
medical profession by the name of Dr. H. A. Pietri or is made under the
supervision of a member of the medical profession by that name and is
offered for sale by him.
PAR. 5. The foregoing representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, respondents preparation is a dye and its
only action is that of a dye. While this preparation will impart a color to
the hair it does not restore the original color or any color nor does it restore
the appearance of any color. The color imparted by this preparation does
not have the appearance in many respects, of a natural color, and this is
particularly true as to hair which was originally of a light shade. Said
preparation ~ill stain clothing, hands and scalp if contacted by it. H. A.
Pietri is not a member of the medical profession. Respondent's preparation is not the prescription of a member of the medical profession by the
name of Dr. H. A. Pietri and is not made under the supervision or offered
for sale by a member of the medical profession by that name.
PAR. 6. The use by respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and misleading statements has had and now has the capacity and tendency to, and
does mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements, representations, and advertisements are true and to induce a substantial portion of
the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to
purchase substantial nuantities of respondent's preparation.
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PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on March 31, 194-t, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Sylvia Pietri, an
individual, trading as Dr. H. A. Pietri Company, charging her with the use
of unfair and deceptive acts or practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. On May I, 1944, respondent filed her answer, in
which answer she admitted all the material allegations of fact set forth in
said complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hearing
as to said facts. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and the answer
thereto; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Sylvia Pietri, is an individual, trading as
Dr. H. A. Pietri Company, with her office and principal place of business
at 620 West !41st Street, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2_. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a lead acetate hair dye designated as "Zenaida."
Respondent causes her said preparation, when sold, to be shipped from
her said place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in her said preparation in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of her aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing tJhe dissemination of, false advertisements concerning her said
preparation by United States mails and by various other means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act;
and respondent has also disseminated and is now causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning her said preparation by various
means for the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase of her said preparation in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, deceptive, and misleading statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers, and by means of other
advertising material are the following, all in Spanish language, the English
translations being as follows:
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NO MORE GRAY HAIRS. The imperial preparation Zenaida will return your
hair to original color whether it was blond, red, black or chestnut * * *. It does
not stain the clothing, hands, nor the scalp. • • * Dr. H. A. Pietri Company

* * •

Without gray hair you will look ten years younger. Don't miss the opportunities of
life. Imperial Zenaida Preparation will restore to your hair the appearance of its
natural color. * * * Dr. II. A. Pietri Company * * *.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations, and others of similar import not specifically set out herein, respondent represents and has represented, directly and by implication, that the
said preparation will restore the hair of the user to its original color and
will restore to the hair the appearance of its natural color and that it will
not stain clothing, hands, or the scalp. The use of the trade name "Dr.
H. A. Pietri Company" in connection with her preparation serves as a
repreRentation that said preparation is the prescription of a member of the
medical profession by the name of Dr. H. A. Pietii or is made under the
supervision of a member of the medical profession by that name and is
offered for sale by him.
PAR. 5. The foregoing representations are false, misleading, and deceptive. In truth and in fact, respondent's preparation is a dye and its only
action is that of a dye. While this preparation will impart a color to the
hair, it does not restore the original color or any color nor does it restore
the appearance of any color. The color imparted by this preparation does
not have the appearance in many respects of a natural color, and this is
particularly true as to hair which was originally of a light shade. Said
preparation will stain clothing, hands, and scalp if contacted by it. H. A.
Pietri is not a member of the medical profession. Respondent's preparation is not the prescription of a member of the medical profession by the
name of Dr. H. A. Pietri and is not made under the supervision or offered
for sale by a member of the medical profession by that name.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive, and
misleading statements has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to,
and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements, representations, and advertisements are true, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken
belief, to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's preparation.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of the respondent,
in which answer respondent admitted all the material allegations of fact
set forth in said complaint and waived all intervening procedure and
further hearing as to the said facts, and the Commission having made its
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findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Sylvia Pietri, an individual, trading
as Dr. H. A. Pietri Company, or trading under any other name or names,
her representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of her preparation designated as "Zenaida," or any other
preparation of substantially similar properties, whether sold under the
same name or under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from
directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or by implication:
(a) That said preparation will restore the hair of the user to its original
color or the appearance of its natural color.
(b) That said preparation will not stain the clothing, hands, or scalp.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for the
PUrpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said preparation in commerce as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which contains
any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
It is further ordered, That said respondent, her representatives, agents,
and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of the preparation
designated "Zenaida," or any other preparation of substantially similar
composition or possessing substantially similar properties, whether under
the same name or any other name, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:
Using the word "Doctor" or any abbreviation or simulation thereof, in
the trade name or designation of her said business; or representing, directly or by implication, that said preparation is made under the superVision of or offered for sale by a member of the medical profession.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon her of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which she has complied with
this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

WOELFEL STUDIO, ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket ·W49.

Complaint, Mar. 10, 1942 1-Decision, Feb. 7, 1945

Where a. number of individuals engaged as "operators" in the competitive interstate
sale and distribution to members of the consuming public of colored enlargements
or miniatures of photographs and snapshots, produced by one W. at his Chicago
studio and purchased by them from him along with frames therefor; together with
various other individuals, who as "crew managers," "road managers," "proof
passers," "delivery men," "salesmen" and "sales agents," assisted them in selling
and distributing said products to the public(a) Employed trade names such as "United Art Company," "Atlas Portrait Company," "Modernistic Art Company," "Windsor Studio," "Superior Artists Association," "Royal Art Studios," "Real Art Portrait Company," "Windsor Portrait
Service," "American Art Association," "Modern Art Company," "Central Art
Company," and "National Art Association," and, with the consent and active
assistance of said W., made use of the Chicago address of his studio as the address
of the businesses conducted by them under such trade names, and used said names
and address on their .contract forms, order blanks, and credentials; and
Where said W., with authority so to do(b) Received and opened mail addressed to the trade names used by such "operators,"
answered such of the complaints as he could handle, by writing letters on behalf
of said operators on their trade-name stationery kept in his office and signing them
with the trade name to which the complaint was addressed; and forwarded such as
he could not handle, to the operator to whom it was addressed;
Notwithstanding the fact that none of said operators or their aforesaid employees
owned or operated any art studio or place of business at said Chicago address or
at any other place, or had in his employ any persons skilled in producing the products they sold; nor the fact that the business operations indicated were conducted
solely by said W., who possessed the equipment and employed the personnel necessary for making the products sold by him to said operators and by them and their
sales agents to the consuming public;
With the result that purchasers were led to believe that they were dealing with sales
agents of an actual art studio, etc. and confused the character of the said operators'
business with that of organizations of similar name which, like the studio in question, were actually conducting an art studio; and said operators, through the use
of such trade names and business address, obtained prestige with purchasers and,
along with said W., and his office manager, who conducted collections as below
described, were enabled to evade liability to purchasers for their representations
and sales methods; and
Where a collection agency under the designation "States Finance Co.," conducted by
said office manager as part of the plan for selling and distributing said products
with respect to which (1) the operators made it a practice to have purchasers execute notes for any balance due-usually upon printed forms bearing the trade name
of the operator and the aforesaid Chicago address-which, through understanding
I

Amended.
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with said W., were assigned and delivered for collection to said company in Chicago
which made a charge for each note whether or not collection was successfully made;
(2) said company furnished to operators printed envelopes for the use of their customers in remitting installment payments to it; (3) operators with satisfactorily
established credit maintained running accounts with W. which were credited with
amounts collected by "States Finance Co." on notes and debited with charges for
Studio products sold to them; (4) no separate books were kept by "State Finance
Co." and any amounts due operators on account of the collection of notes or as a
result of the aforesaid running accounts were paid by check of the Studio; and
(5) said Finance Company actually operated fz;om the office of the Studio while
using the address of a side entrance on a different street(c) Represented through statements in form letters addressed to debtors in instances
where makers of the notes failed or refused to pay or unduly delayed payments,
that it was an innocent holder for value of said notes for unpaid balances, that it
.had paid for the merchandise, that the entire obligation was now directly to it, and
that it was looking to the addressee for entire settlement;
The facts being that it had not paid any sum or given anything of value for the notes
on which it sought payment; said notes actually continued to be the property of the
operator who secured them and, in the event of failure to collect the notes, he stood
any loss involved; and the true function of said States Finance Co. was to assist in
the business operations conducted by the aforesaid persons in the sale and distribution of the products of said Studio; and
Where said operators and their said sales agents(d) Designated the pictures being offered as "paintings" or "portrait paintings," and
so described them in contract forms for orders, and at times described them to prospective purchasers as such, or as "oil paintings" or "portrait paintings" or
"paintings finished in Qi! by hand";
The facts being said colored photographs, enlargements or miniatures, made from the
photograph furnished by the customer, through use of special photographic equipment, and colored with airbrush and hand brush, were not "paintings" as understood by a.rtists, photographers and the general public;
(e) Falsely represented to prospective customers that the finished picture would be
equal in appearance to the samples exhibited, notwithstanding the fact that many
photographs or snapshots accepted by said operators or their agents were photographically inferior and incapable of producing good enlargements or miniatures,
and said W. was unable to produce therefrom a finished product equal in appP.arance to the sample which had been displayed to the purchaser;
(f) Represented that said paintings, etc., were being -sold or delivered at a "reduced
price" or an "advertising price," as a "special introductory offer," or at the "cost
of production," and made such representations in connection with the use of a
"draw," in the operation of which the customer was induced to take a "chance" by
drawing from a number of envelopes containing slips of paper; representing that
the purchaser who drew the "lucky coupon" or "lucky certificate" was entitled to
receive a $25 or a $30 hand-painted painting or hand-painted portrait for only
$6.25 or some comparable sum;
1'he facts being that the envelopes were so manipulated that an acceptable customer invariably drew a lucky coupon or certificate which, however, gave the holder no
advantage in price over any other purchaser; and said pictures, sold either by use
of the "draw" or otherwise, were not sold at any "reduced price" or "advertising
price," at any "special introductory ofTer," or "at the cost of production," and did
not have any $25 or $30 sales value, but on the contrary the prices at which sales
·
were made were their regular and customary prices;
(g) Concealed from, or failed to disclose to, customers at the time pictures were or650780 -47-9
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dered, that the finished picture would be hexagonal in shape, with a convex surface,
so that it could be used only in a specially designed, odd-style frame that would be
difficult or impossible to obtain from any source other than themselves; and in some
cases in which customers, approached in due course by a, second sales agent or
"delivery man" with the finished picture mounted in an expensive type of frame,
objected or refused to purchase the same notwithstanding agent's representations
that his company made the only frame which would fit the picture and that it
would not hold its color or be of any value unless framed, refused to deliver the
completed picture regardless of whether or not it had been paid for in full, and on
occasion refused to return· the original photograph loaned by the customer until
the frame was ordered, notwithstanding that purchasers had been advised that
photographs submitted by them would be returned at the time the finished picture
was submitted; and thereby placed in the hands of operators and their sales agents
a means to effectuate their purpose of selling a frame in addition to the picture
already sold to the customers;
With the result of misleading and deceiving a substantial number of the purchasing
public into an erroneous belief that such representations were true, and into the
purchase of said products, whereby trade was diverted unfairly to them from their
competitors:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and of competitors, and constituted unfair
methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Mr. Marshall Morgan for the Commission.
Nash & Donnelly, of Washington, D. C., for Frank F. Woelfel, Fred E.
Willis, R. D. Minyard, Ray Pietz, 0. D. Redd, Clayton G. Brown, F. H.
Munger and George Westphal.
Mr. William D. Sabiston, Jr., of Carthage, N.C., for C. W. Short, E. B.
Cook, S. B. Hunsucker, Jewel Long, Kathryn Maciborski, J. L. McLean,
Paul F. Nelson, Mrs. C. W. Short, H. B. Short, Mrs. E. B. Cook, E. W.
Hunsucker, J. E. Liles, Bertie Mae Long, W. B. Lovings, J. L. Maciborski,
R. E. Murphey (M. E. Slusser), Gladys E. Powell, Leslie E. Powell, AI C.
Sachs, Belle Short and E. D. Short.
AMENDED CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that parties named in the caption hereof
and more particularly hereinafter designated and referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, is an individual, trading
as Woelfel Studio, having his principal offices and place of business at
806 West Washington Boulevard in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois,
and he directs and controls the business policies and activities of !!!aid
Woelfel Studio in carrying out the acts and practices hereinafter alleged.
Respondents, Frank F. Woelfel and Fred E. Willis, are individuals,
trading as States Finance Company, with their offices and principal place
of business at 104 North Halstead Street, Chicago, Ill. Respondent,
Woelfel owns, dominates and controls said States Finance Company,
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Shieh is operated for the account of Woelfel Studio by respondent, Willis.
tates Finance Company serves as a collection agency and medium for
Woelfel Studio in collecting various balances due from purchasers of pic~ures and frames therefor sold by Woelfel Studio as will be more fully
ereinafter shown. The States Finance Company and Woelfel Studio are
operated out of the same building in Chicago, Ill., but the address used
for States Finance Company is 104 North Halstead Street, and the address
Ised for Woelfel Studio is 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago,

II.

Respondent, R. E. Hardy, is an individual, trading as Aetna Portrait
Company, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West .
;Nashington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and
1SS a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel
tudio.
Respondent, H. L. Fellers, is an individual, trading as United Art ComPany, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio .
.Respondent, F. E. Findlay, is an individual7 trading as Royal Art Dis~nbutor, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West WashIngton Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and who formerly traded as Royal Art
Studios, 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is
associated with and is a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel,
trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondents, L. R. Grim and C. W. Short, are individuals, trading as
Modernistic Art Company \Vith their offices and principal place of business
at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such are associated with and are representatives of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading
as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, Orville A. Hime, is an individual, trading as Windsor
~tudio, \\ith his office and principal place of business at 806 West WashIngton Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is a
representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, William R. Klaus, is an individual, trading as Atlas Portrait Company, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West
~ashington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and
Is a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel
Studio. His home address is Asheville, N. C.
Respondent, Alfred F. McCants, is an individual, trading as Real Art
Studio, with his office and principal place of business at 2233 West 109th
Street, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is a representative
of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, R. D. l\1inyard, is an individual, trading as Central Art
~ompany, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West WashIngton Boulevard, Chicago, lll., and as such is associated with and is a
representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, Minyard, also uses the following addresses: Mexico, Mo.;
448 South Washington Street, Danville, Ill.; and 82!) Main Street, DanVille, Ill.
Respondent, C. S. Orr, is an individual, trading as Windsor Studio,
With his office and principal place of business at 806, West Washington
Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and formerly trading as Paris Portrait Company,
With his office and principal place of business at 806 West Washington
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Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, Ray Pietz, is an individual, trading as National Arts Association, with his principal place of business at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is a representative
of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, 0. D. Redd, is an individual, trading as Modern Art Company, and also trading as Central Art Company with his office and principal place of business at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.,
and as such is associated with and is a representative of respondent,
Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, J. H, Robinson, is an individual, trading as American Art
Association, and formerly trading as Buckeye Art Studio, whose office
and principal place of business is 806 \Vest Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and whose home address is 1433 Walnut Street, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and as such is associated with and is a representative of respondent,
Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
Respondent, Arthur G. Il.ussell, is an individual, trading as Continental
Arts Association, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West
Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is
a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel
Studio.
Respondent, Otto F. Schneider, is an individual, trading as Royal Art
Studios, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is a
representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as \Voelfel Studio.
Respondent, A. l\L Thompson, is an individual, trading as Advance Portrait Company, whose office and principal place of business is 806 West
Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with, and
is a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel
Studio.
Respondent, Hal Thompson, is an individual, trading as Continental
Arts Association, with his office and principal place of business at 806 West
Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and as such is associated with and is
a representative of respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, trading as Woelfel
Studio.
Respondent, R. Ware, is an individual, trading as Superior Art Association, and also trading as Standard Art Studio, with his office and principal
place of business at 806 West \Vashington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., and
as such is associated with and is a representative of respondent, Frank F.
Woelfel, trading as Woelfel Studio.
The above-named respondents, H. L. Fellers, F. E. Findlay, L. R. Grim,
R. E. Hardy, Orville A. Hime, William R. Klaus, Alfred F. McCants,
R. D. Minyard, C. S. Orr, Ray Pietz, 0. D. Hedd, J. H. Robinson, Arthur
G. Russell, Otto F. Schneider, C. W. Short, A. l\1. Thomr;son, Hal Thcmpoon and H. \Vare, are hereinafter on occasion referred to as respondent
representatives.
Respondents, C. Belgard, Bob Bergin, Clayton G. Brown, B. F. Cobb,
717 Parker Street, Jacksonville, Fla.; E. B. Cook, Box #367, Carthage,
N.C.,% C. W. Short; l\irs. E. B. Cook, Peterstown, \\t. Ya.; J.P. Ccnrad,
717 Parker Street,.% B. F. Cobb, Jacksonville, l<la.; L. E. Cox, 112 N.
Daniels Street, Sp1ingfield, Ill.; Leo Crowder, H. F. Dindinger, 432 Corona
Street, Denver, Colo.; C. G. Frye, J. Alene Frye, James F. Cautney,
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%0. D. Redd, 80Q West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.; J. L. Gilmore, Box #367, Carthage, N. C., % C. W. Short; George E. Grabow,
Mary Granata, Troy Gravette, H. Guteman, G. B. Harshbarger, 123
Dodge Street, Palatka, Fla.; C. E. Heard, F. H. Herd, M. Hollingsworth,
Rufus Hudson, E. W. Hunsucker, Box #367, Carthage, N. C., % C. W.
Short; S. B. Hunsucker, Ellen Lanning, Morris A. Lee, J. E. Liles, 1706
Pendleton Street, Columbia, S. C.; Bertie Mae Long, Box #367, Carthage,
N.C., %C. W. Short; Jennell Long, Jewel Long, W. B. Lorkup, W. B.
Lovings, Box# 367, Carthage, N. C., %C. W. Short; J. L. Maciborski,
Box #367, Carthage, N. C., % C. W. Short; Kathryn Maciborski, Box
#367, Carthage, N.C.,% C. W. Short; George McCullough, Delmer McLaughlin, Mrs. Delmer McLaughlin, J. L. McLean, F. H. Munger, R. E.
111urphey, General Delivery, Greensboro, N. C.; Paul F. Nelson, Dorothy
Notzen, Frank Parker, Gladys E. Powell, Box #367, Carthage, N. C.,
%C. W. Short; Leslie E. Powell, Box #367, Carthage, N. C., %C. W.
Short; Bill Reed, F. Y. Robinson, Mrs. J. H. Robinson, Al C. Sachs,
1435 W. Lynwood Avenue, San Antonio, Tex.; J. C. Rosser, Route #3,
Carthage, N. C.; R. T. Sherrod, 717 Parker Street, Jacksonville, Fla.,
%B. F. Cobb; Belle Short, Box #367, Carthage, N.C.,% C. W. Short;
Mrs. C. W. Short, Box #367, Carthage, N. C., % C. W. Short; E. D.
Short, Box #367, Carthage, N.C.,% C. W. Short; H. B. Short, Box #367,
Carthage, N. C., %C. W. Short; Reba Stone, W. G. Wagner, George
Westphal, Harold Wolcott, Alonzo Williams, 123 Dodge Street, Palatka,
Fla., % G. B. Harshbarger; and R. M. Ziebell, are individuals, and are
sales agents and employees of one or more of the respondents, and hereinafter on occasion are referred to as respondent sales agents.
All of said individual respondent sales agents maintain their principal
office and place of business at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago,

Ill.

All of the respondents are now, and have been for more than three years
last past, engaged in the sale and distribution of tinted or colored enlargements or tinted or colored miniatures of photographs or snapshots, and
frames therefor. Respondents cause, and at all times mentioned herein
have caused, said products, when sold, to be transported from the State
of Illinois to the purchasers thereof located in various other States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of said business respondents have
and are now engaged in direct and substantial competition with various
c?rporations, partnerships and individuals likewise engaged in the sale and
distribution in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia, of tinted or colored enlargements and tinted or colored miniatures of photographs or snapshots and
!rames therefor, \<-ith corporations, partnerships and individuals engaged
In the sale and distribution of genuine original oil paintings, miniatures
and water-color paintings in commerce between and among various States
of the United States anu in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondents, during the-three years or more last past, have ent~red into and canied out various understandings, agreements, combinatiOns and conspiracies with each other and with divers other persons,
Whose names are to the Commission unknown, to sell tinted o1· colored
enlargements and tinted or colored miniatures of photographs or snapshots, and frames therefor, to the purchasing public through the use of
false, misleading and deceptive acts, methods ami practices.
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PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of said enterprise, said respondent,
Frank F. Woelfel, an individual, trading as Woelfel Studio, is engaged in
the business of producing and distributing colored or tinted enlargements
and miniatures of photographs and snapshots, and the sale of frames
therefor, and in the sale and distribution thereof he directs and controls the
policies, affairs and activities of the Woelfel Studio and exercises a substantial measure of direction and control over the organization, management,
policies, operation and financing of the remaining respondents herein in
carrying out the unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices herein alleged.
Associated with said respondent, Woelfel, are various operators, associates or representatives who, through the medium of various and sundry
trade names, offer for sale, sell and distribute said respondent's products
to the consuming public. Respondent representatives and respondent
sales agents are such operators, associates or representatives of said respondent. The respondent representatives employ numerous persons in
various capacities, such as "crew managers," "road managers," "proofpassers," "delivery men" and salesmen or sales agents, who contact the
purchasing public in the sale, distribution and delivery of the products
produced by the respondent, Woelfel, and sold and distributed by the
respondent, Woelfel, and the respondent representatives. Respondent
sales agents are connected with respondent, \Voelfel, and the respondent
representatives in selling and delivering capacity in connection with the
sale and distribution of said respondent, Woelfel's products.
PAR. 5. Pursuant to said understandings, agreements, combinations
and con'lpiracies and in furtherance thereof, each and every one of said
respondents, acting in concert and cooperation with each other and with
divers other persons whose names are to the Commission unknown, have
engaged in various unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
and vaiious unfair methods of competition in commerce, of ·which the following are typical:
1. In buying respondents' products, purchasers and prospective purchasers believe that they are contracting or dealing with duly constituted
representatives or sales agents of existing studios or art companies whose
names appear on the vaiious contract forms, order blanks, or identification
certificates produced by said representatives or sales agents.
In truth and in fact, the names of such studios or art companies are
wholly fictitious in that there are no such studios or art companies in existence, but to the contrary these are merely trade names used by the various respondent representatives engaged in the sale of products produced
and distributed by Woelfel Studio. These various contract forms, order
blanks and identification certificates give the telephone number, street
and cable address of Woelfel Studio as their own. Respondent representatives and respondent sales agents do not in any way operate art companies,
art associations or studios, nor do they in any manner engage in the business of making, enlarging or the tinting of photographs. The Woelfel
Studio's products are sold by such agents, representatives and canvassers
operating under various fictitious names, thereby misleading the public as
to the real name of the manufacturer of the product. Respondent representatives and respondent's sales agents are furnished with identification
certificates and credentials which are signed by one of the fictitious studios
or art companies. These are exhibited by respondent representatives and
respondent sales agents when interviewing various prospective purchasers.
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Equipment, including catalogs, order blanks, daily report forms, receipts, and, in many instances, sample cases enclosing samples of respondent's products, is furnished by respondent, \Voelfel, to said respondent
representatives and respondent sales agents. Respondent, ·woelfel, in
many instances, causes orders or contracts for his products, to be entered
on printed forms provided by him for that purpose. These order blanks
are contracts containing respondent, Woelfel's address and a fictitious
name or trade name of the respondent representative through whom the
order is secured. Occasionally said contract:; and forms are printed with a
blank left in which to insert such fictitious trade names. When nn order
is secured, said order blanks or contracts are signed by the respondent
r~presentative or respondent sales agent securing the order as" representative," "advertising representative," "agent," or some similar capacity on
a line provided therefor.
Among and typical of the form or order blank or contract and the form
of certificate used by the respondents under the trade names mentioned
herein, and under various other trade names to the Commission unknown,
are the following:

(Form of order blank or contract)
MODERNISTIC

Art Co.

N"o. 12850

Cable Address

"WOLSTU"

806 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
Post Office

. ...... , .......... &, 193
State
Date

You will p~ease make for the undersigned, from the Photograph .. , ..... delivered
to your representative this day, ........ , finely finished Painting ........ and deliver the same to me on or about the ........ day of .............. , 19 .. , the painting . . . . . . . . to cost me $. . . . . . . .. Amount paid your representative $ ........ ,
leaving a balance of$ ........ , which I agree to pay at the time of delivery. THE

A.novE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE FRAMES OR GLASS COUNTERMANDS NOT ACCEPTED.
•
This order is given you upon the further consideration that your company will deliver
the paintings so ordered in suitable frames, which the undersigned is entit:ed to accept
Upon payment of a reasonable price, if the frames are satisfactory. In the event the
undersigned does not accept the frames and pay for same, they are to be delivered
forthwith to your company's deliveryman.
neceived by .............................. .
Representative

Customer

Form A.

A PHOTOGRAPH IS A TREASURE DEAR-HAVE "YOURS"
ONCE A YEAR.

TAKEN
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(Form of Certificate)
CONTINENTAL ARTS ASSOCIATION
806 W. WASHINGTON BLVD.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

EXQUISITONE PORTRAITURE
This Certificate
entitled M .............................................. to one of our
Hand Finished Exquisitone Portraits in Water Colors 10 X 15 inches in size as a conditional combination offer for the purpose of extending our business.
The only requirement is that you purchase the frame for this portrait from us.
Basic outlines or the foundation of this portrait will be shown by our representative
shortly. He will have with him a finished Exquisitone Portrait and·catalogue of appropriate frames. At the time of your selection about one-half of the amount
will be required as deposit, enabling you to pay the balance on delivery of the
frame and portrait.
CONTINENTAL ARTS ASSOCIATION
By ................................... .
Character Portraiture of Personal Distinction

The foregoing business arrangement is used by the respondents for the
purpose of evading liability to purchasers for various false and misleading
statements and representations which are made in the sale of respondent,
Woelfel's products, and to give prestige to the various trade names used
by respondent representatives and respondent sales agents. The so-called
"Oil paintings," "hand painted portraits," "Exquisitone portraitures,"
"oil paintings on silk," "enlarged colored photographs," or "miniatures"
produced, sold and distributed by respondents are not portraits, miniatures
or paintings finished or produced by hand in oil colors in any sense of the
word, but, to the contrary, are merely cheap, quickly made, enlarged
photographic reproductions costing in the neighborhood of $1.25 each,
which are tinted, or colored, by the usc of pastel or crayon, water color or
other powdered pigments soluble in water, sprayed upon the enlarged
photographic reproduction in solution largely through the use of a
mechanical air brush and compressed air.
2. Respondents exhibit to purchasers and prospective purchasers samples of attractive colored and finished specimens of the purported type
of work to be done. Prospectiw purchasers are told that they may obtain
similar "paintings," "oil paintings," "miniatures," or "portraits" from
respondents at a "reduced price," "advertising price," "special introductory price," for the" cost of production," or in some cases, "absolutely
free."
In truth and in fact, the so-called portraits or tinted photographic
reproductions produced, sold and distributed by respondents are different
from and greatly inferior in quality, workmanship and appearance to the
samples exhibited by respondents when obtaining orders for such products.
In truth and in fact, such products are not sold or delivered at "reduced
price," "advertising price," "special introductory price," for the "cost of
production" or" absolutely free" but, to the contrary, the price at which
respondents offer and sell unframed tinted photographic reproductions is
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in excess of and above the regular and customary price for which said
products usually and customarily sell in the ordinary course of business.
3. Said respondents, in some instances, induce the customer to lend
them a photograph or kodak snapshot of the party or parties whose portrait is to be "hand painted" and represent that such photograph is to be
used as a model or guide by the artist who is to "paint" the "portrait"
or that an artist will make a "sketch" therefrom and that said photograph
or kodak snapshot will be returned to the purchaser with the completed
Work. In other instances, respondents represent that they maintain an
"art association," "art studio" or similar institution, in which highly
skilled artists copy the photographs or snapshots by hand in oil colors so
as to furnish the customer with a hand painted portrait or hand painted
miniature in oil paints, whichever is desired. Respondents further represent to the prospective purchaser that the so-called "portrait" or "oil
Painting" will be finished in oil paints by hand on a durable background,
such as linen or silk.
In truth and in fact, respondents are not now conducting, and never
have conducted, an' art association, an art studio or similar institution, and
such institutions are not now, and have not been during the times mentioned herein, owned or operated by the respondents herein. On the contrary, the business conducted by the respondents in the production, distribution and sale of said portraits and frames is and has been nothing
Inore, in fact, than a commercial business enterprise, selling to the purchasing public for profit cheap colored or tinted photographic enlargements
or miniatures, and frames therefor. The use by respondents of the terms
"art association," "art studio" and other terms of similar import and
Ineaning misleads and deceives the purchasing public as to the character
of the business actually conducted by the respondents, and has caused the
purchasing public to confuse respondents' business with various organizations of similar name or designation which conduct an "·art association,"
"art studio" or "art company," and which are properly designated as
such.
In truth and in fact, the products produced by respondents are not portraits or oil paintings as such terms are understood, finished in oil by hand
on linen, silk, or other similar fabric, but, to the contrary, are made with
Water colors, as hereinabove described, on a type of photographic print
Paper containing no linen or silk materials but so finished that the surface
has the appearance of cloth.
4. Respondents represent to purchasers that certain frames offered for
sale are gold-plated and that said frames contain very high quality, unbreakable imported glass fronts.
In truth and in fact, said frames are not gold plates but are made of wood
colored with a yellow-like substance having the appearance of gold, and
the glass fronts used in said frames are of domestic origin.
5. When an order is secured, the delivery of the finished product is made
at a subsequent date by a respondent representative or a respondent sales
agent, generally known to the trade as a "follow-up" or "delivery man,"
or some individual associated "ith respondents other than the respondent
or associate who secured the original order. ·The person making the delivery is represented by the respondents to be a "field artist" or "instructing
artist." The picture is presented to the purchaser in a frame of unusual
type of octagonal, convex shape, regardless of whether or not a frame has
been previously ordered. Such frame and picture are of a type and shape
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that if purchaser does not buy a frame from respondents he will find great
difficulty in obtaining a frame to fit the picture from any other source. In
the event the purchaser objects to the quality, design or high price of the
frame or does not desire to purchase the frame, although in most instances,
he has been previously advised that there is no obligation to buy a frame,
he is for the first time informed that a frame for the product may not be
purchased from any source other than through the respondents; that the
portrait will not hold its colors or be of any value unless it is framed; and
that the customer has agreed to 11 protect" and 11 exhibit" the portrait
and consequently under such agreement is obligated to buy a frame. The
respondents, in many instances, refuse to deliver the completed picture,
regardless of whether or not it has been paid for in full, or even to return
the original photograph loaned by the customer until a frame is ordered or
a claimed balance due is paid in full.
In truth and in fact, the sales agent represented by respondents to be a
11
field artist" or 11 instructing artist" is not an artist in the sense that such
term is ordinarily understood by the consuming public. On the contrary,
said so-called 11 artist" is nothing more than a deli very man or frame salesman or follow-up man operating for and on behalf of respondents. Purchasers are not advised, and there is no such understanding or agreement
in connection with said contracts, that photographs or snapshots loaned or
submitted by purchasers are to be retained by respondents until payment
of any sum alleged by respondents to be due them. On the contrary, purchasers are advised by respondents that photographs lent to respondents
will be returned by respondents at the time the finished product is submitted, regardless of whether or not such product or a frame therefor, is
purchased. Respondents conceal and have concealed from the purchasers
at the time the so-called 11 portrait" is ordered the fact that the finished
product will be cut in an unusual octagonal shape, and will be delivered in
a frame of unusual octagonal, convex form and shape; and that it will be
impossible for the purchasers thereafter to obtain a frame to fit said portrait from any source except from or through respondents at prices fixed by
respondents.
6. The said respondents in other instances further represent to prospective customers that their 11 company" is putting on an advertising
campaign to get it established in the customer's community; respondents'
method of advertising is to induce the customers' to "take a chance" by
drawing from a number of envelopes containing slips of paper, one of which
is a so-called" lucky coupon" or 11 lucky certificate." Respondents further
represent that the customer who draws the so-called "lucky coupon" or
"lucky certificate" is to receive a $25.00 hand painted oil portrait for only
$6.95. (At various times similar offers are made at different prices.) The
said envelopes containing said slips are so manipulated by respondents
that each prospective customer invariably draws a 11 lucky coupon" or
"certificate," of which the folio wing is typical:
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For the purpose of advertising and extending our business the original hoider of this
.RED SEAL CERTIFICATE
(SEAL)
Is entitled to
receive our new opalescent painting under the special privileges outlined by our
representative.
Issued to .............................•........

Uoyal Art Studios.

Various other types of certificates not specifically set out herein are used
by respondent representatives and respondent sales agents in carrying out
the said so-called drawing contest scheme, and the representations and
sales methods used in furthering the scheme sometimes vary with different
sales.
The holders of said "Red Seal Certificates" or other so-called "lucky
coupons" are led by. the false statements and representations of respondents, and by the "fake" drawings in which the holders were "lucky," to
believe that said coupon or certificate places the holder at a distinct advantage in purchasing a painting or portrait, and such holders are thereby induced to enter into contracts for the purchase of a so-called "painting" or
"portrait." In truth and in fact, said coupon or certificate gives the
holder thereof no advantage in price whatsoever, for practically all purchasers are permitted to secure a "lucky coupon" or "certificate," and all
Purchasers may purchase said "paintings" or "portraits" at the price used
by respondents in making a so-called "special introductory offer." In
~ruth and in fact, this procedure which is known to the trade as the ''draw"
rs merely a sales scheme used to gain entry into prospective customers'
homes and to secure from them a photograph or snapshot, and thus more
easily facilitate the sale of a picture and frame.
7. At a later date, when the "follow-up" man or frame salesman appears with the finished picture framed as aforesaid, various representations are used to induce the customer to execute a promissqry note for the
balance due made payable to the fictitious trade name under which the
particular respondent operates. Said note is "transferred" by respondent
representative or sales agent to Woelfel Studio, which organization credits
the amount of the sale to the account of the respondent under whose trade
name or organization the sale is made. Respondent, ·woelfcl, then" transfers" the note to States Finance Company with the statement, "endorsed
Without recourse" appearing thereon. In case of controversy with the
purchaser of any picture or frame, where such purchaser has given a note
for the unpaid balance due on such picture or frame, the respondent to
whom such note was given makes it a practice of avoiding any further
responsibility in connection with the contract by referring the purchaser to
States Finance Company and thus creating the impression in the mind of
the purchaser that by reason of the fact that the purchaser has given a
note now owned by States Finance Company, the respondent has been
removed from the situation and is no longer involved in any contractual
relationship \\ith the purchaser. In this connection, the following and
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other statements of similar import are used by States Finance Company
in connection with such transactions:
We explained in a previous letter * * * that we are strictly a finance company
and have nothing whatever to do with the transactions of anY. other organization. When
you signed a note in the amount of $ .... you received certain merchandise and on the
strength of your signature we paid for that merchandise at the time we procured the
note. The entire obligation is now directly to us and we must look to you for entire
settlement.
The above obligation has been turned over to us by (here is used trade name of
respondent representative making sale). All payments must be made to States Finance
Company.

In connection with these and similar representations respondent, Woelfel, trading as States Finance Company, advises the purchaser that the
"company" has bought the note of the purchaser or customer, has paid a
consideration therefor, is an innocent purchaser thereof and looks to the
customer for the payment of the note.
In truth and in fact, States Finance Company and Woelfel Studio, while
represented to be different business entities, are and have been one and the
same, each being owned, managed, operated and controlled out of the
same building in Chicago, by respondent, Woelfel. Respondent, Woelfel,
trading as States Finance Company does not buy the notes in question by
discount or otherwise and has not paid Woelfel Studio any consideration
therefor since the respondent, \Voelfel, is one and the same person, trading
under both trade names Woelfel Studio and States Finance Company.
The purchaser of a picture or frame who gives a note for an unpaid balance upon discovery of the inferior quality of the" painting" and the frame .
thus is led to believe that he is unable to deal with the respondent with
whom he contracted, but must deal Yvith an innocent purchaser for value
who is in no wise responsible for the representations made, or a breach of
the original contract. Accordingly, purchasers have no opportunity of
objecting to the quality of the merchandise delivered and are subjected to
harassment and pressure through threats of various kinds.
In further connection with the operation of his business plan as the same
relates to the collection of money alleged to be due for pictures and frames,
respondent, Woelfel, through his collection agency, States Finance Company, resorts to various methods of frightening, intimidating and haras8ing purchasers in the further payment of money alleged to be due for pictures and frames. In this connection respondent, Woelfel, trading as
States Finance Company, makes a practice of writing offensive letters to
purchasers of pictures or frames. The letters are issued in serial form, a
particular form ornumberin the series being used to cover a given situation,
the failure to pay the note being treated, at first, as an oversight. The
following among other statements, were, and are, being made in letters
written by States Finance Company to purchasers of pictures from the
respondents:
•
•

•
•

• we will be reluctantly obliged to turn the matter over to a collection bureau
•. This may cause you considerable embarrassment, as well as extra expense,

• • •

In many instances purchasers are harassed, frightened and intimidated
into paying amounts of money to the respondents for which said purchasers
are not legally obligated.
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The aforesaid false and misleading statements, representations, acts,
Practices and methods used by the respondents in connection with the
conduct of their business enterprise, as aforesaid, are not all inclusive, but
are merely illustrative of the character and type of statements, representations, acts, practices and methods used by respondents to mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public, and to induce the purchase of
their said products.
PAR. 6. A crayon is a pencil-shaped piece of colored clay, chalk or charcoal used for drawing upon paper. A crayon drawing is the act or art of
drawing with crayons. A drawing is a representation produced by the art
?f drawing; a work of art produced by pen, pencil or crayon. The pastel,
In art, is a colored crayon made of pigments ground with chalk and compounded with water into a sort of paste. A drawing made with a colored
chalk or crayon is called a pastel, as is also the art of dra\\ing with colored
crayons.
A painting is a likeness, image, or scene depicted with paints without
the aid of photography. A water color is a painting with pigments for
which water, and not oil, is used as a solvent. A portrait, in its ordinarily
accepted meaning, is a picture of a person drawn from life, especially a
picture or representation of a face; a likeness, particularly in oil. An oil
Painting is a painting done by hand ·with brushes in plastic oil colors on
canvas, linen or other material, without the aid of photography.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents' selling
and distributing methods are directed primarily to accomplish the sale
of a picture frame at an exorbitant price, and respondents' various activities and representations in securing contracts for portraits are used to
enable respondents to contact the purchaser for an opportunity to sell
picture frames of cheap and inferior quality at prices which are far in excess of the prices at which frames of similar quality usually and customarily sell for in the ordinary course of business.
PAR. 8. Each of said respondents herein, has acted and does act, in concert and cooperation with one or more of the other respondents herein in
doing and performing the acts and practices herein alleged and in furtherance of said understandings, agreements, combinations and conspiracies.
PAR. 9. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid acts, practices and
methods in connection with the offering for sale and sale of said products
in commerce, as aforesaid, has had, and now has, the tendency and capacity to, and does, mislead and deceive the purchasing public concerning
the quality and value of respondents' products and the nature of the business conducted by respondents, and has led, and does lead, purchasers
erroneously and mistakenly to believe that the representations and implications so made and used by respondents are true, and causes a substantial
number of the purchasing public to purchase said products under the mistaken and erroneous belief that they are securing high grade, quality portraits, paintings, oil paintings or miniatures and picture frames of exceptional value.
The use by respondents of the aforesaid acts, practices and methods has
the tendency and capacity to, and does, unfairly divert trade to respondents from their competitors engaged in the sale and distribution of genuine
original oil paintings, and tinted or colored enlargements or miniatures of
photographs and snapshots in commerce among and between th~ various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, who truthfully represent their said products. As a consequence thereof, substantial
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injury has been done, and is now being done by respondents to competitors in said commerce.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein
alleged, including said understandings, agreements, combinations and
conspiracies, and the things done thereunder and pursuant thereto and in
furtherance thereof, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
of respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition
in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on December 2, 19-!1, issued its complaint in
this proceeding, and on :March 10, 19-!2, issued its amended complaint,
charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. After certain respondents filed their answer in this proceeding, a
stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a
statement of facts signed and executed by these respondents through their
counsel and by Richard P. Whiteley, Assi<::;tant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission, might
be taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support
of the charges stated in the complaint or in opposition thereto, and that
the Commission might proceed upon said statement of facts to make its
report, stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon
and enter its order disposing of the proceeding as to the respondents executing said stipulation without the presentation of argument or the filing
of briefs, counsel for said respondents expressly waiving the filing of report
upon the evidence by the trial examiner. Certain respondents answered
admitting some of the allegation'3 of fact set forth in the amended complaint, and other of the respondents filed admission answers. The respondents filing partial or full admission answers waived hearings, the
filing of the trial examiner's report upon the evidence, and all intervening
procedure. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on said amended complaint, answers thereto,
and said stipulation as to the facts, said stipulation having been approved,
accepted, and filed; and the Commission, having duly considered the same
and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Frank F. Woelfel, is an individual,
trading as Woelfel Studio and having his principal office and place of
business at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill. Said respondent, trading as Woelfel Studio, is now, and for several years last past has
been, engaged in the production, sale, and distribution, among other
things, of colored enlargements or miniatures of photographs and snapshots and the sale of frames for such pictures.
•(b) Respondent, Fred E. Willis, an individual, is a brother-in-law of
l'espondent, Woelfel, and for more than three years last past P"S been em-
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Ployed by respondent, \Voelfel, as office manager, bookkeeper, and accountant for the Woelfel Studio, handles its funds, has charge of the office
employees, and conducts various other office, business, and financial affairs of said studio. He has conducted, and now conducts, the operations
of a collection agency known as States Finance Company. All of these
activities of respondent, Willis, are carried on from the offices of Woelfel
Studio at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
(c) The responde11ts described in this subparagraph (hereinafter frequently referred to as "operators") are engaged, directly and through
their respective employees, in the sale and distribution to members of the
consuming public of products of the Woelfel Studio purchased from the
said Woelfel. Except as otherwise stated in this subparagraph, each of
these operators uses the offices of respondent, Woelfel, as the address for
and designation of the location of the business carried on by him under a
trade name, or otherwise, in the products of the Woelfel Studio.
(c-1) Respondent, C. W. Short, is an individual, trading and doing
business as Modernistic Art Company.
(c-2) Respondent, R. D. Minyard, is an individual, who formerly
traded as Central Art Company and now trades as Modern Art Company.
(c-3) Respondent, Ray Pietz, is an individual, who formerly traded as
National Arts Association and now trades as National Art Distributor.
(c-4) Respondent, 0. D. Redd, is an individual, who formerly traded as
Central Art Company and now trades as Modern Art Company.
(c-5) Respondent, Frank H. Munger, is an individual, who has traded
Under various names, including his own.
(c-6) Respondent, Clayton G. Brown, is an individual who formerly
Used the offices of respondent Woelfel as the address for and designation of
the location of his business but who now trades as Clayton G. Brown Art
Service, with his office and principal place of business at 296 Broad Street,
Salamanca, New York.
(d) The respondents described in this subparagraph are, or have been
for a number of years last past, employees of operators and have aided,
assisted, and cooperated with such operators in selling and distributing
Woelfel Studio products to members of the consuming public. Various of
these respondents have served in different capacities, such as" crew managers," "road managers," "proof passers," "delivery men," "salesmen,"
and" sales agents." These respondents (hereinafter frequently referred to
as "sales agents") have used, or now use, the Woelfel Studio, 806 West
Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., as the address for and designation
of the location of the business represented by them. These respondents
are E. B. Cook; L. E. Cox; E. W. Hunsucker; S. B. Hunsucker; J. E.
Liles; Bertie Mae Long; Jewel Long; W. B. Lovings; J. L. Maciborski,
Who also uses the name J. L. McLean and who is referred to in the complaint by both names; Kathryn Maciborski; l\1. E. Slusser, who is referred
to in the complaint as R. E. Murphey and who uses that name; Paul F.
Nelson; Gladys E. Powell; Leslie E. Powell; Al C. Sachs; Delle Short;
Mrs. C. W. Short; E. D. Short; and II. D. Short.
·
·
(e) As to the other respondents named in the complaint, because of failure to secure service upon them or for other reasons appearing in the
record affecting their inclusion in this proceeding, the following respondents are not hereafter referred to in these findings: R. E. Hardy, H. L. Fellers, F. E. Findlay, L. R. Grim, Orville A. Hime, William R. Klaus, Alfred
F McCants, C. S. Orr, J. H. Robinson, Arthur G. Russell, Otto F.
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Schneider, A. M. Thompson, Hal Thompson, R. Ware, C. Belgard, Bob
Bergin, B. F. Cobb, Mrs. E. B. Cook, J. P. Conrad, Leo Crowder, H. F.
Dindinger, C. G. Frye, J. Alene Frye, James F. Gautney, J. L. Gilmore,
George E. Grabow, Mary Granata, Troy Gravette, H. Guteman, G. B.
Harshbarger, C. E. Heard, F. H. Herd, M. Hollingsworth, Rufus Hudson,
Ellen Lanning, Morris A. Lee, Jennell Long, W. B. Lorkup, George McCullough, Delmer McLaughlin, Mrs. Delmer McLaughlin, Dorothy Notzen, Frank Parker, Bill Reed, F. Y. Robinson, Mrs. J. H. Robinson, J. C.
Rosser, R. T. Sherrod, Reba Stone, W. G. Wagner, George Westphal,
Harold Wolcott, Alonzo V\illiams, and R. M. Ziebell.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business in the sale and distribution of the products of the \Voelfel Studio, respondents herein (except
as otherwise specifically stated) have caused such products, when sold, to
be transported from the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in
various other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia,
and have maintained a course of trade in said products in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent, Fred E. Willis, in his capacity as an
employee of respondent, Woelfel, has aided, assisted, and cooperated in
maintaining and carrying on a course of trade in commerce in the products
of the Woelfel Studio; and in his conduct of the debt collection business
designated as States Finance Company, more particularly hereinafter
described, has maintained a current of trade in commerce among and
between various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. The several respondents herein have been, and are now, engaged
in direct and substantial competition with various corporations, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia of tinted or colored enlargements or miniatures of photographs or snapshots, genuine oil paintings and miniatures, water color
paintings, and frames for such pictures.
PAR. 4. (a) In carrying out the plan and practice for the sale of the
products of respondent, Woelfel, various operators have adopted and employed trade names such as United Art Company, Atlas Portrait Company, Modernistic Art Company, Windsor Studio, Superior Artists Association, Royal Art Studio, Heal Art Portrait Company, Windsor Portrait
Service, American Art Association, Modern Art Company, Central Art
Company, and National Art Association. With the consent and active
assistance of respondent Woelfel, operators have used the Chicago address
of the Woelfel Studio as the address of the businesses conducted by them
under the trade names used by them. Respondent, Woelfel, had the
authority to, and did, receive and open mail addressed to the trade names
used by respondent operators. Such of the complaints received in this
correspondence as Woelfel could handle, he did handle by writing letters on
behalf of respondent operators on their trade name stationery kept in his
office, signing such correspondence with the particular trade name to
which the complaint was addressed. Such of his correspondence as Woelfel
could not handle, he forwarded to the operator to whom it was addressed.
Respondent operators used various contract forms, order blanks, and
credentials made up in the particular trade name used by them for contacting and dealing \dth members of the consuming public. Typical of
the form of the order blank used by respondent operators is the following:
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MODERNISTIC
Art Co.

No. 12850
806 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago, Ill., U.S. A.

Cable Address
"WOLSTU"

. ............................ , ......... , 193_
Post Office
State
Date
You will please make for the undersigned, from the Photograph ...... delivered to
Your representative this day, ........ ; finely finished Painting ................. and
deliver the same to me on or about the .... day of ........ , 19 .. , the painting ..... .
to cost me$ ......... Amount paid your representative$ .... ,, .. , leaving a balance
of$ ........ , which I agree to pay at the time of delivery.
THE ABOVE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE FRAMES OR GLASS COUNTERMANDS NOT ACCEPTED.
This order is given you upon the further consideration that your company will deliver
the paintings so ordered in suitable frames, which the undersigned is entitled to accept
Upon payment of a reasonable price, if the frames are satisfactory. In the event the
undersigned does not accept the frames and pay for same, they are to be delivered forthwith to your company's deliveryman.
Received by
Representative

Customer

(b) As a result of the use by respondent operators and their respective
sales agents of the aforesaid trade names with the business address of
806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., purchasers and prospective purchasers were led to believe that they were .contracting or dealing
with duly constituted representatives or sales agents of an actually existing and operating art studio, art association, or art company the name and
address of which appeared on documents employed by said operators and
their sales agents. As a result of the belief so engendered, purchasers and
prospective purchasers have confused the character of the business operated by said operators and their sales agents with that of various organizations of similar name and designation but which, like Woelfel. Studio,
are actually conducting an art studio. The respondent operators have,
through the use of such trade names and the business address furnished by
respondent Woelfel, obtained prestige and standing with members of the
purchasing public. As a further result of the plan followed in the sale of
the products of Woelfel Studio, respondents, Frank F. Woelfel, Fred E.
\Villis, R. D. 1\Iinyard, Ray Pietz, 0. D. Redd, Frank H. 1\Iunger, and
Clayton G. Brown have been enabled to evttde liability to purchasers for
the statements, representations, and sales methods used by them and their
sales agents in connection \>vith the sale and distribution of the said
products of Woelfel Studio.
(c) In truth and in fact, none of respondent operators or their sales
agents has actually owned, operated, or conducted, directly or indirectly,
f\5071!0 -47 -10
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any art studio, art institute, art company, or plaqe of business where
colored enlargements or miniatures of photographs or snapshots are made
at 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., or at any other place, or
has owned, operated, or controlled the photographic equipment and paraphernalia essential in producing such enlargements or miniatures, or has
had in his employ or under his control or direction any persons skilled in
producing the products offered for sale by them. Although the respective
trade names and the Chicago address used by respondent operators indicate an existing business conducted by them, in truth and in fact the business operations conducted at Woelfel Studio, 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., are conducted solely by respondent, Woelfel, who possesses the equipment and paraphernalia and employs the personnel necessary for making the products sold by him to respondent operators and by
such operators and their sales agents to members of the consuming public.
PAR. 5. (a) The plan for selling and distributing products of the Woelfel Studio includes the conduct of the operations of a collection agency
known as States Finance Company by respondent, Fred E. Willis. The
operators have made it a practice to have purchasers of pictures and
frames sold by them execute notes for any balance due on such purchases.
These notes are usually executed upon printed forms bearing the trade name
of the operator and the address "806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois." Through understanding with respondent lVoelfel, operators have delivered of assigned and delivered such notes taken from their
customers to States Finance Company and transmitted such notes from
various other States to the States Finance Company in Chicago, Ill., for
collection, and in pursuance of this plan, States Finance Company has furnished to operators printed envelopes for the use of their customers in
remitting installment payments to States Finance Company. In instances where makers of the notes fail or refuse to pay or unduly delay
payments on notes delivered by operators to the States Finance Company
for collection, the States Finance Company addresses communications to
such debtors seeking payment. For this purpose it uses a series of form
letters which are mailed from Chicago, Ill., to debtors in other States.
Various of tr.ese ferro ,letters contain statements such as:
We cannot understand your failure to reply to our previous letters relative to your
past due obligation. Your note was accepted in good faith, and we are sure that you
have been unable to make payment because of conditions beyond your control. In any
event we are entitled to our money or a prompt explanation as to why we have not
received remittance.

• • • • • •

\Ve explained in a previous Jetter * * * we are strictly a finance company and
have nothing whatever to do with the transactions of any other organization. When
you signed a note in the amount of ...... you received certain merchandise, and on
the strength of your signature we paid for that merchandise at the time we procured
the note. The entire obligation is now directly to us and we must look to you for entire
sPttlement. * • *

(b) As a matter of fact, said notes are delivered to the States Finance
Company with or without endorsement, and said company makes a charge
for each note sent it for collection whether or not collection is successfully
made. Operators with satisfactorily established credit maintain running
accounts with respondent Woelfel. These accounts are credited \\ith
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amounts collected by States Finance Company on notes placed by them
with States Finance Company for collection and their accounts are debited
with the charges for Woelfel Studio products sold to them. No separate
set of books is kept by States Finance Company, and respondent, Willis,
keeps the operators' accounts on books of the Woelfel Studio. All monies
?f Woelfel Studio and States Finance Company are deposited in the bank
m the name of Woelfel Studio and any amounts due operators on account
of the collection of notes or as a result of the aforesaid running accounts
kept with them are paid by check of the Woelfel Studio. Although States
Finance Company is operated from the offices of the Woelfel Studio, it uses
the address "104 North Halstead Street, Chicago, Illinois," but this address is in fact a side entrance to the Woelfel Studio, the main entrance
being 806 West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
(c) The use of representations by States Finance Company such as
those set out above has the capacity and tendency to induce, and in fact
ha'l induced, makers of notes placed with the States Finance Company for
collection to believe that said company is an innocent holder for value of
the notes and that the maker must look to that company in connection
with matters and questions relating to the products in the settlement for
which the note was given. In truth and in fact the States Finance Company has not paid any sum or given anything of value for the notes on
which it seeks payment; said notes actually continue to be the property of
the operator in whose favor they were originally executed; and in the event
of failure to collect the notes they are ultimately returned to the operator
who secured them and who stands any loss involved. The true function
~nd purpose of the States Finance Company, was, and is, to aid and assist
m the business operations conducted by the several respondents in the sale
and distribution of products of the Woelfel Studio.
PAR. 6. (a) Respondent operators and the various sales agents employed by them in different capacities such as "crew managers," "road
managers," "proof passers," "delivery men," "salesmen," or "sales
agents," in making and seeking to make sales of Woelfel Studio products
to members of the purchasing public, designate and describe the pictures
being offered as "paintings" or "portrait paintings," and in instances
where an order is secured use a contract form for such order similar to the
form heretofore set out in subparagraph (a) of paragraph 4 hereof. In the
course of their dealings with members of the purchasing public, respondent
operators and their sales agents have exhibited to purchasers and prospective purchasers purported samples of the type of work being offered
and said pictures on occasion have been described by such respondents as
"paintings" or "oil paintings" or "portrait paintings" or "paintings finished in oil by hand," and as being sold or delivered at a "reduced price"
or an" advertising price," as a" special introductory offer," or at the" cost
of production." On occasion, various respondent operators or sales agents,
in obtaining orders for pictures, make the above representations in connec·
tion with the use of a "draw" in the operation of which the customer is
induced to take a "chance" by drawing from a number of envelopes containing slips of paper, one being a so-called "lucky coupon" or "lucky
certificate." It is represented that the purcha'ler who draws the so-called
"lucky coupon" or" lucky certificate" is entitled to receive a $25 or a $30
hand-painted painting or hand-painted portrait for only $6.95 or some
comparable sum (at various times such offers are made at varying prices).
The said envelopes are so manipulated by respondent operators or their
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sales agents that an acceptable customer invariably draws a "lucky coupon" or "lucky certificate."
(b) In truth and in fact the Woelfel Studio products exhibited to customers or prospective customers by respondent operators or their sales
agents as samples or specimens are carefully selected products. In various
instances, due to the acceptance from customers of photographs or snapshots which are represented by operators or their sales agents as being suitable but which are photographically inferior and fundamentally incapable
of being used for producing good enlargements or miniatures, respondent
Woelfel is unable to produce from such photographs or snapshots a finished
product equal in appearance to the sample which has been displayed to
the purchaser. A painting is understood by artists, photographers, and
the general public as an original representation by a painter of a design,
image, or object on a surface by means of paint, either pastel, water color,
or oil, a freehand image painted directly on the surface without the intervention of any mechanical means such as a camera. A water color is a
painting with pigments for which water and not oil is used as a solvent.
The so-called paintings sold and distributed by respondents are not paintings and are not finished in oil by hand. Such pictures do not conform to
the established belief of the public as to \vhat constitutes a painting, nor
do said pictures constitute paintings as understood by artists who paint
pictures or by photographers who color photographs. The pictures sold
by respondents are in fact colored photographs, enlargements or miniatures, as the case may be, produced by making a photographic negative
of the photograph furnished by the customer through the use of special
photographic equipment. An enlargement, or a reduction in the case of a
miniature, is then made from the negative on especially prepared paper
which will take liquid color. The photographic enlargement or miniature
thus made is then colored with the use of water color or other powdered
pigments soluble in water sprayed upon the photographic reproduction
through the use of an air brush operated by compressed air, and a portion
of the colors is supplied through the use of a hand brush. The so-called
"draw" is a deceptive. scheme conceived for the sole purpose of inducing
prospective purchasers to believe that if they draw so-called "lucky coupons" or "lucky certificates" they are thereby placed in a position of distinct financial advantage in purchasing a "painting" or "portrait." Said
coupon or certificate gives the holder thereof no advantage in price whatever over any other purchaser. The pictures sold by operators or their
sales agents, either by the use of the "draw" or otherwise, are not, and
have not been, sold at any "reduced price" or 11 advertising price," at any
"special introductory offer," or "at the cost of production." Said pictures do not have, and have not had, any $25 or $30 sales price or value or
any sales price or value approximating such sums. On the contrary, the
prices at which sales are made are the regular and customary prices at
which such pictures are sold in the ordinary course of business.
PAR. 7. In various instances respondent operators and their sales agents
make no reference or mention of the frame at the time a customer is being
solicited to order a picture. When a sale is made, a second sales agent or
"delivery man" calls upon the customer at a later date \\ith the finished
picture mounted, as a rule, in an expensive type of frame, and endeavors to
sell the customer this frame for the picture. Pictures and frames produced
by Woelfel Studio and thus offered by operators and their sales agents are
generally hexagonal in shape, with a raised or convex surface. Various
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customers have assumed at the outset that the frame would be included in
the price quoted by the first sales agent. If the customer objects to or
refuses to purchase the frame on account of its price, quality, or design,
the customer on occasion is informed by the "delivery man" that a frame
for the picture cannot be purchased from any source other than through
his company, that the company he represents manufactures the only frame
that will fit the picture, that the picture will not hold its color or be of any
value unless it is framed. While frames such as those sold by respondents
may be obtainable from frame manufacturers, such frames are not orJinarily obtainable in photographic supply stores or other stores accessible
to the consuming public; and in the event of the failure or refusal of a customer to purchase a frame, respondents do not make it a practice to inform
the customer where a frame can be obtained.· In the cases of respondents,
Frank F. Woelfel, Fred E. Willis, R. D. Minyard, Ray Pietz, 0. D. Redd,
Frank Munger, and Clayton G. Brown, on occasions where a customer
finally· refuses to buy a frame from the second sales agent or "delivery
man," such sales agent in some instances has refused to deliver the completed picture regardless of whether or not it has been paid for in full, and
on occasion has refused to return the original photograph loaned by the
customer until the frame is ordered. In these cases there has been no agreement or understanding to the effect that photographs or snapshots loaned.
or submitted by purchasers are to be retained by respondents until a frame
is purchased or payment is made of any sum claimed to be due. On the
contrary, purchasers are advised that photographs loaned or submitted by
them will be returned at the time the finished picture is submitted. The
practice of supplying pictures cut into unusual shape and fitted into frames
of corresponding unusual shape and design for which suitable substitute
frames are difficult to obtain in the event respondents' frame is refused,
and the practice of withholding delivery of a picture paid for in whole or in
part or refusing the return of the photograph or snapshot supplied by the
customer until a frame is purchased from respondents, are calculated to
force the customer into buying something he did not originally intend to
buy; namely, a frame, and these sales plans place in the hands of operators and their sales agents a means to effectuate their purpose of thus
selling a frame in addition to the picture already sold to the customer.
PAn. 8. The means and methods used by respondents, as·aforesaid, constitute a well coordinated plan for selling and distributing Woelfel Studio
products to the public, and the several respondents have participated and
cooperated therein, as heretofore found, to induce and promote the distribution of such products.
PAR. 9. The use by respondents of the aforesaid methods and false and
misleading statements and representations has had, and now has, a tendency and capacity to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial number
of the purchasing public into an erroneous and mistaken belief concerning
respondents' business and an erroneous and mistaken belief that such
statements, representations, and implications are true. As a result of the
erroneous and mistaken belief so induced, a substantial portion of the
public has purchased respondents' said products, and as a consequence
thereof trade •has been diverted unfairly to respondents from their competitors who are likewise engaged in the sale and distribution of similar
products in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices, as herein found, are all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and of respondents' competitors and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIIS'l'

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the amended complaint of the Commission, a stipulation as to the
facts entered into between certain respondents herein and Richard P.
Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission, providing, among
other things, that \\ithout further evidence or other intervening procedure
the Commission may issue and serve upon said respondents its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of
the proceeding, and the ans\vers of certain other of respondents admitting
various allegations of fact set forth in the amended complaint and waiving
further hearings as to said facts and all intervening procedure, and the
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondents, Frank F. Woelfel, Fred E. Willis, R. D.
Minyard, Ray Pietz, 0. D, Redd, Frank H. Munger, and Clayton G.
Brown, individuals, their respective representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection
with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of tinted or colored photographs, or enlargements or miniatures of photographs or snapshots, and of frames therefor, do forth\~ith cease and desist from:
1. Representing in any manner, directly or by implication, that colored
or tinted photographs, photographic enlargements, or reductions are
paintings.
2. Using the terms" oil painting,"" portrait painting,"" hand painted"
or "hand painted portrait," or the word "painting," either alone or in
conjunction with any other words or terms, to designate, describe, or refer
to colored or tinted photographs, photographic enlargements or reductions, or other pictures produced from a photographic base or impression.
3. Using a "draw" or "draw contest" or so-called "lucky coupons" or
"lucky certificates," or any similar device, plan, or scheme, so as to represent, indicate, or imply that any customer will obtain any substantial discount or reduction in the price of any picture or pictures.
4. Representing, in connection with pictures being offered or sold in the
regular course of business at the usual ami customary prices therefor, that
such pictures are being offered or sold at a reduced price as an advertiHing
offer or introductory offer, or representing in any manner that a purchaser
is receiving an advantage in price not available to all purchasers.
5. Representing that a picture to be made and deliveren will be equal
in quality and appearance to any sample displayed to the customer unless
in fact the picture thereafter delivered is of the same quality, design and
workmanship as said sample.
'
6. Using trade names consisting of or including terms such as "Art
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Studios,"" Art Institute,"" Art Association," or any other fictitious name
of similar import, unless the respondent using such name or names actually owns, operates, conducts, or controls an organization or establishment
of the character indicated and comprehended by the trade name so used.
7. Misrepresenting or authorizing, permitting, or cooperating in the
misrepresentation of the financial responsibility, prestige, or standing of
. respondents, or any of them, or of the character or extent of such business,
by falsely claiming to be connected with an operating established house or
by deceptively using the businesii! address of such established house as and
for a business allegedly operated by respondents, or any of them, and from
misrepresenting through the use of fictitious trade names and misleading
State and post office addresses the place, character, and extent of the business actually conducted.
8. Concealing from or failing to disclose to customers at the time pictures are ordered that the finished picture when delivered will be so shaped
and designed that it can be used only in a specially designed, odd-style
frame that cannot ordinarily be obtained in stores accessible to the consuming public, and that it will be difficult or impossible to obtain a frame
to fit the picture from any source other than respondents.
9. Representing that States Finance Company, or any similar collection
agency operated by or for respondents, is an innocent purchaser for value
without notice of notes for unpaid balances due on pictures or frames sold
to the consuming public by respondents, or has in good faith discounted
such notes or paid out any money or given anything of value in connection
with the alleged purchase of such notes.
10. Failing or refusing, in cases where pictures have been ordered, completed, and paid for, to deliver to the customer the completed picture or
return the photograph or snapshot previously loaned by the customer for
Use in producing the picture.
It is further ordered, That respondents, C. W. Short, E. B. Cook, L. E.
Cox, E. W. Hunsucker, S. B. Hunsucker, J. E. Liles, Bertie Mae Long,
Jewel Long, W. B. Lovings, J. L. Maciborski, also known as J. L. McLean,
Rathryn Maciborski, M. E. Slusser, also known as R. E. Murphey, Paul F.
Nelson, Gladys E. Powell, Leslie E. Powell, AI C. Sachs, Belle Short, Mrs.
C. W. Short, E. D. Short, and H. B. Short, individuals, their respective
representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of tinted or colored photographs, photographic enlargements
or miniatures of photographs or snapshots, and of frames therefor, do
forthwith cease and desist from the acts and practices forbidden in paragraphs numbered 1 to 9 inclusive, set out above.
It is further ordered, That for reasons appearing in the findings as to the
facts herein this proceeding be, and hereby is, closed as to respondents,
R. E. Hardy, II. L. Fellers, F. E. Findlay, L. R. Grin, Orville A. Hime,
William H.. Klaus, Alfred F. McCants, C. S. Orr, J. H. Robinson, Arthur
G. Russell, Otto F. Schneider, A.M. Thompson, Hal Thompson, R. Ware,
C. Belgard, Bob Bergin, B. F. Cobb, ~Irs. E. B. Cook, J.P. Conrad, Leo
Crowder, H. F. Dindinger, C. G. Frye, J. Alene Frye, James F. Gautney,
J. L. Gilmore, George E. Grabow, Mary Granata, Troy Gravette, H. Guteman, G. B. Harshbarger, C. E. Heard, F. H. Herd, l\1. Hollingsworth
Rufus Hudson, Ellen Lanning, l\lorris A. Lee, Jennell Long, W. B. Lorkup'
George l\IcCullough, Delmer McLaughlin, l\lrs. Delmer McLaughlin'
I
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Dorothy N otzen, Frank Parker, Bill Reed, F. Y. Robinson, Mrs. J. H.
Robinson, J. C. Rosser, R. T. Sherrod, Reba Stone, W. G. Wagner, George
Westphal, Harold Wolcott, Alonzo Williams, and R. M. Ziebell, without
prejudice to the right of the Commission, should the facts so warrant, to
reopen the same and resume trial thereof in accordance with its regular
procedure.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner aQ.d form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

HAPPY HOSTESS CANDY CO~PANY, INC., AND HARRY
RACHLIN, PRESIDENT OF HAPPY HOSTESS CANDY
CO~PANY, INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4842.

Complaint, Sept. 29, 1942-Dccision, Feb. 8, 1945

Where a corporation and an individual, its president and general manager, engaged in
interstate sale and distribution of various kinds of candy, including its "Vanity
Fair," "Cow Boy Bunny," and "Brazil Nut" assortments, which were so packed
and assembled as to involve use of games of chance, gift enterprizes or lottery
schemes when sold and distributed to the consuming public under such arrangements, as typical, that chance selection of certain numbers on a ten section, 550
hole punch board secured the customer for the 2 cents paid, one half pound "Picture Package" box of candy, the last punch in each of the first 9 sections received
a one-pound" Picture Package," and the last punch on the board received the twopound "Framed Picture Package," others receiving nothing for their moneySold and distributed such assortments to jobbers and wholesalers, and thereby supplied
to and placed in the hands of others the means of conducting a lottery in the sale
of their products in accordance with aforesaid sales plans; contrary to an established public policy of the United States Government and in competition with
others who did not use any sales method involving chance or contrary to public
·
policy;
With the result that many persons were attracted by said sales plan and the element
of chance therein, and were thereby induced to buy and sell their candy in preference to that of said competitors, and with tendency and capacity thereby unfairly
to divert trade in commerce from said competitors to them:
ll eld, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the public
and competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition in commerce and
unfair acts and practices therein.
As respects the denial of the president of a corporation charged along with it with the
use of lottery methods in sale and distribution of candy, of any individual responsibility for such corporate acts, and his assertion that as a member of its Board of
Directors, he opposed and voted against the use of such methods, but that the
policy of the company was determined by the majority of the Board: Where it
appeared that for some eleven years immediately preceding the organization of
the corporation in question, he was the vice president of the B Candy Company of
which he and his wife owned about 45 percent of the stock; that after the issuance
of a complaint against said company by the Commission charging it with the use of
lottery methods, but before the issuance of a cease and desist order, he and his wife
sold their stock therein; that among the incorporators of the present corporation
and officers thereof and members of its Board were two former salesmen of said
B Candy Company who had a substantial following in the trade for punch board
deals, and participated in the organization and operation of the instant company
upon the understanding and condition that it would engage in the sale of punchboard deals; and that he and his wife owned more than half the stock; the Commission concluded that any objections to punch board deals by said individual were
pro forma only and that in fact he aided, cooperated with, and assisted said corporate
concern in such acts and practices.
,
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Before Mr. John W. Addison, trial examiner.
Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. Oscar Salenger, of Chicago, IlL, for Happy Hostess Candy Co., Inc.
Mr. Solomon Axelrod, of Chicago, Ill., for Harry Rachlin.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Happy Hostess Candy Company,
Inc., a corporation, and Harry Rachlin, an individual, and President, of
Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the interest
of the public, hereby issues its complaint statin-5 its charges in that respect
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc., is a
corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Illinois with its office and principal place of business located
at 615--17 South Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill.
Respondent, Harry Rachlin, is the president and a director, of respondent, Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc., and formulates, controls and
directs its policies and practices. Respondent, Harry Rachlin, has his
offices at the same address as that of the corporate respondent. Said respondents act together and in cooperation with each other in doing the acts
and things hereinafter alleged:
Respondents al'e now, and for more than six months last past, have been,
engaged in the manufacture and in the sale and distribution of candy to
wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers located at points in the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents
cause and have caused said candy when sold to be transported from their
place of business in the city of Chicago, Ill., to purchasers thereof at their
respective points of location in various States of the United States other
than Illinois and in the District of Columbia. There is now and has been
for more than six months last past a course of trade by respondents in such
candy in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
In the course and conduct of said business, respondents are and have
been in competition with corporations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution of candy in commerce between
and among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
· PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and have sold to \vholesale dealers,
jobbers and retail dealers certain assortments of candy so packed and assembled as to involve the use of games of chance, gift enterprises or lottery
schemes when sold and distributed to the consuming public. One of said
assortments is hereinafter described for the purpose of showing the method ·
used by respondents and is as follows:
This assortment includes 32 boxes of candy and a punch board.
Appearing on the face of the punch board is the following legend:
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VANITY FAIR ASSORTMENT
Numbers
25-5Q-75-10Q-125-15Q-175-20Q-225
250-275-300-325-35Q-375-40Q-425
45Q-475-500-525-550 Each Receive-! Lb.
Picture Package

(Picture
of
Girl)

Last Sale in Each of First
9 Sections Receives
1 Lb. Picture Package
2¢

Last Sale on Board Receives
2 Lb. Framed Picture Package.

Per Sale

Said candy is distributed to the purchasing public in accordance with
the foregoing legend in the following manner: Sales are 2¢ each and when a
punch is made a number is disclosed. The numbers begin with 1 and continue to the number of punches there are on said board but the numbers
are not arranged in numerical sequence and said punches and numbers are
arranged in ten sections. The board bears a statement informing purchasers and prospective purchasers that certain specified numbers entitle
the purchaser thereof to receive a box of candy and the last sale in each of
the first nine sections completely sold entitles the purchaser to receive a
larger box of candy and the last punch on the board entitles the purchaser
to receive a 2 pound box of candy. ..{customer who does not qualify by
obtaining one of the specified numbers or the last punch in a section or the
last punch on the board receives nothing for his money. The boxes of
candy are worth more than 2¢ each and the purchaser who obtains a number calling for one of the boxes of candy receives the same for 2¢. The
numbers are effectively concealed from purchasers and prospective purchasers until a punch or selection has been made and the particular punch
separated from the board. The candy is thus distributed to purchasers
of punches from the board wholly by chance.
The respondents furnish and have furnished various punch board and
candy assortments for use in the sale and distribution of their candy by
means of a game of chance, gift enterprise or lottery scheme. Such punch
board and candy assortments are similar to the one herein described and
vary only in detail.
PAR. 3. Retail dealers who purchase respondents' candy, directly or indirectly, expose and sell the same to the purchasing public in accordance
with the sales plan aforesaid. Respondents thus suppiy to and place in the
hands of others the means of conducting lotteries in the sale of their products in accordance with the sales plan hereinabove set forth. The use by
respondents of said sales plan or method in the sale of their candy and the
sales of said candy by and through the use thereof and by the aid of said
sales plan or method is a practice of a sort which is contrary to an established public policy of the Government of the United States.
PAR. 4. The sale of candy to the purchasing public by the method or
plan hereinabove set forth involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance
to procure candy at prices much less than the normal retail price thereof.
Many persons, firms and corporations who sell and distribute candy in
competition with respondents, as above alleged, do not use any method or
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methods involving a game of chance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance, or any other method contrary to public policy. Many
persons are attracted by said sales plan or method employed by respond. ents in the sale and distribution of their candy and in the element of chance
involved therein and are thereby induced to buy and sell respondents'
candy in preference to the candy of said competitors who do hot use the
same or equivalent methods. The use of said method by respondents because of said game of chance has a tendency and capacity to unfairly divert trade in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia to respondents from their
said competitors who do not use the same or equivalent methods.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents'
competitors aQd constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and
unfair acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 29, 1942, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon. the respondents
named in the caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair methods
of competition in commerce and unfair acts and practices in commerce in
violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint
and the filing of respondents' ans\\'ers thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint
were introduced before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint, the answers thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the
trial examiner and exceptions thereto, briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and oral arguments of counsel; and the Commission,
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes ~his its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Happy Hostess Candy Company,
Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State
of Illinois, with its office and pri"ncipal place of business at 615-17 South
Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill. It is now, and since its organization in November I 941 has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various
kinds of candy.
.
(b) Respondent, Harry Rachlin, an individual, is president and general
manager of Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc., with his office and principal place of business at 615-I 7 South Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill. The
other officers of said company are Fred W. Findeisen, vice president; Norman Brown, second vice president; Robert Rachlin (a brother of respondPot, Harry Rachlin), treasurer; and Oscar Salenger, secretary.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid busiries.'l the respond-
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ents cause their said candy, when sold to jobbers and wholesale dealers, to
be transported from their place of business in Chicago, Ill., to said purchasers at their respective points of location in States other than the State
of Illinois, and maintain, and have maintained, a course of trade in said
candy in commerce between and among various States of the United
States.
PAR. 3. Respondent, Harry Rachlin, has denied any individual responsibility for the acts charged in the complaint herein and asserted that in his
capacity as a member of the board of directors he opposed and voted
against the use of lottery methods in the sale and distribution of candy,
but the policy of the company in using such methods was determined by
the majority of the board of directors, which board consists of the aforesaid officers of the corporation. For some 11 years immediately preceding
the organization of the Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc., respondent,
Harry Rachlin, was the vice president of the Boulevard Candy Company
and he and his wife owned about 45 percent of the stock in that company.
After the issuance of a complaint against the Boulevard Candy Company
by this Commission charging it with the use of lottery methods in the sale
and distribution of candy, but before the issuance of an order to cease and
desist from the use of such methods, Rachlin and his wife sold their stock
in said company. Among the incorporators of the Happy Hostess Candy
Company, Inc., were Fred W. Findeisen and Norman Brown, formerly
employees of the Boulevard Candy Company and now vice president and
second vice president, respectively, of the corporate respondent herein.
Findeisen and Brown were active in the sales department of the Boulevard Candy Company and each has a substantial following in the trade
for punchboard deals (assortments of candy accompanied by a lottery device for use in distributing said candy to the public). In the case of Findeisen this following was said to amount to about $150,000 in sales. The
participation of Findeisen and Brown in the organization and operatit n
of the Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc., was upon the understanding
and condition that the new company would engage in the sale of punchboard deals. At the time of the first hearings in this proceeding, Harry
Rachlin owned 10 percent of the stock of the corporate respondent; his
brother, Robert Rachlin, owned 15 percent; the secretary of the company,
Oscar Salenger, owned 10 percent; and Mrs. Harry Rachlin owned the
remainder. Some months later, at the time of the last hearing in this
proceeding, the secretary of the company testified that there had been
some changes in the stock ownership and respondent, Harry Rachlin, then
owned 15 percent of the st<:>ck and his wife 42! percent. Mrs. Hachlin has
not been actively connected with the management of the company and her
stockholdings therein are said to constitute merely an investment. Upon
the basis of the record in this case the Commission concludes that any objections to punchboard deals by respondeflt, Harry Rachlin, were pro
forma only. and that in fact said respondent aided, cooperated with, and
assisted the corporate respondent in the various acts and practices herein
found.
PAR. 4. (a) In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business, therespondents sell and distribute assortments of candy so packed and assembled as to involve the use of games of chance, gift enterprises, or lottery
schemes when said candy is sold and distributed to the consuming public.
For the purpose of illustrating said assortments, respondents' "Vanity
Fair Assortment" is described herein. This assortment includes 32 boxes
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of candy (22 !-pound boxes, 9 1-pound boxes, and 1 2-pound box), and a
punchboard. On the face of the punchboard is the following legend:
VANITY FAIR ASSORTMENT
NUMBERS
25-50-75-100-125-150-175-200-225
250-275-300-325-350-375-400-425
450-475-500-525-550 Each Receive
t lb. PICTURE PACKAGE
Last Sale in Each of First
9 Sections Receives .
1 lb. PICTURE PACKAGE

2¢
Per Sale

LAST SALE ON BOARD RECEIVES
2lb. FRAMED PICTURE PACKAGE

The candy in said assortment was intended to be, and frequently was,
distributed to the purchasing public in accordance with the legend on the
punch board. Sales are 2¢ each, and when a punch is made a number is disclosed. The numbers concealed in the punches of said board begin with
one and continue to the number of punches there are on the board, but the
numbers are not arranged in numerical sequence. The punches and numbers are arranged in 10 sections on the board. The legend on the board
informs purcha.'lers and prospective purchasers that certain specified numbers entitle the purcha.'ler thereof to receive a !-pound box of candy, that
the last punch in each of the first 9 sections completely sold entitles the
purchaser to receive a 1-pound box of candy, and that the last punch on
the board entitles the purchaser to receive a 2-pound box of candy. A customer who does not qualify by purchasing one of the specified numbers, the
last punch in a section, or the last punch on the board, receives nothing
for his money. The boxes of candy are worth more than 2¢ each, and the
purchaser who obtains a number calling for one of the boxes of candy
receives the candy for 2¢. The numbers are effectively concealed from
purcha.'lers and prospective purchasers until a punch has been made, and
the candy is thus distributed to purchasers of the punches wholly by
chance.
(b) Respondents have sold and distributed various other candy assortments and punch boards, including a "Cowboy Bunny Assortment" and
a "Brazil Nut Assortment," all of which are similar to the assortment
above described and vary from it only in detail. Said assortments and
punchboards were intended for use in the sale and distribution of said
candy by means of a game of chance, gift enterprh.;c, or lottery scheme.
PAn. 5. The aforesaid assortments and sales plans, and others similar
thereto, are used in the sale of candy to the purchasing public in accordance with the sales plans furniHheJ by respondents. Hespondents thus
supply to and place in the hands of others a means of conducting a lottery
in the sale of their products. The use by respondents of such sales plans
in the sale of their candy, and the sales of such. candy by and through the
use thereof and with the aid of such sales plans, is a practice of a sort which
is contrary to an established puLlic policy of the Government of the
United States.
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PAR. 6. There are persons, firms, and corporations who sell and distribute candy in competition with respondents and who do not use any
method involving a game of chance or the sale of a chance to win something by chance, or any other method contrary to public policy. Many
persons are attracted by said sales plan or method employed by respondents in the sale and distribution of their candy and the element of chance
therein, and are thereby induced to buy and sell respondents' candy in
preference to the candy of said competitors who do not use the same or
equivalent methods. The use of such plans and methods by respondents,
because of the element of chance contained therein, has the tendency and
capacity unfairly to divert trade in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States to respondents from their said competitors who do not use the same or equivalent methods.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and of respondents' competitors and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair acts and practices
in commerce within the intent and mea'ning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of respondents, testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the 'trial examiner and exceptions thereto, briefs filed herein, and the oral arguments of counsel, and
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Happy Hostess Candy Company, Inc.,·
its officers, representatives, agents and employees, and respondent, Harry
Rachlin, an individual, his representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of candy or other merchandise in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Selling or distributing candy or other merchandise so packed and .
assembled that sales of said candy or other merchandise to the public are
to be made or, due to the manner in which such candy or other merchandise is packed and assembled at the time it is sold by respondents, may be
made by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
2. Supplying to or placing in the hands of others punchboards, push or
pull cards, or other lottery devices, either with assortments of candy or
oth.-r merchandise or separately, which said punchboards, push or pull
cards, or other lottery devices are to be used, or may be used, in selling or
distributing said candy or other merchandise to the public.
3. Selling or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by means of a
game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall. within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

MAYO BROTHERS VITA~INS, INC., TRADING IN ITS OWN
NA~E AND IN THE NA~E OF ~AYO BROS., AND IRBY L.
~AYO, ORAN FRANK F. ~AYO, AND PAUL T. MURRY,
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS OFFICERS OF SAID CORPORATION
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5044.

Complaint, Sept. 10, 1943-Decision, Feb. 9, 1945

Where a corporation and its three officers, engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of their "Mayo Bros. Vitamin B Complex," "Mayo Bros. Vitamin B1" and
"Mayo Bros. Family Formula"; through advertisements in newspapers and other
periodicals, circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other printed material, and by radio
broadcasts, directly and by implication(a) Falsely represented that human health and well-being require vitamins in addition
to the supply ordinarily obtained in a well-balanced diet;
(b) Represented that sickness, lackadaisical, run-down and nervous conditions, mental
and physical sluggishness, lack of energy, fatigue, lack of coordination, and lessened
physical capacity are usually due to a deficiency of B Complex vitamins, and that
the use of their preparations would effectively overcome such conditions, bring
about immediate and quick restoration of energy and health, and result in calmer
and steadier nerves, better coordination, greater physical capacity, new strength,
and higher mental efficiency;
The facts being that conditions above referred to are not ordinarily due to a deficiency
of B Complex vitamins; while some may be due to a deficiency of Vitamin B1,
which cases their preparations might have a tendency to overcome, any beneficial
results would arise only after continuous and long usage; their preparations contained insufficient quantities of B Complex vitamins other than B1 to exercise any
beneficial effect on conditions involving deficiency of such other vitamins; and any
relief afforded in any condition by the use of their preparations would not be immediate or quick;
(c) Falsely represented that the use of said preparations would eliminate the ill effects
of hurried eating, intense work, and hard play, and would insure health and vitality;
(d) Represented falsely that physicians consider molasses as a potent source of food
minerals, and that two tablespoonfuls of the preparation "Mayo Bros. Family
Formula" supplied the daily requirements of iron, manganese, and iodine;
(e) Represented through use of words "Mayo Brothers" in their corporate name and
"Mayo Bros." in the trade names of their products, and such statements-notwithstanding disclaimer of being connected with any other organization-as
"• • • scientific research and careful study was carried on for months before
this lligh Potency B. Complex was ready to be offered to the public and worthy
ol bearing the name and trade-mark of Mayo Bros. • • *" "No need to tell
you that a line of vitamins bearing this name-means more business and more
profits for you •.. " "A Great NAME, A Great PRODUCT, a Great SALES
PLAN, Announcing MAYO BROS. FAMILY FORMULA," that they were connected with the well-known and highly regarded Mayo Clinic of Rochester, Minnesota, commonly referred to as Mayo Brothers, or that the aforesaid individual
officers were members of the family of brothers who founded the clinic, or that
their said preparations were produced or sponsored by the clinic;
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When in fact neither they nor their said business was associated or connected with the
Mayo Clinic, the said individuals were not members of the family of the two
brothers who founded it, and their preparations were not produced or sponsored
by the Mayo Clinic;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the pur• chasing public into the erroneous belief that such representations were true, and by
reason of such beliefs to purchase their said preparations:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. R. P. Bellinger for the Commission.
Mr. Sylvan Y. Allen, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondents.

CoMPLAINT ·
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Mayo Brothers Vitamins, Inc., a
corporation, trading in its own name and in the name of Mayo Bros., and
Irby L. Mayo, Oran Frank F. Mayo, and Paul T. Murry, individually, and
as officers of said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have
violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Mayo Brothers Vitamins, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of California, trading in its own name and in the name
of Mayo Bros., with its principal place of business at Room 526, Los Angeles Stock Exchange Building, 639 South Spring Street in Los Angeles,
Calif. Respondents, Irby L. Mayo, Oran Frank F. Mayo and Paul T.
Murry, are president, vice president and secretary-treasurer, respectively,
of the corporate respondent, with the same post office address as that of
said corporate respondent. Said individual respondents have at all times
mentioned herein, dominated and controlled the acts and practices of the
corporate respondent. For several years last past the respondents have
been engaged in the sale and distribution of certain preparations designated as Mayo Bros. Vitamin B. Complex, Mayo Bros. Vitamin B1, and
Mayo Bros. Family Formula.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, the respondents have disseminated, and have caused their dissemination of,
false advertisements concerning their said products by the United States
mails and by various other means in commerce, as commerce is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, and respondents have also disseminated, and have caused the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning their said products by various means, for the purpos~ of inducing and
which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said
products in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
Among, and typical of, the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated
and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by the United
States mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and other peri650780-47-11
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odicals and by means of circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other printed
material and by radio broadcasts, are the following:
No ma\ter what your diet, how rich in food energy, you and the great majority of our
people use up food vitamins faster than the body can be supplied by means of the food
we eat. Hence concentrated vitamins, pure vitamins that act quickly to restore energy, are necessary to your health and well being. • • • B Complex is truly\he
miracle worker among vitamins.
Buy a supply today and take them today, so that tomorrow you may feel better and
do better * • • Of all the vitamins, B Complex has been found to 1:>e of greatest
value for immediate energy, calmer nerves, better coordination, a greater physical capacity. • • • it will give most people an immediate physical pickup • • •
you discover new strength and higher mental efficiency.
• • • Insure the victory for health • • · • B Complex for its immediate
health results • • •
If you are sick-lackadaisical, run down, nervous, sluggish mentally and physically,
you may have a Vitamin B Complex deficiency • • •
If today'sjob leaves you easily fatigued, if the strain of events make you unduly nervous, if on the whole, you are not enjoying FULL, buoyant good health, DON'T
OVERLOOK the possibility of a B Complex deficiency • • • because you people
need steady nerves, robust health, energy to "Keep 'Em Flying" • • • for energy, health, vitality • • *,
• • • we eat hurriedly, we work tensely, we play hard. All t4is is a severe drain
on our nerves • * •.
MAYO BROS. FAMILY FORMULA
AS A BASE, the nutritionally established value of Molasses-Physicians recognize
molasses as a potent source of food minerals. * • • Now you can have in two teaspoonfuls of a pleasant tasting tonic the complete known daily vitamin requirements of
• • • Iron, Manganese and Iodine.

PAR. 3. Through the use of the statements and representations herein
above set forth, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein'
respondents have represented, directly and by implication, that human
health and well being require vitamins in addition to the supply ordinarily
obtained in a well balanced diet; that sickness, lackadaisical, run-down
and nervous conditions, mental and physical sluggishness, lack of energy,
fatigue, lack of coordination, and a lessened physical capacity are usually
due to a deficiency of B Complex Vitamins; that the use of respondents'
preparations _will effe~tiv:ely overcome such conditions, b_ting; about immediate and qmck restoratiOn of energy and health, resultmg m calmer and
steadier nerves, better coordination, greater physical capacity, new
strength and higher mental efficiency; that the use of said products will
eliminate the ill effects of hurtied eating, intense work and hard play and
\vill insure health and vitality; that physicians consider molasses as a
potent source of food minerals and that two tablespoonfuls of the preparation Mayo Brothers Family Formula supplies the daily requirements of
iron manganese and iodine.
P~R. 4. The aforesaid statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, human health and well being
do not ordinarily require vitamins in addition to the supply thereof obtained in a well balanced diet. Sickness, lackadaisical, run-down and
nervous conditions, mental and physical sluggishness, lack of energy,
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fatigue, lack of coordination and lessened physical capacity are not ordinarily or usually associated with or due to a deficiency of B Complex
Vitamins. Some of said conditions may be due to a deficiency of Vitamin
Br. In such cases, respondents' products might have a tendency to overc?m~ such conditions, but any beneficial results would arise only after continuous and long usage. In conditions where there is a deficiency of B
Complex vitamins, other than Vitamin Br, there are insufficient quantities
of these vitamins in respondents' preparations to exercise any significant
beneficial effect. Any relief afforded in any condition by the use of respondents' products will not be immediate or quick. Their use will not
eliminate the ill effects of hurried eating, intense work or hard playing and
Will not insure health and vitality. Physicians do not consider molasses as
a potent source of food minerals since the amount of minerals provided in
the quantity of molasses ordinarily consumed is insignificant. Two
tablespoonfuls of respondents' preparation Family Formula Supportive
Vitamin provides only a small fraction of the daily requirements of iron,
n1anganese and iodine.
PAR. 5. The respondents have also disseminated false and misleading
advertising in promoting the sale of their products in the manner and by
the means aforesaid by and through the use of the corporate name" Mayo
Brothers Vitamins, Inc.," their trade name "Mayo Bros." and the name
"Mayo Bros." as a trade name for their various products, alone, and in
connection with advertising matter of which the following is typical:
We planned for years, while the public waited patiently-no\v they are here. MAYO
.
BROTHERS VITAMINS * * *
* • • scientific research and careful study was carried on for months before this
liigh Potency B. Complex was ready to be offered to the public and worthy of bearing
the name and trade-mark of Mayo Bros. * * *.
* * • Mayo Brothers share with medical authorities and the United States Government the opinion that vitamins are food in concentrated, vital, energy form.
Get started on Mayo Brothers Vitamins Family Formula • * • Mayo Brothers
latest scientific achievement, Vitamin Family Formula is now available to the public
• * • you will rely on Mayo Brothers name and trade-mark for vitamins • • •.
No need to tell you that a line of vitamins bearing this name ... means more business
and more profits for you ...
Here is a brand name that has REAL QUALITY APPEAL.
A Great NAME
A Great PRODUCT
A Great SALES PLAN
Announcing
l\IA YO BROS. F Al\IILY FORMULA.

PAR. 6. Through the use of such statements and representations as set
out in paragraph 5 hereof, and others similar thereto not specifically set
out herein, and through and by means of the said use of the name "Mayo
Bros." respondents represent, directly and by implication, that they are
or their said business is associated with or connected "ith the well-known
and highly regarded Mayo Clinic of Rochester, Minn., Commonly referred
to throughout the United States as Mayo Bros., or that the individual
respondents are members of the family of the internationally known
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brothers 'who founded the said Clinic or that respondent's said preparations are produced or sponsored by the said Clinic.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, neither respondents nor their said business
is associated or connectE'.d with the Mayo Clinic; the individual respondents are not members of the family of the two brothers who founded the
MayQ Clinic and, if related to them at all, such kinship is too remote to be
recognized, and respondents' preparations are not produced or sponsored
by the Mayo Clinic.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations disseminated as aforesaid, with
respect to their said preparations, together with the use as aforesaid of
the name Mayo Bros. in connection with the adverti.sing and sale of said
preparations has had the capacity and tendency to and did mislead and
deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous
and mistaken beliefs that such false statements and representations were
true and that some association or connection existed between respondents
and the Mayo Bros. Clinic of Rochester, Minn., and because of such erroneous and mistaken beliefs to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' said preparations.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 10, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
named in the caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. After the respondents filed their answer in this proceeding, a
stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a
statement of facts signed and executed by counsel for the respondents and
Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission, may be taken as the
facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support of or in opposition to the charges stated in the complaint and that the Commission may
proceed upon said statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation of argument or the filing of
briefs. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing
before the Commission on said complaint, answer, and stipulation, said
stipulation having been approved, accepted, and filed; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, 1\layo Brothers Vitamins, Inc., was issued
a corporate charter by the State of California about October 30, 19-!1.
From that date until some time in August 1942 the said corporate respond-
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ent operated its business and traded in its own name and in the name of
Mayo Bros., having its principal place of business in Room 526, Los
Angeles Stock Exchange Building, 639 South Spring Street, Los Angeles,
Calif. Respondents, Irby L. Mayo, Oran Frank F. Mayo, and Paul T.
Murry were, and are, the only officers of the said corporate respondent
and have, or had, the same address. The said individual respondents,
during all of said period, dominated and controlled the acts and practices
of the said corporate respondent and with the corporate respondent were
engaged in the sale and distribution of certain preparations designated as
Mayo Bros. Vitamin B Complex, Mayo Bros. Vitamin Bt, and Mayo Bros.
Family Formula. The said corporate respondent did not file with the
State of California its annual report for the year 19-1-2, and has not paid the
required State franchise tax for the year 1943. By virtue thereof, in accordance with the laws of California, its corporate charter has been automatically suspended, but may be reinstated at any time upon submission
?fa proper report as aforesaid and payment of the said tax, with accrued
mterest and penalties; and the said corporation has not been technically
dissolved.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, by various means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
~ommission Act, the respondents disseminated, and caused the dissemInation of, false advertisements concerning their said preparations for the
PUrpose of. inducing, and which were likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said preparations in commerce as aforesaid.
Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive statements and
representations contai.ned in said false advertisements, disseminated and
caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth by insertions in newspapers and other periodicals, by means of circulars, leaflets, pamphlets,
and other printed material, and by radio broadcasts, are the following:

1

No matter what your diet, how rich in food energy, you and the great majority of our
people use up food vitamins faster than the body can Le supplied by means of the food
We eat. Hence concentrated vitamins, pure vitamins that act quickly to restore energy,
are necessary to your health and well being. * * * n Complex is truly the miracle
worker among vitamins.
· Buy a supply today and take them today, so that tomorrow you may feel better and
do better * • •. Of all the vitamins, B Complex has been found to be of greatest
value for Immediate energy, calmer nerves, better coordination, a greater physical
capacity. • • • it will give most people an immediate physical pickup • • •
you discover new strength and higher mental efficiency.
• • • Insure the victory for health • • • B Complex for its immediate
health results • • •.
If you are sick-lackadaisical, run down, nervous, sluggish mentally and physically,
you may have a Vitamin n Complex defiriency • • •.
If today's job leaves you easily fatigued, if the strain of events make you unduly nervous, if on the whole, .you are not enjoying FULL, buoyant good health, DON'T
OVERWOK the possibility of a B Complex deficiency • • • because you people
need steady nerves, robust health, energy to "Keep 'Em Flying" * • * for energy, health, vitality • • •

• • • • • •
• • • we eat hurriedly, we work tensely, we play hard. All this is a severe drain
on our nerves • • •

• • • • • *
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MAYO BROS. FAMILY FOIU\1ULA
AS A BASE, the nutritionally established value of Molasses-Physicians recognize
molasses as a potent source of food minerals. • • • Now you can have in two teaspoonfuls of a pleasant tasting tonic the complete known daily vitamin requirements
of • • • Iron, Manganese and Iodine.

PA:a. 3. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein
respondents have represented, directly and by implication, that human
health and well-being require vitamins in addition to the supply ordinarily
obtained in a well-balanced diet; that sickness, lackadaisical conditions,
run-down and nervous conditions, mental and physical sluggishness, lack
of energy, fatigue, lack of coordination, and a lessened physical capacity are usually due to a deficiency of B Complex vitamins; that the use
of respondents' preparations will effectively overcome such conditions,
bring about immediate and quick restoration of energy and health, and
result in calmer and steadier nerves, better coordination, greater physical
capacity, new strength, and higher mental efficiency; that the use of said
preparations will eliminate the ill effects of hurried eating, intense work,
and hard play, and will insure health and vitality; that physicians consider molasses as a potent source of food minerals and that two tablespoonfuls of the preparation Mayo Bros. Family Formula supplies the
.
daily requirements of iron, manganese and iodine.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid statements an::l representations are false, misleading, and deceptive. In truth and in fact, human health and well-being
do not ordinarily require vitamins in addition to the supply thereof obtained in a well-balanced diet. Sickness, lacka:iaisical conditions, rundown and nervous conditions, mental and physical sluggishness, lack of
energy, fatigue, lack of coordination, and lessened physical capacity are
not ordinarily or usually associated with or due to a deficiency of B Complex vitamins. Some of said conditions may be due to a deficiency of
Vitamin B1. In such cases, respondents' preparations might have a tendency to overcome such conditions, but any beneficial results would arise
only after continuous and long usage. In conditions where there is a deficiency of B Complex vitamins other than Vitamin B1, there are insufficient
quantities of these vitamins in respondents' preparations to exercise any
significant beneficial effect. Any relief afforded in any condition by the
use of respondents' preparations will not be immediate or quick. Their
use will not eliminate the ill effects of hurried eating, intense work, or hard
playing, and will not insure health and vitality. Physicians do not consider molasses as a potent source of food minerals, since the amount of
minerals provided in the quantity of molasses ordinarily consumed is
insignificant. Two tablespoonfuls of respondents' preparation Family
Formula Supportive Vitamin provides only a small fraction of the daily
requirements of iron, manganese, and iodine.
PAR. 5. The respondents have also disseminated false and misleading
advertisements in promoting the sale of their preparations in the manner
and by the means aforesaid by and through the use, alone and in connection with advertising matter, of the corporate name ''Mayo Brothers Vitamins, Inc.," their trade name" Mayo Bros.," and the name" Mayo Bros."
as a trade name for their various preparations. Typical of these advertisements arP. the following:

1

,
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We planned for years, while the public waited patiently-now they are here. MAYO
BROTHERS VITAMINS • • . •

• * • * • •
• * * scientific research and careful study was carried on for months before this
B:igh Potency B Complex was ready to be offered to the public and worthy of bearing
the name and trade-mark of Mayo Bros. "' * "'
• • * * * *
* * • Mayo Brothers share with medical authorities and the United States
Government the opinion that vitamins are food in concentrated, vital, energy form.

• • • • • •
Get started on Mayo Brothers Vitamins Family Formula * "' * Mayo Brothers
latest scientific achievement, Vitamin Family Formula is now available to the public
* * • you will rely on Mayo BJothers name and trade-mark for vitamins * • •

• * * * • *
No need to tell you that a line of vitamins bearing this name .•. means more business and more profits for you .•.
Here is_a brand name that has REAL QUALITY APPEAL.

* * * * * •
A Great NAME
A Great PRODUCT
A Great SALES PLAN
Announcing
MAYO BROS. FAMILY FORMULA
PAR. 6. In connection with the use of some of the advertising representations quoted in paragraph 5 hereof, the respondents have stated that
they were not connected with any other organization; nevertheless,
through the use of such statements and representations as set out in paragraph 5 above, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein,
and through and by means of the said use of the name Mayo Bros.,
respondents represented, directly and by implication, that they were, or
their said business was, associated with or connected with the well-knoWn
and highly regarded Mayo Clinic of Rochester, l\1inn., commonly referred
to throughout the United States as Mayo Brothers, or that the individual
respondents are members of the family of the internationally known brothers who founded the said clinic, or that respondents' said preparations
Were produced or sponsored by the said clinic.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, neither respondents nor their said business
is, or was, associated or connected with the Mayo Clinic; the individual
respondents are not members of the family of the two brothers who
founded the Mayo Clinic, or if related to them at all, such kinship is too
remote to be recognized; and respondents' preparations are not, and were
not, produced or sponsored by the Mayo Clinic.
PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading and
deceptive statements and representations with respect to their said
preparations has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
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belief that such statements and representations are true, and because of
such erroneous and mistaken beliefs to purchase respondents' said preparations.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein found, are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondents, and a
stipulation as to the facts entered into between counsel for the respondents
herein and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission, which provides, among other things, that without further evidence or
other intervening procedure the Commission may issue and serve upon the
respondents herein findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon
and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents
have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Mayo Brothers Vitamins, Inc., a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, and respondents,
Irby L. Mayo, Oran Frank F. Mayo, and Paul T. Murry, individually, and
as officers of Mayo Brothers Vitamins, Inc., and their respective representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of their
medicinal preparations designated Mayo Bros. Vitamin B Complex, Mayo
Bros. Vitamin B~, and Mayo Bros. Family Formula, or any other preparations of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties, under whatever name sold, do forthwith cease and desist
·
from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or by implication:
(a) That human health and well-being require vitamins in addition to
the supply ordinarily obtained in a well-balanced diet.
(b) That sickness or conditions described as lackadaisical, run-down or
nervous, mental or physical sluggishness, lack of energy, fatigue, lack of
coordination, and lessened physical capacity are usually or ordinarily associated with or are due to a deficiency of B Complex vitamins.
(c) That respondents' preparations Mayo Bros. Vitamin B Complex and
Mayo Bros. Vitamin B,, or either of them, have any significant therapeutic value in the treatment of the conditions described in paragraph
(b) above; protidcd, houever, that this shall not prevent a repreAentation
that long and continued use of said preparations may tend to overcome the
conditions named in (b) above in the unusual instance where such conJitions are Jue to a Vitamin B, deficiency.
(d) That said vitamin preparations have any value in eliminatin; the
ill effects of hurried eating, intense work, or harJ play, or will insure health
or vitality.
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(e) That the use of said vitamin p;eparations will afford immediate or
prompt relief for any condition.
(f) That two tablespoonfuls, or any approximately equivalent amount
of respondents' preparation Mayo Bros. Family Formula will furnish the
known daily requirements of iron, manganet:e, and iodine, or more than a
small fraction of such requirements.
(g) Through the use of the words "Mayo Bros.," or any simulation
thereof, in the corporate or trade name of any of respondents or in the
name for any of said preparations, or in any other manner, that said
preparations were produced or sponsored by the Mayo Cli:Q.ic of Rochester,
Minn., or the founders thereof; provided, however, that this shall not prevent the use of the words "Mayo Bros." if respondents clearly, conspicuously, and unequivocally disclose in immediate conjunction therewith that
they are not connected in any manner with said Mayo Clinic.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for the
purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase of respondents' said products in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which
contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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.JAMES J. FUNSTEN DOING BUSINESS AS FUNSTEN COMPANY; SAN XAVIER FISH PACKING COMPANY; AND
PACIFIC MARINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SUB-SEC. (c) OF SEC. 2 OF ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS AMENDED
BY AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936

Docket 5131.

Complaint, Feb. 15, 1944-Decision, Feb. 12, 1945

Where an individual who had long been engaged as the exclusive sales agent of two cor·
porations packing and canning sea food, in which he and his wife owned a con·
trolling stock interest, and which sold their products (a) through intermediaries
to whom they customarily paid commissions or brokerage fees for their services,
and (b) through said individual's organization, to which they paid 10 cents per
case for its services;
Paid or granted as sales agent for said corporations, in connection with the interstate
sale and distribution to buyers of said sea food products, whether under their own
labels, or unlabeled, or under buyers' labels, brokerage fees or other compensa·
tion, which amounted customarily to 5 percent of the net price of the sea food
products purchased, and which said individual charged to and collected from the
corporation whose product he had sold:
Held, That such paying and granting of brokerage or other compensation to buyers
on their own purchases, constituted violations of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act, as amended.

Mr. EdwardS. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, of San Francisco, Calif., for respondents.
COMPLAINT
·

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the parties respondent named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particularly designated and described, since June 19, 1936, have violated and are
now violating the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the Clayton
Act (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13) as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act,
approved June 19, 1936, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges
with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, James J. Funsten, is an individual, trading
as Funsten Company, with his principal office and place of business located
at 260 California Street, San Francisco, Calif. (this respondent is hereinafter designated as Funsten Co.), is engaged, and for many years prior
hereto ha::~ engaged, as the exclusive sales agent of two packing and canning
corporations over which he, together with his wife, Florence Funsten,
exercises financial control, namely, the San Xavier Fish Packing Co. of
Monterey, Calif., and the Pacific Marine Products Co. of Astoria, Oreg.
The respondent sells and distributes exclusively for these two corporations
canned salmon, tuna, sardines, fish oil and fish meal and other sea food
products. Such commodities are hereinafter designated as sea food
products.
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. PAR. 2. Respondent, San Xavier Fish Packing Company, is a corpora-

~Ion, organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with

Its principal office and place of business located at Monterey, Calif. The
respondent corporation is now engaged, and for many years prior hereto
has engaged, in the business of packing, canning, distributing and selling
food products. The respondent sells and distributes its sea food products
through its exclusive sales agent, Funsten Company. Respondent, James
J. Funsten, and respondent's wife, Florence Funsten, own a controlling
stock interest in this corporation.
PAR. 3. Respondent, Pacific Marine Products Co., is a corporation, org;anized and existing under the laws of the State of Oregon, with its prin~Ipal office and place of business located at Astoria, Oreg. The respondent
Is now engaged, and for many years prior hereto has engaged, in the business of packing, canning, distributing and selling other sea food products,
Which it sells and distributes through its exclusive sales agent, Funsten
Company. James J. Funsten and his wife, Florence Funsten, own a controlling stock interest in this corporation .
. PAR. 4. The respondents, San Xavier Fish Packing Company and Pacific Marine Products Company, sell and distribute their sea food products
exclusively through their sales agent, Funsten Co., but by two separate
~nd distinct methods: first, through intermediaries who act as the respective respondents' agents in negotiating the sale of their sea food products
at respondents' price and terms, and for which services such intermediaries are customarily paid commissions or brokerage fees; second, the
respondents sell their sea food products through the Funsten Co. directly
to buyers on and for their own accounts. Some of such buyers designate
themselves as brokers but are paid directly or indirectly on their own purchases of sea food products, commissions or brokerage fees, usually in the
amount of 5 percent of the net purchase price of the sea food products
Purchased.
Respondent, Funsten Co., is paid by San Xavier Fish Packing Company
and the Pacific Marine Products Company the sum of 10¢ per case for its
~ervices as sales agent in selling and distributing canned fish foods for and
In behalf of the two respective corporations mentioned.
To distinguish their sea food products from the sea food products sold by
competitors and to facilitate sales, each of the packer respondents utilizes
registered and unregistered trade-marks and brands for the various sea
food products it sells and distributes, which brands and trade-marks are
generally known as packer's or seller's brands. Representative of such
brands are· "Golden Eagle" "Silver Beauty" "Sierra" "San Xavier"
''AAA," "Triple
.
'
'
'
,
A," "Salaroc"
and "Skipanon."
· The respondents also sell their sea food products unlabeled or unbranded, and under the labels or brands of some of their buyers, which
labels or brands are generally known to the trade as private or buyer's
brands.
Some of such buyers who utilize registered and unregistered private
labels and brands incorrectly designate themselves as brokers. Such
Private brand buyers are primarily engaged in the purchase and sale of sea
food products in their own names and for their own accounts.
PAR. 5. The respondents San Xavier Fish Packing Company and Pacific Marine Products Company in the course and conduct of their said
business since June 19, 1936, have sold and distributed a substantial portion of their sea food products through their exclusive sales agent, Funsten
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Co. directly t& buyers who are located in States other than the States in
whi~h the respective respondents are located, and as l1 result·9f ~aid sales
and the respective respondents' instructions such sea food products are
shipped and transported across State lines to. buyers who Jlre located in
the various States of the United States. .
.
. -. .. · , .
PAR. 6. The respondent, Funsten Co., as S?-les agent for 'San Xavier
Fish Packing Company and Pacific Marine Products, since N11e 19, J93G.
in connection with the interstate sale and distribution of sea food product.;
for and on behalf of the said two respective respondent principals has sold
said sea food products in its own name to numerous buyers, and has been
and is now paying, or has paid or granted, directly or indirectly, to .such
buyers commissions, brokerage fees or. other compensatioiJ. or allowances,
or discounts in lieu thereof, sometimes under respondents' owp_· labels
sometimes unlabeled, and sometimes under their respective buyers' h{bels:
A representative, but by no means complete, list of buyers who since
June 19, 1936, have.purchased sea food products froni the respondent for'
their own account and for resale, _·and who have received and accepted,
and who are now receiving and accepting, from said seller respondents on
their respective purchases of sea food products, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage fees or allowances and discounts in. lieu of brokerage
fees, is as follows:
Willia,m H. Stanley, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.

John T. Leomlrd,
Charleston, 'S..C.

Griffith-Durney Company,
San Francisco, Calif. 1 ·

James A. Seley & Company,
Los Angeles, Calif.
, ·

Walter M. Field & Company,
San Francisco, Calif.
·

r:.

The respondent, Funsten/Co., customarily pays st;ch b~1;e1;s a. co~1mis
sion or brokerage fee of 5 percent of the net price of the sea food products
purchased by them, and cluirges to and collects said co~mission or brokerage fee from one or the other of the respe(::tive corporations whose product
he has sold.
_
.
· · _
PA~. 7. The paying and granting by respondent~, Sa~ Xaviei· Fish·
P_ackmg Company and Pacific Marine Products Company, direct_ly or indi~-e~tly through their sri.les agent, respondent, Funsten Co., and-the transm~ss~on and payment by it, to the buyers of said sea food products, of com·
~11SSions, brokerage or other compensation and allowances or discounts in
heu theteof on tl-).eir own purchases, and the acts and practices of each of
the respective respondents in promoting their-sales of sea food products by
such_ pa,yments as set forth above, are -in violation of subsectiqn (c)-of
Sectwn 2 of the Clayton.Act, as amended. ·
- . ·
·.
_
REPORT, FINDr"NGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions·of an Act of Congr~ss,. entitled "A~ Act to
~u~plement existing laws against unlawful r2straints and monopolies, and
01

other purposes," approved .Octqber _15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as
;Tended by the Robinson-P4tman Act, app!·o~'ed June 19,.1936 [U.S. C.
. tie 15, Sec. 13), the Federal Trade CommiSSIOn on February 15, 1944,
Issued and thereafter served its complaint in this proceeding upon. the re·
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spondents named in the caption hereof, charging them with violation of the
Provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of said act, as amended.
Mter the issuance of the complaint herein and the filing of the respondents' answer and supplemental answer, wherein respondents admitted all
material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waived all intervening procedure, further hearings as to said facts, and expressly waived
the filing of briefs and oral argument, this matter came on for final hearing
before the Commission on said complaint, answer, and supplemental answer and the Commission, having duly considered the same and being now
!ully advised in the premises, makes this its find.ings as to the facts and
Its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, James J. Funsten, is an injiviJual, trading
as Funsten Company, with his principal office and place of business located
at 260 California Street, San Francisco, Calif. This respon lent, hereinafter frequently referred to as Funs ten Company, is engaged, and for many
rears last past, has been engaged, as the exclusive sales agent of two packIng and canning corporations over which he, together with his wife Florence Funsten, exercises financial control, namely, the San Xavier Fish
Packing Company of Monterey, Calif., and the Pacific Marine Products
Company of Astoria, Oreg. As exclusive sales agent for these two corporations, the Funsten Company sells and distributes the canned salmon, tuna,
sardines, fish oil and fish meal and other sea food products produced by
them. These products are hereinafter frequently referred to as sea food
products.
PAR. 2. Respondent, San Xavier Fish Packing Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with
its principal office and place of business located at Monterey, Calif. This
respondent is now engaged, and for many years last past has been engaged,
in the business of packing, canning, distributing and selling sea food products. It sells and distributes its sea food products through its exclusive
sales agent, Funsten Company. Respondent, James J. Funsten, andrespondent's wife, Florence Funsten, own a controlling stock interest in this
corporation.
.
PAR. 3. Respondent, Pacific Marine Products Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Oregon, with its
principal office and place of business located at Astoria, Oreg. This respondent is now engaged, and for many years last past has been engaged,
in the business of packing, canning, distributing and selling sea food products. It sells and distributes such products through its exclusive Rales
agent, Funsten Company. James J. Funsten and his wife, Florence Funsten, own a controlling stock interest in this corporation.
PAR. 4. (a) The respondents, San Xavier Fish Packing Company and
Pacific Marine Products Company, sell an:d distribute their sea food products through Funsten Company by two separate and distinct methods:
First, through intermediaries who act as the respective respondents' agents
in negotiating the sale of their sea food products at respondents' price and
terms, and for which services such intermediaries are customarily paid
commissions or brokerage fees; Second, the respondents sell their sea food
products through the Funsten Company directly to buyers on and for
their own accounts. Some of such buyers designate themselves as brokers
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but are paid, directly or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees, usually
in the amount of 5 percent of the net purchase price on their own purchases
of sea food products.
(b) Respondent, Funsten Company, is paid by San Xavier Fish Packing
Company and the Pacific Marine Products Company the sum of 10¢ per
case for its services as sales agent in selling and distributing sea food products for and in behalf of these corporations.
(c) To distinguish their sea food products from the sea food products
sold by competitors and to facilitate sales, each of the packer respondents
utilizes registered and unregistered trade-marks and brands for the various
sea food products it sells and distributes, which brands and trade-marks
are generally known as packer's or seller's brands. Representative of such
brands are: "Golden Eagle," "Silver Beauty," "Sierra," "San Xavier,"
11
AAA," "Triple A," "Salaroc" and "Skipanon."
(d) The respondents also sell their sea food products unlabeled or unbranded, and under the labels or brands of some of their buyers, which
labels or brands are generally known to the trade as private or buyer's
brands. Some of such buyers who utilize registered and unregistered private labels and brands incorrectly designate themselves as brokers. Such
private brand buyers are primarily engaged in the purchase and sale of sea
food products in their own names and for their own accounts.
PAR. 5. Respondents, San Xavier Fish Packing Company and Pacific
Marine Products Company, in the course and conduct of their said business since June 19, 1936, have sold and distributed a substantial portion
of their sea food products through their exclusive sales agent, Funsten
Company, directly to buyers who are located in States other than the
States in which the respective respondents are located, and as a result of
said sales and the respective respondents' instructions such sea food
products are shipped and transported across State lines to buyers who are
located in the various States of the United States.
PAR. 6. Respondent, Funsten Company, as sales agent for San Xavier
Fish Packing Company and Pacific Marine Products Company, since June
19, 193G, in connection with the interstate sale and distribution of sea food
products for and on behalf of the said two respective respondent principals
has sold said sea food products in its own name to numerous buyers, and
has been and is now paying, or has paid or granted, directly or indirectly,
to such buyers commissions, brokerage fees or other compensation or allowances, or discounts in lieu thereof, sometimes under respondents' own
labels, sometimes unlabeled, and sometimes under their respective buyers'
labels. A representative, but by no means complete, list of buyers who
since June 19, 193G, have purchased sea food products from the respondents for their own account and for resale, and \vho have received and accepted, and who are now receiving and accepting, directly or indirectly,
from said seller respondents on their respective purchases of sea food
products, commissions, brokerage fees or allowances and discounts in lieu
of brokerage fees, is as follows:
William II. Stanley, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.

John T. Leonard,
Charleston, S. C.

Griffith-Durney Company,
San Francisco, Calif.

James A. Seley & Company,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Walter l\L Field & Company,
San Francisco, Calif.
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Respondent, Funsten Company, customarily pays such buyers a commission or brokerage fee of 5 percent of the net price of the sea food products purchased by them, and charges to and collects said commission or
brokerage fee from one or the other of the respective corporations whose
Product he has sold.
CONCLUSION

Under the facts and circumstances set forth in the foregoing findings ato the facts, the Commission finds that the paying and granting by respondents, San Xavier Fish Packing Company and Pacific Marine Products Company, directly or indirectly, through their sales agent, responds
ent, Funsten Company, and the transmission and payment by said Funsten Company of Commissions, brokerage or other compemation and
allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, to the buyers of said sea food products on their own purchases, constitute violations by the respondents
herein of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer and supplemental
answer of the respondents, which answers admit all material allegations of
the complaint to be true and waive all other intervening procedure and
further hearings as to said facts; and the Commission having made its find~ngs as to the facts and conclusion that respondents, James J. Funsten, an
Individual, doing business as Funsten Company, San Xavier Fish Packing
Company, a corporation, and Pacific Marine Products Company, a corPoration, have violated the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of an
Act of Congress entitled" An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an Act of Congress apProved June 19, 1936, (the Robinson-Patman Act) (U.S.C. Title 15,
Sec. 13).
It is ordered, That the respondent James J. Funsten, an individual, doing
business as Funsten Company, his representatives, agents and employees,
and respondents, San Xavier Fish Packing Company, a corporation and
Pacific Marine Products Company, a corporation, their respective officers,
representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the sale and distribution of sea food
products or other commodities, in commerce as commerce is defined in the
aforesaid Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
Paying or granting anything of value as a commission or brokerage, or
any compensation, allowance or discount in lieu thereof, to any purchaser
upon purchases for his own account, or to any agent, representative or
other intermediary acting in fact for or in behalf of or subject to the direct
or indirect control of the purchaser to whom sale is made.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied
with the order.
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IN THE 1IATTER OF

DURAKOTE PAINT CORPORATION, AND PHILIP H. EISGRAU,
CELE EISGRAU, NATHAN PASHMAN, AND THEODORE
SHAPIRO, AS OFFICERS THEREOF
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION' OF
SEC. 1i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5018. Complaint, July 28, 1943-Decision, Feb. 24, 1945
Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of paint and paint
products, and its four officers, who owned all its stock, ·and of whom two were engaged as partners under a trade name in the manufacture of paint and paint products which they sold to it; throup:h advertisements circulated to purchasers and
prospective purchasers in various states, including form Ietters(a) Represented that they had for sale a limited quantity of their "Durakote Outside
White Paint," worth $3.25 a gallon, which was being offered at a special or sacrifice
price of $1.85 a gallon; that it was a high-grade paint, superior in quality to the
most expensive brands of outside white paint; and was durable and dried to a hard
finish within a few hours and was capable of enduring the severest exposure without
cracking, chipping, or flaking; and that the supply thereof was limited to a few
gallons stored in a warehouse;
The facts being that the quantity thereof was not limited as so specified, but orders
received were filled by them in unlimited quantities; the price of $1.85 a gallon was
• not a sacrifice or reduced price for said paint but was the usual price charged by
them therefor; said paint was not of a quality similar to paint regularly sold at
$3.25 a gallon nor superior in quality and composition to the most expensive brands
of outside paint; would not endure severest exposure without cracking, chipping.
or flaking and did not dry hard within a few hours; and
(b) Represented that the said corporation was a manufacturer of paints, enamels, varnishes, and allied specialties and manufactured the paint .sold under the brand
name " Durakote";
The facts being that said corporation was not a manufacturer but, instead, was a sales
organization engaged solely in the sale and distribution of paint and paint products
manufactured by its two stockholders above referred to; and orders for paint
received by it were transmitted to said individuals, who filled them by shipping
direct to purchasers and charged the cost of paint shipped, to the account of aforesaid corporation;
With capacity and tendency to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the mistaken belief that said representations were true, and thereby induce
purchase by it of said product:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. John L. l/ornor, trial examiner.
Mr. Merle P. Lyon and ll!r. Clark Nichols for the Commission.
Kaplan & Kaplan, of New York City, for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, a11d
by virtue of th<' authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Com-
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. sion having reason to believe tltat bui·akote Paint Corporation, a cor-·

~~atio~,- an(i· ~hilip ~· Eisgrau, Cele tEisgrau, -~athaf\ }~l!-shm~_n ..ap~.,,

~'beodore Shapiro, .hereli}after _referred _to as responden~s,. have ywla~ed,. ,

provisions of smd Act, and It appeanng to the CommlSslOn that a pro1
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby.is:
c~~s its complaint, stating its charges in tha_t respect as ~ollo~s: .. : •c · ._·_
5
PARAGRAPH 1. Resp?ndent, _Durakote Pamt Corporatwn, IS a corpora-; .
tion, organized ~nd_ domg busmess under th~ laws of the Stat,: of New ..
York, with its pnnClpal offic_e and pl~ce, of busmess lo.cated at 171 5.Broad"
,raY New York, N.Y. Smd corpoi·ate respondent IS now; andJor more ... ,
tha~ one yea:r. last past has_ been, engaged in the sale and clistributio~ of .
aints and pamt products m commerce among and between the -~anous. _
gtutes of the United States, and in the District of Columbia. . ·
· .
H.~sponclents! Philip H. Ei~grau, Ce~e Eisgi:au, Na_than Pashm~n_ and._
Theodore Shapiro, are respectively president, vice president, secretary and
treasurer of D~1rakote Paint Corp?ration. Said individual respondent~:
own all of the Issued and outstan:dmg stock of the corporate respondent
herein, and control and direct the policies,. activities and business operations ofsaid corpo_r~te res~ondent,.
.
. _
Respondent, Philip H. E1sgrau, IS president of Durakote Pamt Corporation and has his' office and principal place of business at 1775 Broadway,
Nc'~ York, N.Y.
.
.
.
. '' ... ''
Respondent, Cele Eisgrau, is vice president of Dt~rak<;>,te Paint Oorpqrat.ion, and is the wife of respondent, Philip.H .. ~isgrau .. , ~h~,re~id~s 'a,t :•
1326 Beach-25th Street·, Far Rockaway,Brooklyn, N.Y._._ :. : .-d, ;:: ..
H.espondents, Nathan Pashman,and Theo~Iore Shf!:pi_ro, in B;dd~~\?z;t,t,o ,
holding the offi_ces of secretary and treasurer, resp_ectiv:~ly, _o.f: D,¥.r_a~ot~
Paint CorporatiOn, are also engaged as copartners m the;manufactury ~?f.
paint and paint products under the name and style of Dutch ,Mas~ers .. ,
Paint & Varnish Co.,_ and have their principal Office and place,cifbu~ine~~-:,
at.35WytheAvenue,.Brooklyn,N.Y.
, . , .;
. : ..
Rospondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, by virtue of exclusiv:e 'con-··
tractual agreements >vith respondents, Nathan Pashman anc!- .'J;'heodore ~
Shapiro, as owners of Dutch Ma~Sters Paint & Varnish. Co., h~s for up>varCls'
of one year or m9re last past offered for sale and sold paint called :":Genu7 ·.
inc Durakote Outside White Paint" manufactured for it. by Dutch Mas- '
tcrs Paint & Varnish Co: Said paint, when,sold to men1ber~:of ,tlie,con~ _,
RHming public by said Durakote Paint Corporation, is shipped arid,trans,:.
ported from the place of business of respondents, N a thai). P~tshriuiri ~ri(.
Theodore Shapiro in Brooklyn, N. Y., to the purchasers and users thereof.
lueat;cd in various States·of the United States other than the State of•New-.:
York, and in the District-of Columbia.
' . . ·' .. ' · ·
All of the respondents herein have maintained,. and_ npv.;· maintai~,' ~ ,·
course of trade in said paint and paint produc_ts in commerce·::unong a:nd·,.
between the various States of the United~St.ates, and in.the District of·
Columbia
·
· '
·
,
- . · ' .',,
PAn. 2.' In the course and conduct of their said bt~sir:iess, and fo~',t,h~
purpose of inducing the purchase 6f said products; it },las-been ap.d is' the.
practice of respondents to mail letters and adveitising literature to ,ptir~:.
shasers and prospective purchasers located in Vlj.rious -States of the.'U nited' _Lates ~nd in the District of Columbia, and therein to mak:e repre~S,~nt.~~ .
1. 1011 8 :nth respect to the. price, quality and manufacture of ~?aid products :
nnd WJth respect to the status and
character of the. business
by
·
'
. . conducted
.
..
'
6.10780-47-12
. ·.'
t Jeding

>

~

J!;-1,

•

l'.

".
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respondent Durakote Paint Corporation. Typical of said representations
so made are the following:
In our warehouse, we have 100 gallons of high grade Genuine Durakote Outside
White Paint in five gallon steel buckets, guaranteed to be clean fresh stock in perfect
condition which we will sacrifice for $1.85 per gallon, delivered, freight prepaid; similar
quality usually sold at $3.25 per gallon.
This material is superior in quality and composition to the most expensive made well
known brands of Outside White. Its unusual high quality makes it ideal for inside and
outdoor painting on wood, metal, concrete, brick or over old paint. It covers solid in
one coat, brushes easily and dries hard within a few hours to a beautiful smooth finish
that is easily washable. Endures severest exposure without cracking, chipping or
flaking. It may be tinted with ordinary oil colors and thinned with turpentine.
Due to the war effort and raw material shortages, further supplies may not be available for civilian use .•.•
May we have your order for all or any part of this lot by return mail?
Yours very truly,
Durakote Paint Corporation.
Manufacturers of Paints-Enamels-Varnishes & Allied Specialties.

Through and by means of the foregoing statements and others of similar
import and meaning, respondents have represented and implied that they
have a limited quantity of paint for sale worth $3.25 a gallon but offered at
a sacrifice price of $1.85 a gallon, in order to dispose of it; that this paint is
a high grade paint, superior in quality to the most expensive brands of outside white paint; that it is durable and dries to a hard finish and is capable
of enduring the severest exposure without cracking, chipping or flaking;
that the supply of this paint is limited to a few gallons stored in a warehouse, and that it may be impossible to obtain further quantities as soon
as this supply is exhausted; and that respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, is a manufacturer of paints, enamels, varnishes and allied specialties,
and is the manufacturer of the Genuine Durakote Outside White Paint
featured in its advertisements.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. Respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, is not a
manufacturer of paints, enamels, varnishes and allied specialties, and does
not own or maintain a warehouse for the storage of paint and allied products. It purchases its paint from Dutch Masters Paint & Varnish Co. of
Brooklyn, N.Y., and shipments are made direct to the individual consumers from the factory of said company in Brooklyn, N. Y. Ret;;pondent,
Durakote Paint Corporation, is merely a sales agent or outlet for the distribution of the paint products of Dutch Masters Paint & Varnish Co., and
fills all orders through said company. Orders received are not limited to
100 gallons or any other amount, but are filled in the regular course of
business in unlimited quantities, and solicitations of orders are made to
many prospective customers located in various widely scattered States of
the United States.
Furthermore, $1.85 per gallon is not a sacrifice or reduced price for said
Durakote Outside White Paint, but is the usual, regular and customary
price of said paint. Said paint is not of a quality similar to paint regularly
sold at $3.25 per gallon, and is not superior in quality and composition to
the most expensive made well known brands of Outside White Paint. It
will not endure severest exposure without cracking, chipping or flaking,
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and does not dry hard within a few hours. There is no immediate prospect
of shortages in supply of said paint, .and the war effort and raw material
shortages have not diminished the available supply of said paint.
Furthermore, the steel buckets in which said paint is shipped and which
are represented to contain five gallons do not in fact contain five gallons of
paint, but contain substantially less than five gallons, so that the cost to
the purchaser is more than the $1.85 per gallon delivered price specified in
respondent's advertisements.
PAR. 4. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false and misleading statements and representations regarding the price, quality and manufacture of their paint products and the status and.character of the business
conducted by respondent Durakote Paint Corporation, has had and now
has, the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead a substantial portion
of the purchasing public into the mistaken and erroneous belief that said
statements and representations are true, and causes a substantial portion
of the purchasing public, because of such mistaken and erroneous beliefs,
to purchase said paints and paint products.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
·alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on July 28, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding on the respondents, Durakote Paint
Corporation, a corporation, and Philip H. Eisgrau, Cele Eisgrau, Nathan
Pashman, and Theodore Shapiro, individually, and as officers of Durakote
Paint Corporation, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act.
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of the answers of the
respondents thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of said complaint were introduced before a
trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and
said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the
office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for
final hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, answers thereto,
testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence, and briefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto
(oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission, having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under the laws of the State of
New York, with its principal office and place of business located at 1775
Broadway, New York, N.Y. Said corporate respondent is now, and for
several years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of
paint and paint products in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
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Respondent, Philip H. Eisgrau, is president of respondent, Durakote
Paint Corporation, and has his office and principal place of business at
1775 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Respondent, Cele Eisgrau, is vice president of respondent, Durakote
Paint Corporation, and is the wife of respondent, Philip H. Eisgrau. She
resides at 1326 Beach-25th Street, Far Rockaway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Respondents, Nathan-Pashman and Theodore Shapiro, are secretary and
treasurer, respectively, of respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, and
are also engaged in the manufacture of paint and paint products as copartners under the name and style of Dutch Masters Paint & Varnish Co., and
have their principal office and place of business at 35 Wythe Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Said individual respondents own all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of said cmporate respondent and control and direct the policies,
activities, and business operations of said corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business the respondent, Durakate Paint Corporation, is engaged in the sale and distribution of paint
under the trade or brand name of "Durakote," which paint is manufac~
tured for it by the Dutch :Masters Paint & Varnish Co. Said paint, when
sold, is transported from the place of business of the Dutch Masters Paint
& Varnish Co. in Brooklyn, N.Y., to purchasers thereof located in various
other States of the United States.
All of said respondents have maintained, and now maintain, a course of
trade in said paint and paint products in commerce among and between
various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of said paint products, the respondents
have made false, deceptive, and misleading statements and representations with respect to the status and character of the business conducted by
the respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, and with respect to the
price and quality of said paint products through advertising material circulated by means of the United States mails to purchasers and prospective
purchasers located in various States of the United States. Typical of such
advertising material is a form letter with reference to respondents' Durakate Outside White Paint which was distributed by the United States
mails to industrial users of paint and which reads as follows:
In our warehouse, we have 100 gallons of high grade Genuine Durakote Outside White
Paint in five gallon steel buckets, guaranteed to be clean fresh stock in perfect condition
which we will sacrifice for $1.85 per gallon, delivered, freight prepaid; similar quality
usually sold at $3.25 per gallon.
This material is superior in quality and composition to the most expensive made well
known brands of Outside White. Its unusual high quality makes it ideal for inside and
outdoor painting on wood, metal, concrete, brick or over old paint. It covers solid in
one coat, brushes easily and dries hard within a few hours to a beautiful smooth finish
that is easily washable. Endures severest exposure without cracking, chipping or flak·
ing. It may be tinted with ordinary oil colors and thinned with turpentine.
Due to the war effort and raw material shortages, further supplies may not be available for civilian use .••.
May we have your order for all or any part of this lot by return mail?
Yours very truly,
Durakote Paint Corporation.
Manufacturers of Paints-Enamels-Varnishes & Allied Specialties.
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Through and by means of the foregoing statements and others of similar
import not specifically set out herein, respondents have represented that
they have a limited quantity of Durakote Outside White Paint for sale
worth $3.25 a gallon which is being offered at a special or sacrifice price of
$1.85 a gallon; that this paint is a high-grade paint, superior in quality to
the most expensive brands of outside white paint; that it .is durable and
dries to a hard finish within a few hours and is capable of enduring the
severest exposure without cracking, chipping, or flaking; that the supply
of this paint is limited to a few gallons stored in a warehouse; and that the
respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, is a manufacturer of paints,
enamels, varnishes, and allied specialties and is the manufacturer of the
paint sold under the brand name "Durakote."
PAR. 4. The aforesaid statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. The quantity of paint which the respondents had
for sale was not limited to the specified amounts set out in respondents'
advertising material, but, instead, such advertising material soliciting orders was distributed to many prospective customers and orders received
were filled by the respondents in unlimited quantities. The price of $1.85
a gallon was not a sacrifice or reduced price for said Durakote paint but
was the usual, regular, and customary price charged by respondents for
said paint. Said paint is not of a quality similar to paint regularly sold at
$3.25 a gallon and is not superior in quality and composition to the most
expensive brands of outside paint. It v.i.ll not endure severest exposure
without cracking, chipping or flaking and does not dry hard within a few
hours.
Respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, is not a manufacturer of
paints, enamels, varnishes, and allied specialties but, instead, is a sales
organization engaged solely in the sale and distribution of paint and paint
products manufactm'ed by the respondents, Nathan Pashman and Theodore Shapiro, trading as Dutch l\'lasters Paint & Varnish Co. When orders for paint are received by the respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, they are transmitted to the respondents, Nathan Pashman and Theodore Shapiro, trading as Dutch Masters Paint & Varnish Co., who in turn
fill said orders by shipping direct to the purchasers thereof and charge the
cost of said paint, when shipped; to the account of the Durakote Paint
Corporation.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false and misleading statements and representations regarding the price, quality, and manufacture of their paint products and the status and character of the business conducted by the respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, has had,
and now has, the capacity and tendency to mislead a substantial portion
of the purchasing public into the mistaken and erroneous belief that said
statements and representations are true and causes a substantial portion
of the purchasing public, because of such mistaken and erroneous beliefs,
to purchase said paints and paint products.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
·
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission on
the complaint of the Commission, the answers of the respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegation~ of said complaint
and in opposition thereto taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence, and briefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition
thereto; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Durakote Paint Corporation, a corporation, and its officers, and Philip H. Eisgrau, Cele Eisgrau, Nathan
Pashman, and Theodore Shapiro, individually, and as officers of Durakote
Paint Corporation, and their respective representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection
with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of paints, enamels, varnishes, and allied specialties in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:.
1. Representing as a customary or regular price or value of any of
respondents' paints or paint products, any price or value which is in fact
in excess of the price at which said paints or paint products are customarily offered for sale and sold in the normal and usual course of business.
2. Representing directly or by implication that respondents are making
a special offer of a limited quantity of paints or paint products when such
offer is made available to purchasers generally and orders received are
filled without limitation.
3. Representing directly or by implication that paints or paint products which are offered for sale at the usual and customary prices therefor
are being sold at special or reduced prices; or in any other manner representing that a purchaser is receiving an advantage in price or other consideration not ordinarily available.
4. Representing that respondents' outside paints are of a quality comparable with paints regularly selling at $3.25 or more per gallon or that
said paints are superior in quality or composition to the most expensive
brands of outside paint.
5. Representing that respondents' paints or paint products will endure
severest exposure without cracking, chipping, or flaking.
6. Representing that respondents' outside paint will dry hard within a
few hours or within any period of time less than that normally required.
7. Representing directly or by implication th~t the respondent, Durakote Paint Corporation, is a manufacturer of pamts, enamels, varnishes,
or allied specialties when the activities of such corporation are confined to
those of a sales organization engaged in the sale and distribution of paints
and paint products manufactured by persons or concerns other than said
corporation.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall,_ ~thin 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Con;m1sswn a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form m which they have complied with this order.
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THE MATTER OF

VITAMIN PRODUCTS COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4733.

Complaint, Mar. 17, 1942-Decision, Feb. 28, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of various preparations designated as "Catalyn," "Vitamin A Complex," "Vitamin B Complex,"
"Vitamin C Complex," "Vitamin D Complex," "Vitamin E Complex," "Vitamin
F Complex," "Vitamin G Complex," "V-P Organic Mineral Tablets," "Cerol,"
"V-P Phosphade," "Cerodyn" (also referred to as "Cerolyn" and "V. P. Fortified Wheat Germ") and "Viable Acidophilus Yeast"; through advertisements,
periodicals, circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature, directly
and by implication(a) Represented that the preparation "Catalyn" contained a sufficient supply of multiple vitamin concentrates to constitute a competent dietary supplement in the
treatment of any vitamin deficiency disease and a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of various diseases and conditions
including acidosis, anemia, angina pectoris, backwardness in children, Bright's
disease, change of life, chorea, colds, constipation, cystitis, dropsy, enlarged glands,
enlarged prostate gland, goiter, hardening of the arteries, headache, heart trouble,
high blood pressure, infectious diseases, insomnia, low blood pressure, and various
other ailments and conditions therein set forth;
The facts being that said preparation, taken as directed, did not furnish sufficient vitamins, with the exception of vitamin D and to a limited extent vitamin A, to have
any therapeutic value in the treatment of vitamin deficiency or the prevention of
vitamin deficiency diseases, and was not a competent dietary supplement in the
building of normal vitality and resistance, nor a competent treatment for the diseases and conditions set forth by him;
(b) Falsely represented, through use of the slogans "Catalyn for Health," and "Catalyn-Nature's Source of Vitality," that said preparation would bring health to
the user and could be relied upon so to do, that it could be relied upon to produce
vitality, that it was a product of nature, and that the results obtained by the use
thereof were miraculous, and, by designating the preparation as "This life-andhealth-building product," that consumption of the product would insure life and
health to the user;
(c) Falsely represented that said "Vitamin A Complex" was a competent nutritional
and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as retarded appetite, growth and development, disturbed dental and bone
development, susceptibility to infections, slow healing of reticulo-endothelium and
epithelium, infections of eye, ear, genito-urinary tract, and sinus, and tonsilitis,
pneumonia, tuberculosis, diarrhea, difficult delivery, interference with successful
reproduction and lactation, pernicious anemia, secondary anemia, kidney and bladder disorders, degeneration of the nervous system, and atrophy of organs and
glands including liver, testes, spleen, thyroid, pituitary, salivary, and others;
(d) Falsely represented that said "Vitamin B Complex" was a competent nutritional
and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such
as susceptibility to infections due to lowered resistence, diabetes mellitus, functional disorders including atrophy or pathological enlargement of adrenals, brain,
gonads, heart, kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas, pituitary gland, spleen, testes,
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thymus and thyroid glands, tendency to functional gastro-intestinal disorders such
as ulcers, degeneration of the nervous system, anemia, disturbances of reproductive
cycle, dental caries, predisposition to allergic conditions, all forms of neuritis and
others;
(e) Falsely represented that said "Vitamin C Complex" was a competent nutritional
and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such conditions as diseases
of the blood vessels and capillaries, diseases of gums, tooth degeneration, joint and
bone changes, mucous membrane hemorrhages, destruction of bone marrow, tendency to epithelial lesions, increased susceptibility to infections, retarded growth
and loss of weight, physical weakness, depression and irritability, development of
heart weakness, increased weight and enlargement of spleen, liver, stomach, iu·
testines and kidneys, atrophy of glands, development of arthritis and rheumatic.
tendencies, complications of pregnancy, possible sterility, lowered glucose toler·
a.nce, cataract, and pre-disposition to allergic conditions, and sprue and others;
(j) Represented that said "Vitamin D Complex" was a competent nutritional and
corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as
improper mineral metabolism, retarded growth, enlarged liver, kidneys, spleen,
instability and irritability of nervous system and tissues, muscular weakness, con·
stipation, pyorrhea, parathyroid dysfunction, and menstrual disorders; and that
it increased resistance to infection especially against tuberculosis;
The facts being that while said preparation might be of some value in the treatment of
defective metabolism of calcium and phosphorus, which occurs in connection with
diseases such as rickets and osteomalacia, it was not a preventive and corrective
treatment for such diseases or condition~ as those listed above;
(g) Falsely represented that the preparation "Vitamin E," including his preparation
"Vitamin E Complex," was a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for
the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as loss of weight, retarded
growth, weakness, paralysis, lowered resistence to infection, particularly to infan·
tile paralysis, sterility (temporary in female-permanent in male), falling hair, and
alteration of the texture of the hair and possible tendency to malignancies;
(h) Falsely represented that the preparation "Vitamin F"-an expression not ac·
cepted by scientists as a. designation for any substance-and his preparation
"Vitamin F Complex" was a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for
the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as epidermal manifestations
including ridged and split fingernails, eczematous condition, dermatitis, scurf,
dandruff, and hemorrhagic spots on the skin, brittleness and falling out of hair, iJJJ•
pairment of endocrine glands, impairment of visceral organs, particularly the
kidneys, lowered resistence to allergies, susceptibility to Vitamin D poisoning, loSS
of sex instincts, lowered resistance to infections, particularly tuberculosis, cessation
of growth, severe renal manifestations and sterility;
(i) Falsely represented that his "Vitamin G Complex" was a competent nutritional
and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such
as underdevelopment, retarded growth and malnutrition, eye disorders, incipient
pellagra, secondary anemia, cutaneous changes, neuritis, loss of hair, sprue, inter·
iuence with normal skin respiration, alimentary tract disorders, degeneration of
the liver, rellal n..tLnifestations, and severe pellagra and severe nerve and spinal
degeneration;
(j) Represented in connection with his "V. P. Organic Mineral Tablets" that a deli·
ciency of the alkali minerals-sodium, potassium, mangancsium and calcium-will
cause many of the symptoms of vitamin deficiency; that in general the function of
vitamins is to promote mineral metabolism; that "V. P. Organic Mineral Tablets''
in combination with his "Vitamin F Complex" acted to restore a normal balance
between the sympathetic and parasympathet!c nervous systems; and that the tWO
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preparations were effective in the treatment of gastro-intestinal disorders which
lead to ulcers, and of angina pectoris;
The facts being that said combination of his preparations could not accomplish such
therapeutic results and a deficiency of the alkaline minerals named will not cause
the symptoms of vitamin deficiency, except possibly some of the manifestations
of Vitamin D deficiency; and in general the function of vitamins is not to promote
_.mineral metabolism;
(k) Represented falsely that his product "Cerol" was a ~'heat germ oil which was a
competent treatment for sterility in the female; and a competent treatment for the
prevention of sterility in the male; and that when taken during gestation, it would
prevent hyperemesis and cause childbirth to become a relatively simple physiological process and render unnecessary the use of oxytocic drugs;
(I) Represented falsely in connection with "V. P. Phosphade," tha.t the ordinary diet
was deficient in phosphatrs; that said preparation, by supplying the phosphate
radical, was effective in eliminating calcium accumulations in the tissues and blood
vessel walls, and thcrt-by was effective in the treatment of high blood pressure,
hardening of the arteries, heart trouble, stiffness of the joints and symptoms of
premature old age;
(m) Falsely represented that his preparation "Cerodyn," also referred to as "Cerolyn"
and "V. P. Fortified \Vheat Germ," was a competent nutritional and corrective
treatment for improving resistance to colds and improving physical stamina, including lessening of fatigue, improving mental functions and physical conditiO!•
generally; that the preparation would correct inability to concentrate and inability
to sleep because of nervous tension; that a general function of vitamins is to facilitate mineral assimilation and metabolism; and that the practice of using various
refined artificially colored or ripened foods has reduced the vitamin intake in many
cases to the vanishing point;
(n.) Represented falsely that his preparation "Viable A~idophilus Yeast" produced
lactic acid by fermentation of carbohydrates, such as ordinary nutritional starches
or cereals, and thereby restricted the growth of undesirable microorganisms in the
alimentary tract; tha.t the preparation offered a convenient means of supplying
lactic acid; and was an effective treatment for halitosis;
(o) Falsely represented that general visceral atrophy, infection of alimentary tract,
kidney, bladder, sinuses, middle ear and lingual abscesses were observed in connection with Vitamin A deficiency in man, and that "Vitamin A Concentrate"
possessed great effectiveness in the treatment of puerperal septi~emia (blood
poisoning) through misleadingly paraphrasing and distorting certain statements
from the second edition of Sherman and Smith on "The Vitamins," and through
false and misleading references thert-to;
(p) Represented falsely that synthetic vitamins have been shown by accepted authorities not to be capable of curing or relieving disease due to our symptoms of vitamin
deficiency in the diet;
(q) Represented that the measurement of vitamin content or activity in units cannot
be considered a. dependable test of the value of vitamins for human beings, but that
the worth and value of vitamin concentrates must be established by means of clinical tests made on human patients;
1'he facts being that the validity of the established method of expressing the vitamin
content or activity of vitamin preparation intended for administration to human
beings in terms of units based on animal tests made with the products is accepted
by recognized authorities;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such false representations were true
and to induce it because of such belief, to purchase his said preparations:
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Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
Poss, Toelle & Schuler and Mr. Charles Swidler, of Milwaukee, Wis., for
respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Royal Lee, an individual, trading
under the name of Vitamin Products Company, hereinafter referred to as
respondent, has violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
.
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Royal Lee, is an individual, trading under
the name Vitamin Products Company, with his principal office and place
of business at 2023 West Wisconsin Avenue in the city of Milwaukee and
State of Wisconsin. Respondent is now, and for more than three years
last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various preparations in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States. Among such preparations are the preparations designated and
advertised as Catalyn, Vitamin A Complex, Vitamin B Complex, Vitamin
C Complex, Vitamin D Complex, Vitamin E Complex, Vitamin F Complex, Vitamin G Complex, V. P. Organic Mineral, Cerol, V. P. Phosphade,
Cerodyn, also called Cerolyn and Fortified Wheat Germ, and Viable
Acidophil us Yeast.
Respondent causes said preparations, when sold, to be transported from
his place of business in the State of Wisconsin to purchasers thereof located
in various other States of the United States. At all times mentioned
herein respondent has maintained a course of trade in said medicinal
preparations in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States.
'
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused, and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
products by the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused
and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
his said products, by various means, for the purpose of inducing, and
which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said
products in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive
statements and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by
United States mails, by advertisements in periodicals, and by circulars,
leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature, are the following: 1
I The advertioing matter which io set out at length at this point in the balance of Par. 2 of the complaint,
i• aloo oet forth verbatim in the findings, infra at pages 151 et seq., and is accordingly omitted here in the
;ntereat of brevity.
I'
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PAR. 3. Through the use of the statements, representations and advertisements hereinabove set forth [See preceding footnote], and others of
similar import not specifically set out herein, all of which purport to be
descriptive of the nutritional and therapeutic properties of the respondent's preparations, respondent has represented, and does now represent,
•
directly and by implication, as follows:
1. Representations as to Catalyn. That the preparation "Catalyn" contains a sufficient supply of multiple vitamin concentrates, so as to be a
competent dietary supplement in the treatment of vitamin deficiency diseases, and a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such diseases and conditions as acidosis, anemia, an~
gina pectoris, backward children, Bright's disease, change of life, chorea,
colds, constipation, cystitis, dropsy, enlarged glands, enlarged prostate
gland, goiter, hardening of the arteries, headache, heart trouble, high
blood pressure, infectious disea.,es, insomnia, low blood pressure, low
vitality, menopause, mucous colitis, nervousness, ovary and menstrual
disorders, illness of pregnancy, prostate gland disorders, pyorrhea, teeth
disorders, tired feeling, diseases of tonsils, tuberculosis, underweight, overweight, difficult urination, congested liver, cardiac asthma, dizzy spells,
dizziness, liver blotches, gastric disturbance, nervous indigestion, frequent
urination, choking spells, sinus infection, chronic (low grade)· infections,
sinus trouble, leg ulcers, varicose veins, etc.
By the use of the slogan "Catalyn for Health" respondent represents
that said preparation will bring health to the user and that it can be relied
upon to produce health.
By the use of the slogan "Catalyn-Nature's Source of Vitality" respondent represents that Catalyn can be relied upon to produce vitality
and that it is a product of nature.
Respondent represents that the results obtained by the use of Catalyn
are miraculous and by designating the preparation as "This life-and
health-building product" he rept·esents that the consu,mption of the product will insure life and health to the user.
2. Representations as to Vitamin A Complex. That the preparation
"Vitamin A Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as retarded
appetite, growth and development, disturbed dental and bone development, susceptibility to infections, slow healing of Reticulo-endothelium
and Epithelium, infection of eye including corneal ulcers and degeneration
of eyes, infection of ear, infection of genitourinary tract, tonsilitis, pneumonia, tuberculosis, diarrhea, infection of sinus, difficulty of delivery of
yot!ng, interference with successful reproduction and lactation, pernicious
anemia, secondary anemia, gastritis, bronchitis, kidney and bladder disorders, calculi, nephritis, cystitis, excessive growth of lymphoid tissues,
degneration of the nervous system, atrophy of organs and glands including
liver, testes, spleen, thyroid, pituitary and salivary.
3. Representations as to Vitamin B Complex. That the preparation
1
' Vitamin D Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as susceptibility to infections due to lowered resistance, Diabetes Mellitus,
Functional Disorders including atrophy or pathological enlargement of
adrenals, brain, gonads, heart, kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas, pituitary
gland, spleen, testes, thymus and thyroid glands, tendency to functional
gastro-intestinal disorders such as ulcers, indigestion, tendency to mus-
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cular paralysis, loss of weight and vigor, stunted growth, tendency to
edematous conditions, fall in body temperature, degeneration of the nervous system, anemia, disturbances of reproductive cycle, dental caries,
predisposition to allergic conditions, and all forms of neuritis.
4. Representations as to Vitamin C Complex. That the preparation
"Vitamin C Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as diseases
of the blood vessels and capillaries, diseases of gums, tooth degeneration,
joint and bone changes, mucous membrane hemorrhages, destruction of
bone marrow, tendency to epithelial lesions, increased susceptibility to infections, retarded growth and loss of weight, physical weakness, depression
and irritability, rapid respiration and heart action, blood degeneration,
development of heart weakness, increased weight and enlargement of
spleen, liver, stomach, intestines and kidneys, atrophy of glands, including
reduced secretion of adrenals and thyroid gland, development of arthritis
and rheumatic tendencies, development of edematous conditions, complications of pregnancy, tendency to raise temperature, possible sterility,
lowered glucose tolerance, cataract, predisposition to allergic conditions
and sprue.
5. Representations as to Vitamin D Complex. That the preparation
"Vitamin D Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as improper mineral metabolism, increases resistance to infection, especially
against tuberculosis, retarded growth, enlarged liver, kidneys, spleen,
instability and irritability of nervous system and tissues, muscular weakness, constipation, pyorrhea, parathyroid dysfunction and mental disorders.
6. Representations as to Vitamin E (Vitamin E Complex). That the
preparation "Vitamin E," including respondent's preparation Vitamin E
Complex, is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as loss of weight, retarded
growth, weakness, paralysis, lowered resistance to infection, particularly
to infantile paralysis, sterility (temporary in female-permanent in male),
falling hair, and alteration of the texture of the hair and possible tendency
to malignancies.
7. Representations as to Vitamin F (Vitamin F Complex). That the
preparation "Vitamin F," including respondent's preparation Vitamin F
Complex, is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as epidermal manifestations
including rigid and split fingernails, eczematous condition, dermatitis,
scurf, dandruff, and hemorrhagic spots on the skin, brittleness and falling
out of hair, impairment of endocrine glands, particularly the pituitary
glands, impairment of visceral organs, particularly the kidneys, lowered
resistance to allergies, susceptibility to Vitamin D poisoning, loss of sex
instincts, lowered resistance to infections, particularly to tuberculosis, cessation of growth, severe renal manifestations and sterility.
8. Representations as to Vitamin G Complex. That the preparation
"Vitamin G Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as underdevelopment, retarded growth and malnutrition, eye disorders, incipient
pellagra, secondary anemia, cutaneous changes, neuritis, loss of hair, sprue,
interference with normal skin respiration, alimentary tract disorders including gastroenteritis, degeneration of the liver, renal manifestations, in-
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c1uding cystitis, hemorrhagic conditions of the urine, severe pellagra and
severe nerve and spinal degeneration.
9. Representations as to V. P. Organic Mineral Tablets. Respondent
represents that a deficiency of the alkali minerals-sodium, potassium,
magnesium and calcium-will cause many of the symptoms of vitamin
deficiency; that in general the function of vitamins is to· promote mineral
metabolism; that V. P. Organic Mineral Tablets in combination with the
preparation designated by respondent as Vitamin F. Complex acts to
restore a normal balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous systems; that these two preparations are effective in the treatment
of gastrointestinal disorders which lead to ulcers and of angina pectoris.
10. Representations as to Cerol. Respondent represents that the preparation Cerol is wheat germ oil which is a competent treatment for sterility
in the female; is a competent treatment for the prevention of sterility in
the male; that when taken during gestation it will prevent hyperamesis
and cause childbirth to become a relatively simple physiological process
and render unnecessary the use of oxytocic drugs.
11. Representations as to V. P. Phosphade. Respondent represents that
the ordinary diet is deficient in phosphates; that his preparation, V. P.
Phosphade, by supplying the phosphate radical, is effective in eliminating
calcium accumulations in the tissues and blood vessel walls, and thereby is
effective in the treatment of high blood pressure, hardening of the arteries,
heart trouble, stiffness of the joints and symptoms of premature old age.
12. Representations as to Cerodyn, also called Cerolyn, and V. P. Fortified
Wheat Germ. Respondent represents that the preparation which he has

sold under the designation Cerodyn, Cerolyn and V. P. Fortified Wheat
Germ is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for improving
resistance to colds and influenza, improving physical stamina, including
lessening of fatigue, improving mental functions and physical condition
generally; that the preparation will correct inability to concentrate and
inability to sleep because of nervous tension; that a general function of
vitamins is to facilitate mineral assimilation and metabolism; that the
practice of using various refined artificially colored or ripened foods has
reduced the vitamin intake in many cases to the vanishing point.
13. Representations as to Viable Acidophilus Yeast. Respondent represents that the preparation "Viable Acidophil us Yeast" produces lactic
acid by fermentation of carbohydrates such as ordinary nutritional
starches or cereals, and thereby restricts the growth of undesirable microorganisms in the alimentary tract; that the preparation affords a convenient means of supplying lactic acid; that the preparation is an effective
treatment for halitosis.
14. Representations as to vitamins generally. Respondent has paraphrased certain statements appearing on page 282 of the book "The Vitamins" by Sherman and Smith (2nd edition), in such a way as to represent
that general visceral atrophy, infection of alimentary tract, kidney, bladder, sinuses, middle ear and lingual abscesses were observed in connection
with Vitamin A deficiency in man.
Furthermore, respondent has paraphrased other statements appearing
on page 282 of the aforesaid publication in such manner as to constitute a
representation that Vitamin A Concentrate possessed great effectiveness
in the treatment of puerperal septicemia (blood poisoning).
Under the advertisement as to what is a vitamin, respondent has repregented that a vitamin is a nutritional factor whose absence or deficiency
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from the diet is responsible for the development of a known or definable
syndrome and whose restoration to the diet will cure the disease syndrome
and relieve symptoms of deficiency except when degeneration prevents recovery, and that synthetic vitamins have been shown by accepted authorities not to be capable of curing or relieving such disease or symptoms of
deficiency.
Respondent has represented in an advertisement entitled "The Proof of
the Pudding Is In The Eating" that measurement of vitamin content or
activity in units cannot be considered a dependable test of the value of
vitamins for human beings but that the worth and value of vitamin concentrates must be established by means of clinical tests made on human
patients.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid advertisements and representations, as well as
many others of similar import which have not been specifically set out
herein are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading and untrue in the following particulars:
1. With respect to Catalyn. In truth and in fact, the preparation designated as Catalyn, except as to Vitamin D and to a limited extent to Vitamin A, taken as directed, does not furnish a sufficient, adequate supply of
vitamins to have any therapeutic value or effect in the treatment of vitamin deficiency of the body or the prevention of vitamin deficiency diseases,
and is not a competent dietary supplement in the building of normal vitality and resistance. Furthermore, said preparation is not a competent
treatment for the diseases and conditions such as acidosis, anemia, angina
pectoris, backward children, Bright's disease, change of life, chorea colds
constipation, cystitis, dropsy, enlarged glands, enlarged prostate' gland;
goiter, hardening of the arteries, headache, heart trouble, high blood pressure, infectious diseases, insomnia, low blood pressure, low vitality, menopause, mucous colitis, nervousness, ovary and menstrual disorders illness
of pregnancy, prostate gland disorders, pyrorrhea, disorders of th~ teeth
tired feeling, diseases of the tonsils, tuberculosis, underweight, overweight'
difficult urination, congested liver, cardiac asthma, dizzy spells, dizziness'
liver blotches, gastric disturbance, nervous indigestion, frequent urina~
tion, choking spells, sinus infection, chronic (low grade) infections leg
. vems,
. etc.
'
ulcers, vancose
In truth and in fact, the use of Catalyn will not bring health to the user
and cannot be relied upon to produce health.
In tr.ut~ and in fact, the user of Catalyn cannot ?e relied upon to produce VItality and IS not a product of Nature, but IS a preparation compounded by man.
In truth and in fact, the results which may be obtained by the use of
Catalyn are not miraculous. Said preparation will not insure life and
health to the user.
2. With respect to Vitamin A Complex. In truth and in fact, the preparation designated as Vitamin A Complex is not a competent nutritional
and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as retarded appetite, growth and development, disturbed dental
and bone development, susceptibility to infections, slow healing of
Reticulo-endothelium and Epithelium, infection of eye including corneal
ulcers and ~~g~neration of ~yes, infection _of e~r, infecti?n of ~enitourinary
tract, tons1litis, pneumoma, tuberculosis, dtarrhea, mfectwn of sinus
difficulty of delivery of young, interference \\ith successful reproductio~
and lactation, pernicious anemia, secondary anemia, gastritis, bronchitis,
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kidney and bladder disorders, calculi, nephritis, cystitis, excessive growth
of lymphoid tissues, degeneration of the nervous system, atrophy of organs
and glands including testes, liver, spleen, thyroid, pituitary and salivary.
3. With respect to Vitamin B Complex. In truth and in fact, tpe preparation designated as Vitamin B Complex is not a competent nutritional and
corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions
such as susceptibility to infections due to lowered resistance, diabetes
mellitus, functional disorders including atrophy, or pathological enlargement of adrenals, brain, gonads, heart, kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas,
pituitary gland, spleen, testes, thymus and thyroid glands, tendency to
functional gastro-intestinal disorders such as ulcers, indigestion, tendency
to muscular paralysis, loss of weight and vigor, stunted growth, tendency
to edematous conditions, fall in body temperature, degeneration of the
nervous system, anemia, disturbances of reproductive cycle, dental caries,
predisposition to allergic conditions and all forms of neuritis.
Said preparation may be of some value in the treatment of Vitamin B 1
deficiency neuritis which may occur in connection with beriberi, pellagra,
pregnancy and chronic alcoholism.
4. With respect to Vitamin C Complex. In truth and in fact the preparation designated as Vitamin C Complex is not a competent nutritional and
corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such diseases as diseases of the blood vessels and capillaries, diseases of gums, tooth degeneration, joint and bone changes, mucous membrane hemorrhages, destruction
?f bone marrow, tendency to epithelial lesions, increased susceptibility to
Infections, retarded growth and loss of weight,· physical weakness, depression and irritability, rapid respiration and heart action, blood degeneration, development of heart weakness, increased weight and enlargement
of spleen, liver, stomach, intestines and kidneys, atrophy of gla.nds, including reduced secretion of adrenals and thyroid gland, development of
arthritis and rheumatic tendencies, development of edematous conditions,
complications of pregnancy, tendency to raise temperature, possible sterility, lowered glucose tolerance, cataract, predisposition to allergic conditions and sprue.
5. With respect to Vitamin D Complex. In truth and in fact the preparation designated as Vitamin D Complex is not a competent nutritional and
corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as defective mineral metabolism, decreased resistance to infection,
especially against tuberculosis. Furthermore, respondent's preparation
is not a competent treatment for the cure or prevention of retarded growth,
enlarged liver, kidneys, spleen, instability and irritability of nervous system and tissues, muscular weakness, constipation, pyorrhea, parathyroid
dysfunction and mental disorders.
Said preparation may be of some value in the treatment of defective
metabolism of calcium and phosphorus, which occurs in connection with
diseases such as rickets and osteomalacia.
6. With respect to Vitamin E Complex. In truth and in fact neither
Vitamin E nor the preparation designated by the respondent as Vitamin E
Complex is a competent nutritional treatment for or preventive of diseases
or conditions such as loss of weight, retarded growth, weakness, paralysis,
lowered resistance to infection, particularly to infantile paralysis, sterility
(temporary in female-permanent in male), falling hair and alteration of
the texture of the hair and possible tendency to malignancies.
7. With respect to Vitamin F Complex. In truth and in fact neither
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Vitamin F nor the preparation designated by the responde~t as Vitarrijn F
· .Coni.plex·is a competent nutritionaJtreatment for or preventive .of diseases
or concjitions such as epidermal manifestations including rigid and split
fingernails, eczematous condition, dermatitis, scurf, dandruff-and hemor. rhagic spots on: the skin, brittleness and falling out of hair, impairment
of:eridocrine· glands, paiticularly the pituitary glands, impairment pf vis.cera] organs, particularly the kidneys, lowered·i·esistance to allergi~s, sus. ceptibility to·Vitamin D poisoning, loss of sex instincts, lowered resistance
to. infections, .particularly to tuberculosis, . cessation. of gro"ivth, severe
renal manifestations and sterility. Furthermoi·e, _the term Vitamin F is
. not an expressiol). accepted by scientists as a designation for any substance.
· · 8; With respect to ·Vitamin G .• · · In truth and in .fact the· prep_aration '
· designated as Vitamin G is not a competent nutritional and corrective
treatment for the prevention of underdeveloprru~nt, retarcj.ed growth and
malnutrition,· eye disorders, incipient pellagra, secondary anemia, cutaneous changes, ne\lritis, loss of hair, sprue, interference with. normal .·
skin respiration, alimentary tract disorders including gastro-ent~ritis, de- '
generation of the liver, renal manifestations including ·_cystitis, hemorrhagic conditions of the .urine, severe pellagra an<;l severe nerve and spinal
degeneration. .
.
·
.
.,
·· · ·9. With respect to V. P. Organic Mineral Tablets. In truth and in fact
.a deficiency of the alkaline minerals including sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium, will not cai.1se the symptoms of vitamin. deficiency,
except possibly some of the ni.anifestations of Vitamin· D deficiency, and
in general the function of vitamins is not to promo~e mineral metabolism.
Furthermore, V. P. Organic Mineral Tablets in combination with the
preparation designated by respondent' as Vitamin F and Vitamin F Com· ,
plex- cannot restore normal balance between the ~ympathetic and para·
· ·,;ympathetic nervo~s system and these two preparations are not effective
either singly or in combination with eai~h other in the treatment of gastro. intestinal disorders including ulcers or of angina pectol·is.
.
·
10. With respect to Cerol. In truth and in fact the· preparation desig·
nated as Cerol is. not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for
. sterility in the female; in the prevention of sterility in the male; tha~ it .,
· will not when taken during gestation pi-event hyperemesis and ca(Jse child· ·
· birth to become a relatively simply physiological process and render un· ·
•· necessary the use of oxytocic drugs.
·.
.
..·
'
· 11. With respect to V. P .. Phosphade, In truth arid _in fact the prepara·
tion designated as V. P. Phosphade is not a competent nutritional and cor·
· . rective treatment for a diet deficient in phosphates, and by supplying the
phosphate radical is not effective in eliminating calcium acc.umulations in
· the tissues and blood vessel walls, and is not thereby effective in the treat·
ment of high blood pressure, hardening of the arteries, .heart trouble, stiff·
. ness of the joints and symptoms of premature old age.
·
· ..
1

a

..

· 12. With respect .to Cerodyn, also called_.Cerolyn, and V. P . .Fortified
Wheat Germ .. In truth and in fact the preparation designated as 'Cerodyn,
also called Cerolyn, and v: P. Fortified Wheat Germ, is not_a competent

nutritional and corrective treatment for improving resistance to colds and
influenza, improving physical stamina,' including lessening. of fatigue, inl'
proving mental functions and physical condition ·generally; w:ill not cor·
rect inability ·to concentrate and inability to sleep because of nervo~5
· tension; a general function of vitamins is not to facilitate mineral assin11'
lation ~nd metabolism and the practice of using various refined artificiallY
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colored or ripened foods has not reduced the vitamin intake in many cases
to the vanishing point.
13. With respect to Viable Acidophilus Yeast. In truth and in fact the
preparatioll' designated as Viable Acidophil us Yeast is not a competent
nutritional and corrective treatment for producing lactic acid by fermentation of carbohydrates such as ordinary nutritional starches or cereals
and will not thereby restrict the growth of undesirable microorganisms in
the alimentary tract; that it does not afford a convenient means of supplying lactic acid and that it is not.an effective treatment for halitosis.
1ft. With respect to vitamins generally. In truth and in fact, the representations presented by the paraphrasing of certain statements on page
282 of the book entitled "The Vitamins" by Sherman and Smith (2nd edition) are false and misleading in that general visceral atrophy, infection of
alimentary tract, kidney, bladder, sinuses, middle ear and lingual abscesses were not observed in connection with Vitamin A deficiency in man,
but the above symptoms or conditions were in fact observed in connection
With experimental animals maintained on a diet deficient in Vitamin A.
This fact is clearly set forth in the context which respondent used in preparing the paraphrased statement. Furthermore, the paraphrase of the
statement appearing on page 282 of the aforesaid publication representing
that Vitamin A Concentrate possesses great effectiveness in the treatment
?f puerperal septicemia (blood poisoning) is false in that said statement is
Immediately followed in said publication by the following qualification:
"It is clear that impressive as are the results described, they are too few in
number to allow the deduction that this form of treatment is ~ pecific in its
nature for septicemia."
.
. In truth and in fact, it has been demonstrated and accepted by authorIties that synthetic vitamins are capable of curing or relieving the diseases
or symptoms of deficiency caused by a diet deficient in the respective vitamins with an effectiveness equal to that resulting from the administration
of the same vitamin obtained from a natural source.
In truth and in fact, the established method of expressing the vitamin
content or activity of vitamin preparations intended for administration to
human beings is in terms of units based on animal tests made with the
products and the validity of such tests and of such method of expressing
vitamin content or activities are accepted by recognized authorities.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false and deceptive
statements and representations, disseminated as aforesaid, has had, and
now has, the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive a
substantial number of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false statements, representations and advertisements are true, and to induce a substantial number of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase respondent's preparations.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the responden~, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act .

•

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on March 17, 19-!2, issued and subsequently
650780-47-13
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served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent named in the
caption hereof, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce, in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto,
certain facts and exhibits were stipulated into the record in lieu of testimony in support of or in opposition to the charges in the complaint, all
intervening procedure was waived, and the stipulated evidence and exhibits were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came· on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, the answer thereto, the stipulated evidence and
exhibits (the filing of briefs and oral argument having been waived), and
the Commission having duly considered the matter, and being now fullY
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Royal Lee, is an individual, trading as
Vitamin Products Company with his principal office and place of business
at 2023 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. He is now, and for
more than three years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various products, including preparations designated and advertised as Catalyn, Vitamin A Complex, Vitamin B Complex, Vitamin C
Complex, Vitamin D Complex, Vitamin E Complex, Vitamin F Complex:,
Vitamin G Complex, V-P Organic Mineral Tablets, Cerol, V-P Phosphade,
Cerodyn (also referred to as Cerolyn and V. P. Fortified Wheat Germ) and
Viable Acidophilus Yeast.
(b) In carrying on his aforesaid business, respondent causes said prepa·
rations when sold to be transported from his place of business in Milwaukee,
Wis., to purchasers at their points of location in various other States of the
United States, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a course
of trade in said preparations in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States.
PAR. 2. (a) In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, re·
spondent has disseminated and has cau'l( d the dissemination of false adver·
tisements concerning his said preparations by the United States mails
and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act; and has disseminated and has caused
the dissemination of false advertisements concerning his said preparations
by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to in·
duce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in com·
merce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The dissemination of some of said false advertisements was discontinued
by respondent in 1939 and the dissemination of others was discontinued
subsequent thereto. Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements and representations contained in said false advertise·
ments, disseminated and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set
forth by the United St:ttes mails, by advertisements in periodicals and bY
circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature are those
hereinafter set forth.
(b) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Cat·
alyn" included the following:
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"Catalyn" tablets were developed for the purpose of supplying a multiple vitamin
concentrate in convenient form, which would be effective as a dietary supplement in
the treatment of any vitamin deficiency disease, or for use in preventing deficiency disease and building the normal vitality and resistance that is the result of complete nutrition. • • •
LIST OF AILMENTS
For Which "CATALYN" is Recommended
And Case Report Index
Acidosis, Anemia, Angina Pectoris, Backward Children, Bright's Disease, Change of
Life, Chorea, Colds, Constipation, Cystitis, Dropsy, Enlarged Glands, Enlarged Prostate Gland, Goiter (simple and Toxic), Hardening of the Arteries, Headache, Heart
Trouble, High Blood Pressure, Infectious Diseases, Insomnia, Low Blood Pressure,
Low Vitality, Menopause, Mucous Colitis, Nervousness, Ovary and Menstrual Disorders, Pregnancy, Illness of Pregnancy, Prostrate, Pyorrhea, Teeth, Tired Feeling,
Tonsils, Tuberculosis.

(Detailed representations with respect to the above ailments in the
advertisement have been omitted.)
CASE REPORTS
Convincing Evidence of the Merits of
"Catalyn"
Under the caption, "CASE REPORTS-Convincing Evidence of the Merits of
'Catalyn,' 11 respondent represents that his preparation "Catalyn 11 is a competent cure
or treatment for various conditions, ailments or diseases, including many conditions,
ailments or diseases referred to above, and in addition the following: underweight, overWeight, difficult urination, congested liver, cardiac asthma, dizzy spells, dizziness, liver
blotches, gastric disturbance, nervous indigestion, frequent urination, choking spells,
and sinus infection.
Such persons, taking "Catalyn 11 will soon notice a marked improvement in their
Vitality, resulting in more definite reactions to the physician's treatment.
This is particularly true of chronic (low grade) infections, sinus trouble, leg ulcers,
Varicose veins, etc.
"CATALYN" For Health
Source of Vitality

CA.TALYN-~ature's

Anything as miraculous in its performance as" Catalyn 11 naturally invites condemnation by certain critics who apparently believe they are competent to express opinions
Without investigation.
These critics by their unreasonable attitude and unwarranted propaganda are responsible for the unnecessary suffering and death of those persons who are thereby denied
the knowledge of this life and health-building product.

(c) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Vitamin A Complex" included the following:
VITAMIN A COMPLEX
Apparent Function:
1. Necessary to normal function and integrity ofTissues of epiblastic origin; Epithelial tissues (Wound healing hastened, resistance
to infections raised); Nervous system.
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2. Necessary to maintenance of normal cell metabolism, such as: Cell respiration;
l.llood cell generation (Platelets).
3. Necessary to formation and integrity of periodontal tissue.
4. Promotes growth, feeling of well-being and longevity.
5. Essential to successful reproduction.
6. Prevents keratinization of tissues.
Possible Results of Deficiency;
7. Retarded appetite, growth and development (due to interference with assimilation).
8. Disturbed dental and bone development (atrophy).
9. Susceptibility to infections as well as slow healing of the following:
Reticulo-endothelium; Epithelium, due to degenerative change in structures of skin
and mucosa.
10. Presence (due to lowered resistance) ofInfections of eye (corneal uleers) and degeneration of eyes (xerophthalmia, keratomalacia, night blindness, total blindness); Infections of ear (otitis media); Infections
of genitourinary tract; Infections of mucous tract (tonsilitis); Infections of respiratory
tract (pneumonia, tuberculosis); Infections of gastrointestinal tract (diarrhea); Infections of sinuses.
11. Presence of keratinizations and metaplasia ofEpithelium; Genitourinary tract (making for difficult delivery of young); Mucous
tract; Respiratory tract; Glands.
12. Interference with successful reproduction and lactation (loss of sex impulse);.
8terility in the female by failure of ovulation or resorption of fetus; Sterility in the male
by temporary injury to seminiferous epithelium; Prolonged gestation, retained and diseased placenta, difficult delivery.
13. Development ofPernicious anemia; Secondary anemia; Rickets (in conjunction with Vitamin D deficiency); Gastritis; Bronchitis.
14. Development of kidney and bladder disorders (metaplasias) and renal dysfunction; Formation of stones (calculi); Nephritis; Cystitis.
15. Excessive growth of lymphoid tissue.
16. Degeneration of the nervous system-dulling or perversion of special senses.
Results of Absence:
17. Atrophy of organs and glands (testes, liver, spleen, thyroid, pituitary and sali·
vary).
18. Degenerative skeletal muscle lesions develop.
19. Ophthalmia, xerophthalmia, keratomalacia, conjunctivitis or kerato-conjuncti·
vi tis.
20. Death.

(d) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Vita·
min B Complex" included the following:
VITAMIN

n

Cm>IPLEX

Apparent Function:
1. Stimulates and promotes appetite an.d normal digestion.
2. Promotes optimal growth (increases height and vigor).
3. Necessary to maintenance of normal metabolic processes Slll'h as: Carhohyt.lrate
metabolism (lactic acid excesses); Cell respiration; Tissue res pi ration.
4. Necessary to normal pregnanry and lactation.
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Maintains nervous function.
Stimulates digestive secretions, including insulin.
Necessary to maintenance of muscle tonus.
Prevents toxicosis from protein components in high meat diets.

Possible Results of Deficiency:
9. Susceptibility to infections due to lowered resistance.
10. Disturbed carbohydrate metabolism (Diabetes Mellitus) (lactic acid excesses,
slow or labored respiration).
11. Functional disorders, atrophy or pathological enlargement of adrenals, brain,
gonads, heart (heart block and bradycardia), kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas, pituitary
gland, spleen, testes, thymus and thyroid glands-goiter.
12. Tendency to functional gastrointestinal disorders (Intestinal immobility, loss of
tonus, constipation, lack of gastric secretions, ulcers, impaired appetite [anorexia] and
digestion).
13. Tendency to muscle paralysis (loss of tone).
14. Loss of weight and vigor, stunted growth and emaciation.
15. Tendency to edematous cr;mditions.
16. Fall in body temperature.
li. Degeneration of central nervous system (impaired nerve function, convulsions,
tetan~).

18, Anemia.
19. Disturbances of reproductive cycle (sterility-atrophy of seminiferous tubules,
loss of libido, anestrus-hemorrhage at partus and abortions).
20. Dental caries.
21. Predisposes to allergic conditions.
Results of Absence:
22. Beriberi.
23. Peripheral and other forms of neuritis (polyneuritis).
24, Death.

(e) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Vitatn.in C Complex" included the following: ·
VITAMIN C COMPLEX
Apparent Function:
1. Essential to health and integrity of endothelial tissues (raises resistance to infec·
tiona).
2. Essential to proper development of tPPth.
3. Essential to oxygen metabolism.
4. Regeneration of blood cells.
5. 1\laintains proper blood-clotting time.
Possible Results of Deficiency:
6. Tendency to structural tissue changes:
(a) Diseases of blood vessels and capillaries (fragility, hemorrhages, tendency
to bruise easily, "black and blue spots," purpura hemorrhagica), (varirosities).
(b) Diseases of gums (hemorrhages, sore gums), (pyorrhea).
(c) Tooth degeneration (Necrosis, caries).
(d) Joint and bone changes (Decalcification, friability).
(e) Mucous membrane hemorrhages.
(j) Destruction of bone marrow.
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7. Tendency to epithelial lesions (ulcerations of mouth, intestines, etc.).
8. Increased susceptibility of reduced resistance to infections.
9. Retarded growth and loss of weight.
10. Physical weakness, depression and irritability.
11. Rapid respiration and heart action.
12. Blood degeneration (Tendency to certain types of anemia, reduced hemoglobin,
destruction of bone marrow).
13. Development of heart weakness.
14. Increased weight and enlargement of spleen, liver, stomach, intestines and kidneys.
15. Atrophy or hypertrophy of glands;
(a) Reduced secretion of adrenals;
(b) Morbid secretion of thyroid (toxic goiter).
16. Development of arthritis (Rheumatic tendency).
17. Development of edematous !'onditions.
18. Complications of pregnancy and lactation as well as ill effects to new horn
(Abortions).
19. Tendency to raised tempPratnrP.
20 .. Possible Sterility.
21. Lowered glucose tolPrance.
22. Cata.ract.
23. Predisposes to allerj!;ic conditions.
Results of Absence:
24. Scurvy.
25. Sprue.
26. Death.

(f) Respondenes advertisements of the preparation designated "VitaminD Complex" included the following:
VITAMIN D COMPLEX
Apparent Function:
1. Essential to proper mineral metabolism; absorption from alimentary tract, utiliza·
tion (health and calcification of bone and teeth) (Antirachitic action) and excretion of
calcium and phosphorus.
2. Necessary to successful pregnancy and lactation.
3. Necessary for normalizing and reducing time of labor.
4. Necessary to maintain blood platelets at normal level.
5. Maintains normal coagulation time of blood.
6. Maintains growth (longitudinal bone growth).
7. Aids in maintaining muscle tone.
8. Increases strength of capillaries.
9. Related to hormonal function.
10. Increases resistance to infections (especially against tuberculosis).
11. Necessary to normal respiratory function.
Possible Results of Deficiency:
12. Rickets and osteomalacia (improper calcification of bone).
13. Growth retarded.
14. Enlargement,of liver, kidney and spleen.
15. Instability and irritability of nervous system and tissues.
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16. Decreases resistance to infections.
17. Muscular weakness, constipation and reduced motility of gastro-intestinal tract.
18. Increased tendency to dental caries and defective teeth (improper calcification)
(pyorrhea).
19. Parathyroid dysfunction (Enlargement).
20, Menstrual disorders, cessation of ovulation, uterine atrophy, difficult childbirth
due to deformities in pelvic development.
Results of Absence:
21. Osteoporosis.
22. Rickets.

(g) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated. "VitaminE Complex" included the following:
·
VITAMIN E
Apparent Function:
1. Necessary to reproduction in both male and female (necessary to prevent irreparable sterility in male).
2. Necessary to maintenance of mental alertness.
3. Necessary to growth and vigor.
4. Possibly to prevent carcinoma.
5. Necessary to resistance to infections.
6. Possibly to prevent paralysis of young (from E-deficient mothers).
7. Vermifuge (possibly due to associated principles).
8. Some influence on the endocrines (pituitary, anterior pituitary).
Possible Results of Deficiency:
9. Loss of weight, retarded growth, weakness.
10. Wasting of muscles, paralysis.
11. Lowered resistance in infections (particularly to infantile paralysis).
12. Sterility (temporary in female-interference with placental function), (Permanent in male-irreparable seminiferous ephithelial injury).
Results of Absence:
13. Severe paralysis.
14. Disturbances of latter stages of pregnancy producing sterility (fetal resorption
and habitual abortion).
15. Roughness, falling out (alopecia) and altering of the texture of the hair.
16. Possible tendency to malignancies.

(h) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Vitalllin F Complex" included the follo,\ing:
VITAMIN F
Apparent Functions:
1. Necessary to healthy epidermis (Protection against infection).
2. Maintains normal growth and reproduction.
3. May be necessary to maintain normal blood sugar (Possibly related to Insulin
secretion).
4. Necessary to cell respiration.
5. Necessary to hair health.
6. Necessary to brain function and probably to function of other nerve tissuEJ,

•
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Possible Results of Deficiency:
7. Epidermal manifes'ations (Ridged and split fingernails, eczematous conditions,
dermatitis-infantile and allergic, scurf, dandruff and hemorrhagic spots on the skin).
8. Brittleness and falling out of hair (Alopecia).
9. Involvement of endocrine glands (pituitary in particular).
10. Involvement of visceral organs (particularly kidneys).
11. Lowers resistance to allergies.
12. Susceptibility to Vitamin D poisoning.
13. Loss of sex instinct.
14. Lowered resistance to infections (Tuberculos·s in particular).
Results of absence:
15. Cessation of growth and subsequent death.
16. Severe renal manifestations (Hematuria, albuminaria and severe nephritis).
17. Sterility (Impaired and irregular ovulation with interference with mechanism of
labor in the female), (Loss of sex potentia with eventual sterility in the male).,.

(i) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Vitamin G Complex" included the following:
VITAMIN G COMPLEX
Apparent Function:
1. Necessary to growth and development.
2. Necessary to cell respiration.
3. As growth stimulus promotes normal repair processes and thereby delays seniity.
• 4. Necessary to blood regeneration.
Possible Results of Deficiency:
5. Underdevelopment and retarded growth from malnutrition.
6. Eye disorders (conjunctivitis).
7. Incipient pellagra.
8. Abnormally slow regeneration of erythrocytea (secondary anemia).
9. Cutaneous changes (pellagric symptoms, mild dermatitis).
10. Nerve lesions and irritability (Neuritis).
11. Loss of hair (alopecia).
12. Sprue.
13. Interferes with normal skin respiration.
14. Alimentary tract disorders (Gastroenteritis, stomatitis, digestive disturbances).
15. Fatty infiltration and degeneration of the liver.
16. Renal manifestations (Cystitis, Hemorrhagic conditions of the urine, stonesrenal calculi).
Results of Absence:
17. Gastrointestinal disturbances (Gastroenteritis, stomatit"s, ulcerative colitis,
diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, achlorhydria).
18. Cessation o' growth.
19. Eye disorders (kera inization, severe conjunctivitis, ophthalmia cataracts).
20. Severe pellagra.
21. Severe nerve and spinal degeneration (l\Iental disorders, hyperirritability).
22. Death.

(j) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "V-P
Organic Mineral Tablets" included the following:
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The alkali minerals-sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium-also, if deficient,
•cause many of the symptoms of vitamin deficiency. This is because in general the function of vitamins is to promote.mineral metabolism. * * *
* * * Vitamin F and" V-P 'Organic Mineral tablets act to mobilize both calcium
and potassium in the tissue fluids and restore a normal balance of power between the
sympathetics and parasympathetics. This probably explains the benefit of this treatment for both gastrointestinal disorders that lead to ulcers, and the obvious benefits in
most angina pectoris cases, for the latter has been identified as a condition of irritability
of areas supplied by the vagus, and quite recently substantial evidence has been offered
to show that the pain attacks in angina pectoris are really cramps of the oesophagus.

(k) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated
"Cerol" included the following:
The clinicJ.l use of wheat germ oil for the treatment of sterility in the female and as a
preventive of sterility in the male has been attended with considerable success. * • •
* • • Such a course of treatment is ideal for the mother during gestation and
lactation periods. There will be no hyperemesis, and the delivery becomes a relatively
simple process of normal physiology that is an object lesson to those who have not had
the opportunity to observe the action of vitamins under these circumstances. The
necessity of oxytocic drugs is eliminated, no doubt, because we are supplying better
nutrition to the pituitary. * • *

(l) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated uy_p
Phosphade" included the following:
Because the ordinary diet not only is deficient in Vitamins, bu~ also lacks certain
phosphates we have prepared "V.P. Phosphade" to supply the phosphate radical to
aid "Catalyn" in eliminating the calcium accumulations in the tissues and blood vessel
walls likely to be present in conditions of high blood pressure, hardening of the arteries
and heart trouble. These calcium accumulations also are the cause of stiffness of the
joints and many other indications of premature old age.
Without the "V.P. Phosphade" removal of these deposits is a slow process, as the
rate of removal is limited by the amount of phosphoric radical taken into the system in
food. Results are obtained so much quicker 'when the "V.P. Phosphade" is used that
the saving in "Catalyn" more than offsets the cost of the "V.P. Phosphade."

(m) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Cerodyn," also referred to as "Cerolyn" and "V.P. Fortified Wheat Germ,"
included the' following:
• • • Its use will ordinarily show improvement in resistance to colds, improved
physical stamina (less fatigue), better mental function (as shown by school marks in
children) and a generally improved physical condition. • • •
• • • A general function of vitamins is to facilitate mineral assimilation and metabolism and therefore it is evident that mineral deficiency can be a secondary consequence of vitamin deficiency. • • • The practice of using refined sugar, flour and
other cereals, artificially colored and ripened fruits and vegetables, etc., that may have
had their vitamin content further diminished through storage, has reduced the vitamin
intake in many cases to the vanishing point." As a result, even before we experience the
more severe consequences of deficiency, we become easily fatigued (physically and
mentally), cannot concentrate, may be unable to sleep or rest because of nervous tension, lose our normal powers of resistance and hecome a victim of every cold or "flu "epidemic. • • •
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(n) Respondent's advertisements of the preparation designated "Viable
Acidophilus Yeast" included the follo\\ing:
VIABLE
ACIDOPHIL US
YEAST
A new PALATABLE Yeast that produces lactic acid by fermentation of carbohydrates, and thereby restricts the growth of undesirable microorganisms in the alimentary system.
This yeast differs from ordinary yeast in that it does not form alcohol or C02.
The daily use of two wafers before breakfast with a glass of hot water is suggested for
halitosis of intestinal origin and to improve elimination.
It affords a convenient means of supplying lactic acid, the sources heretofore of which
have been only such foods as acidophilus milk, buttermilk and sauerkraut. * * *
Acidophilus yeast, however, does not require a specialized carbohydrate like this, but
it will form lactic acid from any of the ordinary nutritional starches or cereals.

(o) Respondent's advertisements relating generally to vitamins included
the following:
• • • "The Vitamins" by Sherman and Smith (Second Edition).
On page 282 it is stated that in 20 to 72% of the tests and deficiency of Vitamin A
results were--general visceral atrophy, infection of alimentary trac·t, kidney, bladJer,
sinuses, middle ear and lingual abscesses.
On this page is also found the statement that 14 pattents trPated with Vitamin A concentrate for puerperal septicemia (blood poi!lon), 13 recovered; whereas of 18 cases occurring in the same hospital the previous year, and which were not so treated (with
Vitamin A), all died.
WHAT IS A VITAl\IIN?
Here's our definition:
A vitamin is that nutritional factor whose abs('nce or deficiency from the diet is
responsible for the development of a known Jefinable syndrome, and WHOSE
RE~TOIL\.TION TO TilE DIET SCHEDULE WILL CURE TilE DISEASE
AND RELIEVE SYMPTOMS OF DEFICIENCY, exc('pt when degeneration
prevents recovery.
Synthetic or" pure" vitamins will NOT meet this acid test. The fa.,cts are published
Ly accepted authorities and available to anyone who cares to dig them out of tM
medical journals.
TilE PROOF OF TilE
PUDDING IS IN TilE EATING
WE INVITE COMPARISON of V-P Vitamin Complexes in your practice. The
ULTil\IATE TEST of any commercial concentrate is the results that YOU as &
phyllician can obtain with it, irrespective of the knowledge of its chemistry. We were
warming ourselves with coal hundreds of years before we knew it contained carbon·
Patients with ''incurable" deficiency diseases are responding today to V-P vitamin
concentrates of unknown chemilltry.
A clinical test of our B Complex in heart arrhythmias, our C Complex is au infectioUS
case of our '' Catalyu" in a case of low vitality will serve to convince you of the superi·
ority of a NATURAL product gleaned from multiple FOOD sources in order to retain
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the priceless ''unknown factors" vitally necessary for the delicate balance of the complete vitamin complex.
One Important finding that has upset previous notions is that a given vitamin product
with a specified ''unit content" may be very effective for one species of animal and of
little or no effect for another species. The practical effect of this discovery is that the
units up to now used to measure vitamin content can no longer be considered a dependable measure of merit.
PAR. 3. (a) Through the use of the statements, representations and
advertisements set out in the preceding paragraph, and others of similar
import not specifically set out therein, all of which purport to be descriptive of the nutritional and therapeutic properties of said preparations, the
respondent has represented directly and by implication as follows:
(b) As to Catalyn: That the preparation "Catalyn" contains a sufficient supply of multiple vitamin concentrates to constitute a competent
dietary supplement in the treatment of vitamin deficiency diseases and a
compettnt nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and
cure of such diseases and conditions as acidosis, anemia, angina pectoris
backward children, Bright's disease, change of life, chorea, colds, consti~
pation, cystitis, dropsy, enlarged glands, enlarged prostate gland, goiter
hardening of the arteries, headache, heart trouble, high blood pressure'
infectious diseases, insomnia, low blood pressure, low vitality, menopause'
mucous colitis, nervousness, ovary and menstrual disorders, illness of preg~
haney, prostate gland disorders, pyorrhea, teeth disorders, tired feeling
diseases of tonsils, tuberculosis, underweight, overweight, difficult urina:
tion, congested liver, cardiac asthma, dizzy spells, dizziness, liver blotches
gastric disturbances, nervous indigestion, frequent urination, chokin~
spells, sinus infection, thronic (low grade) infections, sinus trouble, leg
\J.lcers and varicose veins. By the use of the slogan" Catalyn for Health"
respondent represents that said preparation will bling health to the user
and that it can be relied upon to produce health. By the use of the slogan
"Catalyn-Nature's Source of Vitality" respondent represents that Catalyn can be relied upon to produce vitality and that it is a product of nature.
Hcspondent represents that the results obtained by the usc of Catalyn are
miraculous and by designating the preparation as "This life- and healthbuilding product" he represents that the consumption of the product will
insure life and health to the user.
(c) As to Vitamin A Complex: That the preparation "Vitamin A Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as retarded appetite, growth
and development, disturbed dental and bone development, susceptibility
to infections, slow healing of reticulo-endothelium and epithelium, infection of eye including corneal ulcers and degeneration of eyes, infection of
ear, infection of genito-urinary tract, tonsilitis, pneumonia, tuberculosis
diarrhea, infection of sinus, difficulty of delivery of young, interferenc~
With successful reproduction and lactation, pernicious anemia, secondary
anemia, gastritis, bronchitis, kidney and bladder disorders, calculi
nephritis, cystitis, excesHive growth of lymphoid tissues, degeneration of
the nervous system, atrophy of organs and glands including liver, testes
spleen, thyroid, pituitary and salivary.
'
(d) As to Vitamin B Complex: That the preparation 11 Vitamin B Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or condition such as susceptibility to infectio~
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due to lowered resistance, diabetes mellitus, functional disorders including
atrophy or pathological enlargement of adrenals, brain, gonads, heart,
kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas, pituitary gland, spleen, testes, thymus,
and thyroid glands, tendency to functional gastro-intestinal disorders such
as ulcers, indigestion, tendency to muscular paralysis, loss of weight and
vigor, stunted growth, tendency to edematous conditions, fall in body
temperature, degeneration of the nervous system, anemia, disturbances of
reproductive cycle, dental caries, predisposition to allergic conditions, and
all forms of neuritis.
(e) As to Vitamin C Complex: That the preparation "Vitamin C Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as diseases of the blood vessels
and capillaries, 'diseases of gums, tooth degeneration, joint and bone
changes, mucous membrane hemorrhages, destruction of bone marrow,
tendency to epithelial lesions, increased susceptibility to infections, retarded growth and loss of weight, physical weakness, depression and irritability, rapid respiration and heart action, blood degeneration, development of heart weakness, increased weight and enlargement of spleen, liver,
stomach, intestines and kidneys, atrophy of glands, including reduced secretion of ardenals and thyroid gland, development of arthritis and rheumatic tendencies, development or Pdematous conditions, complications of
pregnancy, tendency to raise temperature, possible sterility, lowered glucose tolerance, cataract, predisposition to allergic conditions and sprue.
(f) As to Vitamin D Complex: That the preparation "Vitamin D Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as improper mineral metabolism, increases resistance to infection, especially against tuberculosis, retarded growth, enlarged liver, kidneys, spleen, instability and irritability
of nervous system and tissues, muscular weakness, constipation, pyorrhea,
parathyroid dysfunction and menstrual disorders.
(g) As to Vitamin E Complex: That the preparation "Vitamin E," including respondent's preparation "Vitamin E Complex," is a competent
nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such
diseases or conditions as loss of weight, retarded growth, weakness, paralysis, lowered resistance to infection, particularly to infantile paralysis,
sterility (temporary in female-permanent in male), falling hair, and
alteration of the texture of the hair and possible tendency to malignancies.
(h) As to Vitamin F Complex: That the preparation "Vitamin F," in·
eluding respondent's preparation ''Vitamin F Complex," is a competent
nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of such
diseases or conditions as epidermal manifestations including ridged and
split fingernails, eczematous condition, dermatitis, scurf, dandruff, and
hemorrhagic spots on the skin, brittleness and falling out of hair, impairment of endocrine glands, particularly the pituitary glands, impairment of
visceral organs, particularly the kidneys, lowered resistance to allergies,
susceptibility to Vitamin D poisoning, Joss of sex instincts, lowered resistance to infections, particularly to tuberculosis, cessation of growth, severe
renal manifestations and sterility.
(i) As to Vitamin G Complex: That the preparation "Vitamin G Complex" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as underdevelopment, retarded
growth and malnutrition, eye disorders, incipient pellagra, secondary
anemia, cutaneous changes, neuritis, loss of hair, sprue, interference with
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normal skin respiration, alimentary tract disorders including gastroenteritis, degeneration of the liver, renal manifestations, including cystitis,
hemorrhagic conditions of the urine, severe pellagra and severe nerve and
spinal degeneration.
.
.
(j) As to V.P. Organic Mineral Tablets: Respondent represents that a
deficiency of the alkali minerals-sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium-will cause many of the symptoms of vitamin deficiency; that in general the function of vitamins .is to promote mineral metabolism; that
"V.P. Organic Mineral Tablets" ~n combination with the preparation
designated by respondent as "Vitamin F Complex" acts to restore a normal balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems; that these two preparations are effective in the treatment of gastrointestinal disorders which lead to ulcers and of angina pectoris.
(k) As to Cerol: Respondent represents that the preparation "Cerol"
is wheat germ oil which is a competent treatment for sterility in the female;
is a competent treatment for the prevention of sterility in the male; that
when taken during gestation it will prevent hyperemesis and cause childbirth to become a relatively simple physiological process and render unnecessary the use of oxytocic drugs.
(l) As to V.P. Phosphade: Respondent represents that the ordinary
diet is deficient in phosphates; that his preparation, "V.P. Phosphade,"
by supplying the phosphate radical, is effective in elirrtinating calcium accumulations in the tissues and blood vessel walls, and thereby is effective
in the treatment of high blood pressure, hardening of the arteries, heart
trouble, stiffness of the joints and symptoms of premature old age.
(m) As to Cerodyn, also referred to as Cerolyn and V.P. Fortified
\Vheat Germ: Respondent represents that the preparation which he has
sold under the designation "Cerodyn," "Cerolyn," and "V.P. Fortified
Wheat Germ" is a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for improving resistance to colds and improving physical stamina, including
lessening of fatigue, improving mental functions and physical condition
generally; that the preparation will correct inability to concentrate and
inability to sleep because of nervous tension; that a general function of
vitamins is to facilitate mineral assimilation and metabolism; that the
practice of using various refined artificially colored or ripened ioods has
reduced the vitamin intake in many cases to the vanishing point.
(n) As to Viable Acidophilus Yeast: Respondent represents that the
preparation "Viable Acidophilus Yeast" produces lactic acid by fermentation of carbohydrates such as ordinary nutritional starches or cereals, and
thereby restricts the growth of undesirable micro-organisms in the alimentary tract; that the preparation affords a convenient means of supplying lactic acid; that the preparation is an effective treatment for halitosis.
(o) As to Vitamins generally: Respondent has paraphrased certain
statements appearing on page 282 of the book "The Vitamins" by Sherman and Smith (2nd Edition), in such a way as to represent that general
visceral atrophy, infection of alimentary tract, kidney, bladder, sinuses,
middle ear and lingual abscesses were observed in connection with Vitamin
A deficiency in man. Furthermore, respondent has paraphrased other
statements appearing on page 282 of the aforesaid publication in such manner as to constitute a representation that Vitamin A Concentrate possessed great effectiveness in the treatment of puerperal septic~mia (blood
poisoning). Under the advertisement as to what is a vitamin, respondent
has represented that a vitamin is a nutritional factor whose absence or
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deficiency from the diet is responsible for the development of a known or
definable syndrome and whose restoration to the diet will cure the diseasE>
syndrome and relieve symptoms· of deficiency except when degeneration
prevents recovery, and that synthetic vitamins have been shown by
accepted authorities not to be capable of curing or relieving such diseases
or symptoms of deficiency. Respondent has represented in an advertisement entitled "The Proof of the Pudding is in The Eating" that measurement of vitamin content or activity in units cannot be considered a de~
pendable test of the value of vitamins for human beings but that the
worth and value of vitamin concentrates must be established by means of
clinical tests made on human patients.
PAR. 4. (a) The aforesaid advertisements and representations are
grossly exaggerated, false, misleading and untrue as hereinafter set forth.
(b) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "Cat~
alyn," except as to Vitamin D and to a limited.extent to Vitamin A, taken
as directed, does not furnish a sufficient, adequate supply of vitamins to
have any therapeutic value or effect in the treatment of vitamin deficiency
of the body or the prevention of vitamin deficiency diseases, and is not a
competent dietary supplement in the building or normal vitality and re~
sistance. Furthermore, said preparation is not a competent treatment for
diseases and conditions such as acidosis, anemia, angina pectoris, backward children, Bright's disease, change of life, chorea, colds, constipation
cystitis, dropsy, enlarged glands, enlarged prostate gland, goiter, harden~
ing of the arteries, headache, heart trouble, high blood pressure, infec~
tious diseases, insomnia, low blood pressure, low vitality, menopause,
mucous colitis, nervousness, ov-ary and menstrual disorders, illness of
pregnancy, prostate gland disorders, pyorrhea, disorders of the teeth,
tired feeling, diseases of the onsils, tuberculosis, underweight, over~
weight, difficult urination, congested liver, cardiac asthma, dizzy spells,
dizziness, liver blotches, gastric disturbance, nervous indigestion, frequent
urination, choking spells, sinus infection, chronic (low grade) infections,
leg ulcers, varicose veins, etc. The use of Catalyn will not bring health to
the user and cannot be relied upon to produce health. The use of Catalyn
cannot b~ relied upon to produce vitality and is not a product of Nature,
but is a preparation compounded by man. The results which may be ob~
tained by the use of Catalyn are not miraculous. Said preparation will
not insure life and health to the user.
(c) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "Vita~
min A Complex" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment
for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as retarded ap~
petite, growth and development, disturbed dental and bone development,
susceptibility to infections, slow healing of reticulo~endothelium and
epithelium, infection of eye including corneal ulcers and degeneration of
eyes, infection of ear, infection of genito~urinary tract, tonsilitis, pneu~
mania, tuberculosis, diarrhea, infection of sinus, difficulty of delivery of
young, interference with successful reproduction and lactation, pernicious
anemia, secondary anemia, gastritis, bronchitis, kidney and bladder dis~
orders, calculi, nephritis, cystitis, excessive growth of lymphoid tissues,
degeneration of the nervous system, atrophy of organs and glands includ~
ing testes, liver, spleen, thyroid, pituitary and salivary.
(d) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "Vita~
min B Complex" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment
for the prevPntion and cure of diseases or conditions such as susceptibility
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to infections due to lowered resistance, diabetes mellitus, functional disorders including atrophy, or pathological enlargement of adrenals, brain,
gonads, heart, kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas, pituitary gland, spleen,
testes, thymus and thyroid glands, tendency to functional gastro-intestinal disorders such as ulcers, indigestion, tendency to muscular paralysis,
loss of weight and vigor, stunted growth, tendency to edematous conditions, fall in body temperature, degeneration of the nervous system,
anemia, disturbance of reproductive cycle, dental caries, predisposition to
allergic conditions and all forms of neuritis. Moreover, the dosage indicated by respondent is not sufficient to be effective in the treatment of
Vitamin B deficiency neuritis which may occur in connection with beriberi, pellagra, pregnancy and chronic alcoholism.
(e) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "Vitamin C Complex" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment
for the prevention and cure of such diseases as diseases of the blood vessels
and capillaries, diseases of gums, tooth degeneration, joint and bone
changes, mucous membrane hemorrhages, destruction of bone marrow,
tendency to epithelial lesions, increased susceptibility to infections, retarded growth and loss of weight, physical weakness, depression and irritability, rapid respiration and heart action, blood degeneration, development of heart weakness, increased weight and enlargement of spleen, liver,
stomach, intestines and kidneys, atrophy of glands, including reduced
secretion of adrenals and thyroid gland, development of arthritic and
rheumatic tendencies, development of edematous conditions, complications of pregnancy, tendency to raise temperature, possible sterility, lowered glucose tolerance, cataract, predisposition to allergic conditions and
sprue.
(f) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "VitaminD Complex" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment
for the prevention and cure of such diseases or conditions as defective mineral metabolism, decreased resistance to infection, especially against tuberculosis. Furthermore, respondent's preparation is not a competent treatment for the cure or prevention of retarded growth, enlarged liver, kidneys, spleen, instability and irritability of nervous system and tissues,
musc;ular .weakness, constipation, pyorrhea, parathyroid dysfunction and
menstrual disorders. Said preparation may be of some value in the treatment of defective metabolism of calcium and phosphorus, which occurs
in connection with diseases such as rickets and osteomalacia.
(g) In truth and in fact neither "Vitamin E" nor the respondent's
preparation designated as "Vitamin E Complex" is a competent nutritional treatment for or preventive of diseases or conditions such as loss of
Weight, retarded growth, weakness, paralysis, lowered resistance to infection, particularly to infantile paralysis, sterility (temporary in femalepermanent in male), falling hair and alteration of the texture of the hair
and possible tendency to malignancies.
(h) In truth and in fact neither "Vitamin F" nor respondent's preparation designated as "Vitamin F Complex" is a competent nutritional
treatment for or preventive of diseases or conditions such as epidermal
manifestations including ridged and split fingernails, eczematous condition.
dermatitis, scurf, dandruff and hemorrhagic spots on the skin, b ittleness,
and falling out of hair, impairment of endocrine glands, particularly the
pituitary glands, impairment of visceral organs, particularly the kidneys,
l,owered resistance to allergies, susceptibility to Vitamin D poisoning, loss
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of sex instincts, lowered resistance to infections, particularly to tuberculosis, cessation of growth, severe renal manifestations and sterility. Furthermore, the term "Vitamin F" is not an expression accepted by scientists as
a designation for any substance.
(i) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "Vitamin G Complex" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment
for the prevention of underdevelopment, retarded growth and malnutrition, eye disorders, secondary anemia, cutaneous changes, neuritis, loss of
hair, sprue, interference with normal skin respiration, alimentary tract
disorders including gastro-enteritis, degeneration of the liver, renal manifestations including systitis, hemorrhagic conditions of the urine, severe
pellagra and severe nerv( and spinal degeneration.
(j) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "V.P.
Organic Mineral Tablets," in combination with the prepar tion designated by respondent as "Vitamin F" and "Vitamin F Complex," cannot
restore a normal balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous systems and these two preparations are not effective either singly
or in combination with each other in the treatment of gastro-intestinal
disorders including ulcers or of angina pectoris. A deficiency of the alkaline minerals, including sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium, will
not cause the symptoms of vitamin deficiency, except possibly some of the
manifestations of Vitamin D deficiency, and in general the function of
vitamins is not to promote mineral metabolism.
(k) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as" Cerol"
is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for sterility in the
female; in the prevention of sterility in the male; and it will not when taken
during gestation prevent hyperemesis and cause childbirth to become a
relatively simple physiological process and render unnecessary the use of
oxytocic drugs.
• ·
(l) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as "V.P.
Phosphade" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for a
diet deficient in phosphates, and by supplying the phosphate radical is not
effective in eliminating calcium accumulations in the tissues and blood
vessel walls, and is not thereby effective in the treatment of high blood
pressure, hardening of the arteries, heart trouble, stiffness of the joints and
symptoms of premature old age.
(m) In truth and in fact respondent's preparation designated as
"Cerodyn," also called "Cerolyn" and "V.P. Fortified Wheat Germ," is
not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for improving resistance to colds, improving physical stamina, including lessening of fatigue, improving mental functions and physical condition generally; will
not correct inability to concentrate and inability to sleep because of nervous tension; a general function of vitamins is not to facilitate mineral
assimilation and metabolism and the practice of using various refined artificially colored or ripened foods has not reduced the vitamin intake in
many cases to the vanishing point.
(n) In truth and in fact reepondent's preparation designated as "Viable
Acidophil us Yeast" is not a competent nutritional and corrective treatment for producing lactic acid by fermentation of carbohydrates such as
ordinary nutritional starches or cereals and will not thereby restrict the
growth of undesirable micro-organisms in the alimentary tract, it does not
afford a convenient means of supplying lactic acid and it is not an effective
treatment for halitosis.
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(o) In truth and in fact the representations made by the respondent
through the paraphrasing of certain statements on page 282 of the book entitled "The Vitamins" by Sherman and Smith (2nd edition) are false and
misleading in that general visceral atrophy, infection of alimentary tract,
kidney, bladder, sinuses, middle ear and lingual abscesses were not observed in connection with Vitamin A deficiency in men, but the above
symptoms or conditions were in fact observed in connection with experimental animals maintained on a diet deficient in Vitamin A. This fact is
clearly set forth in the context which respondent used in preparing the
paraphrased statement. Furthermore, the paraphrase of the statement
appearing on page 282 of the aforesaid publication representing that Vitamin A Concentrate possesses great effectiveness in the treatment of puerperal septicemia (blood poisoning) is false in that said statement is immediately followed in said publication by the following qualification: "It is
clear that impressive as are the results described, they are too few in number to allow the deduction that this form of treatment is specific in its
nature for septicemia." It has been demonstrated and accepted by authorities that synthetic vitamins are capable of curing or relieving the diseases or symptoms of deficiency caused by a diet deficient in the respective
vitamins with an effectiveness equal to that resulting from the administration of the same vitamin obtained from a natural source. The established
method of expressing the vitamin content or activity of vitamin preparations intended for administration to human beings is in terms of units
based on animal tests made .with the products and the validity of such
tests and of such method of expressing vitamin content or activities are
accepted by recognized authorities.
PAR. 5. (a) The use by respondent of the foregoing false and deceptive
statements and r~presentations disseminated as aforesaid has the capacity
and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of th~ purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false statements,
representations and advertisements are true and to induce a substantial
number of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken
belief, to purchase respondent's said preparations.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER• TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, and certain facts and exhibits stipulated into the record (further hearing as to the
facts and all intervening procedure having been waived), and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that
said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:
It is ordered, That respondent, Royal Lee, an individual, trading as Vitamin Products Company, or under any other name, his representatives,
agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device,
650780 - 47 - 14
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in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of the preparations hereinafter named, or any preparations of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar prpperties, whether sold under
the same or any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or
indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inference:
(a) That respondent's preparation "Catalyn" when taken as directed,
constitutes a competent dietary supplement for or has any therapeutic
value in the treatment of any vitamin deficiency disease except such as are
due to a deficiency of Vitamins A or D.
(b) That respondent's preparation 11 Catalyn" is a competent nutritional or corrective treatment for the prevention or cure of acidosis,
anemia, angina pectoris, backward children, Bright's disease, change of
life, chorea, colds, constipation, cystitis, dropsy, enlarged glands, enlarged
prostate gland, goiter, hardening of the arteries, headache, heart trouble,
high blood pressure, infectious diseases, insomnia, low blood pressure, low
vitality, menopause, mucous colitis, nervousness, ovary and menstrual
disorders, illness of pregnancy, prostate gland disorders, pyorrhea, teeth
disorders, tired feeling, diseases of tonsils, tuberculosis, underweight, overweight, difficult urination, congested liver, card~ac asthma, dizzy spells,
dizziness, liver blotches, gastric disturbance, nervous indigestion, frequent
urination, choking spells, sinus infection, chronic (low grade) infections,
leg ulcers, or varicose veins.
(c) That the use of respondent's preparation "Catalyn" will insure
vitality or health to the user, or that said preparation is a product of
Nature.
.
(d) That respondent's preparation 11 Vitamin A Complex" is a competent nutritional or corrective treatment for the prevention or cure of retarded appetite, growth, or development, disturbed dental or bone development, susceptibility to infections, slow healing of reticulo-endothelium
or epithelium, eye infection, including corneal ulcers or degeneration of
eyes, infection of ear, infection of genito-urinary tract, tonsilitis, pneumonia, tuberculosis, diarrhea, infection of sinus, difficulty of delivery of
young, interference with successful reproduction or lactation, pernicious_
anemia, secondary anemia, gastritis, bronchitis, kidney or bladder disorders, calculi, nephritis, cystitis, excessive growth of lymphoid tissues,
degeneration of the nervous system or atrophy of organs or glands, including liver, testes, spleen, thyroid, pituitary, and salivary.
(e) That respondent's preparation "Vitamin B Complex" is a competent nutritional or corrective treatment for the prevention or cure of susceptibility to infections due to lowered resistance, diabetes mellitus, functional disorders, including atrophy or pathological enlargement of adrenals, brain, gonads, heart, kidneys, liver, ovaries, pancreas, pituitary
gland, spleen, testes, thymus and thyroid glands, tendency to functional
gastro-intestinal disorders such as ulcers, indigestion, tendency to muscular paralysis, loss of weight or vigor, stunted growth, tendency to edematous conditions, fall in body temperature, degeneration of nervous system, anemia, disturbances of reproductive cycle, dental caries, predisposition to allergic conditions, or neuritis.
(j) That resl?ondent's preparation "Vitamin C ComI?lex" is a compe-
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tent nutritional or corrective treatment for the prevention or cure of diseases of the blood vessels or capillaries, diseases of gums, tooth degeneration, joint or bone changes, mucous membrane hemorrhages, destruction
of bone marrow, tendency to epithelial lesions, increased susceptibility to
infections, retarded growth and loss of weight, physical weakness, depression and initability, rapid respiration and heart action, blood degeneration, development of heart weakness, increased weight or enlargement of
spleen, liver, stomach, intestines or kidneys, atrophy of glands, including
reduced 10ecretion of adrenals or thyroid gland, development of arthritic or
rheumatic tendencies, development of edematous conditions, complications of pregnancy, tendency to raise temperature, possible sterility, lowered glucose tolerance, cataract, predisposition to allergic conditions, or
sprue.
(g) That respondent's preparation "Vitamin D Complex" is a competent nutritional or corrective treatment for the prevention or cure of defective mineral metabolism (except in cases of defective metabolism of
calcium or phosphorus occurring in connection with diseases such as rickets and osteomalacia), decreased resistance to infection, especially tubercular infection, retarded growth, enlarged liver, kidneys or spleen, instability or irritability of nervous system or tissue, muscular weakness, constipation, pyorrhea, parathyroid dysfunction, or menstrual disorders.
(h) That respondent's preparation "Vitamin E" or "Vitamin E Complex" is a competent nutritional treatment for or prevtntive of loss of
weight, retarded growth, weakness, paralysis, lowered resistance to infection, particularly to infantile paralysis, sterility (temporary in femalepermanent in male), falling hair, alteration of the texture of the hair, or
possible tendency to malignancies.
(i) That respondent's preparation "Vitamin F" or "Vitamin F Complex" is a competent nutritional treatment for or preventive of epidermal
manifestation, including ridged or split fingernails, eczematous condition,
dermatitis, scurf, dandruff, hemorrhagic spots on the skin, brittleness or
falling out of hair, impairment of endocrine glands, particularly the pituitary glands, impairment of visceral organs, particularly the kidneys, lowered resistance to allergies, susceptibility to Vitamin D poisoning, loss of
sex instincts, lowered resistance to infections, particularly to tuberculosis,
cessation of growth, severe renal manifestations, or sterility.
(j) That respondent's preparation "Vitamin G Complex" is a competent nutritional treatment for or preventive of underdevelopment, retarded growth, malnutrition, eye disorders, secondary anemia, cutaneous
changes, neuritis, loss of hair, sprue, interference with normal skin respiration, alimentary tract disorders, including gastro-enteritis, degeneration of
the liver, renal manifestations, including cystitis, hemorrhagic conditions
of the urine, severe pellagra, or severe nerve or spinal degeneration.
(k) That respondent's preparation "V.P. Organic Mineral Tablets" or
respondent's preparation "Vitamin F Complex" singly or together will
restore normal balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous systems, or constitute an effective treatment for gastro-intestinal
disorders, including ulcers, or angina pectoris.
(l) That respondent's preparation "Cerol" is a competent nutri tiona!
or corrective treatment for sterility in the female, or for the prevention of
sterility in the male, or that it will prevent hyperemesis during the period
of gestation, or will cause childbirth to become a relatively simple physiological process or render unnecessary the use of oxytocic drugs.
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(m) That respondent's preparation "V.P. Phosphade" is a competent
nutritional or corrective treatment for a diet deficient in phosphates, or
that it will be effective in eliminating calcium accumulations in the tissues
and blood vessel walls, or constitute an effective treatment for high blood
pressure, hardening of the arteries, heart trouble, stiffness of the joints, or
symptoms of premature old age.
(n) That respondent's preparation "Cerodyn" (also referred to as
"Cerolyn" and "V.P. Fortified Wheat Germ") is a competent nutritional
or corrective treatment for improving resistance to colds, increasing phys~
ical stamina, lessening fatigue, improving mental functions or physical
condition generally, or for preventing inability to concentrate or to sleep
because of nervous tension.
(o) That respondent's preparation "Viable Acidophilus Yeast" is a
competent nutritional or corrective treatment for producing lactic acid by
fermentation or carbohydrates or restricting the growth of undesirable
micro-organisms in the alimentary tract; or that it constitutes an effective
treatment for halitosis.
(p) That a synthetic vitamin is incapable of curing or relieving diseases
or symptoms of vitamin deficiency as effectively as a like vitamin obtained
from respondent's preparations.
(q) That any recognized scientific or medical publication contains state~
ments or conclusions concerning the effects of vitamin deficiencies or the
effectiveness of vitamins in the treatment of diseases or conditions which
are different from the import of the statements or conclusions actually
contained in such publication.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any
advertisement for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, di~
rectly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce 'is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of any of said preparations, which
advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph
1 above.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
t.his order.
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IN THE 11ATTER OF

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS MAKERS OF AMERICA ET AL.
MODIFIED CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

Docket 3092.

Order, March 2, 1945

Modified order, in accordance with four decrees below referred to, in proceeding in
question, in which original order issued on August 25, 1941, 33 F. T. C. 1130, and
in which the Circuit Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit, on February 29. 1944, in
Eugene Dietzgen Co. et al. v. Federal Trade Commission, 142 F. (2d) 321, 38 F. T. C.
840, rendered its opinion, and on l\Iay 3, 1944 modified the same on denial of rehearing, arid on May 22, 1944 entered four separate decrees by which the Cornmission's said ordet to cease and desist was, with respect to said petitioning
respondent only, modified, affirmed, and enforcedRequiring said petitioning respondents, and their officers, etc., to cease and desist from
entering into or carrying out any understanding, etc., to restrict, restrain, monopolize, hinder or suppress competition in the sale and distribution in commerce of
prepared tracing papers, tracing cloths, drawing tools, and various other articles
used by surveyors, engineers, builders, the drafting profession and others, as in
said order set out, by doing any of the acts or things therein specified; and from doing any of such acts or things pursuant to any such understanding, etc.; including
among said acts, etc., thus prohibited, the fixing and maintaining of prices, and
terms and conditions of sale, and the exchanging of information among themselves
with respect to prices, etc., as therein set out; and
Requiring respondent association, the Surveying-Drafting-Coaters Section of the Scientific Apparatus Makers of Arneripa, its manager, etc., to cease and desist from
aiding and assisting the members of respondent association in carrying out or engaging in any of the acts and practices theretofore set forth; and particularly
through rules and regulations designed to prevent price deviations, and receipt
and dissemination of price lists all as in said order in detail specified.

Mr. Everett F. Haycraft and Mr. Rtuben J. Martin for the Commission.
Hewes, Prettyman, Awalt & Smiddy, of Washington, D. C., for Scientific
Apparatus Makers of America, Carl S. Hallauer, R. E. Gillmor, and John
M. Roberts.
'
Gerdes & Montgomery, of New York City, for Karl L. Keller and Keuffel
& Esser Co.
Mr. Howard P. Beckett, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Surveying-DraftingCoaters Section of the Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, Arthur L.
Patker, Paul J. Bruning, and Frederick Post Co., and, along withMr. Robert J. Holmes, of Boston, Mass., for W. A. Berger, and Mayer,
M agaziner & Brunswick, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Charles W. Speidel and
Walter A. Kohn.
Pam, Hurd & Reichmann, of Chicago, Ill., and Mr. William E. Lamb, of
Washington, D. C., for R. Fred Allin and Eugene Dietzgen Co.
Mr. Thomas II. Fisher and llfr. Arthur Fisher, of Chicago, Ill., for Huey
Co., Economy Blue Plint Products, Inc., and United States Blue Print
Paper Co.
Mr. Richard JV. Thorington, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Alphonse A. Brunner, Jacob H. Weil, Edwin H. Wei!, and Manfred Krauskopf.
Pope, Ballard & Loos, of Washington, D. C., for The C. F. Pea~e Co.
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MoDIFIED ORDER To CEASE AND DE:stsT

This proceeding having been he!),rd by the Federal Trade Commissiotl
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of respondents, the
testimony and other evidence tnken before duly appointed trial examiners
of the Commission theretofore designated by it to serve in this proceeding,
the report of the trinl examiner thereon and the exceptions to said reportl
briefs filed herein by the Attorney for the Commission and attorneys for
the respondents, and the oral arguments by the respective attorneys, and
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
that respondents had violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and having entered an order to cease and desist herein on
August 25, 1941; and
Thereafter the respondents, (1) Keuffel & Esser Company and Karl
Keller, (2) Charles Bruning Company, Inc., The Frederick Post Company,
Chas. W. Speidel & Company, J. H. vYeil & Company, Paul J. Bruning,
W. A. Berger, Arthur L. Parker; and the Charles Bruning Company, Inc.,
The Frederick Post Company and J. H. Weil & Company, as members of
the Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, a corporate association;
(3) The C. F. Pease Company; and (4) Eugene Dietzgen Company,
filed in the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
their four separate petitions for a review of the Commission's said order to
cease and desist entered on August 25, 1941. Thereafter, the Circuit Court·
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit entered four separate decrees by which
the Commission's said order to cease and desist entered on August 25,
1941, was, with respect to the petitioning respondents only, modified,
affirmed and enforced; and
It appearing to the Commission that of the respondents who filed their
petitions for review of the Commission's said order to cease and desist with
the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit only one of said respondents, namely, Eugene Dietzgen Company, filed a petition forcertiorari, which said petition was denied by the Supreme Court of the United
States on October 9, 1944, and that the time for filing petitions for certiorari as to the remaining said petitioners expired on August 22, 1944; and
The Commission having considered the record herein issues this its
modified order to cease and desist in accordance with the decrees of the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit entered on
May 22, 1944, as to those respondents who filed petitions for review before
said Court:
It is ordered, That the respondents, Keuffel & Esser Company and Karl
Keller, their officers, directors, representatives, agents and employees;
Charles Bruning Company, Inc., The Frederick Post Company, Charles
W. Speidel and Walter A. Kohn, trading as Chas. W. Speidel & Company,
Jacob H. Wei!, Edwin H. \Veil and :Manfred R Krauskopf, trading as
J. H. \Veil & Company, Paul J. Bruning, W. A. Berger, Arthur L. Parker;
and the Charles Bruning Company, Inc., The Frederick Post Company,
and J. H. Weil & Company, as members of the Scientific Apparatus 1\Iakers of America, a corporate association, and their officers, directors, representatives, agents and employce.s; The C. F. Pease Company, its officers,
directors, representatives, agents and employees; and Eugene Dietzgen
Company, its officers, directors, representatives, agents and employees,
forthwith cease and desist from:
Directly or indirectly, jointly or severally, entering into or carrying out
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a~y understanding, agreement, arrangement, combination or conspiracy,
With each other or with any other person or persons, association or cor~oration, to restrict, restrain, monopolize, or to hinder or suppress, compe!Ition in the sale and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
In the Federal Trade Commission Act, of prepared tracing papers, tracing
cloths, blueprint papers and cloths, other reproduction papers and cloths,
Profile and cross-s~ction papers and cloths in sheets and rolls, coordinate
Papers-graph sheets (except rolled sheets) for engineering and drafting
purposes, field books for engineers, drawing instruments, drawing tools
(scales, triangles, T-squares, curves), drawing machines, blueprinting ma~hines and equipment, drawing boards and tables, filing cabinets for drawlllgs and blueprints, lettering devices and lettering pens for the drafting
Profession, slide rules, planimeters and integrators, surveying instruments,
surveying barometers, forestry instruments such as tree calipers, hypsometers, increment borers, current meters and water-stage registers, rods
and poles for surveyors' use, tapes, chains and plumh bobs, by doing any
of the following acts or things, and from doing any of the following acts or
things pursuant to any such understanding, agreement, arrangement, combination or conspiracy:
1. Fixing and maintaining, or agreeing to fix and maintain the prices at
which said products will be sold by them.
2. Fixing and maintaining, or agreeing to fix and maintain the terms
and conditions, including the classification of customers, freight allowances
and duration of and optional clauses in contracts, in connection with any
sales by them of their said products.
3. Exchanging information among themselves with regard to the prices,
discounts, terms and conditions of sale to be submitted by them when bids
for their products are requested, and submitting or agreeing to submit
identical, or substantially identical, bids on said products when requests
for bids have been received.
·
4. Filing with respondent Surveying-Drafting-Coaters Section of Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, price lists including discounts, terms
and conditions at which they will sell their products, for dissemination by
said respondent Association among its members.
5. Agreeing not to sell their said products at a price less, or a discount
greater, or on terms and conditions more favorable to the purchaser than
those contained in any of the price lists filed with respondent SurveyingDrafting-Coaters Section of Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, or
agreeing not to sell said products at a price less or discount greater than
or on terms and conditions of sale more favorable to the purchaser than
those contained in the price list published by the seller.
It is further ordered, That respondent association, Surveying-DraftingCoaters Section of Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, Arthur L.
Parker, its manager and his successors, Karl Keller, Paul J. Bruning,
R. Fred Allin, and W. A. Berger, members of its executive committee and
their successors, forthwith cease and desist from, directly or indirectly,
jointly or severally, aiding and assisting the members of said respondent
association in carrying out or engaging in any of the acts and practices
hereinbefore set forth, and from performing any service or function in the
furtherance of said acts and practices, and particularly from·
1. Adopting any rule or regulation designed or intended to prevent any
deviation on the part of the members of said respondent Association from
the prices, discounts and terms fixed and agreed upon by them, as hereinbefore set forth.
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2. Receiving from the individual members of said respondent association price lists, including discounts, terms and conditions of sale, and disseminating such information among said respondent association members.
It is further ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby
is, dismissed as to respondents, Scientific Apparatus Makers of America,
its officers and directors, and respondents, Carl S. Hallauer, R. E. Gillmor
and John M. Roberts, the evidence being insufficient to establish the
charges of the complaint with respect to these respondents.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of a copy of this order, file with the Commission a report
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

WEBSTER UNIVERSITY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED ·VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5171.

Complaint, June 2, 19#-Decision, Mar. 6, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the competitive interstate sale and distribution of correspondence courses of study and instruction with office and principal place of
business in Atlanta, Georgia, incorporated under the laws of South Dakota and
Delaware apd which had been incorporated originally under the laws of Georgia
and also the District of Columbia, under charters which had expired(a) Represented through statements in catalogs, letterheads, leaflets, circulars ami
other advertising material that it was an educational institution of higher learning,
having adequate buildings, equipment and facilities for appropriate instruction in
the arts and sciences and learned professions, including law, medicine and theology,
and that it had a competent faculty of learned persons who were engaged in the
instruction of resident students as well as nonresident students by correspondence,
and that the academic degree indicated after the name of each faculty member in
its catalog and other advertising material represented high scholajltic attainment,
and was obtained through appropriate study and instruction at an accredited
institution of higher learning;
The facts being that it was a correspondence school conducted by its president from his
law office, consisting of three small rooms in an office building in the aforesaid city;
its faculty had long consisted of said individual and members of his immediate
family, who had not qualified as instructors in a university by completing appropriate courses of study and instruction at an accredited institution of higher learning, and the other members of his faculty, whose names were set forth in its catalogues were individuals residing in various states who were engaged in professions
and occupations other than teaching, many of whom had never resided in or visited
the State of Georgia and some of whom had died; and in most instances the degrees
appended to the names of faculty members in his catalogues were not conferred by
any accredited institution of higher learning in recognition of scholastic attainment,
but were conferred upon them by him, or by institutions of like character, without
adequate study or instruction;
(b) Represented as aforesaid that its said courses of instruction were adequate to give
students high scholastic standing; and that his said professional courses were adequate to equip students to practice the learned professions; and that students
pursuing such courses earned credits and, upon their completion, were granted
degrees that were recognized and accepted by accredited institutions of higher
learning and by duly established accrediting agencies;
The facts being that said courses consisted of multigraphed lessons and text books on
the subjects purported to be taught, and questionnaires; in a number of instances,
the president furnished the answers to the questions or references to the book and
page where they could be found; said materials and methods were wholly inadequate to qualify any student to receive credits or a degree recognized or accepted
by accredited educational institutions or by duly established accrediting agencies;
and such credits and degrees were not so recognized or accepted; and the professional courses given by him were wholly insufficient to enable the student to engagP.
in a profession;
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(c) Represented through use of the phrasE> "duly chartered under State laws," in its
catalogues and otherwise, that the school was approved and its credits were recognized by the State Board of Education o the State of Georgia and the other states
in which it had obtained charters;
The facts being that the Georgia charter under which it had operated its school had
lapsed more than two years prior to filing of the complaint, and the school had
never been inspected, approved or recognized by any appropriate board or agency
in any of the states where it had been chartered; and
(d) Falsely represented and implied, through the use of the word "University" in its
corporate name and advertising material, that it was an institution of higher learning as that te~m is understood in the educational world, with a competent faculty
and adeqmte equipment and facilities, and power to give credits to its students
and< o 'er recognized degrees upon its graduates;
With the effect of misleading and deeeiving prospective students and the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that such representa.tions were true; and that it was
an institution of higher learning; and of causing them because of such erroneous
belief, to buy its courses, thereby diverting trade to it from its competitors who did
not misrepresent their schools, to the serious injury of substantial competition in
commerce:
Held, That such actA and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and its competitors, and constituted unfa·r methods of
competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices therein.

Mr. J. L. York for the Commission.
Mr. Jay D. Bradley, of Atlanta, Ga., and Mr. Charles H. Rowan, Jr., of

Milwaukee, v\ is., for respondent.

CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Webster University, a corporation,
hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of the
said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Webster University, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of South Dakota and Delaware, with its office and principal place of business at 121! Luckie Street,
in the city of Atlanta, Ga. Respondent was incorporated originally in the
State of Georgia and under the name and style of Peoples National University, but the name of respondent was changed to Webster University
under date of October 24, 1929. Said original charter expired on April 5,
1942, and has not been renewed. Respondent was likewise incorporated
in the District of Columbia but such charter has also expired.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of correspondence courses of study
and instruction to purchasers thereof located in the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia; and respondent causes and
has caused its correspondence courses, when so sold, to be transported
through the United States mail from its principal place of business in
Atlanta, Georgia, to such purchasers thereof in the various States of the
United States other than the State of Georgia, and in the District of Co-
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lumbia. There is now, and ha; beeJ?. for several years last past, a course of
trade and commerce by said respondent in said correspondence courses between and among the States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia, and said courses of study and instruction have been and are
PUrsued by means of correspondence through the United States mail. In
the course and conduct of its business respondent is, and was at all times
~erein referred to, in substantial competition with other corporations,
Individuals, firms, schools and universities likewise engaged in the sale
and distribution of correspondence courses of study and instruction in
~ommNce among and between the various States of the United States and
m the District of Columbia.
PaR. 3. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, solicits the purchase of its correspondence courses by means of catalogues, letterheads, leaflets, circulars and other advertising material circulated by mail among prospective students or members of the public
generally in the various States of the United £tates other than the State of
Georgia, and in the District of Columbia. In all of said advertising material respondent seeks and has sought to induce prospective students and
members of the public to purchase its correspondence courses by representing and implying in substance as follows:
1. That respondent is an educational institution of higher learning,
having adequate buildings, equipment and facilities for appropriate instruction in the arts and sciences, and learned professions, including law,
medicine and theology.
2. That respondent has a competent faculty of learned persons who are
engaged in the instruction of resident students as well as nonresident students by correspondence and that the academic degree indicated after the
name of each faculty member in respondent's catalogues and other advertising material represents high scholastic attainment and was obtained
through appropriate study and instruction at an accredited institution of
higher learning.
3. That said courses of instruction are adequate to give students high
scholastic standing; and that said professional courses are adequate to
equip students to carry on and practice the learned professions. That
students pursuingf3uch courses earn credits and upon their completion are
granted degrees that are recognized and accepted by accredited institutions of higher learning and by duly established accrediting agencies.
4, That respondent's institution is approved and that its credits are
recognized by the State Board of Education of the State of Georgia and
the other States in which it obtained charters because of tbe representation
in its catalogues and otherwise that it is duly chartered' under State laws.
Through the use of the word "University" in its corporate name and
in its adverti>ling material, respondent represents and implies that it is an
institution of higher learning, as that term is understood in the educational
world, offering appropriate instruction in the arts and sciences and in one
or more of the special branches of learning, such as law, theology and medicine; that respondent has a faculty of instructors competent to teach said
subjects and that the members of such faculty possess degrees conferred
by accredited colleges and universities for study and scholastic attainment;
that said respondent maintains adequate equipment and facilities, including classrooms, buildings, libraries and laboratories for the use of resident
students and faculty members; and that said respondent is empowered to
give credits to its students and confer degrees upon its graduates that are
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recognized and accepted generally by accredited institutions of higher
learning and by duly established accrediting agencies.
PAR. 4. In truth and in fact, the foregoing representations and statements made by respondent are false, deceptive and misleading in the following respects:
1. Respondent is not an educational institution of higher learning, but
is a correspondence school conducted by respondent's president from his
law office consisting of three small rooms in an office building in Atlanta,
Ga. Respondent has no buildings, laboratories, libraries or other equipment suitable for the teaching of resident students.
.
2. Respondent has no faculty of learned persons as instructors in the
arts and sciences, in postgraduate courses, or in any of the special branches
of learning, such as law, medicine or theology. Respondent's faculty now
consists, and for many years last past has consisted, of respondent's presiuent anu members of his immediate family who have not qualified as instructors in a university by .completing appropriate courses of study and
instruction at an accredited institution of higher learning. The members
of respondent's faculty whose names are set forth in its catalogues in addition to respondent's president and his immediate family are individuals
residing in various States of the United States who are engaged in professions and occupations other than teaching. Many of them have never
resided in or visited the State of Georgia and in some instances the names
of deceased persons were included by respondent in its catalogues and
other advertising material as active instructors. In most instances the
degrees appended to the names of faculty members in respondent's catalogues were not conferred by any accredited institution of higher learning
in recognition of scholastic attainment, but were conferred upon them by
respondent, or by institutions of like character, without adequate study or
instruction.
3. The courses given by respondent consist of multigraphed lessons and
text books on the respective subjects purported to be taught and questionnaires; and in a number of instances respondent has furnished the
answers to the questions asked or references to the book and page where
such answers can be found. Such materials and methods of study and instruction are wholly inadequate to qualify any student to receive credits
or a degree that is recognized or accepted by accredited institutions of
higher learning or by duly established accrediting agencies, and such
credits and drgrees are not and have not been so recognized or accepted.
The professional courses given by respondent are of the same character and
are wholly insufficient to enable the student to engage in or practice a
• ,
profession.
4. The use of the phrase "duly chartered under State laws" has a tendency to lead and in fact has led a number of prospective purchasers of
respondent's courses into the belief that the respondent corporation was
chartered under the laws of the State of Georgia and had been inspected
and approved by the State Board of Education, and that its credits were
recognized by said Board. In truth and in fact, the charter under which
respondent had operated its school issued by the duly authorized authority in the State of Georgia had lapsed more than two years prior to the
filing of this complaint. Respondent's school has never been inspected,
approved or recognized by any appropriate State government board or
agency either in the States of Georgia, Delaware or South Dakota, or in
the District of Columbia.
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PAR. 5. The use of the word "University" by respondent in its corporate name and in its catalogues and other advertising material, and the
. statements, representations and implications contained therein that respondent is an institution of higher learning, with adequate faculty, equipment and facilities for instructing resident and nonresident students in the
courses therein described; the I,"epresentation and implication that the
~embers of its faculty possess degrees conferred upon them by accredited
Institutions of higher learning for high scholastic attainment and that they
are well equipped to teach the respective courses described in respondent's
catalogues and other advertising material; that respondent's courses are
adequate to give students high scholastic standing; that its professional
courses are adequate to equip students to carry on arid practice the learned
Profession, and that respondent is authorized to give credits and confer
degrees that are recognized and accepted by accredited institutions and
duly established accrediting agencies, all are calculated to, and do, have
the capacity and tendency to, and do mislead and deceive prospective
students and the purchasing public by creating the erroneous belief that
the statements and representations made by respondent are true, and that
respondent is an institution of higher learning; and to cause a substantial
number of such prospective students and the purchasing public, acting on
~uch erroneous belief, to buy said correspondence courses, thereby divertIng trade to said respondent from its competitors who do not misrepresent
their schools, equipment or facilities or courses of study and instruction,
their faculties or the value of credits given or degrees conferred by them,
and thereby doing serious injury to substantial competition in !laid commerce.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, 11s herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and respondent's
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair and dece_ptive.acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on June 2, 1944, issued, and on June 6, 1944,
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Webster University, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts or practices in commerce in violation of
the provisions of said act. After the issuance o~ said complaint and the
filing of respondent's answer, the Commission, by order entered herein,
granted respondent's motion for permission to \\ithdraw said answer and
to substitute therefor an amended answer admitting all the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waiving all intervening
procedure and further hearing as to said facts, which substitute answer
Was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said
complaint and substitute answer, and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public an.d makes this its findings
a.~ to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH"!. Respondent, Webster University, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Sou.th Dakota and Del- .
awa~, with its office and principal place of business at 121! Luckie Street,
in the city of Atlanta, Ga. Respondent was incorporated originally in the
State of Georgia and under the name and style of Peoples National University, but the name of respondent was changed to Webster University
under date of October 24, 1929. Said original charter expired on April 5,
19-!2, and has not been renewed. Respondent was likewise incorporated in
the District of Columbia but such charter has also expired.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of correspondenee courses of study
and instruction to purchasers thereof located in the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia; and respondent causes and
has caused its correspondence courses, when so sold, to be transported
through the United States mail from its principal place of business in
Atlanta, Georgia, to such purchasers thereof in the various States of the
United States other than the State of Georgia, and in the District of Columbia. There is now, and has been for several years last past, a course of
tra'de and commerce by said respondent in said correspondence courses
between and among the States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia, and said courses of study and instruction have been and are
pursued by means of correspondence through the United States mail. In
the course and conduct of its business respondent is, and was at all times
herein referred to, in substantial competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, schools and universities likewise engaged in the sale and
distribution of correspondence courses of study and instruction in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, solicits the purchase of its correspondence courses by means of catalogues, letterheads, leaflets, circulars and other advertising material circulated by mail among prospective students or members of the public generally in the various States of the United States other than the State of
Georgia, and in the District of Columbia. In all of said advertising material respondent seeks and has sought to induce prospective students and
members of the public to purchase its correspondence courses by representing and implying in substance as follows:
1. That respondent is an educational institution of higher learning,
having adequate buildings, equipment and facilities for appropriate instruction in the arts and sciences, and learned professions, including law,
medicine and theology.
2. That respondent has a competent faculty of learned persons who are
engaged in the instruction of resiJent students as well as nonresident students by corrcsponJence and that the academic degree indicated after the
name of each faculty member in respondent's catalogues and other advertising material represents high scholastic attainment and was obtained
through appropriate study and instruction at an accredited institution of
higher learning.
3. That said courses of instruction are adequate to give students high
scholastic standil'g; and that said professional courses are adequate to
equip students to carry on and practice the learned professions. That
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students pursuing such courses earn credits and upon their completion are
granted degrees that are recognized and accepted by accredited institutions of higher learning and by duly established accrediting agencies.
4. Through the use of the representation in its catalogues and otherwise
that it is "duly chartered under State laws," the respondent represents
that its school is approved and that its credits are recognized by the State
Board of Education of the State of Georgia and the other States in which
it has obtained charters.
Through the use of the word "University" in its corporate name and in
its advertising material, respondent represents and implies that it is an institution of higher learning, as that term is understood in the educational
world, offering appropriate instruction in the arts and sciences and in one
or more of the special branches of learning, such as law, theology and medicine; that respondent has a faculty of instructors competent to teach said
subjects and that the members of such faculty possess degrees conferred by
accredited colleges and universities for study and scholastic attainment;
that said respondent maintains adequate equipment and facilities, including classrooms, buildings, libraries and laboratories for the use of resident
students and faculty members; and that said respondent is empowered to
give credits to its students and confer degrees upon its graduates that are
recognized and accepted generally by accredited institutions of higher
learning and by duly established accrediting agencies.
PAR. 4. In truth and in fact, the foregoing representations and statements made by respondent are false, deceptive and misleading in the following respects:
1. Respondent is not an educational institution of higher learning, but
is a correspondence school conducted by respondent's president from his
law office consisting of three small rooms in an office building in Atlanta
Ga. Respondent has no buildings, laboratories, libraries or other equip~
ment suitable for th.e teach,i.ng of resident students.
2. Respondent has no faculty of learned persons as instructors in the
arts and sciences, in postgraduate courses, or in any of the special branches
of learning, such as law, medicine or theology. Respondent's faculty now
consists, and for many years last past has consisted, of respondent's president and members of his immediate family who have not qualified as instructors in a university by completing appropriate courses of study and
instruction at an accredited institution of higher learning. The members
of respondent's faculty whose names are set forth in its catalogues in addition to respondent's president and his immediate family are individuals
residing in various States of the United States who are engaged in professions and occupations other than teaching. Many of them have never
resided in or visited the State of Georgia and in some instances the names
. of deceased persons were included by respondent in its catalogues and
other advertising material as active instructors. In most instances the
degrees appended to the names of faculty members in respondent's catalogues were not conferred by any accredited institution of higher learning
in recognition of scholastic attainment, but were conferred upon them by
respondent, or by institutions of like character, without adequate study or
instruction.
3. The courses given by respondent consist of multigraphed lessons and
text books on the respective subjects purported to be taught and questionnaires; and in a number of instances respondent has furnished the answers
to the questions asked or references to the book and page where such an-
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swers can be found. Such materials and methods of study and instruction
are wholly inadequate to qualify any student to receive credits or a degree
that is recognized or accepted by accredited institutions of higher learning
or by duly established accrediting agencies, and such credits and degrees
are not and have not been so recognized or accepted. The professional
courses given by respondent are of the same charact~r and are wholly insufficient to enable the student to engage in or practice a profession.
4. The use of the phrase "duly chartered under State laws" has a tendency to lead and in fact has led a number of prospective purchasers of
respondent's courses into the belief that the respondent corporation was
chartered under the laws of the State of Georgia and had been inspected·
and approved by the State Board of Education, and that its credits were
recognized by said Board. In truth and in fact, the charter· under which
respondent had operated its school issued by the duly authorized authority
in the State of Georgia had lapsed more than two years prior to the filing
of this complaint. Respondent's school has never been inspected, approved or recognized by any appropriate State government board or
agency in any of the States where it has been chartered.
PAR. 5. The use of the word "University" by respondent in its corporate name and in its catalogues and other advertising material, and the
statements, representations and implications contained therein that respondent is an institution of higher learning, with adequate faculty, equipment and facilities for instructing resident and nonresident students in the
courses therein described; the representation and implication that the
members of its faculty possess degrees conferred upon them by accredited
institutions of higher learning for high scholastic attainment and that they
are well equipped to teach the respective courses described in respondent's
catalogues and other advertising material; that respondent's courses are
adequate to give students high scholastic standing; that its professional
courses are adequate to equip students to carry on and practice the learned
professions, and that respondent is authorized to give credits and confer
degrees that are recognized and accepted by accredited institutions and
duly established accrediting agencies, all are calculated to, and do, have
the capacity and tendency to, and do misl~ad and deceive prospective students and the purchasing public by creating the erroneous belief that the
• statements and representations made by respondent are true, and that respondent is an institution of higher learning; and to cause a substantial
number of such prospective students {tnd the purchasing public, acting on
such erroneous belief, to buy said correspondence courses, thereby diverting trade to said respondent from its competitors who do not misrepresent
their schools, equipment or facilities or courses of study and instruction,
their faculties or the value of credits given or degrees conferred by them,
and thereby doing serious injury to substantial competition in said commerce.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
Upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondent, in
Which answer respondent admits all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint, and states that it waives all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion that s:J.id respondent has violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Webster University, its officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or
other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution
of its correspondence courses in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the word "University" or any abbreviation or simulation
thereof, as a part of respondent's corporate name or as a part of the name
of respondent's school.
2. Representing, in any manner, directly or by implication, that respondent's school is a university.
3. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent is an educational instit"ution of higher learning or has adequate buildings, equiprnent or facilities for appropriate instruction in the arts and sciences, or in
the learned professions, including law, medicine and theology.
4. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent has a
competent faculty of learned persons who are engaged in the instruction
of resident students as well as nonresident students by correspondence or
that the academic degre~ indicated after the name of each faculty member
in respondent's catalogues and other advertising material represents high
scholastic attainment or was obtained through appropriate study and instruction at an accredited institution of higher learning.
5. Representing, directly or by implication, that the courses of instruction offered by respondent are adequate to give students high scholastic
standing or that said professional courses are adequate to equip students
to carry on or practice the learned professions; or that students pursuing
such courses earn credits or upon their completion are granted degrees that
are recognized or accepted by accredited institutions of higher learning or
by duly established accrediting agencies.
6. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's school is
approved or that its credits are recognized by the State Board of Education of the State of Georgia or of any of the States in which it obtained
charters, through statements in its catalogues or advertising material that
respondent is duly chartered under State laws or through any other means
or instrumentality.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file "'ith the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has compliep with
this order.
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THE MATTER OF

EUGENE CLEMENT D' ART, TRADING AS VICTORY
COAL SAVER MFG. CO.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5076.

Complaint, Nov. 2, 1948-Decision, Mar. 8, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of his "Victory Coal
Saver" chemical powder for use on coal, composed of about 90 percent common
salt and small percentages of potassium permanganate and other substances, and
contained in 8-ounce packages which sold usually for $1.00 each(a) Represented, direcily or by implication, through advertisements in circulars, circu·
lar letters and other advertising literature, that the use of his product would effect
savings up to fifty percent in coal consumption; increase the heat supplied by coal;
cause coal to burn more slowly, evenly and thoroughly; r:educe smoke and ash; and
prevent the formation of soot in chimneys and aid in the removal of soot alreadY
formed;
The facts being, as established by an examination and analysis by the United States
Bureau of Mines together with the testimony of the Bureau's expert who prepared
the report thereon, that said product was wholly incapable of producing any of
the results above claimed therefor;
(b) Represented as aforesaid, that the product or the principal ingredient therein had
been endorsed or approved by the United States Bureau of Mines for use in preventing and removing soot;
The facts being that neither said product nor any ingredient thereof had been endorsed
or approved by said Bureau; while salt, when properly used in sufficiently high
concentrations, is recognized by the Bureau as an effective soot remover, the
all}ount prov·ded by his product was so small as to be valueless from a practical
viewpoint, since, to be effective, approximately eighty times the amount of salt
provided by a package of the product would have to be used for each ton of coal
treated;
(c) Falsely represented or implied, through the use of the words "Coal Saver" in hiS
trade name and the designation of his product, that use thereof would effect a sav·
ing in coal consumption;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the pur·
chasing public with respect to said product, and thereby cause it to purchase substantial quantities thereof:
. Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr-. Merle P. Lyon and Mr. Clark Nichols for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Com·
mission, having reason to believe that Eugene Clement d'Art, an individ·
ual, trading as Victory Coal Saver Mfg. Co., hereinafter referred to as the
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respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to

~he Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the

IDterest of the public, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in
that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, is an individual, trading under the
n_ame and style of Victory Coal Saver Mfg. Co., ·with his office and prinCipal place of business located at 32 North Pearl Street, Albany, N.Y.
Respondent is now, and for approximately one year last past has been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of a chemical preparation designated
:'Victory. Coal Saver," advertised and recommended by respondent for use
Ill increasing the calorific value of coal, and thereby effecting a saving in
fuel consumption. Said preparation is composed of approximately 90
P.ercent sodium chloride or common salt, with a small percentage of potasRmm oermanganate and other mineralR.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his said business, respondent
causes said product, when sold, to be shipped from his place of business in
the State of New York to the purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent
maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of
trade in said product in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, and for the
purpose of promoting the sale of said "Victory Coal Saver," respondent
has made false, misleading and deceptive representations by means of
Pamphlets, circulars, and other advertising literature disseminated
through the United States mails. Among and typical of the representations made by the respondent are the follo\ving:
Save Coal Now-when you need it most, when the Nation needs it most. Victory
Coal Saver brings you savings of 30 to 50 percent on coal. More Heat with Less
Coal. ....
Victory Coal Saver causes the fuel to burn more slowly, evenly, intensely and thoroughly, actually giving more heat with less coal ..•.•
Victory Coal Saver retards combustion, at the same moment generating oxygen. As
a result coal burns more slowly, intensely and thoroughly. Waste of combustible gases
and substance is eliminated. Less Coal Generates More Heat. , •••
Savings with a coal water heater or small stove, properly managed, average 40 to
50% .....
Savings with a furnace properly managed average 20 to 30% during the day, as high
as 60% at night.
You can earn $5.00 in 20 minutes with very little labor, and do so repeatedly through
treating all the coal you use with Victory Coal Saver.
The U. S. Bureau of Mines advises:
"IngrPdient A prevents formation· of soot in 'himneys and preventing soot from
forming cuts down coal bills. Ingredient A also helps·get rid of soot already formed.
Investigation shows Ingredient A becomes volatilized and forms a vapor which settles on the surface of soot, reducing its ignition temperature to 166 degrees. At 166
degrees the soot catches fire and burns away."
In its report the U.S. Bureau of Mines names the ingredient. In order to protect our
formula, we have replaced the actual name by "Ingredient A."
The U. S. Bureau of Mines cannot be wrong. The U.S. Bureau of Mines' verdict
cannot be disputed. In purchasing Victory Coal Saver you not only secure the savings
and benefits mentioned by the U. S. Bureau of Mines but the additional action of three
tnore ingredients.
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PAR. 4. By and through the use of the foregoing statements and representations the respondent has represented and now represents, directly and
by implication, that the use of his produce "Victory Coal Saver" will
effect savings of 30 to 50 percent in the consumption of coal, will cause coal
to burn more slowly, evenly, intensely, and thoroughly, will give more
heat with less coal, will retard combustion, generate oxygen, eliminate
waste of combustible gases and substance, and increase the calorific value
of coal.
Respondent has also thereby represented, directly and by implication,
that treatment of coal with "Victory Coal Saver" will result i~ saving3
averaging from 40 to 50 percent with a properly managed coal water heater
or small stove, and savings averaging from 20 to 30 percent with a properly
managed furnace during the day, and as high as 60 p_ercent at night, and
will enable an individual to earn $5.00 in 20 minutes and to do so repeatedly with very little labor.
Respondent has also represented, directly and by implication, that an
agency of the United States Government, the U.S. Bureau of Mines, has
endorsed the use of said product or the principal ingredient thereof and has
advised that said "Ingredient A" prevents formation of soot in chimneys
or gets rid of soot already formed, and reduces the ignition temperature of
soot to 166 degrees and causes it to catch fire and burn away.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, respondent's product "Victory Coal
Saver" will not measurably affect the heat, smoke, ash or gases resulting
from the burning of coal or increase the calorific value thereof. Its use
will not cause savings of 30 to 50 percent or any other percentage of savings
on coal; will not create more heat with less coal; will not cause the fuel to
burn more slowly, evenly, intensely and thoroughly; will not retard combustion, generate oxygen, or eliminate waste or combustible gases or substance; will not cause average savings of 40 to 50 percent or any other percentage with a coal water heater or small stove under any conditions; will
not cause average savings of 20 to 30 percent with a furnace during the
day, or as high as 60 percent at night, or any other appreciable savings under any conditions of care and management. Treating coal with "Victory
Coal Saver" will not enable a person to earn $5.00 in 20 minutes, or any
other amount of money, or to do so repeatedly by the use of "Victory Coal
Saver."
The so-called "Ingredient A" in respondent's product is common salt,
which in sufficiently high concentrations may be an effective soot remover.
However, in the quantity recommended by respondent in the treatment of
coal with "Victory Coal Saver," which is equivalent to 22 pounds per ton
of coal treated, or 1% of the weight of coal treated, said "Ingredient A"
will not cause any effective reduction in the formation of soot or eliminate
soot already formed. The usc of common salt or "Ingredient A" will not
reduce the ignition temperature of soot to 166 degrees.
The use by respondent ·of the trade names "Victory Coal Saver" and
"Victory Coal Saver l\lfg. Co." is misleading and deceptive in that they
imply to the consuming public that the use of said product will effect a
saving in coal consumption, when such is not the fact.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, misleading and
deceptive representations has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to, and docs, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing and consuming public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
said representations are true, and into the purc.hase of substantial quanti-
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ties of ·respondent's product because of such erroneous and mistaken
beliefs.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commisilion Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on November 2, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Eugene
Clement d' Art, an individual, trading as Victory Coal Saver Mfg. Co.,
charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. After the filing of
respondent's answer to the complaint, testimony and other evidence in
support of the allegations of the complaint were introduced before a trial
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it (no evidence being offered by respondent), and such testimony and other evidenre
Were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter,
the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
on the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial
examiner;upon the evidence, and briefs in support of and in opposition to
the complaint (oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Eugene Clement d' Art, is an individual, who for a period of a year or more immediately preceding November
22, 1943, was engaged in business under the trade name "Victory Co::JI
Saver l\lfg. Co.," with his office and principal place of business located at
32 North Pearl Street, Albany, N. Y. Respondent was engaged in the
sale and distribution of a product designated by him as "Victory Coal
Saver," a chemical preparation designed for use on coal.
PAR. 2. Respondent caused his product, when sold, to be transported
from his place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States. Respondent maintained a course of trade in his product in commerce among and between
various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his business and for the purpose of
inducing the purchase of his product, respondent advertised the product
by means of circulars, circular letters, and other advertising literature
distributed among prospective purchasers. In these advertisements respondent represented, directly or by implication, that the use of his product would effect savings up to fifty percent in coal consumption; increase
the heat supplied by coal; cause coal to burn more slowly, more evenly and
more thoroughly; reduce smoke and ash; prevent the formation of soot in
chimneys and aid in the removal of soot already formed; and that the
product or the principal ingredient therein had been endorsed or approved
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by the United States Bureau of Mines for use in preventing and removing
·
soot.
PAR. 4. Respondent's product, which was in powdered form, was composed of approximately 90 percent sodium chloride (common salt) and
small percentages of potassium permanganate and other substances. The
product was packaged and sold to the public in 8-ounce packages which
sold usually for $1.00 each. The directions supplied by respondent for the
use of the product were as follows:
DIRECTIONS
TO TREAT ONE TON: Dissolve contents of Standard $1.00 Package in 4 gallons
warm water: Sprinkle evenly over coal.
TO TREAT LARGER QUANTITIES: Use contents of Standard $1.00 Package
dissolved in 4 gallons warm water per ton, i.e., to treat two tons, contents of two Standard $1.00 Packages in 8 gallons of warm water, etc.
TO TREAT SOFT COAL: Use twice the amount of water indicated above. (Comm.
Ex.l)
PAR. 5. At the request of the Commission the product was examined
and analyzed by the United States Bureau of Mines, and the report of the
Bureau forms a part of the record in the present proceeding, together with
the testimony of the Bureau's expert who prepared the report. This evidence establishes that the product was wholly incapable of producing anY
of the results claimed for it by respondent. The use of the product did not
effect any saving in coal consumption, nor did it increase the heat supplied
by coal. The product was incapable of causing coal to burn more slowly,
more evenly, or more thoroughly. It had no effect upon smoke or ash.
It was likewise incapable of preventing the formation of soot or aiding in
the removal of soot.
Nor has the product or any ingredient therein been endorsed or approved by the United States Bureau of Mines for use in the prevention or
removal of soot or for any other purpose. While salt, when properly used
l'n sufficiently high concentrations, is recognized by the Bureau as an
effective soot remover, the amount provided by respondent's product was
so small as to be without significance and wholly valueless from a practical
viewpoint. To be effectual, approximately eighty times the amount of
salt provided by a package of the product would have to be used for each
ton of coal treated.
PA'R. 6. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent with respect to his product, as set forth in paragraph 3
hereof, were erroneous and misleading. l\Ioreover, the words "Coal
Saver," used by respondent to designate and describe his product and as a
part of respondent's trade name, constituted within themselves an erroneous and misleading representation, in that they represented or implied
that the uss of the product would effect a saving in coal consumption.
,PAR. 7. The use by respondent of these erroneous and misleading
representations had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to respondent's
product and the results which might be obtained through the use thereof,
and the tendency and capacity to cause such portion of the public to purchase substantial quantities of the product as a result of the erroneous and
mistaken belief so engendered.
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CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practiCes in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
.
~rejudice

ORDER TO

CEAS~

AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
Upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence, and briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral
~rgument not having been requested); and the Commission having made
lts findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Eugene Clement d'Art, individually,
and trading as Victory Coal Saver Mfg. Co., or trading under any other
name, and his agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale,
and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, of respondent's product designated "Victory Coal
Saver," or any other product of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties, under 'vhatever name sold, do·
forthwith cease and desist from:
1. · Representing, directly or by implication, that said product will
effect any saving in coaf consumption or increase the heat supplied by coal.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that said product will cause
coal to burn more slowly, more evenly, or more thoroughly.
3. Representing, directly or by implication, that said product will reduce smoke or ash.
4. Representing, directly or by implication, that said product prevents
the formation of soot or removes or aids in the removal of soot.
. 5. Representing, directly or by implication, that said product or any
Ingredient therein has been endorsed or approved by the United States
Bureau of Mines.
. 6. Using the words" Coal Saver," or any other word or words of similar
linport, as a part of respondent's trade name, or to designate, describe, or
refer to respondent's product.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

OTTO A. KOHL, CLARICE VAN ~ETER AND ~ARVIN l\1.
COBB, TRADING AS CHICK BED COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

.

Docket 5181.

.

Complaint, June 17, 1944-Decision, Mar. 8, 194.5

Where three individuals engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a litter or
floor covering for poultry and brooder houses designated as "Chick Bed"; through
advertisements in newspapers and periodicals, circulars, leaflets and other advertising materialRepresented that their product constituted an effective preventive of poultry diseases;
that use thereof in poultry and brooder houses would cause chicks or poultry to be
healthy and free from disease; that said product was an effective germicide when
used as directed, and would prevent the growth of disease germs; and that its use
was a competent and effective treatment for coccidiosis, s!tved disease losses and
increased egg production;
The facts being that, while said product w1as absorptive and tended to. dry conditions
in poultry houses, thereby aiding in the control of diseases, it was not a preventive
thereof; and other aforesaid claims were similarly false and misleading;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said representations were true, and to
induce said public, because of such belief, to purchase their said product:
II eld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Randolph Preston, trial examiner.
1\fr. Jesse D. Kash for the Commission.
Elliott, Shuttleworth & Ingersoll, of Cedar Rapids, Ia., for respondents.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Otto A. Kohl, an individual, Clarke
Van Meter and Marvin l\1. Cobb, individuals and trustees, are copartners,
trading as Chick Bed Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents,
have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Otto A. Kohl, is an individual, Clarke Van l\Ieter and
Marvin l\1. Cobb, are individuals and are trustees, under trust agreement
between Otto A. Kohl dated April 21, 19-H. The said Otto A. Kohl,
Clarke Van Meter, trustee, and Marvin M. Cobb, trustee, are copartners,
trading as Chick Bed Company \\ith their office and principal place of
business located at 9GB Avenue, N. E., in the rity of Cedar Rapids, State
of Iowa.
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PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a litter or floor covering for
Poultry and brooder houses designated as Chick Bed. In the course and
conduct of the aforesaid business, reRpondents cause said product when
sold to be transported from their source of supply in Fernley, Nev., and
from their place of business in the State of Iowa to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States. Respondents maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained a course of trade in
said product in commerce between and among the various States of the
Dnited States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, therespondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused
and are now causing the dissemination of false and misleading advertisements, concerning their said product by the United States mails and various other means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act. Respondents have also disseminated and are
now disseminating and have caused and are now causing the dissemination
of false advertisements, concerning their said product by various means
f~r the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indlrectly,. the purchase of their said product in commerce as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as herein set forth, by the United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals and by
means of circulars, leaflets and other advertising material, are the following:
·

.

CHICK BED is not a cure for diseased chickens but an economically preventative
. for diseases. Grow your chicks free from Disease.
Let the MAGIC OF CHICK BED Keep Your Flock Healthy and Save you Labor.
CHICK BED .•. prevents disease ... free your FLOCK FROM COCCIDIOSIS.
ClUCK BED assures you a. dryer chicken house. This in turn reduces bacterial
lllultiplication to a. minimum.
CHICK BED helps to prevent coccidiosis and other poultry diseaaes. Bacterial
germs will not multiply in CHICK BED.
You would gladly pay twice the price of ClUCK BED for its disease preventive
values alone.
This year, save labor, disease losses, and at the same time get more eggs by using
Chick-Bed-indorsed by leading poultry authorities from coast to coast.

In connection with their advertising claims, respondents have made use
of testimonial letters containing representations of which the following is
typical:
We have had 200 chicks on Chick Bed for the past two weeks and have found that it
Will do everything that you advertised it to do.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of similar import not specifically set out herein, respondents represent that their product constitutes an effective preventative of
poultry diseases; that the use thereof as a litter or floor covering in poultry
and brooder houses will cause chicks or poultry occupying such houses to
be healthy and free from disease; that its use is a competent and effective
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treatment for coccidiosis; that said product is an effective germicide when
used as directed and will prevent the growth of disease germs; that its use
saves labor, disease losses and increases egg production and that said prod·
uct has been indorsed and approved by the leading poultry authorities
throughout the United States.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, mis·
leading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, respondents' product Chick
Bed is not a preventative of poultry diseases and its use as a litter or floor
covering in poultry or brooder houses will not cause chickens or poultry
enclosed in said houses to be healthy and free from disease. It is not a
competent or effective treatment for coccidiosis. Said product is 'not an
effective germicide in use. The use of said product will not save labor, dis·
ease losses or increase egg production. It has not been indorsed and ap·
proved by the recognized leaders of the poultry industry all over the
United States.
PAR. 6. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading and
deceptive statements, representations has had and now has the tendencY
and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchas·
ing public through the erroneous and mist.aken belief that said statements
and representations are true and to induce a substantial portion of the
purchasing public because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to pur·
chase respondents' said product.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute un·
fair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act .

.

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Co~mission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on the 17th day of June, 1944, issued and sub·
sequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
Otto A. Kohl, an individual, Clarke Van Meter and Marvin M. Cobb, in·
dividuals and trustees, copartners, trading as Chick Bed Company,
charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On July 27, 1944, the
respondents filed their answer in this proceeding. Thereafter, a stipula·
tion was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a state·
ment of facts signed and executed by the respondents and Tyrrel M. Inger·
soli, counsel for respondents, and Richard P. \v hiteley, Assistant Chief
Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval of the
Commission, may be taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of
testimony in support of the charges stated in the complaint, or in opposi·
tion thereto, and that the said Commission may proceed upon said state·
ment of facts to make its report, stating its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion based thereon and enter its order disposing of the proceeding
without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. Respondents
specifically waived the filing of a trial examiner's report upon the evi·
dence. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing
before the Commission on said complaint, answer and stipulation, said
stipulation having been approved, accepted and filed, and the Commis·
sion having duly considered the same and now being fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Otto A. Kohl, is an individual; Clarke Van Meter and
~arvin M. Cobb, are individuals and are trustees, under trust agreement
WJ.th Otto A. Kohl dated April 21, 1941. The said Otto A. Kohl, Clarke
Van Meter, trustee, and Marvin M. Cobb, trustee, are copartners, trading
as Chick Bed Company with their office and principal place of business
located at 96 B Avenue, N. E., in the city of Cedar Rapids, State of Iowa.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a litter or floor covering for
Poultry and brooder houses designated as Chick Bed. In the course and
conduct of the aforesaid business, respondents cause said product, when
sold, to be transported from their source of supply in Fernley, Nev.,
and from their plac.e of business in the State of Iowa to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States. Respondents maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained a course of trade
in said product in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, the respondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused
and are now causing the dissemination of false and misleading advertisements concerning their said product by the United States mails and various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act. Respondents have also disseminated and are
now disseminating, and have caused and are now causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning their said product, by various
. means, for the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said product in commerce, as
''commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as herein set forth, by the United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals and by
!lleans of circulars, leaflets and other advertising material, are the followmg:

ClUCK BED is not a cure for diseased chickens but an economical preventative for
diseases. Grow your chicks free from Disease.
Let the MAGIC OF CHICK BED Keep Your Flock Healthy and Save you Labor.
ClUCK BED .•. prevents disease ... free your FLOCK FROM COCCIDIOSIS.
CHICK BED assures you a dryer chicken house. This in turn reduces bacterial multiplication to a minimum.
CHICK BED helps to prevent Coccidiosis and other poultry diseases. Bacterial
germs will not multiply in CHICK BED.
You would gladly pay twice the price of ClUCK BED for its disease preventive
Yalues alone.
This year, save labor, disease losses, and at the same time get more eggs by using
Chick-Bed-indorsed by leading poultry authorities from coast to coast.

In connection \\ith their advertising claims, respondents have made use
of testimonial letters containing representations of which the following is
typical:
We have had 200 chicks on Chick Bed for the past two weeks and have found that it

will do everything that you advertised it to do.
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PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of a similar import not specifically set out herein,
respondents represented that their product constituted an effective preventive of poultry diseases; that the use thereof as a litter or floor covering
in poultry and brooder houses would cause chicks or poultry occupying
such houses to be healthy and free from disease; that its use was a competent and effective treatment for coccidiosis; that said product was an
effective germicide when used as directed and would prevent the" growth of
disease germs; that its use saved disease losses and increased egg production.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact respondents' product, Chick
Bed, is not a preventive of poultry disease, although said product is ab·
sorptive and tends to dry conditions in poultry houses, thereby aiding in
the control of diseases. Its use as a litter in poultry or brooder houses will
not cause chickens or poultry enclosed in said houses to be healthy and
free from diseases. It is not a competent or effective treatment for coccidi·
osis, and the use of said product will not save disease losses or increase egg
production. Said product does not have specific or effective germicidal or
antiseptic properties in use.
PAR. 6. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading and
deceptive statements and representations has had, and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true, and to induce a substantial portion of
the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to
·
purchase respondents' said product.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondents, and
a stipulation as to the facts entered into between the respondents and counsel for the respondents herein and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief
Counsel for the Commission, which provides, among other things, that
without further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission
may issue and serve upon the respondents herein, findings as to the facts
and conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of the proceeding,
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said responcfents have violated the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Otto A. Kohl, Clarke Van Meter,
and Marvin M. Cobb, jointly or severally, trading as Chick Bed Company
or under any other name or names, their representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection
with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their product, Chick
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Bed, or any other product of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties, whether sold under the same name
or any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
rneans of the United States mails, or by any means in commerce as "comrnerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisernent represents, directly or through inference;
. (1) That said product constitutes a preventive of poultry diseases; proVtded however, this paragraph shall not be construed as preventing respondents from representing that said product used as a floor litter is absorptive, and tends to dry conditions in poultry houses, thereby aiding in
the control of poultry diseases;
b (2) That the use of said product as a litter or floor covering in poultry or
rooder houses will cause chicks or poultry occupying such houses to be
healthy or free from disease;
(3) That the use of said product is a competent and effective treatment
for coccidiosis;
(4) That said product is an effective germicide in use;
. (5) That the use of said product will prevent poultry disease losses or
tncrease egg production.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said product in commerce, as "comrnerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertise·
rnent contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
· It is further ordered, "That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writtng, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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AURINE COMPANY, INC.
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 8998. Order, March 12, 1945

Modified order in proceeding in question in which original order issued on June 26,
1940, 31 F.T.C. 292, requiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection with the
offering, etc., of its preparation "Aurine," to cease and desist from disseminating
advertisements which represent said preparation as a cure or remedy for deafness
or partial deafness or as having any therapeutic value in the treatment thereof, or
as a competent or effective treatment for said condition or for ringing or buzzing
head noises due to hardened wax in the ear, etc., and from representing that it
makes refunds to dissatisfied purchasers, etc., as in order set forth.

J:

Mr.
W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. Frank E. Gettleman, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
on the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondent, and the
matter having been set for hearing, a stipulation of facts was dictated into
the record in lieu of the taking of testimony in support of the charges stated
in the complaint and in opposition thereto, the filing of bliefs and the filing
of a trial examiner's report having been expressly waived, and the Com~
mission having duly made and issued its findings as to the facts, conclusion
and order to cease and desist dated June 26, 1940, and the Commission
having further considered said order to cease and desist heretofore issued
and being of the opinion that the public interest requires that a modified
order to cease and desist should be isl:lued in said cause, ancl the Commis~
sion having given due notice to the respondent to show cause on December
21, 19-14, why this case should not be reopened for the purpose of modify~
ing said order to cease and desist, and the Commission having considered
the matter and the record herein and having issued its 9rder modifying
said order in certain respects, issues this its modified order to cease and
desist.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Aurine Company, Inc., a corporation,
its officers, agents, representatives and employees, directly or through anY
corporate or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale or
distribution of its medicinal preparation designated Aurine, or any other
medicinal preparation composed of substantially similar properties
whether sold under the same name or any other name, do forthwith cease
and desist from directly or indirectly!. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce as "com~
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertise~
ment represents, directly or through inference:
(a) That said preparation is a cure or remedy for or has any therapeutic
value in the treatment of deafness or partial deafness;
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(b) That said preparation is a competent or effective treatment for deafness or partial deafness, or ringing or buzzing head noises due to hardened
or coagulated wax in the ear;
(c) That the use of said preparation will materially benefit or relieve
t~mporary deafness or ringing or buzzing head noises due to an accumulatron of wax in the ear, except that its use will soften such wax and thereby
facilitate its removal by other means.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase of said preparation in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
3. Representing that respondent makes refunds to dissatisfied purchasers of said preparation when it does not in fact maintain a definite
Policy and practice of making such refunds.
. It is further ordered, That the respondent shall within 60 days after servl?e upon it of this order file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the mannor and form in which it has complied with this
l)rder.

.
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THE MATTER OF

WILLIAM H. HOWE
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914.

Docket 5089. Complaint, Nov. SO, 1943-Decision, :Mar. 13, 1945

Where an individual engaged in Lhe interstate sale and distribution of his "Lady Ashton
Foot Ease," active ingredients of which were saponified coconut and palm oils and
sodium carbonate, added to the mixture in the form of soap flakes and soap powder,
along wit b. 11/10 percent pine oil, with water as a carrier for the active ingredients;
through advertisements on cards, folders, circulars and by means of radio continu·
itiee, directly and by implicationRepresEnted f11lsely that his said product, when used as directed, would completely re·
move foot callouses and relieve all painful conditions of the feet; the facts being
that said product would not dissolve or remove callouses; its effect, when used as
directed vvith a warm foot bath, was temporarily to soften the outer layers of
callouses, some of which might be removed when followed by massage as directed,
and while such use might result in temporary relief for tired and aching feet, or
temporarily relieve foot discomfort, such results were in substantial part due to the
warm foot bath and massage;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the pur·
chasing pvblic into the mistaken belief that such false representations were true
and therePY induce their purchase thereof:
lJ eld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice t~nd injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
llfr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that William H. Howe, an individual,
hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of the
said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be.in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAP:H 1. Respondent, \\ illiam H. Howe, is an individual, having
his office and principal place of business at 122 Jewett Street, Lowell, Mass.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a preparation designated as
"Lady Ashton Foot Ease," in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent causes his said preparation, when sold, to be shipped from
his said place of business in the State of Massachusetts to purchasers
thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
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Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein, has maintained, a course of trade in his said preparation in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his said business and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of his said preparation, respondent has disseminated and is disseminating, and has caused and is now causing the
dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said preparation by
United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal"Trade Commission Act; and respondent
has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
preparation by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are
!ikely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said preparation
IU commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Among and typical of the false, deceptive and misleading statements and
representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and
caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by means of cards, folders, circulars and radio continuities, are the
following:
Do you have painful callouses on your feet? Try LADY ASHTON FOOT EASE!
It's beneficial in removing callouses without making feet sore. * * * Relief assured
after three nights' treatment.
If your feet hurt or you have'callouses, try LADY ASHTON FOOT EASE! It's
guaranteed! Three nights' treatment must give relief.
Thousands of women have found relief from tired, aching feet with LADY ASHTON
FOOT EASE!
Try today's modern remedy for tired, aching feet ••• LADY ASHTON FOOT
EASE! * * * effective cream * * * is also an effective, painless way of removing callouses.
Weary, overworked feet respond like magic to Lady Ashton Foot Ease ••• a modern,
effective remedy • * *.
Banish foot discomfort from your life! Get welcome relief from foot fatigue and
Painful callouses with LADY ASHTON FOOT EASE.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of similar import and meaning not specifically set out
herein, the respondent represents and has represented, directly and by implication, that said preparation, used as directed, will completely remove
foot callouses and prevent their recurrence and will relieve all painful conditions of the feet.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations disseminated by
the respondent in the manner aforesaid, are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, \vhile the use of said preparation will tend to
~emporarily soften the outer layers of foot callouses, it will not be effective
In removing callouses or preventing their recurrence. Respondent's preparation will have a soothing effect upon tired feet, but will not relieve or
otherwise affect many painful foot conditions. Various types of pain in
the feet are caused by structural defects in which cases no benefit of any
nature will be derived through the use of said preparation.
PAR. 6. The use by respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and misleading statements has had and now has the capacity and tendency to, and
650780-47-16
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does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements, representations and advertisements are true, and to induce a substantial portion of
the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to
purchase substantial quantities of respondent's preparation.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on November 30, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon William H. Howe, an
individual, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
issuance of said complaint (respondent not having filed answer thereto)
testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint were introduced before an examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the
said complaint, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner,
and brief in support of the complaint (respondent not having filed brief
and oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission,
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
make this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent William H. Howe is an individual having
his office and principal place of business at 122 Jewett Street, Lowell, Mass.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been engaged in the sale and distribution of a preparation designated
"Lady Ashton Foot Ease." He causes his said preparation, when sold, to
be shipped from his place of business in the State of Massachusetts to purchasers thereof at their points of location in States other than the State of
Massachusetts, and has maintained a course of trade in his said preparation in commerce between and among various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated and has caused the dissemination of false advertisements
concerning his said preparation by various means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent
has also disseminated and caused the dissemination of false advertisements
concerning his said preparation by various means for the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of
his said preparation in commerce, as" commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the false, deceptive, and
misleading statements and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated and caused to be disseminated as above set forth
by means of cards, folders, circulars, and radio continuities, are the following:
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Do you have painful callouses on your feet? Try LADY ASHTON FOOT EASE!
It's beneficial in removing callouses without making feet sore • • • Relief assured
·after three nights' treatment (Comm. Ex. 2).

• * • * • •
If your feet hurt or you have callouses, try LADY ASHTON FOOT EASE! It's
guaranteed! Three night's treatment must give relief (Comm. Ex. 3).

• • • • * *
Thousands of women have found relief from tired, aching feet with LADY ASHTON
FOOT EASE! (Comm. Ex. 4).

• • • • • *
Try today's modern remedy for tired, aching feet ... LADY ASHTON FOOT
EASE! • * • effective cr'eam, • * • is also an effective, painless way of removing callouses (Comm. Ex. 5).

* • • • • •
Wea.ry, overworked feet respond like magic to Lady Ashton Foot Ease ..• a modern,
effective remedy * • • (Comm. Ex. 11-A).
·

• • • * • •
Banish foot discomfort from your life! Get welcome relief from foot fatigue and
painful callouses with LADY ASHTON FOOT EASE * • * (Comm. Ex. 6).
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations, and others of similar import and mearung, respondent has represented, directly and by implication, that Lady Ashton Foot Ease, when
used as directed, will completely remove foot callouses and relieve all painful conditions of the feet. The Commission does not find, however, that
respondent's preparation is represented as relieving structural defects in
the feet, as charged in the complaint.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid advertisements and representations concerning
callouses and painful conditions of the feet are grossly exaggerated, false,
misleading, and untrue. Respondent's preparation, Lady Ashton Foot
Ease, has as active ingredients about 3! percent coconut oil, 3! percent
palm oil, I! percent sodium carbonate, and 1-("!i percent pine oil. The
coconut and palm oils and the sodium carbonate are saponified, being
added to the mixture in the forrri of soap flakes and soap powder. The
carrier for the active ingredients is water. This product, when applied to
the feet, will not dissolve or remove callouses. Its effect, when used as directed with a warm foot bath, is to temporarily soften the outer layers of
any callouses, and when followed by massage as directed, some of the outer
layers of the callouses may be removed. The use of respondent's product as
directed may result in temporary relief for tired and aching feet, or may
temporarily relieve foot discomfort. These results, however, are in substantial part due to the warm foot bath and massage directed to be used in
connection with respondent's preparation.
PAR. 6. The use by.respondent of the aforesaid false, deceptive and misleading statements and representations, disseminated as aforesaid, has
had the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
such false statements, representations, and advertisements are true and
to induce a substantial number of the purchasing public, because of such
erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase respondent's said preparation.
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, testimony and other evidence
taken before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated
by it, report of the trial examiner, and brief in support of the complaint,
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act:
It is ordered,. That respondent, William H. Howe, an individual, his
representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, or distribution
of Lady Ashton Foot Ease, or any product of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties, whether sold under
the same or any other name~ do forthwith cease and desist from directly
or indirectly.
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inference:
(a) That respondent's said preparation will remove callouses, or assist in
their removal in excess of temporarily softening the outer layers of such
callouses.
(b) That respondent's said preparation will relieve foot discomforts or
tired, aching feet in excess of possibly affording temporary relief from such
symptoms when used with foot bath and massage.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for the
purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said preparation in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which contains
any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 above.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after the service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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H. BOKER & CO., INC., ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4121.

Complaint, Apr. 26, 194G-Decision, Mar. 14, 1945

Where the words "Boy Scout," "Srout" and "Scouting" had long since acquired a secondary meaning as referring to the equipment and activities of the Boy Scouts of
America, which had devised and sponsored, among their articles, a pocket knife
suitable for the outdoor activities of the boy members of the organization, referred
to as a "Scout Knife" and marked in some form or manner with the words
"Scout" or" Boy Scout"; and thereafter a corporation and its subsidiary, engaged,
respectively, in the interstate sale and distribution, and the manufacture of pocket
knives-including certain knives originally made by a concern eventually merged
with said manufacturing subsidiarySold said knives bearing the inscription "Scout Knife" or "Junior Scout," and originally "Boy Scout," notwithstanding the fact that aforesaid products had not been
and were not manufactured or distributed under the supervision of the Boy Scouts
of America and had not been, and were not, products approved, endorsed, or sponsored by that organization, and were not a part of its standard equipment;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said knives were sponsored by the
Boy Scouts of America, and were a part of their standard equipment and thereby
induce their purchase thereof:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. Carrel F. Rhodes for the Commission.
Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey, of New York City, for respondents.
CoMPLAINT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade ComComplaint is published ae amended by order of the Commission dated June 21, 1944, ae followe:
Thie proceeding coming on to be considered by the Federal Trade Commission upon a stipulation ae to
the facta dated May I, 1941, entered into hy counsel for the reopondent H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New York
corporation, and H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, and W. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the
Commission, which providee, among other things, that the complaint heretofore issued in thie matter may
he amended by changing the complaint, which allegee the name of the New York corporation ae H. Boker
& Company, Inc., to show the correct name of the New York corporation, which is H. Boker & Co., Inc.,
and to show II. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jereey corporation, ae a party respondent and that H. Boker &
Co., Inc., a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the Ia we of the State of New Jersey,
may be made and named a party respondent in thie proceeding; and the Commiosion having duly considered said otipulation and the record herein and being now fully advised in the premises;
II is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the oame hereby i•, amended by •triking out the word
"company" in the name of the New York corporation wherever it appeare in the name of eaid corporation
in said complaint and by substituting for the word "company" the abbreviation "Co.," and by adding
after the name of the New York corporation, H. Boker & Co., Inc., the phraoe "a New York corporation";
It i•further ordered, That H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, be, and it hereby ie, made and
named a party reepondent in thia proceeding and the complaint herein is amended and eupplemented by
I
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mission, having reason to believe that H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New York
corporation, and H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act,
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, H. Boker & Co., Inc., is a New York corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York, with its principal office and place of business located at
101 Duane Street, in the city of New York, in the State of New York.
Respondent, H. Boker & Co., Inc., the New Jersey corporation, has
its office and principal place of business at 101 Duane Street in the city of
New York, N.Y., and it is an affiliate of respondent H. Boker & Co., Inc.,
the New York corporation.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have
been, engaged in manufacturing, advertising and offering for sale, and
selling various articles of cutlery, among other things a pocket knife designated and marked as a "SCOUT KNIFE" and a knife on one blade of
which appears the words "Junior Scout," the two words separated by
respondents' trade-mark design of a tree. Respondents cause its sai<i
products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the
State of New York to the purchasers thereof located in States of the United
States other than the State of New York, and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained,
a course of trade in said products in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In 1910 an organization known as The Boy Scouts of America
was incorporated under the laws governing the District of Columbia, and
later was reincorporated by special Act of Congress. Its purpose was, in
general, to organize the boys of the United States and teach them discipline, patriotism, courage, habits of observation, self-control and ability
to care for themselves in all exigencies of life.
In furtherance of this purpose and both to attract the boys of the Nation
to the movement and to insure safe, adequate and adaptable equipment,
the organization adopted, and has since maintained, the policy of devising
and planning a great many articles of equipment and supervising their
manufacture and distribution through licensing and otherwise authorizing
those with whom it would enter into arrangements for such manufacture
·
and distribution.
From the beginning the equipment so approved and sponsored has been
designated and marked, and the activities of the boy members of the organization have been uniformly referred to, by use of the words "Boy
Scout," "Scout," and "Scouting," so that these words have long ago
acquired a secondary meaning as referring to the equipment and activities
of The Boy Scouts of America.
inoerting the words "and H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jereey corporation," immediately following the
name and deocription of the New York corporation wherever the name of the New York corporation ap·
peare in said complaint and by changing the word "reepondent" to "respondents" and by changing the
eingular to the plural wherever necesoary in referring to the reepondente and hv adding the following oub·
paragraph to paragraph 1 of oaid complaint:
"Respondent H. Boker & Co., Ine., the New Jersey corporation, baa ito office and principal place of
bueineoa at 101 Duane Street in the city of New York, New York, and it is an affili11te of r(ll!pondent
H. Jloker &; Cp., luc,, the New Y 01 k corpor11tion."
·
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Among the articles of equipment so devised and whose production and
distribution is so supervised is a pocket knife of a design and of material
and workmanship suitable for the outdoor activities of the boy members of
the organization. This knife has been uniformly referred to as a "Scout
Knife," has been marked in some form or manner with the words "Scout"
or "Boy Scout," with or without other marks and insignia identifying it
as a part of the standard equipment of The Boy Scouts of America.
PAR. 4. The knives manufactured and sold by respondents, as alleged
and described in paragraph 2 hereof, have been and are of such general
design and appearance as, when marked or labeled by the use of the
words "Scout," "Junior Scout," or "Boy Scout," or any other marks or
insignia characteristic of or identifying them with, The Boy Scouts of
America, would have, have had and have the capacity and tendency to
induce the purchasing public to believe that respondents' said knives have
been and are approved, endorsed or sponsored by The Boy Scouts of America and are a part of the standard equipment of that organization; and to
cause, and have caused, a substantial part of the public to purchase respondents' said knives because of such belief.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, respondents' said knives have not been
and are not manufactured or distributed under the supervision of The
Boy Scouts of America, have not been and are not approved, endorsed or
sponsored by that organization, nor are they a part of its standard equipment.
PAR. 6. There is a marked preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public for products which are sponsored or approved
by The Boy Scouts of America over products which are not so sponsored or
~prow~
·
•
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on April 26, 1940, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, H. Boker &
Co., Inc., a New York corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of said act. After
said respondent filed its answer, a stipulation dated May 1, 1941, was
executed and pursuant thereto, by order entered June 21, 1944, the
complaint was amended by adding as a respondent, H. Boker& Co., Inc.,
a New Jersey corporation, and in other particulars as set out in said order.
By said stipulation it was further agreed that a statement of facts signed
and executed by the respondent corporations or their counsel and W. T.
Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the
approval of the Commission, might be taken as the facts in this proceeding. It was further stipulated and agreed that the Commission might,
without notice to respondents, amend the complaint to conform with the
facts stipulated and proceed without briefs or oral argument to dispose of
this proceeding and enter its order to cease and desist against the respondents in substantially the same form as the order to cease and desist issued
by the Commission in Docket 3466, Adolph Kastor & Bros., Inc., a cor-
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poration, in the event that the Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the said
order and certiorari to the United States Supreme Court was not applied
for within the period of time permitted by law. The Circuit Court
affirmed said order1 and it became final on February 27, 1944. On June 19,
1944, the Commission approved the stipulation herein, and thereafter this
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on
said amended complaint, answer, and stipulation; and the Commission,
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New York
corporation, is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the
State of New York, with its principal office and place of business located
at 101 Duane Street, New York, N.Y. Said respondent has owned all the
outstanding stock of H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, since
the organization of the latter in 1916.
(b) Respondent, H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, is a
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New
Jersey, with its office and principal place of business at 1.01 Duane Street,
New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. In 1915 H. Boker & Co., Inc. (New York), acquired all the assets of Carl F. Boker, trading as Hermann Boker & Co., at 101 Duane
Street, New York, N. Y. As a part of this acquisition H. Boker & Co.
(New York) secured all the outstanding stock of the Valley Forge Cutlery
Company, a New Jersey corporation organized about 1899, which stock
had been owned by Carl F. Boker since some time prior to 1909. This
stock was held by H. Boker & Co. (New York) until the merger of Valley
Forge Cutlery Company with H. Boker & Co., Inc. (New Jersey), in 1927.
From the date of its acquisition of the stock of the Valley Forge Cutlery
Company until the aforesaid merger, H. Boker & Co., Inc. (New York),
was the sole selling agent for all products manufactured by said Valley
Forge Cutlery Company, and has at all times since said merger been the
sole selling agent for all products manufactured by H. Boker & Co., Inc.
(New Jersey). From 1911 until it merged with H. Boker & Co., Inc.
(New Jersey), the Valley Forge Cutlery Company manufactured a pocket
knife and inscribed thereon the term "Boy Scout," except that beginning
in 1920 said inscription was changed from "Boy Scout " to " Scout Knife."
At all times since said merger H. Boker & Co., Inc. (New Jersey), has continued to manufacture a pocket knife bearing the inscription "Scout
Knife." From 1920 tp the date of said merger Valley Forge Cutlery Company also manufactured a pocket knife on one blade of which was inscribed
the term "Junior Scout," and after its merger with H. Boker & Co., Inc.
(New Jersey), the latter continued the manufacture of said knife bearing
the inscription "Junior Scout" until about the year 1930.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, respondents have sold said knives to jobbers and retail dealers, and pursuant to
such sales have shipped and do ship such knives, or cause them to be
shipped, to the purchasers thereof at their respective locations in States
other than the States of origin of the shipments, and maintain, and have
1 Opinion and deoiaion of the court ia reported in 138 F. (2d) 824, 37 F. T. C •.818, For Oll.'le before
Colllllli8eion, - 31 F. T. C, 1044.
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maintained, a course of trade in such knives in commerce, as "commerce"
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. (a) In 1910 an organization known as the Boy Scouts of America was incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia and later
reincorporated by special Act of Congress. The Boy Scout movement
commenced in England some time prior to 1907 and spread to the United
States about 1907. Many groups known as Boy Scouts of America were
organized throughout the United States between the years 1907 and 1910,
and the movement grew rapidly during that period. The incorporation of
the Boy Scouts of America in 1910 resulted in the absorption and coordination of these various groups throughout the country into one centralized
organization. The purpose of such organization was in general to organize
the boys of the United States and to teach them discipline and patriotism;
to encourage habits of self-control, and to teach them to care for themselves in all exigencies of life.
(b) In furtherance of these purposes and to attract the boys of the nation to the movement and to insure safe, adequate, and adaptable ~quip
ment, the Boy Scouts of America adopted and has since maintained the
policy of devising and planning many articles of equipment and supervising the manufacture and distribution thereof through licensing and otherwise authorizing those with whom it entered into arrangements for such
manufacture and distribution. From the beginning, equipment so apProved and sponsored has been designated and marked, and the activities
of the boy members of the organization have been uniformly referred to
by the use of the words "Boy Scout," "Scout," and "Scouting," so that
these words long ago acquired a secondary meaning as referring to the
equipment and activities of the Boy Scouts of America. Among the articles of equipment so devised, the production and distribution of which
is so supervised, is a pocket knife of design, material, and workmanship
suitable for the outdoor activities of the boy members of the organization.
This knife has been uniformly referred to as a "Scout Knife" and has been
marked in some form or manner with the words "Scout" or "Boy Scout,"
with or without other marks and insignia identifying it as a part of the
standard equipment of the Boy Scouts of America.
PAR. 5. Respondents' knives manufactured and distributed as aforesaid have not been, and are not, manufactured or distributed under the
supervision of the Boy Scouts of America and have not been, and are not,
approved, endorsed, or sponsored by that organization, nor are they a
part of its standard equipment.
PAR. 6. There is a marked preference on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public for products which are sponsored or approved
by the Boy Scouts of America as compared with products which are not
so sponsored or approved. Respondents' said knives as heretofore deScribed have been, and are, of such general design and appearance that use
of the words "Scout," "Junior Scout," or "Boy. Scout," or any other
marks or insignia characteristic of or identifying them with the Boy
Scouts of America would have, has had, and has, the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of the purchasing
Public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondents' said
knives have been, and are, approved, endorsed, or sponsored by the Boy
Scouts of America and are a part of the standard equipment of that organization, and to induce a substantial part of the public to purchase respondPots' said knives as a result of such erroneous belief.
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the amended complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent
H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New York corporation, and the stipulation as to
the facts entered into between W. T. Kelley, Chief Counsel for the Federal
Trade Commission, and H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New York corporation,
and H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, which provides,
among other things, that without further evidence or other intervening
procedure, the Commission may issue and serve upon the respondents
herein findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon and an order
disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondents H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New York corporation, and H. Boker & Co., Inc., a New Jersey corporation, their respective officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, and distribution of knives in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Marking or labeling said knives, or the containers or coverings in
which they are enclosed or display cards to which they are attached or on
which they are displayed, with the words "Scout," or "Boy Scout," or
"Junior Scout," or with any emblem or symbol adopted and used by the
Boy Scouts of America to designate or symbolize that organization or the
activities of its members.
2. Marking, designating, or describing knive., as "Scout," "Boy
Scout," or "Junior Scout."
3. Using, in any manner, any mark, symbol, or emblem adopted and
used by the Boy Scouts of America to represent or identify that organization or the activities of its members.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within GO days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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ARTHUR M. FLORMAN AND LEO. FLORMAN TRADING
AS A.M. FLORMAN & BRO.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SUBSEC. (c) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS
AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936
Docket 4227.

Complaint, Aug. 7, 1940-Dccision, Mar. 19, 194/i

Where two individuals engaged in New York City as commission resident buyers of
millinery for some 40 retailer millinery and department stores in various St~J,tes-in
competition with buying offices maintained in said center by similar millinery dealers and department stores, and with "Fee" buyers regularly employed and compensated by such organizations-through locating and placing with a particular one of
a large numLer of manufacturers and sellers of millinery competitively engaged in
said city, orders which met the general requirements as to style, price, etc. of particular customers and which, along with invoice, bill, delivery and other necessary
documents of sale, specified the name uf the purchaser and recorded the traTlsaction
as though he had made the purchase in personReceived and accepted from said manufacturers and sellers, commissions consisting of
a certain percentage of the sales prices agreed upon between each of them and said
individuals in the orders for merchandise placed by latter for their principals,
which said manufacturers transmitted, paid and delivered to said individuals on
the purchases of merchandise by the aforesaid 40 retail millinery and department
stores who were the actual purchasers in such transactions and in whose behalf
said individuals were in fact acting:
Held, That such receipt of remun~ration in the form of commissions from competitive
sellers, manufacturers and wholesalers from whom said individuals purchased
millinery and other commodities for such buyers or client buyers, was in violation
of the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by
the Robinson-Patman Act.

Mr. EdwardS. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Kaufman & Cronan, of New York City, for respondents.

COMPLAINT
. The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the parties respondent named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particularly designated and described, since June 19, 1936, have violated and are
now violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton
Act, as amended by the Hobinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936
(l!. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13), hereby issues its complaint, stating its '!harges
WJ.th respect thereto as follows:
. PARAGRAPH 1. Hespondents, Arthur M. Florman-and Leo Florman, are
Individuals, trading under the name A. M. Florman & Bro. with their
Principal office and place of business located at 134 West 32nd Street, New
York, N.Y. Said respondents, Arthur ~1. Florman and Leo Florman, are
engaged in business as commission resident buyers of millinery. In the
course of their said business, respondents act as purchasing agents for and
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in behalf of approximately 40 retail millinery and department stores located in the several States of the United States.
The manner of operation of respondents' business consists in receiving
from one of said retail millinery or department stores a request to order
certain millinery having g~neral specifications as to size, color, style, quantity and approximate price. Respondents locate a millinery manufacturer, and on behalf of the proposed purchaser place an order for millinery
meeting the general requirements of the initial request. The order upon
the manufacturer specifies the name of the purchaser and an order blank,
invoice, bill, delivery and other necessary documents of sale all record the
transaction between the manufacturer and the purchaser as though the
purchaser has made the purchase in person.
New York City is the center of the millinery industry in the United
States and retail millinery dealers and department stores located in other
States of the United States undergo the expenditure of a certain proportion
of their dollar sales volume to cover the cost of purchasing millinery from
the millinery center in New York City. In the course and conduct of their
business respondents are in direct competition with buying offices maintained in New York City by millinery dealers and department stores' located in various States of the United States, and with buyers known as
"Fee') buyers who are regularly employed and compensated by retail
milliners and department stores from other States buying in New York
City.
Among the retailers of millinery for whom respondents act as buying
agents are Sydney Fruhman, doing business as Sydney Fruhman Millinery
Company, Dallas, Tex.; Bradshaw Millinery Company, Charlotte, N. C.;
A. W. Cox Department Store, Parkersburg, W.Va., Friedlander Corporation, Moultrie, Ga.; R. C. Brown, Norfolk, Va.; Gordon's Department
Store, Winona, Miss.; Haig Millinery, Warren, Iowa; Handelman Bros.,
Marlin, Tex.; J. N. McCracken, Billings, Mont.; L. B. Murphy, Casper,
Wyo.; Gorin's, Inc., Fall River, Mass.; K. Wolins, Tyler, Tex.; H. E.
Norland, Burwell, Nebr.; Golden Rule Store, Shadron, Nebr.; The Fashion, Waycross, Ga.; Fair Store, Lexington, Ky.; and J.P. Croff, Rexburg,
Idaho.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business respondents place
orders for millinery with 25 or more manufacturers of millinery located in
New York City. Among such manufacturers are the following: Alben
Hat Company, Dandy Hat Company, Gildor Hat Company, Gold Seal
Hat Company, Sam Way, Inc., Braeburn Company, Wei-rose Hat Corporation, Elwyn Hat Company, Wank & Levine, Atlas Hat Company,
Salfair, Inc., M. Barsky, Melvina Hat Company, Parad Hat Company,
Jeanar Hat Company, Climax Hat Company, King Innovations Company,
Georgeman Hats, Greenburg Bros., Joe-Marr Hat Company, Jaymore
Hats, Kass Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc., and Biltmore Hat Corporation.
The manufacturers named in this paragraph are hereinafter referred to as
"sellers."
PAR. 3. Each of said sellers is engaged in the sale of millinery to the retailer principals of respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman,
and to other customers in States other than the State of New York, pursuant to which sales, millinery is shipped and caused to be transported by
each of said sellers into and through various States of the United States to
their respective customers. Said sellers are fairly typical and representative members of a large group of manufacturers and sellers engaged in
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selling their merchandise in interstate commerce to retailer clients of respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, and to competitors' of
~aid respondents, being the buying offices and "Fee" buyers maintained
~n New York City by retail milliners and department stores doing business
mother States of the United States.
In the course of the purchasing transactions by the respondents, Arthur
M:. Florman and Leo Florman, u~der the name A. M. Florman & Bro.,
as set forth in paragraph 1 hereof, said sellers have since June 19, 1936,
transmitted, paid and delivered and do transmit, pay and deliver to said
respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, under the name A. M.
Florman & Bro., commissions, the same being a certain percentage of the
sales prices agreed upon between each of the said sellers and the respondents in the orders for merchandise placed by the respondents for their
Principals; and said respondents since June 19, 1936, have received and
accepted and are receiving and accepting such commissions on purchases
of merchandise by some 40 retail millinery and department stores who are
the actual purchasers in such. transactions, and in whose behalf said Arthur
M:. Florman and Leo Florman have been and are in fact acting.
PAR. 4. The foregoing acts and practices are in violation of subsection
(c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended. '
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled, "An Act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as
amended by the Robin~on-Patman Act, approved June 19 1 1936 (U.S.C.
Title 15, Sec. 15), The Federal Trade Commission on August 7, 1940, iss~ed and thereafter served its complaint in this proceeding upon the parties respondent named in the caption hereof, charging said respondents
\\ith violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of said act as
~mended. After the issuance of said complaint the respective respondents
In due course filed their answer to said complaint, in which answer the respondents denied that their acts and practices were in violation of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended. Thereafter the
respective respondents, through their counsel, requested and received per!U-issiori from the Commission to withdraw their original answer and to file
!n lieu thereof an answer admitting all material allegations of fact set forth
tn said complaint, and. waiving all intervening procedure as to said facts,
and expressly waiving the filing of briefs and oral argument.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
~he Commission on said complaint and answer, and the Commission, havtng duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises,
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. That respondents, Arthur l\1. Florman and Leo Florrnan, are individuals, trading under the name A.l\1. Florman & Bro. with
their principal office and place of business located at 134 West 32nd Street,
New York, N.Y. Said respondents, Arthur l\1. Florman and Leo Florrnan, are engaged in business as commission resident buyers of millinery.
In the course of their said business, respondents act as purchasing agents'
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for and in behalf of approximately 40 retail millinery and department
stores located in the several States of the United States.
That the manner of operation of respondents' business consists in re~
ceiving from one of said retail millinery or department stores a request to
order certain millinery having general specifications as to size, color, style,
quantity and approximate price. Respondents locate a millinery manu~
facturer, and on behalf of the proposed purchaser place an order for milli~
nery meeting the general requirements of the initial request. The order
upon the manufacturer specifies the name of the purchaser, and an order
blank, invoice, bill, delivery and other necessary documents of sale all
record the transactions between the manufacturer and the purchaser as
though the purchaser has made the purchase in person.
That New York City is the center of the millinery industry in the United
States and retail millinery dealers and department stores located in other
States of the United States undergo the expenditure of a certain propor~
tion of their dollar sales volume to cover the .cost of purchasing millinery
from the millinery center in New York City. In the course and conduct
of their business respondents are in direct competition with buying offices
maintained in New Yo,rk City by millinery dealers and department stores
located in various States of the United States, and with buyers known as
"Fee" buyers who are regularly employed and compensated by retail
milliners and department stores from other States buying in New York
City.
That among the retailers of millinery for whom respondents act as buy·
ing agents are Sydney Fruhman, doing business as Sydney Fruhman Mil·
linery Company, Dallas, Tex.; Bradshaw Millinery Company, Charlotte,
N. C.; A. W. Cox Department Store, Parkersburg, W. Va., Friedlander
Corporation, Moultrie, Ga.; R. C. Brown, Norfolk, Va.; Gordon's De~
partment Store, Winona, Miss.; Haig Millinery, Warren, Iowa; Handel~
man Bros., Marlin, Tex.; J. N. McCracken, Billings, Mont.; L. B. Murphy,
Casper, Wyo.; Gorin's, Inc., Fall River, Mass.; K. Wolins, Tyler, Tex.;
H. E. Norland, Burwell, Nebr.; Golden Rule Store, Shadron, Nebr.; The
Fashion, Waycross, Ga.; Fair Store, Lexington, Ky.; and J.P. Groff, Rex·
burg, Idaho.
PAR. 2. That in the course and conduct of their business respondents
place orders for millinery with a large number of manufacturers of milli·
nery located in New York City. Among and representative of such manu·.
facturers are the following: Alben Hat Company, Dandy Hat Company,
Gildor Hat Company, Gold Seal Hat Company, Sam Way, Inc., Braeburn
Company, Wel~rose Hat Corporation, Elwyn Hat Company, Wank &
Levine, Atlas Hat Company, Salfair, Inc., l\1. Barsky, Melvina Hat Com~
pany, Parad Hat Company, Jeanar Hat Company, Climax Hat Company,
King Innovations Company, Georgeman Hats, Greenburg Bros., Joe~
Marr Hat Company, Jaymore Hats, Kass Bros. 1\Hg. Co., Inc., and Bilt~
more Hat Corporation.
The manufacturers named in this paragraph are hereinafter referred to
as "sellers."
PAR. 3. That each of said sellers is engaged in the sale of millinery to
the retailer principals of respondent, Arthur l\1. Florman and Leo Florman,
and to other customers in States other than the State of New York, pur~
suant to which sales, millinery is shipped and caused to be transported by
each of said sellers into and through various States of the United States
to their respective customers. Said sellers are fairly typica~ and represen·
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tative members of a large group of manufacturers and sellers engaged in
selling their merchandise in interstate commerce to retailer clients of
respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman and to competitors of
~aid respondents, being the buying offices and "Fee" buyers maintained
m New York City by retail milliners and department stores doing business
in other States of the United States.
That in the course of the purchasing transactions by the respondents,
Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, under the name A. M. Florman &
Bro., as set forth in paragraph 1 hereof, said sellers have since June 19,
1936, transmitted, paid and delivered and do transmit, pay and deliver to
said respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, under the name
A.M. Florman & Bro., commissions, the same being a certain percentage
of the sales prices agreed upon between each of the said sellers and the respondents in the orders for merchandise placed by the respondents for
their principals; and said respondents since June 19, 1936, have received
and accepted and are receiving and accepting such commissions on purchases of merchandise by some 40 retail millinery and department stores
who are the actual purchasers in such transactions, and in whose behalf
said Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman have been and are in fact acting.
CONCLUSION

From the aforesaid facts and circumstances the Commission concludes
that respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, individually, and
trading as A.M. Florman & Bro., are engaged as agents, buying representatives, or other intermediaries in the purchase of millinery from representative competitive sellers, manufacturers and wholesalers of millinery and
have acted in fact for or in behalf of, or under the direct or indirect control
of, such buyers in purchasing millinery from said representative competitive sellers, manufacturers, and wholesalers, and that in the course of such
commerce and while acting in fact as agents, buying representatives or
other intermediaries in connection with the buying of millinery or other
commodities for such purchasers did receive remuneration in the form of
commissions, brokerage fees, or otherwise, from such representative competitive sellers, manufacturers, and wholesalers from whom respondents
purchased such millinery and other commodities for such buyers or client
buyers in violation of the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of "An
act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton
Act), as amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the
Robinson-Patman Act) (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondents,
Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, individually and trading as A. M.
Florman & Bro., which answer admits all of the material allegations of the
complaint to be true and waives all other intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and conclusion herein that said respondents, Arthur M.
Florman and Leo Florman, individually, and trading as A. M. Florman &
Bro., have violated the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of" An act
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to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies,
and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as
amended by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the RobinsonPatrnan Act) (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
It is ordered, That the respondents, Arthur M. Florman and Leo Florman, individually, and trading as A. M. Florman & Bro., or under any
other name, jointly or severally, their agents, employees, and representatives, directly or through any corporate or other device in or in connection
with the purchasing of millinery or other commodities in commerce as
"commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act as amended do forthwith cease and desist from:
Receiving or accepting directly or indirectly anything of value as brokerage, commission, or other compensation or any allowance or discount in
lieu thereof from any seller on or in connection with purchases made from
such seller (a) when such purchases are made for respondents' own account
or (b) when such purchases are made as agent or buying representative of
the purchaser or (c) when in making such purchases respondents are acting
in fact for or in behalf of or are subjeot to the direct or indirect control of
the purchaser.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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DRI-KLEEN COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5103.

Complaint, Dec. 17, 1943-Decision, Mar. 19, 1945

Where two individuals engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of their "DriKleen" powder, recommended for use, after addition of water thereto by the user,
in the cleaning of all fabrics, including dresses, suits, drapes, hats, rugs and upholsteryRepresented through the use of the word "Dri-Kleen" in their trade name and the
words "dry cleaner" in their advertising in newspapers and periodicals of national
distribution, pamphlets, form letters and other advertising matter, directly and
by implication, that their said product, or the solution made in accordance with
the directions for its use, was a dry cleaning agent with solvents other than water,
and would effectively clean and remove dirt, grease and stains from all fabrics and
wearing apparel;
When in fact the product in question, or the solution made therewith, was not a dry
cleaning agent as understood from the words "dry cleaning," and "dry cleaner," •
as well as the phonetic term "Dri-Kleen "-long used in the trade and understood
by the public as referring to a method of cleaning fabrics with solvents other than
water-but was a wet cleaner, being an alkaline detergent or water soluble product,
which would not effectively clean and remove grease spots and miwy other stains
from all fabrics;
With the effect of placing in the hands of dealers a means whereby they were enabled to
mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public, and of misleading prospective purchasers into the erroneous belief that such representations and designations were true, and with tendency and capacity to induce the purchase of said
product by reason thereof:
ll eld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constitut d unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.

llfr. S. F. Rose for the Commission.
Kegan & Kegan, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Walter Belinky and Samuel Barth,
individuals and copartners, trading as Dri-Kleen Company, hereinafter
referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its
charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Walter Belinky and Samuel Barth, are
individuals and copartners, trading as Dri-Kleen Company with their
office and principal place of business located at 325 W~st Huron Street,
Chicago, Ill.
650780-,7-17
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PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than·two years last past
have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a powder product, to
which water is added by the user, designated "dr -kleen," recommended
for use in the cleaning of all fabrics, including, among other things, dresses,
suits, drapes, hats, rugs and upholstery. Respondents sell their product
to dealers for resale to the purchasing public. They cause their said product, when sold, to be transported from their place of business in the State
of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various States of the United
States other than the State of Illinois and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times herein mentioned, have maintained a course of trade in said merchandise in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, the respondents have adopted and used as a trade name, the name "Dri-Kleen
Company." Under this name respondents conduct their business and offer
for sale and sell said product.
The words "dry olean," "dry cleaning" and "dry cleaner,'' as well as
the phonetic term "dri-clean," have long been used in the trade and are
understood by a substantial portion of the purchasing public to designate,
describe and refer to a method of cleaning fabrics or textiles with solvents
bther than water.
• PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, and
for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said product, respondents
have made false and misleading statements and representations with respect to their said product by means of newspaper and nationally distributed magazine advertising, by pamphlets, form letters and other advertising matter distributed among prospective purchasers, and on the
labels placed on the containers in which said product is sold and distributed. Among and typical of such false and misleading representations
are the following:

Genuine dri-kleen for all fabrics
The improved scientific home cleaner that cleans all fabrics safely, easily, economically!
This amazingly effective, scientific, soluble-crystal dry cleaner magically and almost
instantly cleans dresses, suits, ties, hats, drapes, rugs, upholstery-ALL FABRICS •••
PAR. 5. Through. the use of the words "dri-kleen" in their trade name
and the use of the words "dry cleaner" in their advertising, respondents
have represented and now represent, directly and by inference, that their
said product, or the solution made in accordance ·with the directions for use
of said product, is a dry cleaning agent with solvents other than water and
that it will effectively clean and remove dirt, grease and stains ·from all
fabrics and wearing apparel.
PAR. 6. Such representations on the part of the respondents are false
and misleading. In truth and in fact, the respondents' product, or the
solution made in accordance with the directions for its use, is a wet cleaner,
being an alkaline detergent or water soluble product. Said product will
not effectively clean and remove grease spots and many other stains from
all fabrics.
Through the use of the word "Dri-Kleen" in their trade name and otherwise, and the use of the words "dry cleaner" in their advertising matter
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as above alleged, the respondents have placed in the hands of dealers a
means and instrumentality whereby such dealers are enabled to mislead
and deceive the members of the purchasing public.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondents of their said trade name and the
designations and representations, as set forth herein, in connection with
the offering for sale and selling their said product, has had, and now has,
the tendency and capacity to, and does mislead purchasers and prospective
purchasers into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such representations and designations are true, and to induce the purchase in said commerce of said product on account thereof.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the

~ederal Trade Commission, on the 17th day of December, A.D., 1943,

Issued, and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon
respondents, Walter Belinky and Samuel Barth, individually and as coPartners, trading as Dri-Kleen Company, charging them with the use of
Unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
Provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing
of respondents' answer, the Commission by order entered herein, granted
respondents' request for permission to withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer admitting all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and waiving all intervening procedure and further
hearing as to said facts, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office
of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for
final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and substitute
answer, and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being
now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

. PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Walter Belinky and Samuel Barth, are
Individuals and copartners, trading as Dri-Kleen Company with their
office and principal place of business located at 325 West Huron Street,
Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than two years last past
have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a powder product, to
Which water is added by the user, designated "dri-klcen," recommended
for use in the cleaning of all fabrics, including, among other things, dresses,
suits, drapes, hats, rugs and upholstery. Respondents sell their product
to dealers for resale to the purchasing public. They cause their said prodUct when sold, to be transported from their place of business in the State
of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various States of the United
States other than the State of Illinois and in the District of Columbia.
Itespondents maintain, and at all times herein mentioned have maintained,
a course of trade in said merchandise in commerce among and between the
Various States of the United States and in the District' of Columbia..
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, the respondents have adopted and used as a trade name, the name "Dri-Kleen
Company." Under this name respondents conduct their business and
offer for sale and sell said product.
The words "dry clean," "dry cleaning" and "dry cleaner," as well as
the phonetic term "dri-kleen," have long been used in the trade and are
understood by a substantial portion of the purchasing public to designate,
describe and refer to a method of cleaning fabrics or textiles with solvents
other than water.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, and
for the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said product, respondents
have made false and misleading statements and representations with respect to their said product by means of newspaper and nationally distributed magazine advertising, by pamphlets, form letters and other advertising matter distributed among prospective purchasers, and on the labels
placed on the containers in which said produl:t is sold and distributed.
Among and typical of such false and misleading representations are the
following:

Genuine dri-kleen for all fabrics.
The improved scientific home cleaner that cleans all fabrics safely, easily, economically!
This amazingly effective, scientific, soluble-crystal dry cleaner magically and almost
instantly cleans dresses, suits, ties, hats, drapes, rugs, upholstery-ALL FABRICS ....
PAR. 5. Through the use of the words "dri-kleen" in their trade name
and the use of the words "dry cleaner" in their advertising, respondents
have represented and now represent, directly and by inference, that their
said product, or the solution made in accordance with the directions for
use of said product, is a dry cleaning agent with solvents other than water
and that it will effectively clean and remove dirt, grease and stains from
all fabrics and wearing apparel.
PAR. 6. Such representations on the part of the respondents are false
and misleading. In truth and in fact, the respondents' product, or the
solution made in accordance '\ith the directions for its use, is a wet cleaner,
being an alkaline detergent or water soluble product. Said product will
not effectively clean and remove grease spots and many other stains from
all fabrics.
Through the use of the word "Dri-Kleen" in their trade name and
otherwise, and the use of the words "dry cleaner" in their advertising matter as above set forth, the respondents have placed in the hands of dealers
a means and instrumentality whereby such dealers are enabled to mislead
and deceive the members of the purchasing public.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondents of their said trade name and the
designations and representations, as set forth herein, in connection with
the offering for sale and sale of their said product, has had, and now bas,
the tendency and capacity to and docs mislead purchasers and prospective
purchasers into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such representations and designations are true, and the tendency and capacity to induce
the purchase of said product on account thereof.
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CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to
the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondents, in
which answer respondents admit all of the material allegations of fact set
forthoin said complaint and state that they waive all intervening procedure
and further hearings as to said facts, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondents have violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
. It is ordered, That the respondents, Walter Belinky and Samuel Barth,
Individually, and trading as Dri-Kleen Company, or trading under any
other name, and their representatives, agents, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondents' cleaning preparation now
designated Dri-Kleen, or any other preparation of substantially similar
composition or possessing substantially similar properties, do forthwith
cease and desist from:
1. Using the term "dry clean" or the simulation "dri-kleen," or any
other term of similar import, as a part of respondents' trade name, or to
designate, describe, or refer to respondents' preparation; or otherwise
representing, directly or by implication, that said preparation is a dry
cleaner or that the use of said preparation constitutes dry cleaning.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondents' preparation will remove stains or grease spots from all fabrics or all wearing
apparel.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writmg setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

~ORRIS,

DOING BUSINESS AS CONTROL
PRODUCTS COMPANY

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 88ft0.

Complaint, Mar. 18, 1941 1-Decision, Mar. 20, 194.5

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of his "Control
Flow and Adjuster" device for colonic and vaginal irPigations, consisting of a long
rubber hose to be attached directly to the water faucet and with attachm~nts for
the two uses above indicated, but with no provision for regulating intake; along
with which he supplied for use therewith medicated tablets designated "Clentol
Antiseptic Nodules," containing sodium borate, sodium ticarbonate, sodium chloride, D. C. aluminum phosphate, and aromatic antiseptics; through advertisements
in newspapers and periodieals and <'irculars, leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature(a) Represented that use of said device constituted a cure or remedy for constipation,
piles, fistula, prostitis, colitis and all intestinal and rectal diseases, gallstones, kidney and bladder trouble, cystitis, Bright's disease, consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheumatism, lumbago, varicose veins, swollen legs and ankles, yellow jaundice, gastric ulcers, and enlarged prostate gland; and
(b) Represented that use thereof constituted a cure and competent treatment for various vaginal disorders, that it was safe to use in colonic and vaginal irrigations, and
that aforesaid tablets used in conjunction with said device had bactericidal effects;
The facts being that said device had no therapeutic value other than the temporarY
relief from constipation afforded by an ordinary enema, but did not constitute a
competent or proper treatment therefor due to inability to regulate intake and
because of high pressure of water direct from the faucet, by reason of which use
thereof would he dangerous and might result in bursting the upper part of the cplon
when used for colonic irrigation; in the case of appendicitis or any ulcerous condition, the use of undue pressure within the colon might be sufficient to perforate the
intestine and cause peritonitis, with resulting death; while use thereof for vaginal
irrigation or douche would tend to force fluid and possible infection into the womb
and Fallopian tubes, resulting in an infectious condition which might be dangerous
to life; and tablets in question under conditions of use of said device would be of no
value whatsoever; and
(c) Failed to reveal facts material in the light of aforesaid representations in that use of
said device for colonic or vaginal irrigation might result in serious and irreparable
injury when used as aforesaid;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive, and with effect of misleading and
deceiving, a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief
that such representations were true, and thereby induce its purchase thereof:
lleld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. John W. Addison and Jo.lr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner:;.
Mr. Carrel F. Rhodes for the Commission.
!Amended.
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AMENDED CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Ac · and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Callie E. Morris, an individual, doing
business under the trade name of Control Products Company, hereinafter
referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said act and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereto
would be in the public interest hereby issues its amended complaint stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Callie E. Morris, is an individual, doing
business under the trade name of Control Products Company with his
principal place of business located at 927 Putnam Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Respondent is now, and for several years lagt pa'3t ha'3 been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a device designated a'3 "Cuntrol Flow
and Adjustor," which device is designed for use in connection with colonic
and vaginal irrigations. Respondent causes said device when sold to be
transported from respondent's place of business in the State of New York
to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and at all times
mentioned herein has maintained a course of trade in said device in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning his said
device by United States mails and by various other means in commerce
as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating and has caused and is
now causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning his said
device by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to
induce directly or indirectly the purchase of his said device in commerce as
commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements and
representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and
caused to be disseminated as hereinbefore set forth by United States mails
and by advertisements in newspapers and periodicals are the following:
A LIGHT
To internal sickness and hidden diseases! Know HOW waste and poisons are removed from the body and blood-stream; diseases destroyed and a clear skin maintained
by Internal Hydrotherapy "WATER CURE." Marvelous results in Prostate Gland
Trouble. Dormant glands and weak vitality restored by the "CURE." The "Primer
on Health," with details concerning the Control Flow and Adjuster Technique (patented) to use for taking the" CURE "-FREE to those in poor health. Write for your
copy.
Destroy The Disease
Control Products Company
Brooklyn, New York
927 Putnam Avenue
RESTORATION
for internal sickness and hidden diseases! Know HOW waste and poisons are removed
from the body and b!ood-strc11.m; diseases destroyed ancl a clear ekln maintained by In·
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ternal Hydrotherapy "WATEH CURE." Marvelous results in Prostate Gland
trouble. Dormant glands and weak vitality restored by the "CURE." The "Primer
on Health," with details concerning the Control Flow and Adjuster Technique (patented) to use for taking the "CURE"-FREE to those in poor health. Write for your
copy.
Destroy The Disease
Control Products Company
927 Putnam Avenue
Brooklyn, New York

In addition to the advertisements disseminated in newspapers and
periodicals the respondent also disseminates by United States mail and by
various other means an advertising circular designated "Primer on
Health" which circular is usually mailed or distributed to persons answering advertisements appearing in various newspapers and periodicals. In
said circular by means of descriptive statements and by eKtracts from purported testimonial letters, the respondent represents that the use of his
device, Control Flow and Adjustor, is a cure or remedy for constipation,
piles, fistula, proctitis, colitis, and all intestinal and rectal diseases, gallstones, kidney and bladder trouble, cystitis, Bright's disease, consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheumatism, lumbago, varicose veins, swollen
legs and ankles, yellow jaundice, gastric ulcers, enlarged prostate gland,
and various vaginal disorders; that use of said device will keep the blood
stream clear of poisons and obstructions and gives a smooth and continuous circulation of the blood through the vessels; and that said device is
harmless to use.
PAR. 3. By the use of the above statements and representations and
others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, the respondent represents that the use of his device, Control Flow and Adjustor, will remove
waste and poisons from the body and blood stream, restore dormant glands
and weak vitality, and beneficially affect the circulation of the blood.
Respondent further represents that the use of said device constitutes a
cure or remedy for constipation, piles, fistula, proctitis, colitis, and all
intestinal and rectal diseases, gallstones, kidney and bladder trouble,
cystitis, Bright's disease, consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheumatism,
lumbago, varicose veins, swollen legs and ankles, yellow jaundice, gastric
ulcers, enlarged prostate gland, and vaginal disorders; and that it constitutes a competent and effective treatment for such diseases and conditions.
Respondent further represents that said device is harmless and may be
safely used in colonic and vaginal irrigations.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid repreEentations used and disHeminated by the
respondent as aforesaid are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading. The
use of said devire will not clear the body of waste and poisons from the
body or blood stream and "ill have no value in restoring dormant glands or
increasing vitality or beneficially affecting circulation of the blood. The
therapeutic value of respondent's devire is limited to the temporary relief
of constipation to the extent of that obtained by an ordinary enema, but
would not be a competent or proper treatment for such condition because
if used as directed by the respondent, it would have a tendency to accustom the bowels to enemas and cause the enema habit and because of the
danger involved in such use as hereinafter set forth. The use of said device
has no therapeutic value in the treatment of piles, fistula, proctitis, colitis
or any intestinal or rectal diseases, gallstones, kidney and bladder disorders, cystitis, Bright's disease, consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheu·
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matism, lumbago, varicose veins, swollen legs and ankles, yellow jaundice,
gastric ulcers, enlarged prostate gland, or various vaginal disorders. Respondent's device consists of a long rubber hose which is attached directly
to the water faucet and has attachments for use both as a vaginal douche
and colonic irrigation. By reason of the inability to regulate intake and
because of the high pressure from the use of water direct from the faucet,
the use of this device would be dangerous for either colonic or vaginal irrigation. The medicated tablet which respondent recommends for use in
his device would be of no value whatsoever under the conditions of use of
this device.
PAR. 5. In addition to the representations hereinabove set forth, the
respondent has also engaged in the dissemination of false advertisements
in the manner above set forth in that said advertisements so disseminated
fail to reveal all facts material in the light of such representations or material with respect to the consequences which may result from the use of
said device under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or under such conditions as are customary or usual and that the use of said device may result in serious and irreparable injury to health by reason of the
inability to control the amount of intake of water and by reason of the
high pressure produced by using this device directly connected to the water
faucet. Such use might result in bursting the upper part of the colon when
used for colonic irrigation and when used for vaginal irrigation or douche
the pressure would tend to force fluid into the womb and fallopian tubes
causing salpingitis and when infection is present in the vaginal cavity may
·
force such infection into the fallopian tubes and cause peritonitis.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive, and
misleading statements with respect to his device disseminated as aforesaid
has had and now has the capacity and tendency to and does mislead and
deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that such statements, representations, and advertisements are true and to induce a portion of the purchasing public because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief to purchase respondent's said device.
PAR. 7. The foregoing acts and practices of respondent, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, :AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on February 21, 1938, issued, and subsequently
served, its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Callie E.
Morris, an individual, doing business under the trade name of Control
Products Company, charging him with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
filing of respondent's answer to said complaint, the Commission, on March
18, 1941, issued and subsequently served its amended complaint upon
said respondent, charging him ,.,ith the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce ,.,ithin the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. Thereafter, testimony and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of said amended complaint
were introduced before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.
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Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
the Commission upon said amended complaint, testimony and other evi·
dence, report and supplemental report of the trial examiner upon the evi·
dence and exceptions filed thereto, and briefs in support of the complaint
(respondent not having filed brief and oral argument not having been
requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Callie E. Morris, is an individual, doing
business under the trade name of Control Products Company, with his
principal place of business located at 927 Putnam Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a device designated as "Control
Flow and Adjuster," which device is designed and used in connection with
colonic and vaginal irritations. Respondent causes said device, when sold,
to be transported from his place of business in the State of New York to
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained,
a course of trade in said device in commerce among and between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
device, by United States mails and by various other means in commerce as
" commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused
and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
his said device by various means, for the purpose of inducing and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said device
in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advet-tisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and petiodicals, and by
circulars, leaflets, pamphlets, and other advertising literature, are the
following:
1. That the use of said device constitutes a cure or remedy for constipation, piles, fistula, proctitis, colitis and all intestinal and rectal diseases,
gallstones, kidney and bladder trouble, cystitis, Bright's disease, consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheumatism, lumbago, varicose veins,
swollen legs and ankles, yellow jaundice, gastric ulcers, enlarged prostate
gland, and various vaginal disorde_rs, and that it c?~stitutes a competent
and effective treatment for such d1scascs and cond1twns.
2. That respondent's device is safe to use in colonic and vaginal irriga·
tions.
PAR. 3. Respondent's device 11 Control Flow and Adjuster" consists of
a long rubber hose which is attached directly to the water faucet and has
attachments for use both as a vaginal douche and for colonic irrigation.
By reason of the inability to regulate intake and because of high pressure
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from use of water direct from the faucet, the use of this device would be
dangerous and might result in bursting the upper part of the colon when
Used for colonic irrigation. A variation in the flow at the opening of the
Water system will cause increase in pressure before the individual using this
device will become aware of it except by bodily discomfort. In the case of
appendicitis or any ulcerous condition, the use of undue pressure within
the colon might be sufficient to perforate the intestine and cause peritonitis, with resulting death. The use of this device for vaginal irrigation
or douche would be dangerous, as it would tend to force fluid into the
Womb and fallopian tubes and may force infection, when present in the
Vaginal cavity, into the fallopian tubes, resulting in an infectious condition which might be dangerous to life.
The therapeutic value of respondent's device is limited to the temporary
relief of constipation to the extent of that obtained by an ordinary enema,
but the use of said device would not be a competent or proper treatment
fo such condition because of the danger involved in its use. The use of
tLis device has no therapeutic value in the treatment of piles, fistula,
colitis, gallstones, kidney and bladder trouble, cystitis, Bright's disease,
consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheumatism, lumbago, varicose veins
swollen legs and ankles, yellow jaundice, gastric ulcer, enlarged prostat~
gland, or various vaginal disorders.
Respondent also supplies a medicated tablet, designated "Clentol Antiseptic Nodules," which he recommends for use in his device. These tablets contain sodium borate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride, D. C.
aluminum phosphate, and aromatic antiseptics. These ingredients have a
tendency to cause alkalinization and slight astringency but have no bactericidal effects. Under conditions of use of this device, such tablets would
be of no value whatsoever.
PAR. 4. In addition to the representations hereinabove set forth, respondent is also engaged in the dissemination of false advertisements in
the manner above set forth, in that said advertisements so di~seminated
fail to reveal facts material in the light of such representations and fail to
reveal that the use of said device for colonic or vaginal irrigation under
conditions prescribed in said advertisements or under such conditions as
are customary or usual may result in serious and irreparable injury to
health by supplying sufficient pressure, when used as a colonic irrigation,
to burst or perforate the intestine, particularly when appendicitis or an
ulcerous condition is present, resulting in peritonitis, or when used for
Vaginal irrigation or douche, to force infection, when present in the vaginal
cavity into the fallopian tubes, resulting in an infectious condition which
might 'be dangerous to life.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive, and
misleading statements and representations with respect to his device disseminated as hereinabove set forth, has had, and now has, the capacity and
tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
Purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements, representations, and advertisements are true, and to induce a
Portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken
belief, to purchase respondent's said device.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are

<tll to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and de-
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ceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the amended complaint of the Commission, testimony and other
evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of said
amended complaint, taken before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence
and exception::; filed thereto, and briefs filed by counsel for the Commission; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Callie E. Morris, an individual, doing
business under the trade name of Control Products Company, or d ,ing
business under any other name, his representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection with
the offering for sale, sale, or distribution of his device known as 11 Control
Flow and Adjuster," or any other device of substantially similar construction or performing substantially similar functions, whether sold under the
same name or under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act which advertisement represents directly or through inference a. That the use of respondent's device constitutes a competent or
proper treatment for constipation.
b. That the use of respondent's device has any therapeutic value in the
treatment of piles, fistula, colitis, gallstones, kidney and bladder trouble,
cystitis, Bright's disease, consumption, cancer, appendicitis, rheumatism,
lumbago, varicose veins, swollen legs and ankles, yellow jaundice, gastric
ulcer, enlarged prostate gland, or vaginal disorders.
c. That respondent's device may be safely used in colonic or vaginal
irrigations.
d. That the use of respondent's device in conjunction with respon~
ent's Clentol Antiseptic Nodules or any other tablets of similar composition has bactericidal effects or any other therapeutic value.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United Stli1.tes mails or by any means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act which advertisement fails to reveal that the use of respondent's device for colonic irrig~
tion by attaching said device directly to the water faucet may result 1n
sufficient pressure to burst or perforate the intestine, particularly when appendicitis or an ulcerous condition is present, resulting in peritonitis or
other serious or irreparable injury to health.
3. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement bY
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act which advertise·
ment fails to reveal that the use of respondent's device for vaginal irriga·
tion or douche by attaching said device directly to the water faucet maY
result in sufficient pressure to force infection, when present in the vaginal
cavity, into the fallopian tubes, resulting in an infectious condition which
may cause serious and irreparable injury to health.
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4. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act of respondent's device, which advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof
and the respective subdivisions thereof or which fails to comply with the
requirements set forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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IN THE 11ATTER OF

NATIONAL RETAIL TEA & COFFEE MERCHANTS
ASSOCIATION, INC. ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4776.

Complaint, June 25, 1942-Decision, Mar. 20, 1945

Where an association, the members of which consisted of about 170 "home service·
merchants" engaged in various States in the sale of tea, coffee, toilet preparations
and other items of household use,-usually differing in package sizes and labels
from those customarily sold in retail stores, and obtained from concerns whic·h
package su 'h merchandise especially for "home service merchants "-to members
of the consuming public, through salesmen or routemen who opera e;l trucks and
other vehicles from door to door, displayed samples of merchandise and of the premiums to be given with the purchase of certain quantities thereof and took order!'
for delivering then or at a later date; and members thereof; its secretary; and an
individual, engaged as a home service merchant in New Orleans, and chairman of
local group of home service merchants, members of said association, in said cityActed cooperatively to shut off competition considered objectionable by virtue of price
cutting and failure to maintain suggested retail prices on assorted brands of the
association and others, without distinction, in accordance with association policy,
and to exercisA control of prices at which "home service merchants" sold merchandise to the public, through persistently making known, directly and through
their association, to suppliers of objectionable competitors, their opposition to latter's price cutting or other practices not in harmony with association policies, and
requesting refusal by such supplierr; of further sales thereto; and through use of
their collective weight and influence secured the cooperation of the sources of supply patronized by them in preventing "price cutters" or competitors whom they
considered otherwise objectionable, from securing supplies of merchandise from
manufacturers and distributors who catered to the speeial needs of "home service
merchants";
With the capacity, tendency and effect of hindering, lessening, and restraining competition among and between home service merchants, and of hindering and preventing
home scrvire merchants who were not members of said association from obtaining
supplies of merchandise needed in their business, and of otherwise restraining and
lessening competition in the sale and distribution of merchandise commonly
handled by home service merchants, and thereby depriving the purchasing public
of the benefits which normally flow from free competition among them:
Held, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice of the public, and had a
dangerous tendency to hinder, and did actually hinder and prevent, competition
among and between such merchants, and their competitors and prospective competitors in the sale of tea, coffee, toilet preparations, household specialties, and
other articles of merchandise; unreasonably restrained such commerce; and constituted unfair methous of competition in commerce.

Defore ll!r. John L. Ilornor, trial examiner.
llfr. Floyd 0. Collins for the Commission.
Castle, Williams((: McCarthy, of Chicago, Ill., for National Retail Tea&
Coffee Merchants Ass'n, Inc., Oliver J. Corbett and Mother Hubbard
Ptwlucts Co., Inc.
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Mr. Ernest J. Robin, of New Orleans, La., for Henry C. Kepler.
llenican, Bethea, James & Cleveland, of New Orleans, La., for Trico
Coffee Co., Inc.
Wright & Livingston, of Newark, N. Y., for Commercial Laboratories,
Inc.
Dinsmore, Shohl, Sawyer & Dinsmore, of Cleveland, Ohio, for Procter &
Gamble Distributing Co.
Miller, Mack & Fairchild, of Milwaukee, Wis., for West Bend Aluminum Co.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the individuals and corporations named
in the caption hereof, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated
the provisions of section 5 of said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH' 1. Respondent, National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants
Association, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent association, is a
membership corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois
with its principal office and place of business located at 1441 Merchandise
Mart in the city of Chicago, in said State. Said respondent association was
organized in 1916 for the mutual benefit of its members, consisting of more
than 200 corporations, individuals and partnerships known as home service
merchants located throughout the several States of the United States,
engaged in the sale of tea, coffee, household specialties, toilet preparations
and other items of household merchandise to the consuming public on
what is known as the home delivery and premium plan of merchandising,
by which said products are sold and delivered to consumers located in various States of the United States by means of salesmen or routemen operating trucks and other vehicles from door-to-door or house-to-house, and
who display samples of merchandise and premiums to be given with the
purchase of certain quantities of merchandise and take orders for said
merchandise to be delivered then or at a later date by said salesmen or
routemen.
The said members of respondent association in the course and conduct
of their respective businesses, purchase the products sold by them from
manufacturers or wholesale distributors thereof, located throughout the
several States of the United States in States other than those in which said
members are doing business, causing said products when thus purchased,
to be shipped in interstate commerce from the respective places of business
of the manufacturers or wholesale distributors thereof to the said members.
The affairs of the respondent association are conducted by a board of
directors of twelve members and a group of officers consisting of a president, vice president, second vice president, treasurer and secretary, all of
whom are elected by the members of respondent association annually
except the secretary, who is employed by the board of directors.
Respondent, Oliver J. Corbett, for more than ten years has been and
now is secretary of respondent association, and gives his full time to the
business of the association for which he is paid a salary derived from the
annual dues collected from the members, and other sources. Respondent,
Corbett, performs the usual duties of a trade association secretary, en-
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rolling members, organizing group and annual meetings of the members
and the board of directors, which functions mostly through an executive
committee. Among other things, respondent Corbett supervises the compilation and publication of two trade magazines, one of which, "The Tecup," is the official organ of respondent association and regularly distributed to the members thereof, and which contains numerous advertisements of manufacturers of items of approved merchandise sold and distributed by the members of said association to the consuming public as
hereinbefore described. The other trade magazine published by respondent, Corbett, is known as "Between Ourselves," and is sold to the members for distribution to the consuming public. Said publication contains
advertisements of brands approved or owned by responednt association.
Respondent, Henry C. Kepler, is an individual, doing business under the
style and firm name of Try-Me Coffee Mills, with his principal office and
place of business located at 1014 France Street, New Orleans, La. Said
respondent is a member of respondent association and is engaged in roasting, grinding and selling coffee, and also in the sale and distribution of
household specialties as a home service merchant to purchasers and consumers thereof located in States other than the State of Louisiana.
The respondent, Trico Coffee Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Louisiana with its principal office and
place of business located at 1025 Felicity Street in the city of New Orleans,
in said State. Said respondent is a member of respondent association and
is engaged in the sale and distribution of tea, coffee and household specialties as a home service merchant to purchasers and consumers thereof
located in States other than the State of Louisiana.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., is a corporation,
organized under the laws of the State of New York with its principal office
and place of business located at Newark, in said State. Said respondent
sells and distributes to home service merchants a line of toilet preparations
and household specialties manufactured for it by C. H. Stuart and Company, of which it is a subsidiary.
Respondent, Mother Hubbard Products Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal
office and place of business located at 1222 West Madison Street, in the
city of Chicago, in Raid State. Said respondent sometimes operates under
the trade name of G. A. Goodrich and Company and manufactures, processes or packages a line of household specialties and other products which
it sells and distributes to home service merchants.
Respondent, Procter & Gamble Distributing Company, is a corporation,
organized under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and
place of business located in the Gwynn Building in the city of Cincinnati, in
said State. Said respondent is engaged in the distribution of a line of
household specialties to home service merchants.
Respondent, West Bend Aluminum Company, is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal office and
place of business located at West Bend, in said State. Said respondent is
engaged in the manufacture of kitchen utensils and other household
specialties, and in the sale of such products to home service merchants.
All the respondent corporations described in this paragraph regularly sell
substantial quantities of their respective products to the members of respondent Msociation, causing said products, when sold, to be transported
from their respective places of business to the purchasers thereof located in
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States other than the place of manufacture or sale, and there has been and
is now a constant recurring course of interstate commerce in said products
throughout the several States of the United States.
PAR. 3. For more than one year last past and continuing to the present
time, said respondents have been and now are engaged in an understanding, combination and conspiracy to suppress competition and restrain
trade in commerce in the sale and distribution of tea, coffee, household
specialties, toilet preparations and other items of household merchandise.
Pursuant to, and in the enforcement of said understanding, combination
and conspiracy, said respondents have been and now are concertedly and
cooperatively engaged in the following methods, acts and practices, to wit:
(a) Respondent, Corbett, and the respondent association have attempted to and have persuaded, coerced and induced home service merchants and their salesmen or routemen operating in various sections of the
United States to conform to certain rules, practices and policies promulgated and recommended by respondent association for its members, providing, among other things, that competing home service merchants and
their salesmen or routemen, in reselling tea, coffee, household specialties,
' toilet preparations and other items of merchandise, shall adhere to and
maintain the prices fixed or recommended by the respondent association or
the manufacturers or distributors thereof from whom such products or
merchandise has been purchased;
(b) Respondents have attempted to and have prevented home service
merchants and their salesmen or routemen who do not conform to the
rules, practices and policies promulgated and recommended by respondent
association, from obtaining tea, coffee, household specialties, toilet preparations and other items of merchandise necessary to the conduct of their
business as home service merchants, either by refusing to sell or refraining
from selling their products or merchandise to said home service merchants,
or by persuading and coercing other manufacturers and distributors of
such products or merchandise, to refrain from selling their products or
merchandise to such home service merchants;
(c) Respondents have attempted to and have hindered and prevented
former salesmen or routemen of members of respondent association from
engaging in the business of home service merchants on their own account
or as salesmen or routemen with other home service merchants by boycotting and blacklisting such former employees or the home service merchants by whom they are employed or from whom they purchase merchandise, and thus preventing them from obtaining tea, coffee, household
specialties, toilet preparations and other items of merchandise required in
the conduct of their business as home service merchants; and
(d) The respondents named in paragraph 2 hereof have cooperated with
respondent association, its officers, directors and mpmbers in the enforcement of their said rules, practicrs and policies by refusing to sell and refraining from selling the said products manufactured and distributed by
them to home service merchants or others upon request or demand of said
officers, directors and members of respondent association.
PAn. 4. Said understanding, combination, agreement and conspiracy
and the acts done and performed, and being done and performed thereUnder, and pursuant thereto, as hereinbefore described, have had and now
have the effect of preventing corporations, partnerships and individuals
from engaging in interstate commerce except upon conditions imposed by
respondent Corbett and respondent association, and unlawfully restricting
650780-47-18
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and restraining the movement of tea, coffee, household specialties, toilet
preparations and other items of merchandise in commerce between and
among the several States of the United States, and more particularly have
had and now have the effect of restraining, restricting and lessening com·
petition in commerce between and among the individuals, partnerships
and corporations engaged as home service merchants in the business of
selling tea, coffee, household specialties, toilet preparations and other
·items of merchandise from house-to-house; of restraining, diminishing, curtailing and suppressing competition among manufacturers and processors
of household specialties, toilet preparations and other items of merchandise commonly sold by home service merchants; of preventing individuals,
partnerships and corporations desiring to operate a business of selling tea,
coffee, household specialties, toilet preparations and other items of merchandise from house-to-house from having an opportunity to do so; of injuring and destroying the business of selling tea, coffee, household specialties, toilet preparations and other items of merchandise from house-tohouse; and of depriving the purchasing public of the benefits which normally flow from competition between and among persons, partnerships and
corporations engaged as home service merchants in the business of selling
said products from house-to-house.
PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein alleged, are
all to the prejudice of the public; have a dangerous tendency to and have
actually hindered and prevented competition between and among respondents and between and among respondents and competitors and prospective
competitors of respondents in the sale of tea, coffee, household specialties,
toilet preparations and other items of merchandise in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act; have unreasonably restrained such commerce, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the meaning of section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on June 25, 1942, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of this complaint and the filing of answers thereto by certain respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the
allegations of the complaint were introduced before an examiner of the
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and
other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the. Commission.
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence,
report of the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, briefs in support of the
complaint and in opposition thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel;
and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being noW
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest
of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants Association, Inc., (hereinafter frequently referred to as the associQ,-
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tion) is a membership corporation, organized and existing under the laws

?f the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of business located

the Merchandise Mart Building, Chicago, Ill. This association was organized in 1916 for the mutual benefit of its members and its membership
consists of approximately 170 corporations, individuals, or partnerships
located in various States of the United States and there engaged in the sale
of tea, coffee, household specialties, toilet preparations, and other items of
household use to members of the consuming public. Its members are
known as "home service merchants" and sell to the consuming public on a
home-delivery and premium plan of merchandising. Under this plan the
merchandise distributed by such merchants is sold and delivered to consumers by salesmen or routemen operating trucks and other vehicles from
door to door. These salesmen display samples of merchandise and of the
Premiums to be given with tne purchase of certain quantities of merchandise and take orders for merchandise to be delivered then or at a later date
by said salesmen. The affairs of the association are conducted by a board
of directors and a group of officers consisting of a president, vice president,
second vice president, treasurer, and secretary, all o£ whom are elected
annually by members of the association, except the secretary, who is emPloyed by the board of directors.
(b) Respondent, Oliver J. Corbett, is now, and for more than ten years
last past has been, secretary of the National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants Association, Inc. He devotes his full time to the business of said
association, enrolling members, organizing group and annual meetings of
~embers, and otherwise attending to the affairs of the association. He
supervises the compilation and publication of two trade magazines, one of
Which "The Tecup" is the official organ of the association and is regularly
distributed to the members thereof, and the other, known as "Between
Ourselves," is sold to association members for distribution to members of
the consuming public.
(c) Respondent, Henry C. Kepler, is an individual, trading as Try-Me
Coffee Mills, with his principal office and place of business at 1016 France
Street, New Orleans, La. He is a home service merchant, is a member of
the National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants Association, and is chairman
of a local group of home service merchants in New Orleans, members of the
association.
(d) Respondent, Trico Coffee Company, Inc., has its office and place of
business at 1025 Felicity Street, New Orleans, La. It is a home service
rnerchant and was a member of the National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants Association during a portion of the time mentioned in the comPlaint.
(e) Respondent, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its
Principal office and place of business in Newark, N. Y. It sells and distributes to home service merchants a line of toilet preparations and household specialties manufactured by its parent, C. H. Stuart & Company.
(f) Respondent, Mother Hubbard Products Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, with
tts principal office and place of business at 1222 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ill. It also operates under the trade name G. A. Goodrich Com~
Pany and is engaged in the sale and distribution of a line of household!
specialties and other products to home service.merchants.
(g) Respondent, The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company, is a
corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio,
In
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with its principal office and place of business in the Gwynn Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. It is engaged, among other things, in the distribution of a
line of soap products to home service merchants.
(h) Respondent, West Bend Aluminum Company, is a c6rporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its
principal office and place of business in West Bend, Wis. Until Government control of aluminum required suspension of such use of aluminum, it
was engaged, among other things, in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of kitchen utensils and other household specialties to home service
merchants.
PAR. 2. Respondents, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., Mother Hubbard
Products Company, Inc., The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company,
and West Bend Aluminum Company, in th~ course and conduct of their
respective businesses, cause, and have caused, their products, when sold,
to be transported from their respective places of business to the purchasers
thereof located in States other than the State in which their respective
places of business are located, and maintain, and have maintained, a course
of trade in their respective products in commerce among and between the
several States of the United States. The members of the National Retail
Tea & Coffee Merchants Association, Inc., in the course and conduct of
their respective businesses as home service merchants, purchase the products of various manufacturers or distributors located in States other than
the States in which their respective businesses are located, and cause such
J::roducts, when thus purchased, to be shipped to them, across State lines,
from the places of business of the manufacturers or distributors from whoru
such purchases are made.
PAR. 3. The merchandise distributed by "home service merchants"
t:sually differs in package sizes and labels from that customarily sold in
~·etail stores and readily available from many sources. Such special size
and label merchandise is obtained from certain concerns that package it
especially for "home service merchants." The association considered it
desirable that members deal, insofar as possible, in merchandise on which
the manufacturer or distributor suggested and cooperated ih maintaining
retail prices. This policy, as shown by the record, is indicated in the response made by the association to an inquiry from a member concerning
certain products. On March 10, 1938, the Allison Coffee Company of Los
Angeles, Calif., wrote the secretary of the association in part:
Do you know if the retail price given in the circulars is maintained as we are adverse
to handling any item that is being "footballed" around (Comm. Ex. 10).

The reply made by the office of the secretary, Mr. Corbett, dated
:March 21, 1938, stated in part:
You may be sur.e that the retail price mentioned in the circular is maintained. :Mr.
Corbett accepts only those items on which a definite resale price is maintained (Comm·
Ex. 11).

Some of the cooperation respecting price maintenance and opposition to
price cutting in or out of the association membership is indicated by communications in the nature of complaints by association members. On
November 17, 1938, a member, Rex Coffee & Tea Company of St. Louis,
1\lo., wrote the secretary of the association about the acceptance of a mem~
her without submitting his name to the local group concerned, and stated:
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• • • We have reference to one party in particular whose name appeared on our
list and from past experience we know him to be a "cutter" and one who does not adhere to prices which are asked to be kept. Kindly advise on this also (Comm. Ex. 15).

·In replying to the Rex Coffee & Tea Company on November 21, 1938,
Mr. Corbett said that they should be familiar with the procedure followed,
Which involved action on all applications for membership by the executive
committee, and that:
• • • I should have appreciated your giving me the name of the party you have
in mind so that I could check into the matter further and give you the name of the person who endorsed him for membership (Comm. Ex. 19-B).

In writing to Mr. Corbett on November 14, 1940, the Advance Aluminum Castings Corporation, in response to an inquiry made by Mr. Corbett
on behalf of a member who had complained about the prices at which a
retail store was selling the products of this manufacturer, explained that
the retail store was handling a lower-priced line of their products than was
the complaining member of the association, .and stated in part:
We have been very careful in insisting that these established list prices be maintained,
so that there would be no confliction between our department store and the tea and
coffee trade (Comm. Ex. 25).
•
PAR. 4. (a) Action taken to shut off competition considered objectionable is shown in an incident involving one Alfred M. Lobre in New Orleans, La. Lobre had been employed as a salesman by Try-Me Coffee
Mills, New Orleans, La., an association member. He left the employment
of Try-Me; whereupon, on September 9, 1938, Try-Me wrote Commercial
Laboratories, Inc., of Newark, N. Y., that Lobre, operating under the
name of New Orleans Import Company or National Coffee Company, wa;s
attempting to take the customers he had formerly served away from TryMe, and stated:

• • • I will appreciate very much if you will cooperate with me and not sell him
any merchandise for the time being (Comm. Ex. 35).

Under date of September 16, 1938, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., replied to this request indicating that the New Orleans Import Comoanv was
an old, well-established concern and asking that Try-Me Coffee Mills check
into the situation thoroughly, but stated:
• • • if this firm is not a legitimate merchandiser and is taking over your salesmen and attempting to do you harm we want to know about that, and we will also give
you protection (Comm. Ex. 44).

Try-Me Coffee Mills replied on September 16, 1938, in more detail to
Commercial Laboratories, Inc., and stated:
I have the cooperation of all the firms I am now doing business with and certainly will
appreciate it if you will cooperate with me (Comm. Ex. 36).

Commercial Laboratories, Inc., replied on. September 22, 1938, expressed appreciation for the explanation of what had occurred, stated
that it had filled one order for the New Orleans Import Company (National Coffee Company) but:
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Under the circumstances, if they place any more orders with us we will refuse to sell
them unless they cut off their unfair tactics (Corum. Ex. 45).

At this point Try-Me took steps to prevent Lobre from becoming a member of the association. On September 19, 1938, it advised the association
that the New Orleans Import Company had gone into the retail tea and
coffee business as National Coffee Company, had employed one of its
salesmen named Alfred Lobre who was soliciting his former customers for
the new concern, and that probably an application would be made for
membership in the association. He stated in part:
They are not living up to our rules by employing my salesman and I understand froiD
Mr. Riley that they are after a couple of his men and under these circumstances if their
application is presented I would appreciate if you will cancel same (Corum. Ex. 37).

To this the secretary of the association, Mr. Corbett, replied on September 22, 1938, stating in part:
We certainly will not admit anyone to membership employing the tactics of the New
Orleans Import Company. If you find that they are using any merchandise that is
packed for members of the Association you will render me a great favor by reporting
this so that I can take it up with the manufacturers (Comrn. Ex. 14).

Apparently Commercial Laboratories, Inc., wanted information about
the Lobre situation from another source, and on November 15, 1938, wrote
to Trico Coffee Company setting out in detail what had occurred between
it and Try-Me concerning the New Orleans Import Company, asking for
an impartial opinion, and saying in part:
We, of course, want to be fair to all parties and to protect "fair trade practices," and
we wrote Mr. Kepler accordingly (Comm. Ex. 46-A).

Trico Coffee Company, Inc., replied to Commercial Laboratories on
November 17, 1938, in some detail and concluded by stating:
If you can legally refuse, or fail to sell them, it would be to our mutual advantage
ultimately. PI ase understand that we are in no way involved, or interested in the situ-·
ation as it stands today. We are writing along these lines because it may affect us in
the future, either through theN. 0. Import Company or through such men as Mr. Lobre
going into business for themselves (Comm. Ex. 58).

Try-Me evidently decided that more pressure was needed on Commercial Laboratories, Inc., and on N ovem her 17, 1938, wrote the secretary of
the association, stating in part:
Referring to your letter of September 22, you asked me to report to you any Company
that would ship the New Orleans Import Co., operating under the name of The National Coffee Co.
The Commercial Laboratories has made one shipment before Mr. Lobre left my employ, and they promised that they would not ship any more at that time, but they are
now trying to secure an additional order and I believe that they may consider selling
them if they do not hear from you (Comm. Ex. 39).

On November 21, Hl38, the secretary of the association, Mr. Corbett,
replied .to the above request, stating:
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In accordance with your letter of November 17th, we have written to Commercial
Laboratories, Inc., in regard to Mr. Lobre.
Enclosed is a copy of our letter and we feel sure that you may count on Mr. Wingard's cooperation in this matter (Corum. Ex. 17).

Mr. Corbett's Jetter to Commercial Laboratories, Inc., reads:
Mr. Henry C. Kepler of the T•y-Me Coffee Mills, New Orleans, Louisiana, reports
that Mr. Lobre left his employ in order to engage in his own business. Mr. Lobre's
rnethods of doing business are not in accordance with our ethics and he is not eligible for
Inernbership in our Association.
We should very much appreciate your investigating this man should he attempt to
order merchandise from you.
Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated (Comm. Ex. 16).

On November 21, 1938, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., replied to Mr.
Corbett concerning the New Orleans matter and stated in part:
We are protecting the interests of all of the Dealers in that vicinity against this party.

If occasion ever arises, you may assure any Dealer that they will get full cooperation
frorn us against price-cutters and other unfair Trade Practices from unscrupulous dealers (Comm. Ex. 47).

(b) Another aspect of the Lobre situation arose the following year. On
I8eptember 20, 1939, Mr. Corbett wrote an association member in New Or-

eans the Trico Coffee Company, Inc., as follows:
Thanks so much for your suggestion that we write to Mr. Alfred L. Lobre, 932
Lizardi Street, New Orleans, Louisiana.
An application blank and letter regarding the Association have gone forward to Mr.
Lobre today (Corum. Ex. 20).

Apparently an application was received from Mr. Lobre, and on N ovem-

ber 6, 1939, Mr. Corbett wrote Try-Me Coffee Mills in part as follows:

Would appreciate your mailing us a formal letter of protest against the application
for membership in the Association, of Alfred L. Lobre, 900 Lizardi Street, New Orleans.
This is necessary in order that the matter may be presented to the Executive Com-.
tnittee when they meet here in Chicago on January 11th (Comm. Ex. 21).

To which Try-Me replied under date of December 9, 1939, stating in
Part:
Enclosed you will find the formal letter of protest, you asked for. Thank ygu for letting me know of this. Hoping you and the Board members will see my point of view in
this matter (Corum. Ex. 40).

. The basis for objection as disclosed in the letter of protest from Try-Me
Includes the following:
This man being a former employee of mine is going over his former routes, cutting
Prices, and doing everything unethical to gain the customers (Comm. Ex. 41).
PAR. 5. (a) Action taken to eliminate or restrain competition and preVent price cutting is shown in the case of the J. J. Sbisa Coffee Company.
9n February 3, 1941, the secretary of the association, Mr. Corbett, wrote
Identical letters to respondents, Mother Hubbard Products Company,
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Inc. (trading as G. A. Goodrich Company), Commercial Laboratories,
Inc., The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company, and West Bend
Aluminum Company which read as follows:
There is a situation which exists in the city of New Orleans, of which I am confident
you are not aware. The purpose of this letter is to acquaint you with the facts in the
matter.
The following business houses in New Orleans:

J. J. Sbisa
Dittmann Coffee Company
Liberty Coffee Company
Binder Coffee Company
have been purchasing merchandise from your good concern and have been underselling
other merchants using similar merchandise from your company.
](nowing the fine reputation your firm has for fair dealings with the members of the
Association, I am sure that you will not tolerate this situation.
I do want you to know that this is not a letter of protest from the members of the
Association, or from the New Orleans Group-It is just a friendly letter from me,
prompted by the knowledge of the fine business practices of your good company and the
feeling that you would want to know of this condition.
If there is any further information that you require, I shall be very happy to supply it.
I shall appreciate hearing from you with reference to this matter (Comm. Ex. 26).

(b) The course of events which followed in the case of Commercial Laboratories, Inc., was its response on February 5, 1941, advising that it had
done business with only one of the four concerns named, J. J. Sbisa, and
was surprised to learn that he was an offender. The letter continued:
Fortunately, our Mr. MacClennan is on his way to New Orleans at the present time
and will be there the latter part of this month. I am sending him your letter and asking
him to talk with Mr. Sbisa and try to straighten the matter out. If Mr. Sbisa will not
fall in line and work with the other merchants down there, we will certainly discontinue
selling him as we want to give the legitimate Tea and Coffee Route Merchants proper
protection and cooperation•
. I am very grateful to you for calling this situation to my attention, and if you ever
hear of any other cases around the country please let me know at once lComm. Ex. 50).

This was followed by a letter of February 18, 1941, from Mr. MacCiennan to the president of Commercial Laboratories, Inc., reading in part:
• • • Have checked up on this Sbisa-what he does is buys mdse. then talks to
men working for other companys, points out to them where they can make the long
profit if they go in for themselves and buy their coffee from him (That's where he cleans
up). He sells our stuff at cost or less to start them off.
If we sell him we cannot sell Watkins Martinson Kepler & 1\IcDeuth.
West Bend has cut him out. I think we should too. Loose his orders or something
(Comm. Ex. 51).

Commercial Laboratories, Inc., then wrote J. J. Sbisa Coffee CompanY
on March 6, 1941, stating:
It has been brought to our attention that you have been using unfair trade practices in
the handling of our merchandise and under the circumstances, we will be unable to shiP
you anvthin~ more.
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We understand that you have been underselling other Route Merchants who are
handling our products as well as using other unethical methods. We have a reputation
for fair dealing with all Route Merchants and we can not tolerate such practices
(Comm. Ex. 65).

Evidently Sbisa replied to the above letter, because Commercial Laboratories on March 17, 1941, wrote him:
I have your letter of March 11th and do not want to get into any controversy over
the matter in question.
It is my suggestion that you join your local Association. Just who is at the head of
it, I do not know.
I feel sure that if you worked in cooperation with the other Tea men with whom you
are in competition, that there would be no further trouble (Comm. Ex. 66).

And on July 9, 1941, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., wrote J. J. Sbisa
Coffee Company:
Your letter of June 19th was duly received but has been unanswered because the
Writer has been out of town and it has been awaiting his attention.
Regret to advise that we cannot fill your order at this time (Comm. Ex. 72).

(c) In the case of Mother Hubbard Products Company (G. A. Goodrich
Company) the association's letter of February 3, 1941, set out in subparagraph (a) above was followed by a reply dated February 4,'1941, reading:
Clad to receive your letter of February 3rd. Enclosed is a copy of a letter I have
Written to the Sbisa Coffee Company. We don't sell the other three companies mentioned in your letter.
Any further suggestions you have will be greatly appreciated, for I surely expect to
cooperate in every way possible. • • • (Comm. Ex. 54).

On the same date the G. A. Goodrich Company wrote the J. J. Sbisa
Coffee Company referring to their previous business relations and its
relations with home service merchants generally, saying:
I

These companies are spread over the entire United States, and it has become a custom that they get practically the same prices for these various products. In turn, it has
become a part of our protection to keep these prices all in line as nearly as possible.

This letter explained that in cases where cooperation was withheld the
Purchaser would have to furnish his own labels or cartons to avoid direct
competition, set out the products Sbisa was buying and the suggested retail prices for them, and stated:
Now, I am giving this to you as a matter of record, and hope that you will be able
to send us your reply in a favorable way, for we have enjoyed doing business with you
and hope that we can continue under conditions outlined above (Comm. Ex. 67-A, D).

G. A. Goodrich Company also sent a copy of 'the above letter to Try-Me
Coffee Mills, advising that concern that it did not sell to Dittmann, Liberty, or Binder. On February 7, 1941, Sbisa replied to G. A. Goodrich
Company, setting out the list of its products handled and the prices obtained therefor, observing that all his prices except on one product were in
line, and continued:
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We also serve a few small operators for resale, with the understanding that the above
prices may be maintained.
I don't know who made this unjust complaint, but can assure you that we are for
maintained prices.
I am willing to abide by any retail list you submit; provided every other operator in
New Orleans does the same (Resp. Ex. 10).

(d) In the case of West Bend Aluminum Company the letter of the association set out in subparagraph (a) above was followed by a reply to Mr.
Corbett dated February 4, 1941, reading:
I have your letter of February 3 regarding the activities on the part of some of the
New Orleans coffee accounts in t';e maintenance of the resale prices on our products.
I have checked our fi'es, and find that the quantity of merchandise that they have purchased from us is indeed very small, and certainly will not justify our permitting them
to continue cutting pric s.
I am writing our New Orleans representative and am asking him to take the necessarY
steps at once to straighten out this situation. Thanks for calling it to our attention
(Comm. Ex. 3).

On the same day West Bend Aluminum Company wrote its New Orleans representative, advising of the receipt of the letter from the National
Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants Association regarding the cutting of price~
by purchasers named in the letter, and stated:
I suggest you call on them, make sure that they know what our retail prices are, and
tell them that these prices must be retained or else we can make no further shipment to
them (Comm. Ex. 4).

To which West Bend's New Orleans representative replied on FebruarY
26, 1941, as follows:
Henry Kepler, local chairman of the National Retail Tea and Coffee Men's Assn. te!ls
me that the above company is purchasing misc. articles sold by association members
and they are reselling these articles to small coffee men who cut prices and are disturbing
the loca.l market. The members of the NllTC.MA have requested the cooperation of
manufacturers from whom they buy, asking that Sbisa not be sold and all manufactur·
ers have consented to this cooperation.
I pledged our support and should orders be received from Sbisa, I suggest that we
withhold shipment so as not to antagonize the members of the NllTCMA (Com!Il·
Ex. 5).

This letter bears a notation "take off mailing list" approved by the
manager of the jobbing division of West Bend Aluminum Company. The
record shows that at about this time West Bend began to decline orders
generally because aluminum was not available for the manufacture of
kitchen utensils.
(e) In the case of The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company the
association letter set out in subparagraph (a) above was followed on February 4, 1941, by a reply from Procter & Gamble stating:
Mr. llouch6 has referred your letter of the 3rd to me for attention.
I expect to be in Chicago later this month and will talk this matter over with you.
I am sure we can straighten out things in the right way (Comm. Ex. 28).

On l\1ay 30, 1941, J. J. Sbisa Coffee Company sent an order for merchandise to The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company. On June 61
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1941, Sbisa received a form letter from The Procter & Gamble Distributing
Company advising of a vacation close-down of factories and suggesting the
purcqase of enough stock to carry through the shut-down period. To this
Sbisa responded under date of June 9, 1941, with an order for merchandise
and called attention to his previous order which had not been acknowledged or shipped. On June 19, 1941, Sbisa inquired by registered mail
when shipment of his pending orders might be anticipated, and under date
of June 26, 1941, The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company advised
Sbisa:
We acknowledge your registered letter of June 19th addressed to our representative
!\Ir. R. P. Hoen, who has referred the matter to us for handling.
You did not receive any acknowledgement of your letter of June 9 because we are not
in a position to make shipment to you. The letter we sent you under date of June 6 to
which you referred was a mimeographed notice sent to all accounts sold at one time or
another to let them know that our factories would not be in production from July 3
througn July 18 due to employee vacations.
We found your name was still included in our list of accounts but have since removed
Your name from our mailing list so that there will be no misunderstanding in the future.
(Comm. Ex. 64).

PAR. 6. It is contended that the association activities described related
to brands said to be owned by the association, "Our Brand" and "Home
Service Brand," but the record shows that no such distinction was made
and that manufacturers', distributors', or any other brands were comprehended. It is also apparent from the record, and the Commission finds,
that the association and its members sought by cooperative action among
themselves to exercise control over prices at which "home service merchants" resold merchandise to the public and used their collective weight
and influence to secure the cooperation of the sources of supply patronized
by them in preventing "price cutters" or other competitors they consid~
ered objectionable from securing supplies of merchandise from manufacturers and distributors catering to the special needs of "home service
lllerchants." The cooperation, understandings, and agreements among
respondents herein and the acts and things dohe pursuant thereto, as heretofore set out, have had, and have, the capacity, tendency, and effect of
hindering, lessening, and restraining competition among and between home
service merchants, and of hindering and preventing home service merchants who are not members of respondent association from obtaining supplies of merchandise needed in their business, and otherwise restraining and
lessening competition in the sale and distribution of tea, coffee, toilet
Preparations, household specialties, and other items of merchandise commonly handled by home service merchants, thus depriving the purchasing
Public of the benefits which normally flow from free competition among
home service merchants.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents are all to the prejudice of the public, have a dangerous tendency to hinder, and have actually
hindered and prevented, competition among and between respondents and
competitors and prospective competitors of respondents in the sale of tea,
coffee, toilet preparations, household specialties, and other articles of merchandise, have unreasonably restrained such commerce, and constitute unfair methods Qf competition in commerce within the .meaning of section 5
of the Fe~eral Trade Commission Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of certain responaents,
testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commissiol}.
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner and excep~
tions thereto, briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and
the oral arguments of counsel, and the Commission having made its find~
ings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondents have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants
Association, Inc., a corporation, its officers, directors, and members; re~
spondent, Oliver J. Corbett, an individual; and respondent, Henry C.
Kepler, an individual, trading as Try-Me Coffee Mills, or under any other
name; their respective agents, representatives, and employees, in connec~
tion with the movement of commodities in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from entering into, continuing, cooperating in, or carrying out anY
planned common course of action, understanding, agreement, combina~
tion, or conspiracy between and among any two or more of said respond~
ents, or between any on~ or more of said respondents and others not
'
parties hereto, to do or perform any of the following things:
1. Induce, persuade, or coerce any manufacturer or distributor of mer~
chandise to discontinue selling or refuse to sell his products to any com pet~
itor of respondents, or of any of them.
2. Carry on between themselves or with others communications having
the purpose, tendency, or effect of inducing, persuading, or coercing manu~
facturers or distributors of merchandise to discontinue selling or refuse to
sell such merchandise to any competitor of respondents, or of any of them.
3. Use any scheme or device whatsoever to hinder, obstruct, or prevent
any competitor of respondents, or of any of them, from freely purchasing
and obtaining the commodities usually handled by such competitor in the
course of its business; or to prevent any individual, partnership, or corpora~
tion from entering into or c0ntinuing or becoming associated with a busi~
ness in competition with respondents, or any of them.
It is further ordered, That nothing herein contained shall be construed
to prevent the lawful use by respondents of any trade marks or brands ac~
tually owned by them.
It is further ordered, That the case gro\\ing out of the complaint herein
be, and the same hereby is, closed as to Trico Coffee Company, Inc., in its
individual capacity, Commercial Laboratories, Inc., Mother Hubbard
Products Company, Inc., The Procter & Gamble Distributing Company,
and 'Vest Bend Aluminum Company without prejudice to the right of the
Commission to reopen the matter and resume trial thereof should the pub~
lie interest require such action.
It isfurtha ordered, That the respondents shall, within GO days after the
service upon them of this order, file \\ith the Commission a report in writ~
ing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have corn~
plird with this order.

L. P. MAGGIONI & CO.
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IN THE MATTER

OF

JOSEPH 0. MAGGIONI, JOSEPH S. CAFIERO AND MADELINE CAFIERO, DOING BUSINESS AS L. P. MAGGIONI
& COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SUBSEC. (c) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS
AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936
Docket 6129.

Complaint, Feb. 6, 1944-Decision, Mar. 20, 1945

Where three partners engaged in packing and canning fish, oysters, shrimp and clams,
and in the marketing, sale and distribution of said sea food products under their
own brands and also under private or buyers' brands; selling (1) through a large
number of legitimate intermediaries who acted as their agente and were paid commissions or brokerage fees; and (2) direct to a few buyers who were paid, directly
or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees on their own purchases of such sea
food productsPaid or granted, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage or other compensation
in lieu thereof, to buyers of a substantial portion of their said sea food products in
other States:
Held, That such paying and granting, directly or indirectly, of commissions, brokerage
or other compensation in lieu thereof, to buyers of said sea food products on their
own purchases, an4 the acts and practices of said partners in promoting sales of
sea food products by such payments to buyers, were in violation of subsection (c) of
section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended.

Mr. EdwardS. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Abrahams, Bouhan, Atkinson & Lawrence, of Savannah, Ga., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the parties respondent named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particularly designated and described, since June 19, 1936, have violated and are
now violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton
Act (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13) as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act,
approved June 19, 1936, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges
with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Joseph 0. Maggioni, JosephS. Cafiero and
Madeline Cafiero, are partners, doing business as L. P. Maggioni & Company, having their principal office and place of business located at 401
West Bay Street, Savannah, Ga.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now engaged, and for many years prior
hereto have engaged, in the business of packing and canning fish, oysters,
shrimp and clams (all of which are hereinafter called" Sea Food Products")
and in the marketing, sale and distribution of such sea food products in its
own name and for its own account for resale.
The respondents sell and distribute their sea food products through two
separate and distinct methods: (1) through a large number of legitimate
intermediaries who act as their agents in negotiating the sale of sea food
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products and for which services such intermediaries customarily are paid
directly, or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees; (2) through the sale
of its sea food products direct to a few buyers who are paid, directly or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees on their own purchases of such sea
food products from the respondents.
The respondents to distinguish their sea food products from the sea
food products sold by competitors, to facilitate sales utilize registered and
unregistered trade-marks-and brands for the various sea food products it
sells. These brands are generally known as packers' or sellers' brands.
Representative of the respondents' brands are:
Mermaid, Sea Zone, Daufuski, ·warsaw, Coosaw, Sambo, Port Royal,
Fox Inn, Crown, Off Shore, Jekyl Island, Magico, 1\!aggioni, Magestic,
English Ace.
Hespondent also sells its sea food products under the labels or brands of
its buyers, which brands or labels are generally known to the trade as
private or buyers brands. Some of such buyers who incorrectly designate
themselves as brokers also utilize registered and unregistered labels and
brands, which labels and brands are utilized by the respective buyers in
selling such buyers merchandise. Representative of respondents' buyers
who purchase respondents' sea food products under their own buyer.s'
brands or labels as well as under the sellers brands or labels is Wm. H.
Stanley, Inc., of New York City, N.Y. This buyer purchases in its own
name, and for its own account, large quantities of respondents' sea food
products under its own registered private brand" Seaspray." RE-presentative of respondent's buyers who purchase in their own name and for their
own account respondents' sea food products exclusi~ly under the sellers
brands or labels are Haas-Guthman Co., Savannah, Ga. and Britt-McKinney Co., Inc., Greenville, S. C.
PAR. 3. The respondents, in the course and conduct of their said business, since June 19, 1936, have sold and distributed a substantial portion of
their sea food products directly to buyers located in States other than the
State in which the respondents are established, and as a result of said sales
and the respondents' instructions such sea food products are shipped and
transported across State lines to such buyers who are located in various
States of the United States.
PAR. 4. The respondents since June 19, Hl3G, in connection with the
interstate sale and distribution of sea food products in their own name and
for their own account for resale, have sold such sea food products to buyers
located in the various States of the United States other than the State
where respondents are established and have been and are now paying or
granting or have paid or granted, directly or indirectly, commissions,
brokerage or other compensation or allowance or discounts in lieu thereof
to buyers of said sea food products.
PAR. 5. The paying and granting by respondents, Joseph 0. l\1aggioni,
Joseph S. Cafiero and l\IaJelinc Cafiero, partners, doing business us L. P.
l\1aggioni & Company, directly or indirectly, of commissions, brokerage or
other compensation anJ allowances or discounts in lieu thereof to the buyers of said sea food products, on their own purchases, and the acts and
practices of the respondents in promoting sales of sea food products by
paying to buyers, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage or other
compensation and allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, as set forth
above, are in violation of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act, as
amended.

L. P. MAGGIONI & CO.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled, "An Act to
existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
or other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as
a~ended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936 (U.S.C.
!ttle 15, Sec. 13), the Federal Trade Commission on February 5, 1944,
Issued and served its complaint in this proceeding upon the parties res~ondent named in the caption hereof, charging said respondents with
Violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of said act as
amended.
After the issuance of said complaint the respondents in due course filed
a~swer to said complaint and denied that their acts and practices were in
Vtolation of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended.
Thereafter the respondents requested and received permission from the
Commission to withdraw their original answer and to file in lieu thereof an
answer dated September 29, 1944, which substitute answer admitted all
material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waived all interVening procedure and further hearings as to said facts.
hThereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
t e Commission on the said complaint and substitute answer; and the
~ommission, having duly considered the same and being now fully advised
~n the premises makes this its findings as to the facts and its copclusion
rawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
~Upplement

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Joseph 0. Maggioni, Joseph S. Cafiero,
and Madeline Cafiero, are partners, doing business as L. P. Maggioni &
Company and having·their principal office and place of business located
at 401 West Bay Street, Savannah, Ga.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now engaged, and for many years prior
hereto have engaged, in the business of packing and canning fish, oysters,
shrimp, and clams (all of which are hereinafter called "sea food products")
and in the marketing, sale, and distribution of such sea food products in
their own name and for their own account for resale.'
. The respondents sell and distribute their sea food products through two
~eparate and distinct methods: (1) through a large number of legitimate
Intermediaries who act as their agents in negotiating the sale of sea food
r>;oducts and for which services such intermediaries customarily are paid,
dtrectly or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees; and (2) through the
sale of their sea food products direct to a few buyers who are paid, directly or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees on their own purchases
of such sea food products from the respondents.
The respondents, to distinguish their sea food products from the sea
food products sold by competitors and to facilitate sales, utilize registered
and unregistered trade-marks and brands for the various sea food products
sbold by them. These brands are generally known as packers' or sellers'
rands. Representative of the respondents' brands are:
h Mermaid, Sea Zone, Daufuski, Warsaw, Coosaw, Sambo, Port Royal,
~ox: Inn, Crown, Off Shore, Jekyl Island, Magico, 1\Iaggioni, Magestic,
and English Ace.
Respondents also sell their sea food products under the labels or brands
Of their buyers, which brands or labels are generally known to the trade as
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private or buyers' brands. Some of such buyers who incorrectly designate
themselves as brokers also utilize registered and unregistered labels and
brands, which labels and brands are utilized by the respective buyers in
selling such buyers' merchandise. Representative of respondents' buyers
who purchased respondents' sea food products under their own buyers'
brands or labels, as well as under the sellers' brands or labels, was Wm. II.
Stanley, Inc., of New York City, N.Y. This buyer purchased in its own
name, and for its own account, large quantities of respondents' sea food
products under its own registered private brand "Seaspray." Representative of respondents' buyers who purchased in their own name, and for
their own account, respondents' sea food products exclusively under the
sellers' brands or labels were Haas-Guthman Co., Savannah, Ga., and
Britt-McKinney Co., Inc., Greenville, S. C.
PAR. 3. The respondents, in the course and conduct of their said business, since June 19, 1936, have sold and distributed a substantial portion
of their sea food products directly to buyers located in States other than
the State in which the respondents are established, and as a result of said
sales and the respondents' instructions such sea food products are shipped
and transported across State lines to such buyers who are located in various States of the United States.
PAR. 4. The respondents, since June 19, 1936, in connection with the
interstate sale and distribution of sea food products in their own name and
for their own account for resale, have sold such sea food products to buyers
located in the various States of the United States other than the State
where respondents are established and have been and are now paying or
granting, or have paid or granted, directly or indirectly, commissions,
brokerage, or other compensation, or allowance or discount in lieu thereof,
to buyers of said sea food products.
CONCLUSION

The paying and granting by respondents, Joseph C. Maggioni, Joseph S. Cafiero, and Madeline Cafiero, partners doing business as L. P.
Maggioni & Company, directly or indirectly, of commissions, brokerage,
or other compensation, and allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, to the
buyers of said sea food products, on their own purchases, and the acts and
practices of the respondents in promoting sales of sea food products by
paying to buyers, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage, or other
compensation, and allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, as set forth
above, are in violation of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as
amended.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondents,
which answer ndmits, with certain exceptions, the material allegations of
fact set forth in said complaint and waives all intervening procedure and
further hearing as to said facts; and the Commission having made its find·
ings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated
the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Act of Congress entitled,
"An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes,'' approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the
Robinson-Patman Act) (U. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13).

L. P. MAGGIONI & CO.
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Order

It is ordered, That the respondents, Joseph 0. Maggioru, Joseph S.
Cafiero, and Madeline Cafiero, doing business as L. P. Maggioni & Company or under any other name, and their agents, employees, and representatives, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection
:OVith the sale and distribution of sea food products or any other commodity
In commerce as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from:
Paying or granting, directly or indirectly, to any buyer, anything of
value as a commission, brokerage, or other compensation, or any allowance
or discount in lieu thereof, upon purchases made for such buyer's own
account.
.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writJUg setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

650780-47-19
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IN THE MATTER OF

OSTREX .COMPANY, INC. AND DAVID STEUERMAN AND
LILLIAN STEUERMAN TRADING AS STEUERMAN ADVERTISING AGENCY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION'
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4894. Complaint, Jan. 25, 1943-Decision, Mar. 21, 1945
Where two individuals who were the advertising agents of a corporation prior to its
dissolution, and assisted in the preparation and dissemination of advertising material used by it in behalf of its medical preparation Ostrex, and one of wholll
owned and carried on the business after said dissolution and the death of the
owner, her father; through advertisements in newspapers and periodicals and by
other means, directly and by implicationRepresented that such conditions as an exhausted, worn-out rundown feeling and
body weakness might not be attributable to age but might be due to body deficiencies of iron, Vitamin Bt, calcium and phosphorus; that said preparation contained a sufficient quantity of each of said ingredients to supply such deficiencies,
and that use thereof would remedy the aforesaid conditions when they were due to
such deficiencies; and that it contained tonics and stimulants which corrected subnormal conditions in persons over 40 when caused by said deficiencies;
The facts being it had no therapeutic value in the treatment of an exhausted, worn-out,
and rundown feeling or body weakness, except insofar as such conditions-in many
cases associated with old age, or result of disease, with no relationship to body deficiencies of iron or of calcium, phosphorus, and Vitamin B1 -were due to a body
deficiency of iron; while said preparation did provide an adequate amount of iron in
cases where there was actual deficiency thereof, it did not provide a therapeutic
amount of the other substances, such as should be administered in cases of actual
deficiencies thereof (though supplying the minimum daily nutritional requirement
of Vitamin B1, and amounts of calcium and of phosphorus which might be of assistance in preventing deficiencies in said minerals); and, while an iron tonic, it contained no ingredients generally designated as tonics and stimulants;
With tendency and capacity of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such statements and representations were true and of thereby inducing its purchase:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.

Mr. Jesse D. Kash for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Ostrex Company, Inc., a corporation and David Steuerman, and Lillian Steuerman, individuals, trading as
Ste~erman Advertising Agency, hereinafter referred to as respondents,
have violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Com-
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mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges i~ that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California with its principal office and place of business located at 801 Second
Avenue, New York, N.Y. This respondent is, and for more than one year
last past has been, engaged in selling and distributing a medical preparation designated Ostrex. In the course and conduct of its .business respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., causes and has caused said medical preparation, when sold, to be shipped or transported from its source of supply
located in Cleveland in .the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof located in
various other States of the United States. Respondent maintains and at
all times herein mentioned has maintained a course of trade in its said
medical preparation in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States.
PAR. 2. Respondents, David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, are
individuals, trading and doing business as Steuerman Advertising Agency
with their office and principal place of business located at 205 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y. These respondents operate an advertising
agency and as such are engaged in formulating, editing, selling and distributing advertising matter. These respondents are the advertising
representatives or agents of respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., and prepare and assist in preparation of advertising material used by respondent,
Ostrex Company, Inc., and disseminate and aid in dissemination of such
advertising material, including the advertising material hereinafter set
forth, in connection with the sale and distribution of the medical preparation hereinabove designated. Respondents act in conjunction and in cooperation with each other in the performance of the acts and practices
hereinafter alleged.
PAR. 3. In furtherance of the sale and distribution of the medical
preparation sold and distributed by respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., a
corporation, the respondents have disseminated, and are now disseminating and have caused and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said medical preparation by means of and through
the United States mails and by various other means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, and respondents
have also disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and
are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said
product by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely
to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said product in commerce,
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among
and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements and representations contained in said advertisements disseminated and caused to be
disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by and through the United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals, and by
circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature, are the
f ollO\ving:
WAS OLD AT 56
Amazed! Feels Years Younger
"I'm 56. Lacked vim and pep. Ostrex tablets gave me pep that makes me feel years
younger." B. 0. Garner, New Washington, Ohio. OSTREX contains tonics, stimu-
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)ants often needed after 40-by bodies lacking iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine, VitaminBl.
For men and women. A 73-year old doctor writes, "It did so much for patients I took
it myself. Results fine." Introductory size only 35¢ .. Sta1 t feeling peppier and younger
this very day. OSTREX-for that "after 40" let down.
Men, Women! Old at
40, 50, 60! Get Pep
Feel Years Younger, Full of Vim
Don't blame exhausted, worn out, run down
feeling on your age. Thousands amazed at
what a little pepping up with Ostrex will
do. Contains general tonics often needed
after 40. • * •
OLD? GET NEW VIM
With Iron, Calcium, Vitamin B1
Men, Women,of 40, 50, 60, don't be old, weak,
worn out, exhausted, Take Ostrex • • •.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth, and others of similar import but not set out herein, all of
which purport to be descriptive of the therapeutic properties of said medical preparation, respondents represent, directly and by implication, that
said preparation is a competent and effective treatment and remedy for an
exhausted, worn out, run down feeling and bodily weakness; that said
symptoms or conditions are not attributable to old age but are caused by
body deficiencies of iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine and Vitamin B 1 ; that
said preparation contains a sufficient quantity of each of said ingredients to
supply such deficiencies; that it contains general tonics, and stimulants
which correct sub-normal conditions in persons over forty years of age and
causes them to feel younger and full of pep and vitality.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, said preparation is not effective
treatment or remedy for and will have no therapeutic effect and value in the
treatment of an exhausted, worn out and run down feeling nor will it provide effective relief for bodily weakness. Said conditions are ordinarily
associated with old age or result from disease and in a great majority of
cases they have no relationship to body deficiencies of iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine and Vitamin Bt. Respondent's preparation does not provide a therapeutically adequate amount of iron, calcium, phosphorus,
iodine and Vitamin B1 such as should be administered in cases of actual
deficiency of such substances in the body. Said preparation does not contain general tonics and stimulants of such a nature and in such amounts as
to correct sub-normal conditions in persons over forty years of age and
docs not and can not cause them to feel younger and full of pep and
vitality.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false, misleading
and deceptive statements and representations has had, and now has, the
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true and to induce a .substantial portion of
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the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to
purchase said medical preparation.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on January 25, 19-!3, issued and thereafter
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, Ostrex Company, Inc., a corporation, and David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman,
individuals, trading as Steuerman Advertising Agency, charging them with
the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation
of the provisions of said Act.
On March 5, 1943, the respondents filed their answer in this proceeding.
Thereafter, a stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated and
agreed that a statement of facts signed and executed by the respondents,
David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to. the
approval of the Federal Trade Commission, may be taken as the facts in
this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support of the charges stated
in the complaint and in opposition thereto, and that said Commission may
proceed upon said statement of facts, making its report stating these findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon, and enter this order
disposing of the proceeding without presentation of argument or the filing
of briefs, and the respondents expressly waived the filing of the report upon
the evidence by the trial examiner. Thereafter, this proceeding came on
for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint, answer and
stipulation, said stipulation having been approved, accepted, and filed and
the Commission having duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The corporate respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., was
legally dissolved by operation of law on January 2, 19-!3, but upon the dissolution of said corporation, Joseph Breyer, former president of said corporate respondent, carried on the business under the trade name of Ostrex
Company. Upon the death of said Joseph Breyer on April 23, 1943, his
daughter, the respondent Lillian Steuerman, became the beneficiary under
his will and acquired all assets and property of said Ostrex Company, and
since April24, 1943, has been trading under the trade name of Ostrex Com~
pany. The place of business of said respondents is located at 801 Second
Avenue, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. The respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., during its existence,
was engaged in selling and distributing a medical preparation designated
Ostrex. In the course and conduct of its business said respondent caused
said medical preparation, when sold, to be shipped or transported from its
source of supply located at 2654 Lisbon Road, Cleveland, Ohio, to pur-
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chasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and in
the ·District of Columbia. This respondent maintained a course of trade
in said medical preparation in commerce between and among the variow~
States of the United States and the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondents, David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, are
individuals, trading and doing business as Steuerman Advertising Agency
with their office and principal place of business at 205 East 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y. These respondents operate an advertising agency and
as such are engaged in formulating, editing, selling and distributing advertising matter. These respondents were the advertising representatives or
agents of respondent, Ostrex Company, Inc., and prepared and assisted in
the preparation of advertising material used by respondent and aided in
dissemination of such advertising material hereinafter set forth, in connection with the sale and distribution of the medical preparation hereinabove designated.
PAR. 4. In furtherance of the sale and distribution of said medical preparation the respondents, David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, have
disseminated and have caused the dissemination of advertisements concerning the said medical preparation by insertions in newspapers, periodicals and by various other means in commerce, as commerce is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, and respondents also disseminated
and have caused the dissemination of advertisements concerning said
product by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely
to induce, the purchase of said product in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the
statements and representations contained in said advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals and by other advertising
media, are the following:
WAB OLD AT 56

Amazed!

Feels Years Younger

"I'm 56. Lacked vim and pep. Ostrex tablets gave me pep that makes me feel years
younger." D. 0. Garner, New Washington, Ohio. OSTREX contains tonics, stimulants often needed after 40-by bodies lacking iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine, Vitamin B1• For men and women. A 73-year old doctor writes, "It did so much for patients I took it myself. Results fine." Introductory size only 35~. Start feeling peppier and younger this very day. OSTREX-for that "after 40" let down.
Men, Women! Old at
40, 50, 601 Get pep
Feel Years Younger, Full of Vim
Don't blame exhausted, worn out, run down feeling on your age. Thousands amazed
at what a little pepping up with Ostrex will do. Contains general tonics often needed
after 40-by bodies lacking iron, vitamin Bt, calcium, Phosphorus.
OLD? GET NEW VIM
With Iron, Calcium Vitamin Bt
Men, Women, of 40, 50 and 60, don't be old, weak, worn out, exhausted. Take Ostrex.
Contains tonics, stimulants, often needed after 40 by bodies lacking iron, calcium
Vitamin Bt.
I
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PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth and others of similar import but not set out herein, respondents, David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, individuals, trading
a.s Steuerman Advertising Agency, represented, directly and by implicatiOn, that conditions such as an exhausted, worn-out, rundown feeling and
body weakness may not be attributable to age but may be due to body
deficiencies of iron, Vitamin B1, calcium and phosphorus; that said preparation contains a sufficient quantity of each of said ingredients to supply
deficiencies in the body and the use of said preparation will remedy the
aforesaid conditions when they are due to these deficiencies; that said
Preparation contains tonics and stimulants which correct subnormal conditions in persons over 40 years of age when caused by deficiencies of iron,
calcium, phosphorus and Vitamin B1.
PAR. 6. The foregoing statements and representations are false, mis!eading, and deceptive and constitute false advertisements. In truth and
In fact, respondents' preparation is not an effective treatment or a remedy
for and would have no therapeutic effect and value in the treatment of an
~xhausted, worn-out, and rundown feeling nor will it provide effective rehef for body weakness, except insofar as such conditions are due solely to
a body deficiency or iron; that an exhausted, worn-out, rundown feeling is
not always attributable to a body deficiency of iron but in many cases such
conditions are associated with old age or result from disease which has no
relationship to body deficiencies of iron or of calcium, phosphorus, and
Vitamin B1; that respondents' preparation does provide an adequate
amount of iron in such cases where there is actual deficiency of iron in the
body; that respondents' preparation does not provide a therapeutic
~mount of Vitamin B1, calcium and phosphorus, such as should be adminIstered in cases of actual deficiencies of such substances in the body, but
that respondents' preparation does supply the minimum· daily nutritional
requirement of Vitamin B 1, and amounts of calcium and of phosphorus
Which may be of assistance in preventing body deficiencies in these minerals.
Respondents' preparation supplies the following active ingredients in
the following quantities, in the daily dose of 8 tablets:
Iron Sulphate, Exsiccated
12 grains
Vitamin B (Thiamin Chloride) 333 U.S.P. Units
24 grains
Tricalcium Phosphate
. Respondents' preparation does not contain any ingredients usually desIgnated as general tonics or stimulants, but is an iron tonic.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false, misleading,
and deceptive statements and advertisements has had the tendency and
capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
Public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and
representations are true and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase
said medical preparation.
CONCLUSION

The foregoing acts and practices of respondents, David Steuerman and
Lillian Steuerman, trading as Steuerman Advertising Agency, as herein
found, are all to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce '"ithin the intent and meaning of
'the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondents and a
stipulation as to the facts entered into by the respondents David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, trading ~s Steuerman Advertising Agency,
and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission,
which provides, among other things, that without further evidence or other
intervening procedure the Commission may issue and serve upon the
respondents David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, trading as Steuerman Advertising Agency herein, findings as to the facts and conclusion
based thereon and an order disposing of the proceeding; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, David Steuerman and Lillian Steuerman, individuals, trading as Steuerman Advertising Agency, or trading
under any other name or names, their representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection
with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of a medical preparation designated "Ostrex" or any other preparation compqsed of substantially
similar ingredients or possessing substantially similar properties, whether
sold under the same or any other name or names, do forthwith cease and
desist from:
I. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement, by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement represents, directly or through implication:
(a) That said preparation constitutes a remedy or an effective treatment for an exhausted, worn-out, run-down feeling or body weakness, or
similar conditions, except when such conditions are due solely to a deficiency of iron in the body.
(b) That said preparation contains sufficient quantities of calcium,
phosphorus and Vitamin B1 so that, when taken as directed, it will provide
an adequate or effective treatment for conditions caused by deficiencies in
the body of such substances, or any of them.
(c)· That said preparation contains any ingredient, other than iron,
which acts as a tonic or stimulant.
(d) That an exhausted, worn-out, run-down feeling, or similar conditions, may not be due to old age.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as commerce is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, of said preparation, which advertisement
contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 thereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file \\ith the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
It appearing to the Commission that the respondent corporation, Ostrex
Company, Inc., has been dissolved, it is ordered, That the complaint be.
and the same hereby is dismissed as to said respondent.
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IN

THE 11ATTER OF

IRVIKG YANOWITZ AND BENJAMIN SOKOLOFF TRADING
AS GOTHAM PREMIUM NOVELTY COMPANY
COl\IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5015.' Complaint, July 22, 1943-Decision, Mar. 21, 1945
Where two partners engaged in competitive interstate sale and distribution of garments,
bedspreads, luggage, watches, cameras, dry goods, novelty jewelry, tooth paste
and tooth powder, cosmetics, and other articles of merchandise; in promoting the
sale and distribution of their said productsMade use of a method involving the distribution of advertising or sales circulars, which
depicted and described the merchandise therein offered under the plan below set
forth and as compensation to the operator of said plan, and which contained a pull
card or pull tab device consisting of a number of tabs, each concealing the name and
price of an article, for use under a plan by which the particular article and the price
paid by the purchaser was determined by his chance selection of the particular tab,
and the operator after remitting to said partners the total collected from the sale
of the chances, was compensated by specified merchandise or, at his option, by the
right to deduct one-third of said sum; and thereby
Supplied to and placed in the hands of their said ophators or sales representativesnotwithstanding notice on the card which offered the purchaser the privilege of
buying an article at the price listed on the back of each slip, or of declining to buy
it, and which was incopsistent with the successful operation of the plan-the means
of conducting lotteries in the sale and distribution of their said merchandise in accordance therewith, under which the article to be secured and the price to be paid
therefor, and whether the purchaser secured an article of greater value than the
regular price designated therefor, was determined wholly by lot or chance; contrary
to an established public policy of the United States government and in violation of
the criminal law, and in competitton with many who are unwilling to use any such
sales method;
With the result that many persons were attracted by their said sales method and by the
element of chance involved therein and were thereby induced to buy and sell their
said merchandise in preference to that offered for sale and sold by said competitors,
whereby trade was unfairly diverted from their competitors to them:
ll eld, That such acts and practice, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and their competitors, and constituted unfair
methods of competition in commerce.

Before Mr. llfiles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. David Von G. Albrecht, of New York City, for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Irving Yanowitz and Benjamin
Sokoloff, individually, and trading as Gotham Premium Novelty Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions
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of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the interest of the public, hereby issues its
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Irving Yanowitz and Benjamin Sokoloff,
are individuals, trading and doing business as Gotham Premium Novelty
Company, with their office and principal place of business located at
303--4th Avenue, New York City. Respondents are now and for more than
one year last past, have been engaged in the sale and distribution of gar~
ments, bedspreads, luggage, watches, cameras, dry goods, novelty jewelry,
tooth paste and tooth powder, cosmetics and other ardcles of merchandise,
in commerce between and among the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondents cause and have caused said
products, when sold, to be shipped and transported from their place of
business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof at their respective
points of location in various States of the United States other than New
York, and in the District of Columbia. There is now and has been for
more than six months last past a course of trade by respondents in such
merchandise in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
In the course and conduct of their said business respondents are and
have been in competition with other individuals and firms and with cor~
porations engaged in the sale and distribution of similar articles of mer~
chandise in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States and in the District ci Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described in par·
agraph 1 hereof, respondonts sell and distribute said articles of mer·
chandise by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
Respondents cause to be distributed to representatives and salesmen and
prospective representatives and salesmen certain advertising literature
including a sales circular. Respondents' merchandise is distributed to the
purchasers thereof in the following manner:
A portion of said sales circular consists of a list on which there are desig~
nated a number of items of merchandise .and the prices thereof. Adjacent
to the list is printed and set out a device commonly called a pull card.
Said pull card consists of a number of tabs, under each of which is con~
cealed the name of an article of merchandise and the price thereof. The
name of the article of merchandise and the price thereof are so concealed
that purchasers or prospective purchasers of the tabs or chances are un~
able to ascertain which article of merchandise they are to receive or the
price which they are to pay until after the tab is separated from the card.
When a purchaser has detached the tab and learned what article of mer~
chandise he is to receive and the price thereof, his name is written on the
list opposite the named article of merchandise. Some of said articles of
merchandise have purported and represented retail values greater than
the prices designated for them, but are distributed to the consumer for the
price designated on the tab which he pulls. The apparent greater values
of some of said articles of merchandise, as compared to the price the
prospective purchaser will be required to pay in the event he secures one
of said articles, induces members of the purchasing public to purchase the
tabs or chances in the hope that they \\ill receive articles of merchandise
of far greater value than the designated prices to be paid for same. The
fact as to whether a purchaser of one of said pull card tabs receives an
article of greater value than the price designated for same on such tab,
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Which of said articles of merchandise a purchaser is to receive, and the
amount of money which a purchaser is required to pay, are determined
wholly by lot or chance.
. When the person or representative operating the pull card has succeeded
IU selling all of the tabs or chances, collected the amounts called for, and
remitted the same sums to the respondents, the said respondents thereUpon ship to said representative the merchandise designated on said card,
together with a premium for the representative as compensation for operating the pull card and selling the said merchandise. Said operator delivers the merchandise to the purchaser of tabs from said pull cards in accordance with the list filled out when the tabs were detached from the pull card.
Respondents sell and distribute various assortments of said merchandise
and furnish various pull cards for use in the sale and distribution of such
:merchandise by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise or lottery
scheme. Such plans or methods vary in detail, but the above described
Plan or method is illustrative of the plinciple involved.
PAR. 3. The persons to whom respondents furnish the said pull cards
Use the same in purchasing, selling and distributing respondents' merchandis! in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondents thus supply
to and place in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries in the
sale of their merchandise in accordance with the sales plan hereinabove set
forth. The use by respondent of said method in the sale of their merchandise and the sale of such merchandise by and through the use thereof
and by the aid of said method is a practice of a sort which is contrary to an
established public policy of the government of the United States.
PAR. 4. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public in the manner above alleged involves a game of chance, or the sale of a chance to procure an article of merchandise at a price less than the apparent normal
retail price thereof. Many persons, firms and corporations who sell or
distribute merchandise in commerce in competition with the respondents,
as above alleged, are unwilling to adopt and use said method, or any
:method involving a game of chance, or the sale of a chance to win something by chance, or any other method which is contrary to public policy,
and such competitors refrain therefrom. Many persons are attracted by
respondents' said method and by the element of chance involved in the
sale of said products in the manner above described, and are thereby induced to buy and sell respondents' merchandise in preference to merchandise offered for sale and sold by said competitors of respondents who do
not use the same or an equivalent method. The use of said methods by
~espondents, because of said game of chance, has the tendency and capaclty to unfairly divert trade in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia to respondents
from the said competitors who do not use the same or equivalent methods.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents'
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on July 22, 1943, issued, and subsequently
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served, its complaint upon the respondents, Irving Yanowitz and Benjamin Sokoloff, individually, and trading as Gotham Premium Novelty
Company, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in
commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in vio·
lation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint
and the filing of respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence
in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of said complaint were
introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondents, testimony and.other
evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition
thereto taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence, and brief
filed in support of the complaint (no brief having been filed by the respondents or oral argument requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Irving Yanowitz and Benjamin Sok;loff,
are copartners, trading as Gotham Premium Novelty Company, with
their principal office and place of business located at 303 Fourth Avenue,
New York, N. Y. Respondents are now, and for several years last past
have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of garments, bedspreads,
luggage, watches, cameras, dry goods, novelty jewelry, tooth paste and
tooth powder, cosmetics, and other articles of merchandise in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States. Respondents
cause, and have caused, their said products, when sold, to be shipped or
transported from their place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a
course of trade in said merchandise in commerce among and between the
various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their said business, the respondents are engaged in competition with other individuals and partnerships
and "'ith corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of similar or
like articles of merchandise in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, the respondents
distribute advertising or sales circulars by the United States mails to prospective customers or representatives located in various States of the
United States for the purpose of inducing such customers to sell respondents' merchandise by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery
scheme, commonly known as a pull card or pull tab device. These circulars contain pictorial representations and descriptive matter with reference
to the merchandise offered as compensation for the sale of certain of
respondents' merchandise, which merchandise is likewise described by
pictorial representations, and otherwise, on said circulars. Each of said
circulars contains what is commonly known as a pull card or pull tab
device.
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Said pull card device consists of a number of tabs, under each of which is
concealed the name of an article of merchandise, as well as the price
thereof. The name of the article of merchandise and the price thereof are
so concealed that purchasers and prospective purchasers are unable to
ascertain which articles of merchandise they are to receive or the prices
to be paid therefor until after the tabs are separated or removed from said
pull tab device. Adjacent to said device there is a list of the articles of
merchandise and the prices thereof, corresponding to the various articles
of merchandise and the prices thereof, as concealed under said tabs. When
a purchaser has detached a tab and has discovered what article of merchandise he is to receive and the price thereof, his name is written on the list opposite the named article of merchandise. Some of said articles of merchandise have retail values and regular prices greater than the prices so
designated for them but are distributed to the consumer or purchaser for
the price designated on the tab which he pulls or removes from said device.
The apparent greater values and regular prices of some of said articles of
merchandise as compared to the prices the prospective purchaser will be
required to pay in the event he secures one of said articles of merchandise
induces members of the purchasing or consuming public to select and pull
the tabs in the hope that they will receive article.'l of merchandise of far
greater value than the designated prices to be paid therefor. The specific
article which the purchaser receives, the amount of money he is required
to pay, and the obtaining of an article of greater value than the prices
designated therefor are thus determined wholly by lot or chance.
When the person or representative operating the pull card has succeeded
in selling all of the articles of merchandise listed under said tabs and has
collected the amount~ charged therefor, such sum is then remitted to the
respondents, and the respondents thereupon ship to said representative
the merchandise sold by means of said device by said representative, together with a premium for the representative as compensation for operating the device and selling or distributing the said merchandise. Such
premium is selected by said representative from the articles of merchandise pictured in said sales or advertising circular. If the said representative so desires he may deduct a cash premium in lieu of said merchandise
premium. Said representative delivers the articles of merchandise to the
purchasers thereof in accordance with the list filled out when the tabs were
removed or detached from the device as above described. The advertising
circulars containing such pull card device contain all of the instructions
which are given to the representative for the operation of said pull card
device and for obtaining the merchandise or premiums from the respondents.
Immediately above said pull tab device there appears the follo\\ing:
NOTICE TO PURCHASERSOn the back of. each slip is printed the price of an article. If after deliberation you
decide that you want to buy the article pay the holder of this book the price shown on
the slip. If you do not want the article you need not buy it.

The Commission finds that regardless of said notice the said articles of
merchandise have been, and are, in fact sold and distributed by means of
said pull card device in accordance with the sales plan or method hereinabove described. The successful operation of respondents' sales plan is
dependent upon the ability of the operator to sell all the articles listed, so
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as to permit remittance of the required amount to the respondents in order
to obtain the merchandise purchased and the premium allowed to the
representative as compensation. The purchaser knows the articles listed
and the price to be paid therefor before he selects and removes the tab from
the pull tab device. The element of chance is the amount of money to
be expended and the specific article to be purchased. The operation of the
plan strictly in accordance with the above-mentioned NOTICE TO PURCHASERS would not tend to net the operator a return sufficient to warrant the completion of the plan and would thereby make the plan inoperative, and to this extent such notice is merely a subterfuge. The provision in the circular that the operator may deduct one-third of the
amount collected and remit the balance in the event all the articles are not
sold, does not constitute a sufficient return to the operator to warrant
completion of the plan since the inducement to such operator was the
premiums or gifts which were to be obtained upon sale of all the articles
listed on said pull card device.
PAR. 4. The Commission finds that the persons or representatives to
whom respondents have furnished or distributed said sales or advertising
circulars containing said pull card device use, and have used, the same in
purchasing, selling, and distributing respondents' merchandise in accordance with the sales plan or method hereinafter described. Respondents
have thus supplied to, and placed in the hands of, others a means of conducting lotteries in the sale and distribution of their said merchandise in
accordance with the sales plan or method hereinabove described. Said
merchandise has thus been sold or distributed by means of a game of
chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme, and respondents have reaped
the benefits therefrom. The use of the respondents of said sales plan or
method in the sale of their said merchandise and the sale of said merchandise by and through the use thereof and by the aid of said sales plan or
method are a practice of a sort which is contrary to an established public
policy of the Government of the United States and in viola~ion of the
criminal laws.
PAR. 5. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public in the manner
above described involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure an article of merchandise at a price much less than the apparent normal retail price thereof. Many persons, firms, and corporations that sell
or distribute merchandise in competition with respondents in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States are unwilling
to adopt and use said method or any method involving a game of chance
or a sale of a chance to win something by chance or any method which is
contrary to public policy, and such competitors refrain therefrom. Many
persons are attracted by respondents' said method and by the element of
chance involved in the sale of such merchandise in the manner above described and are thereby induced to buy and sell respondents' merchandise
in preference to merchandise offered for sale and sold by sqid competitors
of respondents who do not use the same or an equivalent method. The use
of said method by respondents, because of said game of chance, has the
capacity and tendency to, and does, unfairly divert trade to respondents
from their said competitors who do not use the same or an equivalent
method.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents' competi-
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tors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
on the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondents, testimony
and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint and in
opposition thereto taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence,
and brief filed in support of the complaint (no brief having been filed by the
respondent or oral argument requested); and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents
have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Irving Yanowitz and Benjamin
Sokoloff, individuals, trading as Gotham Premium Novelty Company or
Under any other trade name, and their respective agents, representatives,
and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of garments, bedspreads, luggage, watches, cameras, dry goods, novelty jewelry, tooth
Paste.and tooth powder, cosmetics, and other articles of merchandise in
commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Supplying or placing in the hands of others,. pull cards or other deVices which are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribution of said
merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or
lottery scheme.
2. Shipping, mailing, or transporting to agents or distributors or to
members of the public, pull cards or other devices which are to be used or
may be used in the sale or distribution of said merchandise to the public
by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
3. Selling or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by means of a
game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writIng, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have comPlied with this order.
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IN THE 11ATTER OF

INTERSTATE HOME EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC. ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5173. Complaint, June 3, 1944-Decision, Mar. 23, 1945
Where a corporation and several individuals who controlled it, engaged in the interstate
sale and distribution of silverware, mattresses, blankets, radios, towels and other
household articles, through some 32 branch offices or distribution centers in 20
States, operated in accordance with their policies by the respective managers and
under a program by which said managers' house-to-house canvassers, as a rule,
displayed samples and obtained contracts and down payments, and the merchandise-contingent upon approval by the manager or home office of the prospect's
credit standing-was delivered, and installments collected until the price was
paid(a) Represented that they were selling Rogers 1847 silverware at a price substantially
less than the usual retail price; that they were putting on a special advertising campaign in an effort to acquaint the public with their merchandise, during which said
merchandise was being sold at reduced prices or at substantially less than 'usual
prices; and that they were selling merchandise at lower prices than others;
The facts being that the silverware in question was not Rogers 1847, but an inferior
grade which they regularly sold at a price substantially less than the customary
retail price of Rogers 1847 silverware; they were not putting on any special advertising campaign, and the articles of merchandise which they claimed they were
selling at reduced prices were regularly sold by them at the prices asked; and their
prices were not less than those of others but were generally higher than were the
prices charged by local stores for merchandise of equivalent value;
(b) Represented falsely that they were representatives of local and well-known business
house, that the silverware sold by them was carried in stock by all large department
stores, that the patterns sold by them-mostly obsolete-could be supplemented
from local department stores, and that their silverware was superior in quality to
that offered by local stores at comparable prices;
(c) Represented that mattresses offered for sale and sold by them were equal in grade
and quality to the well-known and established "Beauty Rest" mattress; and that
certain health features thereof were endorsed by physicians;
·
The facts being their said mattresses did not compare favorably wjth Beauty Rest mattresses, but were made of inferior materials and poorly constructed; and they were
not endorsed by physicians;
(d) Represented that blankets which they offered and sold were composed wholly or
partly of wool when in fact some were entirely cotton, and none contained over 5%
wool;
(e) After having agreed to do so, refused to return payments or deposits made by purchasers on merchandise whieh was unsatisfactory or not as r<'presentcd by their
salesmen;
(f) Refused to return payments or dPposits on merchandise in cases where purchasers
did not desire to complete the sale;
(g) Delivered to purchasers goods other than, and in some instances inferior in quality
to, those ordered;
(h) Delivered goods in addition to those ordered by purchasers and then threatened to
sue Raid purchasers if the unordered merchandise were not paid for;
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(i) Misrepresented certain china ware as to quality and pattern;
(j) Failed to fulfil contracts with purchasers to repair or replace unsatisfactory or de-

fective merchandise;
(k) Failed to return merchandise taken up for repair according to agreement; and

(I) Offered used or second-hand silverware for sale as new ot unused;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive, and effect of misleading and deceiving, a. substantial portion of the purchasing public, whereby it purchased substantial quantities of their said products:
·
Held, That the aforesaid acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the
public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before ~Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. Joseph Calloway for the Commission.
Mr. Ira Lloyd Letts, of Providence, R.I., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Interstate Home Equipment Company, Inc., a corporation, Benjamin N. Kane, Sidney A. Kane, Irwin E.
Rane, Reuben Lipson, Samuel Leven and William G. Goldstein, individually, and as officers of Interstate Home Equipment Company, Inc.,
hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of
said act, and it appearing to the Ccmmission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Interstate Home Equipment ComPany, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware and has its principal
office and place of business at 60 Franklin Street, Providence, R. I.
PAR. 2. The individual respondents, Benjamin N. Kane, Sidney A.
Rane, Irwin E. Kane, Reuben Lipson, Samuel Leven and William G.
Goldstein, are now, or were during the time aforementioned, officers of the
respondent Interstate Home Equipment Company, Inc., and as such
formulate, direct and control the policies, practices and acts hereinafter
described and referred to. Their address is 60 Franklin Street, Providence,

R.I.

PAR. 3. The respondents, are now and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of silverware, mattresses,
blankets, radios, towels and various other household articles.
Respondents' said articles when sold are shipped by respondents from
their aforesaid place of business in Providence, R. 1., or from the plants
Where said articles are manufactured or warehouses where they are stored
to purchasers thereof located in various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
Respondents maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained a course of trade in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. Respondents operate or have operated during part or all of the
time aforementioned approximately 32 branch offices or distribution centers in approximately 20 States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. The various branch offices or distribution centers are under the
650780-47-20
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supervision of employees or agents of the respondents and are designated
by respondents and are hereinafter referred to as managers. Said managers operate said branch offices in accordance with the policies formulated by the respondents.
PAR. 5. Respondents' said managers employ salesmen or house-tohouse canvassers to sell respondents' said products. Respondents supply
said salesmen with samples of their products, and customarily give them
some instruction in the art of salesmanship. The salesmen then call at
homes and offer respondents' products for sale. In some instances the
salesmen carry products with them and make outright sales while in the
home of the purchaser. The usual method of selling respondents' said
products, however, is to show the prospective purchaser a sample of the
product and obtain from the prospect a purchase contract and a deposit
or down payment on the purchase, if possible. Said contract is submitted by the salesman to his manager who, after some investigation of
the prospect's credit standing, either approves or disapproves said contract. In some instances, the contracts are submitted to the home office
for consideration. If the contract is approved, the merchandise is then
delivered to the purchaser and the down payment or first instalment is
collected. Collectors thereafter call upon the purchasers periodically until
the full purchase price of the merchandise is collected.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid the respondents directly or through their said salesmen have made many oral
statements and representations in connection with the sale of their products. Among and typical of said statements and representations are the
following:
1. That they were selling Rogers 1847 silverware at a price substantially less than the usual price at which said silverware customarily sold at
retail.
2. That respondents were putting on a special advertising campaign in
an effort to acquaint the public with respondents' merchandise, and during
such campaign said merchandise was sold at reduced prices or at prices
substantially less than the regular or usual prices at which said articles were
customarily sold.
3. That they were selling articles of merchandise at prices which were
less than the usual prices at which articles of equivalent value were customarily and regularly sold by others.
4. That respondents were representatives of local and well known
business houses.
5. That the silverware sold by them was carried in stock by all large department stores, and that the patterns sold by respondents could be supplemented from local department stores.
6. That their silverware was superior in quality to the silverware offered by local stores at comparable prices.
7. That certain mattresses offered for sale and sold by them were equal
in grade and quality to the well known and established Beauty Rest
mattress.
8. That certain blankets which they offered for sale and sold were composed wholly or partly of wool.
9. That certain health features of their mattresses were endorsed by
physicians.
PAR. 7. The representations set forth and referred to above and others
of similar import and effect but not specifically set out herein were false
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and misleading. In truth and in fact, the silverware which respondents
represented as being Rogers 1847 silverware, at a reduced price, was not
Rogers 1847 silverware but was an inferior grade of silverware which respondents regularly sold at a price which was substantially less than the
regular and customary retail price of Rogers 1847 silverware. The respondents were not putting on any special advertising campaign to acquaint the public with their merchandise but the articles of merchandise
which respondents claimed they were selling at reduced prices were regularly and customarily offered for sale and sold by respondents at the prices
asked. The prices respondents charged for their merchandise were not
less than the prices charged by others for articles of equivalent value. In
fact, respondents prices were higher generally than were the prices charged
by local stores for merchandise of equivalent value. Respondents did not
represent local stores or other well known business houses. The patterns
of silverware offered for sale and sold by respondents were not carried in
stock by local department stores, as a rule. In fact, most of respondents'
silverware was of obsolete patterns. Respondents' mattresses did not
compare fav0rably with Beauty Rest mattresses in quality of material or
Workmanship but were, as a rule, made of inferior materials and were
Poorly constructed. Respondents' said mattresses were not endorsed by
Physicians. Most of respondents' blankets contained no wool whatever
but were composed of cotton. None of said blankets contained over five
Percent wool.
PAR. 8. Among the further unfair and deceptive acts and practices engaged in by respondents are the following:
1. Refused to return payments or deposits made by purchasers on merchandise which was unsatisfactory or not as represented by respondents'
salesmen, after having agreed to do so.
2. Refused to return payments or deposits made by purchasers on merchandise in cases where respondents did not desire to complete the sale.
3. Delivered to purchasers goods other than and in some instances inferior in quality to the goods ordered by the purchaser thereof.
4. Delivered goods in addition to those ordered by purchasers and then
threatened to sue said purchasers if the unordered merchandise was not
Paid for.
5. Misrepresented certain chinaware as to quality and pattern.
6. Failed to comply with purchaser contracts to repair or replace unsatisfactory or defective merchandise.
7. Failed to return merchandise according to agreement, which had
been taken up for repair.
8. Offered used or second-hand silverware for sale as new or unused
silverware,
• PAR. 9. The use by respondents of the false and misleading representa~lons set forth and referred to above and other representations of similar
Irnport and effect but not specifically set out herein has had the tendency
and capacity to mislead and deceive and has misled and deceived a substantial portion of the purchasing public and, as a result of the deception
e!J.gendered by said false and misleading representations, substantial quantities of respondents' said products have been purchased by said public.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein
al!eged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and ,practices in commerce within the intent and
tneaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on June 3, 1944, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
issuance of said complaint and the filing of answers by the respondents, the
Commission, by order entered herein, granted motion of the respondents,
Interstate Home Equipment Company, Inc., Benjamin N. Kane, Irwin E.
Kane, Reuben Lipson, Samuel Leven, and William G. Goldstein for per~
mission to withdraw their said answers and to substitute therefor an an~
swer admitting all the material allegations of fact set forth in said corn~
plaint and waiving all intervening procedure and further hearing as to
said facts, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the Corn~
mission. The respondent Sidney A. Kane has been in the United States
Navy since Feburary 22, 1944, and did not join with the other respond~
ents in the motion for permission to withdraw the original answer and his
counsel moved for a stay of the proceedings as to this respondent.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the said complaint and substitute answer; and the Corn~
mission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn the~efrorn.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Interstate Home Equipment Corn~
pany, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the
State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business at 60
Franklin Street, Providence, R. I.
(b) Respondents, Benjamin N. Kane, Irwin E. Kane, Reuben Lipson,
Samuel Leven, and William G. Goldstein, are individuals, and officers of
of Interstate Home Equipment Company, Inc., with their principal place
of business at 60 Franklin Street, Providence, R. I. As such officers, these
respondents formulate, direct, and control the policies, practices, and acts
of Interstate Home Equipment Company, Inc.
(c) Respondent, Sidney A. Kane, an individual, is an officer of Interstate
Home Equipment Company, Inc., but in view of his absence in the mili~
tary service and the motion for stay of this proceeding based upon such
service, he is not hereafter referred to or included in these findings.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now, and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of silverware, mattresses,
blankets, radios, towels, and various other household articles. When
sold, such articles are shipped by respondents frqm their place of business
in Providence, R. I., or from the plants where said articles are manufac~
tured or warehouses where they are stored, to purchasers thereof at their
points of location in various other States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned
herein have maintained, a course of trade in said articles in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondents operate, or have operated during part or all of the
several years last past, approximately 32 branch offices or distribution cen~
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ters located in 20 States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. These offices are under the supervision of employees or agents of the
respondents designated by them and hereinafter referred to as managers.
These managers operate said branch offices in accordance with the policies
formulated by the respondents. The managers employ salesmen or houseto-house canvassers to sell respondents' products. These salesmen are
supplied with samples of said products and customarily given some instruction in the art of salesmanship. They call at homes and offer respondents'
products for sale. In some instances outright sales are made from goods
carried by the salesmen, but the usual method of sale is to show the prospective purchaser samples of the products and obtain from the prospect,
if possible, a purchase contract and a deposit or down payment on the
merchandise. Purchase contracts secured are submitted by the salesman
to his manager, who, after some investigation of the prospect's credit
standing, either approves or disapproves' the contracts, except in some instances where the contracts are submitted to the home office for consider-.
ation. If the contract is approved, the merchandise is then delivered to
the purchaser and the down payment or first installment is collected. Collectors thereafter call upon the purchasers periodically until the full purchase price of the merchandise is collected.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid, the
respondents, directly or through their said salesmen, have made many oral
statements and representations in connection with the sale of their prodUcts, among and typical of which were the following:
1. Th~t respondents were selling Rogers 1847 silverware at a price
substantially less than the usual price at which said silverware customarily
sold at retail.
2. That respondents were putting on a special advertising campaign in
an effort to acquaint the public with their merchandise, and during such
campaign sttid merchandise was being sold at reduced prices or at prices
substantially less than the regular or usual prices at which said articles
were cu~tomarily sold.
3. That they were selling articles of merchandise at prices which were
less than the usual prices at which articles of equivalent value were customarily and regularly sold by others.
4. That respondents were representatives of local and well-known
business houses.
5. That the silverware sold by respondents was carried in stock by all
large department stores, and that the patterns sold by respondents could
be supplemented from local department stores.
6. That respondents' silverware was superior in quality to the silverWare offered by local stores at comparable prices.
7. That certain mattresses offered for sale and sold by respondents were
equal in grade and quality to the well-known and established Beauty Rest
mattress.
8. That certain health features of mattresses offered for sale and sold
by respondents were endorsed by physicians.
9. That certain blankets which respondents offered for sale and sold
were composed wholly or partly lof wool.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid representations were false and misleading. In
truth and in fact, the silverware which respondents represented as being
Rogers 1847 silverware, at a reduced price, was not Rogers 1847 silverware
but was an inferior grade of silverware which respondents regularly sold
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at a price substantially less than the regular and customary retail price of
Rogers 1847 silverware. The respondents were not putting on any special
advertising campaign to acquaint the public with their merchandise and
the articles of merchandise which respondents claimed they were selling at
reduced prices were regularly and customarily offered for sale and sold by
respondents at the prices asked. The prices respondents charged for their
merchandise were not less than the prices charged by others for articles of
equivalent value; in fact, respondents' prices were higher generally than
were the prices charged by local stores for merchandise of equivalent value.
Respondents did not represent local stores or other well-known business
houses. The patterns of silverware offered for sale and sold by respondents were not, as a rule, carried in stock by local department stores, and
most of respondents' silverware was of obsolete patterns. Respondents'
mattresses did not compare favorably wjth Beauty Rest mattresses in
quality of material or workmanship, but were, as a rule, made of inferior
materials and were poorly constructed. Respondents' said mattresses
were not endorsed by physicians. Most of respondents' blankets contained no wool whatever, but were composed of cotton and none of said
blankets contained over five percent wool.
PAR. 6. Among the further unfair and deceptive acts and practices engaged in by respondents were the following:
1. After having agreed to do so, refusing to return payments or deposits
made by purchasers on merchandise which was unsatisfactory or not as
represented by respondents' salesmen.
.
2. Refusing to return payments or deposits made by purchasers on
merchandise in cases where respondents did not desire to complete the
sale.
.
3. Delivering to purchasers goods other than, and in some instances inferior in quality to, the goods ordered by the purchaser.
4. Delivering goods in addition to those ordered by purchasers and then
threatening to sue said purchasers if the unordered merchandise were not
paid for.
5. Misrepresenting certain china ware as to quality and pattern.
6. Failing to fulfil contracts with purchasers to repair or replace unsatisfactory or defective merchandise.
7. Failing to return merchandise taken up for repair according to agreement.
8. Offering used or second-hand silverware for sale as new or unused
silverware.
PAR. 7. The use by respondents of the false and misleading representations and unfair and deceptive acts and practices set forth n.nd referred to
above has had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive, and has
misled and deceived, a substantial portion of the purchasing public; and,
as a result of such deception, substantial quantities of respondents' said
products have been purchased by said public.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the !respondents are all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commi~sion

Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the substitute answer of all
respondents, except Sidney A. Kane, in which answer said respondents
admitted all the material allegations of fact set forth in the complaint and
waived all intervening procedure and further hearing as to the said facts
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con~
elusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal
·
Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Interstate Home Equipment Company
Inc., a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees'
and respondents Benjamin N. Kane, Irwin E. Kane, Reuben Lipson Sam:
uel Leven, and William G. Goldstein, individuals, their respective 'representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or
other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution
of silverware, mattresses, blankets, radios, towels, or any other articles of
merchandise in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing any silverware as Rogers 1847 silverware which in fact
is not Rogers 1847 silverware; or representing, directly or comparatively
that any silverware is of a brand, grade, or quality different from the fact:
. 2. Representing that any merchandise is being offered at a reduced or
special price, when in fact such price is not lower than respondents' usual
or customary price for such merchandise.
3. Representing that respondents' prices for merchandise are lower than
the usual or customary prices of others for like articles of equivalent value
when respondents' prices are not in fact lower.
'
4. Representing that respondents represent well.known business concerns, or others, that they do not in fact represent.
5. Representing that silverware sold by respondents can be duplicated
or supplemented at local stores when such stores do not stock or sell the
patterns offered by respondents.
6. Representing that inferior quality mattresses offered by respondents
are equal to superior quality mattresses of well-known brands; or that
respondents' mattresses are endorsed or approved by physicians.
7. Representing that blankets not composed of wool are wool blankets
or that any blanket contains more wool than it in fact contains.
8. Refusing to accept the return of, and to refund payments or deposits
made by purchasers on, merch11-ndise after having agreed to do so.
9. Refusing to return deposits or payments made by purchasers on merchandise in cases where respondents declined or refused to complete the
sale.
10. Delivering to purchasers goods other than, or inferior in quality to
the goods ordered.
'
11. Delivering goods in addition to those ordered by a purchaser and
threatening to sue such purchaser for failure to pay for unordered merchandise.
12. Misrepresenting the quality or pattern of china ware.
13. Failing or refusing to fulfil contracts with purchasers to repair or
replace unsatisfactory or defective merchandise.
14. Failing or refusing to deliver merchandise which has been returned
by purchasers for repair.
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15. Representing that used silverware is new or unused.
is further ordered, That respondents, Interstate Home Equipment
Company, Inc., Benjamin N. Kane, Irwin E. Kane, Reuben Lipson, Samuel Leven, and William G. Goldstein, and each of them, shall, within 60
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
have complied with this order.
It is further ordered, That, for the reasons appearing in the findings as
to the facts herein, this proceeding be, and the same hereby is, closed as to
the respondent, Sidney A. Kane, without prejudice to the right of the
Commission, should the facts so warrant, to reopen the proceeding and
resume trial thereof in accordance with its regular procedure.
I~
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SAMUEL RUDOVSKY AND MAX BRAUNSTEIN, TRADING
AS RUDD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND THE WOOL PRODUCTS
L'\BELING ACT OF 1939, APPROVED OCT. 14, 1940
Docket

50,~7.

Complaint, Sept. 13, 1943-Decision, Mar. 24, 1945

Where two partner~ engaged in designing and cutting of fabrics, made into men's and
boys' pants and various other articles of wearing apparel by others, and in the
interstate sale and distribution ef said pants and other artides, including many
which were wool produC'ts within the intent and meaning of the Wool Products
Labeling Act of l!J3!JSo!d substantial numbers of aforesaid wool products, misbranded in violation of said
act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder in that, when introduced
into commerce, they did not have affixed thereto a stamp, tag, etc., showing the
percentage of the total fiber weight of wool, reproP-essed wool, and reused wool and
non-wool fiber, and maximum percentage of adulterating matter; and proper identification of the manufacturer, seller, etc., as required by the Act, and, in plainly
legible words and figures, the percentages by weight of wool where such wool
product contained other fibers:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were in violation
of the Wool Products Labeling Act, and the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder, and were all to the prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce witl)in the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. DeWitt T. Puckett for the Commission.
Mr. Samuel'Sutro, of New York City, for respondents.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
the Wool Products Labeling Act of Hl39, and by virtue of the authority
Vested in it by said acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to
believe that Samuel Rudovsky and Max Braunstein, copartners, trading
and doing business as Rudd Manufacturing Company, hereinafter referred
to as respondents, have violated the provisions of the said acts and the
rules and regulations promulgated under the Wool Products Labeling Act
of 1939, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents, Samuel Rudovsky and Max Braunstein, are copartners, trading and doing business as Rudd Manufacturing
Company and have their principal office and place of business at 17 West
17th Street, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have
?een, engaged in designing and cutting fabrics which are manufactured
Into men's and boys' pants, and various other articles of wearing apparel.
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The remaining manufacturing operations necessary to the completion of
the clothing are performed for respondents by others.
Respondents cause and for more than one year last past have caused
said pants and other articles of wearing apparel when sold by them to be
transported from their said place of business in New York, to various purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain
and at all times mentioned herein have maintained a course of trade in said
products in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Among the pants and other articles of wearing apparel sold and
distributed by respondents in commerce as aforesaid since July 15, 1941,
are many which are wool products 'vithin the intent and meaning of the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 in that such pants and other articles
of wearing apparel are composed in whole, or in part, of wool, reprocessed
wool, or reused wool as those terms are defined in said Act. Said wool
products are subject to the Labeling provisions of said Act and said Rules
and Regulations.
PAR. 4. Many of these said wool products sold and distributed by respondents in said commerce as aforesaid were misbranded in violation of
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated under such act in that said wool products, when introduced into
said commerce, did not have on or affixed thereto a stamp, tag, label or
other means of identification or a substitute in lieu thereof as provided by
said act, showing (a) the percentage of the total fiber weight of the wool
product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percentum of said
total fiber weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool,
(4) each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such
fiber was 5 percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers;
(b) the maximum percentage of the total weight of the wool product of
nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter; (c) the name of the manufacturer of the wool product, or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a subsequent seller or reseller of the product
as provided for in the rules and regulations promulgated under such act, or
the name of one or more persons subject to section 3 of the said act with
respect to such wool product, (d) the percentages, in words and figures,
plainly legible, by weight of wool contents of said wool product where such
wool product contained a fiber other than wool.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts, practices and methods of respondents, as
herein alleged, are all in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of
1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and are all to
the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, the Federal Trade Commission
on September 13, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in
this proceeding upon respondents, Samuel Rudovsky and l\1ax Braunstein,
copartners, trading and doing business as Rudd Manufacturing Company, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and prac·
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tices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said acts. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of answer thereto by respondents,
certain admissions were stipulated into the record by counsel for respondents at a hearing held before an examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and the 'transcript of said hearing was duly filed in
the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came
on for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, answer,
admissions stipulated into the record, report of the trial examiner, and
briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument not
having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the
· matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Samuel Rudovsky and Max Braunstein,
are copartners. trading and doing business as Rudd Manufacturing ComPany, with their principal office and place of business at 17 West Seventeenth Street, New York, N. Y. Said respondents are now, and for more
than one year last past have been, engaged in designing and cutting fabrics
Which are manufactured into men's and boys' pants and various other
articles of wearing apparel. The remaining manufacturing operations
necessary to completion of the apparel are performed for respondents by
others.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, respmidents have caused, and .cause, said pants and other articles of wearing apParel, when sold by them, to be transported from their place of business in
New York to purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in
other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain, and have maintained, a course of trade in said prodUcts in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Among the articles of wearing apparel sold and distributed by
respondents in commerce as aforesaid since July 15, 1941, are many which
are wool products within the intent and meaning of the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939 in that such articles of wearing apparel were comPosed in whole or in part of wool or reprocessed or reused wool as those
terms are defined in said act .
. PAR. 4. Substantial numbers of the aforesaid wool products sold and
distributed by respondents in commerce as aforesaid were misbranded in
Violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder in that said wool products, when introduced into commerce, did not have on or affixed to them a stamp, tag,
label, or other means of identification or a substitute in lieu thereof, as
Provided by said Act, showing (a) the percentage of the total fiber weight
of the wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percentum
of said total fiber weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused
Wool, (4) each fiber other than wool where the percentage by weight of such
fiber was 5 percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers;
(b) the maximum percentage of the total weight of the wool product of
any nonfibrous loading, fillings, or adulterating matter; (c) the name of
the manufacturer of the wool product, or the manufacturer's registered
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identification number and the name of a subsequent seller or reseller of the
product as provided for in the rules and regulations promulgated under
said act, or the name of one or more persons subject to section 3 of the said
act 'vith respect to such wool product; (d) in plainly legible words and figures, the percentages by weight of the wool contents of said wool product
where such wool product contains fibers other than wool.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are in violation of the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public
and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of respondents thereto,
certain admissions stipulated into the record, report of the trial examiner,
and briefs of counsel, and the Commission having made its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of the vYool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the provisions of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondents, Samuel Rudovsky and Max Braunstein,
copartners, trading and doing business as Rudd Manufacturing Company,
or under any other name, jointly or severally, their representatives, agents,
and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the introduction or manufacture for introduction into corn·
merce or the sale, transportation, or distribution of such products in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid acts, do forthwith
cease and desist from misbranding men's and boys' pants, wearing apparel, or other "wool products" as defined in and subject to the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939, which contain, purport to contain, or in
any way are represented as containing "wool," "reprocessed wool," or
"remed wool" as those terms are defined in said act,· by failing to affix:
securely to or place on such products a stamp, tag, label, or other means
of identification showing in a clear and conspicuous manner:
1. The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product,
exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percentum of said total fiber
weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4) each fiber
other than wool where said percentage by weight of such fiber is 5 percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers.
2. The maximum pereentage of the total weight of such wool product
of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter.
3. The name of the manufacturer of such wool product; or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a seller of
such wool product; or the name of one or more persons introducing such
wool prcduct into commerce, or engaged in the sale, transportation, or distribution thereof in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
Provided, That the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding shall
not be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a) and (b) of
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section 3 of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939; and provided,
further, that nothing contained in this order shall be construed as limiting
any applicable provisions of said Act or the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writlUg setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have comPlied with this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

J. CLAUD GRIFFIN, TRADING AS COMMERCIAL ART COMPANY, ETC. AND DANIEL G. RIES, TRADING AS PROGRESSIVE PORTRAIT CO~PANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5133.

Complaint, Feb. 26, 1944-Decision, Mar. 24, 1945

Where an individual engaged in interstate sale and distribution of colored or tinted enlargements of photographs and of frames therefor, through house-to-house sales
agents whom he supplied with small photographs or miniatures which purported
to be samples of his work, and which represented a high degree of photographic and
artistic skill and were very attractive in appearance(a) Represented to prospective purchasers, who were induced to produce one or more
photographs for examination, that such photographs would make excellent enlargements which would be similar in quality, finish, color, etc., to the aforesaid
miniatures or samples, and frequently referred to the enlargement as a "painting"
or a "hand painted portrait," stating that it would be hand painted by artists;
The facts being that the enlargements produced from photographs so submitted were in
no way comparable to such miniatures, but were of very inferior quality and fre·
quently worthless, and they were in no sense paintings or hand painted portraits
but were merely cheap photographic enlargements on which little or no hand worl•
was done and on which the coloring was supplied through an air brush;
(b) Falsely represented at times that the price quoted for the enlargement-usuallY
$2.98-represented a special or introductory offer and was lower than the price at
which they were usually sold;
(c) Concealed from customers, when the pictures were ordered, that the finished prod·
uct would be so shaped and designed that it could be used only in an odd-style
frame not ordinarily obtained in stores accessible to the consuming public, and that
it would be difficult or impossible to obtain a frame to fit the picture from anY
source other than himself, and failed to reveal said facts until the customer was
called upon by his second representative or "proof passer," who exhibited what
purported to be a proof in bla.ck and white of the proposed enlargement, for the
ostensible purpose of obtaining the necessary color specifications, collected the pur·
chase p;ice or the balance due thereon, and for first time sought to secure the sale
of a frame at an exorbitant price ranging from $5 to $22, failing which said individ·
ual took little or no further interest in supplying the pictures ordered, and cus·
tomers declining to buy frames frequently encountered unreasonably long delays
in obtaining the pictures and the return of the original photographs; and
(d) Made use of various addresses as his places of business, which were in fact merelY
the addresses of persons or firms from whom he obtained the products he sold and
who permitted use of their addresses as an inducement to him to purchase their
products; and
Where a second individual, from whom the former purchased enlargements(e) Permitted the use by the former of the address at which his photograph enlargin!!
business was located and thereby aided and cooperated with the former in carrying
on the practices above described;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the pur·
chasing public with respect to the character, quality, and vaLe of the products
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sold by the individual first referred to and with respect to his identity and business
status, and thereby cause its purchase of substantial quantities thereof:
Held, That said acts and practices under the circumstances above set forth, were all to
the prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
. Mr. Marshall Morgan for the Commission.
Mr. George Little, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for J. Claud Griffin.
Mr. Arthur D. Gatz, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for Daniel G. Ries.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Com:rnission, having reason to believe that J. Claud Griffin, individually, and
trading as Commercial Art Company, and formerly trading as Modern Art
~ompany and American Arts, and Daniel G. Ries, individually, and tradIng as Progressive Portrait Company, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Com~ission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
mterest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, J. Claud Griffin, is an individual, trading
as Commercial Art Company, with numerous temporary business and
Post office addresses, the last known being located at Room No. 407, 929
Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., and whose last known horrie address was
720 East Diamond Street, North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa. Among other
temporary business and post office addresses formerly employed by respondent were: 235 West Water Street, Syracuse, N.Y.; 506 The Arcade,
Cleveland, Ohio; 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.; and 608 Washington
Trust Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Respondent, Daniel G. Ries, is an individual, trading as Progressive
Portrait Company, with his principal place of business located at Room
No. 407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
PAR. 2. Respondent, J. Claud Griffin, is now and for more than five
Years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of tinted or
colored enlargements of photographs and snapshots and of frames therefor. Respondent, Griffin, causes and at all times mentioned herein has
caused said products, when sold, to be transported from the State of
Pennsylvania, or other points of origin, to the purchasers thereof located
in various other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his said business, respondent,
Griffin, has been and is now engaged in direct and substantial competition
with the various corporations, partnerships, and individuals likewise engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, of
tinted or colored enlargements of photographs and snapshots and of frames
therefor.
:(>AR. 4. Respondent, Griffin, on the one hand, and respondent, Ries, on
the other hand, in connection with the conduct of the said business of respondent, Griffin, for several years last past, have entered into and carried
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out agreements with each other involving the use of false, misleading and
deceptive acts, methods and practices to induce the purchase of respondent, Griffin's, said products, as more fully hereinafter alleged.
PAR. 5. Respondent, Griffin, trading as Commercial Art Company, and
formerly trading as Modern Art Company and American Arts, and operating ft·om the respective addresses, Room No. 407, 929 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; 234 \Vest Water Street, Syracuse, N.Y.; 506 The Arcade,
Cleveland, Ohio; 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., and 608 Washington
Trust Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., and from various other addresses to the
Commission unknown, in effecting the sale of said tinted and colored enlargements of photographs or snapshots and of frames therefor, operates
and has operated in substance as follows:
1. Respondent, Griffin, trading as aforesaid, sells his products to members of the consuming public through the medium of salesmen or sales
representatives appointed by him as agents in his behalf. Said salesmen
or sales agents are furnished by respondent with appropriate credentials,
order blanks or certificates, or other forms for use in taking orders. Said
agents are further equipped with attractive samples of colored enlargements, to be represented by them as having been done by Commercial Art
Company or other company allegedly conducted and operated by respondent, Griffin, and to be typical of the fine work done by such companies.
2. The first sales agent engaged in house-to-house canvassing of members of the consuming public approaches the customer for the primarY
purpose of obtaining an order for a colored enlargement. In pursuance of
respondent's sales plan, the contract price asked for an enlargement is to
be obtained before there is any mention made of a frame for the enlargement. At no time does the first or contact sales agent make reference to
the matter of the purchase of a frame. A customer is shown handsome
samples of respondent's work, made from carefully selected photographic
subjects, and it is represented that for the sum of $2.98, or other comparable sum, the agent's company will make the same type and grade of
product for the customer.
3. Said product from time to time is represented variously as a "portrait," "hand-painted portrait," "hand painting in oil," "hand-painted
portrait on canvas," and as a "silk brocade." It is further represented
from time to time by respondent's said sales agents that the "portrait" or
"painting" has a regular sales value or price ranging from $15.00 to
$30.00, or other comparable sum, and that the product is being offered at a
"special producing price, unframed," or for a small "producing charge,"
or that the offer is being made in connection with an "advertising program" to "introduce this grade of art," for the price of $2.98. From time
to time it is represented in the case of children that the "portrait" or
"painting" to be made will be entered in a special Blue Ribbon Baby
Contest.
4. Having made these or similar representations, in whole or in part,
respondent's said sales agents then make request for the inspection of
family photographs. A photograph pronounced an excellent subject for a
"painting" is finally selected and a loan of the same is made by the customer to the salesman at the latter's request for use in making the "portrait" or "painting." The salesman, if questioned in such connection by
the customer, assures the customer that special care will be taken of the
photograph and that it will be safely returned to the customer along with
the finished "portrait" or "painting."
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The first or original contact sales agent taking the order for a "portrait" or "painting" collects part payment thereon, usually a dollar, and
departs with the treasured family photograph which has been entrusted to
him.
In a few weeks a second sales representative of respondent, designated
to the customer as "field artist" and known to the trade as a "verifier" or
"proof passer," arrives at the home of the customer with a rough photographic proof of an enlargement, collects the balance due on the picture or
"painting," and obtains instruction for the coloring to be employed in
making the "painting."
5. In further connection with the sale of colored photographic enlargements, respondent, Griffin's said sales agents on occasion represent and
have represented to customers and prospective customers that the company is putting on a special advertising campaign to get the company established in that community, to introduce its product in the community.
Respondent's method of so-called advertising in this relation is to induce
the customer to take a chance by drawing from a number of envelopes containing slips of paper, on one or more of which appears the word "Special"
or equivalent word or term. Respondent's sales agents represent that the
customer who is fortunate enough to draw the "lucky" slip of paper or
certificate so marked is to·rece1ve a hand-painted oil portrait of any snapshot or photograph on a background of canvas or silk or other durable
lll.aterial, "free" except for the incidental sum of $2:98 representing the
alleged expense of handling or a small producing charge. Respondent also
represents in this connection that this enlargement is regularly sold at
prices ranging from $15.00 to $30.00, and when the "draw" has been completed the holder of the "special" or "luqky" slip will be furnished an
opportunity to consult with a" field artist" from the company to discuss a
sketch made from the photograph and to choose the colors desired. (At
various times similar offers are and have been made at different prices.)
The said envelopes containing said slips are so manipulated by respondent's said sales representatives that each acceptable customer invariably
draws a '.'lucky" slip of paper or certificate marked "Special" or with.
some equivalent word or term.
' The holders of said "special" certificates or other so-called "lucky"
slips are and have been led by the false statements and representations of
respondent's said sales agents, and by the "fake" drawing in which the
·customers were "lucky," to believe that said coupon or certificate places
and has placed the holder thereof at a distinct advantage in purchasing a
painting or portrait, and such holders are and have been thereby induced
to enter into contracts for the purchase of so-called "paintings" or "portraits."
.
In truth and in fact, said coupon or certificate gives the holder thereof
no advantage in price whatsoever, for practically all purchasers are permitted to secure a "lucky" or ' 1special" certificate or "lucky slip" and all
purchasers may purchase said "paintings" or "portraits" at the price
quoted by respondent in making so· called "special introductory and advertising offer." In truth and in fact, said procedure, known to the trade
as the "draw," is merely a sales scheme employed to gain entry into the
home of the prospective customer and to secure from the customer a
photograph or snapshot, and thus more easily facilitate the sale thereafter
of a picture and frame.
6. The so-called "portraits," "paintings," "hand-painted portraits,''
and "hand paintings in oil," and "hand-painted portraits on canvas" or
650780 -47 -21
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"silk" sold and distributed by respondent are not portraits in oil or paintings fini~hed or produced by hand in oil colors, nor are they water color
paintings or hand paintings or any work of art produced by the art of
drawing, but on the contrary are merely cheap, quickly-made photographic reproductions, costing not more than $1.25 each, which are tintei:l
or colored by the use of pastel or crayon, water color or other powdered
pigments soluble in water, sprayed upon the photographic reproduction
in solution, largely through the use of a mechanical device known as an
air brush, operated by compressed air. Furthermore, said pictures are not
finished on canvas or silk or other durable material, but on cardboard.
In truth and in fact, the so-called tinted or colored photographic reproductions sold and distributed by respondent, Griffin, are different from and
greatly inferior in quality, workmanship and appearance to the handsome
attractive samples exhibited by respondent's sales representatives when
obtaining orders for such products. Further, such products are not sold
at an "advertising price," "reduced price," "special introductory price,"
for the "cost of production" or "absolutely free." Respondent's said
colored enlargements do not have any sales price or value of $15.00 or
$30.00 or other approximate sums, and the sales price of $2.98 is the regular and customary price for which said products are usually and customarily sold by respondent in the ordinary course of business.
The sales agent represented by respondent, Griffin, to be a "field artist" is not an artist in the sense that such term is ordinarily employed or
understood by the public. On the contrary, said so-called "field artist" is
nothing more than a follow-up man operating for and on behalf of respondent for the purpose of first collecting any balance due on an enlargement
and thereafter selling a frame for such enlargement. Sales contracts obligate the customer to pay $2.98 when "proof of my portrait is shown."
Said contracts also contain the provision, "You are not obligated to order
a frame."
Further, in truth and in fact, no arrangement has been entered into or
put into operation by respondent, J. Claud Griffin, trading as Commercial
Art Company, or trading under any other name, for the conduct of or participation in any baby contest at any time or place, nor for the entry in any
baby contest of any colored enlargement sold or attempted to be sold by
said respondent Griffin of any child or baby.
7. Having concluded all financial aspects of the transaction relating to
the colored enlargement by collecting before the product is completed any
balance due thereon, the second sales agent or "field attist" then mentions
to the customer for the first time the matter of the sale of a frame for the
colored enlargement or "painting." Sales agents are and have been careful to avoid mentioning the matter of the sale of a frame until the transaction involving the picture or "painting" has been fully concluded.
Handsome samples of frames for the unfinished, undelivered, paid-forin-full picture or "painting" are exhibited to the customer. In the event
the customer objects to the purchase of a frame, compelling arguments
and practices are employed by respondent's said frame salesman. The
customer is variously told that the picture will not hold its colors without
a frame and will be "no good," that it will be impossible for the customer
to buy elsewhere a frame that will fit and protect the picture for the reason
that the picture will have a convex surface and will be octagon in shape.
It is in the sale of frames that profit is realized both by respondent and
by his said sales agents. No profit is made by respondent in connection
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with the sale of a colored enlargement. Prints cost from 20¢ to 22¢ each,
the cost of finishing and coloring the enlargement runs from 60¢ up, and
the salesman gets $1.50 commission on each enlargement sold.
On occasion, sales agents of respondent, interested only in the sale of a
frame for profit, have refused to deliver the picture or "painting" and to
return the original treasured photograph which had been loaned to the
salesman by the customer unless a frame is bought and paid for in full.
Respondent's said sales agents from time to time, in cases where customers
have declined to purchase frames, have advised that pictures ordered
Would not be complett>d and that the customer would be unable to obtain
the return of his original photograph unless a frame be purchased, and
respondent's agents have thereupon left the house of the customer and
have not subsequently returned.
From time to time discourteous and abusive language has been applied
by respondent's said sales agents to customers refusing to buy a frame, and
~nless strong outside pressure has been brought to bear, respondent from
time to time has failed or refused to finish and deliver pictures and to return family photographs to customers who did not buy a frame. Requests
and complaints from customers have remained unanswered by respondent.
Many customers have been willing to lose the $2.98 paid by them for the
unfinished picture if they could only obtain the return of the treasured
family photograph loaned by them. Photographs, the return of which in
their original condition had been promised and assured, have on occasion
been finally returned badly mutilated or in damaged condition to those
refusing to buy a frame.
Purchasers are not advised, and there is no such understanding or agreernent in connection with contracts for colored enlargements or frames
therefor, that the completion and delivery of an enlargement is conditioned upon the prior purchase of a frame therefor; or that the sale of a
frame is to be connected with and made a part of the original transaction,
Involving only the purchase of a colored enlargement; or that photographs
or snapshots loaned or submitted by purchasers of colored enlargements
are to be retained by respondent pending the purchase of a frame, or until
the payment of any sum alleged to be due to respondent from a customer
on a frame or otherwise. On the contrary, purchasers are advised by respondent that photographs lent by them to respondent will be returned at
the time the finished enlargement is delivered, this without reference to the
rnatter of a frame, and respondent's sales contracts for colored enlargernents contain such assurance and pledge. Contract certificates given by
respondent to customers in connection with the sale of a colored enlargernent contain and have contained the guarantee or pledge;
We guarantee the safe return of your photograph with the finished work.

Respondent further conceals and has concealed from the purchaser at the
tirne the so-called "portrait" or "painting" is ordered the fact that the
finished product will be delivered in an unusual octagon shape with a conVex surface, and that it will be impossible for the purchaser thereafter to
obtain a frame to fit said portrait from any source except from or through
respondent at prices fixed by him.
PAR. 6. Respondent, Daniel G. Ries, trading as Progressive Portrait
Company, now operates and for several years last past has operated, in
the city of Pittsburgh, Pa., from the address Room 407, 929 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa., a place of business for the making and sale of enlarged and
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tinted or colored photographs. Pursuant to the arrangement with respondent, J. Claud Griffin, referred to in paragraph 4 of this complaint,
respondent, Griffin, has been permitted by respondent Daniel G. Ries to
use, and he uses and has used as his business office and address, the Pittsburgh office and business address of said respondent Ries, namely, Room
407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.; and respondent, Griffin, in pur·
suance of such arrangement has printed and employed in connection "'ith
the sale of his products, as aforesaid, order blanks, contract forms, advertising certificates, letterheads, receipt books and other forms containing
the name and address, Commercial Art Company, Room 407, 929 Fifth
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
In further execution of said arrangements, respondent, Ries, has forwarded to customers of respondent Griffin from the former's address,
Room 407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., colored enlargements made
by respondent, Ries in his stwlio for customers of respondent, Griffin, and
has likewise shipped from his said address, by further arrangement with
respondent, Griffin, frames sold by. respondent, Ries, to respondent,
Griffin, to fit said enlargements. Customers of respondent, Griffin, trading as Commercial Art Company, are communicated with on stationery
bearing the address of Room 407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
In buying the said products of respondent, J. Claud Griffin, purchasers
and prospective purchasers believe and they have believed that they are
and were contracting and dealing with duly constituted representatives
or sales agents of an existing studio or art company whose name appears
and has appeared on the various contract forms, order blanks, identification certificates, or letterheads employed by respondent, Griffin, and his
said sales agents or representatives.
In truth and in fact, the name Commercial Art Company, with the address of Room 407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., is merely that of a
trade name employed by respondent, Griffin, in connection with the sale
of pictures produced for him by respondent, Daniel G. Ries, in the studio
actually operated by the latter at the said Pittsburgh addi·ess. In truth
and in fact, the name of Commercial Art Company is wholly fictitious in
that there is not and has not been any art company or studio in operation
or existence at the address Room 407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
designated Commercial Art Company or otherwise designated, nor at the
addresses 234 West Water Street, Syracuse, N. Y., or 50(3 The Arcade,
Cleveland, Ohio, or 608 Washington Trust Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., conducted by respondent, J. Claud Griffin. Said respondent, J. Claud Griffin,
whether trading from the addresses Room 407, 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 234 West Water Street, Syracuse, N. Y.; 50(3 The Arcade,
Cleveland, Ohio, or 608 Washington Trust Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., or
from other addresses or through other names to the Commission unknown, has not owned, operated, or conducted and does not now own,
operate or conduct any art studio, institution, or company, or office, or
other place of business in Pittsburgh or elsewhere, and has not had anY
actual or financial interest in any company, association or other enterprise
where tinted or colored enlargements of photographs are or were made;
and he docs not own, operate, or control nor has he owned, operated, or
controlled the photographic or other equipment essential to the production
of enlargements. Nor has respondent, Griffin, had in his employ under his
control and direction any artists, operators, or persons skilled in photographic technique or in the use of the air brush or paint brush, or skilled
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in doing the necessary color work 'incident to the making of said colored
photographic enlargements.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent, Griffin, of the aforesaid trade name,
Commercial Art Company, and of the Pittsburgh address, Room 407, 929
Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., as the location of an art studio or company
allegedly owned and operated by him, or of other trade names and addresses for the purpose herein described, including the use of the name
Commercial Art Company and other trade names in sales talks and on
contract and other forms by his respective agents and exhibited by them to
customers and prospective customers, and the posting at Room 407, 929
Fifth Avenue, by respondent, Daniel G. Ries, of mail and pictures and
frames therefor to customers and prospective customers of respondent,
Griffin, as herein alleged, has and has had the purpose and capacity and
tendency to mislead customers and prospective customers to erroneously
?elieve and they have been led to believe that they were and are contractlUg and dealing with an established, operating, responsible studio, and
that the pictures sold by respondent, Griffin, are high-grade hand-painted
Portraits, and that the frames therefor are of exceptional value, when such
were not the facts, and to cause the public to purchase respondent Griffin's
pictures and frames in substantial numbers because of such belief so engendered.
The use by respondents of the acts, practices, and methods aforesaid in
connection with the offering for sale and selling of enlargements and
frames in said commerce has the tendency and capacity to and does mislead and deceive members of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that the aforesaid statements, representations, and claims
are true, and that said products are of the value and quality indicated. As
a result of said erroneous and mistaken belief, a substantial number of the
Public have purchased said products in said commerce, thereby unfairly
diverting trade in said commerce to the respondents from their competitors to the injury of said competitors and the public.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents are all to the
Prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents' competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on February 2G, 1944, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, J. Claud
Griffin, individually, and trading as Commercial Art Company, and
Daniel G. Ries, individually, and trading as Progressive Portrait Company, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. After the
filing by respondent, J. Claud Griffin, of his answer to the complaint (no
answer being filed by respondent, Daniel G. Ries), testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint
were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the com-
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plaint, answer of respondent, Griffin, testimony and other evidence, report
of the trial examiner upon the evidence and the exceptions filed by respondent, Griffin, to such report, and brief in support of the complaint
(no briefs having been filed by the respondents and oral argument not
having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the
matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, J. Claud Griffin, is an individual, trading as
Commercial Art Company, his present business and post office address being 720 East Diamond Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. He is now, and for a number of years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of colored or tinted enlargements of photographs and of frames for such enlargements.
Respondent, Daniel G. Ries, is an individual, trading as Progressive
Portrait Company, with his place of business located at 929 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Respondent, Ries, is engaged in the making of colored or
tinted enlargements of photographs and in the sale of such enlargements.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his business, respondent, J. Claud
Griffin, has caused his products, when sold, to be trapsported from the
State of Pennsylvania and from other States of the United States to purchasers located in various States other than those in which such shipments
originated. Respondent Griffin has maintained a course of trade in his
products in commerce among and between various States of the United
States.
PAR. 3. Respondent, Griffin, sells his products directly to the public
through sales agents who make house-to-house calls on prospective purchasers. ·The agents are supplied by Griffin with order blanks and small photographs or miniatures purporting to be samples of the work done by
Griffin. These miniatures represent a high degree of photographic and
artistic skill and are very attractive in appearance. After directing the
prospective purchaser's attention to the samples, the agent then endeavors to induce the prospect to produce one or more photographs for examination. The photographs produced by the prospect are usually those of
members of his family and are highly treasured for sentimental reasons.
Upon examining the photographs the agent states that they would make
excellent enlargements and assures the prospect that any enlargement ordered would be similar in quality, finish, color, etc., to the miniatures carried by the agent as samples. The agent frequently refers to the proposed
enlargement as a "painting" or a "hand painted portrait," stating that
the enlargement will be hand painted by artists. A further representation
sometimes made is that· the price quoted for the enlargement (usually
$2.98) represents a special or introductory offer; that is, a price lower than
that at which the enlargements are usually sold. If the agent succeeds in
making a sale, he obtains the purchaser's signature to a contract or order
form and departs, taking with him the photograph which is to be enlarged.
In some instances he collects from the purchaser a part of the purchase
price of $2.98, but this is not required.
A few weeks after the order is obtained a second representative of respondent, Griffin. calls on the purchaser. This representative is known
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in the trade as a "proof passer." He exhibits to the purchaser what purports to be a proof in black and white of the proposed enlargement and
states that his call is for the purpose of obtaining the necessary color specifications for the finished picture, that is, the color of the subject's hair,
eyes, etc. The agent sometimes represents himself to the purchaser as an
"artist." After obtaining the color specifications and collecting the agreed
Purchase price of $2.98 or such balance thereof as may be due, the proof
Passer then brings up the subject of a frame for the picture. This is usually the first time the matter of a frame has been mentioned throughout
the entire transaction, the subject having been avoided by the first representative, and having also been avoided by the proof passer until after the
color specifications have been obtained and the $2.98 collected .
. As a matter of fact, the frame for the picture represents, from Griffin's
VIewpoint, the vital part of the transaction. The sale of the frame is the
~nd toward which the entire sales scheme is directed. Little or no profit
Is made by Griffin through the sale of the picture itself, as the expense of
making the sale and supplying the picture consumes practically all of the
PUrchase price. On the other hand, the margin of profit on the frames is
extremely high, the frames being obtained by Griffin very cheaply and
resold to the public at prices ranging from $5.00 to $22.00 .
. If a customer expresses himself as being unwilling to purchase a frame,
his attention is directed by the proof passer to the fact that the picture will
?e finished in an irregular octagonal shape and highly convexed, and that
It will therefore be very difficult or impossible for the customer to obtain
elsewhere a frame which will fit the picture. By these means a customer is
frequently compelled or induced to purchase a frame despite his inclination
not to do so. In acfual practice respondent, Griffin, takes little or no
further interest in the supplying of the picture if the customer refuses to
Purchase a frame. Unreasonably long delays are frequently encountered
by the customer in obtaining the picture and in obtaining the return of the
Original photograph.
PAR. 4. The representations made by respondent Griffin with respect
to his enlargements are false and deceptive. The enlargements are in no
~ay comparable to the ffiiniatures carried by Griffin's agents and exhibIted to the public as samples of Griffin's work. The enlargements are in
fact of very inferior quality and frequently worthless. They are in no
sense paintings or hand painted portraits but are merely cheap photo~raphic enlargements on which little or no hand work is done. The colorIng applied to the pictures is sprayed on through the use of a mechanical
device known as an air brush which is operated by means of compressed
air. The price quoted for the enlargements does not represent in any
sense a special or introductory offer but is in fact the price at which the
enlargements are regularly offered for sale. The entire sales scheme is
deceptive and fraudulent in that, although the scheme has for its ultimate
object the sale of a picture frame, such fact is concealed and withheld from
the prospective purchaser until after the order for the enlargement has
been obtained and the purchase price collected. Also concealed and withheld from the prospective purchaser is the fact that the enlargement will
be of an irregular shape, and that it will be difficult or impossible for the
Purchaser of an enlargement to obtain elsewhere a frame which will fit the
Picture.
PAR. 5. A further practice on the part of respondent Griffin has been
the use of variou~ addresses purporting to represent location~ at which he
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maintained places of business, but which were in fact merely the addresses
of persons or firms engaged in the making of photographic enlargements
and frames and from whom Griffin obtained the products which he sold to
the public. These addresses appeared on Griffin's contract or order forms
along with his trade name, Commercial Art Company, or the name American Arts, which was formerly used by him. One of such addresses was
that of respondent Daniel G. Ries at 929 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
At various times other addresses in Pittsburgh were used by Griffin, as
well as addresses in Syracuse, N.Y., and Cleveland, Ohio. These fictitious
addresses had the tendency and capacity to mislead the public with respect to Griffin's identity and business status, in that they constituted
representations that Griffin maintained a place of business !J,t the address
specified. Actually, Griffin had no established place of business at the
address given or elsewhere. He did not make any of the photographic enlargements or frames sold by him but was engaged solely in the sale of
products obtained from other parties, usually the business concerns located at the addresses used by him. Such concerns permitted the use of
their addresses by Griffin as an inducement to him to purchase their
products.
·
PAR. 6. Pursuant to agreement with respondent, Gnffin, respondent,
Daniel G. Ries, has permitted the use by Griffin of the address at which his
photograph enlarging business is located, and has thus aided and cooperated with respondent Griffin in carrying on the practice described in paragraph 5 hereof.
PAR. 7. The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein set forth,
have the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to the character, quality, and
value of the products sold by respondent, Griffin, and with respect to the
identity and business status of respondent, Griffin, and the tendency and
capacity to cause such portion of the public to purchase substantial quantities of such products as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so
engendered.
CONCLUSION

'

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commissiop. Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, J. Claud
Griffin, (no answer having been filed by respondent, Daniel G. Ries), testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and the exceptions to such report, and brief in support of the
complaint (no brief having been filed by the respondents, and oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, J. Claud Griffin, individually, and trading
as Commerdal Art Company, or trading under any other name, and his
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agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondent's photographic enlargements or reductions and
of frames therefor, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's photographic enlargements or reductions are paintings or are hand painted.
2. Exhibiting to prospective customers as samples any photographs or
pictures which are not in fact representative of the pictures sold by respondent.
3. Representing, directly or by implication, that a picture to be made
and delivered will be equal in quality and appearance to any sample displayed to the customer, unless the picture thereafter delivered is in fact
of the same quality, design, and workmanship as such sample.
4. Representing, directly or by implication, that the price at which any
of respondent's products is offered for sale represents a special or introductory offer or a reduced price, when such price is in fact the customary
price at \vhich such product is regularly sold.
5. Concealing from or failing to disclose to customers at the time pictures are ordered that the finished picture will be so shaped and designed
that it can be used only in an odd-style frame which cannot ordinarily be
obtained in stores accessible to the consuming public, and that it will be
difficult or impossible to obtain a frame to fit the picture from any squrce
other than respondent.
6. Using addresses purporting to represent the location at which respondent maintains his business, unless respondent does in fact maintain a
place of business at the address specified; or otherwise misrepresenting
respondent's identity or business status.
It is further ordered, That respondent, Daniel G. Ries, individually, and
trading as Progressive Portrait Company, or trading under any other
name, and his agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device, in connection ·with the offering for sale, sale
and distribution by respondent, J. Claud Griffin, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of photographic
enlargements or reductions and of frames therefor, do forthwith cease and
desist from:
Representing or cooperating in the representation that his business address is that of respondent, J. Claud Griffin, unless respondent, Griffin,
does in fact maintain a place of business at said address; or otherwise cooperating with respondent, Griffin, in misrepresenting his identity or business status.
It is further orde1'td, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SUBSEC. (c) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS
AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936

Docket 5197. Complaint, July 27, 194-4-Decision, Mar. 26, 194-5
Where a corporation engaged in the packing and interstate sale and distribution of
canned tuna., sardines, mackerel and other sea food products to buyers including
those who-designating themselves as "brokers," "merchandise brokers" or
"speculative brokers"-customarily placed orders only with those sellers who
would grant and pay them commissions or brokerage fees on their own purchases,
some of whom distributed them under their own private brands, and who, masking
their buying operations under the aforesaid fictional designations to collect commissions or brokerage fees from said corporation and other sellers, invoiced and
sold in their own names for their own accounts at their own prices and on their own
terms, and assumed full and complete credit risksPaid and granted commissions or brokerage fees to buyers of its sea food products on
their own purchases, as above illustrated:
Held, That such payments were in violation of subsec. (c) of sec. 2 of the Clayton Act as
amended.

Mr. EdwardS. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondent.

COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the
party respondent named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particularly designated and described, since June 19, 1936, has violated and
is now violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton
Act (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13) as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act,
approved June 19, 1936, hereby issues its complaint, stating it.s charges
with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Coast Fishing Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with its
principal office and place of business located at 621 S. Fries Avenue, Wilmington, Calif.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Coast Fishing Company, is now engaged and for
many years prior hereto, has engaged in the business of packing, distributing, and selling canned tuna, canned sardines and canned mackerel
and other sea food products (all of which are hereinafter called sea food
products) in its own name and for its own account for resale directly to
buyers located in States other than the State in which the respondent is
established. As a result of respondent's instructions, such sea food products are shipped and transported across State lines to such buyers who are
located in various States of the United States, other than the State where
the respondent is established.
The respondent, to distinguish its sea food products from the sea food
products sold by competitors, and to facilitate sales, utilizes registered and
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unregistered trade-marks and brands for the various types and grades of
sea food products it sells. Among and representative of respondent's wellknown brands are:
Coast, Treasure, Abbey Biltmore, Satisfaction, Wave Kissed, King
Solomon, Lucky Strike, Flakies.
PAR. 3. The respondent, since June 19, 1936, in connection with the
interstate sale and distribution of sea food products has been and is now
payjng or granting or has paid or granted, directly or indirectly, commissions brokerage or other compensation or allowances or discounts in lieu
there~f to buyers of said sea food products sold under its own labels, unlabeled and under buyers' labels.
PAR. 4. The respondent, since June 19, 1936, has distributed and sold
and distributes and sells sea food products directly to certain buyers in
interstate transactions as aforesaid and has paid to such buyers commission or brokerage fees on purchases made by them in their respective
names and for their respective accounts. The respondent's method of
distribution and sale, as hereinafter illustrated, is representative of the
sales methods of a number of West Coast distributors.
The respondent's buyers customarily designate themselves as "brokers"
"merchandise brokers," or as "primary distributors," although they a~e
known to the trade as "buying brokers" or "speculative brokers." Such
"buying brokers" or "speculative brokers" customarily operate by placing orders for merchandise with those sellers, and only with those sellers
who will grant and pay them commissions or brokerage fees on their ow~
purchases. Some such buyers are large scale buyers and sellers of sea food
products distributed under their own private brands, which brands usually
show the name and address of the buyer, but not of the packer, and identify
the merchandise as being the product of the particular buyer \vho owns the
label.
Some such buyers customarily purchase their private brand sea food
products from respondent, and many other sellers and often during a given
season, after shopping the market, will purchase such commodities under
the same private brands from several competing sellers, placing their orders where they are able to secure the most favorable prices and terms.
Such buyers place their orders for merchandise ·with respondent and
other sellers, who, on receiving and accepting such orders, deliver the merchandise to a common carrier for delivery, but require that the buyer pay
the purchase price as a condition precedent to the delivery of the merchandise. If such merchandise is lost or damaged in transit, such buyers
file claims in their own names and collect damages from the carrier for
their own account.
On receipt of the merchandise, such buyers insure such merchandise and
warehouse it in their own warehouses or in public warehouses, and thereafter generally utilize the warehouse receipts covering the merchandise,
together with the insurance contract, as collateral or security to obtain
bank loans.
Such buyers mask these operations under the fictionalized designation
of "brokers," "merchandise brokers," or "primary distributors," for the
sole purpose of coloring the name and method of their operation in order to
collect commissions or brokerage fees from respondent and from other
sellers who will pay such buyers commissions or brokerage fees on their
own purchases, notwithstanding the fa-ct that it is well known to be the
custom of such buyers to invoice and sell such merchandise in their own
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names, for their own accounts, at their own prices, and on their own terms,
and to assume full and complete credit risks.
PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondent in promoting sales
of sea food products by paying to buyers, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage or other comper1';ation and allowances or discounts in
lieu thereof, as set forth above, are in violation of subsection (c) of section
2 of the Clayton Act, as amended.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914, (the Clayton Act) as
amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936, (the RobinsonPatman Act-U.S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13) the Federal Trade Commission on
July 27, 1944, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent named in the caption hereof, charging said
respondent with violation of the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of
said Clayton Act as amended. After the issuance of said complaint, the
respondent in due course filed its answer admitting all material allegations
of fact set forth in said complaint but stating that the acts and practices
complained of were discontinued prior to the issuance of saiq complaint.
Thereafter, respondent waived further hearing as to the facts, the filing of
briefs, and oral argument. Thereupon, this matter regularly came on for
final hearing before the Commission on said complaint and answer; and
the Commission, having duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Coast Fishing Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with its
principal office and place of business located at 621 South Fries Avenue,
Wilmington, Calif.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Coast Fishing Company is now, and for manY
years last past has been, engaged in the packing, sale, and distribution of
canned tuna, canned sardines, canned mackerel, and other sea food products (all of which are hereinafter frequently referred to as sea food products). Pursuant to sales made, respondent causes its products to be transported from its place of business to the purchasers at their various points
of location in States other than the State in which the shipment originated,
and maintains, and has maintained, a course of trade in such products in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the said Clayton Act as amended.
PAR. 3. Since June 19, 1936, respondent has sold and distributed sea
food products directly to certain buyers in commerce as aforesaid, and has
paid to such buyers commissions or brokerage fees on the purchases made
by them in their respective names and for their respective accounts. Some
of the buyers who purchased sea food products from respondent designate
themselves as "brokers," "merchandise brokers," or "primary distributors," .although they are known to the trade as "buying brokers" or
"speculative brokers." Such buying "brokers" or "speculative brokers''
customarily operate by placing orders for merchandise \\ith those sellers,
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and only with those sellers, who will grant and pay them commissions or
brokerage fees on their own purchases. Some of such buyers are largescale buyers and sellers of sea food products which they distribute under
their own private bral).ds, which brands usually show the name and address of the buyer, but not of the packer, and identify the merchandise as
being the .product of the particular buyer who owns the label. Some of
the "buying brokers" or "speculative brokers" customarily purchase
their private-brand sea food products from respondent and from other
sellers, and often during a given season, after shopping the market, will
Purchase such commodities under their same private brands from several
competing sellers, placing their orders where they are able to secure the
most favorable prices and terms. Respondent has sold its sea food prod~cts to some of su~h purchasers under the buyer's private label although
1t has its own trade-marks and brands which it customarily places on its
Products to identify and distinguish them from the products of others.
PAR. 4. Some "buying brokers" or "speculative brokers" place their
?rders for merchandise with respondent and other sellers, who, on receiv~~g and accepting such orders, deliver the merchandise to a common carrier but require that the buyer pay the purchase price as a condition precedent to the delivery of the merchandise. If such merchandise is lost or
damaged in transit, such buyers file claims in their own names and collect
damages from the carrier for their own account. On receipt of the mer~handise, such buyers insure and warehouse it in their own warehouses or
1n public warehouses and thereafter generally utilize the warehouse receipts covering the merchandise, together with the insurance contract, as
~ollateral or security to obtain bank loans. Such buyers mask these buyIng operations under the fictional designation of "brokers," "merchandise
brokers," or "primary distributors" for the sole purpose of coldring their
method of operation in order to collect commissions or brokerage fees from
respondent and from other sellers who will pay commissions or brokerage
fees on such buyer's own purchases, notwithstanding the fact that it is we11
known to be the custom of such buyers to invoice and sell such merchandise in their own names, for their own accounts, at their own prices,
and on their own terms, and to assume full and complete cred}t risks.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent in paying and granting
commissions or brokerage fees to buyers of its sea food products on their
own purchases of said commodities, as hereinbefore illustrated, constitute
violations by said respondent of the provisions and subsection (c) of
section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent admittmg the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint, and a
Waiver of all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts,
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of subsection (c)
of section 2 of "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15,
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1914, (the Clayton Act) as amended by an act of Congress approved
June 19, 1936, (the Robinson-Patman Act-U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
It is ordered, That respondent, Coast Fishing Company, a corporation,
its officers, directors, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in or in connection with the sale
and distribution of sea food products or other merchandise in commerce,
as" commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act, do forthwith cease
and desist from:
Paying or granting, directly or indirectly, anything of value as a commission or brokerage, or any compensation, allowance, or discount in lieu
thereof to any purchaser upon purchases for his own account, or to any
agent, representative, or other intermediary acting in fact for or in behalf
of or subject to the direct or indirect control of the purchaser to whom
sale is made.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after service
upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setti!lg
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.
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LONDON HANDKERCHIEF CO~PANY, INC. AND
HARRY STEINBERG
COMPLAINT, FINDING~. AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF RF.C. :; OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 5212.

Complaint, Sept. 2, 194ft-Decision, Mar. 26, 1949

Wiere a corporation and its president and principal stockholder, engaged in the interstate sale and distribution to wholesalers and retailers of handkerchiefs, which were
seconds, rejects or irregulars of inferior quality, badly cut and imperfectly sewed
and of a retail value considerably less than the price charged therefor(a) Sold said handkerchiefs so packed in a sealed carton bearing the legends "Send a
Hank to a Yank" and "Serving those who Serve," that they were not visible to
purchasers and no opportunity was afforded to observe their quality; and
(b) Represented thereby, and through furnishing to dealers display posters bearingthe
legend: "Hanks for Yanks," "6 large cotton handkerchiefs packaged, ready for
mailing, no wrapping no stamp necessary" and a depiction of the package, and
through advertisements in trade journals in effect so stating, that said handkerchiefs were of good quality, well made and long wearing and comparable to others
usually sold at the same or similar price;
With the effect of misleading dealers and members of the purchasing public, with the
result that such members, and especially relatives and friends of the armed services purchased said products, and with the effect of thereby placing in the hands
of dealers and retailers means of misleading and deceiving such members, and with
tendency and capacity to cause them to purchase substantial quantities of said
products:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances above set forth, were all to
the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that London Handkerchief, Inc., a corporation, and Harry Steinberg, an individual, and the president of London
Handkerchief Company, Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have
violated the provisions of the said act, ancf it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the interest of the
Public, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, London Handkerchief Company, Inc., is a
corpo·ration, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of New York, with its office and principal place of business
located at 9 East 38th Street in the city of New York, N.Y.
Respondent, Harry Steinberg, is president and principal stock holder of
respondent corporation, London Handkerchief Company, Inc., and formul~ttes1 controls l}.nd directs its policies and practices. Respondent, Harry
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Steinberg, has his offices at the same address as that of corporate respondent. Said respondents act together and in cooperation with each other in
doing the acts and things hereinafter alleged.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than one year last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of handkerchiefs to wholesale
dealers and retail dealers located at points in the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents cause and
have caused said handkerchiefs when sold to be transported from their
place of business in the city of New York, N.Y., to purchasers thereof at
their respective points of location in various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. There is now and has been for more than
one year last past a course of trade by respondents in said handkerchief~in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as described in paragraph 2 hereof respondents have used the following method of selling and
furthering the sale of their handkerchiefs:
Six of said handkerchiefs are packed in a sealed carton bearing the
legends "Send a Hank to a Yank," and, "Serving those who Serve " and
these packages are sold to dealers for resale to the purchasing public. The
manner or packing said handkerchief is such that they are not visible to
purchasers or prospective purchasers, and they are afforded no opportunity to observe the quality of said handkerchiefs:
Respondents furnish to said dealers display posters advertising said
packages of handkerchiefs bearing the following legend, "Hanks for
Yanks," "6 large cotton handkerchiefs packaged, ready for mailing no
wrapping no stamp necessary"; and a depiction of the package of handkerchiefs.
Respondents have also in printed advertisements· published in trade
journals having a general circulation, published the following statement.
Khaki Hanks for the Yanks * • • As usual Hank is on the job providing Khaki
handkerchiefs f-or the men in the service. Here is a timely promotion, 6 large long
wearing Khaki handkerchiefs specially packaged in a self mailing service gift box.
Feature this new gift box display it prominently. Make it easy to send "Hanks to
Yanks."
London Handkerchief Co., Inc.
PAR. 4. By the use of these methods of packaging their handkerchiefs,
and by the use of the above quoted statements in their advertising, respondents cause the dealers and members of the purchasing public to believe that their handkerchiefs are of good quality, well made and long
wearing, and comparable to other handkerchiefs usually sold at the same
or similar price.
'
In truth and in fact, the handkerchiefs so packed and sold by respondents are seconds, rejects or irregulars, of inferior quality, badly cut and
imperfectly sewed, and have a retail value considerably less than the price
charged by respondents.
Members of the purchasing public especially relatives and friends of
members of the armed services purchase respondents handkerchiefs as
packaged and sold by them, in the belief that said handkerchiefs are well
made, long wearing, and of good quality, and of the value indicated by
their price. Respondents thus place in the hands of dealers the means o(
deceiving and misleading members of the purchasing public.
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. PAR. 5. The use by respondents of the aforesaid misleading and deceptive acts and practices has the tendency and capacity to cause members of
the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondents
handkerchiefs.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPOR'r, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 2, 1944, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Harry Steinberg,
an individual, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
Practices in commerce. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing
of the answer of respondent, Harry Steinberg, the Commission, by order
entered herein, granted the motion of said respondent for permission to
withdraw his answer and to substitute an answer admitting all the material
allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waiving all intervening
Procedure and further hearing as to said facts, which substitute answer was
duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said
complaint and said substitute answer of respondent, Harry Steinberg; and
the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
Public and makes thi!'l its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
t.herefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, London Handkerchief Company, Inc.,
Was, until its dissolution early in 1944, a corporation, organized and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, with
its office and principal place of business located at 9 East Thirty-Eighth
Street, New York, N.Y.
(b) Respondent, Harry Steinberg, an individual, with offices at 9 East
Thirty-Eighth Street, New York, N. Y., was president and principal
stockholder of London Handkerchief Company, Inc. He formulated, controlled, and directed the policies and practices of said company, and he
and the company acted together and in cooperation with each other in
doing the acts and things hereinafter found.
PAR. 2. For a substantial period of time respondents were engaged in
the sale and distribution of handkerchiefs to wholesale and retail dealers
located at points in various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents caused said handkerchiefs, when sold, to
be transported from their place of business in New York, N.Y., to purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in various States of
the United States and in the District of Columbia, and maintained a
course of trade in said handkerchiefs in commerce between and among
various States of the .United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business, respondents
used the following method of selling and furthering the sale of their handkerchiefs: Six of said handkerchiefs were packed in a sealed carton bearing
61!0780 -47-22
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the legends" Send a Hank to a Yank," and" Serving those who serve," and
these packages were sold to dealers for resale to the purchasing public.
The manner of packing said handkerchiefs was such that they were not
visible to purchasers or prospective purchasers and no opportunity was
afforded purchasers to observe the quality of said handkerchiefs. Respondents, in advertising said packages of handkerchiefs, furnished to
dealers display posters bearing the following legend: "Hanks for Yanks,"
"6 large cotton handkerchiefs packaged, ready for mailing, no wrapping,
no stamp necessary," and a depiction of the package of handkerchiefs.
Respondents also published the following statement in printed advertisements in trade journals having a general circulation:
Khaki Hanks for the Yanks • • • As usual Hank is on the job providing Khaki
handkerchiefs for the men in the service. Here is a timely promotion, 6 large long wear·
ing Khaki handkerchiefs specially packaged in a self mailing service gift box.
Feature this new gift box display it prominently. Make it easy to send "Hanks to
Yanks."
London Handkerchief Co., Inc.
PAR. 4. By the use of the aforesaid method of packaging their handkerchiefs and by the use of the above-quoted statement in their advertising, respondents caused dealers and members of the purchasing public
to believe their handkerchiefs were of good quality, well made and long
wearing, and comparable to other handkerchiefs usually sold in the same
or similar price. In truth and in fact, the handkerchiefs so packed and
sold by respondents were seconds, rejects, or irregulars, of inferior quality,
badly cut and imperfectly sewed, and of a retail value consiqerably less
than the price charged by respondents. Members of the purchasing public, especially relatives and friends of members of the armed services, purchased respondents' handkerchiefs as packaged and sold by them in the
belief that said handkerchiefs were well made, long wearing, of good quality, and of the value indicated by their price. Respondents thus placed in
the hands of dealers and retailers means of deceiving and misleading members of the purchasing public.
PAR. 5. The use by respondents of the aforesaid misleading and decep·
tive acts and practices has had the tendency and capacity to cause members of the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' handkerchiefs.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices are all to the prejudice and injury of
the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of the individual
respondent, Harry Steinberg, in which answer said·respondent admitted
all the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waived
all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said· facts, and the
Cqmmission havin~ made its findin~s as to the facts and its conclusion that
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said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Harry Steinberg, his representatives,
~gents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device,
In connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce,
as "commerce" i~ defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of handkerchiefs, do forthwith cease and desist from:
. 1. Selling or distributing .handkerchiefs which are seconds, rejects, or
Irregulars, so packaged as not to be readily subject to inspection by the
PUrchaser, without clearly disclosing on such package that the handkerchiefs are seconds, rejects, or irregulars.
2. Representing, directly or by :mplication, that handkerchiefs which
are seconds, rejects, or irregulars are well made or good quality handkerchiefs.
It is further ordered, That respondent, Harry Steinberg, shall within 60
?ays .after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report
lll writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has
complied with this order.
It is further ordered, In view of the dissolution of the corporate respondent, London Handkerchief Company, Inc., that the complaint herein be,
arld the same hereby is, dismissed as to said respondent.
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THE ~ATTER OF

MAY GOLDBERG, TRADING AS NORMAN COMPANY,
AND SAMUEL J. GOLDBERG
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 981S. Complaint, Jan. 28, 1942 1-Decision, Mar. 29, 1945
Where two individuals engaged in competitive interstate sale and distribution of lamps,
shades and novelties; in selling and distributing their merchandise by devious
methqds(a) Forwarded small orders of merchandise, charges for which usually amounted to less
than $25, to various department stores and other similar organizations, without
having received orders therefor, selecting in many cases as prospective consignees
stores which maintained a resident buying agent in New York City, and usually
advised those concerned, when a shipment was questioned, that the order had been
placed by the local resident buyer and was on file and, in the event the copy thereof
was demanded either by the consignee or the buying agent, maintained that they
had it while making use of various excuses and delays for their failure to produce
it;
(b) Usually refused to accept the return of such merchandise which consignees refused
to accept, and threatened such consignees with legal action for failure to accept the
same; and
(c) In other cases, accepting return of the merchandise, made claims upon the consignee for transportation charges, breakage etc.;
With the result that purported consignees, in many cases, accepted and paid for such
merchandise on the assumption that it had been properly ordered; in others paid
therefor because of threats of legal action and to avoid expensive litigation on sur.h
small amounts; and in some instances-upon being advised that it had been refused
by said individuals when returned and would be sold by the transporting agent for
charges-accepted and paid therefor rather than continue the controversy; and
(d) In cases where payment was refused by the consignee, in addition to sending various demands for payment, also sent letters purporting to be written by a collection
agency, demanding payment, and represented that such accounts had been insured
and were being turned over to their surety company for attention;
The facts being they did not so insure any of their accounts nor did they obtain the
services of any bona fide collection agency to enforce collections, but, instead, purchased such purported letters from collection agencies in blank and filled in and
mailed them without any further connection or service of such agencies; and while
suit was threatened in many cases, in no instance, in so far as appeared, was suit
ever filed to recover payment on such alleged purchases;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial number of retail
dealers, and to induce them to purchase their said products under the erroneous
belief that such products had actually been ordered, or in order to avoid the expense and inconvenience of threatened litigation, whereLy trade was diverted unfairly to them from competitors who did not engage in similar practices:
1/eld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and of their competitors, and constituted unfair
I

Amended.
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methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices
therein.

Before Mr. Lewis C. Russell, trial examiner.
Mr. Karl Stecher for the Commission.
AMENDED COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that May Goldberg, trading under the
name Norman Company, and Samuel J. Goldberg, hereinafter referred to
as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the public interest, hereby issues its amended complaint, stating its charges
in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, May Goldberg, is an individual, doing
business under the trade name of Norman Company, with her principal
place of business and general office at 169-173 Madison Avenue, or at
43 West 16th Street, in the city of New York, State of New York. Respondent, Samuel J. Goldberg, is the husband of May Goldberg and actively participated as a principal in the acts and practices hereinafter complained of and in the operation of the business hereinafter described.
Respondents, trading under the name Norman Company, are now·.and
have been for several years heretofore, engaged in the bus:ness of selling
and distributing, among other items of merchandise, lamps, shades anq
novelties. Respondents have caused, and do cause, said products to be
transported from their place of business in New York to the purchasers or
purported purchasers thereof located at points in the States of the United
States other than the State of New York.
PAR. 2. The respondents have been and are now engaged in substantial
competition in the sale and distribution of said lamps, shades and novelties
with corporations and with partnerships and with other individuals like.:
wise engaged in the business of selling and distributing similar and other
articles of merchandise in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents have
from time to time shipped such merchandise to various individuals, partnerships and corporations without having previously received orders
therefor from said purported purchasers. In their correspondence with
a purported purchaser respondents have contended that said merchandise
was shipped ·in response to an order from the purported purchaser or its
agent or representative. Respondents have in a large percentage of such
instances refused to accept the return of said merchandise from the purported purchaser, insisting that the same should be kept and paid for by
said purported purchaser. In many instances in which merchandise has
been returned by the purported purchaser and accepted by the respondents, claims of various sorts covering transportation charges, breakage,
etc., have been made against the purported purchaser.
·
•
In some instances, in their attempt to enforce payment for their merchandise or their claims, respondents have sent form letters of a collection
agency to the purported purchasers. In other instances, respondents have
allPgthreatened to turn the matter over to their surety company,- which
.:
. ::: ..
~

•
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edly guarantees all of their accounts, for collection by legal proceedings if
necessary.
On their letterheads, directly under the name Norman Company, respondents have printed the word "manufacturers," thereby representing
to the public that the lamps, shades and novelties which they offer for
sale and sell are manufactured by them.
PAR. 4. In truth and in fact, respondents have no orders for the merchandise sent out to purported purchasers in the manner set forth herein.
The purpose of respondents is, through means of threats, coercion and
annoyance, to induce the purported purchaser to accept and pay for the
merchandise rather than submit to the annoyance of the interminable correspondence and threats in which respondents indulge.
The form letters which appear to be sent to the purported purchasers by
a collection agency are purchased by respondents in blank and the name
inserted thereon by them. Said purported purchasers are thus induced to
believe that the letters are sent to them by a bona fide collection agency,
when in truth and in fact the senders of said letters are the respondents.
In truth and in fact, respondents have no intention of turning any of
their claims over to a surety company for collection as threatened in their
letters and no such surety company is employed by them.
In truth and in fact, respondents are not the manufacturers of the merchandise which they offer for sale and sell.
PAR. 5. The USfl by the respondents of the acts and practices hereinabove described has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to, and
does, mislead a substantial number of retail dealers and induce them to
purchase respondents' products under the· erroneous belief that such
products have actually been ordered, or in order to avoid the expense and
inconvenience of threatened litigation.
As a consequence thereof, trade has been and is unfairly diverted to
respondents from their competitors who are also engaged in the sale and
distribution of lamps, shades and novelties in commerce among and between the various States of the United States who do not engage in similar
practices to induce the purchase of their products. As a result thereof,
injury has been and is being done by respondents to competition in commerce among and between the vaTious States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents'
competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on June 8, 1939, issued, and subsequently
served, its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, Norman
Company, a corporation, and Samuel J. Goldberg, Mrs. May Goldberg,
Edward Koplin, and Max Feder, individually, and as officers of said corporation, charging them with the use of unfair :methods of competition in
commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint,
testimony and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the
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allegations of said complaint were introduced before a trial examiner of the
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and
other evidence were du y recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereafter, it appearing to the Commission from said testimony and other
evidence that the Norman Company was not a corporation but, instead,
Was a trade name used by May Goldberg and that the respondents, EdWard Koplin and Max Feder, had no connection with said business, the
Commission on October 14, 1941, issued its order upon the respondents,
·May Goldberg and Samuel J. Goldberg, to show cause why an amended
complaint should not issue to conform to the proof and the testimony and
other evidence heretofore introduced should not be considered to the same
extent and effect as if taken under said amended complaint.
Thereafter, this matter having come on to be heard by the Commission
Upon said order to show cause and answer of the respondent, May Goldberg, the Commission on January 28, 1942, issued its order directing that
an amended complaint issue and that the testimony and other evidence
heretofore taken be considered in support thereof and in opposition
thereto to the same extent and effect as if said proof had been offered and
received under such amended complaint; and said amended complaint was
duly issued and served upon said respondents, May Goldberg and Samuel
Goldberg. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing
before the Commission on said amended complaint, testimony and other
evidence, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence and exceptions
filed thereto, supplemental report of the trial examiner, and brief and supPlemental brief filed in support of the complaint (no briefs having been
filed by respondents or oral argument requested); and the Commission,
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
Premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
Inakes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, May Goldberg, and Samuel J. Goldberg,
her husband, are individuals, engaged in the sale and distribution of merchandise under the trade name of Norman Company, which trade name is
registered under the name of May Goldberg as sole proprietor. Said respondents maintain their principal place of business at 169-173 Madison
Avenue in the city of New York and State of New York. The respondent,
May Goldberg, was in charge of the finances of the business, and the respondent, Samuel J. Goldberg, was in charge of the operation of the business, taking care of the hiring of employees, soliciting business, and filling
of orders. In the course and conduct of said business, when occasion arose,
1\Iay Goldberg signed correspondence nuder the names "M. Goldberg"
and "M. Feder."
PAR. 2. The respondents, May Goldberg and Samuel J. Goldberg, have,
for several years last past, been engaged in the business of selling and distributing, among other items of merchandise, lamps, shades, and novelties,
and cause such products, when sold, to be transported from their place of
business in the State of'New York to purchasers located in various other
States of the United States. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said products in comInerce among and between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. The respondents have been, and are, engaged in substantial
competition in the sale and distribution of said lamps, shades, and novel-
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ties with other individuals and wjth partnerships and corporations engaged
in the business of selling and distributing similar and other articles of mer~
chandise in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States.
.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, the re~
spondents, May Goldberg and Samuel J. Goldberg, were engaged in the
sale and distribution of their merchandise by devious methods consisting
principally of forwarding small orders of merchandise to various depart~
ment stores and other similar organizations without having received an
order for such merchandise. In many cases, the respondents selected as
prospective consignees of their shipments, department stores and other
similar places of business that maintained a resident buying agent in the
city of New York. When such merchandise was received by these con~
signees, in many cases the absence of a purchase order was overlooked or
it was assumed that the purchase had been made by the resident buying
agent in New York. In those cases where the shipment was questioned
and request made of the respondents as to the authority under which the
merchandise was shipped, such parties were usually advised that the order
had been placed by the local resident ouyer in New York and that the
respondents had such order on file. In the event a copy of the order was
demanded, either by the consignee or the resident buying agent, the re~
spondents maintained that they had such order, but by means of various
excuses and delays failed to produce such order for inspection. In those
cases where the consignee refused to accept such shipments because of the
absence of prior order and returned the merchandise to the respondents,
the respondents usually refused to accept the return of the merchandise
and entered into an interchange of correspondence threatening such con~
signee with suit or other legal action for failure to accept such shipments.
In other cases, the respondents accepted return of the merchandise and
made claims upon the consignee for transportation charges, breakage, etc.
The amount charged by the respondents for the merchandise shipped in
this manner without order usually amounted to less than $25. In manY
cases, the purported consignee accepted and paid for such merchandise
under the assumption that it had been properly ordered. In other cases,
such consignees paid for such merchandise because of threats of legal action
on the part of the respondents and in order to avoid expensive litigation on
such small amounts. In some instances, such consignees, upon being ad~
vised that shipment had been refused by respondents when returned and
would be sold by the transporting agent for charges, accepted and paid for
such shipments rather than continue further controversy as to the exist~
ence or nonexistence of an order for the merchandise. In those cases where
payment was refused by the consignee, the respondents, in addition to
sending various demands for payment, also forwarded letters purporting
to be written by a collection agency, demanding payment, and also repre~
sented that such accounts had been insured and were being turned over to
their surety company for attention. The respondents did not so insure anY
of their accounts nor did they obtain the services of any bona fide collec~
tion agency to enforce collection of their accounts 1 but, instead, such pur~
ported letters from collection agencies were purcha..-;ed by the respondents
in blank and filled in and mailed out by the respondents without an;r
further connection or service of such collection agency. Although su1t
wa.s threatened in many cases, the Commission finds no instance in which
the respondents ever filed suit to recover payment on such alleged pur~
chases.
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PAR. 5. The use by said respondents of the aforesaid acts and practices
has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead and
deceive a substantial number of retail dealers and to induce them to purchase said respondents' products under the erroneous belief that such
products have actually been ordered or in order to avoid the expense and
inconvenience of threatened litigation. As a direct result thereof, trade
has been diverted unfairly to the said respondents from their competitors
who are also engaged in the sale and distribution of similar products in
commerce among and between the various States of the United States ami
who do not engage in similar practices to induce the purchase of their
products.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, May Goldberg an t
Samuel J. Goldberg, as herein found, are all to the prejudice and injury of
the public and of said respondents' competitors and constitute unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
Practices in commerce within the intent ~nd meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
llpon the amended complaint of the Commission, testimony and other
evidence in support of the amended complaint and in opposition thereto
taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report and supplemental report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and exceptions filed thereto, and brief and supplemental brief
filed in support of the complaint; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents, May
Goldberg and Samuel J. Goldberg, individually and trading as Norman
Company, have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, May Goldberg, an individual, and
Samuel J. Goldberg, an individual, trading under the name of Norman
Company or any other trade name, and their representatives, agents, and
employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection
With the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of lamps, shades, novelties,
and other items of merchandise in commerce as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Shipping or delivering their merchandise to department stores and
other retailers without previous order or agreement to purchase, for the
Purpose of inducing the purchase of their said products through mistake.
2. The use of threats of legal action, demand letters purporting to be
from the collection agencies, and other forms of coercion to induce a consignee to accept and pay for merchandise which had not been ordered or
shipped under an agreement to purchase.
3. Representing that the accounts of the respondents are insured or
that claims based upon refusal to accept merchandise not previously ordered will be turned over to a surety company for collection.
4. Refusing to accept return of merchandise shipped by respondents
\\'ithout bona fide order or previous agreement to purchase.
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5. Making false claim for damages on merchandise returned by consignees to whom merchandise was shipped without order or other agree·
ment to purchase.
It is further ordered, That the respondents, Samuel J. Goldberg and May
Goldberg, shall, within 60 days after service upon them of this order, file
with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

SOLO~ON

A. BORTZ

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4961.

Complaint, May 11, 191/1-Decision, Mar. 29,1945

Where an individual enga.ged under various trade names, as below set forth, in interstate sale and distribution of post cards and other printed material for obtaining
by subterfuge address, employer and other information about delinquent debtors,
including folders made up of a card with space for address of the person from whom
information was sought and an information return post card addressed to him under one of said trade names;
Making· use of a plan under which he printed a number identifying the particular credit
or collection agency purchaser on information return cards, and forwarded the
folders to the purchaser, and the latter stamped and addressed the address card to
the debtor at his last known address, and returned the complete units for mailing
to said individual, who in due course forwarded to the particular purchaser the
information supplied by the addressee recipient on the return cards (a) Represented directly and by implication through use of the trade name "Susquehanna Pen Co." that he was in the business of selling and distributing pens; and,
(b) Represented through said cards and placed in the hands of his customers a means
of representing, to the recipients thereof, that pens were being offered them free as
an introductory offer by the Advertising Department of the Susquehanna Pen Co.;
The facts being he was not thus engaged; the pens supplied to the recipients of the cards
were of very cheap construction, costing him approximately 80 cents a gross; and
the whole scheme was merely a subterfuge for obtaining information;
fc) Represented through use of the trade name "Trust Service Co.," that he was engaged in the administration of trust estates or that his business bore some relation
to trusts; and
(d) Represented through statements on folders issued under the trade name "Bortz &
Co." and others issued under the name "Trust Service Co.," that he was engaged in
locating missing heirs, recovering unclaimed assets for tae true owners thereof,
checking titles to real estate, and handling estates, and that the person concerning
whom information was sought had or might have an interest in an estate or land,'
which would be of financial benefit to him;
The facts being that said trade names were used by him as a subterfuge, and the folders
and other printed matter had as their sole purpose the obtaining of information
about the recipients to facilitate the collection of alleged delinquent accounts by
his customers;
With capacity and tendency to engender in the minds of a substantial number of persons, the erroneous belief that the aforesaid post cards, folders, and other printed
matter were sent them for the purpose of determining whether or not they had an
interest in some estate or property, or for the purpose of introducing pens under
an advertising campaign; and to cause such persons, by reason thereof, to give information which they would otherwise not have suppliod:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
prll.ctices in' comme;ce.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. Randolph W. Branch for the Commission.
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CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said f!,Ct, the Federal Trade
Commission, having reason to believe that Solomon A. Bortz, an individual, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Solomon A. Bortz, is an individual, trading
under the names Bortz & Company, Trust Service Company and Susquehanna Pen Company, with his principal office and place of business located
at Anderson, Ind.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than four years last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of postcards, envelopes, form
letters and other printed material designed and intended to be used by
creditors, collection agencies and attorneys in obtaining information concerning delinquent debtors. Respondent causes the said postcards, envelopes, form letters and other printed material to be transported from his
aforesaid place of business in Anderson, Ind., to purchasers thereof located
in the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained,
a course of trade in said postcards, envelopes, form letters and other
printed material in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. The said cards sold and distributed by respondent when using
the name "Susquehanna Pen Company" are in the form exemplified by a
photostatic copy thereof marked Exhibit A; when using the name "Bortz
& Company" are in the form exemplified by a. photostatic copy thereof
marked Exhibit B. The said form letters sold and distributed by respondent when using the name "Trust Service Company" are in the form exemplified by a photostatic copy thereof marked Exhibit C. The said Exhibits A, B and C are attached hereto, and by this reference are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 1
PAR. 4. In the space opposite "This is your No." on the cards exemplified by Exhibit A, in the space opposite "File No." on the cards exemplified
by Exhibit B, and in the space below "Please Refer to File Number" on
the letter exemplified by Exhibit C, respondent places numbers, which are
his code numbers and identify his customers to him.
Respondent's customers address the cards to the persons concerning
whom information is sought, at their last known address, attach the postage necessary for their delivery to such persons, and cause the cards to be
delivered to respondent at Anderson, Ind.
Respondent's customers insert in the appropriate spaces in the form letters the names and last known addresses of the persons concerning v.·hom
information is sought and cause them to be signed by some individual.
The letters are then placed in stamped envelopes, purchased from respondent, addressPd to such persons, together \Yith a reply envelopP addresspd to:
Trust Servire Co.
Williams Bldg.
Anderson, Indiana.
'"' ee pages 311, 312, and 31.1.
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Such reply ~nvelopes sometimes are, and sometimes are 'not, stamped by
respondent's customers; they are purchased by respondent's customers
from him. • ·
Said customers, thereafter, cause the envelopes, addressed to the persons
concerning whom information is sought, and the enclosures to be delivered
to respondent at Anderson, Ind. .
After receipt by respondent from his customers of the said cards and letters, respondent causes them to be deposited in the United States mail.
Such of the return postcards and form letters as are filled out and mailed
by the recipients thereof are received by respondent, the customers identified by the code numbers, and sent by him to the customers so identified.
Respondent in the past has sent to many of those who returned the
'Susquehanna Pen Company" card a cheap pen of Japanese manufacture.
PAR. 5. By means of the "Susquehanna Pen Company" cards, respondent has falsely represented and placed in the hands of his customers means
of falsely representing, directly and by implication, to the recipients of
said cards that the pens referred to were of such a character that the
friends and fellow employees of the recipients might be interested in the
purchase thereof, and that respondent's proposal was made in order to
introduce his pens to prospective purchasers and as a means of advertising
the same.
PAR. 6. Through the use of the name ".Susquehanna Pen Company"
respondent has represented, directly and by implication, that he is in the
business of selling and distributing pens.
PAR. 7. The said representations were false and misleading. In truth
and in fact, the pens sent by respondent to those who returned the "Susquehanna Pen Company" cards were of the cheapest description and not
of such a character as to be of any possible interest to persons to whom
they might be exhibited, and were not sent as a means of getting their merits before possible purchasers. The said cards were not sent as a method
of promoting the sale of pens, but have as their sole p(lrpose the obtaining
of information about the recipients. The whole scheme was merely a subterfuge for obtaining information, and the said name is merely a disguise
for the true nature of the business.
PAR. 8. By means of the "Bortz & Company" cards and "Trust Service
Company" letters and envelopes respondent has represented, and placed
in the hands of his customers, means of falsely representing, directly and
by implication, to the recipients thereof that respondent has correspondents in all principal cities of the world, handles and administers estates, is
engaged in the business of locating heirs to estates or to interests therein,
engages in searches of records and titles to property, and in recovering unclaimed assets for the true owners thereof, and that the person concerning
whom information is sought has or may have an interest in an estate or
land which will be of financial benefit to him.
PAR. 9. Through the use of the name "Trust Service Company" respondent has represented, directly and by implication, that his business
bears some relation to trusts.
PAR. 10. The said representations are false and misleading; In truth
and in fact the business of respondent, trading a.S "Bortz & Company"
and "Trust Service Company" has nothing whatever to do with trusts,
and the name "Trust Serv1ce Company" is_merely a disguise for the true
nature of the business. Respondent, trading as aforesaid, does not have
corre!'pondents in all principal cities of the world, does not handle or ad-
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minister estates, is not engaged in the business of locating heirs to estates
or interests therein, or in searches of records or titles to property or in the
recovery of unclaimed assets for the true owners thereof. He has no
knowledge of any interests in estates or in lands to which the persons concerning whom information is sought may be entitled.
PAR. 11. The sole purpose of the said cards and letters is to secure information in order to facilitate the collection of alleged delinquent accounts by respondent's customers.
PAR. 12. The use as hereinabove set forth of the foregoing false and
misleading statements, representations and designations has had the capacity and tendency to, and has misled and deceived many persons to
whom said cards, letters and envelopes were sent into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that said statements, representations and designations
were true, and by reason thereof to give information which they would not
otherwise have supplied.
PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent as herein alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public ~nd constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on May 11, 1943, issued, and subsequently
served, its complaint upon the respondent, Solomon A. Bortz, an individual, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance
of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony
and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of
said complaint were introducPd before a trial examiner of the commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter,
this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
upon said complaint, answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report
of the trial examiner upon the evidence and exceptions filed th3reto, and
briefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto; and the
Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Solomon A. Bortz, is an individual, trading
under the names Bortz & Company, Trust Service Co., and Susquehanna
Pen Co., with his principal office and place of business located at Anderson,
Ind.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of post cards, envelopes, form letters,
and other printed material designed and intended to be used by creditors,
collection agencies, and attorneys in obtaining information concerning
delinquent debtors. Respondent causes said post cards, envelopes, form
letters, and other printed material to be transported from his place of
business in the State of Indiana to~purchasers thereof located in various
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other States of the United States. Respondent maintains, and at all times
mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said post cards, enVelopes, form letters, and other printed material in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. Among the post cards and other printed material designed for
obtaining information concerning delinquent debtors were certain cards or
folders sold by the respondent to creditors and collection agencies under
the name of Susquehanna Pen Co. These cards or folders were made up
of units composed of two cards-an address card, with space for inserting
the address of the debtor or other person from whom information was
sought, and an information card in the form of a return post card, so designed that they could be sold and mailed as a folder. The reply card was
.addressed to the Susquehanna Pen Co., Advertising Department, Anderson, Ind. These cards informed the recipient that the Susquehanna
·Pen Co. would mail him a pen absolutely free of charge as an introductory
offer and requested the filling out of certain information on the return
card, such as the name and present address and the place of employment of
the recipient.
When a creditor or collection agency purchased a supply of said mailing
cards or folders, the respondent printed an identification number on the
information cards and forwarded said mailing cards or folders to the purchaser. The address card of respondent's unit was then addressed to the
debtor at his last-known address by the creditor, collection agency, or
other purchaser, who also attached necessary prepaid postage. The units
composed of the two cards were then returned by the purchaser to the
respondent and were mailed by him from the city of Anderson, Ind., to the
persons and to the addresses placed upon the address cards by the pur·
chaser.
When the recipient responded to the request for information contained
on the address card, he filled in the blank spaces on the information card,
detached such card from the address card, and mailed it to the address
given thereon, to wit, Susquehanna Pen Co., Advertising Department,
Anderson, Ind. When these cards were received by the respondent, he
forwarded them to the purchaser, identified by the identification number
appearing on said cards, and mailed a pen to the recipient.
Through the use of the trade name Susquehanna Pen Co., respondent
represented directly and by implication that be was in the business of selling and distributing pens, and by means of the representations on said
cards respondent represented, and has placed in the hands of his customers
a means of representing, to the recipients of said cards that pens were being
offered them as an introductory offer by the Advertising Department of the
Susquehanna Pen Co. In fact, respondent was not engaged in the sale of
Pens, and the pens supplied to the recipients of the cards were of very
cheap construction, costing the respondent approximately 80 cents a gross.
The cards were not sent as a method of promoting the sale of pens but
had as their sole purpose the obtaining of information about the recipients. The whole scheme was merely a subterfuge for obtaining information, and the use of the trade name Susquehanna Pen Co. was merely a
disguise for the true nature of the business.
PAR. 4. Another and similar practice adopted by the respondent was
that conducted under the trade name of Bortz & Company. In this connection the respondent used a folder similar to that hereinabove described,
containing a reply card addressed to Bortz & Company, Liberal Life Bldg.,
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Anderson, Ind. This card contained, as descriptive of Bortz & Company,
the statements:
ESTATE COUNSELORS
LIBERAL LIFE BLDG.
ANDERSON, IND.
Estates Handled
Missing Heirs Located

Searchers of Records
Examiners of Titles

and further informed the recipient that Bortz & Company was looking for
a person of the name of the recipient and had reason to believe that the.
recipient might be the party and that it was a matter of distinct importance for the recipient to make sure whether or not he was the correct
party by answering the questions appearing on the reply card. The information required to be filled in contained the name and residence, name and
address of the nearest relative, name of present employer, name of bank,
and whether or not the recipient owned his home or rented, or owned an
automobile. As in the case of the folders hereinabove described, when a
CI:editor or collection agency purchased a supply of said mailing cards or
folders, the respondent printed an identification number on the information cards and forwarded said mailing cards or folders to the purchaser,
who in turn addressed the cards to the debtor at his last-known address,
attached the necessary postage, and returned the cards to the respondent
for mailing from Anderson, Indiana. Any replies received through the
reply card were forwarded by the respondent to the creditor or collection
agency indicated by the identification number.
PAR. 5. Another and similar practice adopted by the respondent was
that conducted under the trade name of Trust Service Co., Williams
Building, Anderson, Ind. In this connection the respondent used a printed
form purporting to be from the Trust Service Co., at the top of which were
the statements:
ESTATES HANDLED
MISSING HEIRS LOCATED

EXAMINERS OF TITLES
SEARCHERS OF RECORDS

UNCLAIMED ASSETS RECOVERED
By this form the recipient was informed that the Trust Service Co. was
endeavoring to contact a person bearing the recipient's name and was requested to fill out the information called for in the blank spaces, which
might be of great importance to the recipient. The information requested
was the name and resident address of the recipient, his previous address,
occupation, date of birth, name and birthplace of father, and name of
nearest living relative and also, as references, the name of the recipient's
employer, former employer, name of bank, and personal description. As
in the case of the folders hereinabove described, when a creditor or collection agency purchased a supply of respondent's printed material, the
respondent placed an identification number on the printed form and forwarded it to the purchaser; together with a blank envelope for addressing
to the debtor, with return address of 209 Williams Building, Anderson,
Ind., and a return envelope addressed to Trust Service Co., Williams
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Bldg., Anderson, Ind. The purchaser would then address the envelope to
the debtor or other person from whom information was requested and enclose therein the form of the Trust Service Co. and return envelope addressed to the Trust Service Co., together with necessary postage, which
envelope was then sealed and forwarded to the respondent for mailing from
Anderson, Ind. Any replies received on the printed forms were forwarded
?Y the respondent to the creditor or collection agency indicated by the
identification number.
PAR. 6. Through the use of the trade name Trust Service Co., respondent represented directly and by implication that he was engaged in the
administration of trust estates or that his business bore some relation to
trusts. Through the use of the statements contained on the folders issued
under the trade name Bortz & Company and the form issued under the
trade name Trust Service Co., the respondent represented that he was engaged in locating missing heirs, recovering unclaimed assets for the tr\le
owners thereof, checking titles to real estate, and handling estates, and
that the person concerning whom information was sought had or might
have an interest in an estate or land, which would be of financial benefit to
!Urn. In fact, respondent trading as Bortz & Company and as Trust Service Co., is not engaged in the administration of trusts or the handling of
trust estates and does not locate missing heirs or attempt to recover unclaimed assets, but, instead, said trade names are used by the respondent
as a subterfuge, and the folders and other printed matter are not forWarded for the purpose of obtaining any information concerning interests
in estates or lands, or the ownership thereof, but have as their sole purpose
the obtaining of information about the recipients to facilitate the collection
of alleged delinquent accounts by respondent's customers.
PAR. 7. The use, as hereinabove set forth, of the foregoing acts and
practices has the capacity and tendency to engender in the minds of a substantial number of persons, the erroneous and mistaken belief that the
aforesaid post cards, folders, and other printed matter were sent them for
the purpose of determining whether or not they had an interest in some
estate or property, or in the case of the folders forwarded under the name
of Susquehanna Pen Co., that such cards were forwarded to them for the
purpose of introducipg pens under an advertising campaign; and such practices had the tendency and capacity to cause such persons, by reason
thereof, to give information which they would otherwise not have supplied.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
on the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondent, testimony
and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of
said complaint taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence
and exceptions filed thereto, and briefs filed in support of the complaint
650780 -·7 -23
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and in opposition thereto; and the Commission having made its findings as
to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Solomon A. Bortz, an individual,
trading under the name of Bortz & Company, Susquehanna Pen Co., or
Trust Service Co., or trading under any other name or names, and his
representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Com·
mission Act of mailing cards, folders, or any other printed material for use
in obtaining information concerning debtors or other persons, do forthwith
cease and desist from:
I. Using the words "Susquehanna Pen Co." in respondent~ trade name
or using any other word or words to designate or describe the business of
the respondent which represent or imply that respondent's business is
that of selling or distributing pens or other merchandise.
2. Using the words "Trust Service Co." or any other words of similar
import or meaning to designate or describe the business of the respondent.
3: Using, or placing in the hands of others for use, cards, folders, or
other printed material so worded or designed as to represent or imply that
the respondent is conducting an advertising campaign or is distributing
pens or other merchandise free of charge for the purpose of promoting the
sale of such merchandise.
4. Representing directly or by implication that persons concerning
whom information is sought through respondent's cards or other printed
material have or may have an interest in some estate, unclaimed asset, or
other property when the information sought is for use in the collect~on of
debts.
5. Using, or placing in the hands of others for use, cards, folders, or
other printed material so worded and designed as to represent or imply
that it has been forwarded by some agency engaged in the administration
of trusts or estates or engaged in locating missing heirs or persons having
an interest in some estate, property, or unclaimed asset, or that the infor·
mation sought to be obtained by such cards, folders, or other printed material is for use in locating such missing heirs or other interested parties
when the information sought is for use in the collection of debts.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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Exhibit C

Correspondents in All Principal Cities of the World
UNCLAIMED ASSETS RECOVERED

ESTATES HANDLED
EXAMINERS OF TITLES
MISSING HEIRS LOCATED
SEARCHERS OF RECORDS
TRUST SERVICE CO.
Williams Building
Anderson, Ind.
Phone: 331
PLEASE REFER
TO FILE NUMBER
TO
We are endeavoring to contact a person bearing your name. In order for
us to make further progress in our investigation, will you kindly answer
the following? This may be of great importance to you .
. Full Name
Date of Birth and Place
Name of Father

Present Residence
------------------s~~t----

-------------------------City
State
Previous Address
(u~; othe; ald-;; fo; ;;;;r;j - - - - -Str-;;et - - - - -

Birthplace of Father
Nearest Living Relative

• Address
- -- -cit;- - - - - - - - - - - st..t..- - - - - Street
Occupation
- - - -CitY- - - - - - - - - - - - st7.te- - - ~ ff:Ma~~i~d,---- --------------

--------------------------

Mate's Name
REFERENCES
Your
Employer
~~~~V~-b~~~;~-----Fir~-Na~;-~-------&~~------Ci~------St~;--

Former Employers
------- ---- ---- - Fi;~ N";n;"e--------- St;e;t- -----City- - - - - - State- ~-----------------------------------------------------

Street
City
State
N arne of Your Bank
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - st;e;t- - - - -: - ciiY- - - - - - st;t; - Personal Description
Ge;~~~ -Re~~r-~:

- (u~; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - - -

other side of this blank if necessary)
--------~--------------------------------------------

If the above information checks with the records, you will be notified. Use
enclosed envelope and a prompt reply will facilitate matters.
Very truly yours,
TRUST SERVICE CO.
Manager, Resenrch Department.
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~ATTER OF

PRODUCTS COMPANY

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 2 (c) OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS AMENDED
BY ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936

Docket 5197. Complaint, Mar. 14, 1944-Decision, Mar. 29, 1945
Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of canned tuna,
abalone and skip jackPaid and granted to buyers, some of whom incorrectly designated themselves as brokers, commissions or brokerage or compensation, allowances, or discounts in lieu
thereof on purchases of its products made by such buyers on their own behalf and
for their own accounts, including purchases bearing its brands and labels and purchases bearing the private brands or labels of the buyers:
Held, That said acts and practices in paying and granting such commissions or brokerage to purchasers of its products constituted violation of subsec. (c) of Sec. 2 of the
Clayton Act as amended.

Mr. EdwardS. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Mr. Benjamin W. Shipman, of Los Angeles, Calif., and Mr. Fulton
Brylawski, of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the party
respondent named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particularly
designated and described, since June 19, 1'936, has violated and is now violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act
(U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13) as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges with
respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, ~arine Products Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with
its principal office and place of business. located at 3370 Harasthy Street,
San Diego, Calif.
PAR. 2. Respondent, ~arine Products Company, is now engaged and
for many years prior hereto, has engaged in the business of distributing
and selling canned tuna, canned abalone, and canned skip jack and other
sea food products (all of which are hereinafter called sea food products) in
its own name and for its own account.
The respondent sells and distributes its sea food products through two
separate and distinct methods. First, through intermediaries who act as
its agents in negotiating the sale of its sea food products and for which
services such intermediaries customarily are paid, directly or indirectly,
commissions or brokerage fees. Second, through the sale of its sea food
products directly to buyers who are paid, directly or indirectly, commission or brokerage fees on their own purchases of such sea food products.
The respondent, to distinguish its sea food products from the sea food
products sold by competitors and to facilitate sales, utilizes registered and
unregistered trade-marks and brands for various sea food products it sells,
which brands are generally known as packers' or sellers' brands.
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The respondent also sells its sea food products unlabeled or unbranded,
and also under the labels or brands of its buyers, which brands or labels
are generally known to the trade as private or buyers' brands. Some of
such buyers who incorrectly designate themselves as brokers also utilize
registered and unregistered labels and brands, which labels and brands are
utilized in selling such respective buyers' merchandise. Such buyers are
primarily engaged in the purchase and sale of sea food products in their
own name and for their own account.
PAR. 3. The respondent in the course and conduct of its said husiness,
since June 19, 1936, has sold and distributed a substantial portion of its
~ea food products directly to buyers located in States other than the State
m which the respondent is established, and as a result of said sales and the
respondent's instructions, such sea food products are shipped and transported across State lines to such buyers who are located in various States
of the United States .
. PAR. 4. The respondent, since June 19, 1936, in connection with the
Interstate sale and distribution of sea food products in its own name and
for its own account for resale, has sold such sea food products to buyers
located in the various States of the United States other than the State
:-vhere respondent is established, and has been and is now paying or grantIng or has paid or granted, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage or
other compensation or allowances or discounts in lieu thereof to buyers of
said sea food products sold under its own labels, unlabeled and under buyers' labels.
PAR. 5. The paying and granting by respondent, directly or indirectly, of commissions, brokerage or other compensation and allowances of
discounts in lieu thereof to the buyers of said sea food products, on their
own purchases which are resold unlabeled or under either the buyers' or
sellers' labels, and the acts and practices of the respondent in promoting
sales of sea food products by paying to buyers, directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage or other compensation and allowances or discounts in
lieu thereof, as set forth above, are in violation of subsection (c) of section
2 of the Clayton Act, as amended.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled tt An act to
· supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914, (the Clayton Act) as
amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936, (the RobinsonPatman Act-U. S. C. Title 14, Sec. 13) the Federal Trade Commission
on March 14, 1944, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this
Proceeding upon Marine Products Company, a corporation, charging it
with violation of the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of said Clayton Act as amended. After the issuance of said complaint, the respondent
filed its answer, which answer admitted all the material allegations of fact
set forth in said complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts. In said answer respondent stated that the
Practices complained of had been discontinued. Thereafter, this pro.
ceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on said
complaint and answer; and the Commission, having duly considered the
same and being now fully advised in the premises, makes this its finding!'!
M to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom,
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Marine Products Company, is a corpora~
tion, organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with
its principal office and place of business located at 3370 Harasthy Street.
San Diego, Calif. The respondent is now, and for many years last past
has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of canned tuna, canned aba~
lone, and canned skip jack (hereinafter frequently referred to as sea~food
products). Respondent sells its sea-food products under its own trade
marks and brands and also, by agreement with some buyers, places the
private brands or labels of such buyers on the sea-food products purcha-;;ed
by them.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, pursuant to
sales made, respondent transports, or causes its products to be trans~
ported, from its place of business to various purchasers at their respective
points of location in States other than the State in which such shipments
originated. Respondent thus maintains, and has maintained, a course of
trade in said products in commerce, as" commerce" is defined in the afore~
said Clayton Act as amended.
PAR. 3. Since July 19, 1936, respondent has, in or in connection with
sales of its sea-food products in commerce as aforesaid, paid and granted to
buyers, some of whom incorrectly designate themselves as brokers, com~
missions or brokerage or compensation, allowances, or discounts in lieu
thereof on purchases of its products made by such buyers on their own
behalf and for their own accounts. Such brokerage payments, or discounts
in lieu thereof, have been made to buyers upon their own purchases of
products bearing respondent's brands and labels as well as upon purchases
of respondent's products under the private brands or labels of the buyers.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent in paying and grant~
ing commissions or brokerage or compensation, allowances, or discounts
in lieu thereof to purchasers of its products constitute violations of sub~
section (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of thP. respondent,
which answer admits all of the material allegations of fact set forth in said
complaint and waives all intervening procedure and further hearing as to
said facts, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of sub~
section (c) of section 2 of an act of Congress entitled "An act to supple~
ment existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes," approved October 15, 1914, (the Clayton Act) as amended
by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936, (the Robinson~Patman
Act-U. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
.
It is ordered, That respondent, Marine Products Company, a corpora~
tion, its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device, in or in connection with the sale an::l distri~
bution of RPa-food productR or other commodities in commerce, as
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"commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act as amended, do
forthwith cease and desist from:
Paying or granting, directly or indirectly, anything of value as a commission or brokerage, or any compensation, allowance, or discount in lieu .
thereof, to any purchaser upon purchases for his own account, or to any
agent, representative, or other intermediary acting in fact for or in behalf
of or subject to the direct or indirect control of the purchaser to whom
sale is made.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

LOUIS FARBEN, TRADING AS GOLD STAR
NOVELTY HOUSE
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 3449. Order, AprilS, 1945

Modified order in proceeding in "question-in which original order issued on November
1.'), 1940, 31 F. T. C. 1357-requiring respondent, his representatives, etc., in con- .
nection with the offer, etc., in commerce, of manicure sets, electric lamps, and
other articles, to cease and desist from using lottery schemes in merchandising, from
using terms" without cost," etc., to refer to articles offered as compensation for distribution of his products, and from representing his business as registered under the
laws of the United States, as in said order specified.
~ODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission (respondent having filed no answer
thereto), testimony and other evidence taken before Randolph Preston,
an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, in support of the allegations of said complaint (respondent having offered no
proof in opposition thereto), brief filed herein by counsel for the Commission (respondent not having filed brief and oral argument having been
waived); and the Commission having duly made and issued its findings
as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease and desist dated November
15, 1940; and the Commission having further considered said order to cease
and desist heretofore issued, and being of the opinion that the public interest requires that a modified order to cease and desist should be issued in
said cause; and the Commission having given due notice to the respondent
to show cause on ~arch 13, 1945, why this case should not be reopened for
the purpose of modifying said order to cease and desist; and the Commission having considered the matter and the record herein, issues this its
modified order to cease and desist.
It is ordered, That the respondent, ·Louis Farben, individually, and trading as Gold Star Novelty House, his representatives, agents and employees,
directly or through any corporate or other device in connection with the
offering for sale, sale or distribution of manicure sets, electric lamps, leather
wallets, pictures, silverware and chinaware, cosmetics, jewelry, comb and
brush sets, razor blades or any other articles of merchandise in commerce,
as ''commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
I. Supplying to or placing in the hands of others push or pull cards,
punchboards, or other devices which are to be used or may be used in the
sale or distribution of said merchandise to the public by means of a game
of chance, gift enterprise or lottery scheme.
2. Shipping, mailing, or transporting to agents or to distributors, or to
members of the public push or pull cards, punchboards or other devices
which are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribution of said merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise or
lottery scheme.
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3. Selling or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by the use pf push
or pull cards, punchboards or other lottery devices.
4. Using the term" Without Cost," "free," or any other term of similar
import or meaning, to describe or refer to articles offered as compensation
for distributing respondent's merchandise.
5. Representing that respondent's business is registered under the laws
of the United States.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.

'
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IN THE 11ATTER OF

EDWARD W. BULLOCK, INDIVIDUALLY AND TRADING A~
BONDED JEWELERS OF AMERICA, AND GLADYS JOHNSTON
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 3459;

Order, April 3, 1945

Modified order in proceeding in question-in which original order issued on December
21, 1938, 27 F. T. C. 1429- requiring respondents, their representatives, etc., in
connection with the offer, etc., of rings, watches, and other jewelry products in
commerce, to cease and desist from representing their business as bonded through
their trade name or otherwise, from representing themselves as manufacturers,
their rings as finished with white gold, etc., their products as "free," etc., and from
using term "free," etc., as in said order specified.
MoDIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DEsisT

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of the respondents,
in which answer respondents admitted all material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and stated that they waived all intervening pro~
eedure and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having
duly made and issued its findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to
cease and desist dated December 21, 1938; and the Commission having
further considered said order to cease and desist heretofore issued and
having served upon respondents on February 13, 1945, due notice to ap~
pear and show cause at a time and place fixed why this case should not be
reopened for the purpose of modifying said order to cease and desist in
the manner and to the extent set out in said notice, to which respondents
failed to make return; and having considered the matter and the record
herein and concluded that the public interest requires such action, the
Commission issues this its modified order to cease and desist.
It is ordered, That respondents, Edward W. Bullock and Gladys John~
ston, their representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of rings, watches, and other jewelry products in interstate
commerce or in the District of Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Representing, through the use of the trade name "Bonded Jewelers
of America," or any other words of similar import or meaning, or in anY
other manner, that the business operated by respondents is bonded, when
such is not the fact.
2. Representing that the respondents, or either of them, are the manu~
facturers of the prcducts sold by them, unless and until they actually own
and operate, or directly and absolutely control, the manufacturing plant
wherein such products are manufactured by them.
3. Representing, designating, or describing rings as" finished with white
gold," or "white gold finish," or any word or words of similar import and
meaning, unless such rings are actually finished in white gold.
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4. Representing, designating or describing, articles or merchandise
regularly included in a combination offer with other articles of merchandise
as "free," "included free," or "included free of extra charge."
5. Representing, designating, or describing watches or other articles,
delivered only upon the condition that some other article be purcha.;;ed and
Paid for, as "free," "included free," or "included free of extra charge," or
in any other manner indicating that the watch or other article is a gift or
gratuity.
. 6. Using the term" free" or any other term of similar import and meanlUg to designate, describe, or refer to any merchandise which is not a gift
or gratuity and delivered to the recipient thereof without cost and unconditionally.
·
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
~ervice upon them of this order, file with the Commissioo a report in writlUg setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have comPlied with this order.
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THE MATTER OF

JACOB GOLDBERG, TRADING AS CROWN NOVELTY HOUSE
MODIFIED pRDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 9484. Order, AprilS, 1945
Modified order in proceeding in question-in which original order issued on February 8,
1939, 28 F. T. C. 475-requiring respondent, his representatives, etc., in connection with offer, etc., in commerce, of watches, cameras, and other articles, as beloW
specified, to cease and desist from using lottery schemes in merchandising thereof,
or using term "free," etc. to refer to articles offered as compensation for distributing its merchandise, as in said order specified.

•

MoDIFIED ORDER To CEASE AND DEsisT

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondent, in
which answer respondent admits all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and states that he waives all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts; and the Commission having duly
made and issued its findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease
and i:lesist dated February 8, 1939; and the Commission having further
censidered said order to cease and desist heretofore issued, and being of
the opinion that the public interest requires that a modified order to cease
and desist should be issued in said cause; and the Commission having
given due notice to the respondent to show cause on March 13, 1945, why
this case should not be reopened for the purpose of modifying said order
to cease and desist; and the Commission having considered the matter and
the record herein, issues this its modified order to cease and desist.
It is ordered, That the responqent, Jacob Goldberg, individually, and
trading as Crown Novelty House, or trading under any other name, his
representatives, agents and employees,- directly or through any corporate
or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of watches, cameras, china and silverware, lamps, razor blades, clocks,
cigaret lighters, jewelry, cosmetics, bedding, kitchenware, or any other
articles of merchandise, in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Supplying to or placing in the hands of others, pull cards or circulars
having pull tabs thereon, or other lottery devices for the purpose of enabling such persons to dispose of or sell any merchandise by the use thereof.
2. Mailing, shipping or transporting to his agents or to distributors or
to members of the public pull cards or circulars having pull tabs thereon,
or other lottery devices so prepared or printed as to enable such persons
to sell or distribute any merchandise by the use thereof.
3. Selling or otherwise disposing of any merchandise by the use of pull
cards or circulars having pull tabs thereon, or any other lottery device.
4. Using the term "free," or any other term of similar import or meaning, to describe or refer to articles offered as compensation for distributing
respondent's merchandise.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
·
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

LEKAS AND DRIVAS, INC.
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 4815.

Order, AprilS, 1945

Modified order pursuant to provisions of Section 5 (i) of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and in accordance with decree below referred to, in proceeding in question in
which original order issued on July 7, 1943, 37 F. T. C. 9, and in which the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit on November 30, 1944, in Lekas and Drivas,
Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 145 F. (2d) 976, 39 F. T. C. 714, rendered its
opinion, and on December 18, 1944 issued its decree modifying said order of the
Commission in certain particulars and affirming the same in other particularsRequiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection with the offer, etc., of olive oil, to
cease and desist from disseminating advertisements which directly or through inference misrepresent the therapeutic value of its said product, misrepresent nutritional value of olive oil as compared with meat, or misrepresent specific vitamin
contents thereof, etc., as in said order specified.
~ODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding coming on for further hearing before the Federal Trade
Commission and it appearing that on July 7, 1943, the Commission made
its findings as to the facts herein and concluded therefrom that respondent
had violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and issued and subsequently served its order to cease and desist; and it further
appearing that on November 30, 1944, the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit rendered its opinion and on December 18,
1944, issued its decree modifying the aforesaid order of the Commission in
certain particulars and affirming said order in other particulars.
Now, therefore, Pursuant to the provisions of subsection (i) of section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission issues this, its
rnodified order to cease and desist in conformity with said decree.
It is ordend, That the respondent, Lekas and Drivas, Inc., a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, or distribution of olive oil, do forth"'ith cease and desist from
directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
rneans of the United States mails or by any means in commerce as "comrnerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement represents directly or through inference,
a. That respondent's olive oil, when taken internally, has any specific
therapeutic value in the treatment or prevention of any disease or condition, except a possible slight value as a laxative.
b. That respondent's olive oil is a tonic or that its use will invigorate or
build up vital organs.
c. That respondent's olive oil will have any value in preventing appendicitis, gallstones, or infections of the bladder.
d. That respondent's olive oil, when applied externally, has any thera-
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peutic value in the treatment of irritations of the skin other than that
supplied by a lubricant.
e. That respondent's olive oil has any therapeutic value in the treat~
mentor alleviation of pain resulting from neuralgia or rheumatism other
than the beneficial effects which might be obtained from the rubbing or
massage facilitated by the use of olive oil as a lubricant.
f. That the nutritional value of olive oil is comparable to, or of greater
value th~n, dried or fresh meat.
g. That respondent's olive oil supplies substantial quantities of vita~
mins A or E or that it has any therapeutic value in the treatment of any
condition where the .use of such vitamins might be beneficial.
h. That respondent's olive oil contains vitamin F.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, di~
rectly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce as" commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondent's olive oil, which adver~
tisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1
hereof and the respective subdivisions thereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, witl).in 30 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.

/

/
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IN THE ~1ATTER OF

FLOYD IRL SORRELLS, TRADING AS TEXAS TASTY
COMPANY
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 3487.

Order, April5, 1945

Modified order in proceeding in question-in which original order issued on January 10,
1939, 28 F. T. C. 64-requiring respondent, his representatives, etc., in connection
with offer, etc., in commerce, of" Penny Nips" confections, to cease and desist from
representing the same as noncompetitive, from misrepresenting qualities and
properties thereof, endorsement by city officials, etc., terms and conditions to
agents and representatives, necessity for securing state or municipal license for sale
thereof, etc., and from use of term "free" to refer thereto, as in said order specified.
MoDIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DEsisT

This proceeding having heretofore been heard by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of
respondent, which answer admitted all of the material allegations of fact
set forth in the complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hearings as to the facts, and the Commission having, on January 10,
1939, issued and subsequently served upon the respondent its findings ag
to the facts and conclusion and its order to cease and desist; and the Cornmission having further considered said order to cease and desist and having
given due notice to the respondent to show cause, if any be had, why the
proceeding should not be reopened for the purpose of modifying said order
in the respects and to the extent set out in said notice, and the respondent
having made no objections to the proposed modification of said order; and
the Commission having duly considered the matter and the record herein,
and having concluded that the public interest requires the modification of
said order to cease and desist in the respects and to the extent set out in
said notice.
It is ordered,· That the respondent, Floyd Irl Sorrells, an individual,
trading as the Texas Tasty Company or under any other trade name, his
representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of confections known as" Penny Nips," whether sold under that name
or under any other name, in interstate commerce or in the District of
Columbia, do forthwith cease and desist from:
.
Representing directly or in any manner whatever
1. That such confection is a noncompetitive article of merchandise.
2. That such confection will remain in marketable condition in weather
temperature up to 132° Fahrenheit.
3. That the city officials of Fort Worth, Texas, or of any other city, have
certified the purity of such confection, until and unless such officials have
so certified respondent's confection.
4. That the liquid in such confection is pure fruit juice.
5. That respondent's representatives or agents will remain in the territory allotted to a dealer under contract, for the purpose of aiding the
dealer in his sale of respondent's product, until the dealer has sold
650780-47-24
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merchandise equaling the amount the dealer advanced to respondent's
representative or agent as a consideration for the contract.
6. That such confection will be shipped by respondent to a bonded
warehouse, where the dealer may withdraw it in small quantities by paying the amount due on each small box so withdrawn.
7. That free merchandise will be shipped to the dealer to reimburse him
for expense incurred in paying shipping charges, unless such merchandise
is actually shipped.
8. That such confection will be shipped to purchasers charges prepaid,
unless it is in fact so shipped.
9. That products similar to respondent's confection or respondent's
confection have never been sold in the territory allotted to the dealer,
when such is not the fact.
10. That no state or municipal license will be charged the dealer for
selling respondent's confection in the territory allotted to such dealer; and
from
11. Using the term "free" or any other term of similar import and
meaning to describe, designate or refer to any merchandise which is not a
gift or gratuity and delivered to the recipient thereof without cost and
unconditionally.
· It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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IN

THE MATTER OF

MONTGOMERY WARD & COMPANY; INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5052. Complaint, Sept. 22, 1943-Decision, Apr. 6, 1945
Where a corporation engaged in interstate sale and distribution of its "Dr. Pierce's
Purgative Pellets" and "Ward's Bile Salts Compound and Cascara Tablets"; in
advertisements of its said laxatives, in its semi-annual catalogsFailed to reveal facts material in the light of the representations made therein with respect to consequences which might result from use of the preparations under prescribed or usual conditions and that the preparations should not be used in the
presence of abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis, through any reference to said danger, in the early advertisements or
through adequate warning with reference thereto in a later one;
With tendency and capacity of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that its preparations were entirely safe
and harmless, thereby causing it to purchase substantial quantities thereof:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.
As respects the giving of adequate warning by the advertiser of medicinal preparations
against the potential danger of laxatives concerned when taken by one suffering
from abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis where
it appeared that the advertisement in its semi-annual catalog contained no reference to the aforesaid danger other than the statement in small type at the bottom
of the pages involved: "Read article on 'Laxatives' inserted between pages 536
and 537"; that such insert page contained various statements with respect to several different types of medicines, such as headache remedies, cold remedies, nose
drops and sprays, laxatives, rectal preparation, diuretics, etc., and at that portion
of the page which dealt with laxatives contained, among others the following statement: "Warning: Never take a laxative when abdominal pain (stomach ache,
cramps), vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis are present": The quoted
statement did not constitute an adequate warning against the potential danger
in the use of the preparations concerned because it did not appear in the body of the
advertisements thereof, but on a separate page in the catalog, would in many cases
escape the attention of one reading the advertisements of the preparations, did not
mention the specific preparations involved but referred only to laxatives generally,
and omitted any reference to the symptom of nausea.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. Joseph Callaway for the Commission.
Mr. R. G. Crandall and ll!r. F. G. Keiper, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Montgomery Ward & Company,
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Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of
said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Montgomery \Vard & Company, Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Illinois, with its principal place of business located at 619 West
Chicago Avenue, Chicago, IlL
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been, engaged in the offering for sale, sale and distribution of two laxative medicinal preparations, one of them being designated as Dr. Pierce's Purgative
Pellets and the other being designated as Ward's Bile Salts Compound and
Cascara Tablets. Respondent causes said preparations, when sold, to be
shipped from its place of business in the State of Illinois to the purchasers
thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said medicinal preparations in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondent in the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said medicinal preparations by the United States mails and by various other means in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and
has caused and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements
concerning said medicinal preparations by various means for the purpose
·of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
The advertisements so disseminated by respondent are, in substance,
that each of said preparations constitutes an effective treatment for constipation.
PAR. 4. Respondent's advertisements, disseminated as aforesaid, constitute false advertisements for the reason that they fail to reveal facts
material in the light of such representations or material with respect to the
consequences which may result from the use of the preparations to which
the advertisements relate under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or under such conditions as are customary and usual. In truth
and in fact, each of said preparations is a laxative and is potentially dangerous when taken by one suffering from abdominal pains, stomach ache,
cramps, colic, nausea, vomiting or other symptoms of appendicitis.
PAR. 5. The failure of the respondent to disclose in its said advertising
matter that the use of said preparations under the conditions prescribed in
said advertisements or such conditions as are customary and usual may be
potentially dangerous, has had and now has the tendency and capacity to,
and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that each of said preparations is
entirely safe and harmless, and may be taken at all times without ill effects
to the user, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public,
because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase said medicinal
preparations.
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Findings

PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, ·as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

..

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 22, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respond~nt,
Montgomery Ward & Company, Inc., a corporation, charging it with the
use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of
the provisions of that act. After the filing of respondent's answer to the
complaint, a stipulation of facts was entered into between the attorney for
the Commission and the attorney for the respondent at a hearing before a
trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint, answer, stipulation of facts, and briefs in sup~
port of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument not having been
requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fuHy advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Th.e respondent, Montgomery Ward & Company, Inc.
is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois, with its principal place of business located at 619 West
Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Respondent is now, and for several years
last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of two medicinal
preparations, one being designated as Dr. Pierce's Purgative Pellets and
the other as Ward's Bile Salts Compound and Cascara Tablets.
' PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused the preparations, when sold
to be shipped from its place 9fbusiness in the State of Illinois to purchaser~
thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned
herein has maintained, a course of trade in the preparations in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now causing the
dissemination of, advertisements concerning the preparations by the
United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent
has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, advertisements concerning the preparation~
by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of the preparations in commerce·
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
'
The preparations are laxatives and are intended for use by the general
public for the relief of constipation. Along with numerous other articles
the preparations are advertised by respondent in catalogs issued semi~
annually and distributed among prospective purchasers.
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In certain catalogs issued by respondent prior to January 15, 1943, the
preparations were advertised as follows:
Dr. Pierce's Purgative Pellets
Concentrated root and herbal extracts. Only fine, pure quality ingredients are used.
Help relieve constjpation. Small-easy to take. Have been widely used for a great
many years. (Comm. Ex. 2)

•

• • •
Bile Salts and Cascara Tablets

Bile Salts are often taken for sluggish liver, lack of bile. Help digestion of fats in intestines. Cascara acts as a laxative. Easy to take. (Comm. Ex. 1)

Although the preparations are laxatives and each is potentially dangerous when taken by one suffering from abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting,
or other symptome of appendicitis, the advertisements quoted above
made no reference to such danger.
A later catalog, issued on or about January 15, 1943, contained the following advertisements:
Dr. Pierce's Pellets
Easy-to-take purgative
pellets. (Comm. Ex. 4)

• • •
Wards Bile Salts and
Cascara Tablets
Often taken for sluggish
liver. Aids digestion.
Cascara. acts as a. laxative. (Comm. Ex. 3).

Like the earlier advertisements quoted above, these advertisements contained no statement warning purchasers against the use of the preparations in the presence of symptoms of appendicitis. However, at the bottom of the pages on which the advertisements appeared (pages 532 and 533
of the catalog) there was printed, in small type, the following: "Read
article on 'Laxatives' inserted between pages 536 and 537." The insert
page referred to, which was inserted between pages 536 and 537 of the catalog, contained various statements with respect to several different types
of medicines, such as headache remedies, cold remedies, nose drops and
sprays, laxatives, rectal preparations, diuretics, etc. That portion of the
page which dealt with laxatives contained, among others, the following
statement: "Warning: Never take a laxative when abdominal pain
(stomach ache, cramps), vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis are
present."
·
In the opinion of the Commission, this statement did not constitute an
adequate warning against the potential danger in the use of the preparations here involved, because the statement did not appear in the body of
the advertisements of the preparations but appeared on a separate page
in the catalog. The statement would in many cases escape the attention
of one reading the advertisements of the preparations. Moreover, the
st~t~ment did not mention the specific preparations here involved but
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referred only to laxatives generally. Also, it omitted any reference to
nausea, which is one of the symptoms of appendicitis.
PAR. 4. The Commission therefore finds that the advertisements disseminated by respondent with respect to its preparations constituted
false advertisements, -in that they failed to reveal facts material in the
light of the representations made therein, and material with respect to consequences which may result from the use of the preparations under the
conditions prescribed in the advertisements or under such conditions as are
customary or usual; that is, the advertisements failed to reveal that the
preparations should not be used in the presence of abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis.
PAR. 5. The use by respondent of these false advertisements has the
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondent's preparations are entirely safe and harmless and may be taken at all
times without danger of ill effects to the user, and the tendency and
capacity to cause such portion of the public to purchase substantial quantities of the preparations as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief
so engendered.
CONCLUSION
The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST
This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, a stipulation of facts entered into between the attorney for the Commission and
the attorney for respondent, and briefs in support of and in opposition to
the complaint (oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the
respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Montgomery Ward & Company, Inc.
a corporation, and its .officers, agents, representatives, and employees di~
rectly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with' the
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of respondent's medicinal preparations designated "Dr. Pierce's Purgative Pellets" and "Ward's Bile Salts
Compound and Cascara Tablets," or any other preparations of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties,
whether sold under the same names or under any other names, do forthwith cease and desist from:
.
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails, or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which fails to reveal that the preparation advertised should not be used in the presence of
abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis·
provided, however, that such advertisement need contain only the state~
rnent, "CAUTION: UsE ONLY AS DIRECTED," if and when the directions for
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use, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling, or both on the
label and in the labeling, contain a warning to the above effect.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of either of said preparations in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act,
which advertisement fails to comply with the requirements set forth in
paragraph 1 hereof. ,
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914 AND THE WOOL
PRODUCTS LABELING ACT OF 1939 APPROVED OCT. 14, 1940
'

Docket 5138.

Complaint, Mar. 1!1, 191,1,-Decision, Apr. 6, 191,/i

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale to the general public from their
store of wool products, including women's coats, suits and other garments(a) Sold some of the aforesaid wool products misbranded in violation of the Wool
Products Labeling Act and the rules and regulations promulgated there under in
that said products did not have affixed thereto the required stamp, tag, label or
' other means of identification showing the name of the manufacturer or that of a
subsequent seller or reseller and in that one garment did not have affixed to its
interlining a stamp, tag, label or other means of identification, as provided by
aforesaid act; and
(b) With intent to violate the same and said rules and regulations, mutilated and participated in and caused the mutilation of stamps, tags, labels or other means of
identification which had been affixed to certain of said wool products by the manufacturer and which purported to contain the information required thereby, including the percentage of wool, reprocessed wool, and reused wool, etc. and adulterating matter and identification of the manufacturer, seller, etc., through removing
that portion which contained the name of the manufacturer or seller of said
products; and did not replace the same:
lleld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were in violation
of the Wool Products Labeling Act, and the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder, and were all to the prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

Before Mr. Miles J. Furnas, trial examiner.
Mr. DeWitt T. Puckett and Mr. G. M. Martin for the Commission.
Cotton, Brenner & Wrigley, of New York City, for respondent.
COMPLAINT

Pursua~t to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, and by virtue of the authority
Vested in it by said acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to
believe that Ceil ~alk, Inc., a corporation hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said acts and the rules and regulatiOns promulgated under the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
Would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its
charges in that respect as follows:
. PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Ceil ~alk, Inc., is a corporation, organIzed, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York and has its principal office and place of business at
202 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
operating a store at the aforesaid address selling to the general public wool
products, as such products are defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act
of 1939, in that said products are composed in whole or in part of wool,
reprocessed wool or reused wool, as those terms are defined in said act.
PAR. 3. During all the time aforementioned, the respondent, has purchased and is now purchasing said wool products from various manufacturers located in States other than the State of New York, and has caused
and is now causing such products to be transported in commerce through
regular and continuous channels of trade in which such products through
respondent reach the ultimate purchaser-consumer in a State other than
the State of manufacture or first introduction into such commerce. Respondent also purchases said products from various manufacturers located
in the State of New York who manufacture such products for introduction
into said commerce.
Said wool products transported in commerce as aforesaid and said wool
products manufactured for introduction into said commerce are thereafter
offered for sale and sold by respondent to the general public at its said
place of business. Said products are offered for sale and some are sold to
purchasers residing in States other than the State of New York and shipped
to said purchasers at their respective points of residence from respondent's place of business in Brooklyn, N. Y.
PAR. 4. Among the wool products purchased and transported in commerce as aforesaid and also among the wool products manufactured for
introduction into said commerce and thereafter offered for sale and sold
by respondent as aforesaid since July 15, 1941, were women's coats, suits
and other garments. All of said wool products purchased and transported
in commerce as aforesaid, and all of said wool products manufactured for
introduction into said commerce, were subject to the provisions of the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
PAR. 5. Some of the aforesaid wool products were misbranded within
the intent and meaning of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the
rules and regulations promulgated thereunder when offered for sale and
sold by respondent, in that said products, when offered for sale and sold by
respondent, did not have affixed thereto a stamp, tag, label or other means
of identification showing (a) the percentage of the total fiber weight of the
wool product, exclusive of ornamentation, not exceeding 5 percentum of
said total fiber weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool,
(4) each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such
fiber was 5 percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers;
(b) the maximum percentage of the total weight of the wool product of
nonfibrous loading, filling or adulterating matter; (c) the name of the manufacturer of the wool product, or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a subsequent seller or reseller of the product,
as provided for in the rules and regulations promulgated under such act,
or the name of one or more persons subject to Section 3 of said act with
respect to such wool product; (d) the percentages in words and figures
plainly legible, by weight of the wool contents of said wool product where
said wool product contained a fiber other than wool.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid wool products, when received by respondent at
its said place of business, had affixed thereto stamps, tags, labels or other
means of identification purporting to contain the information required by
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the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939. After said wool products were
delivered M the respondent at its said store and place of business as aforesaid, and before said wool products were offered for sale or sold by respondent to the general public, said respondent, with intent to violate the provisions of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, did remove, and participate in and cause
the removal of, the stamps, tags, labels or other means of identification
which purported to· contain the information required by the provisions of
said act and said rules and regulations affixed to said wool products by the
manufacturer thereof or by some person authorized or required by said act
to affix such stamps, tags, labels, or other means of identification to said
wool products.
PAR. 7. After said wool products were delivered to the respondent at its
said store and place of business as aforesaid, and before said wool products
were offered for sale or sold by respondent to the general public, said respondent, with intent to violate the provisions of said Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939 and said rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, did mutilate and participate in and cause the mutilation of the
stamps, tags, labels or other means of identification which purported to
contain the information required by the provisions of said act and said
rules and regulations affixed to said wool products by the manufacturer
thereof, or by some person authorized or required by said act to affix such
stamps, tags, labels or other means of identification to said wool products.
PAR. 8. Said respondent did not replace said stamps, tags, labels, or
other means of identification with substitute stamps, tags, labels, or other
means of identification containing the information required under the provisions of the Wool Ptoducts Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations thereunder. As a result of respondent's said acts and practices in
removing and mutilating said stamps, tags, labels or other means of identification affixed to said wool products, said wool products, when offered for
sale and sold by respondent to the general public at its said s'tore and place
of business, did not have affixed thereto stamps, tags, labels, or other
means of identification containing the information required by said act and
said rules and regulations.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts, practices and methods of the respondent, as
herein alleged, were and are in violation of the Wool Products Labeling
Act of 1939, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, and
~onstitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the
Intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, the Federal Trade Commission
on March 14, 1944, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this
P~oceeding upon respondent, Ceil Malk, Inc., a corporation, charging it
WJ.th the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said acts. The respondent filed no answer to the
complaint. At a regularly scheduled hearing in the matter on June 20,
1944, a stipulation as to the facts was entered into between counsel
representing the Federal Trade Commission and counsel representing the
respondent by which it was agreed that, subject to the app~oval of the
Federal Trade Commission, said stipulation of facts may be taken as the
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facts in this proceeding. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for
final hearing before the Commission on the complaint and the ~aid stipula~
tion of facts, the same having been approved by the Commission, the filing
of a trial examiner's report, briefs and oral argument having been waived;
and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Ceil Malk, Inc., is a corporation, organ~
ized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York, and has its principal office and place of business at
202 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
operating a store at the aforesaid address, selling to the general public wool
products, as such products are define~ in the Wool Products Labeling Act
of 1939, in that said products are composed in whole or in part of wool, re~
processed wool or reused wool, as those terms are defined in said act.
PAR. 3. During the time aforementioned, the respondent has pur~
chased, and is now purchasing, said wool products from various manufac~
turers located in the State of New York, and has caused some of said
products, when sold, to be shipped from respondent's said place of busi~
ness in Brooklyn, New York, to the purchasers thereof located in States
other than the State of New York.
PAR. 4. Among the wool products offered for sale and sold by respond~
ent in commerce as aforesaid, since July 15, 1941, were women's coats,
suits and other garments. Said products were subject to the provisions
of the Wool ~roducts Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations
promulgated tl:ereunder.
PAR.· 5. Some of the aforesaid wool products were misbranded within
the intent and meaning of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the
rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, when offered for sale and
sold by respondent, in that said products, when offered for sale and sold
by respondent as aforesaid, did not have affixed thereto a stamp, tag,
label or other means of identification showing the name of the manu~
facturer of the wool product or the name of a subsequent seller or reseller
of the product, as provided for in said act and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder. One garment when offered for sale and sold as
aforesaid by respondent, did not have affixed to the interlining thereof a
stamp, tag, label or other means of identification, as provided by the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939.
PAR. 6. Some of the aforesaid wool products, when received by respond~
ent at its said place of business, had affixed thereto stamps, tags, labels or
other means of identification purporting to show (a) the percentage of the
total fiber weight of the wool product, exclusive of ornamentation, not
exceeding 5 percentum of said total fiber weight, of (I) wool, (2) repro~
cessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4) each fiber other than wool where said per~
centage by weight of such fiber was 5 percentum or more, and (5) the ag~
gregate of all other fibers; (b) the maximum percentage of the total weight
of the wool product of nonfibrous loading, filling or adulterating matter;
(c) the name of the manufacturer of the wool product, or the manufar·
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turer's registered identification number and the name of a subsequent
seller or reseller of the product, as provided for in the rules and regulations
promulgated under such act, or the name of one or more persons subject to
section 3 of said act with respect to such wool product; (d) the percentages
in words and figures plainly legible, by weight of the wool contents of said
'vool products where said wool product contained a fiber other than wool,
which information is required by the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
After said products were delivered to the respondent at its said store and
place of business as aforesaid, and before said wool products were offered
for sale or sold by respondent to the general public, said respondent, with
intent to violate the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, and the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder, did mutilate and participate in and
cause the mutilation of the stamps, tags, labels or other means of identification affixed to some of said wool products by the manufacturer thereof,
which stamps, tags, labels or other means of identification purported to
contain the information required by the provisions of said act and said
rules and regulations, by removing that portion of said stamp, tag, label
or other means of identification which contained the name of the manufacturer of the products or the seller of said products to the respondent, and
said stamps, tags, or labels as mutilated, did not contain the name of the
manufacturer of said products or the name of a subsequent seller or reseller, as required by said act and said rules and regulations.
PAR. 7. Said respondent did not replace said stamps, tags, labels, or
other means of identification with substitute stamps, tags, labels, or other
means of identification containing the information required under the provisions of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the rules and regulations thereunder. As a result of respondent's said acts and practices in
mutilating as aforesaid said stamps, tags, labels, or other means of identification affixed to said wool products, and by its failure to affix to the interlining of the aforesaid garment a stamp, tag or other means of identification giving the information required by said act and said rules and regulations, said wool products, when offered for sale and sold by respondent to
the general public at its said store and place of business, did not have
affixed thereto stamps, tags, labels, or other means of identification containing all the information required by said act and said rules and regulations.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts, practices and methods"' of the respondent, as herein
found, were and are in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and a stipulation of facts entered
into between counsel for the Federal Trade Commission and counsel for
the respondent, by which stipulation the filing of briefs and oral argument
Were specifically waived; and the Commission having made its findings as
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the pro-
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visions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the provisions of the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
It is ordered, That respondent, Ceil Malk, Inc., a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device in connection with the introduction into commerce, or the sale, transportation, or distribution in commerce, as "commerce'' is defined in the aforesaid Acts, do forthwith cease and desist from
misbranding women's coats and suits or other "wool products" as such
products are defined in, and subject to, the Wool Products Labeling Act
of 1939, which contain, purport to contain, or in any way are represented
as containing "wool," "reprocessed wool," or "reused wool" as those
terms are defined in said act, by failing to securely affix to, or place on,
such products a stamp, tag, label, or other means of identification showing
in a clear and conspicuous manner:
(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentum of said total fiber
weight, of (1) wool; (2) reprocessed wool; (3) reused wool; (4) each fiber
other than wool where said percentage by weight of such fiber is five
percentum or more; and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers.
(b) The maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool products
of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter.
(c) The name of the manufacturer of such wool product; or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a seller of such
wool product; or the name oi one or more persons introducing such wool
product into commerce, or engaged in the sale, transportation, or distribution thereof in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
Provided, that the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding shall not
be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a.) and (b) of section 3 of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939; and provided, further,
that nothing contained in this order shall be construed as limiting any applicable provisions of said act or the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder.
It is further ordered, That respondent, Ceil Malk, Inc., a corporation, its
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device in connection with the purchase, offering for sale,
sale, or distribution of women's coats and suits or any other "wool products" as such products are defined in, and subject to, the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939, do forthwith cease and desist from causing or participating in the removal or mutilation of any stamp, tag, label, or other
means of identification affixed to any such "wool product" pursuant to
the provisions of the Wool Products Labeling Act 9f 1939 '\\ith intent to
violate the provisions of said act, and which stamp, tag, label, or other
means of identification purports to show all or any part of the following:
(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentum of said total fiber
weight, of (1) wool; (2) reprocessed wool; (3) reused wool; (4) each fiber
other than wool where said percentage by weight of such fiber is five percentum or more; and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers.
(b) The maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool products
of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter.
(c) The name of the manufacturer of such wool product; or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a seller of such
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wool product; or the name of one or more persons introducing such wool
product into commerce, or engaged in the sale, transportation, or distribution thereof in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

HILLYARD OPTICAL COMPANY, ET AL.
COMPLAINT, Fl!IIDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. li OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4984.

Complaint, June 26, 1943-Decision, Apr. 7, 1945

Where three partners engaged in the District of Columbia in the offer and sale of eyeglasses, lenses and frames therefor to members of the public; through advertisements in newspapers and by other means, directly and by implication(a) Represented falsely that their said business was the oldest and largest optical company in Washington, D. C., and had been in existence for over 40 years;
The facts being that their business had its origin in 1939 and .their partnership, similarly designated, was formed in 1941;
(b) Represented falsely that they made free examinations of the eyes of prospective
customers;
The facts being that where a customer purchased glasses, cost of the examination was
included in the price thereof, while in cases where for any reason, customer decided
not to purchase glasses, they frequently charged and sought to collect a fee of $2 or
$3 for the examination, and in some instances, where the customer objected to
paying for the examination, which he understood from their advertising was free,
they browbeat and threatened him, and otherwise sought to force payment of such
fee before he was permitted to leave the premises;
(c) Represented that they rendered efficient and satisfactory service, and guaranteed
satisfaction to their customers;
The facts being that in many instances where they failed to render such efficient and
satisfactory service, they also failed and refused to honor the guarantee of satisfaction made in their advertisements by statements such as "This is your assurance
of guaranteed satisfaction"; prescribed glasses, in some instances, after an examination which lasted but a few minutes; furnished glasses to customers which did
not correspond to their own prescription; many customers complained to the
Board of Optometry for the District of Columbia; and, in many cases where customers were dissatisfied and appealed to them, in some cases many times, to correct faults in the glasses, furnish them with satisfactory glasses, or ,make refund or
adjustment, failed or refused to do so and, in one instance, even sought to sell to
customer her old glasses, which they had caused her to leave with them, as new;
(d) Represented that the prices advertised were special and reduced prices and available for a limited time only; that complete single-vision spherical lens glasses, with
any shape frames or rimless, and with case and cleaner, usually or regularly priced
at $15, were only $5, and that bifocal genuine spherical Kryptok white lenses of a
regular value of $12 were offered for only $5;
·
The facts being that said representations were false: such representations, continually
repeated, as "Two Specials All This Week" in advertising glasses for $5, "$15
Value for $5," and "Regular Value $15," were used as a means of inducing prospective customers to come to their place of business, whereupon they sought to
sell them glasses at much higher prices; they used many means to discourage prospective customers from insisting upon glasses at $5, such as statements that the
$5 glasses would not be satisfactory, or that the customer could not be fitted with
$5 glasses, and in some instances accomplished such persuasion when the customer
realized that he would have tq pay for an examination if he did not take glasses, and,
rather than lose the cost of examination, consented to buy higher-priced glasses; and
Where a fourth individual, the father of said partners, similarly engaged in said District; through like advertisements, directly and by implication-
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(e) Falsely represented that he was a college graduate optometrist or physician; and
(f) Represented falsely that complete glasses with single-vision lenses (except cylindrical or tinet lenses) in frames or rimless mountings, with case and cleaner, having
a regular value of $12, were offered at a special price of $5, and that bifocal genuine
Kryptok white lenses of a regular value of $12 were offered at a special price of $5;
The facts being he made it a practice to attempt to persuade persons coming into his
place of business for S5 glasses to purchase higher-priced glasses or more expensive
frames and was able to sell more expensive glasses to about three out of ten such
customers; the so-called special price of $5 was for glasses with a rhodium frame or
rhodium mountings, whereas glasses which sold for $12 included a "better job"
and a higher-priced frame; the Kryptok lenses which he offered for $5 and represented as having a $12 value, did not in fact have any such value, being cheaper
than another type of bifocal lens which he regularly sold for $9.75 and which he attempted to sell to customers by explaining their advant.a.ges and greater value as
compared with Kryptok lens; customers were misled by his $5 offer of lenses into
believing that the frames were included; and the so-called" Specials" were continuously repeated and were in fact hls usual and customary prices charged to customers to whom he was unable to sell more expensive frames or lenses;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial number of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that such false representation were true, and to
induce it because of such belief, to purchase said glasses:
Held, That said acts and. practices were all to the injury and prejudice of the public, and
constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Le~is C. Russell, trial examiner.
Mr. John M. Russell for the Commission.
Mr. Jack L. Friedlander, of Washington, D. C., for respondents.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and

by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Comrnission, having reason to believe that Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., Bernard B.
l-Iillyard, Francis R. Hillyard, Jr., Frederick C. Hillyard, individuals and
copartners, trading as Hillyard Optical Company, Hillyard's Optical
Service, Dr. F. R. Hillyard & Son and F. R. Hillyard & Son, and John
Giddings, an individual, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., Bernard B. Hill-.
Yard, Francis R. Hillyard, Jr., and Frederick C. Hillyard, are individuals
and copartners, doing business under the firm names of Hillyard Optical
Company, Hillyard's Optical Service, Dr. F. R. Hillyard & Son and F. R.
l-Iillyard & Son. The address of respondent, Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., is
5326 Georgia Avenue, Washington, D. C.; Bernard B. Hillyard and Francis R. Hillyard, Jr., 711 G Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. and Frederick
C. Hillyard, 521 H Street, N. E., Washington, D. C. Respondent, John
Giddings, is an individual, with his address at 617 Seventh Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C., and was an employee of the other respondents for
some time prior to about February 1, 1943.
PAR. 2. Respondents, other than John Giddings, are now and have
been for more than two years last past, engaged in the business of operating optical stores in Washington, D. C., under the names above designated, and in offering for sale and selling eyeglasses, lenses and frames
660780-47-26
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therefor to the general public in the District of Columbia. Prior to about
February 1, 1943, the respondent, John Giddings, was an employee of the
other respondents. All of said respondents have cooperated each with the
other and have acted in concert in the acts and practices hereinafter alleged.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business the respondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused
and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
their said products and their qualifications by the United States mails and
various other means in commerce as 11 commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act. The respondents have also disseminated and are
now disseminating, and have caused and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning their said products and qualifications, by various mean~, for the purpose of inducing, and which are likely
to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said products in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by the United
States mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers and by other
means in commerce, are the following:
WASHINGTON'S LARGEST AND OLDEST OPTICAL CO.
711 G St. N.W.
521 H St. N.W.
Two Specials All This Week
Complete Glasses
Single Vision
Spherical prescription Lenses
Any Shape.
Frame or Rimless
Case and Cleaner

$5
OR
$15.00
Value

BIFOCALS, genuine Kryptok
Spherical prescription lenses,
any shape,
S5
to see far and near
Reg. Value $15.
Now, white lenses only.

COLLEGE GRADUATE EYESIGHT SPECIALISTS
46 YEARS.
EST ABLISIIED
One Week
SPECIAL
Washington's oldest and largest family of eyesight specialists, associated with the
optical profession for over 40 years. This is your assurance of guaranteed satisfaction.
By ·operating our own shop we are able to give you the lowest price on all of your optical needs.
$5
FREE
$12.00
EXAMINATION
VALUE.
The Hillyard Optical Company is owned and operated by College Graduated Eyesight
Specialists.
DR. F. R. HILLYARD & SON
Attention! Be sure to consult a College Graduate Eyesight Specialist. We have been
Practicing Optometrists for 44 years and have always given efficient service. We are
located in our own building and out of the high rent district. All lens surfacing done
in our own laboratory on the premises. We fill prescriptions and will duplicate lenses.
• • • 5326 Georgia Ave., N.W.
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PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth and others of similar import not specifically set out herein,
respondents represent, directly and by implication, that all of said individual respondents are college graduate optometrists or opticians, that
said business is the oldest and largest optical company in Washington,
D. C. and has been in existence for over forty years; that respondents
guarantee satisfaction to their customers; that they make free examinations of prospective customers' eyes; that they render efficient and satisfactory service; that the offers made are special and reduced prices and
for a limited time only; that respondents sell customers complete singlevision spherical lens glasses with any shape frames or rimless with case
and cleaner worth $15 for only $5; that they sell customers any shape
bifocal, far and nearsighted, genuine Kryptok spherical white lenses regularly valued at $15.00 for only $5.00; that said respondents by operating
their own shops are able to sell, and sell, every kind of complete eyeglasses
and lenses at lower prices than any other opticians or optometrist.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading. Respondent, Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., is
not a college graduate. The Hillyard Optical Company is not the oldest
or largest optical company in Washington, D. C., but has only been in
existence for about three years. In many instances, respondents do not,
and will not, satisfy their customers by providing them with satisfactory
glasses or refunding money paid for unsatisfactory glasses. Respondents
do not make free examinations of customers' eyes. Whenever glasses are
sold, after examination, the charge for the examination is included in the
price for the glasses. In case no glasses are purchased, after examination,
a charge is made for such examination. Respondents do not render efficient and satisfactory service in that only a perfunctory examination of the
eyes is made, and in many instances glasses are ill-fitted and absolutely
useless to the purchaser. The offers made and designated as "Special" are
not special or reduced prices and are not made for a limited time only, but
are regular and continuing offers made by respondents for an indefinite
time. Respondents' said offers to sell glasses or lenses for $5.00 are not
made in good faith, but are solely for the purpose of inducing prospective
customers to call at respondents' places of business.
When such prospective customers call at respondents' places of business
to purchase glasses and lenses, pursuant to and in accordance with respondents' said advertisements, after respondents examine prospective
customers' eyes, they inform them glasses will cost a certain figure, much
higher than $5.00; and when customers protest, respondents tell them that
the $5.00 glasses will not be of any value for their eye condition and usually they are eventually sold glasses at much higher prices. Only a small
proportion of respondents' business consists of glasses or lenses for $5.00.
Respondents do not sell comparable glasses, lenses or frames at lower
prices than many others engaged in like businesses. A large proportion
of the lenses sold by respondents are stock lenses and no shop work is done
by them, and the prices stated in the advertisements to be the regular
prices for glasses and lenses are fictitious and greatly in excess of the regular and going retail prices therefor.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false, deceptive
and misleading statements and representations, disseminated as aforesaid, has had, and now has, the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive A. substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
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mistaken belief that all of such statements and representations are true
and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents' glasses,
frames and lenses as a result of such erroneous and mistaken beliefs.
PAR. 7. The 'aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, herein alleged, are all to the injury and prejudice of thE: public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on June 26, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After
the issuance of said complaint and the filing of answers thereto by certain
respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition
to the allegations of the complaint were introduced before an examiner of
the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and
other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
the Commission on the complaint, the answers thereto, testimony and
other evidence, report of the trial examiner, and briefs in support of and in
opposition to the complaint (oral argument not having been requested);
and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., is an individual, trading as Dr. F. R. Hillyard & Son and as F. R. Hillyard & Son, with
his principal p'lace of business at 5326 Georgia Avenue, N. W. Washington,
D. C. This respondent is the father of respondents, Bernard B. Hillyard,
Frederick C. Hillyard, and Francis R. Hillyard, Jr.
(b) Respondents, Bernard B. Hillyard, Frederick C. Hillyard, and
Francis R. Hillyard, Jr., individuals, are copartners trading as Hillyard
Optical Company, with their places of business at 711 G Street, N. W., and
521 H Street, N. E., Washington, D. C.
(c) Respondent, John Giddings, an individual, was, during a part of the
time covered by the complaint herein, an employee of the partnership at
the 711 G Street, N. W., place of business.
PAR. 2. Respondents, other than John Giddings, are now,· and for several years last past have been, engaged in the business of operating optical
stores in Washington, D. C., and in offering for sale and selling eyeglasses,
lenses, and frames therefor to members of the public in the District of
Columbia. Respondent John Giddings, in his capacity as an employee of
the Hillyard Optical Company, has been similarly engaged on behalf of
his employers.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid businesses, respondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and
are now causing the dissemination of, falRe advertisements concerning
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their said products and their qualifications by means of the United States
mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondents have also disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused and are now causing
the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning their said products
and qualifications by various means for the purpose of inducing, and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said products in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive
statements and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as above set forth, by the
United States mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers, and by
other means in commerce,. are the following by the Hillyard Optical Company:
Two Specials All This Week
Complete Glasses
Single Vision
Frame Qr Rimless
Examination
Case and Cleaner

$5

BIFOCALS, genuine
Kryptok lenses to
see far and near.
$5
Reg. value, $12.00.
Now, white lenses only

By operating our own shop we are able to give you the lowest price on all of your optical needs.
(Picture of Glasses)
Free
Examination

S5
$12.00
Value

ATTENTION: Know your eyesight specialist; who is he? Is he a COLLEGE GRADUATE? These questions are VITAL to your health and happiness. CONSULT A
COLLEGE GRADUATE EYESIGHT SPECIALIST. The name of HILLYARD
has been associated with the optical profession for over 40 years. Washington's largest
and oldest family of eyesight specialists.
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S5

H I L L Y A R D 0 P T I C A L C 0.
711 G St. N. W.
521 H St. N. E.
*
Hours, 8:30A.M. to 7:30P.M.
Hours, 8:30A.M. to 6 P.M.
Two Specials All This Week
WHY THE
HILLYARD
(Picture of Glasses)
OPTICAL CO. IS
WASHINGTON'S
LEADING
Free
Examinations
OPTICAL
ESTABLISHMENT
With Glasses

Complete Glasses
Single Vision
Spherical Prescriptions Lenses,
Any Shape
Frame or Rimless
Case and Cleaner

When patronizing the Hillyard
Optical Co., you deal with
Washington's largest and
oldest optical establishment
-43 years. We devote 100%
of our time to the optical
profession. The Hillyard
Optical Co. is owned and
operated by College Graduated
Eyesight Specialists. In
operating our own shop we
give you the lowest prices
and quickest service for
your optical needs.

S5
$15.00

Value

BIFOCALS; ·genuine Kryptok spherical prescription
lenses, any shape, to see
far and near. Reg. value,
$15.00. Now, white lenses
only.
$5

Two Convenient Locations
HILLYARD OPTICAL CO.
711 G St. N. W.

Hours, 8:30A.M. to 6 P.M.

521 II St. N. E.

*

Hours, 8:30A.M. to 7 P.M.
One
Week

(Picture of Glasses)
Washington's oldest
and largest family of
eyesight specialists,
associated with the
optical profession
for over 40 years.
This is your assurance
of guaranteed
satisfaction.

Frre Examination with Glasses

SPECIAL

Complete Glasses
Single Vision
Any Shape Lens
Spherical Lenses
Reg. Frame or
Rimless
Case and Cleaner
Bifocals. Genuine
Kryptok Spherical
Lenses. Any Shape,
To see Far and
Near. Reg. Value
$12.00. White lenses
Only. Now •••• ,

$5

$5
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H I L L YARD 0 P T I C A L C 0.

711 G St. N. W.

•

521 II St. N. E .

2 Locations
and the following by Francis R. Hillyard, Sr.:
SHOPPERS
Special No.2

Special No .. l
Complete Glasses
Single Vision
Frame or Rimless
Examination
Case & Cleaner

Bifocals, Genuine
Kryptok White
Lenses to See Far $.')
and Near. Reg.
Value, $12.00NOW

$5

(Picture of Glasses)

$5

$12.00
Value
ATTENTION! Be sure to consult a College Graduate Eyesight Specialist. We have
been Practicing Optometrists for 44 years and have always given efficient service. We
are located in our own building and out of the high rent district. All lens surfacing done
in our own laboratory on the premises. We fill prescriptions and will duplicate lenRes.
The Above Prices Do Not Include Cylinder or Tinet Lenses
Office Hours 8:30A.M. to 7:30P.M.
DR. F. R. IIILLYARD & SON
5326 Georgia Ave. N. W.
Parking Facilities
Telephone TAylor 8644
PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations contained in the aforesaid advertisements, and others of similar import not
specifically set out herein, respondents, Bernard B. Hillyard, Frederick C.
Hillyard, and Francis R. Hillyard, Jr., trading as Hillyard Optical Company, have represented, directly and by implication, that their said business is the oldest and largest optical company in Washington, D. C., and
has been in existence for over 40 years; that respondents guarantee satisfaction to their customers; that they make free examinations of the eyes
of prospective customers; that they render efficient and satisfactory service; that the prices advertised are special and reduced prices and are
available for a limited time only; that complete single-vision spherical lens
glasses and with any shape frames or rimless, with case and cleaner, usually or regularly priced at $15, are only $5, and that bifocal genuine spherical Kryptok white lenses of a regular value of $12 are offered for only $5.
Respondent, Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., through his aforesaid advertisements, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, represents,
directly and by implication, that he is a college ·graduate optometrist or
optician; that complete glasses with single-vision lenses (except cylindrical or tinet lenses) in frames or rimless mountings, with case and cleaner,
having a regular value of $12 1 are offered at a special price of $5 1 and that
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bifocal genuine Kryptok white lenses of a regular value of $12 are offered
at a special price of $5.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations by Francis R.
Hillyard, Sr., are grossly exaggerated, false, and misleading. Said respondent is not a college graduate optometrist or optician. The single-vision
glasses offered for $5 are not of a $12 value as represented. He makes it a
practice to attempt to persuade persons coming into his place of business
for $5 glasses to purchase higher-priced glasses or more expensive frames
and is able to sell more expensive glasses to about three out of ten such
customers. The so-called special price of $5 is for glasses with a rhodium
frame or rhodium mountings, whereas glasses sold for'$12 include a "better job" and a higher-priced frame or a frame with gold mountings. The
Kryptok lenses offered for $5 and represented as having a $12 value do not
in fact have any such value. The Kryptok lens is made in two parts having different densities and is cheaper than another type of bifocal lens
which is regularly sold by respondent for $9.75. Respondent attempts to
sell more expensive lenses to customers seeking $5 bifocal lenses by explaining the advantages and greater value of the $9.75 lens as compared
with the Kryptok lens. Respondent testified that fully three out of five
customers who ask for $5 bifocal lenses in response to his advertisement
believe they are going to get a complete set of glasses for $5, and when he
explains that the advertisement offers only lenses and thttt the frames are
extra, customers say to him: "Now, you are misrepresenting, you tricked
me into coming down here just to get me down here and now you say it is
not $5." He has difficulty in making them understand the advertisement
and testified that "People are so dumb at times it just makes you tired."
There was a period of time during which respondent ran the advertisement
offering complete single-vision glasses and Kryptok bifocal lenses at $5
continuously, and these prices were not special but were the usual and
customary prices charged at that time to those customers to whom the
respondent was unable to sell more expensive frames or lenses.
PAR. 6. (a) The aforesaid statements and representations by respondents, Bernard B. Hillyard, Frederick C. Hillyard, and Francis R. Hillyard,
Jr., trading as Hillyard Optical Company, are grossly exaggerated, false
and misleading in the particulars hereinafter set out.
(b) The Hillyard Optical Company is not the oldest optical company in
Washington, D. C., and has not been in existence for over 40 years. As a
matter of fact, the business now designated as Hillyard Optical CompanY
had its origin in 1939 and the partnership now designated as Hillyard
Optical Company was formed in 1941.
(c) Respondents do not furnish "free examination" or "free examination with glasses." In those instances where a customer purchases glasses,
the cost of the examination is included in the price of the glasses and it is
not in any sense "free." In those cases where, because of the manner in
which the customer is treated or because of the perfunctory nature of the
examination given, or for other reasons, the customer decided not to purchase glasses from respondents, they frequently charge and seek to collect
a fee of $2 or $3 for the examination. In some instances where the customer objects to paying for the examination when he understood from respondent's advertising that it was free, respondents have browbeaten,
threatened, and otherwise sought to force payment of such fee before the
customer was permitted to leave the premises.
(d) In the many instances where respondents have failed to render the
efficient and satisfactory service which they have represented that they
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furnish, they have also failed and refused to honor the guarantee of satisfaction made in their advertisements by means of statements such as
"This is your assurance of guaranteed satisfaction." The record shows a
number of instances where respondents have prescribed glasses after an examination which lasted but a few minutes-in some cases 5 minutes, or
5 to 10 minutes, or 10 to 15 minutes, or less than 20 minutes. The testimony of qualified optometrists is to the effect that an adequate eye examination for the purpose of prescribing glasses usually requires 30 or more
minutes, and only in an unusual and exceptional instance can an adequate
examination be made in as little as 20 minutes. The record shows several
specific instances \vhere the glasses furnished to customers by respondents
did not correspond to respondents' own prescription for such customers.
Many customers of respondents have complained about respondents to
the Board of Optometry for the District of Columbia. An official of that
board testified that he had received a great many complaints concerning
respondents, that he had compared the glasses furnished with the prescriptions given and he had yet to find an instance where the glasses supplied by respondents corresponded to their prescription. In many cases
where customers were dissatisfied with the glasses purchased from respondents and appealed to respondents, in some cases many times, to correct the
faults in the glasses, furnish them with satisfactory glasses, or make some
refund or adjustment, respondents have failed or refused to do so. For
instance, one customer who went to respondents' place of business to purchase glasses advertised for $5 was sold a pair of glasses for $12. She could
not see satisfactorily with the glasses and when she tried to use them they
gave her severe headaches. She sought many times without success to
persuade respondents to correct the glasses or give her satisfactory glasses.
In another instance respondents caused a customer to leave her old glasses
· with them and then sought to sell these old glasses to the customer again as
being new glasses. Respondents insisted that the glasses were new even
after the customer pointed out certain identifying marks by which she
knew the glasses to be her old glasses.
(e) Respondents' representations such as "Two Specials All This Week"
in advertising glasses for $5, "$15 Value for $5," and "Regular Value
$15" falsely indicate that customers may secure a special price or a reduced price for a limited time which they do not in fact receive. Such
representations are used as a means of inducing prospective customers to
come to their place of business, whereupon respondents seek to sell them
glasses at much higher prices. The continuous repetition of such offers
makes it plain that they are not, in truth and in fact, limited in point of
time. It is also plain from the testimony of persons who have sought to
buy glasses from respondents at $5 and have paid $12 or $15 or more, that
respondents do not sell for $5 glasses for which they customarily charge
$12 or $15. Respondents use many means to discourage prospective customers from insisting upon glasses at $5, such as statements that the $5
glasses will not be satisfactory, or that the customer can not be fitted with
$5 glasses; and in some instances the persuasion is accomplished when the
customer realizes that be will have to pay for an examination if he does
not take glasses, and rather than lose the cost of examination consents to
buy higher-priced glasses.
PAR. 7. The use by the various respondents of the false, deceptive, and
misleading statements and representations disseminated as aforesaid has
had the capacity and tendency to mislead and dtceive, and has misled and
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deceived, a substantial number of the purchasing public into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that such false advertisements, statements, and representations are true, and to induce a substantial number of the purchasing
public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase respond·
ents' glasses, frames, and lenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices are all to the injury and prejudice of
the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of certain respondents,
testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner, and briefs
filed herein (oral argument not having been requested), and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said
respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
I. It is ordered, That respondents, Bernard B. Hillyard, Frederick C.
Hillyard, and Francis R. Hillyard, Jr., individually and as copartners,
trading as Hillyard Optical Company, or under any other name, their
representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of eyeglasses, lenses, or frames, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as 11 commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inference:
(a) That their business is the oldest optical establishment in Washington, D. C., or that they have been engaged in the optical business
longer than is the fact.
(b) That any service or commodity for which a charge is made, directly
or indirectly, or the cost of which is included in the purchase price of any
other service or commodity, is free, either by the use of the term 11 free" or
by any other term or terms of similar import or meaning.
(c) That they guarantee satisfaction unless they do in fact furnish
glasses satisfactory to their customers or accept the return of unsatisfactory glasses and refund the purchase price thereof.
(d) That the customary or usual price for any kind or type of glasses,
lenses, or frames is a special or reduced price; or that an offer of glasses,
lenses, or frames is limited in point of time when the offer is not in fact so
limited; or that glasses, lenses, -or frames offered are of a value in excess of
the usual or customary price thereof.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for the
purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, of said eyeglasses, lenses, or frames, any adverti'lement
which contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 above.
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II. It is further ordered, That respondent, Francis R. Hillyard, Sr., an
individual, his representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale,
and distribution of eyeglasses, lenses, or frames, do forthwith cease and
desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be di-,seminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inference:
(a) That he is a college graduate optometrist or optician.
(b) That the customary or usual price for any kind or type of glasses,
lenses, or frames i<> a special or reduced price, or that glasses, lenses, or
frames offered are of a value in excess of the usual or customary price
thereof.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for the
purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, of said eyeglasses, lenses, or frames, any advertisement
which contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 above.
III. It is further w·dered, That, inasmuch as respondent, John Giddings,
had no managerial direction or control over the business of the respondents he served as an employee, the complaint herein be, and the same
hereby is, dismissed as to said John Giddings without prejudice to the
right of the Commission to institute further proceedings should facts warrant such action.
IV. It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

NATIONAL SECRETARIES' ASSOCJATION, AND H. ROBINSON SHEPHERD, RUTH HOSTETLER, HILARY A. BUFTON,
AND GEORGE TURNER, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS THEREOF
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5003.

Complaint, July 15, 194$-Decision, Apr. 10, 1945

Where a corporation and its officers, by two of whom it was organized and incorporated
as not for profit, but who actually operated it as a private business to promote the
sale and distribution of their books through sale of memberships therein by salesmen or "registrars" to persons holding secretarial positions who were thereupon
organized into local chapters, and by virtue of their membership contracts became
entitled to receive aforesaid books "Better Letters-Lessons in English," "Better
Letters-Quiz Book," "Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary," and accident insurance policy, and a year's subscription to a monthly magazine, along with. other
benefits represented as accruing, namely, special rates at many vacation resorts
and opportunities for better positions through an employment service; to induce
the purchase of their books and memberships in their said association(a) Represented directly and through their said agents or "registrars" that the associa·
tion would provide special courses of instruction similar to those of a correspondence school; stating, in furtherance of such representations, in their advertising,
including application forms, under the caption "INDIVIDUAL INSTRUcTION," "You have the undivided attention of your instructor. When your lessons are before him you are the only student in his class";
The facts being no provisions were made for giving any such course to members but the
educational features were limited to supplying the members with said publications, with suggestions that the "Quiz Book" be .covered in the course of meeting&
among the members;
(b) Represented, as aforesaid, that purchasers of memberships would receive group
health, accident, and hospitalization policies;
The fact being the only insurance policy supplied to the members was a special accident
contract very limited in scope and with no health insurance features;
(c) Represented, as aforesaid, that the association maintained an employment service
for its members and that assistance would be given by it in securing employment
for them, through Article IV of its constitution, distributed among the members,
providing for "assistance in securing employment for its members," and through
including in its advertising material and on application blanks, under caption
"EMPLOYMENT SERVICE," the statement "Upon completion of training you
are eligible to file for the better positions which employers list with the national
headquarters of the Association";
The facts being they maintained no employment service or facilities therefor, and efforts with reference to employment were limited to adoption of a by-law by the
board of governors providing that the members pledge themselves to report to the
employment committee of their local chapters positions which from time to time
might c me to their attention; and
(d) Represented through their said "registrars" that the association was an old, establiahed organization, with chapters located all over the United States;
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When, in fact, said association was established in 1942 and chapters were limited to a
small number in the Middle West and Far West;
With the result that members and prospective members were led into the erroneous
belief that they were joining a legitimate and well-established association of secretaries and thereby into purchase of said publications:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set. forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr. Merle P. Lyon and Mr. Clark Nichols for the Commission.
Mr. J. K. Owens, of Kansas City, Mo., for respondents generally, and
along withMr. J. B. McGilvray, of Kansas City, Mo., for National Secretaries' Association.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that National Secretaries' Association, a
corporation, and H. Robinson Shepherd, Ruth Hostetler, Hilary A. Bufton,
and George Turner, individually, and as officers and directors of National
Secretaries' Association, hereinafter referred to as the respondents, have
violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest,
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, National Secretaries' Association, is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under the laws of the
State of Missouri, with its principal offices at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas
City, Mo.
Respondent, H. Robinson Shepherd, is president of National Secretaries' Association, and resides in Leavenworth, Kans.
Respondent, Ruth Hostetler, is secretary of National Secretaries' Association, and has her place of bQsiness at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas City,
Mo.
Respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, is the manager and principal organizer
and promoter of the business conducted by National Secretaries' Association, and holds the office of treasurer of said corporation. His place of
business is also located at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. He directs and controls the sales, policies, and general business operations of all
the other respondents herein.
Respondent, George Turner, is sales manager of National Secretaries'
Association, with offices at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, ;Mo.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than a year last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of certain books entitled" Better
Letters-Lessons in English," "Better Letters-Quiz Book" and "Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary.'' Said respondents, being engaged in
business as aforesaid, cause said books to be transported from their principal offices and places of business in the State of Missouri to purchasers
thereof located in other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained, a course of trade in said books in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
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PAR. 3. Respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, has been for many years engaged in the sale of books of various kinds, including two books designed
for the use of secretaries, entitled "Better Letters-Lessons in English"
and "Better Letters-Quiz Book." In December 1941 he adopted as a
trade name for his business in said books the name "National Secretaries'
Association." In May 1942 he caused National Secretaries' Association to
be incorporated under the laws of the State of Missouri as a non-profit
corporation. Said corporation was organized for the primary purpose of
affording an outlet for the sale of the various publications sold by said
Hilary A. Bufton, and since the date of its incorporation said corporation
has bought said books from said Hilary A. Bufton and sold and distributed
same to its members in the manner hereinafter set out. Various salesmen
and organizers are employed by the respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, to organize local chapters of secretaries in various cities of the Middle West and
the Pacific Coast States. After these salesmen and organizers have sold a
sufficient number of memberships in N.ational Secretaries' Association to
form a local chapter, a meeting of all the signers of said contracts of membership is called and a local chapter organized. The initiation fee was
originally $29.85, with annual dues of $3.65, but this initiation fee was
subsequently increased to $35.00, with annual dues of $5.00. The initiation fees are paid direct to National Secretaries' Association, which then
pays $1B to the salesman or so-called" registrar," $1.00 for the purchase of
an accident insurance policy for each member, and 85 cents for the purchase of a year's subscription to a magazine entitled "The Secretary."
The memberships are sold under the installment plan in installments suitable to the subscriber, and each member is entitled to receive, and does
receive, the three books hereinbefore mentioned, "Better Letters-Lessons in English," "Better Letters-Quiz Book," and "Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary." These books are supplied to National Secretaries' Association by respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, and the profits accruing to
said respondent from the sale of said books constitute the chief reason for
the organization and promotion of the various local chapters of National
Secretaries' Ass9ciation. Whatever benefits may accrue to the members
are incidental to the operation of the plan, which is primarily designed to
further the business interests of respondent, Hilary A. Bufton.
PAR. 4. Respondents, or their agents and representatives, establish
contacts in a city where it is their intention to establish an alleged chapter
of N a tiona! Secretaries' Association. The said respondents, directly and
through their agents and representatives, represent to the prospective
members of National Secretaries' Association that it is an old, established.
association of secretaries, with chapters all over the United States; that it
has a three-fold purpose, first, to give its members education and study
facilities and assistance; second, to give social and cultural advantages;
and third, to provide its members with group insurance and accident insurance benefits at a low premium rate. They represent that all of these
advantages will be obtained by the members upon payment of the initiation fee, anq that National Secretaries' Association was organized not for
profit, but a3 a benevolent and educational association for the benefit of
the members.
ResronJents, or their agents and representatives, have made various
false and misleading statements to prospective members of National Secretaries' Association for the purpose of inducing the signature of membership contracts and payment of initiation fees and annual dues. Among
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said false and misleading statements and re.presentations are representations that courses of study will be given to all members, supervised by a
university graduate, who will give individual instruction and help to the
members to make them more efficient secretaries; that employment will be
obtained for all members who have completed the prescribed course of
study; that members of National Secretaries' Association are entitled to
special privileges and discounts at "many renowned resorts"; that said
association has been in existence for several years and has a number of
chapters in the eastern part of the United States; and that a membership
card and emblem will be given to each member upon enrollment.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, National Secretaries' Association is only a
sham and an outlet for the publications sold by respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, entitled "Better Letters-Lessons in English," "Better LettersQuiz Book" and "Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary." It is not a legitimate association of secretaries organized not for profit and for a philanthropic and educational purpose, but is designed and intended to further
the personal sales activities of respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, in selling the
aforesaid books, which are supplied to the members as part of the consideration of their initiation fee in joining said association.
National Secretaries' Association is not an old, established institution,
and has not branches in the eastern part of the United States, and only a
few branches in the Middle West and Far West sections of the United
States.' No courses of study are furnished to the members, and no instruction or supervision is furnished by the association to its members. The
association makes no effort to secure employment for its members or to
help them secure better jobs than they now have. The "many renowned
resorts" at which members are entitled to discounts are very few in number. Several of them !tre in foreign countries or so located as to be of little
use to the rank and file of the membership of said association. The membership card and emblem are not furnished to the members until final payment of the initiation fee has been made. Generally speaking, membership in National Secretaries' Association does not confer the advantages
expected by its members and promised to them by its agents and representatives as aforesaid.
PAR. 6. By reason of the foregoing acts, statements and inducements
as herein set forth, members and prospective members of National Secretaries' Association have been led into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that they are joining a legitimate and well-established association of secretaries who have banded together for mutual self help and educational, social and cultural advantages.
Further, as a result of the aforesaid acts, statements and inducements,
the respondents have sold and are now selling memberships in National
Secretaries' Association, and have sold and are now selling the books entitled "Better Letters-Lessons in English," "Better Letters-Quiz
Book," and ""Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary" to various members
of the public who, as a result of such acts, statements and inducements
have joined the purported association and purchased the aforesaid books.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on July 15, 1943, issued, and subsequently
served, its complaint in this proceeding on the respondents, National Secretaries' Association, a corporation, and H. Robinson Shipherd (named in
the complaint as H. Robinson Shepherd), Ruth Hostetler Bufton (named
in the complaint as Ruth Hostetler), Hilary A. Bufton, and George Turner,
individually, and as officers of National Secretaries' Association, charging
them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of the answers of the respondents thereto, testimony
and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of
said complaint were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter,
this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
upon said complaint, answers thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence, and briefs filed in support of
the complaint and in opposition thereto (oral argument not having been
requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS

TO

THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, National Secretaries' Association, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under the laws of the
State of Missouri, with its principal office at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas
City, Mo.
Respondent, H. Robinson Shipherd (named in the complaint as H. Robinson Shepherd), is president of National Secretaries' Association and now
resides in North Amherst, Mass.
Respondent, Ruth Hostetler Bufton (named in the complaint as Ruth
Hostetler), is secretary of the National Secretaries' Association and has her
place of business at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
Respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, is the manager and principal organizer
and promoter of the business conducted by National Secretaries' Association and also does business under the name of Executives Guild. His principal place of business is also located at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas City,
Mo.
Respondent, George Turner, is engaged with the respondent, Hilary A.
Bufton, in promoting the National Secretaries' Association and has his
office at 1005 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo., and resides at 801 E.
Armour Street, Kansas City, Mo.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now, and for several years ·last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of certain books entitled, "Better Letters-Lessons in English," "Better Letters-Quiz Book," and
"Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary." Said respondents cause said
books, when sold, to be transported from their office and place of business
in the State of Missouri to purchasers thereof located in other States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain,
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and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in
said books in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. The respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, since 1934, has been engaged
in the sale and distribution of his publication known as "Better Letters,"
under the trade name "Executives Guild." On or about November 28,
J 941, the respondents, Hilary A. Bufton and George Turner, originated
the plan of promoting the sale of said publication Better Letters and other
publications through the instrumentality of an organization known as
"National Secretaries' Association," which name was adopted as a trade
name by the respondent, Hilary A. Bufton.
Under this arrangement the respondent, Hilrtry A. Bufton, supplied all
necessary capital, publications, and other material necessary to the operation of the business, and respondent, George Turner, took over the sales of
the memberships and all expenditures incident thereto, including commissions to organizers and travelling expense. Memberships were originally
sold for $29.85, with annual dues thereafter of $3.65. All monies collected
from the sale of such memberships, including annual dues after deduction
of cost of magazine, were divided, equally between said respondents,
Hilary A. Bufton and George Turner. The customary procedure followed
by the various salesmen and organizers, who were designated as "registrars," was to call on prospects holding secretarial positions and endeavor
to induce them to sign a contract or application for membership in the
National Secretaries' Association. When a sufficient number of memberships were sold by an organizer, a meeting of all signers of such contracts of
membership was called and a local chapter organized.
Persons joining the National Secretaries' Association were required to
pay at least $3.65 in cash at the time of signing the application or contract
of membership and to execute a promissory note, payable in installments,
for the balance of the price of the membership. In return for this payment, such persons were to receive an emblem, a membership card in the
National Secretaries' Association, a copy of the constitution and by-laws,
a copy of respondents'' publications Better Letters-Lessons in English;
Better Letters-Quiz Book, and also a copy of Webster's Encyclopedic
Dictionary, and, in addition, an accident insurance policy and a year's
subscription to a monthly magazine. Other benefits which were represented as accruing to members were special rates at many vacation resorts
and opportunities for better positions through an employment service.
PAR. 4. On or about May 14, 1942, the National Secretaries' Association was incorporated as a corporation not for profit under the laws of the
State of Missouri, with H. Robinson Shipherd as president, Ruth Hostetler Bufton as secretary, and Hilary A. Bufton as treasurer. Immediately thereafter, respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, resigned as treasurer and
was succeeded by Evangeline Smith, a stenographer in the office of his
attorney. Said respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, then entered into a contract with the National Secretaries' Association, whereby the said respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, retained the sole right to solicit or accept
memberships in said organization and to organize chapters. Memberships
were to sell for $35, $5 of which was to be credited to the association as
membership dues. Shortly thereafter, the cost of membership was reduced to $28.65, ·with the sum of $3.65 being applied to the membership
account. Under this plan, the arrangements between respondents, Hilary
A. Bufton and George Turner, remained the same, except that the equal
050780-47 -2!1
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division of monies received was discontinued and the $25 net received by
respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, was divided $10 to said respondent, Hilary
A. Bufton, and $15 to respondent, George Turner. Of the amount allotted
to said respondent, George Turner, to cover sales expense, $10 was paid to
the salesman or organizer for each colltract of membership obtained. No
change was made in the material or benefits given to applicants for membership from those above described, except that when the price was reduced from $35 to $28.65 delivery of the Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary was discontinued and about this time the supplying of accident insurance policy was discontinued as part of the membership contract but was
still available to members on payment of the sum of $1 annually.
PAR. 5. The e:xclusive :tnanagement and control of the corporate respondent, National Secretaries' Association, ineluding all the finances of
said corporation, were vested in a board of governors, consisting of the
president, secretary, and treasurer of said corporation. The members of
the association and the various chapters organized by them had no voice
in the conduct of the corporate respondent except that in August 1943 a
by-law was adopted establishing a national advisory council to be composed of all chapter presidents, each to have one vote when consulted by
the board of governors in connection with the shaping of national policies
and in connection with the administration of the association generally. No
provision was made for the election of officers, who, in turn, constituted
the board of governors, and in practice the board of governors, or those remaining, filled any vacancies which occurred. On or about January 1,
1943, the board of governors, by reason of the expected absence of therespondent, Ruth Hostetler Bufton, who was then secretary, passed a resolution turning over all details, clerical work, etc., pertaining to the National Secretaries' Association to the Executive Guild. Although the said
respondent, Ruth Hostetler Bufton, was absent from Kansas City, she
continued as secretary and member of the board of governors.
PAR. 6. At all times subsequent to the organization of the National
Secretaries' Association the respondents, Hilary A. Bufton and George
Turner, in cooperation with the other individual respondents, operated
said association as their own individual business, crediting the membership
fee of $3.65 to the National Secretaries' Association and distributing the
balance to the respondents, Hilary A. Bufton and George Turner, on the
basis hereinbefore described. The office of the National Secretaries' Association was located in the offices of Hilary A. Bufton and George Turner.
Rent for such office was paid by the respondent, Hilary A. Bufton. Correspondence in connection with the activities of the National Secretaries'
Association was for the most part conducted by the respondents, Hilary A.
Bufton and George Turner, and correspondence in connection with the
collection of promissory notes given in payment of membership contracts
was conducted by the respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, either under his own
name as Executives Guild or under the name of National Secretaries' Association. From time to time, particularly where collection matters were
involved, the respondent, Hilary A. Bufton, signed letters written under
the name of National Secretaries' Association with the name "H. J.
Vance," a person who was not connected with the National Secretaries'
Association and who had no interest in the matter whatsoever.
In practice, the business of the National Secretaries' Association was
not conducted as a corporation not for profit but, instead, was conducted
for the sole purpol:ie of selling the publications distributed by the respond-
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ent, Hilary A. Bufton, and the profits accruing from the sale of said books
constituted the chief reason for the organization and promotion of the
various local chapters of the National Secretaries' Association. Whatever
benefits might have accrued to the members were incidental to the operation of the plan, which was primarily designed to further the business
interests of the respondents, Hilary A. Bufton and George Turner.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business and for the purpose
of inducing persons to purchase respondents' publications and memberships in the National Secretaries' Association, the said respondents directly
and through their agents and representatives made various misleading,
false, and deceptive statements, typical of which are the following:
1. Representations as to educational features. In this connection it was represented to
the purchaser that the National Secretaries' Association would provide special courses
of instruction similar to those of a correspondence school. In furtherance of such representations the respondents placed the following statement in their various advertising
material, including application forms:

"INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
"You have the undivided attention of your instructor. When your lessons are
before him you are the only student in his class."
In fact, no provisions were made for giving any course of instruction to the individual
members of the association and respondents did not conduct any correspondence course
for the members of such association or provide the facilities therefor. The educational
features were limited to supplying the members with the publications Better Letters
and Quiz Book, with su~gestions that the Quiz Book be covered in the course of meetings among the members.
2. Representations as to insurance. It was represented that purchasers of memberships in the National Secretaries' Association would receive group health, accident, and
hospitalization policies. In fact, the only insurance policy supplied to the members
was a special accident contract very limited in scope and having ·no health insurance
features.
3. Representations as to employment. One of the provisions of Article IV of the constitution of the National Secretaries' Association, which was distributed to its members,
under the powers and purposes of the organization was "assistance in securing employment for its members." In its various advertising material and on application blanks
the following statement appeared:
"EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
"Upon completion of training you are eligible to file for the better positions which
employers list with the national headquarters of the Association."
In addition, it was represented by various salesmen that employment and better positions could be obtained through the association. In fact, the respondents maintained
no employment service for the members of the association and established no facilities
therefor and efforts with reference to employment were limited to adoption of a by-law
by the board of governors providing that the members pledge themselves to report positions which from time to time might come to such members' attention, to the employment committee of the local chapters to which such member belonged.
4. Representations as to status of the association. It was also represented by registrars
that the National Secretaries' Association was an old, established organization with
chapters located all over the United States, when, in fact, said association was established in 1942 and chapters were limited to a small number in the Middle West and Far
West.
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PAR. 8. By reason of the foregoing acts, statements, and inducements
as herein set forth, members and prospective members of the National
Secretaries' Association have been led into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that they were joining a legitimate and well-established association
of secretaries and through this means have been induced to purchase
respondents' publications.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
on the complaint of the Commission, the answers of the respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint
and in opposition thereto taken before a trial e:xaminer of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence, and briefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition
thereto; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, National Secretaries' Association, a
corporation, and its officers, and the individual respondents, H. Robinson
Shipherd (named in the complaint as H. Robinson Shepherd), Ruth
Hostetler Bufton (named in the complaint as Ruth Hostetler), Hilary A.
Bufton, and George Turner, and their respective representatives, agents,
and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection ·with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of certain publications known as '~Better Letters-Lessons in English" and "Better Letters-Quiz Book," or any other publication in commerce as "commerce"
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from :
1. Representing directly or by implication that the National Secretaries' Association is not conducted for profit or that said association is
anything other than a means or instrumentality for selling publications,
with only incidental benefits to its members.
2. Representing directly or by implication that special courses of instruction can be obtained through the purchase of a membership in the
National Secretaries' Association or that any educational benefits can be
derived from membership in said association other than those which
may be acquired through the purchase of respondents' publications.
3. Representing directly or by implication that members of the N ationa! Secretaries' Association \viii be entitled to receive insurance protection different from that provided for by the policy actually issued.
4. Representing directly or by implication that the National Secretaries' Association maintains an employment service for its members or
that assistance will be given by the association in securing employment
for its members when employment activities are limited to activities of
members in the local chapters.
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5. Representing directly or by implication that the National Secl'etaries' Association is an old, established association or that it ha::J chapters
in localities where none exist.
It is further. ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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THE 11ATTER OF

L. R. I<ALL11AN & C011PANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4966.

Complaint, Jfay 19, 194$-Decision, Apr. 11,194-5

Where a partner in active charge of a family partnership business financed by him, and
engaged in interstate sale and distribution of two cosmetic preparations designated
"Chin-Up "-more recently "Chin-Ep "-and "Digitite"; through advertisements in newspapers and by circulars and other advertising literature, directly and
by implication(a) Represented that the preparation "Chin-Up," or "Chin-Ep," was effective in
tightening the throat line, that it eliminated flabbiness and crepiness along the
throat line, made loose, flabby skin on the chin and throat line smoother and
firmer, and caused a person to have and to retain a youthful throat line; and
(b) Represented that the preparation designated "Digitite" tightened the skin of the
hands and made it firm, and caused the hands to become velvety smooth, and that
use thereof would result in the hands having a youthful appearance;
The facts being that while the preparations in question-the active ingredients of
which, namely, m-digallic acid in ethyl alcohol together with a fraction of 1% of
phenyl carbinol, were the same-during the time they remained on the skin, because of their astringent action, might give a feeling of skin tightness, they would
not in fact tighten loose skin or give the skin an appearance of smoothness; they
would not in any way affect wrinkles and skin flabbiness due to changes within the
skin or deeper tiss:ues, nor would they eliminate or prevent skin crepiness; while
their continued use might harden the outer layer of the skin and might or might
not, depending upon various circumstances, cause it to be temporarily firmer, such
continued use might result in skin irritations and roughneEs; and said "Chin-Up"
or "Chin-Ep" was not effective in tightening the throat line and would not cause
a person to have or to retain a youthful throat line, nor would" D1gitite" cause the
hands to become velvety smooth or give them a youthful appearance;
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the mist.aken belief that such false representations were true,
and thereby into the purchase of substantial quantities of said preparations:
[{ eld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner.
Mr. John M. Russell for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to thE provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that L. H.. Kallman, an individual, trading as L. R. Kallman & Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent,
has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it ~n respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:

L. R. KALLMAN & CO.
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PARAGRAPH 1. L. R, Kallman, is an individual, trading as L. R. Kallman & Company with his principal office located at 43 East Ohio Street,
Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and has been for more than two years last
past, engaged in the sale and distribution of two cosmetic preparations,
designated "Chin-Up" (also designated "Chin-Ep ") and "Digitite."
Respondent causes his said preparations, when sold, to be transported
from his aforesaid place of business in the State of Illinois to the purchasers
thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned
herein has maintained, a course of trade in said preparations in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
products by the United States mails and by various other means of commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
respondent has also disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has
caused and is now causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning his said products by various means for the purpose of inducing and
which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said
products in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive
statements and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by the
United States mails, by radio continuities, by advertisements in newspapers, and by circulars and other advertising, are the following:

Chin-Up
CHIN-UP
FOR TilE YOUNG LINE OF BEAUTY.
You can actually feel your throa~line tightening. It's a wonderful sensation. Don'1.
let flabbiness, crepiness, dest.roy your youthful throat line. Quick, easy, and so effective you can cut down on the applications as time goes on.
You'll never want a chin strap again.
A completely revolutionary astringent mask effective in making loose flabby skin on
chin and throatline, firmer, smoother.
See how it helps to keep your throatline and chinline firmer and smoother. Use
Chin-ep to help retain a youthful chinline.
Digitite
Three-Minute Hand Treatment.
A revolutionary new beauty aid to help firm the skin! You'll feel the tightening sensation almost immediately ... and be enchanted by the velvety smoothness and youthful appearance of your hands.
You'll marvel at the economy of Digitite-you need use so little-you can gradually
cut down the applications. A few drops a day does the trick.
Non-sticky.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth and others of similar import not specifically set out herein,
all of which purport to be descriptive of respondent's said preparation
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designated "Chin-Up" and of its effectiveness when used, respondent di>ectly and by implication represents that it is effective in tightening the
throat line; that it eliminates and prevents flabbiness and crepiness along
the throat line; that it makes loose flabby skin on the chin and throat line
smoother and firmer; that it causes a person to have and retain a youthful
throat line.
By the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth,
and others of similar import not specifically·mentioned herein which purport to be descriptive of respondent's said preparation designated "Digitite," respondent directly and by implication represents that it tightens
the skin of the hands and makes it firm; that it causes the hands to become
"velvety" smooth and that its use will result in the hands having a youthful appearance; that it is non-sticky when applied to the hands.
PAR. 5. The foregoing representations are grossly exaggerated, false and
misleading. In truth and in fact respondent's said preparation designated
"Chin-Up" is not effective in tightening the throat line. It will not eliminate or prevent flabbiness or crepiness along the throat line. It will not
make any loose or flabby skin firmer or smoother. It will not cause a person to have or retain a youthful throat line.
Respondent's preparation designated "Digitite" will not tighten the
skin of the hands or make it firm. It will not cause the hands to become
velvety smooth or result in the hands having a youthful appearance. It is
sticky when first applied to the hands and remains so until it dries.
PAR. 6. The true facts are that the only effect of each of respondent's
said preparations designated "Chin-Up" and "Digitite" when used as
directed, is a temporary local astringent action upon the skin. Said
preparations will have effect only upon the outer horny layer of the skin
and neither of them \Vill penetrate beneath this layer of the skin. Both of
said preparations will harden and tan the outer layer of the skin, but
neither of them will have any effect upon the deeper wrinkles and flabbiness of the skin which are the result of changes therein.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations in said false advertisements,
disseminated as aforesaid, has had and now has the tendency and capacity
to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false statements and representations are true, and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's said cosmetic preparations as a result of such erroneous and mistaken
beliefs.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on May 19, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding on respondent L. R. Kallman, an
individual, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto,
testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allega-
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tions of the complaint were introduced before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other
evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final ht>aring before the
Commission on the complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other
evidence, report of the trial examiner, and brief in support of the complaint (respondent not having filed brief and oral argument not having
been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter
and beit.g now fully advis~d in the premises, finds that this proceeding is
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Lawrence R. Kallman (referred to in the
complaint as L. R. Kallman), an individual, is a partner in L. R. Kallman
& Company, a copartnership consisting of the said Lawrence R. Kallman,
his wife, Mabel P. Kallman, and his son, Donald R. Kallman. The said
respondent financed the business carried on by the partnership and is in
active charge and direction of its affairs. His principal office and place of
business is located at 43 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. For more than two years last past respondent has been engaged
in the sale and distribution of two cosmetic preparations, one designated
"Chin-Up" (more recently called "Chin-Ep"), and the other designated
as "Digitite." Respondent causes said preparations, when sold, to be
transported from his place of business in the State of Illinois to the purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia, and maintains, and at all times mentioned herein
has maintained, a course of trade in said preparations in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
·
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated, and has caused the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said preparations by the United States mails and by
various other means in commerce, as" commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated, and has
caused the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said preparations by various means, for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to
induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive statements and
representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and
caused to be disseminated as aforesaid by the United States mails, by advertisements in newspapers, and by circulars and other advertising liter- ·
ature, are the folloWing respecting the preparation de~:>ignated "Chin-Up"
or "Chin-Ep":
·

CHIN-UP

For the Young
Line of Beauty
You can actually feel your thr11atline tightening. It's a wonderful sensation. Don't
let flabbiness, crepiness destroy your youthful throatline, Quick, easy, and so effective
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you can cut down on the applications as time goes on. Use it just before your biggest
party-use it nightly. You'll never want a chin strap again! (Comm. Ex. 5).

* * • • • •
CHIN-EP
For a More Beautiful, More
Youthful-looking Throatline
You've looked for it ... you've asked for it ... here it is! A new, completely revolutionary astringent mask. Amazingly effective in m~king loose flahby skin on your
throatline and chinline firmer, smoother! You'll be delighted with the new beauty, the
more youthful loveliness you see! Easy to apply, too! Once you use it you'll never be
without it! (Comm. Ex. 13).

And the following respecting the preparation "Digitite ":
FOR FIRMEH,
MORE YOUTHFUL
LOOKING HANDS
use
D1GITJTE!
The Amazing Three
l\Iinute Hand Treatment
Not a lotion to soften the hands but a completely revolutionary new hand beauty aid
to help firm the skin. So effective its tightening sensation is felt almost immediately
upon application. Then-You'll be delighted with the new loveliness, the new beauty
and velvety-smoothness of your hands! They'll be lovely to touch, to behold I A lingering fragrance. Nonsticky. Economical too ... so marvelously quick and so effective
you can gradually cut down the applications. Hemember-a few drops a day does the
trick! (Comm. Ex. 10).

PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations contained in the advertisements set out above, and in others of similar import
not specifically set out herein, all of which purport to be descriptive of
respondent's said preparations and their effectiveness in use, reRpondent
represents, directly and by implication, that the preparation "Chin-Up,"
more lately called "Chin-EP," is effective in tightening the throatline,
that it eliminates and prevents flabbiness and crepiness along the throatline, that it makes loose, flabby skin on the chin and throatline smoother
and firmer, and that it causes a person to have and to retain a youthful
throatline; and that the preparation designated "Digitite" tightens the
skin of the hands and makes it firm, that it causes the hands to become
velvety smooth, and that its use ~ill result in the hands having a youthful
·
appearance.
PAR. 5. The formula for the preparation "Chin-Up" was not changed
when the name of the product was changed to "Chin-Ep." The ingredients in the preparations" Chin-Up" and" Digitite" are the same, but one
contains a higher percentage of the active ingredients than the other. The
active ingredient in both preparations in m-digallic acid in ethyl alcohol.
Doth preparations also contain a fraction of one percent of phenyl carbinol.
Respondent furnishes to purchasers of said preparations at their various
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locations throughout the United States advertising copy and newspaper
mats, and makes it a practice to reimburse dealers who purchase said
preparations for all or a portion of the cost of publishing in newspapers the
advertising mats or other advertisements containing representations similar to and based upon those supplied by respondent.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid preparations will have a temporary local astringent action upon the skin, but they will not have any effect upon any part
of the skin except its outer layer. During the time these preparations
remain on the skin, because of their astringent action, they may give to the
user a feeling of skin tightness but they will not in fact tighten loose skin
or give the skin an appearance of smoothness. Wrinkles and skin flabbiness due to changes within the skin or deeper tissues cannot be corrected
or affected in any way by said preparations, nor will said preparations
eliminate or prevent skin crepiness. The continued use of the preparations may harden the outer layer of the skin and may or may not, depending upon various circumstances, cause the outer layer of the skin to be
temporarily firmer. Such continued use, however, may result in skin irritations and roughness. The preparation" Chin-Up" or" Chin-Ep" is not
effective in tightening the throatline and will not cause a person to have
or to retain a youthful throatline. The preparation "Digitite" will not
cause the hands to become velvety• smooth or give to the hands a youthful
appearance.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the false, misleading, and deceptive
statements and representations contained in the aforesaid false advertisements disseminated, as heretofore found, has had, and has, the capacity
and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such false statements and representations are true, and into the purchase of substantial
1uantities of respondent's said preparations as a result of such erroneous
and mistaken beliefs. ·
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner, and brief in
support of the complaint, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent Lawrence R. Kallman, individually, and
as a copartner in L. R. Kallman & Company, his representatives, agents,
and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, or distribution of "Chin-Up" or
"Chin-Ep" and "Digitite," or any preparations of substantially similar
composition or possessing substantially similar properties, whether sold
under the same names or under any other names, do f-'>rthwith cease and
dP.sist from directly or indirectly:
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1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or through inference:
(a) That the preparation "Chin-Up" or "Chin-Ep" is effective in
tightening the throatline; that it will eliminate or prevent flabbiness or
crepiness along the throatline; that it will cause a person to have or to
retain a youthful throat line; that it will make any loose or flabby skin
smoother; or that it will make the skin firmer, in excess of possibly affording temporary firmness to the outer layer of the skin.
(b) That the preparation "Digitite" will tighten the skin of the hands;
that it will cause the skin of the hands to be smoother or velvety smooth;
that it will give to the hands a youthful appearance; or that it will cause
the skin to be firmer, in excess of possibly affording temporary firmness
to the outer layer of the skin.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any
advertisement for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of the aforesaid preparation, which
advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph
1 above.
· It is further ordered, That the respotldent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.

JOSEPH SPERLING, INC.
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IN THE 1fATTER OF
JOSEPH SPERLING, INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 5113. Complaint, Jan. 10, 19.U-Decision, Apr. 11, 1945
Where a corporation engaged in buying and making ladies' fur coats and garments and
in the sale thereof to purchasers in several states and the District of ColumbiaRepresented that certain fur coats were made from leopard peltries, through statements on tags affixed thereto and in radio continuities and newspaper and other
advertisements including, as typical, the statement "* • There is variety in the
Leopard hide • • This kingly animal is judged by his markings. That is why
you'll particularly appreciate these superb South American Spotted Leopard fur
coats • • • Choose this long wearing and flattering fur";
The facts being that the garments in question were not made from leopard pelts but
from South American spotted cat pelt, garments of which are practically indistinguishable by the purchasing public from the long highly esteemed and more costly
leopard and, when not designated South American spotted cat, are readily believed to be and accepted as leopard;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said representations were true, on account of which belief it purchased a substantial volume thereof:
lJ eld, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and
constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Mr. Carrel F. Rhodes for the Commission.
Mr. Fulton Brylawski, of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Joseph Sperling, Inc., a corporation,
hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said
act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Joseph Sperling, Inc., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office
and place of business located at 709 13th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in buying, making and selling ladies' fur coats and garments.
Respondent causes its said products when sold, to be transported from
its place of business in the District of Columbia to purchasers thereof located in the several States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Resp.ondent maintains, and for several years last past has maintained, a course and current of trade in said products in commerce among
and between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Colwnbia.
PAR. 3. South American Spotted Cat pelts and garments made therefrom resemble but are not equal in quality nor comparable in value to
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Leopard pelts and garments made from such pelts. Coats and garments
made from the peltries of South American Spotted Cat have the appearance and feel of garments made from the peltries of the Leopard, and are
by the purchasing public practically indistinguishable from garments made
of Leopard pelts. By reason of the similarity in appearance and feel of
garments made from peltries of the South American Spotted Cat and not
so designated, they are readily believed to be and accepted by the purchasing public as being made from Leopard pelts.
PAR. 4. Garments made from the pelts of Leopards have for many
years held, and still hold, great public esteem and confidence, and because
of their luster and superior lasting qualities command a higher price than
garments made from the peltries of the South American Spotted Cat. ·
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of its products in commerce, and for the purpose of inducing the purchase thereof by the public,
respondent has made, or caused to be made, various statements, and
representations descriptive of its products and the material of which they
are compo~;ed on tags affixed to said products and by radio continuities and
advertisements in newspapers and other media distributed among customers and prospective customers located in the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
Many of the statements and representations made by respondent designating and describing said products and the furs from which they are made
are false and misleading. Among and typical but not exclusive of such
false ap.d misleading statements and representations are the following:
* * There is variety in the Leopard hide * * This kingly animal is judged by
his markings. That is why you'll particularly appreciate these superb South American
Spotted Leopard fur coats displayed now at Joseph Sperling * * Washington's
oldest exclusive furriers * * at only $295 * • Choose this long wearing and
flattering fur * • at Joseph Sperling, 709 13th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and representations herein
above· set forth respondent represents that its said fur coats are made from
Leopard peltries. In truth and in fact respondents said fur coats are not
made from Leopard peltries.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing acts and practices
has had and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true, and that
respondent has•truthfully represented the furs from which its coats and
garments are made. On account of these erroneous beliefs, a considerable number of the consuming and purchasing public have purchased a
substantial volume of respondent's said products.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Cbmmission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Fursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trude Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on January 10, 1944, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Joseph Sperling,
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Inc., a corporation, rharging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After
the issuance of said complaint and the filing of the respondent's answ·er,
the Commission, by order entered herein, granted respondent's motion for
permission to withdr~w said answer and to substitute therefor an answer
admitting all the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint
and waiving &ll intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts,
which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the said complaint and substitute answer; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Joseph Sperling, Inc., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the St\lte of Delaware, with its principal office
and place of business located at 709 Thirteenth Street, N. W., Washington
D. C. It is now, and for several years last past has been, engaged in buy~
ing, making, and selling ladies' fur coats and garments.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business, respondent
causes its products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business
in the District of Columbia to purchasers thereof located in several States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and for several -years last past has maintained, a course and current
of trade in said products in commerce among and between various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of
its products as aforesaid, and for the purpose Df inducing the purchase
thereof by the public, respondent has made, or caused to be made, various
false and misleading statements and representations purporting to be descriptive of its products and the material of which they are composed by
means of tags affixed to said products, by radio continuities, and by advertisements in newspapers and other media distributed among customers and
prospective customers located in various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia. Among and typical of such statements and
representations are the following:

• • There is variety in the Leopard hide • • This kingly animal is judged by
his markings. That is why you'll particularly appreciate these superb South American
Spotted Leopard fur coats displayed now at Joseph Sperling • • Washington's
oldest exclusive furriers • • at only $295 • • Choose this long wearing and
flattering fur • • at Joseph Sperling, 709 13th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations, respondent represents that the fur coats so described are made from
leopard peltries, whereas in truth and in fact respondent's said fur coats
are not made from leopard peltries.
PAR. 5. Garments made from leopard pelts have for many years held
and still hold, great public esteem and confidence, and because of thei;
luster and superior lasting qualities command a higher price than garments made from the peltries of the South American spotted cat. Said
South American spotted cat pelts resemble leopard pelts, but such spotted
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cat pelts and garments made therefrom are not equal in quality or comparable in value to leopard pelts and garments made from such pelts.
Coats and garments made from the peltries of South American spotted
cat have the appearance and feel of garments made from leopard peltries
and are practically indistinguishable by the purchasing public from garments made of leopard pelts. By reason of the similarity in appearance
and feel of garments made from peltries of the South American spotted cat
and not so designated, they are readily believed to be and accepted by the
purchasing public as being made from leopard pelts.
PAR. 6. The use by res~ondent of the aforesaid false and misleading
statements and representatiOns has had, and now has, the tendency and
capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and
representations are true and that respondent has truthfully represented
the furs from which its coats and garments are made. On account of these
erroneous beliefs, numbers of the consuming and purchasing public have
purchased a substantial volume of respondent's said products.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent are all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of the respondent
in which answer respondent admitted all of the material allegations of fact
set forth in said complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Joseph Sperling, Inc., a corporation,
its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of furs or fur garments in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
~m:
.
Using the word "leopard," or any simulation thereof, either alone or in
conjunction with any other word or words, to designate furs or fur garments not made from the peltries of the leopard; or designating or describing furs or fur garments in ll.ny way other than by the use of the true name
of the fur as the last word of the designation or description; provided, that
if a fur is so dyed or processed as to simulate another fur and the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the words "dyed" or" processed,"
together with the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last
word of the description, and all words of such designation shall be equally
conspicuous.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.

JASPER W. EFIRD, ET AL.
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JASPER W. EFIRD, ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 2 (c) OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS AMENDED
BY ACT OF JUNE 19, 1936

Docket 3955.

Complaint, Nov. 21, 1939-Decision, Apr. 14, 1945

Where an individual who (1) together with his four (later-three) brothers or their immediate families, controlled 38 corporations engaged in the operation as a family
enterprise of retail department stores in North and South Carolina and Virginia.
and acted as vice president, director and- buyer thereof; (2) received substantial
amounts in salary and dividends therefrom; (3) made use of a New York office
maintained in his name for the receipt and execution of orders transmitted to him
for or by said corporate units, approving or negotiating orders placed by managers
and buyers of different units, subject to his approval, on occasional trips to said
city, and making some purchases directly for said units without requisition; (4)
listed on the stationery employed by him in such purchasing said various businesses and their locations, and was in turn listed on their order blanks and stationery as their New York office, and so listed himself in various circulars and instructions sent to them; (5) exacted discounts or allowances in lieu thereof when able in
negotiating with manufacturers and sellers for the most favorable prices on such
purchases, shipments of which were as a rule made directly to the particular store
involved; and (6) made use of funds thus received in paying the expensea of said
office(a) Received, while thus acting in his capacity as an officer of said corporate units and
in their behalf, commissions and payments and allowances in lieu thereof from
manufacturers and sellers of merchandise purchased for or in behalf of said units
and used for their sole benefit in maintaining said buying office for them; and,
Where said corporate units(b) Received as aforesaid such commissions and allowances in lieu thereof upon purchases made for them, and, in some instances in which said individual was successful in beating down a price of a manufacturer or seller to the point where the commissions which otherwise would have been paid were not permitted by the price
allowed, but, instead, were included in the discounts allowed on the transaction,
benefitted directly:
lleld, That in receiving and accepting brokerage fees or commissions, or allowances and
discounts in lieu thereof, from manufacturers and sellers upon purchases of merchandise as hereinabove found, said individual and corporations violated the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act.

Before Mr. John P. Bramhall, trial examiner.
Mr. Frank Hier for the Commission.
Guthrie, Pierce & Blakeney, of Charlotte, N. C., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the parties·
named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particularly designated
11~780
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and described, have since June 19, 1936, violated and are violating the provisions of subsection (c), section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by the
Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936 (U.S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13),
hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges with respect thereto as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Jasper W. Efird, is an individual, maintaining an office at 200 West 34th Street, New York City, N.Y., under the
name of J. W. Efird, Efird Department Stores.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Charlotte Mercantile Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business at 111 College Street, Charlotte, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating
one or more retail department stores located in North and South Carolina.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Charlotte, N. ·C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business at
111 College Street, Charlotte, N.C., and is engaged in the business of operating one or more retail department stores in the States of North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Wilmington, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 222 North Front Street, Wilmington, N.C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Wilmington, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Raleigh, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized aiid existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 208 Fayetteville Avenue, Raleigh, N. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Raleigh, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store, Inc., is a corporation, organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 131 West 4th
Street, Winston Salem, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating
a retail department store in Winston Salem, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Salisbury, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 226 South Main Street, Salisbury, N.C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Salisbury, N. C.
Respondent, The Efird Mercantile Co., is a corporation, organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina,
with its principal office and place of business located at 307 West Main
Street, Durham, N.C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
department store in Durham, N.C.
•
Respondent, Efird's Dept. Store of High Point, Inc., is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
142 South Main Street, High Point, N.C., and is engaged in the business
of operating a retail department store in High Point, N. C.
Respondent, Efird Co., is a corporation, organized and existing under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal
' office and place of business located at 146 West .Main Street, Gastonia,
N.C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store
in Gastonia, N.C.
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Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lumberton, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Lumberton, N.C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
.
retail department store in Lumberton, N. C.
Respondent, Efird-Davis Co., Inc., is a•corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with
its principal office and place of business located at 212 South Main Street,
Rocky Mount, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
department store in Rocky Mount, N.C.
Respondent, Efird's Dept. Store of Goldsboro, N.C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
West Walnut Street, Goldsboro, N. C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a· retail department store in Goldsboro, N. C. ·
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Monroe, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Main and Jefferson Streets, Monroe, N. C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store in Monroe, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lexington, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Lexington, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Lexington, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Burlington, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at First Floor., East Davis Street, Burlington, N. C., and is engaged
in the business of operating a retail department store in Burlington, N.C.
Responclent, Efird's Department Store of Wilson, N. C., Inc., is a corPoration, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 229-231 East Nash Street, Wilson, N.C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Wilson, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Shelby, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at Shelby, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
department store in Shelby, N. C.
Respondent, Efird'.s Department Store of Statesville, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 104 South Center Street, Statesville, N. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Statesville, N. C.
Respondent, Forest City Mercantile Co., is a corporation, organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina,
With its principal office and place of business located at 4 East Main
Street, Forest City, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Forest City, N. C.
Respondent, John E. Efird and Sons, Inc., is a corporation, organized
and existing under anrl by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 145-49 West
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Main Street, Albemarle, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in Albemarle, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lenoir, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 119 West Avenue, L€noir, N.C., and is engaged in the business
of operating a retail department store in Lenoir, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Laurinburg, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
Laurinburg, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
department store in Laurinburg, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lincolnton, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at East Main Street, Lincolnton, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in Lincolnton, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greensboro, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
230 South Elm Street, Greensboro, N. C., and is engaged in the business
of operating·a retail department store in Greensboro, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Kannapolis, N. C., Incorporated, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of
business located at Kannapolis, N. C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a retail department store in Kannapolis, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Hickory, Incorporated, is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Hickory, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Hickory, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of IGnston, N.C., Incorporated,
is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Korth Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 113 North Queen Street, Kinston, N. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Kinston, N.C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greenville, N. C., Incorporated, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of
.bm•iness located at 430 Evans Street, Greenville, N.C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store "in Greenville, N. C.
Respondent, Efird Bros. Company of Columbia, S. C., Inc., is a cor·
poration, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 1601 Main Street, Columbia, S. C., and is engaged in the business
of operating a retail department store in Columbia, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Anderson, S.C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 104 South Main Street, Anderson, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Anderson, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greenville, S. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
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State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 14 South Main Street, Greenville, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Greenville, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Spartanburg, S. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 129 East Main Street, Spartanburg, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Spartanburg, S. C.
Respondent, Efird'~ Department Store of Greenwood, S. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Main Street, Greenwood, S. C., and is engaged in the business
of operating a retail department store in Greenwood, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Rock Hill, S.C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 116-118 East Main Street, Rock Hill, S. C., and is engaged in
th~ business of operating a retail department store in Rock Hill, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Sumter, S: C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 102 South Main Street, Sumter, S. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in Sumter, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greer, S. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
33 Trade Street, Greer, S.C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Greer, S. C.
Respondent, Efird Bros. Company of Chester, S. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
169 Gadsden Street, Chester, S. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in Chester, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Danville, Virginia, Incorporated, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal office and place of business
ai 411 Main Street, Danville, Va., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in the City of Danville, Va.
All of the above corporate respondents purchase their merchandise
requirements in interstate commerce as hereinafter more particularly
set out.
All of said corporate respondents herein named and described will
hereinafter be referred to as buyer respondents.
PAR. 3. Respondent, Jasper W. Efird, is a stockholder and a director in
aU of said buyer respondent corporations. He is employed by each of them
as vice president to act in the capacity of buyer or purchasing agent for
them. Said purchasing services are rendered by said respondent, Jasper
W. Efird, from the office located at 200 West 34th Street, New York City,
N. Y., which office is listed as J. W. Efird, Efird Department Stores, and
which office is held out to the public as the buying office of the said buyer
respondents. Orders for merchandise to be purchased and shipped to
them are sent by said buyer respondents to respondent, Jasper W. Efird,
at said office and all of the requirements of each of said buyer respondents
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are thus purchased by or through said respondent, Jasper W. Efird, or only
after his approval first had and obtained. Merchandise so ordered is
bought by respondent, Jasper W. Efird, from various sellers and is then
shipped by the various sellers thereof from New York City, N. Y., and
elsewhere, into and through the various States of the United States to said
buyer respondents located as hereinabove set out in the States of North
Carolina, South Carolina and Virginih.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of the purchasing transactions above
outlined, sellers of merchandise have since June 19, 1936, transmitted,
paid and delivered and do transmit, pay and deliver to said respondent,
Jasper W. Efird, brokerage fees or commissions, the same being a percentage of the sales prices agreed upon between each of the various sellers
and the buyer respondents through their agent, officer and employee,
respondent, Jasper W. Efird, and said sellers have likewise transmitted,
paid and delivered and do transmit, pay and deliver to said respondent,
Jasper W. Efird, payments or allowances in lieu of brokerage and said respondent, Jasper W. Efird, has since June 19, 1936, received and accepted
and is receiving and accepting such brokerage fees and commisRions and
also payments and allowances in lieu thereof upon purchases of merchandise made through him by said buyer respondents.
PAR. 5. In all of the purchasing transactions hereinabove described,
said respondent, Jasper W. Efird, has been and is subject to the direct control and has been and is acting in fact for and in behalf of said buyer
respondents.
PAR. 6. In all of the purchasing transactions hereinabove described in
connection with which the said brokerage fees and commissions and payments and allowances in lieu thereof have been and are being paid and
transmitted by said sellers and have been and are being accepted andreceived by said respondent, Jasper W. Efird, no services whatsoever in connection with said purchases have been rendered or are now being rendered
to, for or on behalf of any of said sellers by said respondent, Jasper W.
Efird.
.
PAR. 7. The said brokerage fees or commissions and payments and
allowances in lieu thereof so received and accepted by respondent, Jasper W. Efird, as hereinabove described, have been used and expended by
him as an officer and employee of said buyer respondents in the payment
of rent, salaries, wages, traveling expenses and other maintenance costs of
said buyer respondents' New York City office at 200 West 34th Street, and
for other similar purposes solely for the benefit of said buyer respondents.
PAR. 8. The transmission and payment of said brokerage fees or commissions and the payments and allowances in lieu thereof by the said sellers to and the receipt and acceptance thereof by respondent, Jasper W.
Efird, and said buyer respondents in the manner and under the circum
stances hereinabove set forth, is in violation of the provisions of section
2 (c) of the above-mentioned act of Congress entitled "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes," approved October 15, 1914, (The Clayton Act), as
amended by the act of Congress entitled "An act to amend section 2 of an
act entitled' An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints
and monopolies, and for other purposes,' approved October 15, 1914, ad
amended (U. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13) and for other purposes," approve
June 19, 1936 (the Robinson-Patman Act).
4
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS T.O THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled, "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton Act), as amended
by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act),
and by virtue of the authority vested in the Federal Trade Commission by
the aforesaid act, the Federal Trade Commission on November 21, 1939,
issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the
respondents named in the caption hereof, charging them with violating the
provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by
the Robinson-Patman Act. After the issuance of said complaint and the
filing of respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded
and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding
regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report and supplemental report of the trial examiner upon the evidence and exceptions filed
thereto, briefs filed in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and
oral argument of counsel; and the Commission, having duly considered the
matter and being now fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Jasper W. Efird, is an individual, maintaining an office at 200 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y., under the
name of J. W. Efird, Efird Department Stores.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Charlotte Mercantile Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business at 111 College Street, Charlotte, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating
one or more retail department stores located in North and South Carolina
and is also engaged iri selling merchandise at wholesale chiefly to the
Efird stores ..
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Charlotte; N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business at
111 College Street, Charlotte, N. C., and is engaged ip. the business of operating one or more retail department stores in the States of North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia.
·
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Wilmington, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 222 North Front Street, Wilmington, N. C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store in Wilmington, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Raleigh, N. C., Inc., is a corPoration, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of bwiness located at 208 Fayetteville Avenue, Raleigh, N. C., and is engaged in the
bu:;iness of operating a retail department store in Raleigh, N. C.
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Respondent, Efird's Department Store, Inc., is a corporation, organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 131 West 4th
Street, Winston Salem, N. C., anJ is en1;a6ed in the business of operating
a retail department store in Winston Salem, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Salisbury, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized ani existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 226 South Main Street, Salisbury, N. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Salisbury, N. C.
Respondent, The Efird Mercantile Co., is a corporation, organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina,
with its principal office and place of business located at 307 West Main
Street, Durham, N. C., ani is enga2;ed in the business of operating a retail
department store in Durham, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Dept. Store of High Point, Inc., is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
142 South Main Street, High Point, N. C., and is engaged in the business
of operating a retail department store in High Point, N. C.
Respondent, Efird Co. is a corporation, organized and existing under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal
office and place of business located at 146 West Main Street, Gastonia,
N.C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store
in Gastonia, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lumberton, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at Lumberton, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
r~tail department store in Lumberton, N. C.
Respondent, Efird-Davis Co., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with
its principal office and place of business located at 212 South Main Street,
Rocky Mount, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
department store in Rocky Mount, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Dept. Store of Goldsboro, N.C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the law!~ of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
West Walnut Street, Goldsboro, N. C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a retail department store in Goldsboro, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Monroe, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Main and Jefferson Streets, Monroe, N. C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store in Monroe, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lexington, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at Lexington, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Lexington, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Burlington, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
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located at First Floor, East Davis Street, Burlington, N.C., and is engaged
in the business of operating a retail department store in Burlington, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Wilson, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 229-231 East Nash Street, Wilson, N.C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Wilson, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Shelby, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at Shelby, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
department store in Shelby, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Statesville, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 104 South Center Street, Statesville, N. C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store in Statesville, N. C.
Respondent, Forest City Mercantile Co., is a corporation, organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 4 East Main
Street, Forest City, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Forest City, N. C.
Respondent, John E. Efird and Sons, Inc., is a corporation, organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 145--49 West
Main Street, Albemarle, N.C., and is engaged in the business of operating
a retail department store in Albemarle, N.C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lenoir, N. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 119 West Avenue, Lenoir, N.C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a retail department store in Lenoir, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's DepartJUent Store of Laurinburg, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
Laurinburg, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail
.
department store in Laurinburg, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Lincolnton, N. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at East Main Street, Lincolnton, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in Lincolnton, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greensboro, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
. State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 230 South Elm Street, Greensboro, N. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Greensboro).. N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Kannapolis, N. v., Incorporated, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of North Carolina, v.ith its principal office and place of
business located at Kannapolis, N. C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a retail department store in Kannapolis, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Hickory, Incorporated, is a
~wrporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
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State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at Hickory, N. C., and is engaged in the business of operating a
retail department store in Hickory, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Kinston, N.C., Incorporated,
is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 113 North Queen Street, IGnston, N. C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store in Kinston, N. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greenville, N. C., Incorporated, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of North Carolina, with its principal office and place of
business located at 430 Evans Street, Greenville, N.C., and is engaged in
the business of operating a retail department store in Greenville, N. C.
Respondent, Efird Bros. Company of Columbia, S.C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
1601 Main Street, Columbia, S. C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a retail department store in Columbia, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Anderson, S. C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, ·with its principal office and place of business located at 104 South Main Street, Anderson, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Anderson, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greenville, S. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of .the
State of South Carolina, ·with its principal office and place of business located at 14 South Main Street, Greenville, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Greenville, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Spartanburg, S. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 129 East Main Street, Spartanburg, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Spartanburg, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greenwood, S. C., Inc., is a
corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at Main Street, Greenwood, S. C., and is engaged in the business of
operating a retail department store in Greenwood, S. C. ·
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Rock Hill, S.C., Inc., is a cor·
poration, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at 116-118 East Main Street, Rock Hill, S.C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Rock Hill, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Sumter, S. C., Inc., is a cor·
poration, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business
located at 102 South Main Street, Sumter, S. C., and is engaged in the
business of operating a retail department store in Sumter, S. C.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Greer, S.C., Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
33 Trade Street, Greer, S. C., and is engaged in the business of operating
a retail department store in Greer, S.C.
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Respondent, Efird Bros. Company of Chester, S. C., Inc., is a corpora·
tion, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
South Carolina, with its principal office and place of business located at
169 Gadsden Street, Chester, S.C., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in Chester, South Carolina.
Respondent, Efird's Department Store of Danville, Virginia, Incorpo·
rated, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal office and place of business
at 411 Main Street, Danville, Va., and is engaged in the business of operating a retail department store in the city of Danville, Va.
All of the above respondent corporations purchase their merchandise
requirements in interstate commerce as hereinafter more particularly set
out.
. All of the respondent corporations herein named and described will hereInafter be referred to as "corporate respondents."
P.m. 3. The active management and control of all of the corporate
respondents were exercised and maintained by the respondent, Jasper W.
Efird, and his four brothers, Joseph B. Efird, Paul H. Efird, Edward L.
Efird, and John Ray Efird, until the death of John Ray Efird in 1938, and
since that time by the four surviving Efird b'rothers. Said brothers or
their immediate families own from 80 to 100 percent of all the capital stock
of each of the various corporate responde~.ts, but no one of said Efird
brothers alone controls any of the corporate respondents. In general, the
corporate respondents, in spite of separate corporate identities, constitutes
a family enterprise operated for, and by, the Efird family.
Joseph B. Efird is president of each corporate respondent, except
Efird's Department Store of Charlotte, N. C., Inc., of which he is vice
President. Paql H. Efird is vice president of each corporate respondent
except Efird's Department Store of Charlotte, N. C., Inc., of which he is
president. Edward L. Efird is secretary and treasurer, and respondent,
Jasper W. Efird is vice president, of each of said corporate respondents.
The Efird brothers, at a meeting held each year, determine the salary of
each of the officers for the ensuing year and the particular corporate respondents to which each officer's salary shall be charged and in what
amounts, based in part upon their ability to pay. When the financial condition of any corporate respondent will not vvarrant a charge for salaries,
no such charge is made. ·
With the exception of respondent, Jasper W. Efird, the Efird brothers
devote most of their time to certain stores in the larger cities and periodically visit all the Efird stores and exercise and maintain a continuous and
close supervision over all of them.
PAR. 4. Respondent, Jasper W. Efird, for the past several years has
been paid an annual salary of $9,840 as vice president of the various corporate respondents, which salary was charged in multiples of $240 to 26 of the
38 corporate respondents. In addition, said respondent received dividends
on the shares of capital stock owned by him in the various corporate respondents, amounting to $4,145 in 1936, $3,101 in 1937, $6,285 in 1938,
$6,815 in 1939, and $4,255 in 1940.
In addition to periodic visits to the various corporate respondents and
the maintenance of continuous and close supervision over them in much
the same manner as his brothers, respondent, Jasper W. Efird, acted as
buyer or purchasing agent for all of the corporate respondents and maintained an office for this purpose in New York City.
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PAR. 5. When any of the corporate respondents require :merchandise
which is to be purchased on the open market, they send orders or requisitions for such merchandise either direct to respondent, Jasper W. Efird, or
to Joseph B. Efird, who in some instances approves said orders and forwards them to respondent, Jasper W. Efird, for purchase in the open
market. In some instances the store managers of the corporate resportdents purchase some merchandise from salesmen calling at their respective
stores. No merchandise can be bought in this manner without the approval of either Joseph B. Efird or respondent, Jasper W. Efird. Store
managers or buyers of the corporate respondents from time to time make
trips to New York for the purpose of purchasing merchandise for their
respective stores. In such instances the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, supplies them with a list of manufacturers or sellers, or otherwise assists them.
It is the general practice that all orders placed on such trips are submitted
to the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, for his approval and further negotiation where necessary. Respondent, Jasper W. Efird, makes purchases on
requisitions or orders forwarded to him by the various corporate respond·
ents or by Joseph B. Efird and sometimes makes purchases for the various
corporate respondents without such requisitions or orders, based upon his
judgment or information :received from various of the corporate respond·
ents as to their requirements.
PAR. 6. In his capacity as purchasing agent, respondent, Jasper W.
Efird, purchased a substantial part of the merchandise, such as ladies'
underwear, gloves, dresses, coats, children's wear, knitwear, corsets,
handbags, hats, pajamas, housecoats, and other articles of merchandise,
sold to the consuming public by the corporate respondents. When orders
for such merchandise were placed "'ith the manufacturers or sellers thereof
by the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, the merchandise so purchased was
shipped by such manufacturers or sellers, usually from ·their respective
places of business in the State of New York, direct to the particular cor·
porate respondents, located in the States of North Carolina, South Carolina, or Virginia, for which the mer.chandise was purchased.
PAR. 7. In carrying on his purchasing activities for, and on behalf
of, the corporate respondents, respondent, Jasper W. Efird, maintained
an office at 200 \Vest 34th Street, New York City. Only his name appears
on the door of such office and in the telephone directory, but the building
directory, until after issuance of the complaint herein, listed this office as
"J. W. Efird, Efird Department Stores." On the stationery used by all
the corporate respondents appear all the cities in which the Efird stores
are located and also the statements "General Offices Charlotte, N. C.''
and "New York Office: 200 West 34th Street." The uniform purchase or·
der blank used for all purchases by all the corporate respondents likewise
has printed upon it "New York Office, J. W. Efird, .200 W. 34th St.''
Various mimeographed news letters and instructions sent out to the cor·
porate respondents by the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, are signed" J. W.
Efird New York Office." The stationery used by the respondent, Jasper
W. Efird, in transacting his business lists at the bottom thereof all of the
Efird stores and the cities where located.
PAR. 8. In conducting the business from the New York office, respond·
ent, Jasper W. Efird, estimates that about one-third of his time is spent in
buying and selling securities on the stock market for his personal account.
The remainder of his time is spent on the business of the corporate respondents and in visiting and interviewing manufacturers and sellers of
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merchandise. Respondent, Jasper W. Efird, represents only the corporate
respondents and does no buying for, or in behalf of, any other concern.
All transactions with manufacturers and sellers were for the purpose of
locating or obtaining merchandise for the corporate respondents in his
capacity of buyer or purchasing agent.
PAR. 9. In the course of his purchasing transactions hereinbefore
described and while acting for, and in behalf of, the corporate respondents, the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, has continually and consistently,
since June 19, 1936, received and accepted commissions, fees, allowances,
brokerage, and occasional lump payments from sellers and manufacturers,
based upon the amount of purchases made by him. The commissions,
brokerage, and other compensation paid to the respondent, Jasper W.
Efird, by manufacturers and sellers upon purchases made for, and in behalf of, the corporate respondents amounted to approximately $5,000
annually.
The payments so received by the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, were
deposited in his personal account, together with salaries and dividends
received from the corporate respondents, and were used by him to pay the
expenses of the New York office of the Efird stores. No charge was made
by the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, to the respondent corporations for
traveling expenses incurred by him or for the expenses of the New York
office, which, including rent, telephone, clerk hire, stationery, and postage,
ranged from $5,000 to $7,000 a year.
From time to time respondent, Jasper W. Efird, made suggestions to.
manufacturers and sellers who did not pay him commissions, as well as to·
those who did, concerning style or design of certain merchandise and suggestions as to·layouts of certain swatch books for the purpose of procuring
the best possible merchandise at the lowest possible price for the corporate·
respondents and to facilitate their selection of merchandise for resale in
their respective stores.
PAR. 10. The Commission finds that the commissions, and payments
and allowances in lieu thereof, paid to the respondent, J'asper W. Efird, by
manufacturers and sellers of merchandise purchased for, or in behalf of,
the corporate respondents were used by said Jasper W. Efird for the sole
benefit of the corporate respondents to maintain a buying office in the city
of New York. The Commission further finds that such payments were
made to the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, while he was acting in his capacity as an officer of said corporate respondents and constituted in fact a payment to said corporate respondents. Furthermore, in some instances the
corporate respondents received the direct benefits of such allowances when
respondent, Jasper W. Efird, was successful in beating down a price of a
manufacturer or seller to the point where the commissions which otherwise would have been paid were not permitted by the price allowed but,
instead, were included in the discounts allowed by such manufacturer or
seller on said transaction.
CONCLUSION

In receiving and accepting brokerage fees or commissions, or allowances
and discounts in lieu thereof, from manufacturers and sellers upon purchases of merchandise in the manner and under the circumstances as hereinabove found, the respondent, Jasper W. Efird, and said corporate respondents have violated the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of an
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act of Congress entitled, "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the Robinson-Patman Act).
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint
and in opposition thereto taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report and supplemental report of the
trial examiner upon the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of
counsel; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of an act of Congress entitled, "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton Act), as amended
by act approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act):
I. It is ordered, That the individual respondent, Jasper W. Efird, and
his agents, representatives,· and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in, or in connection 'vith, the purchasing of ladies'
underwear, gloves, dresses, coats,· children's wear, knitwear, corsets, hand·
bags, hats, pajamas, housecoats, and other articles of merchandise in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act as amended,
do forthwith cease and desist from1. Receiving or accepting, directly or indirectly, anything of value as
brokerage, commission, or other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof, from any seller on, or in connection with, purchases
made from such seller(a) When such. purchases are made for respondent's own account; or
(b) When such purchases are made as agent or buying representative of
the purchaser; or
(c) When in making such purchases respondent is acting in fact for or in
behalf of, or is subject to the direct or indirect control of, the purchaser.
II. It is further ordered, That the corporate respondents, Charlotte
Mercantile Company; Efird's Department Store of Charlotte, N.C., Inc.;
Efird's Department Store of Wilmington, N.C., Inc.; Efird's Department
Store of Raleigh, N. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store, Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Sal-isbury, N. C., Inc.; The Efird Mercantile Co.;
Efird's Dept. Store of High Point, Inc.; Efird Co.; Efird's Department
Store of Lumberton, N.C., Inc.; Efird-Davis Co., Inc.; Efird's Dept. Store
of Goldsboro, N. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Monroe, N. C.,
· Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Lexington, N. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Burlington, N.C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Wilson,
N. C., In9.; Efird's Department Store of Shelby, N. C., Inc.; Efird's De·
partment Store of Statesville, N. C., Inc.; Forest City Merchantile Co.;
John E. Efird and Sons, Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Lenoir, N. C.,
Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Laurinburg, Inc.; Efird's Department
Store of Lincolnton, N. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Greensboro,
Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Kannapolis, N. C., Incorporated; Efird's
Department Store of Hickory, Incorporated; Efird's Department Store of
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Kinston, N. C., Incorporated; Efird's Department Store of Greenville,
N. C., Incorporated; Efird Bros. Company of Columbia, S. C., Inc.;
Efird's Department Store of Anderson, S. C., Inc.; Efird's Department
Store of Greenville, S. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Spartanburg,
S. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Greenwood, S. C., Inc.; Efird's
Department Store of Rock Hill, S. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of
Sumter, S. C., Inc.; Efird's Department Store of Greer, S. C., Inc.; Efird
Bros. Company .of Chester, S. C., Inc.; and Efird's Department Store of
Danville, Virginia, Incorporated, and their respective officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device in, or in connection with, the purchasing of ladies' underwear,
gloves, dresses, coats, children's wear, knitwear, corsets, handbags, hats,
pajamas, housecoats, and other articles of merchandise in commerce as
"commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act as amended, do forthwith cease and desist from1. Receiving or accepting, directly or indirectly, from any manufacturer
or seller of merchandise anything of value as a commission, brokerage, or
other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lleu thereof, upon
purchases of merchandise made for their own account.
III. It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a reJ:Ort in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
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THE MATTER OF

MORTON SALT COMPANY
COMPLAINT, MODIFIED FINDINGS AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SUBSEC. (A) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED
OCTOBER 15, 1914, AS AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 11136

Do,ket 4319. Complaint, Sept. 18, 194o-Decision, Apr. 14, 194/i
Where a corporation engaged in the production of salt ~nd in the competitive interstate
sale and distribution thereof from its various plants or warehouses to wholesalers
or jobbers for resale to the retail trade; to large retail purchasers such as cooperative and corporate chain stores; and to consumers purchasing in large quantities
for use in their manufacturing processes, such as meat packers, tanners and many
other industries(a) Discriminated in price between different purchasers buying its Blue Label, plain
and iodized table salt, of like grade and quality, by selling its products to some of
its customers at lower prices than it sold said products of like grade and quality to
other of its customers who were competitively engaged therein in the sale of such
product within the United States, through selling its said Blue Label Salt to wholesalers and retailers at the delivered price of $1.60 per case of 24 packages when
delivery was made in less than carload lots while concurrently selling said salt to
other wholesaler and retailer competitors at a delivered price of $1.50 per case
when de ivery was made in carload lots;
(b) Discriminated in price, as aforesaid, through its 5000 case discount by permitting
certain organizations of wholesalers and retailers-the separate wholesale and retail units of which were engaged in competition in the same trade areas with other
wholesalers and retailers respectively, who did not receive said 5000 case discount,
and no one of whom purchased a sufficient quantity in a twelve-month consecutive
period to qualify therefor-to combine the purchases of their said units in order so
to do, and thereby receive the benefit of the 10¢ per case rebated by it from its
$1.50 carload price on such annual aggregate purchases to those thus favored;
(c) Discriminated in price, as aforesaid, through its 50,000 or more case discount, under
which four retail chain store organizations, with branches and stores in various
cities-no one of which purchased a sufficient amount to qualify therefor, and
which were in competition with other retail customer purchasers who did not
receive such rebate but purchased said salt from it at car-load price at $1.50 or
the 5000 case quantity discount-were permitted to combine the purchases of all
stores and branches, and thereby enjoy such discount, under which purchasers
whose purchases aggregated said amount in a twelve-month consecutive period,
became entitled to a discount of 15t per case on such purchases; and such retail
chain grocers in many cases were permitted thereby to sell said Blue Label salt to
the consuming public at prices lower than those at which wholesalers could reasonably sell the same to retail customers;
(d) Discriminated in price, as aforesaid, in connection with the sale and distribution of
its table salt other than Blue Label salt, sold at list price plus freight or transportation charges from the plant nearest the customer or the plant serving the area
in which the customer was located, and from which delivery was customarily made,
through its "unit discount"-amounting to about 5% of the Jist or plant price
and extended to wholesalers and retailers who were in competition in same trade
area with other wholesalers and retailers who did not receive the same-under
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which one unit was allowed to a customer purchasing in carload lots, and an additional unit to those purchasing in amounts equal to or in excess of $50,000 during a
consecutive twelve-month period, and including, for the purpose of such calculation, purchasers' purchases of Blue Label salt;
(e) Discriminated in price through certain special, long continued allowances, designated by it as "competitive adjustments" but not shown as made in good faith to
meet an equally low price of a competitor, between different purchasers of like
grade and quality through such typical discounts to certain customers as a special
allowance of 7~¢ per case from the carload price of $1.50 on its Blue Label salt,
extended to a Louisiana wholesale grocer engaged in the operation of 22 units or
branches in competition with other wholesalers who did not receive said special
discount, and through the allowance of an additional unit discount on table salt
other than Blue Label, to certain affiliated companies, purchases of no one of which
amounted to $50,000 worth of salt during any consecutive twelve month period to
entitle it thereto;
With the result that1. Discounts allowed by it to some of its wholesaler customers on said staplesold on a lower margin of profit than other commodities and in which a difference
of 5t per case might result in the loss of a sale to a customer of not only the salt but
other commodities as well~enabled such wholesalers to offer its table salt to retailers at prices equal to those paid by competing wholesalers or at prices less than
those at which competing wholesalers could reasonably sell said salt to the retailer
customers·;
2. Customers who received the benefit of its said discriminatory discounts,
prices, rebates and allowances had a substantial advantage in selling its salt in
competition with other customers who did not receive the benefit thereof or were
obliged to pay its full price;
3. Wholesalers who paid its full price or were denied the discounts or rebates
allowed said favored customers, in order to compete therewith, had either to sell
at competitive prices and in so doing reduce their possible profits by the amount
of the discriminations against them, or attempt to sell at higher prices than those
which the favored customers charged, with the result of inability to secure business
and a reduction in the volume of their sales;
4. Customers paying the highest prices were discriminated against with respect
to all other customers, while those paying the lowest price were given the benefit of
the discriminations as against other customers; and the medium-sized wholesaler
grocer was discriminated against with respect to his larger competitors and given
the benefit of the discrimination as against his smaller competitors; and
5. The discriminations in price based upon the 50,000 or more case discount of
Blue Label salt allowed to certain of the large retail chain stores constituted a discrimination not only against the smaller or medium size chain stores that could not
purchase in such quantities from it, but also a discrimination against the small
retailer who was in competition with such large chain stores and compelled to purchase said Blue Label salt through wholesalers at prices in excess of the retail price
maintained by such competitive volume purchasers, and such wholesalers' retailer
customers were thereby forced to pay prices which prohibited competition in prices
between such small retailers and the large retail chain stores;
Effect of which discriminations in prices, might be substantially to lessen competition in
the line of commerce in which the purchaser receiving the benefit of said discriminatory price was engaged, and to injure, destroy and prevent competition between
those purchasers receiving the benefit of said discriminatory PJ"ices, discounts, rebates and allowances and those to whom they were denied:.
11.50780-47-~11
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Held, That such discriminations in price by it, under the circumstances set forth, constituted violations of subsection (a) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by
the Robinson-Patman Act.

As.respects the justification of certain price differences, in connection with the sale or
delivery of respondent's table salt to its customers, as hereinabove indicated, challenged under the provisions of subsection 2(a) of the Clayton Act as amended by
the Robinson-Patman Act, and, in this connection, certain testimony and evidence
offered by respondent in an attempt to justify its price differentials to various
customers, which testimony was stricken, on motion, by the trial examiner as
being based upon estimates, hypotheses and mere guesses and as arbitrarily including items of distribution the correctness or applicability of which was doubtful: The Commission nevertheless considered the testimony so stricken, as well as
other matters in the record, and was of the opinion, and so found, that respondent's
price differences, including the rebates, allowances and discounts hereinabove mentioned, had not been shown to be justified by reason of differences in the cost of
manufacture, sale or delivery resulting from differing methods or quantities in
which respondent's table salt was sold or delivered to its various customers.

Before Mr. James A. Purcell, trial examiner.
Mr. John T. Haslett for the Commission.
Stearns & McBride, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved October 15,
1914, entitled "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies and for other purposes" (the Clayton Act), as
amended by an act approved June 19, 1936, entitled "An act to amend
Section 2 of the act entitled 'An act to supplement existing laws against
unlawful restraints and monopolies and for other purposes' approved
October 15, 1914, as amended (U. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13) and for other
purposes" (the Robinson-Patman Act), the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that the respondent hereinafter described is violating and has been violating the provisions of said Clayton Act as
amended hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Morton Salt Company, is a corporation,
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois and having its principal place of business at 208 West
Washington Street, Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. Respondent.corporation is now and has been engaged in the
business of producing, manufacturing, offering .for sale, selling and distributing salt in all parts of the United States. The respondent is one of
the largest producers and distributors of salt in the United States and occupies a dominating position in said industry. Respondent sells its products to wholesalers, retailers, corporate chains, voluntary chains. Respondent sells and distributes its products in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia and preliminary to or as a result of such sale causes such products
to be shipped and transported from the places of origin of the shipment to
the purchasers thereof who are located in States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia other than the State of origin of the shipment,
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and there is and has been at all times herein mentioned a continuous current of trade in commerce in said products across state lines between respondent's plants or factories and the purchasers of such products. Said
products are sold and distributed for use, consumption and resale within
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent
is now and during the time herein mentioned has been in substantial competition with other corporations, individuals, partnerships and firms engaged in the business of selling and distributing salt in commerce between
and among the various States of the United States and the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid since
June 19, 1936, respondent has been and is now discriminating in price between different purchasers buying such products of like grade and quality
by selling its products to some of its customers at lower prices than it sells
its products of like grade and quality to other of its customers who are
competitively engaged one with the other in the sale of said products
within the United States.
The said discriminations in price are brought about by the following
practices and policy pursued by the respondent, to wit:
1. A discount amounting to approximately five percent of the list price
is allowed to all customers who purchase a carload of salt.
2. In addition to the carload discount hereinbefore referred to in paragraph 1 hereof, a five percent discount is allowed to customers whose purchases of salt during a twelve consecutive month period are equal to or in
excess of fifty thousand dollars.
3. To customers who purchase five thousand or more cases consisting of
twenty-four packages to a case during a twelve consecutive month period
of "free running" table salt and "iodized" salt, a discount of 10¢ per case
is granted, and to customers who purchase fifty thousand or rn:ore cases of
the above type salt, a discount of 15¢ per case is granted. Said discount is
not in addition to, but in lieu of the discounts referred to in paragraphs
1 and 2 hereinbefore mentioned.
The discount referred to in paragraph 2 heretofore mentioned is allowed
to customers of the respondent who do not purchase from the respondent
fifty thousand dollars worth of salt during a twelve consecutive month
period, provided, however, the total purchases of salt from all sources made
by said customer total fifty thousand dollars during said given period of
time. In the industry this type of selling is known as "split business,"
that is, basing the price upon the requirements of a customer and not upon
the actual quantity purchased from the respondent. .
In addition to the discriminations effected by the aforementioned discounts respondent discriminates in price between different purchasers of
its products, and such price discriminations result from respondent's selling said salt to an individual customer where the delivery thereof is made
to several branches or outlets of said individual customer at prices based
upon the total quantity or volume delivered to all of the separate branches
or outlets of said customer provided such total quantity or volume
amounts to the required minimums during the twelve consecutive month
period as set forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 hereinbefore mentioned and not
upon the quantity or volume delivered by the respondent to the respective
branches or outlets of such individual customer.
In the industry this type of selling is known as "combine selling," that
is, basing the price upon the total quantity delivered to all the separate
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branches or outlets of an individual customer and not upon the quantity
delivered to the respective branches or outlets of said customer.
PAR. 5. The effect of the discriminations in price generally and specifically mentioned in paragraph 4 herein has been and may be substantially to lessen competition in the line of commerce in which the purchaser
receiving the benefit of said discriminatory prices is engaged and to injure,
destroy and prevent competition between those purchasers receiving the
benefit of said discriminatory prices and those to whom they are denied,
and has been and may be to tend to create a monopoly in those purchasers
receiving the benefit of said discriminatory prices in said line of commerce
in the various localities or trade areas in the United States in which said
favored customers and their competitors are engaged in business.
PAR. 6. The foregoing acts and practices of said respondent are violations of subsection 2 (a) of section 1 of said act of Congress, approved
June 19, 1936, entitled" An act to amend section 2 of an act entitled' An
act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies and for other purposes' approved October 15, 1914, as amended
(U. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13) and for other purposes."
REPORT, MoDIFIED FINDING~ AS TO THE FACTs AND ORDER

Pursua~t to the provisions of an act of Congress entitled, "An act to
supplement existing laws against unla\\ful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton Act), as amended
by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act),
and by virtue of the authority vested in the Federal Trade Commission by
the aforesaid Act, the Federal Trade Commission on September 18, 1940,
issued and subsequently served its complaint upon the respondent, Morton
Salt Company, a corporation, charging it with violating the provisions of
subsection (a) of section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-.
Patman Act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of re-·
spondent's answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of,. ·
and in opposition to, the allegations of said complaint were introduced
before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by
it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in
the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly cameon for final hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, answer·
thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner UIXJD'
the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs filed in support of and in
opposition to the complaint, and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission, having considered the matter, made and issued its findings as to·
the facts and order to cease and desist on July 28, 1944. Thereafter, the·
respondent filed its petition for review of the order to cease and desist in
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. Sub-·
sequent thereto, by stipulation between the Federal Trade Commission1
and the respondent by their attorneys, said cause was remanded by the·
Circuit Court of Appeals to the Federal Trade Commission for the purpose·
of permitting the Commission to reconsider and modify its findings as to
the facts and conclusion and its order to cease and desist issued July 28,
19H; and the Commission, having reconsidered the matter and the
record herein; makes this its modified findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
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MODIFIED FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Morton Salt Company, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Illinois, having its principal place of business at 310
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. In addition to its main office, said
respondent also maintaihs branch offices and warehouses in various of the
larger cities throughout the United States and also maintains plants for
processing and manufacturing salt at Port Huron, Mich.; Manistee, Mich.;
Hutchinson, Kan~.; Kanopo~is, Kans.; Grand S~line, Tex.; Saltair, Utah;
and Newark, Cahf.
PAR. 2. Since prior to June 19, 1936, respondent has been engaged in
the production and manufacture of various kinds and grades of salt and in
the sale and distribution of such products in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent causes its products, when sold, to be transported
from its various plants or warehouses to the purchasers thereof located
in States other than the State in which such shipments originate. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a
course of trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is now, and during the times herein mentioned has been, in substantial
competition with other corporations and with individuals, partnerships,
and firms engaged in the business of selling and distributing salt in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. The various types of salt processed, manufactured, and sold by
the respondent may be divided into four basic classifications: granulated
salt, produced from brine and evaporated in vac'lmm pans; grainer's salt,
produced from brine and processed through open-pan evaporation; rock
salt, \vhich is mined; and solar salt, which is produced from solar evaporation in open ponds. Table salt may come from all four of these sources.
The principal brand of table salt processed and sold by the respondent is
Morton's Free Running Salt, plain and iodized. This brand is the finest
grade sold by the respondent and is processed from the granulated or
vacuum-pan type of salt. This brand is sold in a round blue package that
contains 26 ounces of salt and is generally known as "Blue Label" salt.
When sold by the respondent its Blue Label salt is packed twenty-four
packages to a case or carton. ·
Respondent sells its various grades of salt to three classes of customers:
(1) wholesalers or jobbers, who in turn resell to the retail trade; (2) retailers who purchase in large quantities, such as cooperative and corporate
chain stores; and (3) consumers who purchase in large quantities for use
in their manufacturing processes, such as meat packers, tanners, and many
other industries. Table salt is the only type of salt involved in this proceeding.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business since June 19, 1936,
in connection '"ith its sale and distribution of its Blue Label plain and
iodized salt, the respondent has been, and is now, discriminating in price
between different purchasers buying such products of like grade and quality by selling its products to some of its customers at lower prices than it
sells its products of like grade and quality to other of its customers who
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are competitively engaged with the former in the sale of such products
within the United States. Among the general practices pursued by the
respondent in discriminating in price are the following:
1. Respondent has discriminated in price by selling its Blue Label salt
to wholesalers and retailers at a delivered price of $1.60 per case of 24
packages when delivery was made in less-than-carload lots, while at the
same time it sold said Blue Label salt to other wholesalers and retailers at
a delivered price of $1.50 per case when delivery was made in carload lots.
There were wholesalers and retailers who received the $1.50 per-case price
and wholesalers and retailers who received the $1.60-per-case price who
were in competition each with the other in the same trade areas.
2. Respondent has also discriminated in price in favor of both wholesalers and retailers who purchased 5,000 or more cases of its Blue Label
salt in any consecutive 12-month period by granting a rebate to such purchasers of 10 cents per case from the $1.50-per-case carload price, which
rebates were remitted by the respondent to such purchasers in quarterly,
semiannual, or other stated periods. Such rebates were referred to, and
described by, the respondent as its 11 5,000-case discount." At the time
such rebates were granted, there were oth~r wholesaler or retailer customers of the respondent who were paying the less-than-carload price of
$1.60 per case or the carload price of $1.50 per case who were in competition with such rebate or 5,000-case-discount customers in the same trade
area.
In granting rebates on the purchase of 5,000 or more cases of its Blue
Label salt, respondent permitted certain organizations to combine their
purchases in order to qualify for the so-called 5,000-case discount; for example, respondent permitted the Thomas & Howard companies, a group
of separate corporations, all wholesale grocers, located in various cities
in North and South Cal"olina, to combine their purchases to qualify for
said so-called 5,000-case discount on respondent's Blue Label salt. No
individual Thomas & Howard Company purchased 5,000 cases of Blue
Label salt, but, based upon the combined purchases of all the companies,
the respondent remitted a rebate of 10 cents per case to the Thomas &
Howard Company at Columbia, South Carolina, for distribution to other
Thomas & Howard companies in proportion to their purchases.
In like manner respondent permitted the C. D. Kenny Company to
combine the purchases of all its branch stores to qualify for the so-called
5,000-case discount on Blue Label salt. No individual branch store of
C. D. Kenny Company purchased 5,000 .cases of Blue Label salt, but
based upon the combined purchases of all its branch stores the respondent
allowed a rebate of 10 cents per case, which it remitted to the C. D. Kenny
Company at Baltimore for distribution to its various branches.
The respondent also permitted the National Retailer-Owned Grocers,
Inc., to combine the purchases of its members to qualify for the so-called
5,000-case discount on Blue Label salt. This organization acts as purchasing agent for its membership of approximately 18,917 retail stores,
located in 42 States of the United States. These members in turn own
about 116 wholesale warehouses, which act as wholesalers to such members. No individual wholesale warehouse or retail grocer purchased 5,000
cases of Blue Label salt from respondent, but, based upon combined purchases of all member stores, the respondent allowed a rebate of 10 cents
per case, which it remitted to the principal office of the National RetailerOwn{)<! Grocers1 Inc., for distribution to its members.
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At the time these rebates were granted, there were other wholesalers in
competition with Thomas & Howard companies and C. D. Kenny Company in the same trade area, and other retailers in competition with the
member stores of the National Retailer-Ovv"lled Grocers, Inc., in the same
trade areas, who did not receive such rebates.
3. Respondent has also discriminated in price in favor of customers who
purchased 50,000 or more cases of its Blue Label salt in any consecutive
12-month period by granting a rebate to such purchasers of 15 cents per
case from the $1.50-per-case carload price. This rebate was not in addition to the rebate allowed to the purchasers of 5,000-case quantities but
was made in lieu thereof. The giving of this rebate by the respondent was
limited to four customers, whose purchases were sufficient to qualify for
this rebate. These were American Stores Company of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; National Tea Company of Chicago, Illinois; Safeway Stores,
Inc., of Oakland, California; and Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company
of New York. These customers were all retail chain stores with branches
and stores located in various cities throughout the United States. No
branch or retail store purchased a sufficient quantity of respondent's Blue
Label salt to qualify for said rebate, but, instead, the granting thereof was
based upon the combined purchases of all stores and branches. Such rebate in many cases permitted such retail chain groceries to sell respondent's Blue Label salt to the consuming public at prices less than those at
which wholesalers could reasonably sell said salt to their retail customers.
There were other retailers in competition with the above-named retailer
customers who purchased Blue· Label salt from the respondent and who
did not receive such rebate but who, instead, purchased said salt from the
respondent at the carload price of $1.50 or at the 5,000-case quantity
discount.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business since June 19, 1936, in
connection vlfith its sale and distribution of table salt other than Blue
Label salt, respondent has been, and is now, discriminating in price between different purchasers buying such products of like grade and quality
by selling its products to some of its customers at lower prices than it sells
its products of like grade and quality to other of its customers who are
competitively engaged with the former in the sale of such products within
the United States. Salt sold by respondent other than Blue Label salt
was not sold on a delivered-price basis, as was the custom with the Blue
Label salt. Instead, such salt was sold at list price plus freight or transportation charges from the plant nearest the customer or from the plant
serving the area in which the customer was located and from which delivery was customarily made. On the sale of such salt other than Blue 'Label
the respondent also maintains a schedule of discounts known as the "unit
discount." One unit amounts to approximately 5 percent of the list or
plant price. One unit, or approximately 5 percent of list price, is allowed
to a customer who purchases in car load lots. To those customers who
purchase table salt during a consecutive 12-month period in amounts
equal to, or in excess of, $50,000, the respondent allows a so-called additional unit discount amounting to approximately 5 percent of the list price.
While this discount does not apply to respondent's Blue Label salt, the
amount of Blue Label salt purchased during a 12-month period is included
in arriving at the total purchase of $50,000. There were wholesalers and
retailers not receiving such unit discounts who were in competition in the
same trade area with wholesalers and retailers who received the unit dis-
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count on carload shipments and the additional unit discount based upon
total purchases of $50,000.
PAR. 7. Separate and apart from the practices hereinabove described,
the respondent has also discriminated in price between different purchasers
of salt of like grade and quality by means of special allowances or discounts
to certain customers. For example, the respondent has, for several years,
made to the Consolidated Companies, Inc., of Plaquemine, Louisiana, a
special allowance of n cents per case from the carload price of $1.50 on its
Blue Label salt. Consolidated Companies, Inc., is engaged in the wholesale grocery business and operates 22 units or branches throughout the
State of Louisiana in competition with other wholesale grocers in Louisiana
who purchase Blue Label salt from the respondent but who do not receive
the special discount of 7t cents per case allowed by the respondent to Consolidated Companies, Inc.
An additional example is the allowance by the respondent of an additional unit discount on table salt other than Blue Label to the Thomas &
Howard companies, although said Thomas & Howard companies do not
purchase $50,000 worth of salt during any consecutive 12-month period to
entitle them to the additional unit discount.
The respondent refers to these and other special allowances as "competitive adjustments" and contends that they were arrived at to meet
competition. Based upon the record in this case the Commission finds
that the respondent has not shown the existence of facts which might
indicate or prove that these discriminations in price were made in good
faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor. The evidence submitted by the respondent is too vague and indefinite to show that the longcontinued discriminations herein described were made in good faith to
meet an equally low price of a competitor.
PAR. 8. The Commission finds that the price differences allowed by the
respondent in the sale of its Blue Label salt, including price differentials on
carload and less-than-carload lots and on purchases in 5,000- and 50,000case quantities, as well as unit discounts allowed on carload lots and
$50,000 purchases of salt other than Blue Label, ctmstituted discriminations in price between purchasers of commodities of like grade and quality.
Salt is a staple commodity with a medium tumover and is generally sold
by wholesalers to their retail customers on a lower margin of profit than
that received on other commodities. Consequently, the price at which the
wholesaler offers his table salt is usually controlling, and a difference of five
cents per case may result in the loss of a sale to a customer, not only of the
salt involved but of other commodities as well, the order for which might
be placed with the salt purchase.
.
·
In some instances the discounts allowed by the respondent to some of its
wholesaler customers have enabled such wholesalers to offer respondent's
table salt to retail dealers at prices equal to prices paid by competing
wholesalers or at prices less than competing wholesalers could reasonably
sell said salt to the retailer customers.
The Commission further finds that customers of the respondent who receive the benefit of the various discriminatory prices, discounts, rebates,
and allowances granted by the respondent have a substantial advantage.
in selling respondent's salt in competition with other customers of the
respondent who do not receive the benefit of such discriminatory prices,
discounts, rebates, and allowances or who are obliged to pay respondent's
full price for said salt. In order to sell respondent's table salt in competition with customers of the respondent who receive the benefit of respond-
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ent's discriminations in prlce, wholesalers who pay respondent's full price
or who are denied the discounts or rebates allowed such favored customers
must either sell at competitive prices and in so doing reduce their possible
profits by the amount of the discriminations against them, or attempt to
sell at higher prices than those which the favored customers of respondent
charge for the same product, with the result of inability to secure business and a reduction in the volume of their sales.
By respondent's method of selling and the use of the price differences
hereinbefore described, customers paying the highest price are discriminated against with respect to all other customers, while the customers
paying the lowest price are given the benefit of the discrimination as
against other customers of the respondent. Furthermore, the mediumsized wholesale grocer is discriminated against with respect to his larger
competitors and is given the benefit of the discrimination as against his
smaller competitors. ·
The discriminations in price based upon the purchase during any consecutive 12-month period of 50,000 or more cases of Blue Label salt allowed to certain of the large retail chain stores constitute a discrimination
in price not only against the smaller or medium-sized chain stores that
cannot purchase Blue Label salt in such quantities from the respondent,
but also constitute a discrimination against the small retail dealer who is
in competition with such large chain stores but who is compelled to purchase Blue Label salt through wholesalers at prices in excess of the retail
price maintained by such competitive volume purchasers. Respondent,.
by selling its Blue Label salt to such large retail chain stores at prices
below those charged for the same salt when sold to wholesalers, forces
retailer customers of such wholesalers to pay prices which prohibit competition in price between such small retailers and the large retail chain
stores.
PAR. 9. The respondent, during the course of the hearings, offered some
testimony and evidence in an attempt to justify its price differentials to
various customers. The trial examiner sustained a motion to strike this
testimony as being based upon estimates, hypotheses, and mere guesses
and as arbitrarily including items of distribution the correctness or applicability of which was doubtful. The Commission has nevertheless considered the testimony so stricken, as well as other matters in the record,
and is of the opinion, and so finds, that respondent's price differences, including the rebates, allowances, and discounts hereinabove mentioned,
have not been shown to be justified by reason of differences in the cost of
manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from differing methods or quantities in which respondent's table salt is sold or delivered to its various customers.
PAR. 10. The Commission finds that the effect of the discriminations in
price, including discounts, rebates, and allowances, generally and specifically described herein may be substantially to lessen competition in the
line of commerce in which the purchaser receiving the benefit of said discriminatory price is engaged and to injure, destroy, and prevent competition between those purchasers receiving the benefit of said discriminatory
prices, discounts, rebates, and allowances and those to whom they are
denied.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid discriminations in price by the respondent, as herein
found 1 constitute violations of subsection (a) of section 2 of an act of Con-
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gress entitled, "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15,
1914 (Clayton Act), as amended by an act of Congress approved June 19,
1936. (Robinson-Patman Act).
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondent, testimony and other evidence in support of the allegations of said complaint
and in opposition thereto taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs in support of the complaint
and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission, having considered the matter, made and issued its findings as to the
facts, conclusion, and order to cease and desist on July 28, 1944. Thereafter, said cause was remanded by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
further consideration of the Commission, and the Commission, having
reconsidered the matter and the record herein, made and issued its modified findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondent has violated
the provisions of subsection (a) of section 2 of an act of Congress entitled,
"An act to supplement existing laws against unla'Wiul restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton
Act), as amended by act approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act).
It is ordered, That respondent, Morton Salt Company, a corporation,
and its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device in the sale of Morton's Free Running Table
Salt, plain or iodized, or other grades of table salt in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from discriminating directly or indirectly in the price of such products of like grade and quality as among wholesale or retail dealers purchasing said salt when the differences in price are not justified by differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from differing
methods or quantities in which such products are sold or delivered,
(a) By selling such products to some wholesalers thereof at prices different from the prices charged other wholesalers who in fact compete in the
sale .and distribution of such products; provided, however, that this shall
not prevent price differences of less than five cents per case which do not
tend to lessen, injure, or destroy competition among such wholesalers.
(b) By selling such products to some retailers thereof at prices different
from the prices charged other retailers who in fact compete in the sale and
distribution of such products; provided, however, that this shall not prevent price differences of less than five cents per case which do not tend to
lessen, injure, or destroy competition among such retailers.
(c) By selling such products to any retailer at prices lower than prices
charged wholesalers whose customers compete with such retailer.
For the purposes of comparison, the term "price" as used in this order
takes into account discounts, rebates, allowances, and other terms and
conditions of sale.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, ·within 60 days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied '"ith
this order.
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IN THE 11ATTER OF

THE DR. D. A. WILLIAMS COMPANY
COMPLAINT,·FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4759.

Complaint, May 7, 1942-Decision, Apr. 19, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a medicinal
preparation designated "The Williams Treatment" and intended for use in the
treatment of various diseases and conditions; through statements in newspaper advertisements, circulars, pamphlets and other advertising media, directly or by implication(a) Represented that rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia, arthritis, constipation, sore
muscles, stiff joints, bladder disorders, kidney disorders, tired feeling, acid stomach,
itchy skin, susceptibility to colds, lack of energy, nervousness, biliousness, headaches, acid poisoning, stoma.ch troubles, urinary disorders, lameness, stiffness and
soreness in muscles and joints, aches and pains in various parts of the body, swellings, grouchiness, and irritability of temper are diseases caused by, or symptoms or
conditions indicating, an excess uric at:id condition of the body; that its preparation would correct and overcome such excess acid condition, and that it was therefore a cure or remedy or a competent and effective treatment for such diseases and
conditions; and
(b) Represented that its said preparation would promote better health, physical comfort, and happier life; that it was effective in preventing the development of, and
in correcting the result of, too much uric acid; would chemically correct the condition of excess uric acid and physiologically promote the elimination of excess uric
acid from the blood and tissues; would neutralize uric acid excess, correct the prime
fundamenta.l cause of predisposition to disease, and cure diseases already developed; would prevent the deposit of uric acid in the kidneys, joints, tissues, or muscles by promoting the excretion of uric acid more easily; overcome the consequences
upon the blood and tissues of the irritant and poisonous influences of too much uric
acid; enable the body to maintain a. proper alkaline balance; overcome damage
which might have been done in the body by too much uric acid; and would build
up the strength of important organs, induce sound sleep, and lift the strain from
frayed nerves;
The facts being that, as established by expert testimony, there is no relation between
excess uric acid in the body and the diseases and conditions in question; its preparation was incapable of correcting or overcoming any excess uric acid condition
which might exist in the body, was not a cure or remedy nor a competent or efective treatment for the various ailments and conditions set forth; and it was incapable of accomplishing the other results claimed for it, as above set forth;
With the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public with respect to its preparation, and to cause it to purchase substantial quantities of the preparation as a. result, whereby substantial trade was
diverted unfairly to it from its competitors:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and its competitors, and constituted unfair methods of com•
petition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices therein.
In a proceeding before the Commission, in which the complaint raised numerous issues
with respect to adver\ising claims made by the respondent, in connection with
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products sold by it other than its medicinal preparation, The Williams Treatment,
as above set forth, and also referred to certain advertising claims for said last named
preparation,not dealt with above: Where the evidence showed that the advertising
in question had long since been discontinued, as had also the sale of said other
products, and that claims not dealt with in connection with said" Tr~atment" had
long since been discontinued by respondent, the Commission was of the opinion
that the complaint should be dismissed as to said matters, without prejudice, however to the right to the Commission to institute further proceedings in the future,
should the public interest so require.

Before Mr. Randolph Preston, trial examiner.
Mr. John W. Carter and Mr. DeWitt T. Puckett for the Commission.
Mr. Clarence McMillan, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that respondent, The Dr. D. A. Williams
Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and i! appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest hereby
issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, The Dr. D. A. Williams Company, is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Connecticut with its
principal office and place of business located at East Hampton, Conn.
PAR. 2. Respondent is engaged in the sale and distribution of an alleged
treatment for rheumatism, kidney and bladder disorders and various other
disorders, diseases and conditions, designated and hereinafter referred to
as" The Williams Treatment" consisting of a medicinal preparation designated "The Williams Treatment" to be used in conjunction with the theories and daily diet program contained in a booklet entitled "Feeling
Twenty Years Younger." Respondent is or has been also engaged in the
sale and distribution of various other medicinal and vitamin preparations
designated respectively:
(a) A medicinal preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula
No.116";
(b) A medicinal preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula
No. 707";
(c) A medicinal preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula
No. 59";
(d) A medicinal preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula
No.3";
(e) A medicinal preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula
No. 206"; .
(f) A vitamin preparation designated "Special Formula 833 "; and
(g) A vitamin preparation designated "Vitamin Concentrates"
to be used separately, or in any combination with "The Williams Treatment," or in any combination of the one with the other.
Respondent causes said treatment and the aforesaid preparations, when
sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State of Connecticut to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United
Rt.ates. At all times mentioned herein respondent has maintained a course
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of trade in its said treatment and the individual medicinal and vitamin
preparations in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States. Respondent has been, and is now, in competition with
other corporations, partnerships and individuals engaged in the sale and
distribution in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States of medicinal and vitamin preparations for use in the treatment of the disorders, diseases and conditions for which respondent recommends his said preparations.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business the respondent has disseminated and has caused the dissemination of false advertisements concerning his said products by the United States mails and by
various means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and has also caused
the dissemination of false advertisements concerning the aforesaid medicinal and vitamin preparations by various means for the purpose of inducing and which was likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of
its aforesaid "The Williams Treatment" and the various medicinal and
vitamin preparations designated as aforesaid, in commerce as commerce is
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth by the United
States mails, by newspapers, circulars, pamphlets, testimonials, booklets
and other advertising media, as aforesaid, are the following:
1. Advertisement of "The lVilliams Treatment"

A. In Newspapers
Try This For
URIC ACID
Read Our Offer. Do This

Thousands Report relief from stiff joints; sore muscles; rheumatic pains; neuritis,
neuralgia.
•
Bladder weak? Kidney irritation? Up many times at night? "Worn out?"
"Acid" stomach? "Catch cold'' easily? Skin itchy? No "pep"? Nervous?
WANT A 75¢ BOTTLE?
(Regular Prescription Quantity)
For more than 46 years The Williams Treatment has been helping others to more
·comfortable days and restful nights. YOU try it!
We will give Uric acid sufferers who send this advertisement, home address and ten
cents (stamps or coin) one full size 75¢ bottle (32 doses) of THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT and booklet with DIET and other helpful suggestions. No obligation. No
C.O.D. Only one bottle given s<J.m~ person, family or address. Sold since 1892. This
advt. and 10¢ must be sent THE DR. D. A. WILLIAMS CO., Offer RG 52 East
Hampton, Conn.
B. In Pamphlets and Folders:

FEELING TWENTY YEARS YOUNGER
The Ounce of Prevention.

Those suffering from ailments due to" Too Much Uric Acid" are concerned vitally in
finding the way to better health and greater physical comfort.
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In sending you this booklet, we do so with the wish that it will be helpful to you.
The information and experience we have gained in our dealing with many hundreds
of thousands of suffering people-who have come to us for help-should help you to a
more healthy and more happy life.
To the thousands of men and women who have reached the age of forty, we would
tJmphasize the importance of taking "the ounce of prevention" before "Too Much Uric
Acid" causes trouble.
Nature forewarns us of impending troubles due to "Too Much Uric Acid." Susceptibility to colds-to billious attacks-attendency to constipation-headaches-the little
ache here and the occasional pain here-tiring easily-these all may well be considered
symptoms that warn of trouble.
Why wait until pains and aches, stiff joints, or sore muscles make you think of "old
age"? Do not let your kidneys become affected through neglect. Fight the accumulation of poison in your body. Keep active and "young." Protect the body from attacks
of the insidious enemy-" Too Much Uric Acid."
Be wise-do not wait until trouble comes. Keep the body free from "acid-poisoning "-make certain of a proper alkaline balance in that wonderful and faithful body of
yours.
The great army of men and women who have used THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT believe it is mighty effective in building better health. We suggest that you
too, may find it efficacious in preventing the development of, and correcting the result
of "Too Much Uric Acid" with all that it means in suffering and unhappiness and the
feelin~ of "growing old."
"TOO MUCH URIC ACID"
and
The Opinions of Eminent
Medical Authorities
THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT is intended to chemically correct and physiologically promote the elimination of excess Uric Acid from the blood and tissues of the
body.
This justly famous medicine is not intended to be a "cure-all," either in the sense
that it ·will cure all types of disease, or all cases of any type of disease. It is, according
to the laws of chemistry and physiology, adapted to neutralization and elimination of
acid excess, and thus is corrective of what is now known to be a prime fundamental
cause of pre-disposition to disease as well as of diseases already developed ...•
The Williams Treatment corrects Rheumatic conditions and Kidney and Bladder
disorders when caused by the excess of Uric Acid in the system ... for correction of such
conditions as may be caused by the excess of Uric Acid in the system ...• It is diuretic
and so may get rid of Uric Acid which has a tendency to deposit itself in the I\idneys
and Joints •.• To excrete Uric Acid more easily and readily and so prevent any deposits within the tissues, muscles and the joints ... The plan and purpose of THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT is to correct and remove over-acid conditions of the human
organism ••. that pain, swelling, and distress, completely disappeared after using it for
a reasonable time. It should overcome the consequences of the irritant and poisonous
influence of "Too Much Uric Acid" upon the blood and tissues. The practice of taking THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT for the correction of conditions caused by
Uric Acid excess is proven .••
Perhaps you start the day feeling tired and worn-out-you hate to get out of bedarms and legs stiff-muscles sore-little burning pains in your back-feeling just a little
mean and grouchy before breakfast. During the day you are nervous-irritable-lose
vour temper quickly-nothing goes right. You are depressed; gloomy, you always see
\he worst side ••• you get nervous-" fly to pieces" ••.
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Perhaps your stomach gives trouble •.• If your distress and discomfort is caused by
"Too Much Uric Acid"-then your common-sense tells you to reduce the poison by
neutralizing and expelling the acid ..• It should work smoothly and gently to overcome
all the damage that·may have been done in your body during the past years. It should
build up the strength of important organs, so that you can sleep soundly at night; lift
the strain from the frayed nerves, and drive out the stiffness and soreness; limber up the
arms and legs, and end the pains and aches, whether your doctor calls them "neuritis,"
"neuralgia," or "rheumatism" or "arthritis" .•. To neutralize and drive out the
poison that produces pain ••. to successfully combat pains and aches and relieve suffering caused by "Too Much Uric Acid."
HEALTH GIVING AND DISEASE PREVENTING

The Williams Treatment, containing as it does, Alkali Mineral salts, works in harmony with our Vitamin Concentrates. Hence, the importance of The Williams Treatment and Vitamin Concentrates to those earnestly seeking-not only more speedy relief, but more comfortable, energetic activity.
"707"

Rheumatism is the name given to a group of characteristic symptoms that for many
years has been attributed to excess acidity of the system.
The claims of self-interested parties, that rheumatic conditions are due to other
causes, may be accepted or rejected by each individual sufferer, as he or she may elect.
Neutralization of excessive body-acids is the foundation of all acceptable treatment for
rheumatic conditions and the fact that rheumatism is only cured by anti-acid treatment may be considered the best proof that it is acid-caused.
Everybody knows the symptoms-lameness, stiffness and soreness in the muscleb
and joints; aching pains ln various parts of the body; hot swellings that are so sensitive
at times that the weight of a bed covering cannot be borne.
Digestion is uaually impaired by rheumatic cases, because of the disturbing effect of
the excess of acids upon the stomach, liver and intestines.
Acid-Caused Pains are like in character, regardless of the parts of the body in which
they are felt; and they must be treated upon the same principle, no matter what scientific name they are classified by. Neutralization of excessive acidity is the foundation
of successful treatment, and no treatment that does not effect this result has the qualities of success. Its power to overcome acidity in the system is one of the principal reasons why The Williams Treatment has been so grand a success in rheumatic conditions.
"No.9"
Sour Stomach means just one thing, and that is excess of acid. The distressing symp.
toms that accompany this very prevalent ailment may be called Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach or any other of the many terms used to indicate disturbances of digestion; the cause in almost all cases is excessive acidity.
Nervous Indigestion is nothing more or less than acid irritation of the nervous system
in persons with sensitive or weak stomachs.
Heaviness after eating, burning pain in the stomach, nausea, wind or flatulence, bloating, belching, "wind hunger," bad taste in the mouth, coated tongue, offensive breath,
headache, etc., are the usual symptoms.
Grouchiness and irritability of temper, occasional dizziness and dimness of vision,
rapid heart action, unnatural sensations in various parts of the body, and a sense of
everything going wrong, are among the effects upon the nervous system.
Among all the ailments to which the human body is subject, there is none that ao
directly and positively points to excessive acidity as the cause, as does derangement of
the digestive organism.
Indigestion iB more common in the chronic stage than is any other ordinary disease,
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because of the insufficiency of the ordinary treatments, which are mahily designed but
to afford temporary relief from suffering."
"No. 116"
The standard medication for Urinary Disorders is THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT; it is anti-acid and promotes the elimination of waste substances that block the
kidneys. Its use should be ~ontinued for a considerable period, and resorted to occasionally after recovery has been established, as a protection against recurrence.
2. Advertisements of other medicinal preparations.

A. Special Formula No. 116
DR. WILLIAMS
Special Formula No. 116
(Homeopathic)
and
The Williams Treatment
for the
URINARY DISORDERS
of Excessive Acidity
(Kidneys and Bladder)
For symptoms of irritation and inflammation-discomfort; pain; burning and scalding urine; difficulty of starting and of stopping the flow; dribbling; frequent getting up
at night; cloudy dark, colored, strong-smelling urine with heavy deposit; and bedwetting during infancy and childhood, DR. WILLIAMS SPECIAL FORMULA NO.
116 is used.
This preparation is entirely harmless and may be taken without fear of unfavorable
actio!)., by children, delicate females and old people, as well as by those in middle life.
It has produced results in so many hard cases that seemed to be beyond the reach of
all ordinary measures, that no case, however, difficult, should be denied an opportunity
to benefit by its aid.
The soothing effect of DR. WILLIAMS SPECIAL FORMULA NO. 116 on the
irritated and inflamed water passage is especially valuable in cases of gravel. When
the lining membrane has been torn by the passage of the stone, and the tract is raw and
sore, grateful relief has come speedily in many instances. Healing is promoted.
There is a condition of weakness of the neck of the bladder that permits the escape of
a drop of urine at a time, and is almost continual day and night, that has been quickly
remedied by the use of Dr. WILLIAMS SPECIAL FORMULA NO. 116.
For children who wet the bed its action upon the urinary organs is demonstrated with
convincing emphasis, usually this trouble is checked in a few days, and completely conquered in a reasonable time.
B. Special Formula No. 707
DR. WILLIAMS
Special Formula No. 707
-and
The Williams Treatment
for
rheumatism, lumbago,
sciatica, neuritis and
neuralgia.
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For the symptoms-lameness, stiffness, soreness, aching and pain-DR. WILLIAMS
SPECIAL FORMULA NO. 707 is a most successful medication. The definite purPose of No. 707 is to quickly bring comfort to sufferers by relieving distressing, aching,
Pain and stiffness, while the acid cause is being removed, and thereby promote and
facilitate full recovery.
Headaches and many of the pains and aches that women suffer, may be relieved or
prevented by the timely use of DR. WILLIAMS SPECIAL FORMULA NO. 707.
It is a very useful medicine in any condition of disease or disorder caused by pain.
It should be used in connection with The Williams Treatment.

C. Special Formula No. 59
DR. WILLIAMS
Special Formula No. 59
for·the liver troubles
of ex<;essive acidity.
D. Special Formula No.9
DR. WILLIAMS
Special For~ula No.3
and
The Williams Treatment
for the
Stomach Troubles of
Excessive Acidity
Indigestion
Acid Dyspepsia
The preparation is formulated for the relief of discomfort and pain arising from disturbed digestion, and for building up the tone and natural strength of the stomach.
When used in connection with THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT for the neutralization of acidity of the system, its action is most satisfying.
Long standing cases of dyspepsia, that have failed to improve under symptom medicines like soda, bismuth, magnesia, etc., have been reported to show steady betterment
and to attain ultimate recovery.
Acute attacks of dyspepsia brought on by eating too fast or too heartily of foods that
digest slowly have been promptly relieved and serious consequences avoided by the
timely use of No.3. Many who are acquainted with the excellence of this formula keep
a supply on hand at all times for emergencies.
Its tonic effect upon the lining membrane, muscles and secreting glands of the stomach, tends to build up the ability of the organ to digest the food that is put into it. No.
3 is not intended to do the work of the stomach for it, but to aid in the restoration of
natural digestive power.
Recovery from many forms of disturbed digestion, even when they have reached the
chronic stage, has been achieved by the systematic use of THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT and DR. WILLIAMS SPECIAL FORMULA NO. 3.
E. Specia.l Formula No. 206
DR. WILLIAMS
Special Formula No. 206

for the
female nervousness of
excessive acidity.
3. Advertisement of Vitamin Preparations.
(a) SPECIAL FORMULA NO. 899
6110780 -4.7 -29
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There are many of us who are living on certain diets that are deficient in Vitamin Bt.
These diets are for such diseases as diabetes, peptic ulcer, reducing, kidney diseases, etc.
There are many who, because of their dislike of certain Vitamin Bt containing foods,
develop a self-inflicted deficiency of this important Vitamin. And then there are those
of us who, although we eat sufficient Vitamin Bt foods are unable to absorb the Vitamin
from the gastro-intestinal tract.
Individuals who have inflammatory processes of the stomach and do not properly
digest their foods, are examples of this type.
Disturbances of the digestive tract resulting from Vitamin Bt deficiency are probably
of considerable clinical importance, especially in non-infective colitis and malnutrition.
Vitamin B1 is essential for such conditions as beri beri with symptoms of neuritis of
legs, enlarged heart and rapid heart, difficult breathing, blueness, gastric distress, prostration, and restlessness.
Vitamin B1 is required for such conditions as: Constipation, Loss of vigor, various
nervous disorders, fevers, hyperthyroidism, gradual paralysis of the limbs as well as for
enlarged glands as the kidneys, heart, thyroid, ovaries, and liver.
Professor Steinberg has shown that Vitamin B1 is of "adjunct" value in patients with
chronic arthritis, and Professors Hall and Myers have shown that one-half of their
cases of infectious arthritis had Vitamin Bt. deficiency.
Professor Staebler has shown that labor in pregnancy is delayed, and uterine contractions are weak where.there is a deficiency of Vitamin Bt.
Special Formula No. 833 assures you a rich and abundant supply of this most im·
portant Vitamin B1 that scientists and research workers have found to be most beneficial to such important diseases, and conditions as are described above.
Vitamin B1 is also required for alcoholic neuritis, pregnancy neuritis, and many other
forms such as diabetes neuritis. Where there is a loss of muscular tone of both stomach
and bowel, Vitamin B1 is required.
(b) VITAMIN CONCENTRATES WITH LIVER EXTRACT AND
IRON as' appearing in pamphlet "Health Giving and Disease Preventing."

Vitamin B
This is known as the antineuritic Vitamin because it is necessary to keep our nervous
system in the best of health. If we are deprived of this essential Vitamin, we suffer
from nervous diseases. This Vitamin has a marked effect upon our appetites, and the
health of the entire gastro-intestinal tract.

Vitamin C
This Vitamin is essential for the health of epithelial tissue, and increases our resistance to infections from without or from within. We must have this Vitamin to insure
healthy gums and teeth.

VitaminE
This Vitamin is needed for the reproductive process in both male and female. It is
necessary for growth and vigor in both sexes, and a shortage results in mental sluggiahness.
·

Vitamin G
This Vitamin is often called B1 because it is found in food substances along with B1
and was only recently separated from it. It is the Vitamin which prevents Pellagra.
It seems to be necessary for blood regeneration.
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Vitamin Concentrates assures you a rich abundant supply of the important Vitamins
described in this folder, and IN ADDITION to this Liver Extract and Iron; used so
widely by physicians to increase the supply of red blood corpuscles.
Vitamin Concentrates should be considered as aids to the preservation of normal
health and as definite factors in restoration of health that has been impaired by Vitamin
deficiency.
Vitamin Concentrates are offered to you with confidence their use will give you better
health and freedom from pain and distress that follows Vitamin deficiency.
It is important that disease be alleviated when you are afflicted, but the prevention
of disease is even more important. Take VITAMIN CONCENTRATES FOR A
TIME AS NECESSARY FOOD. Help nature to protect you by putting into your
body these "Health-giving and Disease-preventing" substances, prepared with LIVER
EXTRACT and IRON.
It has been said that the general function of Vitamins is to promote mineral metabolism. When a deficiency of necessary minerals is indicated, the same evidence of "mineral starvation" in certain forms of vitamin deficiency may be found.
Vitamin-Inflammation and pus formation in the eyes, ears, sinuses, lungs, skin, blad" A"
der and kidneys.
'
Anemia.
Retarded growth.
Loss of appetite.
Sterility (prevents conception).
Vitamin-Constipation.
"B"
Loss of Vigor.
Various nervous disorders.
Gradual paralysis of the limbs.
Enlarges many glands as the Kidneys, Heart, Thyroid, Ovaries, Liver, etc.
Vitamin-Physical weakness.
"C"
Loss of weight.
Change in disposition.
Soreness and stiffness of the joints.
Shortness of breath and rapid heart beats.
Vitamin-Muscular weakness.
"D"
Lowered resistance to disease.
Decay of teeth.
Malformation of the bones.
Improper calcium phosphorous balance.
Vitamin-Sterility in both male and female.
"E"
Mental sluggishness.
Loss of weight.
Wasting of muscles.
Lowered resistance to infection.
Vitamin-Pellagra.
"G"
Nervous diseases.
Sore mouth and membranes.
Dermatitis (skin disease).
Gastric disorders, colitis, etc.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth and others of similar import not specifically set out herein, -
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all of which purport to be descriptive of the therapeutic and nutritional
properties of respondent's preparations, respondent has represented, directly and by implication, as follows:
1. Representations as to 11 The Williams Treatment."
That rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia, arthritis, constipation, sore muscles, stiff joints, weak bladder, kidney irritation, weak kidneys, tired feeling, acid stomach, itchy skin, susceptibility to colds, lack of energy, nervousness, billiousness, headaches, kidney infection, acid poisoning, stomach troubles, urinary disorders, lumbago, sciatica, lameness, stiffness, and
soreness in muscles and joints, aching pains in various parts of the body,
hot swellings, impaired digestion due to the effect of excess acids upon the
stomach, liver and intestines, liver troubles, sour stomach, dyspepsia, acid
dyspepsia, gastritis, catarrh of the stomach, nervous indigestion, heaviness after eating, burning pains in the stomach, nausea, wind or flatulence,
bloating, belching, "wind hunger" or bad taste in the mouth, coated
tongue, offensive breath, headache, grouchiness, irritability of temper, dizziness, dimness of vision, rapid heart action, unnatural sensations in various parts of the body, derangement of the digestive organs, and female
nervousness are diseases caused by, or symptoms or conditions indicating,
excess uric acid condition of the body and that the preparation "The Williams Treatment" used alone or in conjunction with the theories and nutritional suggestions contained in the pamphlet "Feeling Twenty Years
Younger" will correct and overcome such excess uric acid condition and is
therefore a cure and remedy for and constitutes an effective treatment for
such disorders and diseases.
That the said "The Williams·Treatment" will promote better health,
physical comfort and happier life; that it is efficacious in preventing the
development of and in correcting the result of too much uric acid; that it
will chemically correct and physiologically promote the elimination of
excess uric acid from the blood and tissues; that it will neutralize uric acid
excess and is corrective of the prime fundamental cause of predisposition
to disease and the cure of disease already developed; that it will prevent
the deposit of uric acid in the kidneys, joints, tissues and muscles by promoting the excretion of uric acid more easily; that it will overcome the
consequences upon the blood and tissue of the irritant and poisonous influences of too much uric acid; that it will enable the body to maintain a
proper alkaline balance; that it will overcome damage that may have been
done.in the body by too much uric acid; that it will build up the strength
of important organs, induce sound sleep and lift the strain from frayed
nerves; that due to its alkali mineral salts, it will work in harmony with the
preparation designated "Vitamin Concentrates" and will induce a speedy
relief and bring about more comfortable and energetic activity.

2. Representations as to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 116."
That the preparation "Dr. Williams Spe-cial Formula No. 116" used
alone or in conjunction with the preparation "The Williams Treatment,"
is a cure and remedy and constitutes an effective or competent treatment
for inflammation, irritation and pain accompanying urinary disorders of
the kidneys and bladder; that it will overcome and prevent dribbling; that
it will correct and prevent burning, scalding, cloudy, dark colored, strongsmelling urine; that it will overcome the difficulty of starting and stopping
_the flow of urine; that it is a competent and effective treatment for torn
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and lacerated membrane caused by the passage of stone; that it will
strengthen the muscles controlling the neck of the bladder thus overcoming and preventing the escape or passage of urine; that it will effectively
check and overcome in children the habit of bed wetting; that it will produce results where other measures have failed.
3. Representations as to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 707."
That the preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No.
707" when used alone or in conjunction with the preparation designated
"The Williams Treatment" is a cure and remedy and constitutes a competent and effective treatment for the symptoms lameness, stiffness, soreness, aches and pains, headaches and many of the pains and aches from
which women suffer; that it will quickly bring comfort to sufferers; that it
is useful for any condition or disorder caused by pains; that its use will
promote and facilitate full recovery while the acid cause of such symptoms
are being removed; that it is a special medication devised after an experience covering many thousands of cases.

4. Repre.sentations as to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 59."
· That the preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No.
59" used alone or in conjunction with the medicinal preparation, "The
Williams Treatment" is a cure and remedy for and constitutes a safe and
effective treatment for liver troubles of excessive acidity.
5. Representations as to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 3."
That the preparation designated" Dr. Williams Special Formula No.3"
used alone or in conjunction with the preparation designated "The Williams Treatment" is a cure and remedy and constitutes a competent and
effective treatment for acute attacks of dyspepsia, acute and chronic form
of disturbed digestion; that dyspepsia of long standing which has failed to
yield to other forms of treatment can be cured by the use of this preparation; that it will build up the tone and natural strength of the stomach;
that its tonic effect upon the membrane muscles and secreting glands of the
stomach increases the digestive properties of that organ; that it will cure
every form of chronic indigestion; and that it will restore to the stomach
its natural digestive powers.
6. Representations as to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 206."
That the preparation qesignated "Dr. Williams Special'Formula No.
206" used alone or in conjunction with the treatment designated "The
Williams Treatment" is a cure and remedy for and constitutes a safe and
effective treatment for female nerv-ousness of excessive acidity.

7. Representations as to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 833."
That the preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No.
833" used alone or in combination with the treatment designated "The
Williams Treatment" is a competent, nutritional and corrective treatment
for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as constipation,
loss of vigor, various nervous disorders, fevers, hyper-thyroidism, gradual
paralysis of the limbs, enlarged glands, such as kidneys, heart, thyroid,
ovaries and liver, alcoholic neuritis, pregnancy neuritis, chronic arthritis,
infectious arthritis, diabetic arthritis, loss of muscular tone of the stomach
and bowels, that its use will maintain appetite; that it will correct and
properly control weight; that it will strengthen uterine contractions and
Prevent delayed labor in pregnancy.
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It is further represented that diet for such diseases as diabetes, peptic
ulcer, reducing, kidney diseases, etc. are all deficient in Vitamin B.; that
Vitamin B. deficiency is often self~inflicted because of dislike for certain
foods containing this vitamin; that there are persons who eat sufficient
food containing Vitamin B. yet who are unable to absorb that vitamin;
that persons with inflammatory process of the stomach do not properly
digest their food and are unable therefore to absorb Vitamin B.; that
Vitamin B. is essential for neuritis of legs, enlarged heart and rapid heart,
difficult breathing, blueness, gastric distress, prostration and restlessness;
and that these are symptoms of beri beri.

8. Representations as to "Vitamin Concentrates" with liver extract
and iron.
That the preparation designated "Vitamin Concentrates" contains a
sufficient supply of multiple vitamin concentrate together with liver extract and iron so that when used alone or in conjunction with the preparation designated "The \\illiams Treatment" it is a competent, nutritional
and corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as inflammation and pus formation in the eyes, ears, sinuses,
lungs, skin, bladder and kidneys, anemia, retarded growth, loss of appetite, sterility, constipation, loss of vigor, various nervous disorders, gradual paralysis of the limbs, enlarged glands such as the kidneys, heart, thyroid, ovaries, liver, etc., physical weakness, loss of weight, change in disposition, soreness and stiffness of the joints, shortness of breath, rapid
heart beat, muscular weakness, lowered resistance to disease, decay of
teeth, malformation of the bones, improper calcium phosphorous balance,
steri~ity in male and female, mental sluggishness, wasting of muscles,
lowered resistance to infection, pellagra, nervous diseases, sore mouth
and membranes, dermatitis, gastric disorders and colitis.
That it is an effective and competent treatment for all nen:ous diseases
and infectious diseaRes and will increase one's resistance to such diseases,
that it will increase the red blood corpuscles; that the use of this preparation will give you health and prevent disease and that it will promote mineral metabolism.
PAn. 5. The aforesaid advertisements and representations, as well as
many others of similar import which have not been specifically set out
herein, are grossly exaggerated, false, misleading, and untrue in the following particulars:
1. Wt'th Respect to "The Williams Treatment."
The symptoms, disorders and diseases, enumerated and set forth hereinabove in subsection 1 of paragraph 4 are not diseases caused by, or symptoms indicating, excess uric acid condition of the body. The preparation
designated "The Williams TreatJ;IJ.ent" used alone or in conjunction with
the theories and nutritional suggestions contained in the pamphlet entitled "Feeling Twenty Years Younger" or in any combination with the
various medicinal and vitamin preparations set forth hereinabove is not a
cure and remedy for, nor a competent or effective corrective treatment for,
excess uric acid condition of the body and will not have any generally recognized therapeutic value in the treatment thereof, or in the treatment of
any of the conditions, symptoms, disorders and diseases set forth hereinabove in subsection 1 of paragraph 4 in excess of neutralizing temporarily
an excess of acid in the stomach.
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The said preparation "The Williams Treatment" will not promote better health, physical comfort, or happier life; it is not efficacious in preventing the development of or in correcting the result of too much uric
acid; it will not chemically correct or physiologically promote the elimination of excess uric acid from the blood and tissues; it will not neutralize
uric acid excess and is not corrective of the prime fundamental cause of
pre-disposition to diseases or the cure of diseases a.!ready developed; it will
not prevent the deposit of uric acid in the kidneys, joints, tissues, or
muscles by promoting the excretion of uric acid more easily; it will not
overcome the consequences upon the blood and tissue of the irritant and
poisonous influences of too much uric acid; it will not enable the body to
maintain a proper alkaline balance; it will not overcome damage or correct the damage that may have been done in the body by too much uric
acid; it will not build up the strength of important organs; it will not induce sound sleep, and it will not lift the strain from frayed nerves; it will
not work in harmony with the preparation designated "Vitamin Concentrates" so as to induce speedy relief and bring about more comfortable and
energetic activity.
2. With Respect to "Dr. Williams Specz"al Formula No. 116."
In truth and in fact the preparation" Dr. Williams Special Formula No.
116" used alone or in conjunction or combination with the preparation
"The Wiliams Treatment" is not a cure and remedy nor does it constitute
an effective or competent treatment for inflammation, irritation, or pain
accompanying urinary disorders of the kidneys and bladder; it will not
overcome and prevent dribbling; it will not correct and prevent burning,
scalding, cloudy, dark colored, strong smelling urine; it will not overcome
the difficulty of starting and stopping the flow of urine; it is not a competent and effective treatment for torn and lacerated membrane caused by
the passage of stone; it will not strengthen the muscles controlling the
neck of the bladder thus overcoming and preventing the escape or passage
of urine; it will not effectively check and overcome in children the habit
of bed wetting; it will not produce results where other measures have
failed.
3. With Respect to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 707."
The preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 707"
when used alone or in conjunction or combination with the preparation
designated "The Williams Treatment" is not a cure or remedy nor does it
constitute a competent or effective treatment for the underlying cause of
lameness, stiffness, soreness, aches and pains, headaches or the cause of
any of the pains or aches from which women suffer, and it will have no
therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions in excess of temporarily mitigating the consciousness of pain. It will not promote orfacilitate
full recovery from any disease or condition. It is not a special medication
as respondent indicates but is a common and well known drug designated
acetylsalicylac acid or more commonly· referred to as aspirin and will have
no greater therapeutic value than aspirin.
4. With Respect to" Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 59."
The preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 59"
used alone or in conjunction or combination ·with the medicinal preparation "The Williams Treatment" is not a cure or remedy for and does not
constitute a safe, effective or competent treatment for liver troubles, irrespective of cause.
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5. With Respect to "Dr. Williams Special Formula No.3."
The preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 3"
used alone or in conjunction or in combination with the preparation designated "The Williams Treatment" is not a cure or remedy nor does it constitute a competent or effective treatment for acute attacks of dyspepsia,
acute or chronic form of disturbed digestion and it will have no generally'
recognized therapeutic value in the treatment thereof in excess of that of a
bitter stomachic and appetizer and carminative; it will not cure dyspepsia;
it will not build up the tone and natural strength of the stomach; it will
have no tonic effect whatever upon the membrane muscles or secreting
glands of the stomach nor increase the digestive properties of that organ;
it will not cure any form of chronic indigestion and it will not restore
natural digestive powers to the stomach.
6. With Respect to" Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 206."
The preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 206"
used alone or in conjunction or combination with the treatment designated
"The Williams Treatment" is not a cure or remedy for and does not constitute a safe, effective or competent treatment for female nervousness
irrespective of cause.
7. With Respect to" Dr. Williams Special Formula N,o. 833."
The preparation designated 'l,Dr. Williams Special Formula No. 833"
used alone or in conjunction or combination with the treatment designated
"The Williams Treatment" is not a competent, nutritional, or corrective
treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases or conditions such as loss
of vigor, various nervous disorders, fevers, hyper-thyroidism, gradual
paralysis of the limbs, enlarged glands such as kidneys, heart, thyroid,
ovaries, and liver, neuritis, chronic arthritis, infectious arthritis, diabetic
arthritis; it will not correct or properly control weight; it will not strengthen
uterine contractions nor prevent delayed labor in pregnancy.
Constipation, alcoholic neuritis, pregnancy neuritis, loss of muscular
tone of the stomach and bowels, loss of appetite may occur in connection
with conditions having no relationship whatever to Vitamin Bt deficiency,
in which event respondent's preparation "Dr. Williams Special Formula
No. 833" would not be an adequate or competent treatment therefor.
Diet for such diseases as diabetes, peptic ulcer, reducing, kidney diseases, etc., are not deficient in Vitamin B1; Vitam,in B 1 deficiency is not
often self-inflicted because of dislike for certain foods containing this vitamin. If a person is unable to absorb the Vitamin Bt from the food eaten,
such person will not be able to absorb the Vitamin B1 of this preparation.
The symptoms neuritis of the legs, enlarged heart or rapid heart, difficult breathing, blueness, gastric distress, prostration and restlessness maY
occur in connection with severe Vitamin B1 deficiency known as beri beri
and they may.also occur in connection with conditions havin~ no relationship whatever to Vitamin B1 deficiency. Beriberi is a rare disease in this
country and respondent's preparation designated "Dr. Williams Special
Formula No. 833" would not be an adequate treatment for the above
symptoms except in those rare cases of beri beri.
8. With Respect to "Vitamin Concentrates" with Liver Extract and I ron.
The preparation designated "Vitamin Concentrates" with liver extract
and iron, when uAed alone or in conjunction or combination with the
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preparation designated "The Williams Treatment" is not a competent,
nutritional, or corrective treatment for the prevention and cure of diseases
or conditions such as inflammation and pus formation in the eyes, ears,
sinuses, lungs, skin, bladder, and kidneys, anemia, sterility, loss of vigor,
various nervous disorders, gradual paralysis of the limbs, enlarged glands
such as the kidneys, heart, thyroid, ovaries, liver, etc., physical weakness,
loslil of weight, change in disposition, soreness or stiffness of the joints, shortness of breath, rapid heart beat, muscular weakness, lowered resistance to
disease, decay of teeth, sterility in male and female, mental sluggishness,
loss of weight, wasting of muscles, lowered resistance to infection, pellagra,
nervous diseases, sore mouth and membranes, dermatitis, gastric disorders
or colitis.
The conditions such as retarded growth, loss of appetite, constipation,
malformation of the bones, improper calcium phosphorous balance, may
be caused or occur for reasons of and in connection with conditions having
no relationship whatever to vitamin deficiency in which event respondent's
preparation designated "Vitamin Concentrates" would not be an adequate or competent treatment therefor.
It is not an effective or competent treatment for all nervous diseases.
Its Vitamin C content is not an effective or competent treatment for infectious diseases nor will it increase one's resistance to such diseases.
The preparation will not increase the red corpuscles of the blood.
The use of this preparation will not give you health nor will it prevent
disease or promote mineral metabolism.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false and deceptive
statements and representations, disseminated as aforesaid, has had, and
has, the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial number of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that such false statements, representations, and advertisements are
true and to induce a substantial number of the purchasing public, because
"Of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase respondent's preparations. As a result, trade has been diverted unfairly to the respondent from
his competitors who are likewise engaged in the sale and distribution in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States of
preparations for use in the treatment of similar disorders, diseases and conditions who truthfully advertise the effectiveness and therapeutic value of
their respective preparations. In consequence thereof injury has been and
is now being done by respondent to competition in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on May 7, 1942, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, The Dr. D. A.
Williams Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. After the filing
by respondent of its answer to the complaint, testimony and other evi-
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dence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint
were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner
upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report, and briefs in support
of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS, AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, The Dr. D. A. Williams Company, is a
corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Connecticut, with its
principal office and place of business located in East Hampton, Conn.
Respondent is engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation designated "The Williams Treatment" and intended for use in the
treatment of various diseases and conditions of the human body.
PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused its preparation, when sold,
to be transported from its place of business in the State of Connecticut to
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States.
Respondent maintains and has maintained a course of trade in its preparation in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States.
·
PAR. 3. Respondent is and has been in competition with other corporations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution, in comme·rce among and between the various States of the
United States, of medicinal preparations intended for use in the treatment
of the diseases and conditions for which respondent recommends its
preparation.
.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business ;:md for the purpose of
inducing tl:e purchase of its preparation, respondent has disseminatc:d and
caused the dissemination of advertisements concerning its preparation by
the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and caused the dissemination of advertisements concerning its preparation by various means for the purpose of
inducing and which were likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its preparation in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the statements contained in such advertisements
disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as set forth above, by the
United States mails and by means of newspapers, circulars, pamphlets, and
other advertising media, are the following:

Try This For
URIC ACID
Read Our Offer. Do This

Thousands report relief from stiff joints; sore muscles; rheumatic pains, neuritis;
neuralgia.
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Bladder weak? Kidney irritation? Up many times at night? "Worn out?"
"Acid'! stomach? "Catch cold" easily? Skin itchy? No "pep"? Nervous?
WANT A 75¢ BOTTLE?
(Regular Prescription Quantity)
For more than 46 years The Williams Treatment has been helping others to more
comfortable days and restful nights.
YOU try it!
We will give uric acid sufferers who send this advertisement, home address and ten
cents (stamps or coin) one full size 75¢ bottle (32 doses) of THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT and booklet with DIET and other helpful suggestions. No obligation. No
C. 0. D. Only one bottle given same person, family or address. Sold since 1892. This
advt. and 10¢ must be sent THE DR. D. A. WILLIAMS CO., Offer RH 64 East
Hampton, Conn. (Corum. Ex. 1) ·

FEELING TWENTY YEARS YOUNGER
The Ounce of Prevention.

Those suffering from ailments due to "Too Much Uric Acid" are concerned vitally
in finding the way to better health and greater physical comfort.
In sending you this booklet, we do so with the wish that it will be helpful to you.
Tlie information and experience we have gained in our dealing with many hundreds
of thousands of suffering people-who have come to us for help-should help you to a
more healthy and more happy life.
To the thousands of men and women who have reached the age of forty, we would
emphasize the importance of taking "the ounce of prevention" before "Too r.fuch Uric
Acid" causes trouble.
Nature forewarns us of impending troubles due to "Too Much Uric Acid." Susceptibility to colds-to bilious attacks-a tendency to constipation-headaches-the
little ache here and the occasional pain here-tiring easily-these all may well be considered symptoms that warn of trouble.
Why wait until pains and aches, stiff joints, or sore muscles make you think of "old
age"? Do not let your kidneys become affected through neglect. Fight the accumulation of poison in your body. Keep active and" young." Protect the body from attacks
of the insidious enemy-" Too Much Uric Acid."
Be wise-do not wait until trouble comes. Keep the body free from "acid-poison-.
ing"-make certain of a proper alkaline balance in that wonderful and faithful body of
yours.
The great army of men and women who have used THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT believe it is mighty effective in building better health. We suggest that you
too, may find it efficacious in preventing the development of, and correcting the result
of "Too Much Uric Acid" with all that it means in suffering and unhappiness and the
feeling of "growing old."
"TOO MUCH URIC ACID"
and
The Opinions of Eminent
Medical Authorities
THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT is intended to chemically correct and physiologically promote the elimination of excess Uric Acid from the blood and tissues of the
body.

..
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This justly famous medicine is not intended to be a "cure-all," either in the sense
that it will cure all types of disease, or all cases of any type of disease. It is, according
to the laws of chemistry and physiology, adapted to neutralization and elimination of
acid excess, and thus is corrective of what is now known to be a prime fundamental
cause of pre-disposition to disease as well as of diseases already developed ...•
The Williams Treatment corrects Rheumatic conditions and Kidney and Bladder
disorders when caused by the excess of Uric Acid in the system ... for correction of
such conditions as may be caused by the excess of Uric Acid in the system.•.. It is
diuretic and so may get rid of Uric Acid which has a tendency to deposit itself in the
J{idneys and Joints .•• To excrete Uric Acid more easily and readily and so prevent any
deposits within the tissues, muscles and the joints ... The plan and purpose of THE
WILLIAMS TREATMENT is to correct and remove over-acid conditions of the human organism ..• that pain, swelling, and distress, completely disappeared after using
it for a reasonable time. It should overcome the consequences of the irritant and poisonous influence of "Too Much Uric Acid" upon the blood and tissues. The practice of
taking THE WILLIAMS TREATMENT for the correction of conditions caused by
Uric Acid excess is proven ..•
Perhaps you start the day feeling tired and worn-out-you hate to get out of bedarms and legs stiff-muscles sore-little burning pains in your back-feeling just a little
mean and grouchy before breakfast. During the day you are nervous-irritable-lose
your temper quickly- nothing goes right. You are depressed; gloomy, you always see
the worst side ... you get nervous-" fly to pieces" ...
Perhaps your stomach gives trouble ... If your distress and discomfort is caused by
"Too Much Uric Acid"-then your common sense tells you to reduce the poison by
neutralizing and expelling the acid ... It should work smoothly and gently to overcome
all the damage that may have been done in your body during the past years. It should
build up the strength of important organs, so that you can sleep soundly at night; lift
the strain from the frayed nerves, and drive out the stiffness and soreness; limber up
the arms and legs, and end the pains and aches, whether your doctor calls them "neuritis," "neuralgia," or "rheumatism" or" arthritis" ... To neutralize and drive out the
poison that produces pain .•. to successfully combat pains and aches and relieve suffering caused by "Too Much Uric Acid." (Comm. Ex. 2)
PAR. 5. Through the use of these statements and others of similar import, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia, arthritis, constipation, sore muscles, stiff joints,
bladder disorders, kidney disorders, tired feeling, acid stomach, itchy skin,
susceptibility to colds, lack of energy, nervousness, biliousness, headaches,
acid poisoning, stomach troubles, urinary disorders, lameness, stiffness and
soreness in muscles and joints, aches and pains in various part of the body,
swellings, grouchiness, and irritablity of temper are diseases caused by, or
symptoms or conditions indicating, an excess uric acid condition of the
body, that respondent's preparation will correct and overcome such excess
uric acid condition, and that the preparation is therefore a cure or remedy
or 1\ competent and effective treatment for such diseases and conditions.
Respondent has further represented through such statements that its
preparation will promote better health, physical comfort, and happier life;
that it is effective in preventing the development of and in correcting the
result of too much uric acid; that i.t will chemically correct the condition of
excess uric acid and physiologically promote the elimination of excess uric
acid from the blood and tissues; that it will neutralize uric acid excess, and
correct the prime fundamental cause of predisposition to disease, and cure
dieeases already developed; that it will prevent the deposit of uric acid in
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the kidneys, joints, tissues, or muscles by promoting t&e excretion of uric
acid more easily; that it will overcome the consequences upon the blood
and tissues of the irritant and poisonous influences of too much uric acid;
that it will enable the body to maintain a proper alkaline valance; that it
will overcome damage which may have been done in the body by too much
uric acid; and that it will build up the strength of important organs, induce
sound sleep, and lift the strain from frayed nerves.
PAR. 6. The formula for the preparation, per teaspoonful, is: potassium
acetate, U.S.P., 2-% grains; potassium bicarbonate, U.S.P., 1 grain;
potassium citrate, U.S.P., 1 grain, dissolved in glycerine and water, and
flavored with oil of peppermint, redistilled, and oil of sassafras, natural.
The label on the bottles in which the preparation is packaged contains
the following directions:
Directions for Preparing

Shake this bottle well and pour the contents into a large, clean bottle, then add three
times as much water, using this bottle as a measure. Cork tight and shake bottle well
until all is dissolved. This mixture should make thirty-two teaspoonfuls.
Directions for Taking

After diluting according to Directions for PrepariQ.g, take one teaspoonful in one-half
glass of water after meals and at bedtime. For children, from one-quarter to one-half
the dose. The best results may be obtained by taking the same hour each day. (Comm.
Ex. 10)
PAR. 7. Respondent's claims for its preparation are based upon the theory that the diseases a.nd conditions referred to in its advertisements are
caused by or are symptoms of excess uric acid in the body, that the use of
the preparation corrects such excess uric acid condition, and in consequence the diseases and conditions are cured or relieved.
The expert testimony in the record establishes that there is no relation
between excess uric acid in the body and the diseases and conditions in
question. The diseases and conditions are not caused by nor are they indicative of excess uric acid. MOTeover, respondent's preparation is incapable of correcting or overcoming any excess uric acid condition which may
exist in the body. The preparation is not a cure or remedy nor a competent or effective treatment for rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia, arthritis,
constipation, sore muscles, stiff joints, bladder disorders, kidney disorders,
tired feeling, acid stomach, itchy skin, susceptibility to colds, lack of energy, nervousness, biliousness, headaches, acid poisoning, stomach
troubles, urinary disorders, lameness, stiffness or soreness in muscles or
joints, aches or pains in the body, swellings, grouchiness, or irritability of
temper.
The preparation is incapable of promoting better health, physical comfort, or happier life. It will not prevent the development, nor correct the
result, of too much uric acid, nor will it promote the elimination of excess
uric acid from the body. It will not neutralize uric acid excess, correct the
fundamental cause of predisposition to disease, nor cure diseases already
developed. The preparation is incapable of preventing the deposit of uric
acid in the kidneys, joints, tissues, or muscles. It will not overeome the
consequences upon the blood and tissues of irritant or poisonous influences
of excess uric acid. It will not enable the body to maintain a proper alkaline balance, nor will it overcome damage which may have been donfl
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in the body by too much ~ric acid. It is incapable of building up the
strength of the organs of the body, inducing sound sleep, or lifting the
strain from frayed nerves.
. PAR. 8. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent with respect to its preparation, as set forth in paragraphs
4 and 5 hereof, are erroneous and misleading and constitute false advertisements.
PAR. 9. The use by respondent of these false advertisements has the
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public with respect to the therapeutic properties and effectiveness of respondent's preparation, and the tendency and capacity to cause
such portion of the public to purchase substantial quantities of the preparation as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so engendered. In
consequence, substantial trade has been diverted unfairly to respondent
from its competitors.
PAR. 10. The complaint in this proceeding raised numerous issues with
respect to advertising claims made by respondent in connection with certain other products sold by it. The evidence shows, however, that the advertising in question has long since been discontinued, as has also the sale
of some of the products. The complaint also referred to certain advertising
claims for the preparation "The Williams Treatment" which have not
been included in the foregoing findings as to the facts. As in the case of
the other products, the record shows that these claims have long since been
discontinued by respondent. In the circumstances, the Commission is of
the opinion that the complaint should be dismissed as to these matters,
such dismissal, however, to be without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further proceedings in the future, should the public
interest so require.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before a tr~al examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and the exceptions to such report, and briefs in support of and in
opposition to the complaint (oral argument not having been requested);
and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act:
It is ordered, That the respondent, The Dr. D. A. Williams Company, a
corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of respondent's medicinal preparation
designated "The Williams Treatment," or any other preparation of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar proper-
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ties, whether sold under the same name or under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails, or by any means in commerceas "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which represents,
directly or by implication:
,
(a) that respondent's preparation is a cure or remedy, or a competent
or effective treatment, for rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia, arthritis, constipation, sore muscles, stiff joints, bladder disorders, kidney disorders,
tired feeling, acid stomach, itchy skin, susceptibility to colds, lack of
energy, nervousness, biliousness, headaches, acid poisoning, stomach
troubles, urinary disorders, lameness, stiffness or soreness in muscles or
joints, aches or pains in the body, swellings, grouchiness, or irritability of
temper;
(b) that said preparation will correct or overcome excess uric acid in the
body;
(c) that said preparation will prevent the development or correct theresult of too much uric acid in the body, or promote the elimination of excess
uric acid from the body;
(d) that said preparation will neutralize uric acid excess, or prevent the
deposit of uric acid.in the kidneys, joints, tissues, or muscles;
(e) that said preparation will overcome the consequences upon the
blood and tissues of the irritant or poisonous influences of excess uric acid,
or otherwise overcome damage which may have been done in the body by
too much uric acid;
(f) that said preparation will enable the body to maintain a proper
alkaline balance;
(g) that said preparation will correct the fundamental cause of predisposition to disease or cure diseases already developed;
(h) that said preparation will promote better health, physical comfort,
or happier life;
(i) that said preparation will build up the strength of the organs of the
body, induce sound sleep, or lift the strain from frayed nerves.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase of said preparation in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertise- ·
ment contains any representation prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
servicellpon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
For the reasons stated in the findings as to the facts, it is further ordered
that, as to those matters referred to in the complaint which are not covered
by this order, the complaint be, and it hereby is, dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further proceedings in the
future should the public interest so require.
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JOE H. BRITT AND S. J. McKINNEY, DOING BUSINESS AS
BRITT-McKINNEY COMPANY, AND AS BRITT & COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 2 (c) OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS AMENDED
BY ACT OF JUNE 19, 1936

Docket 4792 .•Complaint, July 31, 1942-Decision, Apr. 19, 1945
Where two partners engaged as brokers of canned foods and fruits and other food products and miscellaneous merchandise, and also in buying and selling such commodities for their own account for resale, from sellers in other statesReceived and accepted on such purchases of food products and other commodities for
their own account in commerce, fees or allowances or discounts in lieu thereof from
numerous sellers thereof:
Held, That such receipt and acceptance by said partners of brokerage payments, or allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, on their purchases of food products and other
commodities in commerce constituted violations of subsection (c) of Section 2 of
the Clayton Act as amended.

Mr. Edward S. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Mr. Stephen Nettles, of Greenville, S. C., for respondents.

CoMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the parties respondents named in the caption hereof and hereinafter more particulary designated and described since June 19, 1936, have violated and are
now violating the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton
Act (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13), as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act,
approved June 19, 1936, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges
with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Joe H. Britt and S. J. McKinney, are
partners, doing business under the name and style of Britt-McKinney
Company, having their principal office and place of business located at
301 West Washington Street, Greenville, S.C., and having a branch office
and warehouse operated under the name and style of Britt & Company located in the Piedmont Northern Building, Spartanburg, S. C.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now, and for many years prior hereto have
been, engaged in business as brokers of canned foods and fruits and other
miscellaneous merchandise.
P.AR. 3. The respondents are now, and for many years prior hereto have
also been, engaged in business as jobbers, buying and selling for their own
account, canned foods and fruits, and other miscellaneous merchandise.
This business has also been carried on under the firm name and style of
Britt-McKinney Company and Britt & Company.
PAR. 4. The respondents since June 19, 1936, have made many purchases of canned foods and fruits and other miscellaneous merchandise for
their own account for resale from sellers located in States other than the
State of South Carolina, pursuant to which purchases such commodities
have been shipped and transported by the respective sellers thereof from
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the States in which they are located across State lines either to the respondents or pursuant to respondents' instructions to purchasers to whom
such commodities have been resold by said respondents.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business of buying canned
foods and fruits and other miscellaneous merchandise for their own account
in commerce as aforesaid, the respondents, trading under the firm name
and style of Britt-McKinney Company and Britt & Company, have been
and are now receiving and accepting from numerous sellers of canned foods
and fruits and other miscellaneous merchandise so purchased, brokerage
fees or allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, on purchases of said commodities for their own account.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts of the respondents constitute a violation of
subsection (c) of section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress entitled "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and mQnopolies, and
for other pur'poses," approved October 15, 1914, (the Clayton Act) as
amended by act approved June 19, 1936, (the Robinson-Patman ActU.S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13), the Federal Trade Commission on July 31, 1942,
issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the
respondents named in the caption hereof, charging them with violation of
the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of said Clayton Act as
amended. The respondents filed answer to said complaint, in which an:swer they admitted all the material allegations of fact set forth in said
complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hearing as to
the facts. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing
before the Commission on said complaint and answer; and the Commission, having duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the
premises, makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FIND~NGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Joe H. Britt and S. J. McKinney, are
partners, doing business under the name and style of Britt-McKinney
Company, having their principal office and place of business located at
301 West Washington Street, Greenville, S.C., and having a branch office ·
and warehouse operated under the name and style of Britt & Company
located in the Piedmont Northern Building, Spartanburg, S.C. For many
years last past they have been engaged in business as brokers of food
products and other commodities, and also have been engaged in business
as jobbers, buying and selling food products and other commodities for
their own account.
PAR. 2. Since June 19, 1936, the respondents have made many purchases of canned foods and fruits and other miscellaneous merchandise for
resale for their own account from sellers located in States other than the
State of South Carolina, pursuant to which purchases such commodities
have been shipped and transported by the respective sellers thereof from
the States in which they are located across State lines either to the respondents or, pursuant to respondents' instructions, to purchasers to whom such
commodities have been resold by said respondents.
650780 -47 -30
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PAR: 3. In the course and conduct of their business of buying food
products and other commodities for their own account in commerce as
aforesaid, the respondents, trading under the firm names and styles of
Britt-McKinney Company and Britt & Company, have been, and are now,
receiving and accepting brokerage fees or allowances or discounts in lieu
thereof from numerous sellers of food products and other commodities on
purchases of said food products and other commodities for their own
account.
CONCLUSION

The receipt and acceptance by the respondents of brokerage payments,
or allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, on their purchases of food products and other commodities in interstate commerce, as herein found, constitute violations of subsection (c) of section 2 of the aforesaid Clayton Act
as amended.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This pr9ceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and answer of respondents, in
which answer respondents admitted all of the material allegations of fact
set forth in said complaint and waived all intervening procedure and
further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated
the provisions of subsection (c) of section 2 of the act of Congress entitled
"An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914, (the
Clayton Act) as amended by act of Congress approved June 19, 1936, (the
Robinson-Patman Act-U. S. C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
It is ordered, That respondents Joe H. Britt, an individual, and S. J.
McKinney, an individual, and as copartners, trading as Britt-McKinney
Company or Britt & Company, or under any other name, jointly or severally, their agents, employees, and representatives, directly or through
any corporate or other device, in or in connection with the purchase of food
products or other commodities in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the aforesaid Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
Receiving or accepting from any seller, directly or indirectly, anything
of value as brokerage, or any commission, compensation, allowance or discount in lieu thereof, upon purchases made for respondents' own account.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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JAEGER SHOP, INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. ii OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 5210. Complaint, Aug. 139, 194-4-Decision, Apr. 19, 1945

Where the brand name "Jaeger" had become well and favorably known in the trade
and by the purchasing public, and fine woolen garments, including women's sweaters, coats, suits and dresses made and sold since 1883 by "Jaeger Limited of London" and its subsidiaries had been imported into and extensively sold in the United
States and had a well established reputation for quality therein; and thereafter a
New York corporation with office and principal place of business in Saranac, engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of women's sportswear, including
s1veaters, coats and suitsMade use of the word "Jaeger" in its corporate name and as a trade name on circulars,
price lists and other advertising matter and featured the name in its circulars, letterheads and advertising, through such statements as "JAEGER sweaters of fine
British wools"; "JAEGER SWEATERS OF IMPORTED YARNS";
"JAEGER Skirt and Sweater Shop"; "JAEGER Saranac Lake, New York";
"JAEGER seventy-six Main St. Saranac Lake, New York"; and "Handsome
Tweeds • • • Jaeger Shop, Inc."; notwithstanding the fact it had never been
connected or in any way associated with the firms of "Jaeger Limited of London"
and the garments sold by it were not manufactured by "Jaeger Limited" or its
subsidiaries;
With the capacity to deceive and mislead, and with effect of misleading and deceiving,
members of the purchasing public into the belief that its garments were the
products of "Jaeger Limited of London" or its subsidiaries, and, as a result, of
inducing them to purchase substantial quantities thereof:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Jaeger Shop, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and
it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the interest of the public, hereby issues its complaint, stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Jaeger Shop, Inc., is a corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
New York, with its office and principal place of business located at 76 Main
Street in the city of Saranac, N.Y. Respondent is now, and for more than
two years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of
women's sportswear, including sweaters, coats and suits. Respondent
causes its garments, when sold, to be shipped or transported from its afore-
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said place of business in the State of New York to the purchasers thereof at
their respective points of location in various other States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and at all
times mentioned herein has maintained a course of trade in said women's
garments in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Since 1883, The Jaeger Co., Ltd. of London and its subsidiaries
have been engaged in the manufacture and sale of fine woolen garments,
including women's sweaters, coats, suits and dresses, which have been imported into the United States where they have been extensively sold to
members of the purchasing public. Such garments are well-known by the
purchasing public and, as the brand name Jaeger is well and favorably
known in the trade and by the purchasing public, have a \veil-established
reputation for quality in the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business and for the purpose of
inducing the purchase of its garments, the respondent has made use of the
word" Jaeger" as a trade name on circulars, price lists and other advertising matter distributed by United States mail to the purchasing public and
by advertisements inserted in magazines and periodicals having a general
circulation.
Included in such circulars and advertisements distributed as aforesaid
are the following statements:
JAEGER sweaters of fine British wools;
JAEGER SWEATERS OF IMPORTED YARNS;
JAEGER Skirt and Sweater Shop;
JAEGER Saranac Lake, New York;
JAEGER seventy-six :Main St., Saranac Lake, New York;
Handsome Tweeds • • • Jaeger Shop, Inc.

I

.

In all of its circulars, letterheads and printed advertising respondent has
caused the word "Jaeger" to be more prominently displayed than the
other parts of said advertising.
PAR. 4. Respondent is not now, and has not at any time been, connected with or in any way associated with the firm of Jaeger Limited of
London or any of its subsidiaries, and the garments sold by it are not manufactured by Jaeger, Ltd., or its subsidiaries.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the name" Jaeger" as a part of its
corporate name and the designation of the garments sold by it as" Jaeger"
garments is deceptive and misleading and it has had and now has the
capacity to deceive and mislead; and it has deceived and misled members
of the purchasing public into the belief that respondent's garments are the
products of Jaeger Limited of London or its subsidiaries, and as a result of
such erroneous belief the public has been induced to purchase substantial
quantities of respondent's garments.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade· Commission on August 29, 19-!4, issued and thereafter
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served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Jaeger Shop,
Inc., a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. On
October 14, 1944, the respondent filed its answer, in which answer it admitted all the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and
waived all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts.
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the said complaint and the answer thereto, and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Jaeger Shop, Inc., is a corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State OJ
New York, with its office and principal place of business located at 76
Main Street in the city of Saranac, N. Y. Respondent is now, and for
more than two years last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of women's sportswear, including sweaters, coats and suits. Respondent causes its garments, when sold, to be shipped or transported from its
aforesaid place of business in the State of New York to the purchasers
thereof at their respective points of location in various other States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains
and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a course of trade in said
women's garments in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Since 1883, the Jaeger Co., Ltd. of London and its subsidiaries
have been engaged in the manufacture and sale of fine woolen garm~nts,
including women's sweaters, coats, suits and dresses, which have been imported into the United States where they have been extensively sold to
members of the purchasing public. Such garments are well-kncwn by the
purchasing public, and, as the brand name Jaeger is \vell and favorably
known in the trade and by the purchasing public, have a well-established
reputation for quality in the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business and for the purpose of
inducing the purchase of its garments, the respondent has made use of the
word "Jaeger" as a trade name on circulars, price lists and other advertising matter distributed by United States mail to the purchasing public
and by advertisements inserted in magazines and periodicals having a general circulation.
Included in such circulars and advertisements distributed as aforesaid
are the following statements:

JAEGER sweaters of fine British wools;
JAEGER SWEATERS OF IMPORTED YARNS;
JAEGER Skirt and Sweater Shop;
JAEGER Saranac Lake, New York;
JAEGER seventy-six Main St. Saranac Lake, New York;
Handsome Tweeds • • • Jaeger Shop, Inc.

In all of its circulars, letterheads and printed advertising respondent has
caused the word "Jaeger" to be more prominently displayed than the
other parts of said advertising.
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PAR. 4. Respondent is not now, and has not at any time been, connected with or in any way associated with the firm of Jaeger Limited of
London or any of its subsidiaries, and the garments sold by it are not manufactured by Jaeger, Ltd., or its subsidiaries.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the name "Jaeger" as a part of
its corporate name and the designation of the garments sold by it as
"Jaeger" garments are deceptive and misleading and have had and now
have the capacity to deceive and mislead; and they have deceived and misled members of the purchasing public into the belief that respondent's garments are the products of Jaeger, Limited, of London or its subsidiaries,
and as a result of such erroneous belief the public has been induced to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's garments.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondent, in
which answer respondent admits all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and states that it waives all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion that the said respondent has violated 'the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Jaeger Shop, Inc., a corporation, its
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of its women's garments in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Using the word "Jaeger" as a part of its corporate or trade name
unless accompanied by a statement in equally conspicuous type to the
effect that respondent is not connected with Jaeger, Ltd., of London.
2. Representing directly or by implication that the respondent is a
part of, or is in any way connected ·with, Jaeger, Ltd., of London or any of
its subsidiaries or that the garments sold by respondent are manufactured
by Jaeger, Ltd., of London or any of its subsidiaries.
3. Directly or indirectly using or causing to be used the word "Jaeger"
in any way which may have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and deceive the purchasing public into the belief that the respondent
is associated or connected with or a part of Jaeger, Ltd., of London.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within GO days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

A~ERICAN

STEEL AND WIRE CO~PANY OF
NEW JERSEY, ET AL.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4-802.

Complaint, Aug. 6, 1942-Decision, Apr. 20, 1945

Wbere (1) a corporation eng11ged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution of steel products, including wire and chain-link fencing, and the Philadelphia
agent of its fence division, whose practice it was to keep informed concerning
projects, particularly in his vicinity, which would require the use of his employer's
steel products, obtaining specifications and calculating therefrom the cost of labor
and materials, and in the case of large jobs involving special features requiring tec!J.nical skill and complicated calculations, forwarding the proposed quotations or
bids to his superiors for study before finally submitting them; (2) an individual
trading as A-C Co., engaged at said city in the sale of wire and other metal fencing
and his agent, in competition with the aforesaid corporation and others except
insofar as said competition had been hindered, as below set forth; (3) a general
contractor engaged in construction work at said city, and, during period concerned, engaged directly or through his two agents in negotiating with and buying
products in question from said corporation and others in competition with it;
Following arrangements, during 1940, by the Navy with the Cramp Shipbuilding Company for the construction by the latter of naval vessels, under which the Navy assumed responsibility' for the cost of the acquisition and installation of emergency
plant facilities at the Cramp Shipyards, required to expedite the national Jefense
program, with the understanding that the expenditure of the said funds for such
work would be under the general supervision of, and subject to the approval of,
Navy officials; the making of a contract by said corporation with said contractor,
pursuant to which he was to undertake certain work in the rehabilitation of the
shipbuilding yards of said company at Philadelphia; and following submission to
said contractor-who was fully informed that the work to be done by him was in
connection with a Navy contract and understood that he was required to obtain
the approval of said Company of all costs incurred by him in the performance of
his contract and was required to submit a minimum of three competitive bids
on all work let to sub-contractors,-by aforesaid agent acting in behalf of the
fence division of said corporation, of a bid to furnish and erect certain wire panels
for the front of transformers for 59¢ per square footCombined, agreed, and conspired to rt?strain, and suppress competition in the purchase
and sale of the steel products in question in commerce by maintaining a false appearance of competition, and conveying to buyers and prospective buyers, including official awarding authorities of the United States Government, the impression
that said corporation and the A-C Co. were rival bidders and competitors when,
in fact, they were acting collusively in the submitting of bids; and
Where said contractor, in furtherance of aforesaid combination and conspiracy(!) Informed said corporate agent orally that the contract for the installation of said
chain-link fencing was awarded to his corporation but asked another bid since he,
said contractor, had secured but one other bid and wanted three; and,
Where said agent, in accordance with the request of said contractor's agent(2) Requested aforesaid agent of A-C Co. to submit a complimentary bid, prep!Lred
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and tendered such bid-well knowing that it was fictitious-to said agent of
A. C. Co. for his signature, and mailed it to aforesaid contractor; and
Where said contractor.
(3) Submitted to the Shipbuilding Company said three bids including that of aforesaid
corporation, the higher bid of another concern, and the fictitious bid of A-C Co.;
and
(4) Following their approval by a Navy representative as evidence of competitive
bids, mailed a written contract confirming said award for such chain-link fencing
or wire panels, to aforesaid corporation, which accepted the same, completed installation of fencing as required thereby, and was paid therefor;
With the effect of depriving buyers and prospective buyers of metal fencing and other
metal products, including contractors and subcontractors with the United States
Government and the public in general, of the benefit of competition in commerce
between and among said corporation and its fence division, and A-C Co. and others with whom they normally would be in competition in making bids and price
quotations:
Held, That such acts, practices, methods, understandings, agreements, combination,
and conspiracy of said corporation and individuals were all to the prejudice of the
public and had a dangerous tendency to, and did actually, frustrate, hinder, suppress, lessen, restrain, and eliminate competition in the purchase and sale of metal
fencing and other metal products in commerce; had the capacity and tendency to
restrain unreasonably, and did restrain unreasonably, such commerce in said
products; and constituted unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Webster Ballinger, trial examiner.
Mr. Everette Macintyre and Mr. V. W. Summers for the Commission.
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, of Cleveland, Ohio, for American Steel &
Wire Co. of New Jersey and Cyclone Fence Co.
Duane, Morris & lleckscher, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Walter H. Cave.
Mr. James F. Masterson, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Charles F. Rohleder,
Allen McLaine Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the persons, partnerships and corporations named or included by reference in the caption hereof, and more
particularly hereinafter described and referred to as respondents, have
violated the provisions of section 5 of the said act, and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, hereby issues its complaint against each of the said parties,
stating its charges in that respect as follows: .
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, American Steel and Wire Company of
New Jersey, is a New Jersey corporation, trading under the name and
style of American Steel and Wire Company, with its general offices and
principal place of business located at Waukegan, Ill., with branch or district offices bcated at Hoboken, N. J., Newark, N. J., and 247 North
Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa. It is engaged directly and through operating divisions, including its Cyclone Fence Company in the manufacture
and sale of steel products including wire and chain link fencing.
Respondent, Walter H. Cave, is an individual, who is engaged in the
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sale of wire and steel products, including chain link fencing as an agent of
respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey and Cyclone Fence Company with an office located at 247 North Third Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, Paul W. Crawford, is an individual, trading as AdamsCrawford Company, engaged in the sale of wire and other metal fencing
with office and principal place of business located at 310 North 4th Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, A. F. Crawford, is an individual, engaged in the sale of
wire and other metal fencing as an agent of Adams-Crawford Company,
with office and principal place of business located at 310 North 4th Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, is an individual, engaged in general
contracting aJld construction work, with office and principal place of
business located at 2134 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, Allen McLaine Ward, whose residence address is 7415
Bingham Street, Philadelphia, Pa., is an individual, who during the period
covered by the activities involved in the charges of this complaint served
as an employee and agent of respondent, Charles F. Rohleder.
Respondent, J. R. Baldridge, Jr., whose residence address is 111 East
Cliveden Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., is an individual, who during the
period covered by the activities involved in the charges of this complaint,
served as an employee and agent of respondent, Charles F. Rohleder.
PAR. 2. At all times hereinafter mentioned, respondent, Charles F.
Rohleder, directly and through his agents, respondents, Allen McLaine
Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr., has been engaged in negotiating with and
buying from respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of New
Jersey, through one of its operating divisions the Cyclone Fence Company
and others in competition with that concern, wire and other steel products, including fencing, which were shipped or caused to be shipped from
many points located in States other than the State of Pennsylvania by
respondent American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, its division
the Cyclone Fence Company, and others in competition with that concern to respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, or his agents at Cramp Shipbuilding Company shipyard, Richmond and Norris Streets, Philadelphia,
Pa.
At all times hereinafter mentioned respondent, American Steel and Wire
Company of New Jersey, and through its operating division the Cyclone
Fence Company, has been engaged in the sale of steel products, including
wire and chain link fencing and in so doing shipped and caused to be
shipped such products from locations in States other than the State of
Pennsylvania to Philadelphia, Pa., and to numerous other points in other
States.
At all times hereinafter mentioned respondent, Paul W. Crawford, an
individual, trading as Adams-Crawford Company, has been engaged in
the sale of wire and other metal fencing and in doing so shipped and
caused to be shipped such products from locations in States other than the
State of Pennsylvania to Phil:;tdelphia, Pa., and numerous other points
in other States.
·
At all times hereinafter mentioned respondents, Walter H. Cave and
A. F. Crawford, in the course of their employment with and in their
capacities as agents of respondent, American Steel and Wire Company
of New Jersey, its division the Cyclone Fence Company and Adams-
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Crawford Company, respectively, have been engaged in the sale of steel
products, including wire metal fencing and in so doing were instrumental
in the shipping and causing to be shipped such products from locations in
States other than the State of Pennsylvania to Philadelphia, Pa., and to
numerous other locations in other States.
PAR. 3. Respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, its division the Cyclone Fence Company, Walter H. Cave, Paul W.
Crawfortl and A. F. Crawford, are engaged in competition in the sale of
wire and other metal products, including metal fencing between and
among themselves and with others in making or seeking to make sales in
11
commerce" (as 11 commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act) between and among the various States of the United States, except
insofar as said competition has been hindered, lessened, restricted or forestalled by the understanding, cooperation, concert or common course of
action, confederation, combination, agreement or conspiracy, or the acts,
thingg, practices, policies or methods done or carried on in pursuance
thereto or in furtherance thereof, as hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 4. During 1940, as a part of its work in the Defense Program of
the United States of America, the Navy Department arranged with Cramp
Shipbuilding Company, whose shipyards are located at Richmond and
Norris Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., for the latter to undertake the construction of naval vessels, and in that connection agreed to arrange for
the advancement of the necessary funds to rehabilitate the facilities of
the said shipyards, including office buillings and shipways, with the understanding that the expenditure of the said funds for such work would
be under the general supervision and subject to the approval of officials
of the U.S. Navy Department. Thereupe>n, the said Cramp Shipbuilding
Company contracted with respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, for the latter
to construct certain office buildings and shipways on a cost-plus-a-fixedfee basis, with the understnnding that the said Rohleder in securing materials or services would obtain competitive offers from as many as practicable but not less than two (not less than three where specified) reputable firms in a position to provide the materials, equipment or services
as required at a reasonable cost, and to award contract to that firm quoting the minimum price, and with the further understanding that the said
offers, proposals or bids were to be opened by, or in the presence of, the
Supervisor of Ships, U. S. Navy, or his representative, and subject to his
approval before award of the said contract for materials, equipment or
services.
In connection with his aforesaid contract with Cramp Shipbuilding
Company, respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, negotiated with, and made
awards of contracts for the purchase directly and through agents of win~
and other steel products, including fencing from respondents, American
Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, its division the Cyclone Fence
Company and Walter H. Cave.
PAR. 5. Throughout the period of time beginning on or about October 1, 1940, and continuing thereafter until subsequent to January 1,
1942, the respondents have, through unaerstanding together and with
each other, cooperated, confederated, combined, agreed and conspired to
frustrate, hinder, restrain and suppress competition in the purchase and
sale of wire and other steel products, including fencing, in 11 commerce"
(as 11 commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, in
which sense it is hereinafter used) and have in fact, through such under-
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standing, cooperation, confederation, combination, agreement and conspiracy, frustrated, hindered, restrained and suppressed competition in
the purchase and sale of wire and other steel products, including fencing.
Pursuant to, in furtherance of, and as a part of the aforesaid understanding, cooperation, confederation, combination, agreement and conspiracy the aforesaid respondents have done and performed and used,
among other acts, things, practices, policies and methods, the following:
1. Promoted, established, carried out and continued a practice of maintaining a false appearance of competition between and .among respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, its division the
Cyclone Fence Company and Adams-Crawford Company, and other
sellers of wire and other steel products, including fencing, in their submission of price quotations and bids to buyers and prospective buyers;
2. Conveyed to buyers and prospective buyers, including official
awarding authorities of the United States Government, and others involved in the purchase of wire and other steel products, including fencing,
representations that said respondents, American Steel and Wire Company
of New Jersey, its division the Cyclone Fence Company and AdamsCrawford Company, were rival bidders and competitors when they in
reality were acting collusively between and among themselves in preparing
and submitting bids;
3. Avoided and prevented competition in the purchase and sale of wire
and other steel products, including fencing;
4. Prevented consideration of genuinely competitive bids or price quotations by purchasers of said commodities;
5. On numerous occasions, the exact numbers and dates of which are
unknown to the Commission, respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, acting
directly and through his agents, respondents, Allen McLaine Ward and
J. R. Baldridge, Jr., cooperated with respondents, American Steel and
Wire Company of New Jersey, its division the Cyclone Fence Company,
Walter H. Cave, Paul W. Crawford, Adams-Crawford Company and
A. F. Crawford, in the preparation and submission to said respondent,
Charles F. Rohleder, his agents and employees, respondents, Allen McLaine Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr., sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent
and noncompetitive bids and price quotations for the furnishing of wire
and other steel products, including fencing, for said Rohleder's use in rehabilitating the facilities of the Cramp Shipbuilding yards, Richmond and
Norris Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., and submitted such sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent and noncompetitive bids and price quotations in turn to
purchasing officials of the Cramp Shipbuilding Company and representatives of the Supervisor of Ships, U.S. Navy Department, for consideration and approval as genuinely competitive bids and price quotations.
6. On occasion the exact number and dates of which are unknown to
the Commission, respondent Walter H. Cave, acting as an individual and
in his capacity as an employee and agent of respondent American Steel
and Wire Company of New Jersey, and its division the Cyclone Fence
Company, with the knowledge and cooperation of respondent, Charles F.
Rohleder, his employees and agents, including respondents, Allen McLaine Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr., secured from respondent, A. F.
Crawford, sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent and noncompetitive bids for
the furnishing of wire and other steel products, including fencing, on the
stationery bearing the letterheads of Adams-Crawford Company, in which
different higher and noncompetitive bids or price quotations on said
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products were included than said respondent, Walter H. Cave, specified
on each comparable occasion in a bid on the stationery bearing the letterhead and over the name of respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey and its division the Cyclone Fence Company, and
then proceeded. on each such occasion to submit such sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent and noncompetitive bid of respondents, Adams-Crawford Company and A. F. Crawford, along with the bid of respondents,
American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, and its division the
Cyclone Fence Company, prepared as aforesaid to respondent, Charles F.
Rohleder, and his agents and employees, including respondents, Allen
McLaine Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr. Thereupon in each of the said
instances where said respondent, Walter H. Cave, thus submitted said
sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent and noncompetitive bids for the furnishing of wire and other steel products, including fencing, to respondent,
Charles F. Rohleder, his employees and agents, including respondents,
Allen McLaine Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr., such bids were in turn submitted by said Charles F. Rohleder, his said employees and agents, as
and for genuine and competitive bids to officials of Cramp Shipbuilding
Company and to representatives of the Supervisor of Ships of the U.S.
Navy, who were, through the appearance of such bids, misled, and deceived into considering and approving them as genuine and competitive.
7. Respondent, A. F. Crawford, acting individually, and in his capacity as an employee and agent of respondent, Paul W. Crawford, an individual, trading as Adams-Crawford Company, wilfully and knowingly
cooperated with respondent, Walter H. Cave, individually, and in his
capacity as an employee and agent of respondents, American Steel and
Wire Company of New Jersey, and its division the Cyclone Fence Company, in the preparation and submission of the aforesaid sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent and noncompetitive bids as aforesaid.
8. Respondent, Walter H. Cave, acting as an individual, and in his
capacity as an employee and agent of respondents, American Steel and
Wire Company of New Jersey, and its division the Cyclone Fence Company, participated in the preparation and submission of the aforesaid
sham, false, fictitious, fraudulent and noncompetitive bids or price quotations for the purpose and with the result of deceiving and misleading officials of Cramp Shipbuilding Company and representatives .of the Supervisor of Ships, U.S. Navy, into believing, considering and approving the
aforesaid bids and price quotations as independent, truthful, genuine and
competitive bids for the furnishing of wire and other steel products, including fencing.
9. As a result of the aforesaid bidding practice, respondents, American
Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, and its division, the Cyclone
Fence Company, profited by securing awards of contracts for wire and
other steel products, including fencing, from respondent, Charles F
Rohleder.
.
.
PAn. 6. The doing and performing of the acts and things and the use
of methods set forth in the preceding paragraphs hereof tend to have and
have had the effect of depriving buyers and prospective buyers of supplies
and equipment, including contractors and sub-contractors with the United
States Government, and the public in general, of the benefit of competition in commerce between and among respondents American Steel and
Wire Company of New Jersey, its division, the Cyclone Fence Company,
and Adams-Crawford Company, and others with whom they normally
would be in competition in making bids and price quotations.
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PAR. 7. The acts, practices, methods, agreements and combination of
the respondents, as hereinabove alleged, are all to the prejudice of the
public, have a dangerous tendency to and have actually frustrated, hindered, suppressed, lessened, restrained and eliminated competition in the
purchase and sale of wire and steel products, including fencing, in com- ·
merce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and the capacity and tendency to restrain unreasonably and have
restrained unreasonably such commerce in said products; have a dangerous tendency to create in respondents a monopoly in the purchase, sale
and distribution of such products, and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within
the intent and meaning of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on August 6, 1942, issued and subsequently
served its complaint upon the respondents, American Steel and Wire
Company of New Jersey, a corporation; Walter H. Cave, individually,
and as agent of Cyclone Fence Company and American Steel and Wire
Company of New Jersey; Paul W. Crawford, an individual, trading as
Adams-Crawford Company; A. F. Crawford, individually, and as an agent
of Adams-Crawford Company, Charles F. Rohleder; Allen McLaine Ward,
individually, and as an agent of Charles F.llohleder; and J. R. Baldridge,
Jr., individually, and as an agent of Charles F. Rohleder, charging them
with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of
respondents' answers thereto, the respondents, Paul W. Crawford, A. F.
Crawford, Charles F. Rohleder, Allen McLaine Ward, and J. R. Baldridge,
Jr., withdrew their original answers and filed in lieu thereof substitute
answers admitting all the material allegations set forth in said complaint
and waived all intervening procedure and further hearings as to said facts.
Thereafter, hearings were held in this matter, at which time testimony
and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of
said complaint as to the respondents, American Steel and Wire Company
of New Jersey, a corporation, and Walter H. Cave, an individual, were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and
filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly
came on for final hearing before the Commission upon said complaint,
answers and substitute answers thereto, testimony and other evidence,
report of the trial examiner upon the evidence and exceptions filed
thereto, briefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto,
and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings
·
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Ret-ipondent, American Steel and Wire Company of
New Jersey, is a New Jersey corporation, trading under the name and
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style of American Steel and Wire Company, with its general offices and
principal place of business located in the Rockefeller Building, Cleveland,
Ohio. On or about January 22, 1941, said respondent acquired all of the
manufacturing property and assets formerly owned by an affiliated company, namely, the Cyclone Fence Company, an Illinois corporation, now
dissolved. Said respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, has
since January 19, 1941, engaged directly in the manufacture and in the
sale and distribution of steel products, including wire and chain-link
fencing, through an operating division, styled "Cyclone Fence Division,"
in commerce among and between the various States of the United State~.
The Cyclone Fence Division of respondent, American Steel and Wire
Company, has manufacturing plants located at Waukegan, Ill., at Cleveland, Ohio, and elsewhere and has a warehouse and district sales office at
Newark, N.J., and a branch sales office at 247 North Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa. In the aforesaid plants of its Cyclone Fence Division at
Waukegan, Ill., and Cleveland, Ohio, are manufactured steel and other
metal products, including wire and chain-link fencing, which it sells in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States in
competition with other manufacturers and dealers in said products.
Respondent, Walter H. Cave, is an individual, who is engaged in the
sale of wire and steel products, including chain-link fencing, as an agent
of the Cyclone Fence Division of respondent, American Steel and Wire
Company, with his office locat~d at 247 North Third Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Respondent, Paul W. Crawford, is an individual, trading as AdamsCrawford Company, engaged in the sale of wire and other metal fencing,
with his office and principal place of business located at 310 North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, A. F. Crawford, is an individual, engaged in the sale of
wire and other inetal fencing as an agent of Adams-Crawford Company,
with his office and principal place of business located at 310 North Fourth
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, is an individual, engaged in general
contracting and construction work, with his office and principal place of
business located at 2134 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Respondent, Allen McLaine Ward, whose resident address is 7415 Bingham Street, Philadelphia, Pa., is an individual, who during the times mentioned herein, was an employee and agent of respondent, Charles F.
Rohleder.
Respondent, J. R. Baldridge, Jr., whose re~ident address is 111 East
Cliveden Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., is an individual, who during the times
mentioned herein, was an employee and agent of respondent, Charles F.
Rohleder.
PAR. 2. During all the times hereinafter mentioned, respondent,
Charles I<'. Rohleder, directly or through his agents respondents, Allen
McLaine Ward and J. R. Baldridge, Jr., has been engaged in negotiating
with, and buying from, respondent, American Steel and Wire Company,
through one of 'its operating divisions,-Cyclone Fence Company,-and
others in competition with that concern, wire and other steel products,
including fencing, which were, as a result of such negotiations, shipped or
caused to be shipped from many points located in States other than the
State of Pennsylvania to respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, or his agents
at Philadelphia, Pa.
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At all times hereinafter mentioned, respondent, American Steel and
Wire Company, through its operating division, the Cyclone Fence Company, has been engaged in the sale of steel products, including wire and
chain-link fencing, and, in so doing, shipped and caused to be shipped such
products from locations in States other than the State of Pennsylvania to
Philadelphia, Pa., and to numerous other points in other States.
At all times hereinafter mentioned, respondent, Paul W. Crawford, an
individual, trading as Adams-Crawford Company, has been engaged in
the sale of wire and other metal fencing and, in doing so, shipped and
caused to be shipped such products from locations in States other than
the State of Pennsylvania to Philadelphia, Pa., and numerous other points
in other States.
At all times hereinafter mentioned, respondents, Walter H. Cave and
A. F. Crawford, in the course of their employment with, and in their
capacities as agents of respondents, American Steel and Wire Company
and Adams-Crawford Company, respectively, have been engaged in the
sale of steel products, including wire and metal fencing, and, in so doing
were instru.mental in shipping and causing to be shipped, such product~
from locations in States other than the State of Pennsylvania to Philadelphia, Pa., and to numerous other locations in other States.
PAR. 3. Respondents, American Steel and Wire Company, Walter H.
Cave, Paul W. Crawford, and A. F. Crawford, have been, and are, engaged
in competition in the sale of wire ..and other metal products, including
metal fencing, between and among themselv~s and with others in making,
or seeking to make, sales of such products m commerce as "commerce"
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act between and among the
various States of the United States except insofar as said competition has
been hindered, lessened, restricted, or forestalled by the understanding,
cooperation, concert or common course of action, confederation, combination, agreement, or conspiracy or the acts, things, practices, policies, or
methods done or carried on in pursuance thereto or in furtherance thereof
as hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 4. Respondent, Walter H. Cave, for several years prior to January 22, 1941, was employed by the Cyclone Fence Company, as sales
engineer, to sell said steel products and installations thereof, and since
that date has been employed by the Cyclone Fence Division of respondent
American Steel and Wire Company, in the same capacity. In serving th~
Cyclone Fence Company and respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, during the aforesaid periods, it was his practice to keep himself informed concerning the undertaking of projects, particularly in the vicinity
of Philadelphia, Pa., which would likely require the use by any purchaser
of steel products manufactured by his employers, including installations
of wire and chain-link fencing. Where specifications therefor were made
available, he obtained such specifications and from the latter calculated
the cost of labor and materials necessary. Only in large jobs involving
special features requiring technical skill and complicated calculations
would respondent, Walter H. Cave, forward the proposed quotations or
bids to superior officials for study before finally submitting them.
PAR. 5. In connection with certain contracts for the furnishing of materials and the installation thereof to rehabilitate the shipyards of the
Cramp Shipbuilding Company in furtherance of the defense program of
the United States, the respondents have combined, agreed, and conspired
to frustrate, hinder, restrain, and suppress competition in the purchase and
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sale of steel products, including \Vire and chain-link fencing, in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States by maintaining a false appearance of competition between the American Steel and
Wire Company and the Adams-Crawford Company and other sellers and
conveying to buyers and prospective buyers, including official awarding
authorities of the United States Government, that the American Steel and
Wire Company and the Adams-Crawford Company were rival bidders and
competitors when, in fact, they were acting collusively between and
among themselves in submitting such bids.
PAR. 6. During 1940, as a part of its work in the defense program of
the United States of America, the Navy Department arranged with Cramp
Shipbuilding Company, shipyards of which are located at Richmond and
Norris Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., for the latter to undertake the construction of naval vessels, and in that connection Cramp Shipbuilding Company entered into a contract with the United States of America, dated
October 29, 1940, entitled, "Supplemental Contract for Acquisition and
Installation of Emergency Plant Facilities Required to Expedite the National Defense Program, NOd 1550." Pursuant to the terms of this contract, the United States Government, through its Navy Department,
assumed responsibility and liability for the cost of the acquisition and installation of emergency plant facilities at the Cramp Shipyards, which
were required to expedite the nationa! defense program, with the understanding that the expenditure of the said funds for such work would be
under the general supervision of, and subject to the approval of, officials of
the United States Navy Department.
PAR. 7. On December 31, 1940, the Cramp Shipbuilding Company entered into a contract with respondent, Charles F. Rohled~r, whereby said
respondent undertook to perform certain work in the rehabilitation of the
shipbuilding yards of the Cramp Shipbuilding Company located at Richmond and Norris Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., which rehabilitation was then
being performed by the Cramp Shipbuilding Company under its contract
with the Navy Department of October 29, 1940.
During the period from December 1940 through March 1941 respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, employed respondent, J. R. Baldridge, Jr., as
his agent, to enter into contracts for the installation of materials under
respondent, Charles F. Rohleder's contract of December 31, 1940, with
the Cramp Shipbuilding Company for part of the work in connection with
the rehabilitation of said shipyards.
In an effort to protect the interests of the Navy Department, the Supervisor of Ships, United States Navy Department, through a duly constituted representative, namely, Lieutenant C. B. S. Bishop, in accordance
with a previously announced policy of the Navy Department, visited the
Cramp Shipbuilding Company of Philadelphia, Pa., on or about October
28, 1940, and informed H. P. Rust, plant engineer for the Cramp Shipbuilding Company, who had been designated by that company to review
and to generally supervise purchasing of supplies, that none of the contracts and subcontracts for the acquisition and rehabilitation of plant
facilities should be awarded without competitive bidding, for the same and
that a minimum of 3 bids would have to be obtained if at all possible.
Respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, was fully' informed that the work to
be done by him under his contract was in connection with a contract between the Navy Department and the Cramp Shipbuilding Company,
which is further indicated by Exhibit 1, entitled "Specifications-General
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Conditions," attached to, and made a part of, the contract of December
31, 1940, between respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, and Cramp Shipbuilding Company, which contains the following statement:
"2. Inspection. The Ymrk under this contract is let under a supplemental contract No. NOd-1550 between owner and Navy Department and
is subject thereto."
It was further understood by the respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, that
he was required to obtain the approval of the Cramp Shipbuilding Company of all costs incurred by him in the performance of his contract and
that he was required to submit a; minimum of 3 competitive bids on all
work let to subcontractors.
PAR. 8. On March 13, 1941, respondent, Walter H. Cave, in his capacity as a sales engineer, and acting on behalf of the Cyclone Fence Division
of respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, submitted a bid to
respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, to furnish, deliver, and erect certain
wire panels for the front of transformers, as per plans and specifications,
for the sum of 59 cents per square foot, or a total price of $991.20. On or
about March 12, 1941, Howard Zehr, as representative of the Chain Link
Fence Company of Pennsylvania, submitted an oral bid upon the same
specifications at 60 cents per square foot, or a total of $1,008. Said bid
was later reduced to writing and submitted to respondent, Charles F.
Rohleder, under date of March 14, 1941.
PAR. 9. In furtherance of the combination and conspiracy hereinabove
'described, the respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, during the negotiations
for the above-mentioned bids informed respondent, Walter H. Cave, orally that said contract for the installation of said chain-link fencing was
awarded to respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, but that
respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, had secured but one other bid and that
he wanted three bids and asked respondent, Walter H. Cave, if it would
be possible for him to get respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, another bid on
said specifications. Thereupon, respondent, Walter H. Cave, in accordance with the request of respondent, J. R. Baldridge, Jr., requested respondent, A. F. Crawford,. an agent of respondent, Paul W. Crawford,
trading as Adams-Crawford Company, to submit a eomplimentary bid on
said project, which he did. At the time, respondent, A. F. Crawford, understood that respondent, J. R. Baldridge, Jr., had already awarded the
contract orally to the Cyclone Fence Division of respondent, American
Steel and Wire Company, but that respondent, Rohleder, wanted to secure
another bid. Both respondents, Walter H. Cave and A. F. Crawford
well knew that the bid of the Adams-Crawford Company was a compli~
mentary and fictitious bid, obtained for the accommodation of respondent,
Charles F. Rohlerier. Respondent, Walter H. Cave, conveyed said bid to
the office of the respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, at
247 North Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa., where he typed it. Thereafter, he returned it to the said A. F. Crawford, who signed it and mailed
it to the respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, dated March 14, 1941. On
March 14, 1941, respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, submitted the bids of
the American Steel and Wire Company, the Chain Link Fence Company
and the Adams-Crawford Company to the Cramp Shipbuilding Company
for approval, The bids so submitted were considered and approved by a
representative of the Supervisor of Subcontracts, United States Navy Department, as evidence of competitive bids, offers, and proposals by the
parties named therein for furnishing the chain-link fencing or wire panels
650780 -4.7 -31
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specified, The said respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, then mailed a written contract dated March 14, 1941, to the Cyclone Fence Division of respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, confirming said award for
the aforesaid chain-link fencing or wire panels, which written contract was
accepted by the respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, on
March 24, 1941. This contract was subsequently reduced by partial cancellation to $554.60. The chain-link fencing for the installation covered
by said contract was shipped by the Cyclone Fence Division of the respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, from Waverly, N. J., to
the Cramp Shipbuilding Company yards at Philadelphia, Pa. Respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, on or about June 20, 1941, completed the installation of said fencing, and final payment was received on
August 13, 1941.
PAR. 10. At all times from March 1941 through November 1941 T. C.
Sykes, was branch sales manager, of the Philadelphia branch sales office
of the Cyclone Fence Division of respondent, American Steel and Wire
Company, and the immediate superior of respondent, Walter H. Cave, to
whom said respondent reported. At all times from March 1941 through
November 1941, S. W. Burr, was district sales manager, of the Newark,
N. J. district sales office of the Cyclone Fence Division of respondent,
American Steel and Wire Company, and the immediate superior of the
said T. C. Sykes, to whom said T. C. Sykes reported. It was stipulated
in this proceeding that if T. C. Sykes and S. W. Burr were called to testify
they would state that respondent, Walter H. Cave, did not tell them or, to
their knowledge, any other official of respondent, American Steel and Wire
Company, of his action in procuring the complimentary and fictitious bid
in March 1941 ; that they had not told him to procure or cause such fictitious bid to be filed; and had no knowledge of the filing of such complimentary and fictitious bid until November 1941.
PAR. 11. The Commission further .finds that the transactions hereinabove described came within that class of matters wherein the respondent,
Walter H. Cave, was authorized by the respondent, American Steel and
Wire Company, to calculate the cost of labor and materials necessary and
to submit bids without first obtaining the approval of any of his superior
officers and that in accordance with such authority, the respondent, Walter
H. Cave, did submit said bid, dated March 13, 1941, over his signature as
representative of respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, and the
contract arising out of the bid so submitted was subsequently accepted by
the respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, and performed by it.
The procuring by the respondent, Walter H. Cave, of a complimentary
and fictitious bid executed by the Adams-Crawford Company for submission to the respondent, Charles F. Rohleder, was in furtherance of the
business of respondent, American Steel and Wire Company, in obtaining
said contract for the sale and installation of chain-link fencing.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid understandings, agreements, combination, and
conspiracy and the performing of the acts and things and the use of the
methods hereinabove set forth, tend to have, and have had, the effect of
depriving buyers and prospective buyers of metal fencing and other metal
products, including contractors and subcontractors with the United States
Government and the public in gener~:tl of the benefit of competition in
commerce between and among respondents, American Steel and Wire
Company, its division the Cyclone Fence Company, and Adams-Crawford
Company a~d others, ~ith who~ they normally would be in competition
in making b1ds and pnce quotatwns.
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CONCLUSION

The acts, practices, methods, understandings, agreements, combination,
and conspiracy of the respondents as hereinabove set forth are all to the
prejudice of the public and have a dangerous tendency to, and have actually, frustrated, hindered, suppressed, lessened, restrained, and eliminated
competition in the purchase and sale of metal fencing and other metal
products in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act; have the capacity and tendency to restrain unreasonably, and have restrained unreasonably, such commerce in said products;
and constitute unfair me~hods of competition and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade ComnU-ssion
upon the complaint of the Commission, answers of the respondents, American Steel ar,d Wire Company of New Jersey, a corporation, and Walter H.
Cave, and substitute answers of the remaining respondents, in which substitute answers the several respondents admit all material allegations set
forth in said complaint a,nd waive all intervening procedure and further
hearings as to the facts, and also upon testimony and other evidence taken
in su,port of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto as
to the respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey, a
corporation, and Walter H. Cave, before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon
the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and the
Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that
said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondents, American Steel and Wire Company of
New Jersey, a corporation, and its officers; and Walter H. Cave, individually, and as agent of American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey;
Paul W. Crawford, an individual, trading as Adams-Crawford Company;
A. F. Crawford, individually, and as agent of Adams-Crawford Company;
Charles F. Rohleder, an individual; Allen McLaine Ward, ihdividually,
and as agent of Charles F. Rohleder; and J. R. Baldridge, Jr., individually, and as agent of Ch11rles F. Rohleder, and their respective representatives, agents, and employees in connection with the offering for sale,
sale, and distribution of steel products, including wire and chain-link
fencing, in commerce as" commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from entering into, continuing,
cooperating in, or carrying out any planned common course of action
understanding, agreement, combination, or conspiracy between and
among any two or more of the said respondents or between any one or
more of said respondents and any other person, partnership, or corporation
not a party hereto to do or perform any of the following acts, things, or
practices:
1. Conveying or assisting in conveying to buyers or prospective buyers
or to any official or awarding authority of any federal agency or to anyone
contracting with such agency or to anyone acting for, or on behalf of, such
agency or for, or on behalf of, any contractor with such agency, any repre·
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sentation that any two or more apparent sellers are rival bidders or competitors when, in reality, they are acting collusively in preparing and submitting bids.
2. Aiding, assisting, or cooperating in any manner in the submission of
any sham, fictitious, fraudulent, or noncompetitive bids or price quotations to any buyer or prospective buyer or to any federal agency or anyone
acting for, or on its behalf, or for, or on behalf of, any party purchasing
material or equipment in fulfillment of a contract with such agency.
3. Interfering with, or assisting in interfering 'dth, the procurement or
consideration of genuinely competitive bids or competitive bids or price
quotations by any federal agency or any official agent or awarding authority of such agency or by any buyer or prospective buyer.
4. Promoting, establishing, carrying out, or continuing any act or practice for the purpose, or with the effect, of maintaining or presenting a
false appearance of competition between or among any of the respondents
or other sellers in the submission of price quotations or bids to buyers or
prospective buyers.
5. Arranging, or attempting to arrange, for the filing of any bid in the.
name of one ostensibly competing bidder when the prices and terms are
in fact determined by some other bidder or when in fact the bid is not a
bona fide bid.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days. after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE

~ATTER OF

KODIZE PROCESS CORPORATION, AND ~AX WRIGHT
TRADING AS KODIZE SALES CORPORATION
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5206.

Complaint, Aug. 26, 1944-Decision, Apr. 21, 1945

Where a corporation and the individual who was its vice president and general manager,
engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution of their "Kodize"
product, which was designed for use, when mixed with water as a treatment for
soft coal, and consisted largely of common salt and a very small amount of coloring
matter; through statements in circulars, leaflets and other advertising matter(a) Represented and implied falsely that the use of their product "Kodize" in treating
or processing soft or bituminous coal resulted in a 25% to 45% saving in coal, labor,
and electricity, a reduction in soot and smoke, and increased efficiency with improved combustion; and
(b) Represented falsely that their product "Kodize" was a secret formu!a for treating
or processing coal, and that said formula had been patented and copyrighted; and,
Where said individual, engaged in the sale and distribution of the product "Kodize"
made by aforesaid corporation(c) Represented and implied, through use of word "Corporation" in the trade name
used by him, that such business was owned and operated by a corporation, when
in fact it was individually owned by him;
With result that many ml!mbers of the public dealt with him as being a legally organized and existing corporation, such as a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefers to do business with, as assuring, in its belief, greater stability and financial responsibility; by reason, among other things, of the provisions of law and the
regulations concerning the organization and operation of corporations;
With tendency and capacity to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public
into the mistaken belief that the aforesaid misleading representations were true,
and thereby into purchase of substantial quantities of their said product:
Held, That said acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the public,
and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Randolph Preston, trial examiner.
Mr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Kodize Process Corporation, a
corporation, and Max Wright, an individual, trading as Kodize Sales
Corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues
its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Kodize Process Corporation, is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
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laws of the State of Georgia with its office and principal place of business at
1026 Virginia Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
Respondent, Max Wright, is vice president and general manager of
respondent, Kodize Process Corporation, and as such formulates, controls
and directs its acts, practices and policies. Respondent, Max Wright,
trading under the name Kodize Sales Corporation, sells and distributes
the product hereinafter described, known as ""ICodize," which is manufactured by respondent, Kodize Process Corporation. Said respondents have
acted together and in cooperation with each other in doing the acts and
things herein alleged.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now, and for more than two years last
past have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a chemical product
designated "Kodize," designed to be used when mixed with water as a
treatment for soft or bituminous coal, at wholesale to dealers and at retail
to the purchasing public in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents cause their said product, when sold, to be transported from
their place of business in the State of Georgia to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in their said product, in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said product "Kodize,"
respondents have distributed or caused to be distributed, to purchasers
and prospective purchasers of said product in various States of the United
States circulars, leaflets and other advertising matter. In said advertising
circulars and leaflets many false and misleading statements and representations are made by respondents in describing their said product and the
properties thereof. Among and typical of said statements and representations so made and circulated are the following:
KODIZE-A COAL SAVING PROCESS
KODIZE is a remarkable secret formula for processing coal. After more than two
years of exhaustive tests and demonstrations, KODIZE has been acclaimed as the miracle formula and process which is destined to "revolutionize the burning of coal."
SAVES COAL

REDUCES SOOT

KODIZE has actually effected savings
in apartments, homes, industrial plants,
etc., ranging from 25% to 45%, both
in stokers and hand firing.

"KODIZED COAL" (ordinary coal
to which KODIZE has been applied)
positively will burn clean instead. of
forming the usual thick soot from raw
coal. KODIZE reduces soot to a negligible minimum.

ELil\IINATES
BLACK SMOKE
KODIZE PROCESSED coal burns
freely and clean without draft, thereby
burning up the carbon ordinarily escaping from raw coal as black smoke.

IMPROVES
COMBUSTION
KODIZE greatly improves combustion,
regardless of the method or equipment
employed, but greatest economy and
best results are obtained when all drafts
are closed.
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REDUCES FIRING PERIODS TO A MINIMUM

APARTMENT HOUSE Janitors report that immediately following the application
of KODIZE to their coal, they decrease firings of four, five and six times daily to only
two firings in 24 hours in hot water heaters, using from one-fourth to nearly one-half
LESS COAL. Fire holds overnight.
KODIZE SAVES 25%
AND MORE IN
Coal . Labor . Electricity
Equipment
SAVES
Grates . Fire Box Linings
Smoke Pipe • Flue Linings.
AMERICA'S FOREMOST COAL SAVING PROCESS.
KODIZE is not mythical or experimental. It is a scientific combination of chemicals
(a patented and copyrighted formula) and when applied to your coal, aids in more
complete coal combustion.
PAR. 4. The foregoing statements and representations, together with
similar statements and representations not specifically set out herein,
purport to be descriptive of respondents' said product and of its efficiency
and of the benefits to be derived from its use. By means thereof, respondents represent and imply and have represented and implied that ~he use
of their product "Kodize" in treating or processing soft or bituminous
coal results in or accomplished a material saving ranging from 25% to
45% in coal, labor and electricity, a reduction in soot and smoke, and increased efficiency with improved combustion. Respondents also represent
that their product "Kodize" is a secret formula for treating or processing
coal, and that said formula has been patented and copyrighted.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, the use of respondents' said
product "Kodize" in treating or processing soft or bituminous coal does
not effectuate or result in any appreciable saving in coal, labor and electricity. The use of said product, when applied to soft or bituminous coal,
does not reduce soot or smoke nor improve combustion. Respondents'
said product, in fact, is a chemical mixture consisting largely of common
salt, a very small amount of coloring matter, and has no material or appreciable beneficial effect when used in treating or processing coal. The
formula for "Kodize" is not secret, nor has said formula been patented or
copyrighted.
PAR. 6. Through the use by the respondent, Max Wright, of the word
"corporation" in the trade name Kodize Sales Corporation, he represents
and implies that the business conducted under said name is owned and
operated by a corporation organized, existing and doing business under
and by virtue of the laws of some State of the United States. Said business is not owned and operated by a corporation, but individually by said
respondent, Max Wright. A substantial portion of the purchasing public
prefer to do business with a lawfully organized and existing corporation
for the rPason, among others, that it is believed that the provisions of law
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and the regulations concerning the organization and operation .of corporations are such as to assure greater stability and financial responsibility.
Many members of the public have dealt with respondent, Max Wright,
under the mistaken belief that "Kodize Sales Corporation" was a legally
organized and existing corporation.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices and representations of therespondents have had and now have the tendency and capacity to deceive
and mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid false, misleading and deceptive
acts and practices and representations are true, and into the purchase of
substantial quantities of respondents' product because of such erroneous
and mistaken belief so induced.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE-FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on 'August 2G, 19-14, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents, Kodize Process
Corporation, a corporation, and Max Wright, an individual, trading as
Kodize Sales Corporation, charging them with unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After
the filing of answer by respondent Max Wright, certain facts were stipulated into the record in lieu of testimony in support of and in opposition
to the charges stated in the complaint at a hearing before an examiner of
the Federal Trade Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and it
was agreed that the Commission may proceed upon said statement of
facts to make its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon
and issue its order disposing of this proceeding without intervening procedure. Thereafter, this proceeding came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the complaint, answer, and stipulation as to the facts, said
stipulation having been approved by the Commission; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Kodize Process Corporation, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Georgia, with its office and principal place of business
at 1026 Virginia Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Ga. Respondent, Max Wright,
is vice president and general manager of respondent, Kodize Process Corporation, and as such helps formulate, control, and direct its acts, practices, and policies. Respondent, Max Wright, formerly trading under the
name of Kodize Sales Corporation, but now trading under the name of
Kodize Sales Company, sells and distributes the product "Kodize," which
is manufactured by respondent, Kodize Process Corporation. Said respondents have acted together and in cooperation with each other in doing
the following acts and things.
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PAR. 2. For more than two years last past the respondents have been
engaged in the sale and distribution, at wholesale to dealers and at retail
to the purchasing public, of a chemical product designated "Kodize."
This product is designed to be used when mixed with water as a treatment
for soft or bituminous coal. Respondents cause their said product, when
sold, to be transported from their place of business in the State of Georgia
to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia, and maintain, and at all times mentioned
herein have maintained, a course of trade in said product in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said product "Kodize," respondents have distributed, or caused to be distributed, to purchasers and
prospective purchasers of said product in various States of the United
States circulars, leaflets, and other advertising matter. In said advertising
circulars and leaflets many false and misleading statements and representations are made by respondents in describing their said product and its
properties. Among and typical of the statements and representations so
made and cir~ulated are the following:

KODIZE-A COAL SAVING PROCESS
KODIZE is a remarkable secret formula for processing coal. After more than two
years of exhaustive tests and demonstrations, KODIZE has been acclaimed as the
miracle formula and process which is destined to "revolutionize -the burning of coal."
SAVES

CO~L

REDUCES SOOT

KODIZE has actually effected savings
in apartments, homes, industrial plants,
etc., ranging from 25% to 45%, both
in stokers and hand firing.

"KODIZE COAL" (ordinary coal to
which KODIZE has been applied) positively will burn dean instead of forming
the usual thick soot from raw coal.
KODIZE reduces soot to a negligible
minimum.
IMPROVES
COMBUSTION

ELIMINATES
BLACK SMOKE
KODIZE PROCESSED coal burns
freely and clean without draft, thereby
burning up the carbon ordinarily escaping from raw coal as black smoke.

KODIZE greatly improves combustion,
regardless of the method or equipment
employed, but greatest economy and
best results are obtained when aU drafts
are closed.

REDUCES FIRING PERIODS TO A MINIMUM
APARTI\IENT HOUSE Janitors report that immediately following the application
of KODIZE to their coal, they decrease firings of four, five and six times daily to only
two firings in 24 hours in hot water heaters, using from one-fourth to nearly one-half
LESS COAL. Fire holds overnight.

• • • • • •
KODIZE SAVES 25%
AND l\lORE IN
Coal • Labor • Electricity
Equipment
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SAVES
Grates . Fire Box Linings
Smoke Pipe . Flue Linings

• • • • • •
AMERICA'S FOREMOST COAL SAVING PROCESS

• • • • • •
KODIZE is not mythical or experimental. It is a scientific combination of chemicals
(a patented and copyrighted formula) and when applied to your coal, aids in more
complete coal combustion.
PAR. 4. By means of the foregoing statements and representations, and
similar statements and representations not specifically set out herein,
respondents represent and imply, and have represented and implied, that
the use of their product "Kodize" in treating or processing soft or bituminous coal results in or accomplishes a material saving ranging from 25%
to 45% in coal, labor, and electricity, a reduction in soot and smoke, and
increased efficiency with improved combustion. Respondents also represent that their product "Kodize" is a secret formula fot treating or
processing coal and that said formula has been patented and copyrighted.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, misleading, and deceptive. In truth and in fact, the use of respondents' said
product "Kodize" in treating and processing soft or bituminous coal does
not effectuate or result in any appreciable saving in coal, labor, or electricity. The use of said product, when applied to soft or bituminous coal,
does not reduce soot or smoke or improve combustion to the extent
claimed. In fact, said product is a chemical mixture consisting largely of
common salt and a very small amount of coloring matter. It has no material or appreciable beneficial effect when used in treating or processing
coal. The formula for "Kodize" is not secret, nor has said formula
been patented or copyrighted.
PAR. 6. Through the use by the respondent, Max Wright, of the word
"Corporation" in the trade name "Kodize Sales Corporation," he has
represented and implied that the business conducted under said name is
owned and operated by a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of some State of the United States.
Said business is not owned and operated by a corporation, but is individually owned by respondent, Max Wright. A substantial portion of the
purchasing public prefers to do business with a lawfully organized and
existing corporation for the reason, among others, that it is believed that
the provisions of law and the regulations concerning the organization and
operation of corporations are such as to assure greater stability and financial responsibility. Many members of the public have dealt with respondent, Max Wright, under the mistaken belief that Kodize Sales Corporation
was a legally organized and existing corporation.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents have had, and
now have, the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid misleading and deceptive representations are true,
and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondents' product
because of the erroneous and mistaken belief so induced.
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commissi-on
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer filed by respondent
Max Wright, and a stipulation as to the facts entered into upon the record
by and between counsel for the Commission and counsel for the respondents, which stipulation provides, among other things, that without further
evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may issue and
serve upon respondents herein findings as to the facts and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Kodize Process Corporation, a corporation, its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, and respondent,
Max Wright, an individual, trading as Koclize Sales Company, or trading
under any other name, his agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of a chemical product for
the treatment of coai designated "Kodize," or any other preparation of
substantially similar composition, whether sold under the same name or
under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from representing,
directly or by implication:
1. That the use of respondents' product "Kodize" in treating or processing coal results in a saving of from 25% to 45%, or any appreciable
saving, in coal, labor, and electricity; or results in any appreciable reduction in soot and smoke; or results in increased efficiency or improved combustion.
2. That said product "Kodize" is a secret formula for treating or
processing coal, or that said formula has been patented or copyrighted.
It is further ordered, That respondent, Max Wright, do forthwith cease
and desist using the word "Corporation" in the trade name used to designate the business operated by him individually, or otherwise representing
in any manner that said business is incorporated or operated by a corporation.
.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
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Complaint

IN THE

~ATTER

OF

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 4711. Complaint, Feb. 19, 194.2-Decision, Apr. 25, 1945
Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of its "Kruschen
Salts"; in advertisements in newspapers and otherwise(a) Represented falsely, directly and by implication, that its said preparation "Kruschen Salts," taken repetitiously, constituted a cure or remedy for sick headache,
biliousness, poor digestion, unnatural fatigue, and constipation, when such symptoms or conditions were caused by deficiency in liver bile secretion; that it would
significantly increase the discharge of bile from the liver; was safe and harmless;
and was an effective obesity remedy or treatment which would reduce fat promptly
and safely, or was an effective part of, or adjunct to, a weight-, fat-, or fleshreducing regime; and,
(b) Failed to reveal facts material in the light of such representations, with respect to
consequences which might result from the use of said preparation under usual or
prescribed conditions, in that it was an irritant laxative and was potentially dangerous when taken by one suffering from abdominal pains, stomach-ache, cramps,
nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis;
With the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such representations were true,
and that said prepar11.tion might be taken ·under all conditions without ill effects,
and thereby to induce the purchase of substantial quantities thereof:
Held, That said acts and practices were all to the prejudice and injury of the public,
and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Mr. William M. King for the Commission.
Strange, Myers, Hinds & Wight, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of
said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest hereby issues its complaint
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., is a corporation,
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York, with its principal office and place of business located at 26 Forbes Street, Rochester, N. Y.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than 'One year last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a drug known and designated
as Kruschen Salts. Re.,pondent causes its said product when sold to be
·transported from its place of business in the State of Kew York to purchasers thereof located in \'arious other States of the United States and
in the District or Columbia. Respondent maintains and at all times men-
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tioned herein has maintained a course of trade in its said product in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated and is now disseminating and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning its said
product, Kruschen Salts, by United States mails and by various other
means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the F-ederal Trade Commerce Act, for the. purpose of inducing and which are likely to induce;
directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said product; and respondent has
also disseminated and is now disseminating and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning its said
product by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely
to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said product in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the falsP, misleading and deceptive statements and
representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and
caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by printed advertisements in newspapers and other advertising
literature and by various other means in commerce, are the following:
DON~T

STAY FAT AND UNATTRACTIVE

Read How Many Women Lose Fat Promptly-Safely! No Harmful Drugs.
If you are overweight, try this easy, sensible way to take off fat.
Get on the scales today and see how much you weigh, then get a. bottle of Kruschen
Salts (a. famous English formula), which will last 4 weeks and is inexpensive. Take
one-half teaspoonful in a glass of water every morning before breakfast. Cut out pastry
and fatty meats-go light on white bread, potatoes, butter and cream, and when you
have finished the first bottle weigh yourself again.
Now you'll know the safe, sensible way to lose ugly fat.
To Help Correct that "Half-Sick," "Tired," "AU-Gone" Feeling
GIVE LIVER BILE FLOW A BOOSTDo this Every Morning for 30 Days
Normally the liver should discharge about a quart of digestion-aiding bile juices a
day. If it doesn't-a. scanty flow-a slowing up may mean Sick Headaches, so-called
Biliousness, poor Digestion, with that half-sick, tired, all-gone feeling and most
probably Constipation.
There's no need to take Calomel or other risky drugs, just take a little daily dose of
that world-famous Kruschen Salts-half a level teaspoonful in a glass of hot or cold
water about half an hour before breakfast. This rouses the flow of bile with its gentle
bowel action. Try it for 30 days and YQU, too, may shake off that "run-down" feeling
and get a real "lift." But don't start unless you are willing to keep it up for 30 days.
If then you do not feellOO% better get your money back.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent
has represented, directly and by implication, that headaches, biliousness,
poor digestion, unnatural fatigue, and constipation are symptoms of a
liver disorder or are symptoms of a deficiency in bile secretion which can
be cured or corrected by the repetitious taking of Kruschen Salts; that in
order to secure such relief from the aforesaid ailments or conditions, said
preparation should be taken as directed for at least 30 days; that said
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preparation, in contrast to calomel or other risky drugs, is safe and harmless; and that said preparation is an effective obesity remedy or treatment
which, when taken as directed, will reduce fat promptly and safely, or
that said preparation is an effective part of, or an effective adjunct to, a
weight, fat or flesh reducing regime.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations used and disseminated b~ the respondent as hereinabove alleged are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading.
In truth and in fact, headaches, biliousness, poor digestion, unnatural
fatigue, and constipation are not symptoms of a liver disorder or of a.
deficiency in bile secretion which can be cured or corrected by the repetitious taking of Kruschen Salts in any dosage or dose schedule. In fact, the
taking of the said preparation in the manner directed will interfere with
the normal digestive process, thereby tending to produce indigestion
rather than to correct such condition. In addition, said preparation is an
irritant laxative or cathartic, depending upon the size of the dose, and is
potentially dangerous when taken by one suffering from abdominal pains,
stomach ache, cramp, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis. Its daily or repetitious use as recommended, or its continued use for
a period of thirty days, may result in dependency upon a laxative. The
aforesaid dangers involved in the use of said preparation are concealed in
the respondent's advertisement by the statement that the preparation, in
qontrast to calomel or other risky drugs, is safe.
Said preparation is not an effective obesity remedy or treatment and is
not effective as part of a fat reducing program and will not serve as an
effective adjunct to a fat reducing regime. Furthermore, said preparation
is of no substantial therapeutic value in excess of its laxative or cathartic
properties.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid representations and advertisements of respondent's said preparation constitute false advertisements for the further reason that they fail to reveal facts material in the light of such representations, or material with respect to consequences which may result from the
use of the preparation to which the advertisement relates under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements, or under such conditions as are
customary or usual.
In truth and in fact, said preparation is an irritant laxative or cathartic,
depending upon the size of the dose, and is potentially dangerous when
taken by one suffering from abdominal pains, stomach ache, cramp, nausea, vomiting or other symptoms of appendicitis. Its daily or repetitious
use as recommended, or its continuous use for a period of thirty days, may
result in dependency upon a laxative.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false, misleading
and deceptive statements and representations with respect to said prod,uct, Kruschen Salts, disseminated as aforesaid, and its failure to reveal
the dangers inherent in the use of such preparation, have had and now
have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that
such statements, representations and advertisements are true and into
the purchase by the public of substantial quantities of respondent's said
product.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND -ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on February 19, 1942, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, E. Griffiths
Hughes, Inc., a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said
act. After respondent filed its answer, a stipulation was entered into
whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a, statement of facts signed and
executed by counsel for respondent, and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant
Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval
of the Commission, may be taken as the facts in this proceeding in lieu of
testimony in support of the charges stated in the complaint or in opposition thereto, and that the said Commission may proceed upon said statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion based thereon, and enter its order disposing of the proceeding
without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. Thereafter,
this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
on said complaint, answer, and stipulation, said stipulation having been
approved, accepted, and filed; and the Commission, having duly considered the same and now being fully advised in the premises, finds that this
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., is a corporation,
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York, with its principal office and place of business located at 26 Forbes Street, Rochester, N. Y.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation
known and designated as "Kruschen Salts." Respondent causes its said
preparation, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the
State of New York to purchasers thereof located in various other States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade
in its said preparation in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning its said
preparation by means of the United States mails and by various other
means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning its said preparation by various means for the purpose
of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said product in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act. Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations contained in said false
advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by the United States mails, by printed advertisements in
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newspapers and other advertising literature, and by various other means
in commerce, are the following:
To Help Correct that "Half-Sick,"
"Tired,"" All-Gone," Feeling
GIVE LIVER BILE
FLOW A BOOSTDo this Every Morning for 30 days
Normally the liver should discharge about a quart of digestion-aiding bile juices
a day. If it doesn't-a scanty flow,-a slowing up may mean Sick Headaches, socalled Biliousness, poor Digestion, with that half-sick, tired, all-gone feeling and most
probaLly Constipation.
There's no need to take Calomel or other risky drugs, just take a little daily dose of
that world-famous Kruschen Salts-half a level teaspoonful in a glass of hot or cold
water about half an hour before breakfast. ·This rouses the flow of Lile with its gentle
bowel action. Try it for 30 days and you, too may shake off that "run-down" feeling
and get a real "lift." But don't start unless you are willing to keep it up for 30 days.
If then you do not feeliOO% better get your money back.

• • • • • •
DON'T STAY FAT AND UNATTRACTIVE
Read How Many Women Lose Fat
Prom ptly-8afely I
No Harmful Drugs.
If you are overweight, try this easy, sensible way to take off fat.
Get on the scales today and see how much you weigh, then get a bottle of Kruschen
Salts (a famous English formula), which will last 4 weeks and is inexpensive. Take
one-half teaspoonful in a glass of water every morning before breakfast. Cut out
pastry and fatty meats-go light on white bread, potatoes, butter and cream, and when
you have finished the first bottle weigh yourself again.
Now you'll know the safe, sensible way to lose ugly fat.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent
has represented, directly and by implication, that its preparation "Kruschen Salts," taken repetitiously, constitutes a cure or remedy for sick
headache, biliousness, poor digestion, unnatural fatigue, and constipation,
when such symptoms or conditions are caused by deficiency in liver bile
secretion; that said preparation will significantly increase the discharge
of bile from the liver; that said preparation is safe and harmless; and that·
said preparation is an effective obesity remedy or treatment which, when
taken as directed, will reduce fat promptly and safely, or is an effective
part of, or an effective adjunct to, a weight-, fat-, or flesh-reducing regime.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations used and disseminated by the respondent are grossly exaggerated, false, and misleading. In truth and in fact, the taking of Kruschen Salts in any dosage or
on any dose schedule does not constitute a cure or remedy for sick headache, biliousness, poor digestion, unnatural fatigue, or constipation caused
by deficiency in liver bile secretion. Said preparation will not cause any
increase ~n the discharge of bile from the liver. Said preparation is not
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an effective obesity remedy or treatment, is not effective as part of a fatreducing program, will not serve as an effective adjunct to a fat-reducing
regime, and is not safe and harmless unaer all conditions of use.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid representations and advertisements of respondent's said preparation fail to reveal facts material in the lil!:ht of such
representations, or material with respect to consequences which may
result from the use of the preparation to which the advertisement relates
under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements, or under such conditions as are customary or usual. Said preparation is an irritant laxative
and is potentially dangerous when taken by one suffering from abdominal
pains, stomach-ache, cramps, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of
appendicitis.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false, misleading,
and deceptive statements and representations, disseminated as aforesaid,
and its failure to reveal the dangers inherent in the use of its said preparation, have had, and now have, the capacity and tendency to mislead and
deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous
belief that such statements and representations are true and that said
preparation may be taken under all conditions without ill effects to the
user, and to induce the purchase by the public of substantial quantities of
respondent's preparation.
CONCLUSION

The foregoing acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondent, and
a stipulation as to the facts entered into between the respondent herein
and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission,
which provides, among other things, that without further evidence or
other intervening procedure, the Commission may issue and serve upon
the respondent herein findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon
and an order disposing of the proceeding; and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondent has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., a corporation,
its officers, directors, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, or distribution of its preparation" Kruschen Salts," or any other
preparation of substantially similar composition or pos8essing substantially similar properties, whether sold under the same name or under any
other name, do forthwith cease and desist from, directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated, by means of the
United States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which
represents, directly or through inference:
(a) That said preparation will increase the discharge of bile from the
liver, or is a cure or remedy for any condition caused by deficiency in bile
secretion by the liver.
650780 -47 -32
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(b) That said preparation is safe and harmless under all conditions of
use.
(c) That said preparation is effective as an obesity remedy or treatment,
or is effective as a part of or adjunct to any fat- or weight- reducing regime.
2. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated, by means of the
United States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which
fails to reveal that said preparation should not be used in the presence of
abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms of appendicitis;
Provided, however, that such advertisement need contain only the statement "CAUTION: Use Only as Directed" if and when the directions for
use, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling, or both on the
label and in the labeling, contain a warning to the above effect.
3. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for the
purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said preparation in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which contains
any representation prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof or which fails to
comply with the affirmative requirements set out in paragraph 2 hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

AL ROSENFELD, INC. AND AL ROSENFELD AND S. THEODORE LANDE, INDIVIDUALLY AND . AS OFFICERS
THEREOF
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5051.

Complaint, Sept. 20, 1943-Decision, Apr. 26, 1945

Where a corporation and its two officers, engaged in the packaging and competitive
interstate sale and distribution of perfumes and toilet preparations, including those
made and sold by the firms of Worth, Vigny, and Suzanne, of Paris, France, of
which they had been the sole distributor for a number of years and which, prior to
1941, with two exceptions they imported, but which, subsequent thereto, were
made in the United i)tates from formulas supplied by said French concerns, by domestic firms, who placed on packages thereof the statement "Made in U.S. A."Represented since 1941 through use of the trade names "Worth," "Vigny," and "Suzanne" and various French brand names such as" je reviens, WORTH," "Secret
de Suzanne," "IIeure intime VIGNY," "SUZANNE'S tout de suite," "WORTH
Dans Ia Nuit," "Les Parfums WORTH," "Les Parfums SUZANNE" and "Les
Parfums VIGNY," that the perfumes and toilet preparations they sold and distributed were compounded or manufactured in France by the firms of Worth,
Vigny, or Suzanne, which had long made and compounded in Paris perfumes,
colognes, and toilet preparations of high quality and enjoying general acceptance
throughout the world;
With the effect of misleading a substantial part of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said perfumes, colognes, and toilet preparations were manufactured
or compounded in France and imported into the United States, preferred over the
less expensive domestic products, and of inducing it, because of such belief, to purchase substantial quantities of their products, whereby trade was diverted unfairly to them from their competitors who actually import perfumes and similar
products, or who compound them in this coul'ltry, and truthfully represent their
place of origin:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were a-ll to the
prejudice and injury of the public and their competitors, and constituted unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices
therein.

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner.
ltfr. John ll.f. Russell for the Commission.
Mock & Blum, of New York City, for respondents.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that AI Rosenfeld, Inc., a corporation,
and Al Rosenfeld and S. Theodore Lande, individually, and as officers of
Al Rosenfeld, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents,
have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commis-
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sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, AI Rosenfeld, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Illinois. Respondents, AI Rosenfeld and S. Theodore Lande, are
individuals, and are president and treasurer, and vice president and secretary, respectively, of the corporate respondent. These individuals formulate, direct and control the policies, acts and practices of corporate respondents. The office and principal place of business of both corporate
and individual respondents is 9 East 38th Street in the city of New York,
in said State.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the packaging, sale and distribution of perfumes and
toilet preparations. Respondents cause said products, when sold by them,
to be transported from their aforesaid place of business in the State of
New York to purchasers thereof at their points of location in various other
States of the United States and in the Dist.rict of Columbia. Respondents
maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course
of trade in said products among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business, respondents
are now, and have been, in substantial competition with other corporations, and with individuals and firms likewise engaged in the business of
selling and distributing perfumes and toilet preparations in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. In the cours~ and· conduct of their aforesaid business, respondents cause certain markings, names and designations to be printed on
labels and tligs attached to the products sold and distributed by them and
imprinted on the cartons in which said products are packaged as follows:
WORTH, New York, N.Y. Distributors,
VIGNY, New York, N.Y. Distributors,
SUZANNE, New York, N.Y. Distributors,
BEAU CATCHER Ea.u de Cologne VIGNY,
Eau de Cologne Secret de Suzanne, SUZANNE,
Eau de Cologne Je Reviens WORTH,
SUZANNE'S tout de suite,
Vigny Parfums de luxe Ileure intime.
PAR. 5. Respondents also furnish advertising mats to dealers which
are used by said dealers in advertising matter disseminated by means of
the United States mails or by other means in commerce for the purpose of
inducing the purchase of respondents' products which contain and make
use of the various names and phrases quoted in paragraph 4 herein. Respondents pay for, or participate in the payment of, the advertising matter of such dealers. Respondents also publish and distribute price lists in
which the aforesaid names, designations and descriptions are employed.
PAR. 6. Perfumes and toilet preparations of high quality and enjoying
general acceptance throughout the world have been sold and distributed
for many years under the names "\Vorth," "Vigny" and "Suzanne,"
which were manufactured by concerns, of ingredients of French and other
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foreign origin, in Paris, France. A substantial portion of the purchasing
public in the United States associates the words Worth, Vigny and Suzanne with perfumes and toilet preparations manufactured or compounded
in France, and when buying products designated by said names believe
that they are the products manufactured or compounded in France and
known as Worth, Vigny and Suzanne. There is a preference on the part
of the purchasing public for certain goods, wares and merchandise which
are manufactured in foreign countries and imported into the United
States, and this is particularly true regarding perfumes, colognes ancf
toilet preparations manufactured or compounded in France, and such
goods so manufactured or compounded and imported command and bring
from the purchasing public a higher price in the markets of the United
States than perfumes, colognes and toilet preparations manufactured or
compounded in the United States.
·
PAR. 7. Through the use of. the aforesaid statements and descriptions
in French and the names Worth, Vigny and Suzanne, respondents represent that their said products are compounded or manufactured into the
finished ·product in France; that they are the well-known and preferred
French perfumes and toilet preparations known as Worth, Vigny and
Suzanne.
PAR. 8. Said statements, representations, descriptions and designations, in French and otherwise, are false, deceptive and misleading. In
truth and in fact, respondents' products designated and described by them
as aforesaid, and sold since early in 1941, are not compounded or manufactured into the finished product in France and are not the well-known
French perfumes and toilet preparations known in the United States as
Worth, Vigny and Suzanne, but on the contrary, are manufactured and
compounded in the United States entirely or largely of domestic ingredients.
PAR. 9. The statements, representations, descriptions and designations
used by respondents in connection with their said products are calculated
to, and have a tendency and capacity to, and do, mislead a substantial
portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that said products are manufactured or compounded in France and are
the highly regarded products known as Worth, Vigny and Suzanne·
further, as a direct consequence of the mistaken and erroneous belief~
induced by the misrepresentations of respondents, substantial numbers
of the purchasing public have purchased respondents' said products. As a
result, trade has be~?n unfairly diverted to re~pondents from their competitors who actually import into the United States from foreign countries
perfumes and similar products compounded in foreign countries, or who
compound perfumes and similar products in this country and who truthfully represent and advertise the place of origin and quality of their
products. As a result thereof, substantial injury has been done, and is
now beir1g done, by respondents to competition in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Further, the respondents have placed in the hands of dealers and
others a means and instrumentality whereby purchasers of said products
may be misled into the aforementioned mistaken and erroneous beliefs.
PAR. 10. The acts and practices of respondents are all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and of respondent's competitors and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade CQm:o
mission Act.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 20, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, AI
Rosenfeld, Inc., a corporation, and Al Rosenfeld and S. Theodore Lande,
individually, and as officers of Al Rosenfeld, Inc., charging them with the
use of unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce jn violation of the provisions of said
act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents'
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of said complaint were taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of the
Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final
hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, answer of the respondents, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner upon
the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and the
Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Al Rosenfeld, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York. Respondents, Al Rosenfeld and S. Theodore Lande,
are individuals, and are president and treasurer, and vice president and
secretary, respectively, of the corporate respondent. These individual
respondents formulate, direct, and control the policies, acts, and practices
of the corporate respondent. The office and principa1 place of business
of both the corporate respondent and the individual respondents is 9
East 38th Street in the city of New York, State of New York.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the packaging, sale, and distribution of perfumes and
toilet preparations. Respondents cause said products, when sold by them,
to be transported from their place of business in the $tate of New York to
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States.
The respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said products among and between the various
·
States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their said business, respondent~
are now, and have been, in substantial competition with other corporations and with individuals and firms likewise engaged in the business of
selling and distributing perfumes and toilet preparations in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States.
PAR. 4. Since 1941 and for a number of years prior thereto the corporate respondent has been the sole distributor in the United States of perfumes and toilet preparations manufactured and sold by the firms of
Worth, Vigny, and Suzanne, of Paris, France. Prior to 1941 the corporate
respondent imported the finished perfumes and toilet preparations manu-
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factured and blended by said firms of Worth, Vigny, and Suzanne, of
Paris, France, with the exception of two preparations sold under the trade
names "Vigny Beau Catcher" and "Vigny Golliwogg," which latter
preparations were compounded in the United States. Subsequent to 1941
all of the perfumes and other toilet preparations sold by the respondents
under the trade names "Vigny," "\<Vorth," and "Suzanne" have been
manufactured and compounded in the United States from formulas supplied by said French concerns. The compounding and blending of said
perfumes and other toilet preparations since 1941 have been performed by
domestic firms engaged in the business of blending and compounding perfumes and toilet preparations, and there have been used in the course of
such manufacture and compounding, certain synthetic materials and
domestic alcohol. In packaging said perfumes and toilet preparations
which have been compounded in the United States since 1941 the respondents have placed on said packages the statement "Made in U.S.A."
PAR. 5. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of the perfumes and
toilet preparations sold and distributed by them, the respondents have,
since 1941, published and caused to be published advertisements in various
newspapers and periodicals having a general circulation throughout the
United States and, in addition, have furnished advertising mats to dealers
which are used by said dealers in advertising the products distributed by
the respondents. In most cases where said advertising mats are 1.1sed by
dealers, the respondents pay a portion of the cost of said advertisement.
In advertising the perfumes and toilet preparations sold and distributed
by the respondents in the manner hereinabove described and by circulars
and other printed matter, the respondents have used trade and brand
names of :French origin to designate, describe, or refer to such perfumes
and toilet preparations. Typical of such trade and bntnd names are the
following:
je reviens, WORTH
Secret de Suzanne
Heure intime VIGNY
SUZANNE'S tout de suite
WORTH Dans Ia Nuit
Les Parfums WORTH
Les Parfums SUZANNE
Les Parfums VIGNY

PAR. 6. Since 1941 through the use of the trade names "Worth"
"Vigny," and "Suzanne" and through the use of the various brand nam~s
of French origin hereinabove described, respondents represent that the
perfumes and toilet preparations sold and distributed by them are compounded or manufactured in France by the firms of Worth, Vigny or
Suzanne, when in fact such products are manufactured and compounded
in the United States.
PAn. 7. Perfumes, colognes, and toilet preparations of high quality enjoying general acceptance throughout the world have for many years been
manufactured and compounded in Paris, France, by the firms of Worth
Vigny, and Suzanne. There is a preference on the part of the buying
public for perfumes, colognes, and toilet preparations manufactured or
compounded in France and imported into the United States and such
goods, so manufactured or compounded and imported, command and
bring from the purchasing public a higher price in the markets of the
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United States than perfumes, colognes, and toilet preparations manufactured or compounded in the United States.
PAR. 8. The use by the respondents of the foregoing representations in
designating ·and describing their products and the source of origin and
place of manufacture or compounding thereof has a tendency and capacity
to, and does, mislead a substantial part of the purchasing public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that said products are manufactured or
compounded in France and are imported into the United States and to
induce a portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous belief, to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' products. As a
result, trade has been diverted unfairly to the respondents from their
competitors who actually import into the United States from foreign countries perfumes and similar products compounded in foreign countries or
who compound perfumes and similar products in this country for sale to
the buying public and wh«;> truthfully represent and advertise the place of
origin of their products.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to
the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents' competitors and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondents, testimony· and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of the complaint taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs in support of the complaint
and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said
respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Al Rosenfeld, Inc., a corporation,
and its officers, and the individual respondents, AI Rosenfeld and S. Theodore Lande, and their respective representatives, agents and employees,
directly or through any corporate or other device in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of perfumes, colognes, and other
toilet preparations in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
Using the terms "\Vorth," "Vigny," "Suzanne," "Secret de Suzanne,"
"je revicns," "Dans la Nuit," or "lieure intime," or any other French or
foreign words or terms, as brand or trade names to in any way designate,
describe, or refer to perfumes, colognes, or other toilet preparations made
or compounded in the United States, without clearly and conspicuously
stating, in immediate connection and conjunction therewith, that such
products are made or compounded in the United States.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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THE 11ATTER OF

SAMUEL R. ISRAEL AND AL GOLDSTEIN, TRADING A,S
HOUSE OF ROYALSUN
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPR.OVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5078.

Complaint, Nov. 10, 1943-Decision, Apr. 27, 1945

Where the words "Shetland," "Saxony" and "Scotch" were long and favorably known
to the purchasing and consuming public as descriptive, respectively, of products
composed of the wool of sheep raised in the Shetland Islands, of products of foreign
origin, and of products made from the wool of sheep raised in Scotland; and thereafter two individuals engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of knitting
yarn; in catalogues, sample books, labels, letterheads, and otherwiseFalsely represented the composition and source of their products through use of words
"Shetland," "Saxony" and "Scotch"; as respectively descriptive of domestic
yarns or yarns not composed of fibers of wool from sheep raised in the Shetland
Islands; of yarns not composed entirely of wool nor of wool from sheep raised in the
province of Saxony; 11-nd of yarns made neither entirely nor in part from the fleece
of sheep raised in Scotland;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing and consuming public into the erroneous belief that said representations
were true, on account of which a number thereof purchased a substantial volume
of their said prodqcts:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.

Before Mr. Arthur F. Thomas, trial examiner.
Mr. Carrel F. Rhodes for the Commission.
Mr. Samuel R. Israel, of New York City, for respondents.
COMPLAINT

1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Samuel R. Israel and Al Goldstein,
copartners, trading as House of Royalsun, have violated the provisions
of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it
I

Complaint publiohed

t.0

amended by otipulation and agreement, approved April 19, 1945 by the Corn-

mieeion, as folJoy. H:
It u herebv Btipulated and agreed, By and between Richard P. Whiteley, Aooiotant Chief Counoel for the

Federal Trade Commission, and Samuel R. lorael, attorney for the respondento, Samuel R. Israel and AI
Goldstein, that the Commisoion 'o complaint in thio caoe filed on the 18th day of November 1943, may be
and hereby ie amended by otriking the wordo "or on is lando contiguous to the mainland of Scotland,"
deooriptive of Scotch wool, from the allegation• in the indented oubparagraph 3 of paragrapb 3 and from
the indented oubparagraph 2 of paragraph 4 thereof.
It u l&.rebvfurther aoroed, By the respondent• that the admiooion answer heretofore oubmitted by the
reopondente and dated April 17, 1944, may be received and accepted ao the reopondento' anewer to the
Commisoion'a complaint ao amended in paragraoh 1 above.
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in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Samuel R. Israel and Al Goldstein, are
individuals, trading as House of Royalsun, with their principal place of
business located at 5 West 36th Street in the city of New York, State of
New York.
.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than two years last past
have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various grades and types
of knitting yam. Respondents cause their said products, when sold, to be
transported from their place of business in the State of New York to the
purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents
maintain and at all times mentioned herein have maintained a course of
trade in their said products in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their products in
commerce, and for the purpose of inducing the purchase thereof by the
public, respondents have made or caused to be made various statements
and representations purportedly descriptive of their business and their
products, and of the place of origin of, and the nature of the constituent
fibers or materials of their products to be inserted in catalogs, sample
books, labels and other printed and written material and on t.heir letterheads, which they have distributed among customers and prospective
customers located in the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
Many of the designations and descriptions of the respondents' said
yams and of their constituent fibers and materials used by respondents
are false and misleading. Among and typical, but not exclusive, of such
false and misleading designations, descriptions, statements and representations are the following:
"Shetland" used as descriptive of domestic yams or yarns not composed of fibers of wool from sheep raised in the Shetland Islands.
"Saxony" used as descriptive of yams not composed entirely of wool
and not composed of wool from sheep raised in the province of Saxony.
"Scotch" used as descriptive of yarns made neither entirely nor in part
from the fleece of sheep raised in Scotland.
PAR. 4. The word "Shetland" has been long and favorably known to
the purchasing and consuming public as descriptive of products composed of the wool of sheep raised in the Shetland Islands.
The word "Saxony" has been long and favorably known to the purchasing and consuming public as descriptive of products composed entirely of wool of foreigh origin.
The word "Scotch" has been long and favorably known to the purchasing and consuming public as descriptive of products made from the wool
of sheep raised in Scotland.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondents of the foregoing acts and practices
has had and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true, and that
respondents have truthfully represented the constituent fiber and material
of which their products are made and the source and origin thereof, as well
as the nature of their business. On account of these erroneous beliefs a
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number of the consuming and purchasing public have purchased a substantial volume of respondents' said products.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce \',ithin the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

•

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on November 10, 1943, issued and duly served
its complaint in this proceeding upon Samuel R. Israel and Al Goldstein,
copartners, trading as House of Royalsun, charging them with the use of
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint, the respondents filed· their ~nswer admitting all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and waiving all intervening procedure and further
hearings as to said facts, which said answer was duly filed in the office of
the Commission. Thereafter, a stipulation and agreement was entered
into between Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, and Samuel R. Israel, attorney for the respondents, whereby the complaint was amended in certain particulars, and it
was agreed that the admission answer submitted by respondents and
dated April 17, 19-±4, may be received and accepted as respondent's answer to the Commission's complaint as amended, which stipulation and
agreement was duly approved by the Commission. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on said
amended complaint and answer, and the Commission having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds this
· proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Samuel R. Israel and Al Goldstein, are
individuals, trading as House of Royalsun with their principal place of
business located at 5 West 36th Street in the city of New York, State of
New York.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than two years last past
have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various grades and types
of knitting yarn. Respondents cause their said products, when sold, to be
transported from their place of business in the State of New York to the
purchasers thereof at their respective points of location in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents
maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course
of trade in their said products in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their products in
commerce, and for the purpose of inducing the purchase thereof by the
public, respondents have made or caused to be made various statements
and representations purportedly descriptive of their business and their
products, and of the place of origin of, and the nature of the constituent
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fibers or materials of their products to be inserted in catalogs, sample
books, labels, letterheads and other printed and written material, which
they have distributed among customers and prospective customers located
in the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Many of the designations and descriptions of the respondents' said yarns
and of the constituent fibers and materials used by respondents are false
and m~leading. Among and typical, but not exclusive, of such false and
misleading designations, descriptions, statements and representations are
the following:
"Shetland" used as descriptive of domestic yarns or yarns not composed
of fibers of wool from sheep raised in the Shetland Islands.
"Saxony" used as descriptive of yarns not composed entirely of wool
and not composed of wool from sheep raised in the province of Saxony.
"Scotch" used as descriptive of yarns made neither entirely nor in part
from the fleece of sheep raised in Scotland.
PAR. 4. The word "Shetland" has been long and favorably known to
the pJ.lrchasing and consuming public as descriptive of products composed
of the wool of sheep raised in the Shetland Islands.
The word "Saxony" has been long and favorably known to the purchasing and consuming public as descriptive of products composed entirely of wool of foreign origin.
The word "Scotch" has been long and favorably known to the purchasing and consuming public as descriptive of products made from the
wool of sheep raised in Scotland.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondents of the foregoing acts and practices
has had and now has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true, and that
respondents have truthfully represented the constituent fiber and material of which their products are made and the source and origin thereof,
as well as the nature of their business. On account of these erroneous beliefs, a number of the consuming and purchasing public have purchased a
substantial volume of respondents' said products.
CONCL'!JSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondents, in
which ans\ver respondents admit all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and state that they waive all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:
It is ordered, That respondents, Samuel R. Israel and AI Goldstein, trading as House of Royalsun, whether trading under that name or some other
trade name, their representatives, agents, and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device in connection with the offering for
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sale, sale, and distribution of knitting yarns in commerce as "commerce"
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from:
·
1. Using the word "Shetland" or any simulation thereof, either alone
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, to designate, describe, or refer to any yarn or product which is not composed entirely of the wool of Shetland sheep grown on the Shetland Islands; provided, however, that in the case of a product composed in part of such wool
and in part of other fibers or materials, such word may be used as descriptive of the Shetland wool content if there are used in immediate connection
or conjunction therewith, in letters of at least equal size and conspicuousness, words truthfully describing such other constituent fibers or materials.
2. Using the word "Saxony" or any simulation thereof, either alone or
in connection or conjunction with any other word or words to designate,
describe, or refer to any yarn or product which is not composed entirely of
wool imported from the province of Saxony or from sheep raised in the
province of Saxony; provided, however, that in the case of a product composed in part of such wool and in part of other fibers or materials, such
word may be used as descriptive of the Saxony wool content if there are
used in immediate connection or conjunction therewith, in letters of at
least equal size and conspicuousness, words truthfully describing such
other constituent fibers or materials.
3. Using the word ''Scotch" to designat~ or describe any product not
made from the wool of sheep raised in Scotland; provided, however, that in
the case of a product composed in part of such wool and in part of other
fibers or materials, such word may be used as descriptive of the Scotch wool
content if there are used in immediate connection or conjunctio~ therewith, in letters of at least equal size and conspicuousness, words truthfully
describing such other constituent fibers or materials.
4. Representing, through the use of the words "Shetland," "Saxony,"
"Scotch" or any other words or any terms indicating foreign. origin, or
otherwise, that yarns made or manufactured from domestic products are
imported or made from imported products.
It is further ordered, That nothing herein contained shall be construed
as prohibiting the use of the word "Shetland" to refer to the wool of Shetland sheep grown on the mainland of Scotland contiguous to the Shetland
Islands.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the method and form in which they have complied with this order.
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THE 1iATTER OF

GUSTAVE GOLDSTEIN, TRADING AS
RUMANIA HAIR GOODS & SPECIALTY COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 524.9.

Complaint, Nov. 21, 194.4-Decision, Apr. 27, 194.5

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of cosmetic preparations under various names, including Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime, B. Paul's
Compound, Herolin Skin Cream, Godefroy's Larieuse, Apex Skin Bleach, Magic
Shaving Powder, Henry's Super-Light Working Oil, Working Oil, Henry's Sulphur
Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp, and Humania Dandruff Treatment for
Hair and Scalp, and Rumania Dandruff Treatment; through advertisements disseminated in catalogs and by otier means, based, as asserted by him, on statements supplied to him by the manufacturers of the products involved and without
his knowledge of their false or deceptive character(a) Falsely represented that "B. Paul's Compound" hair dye was composed of harmless ingredients and could be used without harmful effects, and that "Herolin Skin
Cream" provided a competent and effective treatment for superficial pimples and
skin marks of external origin;
(b) Falsely represented that "Henry's Super-Light Working Oil" and "Working Oil"
were competent and effective treatments for itchy scalp and dandruff; that" Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp" was a competent and effective
treatml)nt for baldness, falling hair, itchy scalp and dandruff and that "Humania
Dandruff Treatment" was a competent and effective treatment and cure for
dandruff;
The facts being that none of said preparations was an effective treatment for many of
the underlying conditions which cause itching scalp, or dandruff, and their use
would not relieve itching in some scalp conditions, though said "Working Oils"
and "Sulphur Lanolin Treatment" might temporarily relieve itching caused by
minor scalp disorders and make loose dandruff scales less noticeable by matting
them to the hair and scalp; and they would not prevent falling hair or baldness;
(c) Failed in his advertisements of said" Luxe Hair Coloring," "Eau Sublime," "Codefray's Larieuse," to reveal material facts with respect to the consequences which
might result from their use under usual or prescribed conditions, in that said preparations were para-phenylenediamine hair dyes and potentially dangerous in that
their use might cause skin irritations; they should not be used for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows, as to do so might cause blindness; and they should not be used
in case of any disease of or eruptions on the skin or scalp, nor until after a proper
patch test demonstrated that the person was not sensitive to them;
(d) Failed in advertisements of its "B. Paul's Compound" hair dye to reveal facts material, as above set forth, in that said compound contained pyrogallic acid, which
is a caustic and. may cause skin irritation; should not be permitted to remain on
the skin or scalp for prolonged periods of time, should never be used when the skin
or scalp is broken or where an eruption is present, and should not be permitted to
come into contact with the eyes;
(e) Failed in advertisements of its "Apex Skin ll!earh" to reveal facts material, as
above set forth, in that it contained ammoniated mercury and might cause skin
irritations; should not be applied to an area of the skin larger than the face and
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neck at any one time; too frequent applications and use over excessive periods of
time should be avoided and adequate rest periods between series of treatments
should be observed; it should not be used where the skin is cut or broken; and in
all cases a proper patch test should be made to determine whether the user is sensitive to the preparation; and
(j) Failed in advertisements of its "Magic Shaving Powder" to reveal facts material,
as aforesaid, in that said powder contained ingredients irritating to the skin and
should not be allowed to come into contact with the eyes, as to do so would cause
extreme irritati()Il;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that said representations were true, and of inducing
it, because of such belief, to purchase substantial quantities of his said cosmetic
prepara tiona:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
Reeves, Todd, Ely & Beaty, of New York City, for respondent.

CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Gustave Goldstein, an individual,
trading as Rumania Hair Goods & Specialty Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of the said act, and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its
charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Gustave Goldstein, is an individual,
trading as Rumania Hair Goods & Specialty Co., with his office and principal place of business at 303 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. The respondent is now and for more than two years last past
has been engaged in the business of selling and distributing cosmetic
preparations under various names, among them being:
Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime, B. Paul's Compound, Herolin Skin
Cream, Godefroy's Larieuse, Apex Skin Bleach, M~gic Shaving Powder,
Henry's Super-Light Working Oil, Working Oil, Henry's Sulphur Lanolin
Treatment for Hair and Scalp, and Rumania Dandruff Treatment, in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
Respondent r:auses said preparations, when sold, to be transported from
his said place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in his said preparations in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
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preparations by United States mails and by various other means in comMerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act;
and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has
caused and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said preparations by various means for the purpose of inducing,
and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his
said preparations in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
.
Among and typical of the false, deceptive and misleading statements
and representations contained in the false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, in catalogs distributed throughout the United States by United States mails, and by
other means in commerce, are the following:
Representations with respect to B. Paul's Compound:
Made of pulverized roots and other harmless ingredients.

Representations with respect to Herolin Skin Cream:
If your surface skin is too dark due to exposure to sun and wind, and is blemished by
superficial pimples and marks of external origin, try Herolin Skin Cream.

Representations with respect to Henry's Super-Light Working Oil and
Working Oil:
Wonderful for itchy scalp and dandruff.

Representations with respect to Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment
for Hair and Scalp:
.
Baldness, Itchy-Scalp, Falling out Hair; Dandruff, etc., are not inherited • • •
Don't let dry, itchy scalp or dandruff drive you mad. • • • Start Using Henry's
Treatment tonight.

Representations with respect to Rumania Dandruff Treatment:
Dandruff, the greatest foe of beautiful hair and a healthy scalp is responsible for a
large percent of all cases of baldness and falling hair. It is a serious affection and must
be given persistent treatment. When the white flakes or scales that indicate this condition begin to disappear, do not stop-but continue the Rumania dandruff treatment
regularly.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of the same import not specifically set out herein, respondent represents that the preparation, B. Paul's Compound, is composed of harmless ingredients and cari be used without harmful effects;
that Herolin Skin Cream provides a competent and effective treatment
for superficial pimples and skin marks of external origin; that Henry's
Super-Light Working Oil and Working Oil are competent and effective
treatments for itchy scalp and dandruff; that Henry's Sulphur Lanolin
Treatment for Hair and Scalp is a competent and effective treatment for
baldness falling hair, itchy scalp and dandruff and that Rumania Dandruff Tr~atment is a competent and effective treatment for dandruff and
will cure dandruff.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, the preparation B. Paul's
Cornpo~nd is not harmless as it contains pyrogallic acid, which is a caustic
q,nd irritates the skin and mucous membranes. Herolin Skin Cream is not
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a competent and effective treatment for superficial pimples and will not
remove many marks on the skin, although of external origin. While
Henry's Super-Light Working Oil, Working Oil, and Henry's Sulphur
Lanolin Treatment for the Hair and Scalp may, in most cases, temporarily relieve itching of the scalp caused by minor scalp disorders and may
make loose dandruff scales less noticeable by matting them to the hair
and scalp, none of these preparations is a competent, effective, or adequate treatment for many of the underlying conditions which cause itching
scalp, .or for dandruff. Their use will not relieve itching in some scalp
conditions. Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp will
not prevent falling hair or baldness and is not a competent or effective
treatment therefor. Rumania Dandruff Treatment will not cure dandruff
and is not a competent or effective treatment for dandruff.
PAR. 6. Respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating advertisements, in the manner aforesaid, with respect to his preparations designated Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime, Godefroy's Larieuse in which
advertisements these preparations are offered as hair dyes. These advertisements, as well as the advertisements above quoted with respect to
B. Paul's Compound, a hair dye; and Apex Skin Bleach, and Magic Shaving Powder, both offered as preparations to be applied to the skin, constitute false advertisements for the reason that they fail to reveal facts material in the light of the representations therein contained or material with
respect to the consequences which may result from the use of the preparations to which the advertisements relate, under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements, or under such conditions as are customary
and usual. The preparations Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime and
Godefroy's Larieuse are para-phenylenediamine hair dyes and are potentially dangerous in that their use may cause skin irritations. Said preparations should not be used for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows; to do so
may cause blindness. They should not be used in any event when there
is any disease of or eruptions on the skin or the scalp, nor until after a
proper patch test has demonstrated that the person is not sensitive to and
can resist the effects of said preparation without harmful effects.
•
The preparation B. Paul's Compot\nd contains pyrogallic acid, which is
a caustic and may cause skin irritation. It should not be permitted to
remain on the skin or scalp for prolonged periods of time, should never be
used when the skin or scalp is broken or where an eruption is present, and
should not be permitted to come into contact with the eyes.
The preparation Apex Skin Bleach contains amm0niated mercury and
is potentially dangerous as it may cause skin irritations. It should not
be applied to an area of the skin larger than the face and neck at any one
time. Too frequent applications and use over excessive periods of time
should be avoided and adequate rest periods between series of treatments
should be observed.
This preparation should not be used where the skin is cut or broken and
in all cases a proper patch test should be made to determine whether the
user is sensitive to the preparation. The preparation Magic Shaving
Powder contains ingredients which have an irritating effect upon the skin
and should not be used by those having tender skins. It should not be
allowed to come into contact with the eyes; to do so would cause extreme
irritation.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements has had and now has the capacity and tendency to,
650780 -·7 -33
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and does, mislead and. deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements, representations and advertisements are true, and that the preparations enumerated in paragraph 6 hereof are harmless and may be used without ill
effects to the user, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing
public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's said cosmetic preparations.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, .on November 21, 1944, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Gustave
Goldstein, an individual, trading as Rumania Hair Goods & Specialtx
Company, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After
the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto,
a stipulation Was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that
a f;)tatement of facts signed and executed by respondent, Gustave Goldstein, and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal
Trade Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission, may be
taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in support of
the charges stated in the complaint or in opposition thereto, and that the
said Commission may proceed upon said statement of facts to make its
report, stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon,
and enter its order disposing of the proceeding. In said stipulation
respondent expressly waived the filing of a Trial Examiner's report upon
the evidence. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final
hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, answer and stipula.:.
tions, said stipulation having been approved, accepted and filed; and the
Commission, having duly considered the same and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Gustave Goldstein, is an individual,
trading as Rumania Hair Goods & Specialty Co., '"ith his office and principal place of business at 303 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. The respondent is now and for more than two years last past
has been engaged in the business of selling and distributing cosmetic
preparations under various names, among them being:
Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime, B. Paul's Compound, Herolin Skin
Cream, Godefroy's Larieuse, Apex Skin Bleach, Magic Shaving Powder,
Henry's Super-Light Working Oil, Working Oil, Henry's Sulphur Lanolin
Treatment for Hair and Scalp, and Rumania Dandruff Treatment, in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia.
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Respondent causes said preparations, when sold, to be transported from
his said place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in his said preparations in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, respondent
has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
preparations by United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act;
and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has
caused and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said preparations by various means for the purpose of inducing,
and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his
said preparations in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the misleading statements and representations
contained in the false advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, in catalogs distributed throughout the
United States by United States mails, and by other means in commerce,
\
are the following:
Representations with respect to B. Paul's Compound:
Made of pulverized roots and other harmless ingredients.

Representations with respect to Herolin Skin Cream:
If your surface skin is too dark due to exposure to sun and wind, and is blemished Ly
superficial pimples and marks of external origin, try Herolin Skin Cream.

Representations with respect to Henry's Super-Light Working Oil and
Working Oil:
Wonderful for itchy scalp and dandruff.

Representations with respect to Henry's Sulphur Lanolin, Treatment
for Hair and Scalp:
Baldness, Itchy-Scalp, Falling Out Hair; Dandruff, etc., are not inherited * * *
Don't let dry, itchy scalp or dandruff drive you mad * * * Start using Henry'1
Treatment tonight.

Representations with respect to Rumania Dandruff Treatment:
Dandruff, the greatest foe of beautiful hair and a healthy scalp is responsible for a
large percent of all cases of baldness and falling hair. It is a serious affection and must
be given persistent treatment. When the white flakes or scales that indicates this
condition begin to disappear, do not stop-but continue the Rumania dandruff treatment regularly.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of the same import not specifically set out herein, respondent represents that the preparation, B. Paul's Compound, is composed of
harmless ingredients and can be used without harmful effects; that Herolin
Skin Cream provides a competent and effective treatment for superficial
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pimples and skin marks of external origin; that Henry's Super-Light
Working Oil and Working Oil are competent and effective treatments for
itchy scalp and dandruff; that Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for
Hair and Scalp is a· competent and effective treatment for baldness, falling
hair, itchy scalp and dandruff and that Rumania Dandruff Treatment is a
competent and effective treatment for dandruff and will cure dandruff.
. PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, the preparation B. Paul's
Compound is not harmless as it contains pyrogallic acid, which is a caustic
and irritates the skin and mucous membranes. Herolin Skin Cream is not
a competent and effective treatment for superficial pimples, and will not
remove any marks on the skin, although of external origin. · While Henry's
Super-Light Working Oil, Working Oil, and Henry's Sulphur Lanolin
, Treatment for the Hair and Scalp may, in most cases, temporarily relieve
itching of the scalp caused by minor scalp disorders and may make loose
dandruff scales less noticeable by matting them to the hair and scalp, nonE)
of these preparations is a competent, effective or adequate treatment for
many of the underlying conditions which cause itching scalp, or dandruff.
Their use will not relieve itching in some scalp conditions. Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp will not prevent falling hair
or baldness and is not a competent or effective treatmenttherefor. Rumania Dandruff Treatment will not cure dandruff and is not a competent
or effective treatment for dandruff.
PAR. 6. Respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating advertisements, in the manner aforesaid, with respect to his preparations designated Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime, Godefroy's Larieuse in which
advertisements these preparations are offered as hair dyes. These advertisements, as well as the advertisements above quoted with respect to
B. Paul's Compound, a hair dye; and Apex Skin Bleach, and Magic Shaving Powder, both offered as preparations to be applied to the skin, constitute false advertisements for the reason that they fail to reveal facts
material in the light of the representations therein contained or material
with respect to the consequences which may result from the use of the
preparations to which the advertisements relate, under the c,onditions
prescribed in said advertisements, or under such conditions as are customary and ·usual. The preparations Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime
and Godefroy's Larieuse are para-phenylenediamine hair dyes and are potentially dangerous in that their use may cause skin irritations. Said
preparations should not be used for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows; to
do so may cause blindness. They should not be used in any event when
there is any disease of or eruptions on the skin or the scalp, nor until after a
proper patch test has demonstrated that the person is not sensitive to and
can resist the effects of said preparations without harmful effects.
The preparation B. Paul's Compound contains pyrogallic acid, which
is a caustic and may cause skin irritation. It should not be permitted to
remain on the skin or scalp for prolonged periods of time, should never be
used when the skin or scalp is broken or where an eruption is present, and
should not be permitted to come into contact with the eyes.
The preparation Apex Skin Bleach contains ammoniated mercury and
is potentially dangerous as it may cause skin irritatio11;;. It should not be
applied to an area of the skin larger than the face and neck at any one
time. Too frequent applications and use over excessive periods of time
should be avoided and adequate rest periods bctween series of treatments
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should be observed. This preparation should not be used where the skin
is cut or broken and in all cases a proper patch test should be made to determine whether the user is sensitive to the preparation.
The preparation Magic Shaving Powder contains ingredients which
have an irritating effect upon the skin and should not be used by those
having te:r;tder skins. It should not be allowed to come into contact with
the eyes; to do so would cause extreme irritation.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements has had and now has the capacity and tendency to,
and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements, representations and advertisements are true, and that the preparations enumerated in paragraph 6 hereof are harmless and may be used without ill effects
to the user, ana to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public,
because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase substantial
quantities of respondent's said cosmetic preparations.
PAR. 8. Respondent states that he is a distributor of the aforesaid
preparations, that the statements made by him were supplied by the
manufacturers of said products and that he had no knowledge that said
advertisements were false or deceptive.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein found, are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondent and
a stipulation as to the facts entered into by the respondent, Gustave Goldstein, and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission, which provides, among other things, that without further evidence
or other intervening procedure the Commission may issue and serve upon
the respondent herein findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon,
and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made
its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondent has violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That Gustave Goldstein, an individual, trading as Rumania Hair Goods & Specialty Company, or trading under any other
name, his representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale
and distribution of his preparations designated Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau
Sublime, B. Paul's Compound, Herolin Skin Cream, Godefroy's Larieuse,
Apex Skin Bleach, M-agic Shaving Powder, Henry's.Super-Light Working
Oil, Working Oil, Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp,
and Humania Dandruff Treatment, or any other preparations of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties,
under whatever name or names sold, do forthwith cease and desist from
directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails, or by any means in commerce, as "com-
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merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement represents, directly or by implication-.
(a) That the preparation, B. Paul's Compound, is composed of harmless
ingredients or can be used without harmful effects.
(b) That the preparation Herolin Skin Cream constitutes a competent
or effective treatment for superficial pimples or marks on the skin.
(c) That the preparations, Henry's Super-Light Working Oil, Working
Oil, and Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp constitute
competent or effective treatments for dandruff or itchy scalp or will relieve itchy scalp, except that caused by minor scalp irritations.
(d) That the preparation Henry's Sulphur Lanolin-Treatment for Hair
and Scalp will prevent falling hair or baldness or constitutes a competent
or effective treatment therefor.
(e) That the preparation Rumania Dandruff Treatment will cure
dandruff or constitutes a competent or effective treatment for dandruff.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails, or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement fails to reveal:
(a) That the use of the preparations Luxe Hair Coloring, Eau Sublime
or Godefroy's Larieuse may cause skin irritations; that said preparations
should not be used for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows and that to do so
may cause blindness; and that said preparations should not be used in
any event when there is any disease of or eruptions on the skin or the
scalp, nor until after a proper patch test has demonstrated that the person
is not sensitive to and can resist the effects of said preparations without
harmful effects.
(b) That the use of the preparation B. Paul's Compound may cause
skin irritation; that it should not be permitted to remain on the skin or
scalp for prolonged periods of time and should not be used when the skin
is broken or where an eruption is present, and should not be permitted to
come in contact with the eyes.
(c) That the use of the preparation Apex Skin Bleach may cause skin
irritations; that it should not be applied to an area of the skin larger than
the face and neck at any one time; that frequent applications and use over
excessive periods of time should be avoided and adequate rest periods between series of treatments should be observed; that said preparation
should not be used where the skin is cut or broken; and in all cases a patch
test should be made to determine whether the user is sensitive to the
preparation.
(d) That the use of the preparation Magic Shaving Powder may cause
irritations of the skin and should not be used by those having tender skin
or allowed to come in contact with the eyes; to do so will cause extreme
irritation.
Provided, however, that advertisements relating to the preparations
designated in paragraph 2 need contain only the statement, "CAUTION:
Use only as Directed," if and when the directions fcrr use, wherever they
appear, on the label, in the labeling, or both on the label and in the labeling, contain warnings to the above effect.
3. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as" commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, of said preparations, which advertisement
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contains any representation prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof, or which
fails to comply with the affirmative requirements set forth in paragraph 2
hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent, shall within 10 days after
service of this order, file with the Co:r;nmission an interim report in writing
stating whether he intends to comply with this order, and, if so, the manner
and form in which he intends to comply; and that within 60 days after
service of this order, said respondent shall file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has
complied with this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

AMERICAN FLAG COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914, AND OF THE WOOL
PRODUCTS LABELING ACT OF 1939, APPROVED OCT. 14, 1940

Docket 5261.

Complaint, Dec. 15, 1944-Decision, Apr. 27, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution of
merchandise of a decorative nature such as flags, banners and pennants, including
certain products composed in whole or in part of rayon or wool(a) Sold products which, in texture and appearance, resembled silk, product of the
cocoon of the silkworm, long .held in great public esteem, without disclosing in
words familiar to the purchasing public that such products were made in whole
or in part of rayon, whereby many were led to believe that they were silk;
(b) Represented through use of the words and expressions "rayon silk," "rayon bernberg silk," "rayon celanese taffeta silk," "yellow silk bullion fringe," "yellow silk
tassels and cord" in its advertising and invoices and in various other ways, that
its said rayon products were silk;
With effect of misleading and deceiving purchasers, including wholesalers and retailers,
as to the fiber content of its products and of placing in the hands of its purchasers
for resale a means and instrumentality w\lereby they might and did deceive the
purchasing public in said respect; and with the result that substantial quantities
thereof were purchased as composed in whole or in part of silk; and,
Where said corporation, engaged as aforesaid(c) Sold products composed in whole or in part of wool, reprocessed wool or reused
wool, including flags, banners and pennants, misbranded in violation of the Wool
Products Labeling Act and rules and regulations thereunder, in that it did not
affix thereto a stamp, tag, label or other means of identification showing the percentage of the total fiber weight of wool, reprocessed wool and reused wool and
non-wool fiber and maximum percentage of adulterating matter, etc.; and proper
identification of the manufacturer, seller, etc., as thereby required:
Held, That said acts, practices and methods, under the circumstances set forth, were
all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of ~he Federal Trade
Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

Mr. DeWitt T. Puckett and Mr. G. M. Martin for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the· provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, and by virtue of the authority
vested in it by said acts, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to
believe that American Flag Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred
to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said acts and the rules and
regulations promulgated under the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939,
and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issuf's its complaint, stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
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· PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent1 American Flag Company,. is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of business located at 73-77 Mercer Street, New York, N. Y. Respondent is
now, and for more than two years last past has been, engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of merchandise of a decorative nature, such
as flags, banners and pennants to purchasers for resale throughout the
United States.
Respondent has caused and is now causing said products when sold by
it to be transported from its place of business in the State of New York to
purchasers for resale thereof located in the various other States of the
Up.ited States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains
and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a substantial course
of trade in said products in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. 4-mong the products offered for sale and sold by the respondent, in commerce as aforesaid, are some which are composed wholly or in
part of rayon.
,
PAR. 3. Rayon is a chemically manufactured fiber which may be manuf~,tctured so as to simulate silk fibers in texture and in appearance, and
fabrics manufactured from such rayon fibers simulate silk fabrics in texture and in appearance. Merchandise manufactured from such rayon
fabrics has the appearance and feel of silk and many members of the purchasing public are unable to· distinguish between such rayon products
and products manufactured from silk, the product of the cocoon of the
silkworm. Consequently, such rayon products are readily accepted by
some members of the purchasing public as silk products.
PAR. 4. Products manufactured from silk, the product of the cocoon
of the silkworm, have for many years been held and still are held in great
public esteem because of their outstanding qualities, and there has been
for many years, and still is, a public demand for such products.
PAR. 5. The respondent manufactures and sells in commerce, as aforesaid, products composed wholly or in part of rayon, which products simulate in texture and appearance products composed wholly or in part of
silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm. Respondent does not inform the purchasing public of the fact that the said products which resemble silk in texture and appearance, are made wholly or in part of rayon
and not of silk.
PAR. 6. The practice of the respondent in offering for sale and selling
said products, manufactured wholly or in part of rayon, which resemble in
texture and appearance products manufactured from silk, in commerce as
aforesaid, without disclosing in words familiar to the purchasing public
the fact that said products are manufactured wholly or in part of rayon, is
misleading and deceptive, and many members of the purchasing public
are thereby led to believe that the said rayon products are composed
wholly or in part of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the acts and practices hereinabove
described has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive and does
mislead and deceive wholesalers and retailers who purchase respondent's
said products as to the fiber content thereof. By said acts and practices
respondent also places in the hands of purchasers of its products for resale
a means and instrumentality wherepy they may and do deceive the purchasing public as to the fiber co11tent of said products. As a result of this
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deception, substantial quantities of respondent's products are purchased
in the belief that they are composed wholly or in part of silk, the product
of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 8. In addition to misrepresenting the fiber content of its said
products, in the manner described above, the respondent has, in the course
and conduct of its said business, further misrepresented the fiber content
of its fabrics through the use of the words "rayon silk," "rayon bern berg
silk," "rayon celanese taffeta silk," "yellow silk bullion fringe," "yellow
silk tassels and cord" in its advertising and invoices and in various other
ways.
By and through the use of the expressions "rayon silk," "rayon bernberg silk," "rayon celanese taffeta silk," "yellow silk bullion fringe " and
"yellow silk tassels and cord" in the manner above described, the respondent has represented and now represents that its said products composed of
rayon are composed of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 9. The use by the respondent of the acts and practices.hereinabove
described has the capacity and tendency to and does mislead and deceive
the purchasers of its products as to the fiber content thereof. By the use
of said acts and practices the respondent also places in the hands of purchasers for resale of its said products a means and instrumentality whereby
they may and do mislead and deceive the purchasing public as to the fiber
content of its said products. As a result of this deception substantial quantities of respondent's products are purchased in the belief that they are
composed of silk.
PAR. 10. Respondent is also engaged in the introduction and manufacture for introduction into commerce, and in the sale, transportation
and distribution of \Vool products, as such products are defined in the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in said Act and in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Many of
respondent's said products are composed wholly or in part of wool, reprocessed wool, or reused wool, as those terms are defined in the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939, and such products are subject to. the provisions of said act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
Since July 15, 1941, respondent has violated the provisions of said act
and said rules and regulations in the introduction and manufacture for
introduction into commerce, and in the sale, transportation and distribution of said wool products in said commerce, by causing said wool products to be misbranded within the intent and meaning of the said act and
rules and regulations.
PAR. 11. Among the wool products introduced and manufactured for
introduction into commerce, and sold, transported and distributed in commerce as aforesaid, were flags, banners and pennants. Exemplifying respondent's practice of violating said act and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder is its misbranding of the aforesaid products in Vtolation of the provisions of said act and said rules and regulations by failing to
affix to said products a stamp, tag, label or other means of identification,
or a substitute in lieu thereof, as provided by said act, showing (a) the
percentage of the total fiber weight of the wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percentum of said total fiber weight of (1) wool,
(2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4) each fiber other than wool if said
percentage by weight of such fiber is 5 percentum or more, and (5) the
aggregate of all other fibers; (b) the maximum percentage of the total
weight of the wool product of nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating
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matter; (c) the percentages in words and figures plainly legible by weight
of the wool contents of such wool product where said wool product contains
a fiber other than wool; (d) the name of the manufacturer of the wool
product, or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the
name of a seller or reseller of the product, as provided for in the rules and
regulations promulgated under such act, or the name of one or more persons subject to section 3 of said act with respect to such wool product.
PAR. 12. The acts, practices and methods of respondent as alleged in
Paragraphs 10 and 11 hereof, constitute misbranding of wool products
and are in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the
rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and all of the aforesaid acts
practices and methods as alleged herein are to the prejudice and injury
of the public and constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission·
Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
·the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, the Federal Trade Commission
on the 15th day of December, 1944, issued and subsequently served its
complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, American Flag Company
a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said acts. After the
issuance of said complaint, the respondent submitted an answer admitting
all the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waiving
all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts, which answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the
said complaint and answer thereto and the Commission having duly considered the matter and being now fully. advised in the premises finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINJ?INGS

AS

TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, American Flag Company, is a corporation
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the law~
of the S.tate of New York, with its principal office and place of business
located at 73-77 Mercer Street, New York, N. Y. Respondent is now
and for more than two years last past has been engaged in the manufacture
sale and distribution of merchandise of a.decorative nature, such as flags:
banners and pennants to purchasers for resale throughout the United
States.
Respondent has caused and is now causing said products when sold by
it to be transported from its place of business in the State of New York
to purchasers for resale thereof located in the various other States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains
and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a substantial course of
trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Among the prod~cts offered for .sale and sold by the respondent, in commerce as aforesaid, are some whiCh are composed wholly or in
part of rayon.
•
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PAR. 3. Rayon is a chemically manufactured fiber which may be manufactured so as to simulate silk fibers in texture and in appearance, and
fabrics manufactured from such rayon fibers simulate silk fabrics in texture and in appearance. Merchandise manufactured from such rayon
fabrics has the appearance and feel of silk and many members of the purchasing public are unable to distinguish between such rayon products and
products manufactured from silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm. Consequently, such rayon products are readily accepted by some
members of the purchasing public as silk products.
PAR. 4. Products manufactured from silk, the product of the cocoon
of the silkworm, have for many years been held and still are held in great
public esteem because of their outstanding qualities, and there has been
.for many years, and still is, a public demand for such products.
PAR. 5. The respondent manufactures and sells in commerce, as aforesaid, products composed .wholly or in part of rayon, which products simulate in texture and appearance products composed wholly or in part of
silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm. Respondent does not
inform the purchasing public of the fact that the said products which re-.
semble silk in texture and appearance, are made wholly or in part of rayon
and not of silk.
PAR. 6. The practice of the respondent in offering for sale and selling
said products, manufactured wholly or in part of rayon, which resemble
in texture and appearance products manufactured from silk, in commerce
as aforesaid, without disclosing in words familiar to the purchasing public
the fact that said products are manufactured wholly or in part of rayon,
is misleading and deceptive, and many members of the purchasing public
are thereby led to believe that the said rayon products are composed
wholly or in part of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the acts and practices hereinabove
described has the capacity and tendency .to mislead and deceive and does
mislead and deceive wholesalers and retailers who purchase respondent's
said products as to the fiber content thereof. By said acts and practices
respondent also places in the hands of purchasers of its products for resale
a means and instrumentality whereby they may and do deceive the purchasing public as to the fiber content of said products. As a result of this
deception, substantial quantities of respondent's products are purchased
in the belief that they are composed wholly or in part of silk, the product
of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 8. In addition to misrepresenting the fiber content of its said
products, in the manner described above, the respondent has, in the course
and conduct of its said business, further misrepresented the fiber content
of its fabrics through the use of the words "rayon silk," "rayon bemberg
silk," "rayon celanese taffeta silk," "yellow silk bullion fringe," "yellow
silk tassels and cord" in its advertising and invoices and in various other
ways.
By and through the use of the expressions "rayon silk," "rayon bernberg silk," "rayon celanese taffeta silk," "yellow silk bullion fringe" and
"yellow silk tassels and cord" in the manner above described, the respondent has represented and now represents that its said products composed
of rayon are composed of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
PAR. 9. The use by the respondent of the acts and practices hereinabove
described has the capacity a11d tendency to and does mislead and deceive
the purchasers of its products as to the fiber content thereof. By the use
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of said acts and practices the respondent also places in the hands of purchasers for resale of its said products a means and instrumentality whereby
they may and do mislead and deceive the purchasing public as to the fiber
content of its said products. As a result of this deception substantial
quantities of respondent's products are purchased in the belief that they
are composed of silk.
· PAR. 10. Respondent is also engaged in the introduction and manufacture for introduction into commerce, and in the sale, transportation and
distribution of wool products, as such products are defined in the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
said act and in the Federal Trade Commission Act. Many of respondent's
said products are composed wholly or in part of wool, reprocessed wool, or
reused wool, as those terms are defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act
of 1939, and such products are subject to the provisions of said act and
the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. Since July 15, 1941,
respondent has violated the provisions of said act and said rules and regulations in the introduction and manufacture for introduction into commerce, and in the sale, transportation and distribution of said wool products in said commerce, by causing said wool products to be misbranded
within the intent and meaning of the said act and rules and regulations.
PAR. 11. Among the wool products introduced and manufactured for
introduction into commerce, and sold, transported and distributed in
commerce as aforesaid were flags, banners and pennants. Exemplifying
respondent's practice of violating said act and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder is its misbranding of the aforesaid products in
violation of the provisions of said act and said rules and regulations by
failing to affix to said products a stamp, tag, label or other means of identification, or a substitute in lieu thereof, as provided by said act, showing
(a) the percentage of the total fiber weight of the wool product, exclusive
of ornamentation not exceeding 5 percentum of said total fiber weight of
(1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4) each fiber other than
wool if said percentage by weight of such fiber is 5 percentum or more,
and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers; (b) the maximum percentage of
the total· weight .of the wool product of nonfibrous loading, filling, or
adulterating matter; (c) the percentages in "words and figures plainly
legible by weight of the wool contents of such wool product where said
wool product contains a fiber other than wool; (d) the name of the manufacturer of the wool product, or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a seller or reseller of the product, as provided
for in the rules and regulations promulgated under such act, or the name
of one or more persons subject to section 3 of said act with respect to such
wool product.
CONCLUSIONS

The aforesaid acts, practices and methods of respondent, as herein
found, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of ·respondent in
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which answer respondent admits all of the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and states that it waives all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the provisions
of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
·
It is ordered, That respondent, the American Flag Company, a corporation, its officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale
and distribution of flags or other articles of a decorative nature, or other
fiber products, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the word "taffeta" or any other descriptive term indicative
of silk to designate or describe any product which is not composed entirely of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm; Provided, however,
that such word or descriptive term may be used truthfully to designate or
describe the type of weave, construction or finish if such word is qualified
by using in immediate connection or conjunction therewith in letters of
at least equal size and conspicuousness words clearly and accurately naming the fibers or materials from which such product is made.
2. Using the unqualified word "silk" or any other word or words of
similar import to designate or describe any fabric which is not composed
wholly of unweighted silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm.
3. Advertising, offering for sale, or selling products composed in whole
or in part of rayon without clearly disclosing such rayon content; and
when such products are composed in part of rayon and in part of other
fibers or materials, all such fibers or materials, including the rayon, shall
be clearly and accurately disclosed.
It is further ordered, That respondent, American Flag Company, a corporation, ·its officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or
through ariy corporate or other device, in connection with the introduction
or manufacture for introduction into commerce, or the sale, transportation or distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid acts, do forthwith cea.<;e and desist from misbranding flags or other
articles of a decorative nature or other "wool products" as such products
are defined in and subject to the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939,
which products contain, purport to contain or in any way are represented
as containing "wool," "reprocessed wool" or "reused wool" as those
terms are defined in said Act by failing to affix securely or place on such
products a stamp, tag, label or other means of identification showing in a
clear and conspicuous manner:
(a) The percentage of the .total fiber weight of such wool product, exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentum of said total fiber
weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4) each fiber
other than wool where said percentage by weight of such fiber is five percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other fibers.
(b) The maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool product
of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter.
(c) The name of the manufacturer of such wool product; or the manufacturer's registered identification number and the name of a seller of such
wool product; or the name of one or more persons introducing such wool
product into commerce, or engaged in the sale, transportation, or distribution thereof in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
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Provided, that the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding shall not
be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a) and (b) of section 3 of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939; and provided, further,
that nothing contained in this order shall be construed as limiting any
applicable provisions of said Act or the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
It is further ordered, That the respondent, shall within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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THE MATTER OF

SCOTCH WOOLEN MILLS
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26·, 1914

Docket 940.

Complaint, Nov. 6, 194:?31-Decision, May 1, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the tailoring of made-to-measure clothing for men and
women and in the sale and distribution thereof to purchasers throughout the
United States through a retail branch at its home office and through some 2,500
dealers whom it furnished with samples, catalogs, display cards, window display
advertisements, circulars for distribution to prospective customers, mats for newspaper advertising, and various other forms of advertising materialRepresented through corporate name "Scotch Woolen Mills" under which it traded
and which it used on stationery and featured in its aforesaid catalogs, display
cards, etc., frequently followed by a statement such as "World's Greatest Tailors"
and, more recently, by the word "Tailors," that it was a manufacturer of woolen
cloth, that the cloth used by it in tailoring the "made-to-measure" clothing offered
for sale was woven in Scotland, and that it owned, operated, or controlled manufacturing establishments in Scotland in which such cloth was woven, or establishments in the United States in which it was woven from wool or yarn imported from
Scotland;
Notwithstanding the fact that it purchased all the woolen cloth it used in tailoring said
garments from the manufacturers or jobbers; and only a very small proportion of
such cloth-and in some seasons none-was of Scotch wool or imported from Scotland;
With capacity and tendency to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public
in the aforesaid respects and thereby induce the purchase of the made-to-measure
clothing tailored by it by said public, which prefers clothing made of cloth woven
from wool or yarn imported from Scotland, esteemed for quality and durability,
and to deal directly with a clothing manufacturer who weaves· his cloth also, as
eliminating the profits of the middlemen and securing other advantages; and with
result also of placing in the hands of dealers and others the means whereby members of the public might be misled and deceived concerning its business status and
the source of the cloth used·in its garments:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

As respects the alleged misleading use of the trade and corporate name "Scotch Woolen
Mills" by a concern engaged in tailoring made-to-measure clothing which did not
also weave the cloth from which its clothing was tailored, the use of words such as
"World's Greatest Tailors" or "Tailors" in connection with the name "Scotch
Woolen Mills" did not serve to inform the public that it was only a tailor and did
not weave the cloth it used, but merely to emphasize the thought that it was a
weaver also engaged i'n tailoring garments from the cloth it wove.

Before Mr. John W. Addison, trial examiner.
Mr. R. P. Bellinger for the Commission.
Mr. IsaacS. Rothschild and Mr. Arthur B. Schaffner, of Chicago, Ill., for
respondent.
-'mended and IUpplemental.
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AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTAL COMPLAINT

Whereas, on the 12th day of December, 1922, the Federal Trade Commission issued, and on the 14th day of December, 1922, served on therespondent Scotch Woolen Mills, its complaint; and,
Whereas, on the 18th day of July, 1924, the Commission entered its order dismissing said complaint; and,
Whereas, on the 4th day of August, 1942, a petition was filed with the
Commission, praying that the order of dismissal be vacated and set aside,
that an amended and supplemental complaint be issued and that the case
be reopened for further proceedings as the public interest may require;
and,
Whereas, on the 7th day of August, 1942, the Commission issued and on
the lOth day of August, 1942, served on respondent an order, setting the
9th day of September, 1942, at its offices in Washington, D. C., as the time
and place when and where a hearing on said petition would be held; and,
Whereas, after hearing oral argument, both for and against the prayers
of the aforesaid petition, after consideration of the answer and brief filed
by respondent and upon consideration of the premises, the Commission on
the 25th day of September, 19-:1:2 issued, and on the 28th day of September,
1942 served on the respondent, its order, directing that the order dismissing the complaint heretofore entered in this matter on the 18th day of
July, 1924, as aforesaid, be vacated and set aside and that this case be reopened for further proceedings as public interest may require,
Now therefore, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal
Trade Commissioi\, having reason to believe that Scotch Woolen Mills, a
corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has viol_ated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
amended and supplemental complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Scotch Woolen Mills, is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Illinois with its principal place of
business located on Adams, Halstead and Green Streets in the city of
Chicago, Ill.
·
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has
been, engaged in the tailoring of 11 made-to-measure" clothing from wool
cloth of various patterns, designs and weaves and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent receives and accepts orders for its 11 made-to-measure"
clothing from various local representatives located in the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia and causes said clothing, when completed, to be transported from its place of business located
in the State of Illinois to such local representatives at their respective
points of location in the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said 11 made-to-measure" clothing in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the furtherance of the sale and distribution of its "made-tomeasure" clothing, as aforesaid, respondent has been, and is now, engaged
650780 -47-34
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in falsely representing the nature and extent of the business conducted
by it and the source of the woolen cloth used by it in the manufacture of
the aforesaid "made-to-measure" clothing, through deceptive and misleading representations and implications disseminated by advertisements
inserted "in newspapers and other periodicals and on letterheads, billheads,
pamphlets, circulars, folders, spot cards and other advertising media.
Among and typical of such deceptive and misleading representations
and implications are those made by respondent through the corporate and
trade name under which respondent conducts its business. Respondent
advertises its tailoring business and its "made-to-measure" clothing under
the name ''Scotch Woolen Mills'' and causes said name to be prominently
displayed in newspaper and periodical advertising, and on letterheads,
billheads, pamphlets, circulars, folders, spot cards and other advertising
media distributed to the various local representatives to be displayed by
such representatives to the purchasing public.
.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the corporate and trade name "Scotch
·woolen Mills" and through the use of the words "Scotch," "Woolen"
and "Mills" in that corporate and trade name, respondent has variously
represented and is now representing, directly and by implications:.
1. That it is engaged in the business of manufacturing woolen cloth; and,
2. That the cloth used by it in the tailoring of the "made-to-measure"
clothing distributed by it as aforesaid, is manufactured and woven in
Scotland; and,
3. That it owns, operates or controls one or more factories or manufacturing plants located in Scotland, in which the cloth used by it, as aforesaid, is woven or manufactured; and,
4. That it owns, operates or controls one or more factories or manufacturing plants located in the United States, in which the cloth used by
it, as aforesaid, is woven or manufactured from yarn or wool imported from
Scotland.
PAR. 5. The name "Scotch Woolen Mills" and the words, "Scotch,"
"Woolen" and "Mills," as used by respondent in its corporate and trade
name, are false and misleading.
The respondent is not engaged in the business of manufacturing woolen
cloth. Respondent does not own, operate or control any factory or manufacturing plant, located either in Scotland or in the United States, in
which woolen cloth used by it, as aforesaid, is woven or manufactured. In
fact, respondent purchases all of the woolen cloth used by it in tailoring
its "made-to-measure" clothing from jobbers or direct from the manufacturers of such woolen cloth.
PAR. 6. There is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the
purchasing public for clothing manufactured from woolen cloth woven in
Scotland and for clothing manufactured from woolen cloth woven from
wool or yarn imported from Scotland. There is also a preference on the
part of a substantial portion of the purchasing and consuming public and
dealers to deal direct with the manufacturers of clothing who are also manufacturers or weavers of the cloth from which such clothing is tailored, in
the belief that more reliance can be placed on such manufacturer with
reference to carrying out contracts and in the further belief that lower
prices, elimination of middleman's profits, superior products and other advantages can be obtained.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the foregoing false, misleading and
deceptive corporate and trade name and representations and implications
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arising therefrom, as aforesaid, has the tendency and capacity to mislead
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondent is engaged in the business of manufacturing woolen cloth, as well as the business of manufacturing clothing,
that the cloth used by respondent in the tailoring of the aforesaid clothing
is manufactured or woven in Scotland, that respondent owns, operates or
controls one or more factories or manufacturing plants in Scotland in which
the cloth used by it in the tailoring of the aforesaid clothing is woven or
manufactured, that respondent owns, operates or controls one or more
factories or manufacturing plants located in the United States, in which
the woolen cloth used by it, as aforesaid, is manufactured or woven from
yarn or wool imported from Scotland and to induce a substantial portion
of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken beliefs,
to purchase respondent's aforesaid "made-to-measure" clothing.
PAR. 8. The use by respondent of the foregoing false and misleading
corporate and trade name "Scotch Woolen Mills" places in the hands of
its local representatives a means and instrumentality by which said local
representatives could and might mislead and deceive the purchasing public
into believing any one or more of the erroneous, misleading and deceptive
representations and implications set out in paragraph 4 hereof and to
induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such
erroneous and mistaken beliefs, to purchase respondent's aforesaid "madeto-measure " clothing.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of said respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on December 12, 1922, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Scotch
Woolen Mills, a corporation, charging it with the u~e of unfair methods of
competition in commerce in violation of the proviswns of said act. After
the filing of respondent's answer to said complaint, testimony and other
evidence were taken before trial examiners theretofore duly designated,
and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the
office of the Commission. The proceeding then came on for hearing on the
complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence, briefs in support of and
in opposition to the complaint, and the oral arguments of counsel, and the
Commission on July 18, 1924, entered an order of dismissal without
assignment of reasons. .
On August 4, 1942, the Assistant Chief Counsel of the Commission filed
a petition praying that the aforesaid order of dismissal be vacated, that
an amended and supplemental complaint issue, and that the case be reopened for such further proceedings as the public interest may require.
Thereafter, on August 7, 1942, the Commission ordered hearing on said
petition, and on August 10, 1942, served said order on Scotch Woolen
Mills, together with a copy of the petition. On September 9, 1942, Scotch
Woolen l\lills filed its answer to said petition, and on the same day oral
argument of the matter was had before the Commission. On September 25, 1942, the Commission entered its order setting aside and vacating
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the order of dismissal entered in this proceeding on July 18, 1924:, andreopened the case for such further proceedings as the public interest required.
On November 6, 1942, the Commission issued and subsequently served
upon respondent Scotch Woolen Mills its amended and supplemental complaint charging said respondent ·with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of the Federal
Trade Commission Act. After the issuance of said amended and supplemental complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony
and other evidence were introduced before an examiner of the commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter,
the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
on the said complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence,
report of the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, briefs in support of
and in opposition to the complaint, and the oral arguments of counsel; and
the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Scotch Woolen Mills, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office
and principal place of business at Adams, Halstead, and Green Streets,
Chicago, Ill. Respondent is now, and for many years last past has. been,
engaged in tailoring "made-to-measure" clothing which it sells to purchasers located throughout the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business, respondent
causes said clothing to be transported from its place of business in Chicago,
Ill., to purchasers thereof at their points of location in the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia, and maintains, and
has maintained, a course of trade in said "made-to-measure" clothing in
commerce between and muong the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondent, Scotch Woolen Mills, was incorporated about
1919 and is successor to the business of a partnership which was organized
about 1905 or 1906 and which traded under the name "Scotch Woolen
Mills" until said business ·was taken over by the respondent corporation.
The partnership and its successor, the respondent corporation, have at
all times since 1906 been engaged in the sale and distribution of men's suits
and overcoats "made-to-measure" for the ultimate purchasers. Within
the last few years respondent has also engaged in the sale and distribution
of "made-to-measure" women's suits and other garments. For many
years the sale and distribution of merchandise was fl,ccomplished through
retail establishments operated by the partnership and later by the corporate respondent. These retail branches were operated under the name
"Scotch Woolen Mills." In the course of time, a large number of dealers
were secured and the number of directly operated branches gradually
decreased until at present the only retail branch maintained and operated
directly by respondent is at its home office in Chicago. Respondent now
has svme 2,500 dealers, some of whom handle respondent's products ex-
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elusively but who more usually conduct clothing stores, dry cleaning shops,
and similar establishments and who handle respondent's products in connection with their other business. These dealers are furnished with
samples of woolen cloth for display to their customers in order that selections may be made therefrom for the garments ordered. When a sale is
made, the dealer takes the customer's measurements and records them on
a form provided by respondent and in accordance with its instructions,
and mails the measurements, with an order for the garments desired, to the
respondent in Chicago. Respondent makes and ships the clothing so ordered to the dealer or direct to the dealer's customer, if so directed by the
dealer. Originally, the business was conducted on a one-price policy;
that is, a man's suit made from any sample offered was $15. About 1919,
the single-price policy was discontinued and retail prices of men's suits increased to $32.50, $36.50, and $39.50, respectively. In 1920, two price
lines were offered which retailed at $-!3.50 and $51.50, respectively. Since
that time prices have fluctuated, the 19!3 wholesale prices of men's suits
having been in three lines priced at $25.25, $29, and $31, respectively.
Respondent has suggested the retail prices at which dealers ihouU sell to
the consuming public but has not attempted to control those prices. The
number of sample patterns of cloth offered each season from which purchasers may make a selection has varied from about 210 to 300.
PAR. 4. (a) Respondent has at all times traded under its corporate
name "Scotch Woolen Mills" and uses this name on its letterheads, envelopes, billheads, and other stationery. It furnishes to its dealers catalogs, display cards, window display advertisements, circulars for distribution to prospective customers, mats for newspaper advertising by dealers,
and various other forms of advertising material for use in promoting the
sale of its products, all of which feature the name "Scotch Woolen Mills,"
frequently followed by a statement such as "World's Greatest Tailors"
and quite recently by the word "Tailors."
(b) At about the time the predecessor partnership entered the business
described, the use of trade names containing the words "Woolen Mills"
by tailoring concerns was relatively new. In succeeding years many such
concerns were organized al;ld operated upon a national or seminational
scale. Typical of the names used to designate this type of business are
"Dundee Woolen Mills," "American Woolen Mills," "English Woolen
Mills," "Leeds Woolen Mills," "Glasgow Woolen Mills," "United
Woolen Mills," and others. These tailoring concerns conducted their
business more or less upon the same general plan as Scotch Woolen Mills.
From about 1924 and in subsequent years, after suitable proceedings, this
Commission issued a number of orders to cease and desist requiring certain
tailoring houses operating upon a wide scale to give up the use of "Mills"
or "Woolen Mills" as a designation for their business. Other concerns
gave up the use of such designations for their tailoring business without
any proceeding having been brought by this Commission. The record in
this proceeding indicates that there are probably a number of tailors who
do a local, intrastate business who designate themselves as "Woolen
Mills," but respondent Scotch Woolen Mills is apparently the only tailoring concern carrying on a large interstate business which now characterizes itself as "Woolen Mills," when it does not in fact produce the cloth it
uses in its tailoring business.
PAR. 5. By means of the name "Scotch Woolen Mills" used to designate and describe its tailoring business and placed before the public in con-
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nection with such business in the manner heretofore described, respondent
has represented, and now represents, that it is a manufacturer of woolen
cloth, that the cloth used by it in tailoring the "made-to-measure" clothing offered for sale is woven in Sf)otland, and that it owns, operates, or
controls manufacturing establishments in Scotland in which the cloth it
uses is woven or establishments in the United States in which the cloth it
uses is woven from wool or yarn imported from Scotland.
PAR. 6. There is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the
purchasing public for clothing made of woolen cloth woven in Scotland
and for clothing made of woolen cloth woven from wool or yarn imported
from Scotland. Such materials have a good reputation for quality and
durability and are favorably regarded by large numbers of the purchasing
public. There is also a preference on the part of a substantial portion of
the purchasing and consuming public for dealing directly with a manufacturer of clothing who also weaves the cloth from which such clothing is
tailored, because of the belief on the part of such members of the public
that in this manner lower prices or greater value can be secured through
the elimination of the profits of the middlemen, that superior products
can be had, and other advantages obtained.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, respondent is not engaged in the business '
of manufacturing woolen cloth. The use of words such as "World's Greatest Tailors" or "Tailors" in connection with the name "Scotch Woolen
Mills" does not serve to inform the public that respondent is only a tailor
and does not weave the cloth it uses. In fact, it merely serves to emphasize the thought that respondent is a weaver also engaged in tailoring
garments from the cloth it weaves. Respondent does not own, operate, or
control any manufacturing establishment located in Scotland, or elsewhere, in which the woolen cloth used by it in tailoring the garments which
it offers for sale and sells is woven. As a matter of fact, respondent purchases all of the woolen cloth used by it from the manufacturers or jobbers. Only a very small proportion of the cloth used by respondent has
been of Scotch wool or imported from Scotland. Of the 210 to 300 cloth
patterns offered each season, the proportion of Scotch woolens has been
from 4 to 15 patterns, and in some seasons none of the goods offered was
Scotch woolen.
PAR. 8. The use by respondent of the misleading and deceptive corporate and trade name "Scotch Woolen Mills" in the manner heretofore
stated has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial
portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that respondent manufactures the woolen cloth it uses in tailoring the
clothing offered for sale and sold by it; that the cloth used by respondent
in tailoring its clothing is woven in Scotland; that respondent owns, operates, or controls manufacturing establishments in Scotland in which the
cloth used by it is woven, or owns, operates, or controls such establishments elsewhere in which the cloth it uses is woven from yarn or wool imported from Scotland; and, because of such erroneous and mistaken beliefs, has the capacity and tendency to induce a substantial portion of the
purchasing public to purchase the "made-to-measure" clothing tailored
by respondent. The use of said misleading and deceptive corporate and
trade name in the manner stated also places in the liands of dealers and
others the means whereby members of the public may be misled and deceived into erroneous and mistaken beliefs concerning respondent's business status and the source of the cloth of which respondent tailors the
garments offered for sale and sold by it.
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Order
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices are all to the pre]udice and injury of
the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This matter having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon
the amended and supplemental complaint of the Commission and the
other proceedings had, as recited in the findings as to the facts herein, and
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
that said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Scotch Woolen Mills, a corporation, its
officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of articles of clothing and like merchandise in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the word "Mills," or any other word or words of similar import or meaning, in its corporate or trade name or to designate, describe,
or refer to its business; or representing or implying in any manner that it
manufactures the cloth used in the articles of clothing sold or offered for
sale by it; or representing or implying in any manner that it owns, operates, or controls any mills or manufacturing establishment in which the
cloth used in said articles of clothing is produced.
2. Using the word" Scotch," or any simulation thereof, in its corporate
or trade name when such corporate or trade name is used to designate or
describe a business which deals principally in products not of Scotch
origin; or representing or implying in any manner that articles of clothing
or materials therein which are not of Scotch origin are of Scotch origin.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after the service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

BILG~AN,

HERB

TRADING AS ILLINOIS

CO~PANY

COMPLAINT, FINDING,S, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. ll OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4460.

Complaint, Feb. 4, 1941-Decision, May 1, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of various medicinal
and cosmetic preparations; through advertisements in newspapers and periodicals,
and in almanacs, circulars, pamphlets, etc.(a) Represented falsely that his "Calexa Herb Compound" was a cure and effective
treatment for chronic constipation, bloating, gas, and. sour stomach; that his
"Baya Mate" was of substantial value as a tonic, promoted mental alertness and
induced sound sleep, fed the nervous system, was of substantial benefit to the genital organs, and was of substantial value in combating alcoholism; and \hat his
"Sonada Tonic" was a cure and competent treatment for headaches, gas, bloating,
and biliousness, stimulated the assimilation of food, and was an effective tonic;
The facts being said "Compound" and "Sonada Tonic" possessed no therapeutic
value except insofar a.s their laxative properties might afford temporary relief, and
said "Bays Mate" was wholly incapable of feeding the nervous system;
(b) Represented falsely that its "Diatol" was a. competent and effective antiseptic and
astringent for use as a nasal and vaginal douche and as a gargle or mouth wash and
for use in the treatment of WQunds; that its "Verbita Tonic" was a competent and
effective tonic and treatment for nervous disorders; and that its "Mari-Tabs" was
an effective tonic and was of substantial therapeutic value for weak, run-down,
tired, sluggish, restless, nervous and underweight persons;
(c) Represented falsely that its ''Tamrex Herb Compound" was a competent treatment for rheumatism and for the pains and discomforts associated therewith; that
its "Lura" was of substantial value in the elimination of halitosis; and that its
"Dorelle Herb Douche" was a competent vaginal douche;
(d) Represented falsely that its" I.H.C. Pectora Compound" was a cure and competent
treatment for asthma; that its "Coltsfoot" was a cure and effective treatment for
pleurisy, brQnchitis, asthmatic attacks, coughs, and congestions; and that its
"Garlic Tablets" possessed substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of high
blood pressure;
(e) Represented falsely that its "Golden Seal" was an effective tonic for the stomach
and liver, that it stimulated the circulation, and was of substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of nervousness; that its" Blue Vervain" constituted an effective treatment for simple nervous conditions; and that its "Golden Goose Ointment" was a cure or remedy for inflammation and congestion due to bronchial irritation of the chest and throat;
(f) Represented falsely that its "Boneset" was a cure and competent treatment for
colds, La Grippe and influenza; that its "Horsetail Rush" constituted a. cure or
remedy for diseases and disorders of the kidneys and bladder generaiiy, removed
stones from the kidneys and bladder, and was a cure or remedy for blood in the
urine and for inflammation and catarrh of the kidneys and bladder; and that its
"Life Everlasting" was a cure and effective treatment for colds;
(g) Represented falsely that its "Mormon Herb Compound" was a competent and
effective treatment for minor disorders of the female organs, including menstrual
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disorders, and for simple skin eruptions; that its "Mullein Leaves" was a cure and
effective treatment for catarrh; and that its "Podex Compound" Tablets was a
remedy and competent treatment for sluggish liver;
(h) Represented falsely that its" Red Clover Tea" was a cure and competent treatment
for coughs; that its "Rexora Herb Compound" was a remedy and effective treatment for bladder weakness and bladder irritations; and that its "U. U. Herb Compound" was a cure and effective treatment for bladder weakness;
The facts being said "Compound" possessed no therapeutic value in excess of the slight
relief it might afford by reason of its properties as a weak diuretic;
(i) Represented falsely that its preparation composed of the herbs Wild Plum Bark,
Coltsfoot Leaves, Wild Cherry Bark and Linden Flowers, was a competent and
effective treatment for asthmatic attacks; its preparation composed of the herbs
Marshmallow Root, Couch Grass, Kidney Liver Leaf and Juniper Berries, was a
cure and effective treatment for bladder and urinary disorders; and its preparation
composed of the herbs Blue Scull-cap, Blue Vervain, German Chamomile and Catnip Leaves was a competent treatment for nervousness;
(j) Falsely represented that its preparation composed of the herbs May Apple, Cascara
Bark, Black Root and Jamaica Ginger was a cure and effective treatment for sluggish liver; its preparation composed of the herbs Wahoo Bark, Rocky Mt. Grape,
Black Cohosh and Wintergreen Leaves, was an effective treatment for rheumatic
pains; and its preparation composed of the herbs Gentian Root, Cascara Bark,
Colombo Root and Peruvian Bark was a cure for impotency;
(k) Falsely represented that its preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow,
Coueh Grass, Uva-ursi and Slippery Elm was a remedy and competent treatment
for back pain and kidney strain; that its preparation composed of the herbs Yellow
Dock Root, Dandelion Root, Red Clover and Burdock Root was capable of cleansing the blood of impurities; and that its preparation composed of the herbs Yarrow
Plant, Blessed Thistle, Yellow Dock Root and Dandelion Root was a cure and
effective treatment for anemia;
(l) Represented falsely that its preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scull-cap, Catnip and Peppermint, was a cure and effective treatment for sleeplessness; that its
preparation composed of the herbs Uva-ursi Leaves, Buchu Leaves, Horsetail
Grass and Couch Grass constituted an effective treatment for bed wetting; that
its preparation composed of the herbs Am. Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Licorice
Root and Boneset, was a remedy and competent treatment for catarrh; and that
its preparation "I.H.C. Dorelle Hair Tonic" stimulated the growth of hair and
prevented falling hair;
(m) Represented that its preparation "Wahoo Bark" was a competent and effective
treatment for dyspepsia, torpid liver, constipation and rheumatic pains, was a
competent and effective tonic, and was safe to use;
The facts being said bark possessed no such therapeutic value in excess of such temporary relief as its laxative properties might afford; and it was not safe for use, as it
had a powerful digitalis-like action on the heart, and its unsupervised use might
produce severe toxic effects upon the heart and circulation;
(n) Represented that its preparation "Geroca Herb Compound" was a combination of
roots and barks which was entirely safe for use;
The facts being said compound was not in all cases safe for use, as it contained the drug
Mistletoe, and might cause serious injury to health when used under prescribed
conditions, and in cases of pregnancy might cause abortion; and
(o) Represented that its preparation "Ttilax Herb Tea" was a competent and effective
treatment for excess weight, and was entirely safe for use;
The facts being that said "Herb Tea" was of no value in a reducing program in excess
of such slight assistance as it might afford by reason of its laxative properties, and
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was not in all cases safe for use as it contained iodine and by reason thereof was
capable of causing serious injury to health, particularly in cases of goiter or tuberculosis, tending in the former, to convert a benign adenoma into a toxic adenoma,
and, in cases of arrested tuberculosis, to dissolve the fibrous tissues about the
healed lesions and thereby to reactivate the tubercular process; and
(p) Failed to reveal facts material in the light of the representations made in said advertisements of its "Wahoo Bark," "Geroca Herb Compound" and "Trilax Herb
Tea," in that use of said preparations under prescribed or usual conditions might
result in serious injury to health, as hereinbefore set forth;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the mistaken belief that such misrepresentations were true, and that
the preparations "Wahoo Bark," "Geroca Herb Compound" and "Trilax Herb
Tea" were safe for use, and thereby causing substantial purchase of his products:
II eld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts in
commerce.

Before Mr. Randolph Preston, trial examiner.
111r. W£lliam L. Taggart for the Commission.
111r. Murray Miller, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission ;\ct and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Charles A. Bilgman, individually,
and trading as Illinois Herb Company, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Charles A. Bilgman, is an individual, trading and doing business under the name and style of Illinois Herb Company
with his office and principal place of business located at 542 South Dearborn Street in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois.
Respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various medicinal and cosmetic
preparations in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent causes said
preparations, when sold, to be transported from his place of business in
the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various States of the
United States other than the State of Illinois, and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent now maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said preparations in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
·
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business the respondent has disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has caused, and is now
causing, the dissemination of false advertisements concerning his said
products by the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
respondent has also disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has
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caused, and is now causing, the dissemination of, false advertisements
concerning his said products by various means for the purpose of inducing,
and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his
said products in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act. Through said false advertisements, disseminated and
caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by the United States
mails, by advertisements in newspapers and periodicals, and in almanacs,
circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other printed or written advertising literature, the respondent represents and has represented, directly or by
implication:
1. That respondent's preparation Calexa Herb Compound is a cure or
remedy for chronic constipation, bloating, gas, and sour stomach, and
constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
2. That respondent's preparation BayaM ate is of substantial value as a
tonic, that it promotes mental alertness and induces sound sleep, that it
feeds the nervous system, that it is of substantial benefit to the genital
organs, and that it is of substantial value in combatting alcoholism.
3. That respondent's preparation Sonada Tonic is a cure or remedy for
headaches, gas, bloating, and biliousness, and constitutes a competent
and effective treatment therefor, and that it stimulates the assimilation
of food; that it is a competent and effective tonic.
4. That respondent's preparation Diatol is a competent and effective
antiseptic and astringent for use as a nasal and vaginal douche and as a
gargle or mouth wash and for use in the treatment of wounds.
5. That respondent's preparation Verbita Tonic is a competent and
effective tonic and a competent and effective treatment for nervous disorders.
6. That respondent's preparation Mari-Tabs is a competent and effective tonic and is of substantial therapeutic value for those who are weak,
run-down, tired, sluggish, restless, nervous and underweight.
7. That respondent's preparation Tamrex Herb Compound is a competent and effective treatment for rheumatism and for the pains and discomforts associated therewith.
8. That respondent's preparation Lura is of substantial value in the
elimination of· halitosis.
9. That respondent's preparation Dorelle Herb Douche is a competent
and effective vaginal douche.
10. That respondent's preparation I.H.C. Pectora Compound is a cure
or remedy for asthma and constitutes a competent and effective treatment
therefor.
11. That respondent's preparation Coltsfoot is a cure or remedy for
pleurisy, bronchitis, asthmatic attacks, coughs, and congestions and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
12. That respondent's preparation Garlic Tablets possesses substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment of high blood pressure.
13. T~at respondent's preparation Golden Seal is an effective tonic for
the stomach and liver, that it stimulates the circulation, and that it is of
substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
14. That respondent's preparation Blue Vervain constitutes a competent and effective treatment for simple nervous conditions.
15. That respondent's preparation Golden Goose Ointment is a cure or
remedy for inflammation and congestion due to bronchial irritation of the
ehest and throat.
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16. That respondent's preparation Boneset is a cure or remedy for colds,
La Grippe and influenza, and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
17. That respondent's preparation Horsetail Rush constitutes a cure or
remedy for diseases and disorders of the kidneys and bladder generally,
that it removes stones from the kidneys and bladder, and that it is a cure
or remedy for blood in the urine and for inflammation and catarrh of the
kidneys and bladder.
18. That respondent's preparation Life Everlasti·,1g is a cure or remedy
for colds and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
19. That respondent's preparation Mormon Herb Compound is a competent and effective treatment for minor disorders of the female organs,
including menstrual disorders, and for simple skin eruptions.
20. That respondent's preparation Mullein Leaves is a cure or remedy
for catarrh and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
21. That respondent's preparation Podex Compound Tablets is a cure or
remedy for sluggish liver, and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
22. That respondent's preparation Red Clover Tea is a cure or remedy
for coughs and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
23. That respondent's preparation Rexora Herb Compound is a cure or
remedy for bladder weakness and bladder irritations, and constitutes a
competent and effective treatment therefor.
24. That respondent's preparation U. U. Herb Compound is a cure or
remedy for bladder weakness and constitutes a competent and effective
treatment therefor.
25. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wild Plum
Bark, Coltsfoot Leaves, Wild Cherry Bark and Linden Flowers, is a competent and effective treatment for asthmatic attacks.
26. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs ~Marshmallow
Root, Co11ch Grass, Kidney Liver Leaf and Juniper Berries, is a cure or
remedy for bladder and urinary disorders and constitutes a competent
and effective treatment therefor.
27. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap,
Blue Vervain, German Chamomile and Catnip Leaves, is a competent and
effective treatment for nervousness.
28. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs May Apple,
Cascara Bark, Black Root and Jamaica Ginger, is a cure or remedy for sluggish liver and constitutes a competent and effective treatment.therefor.
29. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wahoo Bark,
Rocky Mt. Grape, Black Cohosh and Wintergreen Leaves, constitutes a competent and effective treatment for rheumatic pains.
30. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Gentian Root,
Cascara Bark, Colombo Root and Peruvian Bark, is a cure or remedy for
impotency.
31. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow,
Couch Grass, Uvi Ursi and Slippery Elm, is a cure or remedy for back pain
and kidney strain and constitutes a competent and effective treatment
therefor.
32. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yellow Dock
Root, Dandelion Root, Red Clover and Burdock Root, is capable of cleansing
the blood of impurities.
33. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yarrow
Plant, Blessed Thistle, Yellow Dock Root and Dandelion Root, is a cure or
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remedy for anaemia and constitutes a competent and effective treatment
therefor.
34. That responde~t's_Preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcdp,
Catnip and Peppermwt, IS a cure or remedy for sleeplessness and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor ..
35. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Uva Ursi
Leaves, Buchu Leaves, Horsetail Grass and Couch Grass, constitutes a competent and effective treatment for bed wetting.
· 36. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Am. Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Licorice Root and Bonese~, is a cure or remedy for
catarrh and constitutes a competent'and effective treatment therefor.
37. That respondent's preparation l.H.C. Dorelle Hair Tonic stimulates
the growth of hair and prevents falling hair.
38. That respondent's preparation Wahoo Bark is a competent and
effective treatment for dyspepsia, torpid liver, constipation and rheumatic
pains, that it is a competent and effective tonic, and that it is safe for use.
39.· That respondent's preparation Geroca Herb Compound is a combination of roots and barks which is entirely safe for use.
40. That respondent's preparation Trilax Herb Tea is a competent and
effective treatment for excess weight, and that said preparation is entirely
safe for use.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid statements, representations, implications and
claims, as well as others of similar imp6rt which have not been specifically
set out herein, are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading, and constitute false advertisements. In truth and in fact:
1. Respondent's preparation Calexa Herb Compound is not a cure or
remedy for constipation, bloating, gas, sour stomach or indigestion. Said
preparation does not possess any therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation except insof.ar as the l~x~tiv~ properties of s.aid preparB;tion may
afford temporary relief by ass1stmg m the evacuatiOn of the mtestinal
tract. Said preparation possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment
of bloating, gas, sour stomach or indigestion in excess of affording temporary relief from constipation in those cases where such conditions are due
to constipation.
2. Respondent's preparation BayaMate is of no substantial therapeutic
value as a tonic. It does not promote mental alertness nor induce sound
sleep. It is wholly incapable of feeding the nervous system, It is of no
substantial benefit to the genital organs nor does it possess any substantial value· in the treatment of alcoholism.
3. Respondent's p~eparati?~ Sonada Tonic is ~ot ~ cure or remedy for
headaches, gas, bloatmg or biliousness, nor does It stimulate the assimilation of food. Said preparation possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of ~e~dache.s, gas,, bloating or biliousness, in ~xcess of. such temporary
and palliative rehef as 1t may afford by reason of Its laxative properties in
those cases in which said con~itions are due t~ constipation. Said preparation possesses no therapeutiC value as a tome.
The use by the respondent of the word "tonic" to designate said preparation constitutes within itself a false and misleading representation that
said preparation possesses substantial therapeutic value as a tonic.
4. Respondent's preparation Diatol is not a competent or effective antiseptic or astringent for use as a nasal or vaginal douche. It is of no sub·stantial therapeutic value as a gargle or mouth wash, nor does it possess
any substantial value in the treatment of wounds.
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5. Respondent's preparation Verbita Tonic does not constitute a competent or effective tonic, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of nervous disorders.
The use by the respondent of the word "tonic" to designate said preparation constitutes wi_thin itself a false and misleading representation that
said preparation possesses substantial therapeutic value as a tonic.
6. Respondent's preparation Mari-Tabs is not a competent or effective
tonic, nor does its use constitute a competent or effective treatment for
those who are weak, run-down, tired, sluggish, restless, nervous or underweight.
7. Respondent's preparation Tamrex Herb Compound is not a competent or effective treatment for rheumatism or for the pains or discomforts
associated with such condition.
8. Respondent's preparation Lura is wholly incapable of eliminating
halitosis. Said preparation has no effect upon halitosis other than to mask
such condition temporarily.
9. Respondent's preparation Dorelle Herb Douche possesses no substantial value as a vaginal douche.
10. Respondent's preparation I. H. C. Pectora Compound does not constitute a cure or remedy for asthma, nor does it possess any substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment thereof.
11. Respondent's preparation Coltsfoot is not a cure or remedy for
pleurisy, bronchitis, asthmatic attacks, coughs, or congestions, nor does it
possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of any of said
conditions.
12. Respondent's preparation Garlic Tablets possesses no therapeutic
value in the treatment of high blood pressure.
13. Respondent's preparation Golden Seal is not an effective tonic for
the stomach or liver. It does not stimulate the circulation, nor does it
possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
14. Respondent's preparation Blue Vervain is wholly without therapeutic value in the treatment of nervous conditions.
15. Respondent's preparation Golden Goose Ointment does not constitute a cure or remedy for inflammation or congestion due to bronchial
irritation of the chest, or throat, nor does said preparation possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions.
16. Respondent's preparation Boneset is not a cure or remedy for colds,
La Grippe or influenza, nor does said preparation possess any substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions.
17. Respondent's preparation II orsetail Rush does not constitute a cure
or remedy for any diseases or disorders of the kidneys or bladder. It is
wholly incapable of removing stones from the kidneys or bladder. It is
not a cure or remedy for blood in the urine or for inflammation or catarrh
of the kidneys or bladder.
.
18. Respondent's preparation Life Everlasting is not a cure or remedy
for colds, nor does it constitute a competent or effective treatment for such
condition.
19. Respondent's preparation Mormon Herb Compound is not a competent or effective treatment for any disorders of the female organs gener. ally, or for menstrual disorders. It has no substantial therapeutic value
in the treatment of skin eruptions.
20. Respondent's preparation .Mullein Leaves does not constitute a cure
or remedy for catarrh, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of such condition.
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21. Respondent's preparation Podex Compound Tablets is not a cure or
remedy for sluggish liver, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of such condition.
22. Respondent's preparation Red Clover Tea is not a cure or remedy for
coughs, nor does it constitute a competent or effective treatment therefor.
23. Respondent's preparation Rexora Herb Compound does not constitute a cure or remedy or a competent or effective treatment for bladder
weakness. Said preparation possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of irritations of the bladder, in excess of such slight relief as it may
afford by reason of its properties as a weak diuretic.
24. Respondent's preparation U. U. Herb Compound is not a cure or
remedy for bladder weakness, nor does it possess any therapeutic value
in the treatment of such condition.
25. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wild Plum Bark
Coltsfoot Leaves, Wild Cherry Bark and Linden Flowers, is of no substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment of asthmatic attacks.
26. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow
Root, Couch Grass, Kidney Liver Leaf and Juniper Berries, does not constitute a cure or remedy for bladder or urinary disorders, nor does said
preparation possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of
such conditions.
·
27. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap
Blue Vervain, German Chamomile and Catnip Leaves, possesses no substan~
tial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
28. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs May Apple, Cascara Bark, Black Root and Jamaica Ginger, does not constitute a cure or
remedy for sluggish liver, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the
treatment of such condition.
29. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wahoo Bark
Rocky Mt. Grape, Black Cohosh and Wintergreen Leaves, does not constitut~
a competent or effective treatment for rheumatic pains.
30. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Gentian Root, Cascara Bark, Colombo Root and Peruvian Bark, does not constitute a cure or
remedy for impotency, nor does said preparation possess any therapeutic
value in the treatment of such condition.
31. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow
Couch Grass, Uvi Ursi, and Slippery Elm, is not a cure or remedy for back
pain or kidney strain, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the
treatment of such conditions.
32. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yellow Dock Root
Dandelion Root, Red Clover and Burdock Root, is wholly incapable of cleans~
ing the blood of impurities.
33. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yarrow Plant
Blessed Thistle, Yellow Dock Root and Dandelion Root, is not a cure or rem~
edy for anaemia, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment
of such condition.
34. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap
Catnip and Peppermint, does not constitute a cure or remedy for sleepless~
ness, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment
of such condition.
35. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Uva Ursi Leaves
Buchu Leaves, Horsetail Grass and Couch Grass, is not a competent or ef~
fective treatment for bed wetting.
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36. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Am. Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Licorice Root and Boneset, doeiil not constitute a cure or remedy for catarrh, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment
thereof.
37. Respondent's preparation I. H. C. Dorelle Hair Tonic is wholly incapable of stimulating the growth of hair. It is of no value in preventing
falling hair, except insofar as it may assist in the temporary removal of
dandruff scales.
·
38. Respondent's preparation Wahoo Bark possesses no therapeutic
value as a tonic, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment
of rheumatic pains. It possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of
constipation in excess of such temporary relief as its laxative properties
may afford by assisting in the temporary evacuation of the intestinal
tract. Said preparation possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of
dyspepsia or torpid liver, in excess of such temporary relief as may be afforded by its laxative properties in those cases where such conditions are
due to constipation.
Moreover, said preparation is not safe for use, as it is capable of causing
serious injury to health, when used under the conditions prescribed in said
advertisements or under such conditions as are customary or usual. Wahoo
Bark has a powerful digitalis-like action on the heart, and its .unsupervised
use may produce severe toxic effects upon the heart and circulation, resulting in nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, dizziness, and general muscular weak·
ness, with prostration.
39. Respondent's preparation Geroca Herb Compound is not in all cases
safe for use, as it contains the drug Mistletoe, and may cause serious injury
to health when used under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements
or under such conditions as are customary or usual. The use of said
preparation, as aforesaid, in the case of pregnant women, may cause contraction of the uterus, resulting possibly in abortion.
40. Respondent's preparation Trilax 11erb Tea is not a competent or
effective treatment for excess weight. It is of no therapeutic value in a
reducing program in excess of such slight assistance as it may afford by
.
reason of its laxative properties.
Said preparation is not in all cases safe for use, as it contains iodine and
by reason thereof is capable of causing, in some cases, serious injury to
health if used under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or
under such conditions as are customary or usual. Said preparation should
not be used by those having goiter or arrested tuberculosis. In cases of
goiter the tendency of iodine is to convert a benign adenoma to a toxic
adenoma. In cases of arrested tuberculosis the tendency of iodine is to
dissolve the fibrous tissues about the healed lesions and thereby to reactivate the tubercular process.
PAR. 4. The advertisements with respect to the preparations Wahoo
Bark, Geroca Herb Compound and Trilax Herb Tea, disseminated by the
respondent as aforesaid, constitute false advertisements for the further
reason that they fail to reveal facts material in the light of the representations contained in said advertisements, and fail to reveal that the use of
said preparations under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements
or under such conditions as are customary or usual, may result in serious
injury to health.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false advertisements
with respect to his said product, disseminated as aforesaid, has the tend-
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ency and capacity to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of
the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the false
and misleading representations, implications and claims contained in said
advertisements are true, and that the preparations Wahoo Bark, Geroca
Herb Compound and Trilax Herb Tea are safe for use. And respondent's
said advertisements also have the tendency and capacity to, and do, cause
a substantial number of the purchasing public to purcha.->e respondent's
products as a result of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on February 4, 1941, issued, and on February 7,
1941, served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, Charles
A. Bilgman, trading as Illinois Herb Company, charging him with the use
of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing·
of respondent's answer, the Commission, by order herein, granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to substitute
therefor an answer admitting all the material allegations of fact set forth
in said complaint and waiving all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts, which substitute answer was duly filed in the office of
the Commission.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the said complaint and substitute answer, and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Charles A. Bilgman, is an individual, trading and doing business under the name and style of Illinois Herb Company
with his office and principal place of business located at 542 South Dearborn Street in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois.
Respondent is now, and for more than one year last past has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of various medicinal and cosmetic
preparations in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent causes said
preparations, when sold, to be transported from his place of business in
the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various States of the
United States other than the State of Illinois, and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent now maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said preparations in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the coarse and conduct of his aforesaid business the respondent has disseminated, and has caused the disseinination of, false advertise650780 -47-36
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ments concerning his said products by the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated, and has
caused the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning his said
products by various means for the purpose of inducing, and which are
likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of his said products in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Through said false advertisements, ·disseminated and caused to be
disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by the United States mails, by advertisements in newspapers and periodicals, and in almanacs, circulars,
leaflets, pamphlets and other printed or written advertising literature, the
respondent represents and has represented, directly or by implication:
1. That respondent's preparation Calexa Herb Compound is a cure or
remedy for chronic constipation, bloating, gas, and sour stomach, and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
2. That respondent's preparation Baya Mate is of substantial value
as a tonic, that it promotes mental alertness and induces sound ~leep, that
it feeds the nervous system, that it is of substantial benefit to the genital
organs, and that it is of substantial value in combatting alcoholism.
3. That respondent's preparation Sonada Tonic is a cure or remedy for
headaches, gas, bloating, and biliousness, and constitutes a competent and
effective treatment therefor, and that it stimulates the assimilation of
food; that it is a competent and effective tonic.
4. That respondent's preparation Diatol is a oompetent and effective
antiseptic and astringent for use as a nasal and vaginal douche and as a
gargle or mouth wash and for use in the treatment of wounds.
5. That respondent's preparation Verbita Tonic is a competent and
effective tonic and a competent and effective treatment fornervous disorders.
6. That respondent's preparation Mari-Tabs is a competent and effective tonic and is of substantial therapeutic value for those who are weak,
run-down, tired, sluggish, restless, nervous and underweight.
7. That respondent's preparation Tamrex Herb Compound is a competent and effective treatment for rheumatism and for the pains and discomforts associated therewith.
8. That respondent's preparation Lura is of substantial value in the
elimination of halitosis.
9. That respondent's preparation Dorelle Herb Douche is a competent
and effective vaginal douche.
10. That respondent's preparation I.H.C. Pectora Compound is a cure
or remedy for asthma and constitutes a competent and effective treatment
therefor.
11. That respondent's preparation Coltsfoot is a cure or remedy for
pleurisy, bronchitis, asthmatic attacks, coughs, and congestions and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
12. That respondent's preparation Garlic Tablets possesses substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment of high blood pressure.
13. That respondent's preparation Golden Seal is an effective tonic for
the stomach and liver, that it stimulates the circulation, and that it is of
substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
14. That respondent's preparation Blue Vervain constitutes a competent and effective treatment for simple nervous conditions.
15. That respondent's preparation Golden Goose Ointment is a cure or
remedy for inflammation and congestion due to bronchial irritation of the
chest and throat.
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16. That respondent's preparation Boneset is a cure or remedy for
colds, La Grippe and Influenza, and constitutes a competent and effective
treatment therefor.
17. That respondent's preparation Horsetail Rush constitutes a cure
or remedy for diseases and disorders of the kidneys and bladder generally
that it removes stones from the kidneys and bladder, and that it is a cur~
or remedy for blood in the urine and for inflammation and catarrh of the
kidneys and bladder.
18. That respondent's preparation Life Everlasting is a cure or remedy
for colds and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
19. That respondent's preparation Mormon Herb Compound is a competent and effective treatment for minor disorders of the female organs including menstrual disorders, and for simple skin eruptions.
'
20. That respondent's preparation Mullein Leaves is a cure or remedy
for catarrh and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
21. That respondent's preparation Podex Compound Tablets is a cure
or remedy for sluggish liver, and constitutes a competent and effective
treatment therefor.
22. That respondent's preparation Red Clover Tea is a cure or remedy
for coughs and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
23. That respondent's preparation Rexora Herb Compound is a cure
or remedy for bladder weakness and bladder irritations, and constitutes a
competent and effective treatment therefor.
24. That respondent's preparation U. U. Herb Compound is a cure or
remedy for bladder weakness and constitutes a competent and effective
treatment therefor.
25. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wild Plum
Bark Coltsfoot Leaves, Wild Cherry Bark and Linden Flowers, is a compete~t and effective treatment for asthmatic attacks.
26. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marsh-·
mallow Root, Couch Grass, Kidney Liver Leaf and Juniper Berries is a
cure or remedy for bladder and urinary disorders and constitutes a ~om
petent and effective treatment therefor.
27. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap, Blue Vervain, German Chamomile and Catnip Leaves is a competent
and effective treatment for nervousness.
28. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs May Apple
Cascara Bark, Black Root and Jamaica Ginger is a cure or remedy fo;
sluggish liver and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
29. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wahoo Bark
Rocky Mt. Grape, Black Cohosh and Wintergreen Leaves, constitutes ~
competent and effective treatment for rheumatic pains.
30. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Gentian
Root, Cascara Bark, Colombo .Root and Peruvian Bark is a cure or remedy
for impotency.
31. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow Couch Grass, Uva-ursi and Slippery Elm is a cure or remedy for back
pai~ and kidney strain and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
32. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yellow Dock
Root ' Dandelion Root, ..
Red Clover and Burdock Root is capable of cleansing the blood of impunt1es.
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33. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yarrow Plant
Blessed Thistle, Yellow Dock Root and Dandelion Root is a cure or rem~
edy for anemia and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
34. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap, Catnip and Peppermint, is a cure or remedy for sleeplessness and
constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
35. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Uva-ursi
Leaves, Buchu Leaves, Horsetail Grass and Couch Grass constitutes a
competent and effective treatment for bed wetting.
36. That respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Am. Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Licorice Root and Boneset, is a cure or remedy for
catarrh and constitutes a competent and effective treatment therefor.
37. That respondent's preparation I.H.C. Dorelle Hair Tonic stimulates the growth of hair and prevents falling hair.
38. That respondent's preparation Wahoo Bark is a competent and
effective treatment for dyspepsia, torpid liver, constipation and rheumatic
pains, that it is a competent and effective tonic, and that it is safe to use.
39. That respondent's preparation Geroca Herb Compound is a combination of roots and barks which is entirely safe for use.
40. That respondent's preparation Trilax Herb Tea is a competent and
effective treatment for excess weight, and that said preparation is entirely
safe for use.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid statements, representations, implications and
claims, as well as others of similar import which have not been specifically
set out herein, are grossly exaggerated, false and misleading, and constitute false advertisements. In truth and in fact:
1. Respondent's preparation Calexa Herb Compound is not a cure or
remedy for constipation, bloating, gas, sour stomach or indigestion. Said
preparation does not possess any therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation except insofar as the laxative properties of said preparation may
afford temporary relief by assisting in the evacuation of the intestinal tract.
2. Respondent's preparation Baya Mate is of no substantial therapeutic value as a tonic. It does not promote mental alertness nor induce
sound sleep. It is wholly incapable of feeding the nervous system. It is of
no substantial benefit to the genital organs, nor does it possess any substantial value in the treatment of alcoholism.
3. Respondent's preparation Sonada Tonic is not a cure or remedy for
headaches, gas, bloating or biliousness, nor does it stimulate the assimilation of food. Said preparation possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of headaches, gas, bloating or biliousness, in excess of such temporary and palliative relief as it may afford by reason of its laxative properties in those cases in which said conditions are due to constipation. Said
preparation possesses no therapeutic value as a tonic.
The use by the respondent of the word "tonic" to designate said preparation constitutes within itself a false and misleading representation that
said preparation possesses substantial therapeutic value as a tonic.
4. Respondent's preparation Diatol is not a competent or effective antiseptic, or astringent, for use as a nasal or vaginal douche. It is of no substantial therapeutic value as a gargle or mouth wash, nor does it possess
any substantial value in the treatment of wounds.
5. Respondent's preparation Verbita Tonic does not constitute a competent or effective tonic, nor does i~ possess any substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of nervous disorders.
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The use by the respondent of word "tonic" to designate said preparation constitutes within itself a false and misleading representation that
Haid preparation possesses substantial therapeutic value as a tonic.
G. Respondent's preparation Mari-Tabs is not a competent or effective
tonic, nor does its use constitute a competent or effective treatment for
those who are weak, run-down, tired, sluggish, restless, nervous or underweight.
.
7. Hespondent's preparation Tamrex Herb Compound is not a compel.t:ut or effective treatment for rheumatism or for the pains or discomforts
n.s~;oeiated with such condition.
8. Respondent's preparation Lura is wholly incapable of eliminating
halitosis. Said preparation has no effect upon halitosis other than to mask
such condition temporarily.
fl. Respondent's preparation Dorelle Herb Douche possesses no substantial value as a vaginal douche.
10. Hespondent's preparation I.H.C. Pectora Compound does not constitute a cure or remedy for asthma, nor does it possess any substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment thereof.
11. Respondent's preparation Coltsfoot is not a cure or remedy for
plemi:-;y, bronchitis, asthmatic attacks, coughs, or congestions, nor does it
possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of any of said
conditions.
12. Respondent's preparation Garlic Tablets possesses no therapeutic
value in the treatment of high blood pressure.
13. llespondent's preparation Golden Seal is not an effective tonic for
the stomach or liver. It does not stimulate the circulation, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
14. Hespondent's preparation Blue Vervain is wholly without therar:eutic value in the treatment of nervous conditions.
15. Respondent's preparation Golden Goose Ointment does not constitute a cure or remedy for inflammation or congestion due to bronchial irritation of the chest, or throat, nor does said preparation possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions.
16. Respondent's preparation Boneset is not a cure or remedy for colds,
La Grippe or influenza, nor does said preparation possess any substantial
therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions.
17. Respondent's preparation Horsetail Rush does not constitute a cure
or remedy for any diseases or disorders of the kidneys or bladder. It is
wholly incapable of removing stones from the kidneys or bladder. It is
not acme or remedy for blood in the urine or for inflammation or catarrh
·of the kidneys or bladder.
18. Respondent's preparation Life Everlasting is not a cure or remedy
for colds, nor does it constitute a competent or effective treatment for such
condition.
19. Respondent's preparation Mormon Herb Compound is not a competent or effective treatment for any disorders of the female organs generally, or for menstrual disorders. It has no substantial therapeutic value
in the treatment of skin eruptions.
20. Respondent's preparation Mullein. Leaves does not constitute a
cure or remedy for catarrh, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of such condition.
21. Respondent's preparation Podex Compound Tablets is not a cure
or remedy for sluggish liver, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic
value in the treatment of such condition.
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22. Respondent's preparation Red Clover Tea is not a cure or remedy
for coughs, nor does it constitute a competent or effective treatment
therefor.
23. Respondent's preparation Rexora Herb Compound does not constitute a cure or remedy or a competent or effective treatment for bladder
weakness. Said preparation possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of irritations of the bladder in excess of such slight relief as it may
afford by reason of its properties as a weak diuretic.
24. Respondent's preparation U. U. Herb Compound is not a cure or
remedy for bladder weakness, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in
the treatment of such condition.
25. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wild Plum Bark,
Coltsfoot Leaves, Wild Cherry Bark and Linden Flowers is of no substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of asthmatic attacks.
26. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow
Root, Couch Grass, Kidney Liver Leaf, and Juniper Berries does not constitute a cure or remedy for bladder or urinary disorders, nor does said
preparation possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of
such conditions.
27. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap,
Blue Vervain, German Chamomile and Catnip Leaves possesses no substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
28. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs May Apple, Cascara Bark, Black Root and Jamaica Ginger, does not constitute a cure or
remedy for sluggish liver, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the
treatment of such condition.
29. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Wahoo Bark,
Rocky Mt. Grape, Black Cohosh and Wintergreen Leaves does not constitute a competent or effective treatment for rheumatic pains.
30. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Gentian Root,
Cascara Bark, Colombo Root and Peruvian Bark, does not constitute a
cure or remedy for impotency, nor does said preparation possess any therapeutic value in the treatment of such condition.
31. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow,
Couch Grass, Uva-ursi, and Slippery Elm is not a cure or remedy for back
pain or kidney strain, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the
treatment of such conditions.
32. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yellow Dock
Root, Dandelion Root, Red Clover, and Burdock Root is wholly incapable
of cleansing the blood of impurities.
33. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Yarrow Plant,
Blessed Thistle, Yellow Dock Root and Dandelion Root is not a cure or
remedy for anemia, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment of such condition.
34. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap,
Catnip and Peppermint, does not constitute a cure or remedy for sleeplessness, nor does it possess any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment
of such condition.
35. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Uva-ursi Leaves,
Buchu Leaves, Horsetail Grass and Couch Grass is not a competent or
effective treatment for bed wetting.
36. Respondent's preparation composed of the herbs Am. Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Licorice Root and Boneset does not constitute a cure or
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remedy for catarrh, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment thereof.
37. Respondent's preparation I.H.C. Dorelle Hair Tonic is wholly incapable of stimulating the growth of hair. It is of no value in preventing
falling hair, except insofar as it may assist in the temporary removal of
dandruff scales.
38. Respondent's preparation Wahoo Bark possesses no therapeutic
value as a tonic, nor does it possess any therapeutic value in the treatment
of rheumatic pains. It possesses no therapeutic value in the treatment of
constipation in excess of such temporary relief as its laxative properties
may afford in assisting in the temporary evacuation of the intestinal tract.
Said preparation is not safe for use, as it is capable of causing serious injury
to health, when used under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or under such conditions as are customary or usual. Wahoo Bark
has a powerful digitalis-like action on the heart, and its unsupervised use
may produce severe toxic effects upon the heart and circulation, resulting
in nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, dizziness, and general muscular weakness,
with prostration.
39. Respondent's preparation Geroca Herb Compound is not in all
cases safe for use, as it contains the drug Mistletoe, and may cause serious
injury to health when used under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or under such conditions as are customary or usual. The use
of said preparation, as aforesaid, in the case of pregnant women, may cause
contraction of the uterus, resulting possibly in abortion.
40. Respondent's preparation Trilax Herb Tea is not a competent or
effective treatment for excess weight. It is of no therapeutic value in a
reducing program in excess of such slight assistance as it may afford by
reason of its laxative properties.
Said preparation is not in all cases safe for use, 'as it contains iodine and
by reason thereof is capable of causing, in some cases, serious injury to
health if used under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements or
under such conditions as are customary or usual. Said preparation should
not be used by those having goiter or tuberculosis. In cases of goiter the
tendency of iodine is to convert a benign adenoma into a toxic adenoma.
In cases of arrested tuberculosis the tendency of iodine is to dissolve the
fibrous tissues about the healed lesions and thereby to reactivate the
tubercular process.
PAR. 4. The advertisements with respect to the preparations Wahoo
Bark, Geroca Herb Compound and Trilax Herb Tea, disseminated by the
respondent as aforesaid, constitute false advertisements for the further
reason that they fail to reveal facts material in the light of the representations contained in said advertisements, and fail to reveal that the use of
said preparations under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements
or under such conditions as are customary or usual, may result in serious
injury to health.
PAR. 5. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid false advertisements
with respect to his said products, disseminated as aforesaid, has the tendency and capacity to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion
of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the
false and misleading representations, implications and c1aims contained in
said advertisements are true, and that the preparations Wahoo Bark,
Geroca Herb Compound and Trilax Herb Tea are safe for use. And respondent's said advertisements also have the tendency and capacity to,

,
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and do, cause a substantial number of the purchasing public to purchase
respondent's products as a result of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
'
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been hard by the Fedeml Trade Commission
upon the ccmplaint of the Ccmrr.issicn and tle ans\\er of the respondent,
in which answer respondent admits all of the material allegations of fact
set forth in said complaint and states that he waives all intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts; and the Commission having made
its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said respondent hail violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Charles A. Bilgman, individually, and
trading as Illinois Herb Company, or trading under any other name, his
representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale, or distribution
of his medicinal and cosmetic preparations herrin after named, or any other
preparation or prq:arations of subEtantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar propertiEs, whether sold under tl1e same name
or any other name or names, do forthwith cease and desist from, direetly
or indirectly,
I. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the Unitetl
States mails or by any means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which reprel'lent.R,
directly- or by ihference:
1. That the preparation Calexa Herb Compound is a cure or remedy for
constipation, bloating, gas, sour stomach, or indigestion; or that said
preparation possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of const.ipation in excess of providing temporary relief from constipation by reaRon
of its laxative properties.
2. That the preparation Baya Mate has any substantial therapeutic
value as a tonic; that it promotes mental alertness or induces sound sleep;
that it is capable of feeding the nervous system; that it is of substantial
benefit to the genital organs; or that it possesses substantial value in the
treatment of alcoholism.
3. That the preparation Sonada Tonic is a cure or remedy for headache,
gas, bloating, or biliousness; that it stimulates the assimilation of food; or
that said preparation possesses therapeutic value as a tonic.
4. That the preparation Diatol is a competent or effective antis<'pt.ie
or astringent for use as a nasal or vaginal douche; that it possesses any
substantial therapeutic value as a gargle or mouth wash; or that it pos·
sesses substantial value in the treatment of wounds.
5. That the preparation Verbita Tonic constitutes a competent or
effective tonic, or that it possesses therapeutic value in the treatment of
· nervous disorders.
6. That the preparation 1\lari..:Tabs is a competent or effective tonic,
or that its use constitutes a competent or effective treatment for those who
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are weak, run-down, tired, sluggish, restless, nervous, or underweight.
7. That the preparation Tamrex Herb Compound is a competent or
effective treatment for rheumatism or for the pains or discomforts associated with such condition.
8. That the preparation Lura is capable of eliminating halitosis or that
it has any effect upon halitosis in excess of. temporarily masking such
condition.
9. That the preparation Dorelle Herb Douche possesses any substantial value as a vaginal douche.
10. That the preparation I.H.C. Pectora Compound constitutes a cure
or remedy for asthma or that it possesses any substantial therapeutic value
in the treatment of asthma.
11. That the preparation Coltsfoot is a cure or remedy for pleurisy,
bronchitis, asthmatic attacks, coughs, or congestions or that it possesses
any substantial the~apeutic value in the treatment of any of said conditions.
12. That the preparation Garlic Tablets has any therapeutic value in
the treatment of high blood pressure.
13. That the preparation Golden Seal is an effective tonic for the stomach or liver; or that it will stimulate the circulation or that it possesses any
substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
14. That the preparation Blue Vervain has any therapeutic value in the
treatment of nervous conditions.
15. That the preparation Golden Goose Ointment constitutes a cure
or remedy for inflammation or congestion due to bronchial irritation of the
chest or throat or that it has any therapeutic value in the treatment of such
conditions.
16. That the preparation Boneset is a cure or remedy for colds, La
Grippe, or influenza or that it possesses any substantial therapeutic value
in the treatment of such conditions.
17. That the preparation Horsetail Rush con8titutes a cure or remedy
for any disease or disorder of the kidneys or bladder; that it is capable of
removing stones from the kidneys or bladder; or that it is a cure or remedy
for blood in the urine or for inflammation or catarrh of the kidneys or
bladder.
18. That the preparation Life Everlasting is a cure or remedy for colds,
or that it constitutes a competent or effective treatment for such conditions.
19. That the preparation Mormon Herb Compound is a competent or
effective treatment for any disorders of the female organs or for menstrual
disorders; or that it has any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment
of skin eruptions.
20. That the preparation Mullein Leaves constitutes a cure or remedy
for catarrh or that it possesses any substantial therapeutic value in the
treatment of such condition.
21. That the preparation Podex Compound Tablets is a cure or remedy
for sluggish liver, or that it possesses any substantial therapeutic value
in the treatment of such condition.
22. That the preparation Red Clover Tea is a cure or remedy for coughs,
or that said preparation constitutes a competent or effective treatment
therefor.
23. That the preparation Rexora Herb Compound is a cure or remedy
or constitutes a competent or effective treatment for bladder weakness; or
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that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of irritations of the
bladder, in excess of such slight relief as may be afforded by the use of a
weak diuretic.
24. That the preparation U. U. Herb Compound is a cure or remedy for
bladder weakness, or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of such condition.
,
25. That the preparation composed of the herbs Wild Plum Bar·k
Coltsfoot Leaves, Wild Cherry Bark, and Linden Flowers has any suu~;tan~
tial therapeutic value in the treatment of asthmatic attacks.
26. That the preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow Hoot
Couch Grass, Kidney Liver Leaf and Juniper Berries, constitutes a cur~
or remedy for bladder or urinary disorders, or that it possesses any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions.
27. That the preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap, Blue
Vervain, German Chamomile, and Catnip Leaves possesses any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of nervousness.
28. That the preparation composed of the herbs May Apple, Cascara
Bark, Black Root, and Jamaica Ginger constitutes a cure or remedy for
sluggish liver, or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment
of such condition.
29. That the preparation composed of the herbs Wahoo Bark, Rocky
Mt. Grape, Black Cohosh, and Wintergreen Leaves constitutes a competent or effective treatment for rheumatic pains.
30. That the preparation composed of the herbs Gentian Root, Cascara
Bark, Colombo Root, and Peruvian Bark is a cure or remedy for jmpotency, or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of such
condition.
31. That the preparation composed of the herbs Marshmallow, Couch
Grass, Uva-ursi, and Slippery Elm is a cure or remedy for back pain or
kidney strain, or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment
of such conditions.
32. That the preparation composed of the herbs Yellow Dock Root,
Dandelion Root, Red Clover, and Burdock Root is capable of cleansing
the blood of impurities.
33. That the preparation composed of the herbs Yarrow Plant, Blessed
Thistle, Yellow Dock Root, and Dandelion Root is a cure or remedy for
anemia, or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of such
condition.
34. That the preparation composed of the herbs Blue Scullcap, Catnip,
and Peppermint constitutes a cure or remedy for sleeplessness, or that it
possesses any substantial therapeutic value in the treatment of such condition.
35. That the preparation composed of the herbs Uva-ursi Leaves
Buchu Leaves, Horsetail Grass, and Couch Grass is a competent or ef~
fective treatment for bed wetting.
36. That the preparation composed of the herbs Am. Sarsaparilla
Yellow Dock, Licorice Root, and Boneset constitutes a cure or remedy fo;
catarrh or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment thereof.
37. That the preparation I.H.C. Dorelle Hair Tonic is capable of stimulating the growth of hair, or that it is of any value in preventing falling
hair, except insofar as it may assist in the temporary removal of dandruff
scales.
38. That the preparation Wahoo Bark possesses any therapeutic value
as a tonic, or that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of
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rheumatic pains; that it possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment
of constipation in excess of providing temporary relief by reason of its
laxative qualities; or that said preparation Wahoo Bark is harmless and
safe in use.
39. That the preparation Geroca Herb Compound is harmless and
safe in use.
40. That the preparation Trilax Herb Tea is a competent or effective
treatment for excess weight, or possesses any therapeutic value in a reducing program in excess of such slight assistance as it may afford by
reason of its laxative properties; or that the said preparation is harmless
and safe in use.
II. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement fails to reveal:
1. That the unsupervised use of the preparation Wahoo Bark may produce severe toxic effects upon the heart and circulation;
2. That the use of the preparation Geroca Herb Compound may cause
serious injury to health.
3. That the preparation Trilax Herb Tea should not be used by persons
having goiter or tuberculosis and that to do so may result in serious injury
to health.
Provided, however, that advertisements relating to the preparations
designated in this paragraph need contain only the statement, "CAUTION:
Use Only as Directed," if and when the directions for use, wherever they
appear, on the label, in the labeling, or both on the label or in the labeling,
contain a warning to the above effect.
III. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisements
by any means for the purpose of inducing or which are likely to induce,
directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in commerce as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisements contain any representation prohibited by paragraph I hereof
or which fail to comply with the affirmative requirement set forth in paragraph II hereof.
IV. Using the word "tonic" alone or in association with any other word
or words to designate, describe, or refer to any preparation which is not
a tonic and which does not produce any general tonic effect upon the body
or which does not possess any substantial therapeutic value as a tonic.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
m· SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4735.

Complaint, Mar. 18, 1942-Decision, May 2, 1945

Where three individuals engaged in manufacture and interstate sale of an automobile
polish or paste which was designated "Porcelainize" and which they sold through
wholesale jobbers, distributors, garages, and filling stations, for sale to the ultimate
consumer-purchaser only "by the job" in units packaged for use in treating only
one car; through statements on labels on the product and in advertising circulars,
catalogs and periodicals and other matter;
Represented that said product was not an automobile polish but, instead, had properties which structurally changed the finish of the automobile, imparting to it a hard,
smooth finish comparable to that produced in the annealing of porcelain, and that
use thereof would prevent oxidation of the finish under all conditions of weather,
make it more resistant to scratching, preserve the color and finish, and restore the
finish of old cars;
The facts being said "Porcelainize" was an automobile polish and contained no ingredients similar to those found in porcelain; it contained very fine abrasives, which
made the surface smooth, and polished by removing a portion of the finish; it had
no properties which could structurally change the finish of an automobile or impart
to it a hard, smooth finish comparable to that produced in the annealing of porcelain; and use thereof would not prevent oxidation of the finish or harden the
paint or finish so as to make it more resistant to scratching, nor preserve the color
or finish of a car or restore the finish to old cars;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving prospective purchasers thereof into the mistaken belief that the said representations were true and of causing a substantial
portion of them, because of such belief, to purchase a substantial quantity of their
said product:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr. James M. Hammond and Mr. D. E. Hoopingarner for the Commission.
Honorable Lowell B. Mason, of Chicago, Ill .• for respondents.
\
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•

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Edwin ~. Freeman, William A.
Freeman and ~ichael J. Freeman, individually, and trading as Freeman
& Freeman, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Edwin M. Freeman, William A. Freeman
and Michael J. Freeman, are individuals, trading undet the name Freeman
& Freeman, with their principal office and place of business at 696 South
Broadway, Denver, Colo.
' PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for more than three years last past
have been, engaged in manufacturing, selling and distributing an automobile polish or paste designated "Porcelainize" which is used in applying a
finish on painted exterior surfaces of automobiles. Said automobile polish
or paste is sold in units through wholesale jobbers, distributor~, garages and
filling stations and is used by garages and filling stations who sell the said
units to the ultimate purchaser in the form of an applied polish or paste on
the surface of an automobile. Said units are so packaged that they are for
use in completing, treating or polishing the finish on only one car and said
units are sold to the ultimate consumer "by the job" only.
Respondents cause and have caused their said product, when sold, to
be transported from "their aforesaid place of business in the State of Colorado to purchasers thereof located in various States of the United States
other than the State of Colorado and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said automobile polish or paste in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business aforesaid, and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said product, respondents,
through labels appearing on said product and through advertising circulars, catalogs and periodicals having a general circulation, and in other
printed or written matter, all of which are distributed among prospective
customers in the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia, have made misleading statements and representations concerning their said product. Among such misleading statements and
representations as to said product are the following:
Porcelainize
Trade Mark
PORCELAINIZE is NOT A POLISH, wax or coating. The finish is changed structurally. It prevents oxidation of the finish and makes it more resistant to scratching.
The care of the finish of an automobile after PORCELAINIZING is like the care of
a bathtub; • •.
The care of a Porcelainized finish is as simple as the care of a porcelain dish.
Immune to water spotting.
Immune to road tar, tree sap, bug juice, road oil.
Makes paint finish more durable.
It does not hold gritty surface dirt.
Today's automobile paint finishes, fine as they are, are subject to deterioration and
fading from the ultra-violet and infra-red rays of the sun. Heat and extreme weather
conditions are contributing factors, too.
The Porcelainized process overcomes these difficulties by providing a hard and mirror-like paint surface • • •.
Chemically, and without heat, Porcelainize unites the structure of the paint so
tightly that the ordinary lacquer finish of a car becomes a hard and mirror-like surface.
PORCELAINIZE ELIMINATES TilE PORES.
Porcelainize is a black, jelly-like substance which, astonishing as it may seem, actually chf\nges the finish structurally.
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OXIDATION AND DULLING OF THE FINISH IS PREVENTED.
Ultra-violet rays of the sun (the most destructive force to finish), heat, rain, snow,
intense cold, rapid changes in temperature, fog, salt scum, and road oil are successfully
,
combatted by Porcelainize.
Porcelainize removes none of the original finish and does not itself become a part of
the finish. No Porcelainize is left on the car.
PORCELAINIZE PRESERVES COLOR AND FINISH FOR YEARS.
To restore t~e original finish of an "old car.
An old car, the paint surface of which is still intact, even though faded, can be restored to new car appearance by Porcelainizing.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations set
forth in paragraph 3 hereof, and others similar thereto not specifically set
out herein, respondents have represented that their automobile polish or
paste designated "Porcelainize" is porcelain, and that its use produces a
porcelain finish or a finish comparable to porcelain. Through the use of
the trade name "Porcelainize," on their said product, respondents represents and imply that their said product is in fact porcelain or possesses the
attributes of porcelain. Respondents, through the use of the statements,
"It is not a wax, polish or coating," and "Porcelainize is a treatment
\vhich changes the paint finish structurally," accentuates the representations and implications created through the use of its trade name "Porcelainize." Through said statements respondents represent that the use
of said product produces a car finish immune to water spotting, road tar,
tree sap, bug juice, road oil and one that ·will not hold gritty surface dirt.
Respondents represent that the use· of said product will restore the original
finish to old cars and will prevent oxidization of the finish under all .conditions of weather. It also represents that the use of said product will not
remove any of the original finish, and that it chemically unites the structure
of the paint, thereby changing the finish of a car structurally.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, respondents' product "porcelainize" is
an automobile polish or paste; it is not porcelain and it will not produce
a porcelain finish, nor a finish comparable to porcelain. The finish produced by use of respondents' said product is not comparable to that produced in the annealing of porcelain. The use of said product will not make
a car's finish immune to water spotting, road tar, tree sap, bug juice or
road oil. A finish to which said product is applied will hold gritty surface
dirt. Its use will not restore the original finish or color to an automobile
unless the original color still exists underneath the surface layer and it will
not prevent oxidization of finish. The ingredients in said product are such
that it acts as a buffing or light grinding compound and it may grind off the
paint or enamel surface so as to give the same a smooth, glassy or mirrorlike finish, but there are no structural changes in the finish of a car to
which it is applied. Said product does not chemically or otherwise unite
the structure of the paint to which it is applied. There is no consistent
differences in the nature or degree of weathering destruction to finishes to
which Porcelainize is applied and those to which the same was not applied.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents in. connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their said product
have had, and now have, the capacity and tendency to, and do, mislead
and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid misleading and deceptive representations are true and cause a substantial portion of the purchasing pub-
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lie, because of said mistaken and erroneous belief so engendered, to purchase a ~ubstantial quantity of respondents' said product, to their injury
and to the injury of the public.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents are all to
the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TliE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on March 18, 1942, issued, and subsequently
served, its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, Edwin M.
Freeman, William A. Freeman, and Michael J. Freeman, individually, and
trading as Freeman & Freeman, charging them with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents'
answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before a trial
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and said
testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of
the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final
hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, testimony and other
evidence, answer to the complaint, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence, briefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto,
and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Edwin M. Freeman, William A. Freeman,
and Michael J. Freeman, are individuals, trading under the name Freeman
& Freeman, with their principal office and place of business at 696 South
Broadway, Denver, Colo.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for several years last past have been,
engaged in manufacturing, selling, and distributing an automobile polish
or paste designated "Porcelainize." Said autJomobile polish or paste is
sold in units through wholesale jobbers, distributors, garages, and filling
stations and is used by garages and filling stations that sell the said units
to the ultimate purchaser in the form of an applied polish or paste on the
surface of an automobile. Said units are so packaged that they are for use
in completing, treating, or polishing the finish on only one car, and said
units are sold to the ultimate consumer "by the job" only.
Respondents cause and have caused their said product, when sold, to be
transported from their aforesaid place of business in the State of Colorado
to purchasers thereof located in various States of the United States other
than the State of Colorado and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said automobile polish or paste in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the
Distrirt of Columbia.
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business aforesaid, and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their said product, respondents,
through labels appearing on said product and through advertising circulars, catalogs, and periodicals having a general circulation, and in other
printed or written matter, all of which are distributed among prospective
customers in the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia, have made misleading statements and representations concerning their said product. Among such misleading statements and representations as to said product are the following:
PORCELAINIZE is NOT A POLISH, wax or coating. The finish is changed
structurally. It prevents oxidation of the finish and makes it more resistant to scratching.
The care of the finish of an automobile after PORCELAINIZING is like the care
of a bathtub; • * *.
The care of a Porcelainized finish is as simple as the care of a porcelain dish.
Immune to water spotting.
Makes paint finish more durable.
It does not hold gritty surface dirt.
PORCELAINIZE ELIMINATES THE PORES.
Porcelainize is a black, jelly-like substance which, astounding as it may seem, actually changes the finish structurally.
•
OXIDATION AND DULLING OF THE FINISH IS PREVENTED.
Ultra-violet rays of the sun (the most destructive force to finish), heat, rain, snow,
intense cold, rapid changes in temperature, fog, salt scum, and road oil are successfully,
combatted by Porcelainize.
Porcelainize removes none of the original finish and does not itself become a part of
the finish. No Porcelainize is left on the car.
PORCELAINIZE PRESERVES COLOR AND FINISH FOR YEARS.
To. restore the original finish of an old car.
An old car, the paint surface of which is still intact, even though faded, can be restored to new car appearance by Porcelainizing.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements and representations hereinabove set forth and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein,
the respondents represent that said product is not an automobile polish
but, instead, has properties which structurally change the finish of the
automobile to which applied, imparting to it a hard, smooth finish comparable to that produced in the annealing of porcelain and that its use will
prevent oxidation of the finish under all conditions of weather, make it
more resistant to scratching, preserve the color and finish, and restore
the finish of old cars.
PAR. 5. Respondents' product, Porcelainize, is an automobile polish
and contains no ingredients similar to those found in porcelain. This
product contains very fine abrasives, which have the effect of making the
surface smooth and polished by removing a portion of the surface finish.
Respondents' product has no properties which can structurally change the
finish of an automobile to which applied or impart to it a hard, smooth
finish comparable to that produced in the annealing of porcelain. The use
of this product will not prevent oxidation of the finish or harden the paint·
or finish on the automobile so as to make it more resistant to scratching.
The use of this product will not preserve the color or finish of a car or
restore the finish to old cars.
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PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of their said product
have had, and now have, the capacity and tendency to, and do, mislead
and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid misleading and deceptive representations are true and cause a substantial portion of the purchasing
public, because of said mistak!:'n and erroneous belief so engendered, to
purchase a substantial quantity of respondents' said product.
.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of the complaint and in opposition
thereto taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence, briefs filed
in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and oral argument
of counsel; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
·
It is ordered, That the respondents, Edwin M. Freeman, William A.
Freeman, and Michael J. Freeman, individuals, trading under the name
Freeman & Freeman, or under any other trade name, and their representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of
their product designated "Porcelainize," or any other product of substantially similar composition, whether sold under the same name or
under any other name, in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing directly or indirectly that r~spondents' product will
produce a hard, smooth finish comparable to that produced in the annealing of porcelain.
2. Representing directly or indirectly that respondents' product has
properties which ·will structurally change the finish of an automobile, prevent oxidation, or harden t.he paint or finish so as to make it more resistant
to scratching.
3. Representing directly or indirectly that the use of respondents'
product will preserve the color or finish of an automobile or restore the finish to old automobiles.
4. Representing directly or indirectly that respondents' product is not
a polish or that it has any property or value other than that of an abrasive
polish.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied '\\ith this order.
1)507!10 -~7 -3Q
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Syllabus

IN

THE ~ATTER OF

THE JUNO ARCH BRACE

CO~PANY

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4-767.

Complaint, May 28, 194-2-Decision, May 2, 191,5

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of various devices
and medicinal preparations for foot ailments; including its "Jung's Arch Braces,"
"Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces," etc.; through advertisements in newspapers,
periodicals, circulars, pamphlets, letters and other advertising media(a) Falsely represented that a feeling of discomfort or fatigue, tired, aching or strained
sensations after use, dull aches in the calf of the leg, knee, hip or lumbar region,
sensitiveness beneath the heel, loss of spring or inability to get comfortable shoes,
cramps in toes, momentary sharp pains when stepping on uneven surfaces, aches
or paina in the anterior or posterior metatarsal region, stiffness or sensitiveness
upon arising in the morning or after sitting, a callosity beneath the metatarsal
heads, bunions or hammertoes clearly indicate weak foot, splay foot or flat foot,
and that its elastic braces constituted a competent treatment for all such symptoms
and conditions; and that the use of its elastic braces had simplified and made easier
the treatment of flat or splay foot;
(b) Falsely represented that 90 percent of people do not have normal feet and that
most people have undeveloped, relatively w,eak feet, notwithstanding the absence
of any reliable statistics showing said facts, and represented falsely also that all
foot troubles are caused by weakened muscles; that diagnosis of foot troubles by
the use of the impression of the foot is not satisfactory or reliable; that rigid arch
supports are always harmful; and that high arches are often more troublesome than
lower ones and higher arched feet are generally weaker than flat feet;
(c) Falsely represented that complicated and difficult examinations are never necessary
in diagnosing foot ailments; that it could diagnose foot ailments and prescribe the
right treatment without examination of the foot; that its diagnosis, advice, recommendations, or prescriptions were similar to those given by a doctor after a personal physical examination; that its advice and recommendations could be relied
upon to stop foot pains, give complete relief, or permanently correct foot troubles;
and that mental and body fatigue, backaches, pains in the hips, aching legs, nervousness, and the discomforts attributed to neuritis, sdatica, rheumatism, lumbago, and arthritis are frequently due to foot ailments;
(d) Falsely represented that "Jung's Arch Braces" were more effective than the strapping process in the treatment of foot ailments; that they would lift metatarsal
bones out of any incorrect position and thereafter hold them properly positioned;
that the use of said braces would cure, or correct the cause of or prevent the recurrence of, pains in the feet, ankles, calf, knees, toes, instep, ball or heel of the foot, or
prevent excess spreading of the feet; that said braces directly assisted the muscles
to function properly and restore muscular activity; acted as an extra muscle; produced a massage action sufficient to stimulate the blood circulation and provided
a fresh supply of energy; and that the use of said braces would give immediate reliei to foot ailments generally, and that continued use would cure such ailments;
(e) Falsely represented that "Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces" gave the ankle and foot
more perfect bracing than all other devices or method's; that its stock-sized braces
usually fitted the foot better than the highest grade, made-to-measure ankle brace;
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that said braces would cure weak ankles or foot conditions, would prevent strains
or turning of ankles, correct or prevent swellings, hold the muscles or ligaments
in place, or restore the arch to normal; and that they would hold the foot and ankle
in proper relation, or hold muscles and ligaments in place, or restore the arch to
normal;
The facts being that while such braces, by furnishing a measure of support to the ankle,
might aid in preventing simple sprains, strains, and turning of ankles, and furnish
limited support to weak ankles, aforesaid claims in other respects were false and
misleading;
(j) Falsely represented that its "Posture Correctos" would relieve aches and pains
caused by improper posture, eliminate sagging ankles, prevent run-over heels, correct improper distribution of weight and bring about proper balance, and relieve
extra strain on arches; and that its" Futuro Knee Braces" would help relieve weak
or painful knees regardless of cause, and help secure comfort and relief in all cases
of knee troubles whether traumatic, arthritis, neuralgia, ligamentous, or resulting
from muscular injuries, and in cases of stiff, unsteady, and swollen knees when
not due to infection or pathological changes;
(g) Falsely represented that its "Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds" would permanently
remove corns, warts, calluses and bunions; that its "Callus Pads and Meds"
would stop pain instantly and permanently remove calluses; and that its "Toe
,Guides" would straighten out the distorted large toe, relieve and correct bunions,
crooked or overlapping toes and soreness between the toes;
The facts being that any relief afforded by said Callus Pads and Meds would be no
more than temporary, and Ejl1id Guides would not relieve and correct such soreness
other than that caused by overlapping toes;
(h) Falsely represented that the use of its" Foot Balm" would relieve irritated and aching feet, stimulate blood circulation in feet and relieve soreness, sluggishness, and
swelling due to congestion, invigorate weak or overstrained muscles, aid in healing
irritations, relieve itching, and restore vitality to the feet; that the use of its Foot
Soap cleansed the pores and thoroughly deodorized the feet; and that the use of its
Nail-Rite quickly relieved ingrown toenails and aided in their correction;
The facts being that said Balm would not relieve irritated, itching and aching feet In
excess of affording tempora.ry relief from pain and itching in cases of minor irritations; and while its use stimulated the superficial circulation of the blood, such
result would not relieve sluggishness and swelling of the feet due to congestion; and
while use of said Nail-Rite might temporarily relieve the pain associated with such
a condition, it had no remedial value in the correction thereof;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that such representations were true, and of inducing it, because of such belief, to purchase substantial quantities of its said products:
Held, That such acts and practices were all to the prejudice of the public a:J.d constituted
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Mr. Karl Stecher for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Jung Arch Brace Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions
of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Jung Arch Brace Company, is a corporation, duly chartered, organized and existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and place of business
located, in the city of Cincinnati, State of Ohio, at 109 West Central Parkway.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in manufacturing and offering for sale and selling various appliances, devices and medicinal preparations. Among such devices and
medicinal preparations are those designated by respondent as "Jung's
Arch Braces," "Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces," "Jung's Posture Correctors," "Jung's Futuro Knee Braces," "Jung's Sansldn Corn Pads and
Meds," "Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and Meds," "Jung's Toe Guide,"
"Jung's Foot Balm," "Jung's Foot Soap" and "Jung's Nail~Rite."
Respondent causes and has caused its products when sold to be transported from its place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof
located in the various States of the United States other than the State of
Ohio and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times herein mentioned has maintained, a course of trade in said products in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning its said
products by United States mails and by various means in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trad~ Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating and has caused
and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
its said products by various means for the purpose of inducing and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said products
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Among and typical of the false, deceptive and misleading statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by advertisements inserted in newspapers, magazines and periodicals, and by means of circulars, pamphlets, letters and other advertising
media, all of general circulation and distribution in commerce, are the
following: '
General Advertisements:

Symptoms: A feeling of discomfort or fatigue. Tired, aching or strained sensations
after use. Dull aches in the calf of the leg, knee, hip or lumbar region. Sensitiveness
beneath the heel, loss of spring or inability to get comfortable shoes, Cramps in toes.
Momentarily sharp pains when stepping on uneven surfaces. Aches or pains in the
anterior or posterior metatarsal region. Stiffness or sensitiveness upon arising in the
morning or after sitting. A callosity beneath the metatarsal heads, bunions or hammertoes.. Any of these common symptoms clearly indicate weak foot (splay foot; flat foot)
which constitute more than 95% of all foot affections. "It's the most common and by
far the most important of all foot disabilities" says T. L. Stedman, A. M., M.D. New
Scientifically designed elastic braces now make the treatment of it simple and easy.
With a proper und~rstanding of foot trouble, it is not difficult to realize why nearly
ninety percent of the people do not have normal feet. Foot trouble or foot weakness
is today the most preYalcnt affliction imposed upon us.
Because of present day foot wear, flat, smooth pavements and the universal aversion
to walking, most people have undeveloped, relatively weak feet.
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Careful studies of the foot and clinical records of every large orthopedic hospital
have revealed this information which proves conclusively that almost all foot trouble is
caused by weakened muscles. Therefore, foot troubles may generally be considered
nothing more or less than weakened foot muscles.
High arches are often more troublesome than lower ones. Therefore the impression
of the foot, most extensively used in the past, is a bugaboo which seldom indicates an)"thing.
· Because of this, many cases of weak foot, which are easily and quickly relieved, and
corrected, receive an improper diagnosis. The impression of the foot, as shown above,
does not necessarily indicate anything. Its popularity has been maintained by the
"self appointed foot specialist" who has, and is still using it as a bugaboo to sponsor the
sale of harmful rigid arch props.
Complicated and difficult examinations unnecessary.
Now, we offer direct to you the same services we have given many doctors for years.
Mr. Leahr wrote, "I have paid over $200.00 for advice but your free recommendations were worth more. Thanks to you, I haven't the slightest pain."
Tell us about your corns, ingrown toenails, aches, weak ankles, enlarged joints, burning feet, etc. Also, how long you have been bothered ... the same as you would your
doctor. Mter careful study we will send you our FREE "expert advice and recommendations" showing how to get quick, safe relief.
We guarantee that we "advise and recommend," to give you this complete relief and
aid in the permanent correction of your foot troubles.
Well-known doctors have proven that mental and body fatigue, back aches, pain in
hips, aching legs, nervousness and the more severe discomforts often attributed to
neuritis, sciatica, rheumatism, lumbago and arthritis, as well as the additional discomforts resulting therefrom, may be due to foot ailments.
'
Advertisements Respecting J·ung's Arch Braces:
Jung's Arch Braces are the modern scientific method of relieving and correcting foot
troubles. They are based on exactly the same fundamental principles as the strapping
process but being elastic and self-sustaining, do away with all the disadvantages and
are considerably more effective.
This scientifically constructed lift is not intended to force the metatarsal bones into
place, but to lift them out of .any incorrect position in which they may ·have become
set. The elastic brace then holds them properly positioned, relieveing the muscles of
over-strain and assisting them in regaining their strength.
Let us show you how to end foot pains, tiredness, aches, calluses and other foot ailments quickly and surely with Jung's Arch Braces.
PAIN FREE FEET. Jung's "Wonder" arch braces assist weakened muscles, ending pains, aches and tiredness in the feet and legs.
They almost instantly relieve sudden cramp-like pains, Morton's Toe and annoying
calluses. That burning, aching, tired or lifeless feeling in the feet and ankles, and pains
in toes, instep, ball or heel quickly disappear. Excessive spreading of the feet is overcome as well as other numerous troubles (mentioned on page 6) resulting therefrom.
Pains or aches in the ankle, .calf or knee which are often the result of foot strain are
quickly relieved.
The elastic braces used in the treatment give direct assistance to the muscles and ligaments upon which the foot depends for its support. It is this direct assistance which
helps the muscles to function properly, that brings about prompt relief and restitution
of muscular vitality.
Like an extra muscle, Jung's "Wonder" Arch Braces Aid Nature by assisting weak or
overstrained muscles in restoring the displaced bones to normal.
• • • The painful pressure of the bones upon the sensitive nerves and blood vessels is ended. Then as you walk the massage action begins to stimulate blood circula-
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tion. Congestion is removed and a fresh supply of energy begins to trickle through the
veins.
Gradually the muscles become stronger and stronger and after a reasonable period
of time, depending upon the severity of the trouble, the braces may be discarded. Your
feet are well to stay.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces:
The new scientific principle embodied in their unique design gives both the ankle
and the foot more perfect bracing than has ever been known before.
A stock sized brace fits the foot better than the higher grade, made to measure, ordinary ankle brace.
Weak Ankles, Strains, Sprains. Jung's Ankle and Foot Brace supports and helps
strengthen weak ankles. Quickly relieves sprains or strains by giving extra support to
that portion of the foot or ankle which is most affected. Braces instep and holds foot
and ankle in proper relation.
This new and different brace assists the muscles in holding foot and ankle in proper
relation to each other and gives support to the anterior and forward arch as well as the
longitudinal or instep arch. Like an extra muscle it helps in rapidly restoring the arch
to normal.
Jung's Capital and Paragon Ankle and Foot Braces are exactly of the same design.
They relieve and strengthen weakened ankle and foot conditions and prevent turning
of ankles. They immediately relieve sprained ankles, reduce swelling and correct foot
strains resulting therefrom.
They are designed to assist in the relief and correction of foot trouble as much as possible without impairing their value as a perfect support for the ankle and that portion
of the foot which is in direct relation thereto.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Posture Correctors:
Run-over Heels, Arch Weakness.-Jung's Posture Correctors relieve extra strain on
instep arches or outer side of feet by correcting improper distribution of weight. They
shift the weight to either side and thus bring about a proper balance. Relieve pains and
aches caused by improper posture which usually accompanies all foot troubles. Eliminate inward or outward sagging of ankles and prevent run-over of heels.
AdverUsemenls Respecting Jung's Futuro Knee Braces:
Weak or Painful Knees. New type elastic brace helps secure comfort and relief!
Regardless of your knee trouble ..• whether it be traumatic, arthritis or neuralgialigamentous or muscular injuries-stiff, unsteady, painful or swollen knees not due to
infection or pathological changes- this brace will help you secure comfort and relief
-will make walking easier.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and J.feds:
The constant wearing of Sansk.in Pads or proper shoes is necessary to permanently
end corns.
END CORNS, CALLUSES, BUNIONS.-Instant relief-Quick Removal. Jung's
Sanskin pads • • • Medicated plasters called "Meds," remove corns and calluses
quickly, soothe bunions.
Corns, Warts, Small Calluses, Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads give instant relief to the
most pesky corns. These velvety-soft, cushioning pads completely remove the pressure
or friction which causes corns • • • Complete relief is yours while separate medicated plasters called "Meds," safely and surely rl!move every trace of your corn.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and Ueds:
Stop pain instantly and remove the callus.
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The pain is instantly relieved (sic) when you apply Jung's Sanskin Callus
pads • • *
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Toe Guide:
For the relief and correction of bunions, crooked or overlapped toes and soreness
between the toes, we recommend the use of Jung's Toe Guides.
The toe guide will help to correct such a condition by straightening out the distorted
large toe.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Foot Balm:
Jung's Foot Balm quickly relieves dry, burning, irritated and aching feet. A massage
with this cooling, soothing a.nalgesic balm, stimulates blood circulation in feet and relieves soreness, sluggishness and swelling due to congestion. Invigorates weak or overstrain~d muscles, softens dry, rough skin and calluses, aids in healing irritations, relieves itching and restores vitality.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Foot Soap:
A warm foot bath with this soothing and refreshing cleanser removes surface impurities and thoroughly cleanses the pores. A quick relief for tired and irritated feet and
an aid in most foot trouble. Thoroughly deodorizes and promotes foot health.
Advertisements Respecting J ung' s Nail-Rite:
Ingrown Toe-Nails-Jung's Nail-Rite is an antiseptic and anesthetic compound
which quickly relieves ingrown toenails and aids in their correction.
pAR. 4. Through the use of the statements, representations and advertisements hereinbefore set forth, and others of similar import and meaning
but not specifically set out herein, respondent has represented, and doe~
now represent, directly and by implication:

General Representations:

That the various symptoms and conditions set out in the paragraph entitled "General Advertisements" in Paragraph Three above, clearly indicate weak foot, and that respondent's elastic braces constitute the proper
treatment for such symptoms and conditions; that the use of respondent's
elastic braces has simplified and made easier the treatment of fiat or splay
foot. That 90% of people do not have normal feet and most people have
undeveloped, relatively weak feet; that almost all foot troubles are caused
by weakened muscles; that proper diagnosis cannot be made by the use
of the impression of the foot; that rigid arch supports are always harmful·
that high arches are often more troublesome than lower ones and highe;
arched feet are generally weaker than fiat feet; that complicated and difficult examinations are unnecessary in diagnosing foot ailments in order to
prescribe the proper treatment; that it conducts a consultation service for
doctors and that the service previously available only to doctors is now
offered to the general public; that its free advice and recommendations are
better and more valuable than paid-for advice of a doctor or trained technician; that ~t can quick!~ di~gnose foot ailments a1_1d pr~scrib~ the right
treatment w1thout exammatwn of the foot; that 1ts diagnos1s, advice
recommendations and prescriptions are similar to that given by a docto;
after a personal physical examination; that its advice and recommendations are guaranteed to give complete relief and permanent correction of
foot troubles and that mental and body fatigue, back aches, pains in the
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hips, aching legs, nervousness and the discomforts attributed to neuritis,
sciatica, rheumatism, lumbago and arthritis are due to foot ailments.

Representations with respect to Jung's Arch Braces:
That Jung's Arch Braces are more effective than the strapping process,
lift metatarsal bones out of any incorrect position and thereafter hold them
properly positioned; that the use of said braces ends foot pains, tiredness,
aches, calluses and quickly relieves foot cramping pains, Morton's Toe,
burning, aching, tired or lifeless feeling in feet, ankles, calves, knees, pains
in toes, instep, ball or heel and excessive· spreading of the feet; that said
braces directly assist the muscles to flinction properly and restore muscular activity. That they act as an extra muscle; that they produce a massage action, stimulating the blood circulation and providing a fresh supply
of energy; that the use of said braces will give immediate relief and if their
use is continued for a reasonable time all foot ailments will be completely
cured, and braces may be discarded.
Representations with respect to Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces:
That Jung'f3 Ankle and Foot Brace gives the ankle and foot more perfect
bracing than has ever been known before; that respondent's stock sized
brace fits the foot better than the highest grade, made to measure, ordinary ankle brace; that said braces relieve strains and sprains, strengthen
weakened ankles, reduce swelling, prevent turning of ankles, hold the foot
and ankle in proper relation, assist in the relief and correction of foot
troubles, and hold muscles and ligaments in place and restore the arch to
normal.
Representations with respect to Jung's Posture Correctors:
That Jung's Posture Correctors relieve aches and pains caused by improper posture; eliminate sagging ankles, prevent run over heels, correct
improper distribution of weight and bring about proper balance and relieve
extra strain on arches.
Representations with respect to J ung' s Futuro Knee Brace:
That Jung's Futuro Knee Braces will help relieve weak or painful knees
regardless of cause and will help secure comfort and relief in all cases of
knee troubles whether traumatic, arthritis, neuralgia, ligamentous or
resulting from muscular injuries and in cases of stiff, unsteady and swollen
knees, when not due to infection or pathological changes.
Representations with respect to Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds:
That Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds will permanently remove
corns, warts, calluses and bunions.
Jtepresentations with respect to Jung's Callus Pads and Meds:
That Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and Meds will stop pain instantly and
permanently remove calluses.
Rep1 esentations with respect to J ung' s Toe Guide:
That the use of Jung's Toe Guides will straighten out the large distorted
toe, relieve and correct bunions, crooked or overlapping toes and soreness
between the toes.
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Representations with respect to Jung's Foot Balm:

That the use of Jung's Foot Balm will relieve irritated and aching feet;
stimulate blood circulation in feet and relieve soreness, sluggishness and
swelling due to congestion; invigorate weak or overstrained muscles, aid in
healing irritations, relieves itching and restores vitality to the feet.
Representations with respect to Jung's Foot Soap:

That the use of Jung's Foot Soap cleanses the pores and thoroughly deodorizes the feet.
Representations with respect to Jung's Nail-Rite:

That use of said product quickly relieves ingrown toe nails and aids in
their correction.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations disseminated as
aforesaid are grossly exaggerated, false, deceptive and misleading.
General Representations:

The various symptoms and conditions set out in the paragraph entitled
"General Advertisements" in Paragraph Three hereof and any combinations of said symptoms or conditions do not clearly indicate weak or flat
foot or splay foot and are not always symptomatic of or attributable to
foot disorders or disabilities and respondent's elastic braces do not constitute the proper treatment of all such symptoms and conditions. Respondent's elastic braces have not simplified and made easier the treatment of
·weak feet. No reliable statistics have been compiled showing any definite
proportion of the population to have abnormal feet or showing that most
people have undeveloped, relatively weak feet. Most foot troubles are
not caused by weakened muscles. The impression of the foot is of great
value in properly diagnosing foot trouble. The use of rigid arch supports
is not always harmful. Feet having higher arches are not generally weaker
than flat feet nor are high arches more troublesome than lower ones. Complicated and difficult examinations are often necessary in diagnosing foot
ailments in order to prescribe the proper treatment. Personal examination
and individual prescription is essential to the correct diagnosis and proper
treatment of many foot disorders and disabilities, and in such cases the
services and advice offered by respondent and the use of its appliances
does not eliminate the necessity for such examination. Accordingly the
advice and service offered for the diagnosis of and prescription for foot
troubles is not comparable to or an adequate substitute for the services of
doctors and/or trained technicians, and following the respondent's advice
and recommendation cannot be relied upon to stop foot pains, give complete relief or permanently correct foot troubles. It is impossible to guarantee that any advice, recommendation or device will give relief from or
aid in the correction of foot troubles, disorders or disabilities. While
mental and body fatigue, back aches, pains in hips, aching legs, nervousness and the discomforts associated with neuritis, sciatica, rheumatism,
lumbago and arthritis may, in some instances, be due to foot ailments,
this is an infrequent occurrence and cannot be relied upon to indicate or
disclose foot ailments of any nature.
Jung's Arch Braces:

Respondent's arch braces are not more effective than the strapping
process in the treatment of foot ailments and cannot be relied upon to
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lift the metatarsal bones out of an incorrect position and thereafter hold
them properly positioned. The use of said braces will not relieve, cure or
correct the cause of or prevent the recurrence of pains in the feet, ankles,
calf, knees, toes, instep, ball or heel of the foot and prevent excess spreading of the feet, nor will their use quickly relieve foot cramping pains, Morton's Toe, calluses and other foot ailments. Said device does not assist
the muscles to function properly and does not restore muscular activity.
They do not act as an extra muscle. They do not produce a sufficient
massaging effect so as to stimulate the blood circulation to the extent of
providing a fresh supply of energy. The use of said braces will not give
immediate relief to foot ailments nor will their continued use cure such
ailments.
Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces:
Respondent's ankle and foot braces do not give the ankle and foot more
perfect bracing than other devices or methods. Its stock size brace does
not give a better fit than a made to measure brace of high quality. Said
braces will not relieve, cure, correct or aid in the correction of the causes
of, or prevent the recurrence of sprains, strains, weakened ankles or foot
conditions, swelling, turning of ankles, nor will they hold muscles or ligaments in place or restore the arch to normal.
Jung's Posture Correctors:
The use of respondent's Posture Correctors cannot be relied upon to
relieve aches and pains caused by improper posture or to eliminate sagging
ankles, prevent run-over heels, correct improper distribution of weight,
relieve extra strain on the arches or bring about proper balance.
Jung's Futuro Knee Brace:
Respondent's knee braces Will not help relieve all types of weak or painful knees and will not help secure comfort and relief in all cases of knee
troubles not due to infection or pathological changes whether traumatic,
arthritis, neuralgia, ligamentous, muscular injuries, stiff, unsteady and
swollen knees. In truth and in fact all conditions of weak knees are due to
infection or pathological changes.
Jung's Corn Pads and Meds:
Respondent's Corn Pads and Meds will not permanently remove corns,
warts, calluses and bunions. Any relief afforded by their use will be only
temporary in nature.
Jung's Callus Pads and Meds:
Respondent's Callus Pads and Meds will not stop pain instantly and will
not permanently remove the callus. Any relief afforded by their use will
be only temporary in nature.
Jung's Toe Guides:
Respondent's Toe Guides will not straighten out the large distorted toe
nor will their use relieve and correct bunions, crooked or overlapping toes.
They have no remedial or therapeutic value in the treatment of a condition of soreness between the toes.
Jung's Foot Balm:
Respondent's Foot Balm will not relieve irritated and aching feet nor
will it invigorate weak or overstrained muscles, aid in healing irritations 1
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relieve itching nor will it restore vitality to the feet. While its use may
stimulate the superficial circulation of the blood such result will not relieve
;;oreness, sluggishness and swelling of the feet due to congestion.
Jung's Foot Soap:
Respondent's Foot Soap will not cleanse the pores nor will it thoroughly
deodorize the feet.
J ung' s Nail-Rite:
Respondent's Nail-Rite will not relieve ingrown toe nails nor aid in
their correction. While its use may temporarily relieve the pain associated with such a condition, it has no remedial value in the correction of
said condition.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements, representations and advertisements disseminated
as aforesaid with respect to the appliances, devices and medicinal prepara. tions hereinbefore listed has had and now has the capacity and tendency
to and does mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements, representations and advertisements are true, and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken
belief, to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's said products.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on May 28, 1942, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, The Jung Arch
Brace Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, a stipulation was entered into whereby it was agreed
that a statement of facts signed and executed by respondent and Richard
P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission,
subject to the approval of the Commiss~on, may be taken as the facts in
this proceeding in lieu of testimony in support of or in opposition to the
charges stated in the complaint and that the Commission may proceed
upon said statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion based thereon and enter its order disposing of
the proceeding without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on said complaint, answer, and stipulation, said stipulation
having been approved, accepted, and filed; and the Commission, having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Jung Arch Brace Companyf is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
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Ohio, with its principal office and place of business located at 312 East
Court Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of various devices and medicinal
preparations, among which are those designated by respondent as "Jung's
Arch Braces," "Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces," "Jung's Posture Correctors," "Jung's Futuro Knee Braces," "Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and
Meds," "Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and Meds," "Jung's Toe Guide,"
"Jung's Foot-Balm," "Jung's Foot Soap," and "Jung's Nail-Rite." Respondent causes, and has caused, said products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof
located in the various States of the United States other than the State of
Ohio and in the District of Columbia, and maintains, and at all times
herein mentioned has maintained, a course of trade in said products in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, the respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now
causing the dissemination of false advertisements concerning its said
pt·oducts by Uni~ed States mails and by various means in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused
and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
its said products by various means for the purpose of inducing and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said products
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Among the false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and caused
to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by United States mails, by
advertisements inserted in newspapers, magazines, and periodicals, and by
means of circulars, pamphlets, letters, and other advertising media, all of
general circulation and distribution in commerce, are the following:
General Advertisements:

Symptoms: A feeling of discomfort or fatigue. Tired, aching or strained sensations after use. Dull aches in the calf of the legs, knee, hip or lumbar region. Sensitiveness beneath the heel, loss of spring or inability to get comfortable shoes, cramps in
toes.' Momentarily sharp pains when stepping on uneven surfaces. Aches or pains in
the anterior or posterior metatarsal region. Stiffness or sensitiveness upon arising in
the morning or after sitting. A callosity beneath the metatarsal heads, bunions or
bammertoes. Any of these common symptoms clearly indicate weak foot (splay foot;
fiat foot) which constitute more than 95% of all foot affections. "It's the most common and by far the most important of all foot disabilities" says T. L. Stedman, A.M.,
M.D. New Scientifically designed elastic braces now make the treatment of it simple
and easy.
With a proper understanding of foot trouLle, it is not difficult to realize why nearly
ninety percent of the people do not have normal feet. Foot trouble or foot weakness is
today the most prevalent affliction imposed upon us.
Because of present day foot wear, flat, smooth pavements and the universal aversion
to walking, most people have undeveloped, relatively weak feet.
Careful studies of the foot and clinical records of every large orthopedic hospital have
revealed this information which proves conclusively that almost all foot trouble is
caused by weakened muscles. Therefore, foot troubles may generally be considered
nothing more or less than weakened foot muscles.
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High arches are often more troublesome than lower ones. Therefore the impression
of the foot, most extensively used in the past, is a bugaboo which seldom indicates anything.
Because of this, many cases of weak foot, which are easily and quickly relieved, and
corrected, receive an improper diagnosis. The impression of the foot, as shown above,
does not necessarily indicate anything. Its popularity has been maintained by the
"self appointed foot specialist" who has, and is still using it as a bugaboo to sponsor
the sale of harmful rigid arch props.
Complicated and difficult examinations unnecessary.
Now, we offer direct to you the same services we have given many doctors for
years.
Mr. Leahr wrote, "I have paid over $200.00 for advice but your free recommendations were worth more. Thanks to you, I haven't the slightest pain."
Tell us about your corns, ingrown toenails, aches, weak ankles, enlarged joints, burning feet, etc. Also, how long you have been bothered ..• the same as you would your
doctor. After careful study we will send you our FREE "expert advice and recommendations" showing how to get quick, safe relief.
We guarantee that we "advise and recom.mend," to give you this complete relief and
aid in the permanent correction of your foot troubles.
Well-known doctors have proven that mental and body fatigue, back aches, pain in
hips, aching legs, nervousness and the more severe discomforts often attributed to
neuritis, sciatica, rheumatism, lumbago and arthritis, as well as the additional discomforts resulting therefrom, may be due to foot ailments.
Advertisements Resp~cting Jung's Arch Braces:
Jung's Arch Braces are the modern scientific method of relieving and correcting foot
troubles. They are baeed on exactly the same fundamental principles as the strapping
process but being elastic and self-sustaining, do away with all the disadvantages and are
considerably more effective.
This scientifically constructed lift is not intenqed to force the metatarsal bones into
place, but to lift them out of any incorrect position in which they may have become set.
The elastic brace then holds them properly positioned, relieving the muscles of overstrain and assisting them in regaining their strength.
Let us show you how to end foot pains, tiredness, aches, calluses and other foot ailments quickly and surely with Jung's Arch Braces.
PAIN FREE FEET, Jung's "Wonder" arch braces assist weakened muscles, ending pains, aches and tiredness in the feet and legs.
They almost instantly relieve sudden cramp-like pains, Morton's Toe and annoying
calluses. That burning, aching, tired or lifeless feeling in the feet and ankles, and pains
in toes, instep, ball or heel quickly disappear. Excessive spreading of the feet is overcome as well as other numerous troubles (mentioned on page 6) resulting therefrom.
Pains or aches in the ankle, calf or knee which are often the result of foot strain are
quickly relieved.
The elastic braces used in the treatment give direct assistance to the muscles and Jigaments upon which the foot depends for its support. It is this direct assistance which
helps the muscles to function properly, that brings about prompt relief and restitution
of muscular vitality.
Like an extra muscle, Jung's "Wonder" Arch Braces Aid Nature by assisting weak
or overstrained muscles in restoring the displaced bones to normal.
• • • The painful pressure of the bones upon the sensitive nerves and blood vessels is ended. Then as you walk the massage action begins to stimulate blood circulation. Congestion is removed and a fresh supply of energy begins to trickle through the
veins.
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Gradually the muscles become stronger and stronger and after a reasonable period
of time, depending upon the severity of the trouble, the braces may be discarded. Your
feet are well to stay.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces:
The new scientific principle embodied in their unique design gives both the ankle and
the foot more perfect bracing than has ever been known before.
A stock sized brace fits the foot better than the highest grade, made to measure, ordinary ankle brace.
Weak Ankles, Strains, Sprains. Jung's Ankle and Foot Brace supports and helps
strengthen weak ankles. Quickly relieves sprains or strains by giving extra support to
that portion of the foot or ankle which is most affected. Braces instep and holds foot
and ankle in proper relation.
This new and different brace assists the muscles in holding foot and ankle in proper
relation to each other and gives support to the anterior and forward arch as well as the
longitudinal or instep arch. Like an extra muscle it helps in rapidly restoring the arch
to normal.
Jung's Capital and Paragon Ankle and Foot Braces arc exactly of the same design.
They relieve and strengthen weakened ankle and foot conditions and prevent turning
of ankles. They immediately relieve sprained ankles, reduce swelling and correct foot
strains resulting therefrom.
They are designed to assist in the relief and correction of foot trouble as much as possible without impairing their value as a perfect support for the ankle and that portion
of the foot which is in direct relation thereto.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Posture Correctors:
Run-over Heels, Arch Weakness. Jung's Posture Correctors relieve extra strain on
instep arches or outer side of feet by correcting improper distribution of weight. They
shift the weight to either side and thus bring about a proper balance. Relieve pains
and aches caused by improper posture which usually accompanies all foot troubles.
Eliminate inward or outward sagging of ankles and prevent run-over of heels.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Futuro Knee Braces:
Weak or Painful Knees. New type elastic brace helps secure comfort and relief!
Regardless of your knee trouble .. , whether it be traumatic, arthritis or neuralgialigamentous or muscular injuries-stiff, unsteady, painful or swollen knees not due to
infection or pathological changes-this brace will help you secure comfort and reliefwill make walking easier.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds:
The constant wearing of Sanskin Pads or proper shoes is necessary to permanently
end corns.
END CORNS, CALLUSES, BUNIONS.-Instant Relief-Quick Removal.
Jung's Sanskin pads • • • Medicated plasters called "Meds," remove corns and
calluses quickly, soothe bunions.
Corns, Warts, Small Calluses, Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads give instant relief to the
most pesky corns. These velvety-soft, cushioning pads completely remove the pressure
or friction which causes corns * * * Complete relief is yours while separate medicated plasters called "Meds," safely and surely remove every trace of your corn.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and Meds:
Stop pain instantly and remove the callus.
The pain is instantly relieved when you apply Jung's Sanskin Callus pads

*
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Advertisemems Respecting Jung's Toe Guide:
For the relief and correction of bunions, crooked or overlapped toes and soreness between the toes, we recommend the use of Jung's Toe Guides.
The toe guide will help to correct such a condition by straightening out the distorted
large toe.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Foot Balm:
Jung's Foot Balm quickly relieves dry, burning, irritated, and aching feet. A massage with this cooling, soothing, analgesic balm, stimulates blood circulation in feet
and relieves soreness, sluggishness and swelling due to congestion. Invigorates weak or
overstrained muscles, softens dry, rough skin and calluses, aids in healing irritations,
relieves itching and restores vitality.
Advertisements Respecting Jung's Foot Soap:
A warm foot bath with this soothing and refreshing cleanser removes surface impurities and thoroughly cleanses the pores. A quick relief for tired and irritated feet and
an aid in most foot trouble. Thoroughly deodorizes and promotes foot health.
Advertisements Respecting J ung' s Nail-Rite:
Ingrown Toe-Nails-Jung's Nail-Rite is an antiseptic and anesthetic compound
which quickly relieves ingrown toenails and aids in their correction:

PAR. 4. Through the use of the statements·, representations and advertisements hereinbefore set forth, and others of similar import and meaning,
but not specifically set out herein, respondent has represented, and does
now represent, directly and by implication:

General Representations:
That the various symptoms and conditions set out under the heading
"General Advertisements" in Paragraph Three above, clearly indicate
weak feet and that respondent's elastic braces constitute the proper treatment for such symptoms and conditions; that the use of respondent's elastic braces has simplified and made easier the treatment of fiat or splay
foot; that 90 percent of people do not have normal feet and most people
have undeveloped, relatively weak feet; that almost all foot troubles are
caused by weakened muscles; that diagnosis of foot troubles by the use of
the impression of the foot is not satisfactory or reliable; that rigid arch
supports are always harmful; that high arches are often more troublesome
than lower ones and higher arched feet are generally weaker than fiat feet;
that complicated and difficult examinations are unnecessary in diagnosing
foot ailments in order to prescribe the proper treatment; that it conducts a
consultation service for doctors and that the service previously available
only to doctors is now offered to the general public; that its free advice and
recommendations are better and more valuable than paid-for advice of a
doctor or trained technician; that it can quickly, diagnose foot ailments
and prescribe the right treatment without examination of the foot; that
its diagnosis, advice, recommendations and prescriptions are similar to
that given by a doctor after a personal physical examination; that its advice and recommendations are guaranteed to give complete relief and permanent correction of foot troubles and that mental and body fatigue, back
aches, pains in the hips, aching legs, nervousness, and the discomforts attributed to neuritis, sciatica, rheumatism, lumbago and arthritis are due to
foot ailments.
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Representations with respect to Jung's Arch Braces:
That Jung's Arch Braces are more effective than the strapping process,
lift metatarsal bones out of any incorrect position and thereafter hold them
properly positioned; that the use of said braces ends foot pains, tiredness,
aches, calluses and quickly relieves foot cramping pains, Morton's Toe,
burning, aching, tired or lifeless feeling in feet, ankles, calves, knees, pains
in toes, instep, ball or heel and excessive spreading of the feet; that said
braces directly assist the muscles to function properly and restore muscular activity. That they act as an extra muscle; that they produce a
massage action, stimul:~~ting the blood circulation and providing a fresh
supply of energy; that the use of said bracE's will give immediate relief and
if their use is continued for a reasonable time all foot ailments will be completely cured, and braces may be discarded ..
Representations with respect to Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces:
That Jung's Ankle and Foot Brace gives the ankle and foot more perfect
bracing than has ever been known before; that respondent's stock-sized
brace fits the foot better than the highest grade, made-to-measure, ordinary ankle brace; that said braces relieve strains and sprains, strengthen
weakened ankles, reduce swelling, prevent turning of ankles, hold the foot
and ankle in proper relation, assist in the relief and correction of foot
troubles, and hold muscles and ligaments in place and restore the arch to
normal.
'
Representations with respect to Jung's Posture Correctors:
That Jung's Posture Correctors relieve aches and pains caused by improper posture, eliminate sagging ankles, prevent run-over heels, correct
improper distribution of weight and bring about proper balance, and
relieve extra strain on arches.
Representations with respect to Jung's Futuro Knee Braces:
That Jung's Futuro Knee Braces will help relieve weak or painful knees
regardless of cause and will help secure comfort and relief in all cases of
knee troubles whether traumatic, arthritis, neuralgia, ligamentous, or resulting from muscular injuries, and in cases of stiff, unsteady, and swollen
knees, when not due to infection or pathological changes.
Representations with respect to Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds:
That Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds will permanently remove
corns, warts, calluses, and bunions.
Representations with respect to Jung's Callus Pads and Meds:
That Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and Meds will stop pain instantly and
permanently remove calluses.
Representations with respect to Jung's Toe Guide:
That the use of Jung's Toe Guides will straighten out the distorted large
toe, relieve and correct bunions, crooked or overlapping toes, and soreness
between the toes.
Representations with respect to Jung's Foot Balm:
That the use of Jung's Foot Balm will relieve irritated and aching feet
stimulate blood circulation in feet and relieve soreness, sluggishness, and
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swelling due to congestion, invigorate weak or overstrained muscles, aid in
healing irritations, relieve itching, and restore vitality to the feet.

Representations with respect to Jung's Foot Soap:
That the use of Jung's Foot Soap cleanses the pores and thoroughly deodorizes the feet.
Representations with respect to J ung' s Nail-Rite:
That use of said product quickly relieves ingrown toenails and aids in
their correction.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations, disseminated as
aforesaid, are grossly exaggerated, false, deceptive, and misleading.

General Representations:
The various symptoms and conditions set out in the paragraph entitled
"General Advertisements" in Paragraph Three hereof, and any combinations of said symptoms or conditions, do not clearly indicate weak or flat
foot or splay foot and are not always symptomatic of or attributable to
foot disorders or disabilities, and respondent's elastic braces do not constitute the proper treatment of all such symptoms and conditions. Respondent's elastic braces have not simplified and made easier the treatment of
weak feet. No reliable statistics have been compiled showing that 90
percent of the population have abnormal feet or showing that most people
have undeveloped, relatively weak feet. Most foot troubles are not
caused by weakened muscles. The impression of the foot is of value in
properly diagnosing many foot troubles. The use of rigid arch supports
is not always harmful. Feet having higher arches are not generally weaker
than flat feet nor are high arches generally more troublesome than lower
ones. Complicated and difficult examinations are often necessary in diagnosing foot ailments in order to prescribe the proper treatment. Personal
examination and individual prescription is essential to the correct diagnosis and proper treatment of many foot disorders and disabilities, and in
such cases the services and advice offered by respondent and the use of its
appliances does not eliminate the necessity for such examination. Accordingly, the advice and services offered for the diagnosis of and prescription
for foot troubles is not comparable to or an adequate substitute for the
services of doctors, and following the respondent's advice and recommendation cannot be relied upon to stop foot pains, give complete relief,
or permanently correct foot troubles. It is impossible to guarantee that
any advice, recommendation, or device will give relief from or aid in the
correction of foot troubles, disorders, or disabilities. While mental and
body fatigue, back aches, pains in hips, aching legs, nervousness, and the
discomforts associated with neuritis, sciatica, rheumatism, lumbago, and
arthritis may, in some instances, be due to foot ailments, this is an infrequent occurrence and cannot be relied upon to indicate or disclose foot ailments of any nature.
Jung's Arch Braces:
Respondent's arch braces are not more effective than the strapping
process in the treatment of many foot ailments and cannot be relied upon
to lift the metatarsal bones out of an incorrect position and thereafter hold
them properly positioned. The use of said braces will not cure or correct
660780 -·7 -37
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the cause of, or prevent the recurrence of, pains in the feet, ankles, calf,
knees, toes, instep, ball or heel of the foot, and prevent excess spreading
of the feet; nor will their use relieve many foot cramping pains, calluses,
and other foot ailments. Said devices do not assist the muscles to function
properly and do not restore muscular activity. They do not act as an extra muscle. They do not produce a sufficient massaging effect so as to
stimulate the blood circulation to the extent of providing a fresh supply of
energy. The use of said braces will not give immediate relief to foot ailments generally, nor will their continued use cure such ailments.

Jung's Ankle and·Foot Braces:
Respondent's ankle and foot braces do not give the ankle and foot more
perfect bracing than all other devices or methods. While respondent's
stock-size braces may, in certain instances, give a better fit than a highquality, made-to-measure brace, they cannot be depended upon to do so
and it cannot be asserted as a fact that they will do so. Said braces will
not cure, correct, or prevent the recurrence of sprains, strains, weakened
ankles or foot conditions, swelling or turning of ankles; nor will they hold
muscles or ligaments in place or restore the arch to normal. In certain
instances these braces, by furnishing a measure of support to the ankle,
may be of some assistance and aid in preventing simple sprains, strains,
and turning of ankles, and will furnish limited support to weak ankles.
Jung's Posture Correctors:
The use of respondent's Posture Correctors cannot be relied upon to relieve aches and pains caused by improper posture or to eliminate sagging
ankles, prevent run-over heels, correct improper distribution of weight,
relieve extra strain on the arches, or bring about proper balance.
Jung's Futuro Knee Braces:
•
Respondent's knee braces will not help relieve all types of weak or painful knees and will not help secure comfort and relief in all cases of knee
troubles.
Jung's Corn Pads and Meds:
Respondent's Corn Pads and Meds will not permanently remove corns,
warts, calluses, and bunions. Any relief afforded by their use will be only
temporary in nature.
Jung's Callus Pads and Meds:
Respondent's Callus Pads and Meds will not stop pain instantly and will
not permanently remove the callus. Any relief afforded by their use will
be only temporary in nature.
Jung's Toe Guides:
Respondent's Toe Guides will not straighten out the distorted large toe
nor will their use relieve and correct bunions, crooked, or overlapping toes.
They have no remedial or therapeutic value in the treatment of a condition
of soreness between the toes except that caused by the overlapping of toes.
Jung's Foot Balm: f
Respondent's Foot Balm will not relieve irritated, itching and aching
feet in excess of affording temporary relief from pain and itching in cases
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of minor irritations, nor will it invigorate weak or overstrained muscles.
It will not restore vitality to the feet. While its use stimulates the superficial circulation of the blood, such result will not relieve sluggishness and
swelling of the feet due to congestion.
Jung's Foot Soap:
Respondent's Foot Soap will not cleanse the pores, nor will it thoroughly
deodorize the feet .
.Tung's Nail-Rite:
Respondent's Nail-Rite will not relieve ingrown toenails or aid in their
correction. While its use may temporarily relieve the pain associated with
such a condition, it has no remedial value in the correction of said condition.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, misleading,
and deceptive statements, representations, and advertisements disseminated as aforesaid with respect to its devices and medicinal preparations
hereinbefore listed has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to,
and does, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements, representations, and advertisements are true, and to induce a substantial portion
of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to
purchase substantial quantities of respondent's said products.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent are all to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondent, and
a stipulation as to the facts entered into between the respondent herein and
Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission, which
provides, among other things, that without further evidence or other intervening procedure the Commission may issue and serve upon the respondent findings as to the facts and its conclusion based thereon and an order
disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, The Jung Arch Brace Company, a
corporation, its officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering
for sale, sale, or distribution of its Jung's Arch Braces, Jung's Ankle and
Foot Braces, Jung's Posture Correctors, Jung's Futuro Knee Braces,
Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds, Jung's Sanskin Callus Pads and
Meds, Jung's Toe Guide, Jung's Foot Balm, and Jung's Nail-Rite, or any
products of substantially similar construction or possessing substantially
similar properties, whether sold under the same name or names or under
any other name or names, do forthwith cease and desist from directly or
indirectly:
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1. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated, by means of the
United States mails, or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which
represents, directly or through inference:
(a) That a feeling of discomfort or fatigue, tired, aching or strained
sensations after use, dull aches in the calf of the leg, knee, hip or lumbar
region, sensitiveness beneath the heel, loss of spring or inability to get
comfortable shoes, cramps in toes, momentary sharp pains when stepping
on uneven surfaces, aches or pains in the anterior or posterior metatarsal
region, stiffness or sensitiveness upon arising in the morning or after sitting, a callosity beneath the metatarsal heads, bunions or hammertoes,
necessarily or clearly indicate weak foot, splay foot, or flat foot, or that
respondent's elastic braces constitute a competent treatment for all such
symptoms and conditions; that the use of respondent's elastic braces has
simplified and made easier the treatment of flat or splay foot; that 90
percent, or any other percent, of people do not have normal feet and that
most people have undeveloped, relatively weak feet, unless and until reliable statistics demonstrate such to be the fact; that almost all foot troubles
are caused by weakened muscles; that diagnosis of foot troubles by the
use of the impression of the foot is not satisfactory or reliable; that rigid
arch supports are always harmful; that high arches are often more troublesome than lower ones and higher arched feet are generally weaker than
flat feet; that complicated and difficult examinations are never necessary
in diagnosing foot ailments in order to prescribe the proper treatment;
that respondent's advice and recommendations are comparable to or an
adequate substitute for the advice of a doctor; that it can diagnose foot
ailments and prescribe the right treatment without examination of the
foot; that its diagnosis, advice, recommendations, or prescriptions are
similar to those given by a doctor after a personal physical examination;
that its advice and recommendations, if followed, can be relied upon to
stop foot pains, give complete relief, or permanently correct foot troubles;
or that mental and body fatigue, backaches, pains in the hips, aching
legs, nervousness, and the discomforts attributed to neuritis, sciatica,
rheumatism, lumbago, and arthritis are frequently due to foot ailments.
(b) That Jung's Arch Braces are more effective than the strapping
process in the treatment of foot ailments; that they will lift metatarsal
bones out of any incorrect position and thereafter hold them properly
positioned; that the use of said braces will cure, or correct the cause of, or
prevent the recurrence of pains in the feet, ankles, calf, knees, toes, instep,
ball or heel of the foot, or prevent excess spreading of the feet; that said
braces directly assist the muscles to function properly and restore muscular activity; that they act as an extra muscle; that they produce a
massage action sufficient to stimulate the blood circulation and provide a
fresh supply of energy; that the use of said braces will give immediate
relief to foot ailments generally, or that continued use will cure such ailments.
•
. (c) That Jung's Ankle and Foot Braces g,ive the ankle and foot more
perfect bracing than all other devices or methods; that respondent's st.ocksized braces usually fit the foot better than the highest grade, made-tomeasure ankle brace; that said braces will cure weak ankles or foot conditions, will prevent strains or turning of ankles, correct or prevent swellings,
hold the muscles or ligaments in place, or restore the arch to normal; that
they will hold the foot and ankle in proper relation, or hold muscles and
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ligaments in place, or restore the arch to normal; that they will hold the
foot and ankle in proper relation, or hold muscles and ligaments in place,
or restore the arch to normal. However, nothing in this paragraph shall
be construed to prevent respondent representing that the use of said
braces will provide some support and may be of some assistance and aid in
preventing simple sprains and strains and turning of ankles, and will furnish limited support to weak ankles.
(d) That Jung's Posture Correctors will relieve aches and pains caused
by improper posture, eliminate sagging ankles, prevent run-over heels,
correct improper distribution of weight, bring about proper balance, or
relieve extra strain on arches.
(e) That Jung's Futuro Knee Braces will help relieve weak or painful
knees regardless of cause or will help secure comfort and relief in all types
of knee troubles.
(f) That Jung's Sanskin Corn Pads and Meds will permanently remove
corns, warts, calluses, and bunions.
(g) That J ung's Callus Pads and Meds will stop pain instantly, and permanently remove calluses; or that any relief afforded will be more than
temporary in nature.
•
(h) That Jung's Toe Guides will straighten out the distorted large toe,
relieve and correct bunions, crooked or overlapping toes and soreness between the toes, except such soreness as may be caused by overlapping
toes.
(i) That Jung's Foot Balm will relieve irritated and aching feet in excess of affording temporary relief from pain and itching caused by minor
irritations; will stimulate blood circulation in the feet to the extent that
sluggishness and swelling of the feet, due to congestion, will be relieved,
or that it will invigorate weak or overstrained muscles or restore vitality
to the feet.
(j) That the use of Jung's Nail-Rite relieves ingrown toenails or aids in
their correction.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any advertisement for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1
~re~

.

It is further ordered, That said respondent, its officers, representatives,
agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device,
in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce,
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of Jung's
Foot Soap, or any similar product, under the same or any other name, do
forthwith cease and desist from representing or implying that said product
cleanses the pores or thoroughly deodorizes the feet.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after service upon it of tlus order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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Syllabus

IN

THE ~ATTER OF

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN

CO~PANY

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRE8S APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4337.

....

Complaint, Oct. 9, 194D-Decision, May 3, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and competitive interstate sale and
distribution of fountain pens and mechanical pencils, including its "Lifetime"
fountain pen which it began to sell under a guarantee for the life of the purchaser
in 1925, with no charge for service and repair other than for transportation, but
for which, following the adoption by leading fountain pen manufacturers of a code
under the National Industrial Recovery Act in 1933, it began to make a flat service charge of 35~ or 25~ if the pen was delivered in person at its main or branch
offices;
Making use of a "guarantee" form providing that it "guarantees for the life of the first
user, the LIFETIME pen except against loss, theft and wilful damage, and no
charge will be made for repairing so as to put it in good writing condition, except
a service and handling charge of 35¢, provided the complete pen, including any
broken parts, is sent to our factory or authorized service station accompanied by
this guarantee coupon," etc.Represented, directly or by implication, through the use of the word "Lifetime" as a
trade name for its pens, and statements such as "Lifetime Guaranteed," "Guaranteed for Life," etc. in large and extensive advertisements in periodicals of nationwide circulation and in newspapers published in the principal cities throughout the
country in which the trade name "Lifetime" was featured, with no reference in the
principal portions of the advertisements to the fact that a service charge was made
for servicing and repairing the pen-that its pens were unconditionally guaranteed
for the life of the user, that is, that if for any reason other than wilful damage or
abuse the pen should fail to give satisfactory service for such period of time, it
would be rrpaired or replaced without charge; and failed to avoid the misleading
effects of said representations by the insertion, at or near the bottom of the advertisements and in small type, of a contradictory statement to the effect that such
unronditional guarantee was "subject only to insurance, postage, handling charge
-35¢''; •
The facts being that in view of the service charge imposed by it its pens could not
properly be represented as guaranteed for life or for any other period of time; the
purported guarantee was merely a contract whereby it agreed that during the life
of the user it would make necessary repairs and adjustments to the pen at the flat
rate of thirty-five cents each time the pen was returned to it for such service, and the
most that could be said of the agreement was that it was a guarantee of repair
service on the pen;
With tendency and capacity to mislead al)d deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that its pens were unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the user, and to cause such public to purchase substantial
quantities of its pens as a result, whereby substantial trade was diverted unfairly
to it from its competitors, among whom were those who did not engage in such acts
and practices:
Held, That said acts and practices were all to the prejudice of the public and competitors, aud constituted unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts
and pr11.ctices in commerce.
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As respects the question of the misleading effect of advertisements by a seller of fountain pens in which in its so-called guarantee of the pen for the life of the user, it
undertook to make no charge for repair "except a service and handling charge of
35¢," and which, in periodicals of nation-wide circulation and in newspapers published in many of the principal cities throughout the country, featured tradename
"Lifetime" and the statement that the pen was "Lifetime guaranteed," "Guaranteed for Life," etc.: A small type statement at or near the bottom of such advertisements, with no other reference to the fact that a service charge was made for
service and repair which, preceded by an asterisk or other symbol referring to the
word "Lifetime" in the body of the advertisement, read "• All Lifetime pens are
unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the firf;t user except against loss and
wilful damage- when serviced, if complete pen is returned," did not avoid the
misleading effect of said other representations since, ordinarily, it would esrape the
attention of the average reader, and even were it displayed prominently, it would
still be insufficient, being inconsistent with and contradictory of the representations in the advertisement that the pen was unconditionally guaranteed for the life
of. the user; and the imposition of a charge for keeping the pen in usable condition
was in direct conflict with its representation that the pen was unconditionally
guaranteed for life.

Before Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. Karl Stecher for the Commission.
Pope, Ballard & Loos, of Washington, D. C., and Mr. E. H. Pollard, of
Fort Madison, Ia., for respondent.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, a
corporation, hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has violated the
provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues
its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business
at Fort Madison, Iowa. It is now, and has been for many years last past,
engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling fountain pens and
pencils. It causes said fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in Fort Madison, Iowa, or from some
other distributing point, to the purchasers thereof at their respective points
of location in States other than the State from which said fountain pens
or pencils are shipped and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade
in said fountain pens and pencils in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and has been during all the times mentioned herein, in substantial competition with other corporations, and
with partnerships and persons also engaged in the business of manufacturing fountain pens and pencils and in the sale and distribution thereof in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia,
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of certain of its fountain pens, it has
designated the same 11 Lifetime" pens, and has caused various statements
and representations, including pictorial representations, relative to said
pens designated 11 Lifetime" pens, to be inserted in advertisements in newspapers, magazines and other publications having a general circulation
throughout the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Among and typical of said statements and representations
relative to said fountain pens designated 11 Lifetime" are the following:

DEMAND THE WHITE DOT
IF IT HASN'T THIS WHITE DOT IT
ISN'T A GENUINE LIFETIME 0 PEN
DON'T BE FOOLED!
SHEAFFER M,AKES THE ONLY LIFETIME 0 PEN
When you pay for a Lifetime 0 pen,
Be Sure You Get One! Only Sheaffer's
wear the White Dot, the mark of the
genuine Lifetime 0 guaranteed pen.

THERE IS ONLY ONE LIFETIME 0 PEN
SHEAFFER'S
THE ONLY LIFETil\fE 0 PEN IS
SHEAFFER'S
DON'T BE MISLED-IDENTIFY IT BY THIS
WHITE DOT 0
THE PEN YOU WANT-YOUR NO. 1 GIFT
BECAUSE IT'S LIFETIME 0 GUARANTEED

Near the bottom of the advertisement, in small and inconspicuous type,
appears the following:
All Lifetime 0 pens are unconditionally
guaranteed for the life of the owner
except against loss and willful damagewhen serviced subject only to insurance,
postage, handling charge-35¢.

The small circle 11011 placed above the line of type after the word" Lifetime" appears to represent the white dot which is placed upon the cap
of the pen as an identifying mark. Close inspection of the advertisement
discloses that at the bottom of the page, most inconspicuously and in very
minute type, appears a similar 11 o" followed by the phrase "Reg. U. S.
Pat. Off."
The above quotations and representations are not all-inclusive, but are
merely illustrative of the type and character of those used by respondent
in advertising its fountain pens which it designates as "Lifetime."
PAR. 4. Through the.use of the aforesaid statements and representations by respondent, and others of similar import or meaning not herein
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set out, including the use of the word "Lifetime" in the designation of said
fountain pens, respondent represents, directly or by implication, that:
1. Said fountain pens designated by the name "Lifetime" are of such
superior quality and durability that they will last a lifetime without
repair or adjustment.
2. Only respondent makes a fountain pen of such superior quality and
durability that it will last a lifetime without repair or adjustment.
3. Respondent's fountain pens designated by the name "Lifetime" are
guaranteed for life.
4. Respondent's fountain pens designated by the name "Lifetime" are
the only fountain pens guaranteed for life.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid statements and representations so made and
used by respondent are false and misleading. Said fountain pens designated by the name "Lifetime" are not of such superior quality and durability that they will last a lifetime without repair or adjustment; nor are
said fountain pens of such superior quality as to warrant their being designated or described as "Lifetime."
In truth and in fact, said fountain pens designated "Lifetime" are not
guaranteed for life. Whenever one of said fountain pens is sent to rel'ipondent for repair or adjustment, respondent exacts a charge of 35 cents purportedly for "insurance, postage, and handling." Tllis charge is made no
matter how insignificant the repair or adjustment may be. Respondent's
purported "lifetime guarantee" is therefore in no sense a genuine lifetime
guarantee, nor is it a guarantee of any sort. It is instead merely a contract whereby respondent agrees for the life of the purchaser to make
necessary repairs and adjustments at the flat rate of 35 cents each time
the pen is sent to it for such service.
PAR. 6. There are now, and have been, competitors of respondent manufacturing and selling fountain pens in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia who
do not misrepresent in any manner whatsoever the quality of the products
offered for sale and sold by them, nor do they misrepresent the nature of
any service offered in connection therewith, nor do they make misrepresentations of any other character or nature to induce the public to purchase
the products offered for sale and sold by them.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts, practices and representations of the respond. ent herein detailed in connection with the advertising and sale of its said
"Lifetime" fountain pens had, and now have, the capacity and tendency
to, and did and do, deceive and mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid
false and misleading representations and implications are true, and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's fountain pens because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief so induced.
As a direct result of the aforesaid false and misleading representations
and implications by respondent, trade in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia has
been diverted unfairly to the respondent from its said competitors who do
not falsely represent their products or any st:.rvice offered in connection
therewith. In consequence thereof, injury has been, and is being, done
by respondent to competition in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondent's
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competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on October 9, 1940, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, W. A. Sheaffer
Pen Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods
of competition in commurce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices
in commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. After the filing of
respondent's answer, testimony and other evidence in support of and in
opposition. to the allegatio~ o_f the complaint were i~troduccd before a
trial exarruner of the Commrsswn theretofore duly desrgnated by it, and
such testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the
office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on
for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint, the answer
thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner upon
the evidence and the exceptions to such report, briefs in support of and
in opposition to the complaint, and oral argument; and the Commission,
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of
business located in Fort Madison, Iowa. Respondent is now, and for many
years last past has been, engaged in the manufacture and sale of fountain
pens and mechanical pencils.
PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused its fountain pens and pencils when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State of
Io~a or from some other distributing point to the purchasers thereof at
their respective locations in various States of the United States other than
the State from which such products are shipped, and in the District of
Columbia. Respondent maintains and has maintained a course of trade
in its products in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondent is now and has been in substantial competition
with other corporations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in
the sale and distribution of fountain pens and mechanical pencils in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAn. 4. Respondent began the manufacture of fountain pens in 1912.
In 1918 it developed a gold point for its pens which was regarded as possessing unusual sturdiness and durability, and some two years later the
name "Lifetime" was adopted as a trade name for the line of pens which
carried this particular point. Subsequently, application was made by
respondent to the United States Patent Office for the registration of the
name, and in 1923 the name was registered by that Office as a trade name
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or trade-mark belonging to respondent. Respondent states that its reason
for adopting that trade name was that the name suggested durability and
long life.
At about the time of the registration of the name by the Patent Office,
respondent adopted the policy of guaranteeing the gold point of the pen
for the life of the purchaser. Subsequently, in 1925, respondent developed
and adopted a pyroxylin plastic barrel or holder for the pen which was regarded as possessing much greater durability than the old type of barrel,
which had been made of hard rubber. Thereupon, the "Lifetime Guarantee" was extended by respondent to cover the entire pen rather than the
point only.
Originally no charge (other than transportation charges) was made by
respondent for servicing and repairing the pen. In 1933, however, under
a code adopted by the leading fountain pen manufacturers under the National Industrial Recovery Act, respondent began to make a service charge
of thirty-five cents each time the pen was sent in for servicing, which practice has continued to the present time. (The charge is only twenty-five
cents if the pen is delivered in person at respondent's main office in Fort
Madison, Iowa, or at one of its branch offices, which are located in New
York City, Chicago, Ill., and San Francisco, Calif.) The service charge
is the same, regardless of whether the repairs to the pen are of a serious or
minor nature.
Except for the provision as to the service charge, the terms of the "guarantee" used by respondent have remained substantially the same since the
adoption of the policy in 1925. The form presently used reads as follows:
SHEAFFER'S Lifetime PEN GUARANTEE
TheW. A. Sheaffer Pen Company hereby guarantees for the life of the first user, the
LIFETIME pen except against loss, theft and wilful damage, and no charge will be
made for repairing so as to put it in good writing condition, except a service and
handling charge of 35¢, provided the complete pen, including any broken parts, is sent
to our factory or authorized service station accompanied by this guarantee coupon
signed by an authorized Sheaffer distributor. Charge will be made for any missing
parts, but not for the repair or replacement of any defective or broken parta.
If it is necessary to return your pen to the factory for repair, make sure all broken
parts are included and enclose 35¢ to cover return postage, insurance against loss in
transit, and handling, with your instructions and this guarantee coupon. Prompt
service will be given and this guarantee coupon will be returned to you. In order for a
SHEAFFER guarantee to be valid, the pen must be purchased from and guarantee
signed by an authorized SHEAFFER dealer.
Effective from this day _____ • __________ forward. This certifies the' undersigned:is
an authorized SHEAFFER Dealer.

Signature.
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY
Fort l\Iadison, Iowa, U.S.A.
C. R. Sheaffer

President

PAR: 5. For many years resp~ndent has advertised its '~Lifetime" pen
extens1vely throughout the Uruted States, large advertisements being
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inserted in periodicals having nation-wide circulation and in newspapers
published in many of the principal cities throughout the country. These
advertisements feature the trade name "Lifetime," and many of them
also state, frequently in heavy and conspicuous type, that the pen is" Lifetime Guaranteed," "Guaranteed for Life," etc. No reference is made in
the principal portions of the advertisements to the fact that a service
charge is made for servicing and repairing the pen. At or near the bottom
of the advertisements, however, there usually appears, in small type a
statement reading substantially as follows:
'
• All Lifetime pens are unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the first user except
against loss and wilful damage-when serviced, if complete pen is returned, subject
only to insurance, postage, handling charge..,.--35¢.

The asterisk preceding this statement refers to the word 11 Lifetime" in
the body of the ~dvertiseme~t which is followed by a~ asterisk.. Formerly,
instead of astensks, small Clrcles or dots were used m order to emphasize
the identifying mark of the "Lifetime" pen, which is a small white dot on
the barrel or cap of the pen.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that through the use of the word "Lifetime" as a trade name for its pens, and of statements such as "Lifetime
Guaranteed" and "Guaranteed for Life" in connection with such pens
respondent represents, directly or by implication, that its pen are uncondi~
tionally guaranteed for the life of the user-that is, that if for any reason
other than wilful damage or abuse the pen should fail to give satisfactory
service for such period of time, it will be repaired or replaced by respondent
without charge.
PAR. 7. Respondent concedes that a substantial portion of the pens do
not last for the lifetime of the user "'ithout repair or adjustment, and the
record affirmatively shows that every year many thousands of the pens
are returned to respondent for necessary servicing, repair, or replacement
of some part of the pen. The following table shows the number of pens
returned to respondent for such purposes during each of the years 1935 to
1941, inclusive, as well as the net cost to respondent of servicing and repairing the pens over and above the amount received through the service
charge:
Year

Number of
Pens Serviced

Net Cost
to Respondent

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

355,600
373,253
398,389
413,482
390,813
404,217
428,712

$49,685.39
$49,012.92
$62,077.41
$66,862.34
$67,475.13
$69,053.37
$82,105.15

PAR. 8. In view of the service charge imposed by respondent, its pens
cannot properly be represented as guaranteed for life or for any other
period of time. The purported guarantee is not in fact a guarantee of
the pen but is merely a contract whereby respondent agrees that during
the life of the user it will make necessary repairs and adjustments to the
pen 'at the fiat rate of thirty-five cents each time the pen is returned to
respondent for such service. The most that can be said of the agreement
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is that it is a guarantee of repair service on the pen. It is in no sense a
guarantee of the pen itself.
PAR. 9. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent with respect to its pens, as set forth in paragraphs 5 and 6
hereof, are erroneous and misleading.
Nor is the misleading effect of respondent's representations avoided by
the insertion in the advertisements of the statement (set out in paragraph
5 above) with respect to the service charge. As heretofore pointed out,
this statement appears in small type and occupies an inconspicuous position in the advertisement. Ordinarily, it would escape the attention of the
average reader. Even were it displayed prominently, however, the statement would still be insufficient, because it is inconsistent with and contradictory of the representations in the advertisement that the pen is unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the user. The imposition of a
charge for keeping the pen in usable condition is in direct conflict with
respondent's representation that the pen is unconditionally guaranteed
for life.
PAR. 10. The use by respondent of these erroneous and misleading
representations has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondent's pens are unconditionally guaranteed for the
life of the user, and the tendency and capacity to cause such portion of the
public to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's pens as a result
of the erroneous and mistaken belief so engendered. In consequence
thereof, substantial trade has been and is being diverted unfairly to respondent from its competitors among whom are those who do not engage in
the acts and practices herein described.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and the exceptions to such report, briefs in support of and in
opposition to the complaint, and oral argument; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent
has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering
for sale, sale, and distribution of respondent's fountain pens in commerce,
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the words "Lifetime," "Lifetime Guaranteed," "Guaranteed for Life," or any word or words of similar import, alone or in con-
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junction with any other word or words, to designate, describe, or refer to
respondent's pens, or otherwise representing, directly or by implication,
that such pens are unconditionally guaranteed for life, unless respondent
does in fact make, without expense to the user, any repairs or replacement
of parts which may be necessitated during the life of the user by any cause
other than wilful damage or abuse.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's pens are
unconditionally guaranteed for any designated period of time, unless respondent does in fact make, without expense to the user, any repairs or
replacement of parts which may be necessitated during such designated
period by any cause other than wilful damage or abuse.
Nothing contained in this order, however, shall be construed as prohibiting respondent from representing truthfully that the service on its pens
(as distinguished from the pens themselves) is guaranteed for life or other
designated period of time, even though a charge is imposed by respondent
in connection with such servicing, provided the terms of such guarantee, including the amount of such charge, are clearly and conspicuously disclosed
in immediate conjunction with such representation.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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THE 11ATTER OF

THE PARKER PEN C011PANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC, 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4888. Complaint, Oct. 9, 1940-Decision, May 3, 1945
Where a corporation, engaged in the manufacture and competitive interstate sale and
distribution of fountain pens and mechanical p~ncils, including its "Vacumatic"
and "Blue Diamond" line which it sold under a "GUARANTEE" setting forth
that the models there specified "are GUARANTEED FOR LIFE of the owner
except against loss and wilful damage," and that "Any Parker Major or Maxima
Vacumatic pen (not wilfully abused) when returned to us COMPLETE with all
damaged parts will be serviced, repaired, or replaced FREE...• subject only to
insurance, postage, and handling charges of 35~," etc., and later under a "LIFE
CONTRACT GUARANTEE" stating that "Parker's Blue Diamond on the pen
clip is our life contract with the owner, guaranteeing to make good any damage to
the pen (except loss or willful abuse) subject only to a charge of 35¢ for postage,
insurance, and handling, provided complete pen is returned for service"(a) Represented, directly or by implication, through featuring such statements" Guaranteed for Life," "Life Guaranteed," "Guaranteed Life Contract," "Life Contract Guarantee," in extensive advertisements of its pens in periodicals and newspapers of wide circulation in which no reference was made in the principal portions
to said service charge that its pens were unconditionally guaranteed for the life of
the owner; and failed to avoid the misleading effects of said representations by a
small type statement at the bottom of the advertisement to the effect that its said
guarantee was "subject only to a charge of 35¢ for postage, insurance. and handling, provided complete pen is returned for service";
The facts being that in view of the service charge imposed by it, its pens could not
properly be represented as guaranteed for life or for any other period of time; the
purported guarantee was merely a contract whereby it agreed that during the life
of the owner it would make necessary repairs and adjustments to the pen at the
flat rate of thirty-five cents each, and the most that could be said of the agreement
was that it was a guarantee of repair service on t:he pen; and
(b) Erroneously and misleadingly represented in its advertisements that its pens contained fourteen less parts than other self-filling fountain pens, and that the points
on the pens were "Scratch-proof";
With tendency and ca.pacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purlhasing public, and to cause such public to purchase substantial quantities of its
pens as a result, whereby substantial trade diverted unfairly to it from its competitors:
lleld, That said acts and practices, undrr the circumstanres set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.
As respects the question of the misleading effect of advertisements by a seller of its
"Vacumatic" and "Blue Diamond" line of pens, which featured such statements
as "Guaranteed for Life," "Life Guaranteed," "Guaranteed Life Contract," "Life
Contract Guarantee," in extensive advertisements of its pens in periodicals and
p.ewspapers of wide circvlation, and made no reference in the principal portions
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thereof to the imposition of a service charge: A small type statement at the bottom
of the advertisement to the effect that its said guarantee was "subject only to a
charge of 35¢ for postage, insurance, and handling, provided complete pen is returned for service" did not avoid the misleading effect of the aforesaid representations, since ordinarily it would escape the attention of the reader, and, even if displayed prominently, would still be insufficient, it being inconsistent with and contradictory of the representations that the pen was unconditionally guaranteed for
the life of the owner; and the imposition of a charge for keeping the pen in usable
condition was in direct conflict with its representations that the pen was unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the owner.

Before Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. Karl Stecher for the Commission.
Jeffris, Mouat, Oestreich, Wood & Cunningham, of Janesville, Wis., for
respondent.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that The Parker Pen Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPII 1. Respondent, The Parker Pen Company, is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business at Janesville, Wis. It is now, and has been for many years last past,
engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling fountain pens and
pencils. It ca.uses said fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to be transported from its place of manufacture in Janesville, Wis., or from some other
distributing point, to the purchasers thereof at their respective point!_l of
location in States other than the State from which said fountain pens or
pencils are shipped and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade
in said fountain pens and pencils in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and has been during all the times mentioned herein, in substantial competition with other corporations, and with
partnerships and persons also engaged in the business of manufacturing
fountain pens and pencils and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. There is a belief on the part of a substantial portion of the purchasing public that when an article is stated to be guaranteed for life that
it is represented to be made of such materials and in such manner that it
will last for a lifetime without repair or adjustment when subjected to
normal use, and that it will never be necessary to call on the manufacturer
to make good on such guarantee except in rare instances in which some hidden defect or weakness accidentally or unavoidably escaped detection during the manufacturer's inspection.
Ever since the advent of self-filling fountain pens, in the case of the vast
majority, if not practically all, of such pens made and sold by the manu-
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facturers of hlgh-grade fountain pens, the part or portion of the pen first to
wear out, rot, deteriorate, or require replacement has been the rubber sac.
This fact has been generally known and recognized by the users of such
fountain pens.
Complicated filling mechanisms in fountain pens have likewise been
subject to getting out of order, and the purchasing and using public therefore has a preference for simplicity in such mechanisms, as well as for long
life and durability in all respects.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of certain of its fountain pens designated
"Vacumatic," respondent has caused various statements and representations relative t.o the quality, durability, and construction of said pens to
be inserted in advertisements in newspapers, magazines and other publications having a general circulation throughout the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia, and by continuities broadpast from radio stations which have sufficient power to, and'do, convey
the programs emanating therefrom to listeners located in various States
of the United States other than the State in which said broadcasts originate. Among and typical of said statements and representations relative
to said fountain pens designated "Vacumatic" are the following:
PARKER'S BLUE DIAMOND (blue diamond outline) MARK
means you'll Never Again have to buy a Pen
means it's GUARANTEED FOR LIFE! (blue diamond outline)

At the bottom of the page is a small blue diamond reference mark to the
mark above, following whlch it is stated:
(Blue diamond outline) Pens marked with the Blue D~amond are guaranteed for the
life of the owner against everything except loss or intentional damage, subject only to a
charge of 35~ for postage, insurance, and handling, provided complete pen is returned
for service.
its sacless filler abolishes 14 old-style parts.
The reason for its Utopian ink capacity is its patented Diaphragm filler. This provides more room for ink by abolishing 14 old-style parts. No rubber ink sac, no piston
pump, no lever filler-it's revolutionary!
That patented One-lland Sacless Filler with a Big Ink Reserve in place of a rubber
ink sac.
A revolutionary sacless pen
Its Point of Platinum and Solid Gold is utterly Scratch-proof.
step up to any nearby counter and put your hand to this Scratch-Proof Point.

The above quotations and representations are not all-inclusive, but are
merely illustrative of the type and character of those used by respondent
in advertising its fountain pens which it designates "Vacumatic."
PAR. 5. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations by respondent, relative to its fountain pens designated "Vacumatic,"
and others of similar import or meaning not herein set out, respondent
represents, directly or by implication, that:
1. Said fountain pens designated by the name or mark "Blue Diamond" are of such superior quality and durability that they will last a
lifetime.
2. Said fountain pens designated by the name or mark "Blue Diamond" are guaranteed for life.
6507so - 47 - as
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3. Said fountain pens contain 14 less parts than other self-filling fountain pens.
4. In said fountain pens the rubber sac and all of the trouble from wear,
rot, deterioration, and the necessity for replacement of a rubber sac, which
have long been characteristic of self-filling fountain pens having a rubber
sac, have been eliminated.
5. Said fountain pens are equipped with points possessing exceptional
qualities not possessed by any other pen points which make them absolutely scratch-proof under all conditions.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid statements and representations so made and used
by respondents are false and misleading. Said fountain pens designated
by the name Blue Diamond Vacumatic are not of such superior quality and
durability that they will last a lifetime.
Said fountain pens designated "Blue Diamond Vacumatic" are not
guaranteed for life. Whenever one of said fountain pens is sent to respondent for repair or adjustment, respondent exacts a charge of 35 cents purportedly for "postage, insurance and handling." This charge is made no
matter how insignificant the repair or adjustment may be. Respondent's
purported lifetime guarantee is therefore in no sense a genuine lifetime
guarantee, nor is it a guarantee of any sort. It is instead merely a contract
whereby respondent agrees for the life of the purchaser to make necessary
repairs and adjustments at a flat rate of 35 cents each time the pen is sent
to.it for such service.
Respondent's fountain pens designated "Vacumatic" do not possess 14
less parts than other self-filling fountain pens, nor do they possess any less
parts than a number of other self-filling fountain pens made and sold by
respondent's competitors. Respondent has merely changed the size, shape
or function of parts, without their elimination.
Respondent's fountain pens designated "Vacumatic" are not "sacless," as that term is understood by a substantial portion of the purchasing
public. The rubber sac has not been eliminated from the pen. The only
change made by respondent is in the function of the sac. In respondent's
"Vacumatic" fountain pens the rubber sac is merely inverted and used to
create a vacuum in the barrel of the pen outside the sac, instead of inside
the sac, as in other self-filling fountain pens using a rubber sac. The ink
comes into contact with the sac in respondent's "Vacumatic" fountain
pens, the same as in other pens. Said fountain pens are subject to all of the
trouble from wear, rot, deterioration, and the necessity for replacement of
the rubber sac, which have long been characteristic of self-filling fountain
pens having a rubber sac.
Respondent's pen points designated "Scratch-Proof" possess no novel
features not heretofore known and used by other manufacturers and sellers
of high-grade pen points which make it impossible for them to scratch
under all conditions. Said pen points will scratch under substantially the
same circumstances and conditions as similar pen points made and sold
by other reputable manufacturers.
PAR. 7. There are now, and have been, competitors of respondent manufacturing and selling fountain pens in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia who do
not misrepresent in any manner whatsoever the quality or construction of
the products offered for sale and sold by them, nor do they misrepresent
the nature of any service offered in connection therewith, nor do they make
misrepresentations of any other character or nature to induce the public
to purchase the products offered for sale and sold by them,
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PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts, practices and representations of the respondent herein detailed in connection with the advertising and sale of its aforesaid fountain pens had, and now have, the tendency and capacity to, and
did and do, deceive and mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid false and
misleading acts, practices and representations are true, and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's fountain pens because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief so induced.
As a direct result of the aforesaid false a·nd misleading acts, practices
and representations by respondent, trade in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia has
been diverted unfairly to the respondent from its said competitors who do
not falsely represent their products, or any service offered in connection
therewith. In 'consequence thereof, injury has been, and is being done by
respondent in competition in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondent's competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on October 9, 1940, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, The Parker
Pen Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods
of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. Mter the filing of respondent's answer, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint were introduced before a trial
examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, and such
testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office of
the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final
hearing before the Commission on the complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence
and the exceptions to such report, briefs in support of and in opposition to
the complaint, and oral argument; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS t.S TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, The Parker Pen Company, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business located in Janesville, Wis. Respondent is now, and for many years
last past has been, engaged in the manufacture and sale of fountain pens
and mechanical pencils.
.
PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused its fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State of
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Wisconsin or from some other distributing point to the purchasers thereof
at their respective locations in various States of the United States other
than the State from which such products are shipped, and in the District
of Columbia. Respondent maintains and has maintained a course of trade
in its products in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondent is now, and has been, in substantial competition
with other corporations and with partnerships and individuals engaged in
the sale and distribution of fountain pens and mechanical penc~ls in commerce among and between the various States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. In 1933, respondent began the manufacture and sale of a line of
fountain pens designated by it as "Vacumatic" pens, and some two or
three years later respondent adopted the policy of "guaranteeing" the
higher priced models of this pen for the life of the owner. While the guarantee certificate issued with the pen has been changed from time to time
as to form, there has been little change as to substance. The form of certificate adopted in 1937 read as follows:
GUARANTEE
Parker Vacumatic pens, Major and Maxima models, priced at $8.75 and $10 are
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE of the owner except against loss and wilful damage.
Any Parker Major or Maxima Vacumatic pen (not wilfully abused) when returned
to us COMPLETE with all damaged parts will be serviced, repaired, or replaced FREE
... subject only to insurance, postage, and handling charges of 35~.
All other Parker Vacumatic pens are guaranteed against defective materials and
workmnnship. Any part missing or broken by accident or ill usage will be replaced at
our current nominal charge for such part only, plus insurance, postage, and handling
of 35¢.
This guarantee is rendered void if any parts other than genuine Parker parts are
fitted to the pen, but it may be reinstated by such substituted parts being replaced by
us at our regular repair parts prices.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Janesville, Wisconsin

In 1939, some two years after respondent began the use of this form of
cerii!i.ente, it adopted as a mark of identification for certain of its "Vacumatic" pens the outline of a diamond, in blue, and the pens so marked are
deRignatcd by reRpondents as "Blue Diamond" pens. The form of guarantee certificate presently used by respondent in connection with such
pens reads as follows:
Lll"E CONTRACT GUARANTEE
Parker's Dlue Diamond on the pen clip is our-life contract with the owner, guaranteeing to make good any damage to the pen (except loss or willful abuse) subject only to a
charge of 35j! for postage, insurancP, and handling, provided complete pen is returned
for service.
P AUKER PENS NOT BEARING BLUE DIAMOND are guaranteed mechanically perfect. Repairs and replacements of missing or damaged parts will be made at
our current nominal charges.
This guarantee is invalid if any parts other than genuine Parker parts are fitted to
the pen, However, the guarantee may be reinstated if such substituted parts are replaced by us at our repair parts prices.
THE PARI\:ER PEN COMPANY, Janesville, Wisconsin
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A13 indicated in the foregoing certificates, the owners of respondent's
pens are required to pay the sum of 35 cents each time the pen is returned
to respondent for repair or adjustment. The record shows that the servicing of the pens is done by respondent at a loss, as the cost aver:lges from
40 to 50 cents on each pen, exclusive of the cost of new parts.
.
PAR. 5. Responde:qt advertises its pens extensively throughout the
United States, large advertisements being inserted in periodicals having
nation-wide circulation and in newspapers published in many of the principal cities throughout the country. These advertisements feature such
expressions and statements as" Guaranteed for Life," "Life Guaranteed,"
"Guaranteed Life Contract," and "Life Contract Guarantee." No reference is made in the principal portions of the advertisement to 'the fact that
a service charge is made by respondent for servicing and repairing the pen.
At or near the bottom of the advertisement, however, there usually appears, in small type, a statement reading substantially as follows:
Parker's Blue Diamond on the Pen is our Life Contract with the owner Guaranteeing
the pen against everything (except loss and intentional damage) suLjl)ct only to a
cha.rge of 35¢ for postage, insurance, and handling, provided complete pen is returned
for service.

Immediately preceding this statement is the outline of a blue diamond,
which refers to the word "Guaranteed" in the body of the advertisement,
this word being also preceded by a blue diamond. These marks appear to
be used by respondent instead of asterisks, the purpose evidently being to
emphasize the distinguishing mark of the pen.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that through the use of the statements
"Guaranteed for Life," "Life Guaranteed," "Guaranteed Life Contract,"
"Life Contract Guarantee," and others of similar import in connection
with its pens, resppndent represents, directly or by implication, that its
pens are unconditionally guaranteed for life of the owner-that is, that if
for any reason other than wilful damage or abuse the pen should fail to
give satisfactory service for such period of time, it will be repaired or replaced by respondent without charge .
. PAR. 7. Respondent concedes that a substantial portion of the pens do
not last f01 the life of the owner without repair or adjustment, and the
record affirmatively shows that every year some two hundred thousand
of the pens are returned to respondent for necessary servicing, repair, or
replacement of some part of the pen.
In view of the service charge imposed by respondent, its pens cannot
properly be represented as guaranteed for life or for any other period of
time. The purported guarantee is not in fact a guarantee of the pen but
is merely a contract whereby respondent agrees that during the life of the
owner it will make necessary repairs and adjustments to the pen at the
flat rate of 35 cents each time the pen is returned to respondent for such
service. The most that can be said of the agreement is that it is a guarantee of repair service on the pen. It is in no sense a guarantee of the pen
itself.
PAR. 8. The Commission therefore finds that the foregoing representations made by respondent with respect to its pens are erroneous and
misleading.
Nor is the misleading effect of respondent's representations avoided by
the insertion in the advertisements of the statement (set out in paragraph
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5 above) with respect to the service charge. As heretofore pointed out,
this statement appears in small type and occupies an inconspicuous position in tl;e advertisement. Ordinarily, it would escape the attention of
the average reader. Even were it displayed prominently, however, the
statement would still be insufficient, because it is inconsistent with and
contradictory of the representations in the advertisement that the pen is
unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the owner. The imposition of
a charge for keeping the pen in usable condition is in direct conflict with
respondent's representation that the pen is unconditionally guaranteed
for life.
PAR. 9. J:tespondent has also represented in its advertisements that its
pens contain fourteen less parts than other self-filling fountain pens and
that the points on the pens are "Scratch-proof." These representations
are likewise erroneous and misleading. Respondent's pens do not ·contain
fourteen less parts, or any appreciably smaller number of parts, than other
self-filling fountain pens, nor are the points scratch-proof. The use of
these representations was discontinued by respondent some four years ago.
Complicated filling mechanisms in fountain pens are more likely to get
out of order than are mechanisms which are more simple in construction,
and the purchasing public therefore has a preference for simplicity in such
mechanisms.
PAR. 10. The use by respondent of the erroneous and misleading
representations herein set forth has the tendency and capacity to mislead
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondent's pens possess qualities and characteristics which they do not in fact possess and that such pens are unconditionally guaranteed for the life of the owner, and the tendency and
capacity to cause such portion of the public to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's pens as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief
so engendered. In consequence thereof, substantial tr.ade has been and is
being diverted unfairly to respondent from its competitors, among whom
are those who do not engage in the acts and practices herein described.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence and the exceptions to such report, briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and oral argument; and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent
has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, The Parker Pen Company, a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or
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through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale, sale, and distribution of respondent's fountain pens in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the words "Guaranteed for Life," "Life Guaranteed," "Guaranteed Life Contract," "Life Contract Guarantee," or any word or words
of similar import, alone or in conjunction with any other word or words,
to designate, describe, or refer to respondent's pens, or otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that such pens are unconditionally
guaranteed for life, unless respondent does in fact make, without expense
to the owner, any repairs or replacement of parts which may be necessitated during the life of the owner by any cause other than wilful damage
or abuse.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's pens are
unconditionally guaranteed for any designated period of time, unless respondent does in fact make, without expense to the owner, any repairs or
replacement of parts which may be necessitated during such designated
period by any cause other than wilful damage or abuse.
3. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's pens con- ·
tain fourteen less parts then other self-filling fountain pens; or that respondent's pens contain any smaller number of parts than other pens,
when such is not the fact.
4. Representing, directly or by implication, that the points on respondent's pens are "Scratch-proof."
Nothing contained in this order, however, shall be construed as prohibiting respondent from representing truthfully that the service on its pens
(as distinguished from the pens themselves) is guaranteed for life or other
designated period of time, even though a charge is imposed by respondent
in connection with such servicing, provided the terms of such guarantee,
including the amount of such charge, are clearly and conspicuously disclosed in immediate conjunction with such representation.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this
order.
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THE MATTER OF

EVERSHARP, INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4590.

.

Complaint, Sept. 15, 1941-Decision, May 3, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and competitive interstate sale and
distribution of fountain pens and mechanical pencils, making use of a guarantee
certificate which, prior to institution of instant proceeding, read" GUARANTEED
FOREVER The Eversharp Gold Seal Doric Pen is GUARANTEED FOREVERexcept against loss, theft, willful damage or abuse. This means specifically it is
guaranteed to give you faithful service without limitation as to years. No charge
will be made for repairs except a slight service charge of thirty-five cents (35~) to
cover handling, postage and insurance," etc.Represented, directly.or by implication, in advertisements in newspapers, magazines,
etc. and through point-of-sale advertising supplied to retailers including display
posters, cards, etc., and particularly through radio broadcasts conveying programs
to listeners in many states, in which pens and pencils were represented as "guaranteed forever" and customarily as "guaranteed not for years-not for life-but
GUARANTEED FOREVER," that such pens and pencils were unconditionally
guaranteed forever or without limitation as to time, that is, that if at any time and
for any reason other than wilful damage or abuse the pen or pencil should fail to
give satisfactory servile, it would be repaired or replaced by it without charge;
and failed to avoid or correct such misleading representations through the dis.closure in its more recent advertisements that a service charge must be paid, and
which, furthermore, in some of its radio broadcasts, employed chiefly for its advertising and usually lasting thirty minutes, was not made in connection with each
mention of the guarantee but was deferred until near the close of the program;
The facts being that in view of the service charge imposed by it its products could not
properly be represented as guaranteed forever or for any other period of time; the
purported guarantee was in fact merely a contract whereby it agreed that it would
at any time make necessary repairs and adjustments to the pen or pencil at the fiat
rate of thirty-five cents each time the pen or pencil was returned to it for such
service; and the most that could be said of the agreement was that it was a guarantee of repair service;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that its pens and pencils were unconditionally guaranteed forever and, as a result, to cause its purchase of substantial
quantities thereof:
lleld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.
As respects the question of the misleading effect of advertisements by a seller of fountain pens and pencils which in its guarantee certificate entitled," GUARANTEED
FOREVER," set forth that the product was "GUARANTEED FOREVERexcept against loss, theft, willful damage or abuse. This means specifically it is
guaranteed to give you faithful service ~mthout limitation as to years," and "No
charge will be made for repairs except a slight service charge of thirty-five cent8
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(35t) to cover handling, postage and insurance," and which originally advertised
the same as "Guaranteed Forever" or by other words of similar import: Disclosure
later in its various advertisements, including broadcasts, that a service charge must
be paid, did not avoid said misleading effect, being inconsistent with and contradictory of the representations in the advertisement that the pen or pencil was unconditionally guaranteed forever; and the imposition of a charge for keeping the
pen or pencil in usable condition was in direct conflict with its representation that
the products were unconditionally guaranteed.

Before Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. Karl Stecher for the Commission.
Hayes & Sher and Mr. Robert Jackson, of Washington, D. C., and Winston, Strawn & Shaw, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Eversharp, Inc., a corporation,
hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has violated the provisions of
said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint,
stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Eversharp, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business at Chicago, Ill. It is now, and has been for more than one year last past, engaged in the buslness of manufacturing and selling fountain pens and pencils. It causes said fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to be transported
from its place of manufacture in Chicago, III., or from some other distributing point, to the purchasers thereof at their respective points of location
in States other than the State from which said fountain pens or pencils
are shipped, and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains, and
at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said
fountain pens and pencils in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of certain of its fountain pens and pencils, respondent has caused various statements and representations relative to the quality and durability of said pens and pencils to be inserted in
advertisements in newspapers, magazines and other publications having a
general circulation throughout the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia, and by continuities broadcast from radio
stations which have sufficient power to and do convey the programs emanating therefrom to listeners located in various States of the United
States other than the State in which said broadcasts originate. Among
and typical of said statements and representations relative to said fountain pens and pencils are the following:
EVERSHARP Skyline Pens and Repeater Pencils, identified by the double check
mark on the clips are guaranteed forever. .-\. 35-cent charge is made for postage, insurance and handling. But against everything-except loss or intentional damage-we
GUARANTEE FOREV~R!
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EVERSHARP REPEATING PENCILS are guaranteed not for years, not for life,
but GUARANTEED FOREVER!
This sensational-BEAUTIFUL new EVERSHARP Doric pen-is guaranteednot for years-not for life-but GUARANTEED FOREVER.

The above quotations and representations are not all-inclusive, but are
merely illustrative of the type and character of those used by respondent
in advertising its fountain pens and pencils which it allegedly guarantees
forever.
PAR. 3. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations by respondent relative to its fountain pens and pencils, and others
of similar import or meaning not herein set out, respondent represent directly or by implication that:
1. That said fountain pens and pencils are of such superior quality and
durability that they will last forever, without the necessity of repair or
adjustment.
2. That said fountain pens and pencils are guaranteed without limitation as to time.
PAR. 4. The aforesaid statements and representations so made and used
by respondent are false, misleading and deceptive. Respondent's said
fountain pens and pencils are not of such superior quality and durability
that they will last forever, without the necessity of repair or adjustment.
Said fountain pens and pencils are not guaranteed ·without limitation as
to time. Whenever one of said fountain pens or pencils is sent to respondent for adjustment, respondent exacts a charge of 35¢ purportedly for
postage, insurance and handling. This charge is made no matter how insignificant the repair or adjustment may be. Respondent's purported
guarantee is, therefore, in no sense a genuine guarantee without limitation
as to time, nor is it a guarantee for any particular time or at all. It is in
fact merely a contract whereby respondent, while it continues in business,
agrees with the purchaser of one of said fountain pens or pencils to make
necessary repairs and adjustments at a fiat rate of 35¢ each time the pen
or pencil is sent to it for such service.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts, practices and representations of the respondent herein detailed in connection with the advertising and sale of
its aforesaid fountain pens and pencils had, and now have, the tendency
and capacity to, and did and do, deceive and mislead a substantial portion
of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the
aforesaid false and misleading acts, practices and representations are true,
and into the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's fountain
pens and pencils because of such erroneous and mistaken belief so induced.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on September 15, 19-H, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent,
Eversharp, Inc., a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices iJl commerce in violation of the provisions of
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that act. After the filing of respondent's answer, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint
were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of
the trial examiner upon the evidence, brief in support of the complaint (no
brief having been filed by respondent), and oral argument; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised
in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public
and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Eversharp, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business located
in Chicago, Ill. Respondent is now, and for some five years last past has
been, engaged in the manufacture and sale of fountain pens and mechanical pencils•
PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused its fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State
of Illinois, or from some other distributing point, to the purchasers thereof
at their respective locations in various States of the United States other
than the State from which such products are shipped, and in the District
of Columbia. Respondent maintains and has maintained a course of
trade in its products in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business and for the purpose
of inducing the purchase of certain of its fountain pens and pencils, respondent advertises such products by means of advertisements inserted in
newspapers, magazines and other publications having general circulation
throughout the United States, and particularly by means of continuities
broadcast from radio stations which convey the programs emanating
therefrom to listeners located in many States of the United States other
than the State in which such broadcasts originate. Respondent has also
used point-of-sale advertising, supplying to its retail dealers posters,
cards, etc., for display to the public. At the present time approximately
ninety percent of respondent's advertising is done by means of radio
broadcasts.
In its advertising respondent has represented, among other things, that
the pens and pencils in question are" guaranteed forever," the customary
statement being that the pens and pencils are "guaranteed not for yearsnot for life-but GUARANTEED FOREVER."
A service charge of 35 cents is made by respondent each time one of the
pens or pencils is returned to it by the owner for repair. {The charge is
only 25 cents if the pen or pencil is delivered in person at respondent's main
office or at one of its branch offices.) Formerly, respondent's advertisements made no disclosure of the fact that a service charge must be paid, but
the more recent advertisements have contained a reference to the charge.
However, in some of the radio broadcasts, which usually last 30 minutes,
the reference to the service charge is not made each time the guarantee
is mentioned but is deferred until near the close of the program.
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The guarantee certificate formerly issued by respondent in connection
with its pens read as follows:
GUARANTEED FOREVER
The Eversharp Gold Seal Doric Pen is GUARANTEED FOREVER-except against
loss, theft, willful damage or abuse. This means specifically it is guaranteed to give you
faithful service without limitation as to years.
No charge will be made for repairs except a slight service charge of thirty-five cents
(35¢) to cover handling, postage and insurance. Regular charges will be made for missing parts and parts which must be replaced due to willful damage or abuse.
Only genuine Eversharp parts may be used in this pen. If any other are used, the
guarantee is void, but may be reinstated by having the pen properly repaired with genuine Eversharp parts at regular list prices.
For prompt service mail, together with all broken parts and guarantee coupon, either
to our factory or your Eversharp dealer.
Date __________________________ Dealer's Name _______________________________ _
Eversharp, Inc.

1800 Rosco Street Chicago

Substantially the same form of certificate has been used in connection
with the pencil.
(Since the institution of this proceeding, respondent has revised its advertising and now states that the service on the pens and pencils is guaranteed forever. The guarantee certificate has been similarly modified.)
PAR. 4. The Commission finds that through the use of the statement
"guaranteed forever" and others of similar import in connection with its
pens and pencils, respondent has represented, directly or by implication,
that such pens and pencils are unconditionally guaranteed forever or
without limitation as to time-that is, that if at any time and for any
reason other than wilful damage or abuse the pen or pencil should fail to
give satisfactory service, it will be repaired or replaced by respondent
without charge.
PAR. 5. The record affirmatively shows that every year many thousands of the pens and pencils are returned to respondent by the owners for
necessary servicing, repair, or replacement of parts. The servicing of the
pens and pencils is done by respondent at a loss, as the cost of the servicing
in the average case exceeds the amount of the service charge.
In view of the service charge imposed by respondent, its products cannot properly be represented as guaranteed forever or for any other period
of time. The purported guarantee is not in fact a guarantee of the pen or
pencil but is merely a contract whereby respondent agrees that it will at
any time make necessary repairs and adjustments to the pen or pencil at
the flat rate of 35 cents each time the pen or pencil is returned to the respondent for such service. The most that can be said of the agreement is
that it is a guarantee of repair service. It is in no sense a guarantee of the
pen or pencil itself.
PAR. 6. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent "~th respect to its pens and pencils, as set forth above, are
erroneous and misleading.
Nor is the misleading f'ffect of respondent's representations avoided by
the insertion in the advertisements of the statement with respect to the
RP.rvice charge. The reason for this is that the statement is inconsistent
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with and contradictory of the representations in the advertisement that the
pen or pencil is unconditionally guaranteed forever. The imposition of a
charge for keeping the pen or pencil in usable condition is in direct conflict with respondent's representation that the products are unconditionally guaranteed.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the erroneous and misleading representations herein set forth has the tendency and capacity to mislead and
deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that respondent's pens and p~ncils are unconditionally
guaranteed forever, and the tendency and capacity to cause such portion
of the public to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's products
as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so engendered.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the
evidence, brief in support of the complaint (no brief having been filed by
respondent), and oral argument; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated
the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Eversharp, Inc., a corporation and
its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any
corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and
distribution of responde.nt's fountain pens and mechanical pencils in commerce, as ''commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
do forthwith cease and desist from:
'
1. Using the words "guaranteed forever," or any word or words of
similar import, alone or in conjunction with any other word or words, to
designate, describe, or refer to respondent's products, or otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that such products are unconditionally
guaranteed forever or without limitation as to time, unless respondent
does in fact make, without expense to the user, any repairs or replacement
of parts which may be necessitated at any time by any cause other than
wilful damage or abuse.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's products
are unconditionally guaranteed for any designated period of time, unless
respondent does in fact make, without expense to the user, any repairs or
replacement of parts which may ~e necessitated during such designated
period by any cause other than Wilful damage or abuse.
Nothing contained in this orde~, however, shall be construed as prohibiting respondent from representmg truthfully that the service on its
products (as distinguished from the products themselves) is guaranteed
fort"ver or for any other designated period of time, even though a charge
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is imposed by respondent in connection with such servicing, provided the
terms of such guarantee, including the amount of such charge, are clearly
and conspicuously disclo:;;ed in immediate conjunction with such. representation.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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L. E. WATERMAN COMPANY

.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4617.

Complaint, Oct. 17, 1941-Decision, May 3, 1945

Where a corporation, engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution
of fountain pens and mechanical pencils, including its "100 Year Pen"; making
use of a purported guarantee, set forth on a card included in the individual container of said pen, which read "Waterman's HUNDRED YEAR PEN, identified
by the words: 'Waterman's Hundred Year Pen' on the point, is guaranteed for
one hundred (100) years except against loss or wilful damage, and no charge will
be made for putting it in good writing condition at any time within one hundred
years from date of purchase provided the pen, complete with all damaged parts, is
sent to our factory accompanied by a postage, handling and insurance charge of
35j! .•• "Represented, directly or by implication, through the use of said" Guarantee" and the
words "Waterman's Hundred Year Pen" on the pen point, and by said trade-name
"100 Year Pen" and the statements "100 Year Guarantee," "Guaranteed for
100 Years," "Guarant£ed for a Century" and others similar thereto in advertisements in newspapers, magazines and other publications of general circulation and
in catalogs, circulars and other advertising media, that its said pens were unconditionally guaranteed for one hundred years, that is, that if for any reason other
than wilful damage or abuse the pen should fail to give satisfactory service for such
period of time, it would be repaired or replaced by respondent without charge; and
failed to avoid the misleading effect of such representations through the later inclusion in its advertisements, usually in small type and frequently at or near the
bottom, of a statement reading, "Waterman's 100 Year Pens are guaranteed for a
century against all but loss or willful damage if returned to factory with 35~ to
cover postage, handling and insurance";
The facts being that in view of the service charge imposed by it, its pen could not
properly be represented as guaranteed for one hundred years or for any other period of time; the purported guarantee was not in fact a guarantee of the pen but
merely a contract whereby it agreed that for a period of one hundred years it would
make necessary repairs and adjustments to the pen at the flat rate of thirty-five
cents each time the pen was returned for such service, and the most that could be
said of the agreement was that it was a guarantee of repair servi'ce on the pen;
With tendency and capacity of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous belief that its pens were unconditionally
guar8Jlteed for one hundred years, and to cause such public to purchase substantial
quantities of its pens as a result thereof:
II eld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.

As respects the question' of the misleading effect of advertisements by a seller of its
"100 Year Pen," featuring said name together with statements such as "Guaranteed for One Hundred Years" and "Guaranteed for a century" which included,
UBually in small type and at or near the bottom the statement "Waterman's 100
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Year Pens are guaranteed for a century against all but loss or willful damage if
returned to factory with 35~ to cover postage, handling and insurance": Latter
statement did not avoid the misleading effect of the aforesaid representations
since ordinarily it would escape the attention of the reader, and even were it displayed prominently, it would still be insufficient, being inconsistent with and contradictory of the representations that the pen was unconP.itionally guaranteed for
one hundred years; and the imposition of a charge for keeping the pen in usable
condition was in direct conflict with its representation that the pen was unconditi~nally guaranteed for one hundred years.

Before Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. Karl Stecher for the Commission.
Hughes, Hubbard & Ewing, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that L. E. Waterman Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, L. E. Waterman Company, is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of business at New York, N.Y. It is now, and has been for more than one year
last past, engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling fountain
pens and pencils. It causes said fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to
be transported from its place of manufacture in New York, N.Y., or from
some other distributing point, to the purchasers thereof at their respective
points of locRtion in States other than the State from which said fountain
pens or pencils are shipped, and in the District of Columbia. Respondent
maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of
trade in said fountain pens and pencils in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business, and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of certain of its fountain pens, respondent ha.s caused various statements and representations relative to the quality and durability of said fountain pens to be inserted in advertisements
in newspapers, magazines and other publications having a general circulation throughout the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Among and typical of said statements and representations relative to said fountain pens are the following:
WATERMAN'S
100 YEAR PENS

• • •
Waterman's new 100 year penl

• • •
The only pen guaranteed 100
years against all but loss or
wilful damage.
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WATERMAN'S
100 YEAR PEN

• • •
it's guaranteed 100 Years

No statement is made in these advertisements that any service charge
will be exacted as a condition to the performance of this guarantee.
There is prominently featured in the top of boxes in which respondent's
"Hundred Year Pens" are displayed to the public by dealers a card which
reads:
WATERMAN'S
100 YEAR
GUARANTEE

On the lower right hand end of this card is a gold seal on which are im~
pressed the words: 11 Waterman's Hundred Year Pen." Btmeath this seal
is a blue ribbon. In small type at the bottom of the card are the words:
"See other side." On the other side, or back side, is the following:
WATERMAN'S HUNDRED YEAR PEN, identified by the words: "Waterman's
Hundred Year Pen" on the point, is guaranteed for one hundred (100) years except
against loss or wilful damage, and no charge will be made for putting it in good writing
condition at any time within one hundred years from date of purchase provided the pen,
complete with all damaged parts, is sent to our factory accompanied by a postage,
handling and insurance charge of 35¢.

• • •
The above quotations and representations are not all-inclusive but are
merely illustrative of the type and character of those used by re;pondent
in advertising its fountain pens which it allegedly guarantees for one
hundred years.
PAR. 3. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representations by respondent relative to its fountain pens, and others of similar
import or meaning not herein set out, respondent represents directly, or by
implication that:
1. Said fountain pens are of such superior quality and durability that
they will last 100 years without the necessity of repair or adjustment.
2. Said fountain pens are guaranteed for 100 years.
The aforesaid statell!ents .and represent~tions so made and used by
respondent are false, m1sleadmg and deceptive. Respondent's said fountain pens are not of such superior quality and durability that they will
last 100 years, without the necessity of repair or adjustment. Said fountain pens are not guaranteed for 100 years. Whenever one of said fountain pens is sent to respondent for adjustment, respondent exacts a charge
of 35¢, purportedly for postage, insurance and handling. This charge is
made no matter how insignificant the repair or adjustment may be. Respondent's purported guarantee is in no sense a genuine guarantee for
100 years, nor is it a guarantee for any particular time, or at all. It is in
fact merely a contract whereby respondent agrees with the purchaser of
one ot said fountain pens to make necessary repairs and adjustments at a
fiat rate of 35¢ each time a pen is sent to it for such service, for a peri9d of
100 years.
060780-47-39
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PAR. 4. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent .in connection with the advertising and sale of its aforesaid fountain pens had, and
now have, the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial
portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that the aforesaid false and misleading representations are true, and into
the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's fountain pens because of such erroneous and mistaken belief so induced.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondent's
competitors and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade·commission, on October 17, 1941, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent, L. E. Waterman Company, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
that act. After the filing of respondent's answer, testimony and other
evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint
were introduced before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and such testimony and other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the
complaint, the answer thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the
trial examiner upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report, briefs
in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and oral argument; and
the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, L. E. Waterman Company, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of
business located in New York, N.Y. Respondent is now, and for many
y~ars last past has been, engaged in the manufacture and sale of fountain
pens and mechanical pencils.
PAR. 2. Respondent causes and has caused its fountain pens and pencils, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State
of New York, or from some other distributing point, to the purchasers
thereof at their respective locations in various States of the United States
other than the State from which such products are shipped, and in the
District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and has maintained a course
of trade in its products in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In 1939, respondent adopted for its higher-priced fountain pens
a new type of holder or barrel, which was regarded by it as possessing unusual strength and durability. Respondent designated this pen as its
' 100 Year Pen," and also adopted the policy of "guaranteeing" the pen
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for one hundred years. Since that time the pen has been widely advertised by respondent by means of advertisements inserted in newspapers
magazines and other publications having general circulation throughout
the United States, and also by means of catalogs, circulars and other advertising media distributed among purchasers and prospective purchasers
throughout the nation. In all of these advertisements the trade name
"100 Year Pen" is featured, as well as statements such as "Guaranteed
for 100 Years" and "Guaranteed for a Century." The name "Waterman's Hundred Year Pen" also appears on the point or nib of the pen.
Each pen is packed by respondent in a separate box for display to the
public, and in the top of this box is a card which bears on the exposed side
the legend, "Waterman's 100 YEAR Guarantee." At the lower righthand corner of this side of the card there is attached a gold-colored seal
which bears the words, "Waterman's Hundred Year Pen." In small type
·at the bottom of the card are the words, "See Other Side." On the reverse
side of the card is the purported guarantee, which reads as follows:
Waterman's IIUNDUED YEAn PEN, identified by the words: "Waterman's
Hundred Year Pen" on the point, is guaranteed for one hundred (100) years except
against loss or wilful damage, and no charge will be made for putting it in good writing
condition at any time within one hundred years from date of purchase provided the
pen, complete with all damaged parts, is sent to our factory accompanied by a postage,
handling and insurance charge of 35¢.
,
Charge will be made for any missing parts, but not for the repair or replacement of
any defective or broken parts.
This guarantee is rendered void if any parts other than genuine-Waterman's parts are
fitted to this pen but it may be reinstated by such substituted parts being replaced by
us at our regular repair parts prices.
Date of Purchase-----------------------------------------------------------Authorized Dealer _______ -------------------------------------------- _______ _
L E W ATEUMAN COMPANY
344 Hudson St., New York, N.Y.

As indicated above, a service c~arge of 3~ cents i.s made by respondent
each time the pen is returned to 1t for repa1r or adJustment. The record
shows that the servicing of the pens is done by respondent at a loss as the
average cost of servicing each pen is approximately 47 cents, excl~sive of
the cost of new parts.
.
Formerly, respondent's adver~1sem~nts m.ade no ~eference to the service
charge, but it is now respon.dent s pohcy to mclude mall advertisements a
statement reading substantially as follows:

•

Waterman's 100 Year Pens are guaranteed for a century against all but loss or willful
dama.ge if returned to factory with 35~ to cover postage, handling and insurance.

This statement is usually in small type and frequently appears at or
near the bottom of the advertisement rather than in the principal portion
thereof. In some of the advertisement.s the statement is preceded by an
asterisk, which refers to the representatiOn as to the guarantee in the body
of the advertisement.
.
PAR 4 The Commission finds that through the use of the trade name
"100 Ye~r Pen" and of the statements "100 Year Guarantee " "Guaranteed for 100 Years," "Guaranteed for a Century" and other; of similar
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import in connection with its pens, respondent represents, directly or by
implication, that its pens are unconditionally guaranteed for one hundred
years-that is, that if for any reason other than wilful damage or abuse the
pen should fail to give satisfactory service for such period of time, it will
be repaired or replaced by respondent without charge.
PAR. 5. Respondent concedes that only in rare instances, if ever, will
the pens last one hundred years without repair or adjustment, and the
record affirmatively shows that every year many of the pens are returned
to respondent for necessary servicing, repair, or replacement of some part
of the pen. At the time of the hearings the number of pens which were
being returned for such purposes was approximately three hundred per
month, and the number was increasing steadily.
In view of the service charge imposed by respondent, its pens cannot
properly be represented as guaranteed for one hundred years or for any
other period of time. The purported guarantee is not in fact a guarantee
of the pen but is merely a contract whereby respondent agrees that for a
period of one hundred years it will make necessary repairs and adjustments
to the pen at the flat rate of 35 cents each time the pen is returned to respondent for such service. The most that can be said of the agreement is
that it is a guarantee of repair service on the pen. It is iri no sense a guarantee of the pen itself.
PAR. 6. The Commission therefore finds that the representations made
by respondent with respect to its pens, as set forth in paragraphs 3 and 4
hereof, are erroneous and misleading.
Nor is the misleading effect of respondent's representations avoided
by the insertion i:ri the advertisements of the statement (set out in paragraph 3 above) with respect to the service charge. As heretofore pointed
out, this statement usually appears in small type and frequently occupies
an inconspicuous position in the advertisement. Ordinarily, it would
escape the attention of the average reader. Even were it displayed prominently, however, the statement would still be insufficient, because it is
inconsistent with and contradictory of the representations in the advertisement that the pen is unconditionally 'guaranteed for one hundred years.
The imposition of a charge for keeping the pen in usable condition is in
direct conflict with respondent's representation that the pen is unconditionally guaranteed for one hundred years.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of these erroneous and misleading
representations has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondent's pens are unconditionally guaranteed for
one hundred years, and the tendency and capacity to cause such portion
of the public to purchase substantial quantities of respondent's pens as a
result of the erroneous and mistakep belief so engendered.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent,.testi-
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mony and other evidence taken before a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report, briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint, and oral argument; and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, L. E. Waterman Company, a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering
for sale, sale, and distribution of respondent's fountain pens in commerce,
as" commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the words "Hundred Year," "100 Year," "100 Year Guarantee," "Guaranteed for 100 Years,"" Guaranteed for·a Century," or any
word or words of similar import, alone or in conjunction with any other
word or words, to designate, describe, or refer to respondent's pens, or
otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that such pens are unconditionally guaranteed for one hundred years, unless respondent does
in fact make, without expense to the user, any repairs or replacement of
parts which may be necessitated during such period of time by any cause
other than wilful damage or abuse.
2. Representing, directly or by implication, that respondent's pens are
unconditionally guaranteed for any designated period of time, unless respondent does in fact make, without expense to the user, any repairs or replacement of parts which may be necessitated during such designated
pericd by any cause other than wilful damage or abuse.
Nothing contajned in this order, however, shall be construed as prohibiting respondent from representing truthfully that the service on its pens
(as distinguished from the pens themselves) is guaranteed for one hundred years or other designated period of time, even though a charge is
imposed by respondent in connection with such servicing, provided the
terms of such guarantee, including the amount of such charge, are clearly
and conspicuously disclosed in immediate conjunction with such representation.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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IN THE ~ATTER OF

LE~UEL FIRTH,· ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5065.

Complaint, Oct. 20, 1943-Decision, May 4, 1945

Where 19 individuals, owners and masters of fishing boots operating out of the city of
Gloucester, Mass., and comprising practically all the boats catching mackerel in
fishing grounds located more than three miles off shore from Massachusetts and
adjoining States, with fish capacity ranging from 60,000 pounds to over 100,000
pounds each plus ice to preserve the fish and with crews of from ten to fourteen
men, compensated by an agreed share of the profit from each catch of fish; and
engaged in the transporation and competitive sale of such fish to dealers in New
Bedford, Boston, and Gloucester, Mass., for resale to dealers in various States;
Following dissatisfaction on the part of owners, masters and crew members, caused by
a glut in the market when prices, particularly in New Bedford-where there were
only about three dealers and sale, unlike that at the Boston Fish Exchange at
which it was at public auction, was through private negotiation only-dropped to
an extremely low point, and preceding the subsequent scarcity of mackerel, a much
stronger market, and substantial price advances, as a result of which they evidently felt the situation had thus corrected itself;
Entered into and put into operation and effect, for a period of one month, an agreement,
combination, and conspiracy among themselves and with the Atlantic Fishermen's
Union and its members to hinder, restrain, and lessen competition in the production of mackerel and in the sale and distribution of such fish in interstate commerce; and pursuant thereto,
~a) Agreed to and did limit the catches to 40,000 pounds of mackerel;
(b) Agreed and abided by agreement that boats carrying their catch to New Bedfm:d
(which was the principal port they had in mind in referring to ports on "the westerly side of the Cape Cod Canal" in their formal agreement) would refuse to sell
their fish unless the New Bedford dealers would pay a price one-half cent per pound
above the prevailing price on the Boston exchange; in order, through said differential, to offset certain freight rate advantages enjoyed by the New Bedford dealers
in selling in the New York market, and to offset the effect of apprehended collusion
among the New Betlford dealers, which tended to depress the market and afford
them an unfair advantage over dealers in Boston, who had to buy at public auction;
(c) Agreed and abided by agreement that boats going into New Bedford would remain
in port for thirty-six hours, as opposed to those going into Boston or Gloucester
which were required to remain only twenty-four hours, due to greater nearness of
the fishing grounds to New Bedford than to Boston, and their wish to give boats
going into Boston opportunity to dispose of their catch and return to the fishing
grounds as soon as those going into New Bedford, and thus afford all boats opportunity to make approximately the same number of trips to and from the fishing
grounds, encourage boats to go to Boston, and tend to relieve somewhat the glutted
condition of the New Bedford market; and
(d) Agreed to and did discontinue the practice, regarded as unfair, of selling fish via
radio phone before the boat reached port, and sometimes even before the fish had
been caught;
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With the result, hy reason of such agreements, etc., carried out for said period, but apparently not longer, and aforesaid acts and things done pursuant thereto, of substtl.ntially restraining competition in the production of such fish, and in the sale
and distribution thereof in commerce; compelling certain dealers to pay higher
prices than they would otherwise have paid; and increasing the price to the consuming public:
Held, That said acts and practice;, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair methods of competition in (;ommerce.

Before Mr. John W. Norwood, trial examiner.
Mr. Everett F. Haycraft for the Commission.
Mr. William J. Macinnis, of Gloucester, Mass., for

'

respondent>~.

CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the individuals named in the caption
hereof, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions
of Section 5 of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Lemuel Firth, is the owner and master of
the boat, Three Sisters, and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of
Massachusetts. Respondent, Cyril Dyett, is the owner and master of the
boat, American Eagle, and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Jack Barrett, is the owner and master of the
boat, Jackie B., and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Frank Foote, is the owner and master of the boat, Eleanor, and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Cy Tysfer, is the owner and master of the boat, Naomi Bruce,
and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent,
Benedetto Randazza, is the owner and master of the boat, Antonina, and
resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent,
Phillip Curcuru is the owner and master of the boat, Bethulia, and resides
in the city of a'loucester, State of Ma."lsachusetts. Respondent, Thomas
Scola, is the master of the boat, Mary W.~ and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of MassachuRetts. Respondent, Joseph Sinagra, is the owner
and master of the boat Frankie & Rose, and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massa~husetts. Respondent, Peter Scola, is the owner
and master of the boat Rm;emarie, aml resides in the city of Gloucester
State of Massachusett~. Respondent, Joseph Parisi, is the owner and
master of the boat, Rose & Lucy, and resides i!l the. city of Gloucester,
State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Frank Mmeo, xs the master of the
boat Alden and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts.
Respondent', Isadoro Tarantino, is the owner and master of the boat, Captain Drum and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of l\lassachusetts.
Respondent, Peter Mercurio, is the owner and master of the boat, Santa
Maria, and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Paul Scola, is the owner and master of the boat, Jennie & Julia,
and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Ma<;sachusetts. H.espondent,
Gerome Frontiero, is the owner and master of the boat, Beatrice & Rose,
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and resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Philip Nicastro, is the owner and master of the boat, Serafina N., and
resides in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent,
Leo Favaloro, is the owner and master of the boat, Saint Ann, and resides
in the city of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts. Respondent, Alphonse
Mineo, is the master of the boat; Frank F. Grinnell, and residel:l in the city
of Gloucester, State of Massachusetts.
PAR. 2. Said respondents are engaged in the business of catching fish
in fishing grounds in the Atlantic Ocean three miles or more from shore
adjacent to the State of Massaclmsetts and adjoining States, and in the
transportation and sale thereof to dealers located in the cities of Gloucester, Boston and New Bedford, Mass., who in turn sell said fish to dealers located in States other than the State of Massachusetts, causing said
fish when sold to be transported from their respective places of business to
the purchasers thereof located throughout the several States of the United
States and there has been and now is a regular course of interstate trade
and commerce in fresh fish to and from and through said dealers located in
said cities to dealers located in cities in States other than Massachusetts.
Said respondents have been during all times herein mentioned and now
constitute more than 90% of all fishermen engaged in catching fish in said
fishing grounds. Prior to the adoption of the practices hereinafter alleged,
said respondents were in free, active and substantial competition with
each other in catching and selling fish to dealers in said commerce and, but
for the facts hereinafter alleged, such free, active and substantial competition would have continued and said respondents would now be in free,
active and substantial competition with each other.
PAR. 3. Said respondents, acting in cooperation with each other and
with the Atlantic Fishermen's Union of Boston and other similar organizations and their members who are members of the crews employed by said
respondents on their respective boats during the period of time, to wit,
from May, 1941, to the date of this complaint, have from time to time entered into understandings, agreements, combinations and conspiracies
among themselves to hinder and suppress competition in the interstate
sale and distribution of fresh fish, including particularly, mackerel, red fish
and yellow tails, to dealers, and to restrain interstate trade in said fish and
to create a monopoly in the interstate sale and distribution of such fish in
and around the cities of Gloucester, Boston and New Bedford, Mass. Pursuant to said understanding, agreement, combination and conspiracy and
in furtherance thereof, the respondents have acted in concert, have followed a planned common course of action and have cooperated with each
other in doing the following acts and things:
(a) Restricted the quantity of fish to be caught and sold to dealers
within certain time limits.
(b) Fixed the price at which said fish was to be sold to dealers in the
respective markets, particularly in the city of New Bedford.
(c) Restricted the length of time that a fishing boat may stay in said
ports for the purpose of selling fish.
(d) Refused to allow each other to receive and dealers to make bids on
catches of fish by the use of radio phone before boats are docked.
(e) Refused to sell fish to dealers located in New Bedford, Massachusetts, at prices less than those fixed by respondents pursuant to agreement
and understanding as aforesaid.
(f) Held joint meetings with the said Atlantic Fishermen's Union and
other similar labor organizations composed of members of crews employed
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hy said respondents at which agreements were made to boycott or otherwise interfere with the usual operation of fishermen who did not observe
!1-nd d? the acts and things set forth herein in subparagraphs (a) to (e)
mclus1ve.
PAR. 4. The results of such understanding, agreement and conspiracy
of the planned common course of action and cooperation, and of the act~
and things done thereunder and pursuant thereto by said respondent as
hereinbefore set forth have been and now are:·
1. To prevent and hinder respondents from selling their fish in interstate commerce to dealers therein who but for the existence of said understanding, agreement, combination and conspiracy would purchase said
fish.
2. To prevent dealers in fish in the city of New Bedford, Mass., and
elsewhere from purchasing their requirements of said fish in interstate com·.
.
merce from the respondents.
3. To for-ce many dealers in fish located in the city of New Bedford,
Mass., and elsewhere to discontinue the business of buying and selling certain kinds of fish particularly mackerel, red fi3h or yellow tails because of
their inability to obtain a supply there:>£ at competitive prices from said
respondents.
4. To substantially increase the price of said fish to dealers located in
the city of New Bedford, Mass., and elsewhere and to the consuming
public.
5. To place in the hands of the respondents control over the business
practices of fishermen and dealers in fish and over market prices of fish
and the power to exclude from the fishing industry in the territory adjacent
to the State of Massachusetts those who do not conform to the rules, regulations and prices established by said respondents.
·
PAR. 5. The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein alleged, are
all to the prejudice of the public, have a dangerous tendency to and have
actually hindered and prevented price competition between and among
respondents in the sale of fresh fish in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act; have placed in respondents
the power to control and enhance prices in said fish and have tended to create in the respondents a monopoly in the sale of said fish in such commerce, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on Oct<?ber 20, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceedmg upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the "l!s~ of unfair methods of competition in commerce in v~olation of the prov1s10n~ of that. act. After the filing
by respondents of their a~swer to. t~e complamt, tes~1mony and other evidence in support of and m oppos1t10~ to the allegatwns. o~ the complaint
were introduced before a tnal exammer of the Comm1sswn theretofore
duly designated by it, and such testimony. a:r;td other evidence were duly
recorded and filed in the office of the Comm1sswn. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing ~efore the Commission on the complaint, answer, testimony and oth.er ev1dence, report of the t.ria~ examiner
upon the evidence and the exceptiOns to such report, and bnef m support
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of the complaint (no brief having been filed on behalf of respondents and
oral argument not having been requested); and the Commission, having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes this its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. All of the respondents reside in th,e city of Gloucester,
Mass. Each is the owner and/or master of a fishing boat operating out of
that city. Respondent, Lemuel Firth, is the owner of the boat "Three
Sisters." Respondent, Cyril Dyett, is the master of the boat "American
Eagle." Respondent, Jack Barrett, is the owner of the boat "Jackie B."
Respondent, Frank Foote, is the master of the boat" Eleanor." Respondent, Cy Tysfer,·is the master cif the boat "Naomi Bruce." Respondent,
Benedetto Randazza, is the owner and master of the boat u An to nina."
Respondent, Phillip Curcuru, is the owner and master of the boat "B~th
ulia." Respondent, Thomas Scola, was, during the time hereinafter referred to, the master of the boat 11 1\lary W." Respondent, Joseph Sinagra, is the owner and master of the boat "Frankie and Rose." Respondent, Peter Scola, is the owner and master of the boat "Rosemarie." Respondent, Joseph Parisi, is the master of the boat" Rose and Lucy." Respondent, Frank Mineo, is the master of the boat 11 Alden." Respondent,
Isadoro Tarantino, is the master of the boat 11 Captain Drum." Respondent, Peter Mercurio, is the owner and master of the boat "Santa Maria."
Respondent, Paul Scola, is the owner and master of the boat "Jennie &
Julia." Respondent, Gerome Frontiero, is the owner and master of the
boat 11 Beatrice & Rose." Respondent, Philip Nicastro, is the master of the
boat "Serafina N." Respondent, Leo Favaloro, is the master of the boat
11
Saint Ann." Hespondent, Alphonse Mineo, is the master of the boat
11
Frank F. Grinnell.''
PAR. 2. The respondents are engaged in the business of catc:CUng fish,
particularly mackerel, in fishing grounds located more than three miles
from shore in that portion of the Atlantic Ocean adjacent to the State of
Massachusetts and adjoining States, and in the transportation and sale of
such fish to dealers located in the cities of New Bedford, Boston, and
Gloucester, Mass. These dealers resell the fish to dealers located in States
other than the State of Massachusetts, causing the fish, when sold, to be
transported across State lines to such purchasers. Respondents and the
dealers purchasing their fish maintain and have maintained a regular
course of trade in such fish in commerce among and between various States
of the United States.
PAn. 3. The respondents are in active and substantial competition with
one another in catching fish and in the transportation and sale of such fish
in commerce as aforesaid, except insofar as such competition has been hindered, lessened, and restrained as a result of the acts and practices hereinafter described.
PAn. 4. The boats operated by the respondents comprise practically all
of the boats fishing for mackerel in the fishing grounds in question. The
boats range in load capacity from about 60,000 pounds to over 100,000
pounds of fish, plus the amount of ice necessary to preserve the fish unti
they are unloaded in port. Each boat carries a crew of from ten to four 1
teen men. The crew members receive for their labor an agreed share o
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percentage of the profit accruing from each catch of fish. They are therefore directly interested in the price obtained for the catch. The master or
captain of the boat sometimes receives a share as a member of the crew in
addition to the commission or other compensation paid him by the owner
of the boat. In Boston, fish are sold at public auction on the fish exchanrre.
In New Bedford, however, a different situation prevails. Here there ~re
only about three dealers, and the sale is a matter of private negotiation or
bargaining between the dealer and the operators of the boat. The prices
prevailing in the Boston market usually govern the prices paid in New
Bedford.
PAR. 5. In May, 1941, mackerel were plentiful, and as the boats usually
caught and carried into port loads approximating their full capacitv the
result was that the market was glutted, particularly in New Bedford.
Prices dropped to an extremely low point, and all parties interested in the
operation of the boats--owners, masters, and crew members alike-were
very much dissatisfied. In an attempt to remedy the situation, the respondents held a meeting in the latter part of May, 1941, and tentatively
agreed among themselves upon certain rules or regulations to govern the
catching and sale of mackerel. These rules were reduced to memorandum
form and submitted to the local representative of the labor union known
as the Atlantic Fishermen's Union, to which all of the crew members belonged. After making certain changes in and additiqns to the rules, the
union representative had them reduced to a formal written agreement, and
each of the respondents signed a copy of the agreement. The agreement
was in the following form:
AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEl\IENT ENTERED into this June 1 to July 1, 1941, by and between ·--------------------- Owner, Captain or anyone acting in their behalf,
of the American Fishing Vessel ____ ------------------, hereinafter referred to as
the Owner, Party of the First Part and the Atlantic Fishermen's Union, hereinafter
referred to as the Union, Party of the Second Part.
WHEREAS, thE' Owner, Captain or anyone acting in their behalf and the Union are
desirous of catchin 1• and selling mackerel, and
WHEREAS, the work and expense to the fishermen in catching mackerel is not commensurate with his return on said mackerel,
THEREFORE it is hereby mutually agreed as follows:
Crew members' w1U work as many hours as it may take to catch 40,000 lbs of
mackerel.
Boats going in to the westerly side of the Cape Cod Canal, arriving in any port before
noon (on the westerly side) may take out fish at H above the Boston price in the fish
exchange.
Boats arriving after noon in any of the above mentioned ports, shall take out fish the
following day at the above mentioned price, and shall stay in 36 hours in port from the
time the trip is started.
.
Boats in Boston or Gloucester shall stay m 24 hours.
From 10,000 lbs. and over, will be considered a trip..
No fish is to be given away to any boats out of the seme.
No fish will be sold by radio phone but fish can be sold by land phone.
One man from the crew shall be permitted to tally fish. (Comm. Ex. 1)
PAR. 6. This agreement, which ~as signed l?Y the respontlents on or
about June 1, 19-11, covered the thirty-day penod from June 1, 1941, to
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July 1, 1941. It was in the nature of an experiment, respondents intending
to extend the agreement for a longer period if it proved satisfactory. That
the agreement was immediately put into effect is evident from the record.
Catches were restricted to 40,000 pounds. Boats carrying their catch to ·
New Bedford (which was the principal port respondents had in mind in
referring to ports on" the westerly side of the Cape Cod Canal") refused to
sell their fish unless the New Bedford dealers would pay a price one-half
cent per pound above the prevailing price on the Boston exchange. This
price differential was imposed by respondents to offset certain freight rate
advantages enjoyed by the New Bedford dealers in selling in the New
York market, and also because the respondents felt that there was collusion among the New Bedford dealers, which tended to depress the market
and afford the dealers an unfair advantage over dealers in Boston, who
• had to buy at public auction.
Respondents likewise observed the provision of the agreement requiring
boats going into New Bedford to remain in port for thirty-six hours,
whereas boats going into Boston or Gloucester were required to remain
only twenty-four hours. The reason for this rule was that the fishing
grounds were nearer to New Bedford than to Boston, and respondents
wished to give boats going into Boston an opportunity to dispose of their
catch and return to the fishing grounds by the time boats going into New
Bedford could return, thus affording all boats an opportunity to make approximately the same number of trips to and from the fishing grounds. It
was thought that this would encourage boats to go to Boston and tend to
relieve somewhat the glutted condition of the New Bedford market. Also
discontinued, pursuant to the agreement, was the practice of certain of the
respondents of selling fish via radio phone before the boat reached port,
and sometimes even before the fish had been caught. This was regarded
by the respondents generally as an unfair practice.
So far as the record discloses, the agreement was not extended beyond
the thirty-day period. The reason for this appears to have been that before the period expired mackerel had become scarce, the market had become much stronger, and prices had advanced substantially. The respondents evidently felt that the situation had thus corrected itself, and
that there was therefore no necessity for extending the agreement.
PAR. 7. The Commission finds from the facts, herein set forth, that the
respondents entered into and put into operation and effect an agreement,
combination, and conspiracy among themselves and with the Atlantic
Fishermen's Union and its members to hinder, restrain, and lessen competition in the production of mackerel fish and in the sale and distribution
of such fish in interstate commerce. Such agreement, combination, and
conspiracy, and the acts and things done pursuant thereto and in furtherance thereof, as herein set forth, had the tendency and capacity to, and
did substantially hinder, restrain, and lessen competition in the productio~ of such fish, and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce as
aforesaid, compel certain dealers to pay higher prices for such fish than
they would otherwise have paid, and increase the price of such fish to the
consuming public.

.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair methods of competition in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commis~
sion Act.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the compl9-int of the Commission, the answer of the respondents
testimony and other evidence introduced before a trial examiner of th~
Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner
upon the evidence and the exceptions to such report, and brief in support
of the complaint (no brief having been filed on behalf of respondents and
oral argument not haVing been requested); and the Commission having
made its findings as to the (acts and its conclusion that the respondents
have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Lemuel Firth, Cyril Dyett, Jack
Barrett, Frank Foote, Cy Tysfer, Benedetto Randazza, Phillip Curcuru,
Thomas Scola, Joseph Sinagra, Peter Scola, Joseph Parisi, Frank Mineo,
Isadoro Tarantino, Peter Mercurio, Paul Scola, Gerome Frontiero, Philip
Nicastro, Leo Favaloro, and Alphonse Mineo, and their agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device,
in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of fish in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do
forthwith cease and desist from entering into, continuing, cooperating in,
or carrying out any planned common course of action, agreement, understanding, combination, or conspiracy between or among any two or more
of said respondents, or between any one or more of said respondents and
others not parties to this proceeding, to do or perform any of the following
acts or things:
1. Restricting the quantity of fish to be caught and sold to dealers.
2. Fixing the price at which fish are to be sold to dealers in any market,
or establishing or maintaining any price differential between or among
different markets.
3. Prescribing the length of time a boat carrying fish to market shall
remain in port.
.
.
.
.
. .
4. Prohibiting the use of the radw phone m carrymg on negotlatwns
for the sale of fish.
5. Holding meetings for the purpose of.reaching.agreements governing
the quantity of fish to be caught o.r the pnce ~~:t whi?h .fish are to be sold.
6. Engaging in any act or practice substantially Similar to those set out
in this order with the purpose or effect of establishing or maintaining uniform prices for fish.
,
It is further ordered, !hat the resp.ondents shall,, '~ithin 60 da~s af~er
~ervice upon them of tlu~ order, file wtth the Con;miss~on a report m wntmg setting forth in detatl the manner and form m which they have complied with this order.
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ASSOCIATED MERCHANDISING CORPORATION, ET AL.
COMPLAINT. FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SUB-SEC. (f) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 1:1, 1914,
AS AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936

Docket 6027.

Complaint, Aug. 17, 19.t,S-Decision, May 8, 191,5

Where a corporation, the 21 owners and members of which were engaged in the operation of 22 department stores located in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Richmond, Cleveland, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, San Francisco and
other large cities, with sales in 1941 aggregating 425 million dollars, and individual
store sales ranging from two to 40 million dollars; which, reorganized and re-incorporated in 1939, with staffs of market specialists charged primarily with assisting
the buyers of the various stores in purchasing from the manufacturers, producers
and suppliers at the lowest possible price, merchandise resold in said stores of the
members-about 25% of which was bought with its aid; and which, with offices in
New York, branch offices in Chicago and Los Angeles, a Boston sub-office and,
before the war, buying offices in various cities in Europe and the Orient; and with
no warehouses and selling no merchandise to the trade or the consuming public;
was maintained and operated by said members as an agency and means whereby
they were enabled to act collectively to obtain special allowances and discounts on
their purchases of merchandise(a) Knowingly induced manufacturers, producers, and suppliers to discriminate in price
in favor of said members by selling them merchandise for resale in their respective
department stores at lower prices or with higher allowances or discounts than
those accorded to stores of non-members in competition with members' stores; and,
Where said members(b) Kno\\ ingly received the benefits of such discriminatory allowances or discounts
granted to said corporation for the use and benefit of said members, through ratable
distribution by said corporation of the rebate paid by the manufacturer or other
source of supply on the total aggregate purchases from it for a specific periodusually a year-of all the department stores of such members; and
Where said corporation(c) Sought to induce manufacturers, producers, and suppliers of merchandise resold in
the department stores of the members, to grant the aforesaid spec·ial and discriminatory allowan<'es or discounts on the purchase thereof by the members, and
approved, classified, and designated a manufacturer agreeing so to do, as a "preferred resourec";
(d) As an inducement for, and in consideration of, the aforesaid di.~criminations in price
granted by said "preferred resources," continuously requested, and by various
means attempted to influence, the members to confine to said" preferred resources"
all of their purchases of the merchandise of which said preferred resources were
sources of supply; and
Where said memhrrs(e) Usually acting directly, but sometimes through such corporation, generally confined purehasPs to "preferred resources" and withheld them from other sources of
SUJirly;

(j) As a further inducement to and in consideration of the aforesaid discriminations
in price, gave preference in reselling to merchandise which had been purchased
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from said "preferred resources" and did not push the resale of comparable goods
which they had purchased from other sources of supply; and
Where said corporation, and its members, as above set out(g) Knowingly induced and received discriminatory prices from manufacturers, producers, and suppliers by means of special allowances or discounts on their purchases in commerce of the merchandise which was resold in the stores of said members;
With the result that1. Manufacturers, producers, and suppliers, who had been and were in competition with such "preferred resources" in seeking to sell, in commerce, to said corporation and to the members for resale, merchandise of like grade and quality as
that sold to them by said preferred resources, were prevented from thus selling
their goods, due to their refusal to grant the discriminatory prices or tlisPounts
granted by said preferred resources; and
2. Department stores which were in competition with members' stores and
which individually might purchase merchandise from a particular preferred resource in an amount as great as, or in excess of, that of a competing store of a member were not granted any similar price or discount on their purchases;
Effect of which discriminations in price1. Might be substantially to lessen competition in the line of commerce in which
the preferred resources were engaged, and to injure, destroy, or prevent competition
with said preferred resources in selling merehaudise to said members for resale;
2. l\light be substantially to lessen competition in the line of <'ommerce in
which were engaged the department stores of said members and those of their competitors who did not receive the benefit of said discriminatory prices or discounts;
and
3. Might be to injure, destroy, or prevent competition between the stores of
said members who received the benefits of said discriminatory price and comprting
department stores to whom such benefits were denied:
Held, That such acts and practices constituted violations of subsection (j) of Section 2
•
of the Clayton Act as amended.

ll!r. Fletcher G. Cohn for the Commission.
Weil Gotshal & Manges of New York Citv, for Associateu l\1erchanuis-!
•
'
'
J
mg Corp.
Gardner, ~llf orrison & Rogers, of Washington, D. C., for the other respondents, and along withD'Ancona, Pflaum, Wyatt, llfarwick & Rislcind, of Chicago, Ill., for The
Herzfeld-Phillipson Co.;
.
,
·
11!acFarlene, Schaefer & Jl aun, of Los Angeles,. Cn.hf., f?r Bu_Jlock s, I_n,c.;
Kingman, Cross, Morley, Cant & Taylor, of 1\lmneapolJs, 1\lmn., for I he
Dayton Co.; and
Mr.llal II. Smith and llfr. Albert E. llfeder, of Detroit, l\1ich., for The
J. L. Hudson Co.
CoMPLAINT

The Feueral Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the par-

t~es responuent nameu in the ~aptio~ hereof, anu hereinafter more particularly designated and descnbed, smce .June 19, 193~, have been and

are now violating the provisions of subsectiOn (f) of SectiOn 2 of the Clayton Act (U.S.C. Title 15 Sec. 13), as amended by the Hobinson-Patman
Act, approveu June 19,' 193G, hereby issues its complaint, stating its
charges with respect thereto as follows:
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Associated Merchandising Corporation
hereinafter referred to and designated as "respondent A.M. C.," is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York, with its office and principal place of business being
located at 1440 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Respondent, Abraham & Straus, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Brooklyn, N. Y., where it operates a retail department store under the
name of Abraham & Straus, Inc.
Respondent, L. S. Ayres & Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Indianapolis, Ind., where it operates a retail department store under the mime of
L. S. Ayres & Company.
Respondent, Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York,
with its office and principal place of business being located at Lexington
Avenue and 59th Street in the city of New York, N.Y., where it operates
a retail department store under the name of Bloomingdale Bros., Inc.
Respondent, The Herzfeld-Phillipson Company, is a corporation, duly
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its office and principal place of business being located in the
city of Milwaukee, Wis., where it operates a retail department store under
the name of The Boston Store.
Respondent, Bullock's, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its
office and principal place of business being located in the city of Los Angeles, Calif., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
•
Bullock's, Inc.
Respondent, Burdine's, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its office
and principal place of business being located in the city of Miami, Fla.,
where it operates a retail department store under the name of Burdine's,
Inc.
Respondent, The Dayton Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Minnesota,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Minneapolis, Minn., where it operates a retail department store under the
name of The Dayton Company.
Respondent, The Emporium-Capwell Company, is a corporation, duly
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California, with its office and principal place of business being located in the
city of San Francisco, Calif.; it operates two retail department stores, one
in San Francisco, Calif., known as the Emporium, and the other in Oakland, Calif., known as The H. C. Capwell Company.
Respondent," m. Filene's Sons Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, with its office and principal place of business being located
in the city of Boston, Mass., where it operates a retail department store
under the name of Wm. Filene's Sons Company.
Respondent, B. Forman Company, is a corporation, duly organized and
exi~ting under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York 1 v.ith its
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office and principal place of business being located in the city of Rochester,
N. Y., where it operates a retail department store under the name of B.
Forman Company.
Respondent, Joseph Horne Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Pittsburgh, Pa., where it operates a retail department store under the
name of Joseph Horne Company.
Respondent, The J. L. Hudson Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Michigan,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Detroit, Mich., where it operates a retail department store under the name
of The J. L. Hudson Company.
Respondent, Hutzler Brothers Co., is a corporation, duly organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Maryland, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Baltimore, Md., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
Hutzler Brothers Co.
Respondent, The F. & R. Lazarus & Co., is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Columbus, Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name of
The F. & R. Lazarus & Co.
Respondent, The Rike-Kumler Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Dayton,
Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name of The
Rike-Kumler Company.
Respondent, The John Shillito Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, where it operates a retaH department store under the name
of The John Shillito Company.
Respondent, Stix, Bae.r & Fuller Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Missouri,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
St. Louis, Mo., where it operates a retail department store under the name
of Stix, Daer & Fuller Company.
Respondent, Strawbridge & Clothier, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Philadelphia, Pa., where it operates a retail department store under the
name of Strawbridge & Clothier.
Respondent, The Wm. Taylor Son & Co., is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Cleveland, Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name of
The Wm. Taylor Son & Co.
Respondent, Thalhimcr Brothers, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Virginia with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Richmond, Va., where it operates a retail de~artment store und~r ~he nar,ne of
Thalhimer Brothers, Inc,
6.50780-47 -40
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Respondent, R. H. White Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, with its office and principal place of business being located
in the city of Boston, Mass., where it operates a retail department store
under the name of R. H. White Company.
PAR. 2. Respondents, Abraham & Straus, Inc., L. S. Ayres & Company,
Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., The Herzfeld-Phillipson Company, Bullock's
Inc., Burdine's, Inc., The Dayton Company, The Emporium-Capwell
Company, Wm. Filene's Sons Company, B. Forman Company, Joseph
Horne Company, The J. L. Hudson Company, Hutzler Brothers Co., The
F. & R. Lazarus & Co., The Rike-Kumler Company, The John Shillito
Company, Stix, Baer & Fuller Company, Strawbridge & Clothier, The
Wm. Taylor Son & Company, Thalhimer Brothers, Inc., and R. H. White
Company, hereinafter referred to collectively as "respondent memben;,"
own and operate the various department stores as hereinbefore set forth
in paragraph 1. Each of said respondent members is a separate, distinct
and independent legal entity, and each one of the department stores which
they operate is independent of the stores of all of the other respondent
members. The annual volume of sales of the 22 department stores owned
and operated by said respondent members (respondent, The EmporiumCapwell Company, owns and operates two stores: The Emporium at San
Francisco, Calif., and the H. C. Capwell Company at Oakland, Calif.) in
1941 was approximately $425,000,000. The annual volume of sales of the
respective stores of respondent members ranges from $2,000,000 to
$40,000,000 .

. PAR. 3. Respondent, A.M.C., is an outgrmvth of the Retail Research
Association, hereinafter referred to as "R.R.A.," which was organized in
1916 by ten of the respondent members, with the avowed or ostensible
purpose of enabling the department stores ovmed by said members to operate more efficiently and to obtain and furnish to said members information as to market conditions and other related subjects,
While the R.R.A. was in its formative stage, several of its directors saw
the possibility of expanding it into an organization through which the
department stores belonging to the respondent members could buy their
goods, wares and merchandise collectively. Therefore, in 1918, nine of the
ten respondent members who had organized R.R.A., organized respondent,
A.M.C.; later the tenth of the respondent members who had organized
R.R.A. acquired membership in respondent, A.M. C. By 1934, all but two
of the respondent members had become affiliated with respondent, A.M. C.
and these joined in 1938, when they adopted, ratified, approved and began
taking part in the activities, practices and planned course of action of respondent, A.M. C. and respondent members, which are he1·einafter set out.
Since 1938, the 21 respondent members, operating the 22 department
stores hereinbefore mentioned, have comprised the membership of
respondent, A.M.C.
Respondent, A.M.C. was reorganized and reincorporated under the
laws of the State of New York in 1939 with a capital stock of $1,000,000,
consisting of 10,000 shares of $100 par value of which 250 are preferred and
9,750 common. The preferred shares, which are divided equally among
all of the respondent members, have full voting power while the common
shares have no voting power.
Application for membership in respondent, A.l\I.C., can be made only
upon invitation by respondent, A.l\l.C., and election is only by unanimous
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approval of all of the respondent members. In the event that a member
desires to withdraw from respondent, A.M.C., it must sell its preferred
and common stock to the remaining members of A.M.C. at a price determined by the book value of A.M.C. shares.
Although R.R.A. and respondent, A.M.C., are separate corporations
they have identical stockholders, boards of directors, executive committee~
and officers. They occupy jointly several floors at 1440 Broadway New
York, N.Y.; they also have branch offices in Chicago, Ill., and L~s Angeles, Calif., and a suboffice in Boston, :Mass. Before the war respondent
A.M.C., maintained buying offices in various cities in Europe and th~
Orient.
In 1938 respondent, A.M.C. and R.R.A., had 430 persons employed
which number was decreased to 325 in 1942 because of the closing of th~
foreign offices. The cost of operating respondent, A.M. C. and R.R.A., increased from $25,000 per annum in 1916 to $1,500,000 in 1941. A budget
is prepared in advance to cover annual costs of operations which are borne
by respondent members who contribute weighted amounts based on the
volume of their previous year's sales. The estimated cost in volume of
sales of each of respondent members is approximately one-third of one
per cent. However, respondent, A.M.C., claims that through its method
of purchasing for respondent members' stores, as hereinafter described,
respondent members save from six to seven percent per year.
The principals of respondent members' stores meet twice yearly to discuss policy, but no major steps are adopted \'.ithout the unanimous approval of all of the respondent members; the ultimate control and direction
of respondent A.M.C., are in the hands of the respondent members who
own equal am'ounts of the preferred voting stock of said respondent.
PAR. 4. Respondent, A.M. C., has eight merchandising divisions, which
are conducted by managers, who in turn are under the direct supervision
of the director of respondent, A.M.C. Each such division has a staff of
recognized market specialists in the particular field of merchandising to
which that particular division's activities are directed. The primary responsibility of all of these employees of respondent, A.l\LC., is to assist the
merchandise buyers of the stores of respondent members in purchasing
from the manufacturers, producers and suppliers of such merchandise, at
the lowest possible prices, the various goods, wares and merchandise resold
in said stores of the respondent members.
Respondent, A.l\1.C., has no warehouses and does not sell any goods,
wares or merchandise to the trade or consuming public. When goods,
wares and merchandise are purchased by respondent members, either directly or through or by means of respondent, A.l\LC., the same are shipped
to their respective stores directly from the manufacturers, producers and
suppliers thereof, many of which are located in various States other than
those from which such shipments are made.
Approximately 25 percent of all the goods, wares and merchandise trafficked through the stor~s of respondent members are bought through, by
means of, or with the a1d of respondent, A,l\LC.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their respective businesses, respondent A.M.C., and respondent members, since June 19, 1936 have
entered i~to and carried out, and are still carrying out, an agredd and
planned course of action to secure for respondent members, from the manufacturers, producers and suppliers thereof, special allowances or discounts
on their purchases of the goods, wares and merchandise, which are resold
in the stores of respondent members.
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PAR. 6. Pursuant to, and in furtherance of, said agreed and planned
course of action, respondent, A.l\LC., with the knowledge, consent and approval of respondent members, has since June 19, 1936, and is now, knowingly inducing said manufacturers, producers and suppliers to discriminate in price in favor of respondent members by selling them, for resale in
their respective department stores throughout the United States, goodR,
wares and merchandise of like grade and quality, at lower prices, or with
higher allowances or discounts, than those accorded by said manufacturers,
producers and suppliers to stores not belonging to respondent members,
but which are in competition with the stores of respondent members in
reselling and attempting to resell such goods, wares and merchandise.
Also, pursuant to, and as a result of, the aforesaid agreed and planned
course of action, respondent members have been, since June 19, 1936, and
are now, knowingly receiving the benefits of said discriminations.
PAR. 7. Generally, the special allowances or discounts granted by the
manufacturers or other sources of supply take the form of rebates on the
purchases by respondent members for their respective stores during a
specified 'Period, which is usually a year. At the end of such a period, the
seller pays this rebate to respondent, A.M. C., based on the total purchases
of its goods, wares and merchandise by all of the individually owned and
operated department stores of respondent members. Respondent, A.l\I.C.,
then distributes said rebate to the respective stores of respondent members, according to the amount which each said store has purchased from
the particular seller during said specified period.
PAR. 8. Pursuant to, and as a part of, the aforesaid agreed and planned
course of action, respondent, A.M.C., with the consent, approbation and
cooperation of respondent members, has been since June 19, 1936, and is
now, soliciting and requesting manufacturers, producers and suppliers
of various goods, wares and merchandise \vhich are resold in the department stores of respondent members, to grant the aforesaid special allowances or discounts on the purchases of same by respondent members. If
the manufacturer, producer or supplier agrees to do this, then, and only
then, is he approved, classified and designated by respondent, A.M.C., as
a "preferred resource."
As an inducement for, and in consideration of, the aforesaid discriminations in price granted by said "preferred resources," respondent, A.M. C.,
in furtherance of the aforesaid common course of action, constantly and
continuously requests, pleads with and cajoles respondent members to
confine to said preferred resources, all of their purchases of the types of
goods, wares and merchandise of which said preferred resources are source.<~
of supply.
Consequently, in furtherance of the aforesaid planned common course of
action, respondent members, usually acting directly, but sometimes
through and by means of respondent, A.l\1.C., in purchasing, in the course
of commerce between and among the several States of the United States,
the goods, wares and merchandise to be resold in their respective department stores throughout the United States, have been since June 19, 1936,
and are now, where such goods, wares and merchandise of like or similar
grade and quality are manufactured, produced or supplied by both "preferred resources" and other sources of supply, generally confining such
purchases to the former and withholding them from the latter.
Also, as a further inducement for, and in consideration of the aforesaid
discriminations in price granted by the "preferred resources," respondent
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members, in furtherance of the aforesaid planned common course of action, and with the urging and approval of respondent, A.M. C., in reselling
goods, wares and merchandise in their respective stores, give preference to
those which have been purchased from said preferred resources and do not
"push" the resale of comparable goods, wares and merchandise which they
have purchased from other sources of supply.
PAR. 9. The manufacturers, producers and suppliers who are thus classified by respondent, A.M.C. as "preferred resources" are located in various
States of the United States, and, pursuant to and as part of such purchases
from them by respondent members, they transport, or cause to be transported, such goods, wares and merchandise to the department stores of
respondent members which are located in States other than those from
which said shipments originate. In the course and conduct of their respective businesses such "preferred resources" also have sold since June
19, 1936, and are now selling and transporting and having transported in
trade and commerce among the several States of the United States, to
department stores other than those of respondent members, goods, wares
and merchandise of like grade and quality as those which said "preferred
resources" sell and transport, in the manner hereinbefore described, to the
stores of respondent members.
Said "preferred resources" have maintai~ed since June 19, 1936, and
still do maintain, a regular current of trade m the goods, wares and merchandise which they manufacture, produce or supply, in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in the Dis.
trict of Columbia.
PAR. 10. There are other manufacturers, producers and suppliers of
the goods, warps and merchandise, which are. resold in dei?artment stores
throughout the United States, who are not listed or considered as "preferred resources" by respondent, A.M.C., but who nevertheless are in competition with them, except insofar as such co~petition has been hindered,
restricted or prevented by the acts and practiCes of respondents herein set
forth in seeking to sell, in trade and commerce among the several States
of th~ United States, their goods, wares and merchandise of like grade and
quality as those of said preferred resources, to the department stores of respondent members. Said manufacturers, producers and suppliers often
are prevented from selling such goods, wares and merchandise to the stores
of respondent members because they _refuse, although requested to do so
by respondent, A.l\1.C., to grant to said respondent members the discriminatory prices herein alleged to have been allowed by such "preferred
resources" to respondent members.
.
PAR. 11. There are department stores not owned and operated by respondent members that purchase fr?m said "pref~rred resources," in the
manner and in the commerce herembefore descnbed, goods, wares and
merchandise of like grade and quality as those purchased by respondent
members for their individual stores, and which are in competition with
said stores in reselling and seeking to resell such goods, wares and merchandise. Although such competing stores individually may purchase
from a particular" preferred r~source" such goods, wares an~ merchandise
in an amount as great as, or m excess of that of a competmg store of a
respondent member, p.ev~rtheles.s they are not. granted by the "preferred
resource" any similar pnce or discount on their purchases.
PAR. 12. The effect of the .a~ore~aid dis_criminations in ~rice may be
substantially to lessen competitiOn ID the line of commerce 10 which the
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"preferred resources" are engaged, and to injure, destroy or prevent competition with said "preferred resources" in selling goods, wares and merchandise of like grade and quality to respondent members for use or resale
by the stores of said members within the United States.
The effect of such discriminations in price also may be substantially to
lessen competition in the line of commerce in which are engaged the department stores of respondent members and those of their competitors
who do not receive the benefit of the lower prices that said "preferred resources" grant to the stores of respondent members on goods, wares and
merchandise of like grade and quality; likewise, the effect may be to infure,
destroy or prevent competition between the stores of respondent members
who receive the benefits of said discriminatory prices and their competing
department stores to whom such benefits are denied.
PAR. 13. The foregoing alleged acts of the respondent, A.M.C., and
the respondent members, acting pursuant to a planned and agreed common course of action and in concert and cooperation with each other, are
in violation of Section 2(/) of said act of Congress approved June 19, 1936,
entitled" An act to amend section 2 of the act entitled 1 An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies and for
other purposes,' approved October 15, 1914, as amended (U.S.C. Title 15,
Sec. 13), and for other purposes."
REPORT,

FINDING~

AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled 11 An Act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton Act), as amended
by an Act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act),
and by virtue of the authority vested in the Federal Trade Commission by
the aforesaid Act, the Federal Trade Commission on August 17, 1943, issued its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with violating the provisions of subsection
(f) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-Patman
Act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondents'
answers thereto, the Commission, by order entered herein, granted respondents' motions for permission to withdraw said answers and to substitute therefor answers admitting all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and waiving all intervening procedure and further
hearing as to said facts, which substitute answers were duly filed in the
office of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on
for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint and substitute answers, and the Commission, having duly considered the matter
and now being fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings as to
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Associated Merchandising Corporation,
hereinafter referred to and designated as "respondent A.l\l.C.," is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York, with its office and principal place of business being
located at 1440 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Respondent, Abraham & Straus, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York1
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with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Brooklyn, N. Y., where it operates a retail department store under the
name of Abraham & Straus, Inc.
Respondent, L. S. Ayres & Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of I~dian
apolis, Ind., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
L. S. Ayres & Company.
Respondent, Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York with
its office and principal place of business being located at Lexington A~enue
and 59th Street in the city of New York, N.Y., where it operates a retail
department store under the name of Bloomingdale Bros., Inc.
Respondent, The Herzfeld-Phillipson Company, is a corporation duly
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the St~te of
\hsconsin, with its office and principal place of business being located in
the city of Milwaukee, Wis., where it operates a retail department store
under the name of The Boston Store.
Respondent, Bullock's, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its office
and principal place of business being located in the city of Los Angeles
Calif., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
Bullock's, Inc.
Respondent, Burdine's, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida, with its office
and principal place of business being located in the city of Miami, Fla.,
where it operates a retail department store under the name of Burdine's,
Inc.
Respondent, The Dayton Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Minnesota
with its office and principal place of busines~ being located in the city of
Minneapolis, Minn., where it operates a reta1l department store under the
.
name of The Dayton Company.
Respondent, The Emporium-Capw~ll Company, IS a corporation, duly
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California with its office and principal place of business being located in the
city of'San Francisco, Calif.; it operates two r~tail department stores, one
in San Francisco, Calif., known as the Emponum, and the other in Oakland, Calif., known as The H. C. Capwell Co!llpany.
Hespondent, \Ym. Fileno's Sons Company, IS a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, with its office and pri!lcipal place of bu~iness being located
in the city of Boston, l\lass., '~here It operates a reta1l department store
under the name of Wm. Filcne s Sons Company.
Hespondent, B. Forman Company, is a corporation, duly organized and
existing under and by virtue of .the law~ of the Sta~e of N ~w York, with its
office and principal place of busmess bemg located m ths.c1ty of Rochester
N. Y., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
Forman Company.
.
.
Hespondent, Joseph Horne Company, IS a corporatiOn duly organized and
existing under and by virtue of the !aws of ~he State of _Pennsylvania, with
its office and principal place. of bu~mess hem~ located m the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where It operates a reta1l department store under the
name of Joseph Horne Company.
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Respondent, The J. L. Hudson Company, is a corporation duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Michigan with
its office and principal place of busineRs being lqcated in the city dr Detroit, Mich., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
The J. L. Hudson Company.
Respondent, Hutzler Brothers Co., is a corporation duly organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Maryland, with its
office and principal place of business being located in the city of Baltimore
Md., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
Hutzler Brothers Co.
Respondent, The F. & R. Lazarus & Co., is a corporation duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its
office and principal place of business being located in the city of Columbus,
Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name of The
F. & R. Lazarus & Co.
Respondent, The Rike-Kumler Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Dayton
Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name of Th~
Rike-Kumler Company.
Respondent, The John Shillito Company, is a corporation, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name
of The John Shillito Company.
Respondent, Stix, Baer & Fuller Company, is a corpomtion, duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of l\lissouri,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
St. Louis, Mo., where it operates a retail department store under the name
of Stix, Baer & Fuller Company.
Respondent, Strawbridge & Clothier, is a corporation duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania,
with its office and principal place of business being located in the city of
Philadelphia, Pa., where it operates a retail department store under the
name of Strawbridge & Clothier.
Respondent, The Wm. Taylor Son & Co., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ohio, with its
office and principal place of business being located in the city of Cleveland,
Ohio, where it operates a retail department store under the name of The
Wm. Taylor Son & Co.
·
Respondent, Thalhimer Brothers, Inc., is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Virginia, with
its office and principal place of business being located in the city of llichmond, Va., where it operates a retail department store under the name of
Thalhimer Brothers, Inc.
Respondent, R. II. White Company, is a corporation, duly organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of
1\lassachusetts, with its office and principal place of business being located
in the city of Boston, Mass., where it operates a retail department store
under the name of R. H. White Company.
PAR. 2. Respondents, Abraham & Straus, Inc., L. S. Ayres & Company, Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., The l.Ierzfeld-Phillipson Company, Bullock's, Inc., Burdine's Inc., The Dayton Company, The Emporium-Cap-
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well-Company, Wm. Filene's Sons Company, B. Forman Company, Joseph
Horne Company, The J. L. Hudson Company, Hutzler Brothers Co., the
F. & R. Lazarus & Co., The Rike-Kumler Company, The John Shillito
Company, Stix, Baer & Fuller Company, Strawbridge & Clothier The
Wm. Taylor Son & Co., Thalhimer Brothers, Inc., and R. H. White Company, hereinafter referred to collectively as "respondent members," own
and operate the various department stores as hereinbefore set forth in
paragraph 1. Each of said respondent members is a separate, distinct
and independent legal entity, and each one of the department stores which
they operate is independent of the stores of all of the other respondent
members. The aggregate volume of sales of the 22 department stores
owned and operated by said respondent members (respondent, The Emporium-Capwell Company, owns and operates two stores: The Emporium
at San Francisco, Calif., and the H. C. Capwell Company at Oakland
· Calif.) for the year 1941 was approximately $!25,000,000. The volume of
sales for the individual stores of the respective respondent members in 1941
ranged from $2,000,000 to $40,000,000.
PAR. 3. Respondent, A.M.C., is an outgrowth of the Retail Research
Association, hereinafter referred to as "R.R.A.," which was organized in
1916 by ten of the respondent memqers, with the avowed or ostem;ible
purpose of enabling the department stores owned by said members to operate more efficiently and to obtain and furnish to said members information as to market conditions and other related subjects.
While the R.R.A. was in its formative stage, several of its directors saw
the possibility of expanding it into an organization through which the department stores belonging to the respondent members could buy their
goods, wares, and merchandise collectively. Therefore, in 1918, nine of
the ten respondent members who had organized R.R.A., organized respondent, A.M.C.; later, the tenth of the respondent members who had
organized R.R.A. acquired membership in respondent, A.M.C.
By 1934, all but two of the respondent members had become affiliated
with respondent, A.M.C., and those two joined in 1938, when they
adopted, ratified, approved, and began taking part in the activities and
practices of respondent, A.M.C., and respondent members, which are
hereinafter set out. Since 1938, the 21 respondent members, operating the
22 department stores hereinbefore mentioned, have comprised the membership of respondent A.M.C.
Respondent, A.l\l.C., was reorganized and reincorporated under the
laws of the State of New York in 1939, with a capital stock of $1,000,000,
consisting of 10,000 shares of $100 par value, of which 250 are preferred
and 9,750 common. The preferred shares, which are divided equally
among all of the respondent members, have full voting power, while the
common shares have no voting power.
Application for membership in respondent, A.l\l.C., can be made only
upon invitation by respondent, A.l\l.C., and election is only by unanimous
approval of all of the respondent members. In the event that a member
desires to withdraw from respondent, A.l\l.C., it must sell its preferred and
common stock to the remaining members of A.l\l.C. at a price determined
by the book value of A.l\l.C. shares.
Although R.R.A. and respondent, A.l\l.C.,. are separate corporations,
they have identical stockholders, boards of d1rectors, executive committees, and officers. They occupy jointly several floors at 1440 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.; they also have branch offices in Chicago, Ill., and Los
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Angeles, Calif., and a suboffice in Boston, Mass. Defore the war respondent, A.M. C., maintained buying offices in various cities in Europe and the
Orient.
In 1938 respondent, A.M.C., and R.R.A. had 430 persons employed,
which number was decreased to 325 in 1942 because of the closing of the
foreign offices. The cost of operating respondent, A.M.C., and R.R.A.
increased from $25,000 per annum in 1916 to $1,500,000 in 1941. A budget
is prepared in advance to cover annual costs of operations, which are borne
by respondent members, who contribute weighted amounts based on the
volume of their previous year's sales. The estimated cost in volume of
sales of each of respondent members is approximately one-third of one
percent. However, respondent, A.M.C., claims that through its method
of purchasing for respondent members' stores, as hereinafter described,
respondent members save from six to seven percent per year.
The principals of respondent members' stores meet twice yearly to discuss policy, but no major steps are adopted without the unanimous approval of all of the respondent members; the ultimate control and direction
of respondent, A.M. C., are in the hands of the respondent members, who
own equal amounts of the preferred voting stock of said respondent.
Respondent, A.M. C., was created. and is now being maintained and operated, by respondent members as an instrument, method, agency, and
means whereby said respondent members are enabled to act collectively
to obtain special allowances and discounts on their purchases of goods,
wares, and merchandise for resale in their respective stores.
PAR. 4. Respondent, A.M.C., has eight merchandising divisions, which
are conducted by managers, who in turn are under the direct supervision
of the director of respondent, A.M.C. Each such division has a staff of
recognized market specialists in the particular field of merchandising to
which that particular division's activities are directed. The primary responsibility of all of these employees of respondent, A.M.C., is to assist
the merchandise buyers of the stores of respondent members in purchasing
from the manufacturers, producers, and suppliers of such merchandise, at
the lowest possible prices, the various goods, wares, and merchandise resold in said stores of the respondent members.
Respondent, A.M.C., has no warehouses and does not sell any goods,
wares, or merchandise to the trade or consuming public. When goods,
wares, and merchandise are purchased by respondent members, either
directly or through or by means of respondent, A.M.C., the same are
shipped to their respective stores directly from the manufacturers, producers, and suppliers thereof, many of which are located in various States
other than those from which such shipments are made .
Approximately 25 percent of all the goods, wares, and merchandise trafficked through the stores of respondent members are bought through, by
means of, or with the aid of respondent, A.M.C.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their respective businesses, respondent, A.l\l.C., and respondent members, since June 19, 1936, have
knowingly induced and received discriminatory prices from manufacturers, producers, and suppliers by means of special allowances or discounts
on their purchases in commerce as "commeree" is defined in the Clayton
Act of the goods, wares, and mcrc·handise which are resold in the stores of
respondent members.
PAR. G. Respondent, A.l\l.C., with the knowledge, consent, and approval of, and as an agency and instrument of, said respondent members,
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has since June 19, 1936, and is now, knowingly inducing said manufacturers, producers, and suppliers to discriminate in price in favor of respondent
members by selling them, for resale in their respective department stores
throughout the United States, goods, wares, and merchandise at lower
prices or with higher allowances or discounts than those accorded by said
manufacturers, producers, and suppliers on their sale of goods, wares, and
merchandise of like grade and quality to stores not belonging to respondent members, but which stores are in competition with the stores of respondent members in reselling and attempting to resell such goods, wares,
and merchandise. Respondent members have been since June 19, 1936,
and are now, knowingly receiving the benefits of said discriminations.
PAR. 7. Generally, the special and discriminatory allowances or discounts granted to respondent, A.l\LC., for the use and benefit of respondent members, by the manufacturers or other sources of supply, take the
form of rebates on the purchases by respondent members for their respective stores during a specified period, which is usually a year. At the
end of such a period, the seller pays this rebate to respondent, A.M.C.,
based on the total aggregate purchases of its goods, wares, and merchandise by all of the individually owned and operated department stores of
respondent members. Respondent, A.M.C., then distributes said rebate
to the respective stores of respondent members, according to the amount
which each said store has purchased· from the particular seller during said
·
specified period.
PAR. 8. Respondent, A.M.C., with the consent, approbation, and cooperation of respondent members, and as an instrument and agency of
said respondent members, has been since June 19, 1936, and is now, soliciting, requesting, and seeking to induce manufacturers, producers, and
suppliers of various goods, wares, and merchandise which are resold in the
department stores of respondent members, to grant the aforesaid special
and discriminatory allowances or discounts on the purchase of same by
respondent members. If the manufacturer, producer, or supplier agrees
to do this, then, and only then, is he approved, classified, and designated
by respondent, A.l\1.C., as a "preferred resource."
As an inducement for, and in consideration of, the aforesaid discriminations in price granted by said preferred resources, respondent, A.M.C.,
constantly and continuously requests, and by various means and methods
attempts to influence, respondent members to confine to said preferred resources, all of their purchases of the types of goods~ wares, and merchandise
of which said preferred resources are sources of supply.
Consequently, respondent members, usually acting directly, but sometimes through and by means of respondent, A.l\l.C., in purchasing, in the
course of commerce between and among the several States of the United
States, the goods, wares, and merchandise to be resold in their respective
department stores throughout the United States, where such goods,
wares, and merchandise of like or similar grade and quality are manufactured, produced, or supplied by both preferred resources and other sources
of supply, have been since June 19, 1936, and are now, generally confining
such purchases to the former and withholding them from the latter.
PAR. 9. Also, as a further inducement to, and in consideration of, the
aforesaid discriminations in price granted by the preferred resources, respondent members, in reselling goods, wares, and metchandise in their
respective stores throughout the United States, give preference to those
which have been purchased from said preferred resources and do not
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"push~' the ·resale of cpmparable goods, wares, and merchandise which
they have purchased from other sources of supply.
PAR. 10. The manufacturers, producers, and suppliers who are thus
classified by respondent, A.M.C., as preferred resources are located in
various States of the United States, and, pursuant to and as part of such
purchases frcm them by respondent members, they transport, or cause to
be transported, such goods, wares, and merchandise to the department
stores of respondent members which are located in States other than those
from which said shipments originate. In the course and conduct of their
respective businesses such preferred resources also have sold since June 19,
1936, and are now selling and transporting and having transported in trade
and commerce among the several States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia, to department stores other than those of respondent
members, goods, wares, and merchandise of like grade and quality as those
which said preferred resources sell and transport, in the manner hereinbefore described, to the stores of respondent members.
PAR. 11. Said preferred resources have maintained since June 19, 1936,
and still do maintain, a regular current of trade in the goods, wares, and
merchandise which they manufacture, produce, or supply, in commerce between and among the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 12. There are other manufacturers, producers, and. suppliers who
have been, and are, in competition with such preferred resources in seeking
to sell, in trade and commerce, among the several States of the United
States, to the reRpondent, A.M. C., and the respondent members for resale
in the respective department stores of respondent members, goods, wares,
and merchandise of like grade and quality as that sought to be sold, and
sold, by said preferred resources, in such commerce, to respondent,
A.M. C., or respondent members. However, these competing manufacturers, producers, and suppliers often have been, and are now, prevented from
thus selling their goods, wares, and merchandise to respondent, A.M. C., or
respondent members. The reason for this prevention is that they have
refused to grant or allow on such sales the discriminatory and special
prices or discounts allowed or granted by said preferred resources, even
though respondent, A.M.C., has sought to induce such manufacturers,
producers, and suppliers to grant or allow same.
PAR. 13. There are department stores not owned and operated by respondent members that purchase from said preferred resources in the
manner and in the commerce hereinbefore described, goods, wares, and
merchandiRe of like grade and quality as those purchased by respondent
members for their individual stores which are in competition ''ith said
stores in reselling and seeking to resell such goods, wares, and merchandise.
Although such competing stores individually may purchase, in such commerce, from a particular preferred resource such goods, wares, and merchandise in an amount as great as, or in excess of, that of a competing store
of a respondent member, nevertheless they are not granted by the preferred resource any similar price or discount on their purchases.
PAn. 14. The effect of the aforesaid discriminations in price may be
substantially to lessen competition in the line of commerce in which the
preferred resources are engaged, and to injure, destroy, or prevent competition with said preferred resources in selling goods, wareA, and merchandise of like grade and quality to respondent members for use or resale by
the stores of said members within the United States.
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PAR. 15. The effect of such discriminations in price also may be substantially to lessen competition in the line of commerce in which are engaged the department stores of respondent members and those of their
competitors who do not receive the benefit of the lower and discriminatory
prices or the higher and tliscriminatory discounts which said preferred
resources grant or allow to respondent members on goods, wares and merchandise of like grade and quality; likewise, the effect may be'to injure
destroy, or prevent competition between the store3 of respondent member~
who receive the benefits of said discriminatory prices and competing
department stores to whom such benefits are denied.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents constitute violations of
subsection (f) of Section 2 of an act of Congress entitled" An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (The Clayton Act), as
amended by act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (The RobinsonPatman Act).
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answers of the respondents,
in which answers respondents admJt all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and state that they waive all intervening procedure
and further hea.ring as to said facts; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of subsection (f) of Section 2 of an act of Congress entitled," An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies; and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton
Act), as amended by Act approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act).
It is ordered, That the respondents, Associated Merchandising Corporation, a corporation; Abraham & Straus, Inc., a corporation; L. S. Ayres &
Company, a corporation; Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., a corporation; The
Herzfeld-Phillipson Company, a corporation; Bullock's, Inc., a corporation; Burdine's, Inc., a corporation; The Dayton Company, a corporation;
The Emporium-Capwell Company, a corporation; Wm. Filene's Sons
Company, a corporation; B. Forman Company, a corporation; Joseph
Horne Compapy, a corporation; The J. L. Hudson Company, a corporation; Hutzler Brothers Co., a corporation; The F. R. Lazarus & Co., a corporation; The Rike-Kumler Company, a corporation; The John Shillito
Company, a corporation; Stix, Baer & Fuller Company, a corporation;
Strawbriuge & Clothier, a corporation; The Wm. Taylor Son & Co., a corporation; Thalhimer Brothers, Inc., a corporation; and R. H. White Company, a corporation, and their respective officers, representatives, agents,
and employees, jointly or severally, directly or through any corporate or
other device in or in connection with the purchase of goods, wares, and
merchandise in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act as amended, do forth\\ith cen.se and desist from:
1. Knowingly inducing or receiving any discrimination in price through
or by means of discounts, rebates, or other allowances on purchases from
any manufacturer or seller greater than the discounts or other allowances
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currently allowed by such manufacturer or seller to competitors of respondents, or any of them, for merchandise of like grade and quality.
2. Knov.ringly inducing or receiving any discrimination in price from
any manufacturer or seller by means of discounts, rebates, or other allowances based upon the total purchases of the reflpondents as a group, by or
through respondent, Associated Merchandising Corporation, or by any
other means, which are not currently allowed by such manufacturer or
seller to the individual competitors of respondents, or any of them.
3. Knowingly purchasing from any manufacturer of seller at prices
lower than the prices currently charged by such manufacturer or seller to
competitors of respondents, or any of them, for merchandise of like grade
'
and quality.
4. Using collective action, in connection with the purchase of merchandise, for the purpose and with the result of inducing any manufacturer or
seller to allow any discount, rebate, or other allowance higher than, or
price lO\ver than, that allowed by such manufacturer or seller to competitors of the respondents, or any of them, when such allowance results in the
receiving of a discrimination in price by the responuents, or any of them.
5. Inducing any manufacturer or seller, by or through any of the following means or methods, to allow any discount, rebate, or other allowance
higher than, or price lower than, that allowed by such manufacturer or
seller to competitors of respondents, or any of them, when such allowance
results in the securing of a discrimination in price by the respondents, or
any of them:
a. By employing or utilizing respqndent, Associated Merchandising
Corporation, or any other medium or central agency as an instrument or
vehicle or aid in inducing manufacturers or sellers to allow such higher
discounts, rebates, or other allowances or lower prices.
b. By giving preference, either directly or through the respondent, Associated Merchandising Corporation, or any other agency, to those manufacturers or sellers who grant such discriminatory prices.
c. By refusing directly or through the respondent, Associated 1\'lerchandising Corporation, or any other agency to purchase merchandise from
those manufacturers or sellers who refuse to grant or who refrain from
granting such discriminatory prices.
d. By offering or agreeing to give or giving preference in the resale in
the respective department stores of the respondents to the merchandise of
those manufacturers or sellers who grant such discriminatory prices.
e. By utilizing or employing a preferreu group of manufacturers or
sellers or preferred resources, classification in which is dependent upon
such manufacturers' or sellers' agreeing to allow discriminations in price
to the respondents and refusing to buy from manufacturers and sellers
who do not allow such discriminatory prices.
6. Knowingly receiving any discriminations in price or the benefits
thereof, either directly or indirectly, by or through any of the means or
methods prohibited by this order.
It is further ordered, That the responuents shall, within GO <.lays after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in whieh they have complied with this order.
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IN THE ~ATTE~ OF

GILJAN

~EDICINE CO~PANY,

INC. ET AL.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5216. Complaint, Sept. 14, 1944-Decision, May 10, 1945
Where a corporation and its three officers, engaged in the interstate sale and distribu·
tion of a medicinal preparation called "Giljan" and sometimes "Giljan Laxative
Compound," together with their advertising agent;
In advertising said preparation in newspapers, reprints thereof, radio broadcasts, leaflets, charts, diagrams and other printed matter and by advertising mats and radio
scripts furnished retail drug stores-cost of which they paid in whole or in partand by oral statements of their officers and agents who called upon wholesalers and
druggists and assisted in the sale of said preparations, and which included such
statements as ''DON'T PAY OVER 25¢ for GILJAN MEDICINE Today,
Friday, Saturday CROWDS THRONG CUNNINGHAM'S DRUG STORE TO
BUY 25¢ MEDICINE" and "George Remus, the dynamic Giljan 'Miracle Man'
will be at Cunningham's in person to explain how this amazing 'natural medicine'
works its wonders," along with a picture of said individual and" This offer is made
because Cunningham's Drug Store believes it is only fair that everyone who suffers should have a chance to try a medicine at this low cost in order to see if it will
help them, before they pay the full size price for it"; and purported testimonial
quotations accowpanied by depictions of the individual and diagrams, as asserted,
of an afflicted liver, stomach, or kidneyRepresented through statements and depictions therein that said preparation was a
natural medicine which was made from a new scientific formula and contained 18
ingredients, all of which were of substantial aid in bringing health to the user;
constituted a c.ure or competent treatment for stomach trouble in its various
forms, constipation, weak kidneys, rheumatism and neuritis and the paiRs asNociated therewith, backaches, night risings, sallowness due to a sluggish liver, gas
pains, sour stoiDach, bloating, belching, stomach, liver and kidney ailments in general, and a general run-down condition; aided in the proper functioning of the kidneys and liver; was effective in relieving headaches, dizziness, a lazy, drowsy, tired
feeling, or lack of energy, and was an effective diuretic; made the stomach, liver and
kidneys more active and flushed poisons from the kidneys; cleared old bile out of
the system; was effective in relieving bladder irritations; strengthened the nerves,
and improved the appetite and digestion, relieved digestive disorders and regulated
the bowels; and that use thereof made one healthy, feel years younger and brought.
relief to 87 percent of those who had used it;
The facts being that it was not a natural medicine either in the sense that its ingredients
were entirely of natural origin or that it acted in a. natural manner upon the system; the formula thereof was neither new nor scientific; with the exception of cascara bark, scnna.leaves, aloes and mandrake root, the ingredients in said preparation were not in sufficient amounts to have any therapeutic value; it had no value
in the treatment of headaches, dizziness or a tired feeling in excess of affording
temporary relief when such conditions were caused by constipation; its value in the
treatment of constipation was limited to affording temporary relief by reason of
its laxative qualities; it was not an effective diuretic; and in other respects it would
not accomplish the results claimed since in truth and in fact it was only a. laxative
with no therapeutic value except as such;
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(b) Failed to reveal facts material in the light of the representations made in said adver-

tisements and with respect to the consequences which might result from the use of
the preparation under prescribed and usual conditions in that, as an irritant laxative, it was potentially dangerous when taken in the presence of abdominal pains,
nausea, vomiting or other symptoms of appendicitis;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial number of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that such representations were true and that said
preparation might be used at all times and under all conditions without ill effects,
and of inducing a substantial number of the purchasing public, because of such bP..
lief, to purchase the same:
Held, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Mr. D. E. Hoopingarner for the Commission.
Mr. Paul V. Connolly, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr. M. Manning Marcus, of Washington, D. C., for respondents.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., a
corporation, Henry S. Dunlap, George E. Remus and Mrs. Blanche Watson, officers of Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., and The Key Advertising
Company, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Ohio, with its office and principal place of business at 1002
Keith Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
·
Respondents, Henry S. Dunlap, George E. Remus and Mrs. Blanche
Watson, individuals, have their office and principal place of business at
said address of said Giljan Medicine Company, Inc. Said individual respondents are officers of said corporate respondent and are in active control of its management. They formulate, control and direct its policies
and practices in advertising and selling its products.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Giljan l\fedicine Company, Inc., and said individual respondents, are now, and for more than two years last past have been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation called
"Giljan," also sometimes called "Giljan Laxative Compound" consisting
of the following ingredients per fluid ounce:
Cascq.ra Bark
Senna Leaves
Curacoa Aloes
Mandrake Root
Cayenne Pepper
Barberry Root
Wild Cherry Dark
Sarsaparilla Root
Burdock Root

14.22 gr.
2.74 gr.
1.37 gr.

.55 gr.
.08 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
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Licorice Root
Juniper Berries
Poke Root
Gentian Root
Sodium Benzoate
Glycerine
Caramel
Saccharin
Oil Camphor Sassafras
Methyl Salicylate

.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
2.75 gr.
4.80 min.
4.80 min.
.28 gr.
.22 min.
.22 min.

The composition of said preparation Giljan has been varied from that
above from time to time, but such variations have not been sufficient to
change the therapeutic value thereof.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondent, Giljan
Medicine Company, Inc., and said individual respondents have caused
and now cause said preparation Giljan, when sold, to be transported from
their place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof located in
various States of the United States other than the State of Ohio and in the
J?istrict of Columbia. Said respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said preparation in
commerce among and between the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. Respondent, The Key Advertising Company, is a corporation,
organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Ohio, with its office and principal place of business in the Fountain
Square Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. Said last named respondent is the adyertising agent of said respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., and
It is engaged in formulating, editing, and causing to be published, the advertisements used in connection with the sale of the products of respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., including the advertising matter
hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their businesses, as aforesaid, respondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and have caused
and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
said preparation by United States mails and by various means in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
respondents have also disseminated and are now disseminating, and have
caused and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements
concerning said preparation, by various means, for the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of
said preparation Giljan, in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
'
PAR. 6. Respondents advertise said preparation Giljan by means of
advertisements in newspapers, reprints thereof, radio broadcasts, leaflets,
charts, diagrams, and other printed matter, and by advertisinz mats and
radio scripts furnished retail drug stores. The agents, officers and employees of respondent, Giljan .Medicine Company, Inc., call upon wholesalers and druggists and make to them the representations contained in said
printed matter. Certain drug stores cause advertisements to be placed in
newspapers, following said advertising mats, and radio broadcasts to be
made repeating said radio scripts, which are furnished as aforesaid by
respo~dents, a part or all of the cost of which is paid by respondents. By
the cooperation of said drug stores, the agents, officers and employees of
660780-47 -U
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respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., appear at said drug stores
and make said representations regarding the preparation Giljan to members of the public at said drug stores and there assist in the sale of, and sell,
said preparation to members of the public.
PAR. 7. Among and typical of the advertisements and representations
made, published and disseminated by respondents as aforesaid, with reference to the preparation Giljan, are:
DON'T PAY OVER 25¢ for GILJAN MEDICINE Today, Friday, Saturday
CROWDS THRONG CUNNINGHAM'S DRUG STORE TO BUY
25¢ MEDICINE
(Picture of George
Remus)
George Remus, the dynamic
Giljan "Miracle Man" will
be at Cunningham's in person" to "explain" how this
amazing "natural medicine"
works its wonders. If you
are now suffering, come in
and hear Mr. Remus tell how
Giljan has brought "Health
from the Good Earth" to
others like you.

Immediately following yesterday's announcement that Cunningham's Drug Store would
sell medicine to anyone for 25¢-for only 3 days
(today, Friday and Saturday)-crowds began
thronging this popular drug store.
Reason for Amazing Offer
This offer is made because Cunningham's Drug
Store believes it is only fair that everyone who
suffers should have a chance to try a medicine
at this low cost in order to see if it will help
them, before they pay the full size price for it.
Cunningham's also believes that a. large percentage of the people of Saginaw need a "natural" medicine for such ailments as stomach
trouble, constipation, weak kidneys, rheumatic
pains and run-down conditions.

18 Helpful Ingredients Used
The medicine referred to is the new, scientific formula of juices made from 18 of
Nature's finest health-giving herbs. It is called Gi!jan. It should be taken before
meals, so that it mixes with the food in one's stomach, thus helping to eliminate the
poisons that foster stomach trouble and to permit the kidneys and liver to function
properly. It is estimatrd that this medLine has hdped 87 percent of those who have
taken it. Therefore, we offer each person one introductory bottle for ~5¢ (three days
ONLY) because we believe those who are benefited will keep on using it. The regular
full-sized price of this medicine is $1.23.
What It Will Do
Giljan will help cleanse your bowels (gradually-not drastically or severely)-as
they were NEVER CLEANSED DEFORE.
It will aid in bringin~ out gases and impurities (frequently from the first dose) which
may have been inside you a. long time, causing you many days of misery with headaches, dizzy spells, skin eruptions, and that lazy, drowsy, tired feeling, Gilja.n is of genuine assistance in making the digestive organs sweet and clean.
Many who have used Giljan find that Giljan acts as an excellent diuretic to sluggish
kidneys and helps flush out quantities of impurities that may have become dammed up
inside, causing BACKACHE, SHARP PAINS and GETTING UP FREQUENTLY
AT NIGHT.
Giljan will assist in clearing up skin eruptions that are caused by the impurities in
the organs, will aid in overwming the sallowneBB ("muddy" complexion) that is due
to sluggish liver, will help relieve rheumatic and neuritis pains by removing accumulations of poisons from the kidneys and bloodstream, and can be of great value in putting
the ROSY GLOW OF HEALTH into your cheeks.
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Users say that GILJAN will help make your stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels more
active; assist in building you up in general and make you LOOK, ACT and FEEL like
a DIFFERENT MAN or WOMAN ... years younger than your real age.
How It Acts
Giljan is taken before meals and mixes with the food in one's stomach, thus helping
to eliminate the poisons that foster stomach troubles and aiding the kidneys and liver
in their proper functions. It usually acts within 10 mmutes to stop gas pains, sourness,
bloat and belching. It will not gripe or nauseate you like ordinary liver medicines, but
its effectiveness will go far toward making your liver more active and in clearing away
the old bile from your system. At the same time, Giljan tends to drive the poisons
from the kidneys and to relieve backache, bladder irritation and weakness. Strengthens
the nerves by natural means.
Now, whether or not it will help you as it has helped thousands of others-whether
it will end your suffering in a. day or a week-remains to be seen. But, in the light of
what it has done for others, it is surely a. mistake not to try it for 25¢, only a fraction
of its actual cost. This offer is good 3 days ONLY, so read the rest of this announcement and act at once. Do this in your own interest and for your own health.
DON'T SUFFER! NEW "NATURAL" MEDICINE OFFERS RELIEF FROM
TORTURES OF CONSTIPATION, GAS PAINS, RHEUl\fATISM, NEUIUTIS,
and other STOMACH, LIVER, AND KIDNEY AILMENTS. Read what these
grateful men and women of Detroit have to say about the "amazing" medicine, Giljan,
which is bringing "Health From The Good Earth" to Thousands of Sufferers.
We could fill this newspaper with the statements of praise and endorsement that we
have received from the users of Giljan. Among them you might find the names of
friends, relatives or neighbors who are now feeling fit and enjoying life because they
took Giljan to rid themselves from the agonies of stomach, liver, and kidney disorders.
They make these statements willingly and gladly because they want to help others,
who suffer as they did, regain the good health that makes life worth living.
What is this "Natural" medicine?
Giljan is a new, advanced medicine compound containing juices from 18 healthgiving herbs, that is prepared according to a scientific formula to bring you "Health
From The Good Earth." It is taken before meals, and mixes with the food in one's
stomach, thus helping to eliminate the poisons that foster stomach troubles and to
permit the kidneys and liver to function properly. It usually acts within 10 minutes to
stop gas pains, sourness, bloat, and belching. Users say it will not gripe or nauseate
you like ordinary liver medicines.
It tends to make your liver more active and to clear away the old bile from your system. At the same time, Giljan relieves sluggish kidneys, backache.
But, if you really want to discover what Giljan can do for you, read what these
Detroit men and women say Giljan has done for them.
(Diagram of liver, with the
word "liver" on it, and the
words" aillicted torpid area"
iclentifying a darkened portion.)
The liver when sluggish and
inactive, slows down the
"bile flow," causing headaches and lack of energy.

Night Risings
(Picture of Thomas Black)
1\lr. Thomas Black, Detroit, said: "I have suffered for 10 years from stomach trouble, due to
constipation and bloating gas. I wasn't able to
sleep at nights because I had to get up several
times every night. My digestion and appetite
were poor and my bowels irregular. Then I took
Giljan. Now, I can eat and enjoy my food, I
don't have to get up nights and I feel like a dif·
ferent person. Giljan fjurely helped me."
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HEARTBURN, ACID STOMACH AND GAS BLOATING MADE HIM MISERABLE.
(Picture of Mr. Jay C. Griffin)

Mr. Jay C. Griffin, 3340 Mayburg Grand, Detroit, says he felt like a stuffed toad-the very
sight of food made rum sick-had no energy,
couldn't sleep-feels like a different person since
taking Giljan.

(Diagram of stomach with
word "stomach" on it, and
the words "deep-seated impurity" identifying a darkIt is really remarkable to see how many men
ened portion.)
and women, who have suffered for years from
the agonies of stomach troubles, digestive disorders, and their accompanying aches
and pains, come forward with statements of praise and endorsement for this marvelous
new medicine, Giljan, whlch is now being introduced daily to crowds of Detroit people
at Cunningham's Drug Stores. And Mr. Griffin's statement, while unusual in many
respects, is merely typical of what scores of others have to say in praise of Giljan.
Read it.
SOUR STOMACH CAUSED CONSTANT AGONY FROM BLOATING BEFORE SHE GOT HELP FROM GILJAN.

Mrs. J. H. Billadow of Battle Creek, Mich., was in Misery Most Of the Time-Suffered Greatly From Bloating, Gas Pains, Backaches (Due to Kidney Trouble)-Complained of Terrible Headaches and Constipation. Since Taking Giljan She Says, "I
have Been Greatly Relieved-! Don't Have Those Terrible Headaches Anymore."
(Picture of Mrs. Billadow)

"I was troubled with a sour stomach most of
the time and also was in constant agony from
bloating, and gas pains. I was also suffering from backaches due to bad kidney trouble.
But, since taking Giljan I have been greatly relieved."
That's what Mrs. Billadow writes, a woman who has suffered for many years. "Now,
due to the proper elimination of the poisons that settle in sluggish kidneys, I don't
have those terrible backaches. Giljan has also helped me from suffering from rheumatism because the terrible pains in my arms and legs have been greatly relieved. My
bowels have been regulated and I have not been constipated since taking my first dose
of Giljan. I sleep better and have renewed
(Diagram of kidney with the
energy which makes life seem worthwhile."
word "kidney" on it, and the
That is what so many people are saying about
words "acid deposits" identifying a darkened portion.)
Giljan, the "amazing mixture of juices from 18
of nature's health-giving herbs"-which is now being introduced to crowds of suffering
Lansing men and women daily by Cunningham's Drug Store.
Giljan is a Medicinal Compound of Nature's Roots and Herbs-blended with other
ingredients-which compose a formula beneficial for common ailments such as occasional Constipation, Rheumatic Pains, Neuritis, and General Nervous condition due to
constipation. It acts as a mild diuretic to the kidneys, as a liver activator, and as a
stomachic.
Giljan is a liquid mixture of 12 extracts from medicinal herbs, expertlY. combined
with 6 other splendid ingredients. It contains so many fine ingrrdirnts that it helps
accomplish several things within the human system at the same time.
Giljan, the "natura.!" medidne, has a direct influenre on the \\hole system.
PAR. 8. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements, representations and depictions, .and others of similar import but not set out herein,
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respondents represent that said preparation is a natural medicine, is made
from a new scientific formula and contains 18 ingredients all of which are
of substantial aid in bringing health to the user; that said preparation constitutes a cure and remedy or a competent and effective treatment for
stomach trouble in its various forms, constipation, weak kidneys, rheumatism and neuritis and the pains associated therewith, backaches, night
risings, sallowness due to a sluggish liver, gas pains, sour stomach, bloating, belching, stomach, liver and kidney ailments in general, and a general
run down condition; that it aids in the proper functioning of the kidneys
and liver; that it is effective in relieving headaches, dizziness, a lazy,
drowsy, tired feeling, or lack of energy; that it is an effective diuretic,
makes the stomach, liver and kidneys more active and flushes poisons from
the kidneys; that it clears old bile out of the system, is effective in relieving
bladder irritations, strengthens the nerves, improves the appetite and
digestion, relieves digestive disorders and regulates the bowels; that the
use of said preparation makes one healthy, feel years younger and brings
relief to 87 percent of those who have used it.
PAn. 9. The aforesaid statements, representations and depictions are
false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, said preparation is
not a natural medicine either in the sense that its ingredients are entirely
of natural origin or that it acts in a natural manner upon the system.
The formula of said preparation· is neither new or scientific. With the exception of cascara bark, senna leaves, aloes and mandrake root, the ingredients in said preparation are not in sufficient amounts to ~fiord any therapeutic value. Said preparation is not a cure or remedy and has no therapeutic value in the treatment of stomach trouble in its various forms, weak
kidneys, rheumatism and neuritis and the pains associated therewith,
backaches, night risings, sallowness from any cause, gas pains, sour stomach, bloating, belching stomach, liver and kidney ailments, or a general run
down condition. It has no value in the treatment of kidney or liver ailments and will have no effect on their functioning. It will not relieve a
lazy or drowsy feeling or restore energy. It has no value in the treatment
of headaches, dizziness or a tired feeling in excess of affording temporary
relief when such conditions are caused by constipation. Its value in the
treatment of constipation is limited to affording temporary relief by reason
of its laxative qualities. Said preparation is not an effective diuretic. It
will not make the stomach, liver and kidneys more active. It will not
flush poisons from the kidneys, will not clear old bile out of the system,
relieve bladder irritations, strengthen the nerves, improve the appetite or
digestion, relieve digestive disorders or regulate the bowels. The use of
said preparation will not make one healthy or feel younger. There is no
basis in fact for respondents' claim that 87 percent, or any other specified
number, of those 'taking this preparation have been benefited. In truth
and in fact, said preparation is only a laxative and has no therapeutic value
in excess of that of a laxative.
PAR. 10. The foregoing advertisements constitute false advertisements
for the further reason that they fail to reveal facts material in the light of
such representations and material with respect to the consequences which
may result from the use of the preparation to which the advertisements
relate, under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements and under
such conditions as are customary and usual. In truth and in fact, said
preparation is an irritant laxative and is potentially dangerous when taken
in the presence of abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other symptoms
of appendicitis.
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PAR. 11. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false advertisements and said false and deceptive representations and implications with
respect to the preparation Giljan has had, and now has, the capacity and
tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial number of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such advertisements, representations and implications are true and that said preparation may be used at all times and under all conditions without ill effects,
and to induce a substantial number of the purchasing public, because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase said preparation.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on September 14, 1944, issued and on September 16, 1944, served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents,
Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., a corporation, HenryS. Dunlap, George
E. Remus, and Mrs. Blanche Watson, officers of Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., and The Key Advertising Company, a corporation, charging
them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
in violation of the provisions of said act. Subsequently the respondents
filed their answer, in which answer they admitted all the material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further hearing as to the said facts, and further setting forth that
the correct name of respondent, George E. Remus, is George Remus, and
the correct name of Mrs. Blanche Watson, is Blanche Watson, and also
consented that the complaint herein may be amended to name the respondents, George Remus and Blanche Watson, by such names, being their
correct names, instead of as George E. Remus and Mrs. Blanche Watson.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on said complaint and the answer thereto, and the Commission, having duly conl'idered the matter and being now fully advised in
the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Ohio, with its office and principal place of business at 1002
Keith Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Respondents, HenryS. Dunlap, George Remus and Blanche Watson,
individuals, have their office and principal place of business at said address
of said Giljan Medicine Company, Inc. Said individual respondents are
officers of said corporate respondent and are in active control of its management. They formulate, control and direct its policies and practices in
advertising and selling its products.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., and said individual respondents, are now, and for more than two years last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation called
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"Giljan," also sometimes called 11 Giljan Laxative Compound" consisting
of the following ingredients per fluid ounce:
Cascara Bark
Senna Leaves
Curacoa Aloes
Mandrake Root
Cayenne Pepper
Barberry Root
Wild Cherry Bark
Sarsaparilla Root
Burdock Root
Licorice Root
Juniper Berries
Poke Root
Gentian Root
Sodium Benzoate
Glycerine
Caramel
Saccharin
Oil Camphor Sassafras
Methyl Salicylate

14.22 gr.
2.74 gr.
1.37 gr.
.55 gr.
.08 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
.55 gr.
2.75 gr.
4.80 min.
4.80 min.
.28 gr.
.22 min.·
.22 min.

The composition of said preparation Giljan has been varied from that
above from time to time, but such variations have not been sufficient to
change the therapeutic value thereof.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, respondent, Giljan
Medicine Company, Inc., and said individualiespondents have caused and
now cause said preparation Giljan, when sold, to be transported from their
place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof located in val'ious States of the United States other than the State of Ohio and in the
District of Columbia. Said respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said preparation in
commerce among and between the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. Respondent, The Key Advertising Company, is a corporation,
organized and doing business under and by virtue of the la\\'s of the State
of Ohio, with its office and principal place of business in the Fountain
Square Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. Said last named respondent is t l1e
advertising agent of said respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., and
it is engaged in formulating, editing, and causing to be published, the advertisements used in connection with the sale of the products of re~pond
ent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., including the advertising matter
hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their businesses, as aforesaid respondents have disseminated and are now disseminating, and }mve ca~sed
and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
said preparation by United States mails and by various means in commerce as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade CommisRion Act; and
respo~dents have also disseminated and are now disseminating, and have
caused and are now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said preparation, by various means, for the purpose of inducing,
and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said
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preparation Giljan, in commerce, as commerce is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 6. Respondents advertise said preparation Giljan by means of advertisements in newspapers, reprints thereof, radio broadcasts, lea.fiets,
charts, diagrams, and other printed matter, and by advertising mats and
radio scripts furnished retail drug stores. The agents, officers and employees of respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., call upon wholesalers and druggists and make to them the representations contained in
said printed matter. Certain drug stores cause advertisements to be
placed in newspapers, following said advertising mats, and radio broadcasts to be made, repeating said radio scripts, which are furnished as aforesaid by respondents, a part or all of the cost of which is paid by respondents. By the cooperation of said drug stores, the agents, officers and employees of respondent, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., appear at said drug
stores and make said representations regarding the preparation Giljan to
members of the public at said drug stores and there assist in the sale of, and
'3ell, said preparation to members of the public.
PAR. 7. Among and typical of the advertisements and representations
made, published and disseminated by respondents as aforesaid, with refer'lnce to the preparation Giljan, are:
DON'T PAY OVER

25~

for GILJAN MEDICINE Today, Friday, Saturday

CROWDS THRONG CUNNINGHAM'S DRUG STORE TO BUY 25¢ MEDICINE
(Picture of George
Remus)
George Remus, the dynamic
Giljan "Miracle Man" will
be at Cunningham's in person to explain how this
amazing "natural medicine"
works its wonders. If you
are now suffering, come in
and hear Mr. Remus tell how
Giljan has brought "Health
from the Good Earth" to
c;,thers like you.

Immediately following yesterday's announcement that Cunningham's Drug Store would
sell medicine to anyone for 25¢-for only 3 days
(today, Friday and Saturday)-crowds began
thronging this popular drug store.
Reason for Amazing Offer
This offer is made because Cunningham's Drug
Store believes it is only fair that everyone who
suffers should have a chance to try a medicine
at this low cost in order to see if it will help
them, before they pay the full size price for it.
Cunningham's also believes that a large percentage of the people of Saginaw need a "natural" medicine for such ailments as stomach
trouble, constipation, weak kidneys, rheumatic
pains and run-down conditions.

18 Helpful Ingredients Used
The medirine referred to is the new, scientific formula of juices made from 18 of
Nature's finest health-giving herbs. It is called Gi!jan. It should he taken hefore
meals, so that it mixes with the food in one's stomaeh, thus helping to eliminate the
poisons that foster stomach trouble and to permit the kidneys and livrr to fun<·tion
properly. It is estimated that this medicine has hrlped 87 percent of those "ho have
taken it. Therefore, we offer each person one introductory bottle for 25¢ (three days
ONLY) because we believe those who are henefited will keep on using it. The regular
full-sized price of this medicine is $1.23.
What It Will Do
Giljan w.ill help cleanse your bowels (gradually-not drastically or severely)-al!
they were NEVER CLEANSED DEFOHE.
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It will aid in bringing out gases and impurities (frequently from the first dose) which
may have been inside you a long time, causing you many days of misery with headaches, dizzy spells, skin eruptions, and that lazy, drowsy, tired feeling. Giljan is of genuine assistance in making the digestive organs sweet and clean.
Many who have used Giljan find that Giljan acts as an excellent diuretic to sluggish
kidneys and helps flush out quantities of impurities that may have become dammed up
inside, causing BACKACHE, SHARP PAINS ~nd GETTING UP FREQUENTLY
AT NIGHT.
Giljan will assist in clearing up skin eruptions that are caused by the impurities in
the organs, will aid in overcoming the sallowness ("muddy" complexion) that is due
to sluggish liver, will help relieve rheumatic and neuritis pains by removing accumulations of poisons from the kidneys and bloodstream, and can be of great value in putting
the ROSY GLOW OF HEALTH into your cheeks.
Us!lrs say that GILJAN will help make your stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels more
active; assist in building you up in general and make you LOOK, ACT and FEEL like
a DIFFERENT MAN or WOMAN ... years younger than your real age,
How It Acts
.
Giljan is taken before meals and mixes with the food in one's stomach, thus helping
to eliminate the poisons that foster stomach troubles and aiding the kidneys and liver
in their proper functions. It usually acts within 10 minutes to stop gas pains, sourness,
bloat and belching. It will not gripe or nauseate you like ordinary liver medicines, but
its effectiveness will go far toward making your liver more active an? in clearing away
the old bile from your system. At the same time, Giljan tends to drive the poisons
from the kidneys and to relieve backache, bladder irritation and weakness. Strengthens
the nerves by natural means.
Now, whether or not it will help you as it has helped thousands of others-whether
it v.ll.l end your suffering in a day or a week-remains to be seen. But, in the light of
what it has done for others, it is surely a mistake not to try it for 25¢, only a fraction
of its actual cost. This offer is good 3 days ONLY, so read the rest of this announcement and act at once. Do this in your own interest and for your own health.
DON'T SUFFER! NEW "NATURAL" MEDICINE OFFERS RELIEF FROM
TORTURES OF CONSTIPATION, GAS PAINS, RHEUMATISM, NEURITIS
and other STOMACH, LIVER, AND KIDNEY AILMENTS. Read what thes~
grateful men and women of Detroit have to say about the "amazing" medicine, Giljan,
which is bringing "Health From The Good Earth" to Thousands of Sufferers.
We could fill this newspaper with the statements of praise and endorsement that we
have received from the users of Giljan. Among them you might find the names of
friends, relatives or neighbors who are nov.: feeling fit and enjoying life because they
took Giljan to rid themselves from the agomes of stomach, liver, and kidney disorders.
They make these statements willingly and gladly because they want to help others,
who suffer as they did, regain the good health that makes life worth living.
What is this "Natural" medicine?
Giljan is a new, advanced medicine compound containing juices from 18 healthgiving herbs, that is prepared according to a scientific formula to bring you "Health
From The Good Earth." It is taken before meals, and mixes with the food in one's
stomach, thus helping to eliminate the poisons that foster stomach troubles and to
permit the kiJneys and liver to function properly. It usually acts within 10 minutes to
stop gas pains, sourness, bloat, and belching. Users say it will not gripe or nauseate
you like ordinary liver medicines.
It tends to make your li~e.r mor~ active an~ to c~ear away the old bile from your system. At the same time, GllJan relieves slugg1sh kidneys, backache.
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But, if you really want to discover what Giljan can do for you, read what these
Detroit men and women say Giljan has done for them.
(Diagram of liver, with the
word "liver" on it, and the
words "afflicted torpid area"
identifying a darkened portion.)
•
The liver when sluggish and
inactive, slows down the
"bile flow," causing headaches and lack of energy.

Night Risings
(Picture of Thomas Black)
'Mr. Thomas Black, Detroit, said: "I have suffered for 10 years from stomach trouble, due to
constipation and bloating gas. I wasn't able to
sleep at nights because I had to get up several
times every night. My digestion and appetite
were poor and my bowels irregular. Then I took
Giljan. Now, I can eat and enjoy my food, I
don't have to get up nights and I feel like a different person. Gi!jan surely helped me."

HEARTBURN, ACID STOMACH AND GAS-BLOATING MADE HIM MISERABLE.
(Picture of Mr. Jay C. Griffin)

Mr. Jay C. Griffin, 3340 Mayburg Grand, Detroit, says be felt like a stuffed toad-the very
sight of food made him sick-had no energy,
couldn't sleep-feels like a different person since
taking Giljan.

(Diagram of stomach with
word "stomach" on it, and
the words "deep-seated impurity" identifying a darkIt is really remarkable to see how many men
and women, who have suffered for years from
ened portion.)
the agonies of stomach troubles, digestive disorders, and their accompanying aches
and pains, come forward with statements of praise and endorsement for this marvelous
new medicine, Giljan, which is now being introduced daily to crowds of Detroit people
at Cunningham's Drug Stores. And Mr. Griffin's statement, while unusual in many
respects, is merely typical of what scores of others have to say in praise of Giljan.
Read it.

SOUR STOMACH CAUSED CONSTANT AGONY FROM BLOATING BEFORE SIIE GOT HELP FROM GILJAN.
Mrs. J. II. Billadow of Battle Creek, Mich., was in Misery Most of the Time-Suffered Greatly From Bloating, Gas Pains, Backaches (Due to Kidney Trouble)-Complaincd of Terrible Headaches and Constipation. Since Taking Giljan She Says, "I
have Been Greatly Relieved-I Don't Have Those Terrible Headaches Anymore."
(Picture of Mrs. Billadow)

"I was troubled with a sour stomach most of
the time and also was in constant agon) from
bloating, and gas pains. I was also suffering from backaches due to bad kidney trouble.
But, since taking Giljan I have been greatly relieved."
That's what Mrs. Billadow writes, a woman who has suffered for many years. "Now,
due to the proper elimination of the poisons that settle in sluggish kidneys, I don't
have those terrible backaches. Giljan has also helped me from suffering from rheumatism because the terrible pains 'in my arms and legs have been greatly relieved. My
bowels have been regulated and I have not been constipated since taking my first dose
of Giljan. I sleep better and have renewed
energy which makes life seem worthwhile."
(Diagram of kidney with the
word "kidney" on it, and the
That is what so many people are saying about
words "acid deposits" idenGiljan, the "amazing mixture of juices from 18
tifying a darkened portion.)
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of nature's health-giving herbs"-which is now being introduced to crowds of suffering
Lansing men and women daily by Cunningham's Drug Store.
Giljan is a Medicinal Compound of Nature's Roots and Herbs-blended with other
ingredients-which compose a formula beneficial for common ailments such as occasional Constipation, Rheumatic Pains, Neuritis, and General Nervous condition due to
constipation. It acts as a mild diuretic to the kidneys, as~ liver activator, and as a
stomachic.
Giljan is a liquid mixture of 12 extracts from medicinal herbs, expertly combined
with 6 other splendid ingredients. It contains so many fine ingredients that it helps
accomplish several things within the human system at the same time.
Giljan, the "natural" medicine, has a direct influence on the whole system.
PAR. 8. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements, representations and depictions, and others of similar import but not set out herein,
respondents represent that said preparation is a natural medicine, is made
from a new scientific formula and contains 18 ingredients, all of which are
of substantial aid in bringing health to the user; that said preparation constitutes a cure and remedy or a competent and effective treatment for
stomach trouble in its various forms, constipation, weak kidneys, rheumatism and neuritis and the pains associated therewith, backaches, night
risings, sallowness due to a sluggish liver, gas pains, sour stomach, bloating, belching, stomach, liver and kidney ailments in general, and a general
run down condition; that it aids in the proper functioning of the kidneys
and liver; that it is effective in relieving headaches, dizziness, a lazy,
drowsy, tired feeling, or lack of energy; that it is an effective diuretic,
makes the stomach, liver and kidneys more active and flushes poisons from
the kidneys; that it clears old bile out of the system, is effecth·e in relieving
bladder irritations, strengthens the nerves, improves the appetite and
digestion, relieves digestive disorders and regulates the bowels; that the
use of said preparation makes one healthy, feel years younger and brings
relief to 87 percent of those who have used it.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid statements, representatinns and depictions are
false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, said preparation is
not a natural medicine either in the sense that its ingredients are entirely
of natural origin or that it acts in a natural manner upon the system. The
formula of said preparation is neither new or scientific. With the exception
of cascara bark, senna leaves, aloes and mandrake root, the ingredients in
said preparation are not in sufficient amounts to afford any therapeutic
value. Said preparation is not a cure or remedy and has no therapeutic
value in the treatment of stomach trouble in its various forms, weak kid~
neys, rheumatism and neuritis and the pains associated there\\ith, back~
aches, night risings, sallowness from any cause, gas pains, sour stomach,
bloating, belching, stomach, liver and kidney ailments, or a general run
down condition. It has no value in the treatment of kidney or liver ail~
ments and will have no effect on their functioning. It will not relieve a
lazy or drowsy feeling or restore energy. It has no value in the treatment
of headaches, dizziness or a tired feeling in excess of affording temporary
relief when such conditions are caused by constipation. Its value in the
treatment of constipation is limited to affording temporary relief by reason
of its laxative qualities. Said preparation is not an effective diuretic. It
\\ill not make the stomach, liver and kidneys more active. It will not
flush poisons from the kidneys, will not clear old bile out of the system,
relieve bladder irritations, strengthen the nerves, improve the appetite or
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digestion, relieve digestive disorders or regulate the bowels. The use of
said preparation will not make one healthy or feel younger. There is no
basis in fact for respondents' claim that 87 percent, or any other specified
number, of those taking this preparation have been benefited. In truth
and in fact, said preparation is only a laxative and has no therapeutic
value in excess of that of a laxative.
PAR. 10. The foregoing advertisements constitute false advertisements
for the further reason that they fail to reveal facts material in the light
of such representations and material with respect to the consequences
which may result from the use of the preparation to which the advertisements relate, under the conditions prescribed in said advertisements and
under such conditions as are customary and usual. In truth and in fact,
said preparation is an irritant laxative and is potentially dangerous when
taken in the presence of abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting, or other
symptoms of appendicitis.
PAR. 11. The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false advertisements and said false and deceptive representations and implications with
respect to the preparation Giljan has had, and now has, the capacity and
tendency to, and does, mislead and deceive a substantial number of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such advertisements, representations and implications are true and that said preparations may be used at all times and under all conditions without ill effects,
and to induce a substantial number of the purchasing public, because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase said preparation.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair an.d deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
·
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respondents, in
which answer respondents admit all the material allegations of fact set
forth in said complaint and state that they waive all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to the said facts, and the Commission having made
its findings as to the facts and conclusion that the respondents herein have
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., a
corporation, its officers, representatives, agents and employees, Henry S.
Dunlap, George Remus and lllanche Watson, individually and as officers
of Giljan Medicine Company, Inc., their representatives, agents and employees, and The Key Advertising Company, a corporation, its officers,
representatives, agents and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution
of the preparation "Giljan," sometimes called "Giljan Laxative Compound," or any other preparation of substantially similar composition or
possessing substantially similar properties, whether sold under the same
pame or under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from, directly or indirectly:
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1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement represents, directly or through inference:
(a) That said preparation is a natural medicine, either in the sense that
its ingredients are of natural origin or that it acts in a natural manner upon
the system.
(b) That the formula of said preparation is either new or scientific.
(c) That the ingredients as contained in said preparation other than
cascara bark, senna leaves, aloes and mandrake root have any therapeutic
value.
(d) That sa.id preparation is a cure or remedy for or has any therapeutic value in the treatment of stomach trouble in its various forms, weak
kidneys, rheumatism or neuritis or the pains associated therewith, backaches, night risings, sallowness from any cause, gas pains, sour stomach,
bloating, belching, liver and kidney ailments or a general run down condition, or that it has any beneficial effect upon the functioning of the kidneys,
liver or stomach.
(e) That said preparation will relieve a lazy or drowsy feeling or restore
energy.
(f) That said preparation has any therapeutic value in the treatment of
headaches, dizziness or a tired feeling in excess of affording temporary relief when such conditions are due to constipation and that it has any therapeutic value in the treatment of constipation in excess of affording temporary relief by reason of its laxative qualities.
·
(g) That said preparation is an effective diuretic; '\\ill flush poisons from
the system, will clear old bile out of the system; will relieve bladder irritation, strengthen the nerves, improve the appetite or digestion, relieve digestive disorders or regulate the bowels.
(h) That said preparation will make one healthy or feel younger.
(i) That 87 percent or any specified number of persons have been benefited through the use of said preparation.
(j) That said preparation has any therapeutic value in excess of that of
a laxative.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of ths United States mails, or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement fails to reveal that said preparation should not be used in the presence of nausea, vomiting, abdominal pains, or other symptoms of appendicitis: Provided, however, that such advertisement need contain only
the statement, "CAUTION: Use only as Directed," if and when the directions for use, wherever they appear, on the label, in the labeling, or both
on the label or in the labeling, contain a warning to the above effect.
3. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means, for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce' directly or indirectly,, the purchase of said preparation in commerc~ as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which' advertisement contains any representation prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof
or which fails to comply with the affirmative requirements set forth i~
paragraph 2 hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE 1fATTER OF
CHARLES P. HALFHILL, THEODORE A. HALFHILL, HARRY
J. HALFHILL AND HARRY J. HALFHILL, JR. DOING
BUSINESS AS THE HALFHILL COMPANY AND AS OCEAN
FOOD PRODUCTS COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 2 (c) OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AS AMENDED BY ACT
OF JUNE 19. 1936
Docket 5267.

Complaint, Jan. 26, 1945-Decision, lrlay 12, 1945

Where four partners engaged in buying and in selling and distributing canned salmon.
tuna, mackerel, sardines and other canned food products for their own account for
resale, (1) to buyers through brokers who aded as said partners' agents and to
whom they customarily paid commissions or brokerage fees based on a percentage
of the invoice sales prices; and (2) to direct buyers who bought said products in
their own names and for their own account for resale, including so-called "buying
brokers," chain stores, large wholesalers, members of buying groups and othersPaid to such direct buyers-to whom they invoiced and shipped their food products
directly and from whom they collected the purchase price and who, contrary to
the manner in which brokers operate, were traders for profit, who purchased and
resold such food products in their own names and for their own accounts, took title
thereto, assumed all risk incident to ownership, and warehoused and insured the
same, and financed their dealing therein-commissions or brokerage fees on their
purchases by deducting or allowing from the invoice price an amount approximating
the commissions paid by them to their legitimate brokers, or by selling to them at
a net price which reflected the same:
·
lleld, That such paying and granting of commissions, brokerage, or other compensation,
and allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, to the buyers of said food products on
their own purchases, constituted violations of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act as amended.

Mr. EdwardS. Ragsdale for the Commission.
Tapper & Tapper, of Los Angeles, Calif., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that the parties
respondent named in the caption hereof, and hereinafter more particularly
designated and described, since June 19, 193G, have violated and are violating the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act
(U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13) as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 193G, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges with
respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Charles P. Halfhill, Theodore A. Halfhill,
Harry J. Halfhill, and his son, Harry J. Halfhill, Jr., are partners, engaged
in business under the registered fictitious trade names of The Halfhill
Company and Ocean Food Products Company, in accordance with the
laws of the State of California, having their principal office and place of
business located at 714 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
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PAR. 2. The respondents, doing business as The Halfhill Company and
Ocean Food Products Company, since June 19, 1936, have been and are
now engaged in the business of buying, selling and distributing canned
salmon, canned tuna, canned mackerel, canned sardines and other canned
food products (all of which are hereinafter designated as "food products")
for their own account for resale.
The respondents, since June 19, 1936, in the course and conduct of their
said business, have sold and distributed a substantial portion of their food
products, directly and through brokers, to buyers located in States other
than the State in which the respondents are located, and as a result of said
sales and the respondents' instructions, such food products are shipped and
transported across State lines to such buyers so located.
PAR. 3. All food products sold by respondents bear a label upon 'Yhich
appears a brand, trade-mark, or trade name. Such labels are attached to
such food products to identify and distinguish them as the products of the
persons owning the brands from the products of competitors.
A brand, trade-mark, or trade name may be defined as a symbol of business goodwill. Goodwill is an attitude in people which causes them to
continue to patronize a certain place or person or to purchase a definite
commodity. Upon the brand used depends to whom the goodwill created
by the product accrues. Thus, when respondents sell goods which bear
their own brand, the goodwill accrues to them; whereas, when they sell
goods bearing the brand of another, the goodwill accrues not to the respondents but to the person who owns the brand. That such is the purpose and effect of the use of brands is well known in the industry.
The respondents' food products are sold and distributed under two distinct brand classifications, namely, (1) sellers' brands and (2) distributors'
brands.
A seller's brand may be defined as a brand, owned and controlled by the
original seller, and as referred to herein designates brands owned and utilized by respondents in the promotion and sale of its products, which brand
identifies the particular products for which respondents assume the responsibility all the way through the channels of distribution to the consumer,
and whatever goodwill is established thereby accrues to respondents. Respondents determine the sales and price policies with reference to such
food products. Among the brands so used by respondents are:
San Nicholas, Halfhill's, Sea Prize, Halfhill's Best Buy, LaFavorita
Tonno, Best Buy, Blue Band, Beach Club, Better than Chicken, CalPrize, 1\Iediterraneo, Red Sun, Roma, Serenity, Summer Sea, Westminster.
Distributors' brands may be defined as brands owned and controlled by
other than the original seller~ and as referred to herein designate brands
utilized by distributors other than the respondents which identify the food
products with the particular distributor and permit such distributors to
promote the sale of those food products independently of respondents; and
distributors rather than respondents assume the responsibility all the way
through the channels of distribution to the consumer, and whatever goodwill is established accrues to the distributors and not to the respondents.
Distributors and not respondents determine the sales and price policies
with reference to such food products.
PAR. 4. Respondents sell and distribute food products by two separate
and distinct methods.
First: The first method is by selling to buyers through brokers of food
products.
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A broker of food products may be defined as a sales agent who negotiates the sale of food products for and on account of the seller as principal
and whose compensation is a commission or brokerage fee paid by the
seller. A broker of food products does not buy food products from his
principal and sell such products for his own account.
Such brokers act as respondents' sales agents, soliciting and obtaining
orders for respondents' food products at respondents' prices and on respondents' terms. Such brokers transmit such purchase orders to respondents who thereafter invoice and ship the food products to the customer. The respondents pay such brokers for their service in negotiating
and making such sales for respondents' account, commissions or brokerage
fees, which are customarily based on a percentage of the invoice sales prices
of th~ food product sold.
The food products so sold by brokers always bear the brand or label
of the respondents or of the buyers to whom respondents sell. Therefore,
none of the goodwill established by the products accrues to the brokers.
Such brokers are not traders for profit and do not take title to or have any
financial interest in the product sold, and neither make a profit nor suffer
a loss on the transaction.
Second: The second method is by the sale of food products by the respondents direct to buyers. All such buyers referred to herein are "direct
buyers." In transactions between respondents and such buyers, respondents do not use brokers.
There are in fact two separate and distinct classifications of direct buyers.
One class is known as "buying brokers" (who designate themselves as
brokers but who are not in fact brokers). The other class of direct buyers
consists, among others, of chain stores, large wholesalers and members of
buying groups.
The food products sold by respondents to such direct buyers principally
bear brands or labels owned by such buyers, and as to such food products,
all the goodwill established by the products accrues to such direct buyers.
Respondents also sell to other direct buyers (some of whom also incorrectly designate themselves as'' brokers") who purchase respondents' food
products exclusively under respondents' brands or labels in their own
· respective names and for their own accounts for resale.
Respondents pay such buyers of their food products, directly or indirectly (regardless of whether such food products are purchased under respondents' labels or distributors' labels), commissions or brokerage fees,
or allowances or discounts in lieu thereof on such purchases.
Such direct buyers transmit their own purchase orders for food products
directly to the respondents. The respondents thereafter invoice and ship
such food products directly to such buyers from whom respondents collect
the purchase price of the merchandise. The respondents, among their
several methods of sales, pay such buyers commissions or brokerage fees on
such purchases by deducting or allowing from the invoice price of the good
products purchased an amount which is equal or approximately equal to
the commissions or brokerage fees paid by the respondents to their brokers
(as illustrated in method one), or by selling to such buyers at a net price
which reflects brokerage.
Contrary to the manner in which brokers operate (as described in
method one above) such buyers are traders for profit purchasing andreselling such food products in their own names and for their own accounts,
taking title to the food products and assuming all risk incident to ownerRhip.
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Such resales are not made at the prices, and on the terms dictated by
respondents, but at the prices and on the terms determined by the buyer
who makes a profit or suffers a loss thereon, as the case may be.
Said direct buyers shop the market, and purchase food products from
several sellers, including respondents, and purchase where they are able to
secure the most favorable prices and terms, including the payment of commissions and brokerage fees.
Said buyers pay the price of the food products purchased from respond..:
ents, as a condition precedent to delivery of such food products by the
carrier to them. If the food products shipped by respondent to the buyers
are lost or damaged in transit, such buyers file claim with the carrier and
collect damages from the carrier for their own accounts.
Such buyers, upon receipt of such food products from respondents, warehouse them in their own warehouses or in public warehouses and insure the
products at their own expense and in their own names and for their own
accounts against contingent loss or damage. Subsequently, said buyers
pledge warehouse receipts and insurance contracts covering these products
they have purchased as security for loans from banks.
PAR. 5. The respondents, since June 19, 1936, in connection with the
interstate sale of their food products by the second method set forth in
paragraph 4 have paid or granted, and are now paying or granting, directly and indirectly, commissions, brokerage, or other compensation, or
discounts in lieu thereof, to buyers of their food products, and such acts
and practices as set forth above are in violation of subsection (c) of Section
2 of the Clayton Act as amended.
•
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, entitled "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as
amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1936 (U.S.C.
Title 15, Sec. 13), the Federal Trade Commission on January 26, 1945,
issued and thereafter served its complaint in this proceeding upon therespondents named in the caption hereof, charging them with violation of
the provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of said act, as amended.
After the issuance of the complaint herein, the respondents filed their
answer admitting all material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint
and waiving all intervening procedure, further hearings as to said facts, and
expressly waiving the filing of briefs and oral argument. The respondents
further stated in their answer that they are not now paying or granting,
directly or indirectly, commissions, brokerage, or other compensation, or
discounts in lieu thereof, to buyers of their food products, as alleged in the
complaint, and that they have not done so since January 1, 1944. Thereafter this matter came on for final hearing before the Commission on said
complaint and answer, and the Commission, having duly considered the
same and being now fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Charles P. Halfhill, Theodore A. Halfhill,
Harry J. Halfhill, and the latter's son Harry J. Halfhill, Jr., are, and since
650780 -47 -42
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November 1, 1943, have been, copartners trading as The Halfhill Company and Ocean Food Products Company, with their principal office and
place of business located at 714 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles,
Calif. Prior to November 1, 1943, respondents were stockholders in The
Halfhill Company, Ltd., a Nevada corporation, which was dissolved on
October 31, 1943.
PAR. 2. The respondents, doing business as The Halfhill Company and
Ocean Food Products Company, for a period of time since June 19, 1936,
have been, and are now, engaged in the business of buying, selling, and distributing canned salmon, canned tuna, canned mackerel, canned sardines,
and other canned food products (all of which are hereinafter designated as
"food products") for their own account for resale.
The respondents, for a period of time since June 19, 1936, in the course
and conduct of their said business, have sold and distributed a subBtantial
portion of their food products, directly and through brokers, to buyers
located in States other than the State in which the respondents are located,
and as a result of said sales such food products are shipped and transported
across State lines to such buyers, who are located in various States of the
United States.
PAR. 3. The respondents, to distinguish their food products from the
food products sold by competitors and to facilitate sales, utilize brand or
trade names for the various food products sold by them. Respondents
also sell their products under the label or brand of their buyers. Among
the brands used by respondents are:
San Nicholas, Halfhill's, Sea Prize, Halfhill's Best Buy, LaFavorita
Tonno, Best Buy, Blue Band, Beach Club, Better than Chicken, CalPrize, Mediterraneo, Red Sun, Roma, Serenity, Summer Sea, Westminster.
PAR. 4. Respondents sell and distribute their food products by two
separate and distinct methods:
1. By selling to buyers through brokers of food products, who act as
reRpondents' agents in negotiating the sale of their food products, and for
which services such brokers customarily are paid commissions or brokerage
fees, which are usually based on a percentage of the invoice sales prices of
the food product sold; and
2. By the sale of food products by the respondents direct to buyers,
who are paid, directly or indirectly, commissions or brokerage fees on their
own purchases of such food products from the respondents.
There are in fact two separate and distinct classifications of direct buyers. One class is known as "buying brokers" (who designate themselves
as brokers but who are not in fact brokers). The other class of direct buyers consists, among others, of chain stores, large wholesalers, and members
of buying groups. The food products sold by respondents to such direct
buyers principally bear brands or labels owned by such buyers. Respondents also sell to other direct buyers who purchase respondents' food prod~cts exclusively under respondents' brands or labels in their own respective
names and for their own account for resale.
Such direct huyers transmit their own purchase orders for food products
directly to the respondents. The respondents thereafter invoice and ship
such food products directly to such buyers from whom respondents collect
the purchase price of the merchandise. The respondents, among their
several methods of sales, pay such buyers commissions or brokerage fees
on such purchases by deducting or allowing from the invoice price of the
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food products purchased an amount which is equal or approximately equal
to the commissions or brokerage fees paid by the respondents to their legitimate brokers or by selling to such buyers at a net price which reflects
brokerage.
Contrary to the manner in which brokers operate, such buyers are traders for profit purchasing and reselling such food products in their own
names and for their own accounts, taking title to the fqod products and
assuming all risk incident to ownership.
Such buyers, upon receipt of such food products from respondents, warehouse them in their own warehouses or in public warehouses and insure
the products at their own expense and in their own names and for their
own accounts against contingent loss or damage. Subsequently, ·said buyers pledge warehouse receipts and insurance contracts covering these products they have purchased, as security for loans from banks.
CONCLUSION

The paying and granting by the respondents, Charles P'. Halfhill, Theodore A. Halfhill, Harry J. Halfhill, and Harry J. Halfhill, Jr., partners
doin6 business as The Halfhill Company and as Ocean Food Products
Company, directly or indirectly, of commissions, brokerage, or other compensation, and allowances or discounts in lieu thereof, to the buyers of
said food products on their own purchases, as herein found, constitute
violations by the respondents herein of subsection (c) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act as amended.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of the respondents,
which answer admits all material allegations of the complaint to be true
and waives all other intervening procedure and further hearings as to said
facts; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that respondents, Charles P. Halfhill, Theodore A. Halfhill, Harry
J. Halfhill, and Harry J. Halfhill, Jr., partners doing business as The Halfhill Company and as Ocean Food Products Company, have violated the
provisions of subsection (c) of Section 2 of an act of Congress entitled "An
act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton
Act), as amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (the Robinson-Patman Act) (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
It is ordered, That the respondents, Charles P. Halfhill, Theodore A.
Halfhill, Harry J. Halfhill and Harry J. Halfhill, Jr., partners doing business as The Halfhill Company and as Ocean Food Products Company,
their respective officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, in connection with the sale and
distribution of food products or other commodities, in commerce as" commerce" is defined in the aforesaid Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
Paying or granting anything of value as a commission, brokerage, or
other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof to any
purchaser upon purchases for his own account, or to any agent, r~presen-
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tative, or other intermediary acting in fact for or in behalf of or subject to
the direct or indirect control of the purchaser to whom sale is made.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with the order.
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IN

THE ~ATTER OF

MILITARY ORDER OF THE PURPLE HEART, NATIONAL
PROGRESS LEAGUE, FRANK J. ~ACKEY AND HAROLD C.
SHERMAN
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914.

Docket 4721.

Complaint, Mar. 5, 1942-Decision, May 26, 1945

Where a corporation and its president and secretary, engaged in the interstate sale and
distribution, among other publications and pamphlets, of a twelve-volume set of
history books entitled" Progress of Nations," and a two-volume set of history and
war pictures entitled "Forward March";
Following adoption of a plan which involved the use, for a consideration, of t!te name
and prestige of the "Military Order of the Purple Heart" in connection with the
sale and distribution of said books, in furtherance of which(1) Said president caused to be cancelled a prior contract between another corporation of which he was likewise president, namely, the" Disabled American Veterans
of the World War Rehabilitation Department," and the Disabled American Veterans of the World War, whereby latter was to receive a certain income from the
sale of publications induding said "Progress of Nations" and "Forward March";
(2) Said corporate Rehabilitation Department through said president contracted
with said "Military Order" to publish aforesaid sets and said other publications
and sell the Bame to the order or its authorized agent at a specified price for a
5-year period and as long thereafter as was mutually satisfactory;
(3) Said corporation or National Progress "League" through its said president
agreed with said Order to finance and assume complete control of the publications
to be supplied by said corporate "Rehabilitation Department" and to use in connection with the sale thereof the name, letterheads, emblem, and official seals of
the said Order, and the signature of its National Commander and that of its Americanism Legislative Chairman, to take contracts for the purchase of said books in
the name of said Order, to accept checks payable to its order, and to endorse and
deposit such checks in a bank account under the sole control of said League, over
the funds of which received from the sale of the books said Order had no control
except for the right of inspection of its books;
(4) Said League agreed to pay over to the said Order certain fixed sums for 11
months, and thereafter amounts ranging from 5 percent to 10 percent on orders
depending upon the size thereof, with the further understanding that at the expiration of the contract or the complete liquidation of the business the League would
pay over to the Order any profits shown on ita books, without liability on the part
of said Order for any: loss-whereby said League and its said officers were placed
in a position to act with full freedom as though they were in fact the Military Order
of the Purple Heart; and,
(5) The opening of an office in the name of said Order by said League, and officers at
the League offices in Chicago, and the employment of salesmen, who were approved by the Americanism Legislative Chairman of the Military Order of the
Purple Heart, and were issued a credential letter by it on its stationery(a) Carried out said plan of procedure involving the use of the name and prestige of
said 'Military Order of the Purple Heart, which was designed to, and enabled them
to induce the purchasing public to purchase said books in belief they were dealing
directly with said Order; and did not through their various salesmen advise pros-
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pects that they were engaged in the sale of publications as a commercial enterprise,
but, instead, appealed directly to their patriotism and their sympathy for members
of the armed forces who had been wounded in action;
(b) Represented, directly and by implication, through their salesmen that said salesmen were soliciting donations or contributions for the Military Order of the Purple
Heart; that all funds received were to be used by such Order in combating antiAmericanism and subversive activities of organizations and in the public schools
and colleges and for assisting or financing the Dies Committee and continuing its
work; and that the books to be delivered were of secondary importance and would
be sent in appreciation of the donation given; without calling to the attention of
the purchaser the statement in the contract-which, after reciting the Americanism
program of the Order and under its name, put the prospect on record as wishing
to express his approval thereof and desiring to support the activity, prior to his
order-of" positively no donations accepted," but, in most cases, hurriedly causing
the purchaser to sign it, without reading it, in many cases as evidence of his contribution;
The' facts being that during the period from April!, 1941 to November 1943 none of the
funds collected or contracts involved, gross sales on which in the name of said Order,
amounted to $650,000, went direct to the Order itself, but went instead to said
League and the former received thereof only approximately $60,000.00, practically
all of which was used by said Order for service work for veterans and to pay the expenses of the Washington office; none of the funds were used to assist the Dies
Committee or to combat subversive activities, as represented by the salesmen at
the time. the orders were obtained; while the contract entered into between the
National Progress League and the l\1ilitary Order of the Purple Heart provided for
an annual statement to be supplied by said National Progress League showing expenses and details of operation, there was no evidence that any such statements
were supplied or that any supervision was made of their books of account other
than occasional examination by officers of said Order; and the amount of supervision maintained by said order over the conduct of said League, and of its said
officers in the performance of their contract with the Order was not sufficient to
inform either the officers of the Order or the members thereof as to the acts and
practices actually being pursued by said League and said individuals, its officers,
in the sale and distribution of their said books under the name of the Military
Order of the Purple Heart;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public and to induce them to purchase said public;ations for patriotic
motives, in belief that the monies so paid were contributions to the Military Order
of the Purple Heart, rather than a commercial transaction involving the purchase
ol a set of books from the National Progress League; only a small portion of the
money from which went to said Order:
II eld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
~;ommerce.

Before Mr. Lewis C. Russell and Mr. Randolph Preston, trial examiners.
Mr. Jesse D. Kash for the Commission.
LaRochelle, Brooks & Beardsley, of Chicago, Ill., lllr. Adelbert J. Beyer,
of Milwaukee, Wis., and Mr. Robert G. Thach and lllr. Joe W. McQueen,
of Washington, D. C., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Com·
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mission having reason to believe that Military Order of the Purple Heart.
a corporation, and National Progress League, a corporation, Frank J
Mackey and Harold C. Sherman, individually, and as officers of National
Progress League, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents
have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commis~
sion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart is a
corporation, organized, existing and doing business by virtue of the'laws
of the State of New Jersey, with its office and principal place of business
located at 301 Seymore Street, Lansing, Mich. Respondent also maintains an office at 815 Fifteenth Street, Washington, D. C.
. Respondent, National Progress League, is a corporation, organized, exIsting and doing business by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois with
its office and principal place of business at 104 South Michigan A~enue
Chicago, Ill.
'
Respondei;J.t, Frank J. Mackey, is an individual, and is president and
registered agent, of respondent, National Progress League, with his office
and principal place of business at 104 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Ill. and whose home address is 1321 East 65th Street, Chicago, Ill.
Respondent, Harold C. Sherman, is an individual, and is secretary of
corporate respondent, National Progress League, with his office and principal place of business located at 104 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Ill., and whose home address is 238 South Elmwood Avenue, Oak Park, Ill.
The individual respondents formulate, control, pirect and dominate the
policies, practices and .methods of the corporate respondent, National
Progress League.
PAR. 2. The respondent, Frank J. Mackey, through various corporations owned or controlled by him is now and for several years last past
has been engaged in the publication, sale and distribution of various publications including, among others, two sets of books, one entitled, "Progress
of Nations," consisting of a twelve volume set of history books, and the
other consisting of two volumes of history and war pictures entitled, "Forward March." The respondent, Frank J. Mackey, has for a number of
years fostered and promoted the sale of the above-named publications and
others through the means and by the instrumentality of contracts made
by corporations, owned and controlled by him, with patriotic or veteran
societies or associations. Under the terms of such contracts, the patriotic
or veteran societies or associations are paid a royalty of 5% to 10% on collections from sales of said books, in consideration of said societies or associations sponsoring, or endorsing said publications and allowing said respondent's corporations to sell same under the names of said associations
or societies or under the names of said respondent's corporations. Under
said contracts, the respondent, Frank J. Mackey, through corporations
owned or controlled by him, publishes and pays all the expenses incident
to the publication of said books, appoints and has supervision over the
salesmen selling same and owns and controls the copyrights or plates
from which said publications arc made.
Among the societies or associations with which said respondent, Frank J.
Mackey, through Disabled American Veterans of The World War Rehabilitation Department, Inc., a corporation owned by him, had a contract as
hereinabove mentioned, is "Disabled American Veterans of the World
War," a corporation.
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The corporate respondent, "Military Order of the Purple Heart" had
full knowledge of and was familiar with the aforesaid contract.
PAR. 3. In September 1940 respondent, Frank J. Mackey, began negotiating with the respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart, with the
view of obtaining an agreement ".rith said Military Order of the Purple
Heart, similar to the contract which existed between Disabled American
Veterans of the World War, Rehabilitation Department, a corporation,
· and Disabled American Veterans of the World 'War, a corporation. As
a result of these negotiations a contract was entered into between the
corporate respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart and corporate
respondent, National Progress League sometime during March 1941. Under the terms of said contract the respondent, Frank J. Mackey, was to
purchase the books from the Disabled American Veterans of the World
War, Department of Rehabilitation, a corporation solely owned by him at
cost plus $1 per set royalty. Respondent, Frank J. Mackey's organization,
respondent, National Progress League, Inc., was to advance the money for
the payment of these books and was to keep all money collected from the
sale of same for the first twelve months of operation under said contract.
The contract further provided that after it had been in effect for twelve
months the respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart, was to receive
a minimum of five percent and a maximum of ten percent on all sales of
books made by corporate respondent, National Progress League, said
commission to be based on collections from the sale of the books and not
on the actual sale price of said books. The variation of from five to ten
percent in the commissions depended upon the sale price of the books,
that is, those sets sellif\g at a higher price paid the higher commission.
Respondent, National Progress League, furnished all the money for the
financing of the sale of the books and had charge of all sales of same under
the name of respondent l\Iilitary Order of the Purple Heart. Corporate
respondent, National Progress League, was to advance the sum of
$9,000 to the corporate respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart,
on a basis of $GOO cash for the purpose of furnishing respondent, Military
Order of the Purple Heart, an office in Washington, D. C., and was to pay
the sum of $700 per month for twelve months. This $9,000 advance was
in lieu of any commissions which respondent, Military Order of the Purple
Heart; might be entitled to as a result of the sales of books made by
respondent, National Progress League, acting as the Military Order of the
Purple Heart during the first twelve months of the operation under said
contract.
Under the terms of said contract, all advertising, promotional work,
employment of salesmen, was handled by corporate respondent, National
Progress League.
PAR. 4. On February 22, 1932, by order of the President of the United
States, the War Department revived the Order of the Purple Heart an
award established by General George Washington at Newburgh, August 7,
1782, during the \Yar of the Revolution. As far as known records show
this award was granted to only three men by General Washington, it was
granted for unusual gallantry, extraordinary fidelity and essential service,
when such facts were certified to the Commander in Chief with certificates
from the Commanding Officer of the regiment and brigade to which the
candidate for reward belongs, or by other incontestable proofs. Subsequent to the Revolutionary \Var, the Order of the Purple Heart fell into
disuse and no further awards were made. The Order vanished from public
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sight and references to the scanty official records concerning it practically
ceased.
In recent years public interest was aroused by publication of articles
concerning this rare decoration, and its revival was projected and it was
revived on the two hundredth anniversary of General Washington's birth.
The award of the Purple Heart for acts or services performed prior to
February 22, 1932, is confined to those persons who, as members of the
Army, were awarded the Meritorious Service Citation Certificate by the
Commander in Chief, American Expeditionary Forces, or who were
wounded in action in any war, or campaign under conditions which entitled them to wear a wound chevron. The War Department has issued
approximately 70,000 of these medals.
The first gathering of the Military Order of the Purple Heart was in
1935, at which time an organization was formed and a constitution was
adopted. Shortly afterwards the organization was incorporated as the
"Military Order of the Purple Heart." It is now National in scope and
has some 4500 members.
PAR. 5. The respondent, National Progress League, and respondents,
Frank J. Mackey and Harold C. Sherman, are now and since March, 1941,
have been engaged in the sale and distribution of books, including a twelve
volume set of books designated "Progress of Nations" and a two volume
set entitled "Forward March."
In the course and conduct of their business, the said respondents, National Progress League, Frank J. Mackey and Harold C. Sherman, cause
their books, when sold, to be transported from their place of business in the
State of Illinois to the purchasers thereof located in various other States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents, National Progress League, a corporation, Frank J. Mackey and Harold C.
Sherman, maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a
course of trade in their said books in commerce among and between the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
The respondents, Military Order of the Purple Heart, National Progress
~eague, Frank J. Mackey, and Harold C. Sherman, ha,ve acted in conJUnction and cooperation each with the other in carrying out the acts and
practices herein set forth.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of their said business and for the
purpose of promoting the sale of said books, the corporate respondent,
National Progress League, and respondents, Frank J. Mackey and Har?ld C. Sherman, have made and are now making many false and misleadIng statements and representations to prospective purchasers of such
books, such statements and representations being made through respondents' salesmen and representatives and by other means. Among and
typical of said statements and representations, are the following:
That respondents' salesmen and representatives are members of the organization known as the 11 Military Order of the Purple Heart" j that respondents' books are being sold only to certain selected customers.
That the organization known as the 11 Military Order of the Purple
Heart" receives the entire profit from the sales of said books and that one
purchasing such book is in effect making contribution to said organization.
That the funds derived from the sale of said books will be used by said
organization known as the 11 Military Order of the Purple Heart" to defray
the expense of said organization's activities and efforts in combatting antiAmerican and subversive organizntions and influences in the United
States.
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That said organization was attempting to raise a fund to continue the
work of the Dies Committee, a Congressional Committee investigating
subversive activities in the United States.
That on account of the failure of Congress to make further appropriations to said Committee it was necessary to call upon patriotic citizens to
raise a fund to carry on this work.
A further practice on the part of the respondents in promoting the sale
of said books is the wrongful use of letters from prominent military men
and others prominent in public life endorsing the aims and purposes of the
Military Order of the Purple Heart, Inc. Such letters are represented by
the respondents as being endorsements of said books, when in truth and in
fact such letters have no reference to said books, but relate to the general
aims and purposes of said corporation.
•fin numerous instances the fact that books are being sold by said respondents is concealed from customers and prospective customers, respondents' proposition as presented by their salesmen and representatives
taking the form of a patriotic and emotional appeal addressed to said customers and prospective customers. The Military Order of the Purple
Heart is represented as having launched a great legislative and educational
campaign against subversive influences and activities in the United States
and prospective purchasers of respondents' books are urged to participate
in and contribute to such campaign. Those subscribing to such purported
campaign are finally advised that they will receive a set of books, the books
being made to appear as an incidental, however, to the subscription to such
campaign fund. In numerous instances copies of contracts for the purchase
of said books are not left with the buyers and said buyers are not aware
that they have actually purchased a set of books until same are received
by them, or until collection letters or acknowledgments of orders in the
name of corporate respondent Military Order of the Purple Heart are received by said buyers.
PAR. 7. The foregoing representations made by and on behalf of said
respondents are false, misleading, and deceptive. In truth and in fact said
respondents' salesmen and representatives are not members of the organization known as Military Order of the Purple Heart. Said organization
does not receive the entire profit derived from the sale of said books nor
does the profit from the sale of said books constitute a contribution to said
organization or to any campaign conducted by it. Said books, on the contrary, are sold by said respondents as an ordinary commercial transaction
for the benefit of respondents, National Progress League, Frank J. Mackey
and Harold C. Sherman, and the only profit derived by the respondent,
Military Order of the Purple Heart, from the sale of such books, is, and
has been, the respective royalties hereinabove mentioned, and the proceeds from the sale of said books are used by said corporate respondent,
Military Order of the Purple Heart, for maintaining an office in Washington, D. C., in order to be in touch with the Congress of the United
States and various Veterans' organizations at the seat of the Government
in Washington, D. C., and to promote and sponsor legislation affecting its
membership and is not used by said organization to defray its expenses in
combatting anti-American and subversive organizations and influences in
the United States. The sale of said books is not restricted to any group or
number of persons but said books are sold indiscriminately to the general
public. Funds derived from the sale of said books are not used to assist
the Dies Committee or any other Congressional committee in curbing
subversive activities of groups unfriendly to the United States.
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PAR. 8. A further deceptive and misleading practice employed by the
respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart, consists of placing in the
hands of the corporate respondent, National Progress League, letterheads,
stationery and billheads bearing the name, "The Military Order of the
Purple Heart," and allowing said corporate respondent, National Progress
League, to use contract forms bearing the title "Military Order of the
Purple Heart" outlining the "Americanism program" of said organization
and containing at the end of same an order blank for purchasing a set of
books and directing checks to be made payable to said Order, and bearing
the statement, "Positively No Donations Accepted."
A further deceptive and misleading practice of the respondents' salesmen
is to represent to prospective purchasers or contributors that prominent
citizens, residing in the locality wherein said prospective purchasers reside
and who are known to said prospective purchasers, have purchased said
books or made donations, when no such purchases have been made or donations given.
PAR. 9. The use by the respondents of the foregoing acts, practices and
methods has the tendency and capacity to and does mislead and deceive
a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the above said false statements and representations are
true, and to induce the purchasing public to purchase substantial quantities of respondents' books as a result of such erroneous and mistaken
belief.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO

THE

FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on March 5, 1942, issued and subsequently
served its complaint upon the respondents, Military Order of the Purple
Heart, a corporation, National Progress League, a corporation, and Frank
J. Mackey and Harold C. Sherman, individually, and as officers of National Progress League, a corporation, charging them with the use of
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing
of respondents' answer thereto, testimony and other evidence in support
of and in opposition to the allegations of said complaint were introduced
before trial examiners of the Commission theretofore duly designated by
it, and said testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in
the office of the Commission. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came
on for final hearing before the Commission upon said complaint, answer
thereto, testimony and other evidence, report of the trial examiners upon
the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs filed in support of the
complaint and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and
the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart, is a
corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the.State of New Jersey, with its office and principal place of
business located at 301 Seymore Street, Lansing, Mich. Said respondent
also maintains an office at 815 Fifteenth Street, Washington, D. C. The
Military Order of the Purple Heart, which was founded in 1935, is an organization of veterans of the wars of the United States who have been
awarded the Order of the Purple Heart, established by General George
Washington in 1782 and revived on February 22, 1932, by order of the
President of the United States. All veterans and members of the armed
forces who receive the Order of the Purple Heart automatically become
members of respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart, but only those
members who pay dues have the power to vote.
PAR. 2. Respondent, National Progress League, is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business by virtue of the laws of the State of
Illinois, with its office and principal place of business at 104 South Michigrm Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Respondent, Frank J. Mackey, is an individual, and is president and
director of the respondent, National Progress League, with his office and
principal place of business at 104 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.,
and whose home address is 13~1 East 65th Street, Chicago, Ill. Said respondent is also president of the Disabled American Veterans of theWorld
War Rehabilitation Department, a corporation.
Respondent, Harold C. Sherman, is an individual, and is a director and
secretary of the corporate respondent, National Progress League, with his
office and principal place of business located at 104 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., and whose home address is 238 South Elmwood Avenue, Oak Park, Ill.
The individual respondents formulate, control, direct, and dominate the
policies, practices, and methods of the corporate respondent; National
Progress League.
PAR. 3. Dul"ing the latter part of the year 1929 the Disabled American
Veterans of the World War Rehabilitation Department entered into a
contract with the Disabled American Veterans of the World War, by the
terms of which contract the Disabled American Veterans of the World
War were to receive a certain income from the sale of certain books and
pamphlets, incluuing the publications "Progress of Nations" and "Forward March."
PAR. 4. For several years last past the corporate respondent, National
Progress League, and the indiviuual respondents, Frank J. Mackey and
Harold C. Sherman, have been engaged in the sale and distribution of certain publications and pamphlets, including two sets of books, one entitled
"Progress of Nations," consisting of a twelve-volume set of history books,
and the other entitled "Forward March," consisting of two volumes of
history and war pictures. The respondents cause said publications, when
sold, to be transported ft·om the place of business of the National Progress
League in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various
other States of the United States. The respondents maintain, and at all
times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said books
and publications in commerce among and between the variou~ States of
the United States
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PAR. 5. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of the bocks and publications sold and distributed by them, the respondents, National Progress
League, Frank J. Mackey, and Harold C. Sherman, adopted a plan of procedure which involved the use, for a consideration, of the name and prestige of the Military Order of the Purple Heart in connection with the sale
and distribution of said books and publications.
In furtherance of this plan of procedure, the respondent, Frank J.
Mackey, as president of the Disabled American Veterans of the World
War Rehabilitation Department, caused the contract with the Disabled
Veterans to be canceled as of April 1, 1941. The Disabled American
Veterans of the World War Rehabilitation Department, by its president
respondent, Frank J. Mackey, thereupon entered into a contract with th~
Military Order of the Purple Heart on March 5, 1941, by the terms of
which contract the Disabled American Veterans of the World War Rehabilitation Department, as publishers, agreed to publish the sets of books
known as "Progress of Nations" and "Forward March" and certain other
publications and to sell said publications to respondent Military Order of
the Purple Heart or its authorized agent at manufacturing cost plus a
royalty of $1 per set for a period of five years and as long thereafter as was
mutually satisfactory.
Thereafter, the 18th day of March 1941, the respondent, National
Progress League, by its president, Frank J. Mackey, entered into an agreement with the Military Order of the Purple Heart to finance and assume
complete control of the sale and distribution of the publications to be supplied by the Disabled American Veterans of the World War Rehabilitation
Department and to use in connection with the sale of such publications
the name, letterheads, emblem, and official seals of the Military Order of
the Purple Heart and the signature of its National Commander and
that of its Americanism Legislative Chairman. The respondent, National
Progress League, was further authorized by this agreement to take contracts for the purchase of said books in the name of the Military Order of
the Purple Heart, to accept checks payable to the order of the Military
Order of the Purple Heart, and to endorse and deposit such checks in a
bank account under the sole control of the respondent, National Progress
League. Except for the right of ill8pcction of the books of the National
Progress League, tte l\lilitary Order of the Purple Heart had no control
over the funds received from the sale of the publications.
By the terms of this agreement the National Progress League agreed to
pay over to the Military Order of the Purple Heart certain fixed sums payable as follows: $750 each month for the period from May 15, 1941, to
April15, 1942; and on all business sold after Aprill, 1942, 5 percent of the
amount collected on all order<; ci $50 or less, 7 percent of the amount collected on all orders from $~1 to $100, inclusive, and 10 percent on all orders
in excess of $100, said payments to be made on the 15th of the month following the month in which collections were received, beginning May 15,
Hl42.
It was further agreed that at the expiration of the contract or the complete liquidation of the business, the re~pondent, National Progress
League, would pay over to the respondent Military Order of the Purple
Heart any profits shown on its books of account or, if a loss resulted from
the operation of the business, such loss would be assumed by respondent,
National Progress League, without any liability on the part of the respond·
ent, Military Order of the Purple Heart.
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Since it was provided that the contract should be for a period of fiv·e
years and should remain in force and effect as long thereafter as was mutually satisfactory and since the profits, if any, were payable to the Military
Order of the Purple Heart only at the expiration of this contract or the
complete liquidation of the business, it is evident that it was not within the
contemplation of the parties that there would be any substantial profits
accruing to the Military Order of the Purple Heart over and above the
fixed payments provided for in said contract.
PAR. 6. Pursuant to, and in performance of, their contract with the
Military Order of the Purple Heart, the respondents, National Progress
League, Frank J. Mackey, and Harold C. Sherman, opened an office in
the name of the Military Order of the Purple Heart located at the offices
of the National Progress League at 10-! South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Ill., and advertised for, investigated, and employed salesmen to sell said
publications. After a salesman was selected, he was approved by the
Americanism Legislative Chairman of the Military Order of the Purple
Heart, who issued a credential letter to said salesman on the stationery of
the respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart.
PAR. 7. By means of the contract, hereinabove described, which authorized and permitted the respondent, National Progress League, to
maintain an office in the name of the respondent, Military Order of the
Purple Heart, to transact business under said respondent's name, to cash
checks and to sign all correspondence in the name of said respondent, and
to maintain complete control over all funds received from the sale of said
books the respondents, Frank J. Mackey, Harold C. Sherman, and National'Progress League, were placed in a position to act with full freedom
as though they were in fact the l\1ilitary Order of the Purple Heart.
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their business of selling the publications hereinbefore described and in furtherance of the plan of procedure
adopted to induce the purchase of these various books and publications,
the respondents, National Progress League, Frank J. Mackey, and Harold
C. Sherman, through their various salesmen, did not advise purchasers and
prospective purchasers that they were engaged in the sale of publications
as a commercial enterprise but, instead, appealed directly to the patriotism of purchasers and prospective purchasers and their sympathy for veterans and members of the armed forces who had been wounded in action.
The customary procedure of a salesman when contacting a purchaser or
prospective purchaser was to inform such prospect that he was connected
with the Military Order of the Purple Heart and then discuss in detail the
Purple Heart awanl for those wounded in action and the aims and purposes of the l\'lilitary Order of the Purple Heart. Considerable emphasis
would be placed on subversive activities and anti-American influences of
various organizations and in the public school~. It was only after the
prospect was plared in a more or leHs receptive mood to contribute to the
Military Order of the Purple Heart that any mention of books was made.
In making this presentation in connection with the offering for sale of
said books and publications, the salesmen of said respondents variously
represented, directly and by implication, that they were soliciting donations or contributions for the l\1ilitary Order of the Purple Heart; that all
funds received were to be used by the Military Order of the Purple Heart
in combating anti-Americanism and subversive activities of organizations
and in the public schools and colleges; that they were engaged in raising
funds to be used by the Military Order of the Purple Heart for assisting or
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financing the Dies Committee and continuing its work; that the funds so
raised were to be used to finance an educational campaign against subversive activities and influences; and that the books to be delivered were
of secondary importance and would be sent in appreciation of the donation
given.
While it is true that the contract used contained the statement, "Positively no donations accepted," this was not called to the purchaser's attention but, instead, in most cases the salesmen hurriedly caused the purchaser to sign the contract without reading it, in many cases as evidence
of his contribution. Furthermore, the entire plan of procedure was to
convey to the purchaser that contributions were being solicited to carry
out the aims and purposes of the Military Order of the Purple Heart. In
support of such plan the contract first recited the Americanism program
of the Military Order of the Purple Heart and then proceeded with the
following:
Military Order of the Purple Heart
104 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Wishing to express my approval of the above program and desiring to support it
actively, I do hereby order and authorize you to deliver to any common carrier, addressed according to instructions attached • * •.

During the period from"April1, 1941, to November 1943 the gross sales
on contracts taken in the name of the l\lilitary Order of the Purple Heart
amounted to $650,000. These funds so collected on such contracts did not
go direct to the Military Order of the Purple Heart but to the National
Progress League, and only five to ten percent of the money received, depending on the amount of the purchase, was paid over to the 1\Iilitary
Order of the Purple Heart by the respondent, National Progress League.
The percentage paid to the Military Order of the Purple Heart by the
respondent, National Progress League, under the terms of their said contract amounted to approximately $u0,000, practically all of which was used
by the Military Order of the Purple Heart for service work for veterans
and to pay the expenses of the Washington office. None of the funds were
used to assist the Dies Committee or to combat subversive activities, as
represented by the salesmen at the time the orders were obtained.
While the contract entered into between the National Progress League
and the Military Order of the Purple Heart provided for an annual statement to be supplied by the respondent, National Progress League, showing expenses and details of operation, there is no evidence that any such
statements were supplied or that any supervision was made of respondents'
books of account other than occasional examination by officers of respondent, Military Order of the Purple Heart.
PAR. 9. Without detracting from the laudable aims and purposes of
the Military Order of the Purple Heart and with full sympathy with the
results which it has accomplished in its assistance to veterans, the Commission is nevertheless of the opinion, and so finds, that the acts and practices and the plan of procedure followed by the respondents, National
Progress League, Frank J. Mackey, and Harold C. Sherman, have a tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public and to induce them to purchase the publications sold by
said respondents because of patriotic motives, in the belief that the monies
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so paid were contributions to support the aims and purposes of the Military Order of the Purple Heart, rather than a commercial transaction involving the purchase of a set of books from the National Progress League,
with only a small portion of the money so paid going to the Military
Order of the Purple Heart.
PAn. 10. The Commission further finds that the amount of supervision
maintained by the Military Order of the Purple Heart over the conduct
of the respondents, National Progress League, Frank J. Mackey, and
Harold C. Sherman, in the performance of their contract with the Military
Order of the Purple Heart was not sufficient to inform either the officers or
the members of the Military Order of the Purple Heart as to the acts and
practices actually being pursued by said respondents in the sale and distribution of their said books under the name of the Military Order of the
Purple Heart.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, National Pl'Ogress
League, a corporation, and Frank J. Mackey and Harold C. Sherman, individually, and as officers of the National Progress League, a corporation,
as herein found, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and me~ning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondent, testimony and other evidence taken before trial examiners of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, report of the trial examiners upon the evidence and exceptions filed thereto, briefs filed in support of the complaint
and in opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondents, National Progress League, a corporation, and Frank J. Mackey
and Harold C. Sherman, have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, National Progress League, a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, and the
respondents Frank~- Macke~, an individual, and II~rold C. Sherman, an
individual, and the1r respective agents, representatives, and employees,
directly or through any corporate or other device in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of certain sets of books designated
"Progress of Nations" and "Forward March" and other books and publications and in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Entering into, continuing, or carrying out any contract or plan of
procedure involving the use of the name and prestige of the Military Order
of the Purple Heart or any other similar patriotic organization, which is
designed to or which enables the respondents to induce the purchasing
public to purchase respondents' books or other publications in the belief
that they are dealing tlirectly with the Military Order of the Purple Heart
or any other similar patriotic organization when, in fact, they are dealing
with a private concern engaged in the sale of books and other publications
as a commercial enterprise for profit.
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2. Representing directly or by implication that any customer purchasing any of respondents' books or publications is in effect making a direct
contribution to the Military Order of the Purple Heart or any other
patriotic organization.
3. Representing directly or by implication that the funds derived from
the sale of respondents' books or publications will be used by the Military
Order of the Purple Heart or any other similar patriotic organization to
defray the expense of such organization's activities and efforts in com·
bating anti-American and subversive organizations and influences in the
United States.
4. Representing directly or by implication that the respondents are
engaged in raising funds to continue the work of any Congressional investigating committee.
5. Representing directly or by implication that any patriotic organization will participate in the profits derived from books or publications
sold and distributed by the respondents without disclosing the extent to
which such organization actually participates in the funds collected.
6. Representing directly or by implication that respondents are engaged
in any enterprise other than a commercial enterprise for profit.
It is further ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby
is, dismissed as to the respondent Military Order of the Purple Heart, a
corporation.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
650780-47-43
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THE ~ATTER OF

LIQUID TIGHT PAPER CONTAINER ASSOCIATION ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4675. Complaint, Jan. 22, 1942-Decision, May 29, 1945
Where an association; its secretary; and eight members, engaged in the manufacture
and interstate sale and distribution of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers in
competition with one another and with others except insofar as such competition
had been restrained as below set forthEntered into and carried out understandings, agreements, combinations and conspiracies among themselves for the purpose of restraining, and eliminating competition
and creating a monopoly in the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers in
commerce, pursuant to which they(1) Agreed to and did fix and maintain uniform delivered prices, and uniform discounts
and other terms and conditions governing the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper
containers by said members, and standard uniform sizes and colors for such containers, and the quality of material used therein;
(2) Agreed to and did fix and maintain certain percentage quotas which represented
and limited the amount of business which each of said manufacturers should do,
and exacted penalties of each member manufacturer whose business exceeded his
designated percentage quota, and made payments to any who sold less than his
specified quota;
(3) Agreed to and did establish and maintain geographical zones throughout the United
States and uniform price differentials between such zones, so that all purchasers
within a given zone area, regardless of the distance of the purchaser from the manufacturer, paid the same delivered price for cylindrical liquid tight paper containers;
(4) Agreed to and did arbitrarily classify customers either as jobbers or consumers, and
established and maintained uniform price differentials between the two classes,
and agreed to and did maintain resale prices at which jobber customers were required to sell the products of the said member manufacturers, and enforced such
requirement through refusing the usual jobber discounts to jobbers who did not
maintain the prices and terms fixed;
· (5) Held and sponsored meetings at which information was exchanged among the said
manufacturers with respect to prices, discounts, charges, and other terms and conditions to be fixed for the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers; and
(6) Agreed to file and in practice did file with the association their price lists for their
products, and, pursuant to agreement, abided by such filed prices until they filed
new prices and agreed to file and in practice did file with the association invoices or
copies thereof showing details of their sales, including price, discount, and terms of
sale:
Whereby aforesaid manufacturer members, as an incident to and a necessary result of
their members thus making identical delivered prices only, notwithstanding
freight differences, arbitrarily and systematically charged and received larger sums
of money from customers located near their respective manufacturing establishments than from those customers located farther away; forced their near-by customers to pay more to their manufacturers for their products in order that more distant ones might pay less; deprived their near-by customers of any price advantage
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by reason of their proximity to the place of manufacture; and thereby arbitrarily
and systematically discriminated in price among their respective customers in bad
faith in order to suppress competition in price among themselves;
With the effect of unduly and unlawfully restricting, restraining, hindering, and preventing price competition between and among said manufacturers in the sale of
cylindrical liquid tight paper containers in commerce; and of unduly and unlawfully restricting and restraining trade in such products in commerce as aforesaid;
and with the tendency and capacity to eliminate competition and create a monopoly in the sale of such products, in such commerce, and of thereby placing in said
manufacturers the power to control and enhance the prices of their products:
lle!d, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
' prejudice of the public and competitors of the said manufacturers, and constituted
unfair methods of competition in commerce.

Before Mr. John L. Hornor, trial examiner.
Mr. Daniel J. Murphy for the Commission.
Mr. Joseph J. Brown, of Philadelphia, Pa., for respondents generally,
and along withMr. Charles H. Farrell, of Kalamazoo, Mich., for Sutherland Paper Co.
Mr. Roderick William Hoag, of Melrose, Mass., for Russell Box Co.
Hiscock, Cowie, Bruce, Lee & MaWhinney, of Syracuse, N. Y., for Sealright Co., Inc.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act (38
Stat. 717; as amended, 52 Stat. 111; 15 U.S.C.A. Sec. 41) and by virtue of
the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that the parties named in the caption hereof, and
more particularly hereinafter described and referred to as respondents,
have violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Liquid Tight Paper Container Association,
hereinafter referred to as respondent Association, is an unincorporated
trade association, having its principal office and place of business located
at 1532 Lincoln-Liberty Building, Philadelphia, Pa. The membership of
respondent Association is composed of eight individuals, firms or corporations engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of cylindrical
liquid tight paper containers.
The business and affairs of respondent Association are conducted under
the active management and supervision of a secretary and manager.
Respondent, George J. Lincoln, Jr., is secretary and manager of re~
spondent Association with an office located at 1532 Lincoln-Liberty Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Boothby Fibre Can Company, is a corporation,
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Massachusetts, with its principal office and place of business
located at 84 Linden Park Street, Boston (Roxbury), Mass.
Respondents, Gordon S. Smith and George T. Hynes, are copartners,
doing business under the trade name of Champion Container Company,
with a principal office and place of business located at Third and Somerset
Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Respondent, Fonda Container Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York, with its principal office and place of business located
at 2150 Erie Street, Utica, N. Y.
Respondent, Menasha Products Company, is a corporation, organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business located at
Menasha, Wis.
Respondent, Minkoff & Rosenfield Brothers, Inc., doing business under
the trade name of Miro Container Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York,
with its principal office and place of business located at 557 DeKalb
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Respondent, Russell Box Company, is a corporation, organized, existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal office and place of business located at 200 Boston Avenue, Medford, Mas~.
Respondent, Sealright Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
New York, with its principal office and place of business located at Fulton,
N.Y.
Respondent, Sutherland Paper Company, is a corporation, organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Michigan, with its principal office and place of business located at
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Respondents, Boothby Fibre Can Company, Gordon S. Smith and
George T. Hynes, copartners, doing business under the firm name of
Champion Container Company, Fonda Container Company, Inc., Menasha Products Company, Minkoff & Rosenfield Brothers, Inc., Russell
Box Company, Sealright Company, Inc., Sutherland Paper Company,
hereinafter referred to as respondent manufacturers, are all respectively
respondent members of the respondent Association.
PAR. 3. Respondent manufacturers are all respectively manufacturers
of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers and in the regular course and
conduct of their respective businesses sell and distribute cylindrical liquid
tight paper conta.iners manufactured by them to the purchasers thereof
and in connection with said sales ship and transport, or cause to be shipped
and transported, said cylindrical liquid tight paper containers, in commerce, to the purcha"'ers thereof, located in the various States of the
United States other than the States of origin of said shipments, and in the
District of Columbia. All respondent manufacturer~ have maintained,
and still do maintain, a re.;ular current of trade in cylindrical liquid tight
paper containers in commerce between and among the various States of
the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. Respondent Association and respondent, George J. Lincoln
Jr., are not engaged in commerce, but have aided, abetted, furthered'
cooperated with and were instrumentalities of, and parties to, some, or an'
of the understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies herein~
after set out, and actively cooperated and participated in the performance
of some or all of the acts and practices done in pursuance thereto and in
furtherance thereof.
PAR. 5. Respondent manufacturers in the regular course and conduct
of their respective businesses have been and are in active and substantial
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competition with each other and with other manufacturers and sellers of
cylindrical liquid tight paper containers in the sale thereof to purchasers
for shipment in commerce between and among the several States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia, except to the extent to
which such competition has been restrained, lessened, injured and suppressed by the understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 6. Respondent Association, respondent, George J. Lincoln, Jr.,
and respondent manufacturers, during and in the period of more than
three years last past, have entered into and thereafter carried out understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies, for the purpose
of restricting, restraining, suppressing, and eliminating competition and
creating a monopoly in the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers
in trade and commerce as aforesaid.
PAR. 7. Pursuant to said understandings, agreements, combinations
and conspiracies, and in furtherance thereof, the said respondents have engaged in and performed, and are now engaging in and performing the following acts and practices:
1. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained uniform
delivered prices at which cylindrical liquid tight paper containers are to be
sold, and are sold, by respondent manufacturers.
2. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained uniform
discounts and other terms and conditions for the sale of cylindrical liquid
tight paper containers sold and distributed by respondent manufacturers.
3. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained standard
uniform sizes, colors, and quality of materials for cylindrical liquid tight
paper containers sold and distributed by respondent manufacturers.
4. Agreed to fix and maintain and did fix and maintain certain respective percentage quotas which represented, and limited, the amount of
business that each respective respondent manufacturer should do; penalties were exacted from the respondent manufacturer whose business exceeded his respective percentage quota and payments were made to the
respondent manufacturer who sold less than his respective percentage quota.
5. Agreed to establish and maintain and have established and maintained geographical zones throughout the United States, and have fixed
and maintained uniform price differentials between such zones.
6. Agreed to adopt and maintain and have adopted and maintained a
zoning system whereby the United States is divided into certain zone
areas so that all purchasers within a given zone area, regardless of the distance of the place of business of said purchaser from the place of business
of a respondent manufacturer, received the same delivered price on cylindrical liquid tight paper containers manufactured and sold by respondent
manufacturers.
7. Agreed to arbitrarily classify and have arbitrarily classified their
respective customers either as jobbers or consumers and have established
and maintained uniform price differentials between the respective classes.
8. Agreed to maintain and have maintained resale prices at which their
respective jobber customers sell their said products by not allowing usual
jobber discounts to those jobbers who do not or will not sell at the manufacturers' published suggested prices and terms.
9. Respondent manufacturers have-(a) Agreed to file, and in practice have actually filed, with the respondent Association their price lists for cylindrical liquid tight paper containers.
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(b) Agreed to abide by, and in practice did abide by, such filed prices
until new and different prices were so filed by them.
(c) Agreed to file, and in practice have actually filed, with the respondent Association invoices covering the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper
containers.
10. Respondents have used, and are now using, other methods and
means designed to suppress and prevent competition and restrict and restrain the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers.
PAR. 8. Each of said respondents herein acted in concert and cooperation with one or more of the other respondents in doing and performing the
acts and things hereinabove alleged in furtherance of said understandings,
agreements, combinations and conspiracies.
PAR. 9. As an incident to and a necessary result of their agreed policy
and practices of making delivered prices only and of making such prices
identical, notwithstanding differences in the actual freight from the various
shipping points to given distances, the respective respondent manufacturers have arbitrarily and systematically demanded, charged, accepted and
received larger sums of money for their products from their customers
located near their respective manufacturing establishments than from
thci1· customers located at greater distances; have thereby forced their
near-by customers to pay more to respondent manufacturers for their
products in order that more distant ones might pay less; have deprived
their near-by customers of any price advantage by reason of their proximity to the place of manufacture; and have thereby arbitrarily and systematically discriminated in price among their respective customers in
bad faith in order to suppress competition in price among respondent
manufacturers.
PAR. 10. Said understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies, and the things done thereunder and pursuant thereto, and in
furtherance thereof, as hereinabove alleged, have had and do have the
effect of unduly and unlawfully restricting, restraining, hindering, and preventing price competition between and among respondents in the sale of
cylindrical liquid tight paper containers, in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act; of unduly and unlawfully restricting and restraining trade and commerce in said products in
said commerce; of eliminating competition, with the tendency and capacity of creating a monopoly, in the sale of said products in said commerce;
of placing in respondents the power to control and enhance prices; of unreasonably restraining such commerce in said products.
Said understandings, agreements, combinations and conspiracies, and
the things done thereunder and pursuant thereto and in furtherance
thereof, as above alleged, constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on January 22, 1942, issued and subsequently
served it~ complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of that act. After the
filing by the respondents of their answers to the complaint, and after
certain testimony and other evidence had been introduced before a trial
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examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, the respondents requested leave of the Commission to vvithdraw the answers
theretofore filed by them and to substitute therefor answers admitting all
of the material allegations of fact set forth in the complaint, and waiving
all intervening procedure and further hearings as to the facts. Such leave
being granted, the original answers were withdrawn by the respondents
and the substitute answers duly filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission on the complaint, substitute answers, and testimony and
other evidence; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter
and being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding
is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Liquid Tight Paper Container Association,
hereinafter frequently referred to as respondent association or as the association, is an unincorporated trade association, with its principal office and
place of business located at 1532 Lincoln-Liberty Building, Philadelphia,
Pa. The membership of the association comprises certain individuals,
firms, and corporations engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution
of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers. The business and affairs of the
association are conducted under the active management and supervision
of an officer designated tts a secretary and manager.
Respondent, George J. Lincoln, Jr., is secretary and manager of the
respondent association, his office being located at 1532 Lincoln-Liberty
Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Boothby Fibre Can Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Massachusetts, with its office located at 84 Linden Park Street, Boston
(Roxbury), Mass. The corporation discontinued active business operations about November, 1942, and withdrew from membership in therespondent association about June, 1941.
Respondents, Gordon S. Smith and George T. Hynes, were until April 9,
1944, copartners, doing business under the trade name Champion Container Company, with their principal office and place of business located at
Third and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Respondent, Smith, died
on April9, 1944, and since that date respondent, Hynes, has continued to
operate the business under the same trade name.
Respondent, Fonda Container Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York. Its principal office and place of business were formerly
located at 2150 Erie Street, Utica, N. Y., but since August, 1942, have
been located in St. Albans, Vt.
Respondent, l\Ienasha Products Company, is a corporation, organized,
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business located in l\lenasha, Wis. The corporation withdrew from membership in the association
about June, 1942.
Respondent, Minkoff & Rosenfield Brothers, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New
York, with its principal office and place of business locat~d at 537 DeKalb
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Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. The corporation does business under the trade
name Miro Container Company.
Respondent, Russell Box Company, is a corporation, organized, existing,
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal office and place of business located in Kalamazoo,
Mich. The corporation withdrew from membership in the association
about July 1, 1941, and in December, 1941, discontinued that portion of
its business relating to round paper containers.
Respondent, Sealright Company, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
New York, with its principal office and place of business located in Fulton,
N.Y.
Respondent, Sutherland Paper Company, is a corporation, organized,.
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Michigan, with its principal office and place of business located in Kalamazoo, Mich.
The respondents named in this paragraph, frequently referred to hereinafter as respondent manufacturers, have all been members of the respondent association and, with the exceptions noted above, are now members of the association.
·
PAR. 3. All of the respondent manufacturers are or have been re..:.
spectively engaged in the manufacture of cylindrical liquid tight paper
containers and in the sale and distribution thereof, causing such products,
when sold, to be shipped or transported to purchasers located in various
States of the United States other than the States in which such shipments
originate, and in the District of Columbia. Each of the respondent manufacturers maintains or has maintained a regular current of trade in its
products in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. Respondent association and respondent, George J. Lincoln, Jr.,
are not engaged in commerce but have aided, abetted, furthered, and participated in the understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies-hereinafter described, and have actively cooperated and participated
in the performance of the acts and practices done pursuant thereto and in
furtherance thereof.
PAR. 5. The respondent manufacturers are or have been in active and
substantial competition with one another and with other individuals,
firms, and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of cylindrical
liquid tight paper containers in commerce among and between the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, except insofar
as such competition has been restrained, lessened, injured, and suppressed
as a result of the understandings, agreements, combinations and conspiracies hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 6. The respondents have during the last several years entered into
and carried out understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies among themselves for the purpose of restricting, restraining, suppressing, and eliminating competition and creating a monopoly in the sale
of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers in commerce as aforesaid. Pursuant to and in furtherance of such understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies, the respondents have engaged in the following acts
and practices:
1. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained uniform
delivered prices governing the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers by the respondent manufacturers,
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2. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained uniform
discounts and other terms and conditions governing the sale of such containers.
3. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained standard
uniform sizes and colors for such containers, and the quality of materials
used therein.
4. Agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and maintained certain
percentage quotas which represented and limited the amount of business
which each of the respondent manufacturers should do. Penalties were
exacted from any respondent manufacturer whose business exceeded his
designated percentage quota, and payments were made to any respondent
manufacturer who sold less than his specified quota.
5. Agreed to establish and maintain and have established and maintained geographical zones throughout the United States and uniform price
differentials between such zones.
6. Agreed to adopt and maintain and have adopted and maintained a
zoning system whereby the United States was divided into certain zone
areas so that all purchasers within a given zone area, regardless of the distance of the place of business of the purchaser from the place of business
of the manufacturer, paid the same delivered price for cylindrical liquid
tight paper containers.
7. Agreed to classify arbitrarily and have arbitrarily classified customers either as jobbers or consumers, and have established and maintained uniform price differentials between the two classes.
8. Agreed to maintain and have maintained resale prices at which jobber customers were required to sell the products of the respondent manufacturers, such requirement being enforced through refusal of the respondent manufacturers to allow the usual jobber discounts to those jobbers who
did not maintain the prices and terms fixed by such manufacturers.
9. Held and sponsored meetings at which information was exchanged
among the respondent manufacturers with respect to prices, discounts,
charges, and other terms and conditions to be fixed for the sale of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers.
10. The respondent manufacturers have agreed to file and in practice
have filed with the association their price lists for their products, and have,
pursuant to agreement, abided by such filed prices until new and different
prices were filed by them. They have also agreed to file and in practice
have filed with the association invoices or copies thereof showing details of
sales made by them, such details including price, discount, and terms of
·
sale.
PAR. 7. Each of the respondents has acted in concert and cooperation
with one or more of the other respondents in doing and performing the acts
and things set forth above in furtherance of such understandings, agreements, combinations, and conspiracies.
PAR. 8. As an incident to and a necessary result of their agreed policy
and practices of making delivered prices only and of making such prices
identical, notwithstanding differences in the actual freight from the
various shipping points to given distances, the respective respondent
m&.nufacturers have arbitrarily and systematically demanded, charged,
accepted, and received larger sums of money for their products from their
customers located near their respective manufacturing establishments
than from their customers located at greater distances; have thereby
forced their near-by customers to pay more to respondent manufacturers
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for their products in order that more distant ones might pay less; have
deprived their near-by customers of any price advantage by reason of
their proximity to the place of manufacture; and have thereby arbitrarily
and systematically discriminated in price among their respective customers in bad faith in order to suppress competition in price among the respondent manufacturers.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid understandings, agreements, combinations, and
conspiracies, and the things done pursuant thereto and in furtherance
thereof, as herein set forth, have the effect of unduly and unlawfully restricting, restraining, hindering, and preventing price competition between and among the respondent manufacturers in the sale of cylindrical
liquid tight paper containers in commerce as defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act; of unduly and unlawfully restricting and restraining
trade in such products in commerce as aforesaid; and the tendency and
capacity to eliminate competition and create a monopoly in the sale of
such products in such commerce, thereby placing in the respondent manufacturers the power to control and enhance the prices of their products.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and of the competitors of the respondent manufacturers, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within
the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis::;ion
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of the respondents admitting all of the material allegations of fact in the complaint and waiving
all intervening procedure and further hearings as to the facts, and testimony and other evidence taken qefore a trial examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondents, Liquid Tight Paper Container Association, an unincorporated association, and George J. Lincoln, Jr., secretary
and manager of said association, and respondent manufacturers, Boothby
Fibre Can Company, a corporation, George T. Hynes, individually, and
doing business under the name Champion Container Company, Fonda
Container Company, Inc., a corporation, J\lenasha Products Company, a
corporatjon, Minkoff & Rosenfield Brothers, Inc., a corporation doing
business under the name Miro Container Company, Russell Box Company,
a corporation, Sealright Company, Inc., a corporation, and Sutherland
Paper Company, a corporation, and the respondents' respective officers,
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate
or other device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of cylindrical liquid tight paper containers in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith
cease and desist from entering into, continuing, cooperating in, or carrying
out any planned common course of action, agreement, understanding,
combination, or conspiracy between or among any two or more of said
respondents, or between any one or more of said respondents and others
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not parties to this proceeding, to do or perform any of the following acts o-r
things:
1. Fixing or maintaining certain percentage quotas which represent
and limit the amount of business that each respective respondent manufacturer should do in said products.
2. Fixing or maintaining uniform delivered prices for the sale of said
products.
3. Fixing or maintaining uniform discounts, terms, and conditions of
sale to be observed in the sale of said products.
4. Fixing or maintaining standard uniform sizes, colors, and quality of
materials for said products for the purpose or with the effect of restraining
competition in the offering for sale or sale of said products.
5. Continuing the delivered price zones heretofore used for making
quotations and sales of said products, or establishing or maintaining any
delivered price zones which are similar to those heretofore used in that
their use would result as heretofore in making the delivered prices of the
respective respondent manufacturers identical despite their different costs
of deli very.
6. Fixing or maintaining uniform price differentials between such established geographical zones.
.
7. Fixing or maintaining any classification of customer,;, either as jobbers or consumers, for the purpose or with the effect of establishing or
maintaining uniform price differentials between the respective classes.
8. Fixing or maintaining resale prices at which the respective reRpondent manufacturers' jobber customers sell said products, and refusing to
allow usual jobber discounts to those jobbers who do not sell at the respondent manufacturers' suggested price and terms.
9. Filing with the respondent association, or with any other medium or
central agency, price lists or other information showing current or future
prices for said products, with lhe understanding that such price lists or
other information showing current or future prices for said products will
not be changed or deviated from until new and different price lists or
other information showing other current or future prices are so filed by
the respondent manufttcturers.
10. Forwarding by the respondent manufacturers to the respondent
association of invoices or copies thereof showing the details in respect to
prices, discounts, and terms of sale at which said products are being sold,
for the purpose or with the effect of restraining competition in the offering
for sale or sale of said products.
11. Holding and sponsoring meetings of respondent manufacturers for
the discussion and interchange of information relating to prices, discounts,
conditions, charges, or terms to be fixed for the sale of said products.
It is further ordered, That all of said respondents shall, within 60 days
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this order.
It is further ordered, That the complaint herein be, and it hereby is, dismissed as to respondent, Gordon S. Smith, now deceased.
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IN THE MATTER

OF

ALASKA FUR TRAPPERS, INC. AND MAX FRIEDMAN
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5199.

Complaint, Aug. S, 19#-Decision, May 81, 1945

Where a corporation and its president, who formulated, directed and controlled its acts
and practices, engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of fur products, and,
principally, fur coats and neckpiecesRepresented through use of word "trappers" in its corporate and trade name, featured
on letterheads and cards, invoices, circulars and other advertising material, and
through word "manufacturing" in phrase "Manufacturing Furriers" in connection therewith, and word "wholesale" also, that they were engaged in the trapping
of fur bearing animals, manufactured or produced the fur products sold by them,
and were wholesalers of fur products;
The facts being they were neither trappers, manufacturers, nor wholesalers of fur
products, with whom a substantial portion of the purchasing public prefer to deal
directly as affording, in its belief, lower prices and superior quality, but were engaged exclusively in selling at retail to the consuming public fur products obtained
by them from manufacturers or wholesalers thereof;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to their business identity and status and the origin of their
products, and thereby cause it to purchase substantial quantities thereof:
Held, that said acts and practices, under the circumsta.nces set forth, were all to the
prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce.

Before Mr. John W. Addison, trial examiner.
Mr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
Herbstman & Bleyman, of New York City, for respondents.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc., a corporation, and Max Friedman, individually, and as president of said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc., is a corporation, organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York, with its office and principal place of business at 36 \\est 35th St., l\ew York, N.Y.
Respondent, Max Friedman, is an individual, and president of the corporate respondent, Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc., with his office and principal place of business at 36 West 35th St., Kew York, N.Y.
Respondent, Max Friedman, controls, formulates, and directs the act11
and practices of the corporate respondent.
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PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and for several years last past have bel;)n,
engaged in the business of offering for sale, sale and distribution of fur
products, principally fur coats and neck pieces, in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondents cause their said products, when sold, to be transported
from their place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in their said products, in commerce between and
among the various States· of the United States and in the District of
C~m~
.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their products, said respondents
adopted as and for their corporate and trade name the words 11 Alaska Fur
Trappers, Inc." under which to carry on their business, which corporate
and trade name they have used continuously for several years last past
and are now using in soliciting the sale of and selling their fur products.
Respondents have caused and now cause their said corporate and trade
!lame 11 Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc." to appear on their letterheads, cards,
mvoices, circulars and other advertising matter.
In some advertisements in which said corporate name is used, respondents display the words 11 Alaska Fur Trappers" in very large and conspicuous type. The words 11 \Vholesale" and 11 Manufacturing Furriers" appear in much S]llaller type directly thereunder. Among and typical of such
alse and misleading representations are the following:

ALASKA FUR TRAPPERS, Inc.
Retail
Wholesale
Manufacturing Furriers
Cloth Coats.
Fur Coats
Wholesale & Retail
London
• • • Stores in
Principal Cities • • •.

Moscow

PAR. 4. Through the use of the corporate name of said respondent corporation 11 Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc." in connection with the words
"Wholesale" and 11 Manufacturing Furriers," together with other representations appearing on letterheads, cards, invoices, circulars and other
advertising matter circulated among purchasers and prospective purchasers of fur products, the respondents represent that they are engaged in
business as producers of Alaskan fur products or in the trapping of Alaskan
and other animals for furs; that they make or manufacture the fur products which they offer for sale and sell; that they are wholesalers of fur
products and that they have stores located in London, Moscow and other
principal cities.
PAR. 5. The foregoing representations are false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and in fact, the respondents are not engaged in business as
producers of fur products, nor are they engaged in the trapping of Alaskan
or other animals for furs. Respondents do not own and operate or control,
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and have not owned and operated or controlled a plant, factory, or machinery for the manufacture of fur products which they sell and distribute.
The respondents fill orders for such articles of merchandise with products
which are made or manufactured in a plant or factory which they neither
own, operate, nor control. Respondents are not wholesalers of fur products, but are only retailers of said merchandise. Respondents do not have
stores located in London, Moscow or in other principal cities in the United
States or abroad, with the exception of New York City, New York.
PAR. 6. A substantial part of the consumer-user public has a preference
for buying merchandise, including products sold by respondents and products similar thereto, directly from manufacturers and wholesalers, believing that by so doing a more uniform line of goods, superior quality, lower
prices and other advantages can be obtained.
There has been and is a widespread belief among purchasers and prospective purchasers of fur garments that the fur of animals in Alaska and
other northern countries and parts of the world is superior to that of animals living in milder or more temperate climates, and such persons have
had and have a preference for the fur products of animals from such
northern countries and parts of the world because of suc.h belief in the
superiority of the fur products from such animals over the fur products
of animals obtained from more temperate climates.
PAR. 7. The use by respondents of the corporate name "Alaska Fur
Trappers, Inc." had and has a capacity and tendency to, and did and does,
deceive and mislead prospective purchasers and purchasers of fur products with respect to the nature and character of business operated by the
said respondents.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices and representations of the
respondents have had and now have the tendency and capacity to deceive
and mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the aforesaid false, misleading, and deceptive
acts and practices, and representations are true, and into the purchase of
substantial quantities of respondents' products because of such erroneous
and mistaken belief so induced.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on August 3, 1944, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents, Alaska Fur
Trappers, Inc., a corporation, and Max Friedman, individually, and as
president of the corporation, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
that act. In due course the respondents filed their answer to the complaint. Thereafter, at a hearing held before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, a stipulation of facts was entered into between the attorney for the Commission and the attorney for
the respondents, which provided, among other things, that the facts set
forth therein should be taken as the facts in this proceeding, and that the
Commission might proceed upon such stipulation to make its findings as
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to the facts and dispose of the proceeding, the parties reserving, however,
the right to file briefs and argue the matter orally before the Commission.
Subsequently, the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
~he Commission on the complaint, answer, stipulation of facts, and briefs
m support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument having
been waived); and the Commission, having duly considered the matter
~nd being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding
Is in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of New York, with its office and
place of business located at 3G West 35th Street, New York, N.Y.
Respondent, Max Friedman, an individual, is president, of the respondent corporation, and has his office and place of business at the same address
as that of the corporation. Respondent, Friedman, formulates, directs,
and controls the acts and practices of the corporation.
PAR. 2. The respondents are now, and for several years last past have
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of fur products, principally fur
coats and neckpieces, causing such products, when sold, to be transported
from their place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Respondents maintain and have maintained a course of trade
in thejr prodqcts in commerce among and between various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course ahd conduct of their business, respondents have
?istributed among members of the purchasing public letterheads, cards,
mvoices, circulars, and other advertising material upon which the respondents' corporate and trade name "Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc." was prominently displayed. In connection with such corporate and trade name,
there also appeared the words "Manufacturing Furriers" and the word
"Wholesale."
Through the usc of the words "trappers" and "manufacturing," as set
forth above, the reRpondents have represented that they are engaged in
the trapping of fur bearing animals and that they manufacture or produce
the fur products sold by them. Through the use of the word" wholesale,"
respondents have also represented that they are wholesalers of fur products.
PAR. 4. These representations are false and mi~leading. ReRpondents
are not engaged in the trapping of fur bearing animals, nor are they manufacturers or wholesalers of fur products. Respondents are in fact engaged
exclusively in the operation of a retail store, selling at retail to the consuming public fur products obtained by them from manufacturers or wholesalers of such products.
PAR. 5. There is a preference on the part of a substantial portion of the
purchasing public for dealing directly with manufacturers and wholesalers
of fur products, such preference being due in part to a belief that by purchasing from such sources lower prices and a superior quality of merchandise may be obtained.
PAR. 6. The use by the respondents of the false and misleading representations herein set forth has the tendency and capacity to mislead and
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deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to
respondents' business identity and status and with respect to the origin
of respondents' products, and the tendency and capacity to cause such
portion of the public to purchase substantial quantities of such products
as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so engendered.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondents, a
stipulation of facts entered into between the attorney for the Commission
and the attorney for the respondents, and briefs in support of and in opposition to the complaint (oral argument having been waived); and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the
respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act:
It is ordered, That the respondents/ Alaska Fur Trappers, Inc., a corporation, its officers, and Max Friedman, individually, and as an officer of said
corporation, and respondents' agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, and distribution of fur f>roducts in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the word "Trappers," or any word of similar import, as a part
of respondents' corporate or trade name; or otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that respondents are engaged in the trapping of
fur bearing animals.
2. Using the word "Manufacturing," or any word of similar import,
either alone or in conjunction with other words, to designate, describe, or
refer to respondents' business; or otherwise representing, directly or by
implication, that respondents manufacture the products sold by them.
3. Using the word "Wholesale," or any word of similar import, either
alone or in conjunction with other words, to designate, describe, ()r refer
to respondents' business; or otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that respondents are wholesalers.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC.
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESlST

Docket 4407.

Order, June 7, 1945

Modified order, in accordance with decree below referred to, in proceeding in question,
in which original order issued on June 8, 1942, 34 F. T. C. 1325, and in which the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit on June 30, 1944, in Ultra-Violet
Products, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 143 F. (2d) 814, 38 F. T. C. 923, rendered its 'opinion, and on January 24, 1945 issued its decree modifying the aforesaid
order in certain respects and affirming the same as therein modifiedRequiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection with offer, etc., in commerce, of
its therapeutic "Life Lite" lamp, to cease and desist from disseminating any advertisements, etc., which misrepresent the nature or benefits of said lamp, or qualities
or properties thereof with respect to various ailments, or which fail to make certain
disclosures with respect to use thereof, as in said order specified.
~ODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding coming on for further hearing before the Federal Trade
Commission and it appearing that on June 8, 1942, .the Commission made
its findings as to the facts herein and concluded therefrom that the respondent, Ultra-Violet Products, Inc., a corporation, had violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and on June 8, 1942, issued
and subsequently served its order to cease and desist upon said respondent;
and it further appearing that on January 24, 1945, the United Stat~s Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit issued its decree modifying
the aforesaid order in certain respects and affirming said order as therein
modified.
Now, therefore, Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission issues this its modified order to cease and
.
desist in conformity wjth said decree:
It is ordered, That said responden.t, Ultra-Violet Products, Inc., a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering
for sale, sale or distribution of respondent's therapeutic lamp designated
as "Life Lite," or any other lamp of substantially similar construction,
whether sold under the same name or any other name, do forthwith cease
and desist from, directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which represents,
directly or by implication,
(a) that said lamp is a sun lamp; or that it affords benefits to the user
comparable to those afforded by natural sunlight, other than the benefits
resulting from the production of vitamin D, the benefits resulting from the
bactericidal action of said lamp upon bacteria existing at the surface or
outer layers of the skin, and the benefits resulting from the stimulation or
irritation of the skin;
(b) that said lamp constitutes a cure or remedy or a competent or adequate treatment for barber's itch, ringworm, athlete's foot, acne, eczema,
psoriasis, shingles, or erysipelas;
650780-47-44
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(c) that said lamp constitutes a cure or remedy for sores or ulcers, or
that it constitutes a competent treatment therefor except insofar as it may
stimulate the healing process in those cases in which the infection causing
such conditions is confined to the surface of the skin;
(d) that said lamp possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of
asthma, hay fever, bronchitis, colds, sinus trouble, or discharges from the
ears;
(e) that said lamp possesses any therapeutic value in the treatment of
anemia;
(f) that said lamp builds up in the body resistance to diseases other than
those benefited from the development in the body of vitamin D or the
lamp's bactericidal action or stimulating effect on the outer layers of the
skin;
(g) that said lamp has any tonic effect upon the blood, that it produces
any chemical reaction with respect to the blood stream, or that it is of any
assistance in overcoming a deficiency of white or red corpuscles;
(h) that said lamp builds up the resistance of the body to infection, or
that it stimulates the endocrine glands;
(i) that said lamp affords any stimulation to the tissues of the skin in
excess of such stimulation as may result from its irritating effect;
(j) that said lamp quiets or soothes the nerves or the nerve endings in
the skin; ·
(k) that said lamp acts as an antacid or has any alkalizing effect upon
the body;
(l) that said lamp improves the general tone of the body, makes the
body strong, increases vitality, or improves mental reactions;
(m) that said lamp tones up the nervous system, induces sleep, or relieves pain;
(n) that said lamp normalizes the chemistry of the body, improves
metabolism, or builds or aids in building new tissues, except insofar as such
effects are related to the production of vitamin D resulting from the use
of the lamp or from the stimulating or bactericidal effect of the lamp on
the skin.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which fails to
reveal that excessive exposure to said lamp either with respect to proximity or length of time may result in injury to the user; that said lamp should
not be used in the case of pellagra, lupus erythematosus, or certain types of
eczema; and that said lamp should never be used unless goggles are worn
to protect the eyes; provided, however, that such advertisement need contain only the statement, "CAUTION: Use only as Directed," if and when
the directions for use, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling, or
both on the label and in the labeling, contain a warning to the above effect.
3. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of·inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of said lamp, which contains any
representation prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof, or which fails to comply
with the affirmative requirements set forth in paragraph 2 hereof.
It is further ordered, That said respondent corporation shall, within 30
days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

PECK AND HILLS FURNITURE COMPANY, INC.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED f:>EPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5239.

Com~1laint,

Oct. 20, 194ft-Decision, June 23, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the operation in New York City of a so-called dealer
or trade showroom for its interstate sale and distribution of household furniture
and floor c.overinp;s.
(a) Mude false and deceptive representations concerning the values and prices of its
said produ<"ts throug,h cutalog·s disseminated among small furniture dealers and
interior de!'orators for inspection by their respedive consumer purchasers, featuring the word "wholesale" on the cover page and showing a purported "list price"
of the items illustrated, am! in whi<"h, immediately inside the cover, there was ineluded a perforated pink sheet-to he detached by the dealer or interior decorator
hl'fore showing the catalog to prospective consumer purchasers-stating "YOUR
DISCOUNT 60% From Catalog List Prices, But You Do Not Have to Figure It.
Your cost is secretly shown in our numbering system. For example: 15J61-19
Each $47.50," with the explanation that "the '15J61' was the pattern numher
and that '19' rl'presentl'd $19.00, or dealer cost on the particular item listed at
$47.50 in the catalog," and the further statement "We show list price to enable
you to sell your customer at a profit. Quoting 50% off list price will make a 25%
markup o¥er cost. TEAR THIS SHEET OUT"; and
(b) Furnished small furniture dealers and interio? decorators with so-called "courtesy
cards" for prospective consumer purchasers of furniture, which, bearing its name
and the words "Special Courtesy Card No.--" together with the words "Wholesale Furniture, Floor Covering," re<]uested it, over the name and address of the
dealer, to "extend the courtesies of your wholesale showrooms to M--," and
admitted only prospective consumer purchasers who presented such cards, or who
were accompanied by a dealer or decorator to its showrooms, in which the furniture and floor coverings displayed were tap;ged with the list price shown in the
aforesaid catalog or a price a little higher, and, after inspection, offered the prospect
said products at approximately one-half the list priees;
The facts being that the prices for which its products were actually offered and sold
were not, as thereby falsely represented and implied, special or wholesale prices or
substantially less than regular retail selling prices; the so-called courtesy cards were
not of value in the sense that they enabled holders to buy its products for less
than its customary priers, and the "list" pric-es set forth in the catalog and on the
tags actually were merely arbitrary figures that would, when redul'ed l1y 50%, indicate the approximate priers t.o he paid by the consumer purchaser;
With capacity and tendency to mi~lead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing pu!.lir into the erroneous belief that the selling prires of its produets were
special or wholesale prices, or substantially less than the retail selling prices, and
into the ronsequent purchase of substantial quantities thereof:
lleld, That said acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

llfr. Joseph Callaway for the Commission.
Baar, Bennett & Fullen, of New York City, for respondent.
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COMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Peck and Hills Furniture Company,
Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the
provisions of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues
ite complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respon:lent, Peck and Hills Furniture Company, Inc.,
is a corporation organized and existing un::ler and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York with its principal place of business at 42 East 32nd
Street, New York, N.Y.
.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been, engaged in the sale and distribution of household furniture and floor
coverings and operates a so-called dealer or trade showroom at said location.
In the course and conduct of its business the respondent causes its said
products, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the
State of New York to the purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent
maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of
trade in said products in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business and for the purpose
of inducing the purchase of its said products in commerce, respondent
has made and is now making false deceptive and misleading representations with respect to the values and prices of its products. Respondent has
represented and is now representing that its products may be purchased at
a special or wholesale price or one that is substantially less than the retail
selling price.
As a part of its plan and scheme to so represent the price of its products,
respondent issues catalogs which are disseminated among small furniture
dealers and interior decorators for inspection by their prospective consumer purchasers. These catalogs feature the word "wholesale" on the
cover page thereof and show a price called the list price of each of the various items illustrated therein. Immediately inside the cover is a perforated
pink sheet which is to be detached by the dealer or interior decorator before showing the catalog to prospective consumer purchasers. This pink
sheet reads in part as follows:
YOUR DISCOUNT
60%
From Catalog List Prices

But You Do Not
Have to Figure It.
Your cost is secretly shown in our numbering system.
For example:
!47.50
15J61-19
Each

The pink sheet then explains that the "15J61" is the pattern number
and that "19" represents $19.00 or dealer cost on the particular item
listed at $47.50 in the catalog. The pink sheet states further:
We show list price to enable you to sell your customer at a profit.
Quoting 50% off Jist price will make a 25% markup over cost.

TEAR TIIIS SHEET OUT
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PAR.
Some of the other acts and practices of the respondent in
furtherance of its aforesaid plan and scheme to induce the belief on the
part of consumer purchasers and prospective consumer purchasers that its
products may be purchased at a special or wholesale price or a price that
is substantially less than the retail selling price are set forth below.
Respondent furnishes small furniture dealers and interior decorators
with blank admission cards or so-called courtesy cards for prospective consumer purchasers of furniture. The following is typical of such cards:
(Special
PECK AND HILLS FURNITURE COMPANY, INC., (Courtesy Card
(No. ________ _
WHOLESALE

.

Furniture, Floor Covering.
Please extend the courtesies of your wholesale showrooms
toM--------------------------------------------------------------Dealer • -.- ____ •• _.-------------------------------------------------.
Address------------------------------------------------------------

Only the prospective consumer purchaser who presents admission or
courtesy card or who is accompanied by a dealer or decorator, is admitted
to the showrooms of respondent. There the displayed furniture and floor
coverings are tagged with a list price "'·hich is approximately the same or
a little higher than the list price shown in the aforesaid catalog. By personal statements of its representatives and employees and otherwise, respondent directly and by implication, represents that the list price of its
products is the retail selling price. After inspecting the displayed furniture and floor coverings so tagged, the prospect is offered said products at
approximately one half the list prices.
PAn. 5. By the aforesaid representations and acts and practices, and
others of similar import and meaning not specifically set out herein, respondent directly and by implication has represented and is now representing that the price at which its products are sold and offered for
sale is a special or wholesale price or one that is substantially less than
the retail selling price.
PAR. 6. The foregoing representations are false, deceptive and misleading. In truth and in fact the prices for which respondent's products
are actually sold and offered for sale are not special or wholesale prices and
are not substantially lower than the established or regular retail selling
prices. The so-c~lled courtesy cards are not of value in the sense that they
enable the holders thereof to buy respondent's products for less than the
prices customarily charged therefor by the respondent. The "list" prices
set forth in the catalog and on the tags do not represent the price at which
respondent's products are sold or offered for sale to anyone. Actually said
"list" prices are mere arbitrary figures that would when reduced by 50%
indicate the approximate prices to be paid by the consumer purchaser.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid representations, acts and practices of respondent
in connection with the sale and offering for sale of its products in commerce are parts of and together they constitute a plan or scheme which
has the tendency and capacity to and does mislead and deceive a sub-
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stantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that the selling price of respondent's products is a special or whole~
sale price or one substantially less than the retail selling price, and into
the purchase of substantial quantities or respondent's products in com~
merce, because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, ail herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute un~
fair and dece'ptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FAcTs, AND OnDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on October 20, 1944, issued and thereafter
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent Peck and
Hills Furniture Company, Inc., a corporation, charging it with the use of
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said Act. Thereafter, a stipulation was entered into whereby
it was stipulated and agreed that a statement of facts signed and executed
by counsel for respondent and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief
Counsel for the Federal Tr~tde Commission, subject to the approval of the
Commission, might be taken as the facts in this proceeding in lieu of testimony in support of or in opposition to the charges stated in the complaint
and that the Commission might proceed upon said complaint and statement of facts to make its report, stating its findings as to the facts (including inferences which might be drawn from said stipulated facts) and
its conclusion based thereon, and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without any intervening procedure. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint
and stipulation, said stipulation having been approved, accepted, and filed
by the Commission; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and now being fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings as
to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Peck and Hills Furniture Company, Inc.,
is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York, with its principal place of business at 42 East 32nd
Street, New York, N.Y. It is now, and for more than two years last past
has been, engaged in the sale and distribution of household furniture and
floor coverings and operates a so-called dealer or trade showroom at said
location.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of the aforesaid business, respondent
causes its said products, when sold, to be transported from its place of
business in the State of New York to the purchasers thereof located in
various other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia,
and maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course
of trade in said products in commerce among and between various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of its products, re~
spondent has made false, deceptive, and misleading representations concerniP.g the values and prices of its said products. It has issued and dis~
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seminated catalogs among small furniture dealers and interior decorators
for inspection by their prospective consumer purchasers. These catalogs
feature the word "wholesale" on the cover page thereof and show a price
called the list price of each of the various items illustrated therein. Immediately inside the cover is a perforated pink sheet which is to be detached by the dealer or interior decorator before showing the catalog to
prospective consumer purchasers. This pink sheet reads in part as follows:
YOUR DISCOUNT
60%
From Catalog List Prices

But You Do Not
Have to Figure it.
Your cost is secretly shown in our numbering systrm. For example:
15J61-19
Each
$47.50

The pink sheet explains that the "15J61" is the pattern number and
that" 19" represents $19.00, or dealer cost on the particular item listed at
$47.50 in the catalog. Said sheet contains the further statements:
We show list price to enable you to sell your customer at a profit.
Quoting 50% off list price will make a 25% markup over cost.
TEAR THIS SHEET OUT
PAR. 4. Also for the purpose of causing consumer purchasers and prospective purchasers to believe that its products might be purchased at a
special or wholesale price, and thereby inducing the sale of its products,
respondent famished small furniture dealers and interior decorators with
blank admission cards or so-called courtesy cards for prospective consumer
purchasers of furniture. A typical example of such cards reads:

PECK AND HILLS FURNITURE COMPANY, INC.,

(Special
(Courtesy Card
(No. --------

WHOLESALE
Furniture, Floor Covering.
Please extend the courtesies of your wholesale showrooms to

~----------------------------------·-----------------·------·--·-Dealer·------------------·········-········--···-····-·····-·······
Address----------------------·-------------------··········-·······

Only prospective consumer purchasers who presented admission or
courtesy cards, or who were accompanied by a dealer or decorator, were
admitted to the showrooms of respondent. The furniture and floor coverings displayed in said showrooms were tagged with a list price which was
approximately the Bame or a little higher than the list price shown in the
aforesaid catalog. After inspecting the displayed furniture and floor coverings so tagged, the prospect was offered said products at approximately
one-half the list prices.
PAR. 5. By means of the aforesaid representations, acts, and practices,
respondent has falsely represented and implied that the prices at which its
products are sold are special or wholesale prices, substantially less than
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regular retail selling prices. In truth and in fact, the prices for which
respondent's products were, and are, actually sold and offered for sale have
never been special or wholesale prices, and have never been substantially
lower than the established or regular retail selling prices. The so-called
courtesy cards are not, and have never been, of value in the sense that they
enable the holders thereof to buy respondent's products for less than the
prices customarily charged therefor by the respondent. The "list 11 prices
set forth in the catalog and on the tags did not represent the price at which
respondent's products were sold or offered for sale to anyone. Actually,
said "list 11 prices were merely arbitrary figures that would, when reduced
by 50%, indicate the approximate prices to be paid by the consumerpurchaser.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid representations, acts, and practices of respondent
in connection with the sale and offering for sale of its products in commerce
were parts of and together constituted a plan or scheme which had the
tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the selling
prices of respondent's products were special or wholesale prices, or prices
substantially less than the retail selling prices, and into the purchase of
substantial quantities of respondent's products in commerce because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and a stipulation as to the facts
entered into between counsel for the respondent herein and Richard P.
Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission, which stipulation
provides, among other things, that without further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may enter its order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Peck and Hills Furniture Company,
Inc , a corporation, its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of household furniture and
floor coverings or other products, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing, directly or by implication, that the established or regular retail selling prices at which its products are sold or offered for sale to
consumer purchasers are special or wholesale prices.
2. Using courtesy cards as a means of representing, directly or by implication, that the holders thereof are thereby enabled to purchase respondent's products for less than the prices customarily charged therefor by the
tespondent.
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3. Using in catalogs or on tags attached to the products offered for sale,
or otherwise, "list" or other prices which do not represent the prices at
which respondent's products are regularly and customarily sold by respondent in the normal and usual course of business.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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THE ~ATTER OF

ROBERT W. HAILEY, G. P. HUBBLE, AND H. F. HALL,
TRADING AS COOKWARE ASSOCIATES
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5084. Complaint, Nov. 17, 1943-Decision, June 25, 1945
Where two individuals engaged in interstate sale and distribution of cooking utensils
which, prior to 1940, they purchased in the .form of stainless aluminum castings
and finished for the market in their polishing and finishing plant, and, subsequent
to 1941, when Government restrictions due to war demand were placed upon the
production of aluminum products, were glass and ceramic, known respectively as
"fire glass ware" and "Old Hickory Ceramic Ware"; and which they sold direct
to the public through agents whose practice it was to arrange demonstration meals
involving the use of the utensils at the homes of housewives, to which friends and
neighbors were invited, and thereafter solicit orders from those interested at said
demonstrations under a plan by which a cash payment was made at the time of
the order, which the agent retained as part compensation, and shipment was
made C.O.D. either for the balance or, if sold under installment contract, for not
less than 40% of the contract price; following a change to a baser alloy in 1940,
due to war conditions, in the formula for the castings purchased by them, so that
the utensils had a tendency to stain or darken and become pitted(a) Continued, through their said agents, to make demonstrations, using the original
stainless aluminum samples, and to take orders without advising the purchasers
that utensils of a baser metal would be delivered; and aided and abetted in said
deception of purchasers by repeatedly accepting orders taken in said manner; and
countenanced the use of the stainless aluminum samples in the making of demonstrations;
(b) Did not notify purchaser in advance that a baser-metal utensil would be supplied,
but, on the same day that a shipment was forwarded, sent a notice advising the
purchaser that they were sending utensils made of a newly improved alloy which
reached the purchaser at about the time of the C.O.D. shipment, giving him no
opportunity to cancel his order because of such change; and in all cases where a
purchaser caneeled or attempted to cancel the order because of the delivery of
utensils difTerent from the samples, refused to make any refund of the down payment; and
Where said individuals, following said discontinuance of the sale of aluminum and metal
utensils and at a time when they knew they could not make deliveries(c) Followed a practice of taking all orders possiule then'for, instructing their agents to
continue taking orders and to collect down payments;
(d) EndPavored to indure purchasPrs, securPd as aforesaid, to acrPpt partial delivery
and let the balanre of the order stand until after the duration, or attempted to
substitute cooking utensils made of glass or ceramic ware for the aluminum or
aluminum alloy ordered by the customer; and
e) Pursued the policy, if the purchaser was umdlling to accrpt substitute cooking
utensils, of refusing to refund the down payment to the customer or to cancel the
contract, and in all such instances notified the purehasers that they could not refund the deposit but would ship the ordered goods as soon as the governmental
restrictions on the production of aluminum and aluminum alloY' products were
lifted;
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Whereby they fraudulrntly indtwed a substantial portion of the purchasing public to
enter into eontrads to pur<'hase cooking utensils which they failed to deliver in
·accordance therewith, and to pay substantial deposits thereon which they refused
to refund;
Effect of which practil'e of proruring orders for merchandise which they could not deliver, together with down payments, and then refusing to cancel sueh orders or to
refund the down payment, enabled them to compel or attempt to compel purchasers to accept partial deliveries or the substitution of glass or ceramic utensils in
lieu of the utensils ordered, under penalty of forfeiture of the deposits paid, or to
await the termination of the wartime restrictions at an uncertain future date,
pending which they were deprived of the use of the goods contracted for at the
solicitation of said agents:
field, That such acts and praetir.es, untler the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and eonstituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Jl.fr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr. Merle P. Lyon and llfr. Clark Nichols for the Commission.
Mr. Edward A. Myers, of Bucyrus, Ohio, for respondents.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and

by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Robert W. Hailey, G. P. Hubble,
and H. F. Hall, individuals, trading as Cookware Associates, hereinafter
~eferred to as thtl respondents, have violated the provisions of said act, and
It appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
~ould be in the interest of the public, hereby issues its complaint, stating
Its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents, Robert W. Hailey, G. P. Hubble and
II. F. Hall, are individuals, trading under the name and style of Cookware
Associates, with their office and principal place of business located at 1101
East Warren Street, Bucyrus, Ohio. Respondents are now, and for sev~ral years last past have been, engaged in the sale and distribution of cookIng utensils. Respondents cause, and have caused, said cooking utensils,
when sold, to be shipped from their place of business in the State of Ohio to
the purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain, and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained, a course of trade in said products in
~ornmerce among and between the various States of the United States and
In the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their said business, the respondents have solicited orders for their said cooking utensils by means of traveling salesmen and representatives, who have contacted customers and
Prospective customers by direct canvassing and house-to-house calls, and
have then exhibited their wares by practical cooking demonstrations with
Utensils alleged by them to be identical with the utensils offered by respondents for sale to said customers. If orders were received, a printed contract
Was signed by the customer providing for the payment of a deposit to the
salesman and future delivery of the cookware by the respondents at a later
date to be fixed by the customer.
During the year 19-H and prior thereto, the respondents made their
cooking utensils of aluminum or of aluminum alloy, and said utensils were
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in high demand by house\\ives generally and were greatly esteemed for
their brilliance, luster and durability. Subsequent to the year 1941 certain restrictions were placed by various governmental agencies on the production and sale of aluminum and aluminum alloy cooking utensils, so
that in many instances the respondents were unable to perform contracts
providing for the delivery of such utensils, or to deliver such utensils to
their customers.
Notwithstanding the inability of respondents to perform such contracts,
they continued to solicit sales of aluminum and aluminum alloy cooking
utensilA through their sales representatives and agents, and continued to
accept orders and deposits providing for the sale and delivery of such cooking utensils. The deposits paid by the purchasers were retainers by the
salesmen in whole or in part to apply on commissions due said salesmen on
said contracts, and the orders were forwarded by said salesmen to the respondents for future delivery in accordance with the terms of said orders.
In many instances during the years 19-U and subsequent thereto, therespondents were unable or unwilling to fill said orders in accordance with
the terms thereof, and attempted to substitute cooking utensils made of
glass or ceramic ware in place of the aluminum or aluminum alloy ware
ordered by the customer. If the customer was unwilling to accept the substitute cooking utensils, the respondents pursued the policy of refusing to
refund the deposit to the customer or to cancel the contract. In all such
instances the respondents notified the purchasers that they would notrefund the deposit, but would ship the ordered goods as soon as the governmental restrictions on the sale and delivery of aluminum or aluminum
alloy ware were lifted and production of same was again permitted.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents in offering
for sale and selling cooking utensils made of aluminum or aluminum alloy
under circumstances where respondents knew or had reason to know that
future delivery of said cooking utensils would be impossible or highly improbable due to existing governmental restrictions on the sale of strategic
minerals for civilian use, have been and are highly prejudicial to the purchasing and cor.suming public. The respondents have attempted to compel the purchasers to accept inferior glass or ceramic cooking utensils in
lieu of the cookware ordered by them, under the penalty of forfeiture of
the deposits paid by them in good faith or of awaiting the termination of
wartime restrictions on the sale of aluminum and aluminum alloy products
at an uncertain future date, and in the meantime being deprived of the use
of goods contracted for in good faith and at the solicitation of the agents
and sales representatives of the respondents.
·
PAR. 4. The acts, practices and methods of respondents as aforesaid
in soliciting and accepting orders for cookware, and in accepting deposits
from purchasers for cookware, which respondents cannot deliver, if at all,
until some uncertain time in the future, are misleading and deceptive and
purchasers are mistakenly led to believe that respondents contemplate
and can make immediate delivery of such cookware, and a substantial
portion of the consuming public is thereby induced to, and docs, place
orders for, and pay deposits upon, said cookware because of such erroneous
and mistaken belief. As a result many members of the public have contracted to purchase, and paid substantial deposits upon, regpondents' said
cookware products and respondents have failed to make delivery to such
purchasers df cookware products of the quality and in the quantity sold.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein
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alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on November 17, 1943, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents,
Robert W. Hailey, G. P. Hubble, and H. F. Hall, individually, and as copartners, trading as Cookware Associates, charging them with the use of
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of the said act. After the issuance of the said complaint, testill}ony and other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegat~ons of said complaint were taken before a trial examiner of the CommisSion theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence wei·e duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the
Commission upon said complaint, testimony and other evidence, report
of the trial examiner upon the evidence, and brief in support of the complaint (respondents not having filed brief or requested oral argument);
and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents, Robert W. Hailey, G. P. Hubble, and

II. F. Hall, are individuals, trading under the name and style of Cookware
Associates, with their office and principal place of business located at 1101
East Warren Street, Bucyrus, Ohio. Respondents for several years last
Past have been engaged in the sale and distribution of cooking utensils.
Respondents cause said cooking utensils, when sold, to be transported
from their place of business in the State of Ohio to pmchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Respondents maintain, and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained, a course of trade in said products in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
'
PAn. 2. Prior to 1940, the respondents were engaged in the sale of stainless aluminum utensils known as "Health-Craft Ware." These utensils
Were purchased from the Aluminum Company of America and from the
National Bronze and Aluminum Company in the form of castings, which
~he respondents machine-polished and finished for the market in their polIshing and finishing plant at Bucyrus, Ohio. In Hl40, due to war conditions, the formula for the castings purchased by the respondents was
changed, with the result that the utensils had a tendency to stain or darken
on use and to become pitted. In 1941, due to the demand for aluminum in
the war effort, certain governmental restrictions were placed upon the production and sale of aluminum and aluminum alloy cooking utensils so that
the respondents were unable to make delivery of such utensils. As a result, the respondents attempted to market utensils made of glass, which
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were known as "Fire Glass Ware," and also ceramic utensils known as
"Old Hickory Ceramic Ware."
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business, the respondents
sold their cooking utensils direct to the public through agents or field
representatives originally designated as "associates" and later as "distributors." The customary procedure was for a field representative to
call on a housewife and arrange for a demonstration at her home, to which
her friends and neighbors were invited. In the course of this demonstration a meal was cooked and served through the use of the cooking utensils
carried by the representative as samples, and the merits of the various
utensils were demonstrated and explained by the representative to the
assembled guests. The representative usually made no sales at the time
of the demonstration but, instead, obtained the names of those persons
who might be interested in the purchase of the cooking utensils and arranged to call on such prospective purchasers at a later date. When a purchaser agreed to purchase any of respondents' cooking utensils, said representative caused such purchaser to sign a written order agreeing to purchase the specified merchandise from the respondents. At the time of
taking such order the representative invariably secured a down payment
from the purchaser, which was retained by the representativeas part of his
commission, and the merchandise specified in the order was delivered by
the respondents C.O.D. for the balance due. The orders taken by the
representative for C.O.D. shipment further provided that the order was
not subject to cancellation, alteration, substitution, or refund. In some
instances installment contracts were entered into with the purchaser,
which provided for a cash payment to the representative and a C.O.D.
payment on delivery, which together constituted not less than forty percent of the contract price, with the balance paid in monthly installments.
The compensation received by respondents' agents or field representatives was entirely on a commission basis. This commission varied on different articles and sets of articles sold, and averaged approximately thirtyeight percent of the order. Under the plan of procedure developed by the
respondents, the representative collected approximately twenty-five percent of this commission as a down payment, which was retained by him.
When the entire collection was made, the respondents paid the representative the balance of such commission or credited same to his account.
In addition, the respondents also employed certain so-called "key
managers," who were in charge of, and supervised, a number of representatives in a specific area. These key managers were paid a commission
based upon the sales made by the representatives working under their
supervision.
PAR. 4. After the formula for respondents' utensils was changed in 1940
because of war demands from the original stainless aluminum formula to
a baser alloy, respondents' representatives continued to make demonstrations using the original stainless aluminum samples and taking orders for
such utensils without advising the purchasers that utensils of a Laser metal
would be delivered. The respondents aided and aLetted in this deception
of purchasers by repeatedly accepting orders taken in this manner and
countenanced the use of the stainless aluminum samples in the making of
demonstrations. Furthermore, for the purpose of inducing the purchaser
to accept the order the respondents did not notify such purchaser that a
baser-metal utensil would be supplied until shipment was actually made.
On the same day that a shipment was forwarded to a purchaser, the re-
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spondents sent a notice advising the purchaser that they were sending
utensils made of a newly improved alloy, such notices reaching the purchaser at about the time or immediately prior to the delivery of the C.O.D.
shipment and without opportunity on the part of the purchaser to cancel
said order because of such change. In all cases where a purchaser would
cancel or attempt to cancel the order because of the delivery of utensils
composed of material different from that of the samples, the respondents
refused to make any refund of the down payment.
PAR. 5. After the sale of aluminum and metal utensils was ordered discontinued by the United States Government in 1941 and at a time when
respondents knew that they could not make deliveries on orders, the respondents did not discontinue taking orders for such aluminum and metal
utensils but, instead, followed the plan and practice of taking all orders
possible. Respondents instructed their agents and representatives to continue to take orders for aluminum utensils and to collect down payments.
For example, in instructions dated February 7, 1942, sent out by respondents to all their representatives, the respondents stated:
Now here's what every Associate is to do. Here's orders:-You dive right in and
put on all the Healthware dems you can get. Sell every dam order you can get them
to sign and pay the downs. • • •
When they are settling on the shipping date, tip em off this way "Why not make
the date sometime in May or June-maybe July, Mr. and Mrs. Jones. Im not supposed to know a thing about it-but Ive been tipped off by a friend in the office that
the company has been getting ready for something new for months and I have a hunch
they'll be coming out with it by April or May. It'll be a knockout, too. Beat this
stuff all hollow. If ;you are willing to wait then you will get the chance to get the new
product. The way they'll doubtless do will be to write every customer telling them
about the new product and giving them a chance to decide which they want-the old
or the new. They'll have to know so they can know how much of the old to make before they dismantle the machinery and get ready to produce the new."
Im not in a position to tell you boys any more than I have told you. Cant mention
the material. In fact, use the story like above and you'll be better off without. knowing
exactly what it is. • • •

.

...

...

All the aluminum IIealthware has been sold that can be delivered. You have orders
to demonstrate all you can-sell all you can-collect all the downs you can-- • • •
And you have orders to tip em off to "something new" and delay the delivery dates
until May or June. • • •

• •

•

And, remember, you do not bave to taper off Healthware and on to the extractor.
Sell ALL THE IIEALTIIWARE YOU CAN-AND ALL THE EXTRACTORS
YOU CAN. Just dont swamp us with more "at once" orders. Tip em off to the
"secret" (something new a'coming) and try to date orders off to May, June, etc. And
everyone of us will get along OK I am confident.
And remember-when we give you something new it will not be some make-shift
merchandise-but it will be Health-ware. It will be something that'll tie in with our
present story. Merely a change of the material used.

In accordance with such instructions respondents' representatives continued to take orders for said aluminum Health-Craft Ware and to accept
deposits. The respondents would then endeavor to induce such purchasers
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to accept partial delivery and let the balance of the order stand until after
the duration or attempted to substitute cooking utensils made of glass or
ceramic ware in place of the aluminum' or aluminum alloy ordered by the
customer. If the purchaser was unwilling to accept substitute cooking
utensils, the respondents pursued the policy of refusing to refund the down
payment to the customer or to cancel the contract. In all such instances
the respondents notified the purchasers that they could not refund the deposit but would ship the ordered goods as soon as the governmental restrictions on the sale and delivery of aluminum and aluminum alloy ware
was lifted and the production of same was again permitted.
PAR. 6. By means of the acts and practices herein described the respondents have fraudulently induced a substantial portion of the purchasing public to place orders with the respondents for cooking utensils and to
pay deposits thereon in the erroneous and mistaken belief that respondents
can make immediate delivery thereof or, in the event of inability so to do,
that the deposits so made will be returned. As a result, many members of
the public have entered into contracts to purchase respondents' cooking
utensils and have paid substantial deposits thereon, and the respondents
have failed to make delivery of the cooking utensils in accordance with
the contract and have refused to refund the deposits made by such purchasers.
The practice of the respondents of procuring orders for merchandise
which they could not deliver, together with down payments on such orders,
and then refusing to cancel such orders or to refund the down payment,
enabled the respondents to compel or attempt to compel purchasers to
accept partial deliveries or the substitution of glass or ceramic utensils in
lieu of the utensils ordered by them, under penalty of forfeiture of the deposits paid by them in good faith, or to await the termination of the wartime restrictions at an uncertain future date, in the meantime being deprived of the use of the goods contracted for in good faith and at the solicitation of the agents and sales representatives of the respondents.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents, as herein found, are
all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, testimony and other evidence
taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it in support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence, and brief filed
\n support of the complaint (respondents not having filed brief or requested oral argument); and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
It is ordered, That the respondents, Robert W. Hailey, G. P. Hubble, and
H. F. Hall, individually, and as copartners, trading as Cookware Associates, and their respective representatives, agents, and employees, directly
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or through any corporate or other device in connection with the offering
for sale, sale, and distribution of cooking utensils and other merchandise in
commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Soliciting sales or accepting orders and deposits for cooking utensils
or other merchandise of a kind and quality which the respondents are not
capable of delivering at the time of the sale or within the time specified in
the order.
2. Representing directly or by implication that respondents are offering
for sale sets of cooking utensils or other merchandise when respondents
cannot or do not deliver all the pieces of the set specified or when the pieces
or sets actually delivered are not of the kind and quality represented by
the respondents.
3. The use of any sales plan or method which involves the taking of orders for merchandise which the respondents cannot or do not supply, together with a deposit or down payment upon such order, to induce the
purchaser to accept merchandise of a kind or quality different from that
ordered, under penalty of forfeiture of deposit or down payment.
4. The use of any sales plan or method which involves a sales demonstration or display with merchandise of a kind or quality different from
that which respondents actually deliver.
5. Refusing to cancel orders or refund deposits or down payments made
thereon for merchandise of a kind or quality which respondents cannot
deliver within the time specified in the order or within a reasonable time
thereafter.
6. Coercing or attempting to coerce purchasers to accept merchandise
of a kind or quality different from that ordered by refusing to refund down
payment or deposit made at the time the order was placed.
It is further ordered, That the respondents shall, within 60 days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order,
650780-47 -45
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LOUIS GOLDBERG, TRADING IN THE NA~ES OF
AND AC~E ~AIL ORDER HOUSE

AC~E

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. :; OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5023.

Complaint, Aug. 10, 191/J-Decision, June 27, 1945

Where an individual engaged in the interstate sale and distribution to customers for
their own use and for resale, of used, worn, or second-hand clothing(a) Represented falsely through statements in advertisements in newspapers, and catalogs that his said products were only slightly used; that much of his said merchandise was brand new and was obtained from bankrupt and close-out sales; and
that all his merchandise which was not represented as new was deaned, pressed,
repaired, and ready to be worn;
(b) Represented, as aforesaid, that dresses which he offered consisted of all silk material and that men's coats were made of all wool fabrics;
The facts being that many of such "silk" dresses were in fact composed in whole or in
part of rayon or materials other than silk, and such" All Wool" men's overcoats
consisted in part of cotton; and
(c) Failed to disclose either in his said advertising or by the use of tags or labels or
other markings on said merchandise, that certain of said products were secondhand or previously used or worn;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that said representations were true and of thereby
inducing the purchase of substantial quantities of his said products:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Arthur F. Thomas, trial examiner.
Mr. R. P. Bellinger for the Commission.
Warner & Birdsall, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and by
virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Louis Goldberg, an individual, trading
in the names of Acme and Acme Mail Order House, hereinafter referred to
as respondent, has violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in
the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Louis Goldberg, is an individual, trading
in the names of Acme and Acme Mail Order House, with his principal
place of business located at 120 East Broadway in the city and State of
New York.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for several years last past has been engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia of used,
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worn or second-hand clothing, which is bought by his customers both for
their own use and for resale.
Respondent causes the said products, when sold, to be transported from
his aforesaid place of business in the State of New York to purchasers
thereof located in various other States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains and at all times mentioned herein has maintained
a course of trade in said products in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of his said products respondent has made
false and misleading statements and representations with respect to the
physical condition and fiber content thereof by means of insertions in
newspapers having general circulations throughout the United States and
in catalogs disseminated to purchasers and prospective purchasers through
the United States mails. Among and typical of the false and misleading
statements and representations so used and circulated are the follov.ring:
Ten slightly used, stylish silk dresses, cleaned, ready to wear, $3 (send $1, balance
C.O.D.); free 32-page catalog; agents wanted. Acme, 164 Henry St., Dept. E, New
York City.
Spectacular bargains in women's and misses' silk dresses . . . cleaned and pressed
and ready for wear.
SLIGHTLY USED AND BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE FROM BANKRUPT AND CLOSEOUT SALES.
TEN Silk DRESSES $3.45
CLEANED-PRESSED-READY TO WEAR ....
Buy them for yourself. Buy them to sell.
ACME PRESENTS THIS 4 **** special to our preferred customers
LADIES' AND MISSES' SLIGHTLY USED SILK DRESSES.
A stunning assortment of silks, crepes, satins and georgettes in the latest styles.
Men's Super Quality ALL WOOL OVERCOATS.
All merchandise which is not listed new is cleaned, pressed, repaired and ready to
wear.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representation!> and others of similar import and meaning not set out herein, the respondent has represented that his said products are only slightly used;
that the dresses which he offers for sale consist of all silk material; that
tnuch of his said merchandise is brand new and is obtained from bankrupt
and closeout sales; that the men's overcoats which he offers for sale are
made of all wool fabrics; that all merc-handise sold by respondent which is
not represented as new is cleaned, pressed, repaired and ready to be worn.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact the said statements and representations
used and disseminated by respondent as aforesaid are false, misleading and
deceptive. Many of respondents said products described as "slightly
used" are in an advanced state oi wear and use. Many of the dresses which
respondent described as "silk" are composed of rayon in whole or in pprt
and of other materials than silk. Very little of respondent's merchandise
is new, and the bulk of his products do not come from bankrupt or closeout
sales. The men's overcoats which respondent advertises as all wool are not
all wool but consist in part of cotton materials, and all of respondent's merchandise not represented as new is not cleaned, pressed, repaired and ready
to be worn.
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PAR. 6. In addition to the misrepresentations, hereinabove set out the
respondent has engaged in the use of false, deceptive and misleading
methods in his said business by failing to disclose either in said advertising
or by the use of tags and labels or other markings on said merchandise that
certain of said products were second-hand or previously used or worn, and
by failure to disclose the true constituent fiber or material from which
certain of his said products were made, thereby placing in the hands of
purchasers thereof for resale the means and instrumentalities whereby the
consumer-purchasers of said goods can be misled and deceived.
PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent, as herein set forth, have
had the tendency and capacity to, and do and did, mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true, and because
of such erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase substantial quantities
of respomient's said products.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices, as herein alleged, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on August 10, 1943, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Louis Goldberg,
an individual, charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the
issuance of said complaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto,
testimony and other evidence were introduced before an examiner of the
Commission theretofore duly designated by it. Thereafter, on September
20, 1944, a stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated and
agreed that a statement of facts signed and executed by respondent and
Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission, might be made a
part of the record herein and in connection with the testimony and other
evidence already received might be taken as the facts in this proceeding
and in lieu of further testimony in support of or in opposition to the
charges of the complaint, and that the Commission might proceed upon
said ·complaint, testimony and other evidence, and the stipulated facts, to
make its report stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based
thereon, and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint,
answer, testimony and other evidence, and the stipulated facts, said stipulation having been approved, accepted, and filed; and the Commission,
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Louis Goldberg, formerly traded as an iqdividual, under the names "Acme" and "Acme Mail Order House," at
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164 Henry Street, New York, N.Y., and now has associated with him as a
partner in said business his brother, Isidore Goldberg, and with said
brother is operating under the aforesaid trade names the business hereinafter described at 120 East Broadway, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 2. The respondent is now, and for several years last past has been,
engaged in the sale and distribution of used, worn, or second-hand clo\hing
which is bought by his customers both for their own use and for resale.
Respondent causes said clothing, when sold, to be transported from his
place of business in New York to purchasers at their respective points of
location in various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia, and maintains, and has maintained, a course of trade in said
clothing in commerce between and among various States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of his said products, respondent has
made false and misleading statements and representations with respect to
the physical condition and fiber content thereof by means of insertions in
newspapers having general circulation throughout the United States and
in catalogs disseminated to purchasers and prospective purchasers through
the United States mails. Among and typical of the false and misleading
statements and representations so used and circulated are the following:
Ten slightly used, stylish silk dresses, cleaned, ready to wear, $3 (send $1, balance
C.O.D.); free 32-page catalog; agents wanted. Acme, 164 Henry St., Dept. E, New
York City.

* * * * • •
Spectacular bargains in women's and misses' silk dresses ... cleaned and pressed
and ready for wear.

* * * * • •
SLIGHTLY USED AND BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE FROM BANKRUPT AND CLOSEOUT SALES.

* • * • • •
TEN Silk DRESSES $3.45
CLEANED-PRESSED-READY TO WEAR ....
Buy them for yourself. Buy them to sell.

• • • • • •
ACME PRESENTS THIS 4 **** special to our preferred customers
LADIES' AND MISSES' SLIGHTLY USED SILK DRESSES.·

• • • • • •
A 11tunning assortment of silks, crepes, satins and georgettes in the latest styles.

• • • • • •
Men's Super Quality ALL WOOL OVERCOATS.

• • • • •

•

All merchandise which is not listed new is eleaned, pressed,
wear.

repai~ed

and ready to

PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of similar import and meaning not set out herein, the
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respondent has represented that his said products are only slightly used;
that the dresses which he offers for sale consist of all-silk material; that
much of his said merchandise is brand new and is obtained from bankrupt
and close-out sales; that the men's overcoats which he offers for sale are
made of all-wool fabrics; and that all merchandise sold by respondent
which is not represented as new is cleaned, pressed, repaired, and ready
to be worn.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, the aforesaid statements and representations disseminated by respondent are false, misleading, and deceptive.
Many of the respondent's said products described as 11 slightly used" are
in an advanced state of wear and use. Many of the dresses described by
respondent as "silk" are in fact composed in whole or in part of rayon or
materials other than silk. Very little of the merchandise offered by respondent is new, and the bulk of the products offered do not come from
bankrupt or close-out sales. The men's overcoats which respondent advertises as'' All Wool'' in fact consist in part of cotton. Not all of the merchandise which respondent does not represent as new is in fact cleaned,
pressed, repaired, and ready to be worn.
PAR. 6. In addition to the misrepresentations hereinabove set out, the
respondent has engaged in the use of false, deceptive, and misleading
methods in his said business by failing to disclose either in said advertising
or by the use of tags and labels or other markings on said merchandise that
certain of said products are second-hand or previously used or worn.
PAR. 7. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent have had, and
have, the capacity and tendency to, and do mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations are true and, because of such
erroneous and mistaken belief, induce the purchase of substantial quantities of respondent's said products.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, certain
testimony and other evidence taken before an examiner of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and a stipulation as to the facts entered
into between the respondent and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief
Counsel for the Commission, which provides, among other things, that
without further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission
may issue and serve upon respondent findings as to the facts and conclusion based thereon and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act:
.
It is ordered, That respondent, Louis Goldberg, trading as 11 Acme" or
11
Acme Mail Order House," or under any other name, his representatives,
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agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other uevice,
in connection with the offering for sale, sale, and distribution of clothing or
other merchandise in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the words "Wool" or" All ·wool," or any simulation thereof,
either alone or in connection with any other word or words, to designate,
describe, or refer to any garment not composed entirely of wool: Provided,
in the case of a garment composed in part of wool and in part of fibers or
materials other than wool, the word "Wool" may be used as descriptive of
the wool content if there are used in immediate connection therewith, in
letters of at least equal size and conspicuousness, words truthfully describing the constituent fibers or materials of such garment.
2. Using the word "Silk," or any simulation thereof, either alone or in
connection with any other word or words, to de3ig;nate, de-;cribe, or refer
to any garment not composed entirely of silk, the product of the cocoon of
the silkworm: Provided, that in the case of a garment compose:! in part of
silk and in part of other fibers or materials, such word may be used as descriptive of the silk content if there are used in immediate connection
therewith, in letters of at least equal size and conspicuousness, words
truthfully describing such other constituent fibers or materials.
3. Representing that the proportion of new and unused merchandise
offered by respondent is greater than it is in fact, or that the proportion of
respondent's merchandise obtained from bankrupt or close-out sales is
.
greater than it is in fact.
4. Representing that garments in an advanced state of wear are only
slightly used or that the condition of used or second-hand garments is
materially better than it is in fact.
5. Representing that used or second-hand garments have been cleaned,
pressed, or repaired, unless such garments have in fact been cleaned,
pressed, or repaired.
6. Representing that a.ny used or second-hand garment is new or unused by failing to disclose, clearly and· unequivocally, that it is used or
second-hand, or by failing to attach securely to such garment a tag or
label or place thereon a stamp, which tag, label or stamp clearly and conspicuously reveals that said garment is used or second-hand.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after the
service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with
this order.
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~ATTER OF

JOSEPH TRINER CORPORATION
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5227.

Complaint, Sept. 28, 1944-Decision, June 27, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution
of a medicinal preparation variously designated as "Triner's Bitter Wine," "Triner's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B1" and "Triner's !American Elixer of Bitter
Wine"(a) Falsely represented by radio continuities and through advert.isements in magazines
and newspapers, that said preparation was a cure or remedy for stomach disorders,
poor appetite, faulty digestion, headache, nervousness, fatigue, and insomnia; and
that it cleansed the stomach and intestines and kept the intestines clean, raised the
general vitality of the body, and increased the resistance of the body to germs,
thereby preventing colds;
When in fact it had no therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions in excess
of providing temporary relief from headaches when due to constipation; and
(b) Failed to reveal facts material in the light of its representations and with respect to
consequences which might result from use of said preparation under usual or prescribed conditions in that, as a laxative, it was potentially dangerous when taken
by one suffering from abdominal pain, nausea or other symptoms of appendicitis;
With the effect of misleading and deceiving a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous belief that said preparation might be used at all times without
ill effects, and thereby into the purchase of substantial quantities thereof:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in commerce.

Mr. Joseph Callaway for the Commission.
Kerner, Jaros & Tittle, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the Joseph Triner Corporation, a
corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Joseph Triner Corporation, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Illinois with its principal place of business located at 1333-1345 South
Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been, engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of a certain medicinal preparation, variously designated as "Triner's BittedWine," "Triner's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B~" and "Triner's American Elixer of Bitter
Wine."
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In the course and conduct of its business, respondent causes said preparation, when sold, to be transported from its place of business in the State
of Illinois to the purchasers thereof located in various ot}ler States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains
and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course of trade in said
preparation among and between the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business respondent has disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now causing
the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said preparation by
the United States mails and by various other means in commerce as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has caused
and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
said preparation by various means for the purpose of inducing and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparation
in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated
and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by radio continuities and by advertisements inserted in magazines
and newspapers are the following:
Triner's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B1 is the surest refuge in stomach troubles.
If you have no appetite, faulty digestion, headache, nervousness and that chronic
tired feeling, do you know what you need? The answer is simple. Nothing else but
Triuer's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B1. This product will straighten you out.
It gives a good appetite, aids digestion, influences a heafthy sleep.
It promotes healthy sleep because it cleanses the intestines and keeps them clean.
Where did I get that cold? It is often difficult to answer this seasonable question.
It is better to improve your general disposition and to shut the door against all colds.
A persistent cold means that the body is unable to resist the attack of germs. Raise
your general vitality by the help of Triner's Bitter Wine which cleanses the stomach,
promotes healthy appetite * * * and increases the resistance of your body.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and representations and others of similar import and meaning not specifically set out
herein, respondent has represented, and is now representing, that said
preparation is a cure or remedy for stomach disorders, poor appetite
faulty digestion, headache, nervousness, fatigue and insomnia; that it
cleanses the stomach and intestines and keeps the intestines clean; that it
raises the general vitality of the body and increases the resistance of the
body to germs, thereby preventing colds.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, deceptive and misleading. Respondent's preparation is not a cure or remedy
for stomach disorders, poor appetite, faulty digestion, headache, nervousness, fatigue, or insomnia and has no therapeutic value in the treatment
of such conditions in excess of providing temporary relief from headache
when due to constipation. It does not cleanse the stomach. \Vhile it has
the temporary effect of a la~ative, it does no~ cl~anse the intestines or keep
them clean. It does not ra1se the general v1tahty of the body or increase
the resistance of the body to germs. It has no beneficial effect in the prevention of colds.
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PAR. 6. The advertisements disseminated by the respondent, as aforesaid, constitute false advertisements for the further reason that they fail
to reveal facts material in the light of such representations or material with
respect to the consequences which may result from the use of the preparation to which the advertisements relate under the condition prescribed in
said advertisements or under such conditions as are customary and usual.
Respondent's preparation is a laxative and is potentially dangerous when
taken by one suffering from abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting or other
symptoms of appendicitis.
PAR. 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations, disseminated and caused to be
disseminated as aforesaid, has had and now has the capacity and tendency
to and does mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and
representations are true and that said preparation may be used at all times
without ill effects and into the purchase of substantial quantities of said
preparation because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, tbe
Federal Trade Commission on September 28, 194-!, issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent, Joseph
Triner Corporation, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. Respondent ffled its answer admitting all the material allegations
of fact set forth in said complaint and waiving all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly
came on for final hearing before the Commission on the said complaint
and the answer thereto; and the Commission, having duly considered the
matter and being fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings as
to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Joseph Triner Corporation, is a corporation, organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Illinois, with its principal place of business located at 1333-1345 South
Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and for more than two years last past has
been, engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of a certain medicinal preparation, variously designated as "Triner's Bitter \\ ine," "Triner's Bitter \\ ine with Vitamin B1," and "Triner's blixir of Bitter Wine."
Respondent causes said preparation, when sold, to Le transported from
its place of business in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in
various other States of the United States and in the District of Columbia,
and maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained, a course
of trade in said preparation among and Letween the valious States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business, respondent has disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now causing
the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning said preparation by
the United States mails and by various other means in commerce, as
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated and is now disseminating, and has caused
and is now causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning
said preparation by various means for the purpose of inducing, and which
are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparation
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading, and deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated
and caused to be disseminated, as hereinabove set forth, by United States
mails, by radio continuities, and by advertisements inserted in magazines
and newspapers, are the following:

Triner's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B, is the surest refuge in stomach troubles.

• • • • • •
If you have no appetite, faulty digestion, headache, nervousness and that chronic
tired feeling, do you know what you need? The answer is simple. Nothing else but
Triner's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B,. This product will straighten you out.

* * * * • *
It gives a good appetite, aids digestion, influences a healthy sleep.

• * • * * *
It promotes healthy sleep because it cleanses the intestines and keeps them clean.

• * • * * *
Where did I get that cold? It is often difficult to answer this seasonable question.
It is better to improve your general disposition and to shut the door against all colds.
A persistent cold means that the body is unable to resist the attack of germs. Raise
your general vitality by the help of Triner's Bitter Wine which cleanses the stomach,
promotes healthy appetite • • • and increases the resistance of your body.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the foregoing statements and· representations, and others of similar import and meaningn ot specifically set out
herein, respondent has represented, and is now representing, that said
preparation is a cure or remedy for stomach disorders, poor appetite, faulty
digestion, headache, nervousness, fatigue, and insomnia; that it cleanses
the stomach and intestines and keeps the intestines clean; and that it
raises the general vitality of the body and increases the resistance of the
body to germs, thereby preventing colds.
· PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false, deceptive, and misleading. Hespondent's preparations is not a cure or remedy
for stomach disorders, poor appetite, faulty digestion, headache, nervousness, fatigue, or insomnia, and has no therapeutic value in the treatment
of such conditions in excess of providing temporary relief from headache
when due to constipation. It does not cleanse the stomach. While it has
the temporary effect of a laxative, it does not cleanse the intestines or keep
them clean. It does not raise the general vitality of the body or increase
the resistance of the body to germs. It has no beneficial effect in the prevention of coldR.
PAR. 6. The advertisements disseminated as aforesaid by the respondent constitute false advertisements for the further reason that they fail to
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reveal facts material in the lig~t of such representations, or material with
r~spect to ~he consequenc~swh1ch may result from the us~ .of the prepara-~wn ~o whiCh ~he advertisements relate un~e.r the conditions prescribed
m· said advm:tisem~nts or un?er .such co~ditwns. as are ?ustomary and
usual. ;Respondents pre~aratwn Is·a laxa~Ive an~ IS potentially dangerous
when taken by one sufferu:g. f~·om abdommal pams, nausea, vomiting, or
other symptoms of appendicitis..
.
PA~' 7. The use by the respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements and representations,. disseminated and caused to be
disseminated as aforesaid, has had, and pow. h~s, the capacity and tendency to, and does, mislead and dec~ive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements
and representations are true, and that said.preparation may be used at all
times without ill-. effect~, and into the purchase of substantial quantities of
of said preparation because of ~uch erroneous and mistaken belief. . ·
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondent, as herein found, are all to the
prejudice and irijury of the public and constitute ui1fair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the·intent and meaniri5 of the Feleral
Trade Commission Act. · ·
·
. ·ORDER TO CEASE AND' DESIST

..

· ..

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the ans\ver of the respondent,
in which answer respondent admitted all the material allegations of fact
set forth in said-complaint and waived all intervening procedure and further
hearings as to said facts, and the Commissionhaving made its findings as
to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the pro' visions ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act. · · · ·
·
.
·. ·1~ is ordered, That respondent,"Joseph: Tl'iner Corporation, a corporation, its officers, dii·ectors, representatives, agents, and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, inc0nnection with the offering
for sale, sale, and distribution of its medicinal preparation variously designated as '.'Triner's Bitter Wine," "Triner's Bitter Wine with Vitamin B,,"
and "Triner's American Elixer of Bitter Wine," or any' other preparation
of substantially similar composjtiori or possessing substantially similar
properties, whether !';Old under the same names or. any, other name, do
forthwith· cease and-desist from:.
·
·
· 1. .Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by me~ns of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "eo~1merce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which represents,
directly or by implication:
.
·
. .. . . .
. .
(a) That said preparation is a cure or·rerriedy for stomach disorde:s,
poor appetite,. faulty digestion, headache, nervo\}sness, fatigue, or Insomnia, or that it has any therapeutic value in the treatment of such conditions in excess of providing temporary relief ffom headaches when due to
constipation.
.
·.
.
.
. (b). That said preparation cleanses the stomach or intestines or keeps
the intestines clean.
. .
(c). That the use of said preparation will raise the general vitality o[ t~e
body, increase the resistance of the body to germs, or prevent Ql' a1d Ill
the prevention of _colds.
·
··
·
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2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by means of the United
States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement which fails to
reveal that said preparation should not be used in the presence of nausea,
vomiting, abdominal pains, or other symptoms of appendicitis: Provided,
however, that such advertisement need contain only the statement,
"CAUTION: Use only as Directed," if and when the directions for use,
wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling, or both on the label and
in the labeling, contain a warning to the above effect.
3. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, any
advertisement for tlie purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of said preparation, which advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1
hereof, and the respective subdivisions thereof, or which fails to comply
with the requirements set forth in paragraph 2 hereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
·
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THE 11ATTER OF

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS MAKERS OF AMERICA, ET AL.
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 3092.

Order, June 28, 1945

Order, pursuant to provisions of Section 5 (b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
in proceeding in question; in which (1) the original order issued on August 25, 1941,
33 F. T. C. 1130; (2) the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, on February 29, 1944, in Eugene Dielzgen Co. et al. v. Federal Trade Commission, 142 F.
(2d) 321, rendered its opinion, and on May 3, 1944 modified the same, on denial of
rehearing, and on May 22, 1944 entered four separate decrees by which the Commission's said order to cease a,nd desist was, with respect to said petitioning respondents only, modified, affirmed, and enforced; (3) the Commission on March 2,
1945 1 (a) modified original order of August 25, 1941, pursuant to said four court
decrees and as to the respondents therein named only by requiring (A) said respondents, their officers, etc., to cease and desist from entering into or carrying out
any understanding, etc., to restrict, restrain, monopolize, hinder or suppress competition in the sale and distribution in commerce of prepared tracing papers, tracing cloths, drawing tools, and various other articles used by surveyors, engineers,
builders, the drafting profession and others, by doing any of the acts or things therein
specified; and from doing any of such acts or things pursuant to any such understanding, etc.; including among said acts, etc., thus prohibited, the fixing and maintaining of prices and terms and conditions of sale, and the exchanging of information
among themselves with respect to prices, etc.; and (B) respondent association, the
Surveying-Drafting-Coaters Section of the Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, its manager, etc., to cease and desist from aiding and assisting the members of
respondent association in carrying out or engaging in any of the acts and practices
theretofore set forth; and particularly through adopting rules and regulations designed to prevent price deviations and through receiving and disseminating price
lists; (b) as in original order, dismissed the complaint as to respondent Scientific
Apparatus Makers of America and certain others named, for insufficient evidenceSimilarly modifying said original order, under the provisions of Section 5 (b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act as to the other respondents joined therein; dismissing
the complaint, as before, as to said Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, etc.;
and excusing respondents, upon whom instant modified order is served, from the
filing within sixty days of new compliance reports.
MoDIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DEsisT

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of respondents, the
testimony and other evidence taken before duly appointed trial examiners
of the Commission theretofore designated by it to serve in this proceeding,
the report of the trial examiner thereon and the exceptions to said report,
briefs filed herein by the attorney for the Commission and attorneys for
the respondents, and the oral arguments by the respective attorneys, and
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
I

See:ante, p, 169,
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that respondents had violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and having entered an order to cease and desist herein on
August 25, 1941; and,
Thereafter, the respondents (I) Keuffel & Esser Company and· Karl
Keller; (2) Charles Bruning Company, Inc., The Frederick Post Company,
Chas. W. Speidel & Company, J. H. Weil & Company, Paul J. Bruning,
W. A. Berger, Arthur L. Parker; and the Charles Bruning Company, Inc.,
The Frederick Post Company and J. H. Weil & Company, as members of
the Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, a corporate association;
(3) The C. F. Pease Company; and (4) Eugene Dietzgen Company, filed
in the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
their four separate petitions for a review of the Commission's said order to
cease and desist entered on August 25, 1941. Thereafter, the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit entered four separate decrees by
which the Commission's said order to cease and desist entered on August
25, 1941, was, with respect to the petitioning respondents only, modified,
affirmed and enforced; and
It appearing to the Commission that, of the respondents who filed their
petitions for review of the Commission's said order to cease and desist with
the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, only one of said respondents, namely, Eugene Dietzgen Company, filed a petition for certiorari, which said petition was denied by the Supreme Court of the United
States on October 9, 1944, and that the time for filing petitions for certiorari as to the remaining said petitions expired on August 22, 1944; and
Thereafter, on March 2, 1945, the Commission having entered its order
modifying its order to cease and desist entered on August 25, 1941, with
respect to the petitioning respondents only so as to conform to the decrees
entered by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit; and thereafter on motion of the attorney for the Federal Trade
Commission, the Commission, on May 10, 1945, having entered an order
directing that a copy of said motion be served upon said respondents and
requiring said respondents within twenty days after service upon them of
said motion to show cause, if any they could, in writing, why said order to
cease and desist heretofore entered herein on August 25, 1941, should not
be so modified in accordance with said motion so as to correspond with the
language used by the Federal Trade Commission in its order of March 2,
1945, modifying the order to cease and desist heretofore entered on August
25, 1941, as to the respondents, Keuffel & Esser Company and Karl L.
Keller; Charles Bruning Company, Inc., The Frederick Post Company,
Charles W. Speidel and Walter A. Kohn, trading as Chas. W. Speidel &
Company, Jacob H. Weil, Ed"in H. Weil and Manfred R. Krauskopf
trading as J. H. Weil & Company, Paul J. Bruning, W. A. Berger, Arthur
L. Parker; and the Charles Bruning Company, Inc., The Frederick Post
Company, and J. H. Weil & Company, as members of the Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, a corporate association; The C. F. Pease
Company; and Eugene Dietzgen Company only, as to all of said respondents, and, thereafter, the said period of twenty days within which said
respondents were directed to show cause why said order should not be so
modified in accordance with said motion having expired; now, therefore,
It is ordered, That in accordance with the provisions of Section 5 (b) of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, due notice having been served on said
respondents, this matter be, and the same hereby is, reopened for the purpose only of modifying the order to cease and desist heretofore entered
herein on August 25, 1941.
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It _is further or~ere~, That the respondents, Surv~ying-Drafti~g-Coatei1l
S,ectwn of; the SCientific Apparatus Makers of 4menca, an association, and
i~s.offi~ers;_.R. Fred Alli!l, ~ndividual.ly and as a,mem?er of the Executive
Comm1ttee of the Surveymg-Draftmg-Coaters Sectwn of the Scientifie
Apparatus Makers of.Ameri~?a; ~nd The Huey Coni.p~;Lny, a corporation,
Economy B~u~ Print Produqts; Inc., Alphonse A. Brunner, trading as Keystone Blue P;aper Company, a'nd United States Blue Print Paper Com.
pany, a corporation, all separately and as members and representatives of
S,urveying-Drafting-Coaters .Section of Scientifi<; Apparatus Makers of
America, a corporate association, and their officers, dire.ctors, representatives, agents ..and employees forthvvith cease and desist from:
Directly.or indirectly,· jointly or severally, eqtering.into or carrying out
any understanding, ,agreement, arrangemEmt, combination· or conspiracy
with each. o.ther oi· wi_t)l any other person or persons, association or corpo~
ration, to restrict, restrain, monopolize; or to hinder.or suppress, competition in. the sale and distribution in commerce, as ",commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of prepa1:ed tracing papers, tracing
cloths, blueprint papers and cloths, other reproductio_il papers and cloths,
pr9file and cross _sect.ion papers and cloths irr sheets a,nd rolls, coordinate
papE;Jrs~graph sheets .(mccep~- rolled sheets) for engineering and drafting
purpof:;es, field books for engineers, drawing instruments, drawing tools
(s.cal~s, triangle~, .T-:squares, curves), ·drar(·ing machines, blueprinting machines and equipment, drawing boards and tables, filing cabinets for drawings !j.hd blueprints, lettering devices and lettering pens for the drafting
prqfession; slide rules, planimeters and integrators, surveying instruments,
surveying barometers, forestry instruments such as. tree .calipers, hypsoIl).~ters, increment borers, curre11t meters and water-stage registers, rods
an<;l poles for sur.veyors' use, tapes, chains and plumb· bobs, by doing any
of: th,e_ following acts. or. things, a,'f}d from doing any of the following acts or
t~_ings purs,uant to any such understanqing,,agreement, arrangement, combination or conspiracy.:· - ~ ·· · . ·
.• · .
:
·, 1. Fixing and maintaining, or. agreeing to fix and maintain th!l prices at
\'{)lich saiq_ products ~viii be sold by them.- ·
·
, ,2. Fixing and ,maintaining, or agreeing to fix arid maintain the terms
anP, conditiot:J,~; including the classificitti6n of.customers, freight allowances
and duratim~;of_and opt~onalclauses in c_ontracts, in connection with any
sales by _them,of their said produ<;ts. - .
- .
3. ·Exchanging information arriong themselves with regard to the
prices, discounts, terms and conditions of sale to be submitted by them
whep. bids for their pi·od~cts are requested, .and sttbrriitting or agreeing to
submit identical. or substantially identical, bids on said products when
requests for bids'have. been received.. - ' . .
..
.
4. Filing with· respondent Surveying-Draf_ting~Coaters Section of Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, pric~Jists including discounts, terms
and conditions at which they will sell their p_foducts, for dissemination by
said responqent Association among its members.. · · ·
_: 5 .. Agreeing not to sell their said proclucts .. at a pr~ce less, or a discount
greater, or o_n .terms and conditions more favorable to the purchaser t!1an
those contained iri any of the price lists filed with respondent SurveymgDrafting-Coaters Section of Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, or
agreeing not to s~ll,said prodl.lCts at a price less or disccitint ·greater than or
on terms and conditions of sale more favorable to the purchaser than those
contained in the price list, published by the seller.

I

I
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It is further ordered, That respondent association, Surveying-DraftingCoaters Section of Scientific Apparatus Makers of America, Arthur L.
Parker, its manager and his successors, Karl Keller, Paul J. Bruning, R.
Fred Allin, and W. A. Berger, members of its executive committee and
their successors, forthwith cease and desist from, directly or indirectly,
jointly or severally, ~tiding and assisting the members of said respondent
association in carrying out or engaging in any of the acts and practices
hereinbefore set forth, and from performing any service or function in the
furtherance of said acts and practices, and particularly from·
1. Adopting any rule or regulation designed or intended to prevent any
deviation on the part of the members of said respondent Association from
the prices, discounts and terms fixed and agreed upon by them, as hereinbefore set forth.
2. Receiving from the individual members of said respondent association price lists, including discounts, terms and conditions of sale, and disseminating such information among said respondent association members.
It is further ordered, That the complaint herein be and the same hereby
is dismissed as to respondents, Scientific Apparatus Makers of America,
its officers and directors, and respondents, CarlS. Hallauer, R. E. Gillmor
and John M. Roberts, the evidence being insufficient to establish the
charges of the complaint with respect to these respondents.
It i•further ordered, That the respondents upon whom this modified order is served are excused from the filing within (60) days of any new compliance reports, in view of the fact that they have previously filed reports
of compliance with the broader form of order originally entered in the case
on August 25, 1941.
650780 -47 -46
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THE ~ATTER OF

ELECTRICAL DEVICES CO.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 4.74.1.

Complaint, Mar. 31, 194.2-Decision, June 29, 1945

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and interstate sale and distribution of
its "Homo zone" devices, designed to generate ozone by the passage of an electrical current through air and to disseminate it through the rooms or enclosures in
which the devices were placed, or through water(a) Represented, directly or by implication, through advertisements in circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature, that use of its said devices would
give relief to persons afflicted with many ailments, including diseases of the respiratory system, such as asthma, bronchitis and hay fever, sinus trouble and heart
ailments; and would avert colds and headaches, destroy bacteria, lessen or avert
fatigue, and promote and improve the general health;
The facts being use of said devices produced no beneficial therapeutic consequences;
they did not produce, under ordinary conditions of use, a concentration of ozone
in the atmosphere sufficient to destroy bacteria, and such a concentration would
be extremely dangerous, and even fatal, to humans;
(b) Represented, falsely, as aforesaid, that use of said devices in connection with poultry would reduce deaths, avert disease and the effects thereof, prevent the spread
of infection and infectious diseases, relieve respiratory ailments, cure" Roup," and
disinfect places where poultry was kept; and that in connection with animals it
was of value in the treatment of respiratory diseases;
The facts being, as noted above, that the device would not produce an ozone concentration in the atmosphere, under ordinary conditions of use, sufficient to have any
significant effect upon the organisms of infectious diseases;
(c) Represented, directly or by implication, through advertisements in folders, circulars,
newspapers and magazines that said devices would not merely mask, but would
destroy and eliminate, odors of many kinds by oxidation;
The facts being that while it was its purpose, in installing it.s devices, to have them so
adjusted that the amount of free ozone in the atmosphere would be just below that
at which its odor is perceptible-approximately 1 part of ozone to 20,000,000 parts
of air-changes from the conditions prevailing at the time of installation, such as
decreased humidity, less exchange with outside air, less smoke, less odor, might
result in an increase in the ratio of ozone to air to a degree which would render it
irritant to the respiratory organs; while some odors are oxidizable by ozone, they
might be present in such concentrations that they could not be more than partially
oxidized by the concentrations of ozone which said devices were capable of producing, and the unoxidized remainder would be perceptible; other odors are not affected by ozone; and Loth types of odors are rendered less perceptible by reason of
fatigue of the organs of smell, with consequent blunting of the sensory capacity,
caused by airozone mixtures; and when the odor of ozone is perceptible there is, in
addition, a masking effect on other odors;
(d) Failed to reveal in their advertisements that the concentration of ozone should not
be permitted to exceed one-half part of ozone per million parts of air, that breathing near the devices in operation should be avoided, or that the inhalation of an excessive amount of ozone might result in irritation to the respiratory organs; and
(e) Represented, as above set forth, that said devices would eliminate all offensive
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odors and tastes from water, sterilize it, purify it and render it sparkling and free
from bacteria;
The facts being that any substantial improvement in sterility, purity, taste, smell or
bacteria content of water by ozone in the concentration given by said devicesabout 2.65 parts of ozone per million parts of water by weight-would result from
their use only in connection with waters but slightly polluted by bacteria or by
oxidizable matter causing unpleasant taste or smell; and the ozone generated by
said devices would have no effect upon matter suspended in water and would not
make cloudy water sparkling or clear:
lleld, That such act~ and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Cox, trial examiner.
Mr. Randolph W. Branch for the Commission.
Nash & Donnelly, of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Automatic Electrical Devices Co., a
corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provision of said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Automatic Electrical Devices Co., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Ohio, and having its
office and principal place of business at 324 East 3rd Street, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and has been for more than three years last
past, engaged in the business of manufacturing, selling and distributing
devices designated as "Homozone," designed and intended to generate
ozone by the passage of an electrical current through air and to disseminate it through the rooms or enclosures in which the devices are placed, or
through water.
In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent has caused
said devices, when sold, to be transported from its aforesaid place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has maintained a course of trade in said devices in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business respondent
has disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has caused, and is now
causing the dissemination of, false advertisements concerning its said devices by the United States mails, and by various other means in commerce, as u commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, for
the purpose of inducing, and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said devices; and respondent has also disseminated,
and is now disseminating, and has caused and is now causing, the dissem. ination of false advertisements by various means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of
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said devices in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
Among and typical of the false, misleading and· deceptive statements
and representations contained in said false advertisements, disseminated
and caused to be disseminated as aforesaid, with respect to the beneficial
effects of the use of said air-treating devices upon human beings, were the
following:
Cardiac patients, as well as those suffering from asthmatic aQd other temporary
afflictions have obtained great relief from the Homozone-.
Ozone also affords a valuable means of assisting in the relief of many human ailments
and particularly those of respiratory type, such as Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever,
Sinus, etc.-Remember HOMOZONE is nature's pure Ozone.
Homozone greatly reduces colds, etc., and to generally promote the health of those
breathing this slightly Ozonized and re-vitalized air.
* * * students-continually complained of colds and headaches, because of impure air, but since installing the Homozone the students have no headaches or colds.-ozone-destroys-where present in the necessary concentration, minute animal
and plant organisms as well (Bacteria, fungi growth, etc.).
-ozone, in the presence of moisture has fully demonstrated itself capable of destroying even the more resistent types of bacteria.ln the office-prevents that 3 o'clock "let-down" feeling.
Clean, Pure Health-giving Air as Nature intended we should breathe it.
PAR. 4. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly or by implicati!=ln, that the use of its said devices will
give relief to persons afflicted with many ailments, including diseases of the
respiratory system, such as asthma, bronchitis and hay fever, sinus trouble
and heart ailments; that it will avert colds and headaches, destroy bacteria, lessen or avert fatigue, and promote and improve the general health.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid representations and advertisements used and disseminated by respondent hereinabove described, were exaggerated, misleading and untrue. In truth and in fact the use of respondent's devices
produces no beneficial therapeutic consequences. It will not relieve persons afflicted with ailments of the respiratory system, including asthma,
bronchitis and hay fever. It >Vill not relieve persons suffering from sinus
trouble or heart ailments. It will not avert headaches or colds, lessen or
avert fatigue, or improve the general health. The,devices are not capable
of producing, under ordinary conditions of use, a concentration of ozone in
the atmosphere sufficient to destroy bactezia, and such a concentration
would be extremely dangerous, if not fatal, to humans.
PAR. 6. Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive
statements and representations contained in said false advertisements
disseminated and caused to be disseminated by respondent, in the manner
set forth in paragraph 3, with respect to the beneficial effects of the use of
said air-treating devices upon poultry and in the raising thereof, and upon
animals were the following:

(With respect to poultry)
Stops costly losses.
Assists in preventing disease, materially reduces Mortality Losses.
Assists in the relief of many respiratory ailments.
Assists in Preventing Disease and Infection.
~educPs Amount of Disinfectants Required.
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Reduces Mortality of baby chicks and grown fowls.
·
Relieves Many types of ailments.
-ozone has definitely and positively red11ced poultry losses thru assisting in the prevention, as well as the spread and effects of many infectious diseases.
-remarkably efficient in treating certain poultry ailments such as "Roup" or as it is
more commonly called the "Gaps."
Ozone assists in both preventing, as well as arresting the spread of many infectious
poultry diseases. Among these are-respiratory afflictions-.
(With respect to animals)
-Ozone is a decided help in the treatment of respiratory diseases.
PAR. 7. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly and by implication, that the use of the said devices
in connection with poultry will reduce deaths among poultry, avert disease, and the effects thereof, prevent the spread of infection and infectious
diseases, relieve respiratory ailments, cure "Roup," and will disinfect
places where poultry is kept; and that in connection with animals it is of
value in the treatment of respiratory diseases.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid representations and advertisements used and disseminated by respondent as hereinabove described, were exaggerated, misleading and untrue. In truth and in fact the use of respondent's devices
will not reduce deaths among poultry. It
not prevent diseases among
poultry nor avert the effects thereof. It will not produce an ozone concentration in the atmosphere, under ordinary conditions of use, sufficient to
have any significant effect upon the bacilli of infectious diseases, and such
a concentration would be dangerous or fatal to poultry. It will not benefit
respiratory ailments of poultry, nor will it cure "Roup." It is of no value
in the treatment of respiratory diseases in animals.
PAR. 9. In addition to the representations hereinabove set forth, respondent has also engaged in the dissemination of false advertisements in
the manner above set forth, in that said advertisements so disseminated
failed to reveal that injury to humans, poultry or animals may result if the
ozone concentration exceeds one part in two million of air, or if the output
of the devices is breathed before being thoroughly diluted by mixing with
air.
PAR. 10. In the course and conduct of its said business and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of the said devices, respondent has madeand caused to be made by means of advertising folders and circulars sent
through the United States mail to prospective purchasers in various States
of the United States, and advertisements in newspapers and magazines of
general circulation, representations and claims \vith respect to the efficacy
of its said air-treating devices as deodorizers and the manner in which they
accomplish this purpose. Among and typical of the claims and representations so made by respondent were the following:

'"ill

Unlike strong disinfectants-which merely mask an objectionable odor with one
more pleasant, Homozone actually destroys or greatly reduces by oxidation practically
all common odors of organic and many of chemical origin.
Many prominent hospitals, sanitariums, Homes for the Aged and Infirm, Insane
Asylums, etc., as well as Practicing Physicians, have found the Homozone to be a necessity, both for the elimination of common Hospital and Office Odors as well as in case of
decaying flesh and bone, viz: Cancerous growths, Discharging Ulcers, Offensive Forms
of Tuberculosis, Osteomyelitis, Peritonitis, Uremic Poisoning, Dysentery, certain types
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of Skin Eruptions, Post Mortem Examination, etc., Such obnoxious odors are quickly
destroyed-.
The Homozone is also being used-for the destruction of strong smoking, cooking,
toilet, washrooms and other odors when it has proven a complete success.
-does not merely mask any odor of organic origin, but actually destroys it through
themically oxidizing it into an entirely different compound, which in most cases is entirely harmless and odorless.
Purifies foul and Tobacco-laden air; destroys smoke and other odors like magic.
Ozone destroys the odors of cooking meats, fish, vegetable and the like as well as
those of tobacco smoke, "dead" cigars, stale beer and natural body odors, etc.-.
-the destruction and total elimination of odors.

PAR. 11. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth,
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly and by implication, that its said devices will not
merely mask but destroy and eliminate odors of many kinds by oxidation
thereof.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated by
respondent in the course of its aforesaid business were misleading and untrue. In truth and in fact the devices will not destroy or eliminate odors,
by oxidation or otherwise, but merely mask them or cover them up by the
odor of ozone. The ozone produced by the devices also tends to set up, in
persons exposed to it, a temporary deadening of the sense of smell.
PAR. 13. In the manner set forth in paragraph 10 hereof, respondent has
made and caused to be made representations and claims with respect to its
"Homozone" devices for the ozonization of water. Among and typical of
the claims and representations so made by respondent were the following:
Now! Pure Spring-Like "Soft" Tasting Drinking Water.-Homozone deodorizes
and purifies bad-tasting, evil smelling water instantly!
Now-Sparkling, Aerated, Palatable Drinking Water from your faucet.
Eliminate Objectionable Tastes and Odors.
Making water more pleasant and palatable to drink.
But few water supplies, unless chemically treated therefor, are entirely free from foreign odors and tastes.-The Public-demands-water that is both sparkling clear as
well as free from all objectionable odors and taste, and which in our opinion, OZONE,
and ozone alone is capable of producing.
Ozone has likewise been used for many years by large beverage manufacturers, to
remove foreign odors and tastes from their usual water supply, as well as to make it
bacteria free and sparkling.
Ozone has thus definitely proven itself to be a most efficient means for the sterilization of polluted water as well as the last word in removing foreign tastes therefromthere is now available a small inexpensive water ozonizer-an exclusive HOM OZONE
development.
PAR. 14. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth,
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly and by implication, that the said devices will eliminate all offensive odors and tastes from water, sterilize it, purify it, and
render it free from bacteria.
PAR. 15. The aforesaid representations so made and disseminated by
respondent in the course and conduct of its business were misleading and
untrue. In truth and in fact the devices will not eliminate all offensive
odors and tastes from water; neither will they sterilize water, purify it or
render it bacteria-free.
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PAR. 16. The use by respondent of the foregoing false, deceptive and
misleading statements, representations and advertisements with respect
to its devices, disseminated as aforesaid, in connection with the sale of its
devices has had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a sub:stantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that such statements, representations and advertisements were true,
and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing public, because of
said erroneous and mistaken belief, to purchase respondent's said devices.
PAR. 17. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission, on the 31st day of March, 1942, issued and
thereafter served its complaint in this proceeding upon said respondent,
Automatic Electrical Devices Co., charging it with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. On April 21, 1942, the respondent filed its answer in this proceeding. Thereafter a stipulation was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that a statement of facts signed and executed by respondent's counsel and Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission, subject to the approval of the Commission,
may be taken as the facts in this proceeding and in lieu of testimony in
support of the charges stated in the complaint or in opposition thereto, and
that said Commission may proceed upon said statement of facts to make
its report stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion based
thereon and enter its order disposing of the proceeding without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs. Thereafter this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on said complaint,
answer and stipulation, said stipulation having been approved, accepted
and filed, and the Commission, having duly considered the !iame and being
now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes its findings as to the facts and its conclusion
drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Automatic Electrical Devices Co., is a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Ohio, and having its
office and principal place of business at 324 East Third Street, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now, and has been for more than three years last
past, engaged in the business of manufacturing, selling and distributing
devices designated as "Homozone," designed a)1d intended to generate ozone by the passage of an electrical current through air and to disseminate it
through the rooms or enclosures in which the devices are placed, or
through water.
In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent has caused
said devices, when sold, to be transported from its aforesaid place of business in the State of Ohio to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia.
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PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business respondent
has disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has caused, and is now
causing, the dissemination of false advertisements concerning its said devices by the United States mails, and by various other means in commerce
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondent has also disseminated, and is now disseminating, and has caused,
and is now causing, the dissemination of false advertisements by various
means for the purpose of inducing and which are likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase of said devices in commerce as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Among and typical of the statements and representations contained in
said advertisements, disseminated and caused to be disseminated as aforesaid, by the United States mails, and by circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and
other advertising literature, with respect to the beneficial effects of the
use of said air-treating devices upon human beings, were the following:

Cardiac patients, as well as those suffering from asthmatic and other temporary
afflictions have obtained great relief from the Homozone-.
Ozone also affords a valuable means of assisting in the relief of many human ailments
and particularly those of respiratory type, such as Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever,
Sinus, etc.-Remember HOMOZONE is nature's pure Ozone.
,
Homozone greatly reduces colds, etc., and to generally promote the health of those
breathing this slightly Ozonized and re-vitalized air.
* * * students-continually complained of colds and headaches, because of impure air, but since installing the Homozone the students have no headaches or colds.-ozone-destroys-where present in the necessary concentration, minute animal
and plant organisms as well (llacteria, fungi growth, etc.).
-()zone, in the presence of moisture has fully demonstrated itself capable of destroying even the more resistent types of bacteria.in the office-prevents that 3 o'clock" let-down" feeling.
Clean, Pure Health-giving Air as Nature intended we should breathe it.
PAR. 4. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly or by implication, that the use of its said devices will
give relief to persons afllicted with many ailments, including diseases of the
respiratory system, such as asthma, bronchitis and hay fever, sinus
trouble and heart ailments; that it will avert colds and headaches, destroy
bacteria, lessen or avert fatigue, and promote and improve the general
health.
PAR. 5. The use of respondent's devices produces no beneficial therapeutic consequences. It will not relieve persons afHicted with ailments of
the re.'lpiratory system, including asthma, bronchitis and hay fever. It will
not relieve persons suffering from sinus trouble or heart ailments. It will
not avert headaches or colds, lessen or avert fatigue, or improve the general
health. The devices do not produce, under ordinary conditions of u•e, a
concentration of ozone in the atmosphere sufficient to destroy bacteria, and
such a concentration would be extremely dangerous, if not fatal, to humans.
PAR. 6. Among and typical of the statements and representations contained in said false advertisements disseminated and caused to be disseminated by respondent, in the manner set forth in paragraph 3, ,..-ith respect
to the beneficial effects of the use of said air-treating devices upon poultry
and in the raising thereof, and upon animals were the following:
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(With respect to poultry)
Stops costly losses.
Assists in preventing disease, materially reduces Mortality Losses.
Assists in th~ relief of many respiratory ailments.
Assists in Preventing Disease and Infection.
Reduces Amount of Disinfectants Required.
Reduces Mortality of baby chicks and grown fowls.
Relieves Many types of ailments.
-ozone has definitely and positively reduced poultry losses thru assisting in the prevention, as well as the spread and effects of many infectious diseases.
-remarkably efficient in treating certain poultry ailments such as "Roup" or as it i11
more commonly called the "Gaps."
Ozone assists in both preventing, as well as arresting the spread of many infectious
poultry diseases. Among these !He-respiratory afflictions-.
(With respect to animals).
-ozone is a decided help in the treatment of respiratory diseases.
PAR. 7. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly and by implication, that the use of the said devices in
connection with poultry will reduce deaths among poultry, avert disease
and the effects thereof, prevent the spread of infection and infectious dis~
eases, relieve respiratory ailments, cure "Roup," and will disinfect places
where poultry is kept; and that in connection with animals it is of value in
the treatment of respiratory diseases.
PAR. 8. The use of respondent's devices will not reduce deaths among
poultry. It will not prevent diseases among poultry nor avert the effects
thereof. It will not produce an ozone concentration in the atmosphere, under ordinary conditions of use, sufficient to have any significant effect upon
the organisms of infectious diseases, and such a concentration would be
dangerous or fatal to poultry. It will not ben.efit respiratcry ailments of
poultry, nor will it cure "Roup." It is of no value in the treatment of respiratory diseases in animals. It produces no therapeutic results beneficial to poultry or animals.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of its said business and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of the said devices, respondent has made and
caused to be made by means of advertising folders and circulars sent
through the United States mail to prospective purchasers in various States
of the United States, and advertisements in newspapers and magazines of
general circulation, representations and claims with respect to the efficacy
of its said air-treating devices as deodorizers and the manner in which they
accomplish this purpose. Among and typical of the claims and representations so made by respondent were the following:

Unlike strong disinfectants-which merely mask an objectionable odor with one
more pleasant, Ilomozone actually destroys or greatly reduces by oxidation practically
all common odors of organic and many of chemical origin.
Many prominent hospitals, sanitariums, Homes for the Aged and Infirm, Insane
Asylums, etc., as well as Practicing Physicians, have found the Ilomozone to be a necessity, both for the elimination of common Hospital and Office Odors as well as in case of
decaying flesh and bone, viz: Cancerous growths, Discharging Ulcers, Offensive Forms
of Tuberculosis, Osteomyelitis, Peritonitis, Uremic Poisoning, Dysentery, certain types
of Skin Eruptions, Post Mortem Examination, etc., Such obnoxious odors are quickly
destroyed-,
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The Homozone is also bring used-for the d<'strurt.ion of strong smoking, cooking,
toilet, washrooms and other odors where it hns proven a complete success.
-does not merely mask any odor of organic origin, but actually destroys it through
chemically oxidizing it into an entirely di!Terent compound, which in most cases is entirely harmless and odorless.
Purifies foul and Tobacco-laden air; destroys smoke and other odors like magic.
Ozone destroys the odors of cooking meats, fish, vegetables and the like as well as
those of tobacco smoke, "dead" cigars, stale beer and natural body odors, etc.-.
-the destruction and total elimination of odors.
PAR. 10. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set
forth, and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent
has represented, directly and by implication, that its said devices will not
merely mask but destroy and eliminate odors of many kinds by oxidation
thereof.
PAR. 11. In installing its devices, it is the respondent's purpose to have
them so adjusted as to give an output which will result in the amount of
free ozone in the atmosphere at the time of adjustment being just below
that at which its odor is perceptible. This odor is perceptible when the
atmosphere contains approximately 1 part of ozone to 20,000,000 parts of
air. However, changes from the conditions prevailing at the time of installation, such as decreased humidity, less exchange with outside air, less
smoke, less odor, and many other changes may result in an increase in the
ratio of ozone to air to a degree which will render it irritant to the respiratory organs. Air containing over one-half part of ozone to one million
parts of air is irritant to the respiratory organs and at no time should this
concentration be exceeded. Breathing near the devices when in operation
should be a voided.
Respondent's advertisements do not reveal that the concentration of
ozone should not be permitted to exceed one-half part of ozone per million
parts of air, that breathing near the devices in operation should be avoided
or that the inhalation of an excessive amount of ozone may result in an irritation to the respiratory organs.
PAR. 12. Some odors are of such a chemical composition that they are
susceptible of oxidation by ozone, but such oxidation will be limited by the
amount of ozone present. Oxidizable odors may be present in such concentration that they cannot be more than partially oxidized by the concentrations of ozone which respondent's devices are capable of producing,
and the unoxidized remainder may be perceptible. Other odors are so
chemically constituted as to be unoxidizable and will not be affected by
ozone. Residual oxidizable odors remaining after partial oxidation by
ozone and nonoxidizable odors are rendered less perceptible by reason of
the fatigue of the sensory organs of smell, with a consequent reduction or
blunting of the sensory capacity which is caused by air-ozone mixtures,
and when the odor of ozone is perceptible there is, in addition, a masking
effect on other odors.
PAR. 13. In the manner set forth in paragraph 9 hereof, respondent has
made and caused to be made representations and claims with respect to
its "Ilomozone" devices for the oxonization of water. Among anrl typical
of the-claims and representations so made by respondent \Vere the follow.
ing:

Now! Pure Spring-Like "Soft" Tasting Drinking Watcr.-ITomo?.one
and purifies bad-tasting, evil smelling water instantly!
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Now-Sparkling, Aera• :d, Palatable Drinking Water from your faucet.
Eliminate Objectionable Tastes and Odors.
Making water more pleasant and palatable to drink.
But few water supplies, unless chemically treated therefor, are entirely free from foreign odors and tastes.-The Public-demands-water that is both sparkling clear as
well as free from all objectionable odors and taste, and which in our opinion, OZONE,
and ozone alone is capable of producing.
Ozone has likewise been used for many years by large beverage manufacturers, to
remove foreign odors and tastes from their usual water supply, as well as to make it
bacteria free and sparkling.
Ozone has thus definitely proven itself to be a most efficient means for the sterilization of polluted water as well as the last word in removing foreign tastes therefromthere is now available a small inexpensive water ozonizer-an exclusive HOM OZONE
development.
PAR. 14. By the use of the statements and claims hereinabove set forth,
and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein, respondent has
represented, directly and by implication, that the said devices will eliminate all offensive odors and tastes from water, sterilize it, purify it, and render it sparkling and free from bacteria.
PAR. 15. The said devices give concentrations of approximately 2.65
parts of ozone per million parts of water by weight. The bactericidal effect
and the effect upon unpleasant tastes and odors of ozone in this concentra.tion is limited, and any substantial improvement in sterility, purity, taste,
smell or bacteria content will result from the use of these devices only in
connection with waters but slightly polluted by bacteria or by oxidizable
matter causing unpleasant taste or smell. The ozone generated by these
devices has no effect upon matter suspended in water which is treated and
will not make cloudy water sparkling or clear. The devices are not a notably effective means of sterilizing polluted water nor the most efficient
means of removing unpleasant tastes therefrom.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein found, are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the respondent and
a stipulation as to the facts entered into between the respondent herein
and !Uchard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel for the Commission,
which stipulation provides, among other things, that without further evidence or other intervening procedure, the Commission may issue and
serve upon the respondent herein findings as to the facts and conclusion
based thereon, and an order disposing of the proceeding, and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that said
respondent has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
It is ordered, That the respondent, Automatic Electrical Devices Co. its
officers, representatives, agents and employees directly or through any ~or-
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porate or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of respondent's devices designated "Homozone" or any other
devices of substantially similar character, whether sold under the same
name or under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist from directly
or indirectly:
·
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement represents directly or by implication:
(a) That the use of respondent's Homozone devices, designed for the
treatment of air, in connection with humans, constitutes a competent,
adequate or effective treatment for sinus trouble, heart ailments, and
diseases or ailments of the respiratory system, including asthma, bronchitis and hay fever; will avert headaches or colds; will lessen fatigue, destroy bacteria, or improve and promote the general health.
(b) That the use of said devices, designed for the treatment of air, in
connection with poultry, will reduce deaths, prevent disease or its effects;
will have any effect upon the organisms causing infectious diseases or will
prevent the spread of infectious diseases; will be beneficial in the treatment
of respiratory ailments; will cure roup or have any beneficial therapeutic
value in the treatment of any disease or ailment in poultry.
(c) That the use of said devices, designed for the treatment of air, in
connection with animals, will be beneficial in the treatment of respiratory
diseases or will have any beneficial therapeutic value in the treatment of
any disease or ailment in animals.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
means of the United States mails, or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which advertisement fails to reveal that changes from the conditions prevailing at the time
of installation may render the atmosphere in which respondent's devices
for the treatment of air are operated, irritant to the respiratory organs;
that the concentration of ozone in any case should not be allowed to exceed one half part of ozone to one million parts of air; that breathing near
the devices should be avoided, and that the inhalation of excessive amounts
of ozone may result in irritation of the respiratory organs; provided, however, that any such advertisement need contain only the statement 11 CAuTION: Use and Operate only as Directed," if and when the directions for
use and operation are attached to the device and contain the revelations
required by this paragraph.
3. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement by
any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce directly
or indirectly the purchase in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act of respondent's devices, which advertisement contains any representation prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof; or
which fails to contain the \Varning set forth in paragraph 2 unless the conditions of the proviso set forth therein are observed.
It is further ordered, That the respondent, Automatic Electrical Devices
Co., its officers, representatives, agents and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device in connection with the offering for sale, sale
and distribution of respondent's devices designated "Homozone," or any
other devices of substantially similar character, whether sold under the
same name or under any other name, in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from representing, directly or by implication:
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(a) That the.use of said Homozone devices, designed for the treatment
of air, will destroy odors unless limited to such odors which, by reason of
their composition or degree of concentration, may be oxidized by ozone,
and as to these odors that the deodorizing effect is limited by the amount
of ozone generated and available for oxidation.
(b) That said devices, designed for the treatment of air, have.any effect
upon the perceptibility of odors that cannot be oxidized in excess of a
masking effect or the fatigue of the sensory organs caused by ozone.
(c) That the amount of ozone generated by said devices, designed for
the treatment of water, will deodorize water or render it free from bacteria
except in cases of slight pollution, or will render water palatable, sterile or
free from objectionable odors, regardless of its condition; or will render
cloudy water clear or sparkling.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall within 60 days after the
service upon it of this order file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
this order.
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BOOTH FISHERIES CORPORATION
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SUBSEC. (a) OF SEC. 2 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914,
AS AMENDED BY AN ACT APPROVED JUNE 19, 1936
Docket 4883.

Complaint, Dec. 31, 1942-Decision, June 29, 1945

Where a corporation which was engaged in competitive interstate sale and distribution
of fresh and salt water fish and sea food products, dealt chiefly, however, in frozen
fish, prices of which are relatively stable as compared with those of the fresh, and
maintained packing plants in various sections of the United States including those
at Boston, Mass., and Portland, Oreg., and sold its products through more than
fifteen distributing branches throughout the United States and Canada to wholesalers, jobbers, chain stores, and independent retailersDiscriminated in price between different purchasers by selling products of like grade
and quality to some at lower prices than it sold to other customer competitors; including, among other discriminations, sales through its Sioux Falls, Iowa branch
of its frozen fish products to two operators of 28, and 105, retail outlets, respectively, and to other special volume customers, at prices per pound substantially
lower than granted to others competitively engaged with said favored customers in
the resale of such products, and at prices whkh permitted the aforesaid favored
retail outlets to advertise and sell said frozen fish at less than the cost paid it for
fish of like grade and quality by independent competitors; and, lacking any consistent price structure or poliry, discriminated similarly and frequently in sales to
many other customers;
Effect of which discriminations in price might be suustantially to Jessen competition in
the line of commerce in which the purchaser receiving the benefit of said discriminatory price was engaged, and to injure, destroy, and prevent competition between those purchasers receiving the benefit of said discriminatory prices and those
to whom they were denier!:
lleld, That such discriminations in price, under the circumstances set forth, constituted
violations of subsection (a) of t;ec. 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act.

Mr. A. II. Forkner for the Commission.
Levinson, Becker & Peebles, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.

CoMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that. the party
respondent named in the caption hereof, and hereinafter more particularly
designated and described, since June 19, I !l3G, has Yiolated and is now violating the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act
(U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13), as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, approved June 19, 1!)3G, hereby issues its complaint against the said respondent, stating its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Booth Fisheries Corporation, is a corporation, organized and existing by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware,
\\ith its principal office and place of business located at 309 West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago, lll.
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PAR. 2. Resp?ntlen~ is engaged in the sale and distribution of a variety
of fish products meludmg fresh, frozen, salt, smoked, ocean, lake and river
fish, oysters and sea food. Hespondent maintains packing plants in various sections of the United States where the different kinds of fish are available including salt water fish plants located at Boston, Mass. and Portland, Oreg. Hesponclent maintains more than fifteen distributing or sales
branches throughout the United States and Canada. Respondent sells its
fish products through its various distributing branches to wholesalers jobbers, chain stores and indepcnJent retailers. That, while respondent sells
many varieties of fish and sea food, the major volume of respondent's business is the sale of frozen fish products and the market prices of frozen fish
products are relatively stable in comparison with fresh fish market prices.
Said fish products are sold and distributed by respondent for use, consumption and resale within the various States of the United States and
in the same States and places as and in competition with various ~ther
sellers of fish products.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent sells
and distributes its fish products, in commerce, to purchasers thereof located in the various States of the United States, and causes said fish products to be shipped and transported across State lines from its various packing plants to the purchasers thereof who are located in the various States
of the United States other than the States of origin of shipments. There
is, and has been, at all times mentioned herein, a constant current of trade
and commerce in said products, between respondent's plants of origin of
said products and its customers located in the various other States of the
United States.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as hereinabove
described, since June 19, 1936, respondent has been and is nO\v discriminating in price between different purchasers of its fish products of like grade
and quality by selling such products to some of its customers at lower
prices than it sells to others of its customers, many of whom are competitively engaged, one with another, in the resale of such products within
the United States.
Specifically, among such discriminations, the respondent has sold
through its Sioux Falls, Iowa branch, its frozen fish products to the Dakot~
Distributing Company which operates twenty-eight retail outlets known
as K&K Stores, to Tolliver & Warfield Company, which operates 105 retail
outlets known as Council Bluff Stores and to other of its special volume
customers at a price per pound substantially lower ~han it has granted and
allowed to other purchasers of s~ch products, of hke. ~rade a~d quality,
some of such other purchasers bemg engaged competitively w1th said favored customers in the resale of such products.
Illustrations of the foregoing discriminations in price are as follows:
1. That respondent during the months of July and August, 1938, sold
to one Frederick Donaldson Corporation, an independent retailer, located
at 300 East Third Street, Yankton, S.D., frozen bulk haddock at 18¢ per
pound, frozen halibut at 18¢ per pound and frozen black cod at 15¢ per
pound, and during the same period sold such frozen fish of like grade and
quality to the Dakota Distributing Company operating a K&K store in
Yankton, S.D., and in the same trading area at lower prices, which lower
prices permitted the latter store to advertise and sell said frozen fish purchased of respondent at less than the cost of said frozen fish of like grade
and quality purchased of respondent by said Frederick Donaldson corporation.
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2. The respondent, during the month of December, 1937 sold to one
Peder Larsen, an independent retailer of Centerville, S. D., frozen black
cod at 15¢ per pound and during the same period sold frozen black cod of
like grade and quality to Tolliver & Warfield Company operating a Council Bluff store in Centerville, S.D., and in the same trading area at a lower
price, which lower price permitted the latter store to resell said frozen fish
purchased of respondent at 14¢ per pound, or at less than the cost price of
frozen black cod of like grade and quality purchased of respondent by said
Peder Larsen.
3. That respondent, during the month of June, 1938, sold to the Piggly
Wiggly Store at Sioux Falls, S. D., one ten-pound box of frozen perch at
12¢ per pound, being one of two items sold to said Piggly Wiggly Store by
respondent during the entire month, and on August 1, 1938, respondent
sold to Jessie S. Lewis, an independent grocer whose store is located in
Sioux Falls, S.D., directly across the street from said Piggly Wiggly Store,
one ten-pound box of frozen perch of like grade and quality at 16¢ per
pound.
4. That respondent, during the years 1938 and 1939 sold to Retail
Grocery Ccmpany, an independent retailer located at 201 North Main
Street, Sioux Falls, S.D., frozen bulk haddock at 18¢ per pound and during
the same period sold such frozen bulk haddock of like grade and quality to
Economy Center Markets, Inc., a special volume retailer operating a retail
store in Sioux Falls, S.D., in the same trading area, at 12->i¢ per pound,
which lower price permitted the latter store to advertise and sell said
frozen bulk haddock purchased of respondent at less than the cost of said
frozen fish of like grade and quality purchased of respondent by said Retail Grocery Company.
Respondent has no consistent price structure or policy and discriminations of a similar character to those above described have frequently· occurred since June 19, 1936, in connection with respondent's sales to many
other of respondent's customers.
PAR. 5. The efiect of the aforesaid discriminations in price among respondent's customers may be, has been, and is substantially to lessen competition and tend to create a monopoly in said line of commerce and to
injure, destroy and prevent competition between respondent and its competitors and among the customers of respondent,
PAR. 6. The foregoing alleged acts and practices of said respondent, as
set forth herein, constitute violations of the provisions of Section 2 (a) of
the Clayton Act as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act approved
June 19, 1936 (U.S.C. Title 15, Sec. 13).
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress entitled "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), as
amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (RobinsonPatman Act), and by virtue of the authority vested in the Federal Trade
Commission by the aforesaid act, the Federal Trade Commission, on December 31, 1942, issued and subsequently served its complaint upon the
respondent, Booth Fisheries Corporation, a corporation, charging it with
violating the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act as
amended by the Robinson-Patman Act. After the issuance of said com-
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plaint and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, the Commission by
order entered herein, granted respondent's motion for permission to withdraw said answer and to substitute therefor an answer admittinO' all the
material allegations of fact set forth in said complaint and waivi~g intervening procedure and further hearing as to said facts, which substitute
answer was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter this
proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission on
the said complaint and substitute answer, and the Commission, having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes thi~
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Booth Fisheries Corporation, is a corporation, organized and existing by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware
with its principal office and place of business located at 309 West Jackso~
Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
PAR. 2. Respondent, since June 16, 1936, has been engaged in the sale
and distribution of a variety of fish products, including fresh, frozen, salt
smoked, ocean, lake and river fish, oysters, and sea food. Respondent
maintains packing plants in various sections of the United States where
the different kinds of fish are available, including salt water fish plants
located at Boston, Massachusetts, and Portland, Oregon. Respondent
maintains more than fifteen distributing or sales branches throughout the
United States and Canada. Respondent sells i~s fish products through its
various distributing branches to wholesalers, Jobbers, chain stores, and
independent retailers. While respondent sells many varieties of fish and
~ea food, the major volume of respondent's business is the sale of frozen
fish pr~ducts an~ the I?arket prices of frozen _fish pro?ucts are relatively
stable m companson With fresh fish market pnces. Said fish products are
sold and distributed by respondent for use, consumption, and resale within
the various States of the United States in competition with various other
sellers of fish products.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent sells
and distributes its fish products in commerce to purchasers thereof located
in the various States of the United States, and causes said fish products to
be shipped and transported across State lines from its various packing
plants to the purchasers thereof who are located in the variom States of
the United States other than the States of origin of shipments. There is
and has been at all times mentioned herein, a constant current of trade and
commerce in said products between r.espondent'~ plants of origin of said
products and its customers located m the vanous other States of the
United States.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as hereinabove
described, since June 19, 1936, respondent has been, and is now, discriminating in price between different purchasers of its fish products of like
grade and quality by selling such products to some of its customers at lower
prices than it sells to other of its customers who are competitively engaged
each with the other, in the resale of such products within the United States'
Specifically, among such discrimin!ltions the respondent has sold.
through its Sioux Falls, Iowa, branch, Its frozen fish products to the Da~
kota Distributing Company, which operates twenty-eight retail outlets
660780 -t7 -n
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known asK & K Stores; to Tolliver & Warfield Company, which operates
105 retail outlets known as Council Bluff Stores; and to other of its special
volume customers at a price per pound substantially lower than it has
granted and allowed to other purchasers of such products of like grade and
quality, some of such other purchasers being engaged competitively with
said favored customers in the resale of such products.
Illustrations of the foregoing discriminations in price are as follows:
1. That respondent, during the months of July and August, 1938, sold
to one Frederick Donaldson Corporation, an independent retailer, located
at 300 East Third Street, Yankton, S.D., frozen bulk haddock at 18¢ per
pound, frozen halibut at 18¢ per pound, and frozen black cod at 15¢ per
pound, and during the same period sold such frozen fish of like grade and
quality to the Dakota Distributing Company operating a K & K Store in
Yankton, S.D., and in the same trading area, at lower prices, which lower
prices permitted the latter store to advertise and sell said frozen fish purchased of respondent at less than the cost of said frozen fish of like grade
and quality purchased of respondent by said Frederick Donaldson Cor
poration.
2. The respondent, during the month of December, 1937, sold to one
Peder Larsen, an independent retailer of Centerville, S. D., frozen black
cod at 15¢ per pound and during the same period sold frozen black cod of
like grade and quality to Tolliver & Warfield Company operating a Counce! Bluff store in Centerville, S. D., and in the same trading area, at a lower
price, which lower price permitted the latter store to resell said frozen fish
purchased of respondent at 14¢ per pound, or at less than the cost price of
frozen black cod of like grade and quality purchased of respondent by said
Peder Larsen.
3. That respondent, during the month of June, 1938, sold to the Piggly
\Viggly Store at Sioux Falls, S. D., one ten-pound box of frozen perch at
12¢ per pound, being one of two items sold to said Piggly Wiggly Store by
respondent during the entire month, and on August 1, 1938, respondent
sold to Jessie S. Lewis, an independent grocer whose store is located in
Sioux Falls, S.D., directly across the street from said Piggly Wiggly Store,
one ten-pound box of frozen perch of like grade and quality at Hi¢ per
pound.
4. That respondent, during the years 1938 and 1939, sold to Retail
Grocery Company, an independent retailer located at 201 North Main
Street, Sioux Falls, S.D., frozen bulk haddock at 18¢ per pound, and during the same period sold such frozen bulk haddock of like grade and quality to Economy Center Markets, Inc., a special volume retailer operating
a retail store in Sioux Falls, S. D., in the same trading area, at 12~¢ per
pound, which lower price permitted the latter store to advertise and sell
said frozen bulk haddock purchased of respondent at less than the cost
of said frozen fish of like grade and quality purchased of respondent by
said Retail Grocery Company.
Respondent has no consistent price structure or policy, and discriminations of a similar character to those above described have frequently occurred since June 19, 193G, in connection with respondent's sales to many
other of respondent's customers.
PAR. 5. The Commission finds that the effect of the discriminations in
price described herein may be substantially to lessen competition in the
line of commerce in which the purchaser receiving the benefit of said discriminatory plice is engaged and to injure, destroy, and prevent competi-
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tion between those purchasers receiving the benefit of said discriminatory
prices and those to whom they are denied.
CONCLUSION

The discriminations in price by the respondent, as herein found, constitute violations of subsection (a) of Section 2 of an act of Congress entitled
"An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914 (Clayton
Act), as amended by an act of Congress approved June 19, 1936 (Robinson-Patman Act).
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission and the substitute answer of the
r~sponden~, in whi~h answ~r respo~dent admits .all t~e mat~rial allegatwns of said complamt and m whwh It states that It watves all mtervening
procedure and further hearing as to said facts; and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondent has
violated the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of an Act of Congress
entitled, "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints
and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914
(Clayton Act), as amended by Act approved June 19, 1936 (RobinsonPatman Act).
It is ordered, That the respondent, Booth Fisheries Corporation, a corporation, its officers, directors, representatives, agents, and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device in connection with the sale
of its fish products in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid
Clayton Act, do forthwith cease and desist from discriminating, directly
or indirectly, in the price of sue~. fish pro?uct~ of like gr3;de ~nd quality
as among purchasers when the dtfferences m pnce are not JUstified by differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from differin"'
methods or quantities in which such fish products are sold or delivered and
when the differences in price are not made in response to changing conditions affecting the market for, or the marketability of, the fish products
concerned, such as, but not limited to, actual or imminent deterioration
of perishable fish products.
By selling such fish products to some customers at prices different from
the prices charged other customers who in fact compete in the sale and
distribution of such fish products when the effect of such differences in
price may be substantially to lessen competition or to injure, destroy, or
prevent competition among such customers.
It is further ordered, That the respondent, Booth Fisheries Corporation
shall, within 00 days after service upon it of this order, file with the Com~
mission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with the order t.o cease and desist hereinbefore set
forth.
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THE ~ATTER OF

ALLIED PAPER MILLS ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 8760.

Complaint, Apr. 18, 1939-Decision, June SO, 1945

While an individual manufacturer can no doubt more conveniently quote prices by
means of a base price and some system of price differentials to translate the base
price into a price for any of the many possible variations of the products sold, such
fact does not warrant the various book paper manufacturing concerns and their associates in uniting upon a common set of such differentials to be used, and used,
by all, regardless of their application to the particular circumstances of each manufacturer, and under which, as provided by the association through the adoption of
a common base and price differentials or "trade customs" for addition thereto or
subtraction therefrom, coupled with geographical delivered price zones, uniform
pnces were automatically reached for the many variations in grade, color, quality,
•
finish, size, packing, etc. of the product concerned.
Where an association of book paper manufacturers; its executive committee, which,
following its organization in 1933 under the National Industrial Recovery Act,
constituted the executive authority of the Book Paper Division of the Paper Industry for the administration of its subordinate Code; 14 individuals, who were
its officers or Committee members; and 45 rorporate association memLers or former
members-comprising about one-half of all the domestic manufacturers of book
paper and representing approximately 80 percent of the book paper capacity of the
whole industry-€ngaged in the manufacture and, except as below set forth, competitive interstate sale and distribution of book paper, which, with its many types,
sizes, weights, colors, grades, and special characteristics for particular uses, they
made and sold to users and to merchants for resale, through negotiated contracts
and through spot transactions, and under the practice prevalent for a long period
of years, of quoting the many variations above indicated, in terms of price differentials from some designated standard unit, which, at the time of the N.R.A. or
National Recovery Administration varied in different sections and as among different manufacturers, along with their application:
Following the period of said N.R.A., during which a committee of the association prepared a standard schedule of price differentials for coated, uncoated, and offset papers which, adopted by the association and published, provided a basic selling
price on a given paper subject to arbitrary differentials or so-called "Trade Customs" for all variations from the standards established; and thereby made simple
and exact the filing of pric£>s with said code authority(a) Continued said differentials or "Trade Customs" adopted and publiMhed in 1933,
until their reviflion and consolidation in 1936 into one pamphlet, whieh followed the
association's adoption and recommendation of a revised set of "trade customs"
including substantial additions and changes;
(b) Continued, after the dissolution of N.R.A., a geographic zoning systr.m adopted in
1933 by the association as a part of its recommendations to N.R.A. for inclusion in
the Code of the Book Paper Division, which, in lieu of the manufacturers' theretofore varying practiee, required the filing of prices upon a delivered basis, and under
which zone system or plan the Zone I price made the base price, with successive
price differentials added for each of three other zonr.s, and under which, while purchasers were allowed to take delivery in any quantities by any means of tranaporta-
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tion they desired, it was on the basis of the applicable zone price with a freight allowance at the carload rate; whereby-notwithstanding various departures in
individual cases-the price of all for a carload quantity delivered to any purchaser,
wherever located with respect to the different mills, would be identical;
(c) Through cooperation and understanding, maintained identical quantity differentials under which the price per hundred-weight of any given grade of paper varied
with the quantity purchased; maintained another type of quantity differential
which concerned differences between spot and contract prices and the quantities
thereunder, with various allied provisions; and maintained uniform price differentials between the so-called standard grades of both coated and uncoated paper;
making the continuation of some of the lower grades, and grading generally, subjects of consideration by the association, both directly and through committees;
(d) Continued, though on a gradually diminishing srale- following a pledge of member cooperation in the closing days of N.R.A. under which they were required to
file their prices with the Code Authority a specified number of days in advance of
the effective date and to adhere to them until different prices were filed,-to file announcements of price changes with the association, and did not limit the filing of
prices to past transactions, but included instances of both current and future
prices, which, under the practice and procedure indicated, once a base price was determined, were automatically fixed for any of the thousands of combinations resulting from the various factors mentioned;
(e) Made regular use, as respects many of the members, of a standard form of sales
contract approved by the association, which set forth, among other things, that
prices and deliveries thereunder were "based upon and subject to the trade customs
of the Book Paper Manufacturers Association, or any other trade:customs applicable to the grade or grades of paper specified in this contract"; and that "The
basic selling price shall be for paper packed for domestic use in ordinary wooden
cases with customary markers," followed by a schedule of price differentiala for
quantities and manner of packing or shipment, and with other provisions relating
to the ultimate price; and made use thereof, with variations, as respects other
members;
(j) Through discussions of prices at association meetings, reconciling differences in
views, arrived at a common course of action with regard to such matters as price
cutting, price changes, price practices, and disparities between contract and spot
business; with the result that, despite the variety of their products and the resulting great number of different prices, they succeeded in maintaining price uniformity to a remarkable degree;
(g) Continued the practice under N.R.A., with respect to bidding for business with the
U. S. Government Printing Office, regular.purchaser of substantial quantities of
book paper, during which period only identical bids, priced on the basis of the published list price after the deduction of the usual cash discount of 3 percent, were
received and the contracts were allocated among the identical bidders upon the
basis of their relative sales to the Printing Office in previous years; and, following
complaints from mills which bid but received no contract, changed their method
so as to determine by lot which mills were awarded contracts, until said Office
adopted the practice of purchasing paper in the spot market when only tied bids
were received; manifested concerted unwillingness to supply the paper involved,
when a given manufacturer's representative violated instructions and bid under
the prices authorized; and made known their interest in and dissatisfaction with
said nonidentical bids which were low;
Capacity, tendency and effect of whkh combination and the acts and practices performed in connection therewith, as above set out, wereTo restrain and suppress competition in the interstate sale of book papers, and to de-
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prive both private and governmental purchasers of the benefits of competition in
price among them;
To define, establish, and maintain uniform base prices for book papers, and uniform
geographical zones within each of which delivered prires were uniform to purchasers, wherever located within a zone, and to fix and determine uniform price
differentials for book papers as between such zones;
To establish and maintain uniform quantity brackets and uniform price differentials
for book paper as between such quantity brackets; and uniform price relationships
between spot and contract purchases;
To establish and maintain-and from time to time to expand or readjust-through the
guise of "Trade Customs," uniform and arbitrary price diiTerentials for each of the
many variations of book papers from specified predetermined bases, and thus determine the differentials from a base price in any particular transactions;
To provide means for, and to further, the exchange of future and current price information among themselves; and to prepare and promote the use of a uniform contract
of sale with provisions for furthering the maintenance of price uniformity;
To bring about collective consideration and discussion of base prices for book papers as
a means of arriving at understandings and a common course of action with respect
to such prices; and
To bring about cooperation otherwise among themselves to establish and maintain price
uniformity in the sale of book paper, and to prevent, hinder, and restrain the operation of competitive forces which tend to disturb the uniformity of prices established
and maintained through the aforesaid means:
ll eld, That the aforesaid acts and practices of the association, individuals, and corporations concerned, under the circumstances set forth, constituted unfair methods of
competition in commerce.
As regards opinion testimony by an expert economist, in connection with a pricing system of book paper manufacturers and their association-under which, through the
adoption of a common base price together with various "trade customs" or differentials, whereby, taken in conjunction with a delivered price zone system, uniform
prices for the many variations in grade, color, weight, size, method of sale and
shipment were reached-which (a) went, in part, to the proposition that uniformity in price by different sellers of a standard commodity in a given market may be
the result either of perfect competition or of collusion, and furnishes no basis for
an inference that such uniformity is due to one as against the other of these conditions, and in which (b) comparisons were made between the behavior of prices for
book paper in relation to t.he prices of certain other commodities and to certain
business indices, (c) an opinion was expressed upon what these said comparisons
indicated to the witness; and which (d) was also directed toward countervailing any
inference of collusion among those concerned-the book paper manufacturers and
their association-from the single fact of price uniformity among sellers in a given
market; and in which (e), upon the question of uniformity of price as between different markets in the same zone, the witness testified that he had not studied the
zoning system and was not prepared to testify with respect to it: the Commission
examined and considered said opinion testimony, but in the circumstances present
in the case, including the existence of .facts which affected the hypothesis upon
which certain of the testimony was based, as well as the existence of different and
conflicting facts shown by the record generally, viewed it as entirely failing to support any contention that the price behavior of book paper was due to operation of
competitive forces without the intervention of said manufacturers and their association.

Defore Mr. Charles F. Diggs, ltfr. John J. Keenan and Mr. John L.
II ornor, ttial examiners.
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Mr. Reuben J. Martin for the Commission.
qovington, Burling, Rublee, Acheson & 8_horb, of Washington, D. C., and
W~se, Corlett & Canfield, of New York C1ty, for respondents, with whom
also appearedMr. Charles Kirkpatrick, of Holyoke, Mass., for American Writing
Paper Co.;
·
Wardwell, Ranney & Allen, of Boston, Mass., for Champion-International Co.;
Smith, Schnacke & Compton, of Dayton, Ohio, for Dill & Collins, Inc.,
The Mead Corp., Wheelwright Papers, Inc. and R. I. Worrell;
Norris, Lex, Hart & Eldredge, of Philadelphia, Pa., for W. C. Hamilton
& Sons, Inc.;
Gunnison, Fish, Gifford Lf: Chapin, of Erie, Pa., for Hammermill Paper
Co.;
Witherspoon, Witherspoon & Kelley, of Spokane, Wash., for Inland
Empire Paper Co.;
Shaman, Winer & Shulman, of Dayton, Ohio, for Jay Leach, Receiver
for Miami Valley Coated Paper Co.;
Mr. Joseph A. Gerardi, of New York City, for Newton Falls Paper Co.·
Dunnington, Bartholow & Miller, of New York City, for New York &
Pennsylvania Co. and C. A. Clough;
Littlefield & Marshall, of New York City, for Oxford Miami Paper Co.;
Mr. Robert C. Murchie, of Concord, N.H., for Parker-Young Co.;
Chickering & Gregory, of San Francisco, Calif., for Schmidt Lithograph
Co.;
.
E. H. & W. B. Turner, of Dayton, Ohio, for Sorg Paper Co.;
Covington, Burling, Rublee, Acheson & Shorb, of Washington, D. C., and
Dtnny, Valentine & Davenport, of Richmond, Va., for Overton D. Dennis
and Howard S. Donald, trustees for Standard Paper Manufacturing Co.;
Castle & Fitch, of Rochester, N. Y., and Mr. PhilipS. Ehrlick, of San
Francisco, Calif., for Stecher-Troung Litho Corp.;
Burroughs & Broun, of New York City, for West Virginia Pulp & Paper
Co. and J. R. Miller;
Dawes, Abbott & Littlefield, of New York City, for C. A. Gordon;
Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner & Reed, of New York City, for F. H.
Savage.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and
by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Allied Paper Mills, American Writing Paper Company, Appleton Coated Paper Company, The D. M. Bare
Paper Company, The Beckett Paper Company, Bergstrom Paper Company, Martin Cantine Company, The Champion Paper and Fibre Company, Champion-International Company, The Chillicothe Paper Company, Columbian Paper Company, Consolidated Water Power & Pape.r
Company, Dill & Collins, Inc., Everett Pulp & Paper Company, Fitchburg
Paper Company, French Paper Compa~y, P. H. Glatfelter Company,
W. C. Hamilton & Sons, Inc., Hammermill Paper Company, Inland Empire Paper Company, International Paper Company, The Jessup & Moore
Paper Company, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, l\IcLaurin-Jones Company, The l\lead Corporation, Miamisburg Paper Company, l\1iami Val-
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ley Coated Paper Company, The Michigan Paper Company, Mohawk
Paper Mills, Inc., Newton Falls Paper Company, New York & Pennsylvania Company, The Northwest Paper Company, Oxford Miami Paper
Company, Oxford Paper Company, Parker-Young Company, Rex Paper
Company, Schmidt Lithograph Company, Sorg Paper Company, Standard Paper Manufacturing Company, Stecher-Troung Litho Corp., S. D.
Warren Company, Watab Paper Company, West Virginia Pulp & Paper
Company, Watervliet Paper Company, Wheelwright Papers, Inc., independently, and as members of Book Paper Manufacturers Association,
Book Paper Manufacturers Association and P. H. Glatfelder, C. L. Barnum, and R. S. Berry, individually, and as officers of said Book Paper
Manufacturers Association, and C. A. Clough, D. R. Curtenius, G. K.
Ferguson, P. H. Glatfelder, C. A. Gordon, W. H. Kenety, J. R. Miller,
F. H. Savage, J. S. Sensenbrenner, R. D. Smith, L. G. Thomson, and R. I.
Worrell, individually, and as members of the Executive Committee of
Book Paper Manufacturers Association, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated the provisions of the said act, and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest,· hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Allied Paper Mills, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal
office and place of business located in Kalamazoo, within said State.
Respondent, American Writing Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business located in the city of Holyoke, in the State
of Massachusetts.
Respondent, Appleton Coated Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business located at Appleton, within said State.
Respondent, The D. M. Bare Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its
princi'pal office and place of business located in Roaring Spring, within
said State.
Respondent, The Beckett Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office
and place of business located at Hamilton, within said State.
Respondent, Bergstrom Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal
office and place of business located at Neenah, within said State.
Respondent, Martin Cantine Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal
office and place of business located at Saugerties, within said State.
Respondent, The Champion Paper and Fibre Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its
principal office and place of business located in Hamilton, within said
State.
· Respondent, Champion-International Company, js a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with
its principal office and place of business located in Lawrence, within said
State.
Respondent, The Chillicothe Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal
office and place of b1,1siness located in Chillicothe1 within said Sta,t~.
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Respondent, Columbian Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal
office and place of business located at Buena Vista, within said State.
Respondent, Consolidated Water Power & Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin
with its principal office and place of business located at 135 South LaSall~
Street, in the city of Chicago, within the State of Illinois.
Respondent, Dill & Collins, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and place of
business located in Chillicothe, '\\-ithin said State.
Respondent, Everett Pulp & Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington, with its principal office and place of business located at Everett, within said State.
Respondent, Fitchburg Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal
office and place of business located at Fitchburg, within said State.
Respondent, French Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal office
and place of business located at Niles, within said State.
Respondent, P. H. Glatfelter Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal
office and place of business located at Spring Grove, within said State.
Respondent, W. C. Hamilton & Sons, Inc., is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal
office and place of business located in Miquon, within said State.
Respondent, Hammermill Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal
office and place of business located in Erie, within said State.
Respondent, Inland Empire Paper Company, is a cbrporation, .organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington, with its principal office and plape of business located at Millwood, in said State.
Respondent, International Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal
office and place of business located at 220 East 42d Street, in the city of
New York, within said State.
Respondent, The Jessup & Moore Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with
its principal office and place of business located in the Commercial Building in the city of Philadelphia, within the State of Pennsylvania.
Respondent, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, is. a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal
office and place of business located at Neenah, within said State.
Respondent, McLaurin-Janes Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal
office ttnd place of business located in Brookfield, within said State.
Respondent, The Mead Corporation, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and
place of business located in Chillicothe, within said State.
Respondent, Miamisburg Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and
place of business located in Miamisburg, within said State.
Respondent, Miami Valley Coated Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal
office and place of business located in Franklin, within said State.
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Respondent, The Michigan Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal
office and place of business located at Plainwell, within said State.
Respondent, Mohawk Paper Mills, Inc., is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office
and place of business located at Cohoes, within said State.
Respondent, Newton Falls Paper Com.Pany, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal
office and place of business located at Newton Falls, within said State.
Respondent, New York & Pennsylvania Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its
principal otf1ce and place of business located at 230 Park Avenue, in the
city of New York, ·within the State of Kew York.
Respondent, The Northwest Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Minnesota, with its principal office and place of business located at Cloquet, within said State.
Respondent, Oxford Miami Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office
and place of business located at 230 Park Avenue, in the city of New York,
within the State of Kew York.
Respondent, Oxford Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, ·with its principal office and
place of business located at 230 Park Avenue, in the city of New York,
within the State of New York.
Respondent, Parker-Young Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal
office and place of business located at 131 State Street, in the city of
Boston, ·within said State.
Respond~nt, Rex Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal office and
place of business located at Kalamazoo, within said State.
Respondent, Schmidt Lithograph Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of California, with its principal
ofhce and place of business located at 461 Second Street, in the city of San
Francisco, \Vithin said State.
Respondent, Sorg Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal off1ce and
place of business located at Middletown, within said State.
Respvndent, Standard Paper Manufacturing Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Virginia, with its
principal c.ff.ce and place of business located at Richmond, within said
State.
Re•pc.ndent, Stecher-Troung Litho Corp., is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal
off:ce and place of business l6cated in Rochester, within said State.
Respondent, S. D. \\ arren Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its pr.ncipal
office and place of business located at 89 Broad Street, in the city of Boston, within said State.
Respondent,\\ atab Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Minnesota, with its principal office
and place of business located at Sartell, within said State.
Respondent, \\est Virginia Pulp & Paper Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its
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principal office and place of business located at 230 Park Avenue in the
city of New York, within the State of New York.
'
Respondent, Watervliet Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of :Michigan, with its principal
office and place of business located at Watervliet, within said State.
Respondent, Wheelwright Papers, Inc., is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and
place of business located at Chillicothe, within said State.
All of the respondents described in this paragraph are engaged in the
manufacture, sale and distribution of book, coated and similar papers, and
are members of respondent, Book Paper Manufacturers Association. Sail
respondents are, for convenience, hereinafter referred to as "respondent
members."
P.A R. 2. Respondent, Book Paper Manufacturers Association, is a voluntary unincorporated trade association composed of manufacturers of
book, coated and similar papers, located throughout the several States of
the United States, and has as its principal members the respondents hereinbefore named in paragraph 1, which said respondents produce approximately 86% of the total volume of book, coated and similar paper produced in the United States. Said respondent has since its organization
maintained and now maintains its office and principal place of business
at 122 East 42d Street, in the city of New York, within the State of New
York, and for convenience is hereinafter referred to as "respondent association."
PAn. 3. The officers of said respondent association who, in their individual capacities and as officers of said respondent association, are made respondents herein are P. H. Glatfelter, chairman and treasurer, Spring
Grove, Pa.; C. L. Barnum, acting managing director, 122 East 42d Street,
New York, N.Y.; and R. S. Berry, secretary and assistant treasurer, 122
East 42d Street, New York, N.Y.
PAR. 4. The members of the Executive Committee of said respondent
Book Paper Manufacturers Association who, in their individual capacities
and as members of the Executive Committee of said respondent- association, made respondents herein are: C. A. Clough, representing New York
& Pennsylvania Company, 230 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.; D. R.
Curtenius, representing Allied Paper Mills, Kalamazoo, Mich.; G. K.
Ferguson, representing Watervliet Paper Company, Watervliet, Mich.;
P. H. Glatfelter, representing P. H. Glatfelter Company, Spring Grove,
Pa.; C. A. Gordon representing Oxford Paper Company, 230 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.; W. H. Kenety, representing The Northwest Paper Company, Cloquet, Minn.; J. R. Miller, representing West Virginia
Pulp & Paper Company, 230 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.~ F. H. Savage, representing International Paper Company, 220 East 42d Street,
New York N.Y.; J. S. Sensenbrenner, representing Kimberly-Clark Corporation Neenah, Wis.; R. D. Smith, representing S. D. Warren Company, gg'Broad Str~et, Boston, :Mass.; L. ~· Thoms.on, representing Champion Paper and Fibre Company, Hamilton, Ohw; and R. I. Worrell,
representing The Mead Corporation, Chillicothe, Ohio. Said respondents together with the officers of said respondent association herein set out
in p~ragraph 3, are hereinafter referred to for convenience as "individual
respondents."
PAR. 5. All of said respondent members hereinbefore set out in paragraph 1, have been for more than two years last past and are now, engaged
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in the manufacture and distribution of book, coated and similar papers
which the said respective respondent members sell to their respective customers located in the various States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, causing said products when sold to be transported from
the State of the location of their respective mills to the purchasers thereof
located at various points in the several States of the United States other
than the State of the origin of such shipments and in the District of Columbia. Except for the acts (tnd practices engaged in by said respondent
members as hereinafter set forth, said respondent members would be in
free, open and active competition with each other in the sale and distribution of their respective products in commerce between and among the several States of the United States. There has been and now is a course of
interstate trade and commerce in said products between said respondent
members and dealers in said products located throughout the several
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. At all times
mentioned herein said respondent members have been in competition with
other corporations, partnerships and individuals likewise engaged in the
manufacture and sale of book, coated and similar papers in interstate
commerce.
PAR. 6. Said respondent members, acting in cooperation with each
other and through and in cooperation with said respondent association and
said individual respondents, for more than two years last past, and particularly since June 16, 1933, have entered into an understanding, agreement,
combination or conspiracy among themselves and with and through said
respondent association and said individual respondents to restrict, restrain
and suppress competition in the sale and distribution of book, coated and
similar papers to customers located throughout the several States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia, as aforesaid, and to the
United States Government by agreeing to fix and maintain uniform prices,
terms and discounts at which said book, coated and similar papers are to
be sold and by agreeing on bids to be submitted to the United States Go:vernment for its paper requirements, and to cooperate with each other in
the enfotcement and maintenance of said fixed prices, terms and discounts
by exchanging information through said respondent association as to the
prices, terms and discounts at which said respondent members have sold
and are offering to sell said book, coated and similar papers to customers
and prospective customers, and are offering to sell such book, coated and
similar papers to the United States Government. ·
PAR. 7. Pursuant to said understanding, agreement, combination or
conspiracy, and in furtherance thereof, the said respondents have done
and performed, and still do and perform, the following acts and things:
1. Certain of said respondent members in June of 1933 organized said
respondent association, Book Paper Manufacturers Association, which
said association, since its organization, has acted as a clearing house for
the exchange of information submitted to it by said respondent members,
including reports as to the sales of book, coated and similar papers, together with prices, discounts and terms at which said book, coated and
similar papers are sold or offered to be sold.
2. Regular meetings of the members of said respondent association have
been and are held from time to time at convenient locations within the
United States, and at said meetings said respondent members have discussed and do discuss trade and competitive conditions in said industry
and have agreed upon and established, and do agree upon and establish,
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'trade policies to be followed and prices to be charged by said respondent
members in the interstate sale and distribution of their said book, coated
and similar papers.
3. Said respondent members have adopted and maintained identical
zoning systems by means of which the United States is divided into four
zones, and have established and maintained, and do now establish and
maintain, by agreement with each other, fixed uniform delivered prices for
book, coated and similar papers in Zone 1, which said prices are designated
as "Base Prices" and are increased by 20¢ in Zone 2, 40¢ in Zone 3 and
60¢ in Zone 4, so that the price of book, coated and similar papers is the
same to all purchasers located in each respective zone regardless of the location in the particular zone of the purchaser, and regardless of the location of the particular respondent member making said sale to said purcha~er.

4. Said respondent association has formulated and established uniform
finishing differentials and said respondent members have adopted and
maintained and do now maintain, said uniform finishing differentials
without regard to the actual cost of said finishing operations to said re·
spective respondent members.
5. Said respondent association has promulgated and compiled so-called
trade customs and practices in the form of rules and regulations dealing
with the allocation and classification of grades, grading, quotations and
sales, special provisions for certain grades, seconds, job lots, discontinued
lines, and other so-called trade customs, including a pricing guide containing a map dividing the United States into the zones aforesaid and establishing price differe~tials to be charged in each zone, so-called unfair methods of competition, and forms and methods of reporting statistics and
forms and methods for price filing, and said respondent members have
generally adopted and used, and now use, said rules and regulations in the
conduct of their said respective businesses, and in carrying out and performing the acts and things hereinabove alleged.
PAR. 8. The individual respondents hereinbefore named in paragraphs
3 and 4 are now and have been officers and members of the Executive
Committee of said respondent association and, as such officers and members of the Executive Committee, have had and now have full and complete charge of the activities of said respondent association, conducting
the meetings of said members of said respondent association, collecting
said statistical information from the members of said respondent association, and compiling and disseminating the same to the said members of
respondent association and formulating the trade policies of said respondent members; all in pursuance and furtherance of the objects and .aims of
said respondent association as hereinbefore set forth in paragraph 7.
PAR. 9. The result of the acts and practices of the said respondent members in the said respondent association and said individual respondents,
as hereinbefore set out in paragraphs 6, 7 and 8, has been and now is to
substantially lessen, restrict, restrain and suppress price competition in
the interstate sale of book, coated and similar papers throughout the
several States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, and
empowers the said respondents to control the market and enhance the
prices of said book, coated and similar papers above the price which would
prevail under normal, natural and open competition between said respondent members; to increase the cost of paper used by the United States
Government to a price above that prevailing in the open market; and also
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to tend to create a monopoly in said respondent members in the manufacture and sale of book, coated and similar papers in interstate commerce.
PAR. 10. The acts and practices of the respondents as herein alleged,
are all to the prejudice of the public, have a dangerous tendency to and
have actually hindered and prevented price competition between and
among respondents in the sale of book, coated and similar papers in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act; and have placed in respondents the power to control prices; have increased the prices of book, coated and similar papers paid by the purchasers
thereof, and consequently the prices paid by the public; have created in
the respondents a monopoly in the sale of book, coated and similar papers
in such commerce, and unreasonably restrained such commerce in book,
coated and similar papers and constitute unfair methods of competition in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the 'provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
Federal Trade Commission on April 13, 1939, issued and subsequently
served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the
caption hereof, charging them with the use of'unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. After the issuance of the said complaint and the filing of respondents' answers thereto,
testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint were introduced before examineJ;s of the Commission
theretofore duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence
were duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter,
the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission
on the said complaint, answers, testimony and other evidence, report by
the trial examiner and exceptions thereto, briefs in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto, and the oral arguments of counsel; and
the Commission, having duly considered the matter and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. (a) Respondent, Allied Paper Mills, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of 1\lichigan, with its
principal office ancf place of business at Kalamazoo, Mich. It is engagtJ
in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book
paper, and is a member of respondent Book Paper Manufacturers Association (hereinafter frequently referred to as the association).
(b) Respondent, American Writing Paper Corporation (the concern referred to in the complaint as American Writing Paper Company) is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware,
with its principal office and place of business at Holyoke, Massachusetts.
It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book
paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(c) Respondent, The Appleton Coated Paper Company, (the concern
referred to in the complaint as Appleton Coated Paper Company), is a
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corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business at Appleton, Wis. It
is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated book paper 1
and is a member of respondent association.
(d) Respondent, The D. M. Bare Paper Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with
its principal office and place of business at Roaring Spring, Pa. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper
and is a member of respondent association.
'
(e) Respondent, The Beckett Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal
office and place of business at Hamilton, Ohio. It is engaged in the man.:.
ufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
of respondent association.
(f) Respondent, Bergstrom Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal
office and place of business at Neenah, Wis. It is engaged in the ·manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated bbok paper, and is a member of
respondent association.
(g) Respondent, The Martin Cantine Company, (the concern referred to
in the complaint as Martin Cantine Company), is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal
office and place of business at Saugerties, N.Y. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated book paper, and is a member of
respondent ussociation.
(h) Respondent, The Champion Paper and Fibre Cempany, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with
its principal office and place of business at Hamilton, Ohio. It is enga..,.ed
in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated b~ok
paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(i) Respondent, Champion-International Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with
its principal office and place of business at Lawrence, Mass. It is engaged
in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book
paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(j) Respondent, The Chillicothe Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal
office and place of business at Chillicothe, Ohio. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
of respondent association.
(k) Respondent, Columbian Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal
office and place of business at Buena Vista, Va. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
of respondent association.
(l) Respondent, Consolidated Water Pmver & Paper Company, is a
corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with its principal office and place of business at \Visconsin Rapids,
Wis. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated
and uncoated book paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(m) Respondent, Dill and Collins, Incorporated, a wholly owned subsidiary of respondent, The l\lead Corporation, is a corporation organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its p1incipal
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office and place of business at Philadelphia, Pa. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book paper, and is
a member of respondent association.
(n) Respondent, Everett Pulp and Paper Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington, with
its principal office and place of business at Everett, Wash. It is engaged
in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is
a member of respondent association.
(o) Respondent, Fitchburg Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its
principal off ce and place of business at Fitchburg, Mass. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a
member of respondent association.
(p) Respondent, French Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the la\vs of the State of Michigan, with its principal
office and place of business at Niles, Mich. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper and was, during a
substantial portion of the pE:!'riod covered by the complaint herein and
until its resignation in February 1938, a member of respondent association.
(q) Respondent, P. H. Glatfelter Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal
office and place of business at Spring Grove, Pa. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
of respondent association.
(r) Respondent, W. C. Hamilton & Sons, (the respondent referred to in
the complaint as W. C. Hamilton & Sons, Inc.), is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal
office and place of business at Miquon, Pa. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
,
of respondent association.
(s) Respondent, Hammermill Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its
principal office and place of business at Erie, Pa. It is engaged in the
manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(t) Respondent, Inland Empire Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington, with its
principal office and place of business at Millwood, Wash. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a
member of respondent association.
(u) Respondent, International Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its
principal office and place of business at New York, N.Y. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book
paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(v) Respondent, The Jessup & Moore Paper Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Maryland, with its
principal office and place of business at Philadelphia, Pa. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a
member of respondent association.
(w) Respondent, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal
office and place of business at Neenah, Wis. It is engaged in the manu-
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facture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
of respondent association.
(x) Respondent, McLaurin.:Jones Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its
principal office and place of business at Brookfield, Mass. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated book paper, and is a
member of respondent association.
(y) Respondent, The Mead Corporation, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office
and place of business at Chillicothe, Ohio. It is engaged directly and
through its subsidiaries, respondents, Dill and Collins, Incorporated, and
Wheelwright Papers, Inc., in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of
coated and uncoated book paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(z) Respondent, Miamisburg Paper Company, was a corporation, organized under the laws of the State of Ohio, and had its principal office and
place of business at Miamisburg, Ohio. It was engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of book and other paper, and until its dissolution in 1940 was a member of respondent association.
(a-1) Respondent, Miami Valley Coated Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its
principal office and place of business at Franklin, Ohio. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated book paper, and was,
until placed in receivership in September 1936, a member of respondent
association.
(b-1) Respondent, The Michigan Paper Company of Plainwell, (therespondent referred to in the complaint herein as The Michigan Paper Company), is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State
of Michigan, with its principal office and place of business at Plainwell,
Mich. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated
and uncoated book paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(c-1) Respondent, Mohawk Paper Mills, Inc., is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place of business at Waterford, N.Y. It is engaged in the
manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and was for
several years preceding its resignation in March 1938 a member of respondent association.
(d-1) Respondent, Newton Falls Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with its
principal office and place of business at Newton Falls, N.Y. It is engaged
in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is
a member of respondent association.
.
(e-1) Respondent, New York and Pennsylvania Company, Incorporated, (the respondent referred to in the complaint as New York and Pennsylvania Company), is a corporation organized and existing under the laws
of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place of business at
New York, N.Y. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution
of uncoated book paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(f-1) Respondent, The Northwest Paper Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Minnesota, with its
principal office and place of business at Cloquet, Minn. It is engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a
member of respondent association.
650780-47 -48
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(g-1) Respondent, Oxford Miami Paper Company, is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office and place of business at New York, N.Y. It is engaged in the
manufacture of uncoated book paper and in the sale and distribution of
coated and uncoated book paper. It is under common management with
respondent, Oxford Paper Company, and is a member of respondent association
(h-1) Respondent, Oxford Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Maine, with its principal office
and place of business at New York, N.Y. It is engaged in the manufacture of coated book paper and in the sale and distribution of coated and
uncoated book paper. It is under common management with respondent,
Oxford Miami Paper Company, and is a member of re~pondent association.
(i-1) Respondent, The Parker-Young Company, (the respondent referred to in the complaint as Parker-Young Company), is a corporation,
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Maine, with its principal office and place of business at Lincoln, N. H. It is engaged in the
manufacture, sale, and distribution of papers encompassed in thP activities
of respondent association, of which it is a member.
(J-1) Respondent, Rex Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal office
and place of business at Kalamazoo, l\iich. It is en~aged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book papP.r, and is a
member of respondent association.
(k-1) Respondent, Schmidt Lithograph Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of California, with its
principal office and place of business at San Francisco, Calif. In connection with its business as a lithographer, it is engaged in the manufacture,
sale, and distribution of coated book paper. Approximately half of its
production of such paper is sold to others and the remainder is used in the
conduct of its lithographic business. It is a member of respondent association.
(l-1) Respondent, The Sorg Paper Company, (the respondent referred
to in the complaint as Sorg Paper Company), is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, with its principal office
and place of business at Middletown, Ohio. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and is a member
of respondent association.
(m-1) Respondent, Standard Paper· Manufacturing Company, is a
corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal office and place of business at Richmond, Va. It
is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book
paper, and is a member of respondent association. This company filed its
petition pursuant to Section 77(b) of the Bankruptcy Act and the trustees
designated by the court also answered the complaint herein consenting to
being made parties to this proceeding without further notice.
(n-1) Respondent, Stecher-Traung Lithograph Corporation, (the respondent referred to in the complaint as Stecher-Troung Litho Corp.), is
a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New
York, with its principal office and place of business at Itochester, N. Y.
As an incident to the conduct of its business as a lithographer, it produces
coated paper for its own use. With the exception of the sale of seconds
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unsuited to its own use and trifling accommodation sales, it is not engaged
in the sale and distribution of book paper for commercial purposes. Until
its resignation in January 1939, it was a member of respondent association.
(o-1) Respondent, S. D. Warren Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal office and place of business at Boston, Mass. It is engaged in the
manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book paper,
and is a member of respondent association.
(p-1) Respondent, Watab Paper Company, is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal
office and place of business at Sartell, Minn. It is engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of uncoated book paper, and was, until its
resignation in March 1936, a member of respondent association.
(q-1) Respondent, West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware,
with its principal office and place of business at Wilmington, Del. It is
engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated
book paper, and is a member of respondent association.
(r-1) Respondent, Watervliet Paper Company, is a corporation, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, with its principal office and place of business at Watervliet, Mich. It is engaged in the
manufacture, sale, and distribution of coated and uncoated book paper,
and was, until its resignation in May 1938, a member of respondent association. (This membership was subsequently reinstated.)
(s-1) Respondent, vVheelwright Papers, Inc., is a corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal
office and place of business at New York, N.Y. It is a subsidiary of respondent The Mead Corporation and is engaged in the sale and distribution of uncoated book paper produced by respondent, Dill and Collins, Incorporated, another subsidiary of respondent, The l\Iead Corporation. It
was, until its resignation in March 1934,a member of respondent association.
(t-1) Respondent, Book Paper Manufacturers Association, is a voluntary unincorporated association of manufacturers of book paper, with its
offices in New York, N.Y. It was organized in June 1933, and took part
in the formulation of a Code for the Paper Industry and of a subordinate
Code for the Book Paper Division under the National Industrial Recovery
Act. During the NRA Code period, the executive committee of the association, in substance, constituted the executive authority of the Book Paper
Division for the administration of the subordinate Code for that division.
The present membership of the association consists of approximately one
half of all the domestic manufacturers of book paper, and this membership
represents approximately 80 percent of the book paper capacity of the
whole industry. The association has a constitution and by-laws, a president, treasurer, managing director, and secretary. Its executive committee is composed of 12 members elected by the membership, and in general this committee supervises and directs the activities of the association.
There are a number of other committees of the association, but they all
report to the executive committee.
(u-1) Respondent, P. H. Glatfelter, an individual, is president of respondent, P. H. Glatfelter Company, and is chairman, treasurer, and a
member of the executive committee of respondent association.
(v-1) Respondent, C. L. Barnum, an individual, is secretary and assistant treasurer of respondent association and was acting managing director
thereof from September 1937 to October 1938.
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(w-1) Respondent, R. S. Berry, was for a number of years and until
August 1938, secretary of respondent association, but he is not now connected with said association.
(x-1) Respondent, Clarence A. Clough, an. individual, is president of
respondent, The New York and Pennsylvania Company, and a member
of the executive committee of respondent association.
(y-1) Respondent, Dwight R. Curtenius, an individual, is president of
respondent, Allied Paper Mills, and a member of the executive committee
of respondent association.
(z-1) Respondent, G. K. Ferguson, an individual, is president of respondent, Watervliet Paper Company, and was a member of the executive
committee of respondent association until some time in 1938, but not at
the time the complaint herein was issued.
(a-2) Respondent, Charles A. Gordon, an individual, is executive vice
president of respondents, Oxford Paper Company and Oxford Miami Paper Company, and a member of the executive committee of respondent
association.
(b-2) Respondent, W. H. Kenety, an individual, a former member of
the executive committee of respondent association, is now managing director of said association.
(c-2) Respondent, John R. Miller, an individual, is vice president of respondent, West Virginia Pulp & Paper Company, and a member of the executive committee of respondent association.
(d-2) Respondent, F. Henry Savage, sales manager of the Book and
Bond Division of respondent, International Paper Company, is a member
of the executive committee of respondent association.
(e-2) Respondent, John S. Sensenbrenner, an individual, is vice president of respondent, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, and a member of the
executive committee of respondent association.
(J-2) Respondent, Roger D. Smith, an individual, is president of respondent, S. D. Warren Company, and a member of the executive committee of respondent association.
(g-2) Respondent, L. G. Thomson, an individual, associated with respondent, The Champion Paper and Fibre Company, is a member of the
executive committee of respondent association.
(h-2) Respondent, R. I. Worrell, an individual, is president of respondent, Wheelwright Papers, Incorporated, vice president of respondent, Dill
and Collins, Incorporated, and director of respondent, The M.ead Corporation, and is a member of the executive committee of respondent
association.
PAR. 2. The respondents named in subparagraphs (a) to (s-1), inclusive, of paragraph 1 (hereinafter sometimes referred to .collectively as corporate respondents) are engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution
of book and allied papers, and in the course of said business each competes,
except as hereinafter stated, with other corporations, partnerships, and
individuals similarly engaged. Pursuant to sales made, each such corporate respondent regularly transports book and allied grades of paper, or
causes the transportation thereof, from the State in which it is manufactured to purchasers thereof at locations outside the State in which such
paper is manufactured; and, in general, said corporate respondents main·
tain, and have maintained, a constant course of trade in commerce in book
and allied papers among and between the several States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia. The respondents named in sub-
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paragraphs (t-1) to (h-2), inclusive, of paragraph 1 are not individually
engaged in the production, sale, or distribution of book and allied papers
but have participated in, aided, assisted, and cooperated with the other
respondents in planning, doing, and performing the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 3. (a) Under NRA, the paper industry was separated into divisions, each of which had a subordinate Code. The kinds, types, and classifications of paper assigned to the jurisdiction of each division were settled
at that time, and the association has retained jurisdiction with respect to
the papers originally allocated to the Book Paper Division under the Code.
For the purpose of this :proce~di~g, bo~k :pa~er.is treated as in~luding all
types of paper thus commg withm the Junsd1Ctton of the association. In
a broad sense, book paper. is any paper which contains not more than 25
percent ground wood and which is customarily used for printing purposes.
The more important classifications are uncoated book paper and coated
book paper, ordinarily used in books, magazines, and pamphlets· offset
paper, designed for use in the offset printing process; envelope pap~r· and
tablet paper. There are a number of less important classifications, 'such
as adding machine paper, calendar stock, decalcomania paper menu
paper, and poster paper. Coated book paper is made by coating one or
both sides of uncoated paper with a mixture of clay, or casein and clay or
casein and starch, to provide a smooth, glossy finish. Super-calendar
paper is ordinary machine-finished uncoated paper which is put through a
series of rolls under heavy pressure for the purpose of further smoothing
its surface.
(b) Book papers are made in many types, sizes, weights, and colors
and with many different special characteristics for particular uses. Ther~
is a rough classification of uncoated grades designed as A, B, C, D, and E
and a similar classification of coated grades into Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Pa~
per of any designated grade produced by one manufacturer is not necessarily identical with that classified in ~he s~me grade but produced by another manufacturer. All pap~rs classifie_d m one grade compete primarily
with one another and are considered eqmvalent by respondents for pricing
purposes. However, there is also competition between adjoining grades
because it is frequently possible to substitute one for another. Book paper
is sold in rolls, or the rolls may be sheeted and packed in cases, or packed
on a platform known as a skid, or bundled in hard-fold or soft-fold bundles, and occasionally may be packed in ~earn packages.
(c) Book paper is sold by respondents directly to users and to merchants
for resale to users. Approximately 55 percent of the production of the
industry is sold through negotiated contracts, and 45 percent in spot
transactions. The majority of spot sales are made to merchants and
merchants also participate in negotiating some contracts. The contracts
of sale usually contain a provision permitting a price change at the beginning of each calendar quarter. Paper merchants customarily buy and
handle the papers of more than one manufacturer, stocking papers in accordance with the needs of their trade. Some producers of book paper sell
almost exclusively directly to users, some sell almost exclusively to paper
merchants, and others have varying divisions of their business between
the two extremes. Some book paper manufacturers produce both coated
and uncoated paper, some produce only one of these types, some produce
only a few grades and others many grades, some who produce only coated
paper buy their supplies of uncoated paper from others, some concentrate
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their business largely on offset papers or envelope and tablet papers, and
many producers have varying kinds and types of specialized papers which
are not closely related to any of the so-called standard grades.
PAR. 4. (a) The fact that a manufacturer of book paper may offer a
number of different kinds and types of book paper and that each one may
be in different colors, in different weights, in rolls or in sheets of many different sizes, the sheets may be untrimmed or trimmed one, two, three, or
four sides, may be packed in inany different ways, and may be sold in
widely differing quantities would result in ll long and complicated price
list if a price were quoted separately for each possible combination on each
of the papers offered by the manufacturer. For a very long period of years
these variations from some designated standard unit have been quoted in
terms of price differentials from the standard unit. At the time of NRA,
these differentials and the practices affecting their application varied in
different sections and as among book paper manufacturers. A committee
of the association, by discussion and agreement, arrived at a consensus of
opinion and prepared a standard schedule of pFice differentials for coated,
uncoated, and offset papers. These were adopted by the a~:;sociation and
those relating to uncoated and coated paper published effective September 22, 1933, and those concerning offset paper effective December 1, 1933,
under a designation "Trade Customs." Using uncoated book paper as an
example, a standard unit was established as a base and the amount to be
added to the price or subtracted from it for certain of the many possible
variations is calculated in relation to the standard unit, and as to certain
other variations is expressed in terms of one hundred pounds of paper.
Provision was made for a basic selling price being quoted on paper of a certain size, of a specified weight per standard unit, and packaged in a certain
way. Similar provisions were made for coated and offset papers. By
quoting a" basic selling price" and adding thereto a provision that this price
is subject to the "Trade Customs," pricesforall variations from the standard
established were determined by applying the differentials thus provided.
(b) In May 1936, the association adopted, published, and recommended
a revised set of "Trade Customs" prepared by one of its committees. This
publication (Com. Ex. 47) is a revision and consolidation of the previous
publications of September and December 1933 into one pamphlet, with
substantial additions. Respondents contend that these actions do not
constitute the establishment or the fixing of any price differentials and are
merely codifications of previously existing customs in the trade. It is
clear, however, that the first publication involved discussion, reconciliation
of existing variations and differences, and agreement among members upon
a standard set of "Trade Customs." A comparison of the 1936 publication (which provides many of the price differentials in current use by
respondents) with the 1933 publications shows substantial differences
between them. These changes include details of application, some changes
in actual price differentials, some entirely new price differentials, the addition of working formulas, and some entirely new provisions, including price
differentials for papers not specifically covered in the previous publications. Such matters were a frequent subject of consideration by the committees of the association and by the association itself. For example, the
minutes of the executive committee of November 23, 1936, show:
After discussion, the Exerutive Committee referred to the Trade CustoiDB Committee
for clarification the question relative to the application of light weight differentials,
whether before or after the addition of some differentials (Com. Ex. 90).
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Another example is the following from the minutes of the association for
October 15, 1936:
The recommendation of the Executive Committee was unanimously approved that
Mr. George Olmsted, Sr., be appointed as this Association's representative on the
special A.P.P.A. Trade Customs Committee engaged in preparing a uniform form of
trade customs for use throughout the entire industry. It was brought out that this
authorization carried with it the definite understanding that no action by that wmmittee was to be binding on this association and that any changes considered necessary
would be reported back to the association for its consideration and action (Com. Ex. 89)

(c) Under the NRA Code for the Book Paper Division, all members of
the industry were required to file their prices with the Code Authority
which was in substance the executive committee of the association. Th~
filing was made simple and exact by naming prices subject to the price differentials contai~ed in the "Trad~ Custo.ms." After .the NRA period,
respondents contmued to use the. d1~ere~t1als adopted m 1~3~ until they
were superseded by the new pubhcatwn Issued by the associatwn in 1936
and this is now in general use by respondents. In examining these prac~
tices, the Commission has given consideration to the respondents' claims
of convenience and necessity as excusing their establishment and use of a
common set of price differentials as prepared and published by the association. An individual manufacturer can no doubt more conveniently quote
prices by means of a base price and some system of price differentials to
translate the base price into a price for any of the many possible variations
of the products sold. The Commission, however, does not consider that
this warrants the several respondents in uniting upon a common set of
such differentials to be used, and used, by all, regardless of their application to the particular circumstances of each manufacturer.
(d) It was generally admitted by respondents that the priee differentials
provided in their "Trade Customs" do not accurately represent the. costs
of any individual manufacturer. So far as individual manufacturers are
concerned, the various differentials are arbitrary figures used for determining all prices except the base price. Prior to the issuance of complaint
in this matter the association had under way a cost study of the finishing
differentials contained in the current issue of its "Trade Customs." The
results of this study show extremely wide differences in costs as between
different manufacturers upon each of the price differentials. The committee of the association having this in charge reconciled these differences
by arriving at what is more or less an average of the varying costs as reported by association members. These figures were different from the
figures in the current "Trade Customs," and the committee recommended
the adoption of the new figures in place of the old ones, but upon advice
that this matter involved legal and business difficulties, the committee
proposal was tabled. It is noted that at the time this proposed, revision of
finishing differentials was laid aside, the association was aware that informal investigation of its activities was being made by. this Commission.
PAR. 5. (a) Before 1933, there was no uniform practice among book
paper manufacturers with respect .to '"~ether their prod~cts were. sold upon
a delivered price, upon an f.o.b. mill pnce, upon zone pnces, or With partial
or full freight allowance. As a matter of fact, all of these methods were
in use and in the case of zone prices the geographical areas used were
not urriform and neither were the price differentials between zones. In
1933, the association adopted, as a part of its recommendations to NRA
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for inclusion in the Code for the Book Paper Division, a zoning system
originated by the Champion Paper and Fibre Company. This adoption
necessarily involved discussion of and agreement upon the territorial areas
to be included in each zone and the price differentials to be made applicable
in each, and copies of the zone plan as adopted were furnished to the individual manufacturers by the association. The NRA Code for the Book
Paper Division required the filing of prices upon a delivered basis and the
zoning system adopted provided a common and uniform basis for doing
this.
(b) The zoning system thus established provided four ones: The States
of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South
Carolina, constituted Zone 2; all States north and east of the belt of States
constituting Zone 2 were designated as Zone 1; and all States west of that
belt were designated as Zone 4, except that the States of Wyoming, Colorado, and Texas were placed in Zone 3. Zone price differentials adopted
for use as a part of this zoning system provided that the price for Zone 1
would constitute the base price; the price for Zone 2 would be the base
price plus 20 cents per hundredweight; the price in Zone 3 would be the base
price plus 40 cents per hundredweight; and the price in Zone 4 would be the
ba.Se price plus 60 cents per hundredweight.
(c) Under this system, sales were made on the basis of the zone price
applicable at the point of delivery with carload freight allowed, constituting in fact a delivered price. Under this systell)., purchasers were allowed
to take delivery in any quantities by any means of transportation they
desired, but on the basis of the applicable zone price with a freight allowance at the carload rate.
(d) No change was made in this system upon the dissolution of NRA.
Respondents have continued to use it in the same way in which it was used
under NRA and it is now in general use by them. The obvious result of
the use of this system is that when respondents' base prices for paper are
identical, the price of all respondents for a carload quantity delivered to
any purchaser, wherever located with respect to the different mills, will be
identical. The degree to which the individual corporate respondents have
occasion to use the various zone price differentials depends upon their respective locations and the area in which sales are made. Some of the corporate respondents sell only in one zone or almost entirely within one
zone, others in two or three or all zones, and a few limit their sales within
an area which can be reached without exceeding a predetermined maximum freight charge. None of these variations conflicts with the system
and merely represents the degree to which it is used. There are, of course,
some instances in individual transactions where a respondent, for reasons
peculiar to the transaction, may waive a zone differential in the price. One
respondent has made a minor variation in the geographical divisions between two zones, and another respondent whose products occupy a unique
position has made some geographical changes. However, regardless of
these various departures, the system is, in fact, in general use. In his testimony, an officer of one of the corporate respondents explained its continued use as being by mutual consent because it is a convenient method of
handling the freight situation. The system was in fact continued by
mutual understanding and consent.
PAR. 6. (a) It is customary in the book paper industry to maintain
quantity differentials under which the price per hundredweight of any
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given grade of paper varies with the quantity purchased. In their printed
price lists respondents usually quote in five brackets; namely, (1) one-case
quantity; (2) four-case quantity, assorted of regular sizes and weights of
one grade; (3) 5,000 pounds of one item; (4) 10,000 pounds of one item; and
(5) 36,000 pounds of one item. A few of the respondents quote in their
price lists one or two quantity brackets in addition to those stated, but
they are supplemental to the ones stated and do not in any way conflict
with them. The various respondents have used, and use, identical price
differentials as between the various quantity brackets mentioned. Of
these brackets, the highest ·price quoted is for the one-case quantity. The
price in the four-case bracket is 25 cents per hundredweight less than the
price in the one-case bracket; the price in the 5,000-pound bracket is 25
cents per hundredweight less than in the four-case bracket; the price in
the 10,000-pound bracket is 15 cents per hundredweight less than in the
5,000-pound bracket; and the price in the 36,000-pound bracket is 10 cents
per hundredweight less than in the 10,000-pound bracket. Another type
of price differential in the nature of. a quantity differ~n~ial concerns differences betWE~en spot and contract pnces and the quant1t1es thereunder, with
various allied provisions. For example, a unanimous recommendation
of the executive committee which was approved at a general meeting o[
the association on November 22, 1935, includes the following:
In order to eliminate the confusion and unequality caused by the 10¢ differential in
both cost and suggested resale prices between spot orders and contract orders on B, C,
D and E Grades of Book papers, as well as to maintain the Trade Customs differential
of 25,! the hundred pounds for IIardsized papers over Book-sized papers throuJ!;hout the
cost and suggested, resale schedules, we recommend. that the adjustments be made in
the cost schedule as shown in brackets in the example below:
[Here appears a tabulation showing the changes recommended.]
For Zones 2, 3 and 4 the regular zone differentials still apply.
No contracts in Class 5 to be taken for less than 100 tons.

• * * • • •
That the differential of 25¢ per cwt. for Varnishable Coated Label over Regular
Coated Label be strictly adhered to, effective January 1, 1936.
That the basis for pricing 50 Ton and 100 Ton spot orders remain as heretofore, i. e.
merchant carload rost plus 5%. That the differential accorded spot orders for large
tonno.ge be reduced by making the suggested resale price for 250 Ton spot orders at the ·
merchant carload cost plus $2.00 per Ton and for 1000 Ton spot orders at the merchant
carload cost. Provisions as to minimum quantities and deliveries remain as heretofore.

• * • • • •
There shall be no contracts of any nature below 100 Tons per year quantity.

Contracts of 100 Tons and over shall be priced as follows:
[Here appears a detailed statement conce.:ing quantities and price relationships]
That Duplex Varnishing Super Label he considered directly competitive with and be
priced on the basis of regular Coated one side Litho paper, except that the minimum
basis weight without extra charge for such duplex varnishing super label shall be 50 lbs .•
(Com. Ex. 98-B, C, D).

Detailed illustrations of the action taken concerning changes thus approved and reco.mmendcd appear in Commission Exhibits 95 and 96.
(b) The minutes of a meeting of the executive committee of the association at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City on January 23, 1936
1
c<,mt~in this item;
·
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED QUANTITY DIFFERENTIALS
Mr. Savage presented a report to the Executive Committee. After considerable discussion the matter was tabled until the next meeting (Com. Ex. 90).

The minutes of a meeting of the executive committee at the Drake Hotel
in Chicago on January 31, 1936, contain only one item, as follmys:
REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED QUANTITY DIFFERENTIALS
Mr. Savage presented a report to the Executive Committee, which after consideration
was referred to the Special General Meeting, January 31, 1936 (Com. Ex. 90).

The minutes of a special general meeting of the association at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago on January 31, 1936, contain only one item, as follows:
REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY RECOMMENDED QUANTITY DIFFERENTIALS
Recommendation of the Executive Committee with respect to previously recommended quantity differentials was presented and voluntarily accepted by individual
members represented (Com. Ex. 89).

It is probable that the action of January 31, 1936, related to or was connected with the action taken in the preceding November, but the indefiniteness of the minutes and the lack of other showing in the record make
it impracticable to determine what changes were made or what supplemental action was taken. The minutes of a meeting of the executive
committee on November 13, 1936, show the following:
QUANTITY DIFFERENTIALS
There was discussion without action being taken with reference to quantity differentials for book paper (Com. Ex. 90).

The record does not show when the precise quantity differentials appearing in respondents' price lists as stated in (a) above were established. Two
of these brackets, those for the four-case quantity and for the carlot quantity, with a difference of 50 cents per hundredweight between them (equivalent to the sum of the 25-cent, 15-cent, and 10-cent per hundredweight
intervening differentials), appear incidentally in Commission Exhibit 95,
described above. The other differentials appearing in Commission Exhibit 95 are related to and dependent upon the spot differentials appearing
in the price lists. From these actions and other related facts in the record
and from the identity of the quantity differentials actually used by respondents in their price lists, the Commission infers and concludes that
they were established in the same manner; that is, as a result of cooperation and understanding among respondents.
(c) There are also uniform price differentials between the so called
standard grades of both coated paper and uncoated paper. In uncoated
paper, Grade B is 45 cents per hundred~reight less than Grade A; Grade C
is 25 cents per hundredweight less than Grade B; GradeD is 25 cents per
hundredweight less than Grade C; and Grade E is 25 cents per hundredweight less than Grade D. In the case of coated papers, Grade 2 is $1.35
per hundredweight less than Grade 1; Grade 3 is 95 cents per hundredweight less than Grade 2; Grade 4 is 45 cents per hundredweight less than
Grade 3; and Grade 5 is 50 cents per hundredweight less than Grade 4.
During the years 1935-39, there were several minor changes in the price
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differentials between grades. The continuation of some of the lower
grades, and grading generally, were subjects which received consideration
by the association from time to time, both directly and through its committee on grading and committee on manufactu~ng. The vagueness of
the minutes and lack of other evidence result in no specific showing having
·been made as to the exact origin of these differentials in price between
grades, or how the changes in them were made. It is apparent, however,
that they are in common use and that the changes, when made, were general. The quotations from Commission Exhibit 98-B, C, and D in subparagraph (a) above, because of the references to price differentials as
between types of paper, strongly suggest that the price differentials as between grades are the result of cooperative action by respondents.
PAR. 7. -=(a) The numerous papers referred to in this proceeding as book
papers are individual and diverse products and tqe record indicates 'that
even within any of the so-called standard grades the products of the various manufacturers differ in some of their characteristics. Nevertheless,
through the application of various standard price differentials characterized by respondents as "Trade Customs," the use of the zoning system,
and the various standard quantity and grade price differentials, the question of price uniformity, in an industry where thousands of different prices
necessarily result from combinations of the various factors heretofore
mentioned, is reduced to the single element of base price. Once a base
price is determined, the application of the factors mentioned automatically determined the price to be paid by the purchaser for any of the
various sizes, weights, finishes, colors, trim, packing, quantities, etc., in
which paper may be ordered, through fixing the sum to be added to or
taken from the base price for all such variations. In considering respondents' cooperative activities with respect to base prices, certain general
facts must be taken into account. There is no one concern which produces more than approximately 10 percent of the total industry output of
book papers. There is no recognized price leader or leaders in the industry.
In point of volume, West Virgi11ia Pulp and Paper Company, the Oxford
group, The Mead Corporation, The Champion Paper and Fibre Company,
and Kimberly-Clark Corporation are probably the largest producers.
Except for specialty products, few of the respondents admit to ever having
initiated a price change on book paper, and practically all of them insist
that they follow the prices initiated by others when those prices appear
to be reasonably established but could rarely, if ever, recall whom they
did follow in specific instances. As to the so-called standard grades of
coated and uncoated book papers, respondents' price lists show identical
base prices. During much of the period covered by the complaint in this
proceeding, informal investigations of respondents' activities were from
time to time being made by this Commission. Respondents were aware of
and discussed these matters, as shown by frequent references to them in
the minutes of the association meetings. A typical instance of this is the
following extract from the minutes of a meeting of June 18, 1936:
Additional report of this invrstigation, previously considered at the General Meeting
May 6, was made. It was the opinion of counsel from the information presently available that the investigation of the particular complaint had not produced substantiating
facts and, while the Federal Trade Commission had not yet reviewed the findings of the
investigator, it would seem that the investigation should be toncluded without further
action (Com. Ex. 89).
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The minutes of respondent association were carefully edited. They
were first prepared by the secretary and then revised by the managing director, and in all cases were revised by counsel for the association before
submission to and approval by the association. With the exception of
legislative and governm.ental matters, the minutes are usually vague and
it is apparent from comparison with facts otherwise shown in the record
that they do not set forth all matters considered or action taken by the
association.
(b) In the closing days of NRA the question of "association cooperation" was considered, and the minutes of a general meeting of May 7 and
8, 1935, read in part:
Several members having prior to the meeting exprr8sed their feeling that there was
great need for cooperation on the part of all members at this time; and wfth a view towards bringing about such closPr cooperation through establishing a policy of more
open discussion and criticism with rE'spect to the operation of the Association, the following questions were asked of a.ll mrmbers present:
1. Regardless of continuation of NRA, do you think the Book Paper Association
should be continued?
2. Do you think your business has benefited through cooperation with the Book
Paper Manufacturers Asso(•iation?
3. Regardless of certain recommendations which may be detrimental to an individual mill's interest, do you think that full ~ooperation therewith would be best for the
industry as a whole?
4. Have you any suggestions for a better method of handling matters by Executive
and other committees, as well as criticism of past methods?
5. Will you pledge your continued cooperation?
All companies represented pledged their cooperation in response to question No. 5.
Members were advised that all suggestions and criticism would be considered and kept
in mind by the Executive Committee (Com. Ex. 88).

After the demise of NRA, many of the respondents continued to file
announcements of price changes with the association, which disseminated
the prices filed by one member to other members. This activity was in a
gradually diminishing scale. The number of such filings by association
members for the last half of 1935 was 157; for 1936, 82; for 1937, 76; for
1938, 3; and for the first half of 1930, 3. The association furnished its
members with forms which were used in filing prices, and these forms
carry the following statement:
Price is for Zone I, F.O.ll. mill, carload rate of freight allowed.
We adopt as our selling policy, and the foregoing grades and prices are subject to,
specifications, trade practices, terms and conditions of sale, differentials, discounts,
extra charges, etc., as shown in:
(a) the annexed statement which is hereby published by us; or
(b) all conditions of the current recommended Trade Practices of the Book Paper
Manufacturers As~:~oeiation and all differentials and extra charges provided in Book
Paper Trade Customs apply except as modified by us and shown on the back hereof.
The Secretary of the Book Paper Manufacturers Assoriation is hereby authorized
and requested to publish the foregoing and to make this schedule available to anyone
interested (Com. Ex. 45).

The corporate reRpondents frequently announced any base price change
to the trade by telephone or telegram, and this notice was followed in a
few days, or as soon thereafter as practicable, by mailing the new printed
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price list to the trade. Numbers of respondents regularly sent their new
price lists to their competitors, and such lists were widely distributed in the
trade. The fact that competitors' price lists were available to respondents
through trade sources apparently did not diminish the value of cooperative
filing and dissemination of price announcements through the association.
On August 23, 1937, the managing director of the association, in writing
its chairman, stated in part:
The price schedules now issued by the Association are fewer in number than during
the code period. This is an activity that most of our members consider a very important one (Com. Ex. 99).

Under NRA respondents were required to file their prices with the Code
Authority a specified number of days in advance of the effective date and
were obliged to adhere to prices so filed until different pl'ices were filed.
The price filing carried on through the association after NRA was not
limited to past transactions but included as \Veil instances of both current
and future prices.
(c) Through the cooperation of its members and some nonmember book
paper manufacturers, the association prepared and distributed monthly
and weekly reports of a statistical nature to members of the industry. One
of the monthly reports furnished the following information separately for
coated and uncoated book papers, with the latter subdivided into some
additional groups: The number of companies reporting; tonnage produced·
shipments made in tonnage and in dollar value; inventory at the end of
the month; orders received and unfilled orders on hand at the end of the
month, with the percentage of standard capacity of the reporting mills of
production, shipments, and orders received. Another monthly report gave
a four months' comparison for two years of the following: Average number
of mills; standard c:tpacity; inven~ory at beginning of month or period;
production; shipments; net sales; mventory at end of month or period:
orders received; orders unshipped at end of month or period; and operating
ratios of production, shipments, and orders received. Weekly reports were
furnished showing separately for coated and uncoated papers the orders
received in the week for which the report was made in terms of percentaO'e
of standard capacity, with the number of companies reporting. Simil:r
figures were furnished for the immediately preceding three weeks and for
the year to date, with comparable figures for the same periods in the previous year. Another weekly report covering production of uncoated book
paper for like periods showed the number of companies reporting the
standard capacity of companies reporting, the production of comp~nies
reporting, the percentage of operating rate, and the percentage of change
in operating rate as between the current and preceding year (Com. Exs.
56-62). These statistical reports dealt in aggregate figures and did not
reveal the figures of any individual company to other companies.
· (d) The association prepared and approved a standard form of contract
for use in the sale of book paper. This form of contract, among its various
provisions, contains one permitting change of the price at the beginning of
each calendar quarter, provided notice thereof is given not less than 15 days
in advance of the new calendar quarter. It also provides:
Prices and deliveries hereunder are based upon and subject to the trade customs of
the Book Paper l\lanufacturers Assocmtion, or any other trade customs applicable to
the grade or grades of paper specified in this contract.

• • • • • •
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The basic selling price shall be for paper packed for domestic use in ordinary wooden
cases wi~h customary markers. If packed on non-returnable skids of 3,000 lbs. or over,
net per skid, deduct 15¢ per 100 lbs. If on skids of less than 3,000 lbs., net per skid, no
deduction. If shipped in rolls weighing 500 lbs. or heavier, deduct 50¢ per 100 Jbs. If
in rolls weighing 250 lbs. up to 500 lbs., deduct 25¢ per 100 lbs. If in rplls weighing less
than 250 lbs., no deduction (Com. Ex. 50}.

This form also contains other provisions affecting or directly relating to
the ultimate price. This standard contract form was, and is, regularly
used by many members of the association and, in addition, some others
use it with minor variations. A few members use no written contract, or
merely exchange ~etters, or use an individual form or individually prepared
contract.
(e) The association was quite active and held meetings at frequent intervals, usually alternating between New York and Chicago. These meetings ordinarily covered two days, the first day being devoted largely to the
presentation of matters to the executive committee for consideration by it,
and the second to a general meeting of the membership. Ten meetings
were had in 1936, eleven in 1937, and eleven in 1938. These meetings were
consistently well attended, as shown by the following figures for the first
two meetings in each of the years mentioned:
Date of Meeting

January 31, 1936
February 20, 1936
January 13, 1937
February 24, 1937
January 7, 1938
February 24, 1938
January 20, 1939
March 15, 1939

Number of Companies
Represented

Number of Individuals
Present

31
35
30
35
28
37
25
23

48
61
51
52
44
66
74
27

Association officials and employees prepared various charts and data
which were not distributed to members but which were exhibited and used
in the course of association meetings. These included charts showing price
trends of raw materials, labor costs and other elements in the cost of producing book paper, and the price trends in book paper as compared with
various other commodities. They were analyzed by a designated representative \vho discussed the charts and data for the benefit of members,
in addition to such discussion as the members themselves engaged in. It is
apparent from the testimony of witnesses who attended association meetings that the prices of book paper were regularly discussed in such meetings, but they insisted that the discussions were limited to the prices of
book papers in relation to costs of manufacture, the. statistical position of
the industry, and the relation of book paper prices to thofie for other commodities. It is plain, however, that thm;e discussions of price before and
by association members afforded a means for reconciling di!Tcrences in
views, ascertaining the consensus of opinion among memuers, and arriving
at a common course of action. In fact, the record shows that in at least a
few instances price changes were announced by members at association
meetings.
(f) In the fall of 1937 there was a slackening in the demand for and a
softening of prices of book papers. There was a meeting of the executive
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committee and a general meeting of the association at Hot Springs on October 6-8, 1937. At about the time of this meeting rumors became current
in the trade of a price cut by Kalamazoo Paper Company (not a member of
the association) which was said to amount to various sums up to $23 per ton.
Price changes in the industry are ordinarily made in terms of $5 per ton,
or occasionally $10 per ton. This rumored price cut by Kalamazoo created
a furor among the association members at Hot Springs and was widely discussed by members at that meeting. Many members were making urgent
efforts by telephone and otherwise to ascertain exactly what action had
been taken by Kalamazoo. Contrary to the usual custom of holding meetings about a month apart, another meeting of the association was held in
Chicago on October 14, 1937. Between the date of this meeting and that
of the Hot Springs meeting, association members generally had ascertained
the nature of the cut in price put into effect by the Kalamazoo Paper Company, and apparently the confusion which had existed resulted from the
fact that at the time it made this price cut Kalamazoo abandoned selling
. upon a delivered-price basis and instituted f.o.b. mill prices. The actual
result of this approximated a reduction of $7 per ton in New York on
5,000-pound lots, and a reduction in Chicago of $12 per ton. The corresponding figures for carload lots were $2 and $7, respectively. The rumors in the trade concerning the action taken by Kalamazoo were a
matter of concern to. paper merchants because of the effect this reduction,
if followed by other manufacturers, would have upon their inventories of
paper. Within a few days after the Chicago meeting, various members of
the association issued price lists making no reduction in price in a singlecase and four-case quantity brackets, which brackets account for a large
proportion of sales by paper merchants, but making a reduction of $5 per
ton in the quantity brackets above the four-case bracket. During the
period when announcements of price changes were being made by other
manufacturers, the Kalamazoo Paper Company abandoned the f.o.b. mill
basis of selling and issued a price list returning to the delivered-price system in use by other manufacturers, as well as to the prices then in effect
by others, with the reduction limited to the quantity brackets above the
four-case quantity. The Chicago meeting of October 14, 1937, was followed by another meeting in New York on November 5, 1937, and still
another in Chicago on November 18, 1937.
(g) Apparently the difficulties which led to the price cut first announced
by Kalamazoo Paper Company were related to and perhaps due to price
disparities which developed between contract and spot business, and this
involved directly the interests of the paper merchants as well as the respondent manufacturers. The following extracts from certain exhibits
introduced into the record show quite clearly that the discussions at association meetings were not confined to generalities, but in fact led to understandings and agreements upon specific matters. On June 7, 1937, the
Chicago office of the Northwest Paper Company wrote the assistant general sales manager of that company on the subject of "pricing practice on
book paper contracts for third calendar quarter of 1937" in part as follows:
Referring to 'phone conversation, we don't quite understand why we are going to
have to be different from other mills such as Oxford, Warren, West Virginia and Champion, where they are advancing their price $5.00 per ton for uncoated Book over the
first quarter price and $7.00 per ton on the Label.
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Earl Bowen of S.D. Warren, who had a report of the meeting in New York, tells me
that our representatives were there and the plans were discussed as to what some of the
mills were going to do, and we have outlined above what it is (Com. Ex. 132).

The record shows that there was a meeting of the association at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel on May 26, 1937, and that two representatives of
the Northwest Paper Company were present. A large paper merchant, the
Graham Paper Company, \\ith branches in many cities, on August 19,
1937, wrote respondent Michigan Paper Company that one of its customers
was interested in placing a year's contract for paper, stating the quantities
and specifications, and:
Send price information to us St. Louis and since our customer won't likely place their
contract until early October, there is no particular hurry about your quotation (Com.
Ex. 192).

On August 21, 1937, the Michigan Paper Company replied, but without
giving any price information, and stated:
There is to be a meeting of the Book Paper Group next week and after this meeting
we will have information as to what, if any, price changes have been made (Com. Ex.
193).

The record shows that there was a meeting of tl).e association at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York City on August 27, 1937. On September 30, 1937, the Chicago office of the Northwest Paper Company
wrote to its home office concerning price cutting in Chicago and stated in
part:
This outburst was prompted by a list that came out from the Swigert Paper Company
dosing out a lot of items, a good many of which the merchants are sure that Swigert
dues not have on hand such as 90,000 lbs. of 25X38-70# Enamel.
In talking with 1\Ir. Hillyer, of the Whitaker Paper Company, yesterday, he stated
that this sniping has been going on for some time and that the merchants are tired of it
aml are going to put a stop to it by meeting the situation with the expectation that the
mill~:~ will step in and have these ridiculous prices corrected (Com. Ex. 140).

On October 13, Hl37, there was an exchange of messages by teletype be·
tween the New York and home offices of the Northwest Paper Company.
The New York office stated:
THEilE AilE SEVERAL GOOD SIZED BOOK ORDERS COMING UP HERE
IN TilE CITY liAS ANY ADJUSTJ\IENTS BEEN MADE IN PRICE OF B
AND C GRADES IT IS NECESSARY TO GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR
AND WANT TO IIA VE PROPER PRICES BEFORE QUOTING.

To which the home office replied:
DONT I\NOW WIIAT l'IUCE ON BOOK PAPER WILL BE UNTIL END
OF TillS WEEK SOME l\IILLS IIAVE ANNOUNCED REDUCTIONS UP
AS JIIGII AS 23.00 PER TON DO NOT BELIEVE TIUS WILL FOLLOW THRU
WHOLE PAPER INDUSTRY (Com. Ex. 143).

On October 11, 1937, the Graham Paper Company wrote respondent
Michigan Paper Company:
Within the past wet>k rumors have come to us there has been a general decline in
Book Papers of quality su<:h as you furnished to our stock.
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As far as we can learn Kalamazoo Paper Company have been responsible and understand they took arbitrary action on quite a lot of tonnage in Detroit, which has given
rise to rumors there has been a general break in prices.
Understand the manufacturers had a meeting in Hot Springs last week and considerable pressure was exerted to maintain the present market prices, and would appreciate if you would investigate and give us complete information relative to today's
market (Com. Ex. 204).

This exhibit bears the penciled notation "DLS phoned in detail on
10/12/37." Graham Paper Company on October-12, 1937, wrote the
Michigan Paper Company for the attention of Mr. Dwight L. Stocker (the
person referred to in the penciled notation as DLS):
We appreciate you telephoning us this morning relative to the price situation that
was created by Kalamazoo Paper Company and which we are hopeful will not stick,
as we feel it would be a mistake to reduce prices, particularly at this time.

• • • • • •
We are hopeful that at the manufacturers meeting in Chicago Thursday of this week
this situation will be corrected, because we fear if allowed to stand it may result in a
break down of prices on all qualities (Com. Ex. 194).

On October 13, 1937, Graham Paper Company again wrote the Michigan
Paper Company:
Just as quick as you or Mr. Stocker develops what action is taken in Chicago by the
manufacturers relative to prices on book papers, will you please communicate with us
immediately, so that we can get word to our branches and salesmen at least by the time
our competitors ha"O'e it from their mill sources? (Com. Ex. 195.)

On the day after the association meeting i~ Chicago of October 14, 1937,
the Michigan Paper Company wrote to the Graham Paper Company:
We wish to confirm telephone conversation of today in which we advised that
effective today there would not be any change in the one and four case brackets from
our price list on both Coated and Plain Papers, but on both Coated and Uncoated Papers 5,000 lbs. brackets and up, including 18 tons, the price would be $5.00 per ton less.
On No.5 Coated the price is $10.00 per ton under the price for No.4 Coated.
Other grades of paper have not been decided upon but just as soon as we have this
information the same will be forwarded to you promptly (Com. Ex. 196).

On October 19, 1937, Graham Paper Company asked Michigan Paper
Company for a price quotation on paper for one of its customers, to which
Michigan Paper Company replied on October 20, 1937:
We are in receipt of your letter of the 19th and herewith confirm telephone conversation, this with reference to 510,000 lbs. 44! X63 basis 70#, long grain, CIS Litho.
As advised, we are not in a position to make our CIS in the No.5 quality but would
be pleased indeed to have this order based on the No.4 quality.
As you know, there has been some confusion about contract prices and we believe
this will be settled at the meetings in New York this week. However, feel that we are
justified in quoting you a price of $7.10 on skids, you to add 5% to this price for your
mark-up, but the price you have suggested of $7.50 less 4% commission is agreeable to
us and you may proceed on this basis (Com. Ex. 198).

The record shows there was a meeting of the executive committee of the
association at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York on October 21, 1937,
6.50780 -H -49
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and that Mr. D. L. Stocker of the Michigan Paper Company was in attendance. On November 16, 1937, Graham Paper Company wrote the
Michigan Paper Company concerning the price to be made on contract
with one of its customers, stating in part:
On such contract have understood the selling price was the merchant's carlo...d cost,
and subject to terms of 2%30 days and merchant was allowed 5% selling commission.
Have inquired about this several places, but no one seems to know exactly what price
does govern today on a 250 ton contract.
Is it true that on sucjl. contract for Hard Bound Book Publishing and on Music and
Litho contracts prices are now less than govern on a Magazine Publisher's contract?
(Com. Ex. 201.)

On November 17, 1937, the Michigan Paper Company, in replying to
this inquiry, referred to a telephone conversation concerning it, and
stated:
As long as you advised us over the telephone that this matter could be held open
until Friday or Saturday of this week, we will hold up the inquiry until that time for as
advised you, Mr. Servaas is attending the Book Paper Meetings in Chicago this week
and he may have some further information regarding contracts by Friday or Saturday
at which time we will immediately get in touch with you (Com. Ex. 202).

The record shows there was a meeting of the association at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago on November 18, 1937, which was attended by D. L.
Stocker and P. S. Servaas of the Michigan Paper Company. Under date
of November 20, 1937, the Michigan Paper Company advised the Graham
Paper Company in part:
Confirming telephone conversation of today with reference to the Eden Publishing
Company proposition, as we do not have any publishing contracts and as the publication prices are not a matter of record, we will have to admit frankly we are not really
familiar with this set up. As you know the commercial 250 ton contract, as of today
and the first three months of 1938 the merchants cost is regular carload cost to which
5% is added for resale prices.
We have authorized you on this Eden Publishing Company proposition to meet the
situation as you find it.
With reference to the hard bound book publishing and Music and Litho contracts
to be perfectly frank with you this seems to be more or less up in the air and we have no
definite information on this as we have no such contracts. As you appreciate we are
strictly a merchants mill and our efforts are in a line to work with the merchants eliminating some of the unreasonable practices which have been in effect and using our
efforts to eliminate some of the differentials on so-called questionable contracts.
We are pleased to advise that at a meeting held this week, and you, no doubt, have
this information, that the so-called No. 5 contract is entirely eliminated starting the
first of the year which should be of considerable help to the merchants (Com. Ex. 203-A).

Under date of December 4, 1937, the Chicago office of the Northwest
Paper Company wrote the assistant general sales manager of that Company on the subject of "Contracts for 1938/' in part:
According to the wishes of merchants in this market, they want, and understand,
that class 5 contracts are to be eliminated, and they are expecting to operate on that
basis in 1938. However, they are wondering if the Book meetings of this week will
change the idea in any way. If not, practically all the contracts we have, with the exception of those for lithographers, will go on the spot price basis (Com. Ex. 166).

1
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The record shows there was a meeting of the association held December
9, 1937. On December 14, 1037, Allied Paper Mills wrote James F. Walsh
Paper Corporation, stating in part:
This has reference to the contracts you have with us which have been used as a
blanket contract for printe.rs' requirements.
We are unable to renew these for the year 1938 as we understand that no contracts of
this nature will be filled by any mill (Com. Ex. 726).

(h) The record shows that despite the variety of their products and the
great number of different prices resulting from the many product differences already mentioned, respondents, through the means heretofore
stated, have succeeded in maintaining price uniformity to a remarkable
degree. As a part of a statistical study made by respondents, invoices covering spot sales of book paper to merchants during the \veek ending
April 3, 1937, and the \veek ending July 16, 1938, were tabulated and analyzed in various ways. This part of the study included several thousand
separate invoices, and a correlation of these sales with price lists shows that
for the 1937 period 85.62 percent of the sales were in agreement with the
price list, and these sales in agreement with the list represented 72.40
percent of the tonnage and 75.63 percent of the dollar value. For the 1938
period, 86.14 percent of the sales were in agreement \vith the price list and
these sales represented 77.64 percent of the tonnage and 79.56 percent of
the dollar value. In each of the periods, a few sales were made above
price list, but the more substantial number of those sales which were not
in accord with the price list were below it. Though stated with apparent
precision, the figures given are necessarily approximations because of the
possibility of occasional errors in a statistical study of this size and complexity.
PAR. 8. (a) The United States Government Printing Office is a regular
purchaser of substantial quantities of book paper. Its usual method is to
solicit sealed bids for its estimated requirements of each kind and type of
paper for a six months' period and to make awards pursuant to the bids
received. Some of the respondent paper mills bid directly on these proposals, some bid only through one or more paper merchants or other
representatives, and some of respondents bid directly and through one or
more paper merchants or representatives on the same items. In bidding
through paper merchants or other representatives, respondents follow the
practice of authorizing the merchant or representative to bid specified
prices upon designated items in the proposals. If the merchant or representative is successful in securing a contract, the paper necessary to fill it
is supplied by the respondent \vho authorized the bid and an agreed percentage of the price paid by the Printing Office is received by the merchant
or representative as a commission for his services. During the NRA
period, only identical bids were received and they were priced on the basis
of the published list price after the deduction of the usual cash discount of
3 percent, and the contracts for supplying the requirements of the Printing
Office were' allocated among the identical bidders upon the basis of the
relative quantities each had sold to the Printing Office in previous years.
After NRA, respondents continued to make identical bids upon the same
price basis as used during NRA; namely, list price less 3 percent, and the
awards for two or three six months' terms were made and the business allo..:
cated among various mills upon the basis used during NRA. This caused
complaints from mills which bid but received no contracts, and resulted in
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a change in the method of making awards. The method substituted was
to eliminate duplicate representation of one mill through drawing by lot to
determine which bid representing a given mill would have a further chance
to secure the business, and then making a selection by lot from among the
single bids for each mill, and the contracts were awarded pursuant to such
chance selection. Identical bids persisted, however, until the adoption of
the practice of making no awards of contracts for Government Printing
Office business in any case of tied bids~ When only tied bids were received
on any item, the paper needed was purchased in the spot market.
(b) It is interesting to note that under date of May 8, 1936, respondent,
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, filed with the association its
prices
• • • to apply for the Government Printing Office * • • as outlined in
Government Printing Office proposal requesting bids to be opened May 18, 1936.
The prices stated shall apply on all orders placed prior to December 31, 1936 (Com.
Ex. 762-B).
'

The various prices for the different items were filed on the usual price
filing form bearing the notation:
The Secretary of the Book Paper Manufacturers Association is hereby authorized
and requested to publish the foregoing and to make this schedule available to any one
interested (Com. Ex. 762-B to G).

Similarly, On May 11, 1936, The Chillicothe Paper Company filed with
the association its prices on certain items in the proposals for opening on
May 18th, stating:
These are the prices to the Government regardless of whether they are sold direct or
through a paper merchant (Com. Ex. 626-A, B, C).

This filing carried the usual request for making the prices filed available
to others. It is also interesting to note the reaction to instances of nonidentical bids that were low. For example, on February 26, 1937, respondent, West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, wrote to R. P. Andrews Paper Company, who had submitted bids on its behalf to the Government Printing Office:
I have not heard from you relative to the Government Printing Office order for
42,600 pounds of Super Book upon which we quoted on February 13th, $5. 70. You told
me by 'phone that all quotations were at $5.70, but that Reese & Reese had noted on
their quotation that if taken on skids, the price would be 15¢ lower.
I am very anxious to know what mill is to make this paper. As the inquiry specified
very plainly that the paper was to be packed on skids, it is rather difficult to understand
how anyone could have made the "error" as evidently Reese & Reese did. The price
quoted was certainly low in the present market, and as all the mills are pretty well
filled with business, as a matter of fact are experiencing great difficulty in making shipments, I would like to know the name of the mill that is 'to make this paper, and also
the time promised for shipment (Com. Ex. 683).

On June 23, 1937, R. P. Andrews Paper Company wrote West Virginia
Pulp and Paper Company, giving the results of the opening of the bids on
75 tons of book paper, five bidders having named a price of $6.14, three a
price of $6.39, and one a price of $6.12~ (Com. Ex. 7G8). In replying under
date of June 24, 1937, West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company stated in
part:
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* * * If you cal\ give me any information as to what mill will make the paper, it
will be appreciated. This light weight Machine Finish paper is not particularly desirable and as far as we are concerned, we are not peeved that we did not get the order,
but we don't like the chiseling of a house of the character of Marquette (Com. Ex. 769).
This was followed by another inquiry by West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company under date of July 7, 1937, stating:
Have you ever been able to get any information as to who is to make the paper for
Marquette Paper Company, who chiseled on the order for 75 tons of Machine Finish,
putting in a price of $6.125. I am very anxious to know who is to supply this paper and
wonder if you can get me the information in confidence (Com. Ex. 770).

(c) In November 1937, respondent, Allied Paper Mills, authorized
James F. Walsh Paper Corporation to submit bids on certain lots of paper
in the proposals of the Government Printing Office for the first six months
of 1938, and stated in the letter of authorization:
The above prices are to be quoted to the government. Unless this is complied with,
we will not accept the orders if you are successful in getting them (Com. Ex. 369).

In submitting bids, the James F. Walsh Paper Corporation, on the basis
of giving up a part of its commission, bid about 1 percent under the prices
authorized by Allied Paper Mills. The result was that on Lot 3 for 400,000
pounds of book paper, eleven concerns bid $6.24 per hundredweight and
Walsh bid $6.18; and Lot 5 for 400,000 pounds of book paper, thirteen concerns bid $6.24: per hundredweight and Walsh bid $6.18; on Lot 6 for
350,000 pounds af book paper, thirteen concerns bid $5.86 per hundredweight and Walsh bid $5.80; on Lot 7 for 600,000 pounds of book paper,
thirteen concerns bid $5.86 per hundredweight and Walsh bid $5.80· on
Lot 8 for 600,000 pounds of book paper, thirteen concerns bid $5.86'per
hundredweight and Walsh bid $5.80; on Lot 10 for 250,000 pounds of book
paper, thirteen concerns bid $5.85 per hundredweight and Walsh bid
$5.79; on Lot 16 for 200,000 pounds of offset paper, one concern bid $6.38
per hundredweight, nine concerns bid $6.30 per hundredweight, one concern bid $6.28 per hundredweight, and Walsh bid $6.24; on Lot 36 for
100,000 pounds of book paper, eight concerns bid $9.70 per hundredweight
and Walsh bid $9.o0. Thus on every item on which Walsh bid for Allied
Paper Mills he waA the low bidder. In due course, James F. Walsh Paper
Corporation received awards and was informed by Allied Paper Mills that
they would not fill the orders. The small reductions made by Walsh
would have come out of his commission, and therefore the net return to
Allied Paper Mills would be the same as if he had bid the price authorized.
The record shows, independently of his own testimony, that after therefusal by Allied Paper 1\Iills, James F. Walsh began seeking to place the orders with other of respondent manufacturers who produced suitable papers
to fill the awards received. Walsh testified that. in some instances he was
told by mills that they were not interested, in some cases that they would
not fill the order because he cut the price. Though these latter statements
were denied by the parties to whom they were attributed by Walsh, the
fact is that Wabh was unable to place the orders with any other mill.
Several statements were made by Allied Paper Mills as to the reason they
would not accept the order. One such statement was that it is not fair to
other dealers to let one violate instructions and profit by it. However,
it is clear from the record that, at least as to some of the lots on which
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Walsh bid, no other concern bid on behalf of Allied Paper Mills, and there
is no affirmative showing that any dealers other than Walsh bid for Allied
Paper Mills on any of the lots. Walsh was at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in
New York at the time a meeting of the association was held in December
1937 and talked to some members of the association before and after the
meeting, though he was not present at the meeting of the association. He
testified that he learned from members who attended the meeting that his
cutting the price on the Government Printing Office bids was a subject
before the meeting of the association. This is denied by several members
who were present. On December 28, 1937, the New York office of Allied
Paper Mills teletyped its home office that respondent C. L. Barnum, an
official of the association, had just phoned and advised
THAT WALSH HAS NOTIFIED THE GOVERNMENT THAT HE COULD
NOT SUPPLY THE PAPER THAT HE BID ON AND THE GOVERNl\IENT PRINTING OFFICE HAS ARE RE ADVERTISING THE BIDS
(Com. Ex. 370).

Walsh had a friendly relationship with F. H. Savage, a divisional sales
manager of International Paper Company, and appealed to him to intercede with Dwight Curtenius of Allied Paper Mills. He wired Mr. Savage
at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, on January 4, 1938, as follows:
RECEIVED WIRE TODAY AS FOLLOWS UNLESS SATISFACTORY
REPLY TO OUR LETTER DATED DECEMBER SIX IS RECEIVED BY
J.\NUAHY SIX OR PERFORMANCE CONTHACT PROPERLY EXECUTED
AND RETURNED BY THAT DATE TilE COMMITTEE WILL DECLARE
YOUR BID BOND IN DEFAULT AND ACTION TAKEN ACCORDINGLY
A COPY OF TIUS TELEGRAM IS BEING FORWARDED YOUR BONDSMAN THE AMERICAN EMPLOYERS INSURANCE COl\IPANY SIGNED
WALTER LAMBETH CHAIRMAN JOINT COl\IMITTEE ON PRINTING
STOP COULD YOU POSSIBLY INTERCEDE DWIGHT CURTENIUS
FOit ME GOVERNl\IENT IS FORFEITING MY BOND DECISION MUST
BE MADE TOMOimOW SO SIGNED CONTRACTS WILL BE IN WASHINGTON ON JANUARY SIX STOP BELIEVE DWIGHT CURTENIUS IS
AT TilE BOOK MEETING .ANYTIIING YOU CAN DO WILL BE
DEEPLY APPHECIATED AND MAY I HEAR FROM YOU TOMORROW
MORNING (Resp. Ex. 20-A, B).

Mr. Savage testified that he had heard rumors that the refusal by Allied
Paper Mills to furnish paper to fill the bids made by Walsh was due to objections by Arthur Birmingham of Birmingham & Prosser, large paper
merchants in Chicag0; that he and Charles A. Gordon, vice president of
Oxford Paper C:)mpany, called on Birmingham and, among other things,
tcwk up the. matter of whether he objected to Allied Paper Mills handling
the orders for Walsh; that there was no objection by Birmingham; and
that he subsequently told· Mr. Curtenius of the result of the conversation
he had had with Birmingham but did not recall what reply Mr. Curtenius
made. This evidence concerning Birmingham & Prosser was put in by
respondents, apparently to explain the refusal of Allied Paper Mills to
fill the orders for Walsh.' There had been a disagreement between Walsh
and Birmingham & Prosser which had resulted in Walsh leaving their employ some time previously. Birmingham & Prosser was not a bidder for
tl>e business on which Walsh received the award, and it is not clear how it
could be of any legitimate interest to Birmingham & Prosser whether Allied
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Pnper Mills did or did not fill the orders on which Walsh bid. Presumably,
if there had been any occasion for objection on this score, it would have
been considered by Allied Paper Mills before they authorized Walsh in
November 1937 to bid on their paper. The Director of Purchases of the
Government Printing Office testified that various contractors, paper
mills, and merchants with whom he did business informed him it was going
to be very difficult for Walsh to get the paper to fulfill the awards made to
him. Allied Paper Mills raised questions· as to Wabh's credit. This was
evidently an afterthought, for his credit was not questioned at the time
he was authorized to bid. Finally, AlLied Paper Mills did furnish paper to
fulfill thoRe portions of the Walsh contracts for which paper had not been
secured from other sources by the Government Printing Office to take care
of its neceRsities when it appeared Walsh woulJ be unable to deliver, and
payments were made to Walsh in care of Allied Paper l\lills, which held
Walsh's power of attorney. The long record of identical bidJing by reRpondents on Government Printing Office propo"als, and the reaction of
respondents to nonidentical bids that were low, together with the other
facts shown, make it evident that respondents had understanJings and
agreements concerning the prices to that purchafier.
PAR. 9. The respondents introduced opinion testimony by an expert
economiRt. In part, this testimony went to the proposition that uniformity
in price by different sellers of a standard commodity in a given market may
be the result of perfect competition or of collusion and furnishes no baRis
for an inference that such uniformity is due to one as against the other of
these conditions. This witness alfio made comparisons between the behavior of prices for book paper in relation to the prices of certain other commodities and in relation to certain business indices and gave his opinion
upon what these comparisons indicated to him. This testimony was also
directed toward counterveiling any inference of collusion among the respondents being drawn from the single fact of price uniformity among
sellers in a given market. Upon the question of uniformity of price as between different markets in the same zone, the witness testified thnt he h'ld
not studied the zoning system and was not prepared to testify wi h re pe~t
to it. The Commission has examined anJ considered this opinion testimony. In the circumstances present in this case, including the existence
of facts which affect the hypothesis upon which certain of the testimony i:;
based as well as the existence of different and conflicting facts shown by
the record generally, the Commission views the opinion testimony as entirely failing to support any contention that the price behavior of book
paper has been due to operation of competitive forces without the intervention of respondents.
PAR. 10. From its consideration of the entire record, the ComrnisHion
concludes, and therefore finds, that the capacity, tendency, and effect of
the combination maintained in the manner aforesaid and the acts and
practices performed by respondents thereunder and in connection therewith, as set out herein, has been, and is, to hinder, lessen, restrain, and l:luppress competition in the sale of book papers among and between the several
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia; to deprive
both private and governmental purchasers of book papers of the benefits
of competition in price among respondents; to define, establish, and maintain uniform base prices for book papers; to define, establish, and maintain
uniform geographical zones within each of which delivered prices to purchasers, wherever located within any such zone, are uniform, and to fix and
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determine uniform price differentials for book papers as between such
zones; to establish and maintain uniform quantity brackets and uniform
price differentials for book paper as between such quantity brackets; to
establish and maintain uniform price relationships between spot and contract purchases of book paper; to establish and maintain, and from time to
time modify, expand, or readjust through the guise of "Trade Customs,"
uniform and arbitrary price differentials for each of the many variations
in color, weight, size, finish, trim, packing, and type of book papers from
specified predetermined bases, and thus determine the additions to be
made to or subtractions from a base price in any particular transaction;
to provide and maintain means for and to further the exchange of future
and current price information among themselves; to prepare and promote
the use of a uniform contract of sale with provisions therein for supporting
and furthering the maintenance of price uniformity; to bring about collective consideration and discussion of base prices for book papers as a
means of arriving at understandings and a common course of action with
respect to such prices; and to otherwise cooperate among themselves to
establish and maintain price uniformity in the sale of book paper, and to
prevent, hinder, and restrain the operation of competitive forces which
tend to disturb the uniformity of prices established and maintained
through the aforesaid means.
CONCLUSION"

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, under the circumstances
and conditions set forth herein, constitute unfair methods of competition
in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of respondents, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations
of said complaint taken before examiners of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner and exceptions thereof,
briefs filed herein, and the oral arguments of counsel, and the Commission
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
It is ordered, That respondent, Book Paper Manufacturers Association,
an unincorporated association, its officers, agents, representatives, and employees; respondents, P. H. Glatfelter and C. L. Barnum, individually and
as officers of said association; respondents, C. A. Clough, D. R. Curtenius,
G. K. Ferguson, C. A. Gordon, W. II. Kenety, J. It. Miller, F. II. Savage, '
J. S. Sem;enbrenner, R. D. Smith, L. G. Thomson, and R.I. Worrell, individually and as members of the executive committee of said association,
their respective repm;entatives, agents, and employPrs; and the corporate
respondents, Allied Paper Mills, American Writing I)nper Corporation,
The Appleton Coated Paper Company, The D. l\1. Bare Paper Company,
The Beckett Paper Company, Bergstrom Paper Company, The Martin
Cantine Company, The Champion Paper and Fibre Company, ChampionInternational Company, ThP Chillicothe Paper Company, Columbian Pa-
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per Company, Consolidated Water Power & Paper Company, Dill and
Collins, Incorporated, Everett Pulp and Paper Company, Fitchburg Paper
Company, French Paper Company, P. H. Glatfelter Company, W. C.
Hamilton & Sons, Hammermill Paper Company, Inland Empire Paper
Company, International Paper Company, The Jessup & Moore Paper
Company, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, McLaurin-Jones Company, The
Mead Corporation, The Michigan Paper Company of Plainwell, Mohawk
Paper Mills, Inc., Newton Falls Paper Company, New York and Pennsylvania Company, Incorporated, The Northwest Paper Company, Oxford
Miami Paper Company, Oxford Paper Company, The Parker-Young
Company, Rex Paper Company, Schmidt Lithograph Company, The Sorg
Paper Company, Standard Paper Manufacturing Company, S.D. Warren
Company, Watab Paper Company, West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, Watervliet Paper Company, and Wheelwright Papers, Inc., independently and as members of said association, their respective officers
agents, representatives, and employees, in or in connection with the offer~
ing for sale, sale, and distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of book paper (which term includes
all papers within the jurisdiction of the Book Paper Manufacturers Association at the time of this proceeding), do forthwith cease and desist from
entering into, continuing, cooperating in, or carrying out any planned
common course of action, understanding, agreement, combination, or conspiracy between and among .any two or more of said respondents, or between any one or more of sard respondents and others not parties hereto
to do or perform any of the following things:
'
1. Fixing, establishing, or maintaining uniform prices, discounts, terms,
or conditions of sale for any kind or grade of book paper, or in any manner
fixing or establi::;hing any prices, discounts, terms, or conditions of sale for
book paper.
2. Exchanging or relaying, directly or through the Book Paper Manufacturers Association or any other agency or clearing house, price lists or
other information as to current prices, discounts, terms, or conditions of
sale for book paper, for the purpose or \\ith the effect of restraining price
competition in the sale and distribution of book paper; or exchanging or
relaying, directly or through the Book Paper Manufacturers Association
or any other agency or clearing house, information as to future prices discounts, terms, or conditions of sale quoted or to be quoted for book p~per.
3. Using in the quotation and sale of book papers the differentials in
price for variations in color, weight, size, finish, trim, packing, type, or
quantity of such paper heretofore fixed, as found in this proceeding; or
fixing, establishing, or maintaining any differentials in price for any variations in color, weight, size, finish, trim, packing, type, or quantity of book
paper.
4. Using in the quotation and sale of book paper the geographical zones,
or the price differentials between such zones heretofore fixed for pricing
purposes, as found in this proceeding; or fixing, establishing, or maintaining any geographical areas for pricing purposes, or any differentials in
price between any such areas for use in quoting and selling book papers.
5. Preparing, distributing, or using any uniform or standard form of
contract in the sale of book paper, which contract contains provisions in
aid or support of any of the things prohibited in other paragraphs of this
order.
It is further order~d, For the reasons B;Ppeari~g in the findings as to the
facts in this proceedmg, that the complamt herem be, and the same hereby
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is, dismissed as to respondent, Miamisburg Paper Company; and that this
proceeding be, and the same hereby is, closed as to respondent, StecherTraung Lithograph Corporation, respondent, Miami Valley Coated Paper
Company, and respondent, R. S. Berry, without prejudice to the right of
the Commission to institute further proceedings should facts so warrant.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within 60 days after the
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

ORDERS OF DISMISSAL, OR CLOSING CASE, ETC.
AMERICAN DRUG CoRP. Complaint, April 24, 1934. Original order,
November 21, 1934. 19 F. T. C. 436. (Docket 2170.) Order vacating
and setting aside, etc., January 17, 1945.
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to qualities, properties
or results of product; in connection with the manufacture and sale of a
medicinal preparation designated "Sinasiptec."
Order vacating and setting aside order to cease and desist and dismissing
complaint without prejudice, follows:
Whereas, Richard P. Whiteley, Assistant Chief Counsel of the Commission, by motion filed November 27, 1944, moved that the order to cease
and desist, issued in this proceeding on November 21, 1934, be set aside
and that the complaint herein be dismissed without prejudice to the right
of the Commission to institute further proceedings in the matter; and
Whereas, on November 29, 1944, the Commission issued its order to
show cause and thereafter caused the same to. be served upon respondent
together with a copy of said motion, and fixed a time and place for hearing;
and
Whereas, on January 1, 1945, respondent filed its return to said order
to show cause, and thereafter, on January 4, 1945, oral argument was
heard in support of and in opposition to said motion; and
Whereas, the Commission having considered the matter and being now
fully advised in the premises:
It is ordered, That the order to cease and desist issued in this proceeding
on November 21, 1934, be, and the same hereby is, vacated and set aside,
and the complaint in said proceeding be, and the same hereby is, diEmissed
without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further
proceedings.
Before llfr. E. M. Averill, trial examiner.
Mr. John W llilldrop for the Commission.
Fordyce, While, Mayne & Williams and Polk, Fahey & Switzer, of St.
Louis, Mo., for respondent.
B-1 BEVERAGE Co. Complaint, October 5, 1944. Order, January 23,
1945. (Docket 5230.)
Charge: Using misleading corporate and trade or brand name, and
advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or mislabeling as to
qualities, properties or results and composition; in connection with the
manufacture and sale of materials for bottling plants and beverages made
therefrom, sold to the public in the form of a lemon-lime soft drink and
lemon-lime soda and designated and referred to as "B-1."
Order closing case without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission, and it
appearing that the respondent has submitted a satisfactory stipulation as
to the facts and agreement to cease and desist from the unfair methods,
acts and practices charged in the complaint, in accordance with respondent's motion for permission to enter into such stipulation and agreement
and the Commission's order of January 12, 1945; and the Commission
having duly considered the matter, and being now fully advised in the
premises.
735
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It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein be, and
the same hereby is, closed without prejudice.
Mr. John York for the Commission.
Green, Henry & Evans, of St. Louis, 1\Io., for respondent.
TuE OsKAMP NoLTING Co. Complaint, November 28, 1941. Order,
January 25, 1945. (Docket 4648.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to retailer being wholesalers and wholesale distributors and as to "list" and "catalog'' prices;
in connection with the sale of jewelry, silverware, luggage, giftware, and
other merchandise of like character.
Order dismissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon the
motion of the respondent for dismissal of the complaint issued herein, and
it appearing to the Commission that the respondent has expressed its intention, in writing, to be bound by the Trade Practice Conference Rules
promulgated for the Catalog Jewelry and Giftware Industry on December 23, 1943, and has furnished satisfactory evidence of such intention in
the form of its latest catalog, and the Commission having duly considered
said motion and the record herein, and being fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein issued on November 28, 1941,
be, and the same hereby is, dismissed, without prejudice to the right of the
Commission to institute further proceedings in the matter.
Mr. JV. !J/. King for the Commission.
Cravath, Swaine & Moore, of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
DEUTSCH & MARKS, INc. Complaint, November 25, 1941. Order,
February 10, 1945. (Docket 4644.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to dealer being u manufacturers' distributors" and "wholesale je\\'elers" and as to "list" and
"catalog" prices; in connection with the sale of jewelry, silver-ware,
luggage, giftware and other merchandi-;e of like character.
Order di'lmissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon the
motion of respondent for dismissal of the complaint issued herein, and it
appearing to the Commission that the respondent ha.'l expressed its intention, in writing, to be bound by the Trade Practice Conference Rules
promulgated for the Catalog Jewelry and Giftware Industry on December 23, 1943, and has furnishrd satisfactory evidence of such intention,
and the Commission having duly consiJrroJ said motion, and the record
herein, and being fully advised in the premi'les.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein i'lsucd on November 25, 1941,
be, and the same hereby is, dismissed, without prejudice to the right of
the Commi..,sion to institute further proceedings in the matter.
Mr. JV. 11/, King for the Commission.
Smith, Ristig & Smith, of Wa.'lhington, D. C., for respondent.
MAX L. KIZELSTEIN AND LEON Snt,;IL\l.\N TRADING AS KA Y-8HEHMA.N'
LuGGAGE Co. Complaint, July 16, 1943. Order, February 17, l!J-!5.
(Docket 5008.)
.
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to retailers being
~holesalers. and ~lisbranding or mislabeling as to pretended retail prices;
m conncctwn With the sale of golf bags, han<l bags, suitcases, brief
cascs1 trunks and other articles of luggage.
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Order closing case without prejudice, follows:
This proceeding came on to be heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence report of the
Trial Examiner and brief in support of the complaint, and the Commission
having duly considered the same, and being now fully advi'3ed in the
premises.
It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein be and
t~e same hereby is, closed without prejudice to the right of the Co~mis
SIOn to reopen the proceeding and resume trial thereof should the facts so
warrant.
Before Mr. John L. Ilornor, trial examiner.
lllr. Merle P. Lyon and Mr. Clark Nichols for the Commission.
Mr. Jesse Perlmutter, of New York City, for respondents.
\VILLIAM REINHARD, CARL REINHARD AND RoBERT REINHARD TRADING As EcoNOMY MoNUMENT Co., AND NELSON FRIIS. Complaint, February 9, 1945. Order, February 17, 1945. (Docket 5275.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to qualities, properties or
results and comparative merits; in connection with the manufacture and
sale of imitation granite monuments designated "Granidur."
Order closing case without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on for consideratiCUl by the Commission upon the
r~cord, and it appearing that the respondents have entered into a stipulation as to the facts and an agreement to cease and desist from certain
enumerated practices, which stipulation and agreement was, on February 12, 19-15, approved by the Commission, 1 and the Commission having
duly considered the matter, and being now fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein issued
February 9, 1945, be, and the same hereby is, closed without prejudice to
the right of the Commission, should the facts so warrant to reopen the
same and resume proceedings therein in accordance with its regular procedure.
Mr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
ltoEBLING LUGGAGE CoRP. Complaint, June 9, 1942. Order, March 1,
19 45. (Docket 4771.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or mi'3leadingly as to dealer being wholesaler and manufacturer and a.~ to "list" or" catalog" prices, misbranding
or mislabeling a.'! to pretended retail prices, and misrepresenting directly
lr orally with respect thereto; in connection with the sale of trunks,
Uggage, leather good~, sporting good-i, novelties and kindred articles.
Or~er dismi'lsing complaint without prejudice, follows:
T!us matter comin"' on for consideration by the Commission upon the
motion of responc..lent"'for cli,.;;missal of the complaint issued herein, and it
~.PPea.ring to the Commission that the respondent has expressed its intenIon, m writin"' to be bound by the Trade Practice Conference Rules
~romulgat<'d fo~ the Catalog Jewelry and Gifh~are Industry o'! Dec~m
a ed 23, 1913, and has furnished satt<>factory evtc..lence of such mtentwn,
hn .the Cornmi'lsion having duly considered said motion, and the record
ere 1 ~, and being fully aJvi.-;ed in the premises.
th It ts ortll·rcd, That the complaint herein i.,;su.ed on June. 9, 1912, be, and
n/ ~arne hereby i'i, dismi-,seJ, without prejudiCe to the nght of the Com~}Ion to in.,titute further proceedings in the matter.
r. lV, M. King for the Commission.
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Fennelly, Lowenstein, Engelhart & Pitcher, of New York City, for
respondent.

BisSELL CARPET SwEEPER Co. Complaint, November 14, 1941.
Order, March 6, 1945. (Docket 4636.)
Charge: Discriminating in price by selling its carpet sweepers to different classes of customers' at varying discounts; in violation of subsection
(a) of section 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman
Act.
Record closed by the following order:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the record,
after further consideration of the competitive effect of respondent's quantity discount schedule of prices and respondent's justification therefor on
the basis of different service costs for the different classes of purchasers
paying the different prices, and the Commission having duly considered
the matter and being now fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the case grmving out of the complaint herein be, and
tho same is hereby closed without prejudice to the right of the Co:nmi,-sion
to reopen the same and resume trial thereof in accordance with its regular
procedure.
Mr. Frank Ilier for the Commission.
Mr. Isaac TV. Digges, of New York City, for respondent.
CLuB RAZOR & BLADE MANUFACTURING CoRP. Complaint, August 25,
1942. Order, March 24, 1945. (Docket 4820.)
Charge: AdvPrtising falsely or misleadingly as to product being made
in accordance with the specifications of, and tested, approved and recommended by physicians and surgeons, and misbranding or mislabeling as
to prices by exaggerated fictitious price markings; in connection with the
manufacture and sale of respondent's "Hospital Brand" safety razor
blades.
Order dismissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon the complaint of the Commission, answer of the respondent, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations
of the complaint taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence
and exceptions filed thereto, briefs filed in support of the complaint and in
opposition thereto, and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission
having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the
premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further proceedings should the facts so warrant.
Before Mr. Clyde !11. Iladley, Mr. Randolph Preston and Mr. John L.
II ornor, trial examiners.
Mr. B. G. Wilson for the Commission.
Mr. Samuel J. Ernstoff, of New York City, for respondent.
S. H. KREss & Co., VITA-VAn Conr., BEAUTYKOTE Conr., C. J. RoBIsoN, T. H. GmsoN AND E. G. RomsoN. Complaint, July 20, 1944.
Order, 1\farch 28, 1045. (Docket 5Hl3.)
Charge: 1\lisbranding or mislabeling a.~ to quantity content; in connection with the manufacture and sale of "Dart" shellac.
I Includin& jobbers oold under minimum reaale price ail'eementa, where lawful under the Fair
Trade Laws.
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Order dismissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the record,
and the Commission having duly considered the matter and being now
fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and it hereby is, dismissed
without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further proceedings should the facts so warrant.
Before Mr. Randolph Preston, trial examiner.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
Mr. S. ll!ichael Ress, of New York City, for respondents.
HENRY .MILLINERY IMPORT CoRP. Complaint, March 2, 1944. Order,
April 2, 1945. (Docket 5134.)
Charge: Neglecting, unfairly or deceptively, to make material disclosure through stamping, marking, or labeling as to old and used material,
and thereby furnishing means and instrumentalities of misrepresentation
and deception; in connection with the sale of old and used ladies hats to
manufacturers and dealers for manufacture into new appearing product.
Order closing cage without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the record
and it appearing that the respondent Henry Millinery Import Corporation
was legally dissolved on December 30, 1943, and the Commission having
duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the cac;;e growing out of the complaint herein be, and
the same hereby is, closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission
to reopen the same and resume trial thereof in accordance with regular
procedure.
Before lllr. TV. TV. Sheppard, trial examiner.
Mr. J. TV. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. JV. Chesler llollome, of New York City, for respondent.
C. EnNEST INGHAM AND HAnoLD Lams INGHAM TRADING AS INGHAM
AND Co. Complaint, September 30, 1941. Order, April5, 1945. (Docket
4603.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to dealers being "Manufacturing Wholesalers", and as to prices being "list" or wholesale; in
connection with the sale of luggage and other leather goods.
Order dismissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on for consideration by the Commission upon the
motion of respondents for dismissal of the complaint issued herein, and it
~ppearing to the Commission that the respondents have expressed their
Intention, in writing, to be bound by the Trade Practice Conference Rules
Promulgated for the Catalog Jewelry and Giftware Industry on December
23, 1943, and have furnished satisfactory evidence of such intention, and
the Commission having duly considered said motion, and the record herein,
and being fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein issued on September 30, 1941,
be, and the same hereby is, dismissed, without prejudice to the right of
the Commission to institute further proceedings in the matter.
lllr. TV. M. King for the Commission.
Mr. Meyer Rubin, of Boston, Mas~., for respondents.
STANLEY SrKOPARIJA AND SoPHIA STRBOYA SrKOPARIJA TRADING AS
STANLEY's Dnua STonE. Complaint, September 25, 1940. Order, l\lay 1,
l945. (Docket 4323.)
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Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to qualities, properties or
results of products; in connection with the sale of various medicinal
preparations.
Order closing case without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the record,
and the Commission having duly considered the matter, and being fully
advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the case growing out of the complaint herein be, and
the same hereby is, closed without prejudice to the right of the Commission
to reopen the same and resume trial thereof in accordance with its regular
procedure.
Before Mr. Arthur F. Thomas and Mr. John TV. Addison, trial examiners.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
LOGAN's, INc., ALSO TRADING AS LoGAN-ROGERS. Complaint, January
22, 1943. Order, May 2, 1945. (Docket 4892.)
Charge: Removing and mutilating stamps, tags, labels or other means
of identification affixed to ladies' coats, suits, dresses and other wearing
apparel pursuant to the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and participating in so
doing; in violation thereof and of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Order dismissing complaint, follows:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the record,
and it appearing that the above-named corporation was dissolved during
the year 1942, and that a new complaint was issued against the former
officers and owners of said corporation covering the allegations charged
in the complaint against said corporation and that an order to cease and
desist against said individuals has since issued and reports of compliance
with said order have been filed, and the. Commission having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is,
·
dismissed.
Mr. DeWitt T. Puckett and Mr. G. M. Martin for the Commission.
Gardner & Moseson, of Elmira, N.Y., for respondent.
INSTITUTE OF MENTALPHYSICS AND EDWIN J. DINGLE. Complaint,
September 23, 1938. Order, May 7, 1945. (Docket 3605.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to business status, and
qualities, properties or results, unique nature and history of product,
and scientific or relevant facts; in connection with the sale of home study
courses of instruction, relating to matters concerning health, success and
well-being, under the trade name "Mentalphysics."
Order dismissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the record,
and the Commission having duly considered the matter and being now
fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and it hereby is, dismissed
without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute further proceedings in the matter. 1
I It appears from the evidence that the repreeentatione challenged in the Commiooion'e complaint relate
to the teaching• and dootrineo of the Church of the Holy Trinity, located at Loa An11eleo, California. The
reepondenta relied upon the delenoe that the eubject matter lulls "ithin the principle announced by the
Supreme Court in U.S. v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 882, and that consequently the repreoentatione are not within
the Commieainn '1 j uriediction.
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Before Mr. John J. Keenan, Mr. W. W. Sheppard and Mr. C. T. Sadler,
t1·ial examiners.
Mr. John M. Russell for the Commission.
Rosm, Francis & Cleveland, of Chicago, Ill., for respondents.
JOHN M. O'LANE, B. M. O'LANE AND EDITH P. CORTELL DOING BUSINESS AS UNIVERSAL FINGERPRINT SYSTEMS, LTD. Complaint, July 28,
1942. Order, May 31, 1945. (Docket 4788.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to business status and
advantages, scientific or relevant facts, indorsements and opportunities;
in connection with the sale of courses of study and instruction in fingerprinting and other subjects connected with Grime detection.
Order dismissing complaint without prejudice, follows:
This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission
upon complaint of the Commission, answer of respondents, testimony and
other evidence in support of, and in opposition to, the allegations of the
complaint taken before a trial examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, report of the trial examiner upon the evidence, and
bl'iefs filed in support of the complaint and in opposition thereto; and the
Commission having duly considered the matter and being now fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be, and the same hereby is, dismissed without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute
further proceedings should the facts so warrant.
Before Mr. James A. Purcell and Mr. John A. Soule, trial examiners.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
llfr. Lewie Williams and llfr. Frederick R. Burch, of Seattle, Wash., for
respondents.
RooFER MANUFACTURERS Ass'N, INc., ET AL. Complaint, February 1,
1944. Order, June 16, 1945. (Docket 5124.)
·
Charge: Concertly grade marking, branding, passing and selling as "R.
M.A. No.2 Com.", or as No.2 Common, grade marked and branded in
accordance with the known and accepted American Lumber Standard
rules, scant sawn "roofers," that is, boards and planks which when cut
and dressed measure in thickness 24/32", 23/32" and less, or below the
minimum dimensions, 25/32", provided for 1" common lumber by the
American Lumber Standards, adopted and observed bv the American
Lumber Industry.
Dismissed, after answers and trial, by the following order:
This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission upon the motions
of the respondents to dismiss the complaint herein, and the Commission
having duly considered said motions and the record herein and being now
fully advised in the premises.
It is ordered, That said motions be, and they hereby are, granted, and
that the complaint herein be, and it hereby is, dismissed.
Defore Mr. Andrew B. Duvall, trial examiner.
Mr. Reuben J. Martin for the Commission.
Swift, Pease, Davidson, Swinson & Chapman, of Columbus, Ga., for
Roofer l\fanufacturers Ass'n, Inc., and various officers, directors and
members of said association.
Levy, Fenster (t: McCloskey, of Newark, N.J., for Comfort Coal &
Lumber Co., !\ew York Sash & Door Co., Inc., Kramer Lumber & Supply
Co., Dillistin Lumber Co., Tuttle Brothers, Inc., Ideal Lumber & Supply
650780 -47 -.~o
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Co. and New Jersey Lumbermen's Ass'n, Inc., and various officers, trustees
and members of said association.
Mr. Frank Twitty, of Camilla, Ga., for Tyson Lumber Co.
Wheeler, Robinson & Thurmond, of Gainesville, Ga., for Mose Gordon
Lumber Co.
llfr. Simon L. Fisch, of Newark, N.J., for Solondz Brothers, Inc.
Kelly, Hewitt & Harte, of New York City, for Knauth Halligan &
McLellan, Inc., Brister & Koester Lumber Corp., Frost & Davis Lumber
Co. and McLellan & Knoblock, Inc.
Mr. Myron Butler, of New York City, for H. J. Butler Bros., Inc.
llfr. Donald R. Meredith, of New York City, for D. R. Meredith Lumber
Co., Inc.
·
BETHLEHEM STEEL CoRP. ET AL. Complaint, January 26, 1923. Original closing order, May 5, 1939. 28 F. T. C. 1732. (Docket 962.) Order
closing and dismissing case, June 19, 1945.
Charge: Entering into agreements to combine, consolidate, and unite
numerous and extensive properties, businesses, and interests into a common enterprise, involving acquisition of assets, businesses, and capital
stocks, and including physical properties and assets; with resulting
substantial lessening, if not complete elimination of potential and actual
competition theretofore existing, contrary to public policy expressed in
section 7 of Clayton Act and in violation of section 5 of Federal Trade
Commission Act, and with dangerous tendency unduly to hinder competition in iron and steel industry in northeastern section of United States, as
in complaint specified, through union of respondents, as alleged in complaint, and in unreasonable restriction of competition amounting to restraint of trade; contrary to public policy expressed in sections 1 and 3 of
Sherman Antitrust Act, and in violation, as aforesaid, of section 5, through
control and dominant influence brought about through challenged combination.
Order closing and dismissing case, follows:
Whereas after complaint herein was issued challenging the acquisition of
certain physical assets of respondents under Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, the Supreme Court of the United States decided in the
case of Eastman Kodak Company v. Federal Trade Commission, 274 U.S.
619 (1927) that the Commission had no power under Section 5 of said Act
to order the divestiture of physical assets, even if they had been acquired
as part of a plan involving unfair methods of competition, and
Whereas on May 5, 1939, the Commission entered an order herein directing that the case be closed and the Commission being informed that
said order was not served upon the parties and being now fully advised
in the premises.
It is therefore now ordered, That the order of May 5, 1939 be reaffirmed
and that the case growing out of the complaint herein be, and the same
hereby is, closed and dismissed.
Mr. Edward L. Smith for the Commission. 1
Cravath, DeGersdorJJ, Swaine & Wood, of New York City, for Bethlehem
Steel Corp., Bethlehem Steel Co., and Bethlehem Steel Bridge Corp.
Chadbourne, Babbitt & Wallace, of New York City, for Midvale Steel &
Ordnance Co. and Cambria Steel Co.
'1\fr. Baldwin B. Bane (with whom "ae also &Mociated the late 1\lr. E. C. Alvord, both of Wa•hing•
ton, D. C., neither recent rnembero of the Cornmi•sion staff) l\&aln active charge of the presentation of
tho tootin1ony aod evidence in aupport of thl! complaint in this proceeding,

STIPULATIONS 1
DIGEST OF GENERAL STIPULATIONS OF THE FACTS
AND AGREEMENTS TO CEASE AND DESIST 2
2021. 3 Cosmetic Preparations-Nature of Manufacture, Qualities,
Properties or Results, Competitive Products, Safety, Etc.-The Commission directed that Stipulation 292l, entered into by the respondent
named below, be amended by striking therefrom inhibition (c) that appeared thereon, so that tqe stipulation now reads as follows:
Physicians Formula Cosmetics, Inc., a California corporation, engaged
in the sale and distribution of cosmetics in interstate comtnerce, in competition with other corporations and with individuals, fhms and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Physicians Formula Cosmetics, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of its cosmetic preparations in interstate commerce as defined
by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed it will cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the letters "Rx" or other letters, signs or symbols which
cause or have or may have the capacity to cause the impression or belief
that its cosmetic or toilet goods are in fact medicinal preparations or that
each parcel is individually compounded in accordance with a specific
prescription therefor.
(b) Stating that its advertising has been accepted by the Los Angeles
County Medical Association when such advertising is not currently so
accepted.
(c) Unqualifiedly representing that its preparations are "non-allergic,"
''safe" or "eliective beauty aids" for the skin, or that they may be depended upon to prevent allergic initations or maintain healthy skin.
(d) Stating that "cholcsterin" or any other ingredient in its cosmetic
preparations "restores" or "replaces" or has the capacity to restore or
I'Cplace natural oils in the skin or that it effectively combats or prevents
crowsfeet, wrinkles or dry skin by means of oils applied to the skin or in
any other manner whatsoever.
(e) Representing that the ingredients in its products penetrate the skin
'For false and misleading advertising stipulations effected through the Commission's radio and pedodi·
cal division, •ee p. 821 et seq.
The dill!esta published herewith cover those accepted by the CommiBI!ion during the period covered by
this volume, namely January I, 194.~. to June 30, 1945, inclusive. Digests of previoua stipulations of thi~
character accepted by the Commission n.ay be found in vol•. 10 to 39 of the Commission's decisions.
• In the interest of brevity there are omitted from the puLJished digests of the published stipulationd
agree men to under which the stipulating respondent or re•pondents, ao the case may be, a11ree that, •hould
aurh stipulating respondent or respondents ever resume or indulge in any of the practices, method•, or
acto in q11estion, or in event of iBSuance by Commi•sion of compluint and institution of formal proceeding•
Bg!linst respondent, as in the stipulation provided, euch otipulution and agreement, if rele\'Bnt, may be
received in ouch proceeding• li8 evidence of the prior use by the respondent or respondente of the methodo,
acta, or practice& herein referred to.
• Amended.

See 31 F. T. C. 1671.
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deeply or effectively; or that its "Cleansing Cream" removes "every particle" of make-up, grime and dirt from the skin or the pores thereof.
(f) Statements to the effect that cosmetic prep!j,rations containing mineral oil forms a film which seals in the dirt, causing blackheads, whitehead
and enlarged pores; or other statements which constitute unwarranted
disparagement of competitive products.
.
(g) Representing that "Physicians Formula Deodorant is an absolute
necessity," or 11 unqualifiedly that Modern women's skins require stimulation."
(h) Representations which import or imply that its product designated
''Facial Masque" or its product heretofore designated 11 Tissue Cream"
can be depended or relied upon to clear up blackheads, whiteheads or enlarged pores, or keep the skin youthful or free from lines.
(i) Denominating, describing or referring to any cosmetic product as a
11
Tissue Cream," or otherwise by statement of inference representing that
such preparation externally applied has of itself any beneficial effect upon
,
the tissues or cell-structure of the skin.
(j) Statements such as "Mothers who are interested in the health of
their adolescent daughters should insist that they use only Physicians
Formula Cosmetics" or similar presentations having the capacity or
tendency to convey the impression or belief that competitive cosmetic
preparations contain ingredients injurious to the health or that only
preparations offered for sale and sold by it may be safely used by adolescents. (June 4, 1945.)
3705. 1 Furs or Fur Products-Nature.-Morris Schwartz Fur Corporation, a New York corporation with its place of business at New York,
N.Y., et1gaged in the sale and distribution of furs or peltries in interstate
commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
1\'lorris Schwartz Fur Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution of its furs or pcltries or any fur products in commerce as defined
by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease
and dc~;i!:;t from:
I. The use of the terms "Norm. Sealines," "Hudseal Sealine," 11 Sealines," "IIudseal" or any other fictitious animal designation or coined furconnoting term as a designation for, as descriptive of or in connection with
Haid products.
2. U:-;ing any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
tl1e tme name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
tlescription-all wortls of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous.
3. Using the word "Persian," either alone or in connection or combination with any other wort! or words, to designate or describe furs or fur
products made of peltries other than those of true or pure breed Persian
lamb; or U!:;ing the words" Crm;sbrced Persian," or terms of like import, to
describe peltt·ies of crossbretllamLs having less than 50 percent pure Per~:;ian ulood.
(Apr. 19, 19-15.)
' Supplemental. See also 37 F.T.C. 701.
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3734. 1 Monolithic Floor Sudacing-Qualities, Properties or Results.The Commission directed that Stipulation 3734, entered into by the respondent named below, be amended by striking therefrom inhibition
(c) that appeared thereon and substituting the following, so that the stipulation now reads as follows:
H. H. Robertson Co., engaged in the manufacture of building products,
including a monolithic floor surfacing designated "Robertson Hubbellite "
and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in comp~
tition with corporations, firmi:l and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
H. H. Robertson Co., in connection with the sale and distribution of its
products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing directly or
inferentially that" Robertson Hubbellite," or any product of similar composition:
·
(a) Is inherently sanigenic or provides self-sanitizing floor surfaces
without regard to conditions of use; is continuously self-di3inf~cting, continuously disinfects the surface, or insures continuous regenerative sanitizing efficiency.
(b) Has the ability, under conditions of ordinary use, to destroy microorganisms generally; or otherwise, may be relied upon or depended upon to
prevent the spread of disease.
(c) That the organism causing the condition known as athlete's foot
cannot survive contact with said material; or otherwise, by statement or
hy inference, that it will kill said organism, or under usual conditions will
prevent the spread of skin infections or of athlete's foot. (Feb. 15; 19-!5.)
3755.2 Jewelry-Composition, Value, Free, and Savings.-The Commission directed that Stipulation 3755, entered into by the respondent
named below, be amended by striking therefrom inhibitions (a) and (b)
that appeared thereon and substituting the following, so that the stipulation now reads as follows:
Joseph Perel and William P. Lowenstein, copartners trading under the
firm name of Perel & Lowenstein with places of business in the cities of
Memphis and Jackson, State of Tennessee, engaged in the sale and distribution of jewelry and associated commodities in interstate commerce, in
competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Joseph Perel and William P. Lowenstein, and each of them, agreed that,
in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their
merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, they will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use, in any of their advertising, brands or labels, of the words
"natural yellow gold," "yellow or rose gold," "gold" or similar terms as
descriptive of or as designation for watch cases or o.ther articles not made
throughout of gold. If such article is substantially plated or filled with an
alloy containing gold and the word "gold" be used in any description or
branding of said plating or filling, then such word "gold" shall, whenever
used, be immediately preceded by an appropriate quality mark or designation clearly indicating its karat fineness, and shall be immediately followed
by the word "plated" or the word "filled," as the case may he-all in like
lettering of equal size. Provided also, that if the covering of an article is
Amended. See 37 F.T.C. 722.
• Amended. See 37 F.T.C. 736,
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not of such substantial thickness as properly to be described as gold plate
or gold filled, but the article is merely flashed or colored with gold, then in
such case the word "gold," if used, shall be immediately followed in like
lettering of equal size by the word "flashed" or the word "colored "-thus,
"gold flashed" or "gold colored."
(b) Designating or referring to rings or other merchandise of less than,
24 Karat fineness as "solid gold," "solid natural gold" or "solid yellow or
white gold"; or by any words or expressions of like implication, representing that such an article is composed throughout of 24 Karat gold. If the
word "gold" be used in any advertising description or branding of an alloy
containing gold, then in immediate connection therewith the karat fineness
throughout of such alloy shall be indicated by a proper quality mark or
designation-all in like lettering of equal size.
(c) Describing or referring to their premium dolls of the type advertised,
as a "$7.50 doll"; or by similar words or terms, representing that such
dolls are equal in value or quality to those ordinarily sold in the retail trade
for $7.50 or have any worth in excess of their real market value; or in any
other way, misrepresenting the value of quality of premium goods offered
·
in connection with the sale of their merchandise.
(d) Use of the \Yords "free," "gift" or terms of like import to describe
merchandise when such merchandise is not given free or as a gratuity but
the recipient is required, as a consideration, either to pay in whole or in
part the price thereof, to purchase some other article or articles, or to render some service in order to obtain the same.
(e) Representing that purchasers of their diamonds always save 25% to
40%, save 25% and 40%, or make any savings which are in excess of the
average savings heretofore consistently made by all such customers in the
usual and normal course of their dealings with said firm; or that their customers make any such savings because said firm buys from diamond importers or make any savings whatsoever on secondhand diamonds which
have in fact been reset and sold to them at the prices of new stones.
(f) By the use of such words as "up to," "as much as," or other words
or terms of like import, representing that prospective customers can make
savings of any percentage, proportion or ratio in excess of the average
savings made by a substantial number of the firm's customers in the ordinary or usual course of business and under normal conditions and circumstances. (Apr. 19, 1945.)
3772. 1 Athletic Trainers' Supplies and First Aid Preparations-Success, Use or Standing, and Qualities, Properties or Results.-The Commission directed that Stipulation 3772, entered into by the respondent
named below, be amended by striking therefrom inhibition (k) that appeared thereon so that the stipulation now reads as follows:
Cramer Chemical Co., engaged in the sale and distribution of athletic
trainers' supplies and first aid preparations in interstate commerce, in
competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the follo·wing agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Cramer Chemical Co., in connection \vith the ofTering for sale, sale and
distribution of its various preparations in commerce as defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and
desist from representing directly or inferentially:
(a) That the product sold as J\itrotan is the best known or the most universally used germicide in the United States, gives complete sterilization in
00 seconds or afiords complete sterilization at all, checks or stops bl(;'eding
I

Amended, See 37 F.T.C. 748.
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other than the capillary bleeding from superficial skin lesions, seals nerve
ends, treats lymphatics, dehydrates destroyed tissue, promotes growth of
new tissue, draws the torn, jagged edges of a wound together, stops sore
throat, serves as a quick or dependable preventative thereof or assists
in the prevention of influenza; or that the use of such product may be
relied upon to give quick and safe recovery from all such conditions or any
of them.
(b) That Cramer's Athletic Stringent for Gargle would be effective in
the checking or prevention of influenza, tonsilitis or like afflictions.
(c) That Cramer's Athletic Liniment has special penetrating powers, or
by inference or suggestion that it penetrates into muscular or other tissues
to any significant degree.
(d) That Cramer's Dextrose Tablets will produce quick energy in the
sense of capacity for more intense physical exertion; will stimulate an athlete to greater performance; gives added zip to basketball players; enables
athletes to win more games; may be relied upon to afford immediate relief
from hay fever or asthma, or would have any value whatsoever in the
prevention or treatment thereof.
(e) That Cramer's Athletic Hair Oil prevents or serves to prevent
"shower bath baldness" or -any other kind of baldness.
(j) That !so-Pine, or any product of like composition, is a suitable or
effective preparation for use in sterilizing surgical instruments.
(g) That Cramer's Athletic Effervescing Alkaline Powder, or any compound of like ingredients, relieves acid condition of the system; or by
similar statement or implication, representing that it will have any significant intiuence on the acid-base balance of the body.
(h) That its Athletic Ointment is a" healing" ointment, promotes rapid
healing, has any therapeutic effect on boils; or otherwise, that it performs
any function in the healing process.
(i) That its Athletic Red Hot Ointment relieves deep-seated pain or
constitutes a competent treatment for or affords adequate relief from
sprains.
(j) That its Athletic Analgesic Balm, applied as indicated, relieves
congestion.
(k) That its Athletic Inhalant, used in the nose, affords an adequate
treatment or an effective relief of sinus trouble, is efficacious in the prevention of colds, forms a protective coating against bacteria; or that it could
give more than temporary relief to nose and throat irritations of a minor
nature.
(l) That its Cold Tablets assist or have any appreciable effect in the
prevention of common colds.
(m) That Cramer's Athletic Alkaline Powder relieves nausea and
stomach sickness without regard to the nature or cause thereof. C1amer
Chemical Company also agrees to cease and desb;t from:
(n) The use of the word ''Antiseptic" as part of the trade name, brand
or designation of its product heretofore sold as Cramer's Athletic Antiseptic .Powder, or indicating in any way that said preparation, or one of
like composition, has antiseptic properties under such conditions of use.
(June 13, 1945.)
3821.1 Chicks-Government R.O.P., Contests, Quality, Unique, Comparative Merits, Etc,...L.The Commission directed that Stipulation 3821,
entered into by the respondent named below, be amended by striking
therefrom inhibitions (j) and (m) that appeared thereon and substituting
the following, so that the stipulation now reads as follows:
a Amended. See 38 F.T.C. 775.
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Dixie Poultry Farm & Hatchery is a Texas corporation, with principal
place of business in Brenham, Texas; Heber H. Drumm, also of Brenham,
Texas, is the principal stockholder, president and general manager of said
corporation, and as such controls its business and directs its policies. The
said Dixie Poultry Farm & Hatchery and Heber H. Drumm, engaged in
the sale and distribution of chicks and other poultry products in interstate
commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from
the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Dixie Poultry Farm & Hatchery and Heber H. Drumm, whether trading
under such names or under any other trade name or style, agreed that in
connection with the sale and distribution of chicks in commerce as defined
by the Federal Trade Commission Act they, and each of them, will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of terms, legends, expressions or statements such as
"U.S.R.O.P.," "R.O.P.," "R.O.P. sires," "U.S.R.O.P. males," "R.O.P.
Pedigreed Male Birds," "R.O.P. Pen Mated Cockerels," "R.O.P. sired
chicks," "Sired by Official R.O.P. males," "Official R.O.P. blood in Dixie
Chicks," 11 All Dixie chicks carry R.O.P. Mating blood," or of any other
terminology or nomenclature of like import or meaning; and from any
advertising presentation whatsoever, either direct or inferential, having
the capacity, tendency or effect of conveying the impression or belief that
said corporation is an R.O.P. breeder, that chicks sold by it are produced
in U.S. Approved hatcheries, or that any males or cockerels in its flocks or
in the flocks producing chicks sold by it are U.S.R.O.P. males, until and
unless such males comply fully with the requirements for U.S.R.O.P.
males as provided by The National Poultry Improvement Plan.
(b) Designating or referring to birds hatched from candidate eggs as
11
cockerels from RO.P. matings," either "certified" or otherwise; or in
any other way so as to import or imply that both sire and dam thereof
were officially registered R.O.P. fowls.
(c) Representing that the flocks producing chicks offered for sale and
sold by said corporation have the largest, or any, production of R.O.P.
sired chicks in the Southwest, or that its "Dixie" chicks constitute the
largest concentration of official R.O.P. blood of any plant in the Southwest, or any concentration thereof.
(d) Representing that said corporation has led Texas contests time and
time again, or that its flocks ever have led or won any such contests; that
its hens have time and time again, or at any time, won championships or
awards at Texas official egg-laying contests; by statement or connotation,
that the chicks which it offers for sale and sells are the progeny of, descended from, or contain the blood of fine contest-winning hens; or in any
other way, representing such chicks to be of championship or near·
championship quality.
(e) By stu temen ts or expressions such as ''Sired by 232-300 Egg Official
R.O.P. Males," "They are from ... cockerels from R.O.P. matings in
which the hens have certified trapnest records of from 250 to 300 eggs
yearly," or in any other way representing or connoting that the chicks
offered for sale are the progeny of pedigreed males having a record for
transmitting high egg production quality, or that said chicks possess egg
production capabilities comparable to those attributed to such purported
sires.
.
(f) Representing, by statements such as "Wonderful trapnest-pedigree
blood," "in which the hens have certified trapnest records," "The finest
breeding, trapnesting and pedigreeing ever offered in this popular breed,"
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or expression of like meaning or import, that the chicks offered for sale
and sold by said corporation have been produced by trapnested stock,
unless and until all of the eggs from which such chicks are hatched are
produced by approved trapnesting methods and the egg laying records of
the females produCing such eggs have been adequately established by daily
trapnesting for a period of at least one year.
(g) By statements such as "Under R.O.P. only hens laying 200 or more
eggs are used as breeders," "all records official," "only eggs weighing 24
ounces or more per dozen are counted in the records," "sires are from
dams with records of 200 (or more) per year," "matjngs in which the hens
have 225-250 egg records," or otherwise, representing that said corporation
either keeps official records as an R.O.P. breeder or unofficially keeps individual records of all breeding hens producing the chicks offered for sale.
(h) Representing, by statement or implication, that the foundation
stock for each breed of the chicks advertised and sold by it was purchased
direct from the specialists in that breed, that all its mating pens are headed
by cockerels from R.O.P. matings, or that such purported better breeding
plan is exclusive with said corporation.
(i) The use of any depiction, representation or statement that tends or
may tend to cause the impression or belief that the chicks offered for sale
and sold by it are the progeny of a fowl so pictured or described when in
fact such chicks are not descended therefrom.
(j) Assertion that bacillary white diarrhea can be carried from infected_
to noninfected eggs while in an incubator; that such is a well-known fact;
or the making of like statements, implications or insinuations tending to
disparage competitors or discredit or cast doubt upon their products.
(k) Reference to the farms from which it buys chicks offered for sale as
"co-operative breeding farms," "our famed co-operative system," "our
own co-operative flocks," or in any other manner importing a business
enterprise whose object is to enable its participants or members to buy or
sell to better advantage by eliminating middlemen's profits, as such term
"co-operative" is commonly understood when applied to a commercial
undertaking. (Apr. 4, 1945.)
3958. Liquid Shampoo-Unique, Comparative Merits and Qualities,
Properties or Results.-Dr. Krauter's Laboratories, Inc., a New Jersey
corporation, with place of business at Newark, N.J., engaged in the manufacture of a liquid shampoo, by the brand name "Kroilon," in interstate
commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from
the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Dr. Krauter's Laboratories, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of its shampoo "Kroilon" or other products in commerce, as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by
the means or in the manner above set forth, agreed that it will forthwith
cease and desist from representing directly or inferentially:
(a) That the preparation referred to as "Kroilon" is nqt just another
shampoo; is not an ordinary soap shampoo, or is sensationally or substantially different from various other liquid shampoos on the market.
(b) That it works on the same principle as, or is otherwise comparable with, the action of a fine cleansing cream on the face.
(c) That it will not injure or irritate the most sensitive skin, or can be
used by persons allergic to soap and soap lotions.
(d) That it cleanses the skin pores, or any part thereof below the e:\ternal openings. (Jan. 41 1945.)
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3959. Watch Straps-Composition, Nature and Prices.-B. Jadow,
Inc., a New York corporation, with place of business at New York, N.Y.,
engaged in the manufacture of watch straps and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations,
firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition
·
in commerce as set forth therein.
B. Jadow, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the offering for sale, sale
and distribution of its products in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the word "genuine" or other term or expression of like
import, in any way as descriptive of split leather, or of an article composrd
in whole or in part of split leather;
(b) Labeling, branding or otherwise designating or describing an article
as being made of a certain kind or type of leather when it is in fact composed in whole or in part of a different kind or type; or representing directly or by implication, as by bran dings such as "Reptile," "Shark" or
"Watermark Seal," that such product is from the hide or skin of a certain
designated animal when in fact any part thereof is from a different animal
or material. \\here an article containing the specified leather is backed
by split leather or different leather glued or laminated to the outer leather,
the stamp, tag or label shall disclose that such leather is backed with split
leather of a certain kind or other named leather, as the case may be.
(c) The use of fictitious price tags or labels indicating that its wrist
watch straps sell or are intended to be sold for $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and
$2.00; or in any other way, directly or by implication, representing that
its various types of straps or other articles of merchandise have regular
values and customarily sell for sums in excess of the prices actually charged
therefor. (Jan. 4, 19-!5.)
39GO. Dresses-Composition.-Satn Rothbart, an individual trading as
Juliette Frocks and whose principal place of business is at Chicago, Ill..
engaged in the sale and distribution of rayon and rayon acetate dresses in
interstate commerce, in competition with other individuals and with corporations and other concerns like'>vise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Sam Rothbart agreed that he will cease and desist forthwith from
selling, offering for sale, distributing, advertising, describing, branding,
labeling or otherwise representing merchandise, which is made from or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that such merchandise is rayon,
in whole or in part as the case may be, made clearly and unequivocally in
the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional
descriptions or representations thereof, however disseminated or published. (Jan. 4, 1945.)
39Gl. Metal-Weld-Qualities, Properties or Results.-R. M. Hollingshead Corporation, a New Jersey corporation with place of business at
Camden, N.J., engaged in the sale and distribution of a product designated "Metal-Weld" in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engn:ged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
R. l\1. Hollingshead Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce, as defined by the F<'deral Trade Commission Act,
of the product heretofore designated as "1\Ietal-Wcld" or any other product of substantially the same composition or possessing substantially the
same properties, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
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1. The use of the words "Metal-Weld" or the word "Weld" as a trade
name or designation for said product or as descriptive thereof, and from
the use of the word "weld" or other word or words of like meaning in any
manner that connotes that said product will effect a weld, or fusion, of
metal parts.
2. Representing, directly or inferentially-that said product welds
cracked valve parts, cracked engine blocks, cracked and porous cylinder
heads, aluminum alloys, cast iron, steel, or any other metal or metal parts;
that it is a welding agent or that welding may be effected by the use
thereof; or that it fuses with or becomes a part of adjoining metal.
3. Representing, directly or inferentially, that said product "permanently repairs" metal parts or that any repair effected through or by the
use thereof is permanent or is of a degree of endurance comparable to that
of a weld. (Jan. 4, 19-15.)
3.962. Pharmaceutical Products-Qualities, Properties or Results, Success and Composition.-Abel J. Kaskey, Jacob Kaskey, Pauline Kaskey
and Richard Kaskey, copartners trading as Hance Bros. & White Co., with
place of business at Philadelphia, Pa., engaged in the sale and distribution
of ·pharmaceutical products, including calcium pantothenate tablets, also
B complex tablets designated "Omni-B Plus" in interstate commerce, in
competition with individuals, firms and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Abel J. Kaskey, Jacob Kaskey, Pauline Kaskey and Richard Kaskey,
whether trading under their own names, as Hance Bros. & White Co., or
under any other trade name or style, in connection with the sale and distribution of their pharmaceutical products in commerce as defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by the means
and in the manner above set forth, agreed that they and each of them will
forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or inferentially:
1. That calcium pantothenate is effective in restoring the original color
to hair which has become gray or is effective in preventing hair from becoming gray.
2. That experiments or tests have demonstrated that the normal, or
original, color of hair was restored to 22 out of 25 persons, or to any number of persons, as a result of taking calcium pantothenate.
3. That two "Omni-B Plus" tablets contain the daily adult pharmacopoeia dose of vitamin D-1 (Thiamin Chloride). (Jan. 4, 19-15.)
3963. Furs or Fur Garments-N ature.-Charles Anzman and Samuel
Anzman, copartners doing business under the firm name of Chas. Anzman
& Son, with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of ladies' fur coats and in the sale and distribution in interstate
commerce, in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Charles Anzman and Samuel Anzman, in connection with the sale and
distribution of their products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease
and desist from the use of the term "Civet Cat" or the word "Civet," or
words or terms of like meaning, either alone or in connection or combination with any other word or words, to designate or describe furs or fur garments made of the peltries of the little spotted skunk or the little striped
skunk, or of any peltries other than civet peltries. (Jan. 4, HH5.)
3964. Hosiery-Quality, Saving, Composition, Limited Offer, Refund,
Manufac~urer, Etc.-Spurgeon Pickering, sole trader, operating as The
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Peabody Co., also as Mendenhall Manufacturing Co., with places of business located at various times in Mendenhall, Miss.; Miami, Fla., and
Biloxi, Miss., engaged in the mail order sale and distribution of women's
stockings in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Spurgeon Pickering, whether operating under his own name, as The
Peabody Co.,or by any other trade designation, agreed that, in connection with the sale and distribution of his merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, he will forthwith cease and
desist from:
(a) Describing or referring to merchandise of the types heretofore sold
by him, or of like grade or quality, as America's finest or the finest fullfashioned hose; as some of America's finest stockings fashioned to. fit
snugly to your ankle; as exceptional, attractive, hard-to-find or fine quality
hose; as lovely, simply beautiful, beautiful, serviceable, ankle-flattering or
shimmering hose; as hosiery suitable for Christmas presents to women
friends, hosiery which every friend would admire, or the kind of hosiery
every woman loves.
(b) Representing any such offer of hosiery-mill throw-aways, or mat~rials of like nature, as an astounding, .revolutionary or refnarkably lowpriced hosiery offer, affording the buyer an opportunity to save real money;
or· that said merchandise consists of what are known to industry and the
trade as "irregulars," "seconds" or "thirds"; and from designating as
hosiery, any article so damaged or defective as to render the same incapable of repair for suitable use as hose.
(c) Representing that the merchandise sold by him is "selected stock"
of attractive rayon, or includes any pure thread silk or nylon hose; or that
there is or ever has been a "regular stock of Peabody hose."
(d) Indicating, as by statement "some of the hose may require mending," or by other connotation, that any of said stockings whatsoever are
or may be fit for wear without mending.
(e) Inviting purchasers to specify weight, shades, colors and sizes, with
implication that such specifications will be observed in prepa.ring the
shipment.
(f) Designating as "limited," either in time or supply, any offer which
is repeatedly and regularly made over an extended period of time.
(g) lly statement or inference, representing that an offer such at that
above described is made possible only by '"ar condition, manpower shortage or other economic plight; that normally said goods are mended by the
manufacturers; or that, by home mending, the purchaser "saves the difference."
(h) Asserting that, by accepting the offer, the mail order buyer takes
no chance at all, or that she will get her money back if not satisfied, so long
as refunds to dissatisfied customers are not paid promptly and in full,
without quibble, evasion, or compromise.
(i) Representing in any way, on trade stationery, by advertising or
otherwise, that the commodity handled by him is "Fine Full-Fashioned
Hosiery," or that he has sold fine hose, exclusively or at all, for years.
(j) Using the word "manufacturing," or term of like import, as a part
of his trade name or as descriptive of his business; or in any other way,
representing that the articles of commerce offered for sale and sold by him
are made or manufactured in a plant or factory which he actually owns
and operates or directlv and absolutely controls. (Jan. 10, 194~.)
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3965. Brushes-Secondhand as New and Foreign as Domestic.Gibson-Thomsen Co., Inc., a New York corporation with its place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of brushes
in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as
set forth therein.
. Gibson-Thomsen Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution
of its brushes in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing that brushes containing used and secondhand bristles
are composed of new materials, by failure to stamp on the exposed surface
of the handles thereof, in conspicuous and legible terms which cannot be
removed or obliterated without mutilating such handles, a statement that
the bristles are "secondhand" or "used."
2. That use of the phrase "Pure Bristle U.S.A." as descriptive of
brushes the bristles of which are not of domestic origin; and the use of
any other statement or representation which connotes that bristles of foreign origin are produced in the United States of America. (Jan. 15, 1945.)
3966. Shoes-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Stone-Tarlow Co.,
Inc. a Massachusetts corporation with its place of business at Brockton,
Ma~s., engaged in the sale and distribution of shoes which it designates as
"Elevators," in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations,
firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in
commerce as set forth therein.
·
Stone-Tarlow Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution in
commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising by the means and in the manner above set forth, of its shoes designated "Elevators" or any other shoes of substantially the same construction, whether sold under such nam~ or any other name or n&mes, agreed
that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or inferentially, that such shoes will improve posture, cause the wearer to feel
better physically, or otherwise promote or benefit the physical well being
or health of users thereof. (Jan. 15, 1945.)
3967. Dresses-Corporation and Composition.-Joseph M. Greenstein,
Mildred Greenstein, Maurice J. Greenstein and Minnie Greenstein, copartners trading as Greenstein Dress Corporation, with principal place of
business at Chicago, Ill., engaged in the sale and distribution of wearing
apparel, including la~ies' dresses, in in~erst~te commerce, in competition
with other partnerships and concerns likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce, as set forth therein.
Joseph M. Greenstein, Mildred Greenstein, Maurice J. Greenstein and
Minnie Greenstein agreed that they, and each of them, will cease and desist forthwith from the use of the word "Corporation" as part of the trade
name under which they conduct business in commerce, as commerce is
defined by the F~deral.Trade Com~ission Act. They, and each of them,
agree, in connectiOn with the offermg for sale and sale of merchandise in
commerce, to cease and desist from the use of the word" Corporation" or
the abbreviation thereof "Corp." or of any other word or abbreviation of
similar import or meaning, the effect of which tends or may tend to cause
or convey the impression or belief that the business conducted by them
or any of them is that of a corporate entity. They and each of them
further agree to cease and desist from selling, offering for-sale, distributing,
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advertising, describing, branding, labeling, invoicing or otherwise representing merchandise, which is made from or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that such merchandise is rayon, in whole or in part as
the case may be, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoicing and
labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or
representations thereof, however disseminated or published. (Jan. 16,
19-!5.)
3969. 1 Fur Garments-Manufacturer and Nature.-Vogue Manufacturing Co., Inc., a New York corporation, with its principal place of·
business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the wholesale distribution of fur
coats in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and
individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Vogue Manufacturing Co., Inc., in connection with its sale and distribution of fur garments or other merchandise in commerce as defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and
desist from:
(a) Using the word "manufacturing," or term of like import, as a part
of its corporate or trade name or as descriptive of its business; or from
otherwise representing that the articles of commerce offered for sale and
sold by it are made or manufactured in a plant or factory which it actually owns and operates or directly and absolutely controls.
(b) Using the term" Civet Cat" or the word" Civet," or words or terms
of like meaning, either alone or in connection or combination with any
other word or words, to designate or describe furs or fur garments made
of the peltries of the little spotted skunk or the little striped skunk, or of
any peltries other than civet pcltries. (Jan. 16, 19-!5.)
3970. Leray Para-Sphere Lamp Device-Qualities, Properties or Results, Government Sponsorship, Etc".-Fostoria Pressed Steel Corporation,
an Ohio corporation with principal place of business at Fostoria, Ohio,
engaged in the manufacture of a lamp device known as the Fostoria Leray
Para-Sphere which is so designed and constructed as to emit visible light
and infra red radiation having wave lengths up to approximately 25,000
angstrum units, and in the sale and distribution of such devices in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations and with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alkged unfair methods of competition
in commerce as set forth therein.
Fostoria Pressed Steel Corporation agreed that, in connection with the
advertising, offering for sale or distribution of its Leray Para-Sphere lamp
device in commerce, as commerce is defined Ly the 1< ederal Trade Commission Act, it will cease and desist forthwith from representing, directly
or inferentially,
1. That the effectiveness of said device, when used as an insecticide or
bactericide, is attributable to any special quality or property, other than
heat, of the infra red radiation emitted by the lump.
2. That the said device would be of any practical effectiveness as means
to kill, rid or destroy insects that infest clothing, other household insects,
or im;ects that infest plants.
3. That the radiant energy or heat emitted by said device can be
brought to bear without harm or annoyance upon man, animal or bird in
such degree of intensity and continuity as will assure the destruction or
• Stipulation 3968 published in Volume 39 at p. 6H.
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elimination of pests, such as fleas, ticks, lice, crabs or any insect that is
active or is protected by the hair of the animal, the feathers of the bird, or
that is buried beneath the skin.
4. That the use of said device will kill or inhibit bacteria and thus be of
value in the relief or as an aid in the treatment of Athlete's foot, lacerations or minor skin ailments, as an effective treatment for eczema in dogs,
in the sterilization of toilet seats, wash bowls, brushes and combs.
5. That the United States Department of Agriculture sponsors or recommends the Leray Para-Sphere lamp device for the control of insects.
6. That the statements made in the advertising under the caption
"Bad News for Cooties" accurately indicate the substance of a report
made by Dr. G. F. McLeod of the University of California with respect to
experiments conducted by him. (Jan. 23, 19-!5.)
3971. Files-Reconditioned as New.-Edwin E. Rothchild, an individual trading as Fulton Tool Co., with place of business at New York, N.Y.,
engaged in the sale and distribution of tools, including files, in interstate
commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
.from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Edwin E. Rothchild, whether trading under such name, under the trade
name of Fulton Tool Co., or under any other trade name or s~yle, in connection V~<ith the sale and distribution of his merchandise in commerce as
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act agreed that he will forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or inferentially, that previously used or worn files are new files, by failure to stamp on such files, in
conspicuous and legible terms which cannot be removed or obliterated
without a grinding or buffing process, a statement that such files are "reconditioned" or "rebuilt"; and from representing in any other mtmner
that such files are new. (Jan. 23, 1945.)
3972. Reducing Agent and Food Supplement-Qualities, Properties or
Results.-Leon Lebow, an individual trading as L. N. LeBold & Co., with
place of business at Rochester, N. Y., engaged in the sale and di tribution
of a preparation designated "Vee-mor," formerly des'gnated as ''Viteen,"
allegedly for use as a reducing agent and/or as a food sJp,~:bmmt, in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and corporations
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease anci desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Leon Lebow, whether trading under such name, under the trade name
of L. N. LeBold & Co., or under any other trade name or style, in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising by the means and in the
manner above set forth, of the preparation designated '' Vee-mor" or any
other preparation of substantially the same composition or possessing
substantially the same properties, whether sold under such name or any
other name or names, agreed that he will forthwith cease and desist from
representing, directly or inferentially:
1. That said preparation has any reducing action, or that any loss in
weight resulting from or occasioned by following the directions for the use
thereof is other than naturally results from a restricted or reduced food
intake.
2. That. said preparation corrects the basic cause of fat or of excess
weight, or that its use causes the body to use up or consume its deposits
or accumulations of fat.
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3. That reduction in weight can be effected without dieting, that is,
without drastically reducing the food intake.
4. That by using such preparation in connection with a reducing diet,
hunger will be prevented; or, when so used, that it is effective in preventing
hunger or the pangs of hunger.
5. That the use of said preparation in connection with a reducing diet
will make such diet simple, easy, pleasant or effortless.
6. That said preparation will tone up the walls of the stomach, overcome the weakening effect of a reducing diet, or cause any reduction in
·
weight to be permanent.
7. That overweight generally is caused by an improper and unbalanced
food intake and/or vitamin and mineral deficiencies, or that the usual
cause of obesity is other than the result of overeating, that is, excessive
consumption of calorie-rich foods.
8. That the use of said preparation in connection with a reducing diet
eliminates confusing diets or obviates the necessity of calculating the
caloric intake.
9. That a reducing diet can be depended upon to result in a definite loss
of weight, such as a specified number of pounds in any given period of time.
(Jan. 24, 1945.)
3973. Mattresses-composition, Qualities, Properties or Results,
Custom Built and Nature of Manufacture.-The Englander Co., Inc., a
Delaware corporation, with its principal place of business at Chicago, Ill.,
engaged in the sale and distribution of mattresses in interstate commerce,
in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
The Englander Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of
its said mattresses in commerce· as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing that mattresses not actually constructed with or containing springs are of spring construction; and from the use of the word
"spring" or term or expression of like meaning in any manner which connotes that such mattresses contain springs or are of the so-called innerspring construction.
2. Representing, directly or inferentially, that its said mattresses will
not bulge or sag.
3. The use of the term "custom built" or other term or expression of
like import as descriptive of or in connection with mattresses not in fact
made to order as specified by the individual purchaser thereof.
4. Representing that said mattresses are "scientifically constructed".
or "scientifically built"; or otherwise representing that scientific principles
are involved in the construction thereof. (Jan. 24, 1945.)
3975 1, Hosiery-composition.-Washington's Haberdashery, Inc., a
corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the District of Columbia, with place of business at Washington, D. C., engaged in the business of operating two retail stores in said
city, one of which said stores trades under the name of Marilyn Bootefy and
the other under its corporate name, selling various articles of merchandise,
including ladies' hosiery, in competition with other corporations and with
individuals, partnerships and concerns likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Washington's Haberdashery, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the
1
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advertisement, offering for sale, sale and distribution of its merchandise in
commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
it will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. The use of the word "Chiffon" as descriptive of merchandise which
is not made from fabric composed of fibers of silk, and from the use of the
word "Chiffon," or of any other silk connoting word, term, phrase or
representation, in referring to such merchandise, so as to import or imply
or the effect of which tends or may tend to cause or convey the impression
or belief, contrary to fact, that such merchandise is silk.
2. Representing that merchandise, which is made from manufactured
textile fiber or yarn produced chemically from cellulose or with a cellulose
base, is not rayon, or is something other than rayon, or failing to clearly
and unequivocally disclose that such merchandise is composed of rayon,
in whole or in part as the case may be, not only in the invoicing and labeling
but in all advertising, sales promotional descriptions or representations
thereof, however disseminated or published. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
3976. Cosmetic Preparations-Domestic as Foreign.-Irene Blake Cos~
metics, Inc., a New York corporation with place of business at New York,
N. Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of cosmetic preparations in
interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individ~
uals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Irene Blake Cosmetics, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution
of its cosmetic preparations in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by the means and in the man·.
ner above set forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from
representing, through the use of the word or term 11 Chinese," through the
use of Chinese words or characters or simulations thereof, picturizations
indicative of Chinese origin or wrappings typically Chinese in character,
or in any other manner, that products which are made or compounded in
the United States of America, are made or compounded in China or in any
other foreign country; Provided, however, that if any of the ingredients of
such products are produced in a foreign country, the country of origin
thereof may be stated when immediately accompanied in equally conspicuous type by a statement that such products are made or compounded in
the United States of America. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
3977. Music Books-Publisher, Studio, History, Guarantee, Free,
Special Offer, Etc.-Dave M. Suttle, Leslie R. Gage and Richard P. Hohman, copartners operating under the firm name of Dave Minor Co., with
place of business at Chicago, Ill., engaged in the sale and distribution of a
two~book combination consisting of a set of piano lessons entitled 11 Music
is Fun for Everyone-the Ear Way" and a collection of songs entitled
"Dave Minor's Famous Play by Ear Song Book," in interstate commerce,
in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Dave M. Suttle, Leslie R. Gage and Richard P. Hohman, whether trading under their own names, as Dave Minor Co., or by any other designa~
tion, agreed that, in connection with the sale and distribution of their
books in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, they
and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) Designating or describing their business as that of a "publishing
company"; or by like terms or expressions, representing that they engage
in the publication of books, music or other printed matter.
860780 -4.7 -~1
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(b) Using the word "studio" in connection with their place of bw~mess,
or in any manner importing or implying that they maintain a place devoted to the teaching or production of music or other fine art.
(c) Representing that Dave Minor is "on the air from coast to coast";
or by other presentation, that their radio continuities broadcast from local
stations are programs rendered through a national radio hook-up.
(d) Representing that Dave Minor, or any person so denominated, has
been teaching the piano for 25 years or has had thousands of students; or
that the method of playing referred to as the "Dave Minor Way" is a
new, startling and most unusual discovery, or has revolutionized piano
playing by ear.
(e) Representing directly or inferentially that any particular results or
achievements are guaranteed by the adoption of such method of playing;
or by the use of the words "guarantee," "guaranteed" or others of like
meaning, that a commodity is guaranteed unless, whenever used, clear
and equivocal disclosure be made in direct connection therewith of exactly what is offered by way of security, as, for example, refund of purchase price.
(f) Using the words "free," "gift" or terms of like import to describe
an article when such article is not given free or as a gratuity but the recipient is required, as a consideration, either to pay in whole or in part the
price thereof, to purchase some other article, or to render some service in
order to obtain the same.
(g) Representing by statement or implication that the usual and customary price and terms for which their books have been sold constitute a
. special introductory offer, or a special offer, to the readers of a designated
magazine or to anyone else. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
3978. Glass Containers-Guaranteed.-Brockway Glass Co., Inc., a
New York corporation with place of business at Brockway, Pa., engaged
in the manufacture of glass containers, including nursery bottles and caps,
in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce
as set forth therein.
Brockway Glass Co., Inc., agreed that, in connection with the sale and
distribution of its products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) Representing, by means of guarantee agreements or otherwise, that
any of its products is guaranteed "forever" or for any greater extent of
time than that during which, by reasonable estimate, it will be capable of
complying with the provisions contained in such agreements.
(b) Representing, by the use of the word "Guaranteed" or other word
or words of like meaning in its advertising material or otherwise, that a
product is guaranteed unless, whenever used, clear and unequivocal disclosure be made in direct connection therewith of exactly what is offered by
way of security as, for example, replacement or refund. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
3979. Women's Hats-Used or Second-Hand as New.-20th Century
Hat Co., Inc., an Illinois corporation with principal place of business at
Chicago, Ill., engaged in the manufacture of women's hats from felt and
other materials, in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations
and with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
20th Century Hat Co., Inc., agreed that, in connection with the offering
for sale, sale or distribution of its hats in commerce, as commerce is defined
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by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Representing that hats composed in whole or in part of used or
second-hand materials are new or are composed of new materials, by failure to stamp in some conspicuous place on the exposed surface of the inside
of the hat, in conspicuous and legible terms which cannot be removed or
obliterated without mutilating the hat itself, a statement that said hats
are composed of second-hand or used materials: Provided, That if substantial bands placed similarly to sweat bands in men's hats are attached to
said hats, then such statement may be stamped upon the exposed surface
of such bands: Provided, further That said stampings are of such nature
that they cannot be removed or obliterated without mutilating the band,
and the band itself cannot be removed without rendering the hat unserviceable.
·
2. Representing in any manner that hats made in whole or in part from
old, used or second-hand materials are new or are composed of new
materials.
It is further agreed that no provision in this stipulation shall be construed as relieving the aforesaid corporation in any respect of the necessity
of complying with the requirements of the Wool Products Labeling Act of
1939, and the authorized rules and regulations thereunder. (Feb. 6, 1945.)
3980. Electric Light Bulbs-Qualities, Properties or Results, Competitive Products, Comparative Merits, Professional Indorsement, Etc.Save Electric Corporation, an Ohio corporation 'vith place of business at
Toledo, Ohio, engaged in the sale and distribution of electric light bulbs
designated "Verd-A-Ray" in interstate commerce, in competition with
corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreemen.t to cease and desist from .the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therem.
Save Electric Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution
in commerce, as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, of its light
bulbs heretofore designated "Verd-A-Ray," whether sold under such name
or any other name or names, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. Representing, directly or inferentially, that such light bulbs conserve
vitamin A in the eye.
2. The use of any statement that tends or may tend to convey the belief or impression that such bulbs by reason of their color or otherwise
prevent the bleaching of visual purple in the retina of the eye.
3. Representing that the use of said bulbs will be effective in cutting off
1
' harmful red rays."
4. The use of any statement or representation that tends or may tend
to convey the belief or impression that the use of conventional electric
light bulbs, properly installed, will cause permanent and serious bodily
ailments or permanent impairment of the vision.
5. The use of any representation that imports or implies that the use of
said bulbs in lieu of conventional inside frosted bulbs of equal wattage
used in well designed luminaries will result in reduction of eye and/or body
fatigue.
6. Representing, directly or inferentially, that "Verd-A-Ray" bulbs
can be depended upon to prevent eye strain and/or resultant fatigue.
7. The use of the statement or slogan "Doctors Say Verd-A-Ray" or
the symbol "Rx" as a designation for or as descriptive of said bulbs, and
from the use of any statement or representation that tends or may tend to
convey the belief or impression that doctors, generally, or the medical profession recommend the use of "Verd-A-Ray" bulbs.
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8. The use of any statement that tends or may tend to convey the belief
or impression that such bulbs are a startling discovery or that their use will
effect a significant improvement in many visual tasks not obtained through
the use of properly installed conventional bulbs.
9. Representing that such bulbs, when compared with the conventional
inside frosted bulbs of equal wattage, properly installed, make "seeing
easier" or provide better illumination for people generally or improve
perception of detail.
10. Representing that such bulbs provide a "new color mixture of
light."
11. The use of any statement or representation that tends or may tend
to convey the belief or impression that such bulbs due to the color thereof
or the color of the light emanating therefrom, cause any reduction in glare.
12. The use of any comparative illustrations or depictions which have
been shadowed, shaded or touched up as to present an erroneous comparison.
13. Representing that the substitution of such bulbs for the conventional bulbs has resulted in a" reduction in headaches 69.13%-reduction
in minor injuries 54%- ... 367 man hours saved"; or otherwise from
representing that beneficial effects resulting from the use of such bulbs
when in fact such effects result from improvement in overall illumination
due to factors other than the use of such bulbs.
14. The use of the statement "over-exposure of your eyes to harmful
rays of ordinary light causes serious permanent injury ... your sight is
priceless use Verd-A-Ray" and from the use of any statement that tends
or may tend to cause the belief that by the use of such bulbs in lieu of conventional bulbs, properly installed, injury to sight will be obviated.
15. The use of any representation that tends or may tend to convey the
belief or impression that the light produced by said bulbs, by reason of the
color thereof, is more favorable to workers than is the light of conventional
bulbs.
16. Representing, directly or by implication that the average eye sensitivity curve proves that yellow-green light is more beneficial and/or less
irritating than is other light; that the eye sensitivity curve is generally
recognized as "ideal"; that the eye sensitivity curve cuts off abruptly; or
that the rays to which the eye is relatively insensitive are irritating or
harmful.
17. Representing, directly or by implication, that the light produced
by said bulbs more closely r('sembles daylij!;ht than docs other artificial
light.
18. Using any statement or representation that imports or implies that
said bulbs may be used with "absolute freedom from eye strain" or will
obviate eye strain.
Hl. Representing that by the use of said bulbs greater color fidelity is
obtained than results from the use af conventional incandescent light
bulbs. (Feb. 8, 19-15.)
3981. Meat Curing and Seasoning Compounds-Laboratory.-Meat
Industries Laboratory, Inc., a :r-.ew York corporation with place of business at New York, N. Y., engaged in the mixing and blending of meat curing and seasoning compounds, and in the sale and distribution thereof in
interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of eompetition in commerce as set
forth therein.
l\1eat Industries Laboratory, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the
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sale and distribution of its pr~ducts in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, it will forthwith cease and desist from the use in its
corporate or trade name or in any other manner as applied to its business,
of the word "Laboratory" or of any similar term, title or designation
which may import or imply that it owns and operates a laboratory
equipped for the compounding and testing of products and for research in
connection therewith. (Feb. 8, 1945.)
3982. Vitamin Products-competitive Products, Laboratory, Scientific
or Relevant Facts, and Qualities, Properties or Results.-Cupples Co., a
Missouri corporation with place of business at St. Louis, Mo., operating
under its own name and also by the trade designation Kent Laboratories,
engaged in the sale and distribution of sundry manufactured products,
including a vitamin compound designated "Kent Vitamins A B1 D," in
interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Cupples Co., whether trading under its own name, as Kent Laboratories, or by any other designation, in connection with its sale and distribution of vitamin products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by the means or in the manner
above set forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing directly or inferentially:
(a) That its Kent Vitamins are of exactly the same, or the same, quality
-inferring _vitamin potency-as competitive brands selling up to five
times the price charged therefor; or in any other way, representing that a
capsule containing the minimum daily requirements of vitamins A, B1 and
D has the same attributes or properties as capsules with more vitamin
units or more types of vitamins.
(b) By connotation or otherwise, that the vitamin products which it
sells are made in its own laboratories; that said Kent Laboratories are the
nation's leading vitamin laboratories; or that such plant is even equipped
for the production of vitamin compounds.
(c) That everyone's diet, either in food point rationing days or in i:wrmal
times, should be supplemented with vitamins A, B1 and D; that physical
and mental fatigue, poor appetite, jittery nerves, recurrent indigestion,
itchy eyelids, colds, sinus troubles or more serious ailments indicate a lack
of vitamins which the Kent capsules will adequately supply; or that such
afflictions are generally or even frequently caused by vitamin deficiency.
(d) That the maintenance of the vitamin A blood level will of itself assure normal tone of body tissues such as those of the skin, nose, lungs,
throat, digestive system or tooth enamel; or that the taking of Kent
Vitamins may be depended upon to maintain the normal tone of such body
structures.
(e) That depression, nervousness, inability to sleep soundly, excitabil!ty, lack of pep, 'tired draggy feeling, loss of energy, neurotic symptoms and
ll).terruption of growth in children are due to a vitamin B1insufficiency for
which the Kent capsules would be an effective remedy; or by statement
or implication, that for a normally fed person to enjoy perfect health, a
daily supplementation of vitamin B1 is needed.
(f) That the consumption of Kent vitamins can build up one's energy
or reserve his strength; or that it can be depended upon to keep one feeling
fit and at his best.
(g) That A is "the eyesight vitamin"; or by any similar presentation,
that the administration of vitamin A will have favorable effect upon the
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visual defects commonly experienced, or will improve vision generally.
(Feb. 12, 1945.)
3983. Monuments and Memorials-Composition, Qualities, Properties
or Results and Value.-William Reinhard, Carl Reinhard and Robert
Reinhard, copartners with principal place of business at Chicago, Ill., engaged in the business of fabricating monuments or memorials composed
of granite chips or fragments bonded together with cement; said copartners
and one Nelson Friis were cooperatively associated in the sale and distribution of said products under the trade name Economy Monument Co.
in interstate commerce. Nelson Friis discontinued his association with the
business the latter part of 19-!2, and since then said business was continued
by the aforesaid copartners under the trade name Economy Monument
Co., and at all times as indicated herein, the said copartners and the said
individual were engaged in competition with other partnerships, individuals, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition
in commerce as set forth therein.
.
William Reinhard, Carl Reinhard and Robert Reinhard, copartners, and
Nelson Friis, an individual, agreed that they and each of them, whether
trading under the name Economy Monument Co. or under any other
name, in connection with the advertisement, offering for sale, sale or distribution of their Granidur Monuments or memorials in commerce, as
commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, will cease and
desist forthwith from:
1. The use of the words 11 manufactured granite," 11 genuine Granidur"
or 11 solid Granidur" to designate or as descriptive of such commodities
that are not composed of natural granite rock.
2. Describing or referring to said commodities as 11 genuine" or 11 solid"
Granidur, or as "granite" or "manufactured granite," or as having
"rough hewn sides and base" or as having been "executed by skilled
craftsmen in a time tested material," or In any other way directly or jnferentially representing that said commodities are composed of or actually
carvefl from natural granite rock.
3. The use of statements or terms such as "enduring," "lasting, "will
last through the years in any climate, affected by neither time nor
weather," "perpetual beauty," "brilliant, permanent polished finish,"
11
retaining its high polish and original appearance, regardless of climatic
conditions," or any similar expression having the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead or deceive purchasers with respect to the durability of
said commodities or their capacity to withstand the elements.
4. · Representing, as by use of the statement "comparable to the more
costly monuments," or any other statement of similar implication, that
the said commodities are of a quality or value and/or possess lasting
properties in excess of what is actually a fact. (Feb. 12, 19-15.)
3084. Carbon Paper-History.-{)ld Town Ribbon & Carbon Co., Inc.,
a New York corporation with its place of business at New York, N. Y.,
engaged in the sale and distribution of office supplies, including a product
known as black spirit carbon paper, in interstate commerce, in competition
with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Old Town Ribbon & Carbon Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and
distribution of black spirit carbon paper in commerce as defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing directly or inferentially that it was the "first in the
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field" to manufacture or sell the product known as black spirit carbon.
(Feb. 15, 1945.)
3985. Poultry Disease Articles or Circulars-Qualities, Properties or
Results.-Alice K Rothrock, trading also as "Kay," an individual with
place of business at Lyndon, Kans., engaged in the sale and distributiOn of
mimeographed articles or circulars containing recipes or instructions for
the treatment of certain poultry diseases and for the care of poultry, in
interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and corporations likewise engaged, rntered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Alice K. Rothrock, whether trading under her own name, under the
trade name" Kay," or under any other trade name or style, in connection
with the sale and distribution of her aforesaid mimeographed articles or
circulars in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that she will forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly
or inferentially:
1. That a preparation compounded in accordance with the formula or
recipe for the treatment of coccidiosis, as set forth in said articles or circulars, constitutes an effective remedy or treatment for said disease or is a
preventative thereof.
2. That a preparation compounded in accordance with the formula or
recipe for the treatment of limber-neck, as set forth in the articles or circulars, constitutes an effective remedy for such condition, or is of any value
as a treatment therefor.
3. That a preparation compounded in accordance with the formula or
recipe for feather picking, as set forth in said articles or circulars, can be
relied upon to p~;event chickens from pecking or eating each other or pick•
.
ing the feathers of other chickens.
4. That a preparation compounded in accordance with the formula or
recipe for poultry diarrhea, as set forth in said articles or circulars, can
be relied upon to correct any of the diarrheas of chickens. (Feb. 19,
1915.)
3!)86. Glazed Pottery Cooking Utensils-Safety and Indorsements or
Approval.-Daison l\1anufacturing Corporation, a Pennsylvania corporation with principal place of business at Philadelphia, Pa., and Wayman
Cole and Nell Cole Graves, copartners trading as J. B. Cole's Pottery Co.,
with place of business ncar Steeds, N.C., engaged in the sale and distribution of glazed pottery, including glazed pottery cooking utensils, in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Daison l\Ianufacturing Corporation and Wayman Cole and Nell Cole
Graves, whether trading under such namC's, under the trade name J. B.
Cole's Pottery Co., or under any other trade name or style, in connection
with the sale and distribution in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, of the aforesaid glazed pottery cooking utensils,
or of any other utensils, the glaze of which is of substantially the same composition, for use in connection with the preparation of food or which are so
designed as to indicate that they are for such use, agreed that they and
each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Advertising, branding, labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale
such utensils unless ther.e be glued or otherwise securely affixed thereto
labels bearing an unequivocal statement in clear and lC'gible type to the
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effect that the use thereof as cooking vessels or in connection with food is
potentially dangerous, due to the lead or other deleterious ingredients of
the glaze thereof, and furthermore unless all advertisements, brands, labels, invoices or sales promotional literature pertaining thereto also contain statements to such effect.
2. Representing by statements such as "Some of the best French and
Swiss chefs recommend the following procedure for initial seasoning of this
cooking ware .... "; that any recommendation has been made by French
or Swiss chefs with reference to such products. (Feb. 19, 1945.)
3987. Chicks-Farms, U S.R.O.P. and Tested.-James M. Brennan,
an individual trading as Spry Farms with place of business at St. Louis,
Mo., engaged in the sale and distribution of chicks in interstate commerce,
in competition with individuals, firms and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
James M. Brennan, whether trading under such name or under any
trade name or style, in connection with the sale and distribution of his
chicks in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that he will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. The use of the word "Farms" as part of the trade name under which
he sells said chicks, and from the use of said word or other word or words
of like meaning in any manner which connotes that he actually owns and
operates or directly and absolutely controls a farm whereon are produced
chicks offered for sale under such representation.
2. The terms or statements "U. S. approved" or "ROP sired" as
designations for or as descriptive of said chicks; and the usc of any statements or representations which connote that said chicks, or any chicks
purchased by him for resale, are U. S. R. 0. P. chicks, that such chicks
are properly identified {l.S having been sired by U. S. R. 0. P. males, or
that he participates in the National Poultry Improvement Plan.
3. The use of the phrase "U. S .... double blood tested" as a designation for or as descriptive of said chicks; and fro:n the use of the words
"double blood tested" or other word or words connoting that chicks have
been blood tested when, in fact, they have not b~en tested as represented.
(Feb. 19, 1945.)
3988. Hair Remover and Facial Cream-Composition, Slfety, Qualities, Properties or Results and Testimonials.-Samuel J. Wegman, a sole
trader operating as Four Star Products Co., with place of business at
Hollywood, Calif.,· engaged in the sale and distribution of sundry items of
merchandise, including a depilatory designated 11 Adieu Hair Remover"
and a facial preparation designated 11 Adieu Foundation and Blemish
Cream," in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Samuel J. Wegman, whether trading under his own name, as Four Star
Products Co., or by any other designation, in connection with the sale and
distribution of his commodities in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, agreed that he will forthwith cease and desist from
representing, directly or inferentially:
(a) That the product sold by him as Adieu Hair Remover is an allvegetable preparation, is made of all-vegetable or pure vegetable ingredients, or is painless, nonitritating, or absolutely harmless; that by its use
one can 11 rid" herself of unwanted hair; that it makes or gives the user a
clean, clear, smooth, velvety or lovely skin, or otherwise, that it improves
the skin in any way whatsoever,
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(b) That the product sold by him as Adieu Foundation and Blemish
Cream makes a radiant, soft, fresh or glamorous complexion; is a new discovery which gives the user a glorious, new, youthfully fresh and lovely
complexion or the glowing radiance of youth; makes the skin appear more
natural; causes even the driest of skins to remain soft and delicate; creates
smooth, velvety, clear skin-texture; causes blemishes to fade away, or
sallowness, wrinkles, crow's-feet, crevices or pits to be gone as though they
had never been; and from otherwise attributing to such cosmetic preparation, beautifying properties which it does not in fact possess.
Samuel J. Wegman also agrees not to publish any testimonials containing statements not in accord with the terms of the foregoing agreement.
(Feb. 23, 1945.)
3989. Shampoo Product-composition.-Murray L. Keller, an individual trading as Aime Co., with principal place of business at New York,
N. Y., engaged for some time past in compounding and bottling a line of
hair preparations, including a certain shampoo product, and in the sale of
said preparations to purchasers, as department stores and drug stores, in
interstate commerce, in competition with other individuals and with corporations and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Murray L. Keller, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of his shampoo product in commerce, as commerce is defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, or by the advertisement thereof by the
means or in the manner set forth, or in any other way, agreed that he will
cease and desist forthwith from designating or referring to said shampoo
product as "waterless," or otherwise representing by statement or inference that said product contains no water. (Feb. 27, 19-15.)
3990. Deodorant and Dandruff Preparation-Free.-Waft Products
Distributors, Inc., an Illinois corporation with place of business at Spdngfield, Ill., engaged in the sale and distribution of a personal deodorant
designated "Waft" and a dandruff preparation designated "Sebrone," in
interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Waft Products Distributors, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of its commodities in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from the use
of the words" free," "gift" or terms of like import to describe merchandise,
when such merchandise is not given free or as a gratuity but the recipient
is required, as a consideration, either to pay in whole or in part the price
thereof, to purchase some other article, or to render some service in order
to obtain the same. (Feb. 27, 1945.)
3991. Jewelry-Nature and Composition.-Dusch's Jewelry Co., Inc.,
and Dusch's Kredit Jewelry Co., Inc., New York corporations with their
place of business at New York, N.Y., subsidiaries of another corporation,
William J. Kappell Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., engaged in conducting anumber of retail jewelry stores in the greater New York area, collaborate in
their merchandising policy, use the same advertisements for all their outlets under the common designation "Duschs," in interstate commerce, in
competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Busch's Jewelry Co., Inc., and Dusch's Kredit Jewelry Co., Inc., in con-
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nection with the sale and distribution of their merchandise in commerce as
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each
of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) Listing, designating or otherwise representing as "birthstone rings"
any rings with settings which are not those of genuine birthstones, that is
to say, the natural precious stones recognized and accepted by the trade
and the public as birthstones.
(b) Using the words "emerald," "ruby," "sapphire," ''golden sapphire," "amethyst," "zircon," "rose zircon" or" garnet" as descriptive of
insets which are not in fact the natural precious stones names; and from
the use of such names or that of any other gem stone in a manner which
may cause the belief or impression that an artificial product is such genuine
stone.
(c) Filling any orders with merchandise of quality inferior to that represented in the advertising; or substituting other goods for those advertised
and represented to be sold, without the knowledge and consent of customers. (l<eb. 27, 1945.)
3992. "X-Pandoseal"-Qualities, Properties or Results.-X-Pando
Corporation, a New York corporation with its place of business at New
York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of products for use on
masonry construction and on textiles, including a product designated as
"X-Pandoseal," in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations,
firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition
in commerce as set forth therein.
X-Pando Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution in
commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, of its product
designated "X-Pandoseal," or any other product composed of substantially the same ingredients or possessing substantially the same properties,
whether sold under such name or any other name or names, agreed that it
will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. The use of the words "waterproof" or "waterproofing" or other
word or words of like meaning as designations for, as descriptive of, or
with reference to said product; Provided, however, that if such product
actually is an efficacious waterproofer under certain conditions, then in
that case such words or expressions, whenever used, shall be immediately
accompanied in equally conspicuous type by words or statements definitely and truthfully disclosing the particular condition under which the
product is effective as a waterproofing agent.
2. Hepresenting that said product can be depended upon to eliminate
effioresccnce on stucco, brick or stone under all conditions of use; Provided, however, that if such product actually is effective in preventing
efiiorescence under certain conditions, then in that case any representation
to such effect, whenever used, shall be immediately accompanied in
equally conspicuous type by worJs or statements definitely and truthfully
disclosing the particular conditions under which it is effective for the purpol'ie indicated.
3. The usc of any representation which tends or may tend to convey
the belief or impression that the application of "X-Pandoseal Formula
'C'" or a like proJuct to canvas, tarpaulins or other textile products is
effective in rendering the same impervious to mildew.
4. The use of any representation which tends or may tend to convey
the belief or impression that any water repellent qualities of said product
are permanent. (1\Iar. 5, 1915.)
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3993. · Hay Fever Device and Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results, History,. Endorsements and Testimonials.-W. Rolla Wilson, an
individual, trading as Wilson Hay F:ever Disk CO., :with place of business
11t Minneapolis, Minn., engaged in the S!J,le and distribution of filter devices
for use in the nostrils and a medicinal preparat_ion for use therE;in, ,which he
designates as "Wilson Hay. Fever Disks" and "Wilson Inhalant," in interstate COJI\merce, in yOmpetition with individuals, firms and corporations
likewtse engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce. as-se,t forth
· · _'" __ · . .
.
· .
therein. - W. Rolla Wilson, \vhether trading under his owri name, under tl1e trade
name Wilson Hay .Fever Disk (;o., or I,J.nder al}.y o't_her ti:ade name or style,
in connection \vith the sale and distribution. jn commerce as defined;by ,the
Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advet;tising by the means and in the
01 anner above set forth of his ".Wilson Hay J,Cever Disks"and/or "Wilson
Inhahint,"J ·or any other,_ device .or preparation of substantially the. same
construction or composition,· whether -sole! under. suGh .nam~~ or any· other
name or·names, agreed. that he will forthwith _cease and desist from representing, directly or'iriferentially: . _. _ . . __
. ..
·
·
1. That such devices and/. or the medication. as us~d ther~\vith· gives or
. · .·- . · . ,
affords relief from hay· fever. or the di:ocomfortf). ~he~~of.
2. That said devicE<S constitute .. a, mea_ns .for _re1nov:~ng pollen and/ 01~
dust from respired air to a degree that will ·relieve hay fever or the manifestations thereof; or. that they will bring about a normal condition in the
nose or other parts of the respiratory tract inflamed as the result of sensiti\•ity 'to pollen. "
· · _
. , , . . . ; .. :.
.. . ,.
,
3. That said devices constitute .an effective .treatment for sinusitis or
asthma, or relieve such conditions. .· .
· ,_: · . . , .· · . . · ·
'
4. That said devices will provide adequate protection for factory workers, farmers or soldiers, against dust or other irritating partiCles. : ·
5. That;he originated the theory that hay fever would be re~ieved by
excluding pollen or dust from the· nasal passages.
.6. That the use of said devices has been endorsed by hay fever associations or medical rru1gazines.
- .
--' .
. . -. .
.
It is also agreed by the said W. Rolla.Wilson that he will not Pl!blish ~ny
testimonials containing statements or assertions contrary
the terms.of
the foregoing agreement._ (Mar. 5, 1945.) , . - . -. . __ ,
· ..
3994. Plastic Rubber Putty--:-Manufacturer and Composition.-J: V.
Yocum, an individual doing business as_Zapo lVIap.ufacturing .Co., with
place of business at Chicago, Ill., engaged in the sale and distribution of a
product designated Plastic Rubber Putty in interstate c9mi~erce, in cornpetition with 'other .individuals and wi~h corporation~ anc\ qther concerns
likewise engaged, entered intq the f_ollowing agreement to ceas~ and desis~
from the alleged unfair methods o{1 competjtion in ·commerce as set fortl:t
therein.
.
· ·
.
J. V. Yocum agreed that, in .connection with the conduct 6fhisl:lusjness
involving the sale ofhis productin 'cominerce, as comn~erce is defined by
the Federal Trade Commission Act,. he will.cease and desist 'frq~ the use
of the word "Manufacturing'' as part of_ his trade name, and fro'm'the USE<
of the word '~M~nufacturing" .or .of any other .word or tei·m of. similar
meaning or connotation, the effect of which tends. or may tend to cause o'r
convey the impression or beliefthat he'makes or compounds the pi·oduct
o~ered for sale and sold by him, or that he actually-owns lj.nd· operates or'
~Irectly and absolutely controls the plant or factory in which said_product
Is made or compounded ..·He also agrees to ceasE; and desist:fr?m th~ use of
>
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the word "Rubber" as part of the trade designation for his said product,
and from the use of the word 11 rubber," or of any simulation thereof, in any
way so as to import or imply or the effect of which tends or may tend to
cause or convey the impression or belief, contrary to fact, that the said ·
product is composed of or contains rubber. (Mar. 5, 1945.)
3995. Bathtubs-Composition, Qualities, Properties or Results and
Manufacturer.-Leon Bloch and Myrtle Bloch, copartners operating under the firm name of Bloch Brass Co., with place of business at Cleveland,
Ohio, engaged in the sale and distribution of plumbing and bathroom fixtures, including cement bathtubs designated "Pearlon Tubs," in interstate commerce, in competition with firms, corporations and individuals
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Leon Bloch and Myrtle Bloch, whether operating in their own names, as
Bloch Brass Co., or by any other trade designation, in connection with the
sale and distribution of their products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from representing directly or inferentially:
(a) That tubs of the type sold as Pearlon are made with Haydite or
other specified material without clear indication, in direct connection with
any such representation, that said tubs are actually of concrete construction.
(b) That either the finish on said tubs or the beauty thereof is permanent.
(c) That the tubs or other products offered for sale by said corporation
are produced in 11 our plants"; or otherwise, in any manner representing
that it is the manufacturer of such articles or that it owns, operates or
directly and absolutely controls plants for the manufacture thereof, in
Cleveland, Philadelphia, New Orleans, Kansas City, Salt Lake City, or
elsewhere. (Mar. 5, 1945.)
3996. Hair and Scalp Prerarations-Qualities, Prorerties or Results,
Success, Use or Standing, History, Endorsements, Etc.-The \\ arner
Trust, designation of a Massachusetts business trust with place of business
at Boston, Mass., of which John W. Blakeney, Jr., and John E.\\ arner are
trustees and operators, with branch office at Pittsburgh, Pa.; John E.
\\ arner operates as a sole trader in Boston, Mass.; The \Varner System,
Inc., a Massachusetts corporation with principal place of business at same
address in Boston, Mass., with branch office in Hartford, Conn.; Theodore
F.\\ alker, sole surviving member of a copartnership heretofore operating
in Chicago, Ill., under the firm name of John E. \\ arner Associates and
John E. \\ arner & Associates, Inc., of California, a California corporation
with principal place of business at Los Angeles, Calif. Said trust owns
certain medicinal formulae used in the treatment of hair and scalp disorders, the trade name and the goodwill of John E. Warner and Associates;
licenses such other parties on a royalty basis, to usc its name, methods and
preparations; prepares all the advertising copy placed by said associated
concerns in promoting the sale of their services and medications; and itself
operates the Pittsburgh off!ce. Euch preparations are shipped to the various "\\ arner office1. and some of said medications are shipped in interstate
commerce in competition with corporations, common law trusts, firms and
individuals likewise engaged, mtercd into the following agreement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce
as set forth therein.
John W. Blakeney, Jr., and John E. Warner, whether operating as
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trustees of the Warner Trust, or in their personal capacities or by any other
trade name or style; by the Warner System, Inc., by Theodore F. Walker
whether operating as John E. Warner Associates, in his individual name 0 ;
by any other trade designation; and by_ John E. Warner & Associates
Inc., of California, in connection with the sale and distribution of thei;
commodities in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, or the advertising thereof by the means or in the manner above set
forth, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist
from representing directly or inferentially:
(a) That baldness can be prevented by the Warner method, or that the
preparations used by John E. Warner and his associates afford an adequate
remedy for baldness or have any effective therapeutic value in the treatment of baldness; that Warner and Associates have made rapid strides· or
any progress, in the prevention of baldness; that they can correct ~nd
eliminate the cause of baldness; that, according to statistics or otherwise
85 percent of all baldness, or any baldness, can be prevented by Warne;
treatment if taken in time; or that 85 percent, or other overstated proportion, of all baldness is due to local scalp conditions amenable to treatment.
(b) By statement or connotation, that dandruff, dry or itching scalp
excessive falling hair, or excessively oily or dry hair are the signs of ap~
proaching baldness which Warner and Associates may prevent or successfully treat.
(c) That the Warner method, by progressive steps of medication and
treatment or otherwise, can prevent the loss of hair, promote the growth
of hair, assure the keeping or saving of hair, correct scalp disorders, normalize the scalp, or rid one's head of dandruff; that such method is an advanced, scientific form of treatment, or superior and more effective because
of constant research and study or otherwise; that it has successfully saved
and improved the hair of thousands of men; or that by means thereof, one
can be sure of saving his hair while he still has hair to sav:e.
(d) That John E. Warner is the nation's leading scalp specialist, is recognized as the foremost hair and scalp specialist of today, or that he or his
associates are either hair specialists or scalp specialists; or in any similar
way, representing themselves to be skilled experts in the pathology, diagnosis and scientific treatment of scalp or hair conditions.
(e) By statement or implication, that John E. Warner was the first
person to make a serious study of the hair; that prior thereto, leading dermatologists had almost ignored the hair; that before his study nothing had
been done in the line of research dealing with the causes and conditions
beneath the surface responsible for loss of hair; or that John E. Warner
probably knows more about hair than anybody in the world today.
Said parties respondent also agree to cease :=tnd. desist from:
(f) Offering the Warner treatments or medwatwns for the regrowth of
hair lost through alopecia areata, or in any other way representing that
such method would be beneficial or have any therapeutic effect whatsoever
in cases of alopecia arcata. . .
. .
(g) Representing, by depwtw?s of sc~entlfic apparatus and research
equipment by statement, or by 1mphcatwn, that John E. Warner or his
associates l1ave through diligent study and scientific: experimentation, developed impro~ed medications o_r trc~~ments essentia.lly different from
those in common use for the cleanmg, mhng and perfummg of the hair and
scalp, the irritating of the scalp, temporary relief from itching scalp, and
the removal of loose scales of dandruff.
(h) Representing that among those who "consult" and "take treatment" from John E. Warner or his associates are lea~ers in all lines of en-
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deavor or many headliners in the entertainment field; featuring of music,
radio, stage and screen celebrities as endorsers of the Warner method purportedly because it saved their hair, kept their hair healthy, beat impending baldness, and did away with worry about losing their hair-who were
not, in fact, actually solicitous about their hair but have merely lent their
names and pictures for publicity purposes; or ascribing to them statements
such as "To many of us, consultation with John E. Warner is almost a
duty," "Treatment by John E. Warner is generally considered by most
musicians as the best in the world," "Musicians know that Warner treatment prevents baldness." (Mar. 7, 1945.)
3997. Wood Fiber Insulating Product-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Kimberly-Clark Corporation, a Delaware corporation with executive office and principal place of business at Neenah, \Vis., and mills in
'\Visconsin and New York, engaged in the sale and distribution of paper
and rdated products including a wood fiber insulating product designated
as "Kimsul," in interstate commerce in competition with corporations,
firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from alleged unfair methods of competition in
commerce as set forth therein.
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, of its
product designated "Kimsul," or any other product of substantially the
same composition and possessing substantially the same qualities whether
sold under such name or any other name or names, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or inferentially, that when
exposed to flame under the conditions which normally exist where insulating material is used, said product merely chars or that when flame is removed any glowing and charring ceases, or otherwise, that it is noncombustible or will not burn under such conditions. (Mar. 7, 1945.)
3998. Home Study Lessons-Employment, Opportunities, Refunds,
Etc.-Brayton Flying Service, Inc., a Missouri corporation, located near
Lambert Field, St. Louis, Mo., engaged in the maintenance and operation
of a residence school, including aircraft maintenance and construction, the
training of aircraft mechanics and instruction in primary and advanced
flight training, and offering and selling a course in home study lessons that
were designed to furnish certain elementary instructions preliminary at the
residence school, in interstate commerce in competition with other corporations and \vith individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Brayton Flying Service, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the offering for sale and sale in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, of home study lessons as a supplement to training
at its resident school, it will cease and desist from representing, either
directly or through its salesmen or in any other way, contrary to fact: that
personnel, connected with the said corporation or the resident school conducted by it, is oole to and will secure employment and/or living quarters
of a designated type and location for or at the request of students if and
when they undertake such resident school work; that a student who has
enrolled for such residPnt school work would be enabled thereby to obtain
deferment from the draft for military services; that the student, upon
completion of the resident school work, would be fitted for or entitled to a
commission in the Army Air Forces; or that refunds of money advanced as
payment for the course would be made oy the school authorities to students who are not ~atisfied with the set-up of the school. (1\Iar. 7, 1945.)
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3999. Army and Navy Goods-Specifications Confonnance.-A & N
Trading Co., Inc., a Maryland corporation with principal place of business
in the District of Columbia, engaged in the sale and distribution in commerce as 'defined by the Federal Trade Commission •Act, within the District of Columbia, of merchandise including goods originally manufactured
f?r the Armed f~rce~ ?f the ~nit~d States, in competi~ion with corporations, firms and mdtvtduals hkewtse engaged, entered mto the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
A & N Trading Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of
its merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that it forthwith cease and desist from advertising, branding
labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale merchandise under any
representation which imports or implies that such merchandise was manufactured ~or t~e Armed Forc~s of the. U.nited States or under Army or
Navy spee1ficat10ns or othenVlse that 1t 1s Army or Navy merchandise
unless the same in fact is regulation Army or Navy merchandise; Provided'
however, that if merchandise actually has. been manufactured under a~
Army or Navy contract but has been rejected by official inspectors or has
been determined by the manufacturer as not complying with specifications, then in such case any representations importing or implying that
the merchandise was manufactured under an Army or Navy contract
wherever they may appear, sqall be immediately accompanied in equally
conspicuous type by a definite statement to the effect that the same has
been rejected after official inspection, is of inferior quality, or otherwise
does not comply with Army and/or Navy specifications or requirements
as the case may be. (Mar. 7, 1945.)
4000. Concrete or Masonry Additive-Qualities, Properties or Results.
-The Sullivan Co. a Tennessee corporation with place of business at
Memphis, Tenn., en'gaged in the sale and distribution of products for use
as additives to or as applications on concrete or masonry or other construction, including products designated as "Gardex," "Konset,"
"Seal it," 11 Pozzuolanic" and "Ironiz.ed ·waterproofing" in interstate
commerce in competition with corpora~wns, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
.
alleged unfair methods of competition.
The Sullivan Co., in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, of its products
designated as 11 Gardcx," "Konset," "Sealit," "Pozzuolanic" and "Ironized Waterproofing," or any other prod';'cts composed of substantially the
same ingredients or possessing substantmlly the same properties, whether
sold under such names or any other name or names, agreed that it will
forthwith cease and desist from:
1. The use of the words "waterproof," "waterproofs," "waterproofing", " dam proofing" or other words or words of like meaning as designations for, as descriptive of, or with reference to any of said products which
is not effective as a waterproofing agent under all conditions of use; Provided, however, that if such pro~uct actually is an efficacious waterproofer
under certain conditions, then m that case such words or expressions
whenever used, shall be immedia~ely accompanied in .equally conspicuou~
type by words or statei?ents defimtely.and tru.thfully dtsclosing the particular condition under whteh the product lS effective as a waterproofing agent.
2. Representing that any of said. I?roducts can be depended upon to
prevent effiorescence under all condttwns of use; Provided, however,! that
if such product actually is effective in preventing efflorescence under cer-
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tain conditions, then in that case any representation to such effect, whenever used, shall be immediately accompanied in equally conspicuous type
by words or statements definitely and truthfully disclosing the particular
conditions under which it is effective for the purpose indicated.
3. The use of any representation which tends or may tend to convey the
belief or impression that any water repellent qualities of said products or
any thereof are permanent. (Mar. 7, 1945.)
4001. Vitamin, Mineral and Health-Food Products-Scientific or
Relevant Facts, Qualities, Properties or Results and Safety.-Modern
Products, Inc., of America, a Delaware corporation with place of business
at Milwaukee, '\Vis., engaged in the sale and distribution of vitamin, mineral and so-called health-food products in interstate commerce in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
m~thods of competition.
Modern Products, Inc., of America, in connection with the sale and distribution of its products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by the means or in the manner
above set forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing directly or inferentially:
(a) That when nyctalopia, or night-blindness, occurs it is an indication
of vitamin A depletion, unless in direct connection therewith it be clearly
specified that such affliction is also caused 'Qy other conditions; by statement or connotation, that I vita is an adequate treatment for night-blindness other than that caused by vitamin A deficiency; or that its intake will
prevent or build resistance to colds, influenza or other infections.
.
(b) That pantothenic acid, calcium pantothenate, or any other factor
of the Vitamin B Compl~x is an" anti-gray hair factor," or by other statement or implication, that an intake of such substance would have favorable effect on the grayness of hair, would restore the natura~ color of gray
hair or bring a return of natural hair color-in from three to six months or
in any other time; that such method has proven successful or given positive results in 88 percent or any other proportion of cases tested; or that
the products Capatabs orB-Family Tablets would be of value to combat
or alter the graying of hair in human beings.
(c) That Santay Tooth Powder exerts a hardening action on the gums,
is most helpful in cases of soft and bleeding gums, is decidedly beneficial
as an aid in maintaining a firm condition of the gums; or by statements of
like import, that it would have any favorable effect on soft or bleeding
gums.
•
(d) That the product denominated B-Family Tablets, or Vitamin B
Complex Tablets, would be beneficially effective in cases of intestinal disorders; that said compound contains no synthetic vitamins; and from reference to clinical studies in any way which may import or imply that said
product, as used, would be an adequate treatment for any type of intestinal disorder.
(e) That by far the vast majority of conditions of anemia are due to
insufficient iron in the diet; that dietary or nutritional anemia is by far the
most prevalent; that anemia is very frequently due to the form and quantity of iron in the diet-of adults; by implication or otherwise, that lack of
pep, listlessness or pallor can usually be corrected by the administration of
Adiron; that said preparation Adiron is especially helpful-or even beneficial-in the most prevalent cases of anemia, or is distinctly helpful, or of
any value whatsoever, in cases of pernicious anemia; that it will endow the
user with more strength or energy; or that 90 milligrams of iron, or other
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exaggerated amounts thereof, are required each day to fill the blood cells
with hemoglobin.
(f) That the Aydee Tablets, or the vitamins A and D therein, will help
maintain the body reserves which resist colds, influenza or other infections; will build up stamina to resist said conditions; or by like presentations, that the adding of such vitamins to the diet of a normal person would
serve to prevent any of these ailments.
Modern Products, Inc., of America also agrees to cease and desist from:
(g) Disseminating any advertisement or trade literature pertaining to its
preparations which contain an irritant laxative, that fails clearly to reveal
the potential danger thereof in the presence of nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain or other symptoms of appendicitis; Provided, however, that is the
directions for the use of such preparation, whether they appear on the
label, in the labeling, or in both label and labeling, contain an adequate
warning of its potential danger to health as aforesaid, said advertisement
need contain only the cautionary statement: CAUTION, UsE ONLY AS
DIRECTED. (Mar. 12, 1945.)
4002. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature.-Abe Steisel, an individual
trader with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of fur garments and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce in competition with individuals, firms and corporations
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
· Abe Steisel, in connection with his sale and distribution of furs or fur
garments in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that he 'Will forthwith cease and desist, in his trade publicity, invoices or labeling, from the use of the term "Leopard Cat" or other words
denoting leopard to designate or describe furs or fur garments made from
peltries of South American spotted cats or of any animals or species other
than the true leopard (felis pardus). (Mar. 12, 1945.)
4003. Draperies or Drapery Fabrics-Manufacturer and Guarantee.Jacob Levine, an individual trading as J. Levine Co., and as Georgia Mfg.
Co., with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged as a jobber in the
operation of a wholesale business involving the sale and distribution of
draperies and drapery fabrics to purchasers! as drapery manufacturers and
department stores, in interstate commerce m competition with other individuals and with corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
Jacob Levine agreed that he will cease and desist forthwith from the use
of the letters or term "Mfg." as part of the trade name under which he
offers for sale or sells his draperies or drapery fabrics in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act; and from the use
of the said letters or term, or of any other abbreviation of the word 11 Manufacturing," or any other term or word of similar import or meaning, the
effect of which tends or may tend to cause or convey the impression or belief that the said Jacob Levine actually owns and operates or directly and
absolutely controls the plant or factory wherein are woven or manufactured the fabrics which he offers for sale or sells. He also agrees to cease
and desist from the use of the word "Guaranteed," or of any other word or
words of similar meaning, in connection with the advertising, offering for
sale or sale of his fabrics, unless, whenever used, clear and unequivocal
disclosure is made in direct connection therewith of exactly what is offen'd by way of security; and from the use of any guaranty unless strict
and complete performance be made therewith. (Mar. 13, 1945.)
1150780-47 -!i2
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4004. Upholstery and Drapery Materials-Composition and Manufacturer.-Consolidated Trimming Corporation, a New York corporation
with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of
upholstery and drapery materials and in the sale and distribution thereof,
also of certain types of thread including one with the trade designation or
brand "Silkso Twist" in interstate commerce in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
Consolidated Trimming Corporation agreed that, in connection with the
sale and distribution of its commodities in commerce as defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the word" Silkso," or any word, term or representation of
similar import, in any trade-mark indicative of silk, when the merchandise
which bears such mark, or which is advertised, offered for sale, sold or
distributed thereunder, is not in fact composed of silk; or the use of said
trade-mark in any other manner, or under any other condition, which is
·
misleading or deceptive.
(b) Representing in any way that it is the manufacturer of a product
made in a plant or factory which it docs not actually own and operate or
directly and absolutely control. (Mar. 13, 1945.)
4005. Women's Sportswear-composition.-Lido Sportswear, Inc., a
New York corporation with place of business located in New York, N.Y.,
engaged in business as a manufacturer and distributor of women's sportswear in interstate commerce in competition with other corporations and
with individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
Lido Sportswear, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the offering for
sale or sale of its merchandise in commerce, as commerce is defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, it will cease arid desist from the use of the
word "linen," either alone or in connection with the word "shantung," or
with any other word or words, as descriptive of merchandise which is not
made of flax, and from the use of the said word or words in any other way,
the effect of which tends or may tend to cause or convey the impression of
belief, contrary to fact, that the fabric used in the manufacture of said
merchandise is that product generally known as linen or flax. Said corporation also agrees to cease and desist from selling, offering for sale, distributing, advertising, describing, branJing, labeling or otherwise representing
its merchandise, that is made of rayon, as not being rayon, or as being
something other than rayon, or without disclosure of the fact that such
merchandise is made of rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof, however disseminated or published.
(Mar. 14, 1945.)
4006. Furs and Fur Garments-Nature.-Joscph Wiener and Max
Wiener, copartners, trading as Wiener & Wiener, with place of business at
New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of fur garments and in the
sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce in competition with
firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition.
Joseph Wiener and Max Wiener, in connection with the sale and distribution of furs and fur garments in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith
cease and desist from:

•
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(a) The use of the terms" Hud Seal," "Sealine," "Beaverette," or any
other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with their fur products.
(b) Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (Mar. 14, 1945.)
4007. Diaries, Advertising Novelties, Etc.-Composition.-Knickerbocker Leather & Kovelty Co., Inc., a New York corporation with its
place of busine~s at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of advertising novelties and specialties, including diaries, and in the sale of such
commodities in interstate commerce in competition with other corporations and with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition.
Knickerbocker Leather & Novelty Co., Inc., agreed that, in connection
with the advertisement, offering for sale, sale or distribution of its commodities in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will cease and desist forthwith from representing through
the use of the words" Genuine Leather" or the word" leather," or through
the use of any-other words or symbols of similar import and meaning, or in
any manner whatever, that commodities sold by it and made from the
inner split of leather are in fact made from the outer split or any part of
the hide or skin other than the inner split thereof. (1\1ar. 19, 1945.)
4008. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature.-Abraham Katz and Philip
Goldstein, copartners, trading as Katz & Goldstein, with place of business
at New York, N. Y., engaged in the manufacture of fur garments and in
the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce in competition
with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods
of competition.
Abraham Katz and Philip Goldstein, in connection with their sale and
distribution of furs or fur garments in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act agreed that they and each of them will forthwith
cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "Sealine," "Hudseal," "Beaverette," or any
other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with their fl!r products.
(b) Using any animal or purported ammal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed Ly and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (l\Iar. 19, 19-15.)
4009. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature.-J. Schaffer's Sons, Inc., a New
York corporation with place of business at New York, N. Y., engaged in
the manufacture of fur garments and in the sale and distribution thereof in
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interstate commerce in competition with corporations, firms and individ~
uals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
J. Schaffer's Sons, Inc., in connection with its sale and distribution of
furs or fur garments in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "Hudseal," "Sealine," or any other fictitious
animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in
connection with its fur products.
(b) Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (Mar. 20, 1945.)
4010. Furs or Fur Gannents-Nature.-Charles Sadownick and Harry
Richman, copartners trading as Sadownick & Richman, with place of business at New York, N.Y., are engaged in the manufacture of fur garments
and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition.
Charles Sadownick and Harry Richman, whether operating in their own
naines as Sadownick & Richman or by any other trade designation in connection with their sale and distribution of furs or fur garments in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they
and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from using any animal
or purported animal name or designation for fur which is not the true
name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that if the fur is so dyed
as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed shall be set forth
as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of .the animal whose
fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by ·
and compounded with the word "dyed" together with the true name of
the animal producing the fur as the last word of the description-all words
of the designation to be in like type and equally conspicuous. (l\Iar. 20,
1945.)
4011. Furniture-Factory.-Arthur West, Sidney West and Howard
West, copartners trading under the firm name of Chester Furniture Fac~
tory, with place of business at Chester, Pa., engaged in the sale and dis~
tribution of furniture and household furnishings in interstate commerce in
competition with firms, corporations and individuals likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from ..the alleged
unfair methods of competition.
Arthur West, Sidney West and Howard West, whether operating under
their own names or by any other trade designation in connection with the
sale and distribution of merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from the use of the words "furniture factory" or
"factory" as a part of the trade designation for or as descriptive of the
merchandising business conducted by them; or representing in any way
that they manufacture the goods sold by them, that their place of business
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is a factory showroom, that the prices charged are factory prices that
there are no middlemen between the manufacturer and the custorr{er or
that their customers buy direct from the factory with distribution ~ost
eliminated. (Mar. 20, 1945.)
4013. 1 Photographs-"Free."-Olan Mills, Mary Mills and T. H
Dry, copartners trading under the firm name of Olan Mills Portrait Stu~
dios, with principal place of bwsiness at Chattanooga, Tenn., their finishing
plant in .Springfield, Ohio, ~nd bran?h office~ in other States, engaged in
the makmg of photographic portraits and m the sale and distribution
thereof in interstate commerce in competition with firms, individuals and
corporations likewise engaged, entere~ into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
Olan Mills, Mary Mills and T. H. Dry, individually, as copartners trading as Olan Mills Portrait Studios, or operating under any other name or
style in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of their
photographs or other commodities in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith
cease
and desist from representing that any article of merchandise is
11
free," 11 absolutely free," a 11 free offer," "free of charge," or without cost
to the recipient when such article is not a gratuity, and the prospective
recipient is required as a consider~~:tion to purchase some other article or
articles or render some service in order to obtain t~e same. (Mar. 26, 1945.)
4014. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature.- Moms Dentz and Louis Dentz
copartners trading as Dentz & Dentz, with place of business at New York'
N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of fur garments and in the sale and dis~
tribution in interstate commerce in comp~tition with firms, individuals
and corporations likewise engaged, ent~red mto the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition.
Morris Dentz and Louis Dentz, in connection with their sale and distribution of furs or fur garments in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act agreed that they and each of them will forthwith
cease and desist from:
.
(a) The use of the term ~' Sealine" or an:y: o~her fictit_ious animal designation or coined fur-connotmg term as descnptive of or m connection with ·
their fur products.
.
(b) Using any animal or purport~d ammal n~me or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the ammal producmg the fur; Provided that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate anoth~r fur, the fact that said fur is' dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of It_s designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal pro_duci~g the fur. as _the last word of the
description-all words of the designatiOn to be m hke type and equally
conspicuous. (Mar. 26, 1945.).
4015. Wearing Apparel-Pnces, Sec~nd-Hand as New and Composition.-Samuel Schweiger and Harry Arkm, copartners, doing business under the firm names of .M~mmoth Mail O_rder Hourse and Southerners'
Bargain House, with prmcJpal_place of busmess at New York, N.Y., engaged in the conduct of. a _busmess, generally u_nder the name Mammoth
Mail Order House, consi?tmg of th_e _sale ~y mail order of wearing apparel
in interstate commerce, m competitiOn With _othe_r partnerships and with
individuals, corporations and other conce~ns likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and destst from t_he alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therem.
• Stipulation 4012 publi8hed in Volu111e 39 at P· 646.
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Samuel Schweiger and Harry Arkin agreed that, in connection with the
offering for sale,.sale or distribution of their merchandise in commerce, as
commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, they and each
of them, whether trading as Mammoth Mail Order House or under any
other trade name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Offering merchandise for sale at a stated price that is below the price
for which said merchandise will be sold, or when a deposit or consideration
is required to be made in addition to the stated price before the offered
merchandise is obtainable, but which requirement is not clearly and unequivocally indicated in connection with the sales offer of such merchandise.
2. The use of the word "nice" or" clean," or of any other word or words
of similar import, as descriptive of merchandise, the condition of which is
not properly so described; and from the use of the words·" slightly used"
or of any other word or words of like meaning, in any manner, the effect of
which tends or may tend to cause or convey the impression or belief that
the previous use or wear of such merchandise is slight or negligible when,
in fact, the extent, degree or nature of such use or wear is such as to be
improperly designated or referred to as "slightly."
3. Advertising, labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale any worn,
second-hand or previously used article of clothing, unless there be securely
attached to the exposed surface thereof, with sufficient permanency to
remain thereon in a conspicuous, clear, distinct and plainly legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident
thereto, a tag or label bearing a statement, prominently displayed, that
such article of clothing is second-hand or has been previously used or worn.
4. The use of any fiber designation in connection with the advertising,
labeling, invoicing, sale or offering for sale of any of their merchandise,
unless such designation truthfully discloses each constituent fiber thereof
in the order of predominence by weight, beginning with the largest single
constituent, and also unless tags or labels, bearing such correct and specific
fiber content designation in conspicuous and legible terms, be securely attached or affixed to the exposed surface of the article of merchandise so
offered for sale.
5. Advertising, labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale any used
or second-hand hats, or hats composed in whole or in part of used or
second-hand materials, unless the sweat bands of such hats be stamped
on the inside surfaces thereof, in conspicuous and legible terms which cannot be removed or obliterated without mutilating the sweat bands, with a
statement that such products are second-hand or used or are composed of
second-hand or used materials; provided, that if sweat bands are not affixed to such hats, then such stamping must appear on the exposed surface
of the inside of the bodies of such hats in conspicuous and legible terms
which cannot be removed or obliterated without mutilating said hat
bodies. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
4016. Women's Coats-composition.-Franklin Simon & Co., a New
York corporation with principal place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in a business involving the operation of a retail department store
wherein sales of merchandise, including women's coats, have been made
both across the counter and in interstate commerce, in competition with
other corporations and with individuals, partnerships and other concerns
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Franklin Simon & Co. agreed that, in connection with the advertise-
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ment, sale or distribution of fabric merchandise in commerce as commerce
is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will ce~se and desist
forthwith from using the words "camel hair'' or the word "camel" as
desc~ipt~ve of a fabric th:~.t is not c?mpose~ of camel hair; and from representmg many manner, dn:ec~ly or mferentwJly, that any fabr~c containing
fibers other than camel hau· 1s mwle wholly of camel hair; or, tf said fabric
is compo~ed in part of camel ~ai!', ~rom representing in any way that the
eamel htur content of the fabnc 1s m excess of 'vhat actually is a fact.
It is further understood and agreed that no provision of this agreement
shall be construed as relieving the said Franklin Simon & Company in any
respect of the necessity of complying with the requirements of the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939, and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
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4017. Mascara Products--Safety an? Qu~lities, Properties or Results.

1

-camille, Inc., a New Jersey corporatiOn Wlth offices and principal place
of business at Bernardsville, N. J.,. engaged in the business of packa!Ting
cosmetics, including so-called Cam1Ile Cake Mascara and Camille Cr~am
Mascara, and in the sale thereof to dealer-customers, as .Five and Ten
qent Stores! in _int~r~tate commerce, in compet~tion. with other corporatiOns and ·with mdiV1duals and other concerns hkew1se engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in co!Umerce as s~t forth therein.
Camille, Inc., whether tradmg "!lnder said. corp?rate name, or under any
other name or style, agreed that m connectwn With the sale and distribution in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising by the means .and ~n the ~anner above set
forth, of its Mascara products, however d1ssemmated, It will cease and
desist forthwith from:
.
1. The use of the word <~harmless," e1ther alone or in connection with
the word "absolutely," or with any othe~ word o~ words, as descriptive of
said products; and from the use of the sa1d word m a.ny way, the effects of
which tends or may tend to cause or convey the behef or Impression that
the use of said products would ~ot be ha~ful toyersons \Vho are sensitive
to one or the other of the ingredtents of ';,hlCh sa1d products are composed.
2. The use of the word ' 1 tea.rproof or the .word H waterproof" as
descriptive of said products, al?-d fro~ the use of .either of said words or of
any other word or words of similar Import, wh1eh has or may have the
tendency to create the belief, contrary t? fact! that none of the ingredients
of which said products are composed will run w·hen wet.
3. The use of the word "stingproof" a.s des~riptive o.f said product, or
of the said word or any othe~ word ~r ~vor~s of ~1ke meanmg .or import that
may cause the erroneous behef that tmtatwn Will not result If the products
should get into the eye. (Mar. 30, 1945.)

1

4018. Culture Pearls-Source or Origill: and "Guaranteed.''-Jack J.
FeMenfeld an individual with place of busmess at New York, N. Y. en~agcd in the sale and distribution of cuH;ure pear1s1 _indu~ing necklaces
nade therefrom, in interst11te commerce, m competi~10n .w1th other indi·iduals and with corporatiOns and other concerns h~ew1se engaged, en:red into the following agreement to cease and des1st from the alleged
1fair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Jack J . .Felscnfeld agreed that, i~ con!lection with the conduct of his
siness in commerce, a.s commerc.e IS define.d by the Federal Trade Comssion Act he will cease and des1st forthwtth from:
. Tagg;i~g, b1mding, labeling or advertising jew~lry products composed
er in whole or in part of culture pearls or essential elements that are of
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foreign origin or manufacture without clearly and unequivocally disclosing
the name of the country of origin or manufacture of said culture pearls or
essential elements.
2. The use of the term "Guaranteed" or of any other word or words of
similar meaning, in connection with the advertisement, offering for sale or
sale of products unless, whenever used, clear and unequivocal disclosure is
made in connection therewith of exactly what is offered by way of security;
and from the use of any guaranty unless strict and complete performance is
made therewith. (Mar. 30, 19-15.)
4019. Drug Product-Qualities, Properties or Results and Safety.Olaf G. Shuler and Helen C. Shuler, copartners, cooperatively engaged
with Carl H. Arbenz, of Glendale, Calif., and/or at Las Vegas, Nev., in the
conduct of a business under the trade name "Nim-Pah Products Company" which involved the sale and distribution of a drug product called
Nim-Pah in interstate commerce. In or about February, 1942, Carl H.
Arbenz terminated his connection with the said business which was thereafter continued by the said copartners under the aforesaid trade name.
The said copartners and Carl H. Arbenz, prior to 1942, and the said copartners, after said date, were in competition with other partnerships, corporations and individuals likewise engaged, and entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Olaf G. Shuler and Helen C. Shuler and Carl H. Arbenz, whether trading
as Nim-Pah Products Company, or under any other name or style, agreed
in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce, as commerce is
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising by the
means and in the manner above set forth, of the product called I\im-Pah,
whether sold under such name or any other name or names, they, and each
of them, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. The use of any statement or representation that tends or may tend
to cause or convey the impression or belief that said product constitutes an
adequate treatment for arthritis, rheumatism or kidney diseases, or that
it will give symptomatic relief from the pain or any other manifestations
of said diseases; that it will relieve the pain of inflamed, swollen and stiff
joints; that it will overcome nervousness or insomnia; that it will purify or
have any effect upon the blood and will have a cleansing effect upon the
kidneys; that it will correct the cause of constipation or do more than to
have a laxative and diuretic action and thereby temporarily relieve that
condition.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertising pertaining to said product which fails clearly to reveal the potential danger from
the use of the product in the presence of nausea, vomiting, abdominal
pain, or other symptoms of appendicitis; that the use of said product by a
person whose kidneys are injured or diseased may seriously interfere with
their proper functioning; and that too prolonged administration thereof
may injure kidneys that are normal; Provided, however, that if the directions for the use of said product, whether appearing on the label, in the
labeling, or in both label and labeling, contain adequate and specific warnings of its potential danger to health as aforesaid, said advertising need
contain only the cautionary statement: CAUTION, UsE ONLY AS DIRECTED. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
4020. Floor Wax-comparative Merits and Qualities, Properties or
Results.-Twin City Shellac Co., Inc., a New York corporation with place
of business at Brooklyn, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of a
product designated" Dan-Dee No Hubbing Floor\\ ax" in interstate com-
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merce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Twin City Shellac Co., Inc., agreed that, in connection with the sale and
distribution of its floor wo.x or other commodities in commerce as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will forthwith
cease and desist from representing:
(a) That. Dan-Dee floor wax or any product of similar composition lasts
twice as long as ordinary wax; or by any other presentation, that it has
enduring properties in excess of competitive products of standard quality.
(b) That Dan-Dee is a heavy duty wax, or otherwise is constituted so
as to withstand strain, exposure or wear of an unusual nature; that traffic
will not faz~that is, will not disturb or disarrang~it; or that its lustre
or gloss improves with wenr. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
4021. Fur Garrnents-Nature.-Milton Fettner and Henry Fettner, copartners operating under the firm name of American Trading Co. with
place of business at Cincinnati, Ohio, engaged in the manufacture 'of fur
garments and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce
in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged;
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Milton Fettner and Henry Fettner, whether trading by their individual
names, as American Trading Co., or under any other designation, in connection with the sale and distribution of certain of their fur coats in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they
·
and each of tMm will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "Hud Seal," "Sealine," "Beaverette," or any
other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with their fl}r products.
(b) Using any o,nimal or purport~d ammal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the ammal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an -integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together
with the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
4022. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature.-Morris Dunaier and Louis
Weitman, copartners tradin~ as W. & D. Fur Co., with place of business at
New York N.Y., engaged m the manufacture of fur garments and in the
sail:! and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with
firms individuals and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the followiz{g agreement to cease and desist from .the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therem.
Morris Dunaier and Louis Weitman, whether operating in their own
names as W. & D. Fur Co., or by any other trade designation, in connection with their sale and distribution of furs or fur garments in commerce as
defined by the Federal Trade Comn:ission Act,. agreed t~at they and each
of them will forthwith cease and desist from usmg any am mal or purported
animal name or designation for fur which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that if the fur is so dyed as to simulate
another fur, the fact that ll~id fur is dyed shall ?e set forth as an integral
part of its designation, and tf the nam~ of th~ ammal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be Immediately followed by and com-
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pounded with the word "dyed" together with the true name of the animal
producing the fur as the last word of the description-all words of the
designation to be in like type and equally conspicuous. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
4023. Furs or Fur Garments-N ature.-8amuel Klein and Sol Weisman, copartners trading as Samuel Klein & Co., with place of business at
New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of fur garments and in the
sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with
firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Samuel Klein and Sol Weisman, whether operating in their own names,
as Samuel Klein & Co., or by any other trade designation, in connection
with their sale and distribution of furs or fur garments in commerce as
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each
of them will forthwith cease and desist from: ·
(a) The use of the terms "Sealine," "Hud Seal," "Mendoza," or any
other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with their fur products.
(b) Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (Mar. 30, 1945.)
4024. Umbrellas-Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Menashe
Brettschneider, an individual trading as Grand Umbrella Co. with principal place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of
umbrellas and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce,
in competition with other individuals and with corporations and other
concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce
as set forth therein.
Menashe Brettschneider, in connection with the conduct of his business
in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that he, whether trading under the name of Grand Umbrella
Co. or under any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of
the fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or
second-hand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as
being new, when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or product
of which is made of or contains rayon without disclosure of the fact that
such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the
invoices and labeling and in all advertising p1atter, sales promotional
descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 2, 1945.)
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4025. Metal-Covered Books-Qualities, Properties or Results Composition, Etc.-Bibles for Victory, Inc., a New York corporatio~ with
place of business at New York, N. Y., and Isaac Steinbrook also of New
York <;ity, ·manager of .the. bu~iness conducted by said co;poration, engaged m the sale and d1stnbutwn of metal-covered Bibles and Catholic
missals in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations. individuals and firm~ likewise engaged, enter~d into the following agreement to
cease and des1st from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Bibles for Victory, Inc., and Isaac Steinbroo.k, in connection with their
sale and distribution of metal-covered books in commerce as defined by
the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them will
forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) Representing, directly or by implication, that the books thus offered for sale and sold are capable. of stopping or. deflecting bullets, shrapnel or bayonet thrusts, or otherwise afford physical protection to persons
carrying such books; or using the trade designations "Victory Armored
Bible," "Victory Armored New Testament" or "Victory Armored Catholic Prayer Book" for such metal-covered books, or expressions such as
"life-saving feature," "armor for hearts," "armor his heart," "heart
armor," "vital protection," "save his life," or terms or legends of like
·
import as descriptive of or with reference to said books.
(b) Representmg, by statement or connotation, that said books are approximately the size of the left breast pocket of a soldier's uniform, or that
they fit over or protect the heart.
(c) Designating the metal covers of such books as "24: carat gold
plated" or "gold plated," or otherwise representing that the same are
coated with more than a gold flash or gold color.
(d) Supplying dealers with news items or other printed or written material representing, directly or by implication, that books such as those
thus offered for sale are capable of affording physical protection to persons
.
·
carrying them. (Apr. 2, 1945.)
4026. Drug Product-Patented.-Natwnal Drug Co., a Pennsylvania
corporation, with principal place of business at Philadelphia, Pa., engaged
in the manufacture of biologicals, bio-chemicals and pharmaceuticals, and
of a drug product called" Allantomide," recommended as a treatment for
wounds, scalds burns, ulcers, abscesses, and the like, and causing said
pr?ducts, including the so-calle~ •: All3;nt?mide," to be sold an~ thereafter
shipped to drug trade and physicians m mterstate commerce, m competition with other corporations and with individuals and other concerns likewise engagod, entered into the followi_n~ a~reement to cease and desist from
the alleged unfair methods of competltton m commerce as set forth therein.
National Drug Co. agreed that, in connection with the offering for sale,
sale or distribution, in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, of its preparation called" Allantomide" or of any other preparation of similar composition under whatever trade name, or the advertising thereof by the means or in the manner set forth, it will cease and desist
from representing, contrary ~o f~ct:
.
1. That the said preparatiOn IS the subject matter of a U. S. Patent or
through the use of the term "U.. S. Pat~nt. No. 2,124,295" that the said
preparation is the produc~ for whiCh ~he mdiCated U.S. Patent was issued.
2. That, by virtue of 1ts ownership of~· S. Patent No. 2,124:,295, the
aforesaid corporation has the exclus1ve nght to make, use and vend a
sulfanilamide allantoin ointment. (Apr. 3, 1945.)
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4027. Necklaces-Composition, Foreign as Domestic, Source or Or·
igin, Etc.-J. A. Deknatel & Son, Inc., a New York corporation with prin·
cipal place of business at Queens Village, Long Island, N. Y., engaged in
the sale and distribution of jewelry and novelties, including necklaces composed of base beads finished to simulate pearls in appearance, in interstate
commerce, in competition with individuals and with other corporations
and concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
J. A. Deknatel & Son, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the adver·
tising, offering for sale, sale and distribution of necklaces composed of base
beads finished to simulate pearls, in commerce as commerce is defined by
the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. The use of the words "Deknatel Pearls" or the word "Pearl" as a
trade designation for its commodities, and from the use of the word
"Pearl" or '~Pearls" in any way so as to import or imply or the effect of
which tends or may tend to cause or convey the impression or belief that
the beads used in the making of said necklaces are pearls, the product of
certain mollusks.
2. Representing, in any manner, that the beads of which said necklaces
are composed are of domestic make or origin, when in fact said beads were
made or manufactured in a country other than the United States.
3. Offering for sale or selling necklaces composed either in whole or in
part of base beads or essential items that are of foreign origin or manufacture without clearly and unequivocally disclosing the name of the country of their origin or manufacture.
4. Using the term "Made in U.S.A.," or any other term of similar im·
port or meaning, to designate, describe or refer to necklaces that are composed, either in whole or in part, of base beads or essential items that are
made or manufactured in any country other than the United States of
America. (Apr. 3, Hl-15.)
4028. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-1. P. Jlenryson & Co., Inc., a New York corporation with place
of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas
and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations and with individuals and other concerns
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
L. P. Henryson & Co., Inc., in connection "ith the conduct of its business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it, whether trading under its own name, or under
any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. OfTering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible
condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident
thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of the fact
that such embrellas or parts arc not new but are used, rebuilt or secondhand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or
otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being new,
when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or
product of which is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the
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fact that such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocall~ in the in':"oi~es and labeling an? in all advertising matter, sales promotiOnal descnptwns or representatiOns thereof however disseminated or
published. (Apr. 3, 1945.)
4029. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Mespo Umbrella Co., a Nt;w York corporation with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged m the manufacture of umbrellas and in
t~e sale and distrib_ution ther~of ~n i?~erstate commerce, in competition
With other corporatwns and With mdividuals and other concerns likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from
the alleged unfair metho~s of comp~titio~ in commerce as set forth therein.
Mespo Umbrella Co., m connectiOn with the conduct of its business in
commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act
agreed that it will cease and desist forthwith from:
'
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place with
~ufficient.~ermanency to remain thereon in cl~ar,. dist.inct and plainiy legIble conditiOn throughout the sale or resale, drstnbutwn and handling incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of
the fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or
second-hand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being
new, when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or product of which is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact
that such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in
the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional
descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published.
(Apr. 3, 1945.)
4030. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature of Product.-Max Glasner, Sam
S~erlag and Benjamin Mester, copartners trading as. Guild Craft Fur Co.,
With place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged m the manufacture of
fur garments and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Max Glasner Sam Sherlag and Benjamin l\1ester, whether operating in
their own nam~s as Guild Craft Fur Co., or by any other trade designation in connecti~n with their sale and distribution of furs or fur garments
in c~mmerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that
they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "Hudseal," "Hud Seal," "Sealine," "Beaverette " "Mendoza Beaverette," "Muscatine Coney," "Beaverette Coney,"
or a~y other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as
descriptive of or in .connection with thei~ fur products. .
.
(b) Using any ammal or purport~d ammal n~me or desrgnatJ~n for fur
which is not the true name of the ammal producmg the fur; Provzded, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (Apr. 3, 19-!5.)
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4031. Jewelry-Source or Origin and Factory.-Saul Weinreich and
Rae C. Weinreich, copartners trading as Weinreich Brothers Co. with
principal place of business at New York, N. Y., engaged in the sale and
distribution of costume jewelry including necklaces composed of base
beads finished to simulate pearls in appearance, in interstate commerce,
in competition with other partnerships and with individuals and other
concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce
as set forth therein.
Saul Weinreich and Rae C. Weinreich agreed that they, and each of
them, whether trading under the firm name of Weinreich Brothers Co., or
any other name, in connection with the conduct of business in commerce,
as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, will cease
and desist forthwith from:
1. Advertising, offering for sale, selling or distributing necklaces or
other jewelry composed either in whole or in part of base beads or of essential parts that are of foreign origin or manufacture without clearly and
unequivocally disclosing the name of the country of origin or manufacture
of said beads or essential parts.
2. Stating that they have a factory at Union City, N. J., and from the
use of the word "factory" or of any other word or term of similar import
or meaning, the effect of which tends or may tend to cause or convey the
belief, contrary to fact, that the said copartners actually own and operate
or directly and absolutely control a factory or plant. (Apr. 5, 1945.)
4032. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Irving Hollander, an individual trading as F. Hollander & Son,
with principal place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate
commerce, in competition with other individuals and with corporations
and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Irving Hollander, in connection with the conduct of his business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that he, whether trading under the name of F. Hollander & Son, or
under· any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible
condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident
thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of the fact
that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or secondhand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or
otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being new,
when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or
product of which is made of or contains rayon without disclosure of the
fact that such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or
published. (Apr. 5, 1945.)
4033. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature of Product.-1\Iorris Weitzman,
Abe Weitzman, Louis Weitzman and Eddie Weitzman, copartners trading
as M. Weitzman with place of business at New York, N. Y., engaged in the
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sale and distribution of fur garments in interstate commerce in competition with individuals, ,firms and corporations likewise engaged entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleg~d unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Morris Weitzman, Abe Weitzman, Louis Weitzman and Eddie Weitzman, in connection with the sale and distribution of furs or fur garments
in commerce as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist
from:
1. The use of the word "Caracul" either with or without the word
·"Kid" or similar term, to designate or denominate products made from
goat peltries or from any peltries other than those authoritatively recognized as caracul ;
2. The use of the term "Sealine" or any other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with
their fur products;
·
3. Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded _with the word "dyed" together wjth
the true name of the animal producmg the fur as the last word of the description-all words of the designation to· be in like type and equally
conspicuous. (Apr. 6, 1945.)
4034. "Kol-Saver" Device-Economizing or Saving, Qualities, Properties or Results and Testimonials.-Richard A. Trow, Ingwald G. Olson,
E. H. Mickelson, Edwin Johnson, William 0. Lindahl and Robert C.
Trow, copartners trading as Kol-Saver Sales Co., with place of business at
Albert Lea, Minn., engaged in the sale and distribution of a device designated "Kol-Saver" which consists of a supplemental grate for use in coal
burning furnaces in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals,
firms and corpor~tions likewise engaged, ente:ed into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in
commerce as set forth therein.
Richard A. Trow, Ingwald G. Olson, E. H. Mickelson, Edwin Johnson,
William 0. Lindahl and Robert C. Trow, whether operating under their
own names or under or by any trade designation or style, in connection
with the sale and distribution in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act of the device heretofore designated" Kol-8aver," or any
other device of ~imilar construction, agreed that they, and each of them,
will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing directly or inferentially, that said device or the use
thereof, when compared with properly operated conventional grates: .
(a) Effects a saving in fuel cost of twenty percent or any other percentage or amount;
(b) Burns cheaper coal;
.
.
.
(c) Provides better combustiOn or affords a hotter or qmcker fire.
2. Representing that for a properly.operate.d hand fired furnace, range
or stove said device increases the heatmg efficiency.
3. The use of the term" Kol-Saver" or any term or words of like meaning as a designation for such device or as part of or in connection with the
trade name under which it is offered for sale or sold.
4. Representing, as by statements such as "Burns all gases" or "Eliminates soot-smoke," or in any other manner, that anything in the way of
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performance can be accomplished by the use of said device that could not
be accomplished, with equal skill in firing and kl'IJ)wledge of combustion.
by the use of conventional grates.
It is further agreed by the aforesaid Richard A. Trow, Ingwald G. Olson,
E. H. Mickelson, Edwin Johnson, William 0. Lindahl and Robert C.
Trow, that they, and each of them, will not publish any testimonials containing statements or representations contrary to the terms of the foregoing agreement. (Apr. 6, 1945.)
4035. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature of Products and Manufacturers.
-Harry Metzger, Inc., a New York corporation with place of business at
New York, N. Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of fur garments in
interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Harry Metzger, Inc., in connection with its sale and distribution of furs
or fur garments in commerce as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "Sealine," "Super Sealine," "Beaverette, 11
"Mendoza Beaverette," or any other fictitious animal designation or
coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with its fur
products.
(b) Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of. the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the
description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally
conspicuous.
(c) U::;ing the term "Leopard Cat," or other words denoting leopard, to
designate or describe furs or fur garments made from peltries of South
American spotted cats or of any animals or species other than the true
leopard (felis pardus).
(d) Using the term "Civet Cat" or the word "Civet, 11 or words or .
terms of like meaning, in any way to designate or describe furs or fur garments made of the pel tries of the little spotted skunk or spilogale, or of any
peltries other than civet pcltries.
(e) Using the term "Manufacturing Furriers," or expressions of like
import, as descriptive of its business; or otherwise representing that the
articles of commerce offered for sale and sold by it are made or manufactured in a plant or factory which it actually owns and operates or directly
and absolutely controls. (Apr. 6, 1945.)
4036. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Harry Fellerman and Rose Fellerman, copartners, trading as
H. Fellerman & Bro., with principal place of business at New York, N.Y.,
engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and in the sale and distribution
thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with other partnerships and
with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Harry Fellerman and Rose Fellerman, in connection with the conduct of
their business in comn'l.erce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, agreed that they, and each of them, whether trading
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under the name of H. Fellerman & Bro., or under any other name will
cease and desist forthwith from:
'
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainiy legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of the
fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or second-hand .as the case ~ay be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising,
or otherwise representmg any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being new
when such is not the fact.
'
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or product
of which is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that
such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the
invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional
descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 9, 1945.)
4037. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Ewald Stein, Edgar E. Seldis and Ida Lubar, copartners trading
as Lubar Umbrella Co., with principal place of business at New York,
N. Y:, engaged in the business of selling and distributing umbrellas in interstate commerce, in competition with other partnerships and with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition
in commerce as set forth therein.
·
Ewald Stein, Edgar E. Seldis and Ida Lubar, in connection with the conduct of their business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, agreed that they, and each of them, whether trading under the name of Lubar Umbrella Company, or under any other
name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
.
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place,- with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling
incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of
the fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or
second-hand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being
new, when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling u.mbrellas, th~ coveri~g material or product of which is made of or contams rayon, Without disclosure of the fact
that such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in
the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional
descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 9, 1945.)
4038. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Jacob Fellerman· and Samuel Fellerman, copartners trading as
Fellerman Brothers, with principal place of business at New York, N. Y.,
engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and in the sale and distribution
thereof in interstate commerce in competition with other partnerships and
individuals, corporations and other conce~s likewise engaged, ent~red into
the following agreement to cease and desiSt from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
860780-47-153
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Jacob Fellerman and Samuel Fellerman, in connection with the conduct
of their business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade
Commission Act, agreed that they, and each of them, whether trading
under the name of Fellerman Brothers, or any other name, will cease and
desist forthwith from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible
condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident
thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of the fact
that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or secondhand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or
otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being new,
when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or product
of which is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that
such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the
invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional
descriptions or representations thereof however dis~;>eminated or published.
(Apr. 11, 1945.)
4039. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Aaron Chudnoff, Wolf Israel, Belle Chudnoff and Lily Israel,
copartners, trading as C & I Umbrella Manufacturing Co., with principal
place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in
competition with other partnerships and with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
Aaron Chudnoff, Wolf Israel, Belle Chudnoff and Lily Israel, in connection with the conduct of their business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they, and each of
them, whether trading under the name C & I Umbrella Co., or under any
other name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of
the fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or
second-hand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being
new, when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or
product of which is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the
fact that such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or
published. (.Apr. 11, HH5.)
404.0. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature of Product.-Trachtenberg Furs,
Inc., a New York corporation with principal place of business in New
York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of fur garments in interstate commerce in competition '\vith corporations, firms and individuals
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likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Trachtenberg Furs, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of
furs or fur products in commerce as commer~e is defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from
using the term "Civet Cat" or the word "Civet," or words or terms of like
meaning, in any way to designate or describe furs or fur garments made of
the peltries of the little spotted skunk, or spilogale, or of any pel tries other
than civet peltries. (Apr. 11, 1945.)
40-H. Fur Scarfs and Neckpieces-Nature of Products.-Davis &
Greenwald, Inc., a New York corporation with principal place of business
at New York, N. Y., engaged in the manufacture of fur scarfs and neckpieces and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce in
competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise enO'a!Ted entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the "'all~ged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Davis & Greenwald, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution
of its products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "Rock Sable," "Mink Rock Sable," "Sable
Rock Sable," "Mink Mountain Sable," or any other fictitious animal
designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection
with their fur products.
(b) Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
shall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally conspicuous. (Apr. 11, 1945.)
"4042. Rings-Composition.-Bastian Brothers Co., a New York corporation with principal place of business at Rochester, N. Y., engaged in
the manufacture of class and fraternity jewelry and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in comp~tition with corporations,
firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered mto the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in
commerce as set forth therein.
Bastian Brothers Co. in connection with the sale and distribution of its
products in commerce ~s defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from stamping, branding,
labelin!T or otherwise designating rings or other merchandise of less than
24 kan~t fineness as "gold"; or by any words or expressions of like implication representing that such an article is composed throughout of 24
karat gold. If the word "gold" be used in any advertising description or
branding of an alloy containing the element gold, then in immediate connection therewith the karat fineness throughout of such alloy shall be indicated by a proper quality mark or designation-all in like lettering of
equal size. (Apr. 16, 19-15.)
4043. Dental Floss----Composition and Qualities, Properties or Results.
-Eagle Druggists Supply Co., Inc., a New york co;poration with pla.ce ~f
business at New York, N. Y., engaged as a Jobber m the wholesale distnbution of druggists' sundries in interstate commerce, in competition with
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corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Eagle Druggists Supply Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of its dental floss or other commodities in commerce as defined
by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease
and desist from:
(a) The use of the word "silk," either alone, in conjunction with the
word "synthetic," or otherwise in any manner which imports, implies or
may cause the belief that its Protex-U or similar dental floss is composed
of silk, contains silk or has the properties of silk; or representation that
said Protex-U, or any other dental floss made of rayon, has "extra
strength," or even adequate strength for the purpose intended.
(b) Advertising, branding, labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale
products composed in whole or in part of rayon without clearly disclosing,
by the use of the word "rayon," the fact that such products are composed
of or contain rayon; or, when a product is composed in part of rayon and
in part of fibers or material other than rayon, from failing to disclose, in
immediate connection or conjunction with the word "rayon," and in
equally conspicuous type, each constituent fiber of said product in the
order of its predominance by weight beginning with the largest single constituent. (Apr. 16, 1945.)
4044. Umbrellas-Composition.-Jesse N. Polan, Charles Katz and
William L. Fox, copartners trading as Polan, Katz & Co., with principal
place of business at Baltimore, Md., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas, parasols and rainwear, and in the sale and distribution thereof in
interstate commerce, in competition with other partnerships and with individuals, corporations and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
JesseN. Polan, Charles Katz and William L. Fox, agreed that, in connection with the conduct of their business in commerce, as commerce is
defined by the Federal Trad.e Commission Act, they, and each of them,
whether trading under the firm name" Polan, Katz & Company," or und~r
any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from offering for sale or
selling umbrellas, the covering material of which is made of or contains
rayon, without disclosure of the fact that such material is rayon, made
clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 20, 1945.)
4045. Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results, Comparative Merits, Safety, Laboratory, Etc.-S-K Research Laboratories,
Inc., an Arizona corporation with place of business at Phoenix, Ariz., engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation designated
"Adreno-Mist," in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations,
firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition
in commerce as set forth therein.
S-K Research Laboratories, Inc., in connection with its sale and distribution of Adreno-Mist or other commodities in commerce as defined by
the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by the
means or in the manner above set forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease
and desist from representing, directly or inferentially:
(a) That Adreno-Mist or any similar product is a competent treatment
or an adequate remedy for the relief of asthma; that by its use asthma will
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be relieved in 60 seconds or any other length of time; or by any presentation, that it could afford more than a temporary relief from the paroxysms
of asthma.
(b) That Dr. James B. Graeser or any other authority has reported excellent r~sults with 94 perce.nt, or .any comparable proportio.n, of patients
tested With the 1 percent epmephrme solutiOn treatment by mhalation · or
otherwise, that clinical results obtained have been uniformly or gener~lly
satisfactory.
(c) That inhalation of Adreno-Mist will give, or frequently gives relief
where a hypodermic injection has failed; that it will avoid, in most c~ses or
at all, severe heart reaction or nervousness produced by the injection treatment; or otherwise, that it is any more effective or beneficial than said
injection treatment.
(d) That regular daily inhalation of Adreno-Mist, or any inhalation
thereof, helps to ward off future attacks of asthma or to any degree serves
to prevent such attacks; that such treatment may be repeated as often as
necessary, or as often as the user himself may determine; that even with
continued use stronger solutions are not needed; or that said medication
is "safe," or free from potential danger.
(e) That persons suffering from chronic bronchitis have found the
Adreno-Mist treatment beneficial; or otherwise, that it is a suitable or appropriate remedy for bronchial irritation.
Said respondent further agrees to cease and desist from:
(f) The use of the words "Research Laboratories," "Laboratories" or
any similar term as a part of its corporate or trade name, or in any way
which may import or imply that it owns and operates a laboratory wherein
it employs qualified scientists and maintains facilities for scientific research; unless and until such time as said respondent actually owns and
operates a research laboratory; and from representing that Adreno-Mist is
a "product" of said corporation, or that its customers buy direct from the
manufacturer or save money by reason thereof; unless and until said
product is actually purchased direct from said manufacturer thereof.
(g) Disseminating directions for use of a medicinal preparation contain~ng epinephrine, in either the advertising, labels or labeling thereof, which
Is not specific in its limitation of the total amount of the medication to be
taken at any one time or over a period of time; which is not strictly limited
to the smallest amount that affords temporary relief; or which by statement or implication provides for such administration of the preparation as
the patient may himself seem necessary or desirable.
. (h) Disseminating any advertisement or trade literature pertaining to
Its medicinal preparations which contain epinephrine which fails clearly
to reveal that frequent or continued use of said product may cause nervousness, restlessness or sleeplessness and bronchial irritation; and that
individuals suffering from high blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes or
thyroid trouble should not use such preparation except on competent advice; Provided, however, that if the directions for the use thereof, whether
they appear on the label, in the labeling, or in both label and labeling conta~n an adequate warning of !ts potential da?ger to health as afor~said,
sa1d advertisement need contam only the cautwnary statement: CAUTION
UsE ONLY As DIRECTED. (Apr. 23, 1945.)
'
4046. Neckties-Domestic as Imported and "Wrinkleproof."-Morris
Bergman and Aaron Klapper, copartners, trading as Belle Neckwear Co.
with principal place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of neckwear and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate
commerce, in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise
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engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Morris Bergman and Aaron Klapper, whether operating as Belle Neckwear Co., in their own names, or by any other trade designation, in connection with the sale and distribution of the product herein described or
other neckwear in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist
from:
(a) Representing, through the use of the words "Royal Scot" or other
terms, symbols or picturizations indicative of Scottish origin, by statements such as "Just arrived from England-Royal Scott Neckwear ...
after months of effort they're here," or otherwise, that neckties or other
articles actually made in the United States were manufactured in Scotland, England or other foreign country, or were, .in finished form, imported into the United States; Provided, that if the country of origin of the
component fabric thereof be named, it shall be immediately accompanied
by a statement, equally conspicuous, that said article, as presented for
sale, was manufactured in the United States.
(b) Representing that their said neckwear is "wrinkleproof"; or using
such term, or expressions of like import, as descriptive of or with reference
to any article not in fact so constructed or processed as to be steadfast
against, or successful in resisting, any and all wrinkling whatsoever.
(Apr. 23, 1945.)
4047. "Colorcrete"-Qualities, Properties or Results and "Waterproo:fing."-Colorcrete Industries, Inc., a Michigan corporation with
place of business at Holland, Mich., engaged in the manufacture of a
product designated "Colorcrete" for application to concrete and masonry,
and machines to mix and spray the same, and in the sale and distribution
thereof, in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms
and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Colorcrete Industries, Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution
of its products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, ap;reed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) Representing that Colorcretc, or any preparation of like composition, adds permanence to a home, will permanently enhance its value or
usefulness, gives permanent masonry surfacing, permanently surfaces
masonry buildings, or contains the ingredients necessary for permanence;
and from the use of any other representation connoting or tending to convey the impression or belief that such product is permanent or everlasting,
or affords permanent or everlasting protection or properties to walls or
structures to which it is applied.
(b) The use of the words "\Vaterproofed," "waterproofing" or terms or
expr£'ssions of like import as a designation for, as descriptive of or with
reference to any product which is not effective as a waterproofing agent
under all conditions of use; Provided, however, that if such product is an
efficacious waterproofer under certain conditions, then in that case such
descriptive words whenever used shall be immediately accompanied, in
equally ronspicuous type, by words or statement definitely and truthfully
disclosing the particular conJitions under which it may be effective for the
purposes named or indicated. (Apr. 23, 1945.)
4048. Umbrellas Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Louis II. Cohen and Jacob Cohen, individuals, who were engaged as copartners in the conduct of an umbrella manufacturing business
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under the firm name of "Louis H. Cohen"; George Umbrella Co., Inc., a
New York corporation at New York, N.Y., organized in September 19-14
at which time it took over or succeeded to the business formerly op'erated
by the aforesaid copartners under the name "Louis H. Cohen " whose
president and vice president are, respectively Louis H. Cohen a~d Jacob
Cohen. The business conducted first by the said copartners and then by
the said corporation consisted of the manufacture of women's umbrellas
and parasols and of the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce, in competition with other partnerships and corporations and
other concerns likewise engaged, enter~d into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfarr methods of competition in commerce "as set forth therein.
Louis H. Cohen and Jacob Cohen, and George Umbrella Co., Inc., under
whatever name they or it may trade, in connection with the conduct of
business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they and each of them and it will cease and desist
forthwith from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrellas or ·
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in clear, distinct and plainly legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of the
fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or
second-hand as the case may be; pr from selling, offering for sale, advertising, or otherwise representing any umbrella, or any part thereof, as being
.
new, when such is not the fact;
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material or product
of which is made of or contains rayon without disclosure of the fact that
such material or product is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the
invoices and labeling and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published.
(Apr. 23, 1945.)
4049. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Mortimer Altshuler, an individual, trading as Sol Altshuler, whose
principal place of business is at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and umbrella covers and in the shipment thereof in
interstate commerce in competition with other individuals and with corporations and other ~oncerns likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Mortimer Altshuler, in connection with the conduct of his business in
commerce as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed th~t he whether trading under the name Sol Altshuler, or under
any other nam~ will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Offering f~r sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrella or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with sufficient permanency to remain thereon in a .cle~r, d.istinct and pl:;inl:y l~giLle
condition throughout the sale or rc:::;ale, dtstnbutwn and handhng mcrJent
thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosu;e of the fact
that such umbrellas or parts are not new but arc used, rebulit or secondhand as the case may be; or from selling, offering; for sale, advertising or
otherwise representing any umbrella, or part thereof, as being new, when
such is not the fact;
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2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material of which
is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that such material is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling,
and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 23, 1945.) •
4050. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Max Dorf, Samuel Finkelstein, Nathan Biderman and Fred
Bohrman, copartners trading as Liberty Umbrella Co. with principal place
of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas,
primarily for use by women, and in the sale and distribution thereof in
interstate commerce, in competition with other partnerships and with individuals, corporations and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Max Dorf, Samuel Finkelstein, Nathan Biderman and Fred Bohrman,
in connection with the conduct of their business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they,
and each of them, whether trading under the firm name "Liberty Umbrella Company" or under any other name, will cease and desist forthwith
from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrella or umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in a clear, distinct and plainly
legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling
incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure
of the fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt
or second-hand as the case may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising or otherwise representing any umbrella, or part thereof, as being
new when such is not the fact;
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material of which
is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that such material is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling,
and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representa'
tions thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 23, 1945,)
4051. Concrete or Masonry Additive-"Waterproofing," "Frostproof," Qualities, Properties or Results, Comparative Merits, Etc.-The
Metalcrete Corporation, an Ohio corporation with place of business at
Cleveland, Ohio, engaged in the sale and distribution of various commodities including products for use as additives to or as applications on concrete or masonry construction designated as "Metalcrete Metallic Waterproofing," "Metalcrete Metallic Hardener," "Liquid Metalcrete" and
"Integral Liquid Metalcrete" and a roofing compound designated as
"Graphilatum Liquid Roof Cement," in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Metalcrete Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution in
commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, of the products designated "Metalcrete Metallic 'Yaterproofing," "Metal crete
Metallic Hardener," "Liquid Metal crete," "Integral Liquid 1\letalcrete"
and "Graphilatum Liquid Roof Cement," or any other products of substantially the same composition or possessing substantially the same
properties, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
J, The use of the words "waterproof," "waterproofing" or other word
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or words of like meaning as designations for, as descriptive of or with reference to any of said products which is not effective as a '~aterproofing
agent under all conditions of use; Provided, however, that if such product
actually is an efficacious waterproofer under certain conditions then in
that case such words or expressions, whenever used, shall be im~ediately
accompanied in equally conspicuous type by words or statements definitely and truthfully disclosing the particular condition under which the
product is effective as a waterproofing agent.
2. The use of the words "prevents freezing" or other words or expressions of like meaning as descriptive of or with reference to a product which
when used as an additive to concrete, cannot be depended upon to protect
such concrete from freezing or render same frostproof under any and all
ranges of temperature and conditions of use; Provided, however that if
such product actually is effective in preventing freezing under certain conditions, then in that case such words or expressions, whenever used shall
be immediately accompanied in equally conspicuous type by wo;ds or
statements definitely and truthfully disclosing the particular condition
under which such product will be effective in rendering concrete immune
to freezing.
3. The use of any statement or representation which tends or may tend
to convey the belief or impression that said products or any thereof are
permanent, or that any water repellent or other qualities of said products
are permanent.
4. Representin(J' that" Metalcrete Metallic Hardener" or a like product
is wearproof or d~stproof; that it is the only product of its kind that is
scientifically made; or that it will form a perfect chemical union with concrete.
5. The use of any statement, depicti~n or other representation which
connotes that "Liquid Metalcrete" or a !Ike product transposes the aggregates in concrete into a homogeneous sohd, re-forms concrete, forms a new
chemical combination, re-crystallizes concrete into a fine grained or dense
nonporous mineral substance, or causes concrete to be as hard as flint or
to wear like steel.
6. Representing that the use of "Liquid Metalcrete" or a like·product
will cause concrete floors to be dustless, acidproof, oilproof or dampproof·
or immune to dust, flake, crack, or chipping.
'
7. The use of the term "l\letalcrete" or other terl? or word connoting
metal as a designation for the product heretofore designated as "Integral
Liquid Metalcrete "and from the use of such word or words in any manner
that tends or may tend to convey the belief or impression that said product
consists of or is made with metal.
8. Representing, directly or infere_nti~Ily, that the .~se of ~he product
heretofore designated as "Integral Liq~ud Metalcrete or a hke product
results in stronger concrete after the curmg thereof, or causes cement tloors
to be dustproof, wearproof or wa.terproof.. .
9. Representing that "Gr~phllatum Liqmd .Roof Cement." or a like
product is 11 equivalent to TEN coats of any kmd of roof pamt" or any
coats thereof not definitely established by proof.
10. Representing, directly or infe~en~ially, t~a~ 11 Graphilatum Liquid
Roof Cement" or a like product retams Its elasttctty permanently, that it
cannot crack or chip off, or that a new roof coated there·with will last as
long as the building regardless of the type or character of such roofing or
building.
"
.
. .
11. Hepresenting generally that 9raphtlatum ~1qmd Roof Cement"
or a like product has supplanted pamt for protective (>Urposes or gives
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greater durability; and if representation be made as to any such properties or qualities it shall, whenever made, be definitely limited to the specific conditions under which such product has supplanted paint or provided
greater durability. (Apr. 23, 1945.)
4052. Stationery-Contents, "Engraved" and "Embossed."-Fred V.
Lehman and Phillip M. Couturier, copartners, trading under the firm
name of Pacific Fine Arts, with principal place of business at Los Angeles
Calif., engaged in the sale and distribution of stationery designed for us~
by members of the military services, in interstate commerce, in competition with other partner~hips and with individuals, corporations and other
concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as
set forth therein.
Fred V. Lehman and Phillip M. Couturier agreed that, in connection
with the advertising, offering for sale, sale .and distribution of their correspondence packs in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act, they and each of them, whether trading as Pacific
Fine Arts, or under any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Representing in any manner, contrary to fact, that the said correspondence pack contains 24 letterheads, or that the said pack contains
any designated number of letterheads in excess of its actual letterhead
content.
2. The use of the word" engraved" or the word" embossed" as descriptive of printed lettering which is neither engraved nor embossed, and from
the use of the said words, or either thereof, in any way, the effect of which
conveys or tends or may tend to cause the impression or belief, contrary
to fact, that the said lettering is the result of a process of engraving or
embossing, as such terms are generally recognized and understood to mean
in the trade and by the purchasing public.
3. The use of the word "engraved," or of any other word of similar
connotation, as descriptive of the insignia appearing on the stationery
which, in fact, is not engraved. (Apr. 23, 1945.)
4053. Women's Slips and Nightgowns-Composition.-David Korn
• & Co., Inc., a New York corporation with its place of business at New
York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of merchandise, including
women's rayon slips and nightgowns in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
David Korn & Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of
its merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing that its garments are fagoted or sewn with nylon
thread when in fact they are sewn with other than nylon thread; and from
the use of any statement or representation or of the word "nylon" in any
manner that tends or may tend to convey the belief or impression that
garments are made of nylon when, in fact, they are made of material or
fibers other than nylon.
2. Advertising, branding, labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale
products composed in whole or in part of rayon without clearly disclosing,
by the use of the word u rayon," the fact that such products arc composed
of or contain rayon; and, when a product is composed in part of rayon and
in part of fibers or .material ot.her t~an r~yon, from failing to disclose, ~n
immediate connectwn or conJunctwn with the word "rayon," and m
equally conspicuot'" type, each constituent fiber of said product in the
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order of its predominance by weight beginning with the largest sino-le con"'
stituent. (Apr. 25, 1945.)
4054. Umbrellas----:-Compositi~n.-;-Frankford Um?rella Manufacturing
Co., Inc., a corporatiOn with prmcipal place of busmess at Philadelphia
Pa., engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and umbrella coverings and
in the shipment thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with other
corporations and with individuals, partnerships and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Frankford Umbrella Manufacturing Co., Inc., agreed that, in connection with the conduct of its business in commerce, as commerce is defined
by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will cease and desist forthwith
from offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material of which
is made of or contains rayon, without disclosing that such material is
rayon, made clearly and unequivocal~y in the in_vo~ces and labeling and in
all advertising matter, sales promotwnal descnpt10ns or representations
thereof however disseminated or published. (Apr. 26, 1945.)
4055. Furniture-Fictitious Prices.-Case-Littell Co., a Washington
corporation with place of business at Seattle, Wash., engaged in the sale
and distribution of furniture in interstate commerce, in competition with
corporations, firms and individuals _likewise engaged, entere~ into the following agreement to cease and desist from .the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therem.
Case-Littell Co. in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of it5 fur~iture or other merchandise in commerce as defined by
the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and
desist from representing as the C1f~tomary or reguiar price~ or values of furniture items or other merchandise, amounts whiCh are, m fact, fictitious
and in excess of those at which such articles are regul.arly and customarily
offered for sale in the normal and usual course of busmess; or representing
by statement or implication th~t a purchaser at the price offered saves the
difference between said sales pnce and such purported regular price. (Apr.
26, 1945.)
.
4056. Spark Plug Cable Sets-corporation, Manufacturer, Used
Second-Hand Etc. as New and "Guaranteed."-George Rogers Jr. a~
individual with place of business in San Antonio, Tex., engaged u~de; the
trade narr:e "Pluggers, Inc.," in t~e sale an~ ?istril;mtion of spark plug
cable sets in interstate commerce, m competitiOn With other individuals
and with corporations and other concer~s likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and desist from t.he alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as ~et forth t?ereu!·
George Rogers, Jr., agre~d t.hat,, m con~ectwn With th'e advertisement,
offering for sale sale and distnbutwn of his spark plug cable sets in commerce as com~erce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act he
will c~ase and desist forthwith from:
'
1. The use of the letters "Inc." as part of or in connection with the
trade name under which he conducts his business, and from the use of the
said letters or the representation of himsel~ as "President," or any other
purported corporate officer, the effect .of whiCh conveys or tends to convey
the impression or belief that the busmess conducted by him is that of a
corporate entity.
2. Representing that the pr,~ducts offered for sale and sold by him under the name "~luggers, Inc., or any other name, .are manufactured by
him, or that he either actually owns and operates or directly and absolutely
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controls the plant or factory in which said products are made or manuj
factured.
3. Representing that said products, which are made either in whole or
j
in part of used, second-hand, discarded or salvaged material, are new or
are made from new material by failure to clearly and unequivocally disj
close that they are composed of used, second-hand, discarded or salvaged
material, as the case may be, in some conspicuous place on an exposed
j
surface of the carton or container in which said products are packed, in the
invoicing and labeling of said products, and in all advertising matter, sales
j
promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated
or published.
·
j
4. The use of the word "Guaranteed," or of any other word or words of
similar meaning, unless, whenever used, clear and unequivocal disclosu•·e
j
is made in connection therewith of exactly what is offered by wav of security; and from the use of any guarantee unless strict and complete performj
ance is made therewith. (Apr. 2G, 1945.)
4057. Textile Fabrics-composition.-8idney Blumenthal & Co., Inc.,
j
a New York corporation with principal place of business at New York,
N. Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of textile fabrics in interstate
j
commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from
j
the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Sidney Blumenthal & Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribuj
tion of its textile fabrics in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from advertising,
j
branding, labeling, invoicing, selling or offering for sale products composed
in whole or in part of rayon without clearly disclosing, by the use of the
j
word "rayon," the fact that such products are composed of or contain
rayon; and, when a product is composed in part of rayon and in part of
j
fibers or material other than rayon, from failing to disclose, in immediate
connection or conjunction with the w01·d "rayon," and in equally con~
j
spicuous type, each constituent fiber of said product in the order of its
predominance by weight beginning with the largest single constituent.
j
(May 1, 1945.)
4058. Hair Waving Preparations-Safety and Qualities, Properties or
j
Results.-Turbanwav, Inc., a Delaware corporation with its principal
place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution
j
in interstate commerce of two preparations, one a so-called Miracurl Expansion (Forming) Lotion and the other I\liracurl Contraction (Fixing)
j
Solution, together with various other supplies and accessories, used in con~
nection with what is referred to as the Turbanwav Method of Permanent j
Hair Waving. The said corporation has caused and now causes its said.
preparations and products, when sold, to be shipped from its place of busi- j
ness in New York or, by drop-shipment from the place of their manufac~
ture at Newark, N. J., to purchasers thereof-jobbers selling to licensed I
beauticians and others-located in various States and within the District I
of Columbia. It has been, at all times herein referred to, and now is en- j
gaged in competition with other corporations and with individuals, firms
and other concerns likewise engaged, and has entered into the following j
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competi~
tion in commerce as set forth therein.
j
Turbanwav, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce, as defined by the Federal Trade Conunission Act, or the j
advertising, by the means and in the manner above set forth, of the afore13~id Mir~curl Expansion (Fonning) Lotion and l\Iiracurl Contractionj

j
j
J
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(Fixing) Solution for use in connection with its so-called Turbanwav
Method of Permanent Hair Waving, or of any other preparations composed of substantially the same ingredients or possessing substantially the
same properties, whether sold under the same or any other name or names
it will cease and desist forthwith from: .
'
1. Stating or representing that no harmful chemical is contained in the
aforesaid preparations used in the so-called Turbanwav Method.
2. Stating or representing that the use of said Method will improve the
condition of hair to which it is applied, or will cause the production of
waves having all the characteristics and qualities of waves resulting from
or produced by natural growth. (May 1, 1945.)
4059. Processing Fabrics-"Rainproof."-Geltman Sponging Co., an
Ohio corporation with its place of business at Cleveland, Ohio, engaged in
the processing of fabrics for manufacturing and merchandising concerns
which sell and distribute such processed materials in interstate commerce,
and in the furtherance of such processing business, it disseminates in commerce labels to be attached to articles made from the materials so processed; in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Geltman Sponging Co., in connection with the sale and distribution of
Durotized or similarly treated fabrics in commerce as defined by the Federal'l)ade Commission Act, or the promotion thereof in the manner above
set forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing,
or from furnishing others with the means to represent, that such materials
are "rainproof" or otherwise have been rendered effectively waterproof.
(May 1, 1945.)
4060. Soaps-Composition.-8uperior Soap Corp., a New York corporation, with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and
distribution of granulated and liquid soaps in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the follO\ving agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Superior Soap Corp., in connection with the sale and distribution of its
soaps in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing in any manner that a soap which does not contain
.
olive oil to the exclusion of all other oils is an olive oil soap.
2. Using the brand name" Annabelle Olive Castile Shampoo Granules"
or other brand name or names of similar import or meaning containing the
word "Olive" or any equivalent term, or any fictitious term or word simulating or connoting the word "Olive" to describe, designate or in any way
refer to soap the oil content of which is not wholly olive oil. Nothing contained herein shall prevent the use of a brand name containing the word
"olive," or other word or term of similar import or meaning, to describe or
designate a soap containing olive oil combined with other oil or oils, if it be
clearly, conspicuously and truthfully designated that such soap is not
made wholly of olive oil, provided that olive oil is present in said soap in
sufficient amount to substantially effect its detergent or other qualities.
(May 8, 19-15.)
4061. Beauty Shop Supplies-Qualities, Properties or Results, Scientific or Relevant Facts, Composition, Free, Etc.-American Beauty
Products Co., an Illinois corporation with place of business at Chicago,
Ill., engaged in the sale and distribution of beauty shop supplies, including
certain vitamin preparations, in interstate commerce, in competition with
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corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of
competition in commerce as set forth therein.
American Beauty Products Co., in connection with the sale and distribution of its commodities in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising thereof by the means or in the manner
above set forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from rept·esenting, directly or inferentially:
(a) That the preparation referred to as "American's Anti-Gray Hair
Vitamins" and as "American's Anti-Gray Hair and Nail Vitamins," or
any ingredient thereof, can restore the natural color of the hair, enable one
to get rid of gray hair, lose or say goodbye to gray hair, improve the texture of the skin or the elasticity of the fingernails or improve the complexion.
(b) That gray hair is usually or frequently the sign of vitamin deficiency or that the vitamin method of restoring the original or natural color
of hair has proven successful or satisfactory in 88 percent of the cases
tested or in any other percentage or proportion of such cases.
(c) That calcium pantothenate is "the anti-gray hair" vitamin or an
"anti-gray hair vitamin factor" or, by other statement or implication,
that an intake thereof would have a favorable effect on the grayness or
dullness of hair, on brittle nails or on" off-color" complexion; and from the
use of the words "anti-gray hair" or terms of like connotation as purporting an efficacious property of any product thus offered for sale, or any
component thereof.
(d) That the preparation referred to as "American's Vitamin B1" combats fatigue, aids digestion, is a source of added energy or pep; or by expressions such as "for nerves" or otherwise, representing that said preparation is a competent treatment or an adequate remedy for nervous diseases or ailments.
(e) That the preparation referred to as "American's Vitamins A and
D" protects the entire respiratory tract, the lungs, the nose, the throat, the
sinus, the eyes, or any thereof; or by expressions such as "for eyes and
teeth" or otherwise, representing that such preparation is of any value for
treatment of diseases of the eyes and the teeth.
(f) That the preparation referred to as "American's Vitamin B Complex" is an efTective treatment for the complexion or for promotion or
maintenance of general good health.
(g) That the preparation referred to as "Min-E-Vita," or any ingredient thereof, is competent to endow the user with beauty, charm or vitality,
or is an effective treatment or an adequate remedy to bring about renewed
vigor, alertness of mind, general health improvement, the staving off of
early body degeneration, or the preservation of sharpness of mind.
(h) That the preparation offered for sale and sold as "Vitamins & Minerals" or "V & M" contains 18 minerals or any number thereof in excess
of the true content; gives more than the tlaily requirements of minerals,
or any ratio thereof in excess of their true proportions; endows the user
with more or added vitality, added energy or energy for long hours; relieves strains trying on the temper and disposition; keeps the nerves from
jangling; is first for b<'auty, radiant health and vigor; bolsters health; keeps
resistance to disease high; combats fatigue or mid-day droop; enables one
to retain youthful beauty or the healthy glow of a small child; provides as
a supplement all the necessary food elements to bring about such favorable conditions; or otherwise, that it would be efficacious in producing any
such results.
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(i) That by the use of its Vitamins & Minerals, or any preparation of
like composition, one can keep fit, beautiful or up to par, at all times or
at. all; can av?id or corre?t facial age ~ines, a general appearance of aging,
cnppled or dned fingernmls, loss of hmr, poor posture, poor complexion or
loss of weight; or by statement or connotation, that by means thereof one
can effectively treat peptic ulcer, neuritis, arthritis, heart disease, tooth
and gum infections, can prevent low-grade infections, or can control
cancer, pernicious anemia or digestive disturbances.
(j) That vitamins are of little value without minerals; that lacking
minerals, vitamins are useless; that many of our foods, fruits, vegetables
and grains no longer contain enough of essential minerals no matter how
much may be eaten; or that reports show 99 percent, or any other exaggerated or unauthentic proportion, of our people are deficient in minerals.
(k) That many common ailments can be traced back to vitamin and
mineral deficiencies; that symptoms such as lowered resistance to colds,
hay fever, asthma, pimples, acne, eczema, hyperacidity, arthritis, painful
menstruation, peptic ulcer, heart disease, tooth and gum infections, lowgrade infections, cancer and pernicious anemia are in any sense an indication of vitamin deficiency; or that they can be relieved or corrected by the
administration of any vitamin preparation.
(l) That symptoms such as general depression, tiredness, listlessness,
nervousness and lack of vitality usually are indicative of some vitamin
deficiency; or that any of the preparations hereinabove named would be
of value in correcting or relieving the diseased conditions so manifested.
(m) That any of the following symptoms, diseases or conditions result
from vitamin deficiency:
Vitamin A.
Sinusitis, other respiratory disorders, kidney inflammation, colds, general degeneration and inflammation of mucus membranes, corneal ulcer,
tear duct infection, weak lifeless hair, failure of blood regeneration, pernicious anemia, kidney stones, improper muscular function, abscessed
ear, inflammation and swelling of tongue, lack of growth of thyroid, enlarged thyroid, edema, ulcerative colitis, sexual degeneration; or that
vitamin A improves vision, maintains health, stimulates secretions
which lubricate respiratory tract, aids in reproduction and lactation,
prevents and cures eye disease;
Vitamin B Complex.
Paralysis, peptic ulcers, bone marrow degeneration, pernicious anemia,
decreased reproduction power; or that vitamin B complex improves
complexion, brittle fingernails and hair quality, regulates nervous system, cures and prevents cataracts;
·
Vitamin C.
Degeneration of the reproductive organs, low blood pressure, bone abscess, cataract of eyes, anemia, damage to heart and general muscular
system, injury to sex organs, reduced secretion of thyroid, rapid respiration, rapid heart action, peptic and duodenal ulcers, miscarriage and
bone abscess;
Vitamin D.
Enlarged joints, lowers acidity of the intestinal tract, lowers resistance
against tuberculosis; or that vitamin D cures arthritis;
Niacin.
Prevents certain skin disorders;
Wheat Germ Oil.
Anti-sterility, reproduction vitamin factor; or is considered a contributing factor in preventing sterility and miscarriage.
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(n) That the product Vitamins & Minerals would be adequate to correct any of the following symptoms, diseases or conditions, even in the
comparatively rare cases where they might result from vitamin deficiency:
Vitamin B Complex.
Loss of weight, heart palpitation and enlargement, nervousness, poor
appetite, beriberi, digestive disturbances, muscular soreness, dry, scaly
skin, intestinal and colonic disturbances, labored breathing, peripheral
neuritis, irritability, listlessness, constipation, diarrhea, convulsions;
or that said Vitamins & Minerals stimulates appetite, aids in digestion
or cures beriberi;
Vitamin C.
Defective calcification of both bones and teeth, weakening of supporting
cartilage and consequent displacement of bones, loss of weight, brittle
bones with tendency to fracture;
Niacin.
Skin eruptions, sore mouth and tongue, digestive disturbances, nervous
depression, pellagra.
(o) That Vitamins & Minerals or any preparation of like composition
would be an adequate or effective treatment for joint pains other than
those specifically due to scurvy.
American Beauty Products Co. also agrees to cease and desist from:
(p) Representing that any article of merchandise is "free" or without
cost to the recipient when such article is not a gratuity, and the prospective
recipient is required as a consideration to purchase some other article or
articles or render some service in order to obtain the same. (May 8, 1945.)
4062. Furs or Fur Garments-Nature of Product.-Kaufman Fur Co.,
Inc., an Illinois corporation with place of business at Chicago, Ill., engaged
in the sale and distribution of fur garments in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Kaufman Fur Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution of
furs or fur products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from using the
term" Civet Cat" or the word" Civet," or words or terms of like meaning,
in any way to designate or describe furs or fur garments made of the peltries of the little spotted skunk, or spilogale, or of any peltries other than
civet peltries. (May 8, 1945.)
4063. Concrete and Masonry Additive-"Water Proof," Qualities,
Properties or Results and Unique.-Adolphe F. Van Wolf and Theo Van
Wolf, copartners, operating under the firm name of Kedmont Manufacturing & Waterproofing Co. with place of business at Chicago, Ill., engaged in
the manufacture of various materials for the treatment of concrete and
masonry, and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce,
in competition with firms, individuals and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Adolphe F. Van Wolf and Theo Van Wolf, whether trading as Kedmont
Manufacturing & Waterproofing Co., in their individual names, or by any
other designation, in connection with the sale and distribution of their
products in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the words "water proof," "waterproofs," "waterproofing" or terms or expressions of like import as a designation for, as descriptive of or with reference to Preservatex, Preservatex EE or EED, Durotex,
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Terrazzotex: or a,ny o.t~er product whic~ is not effective as a waterproofing
agent under all conditwns of use; ProVIded, however, that if such product
is an efficacious waterproofer under certain conditions, then in that case
~uch descriptive .words whenever used shall be immediately accompanied,
m equally conspicuous type, by 'IVords or statement definitely and truthfully disclosing the particular conditions under which it may be effective
for the purposes named or indicated.
(b) Representing that Preservatex insures floors permanently that
Durotex: permanently increases the tensile and compressive strength of
concrete, that Terrazzotex provides a permanent floor treatment· and from
the use of any other representation connoting or tending to c~nvey the
impression or belief that any such product is permanent or everlasting or
affords permanent or everlasting protection or properties to walls floor~ or
structures to which it is applied.
'
(c) Representing that Preservatex is wear proof or dust proof· makes
concrete as hard as granite; makes concrete tanks nonabsorbent to'liquids·
transforms soft, crumbling, dusting floors into new hard dust proof ones· 0 ;
by statement or implication, that it fills in the ingredients left out or' an
impoverished concrete mixture.
(d) Representing that Durotex prevents freezing, is an adequate antifreeze compound, is unique in the development of concrete; or that all concrete work needs Durotex.
(e) Representing that Terrazzotex makes a floor impervious to or impenetrable by liquids or stains, without regard to their nature or composition; that it creates a nonslippery finish on floors unless it be clearly indicated that wet floors are thereby made more slippery; or that it prevents
pitting other than that caused by cleansing preparations. (May 8, 1945.)
4064. Chicks-"U.S.R.O.P." and Guarantee.-Thomas E. Sullivan
sole trader, operating as Dr. Sullivan's Springfield Chick Hatchery, with
place of business at Springfield, Minn., engaged in the sale and distribution
of poultry chicks in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals
firms and corporations. likewise engaged, entere~ into the following agree:
ment to cease and deszst from the alleged unfmr methods of competition
in commerce as set forth therein.
Thomas E. Sullivan, 'vhether trading as Dr. Sullivan's Springfield Chick
Hatchery or by any other name or style, agreed that in connection with
the offering for sale, sale and distribution of his chicks in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, he will forthwith cease and
desist from:
(a) The use in his advertising, trade literature or otherwise, of state' expresswns
.
. d"
.
ments, terms or
sueh as 11 R .0 .p . s1re
, "R.0 .p . rnaIes stre
our chicks," "R.O.P. quality-bred chicks," unr. Sullivan's RO.P. quality
chicks," "Pure bred Hanson and Ghostley R.O.P. strain," "Pure R.O.P.
breeding in both sires and dams," "This grade of R.O.P. White Leghorns," or terminology of like import that conveys or may tend to convey
the impression or belief that such chicks are R.O.P. or that they are sired
by U.S.R.O.P. Males.
(b) Representing, as by statement "Here's What R.O.P. Breedin"'
Means to You," by reference to U. S. supervision or other details of th~
National Poultry Improvement Plan, by designation of his production
method as an R.O.P. improvement breeding program, by other subtle use
of the Plan's terminology, or in any way, that he participates in said Plan
or that chicks offered for sale and sold by him are produced in U. S. Ap~
Proved hatcheries.
(c) Representing, directly or by implication, that his chicks are one step
above, or that they rate even as high as, U. S, Certified chicks,
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(d) Representing that his chicks are "R.O.P. quality-bred," of "pure
R.O.P. breeding," "pure bred R.O.P. strain," from "R.O.P. stock," from
"R.O.P. Breeding Stock"; that he buys thousands of "R.O.P. breeders"
every year; or otherwise, that the sires and dams of such chicks are duly
certified or recognized U.S.R.O.P. breeders.
(e) Designating any representation or agreement as a "14-Day Guarantee," a guarantee, guaranty or warranty, which involves a service charge
or calls for the payment of additional money by the purchasers of said
chicks. (May 9, 1945.)
4065. Clothing Products-composition.-Henry I. Lebowitz, Mortimer
C. Lebowitz, Esther Lebowitz, Martin Lebowitz and Leonard Lesley, copartners, trading as Morton's with their principal place of business at
Washington, D. C., engaged in the operation of a retail business involving
the sale of clothing, including wool sweaters, in the District of Columbia,
in competition with other partnerships and with individuals, corporations
and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in
commerce as set forth therein.
Henry I. Lebowitz, Mortimer C. Lebowitz, Esther Lebowitz, Martin
Lebowitz and Leonard Lesley agreed that, in connection with the advertisement, offering for sale, sale and distribution of clothing products in
commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
they, and each of them, will cease and desist from using the word "Shetland," or any simulation thereof, either alone or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, to designate, describe or refer to any
product that is not composed wholly of wool of Shetland sheep raised on
the Shetland Islands or the contiguous mainland of Scotland. If, however,
a product is composed in substantial part of wool of Shetland sheep and in
part of other fibers or materials, such word may be used as descriptive of
the Shetland wool content if there are used in immediate connection or
conjunction therewith, in letters of at least equal size and conspicuousness,
words truthfully describing such other constituent fibers or materials.
(May 17, 1945.)
4066. Hair and Scalp Preparations-Qualities, Properties or Results,
Scientific or Relevant Facts, Unique Nature or Situation, Etc.-George C.
Dates and Mildred Temple Dates, copartners, trading as George C. Dates
& Associates, with place of business at Philadelphia, Pa., engaged in the
sale and distribution of various cosmetic and/or drug preparations for use
as applications to the hair and scalp, including a kit or assortment of vials
of cosmetic or drug preparations, and bottles of cosmetic or drug preparations designated as "Sebol," "Shampoo DX-2," "llydrosul" and "Dioxynol," in interstate commerce,·in competition with individuals, firms
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
George C. Dates and Mildred Temple Dates, whether trading under
their own names, under the trade name of George C. Dates & Associates,
or under any other trade name or style, in connection with the sale and
distribution of their said cosmetic and/or drug preparations in commerce
as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising
thereof by the means or in the manner above set forth, agreed that they
and each of them, either individually or as copartners, wjll forthwith cease
and desist from representing, directly or inferentially:
1. That they can prevent baldness; that their said preparation affords
an adequate remedy for baldness or have any therapeutic value in the
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treatment thereof; that they can correct or eliminate the cause or causes
of baldness; or that 85 percent of all baldness, or other excessive proportion thereof, is due to scalp conditions or disorders which can be corrected
or checked if properly treated in time.
2. That they can prevent the loss of hair, promote the growth of hair
or assure the keeping or saving of the hair.
'
3.. By statement ~r connotation, that dandruff or dry or itching scalp
are signs of approaching baldness; or that they can correct scalp disorders
or completely free the scalp of dandruff.
4. That George C. Dates is the "foremost scalp specialist" or "Pennsylvania's leading scalp specialist" or that he or operatives of "George C.
Dates & Associates" are properly termed as scalp specialists, that is to
say, experts highly skilled in the pathology, diagnosis and scientific treat·
ment of morbid conditions affecting the scalp.
5. That operatives of "George C. Dates & Associat~s '' are qualified by
training and experience adequately to diagnose morbid conditions of the
hair and scalp or to prevent or render appropriate treatment for such conditions; or that they are licensed to treat dandruff, scalp itch, falling hair
or morbid conditions of the scalp or hair.
6. By statement or connotation that advancing years or old age does
not cause hair loss or baldness.
7. By depictions of scientific apparatus and research equipment or by
statement or implication, that George C. Dates or operatives of "George
C. Dates & Associates" have, through diligent study and scientific experiments, developed approved medications or treatments essentially different
from those in common use for the cleaning, oiling, and perfuming of the
hair and scalp, for the temporary relief of itching scalp, and for the removal of loose scales of dandruff; or that, for practical purposes, any effect
resulting from the use of their said preparations or any thereof exceeds that
of cleaning, oiling or perfuming the hair or scalp, slightly irritating the
scalp, temporarily relieving itching scalp, or removing loose scales of
dandruff.
It is further agreed by the said George C. Dates, whether trading under
his own name under the trade name George C. Dates & Associates, or under any other 'trade name or style, in connection with advertising, sale or
distribution of said preparations as aforesaid, that he will forthwith cease
and desist from representing that an examination of a sample of hair and
an analysis of a questionnaire prepared by a prospective customer will
yield information on which he or his associates or anyone could determine
the condition of the hair or scalp or enable anyone to offer adequate treatment for the prevention of baldness or the regrowth of hair. (May 21,
1945.)

4067. Barber Tools-Manufacturer, "Hand-Forged" and "HandMade."-Carl Monkhouse, an individual, trading as Ace Cutlery Co.,
whose place of business is at Ellicottville, N.Y., engaged for more than one
year last past in the business of selling certain barber tools under the trade
designation" C-1\Ion," such sales having been made by him direct to various army camps in different States and also to Peter J. Michels, Inc., a
New York corporation located at Brooklyn, N. Y., which, in turn, has
sold said products in interstate commerce, and the said Carl !\Ionkhouse
and Peter J. Michels, Inc., have been in competition with other individuals
and with corporations and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Carl Monkhouse, an individual, whether trading as Ace Cutlery Co. or
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under any other name, and by Peter J. Michels, Inc., a corporation, agreed
that in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of the
so-called C-Mon barber tools in commerce, as commerce is defined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, he and it will cease and desist forthwith
from:
1. Representing, as by the use of the word "manufacturers," "maker,"
or the words "manufactured by" in advertising or printed matter used by
him or it, that he or it makes or manufactures the razors, strops or hones
offered for sale and sold under the trade name "C-Mon"; and from the
use of the said quoted words, or of any other word or words of similar connotation, either alone or in connection with any other word or words, or in
any way, so as to import or imply or the effect of which tends or may tend
to cause or convey the impression or belief, contrary to fact, that the said
individual or the said corporation actually owns and operates or directly
and absolutely controls the plant or factory in which said products are
made or manufactmed.
2. The use of the words" hand-forged" as descriptive of products which
are not forged by hand or which are forged by mechanical means, and from
the use of the term "hand-made" to represent, designate or refer to
products which are not in fact made by hand. (May 21, 1945.)
4068. Umbrellas-Used, Rebuilt or Second-Hand as New and Composition.-Nathan Kupfer, an individual, trading as Coast to Coast Umbrella Co., with principal place of business at New York, N. Y., engaged
in the manufacture of umbrellas, primarily for use by women, in interstate
commerce, in competition with other individuals and with corporations
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
Kathan Kupfer, in connection with the conduct of his business in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
agreed that he, whether trading under the name Coast to Coast Umbrella
Co., or under any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from:
1. Offering for sale or selling any rebuilt or second-hand umbrella or
umbrellas containing rebuilt or second-hand parts, unless there be securely
attached to such umbrellas at an exposed and conspicuous place, with
sufficient permanency to remain thereon in a clear, distinct and plainly legible condition throughout the sale or resale, distribution and handling incident thereto, tags or labels bearing full and nondeceptive disclosure of
the fact that such umbrellas or parts are not new but are used, rebuilt or
second-hand as the cas~ may be; or from selling, offering for sale, advertising or otherwise representing any umbrella, or part thereof, as being
new, when such is not the fact.
2. Offering for sale or selling umbrellas, the covering material of which
is made of or contains rayon, without disclosure of the fact that such material is rayon, made clearly and unequivocally in the invoices and labeling,
and in all advertising matter, sales promotional descriptions or representations thereof however disseminated or published. (l\Iay 21, 1945.)
40G9. Rings and Watches-Composition.-Kational 1\Ianufacture &
Stores Corp., a Delaware corporation, with its general offices at Atlanta,
Ga., and operating a chain of retail furniture ·stores in a number of the
southern States, including a department store, under the name Lawrence
Furniture Co., at Memphis Tenn., engaged in the sale and distribution of
merchandise, including items such as rings and watches, in interstate
commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from
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the all~ged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Natwnal Manufacture & Stores Corp., in connection with the offerin"
for sale, sale and distribu~io~ of its merchandise ~n c~mmerce as defined by
the Federal Trade Conumsswn Act, agreed that It will forthwith cease and
desist from advertising, labeling or otherwise designating rinrrs watches
or other articles of less than 24 karat fineness as "solid gold"'; ~r by any
words or expressions of like implication, representing that such an article
is composed throughout of 24 karat gold. If the word "gold" be used in
any advertising description or branding of an alloy containing the element
gold, then in immediate connection therewith the karat fineness throurrhout of such alloy shall be indicated by a proper quality mark or desi"'nat'ion
-all in like lettering of equal size. (May 21, Hl45.)
4070. Chicks-."U.S.R.O.P.',' a:D-d Guarantee.-He~man G. Hayes,
sole trader, operatmg as Hayes HI-Grade Hatchery, with place of business at Twin Falls, Idaho, engaged in the sale and distribution of poultry
chicks in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Herman G. Hayes, whether trading under his own name, under the trade
name of Hayes' Hi-Grade Hatchery, or under any other trade name or
style, in connection with the sale and distribution of his chicks in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that he
will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. The use, jn his advertising, trade literature or otherwise, of statements, terms or expressions as "R.O.P. Sired," "U.S.R.O.P. Sired"
"Production-Bred R.O.P. Sired Chicks," or terminology of like impo~t
that conveys or tends to convey the impression or belief that such chicks
are sired by U.S.R.O.P. Males.
2. The use of the words or phrases "U.S. Approved," "U.S. Approved
Flock," "U. S. Approved Hatchery," "U.S.R.O.P. Supervising agents"
or other term or expression of like meaning, in any manner that tends or
may tend to convey the belief or impression that he participates in the
National Poultry Improvement Plan, or that chicks offered for sale or sold
by him are produced in U. S. Approved hatcheries.
3. Representing that the breeding flocks producing the chicks offered
for sale and sold by him have been blood tested, when in fact all of such
flocks and each fowl therein have not been actually blood tested by a person or persons properly qualified to conduct such test.
4. Designating any representation or agreement as a "Two Weeks
Livability Guarantee," a guarantee, a guaranty or warranty, which involves a service charge or calls for the payment of additional money by
the purchasers of said chicks. (May 21, 1945.)
4071. Perfumes-Source or Origin and Composition.-Ione Scott, is
an individual, trading as Aloha Novelty Co., and Ben J. Saeta, an individual, trading as Courtesy Sales Co. Each of said individuals conducts
business at her or his separate address at Los Angeles, Calif. The said
lone Scott, for more than one year last past, has purchased perfumes from
a local source or sources and, after bottling, labeling and packaging the
same, has sold practically all of said perfumes to the said Ben J. Saeta
who, in cooperation with the said lone Scott, has advertised said perfumes
in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, and thereafter sold and shipped said products in interstate commerce.
The said individuals have been in competition with other individuals and
with corporations and other concerns likewise engaged, and have entered
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into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
lone Scott and Ben J: Saeta, whether trading as Aloha Novelty Co. or
Courtesy Sales Co., or under any other name, agreed that they and each
of them, in connection with the sale and distribution of the aforesaid
perfumes, will cease and desist from disseminating or causing to be disseminated (a) by United States mails, or in commerce by other means, for
the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly,
the purchase in commerce of said perfumes, or (b) by any means, for the
purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase in commerce of said perfumes, printed or advertising matter of
whatever kind or description, wherein it is represented, contrary to fact,
as by the use of the word" Hawaii" or the words" Isles of Golden Dreams"
that the said perfumes are made or compounded in the Hawaiian Islands.
Each of the said individuals also agrees to cease and desist from the use in
the advertising, or on the labeling of said perfumes, or otherwise, of the
word "Pikake" or the words "Ileavenly Flowers of Hawaii," or any other
words of similar import, the effect of which tends or may tend to convey or
cause the erroneous belief that said perfumes are made or compounded in
~>aid islands or that they have been made or compounded from essences of
indicated Hawaiian flowers. Each of the said individuals further agrees to
cease snd desist from· the use of the word "Pikake," or other Hawaiian
flower name, ss descriptive of the odor of a perfume which is not made or
compounded from the essences of such flower; provided, however, if the odor
of said perfume simulates that of an indicated flower, and the name
thereof is used to describe such simulated odor, then in that case, said
flower name shall be prominently accompanied by some other word or
words printed in type equally as conspicuous as that in which the used
flower name is printed so as to indicate clearly that said perfume is not
made or compounded from the essences of the named flower or that the
odor of such perfume is other than genuine, that is to say, is not that derived or resulting from the use of the essences of the named flower. (May
21, 1945.)
4072. Quilt Pieces-Quantity, Qualities, Properties or Results, Free
and Guarantee -Robert E. Knight, an individual, trading as The Remnant Shop, with principal place of business at Sesser, Ill., engaged in conducting a mail order business involving the sale of quilt pieces processed
by him from remnants purchased from textile mills and junk dealers, in
interstate commerce, in competition with other individuals and with corporations and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Robert E. !(night, in connection with the advertisement, offered for
sale and sale of his packages of quilt pieces in commerce, as commerce is
defined by the Federal Trade Commi~>sion Act, agreed that he, whether
trading as The Remnant Shop or under any other name, will cease and desist forthwith from stating or representing:
1. That the package offered for sale and sold by him contains "26
Yds." of materials or any other uesignated yardage, when in fact such
package contains less than the yaruage claimed.
2. That the quilt pieces contained in thP package are colorfast to either
light or laundering, when in fact, they are not.
3. That articles supplied in the package of quilt pieces are "Free,"
when such articles are customarily includeu as part of the package and
their cost is included in the price of the complete package.
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4. That the merchandise is sold on a "Money-Back Guarantee" unless
all the terms and conditions under which refund will be made to the customer are clearly and unequivocally disclosed. (May 28, 1945.)
4073. Ammonia-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Helwig & Leitch
Inc., a Maryland corporation with principal place of business at Baltimore'
Md., engaged, among other business activities, in the production of ~
household ammonia and in the sale thereof, under the brand name "Majestic Ammonia" or "Majestic Ammonia .No. 32," in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations and concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleg~ unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Helwig & Leitch, Inc., agreed that, in connection with the sale and distribution of its so-called Majestic Ammonia in commerce, as commerce is
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will cease and desist
forthwith from the use of the statement" This Ammonia is Extra Strength.
Use Smaller Quantity Than Usual" to represent or in referring to said
preparation; and from the use of the said statement, or of any other statement of similar implication, the effect of which tends or may tend to cause
or convey the belief or impr~ssi?n, contrary to fact, that the potency or
effectiveness of said preparatiOn IS greater than that of competitive household ammonias, or that the strength of said preparation is such that the
same result may be accomplished by the use of less of said preparation
than would be required if competitive ammonias were used. (May 28,
1945.)
4074. Ointment-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Dermatological
Products Corporation, a New Jersey corporation, with principal place of
business at Hoboken, N.J., and Samuel Thomas, Maurice C. Thomas and
Philip C. Thomas who are a!ld f?r some time· past have been associated
with the aforesaid corporatiOn m the manufacture of pharmaceutical
products, including a me~icated salve designated." Dr. Thomas' Ointment" and in the -advertisement and sale thereof m commerce, as commere~ is defined by th~ Federal Trade Commission Act, under the adopted
trade name "Glenn Products Company." The said corporation and the
said individuals have been engaged at all times herein referred to in competition with other corporations an~ with individu.als and other concerns
likewise engaged, and have ente_red mto the followm~ ~gr~ement to cease
and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competitiOn m commerce as
set forth therein.
Dermatological Products Corporation an~ Samue~ Tho.mas1 Maurice C.
Thomas and Philip C. Thomas agreed that m the d1ssemmatwn of advertising by the means and in the manner above set out, of the product
desigr~ated "Dr. Thom~s' Ointment," or any oth~r product of substantially the same properties, whether sold under smd name or any other
name, they and eac~ of the_m will cease and. desist forthwith from representing directly or mferent1ally, that the said product would be effective
as a tr~atment or as a palliative e~ther f~r. "old leg sores" or for "leg
sores" which are the result of chrome conditiOns as, for example, diabetic
ulcers and varicose ulcers. (l\1ay 28, 1945.)
.
4075. Fur Garments-Nature, Quality, Prices, Earnings or Profits,
Guarantee Etc.-Samuel Rose, manager of a business owned by Sally
Rose conducted at New York, N.Y., by the trade designation Rose Fur
Co., ~ngaged in the. mail orde_r ~ale 3;nd _dis~r~bution of fur garments in interstate commerce, m competitiOn with mdividuals, firms and corporations
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth
therein.
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Samuel Rose and Sally Rose, whether trading as Rose Fur Co:, in their
own names, or by any other designation, in connection with their offering
for sale, sale and distribution of fur garments or other merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act; agreed that they
and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) The use of the terms "black northern seal," "black baronet seal,"
"black pieced seal," "French seal," "French beaver," "black marten,"
"golden sable," "brown Australian," "minktone," "sabletone," "squirrelette," "muskamink," "minkolet," or any other fictitious animal designation or coined fur-connoting term as descriptive of or in connection with
their fur products.
(b) Using any animal or purported animal name or designation for fur
which is not the true name of the animal producing the fur; Provided, that
if the fur is so dyed as to simulate another fur, the fact that said fur is dyed
ihall be set forth as an integral part of its designation, and if the name of
the animal whose fur is so simulated be given, such name shall be immediately followed by and compounded with the word "dyed" together with
the true name of the animal producing the fur as the last word of the description-all words of the designation to be in like type and equally conspicuous.
(c) The use of the word "genuine" to describe a fur which has been
processed or dyed to imitate the fur of an animal known by another name
in commerce and in zoology.
(d) Assertion that all their furs, as advertised in the manner above set
forth~ are exactly as represented, or that each one is called by its true name.
(e) Designating as "prime" any pelts which are not in point of fact
first in excellence and of highest quality.
(f) Representing that they offer the lowest prices with the highest quality, or the best values money can buy; that the prices as quoted are the
lowest wholesale prices ever offered or tremendous low wholesale prices,
for the type of product sold by them; that the same schedule given to both
dealers and individuals is a "wholesale price list"; that they are "direct
wholesalers," or by other implication, that direct sales to consumers are
made at real wholesale prices; or that said prices mean the "greatest sav·
ings ever offered" or even any significant savings.
(g) Representing, as by statement "on each sale you can easily earn 75
to 100% profit,". or in any other manner, that distributors of their said
merchandise generally make or can make profits in excess of the average
net profit shown by them in the ordinary course of business and under
normal conditions; that the customers of such retailers make an enormous
guaranteed saving, or any saving, by reason of the prices quoted; or that
said prices bring genuine fur coats to women who cannot afford to pay
retail store prices.
(h) Ilepresenting that savings are "guaranteed" to purchasers of their
products; and from the use of such word or term of like import, with reference to their dealings or their merchandise unless, whenever used, clear
and unequivocal disclosure be made in connection therewith of exactly
what is offered by way of security.
(i) Representing that their place of business is the recognized headquarters for fur coats or is the fashion style headquarters; that their con·
cern is the leading seller of the 1945 or any other fur season, or that it is
one of the largest of its kind in the United States; that said concern owns
the building in which it is located or that the same is a "fur building"; by
picto~ial delineation or <?therwi~e, that it. occupies the who!e ~hereof or, by
supenxnposure of noneXIstent Signs on p1ctures of such building, that it is
in truth so marked or denoted. (June 1, 1945.)
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4076. Autcmobi!e Crank Ca~e Oil A?di.tive-Qualiti~s, Properties
Re~ults.-The C~s1te Co~poratwn, a 1\'~IChigan corporatH~n with place

or
of
busmess at Hastmgs,_ 1\IICh., engaged m the sale and <:hstribution of a
preparation for use as an additive to automobile crank case oil and designated as "Casite," in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
The Casite Corporation, in connection with the sale and distribution in
commerce as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act
of the preparation designated "Casite" or any other preparation of sub~
stantially the same composition or possessing substantially the same qualities, whether sold under such name or any other name or names, arrreed
that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or inferentially, that by the use of said preparation an automobile will start as
readily in the winter as in the summer or as easily in cold weather as in
warm weather; that said preparation prevents oil from acting as a brake
on the motor in winter weather; or otherwise that at winter temperatures,
the viscosity of oil to which the preparation has been added as directed is
comparable to that of oil of like grade at summer temperatures to which
the preparation has not been added. (June 5, 1945.)
4077. Counting and Filling Machine-Success, Use or Standing and
Manufacturer.-Selig Kenneth Joseph, a sole trader, operating as MultiPacker Distributing Co., with place of business at Glendale, Calif. MultiPacker Manufacturing Corporation is a California corporation with its
place of business at Glendale, Calif. Selig Kenneth JOieph is or has been
the president and secretary thereof. Said individual and corporation
are or have been engaged in the sale and distribution of a counting and
filling machine designated "Multi-Packer" in interstate commerce, in
competition with individuals, corporations and firms likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Selig Kenneth Joseph and Multi-Packer Manufacturing Corporation,
in connection with the sale and distribution of their commodites in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they
and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:
(a) Representing that said Multi-Packer has been tested by long and
successful use, unless and until such be the case after a sufficient time shall
have elapsed to warrant such representation.
(b) Representing that many of the leading pharmaceutical firms in
America are Multi-Packer purchasers, or any thereof which have not
actually bought said device under the trade designation Multi-Packer; and
from listing any firms as Multi-Packer customers contrary to fact.
(c) Use of the word "Manufacturing" or the term "Mfg." as a part of
their corporate or trade name or as descriptive of their business, until such
time as they may own and operate or directly and absolutely control the
plant or factory in which are made any and all articles thus offered for sale
and sold. (June 8, 1945.)
4078. "Lan-0-Kleen" Soap-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Comparative Merits.-West Disinfecting Co., a N"cw York corporation,
with place of business at New York, N.Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of an industrial soap designated as "Lan-0-Kleen" in interstate
commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the followin~ !lgr~ement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competitiOn m commerce as set forth therein.
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West Disinfecting Co., in connection with the sale and distribution in
commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising by the means and in the manner above set forth, of the preparation
heretofore designated "Lan-0-Kleen" or any other preparation composed
of substantially the same ingredients or possessing substantially the same
properties, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from:
1. The use of any representation that tends or may tend to convey the
belief or impression that said preparation will prevent dermatitis or cause
hands to be healthy.
2. Representing, directly or inferentially, that the lanolin content of
such preparation is absorbed by the skin, that it will replenish the natural
oiliness of the skin, or that it leaves the hands naturally moist.
3. The use of any representation to the effect that the use of such preparation as a cleansing agent leaves an oil film on the skin or that the Ianolin content thereof remains on the skin.
.
4. The use of any representation that tends to convey the belief or impression that said preparation relieves stiffness of the hands or that its use
effects an increase in manual dexterity and work output.
5. The use of the word "lanolin" or any word, term, pictorial or other
representation connoting lanolin, in any manner that tends or may tend
to convey the belief or impression that the inclusion of lanolin in such
preparation adds to the detergent or cleansing properties thereof or is of
therapeutic value.
6. Representing, directly or inferentially, that the lanolin content of
said preparation acts as a buffer to soap alkali.
7. Representing, by statements such as "away-and-beyond the common concept of an industrial hand cleaner" that such preparation differs
materially from all industrial soaps offered for sale and sold in competition
therewith. (June 8, 1945.)
4079. Flavoring Preparations-Composition and Tested, An:·roved or
Endorsed.-One-Two-Three Co., Inc., a ~ew York corporation with place
of business at New York, N. Y., engaged in the sale and distribution of
flavoring preparations designated as "1-2-3 MIXER" in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
One-Two-Three Co., Inc., in connection with the sale and distribution
in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, or the advertising by the means and in the manner above set forth, of the preparations designated as" 1-2-31\liXER" or any other preparation of substantially the same composition or possessing substantially the same properties
whether sold under such name or any other name or names, agreed that
it
forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing, directly or inferentially, that said preparations are
made or consist of the oil and/or juice of lemons, limes and oranges or any ·
other fruits. If and when such preparations are composed in substantial
part of fruit oils or juices and the name or names of the fruit or fruits are
used to indicate such juice or oil content, then in that case such name or
names, whenever used, shall be immediately accompanied in equally conspicuous type by a word or words clearly indicating that the preparations
are composPd in part of an ingrediPnt or ingredients other than the natural
oil and/or juice of the fruit or fruits designated.
2. The use of any statement or representation that tends or may tend
to convey the belief or impression that said preparations contain no artificial preservative.
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3. Represen~ing that cert~in of such preparations are especially prepared for use m waters of different degrees of hardness and to suit the
chloride content thereof.
4. The use of any certificate, statement or representation which connotes that said preparations have met the requirements of a qualified testing bureau or other generally recognized authority for standards of quality
purity of ingredients or methods of production, or have been approved 0 ;
endorsed by such a bureau or authority. (June 14, 1945.)
4080. Billiard Tables and Bowling Equipment-Comparative Merits
and Tests.-Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., a Delaware corporation with
principal place of business located at Chicago, Ill., engaged in the manufacture of billiard tables, flooring for use in the laying of bowling alleys
bowling balls, ten-pins, duckpins, and related products, in interstate com~
merce, in competition with other corporations and concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. agreed that, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale and distribution of its products in commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, it will cease and
desist forthwith from the use in its advertising or printed matter disseminated in interstate commerce, or in any other way, of statements or representations, the effect of which conveys or tends or may tend to cause the
impression or belief, contrary to fact, than any claim of superiority allegedly possessed by its products, <?r any thereof, is based on or supported by
an authoritative test that has been made substantially coincident with
the time of dissemination of said advertising or printed matter. Said corporation also agrees to cease and desist from the use in its advertising or
printed matter, or otherwise, of a test, or any excerpt therefrom, that
tends or may tend to cause or convey the impression or belief, contrary to
fact, that said test involved a comparison of alleged qualities of any one
of its products with the field of competitive products. (June 14, 19-!5.)
4081. Weather "Forecaster" and "Good Luck Leaf"-Free Goods and
Introductory Offer.-Earl J. Kahn, an individual, trading as The Weatherman, with place of business at Chicago, Ill., engaged in the sale and distribution of a weather "forecaster" and of a combination offer of such
weather" forecaster" and a tree leaf which is designated as a" Good Luck
Leaf," in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Earl J. Kahn, whether trading under his own name, as The Weatherman
or under any other trade name or style, in connection with the sale and distribution in commerce, as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act,
of the aforesaid weather'' forecaster'' or the said weather" forecaster'' and
the "GOOD LUCK LEAF," agreed that he will forthwith cease and
desist from:
1. The use of the word "free" to describe or refer to goods, when such
goods are not a gratuity, and the prospective recipient is required, as a
consideration, to purchase some other article or articles or render some
service in order to obtain the same.
2. Representing, directly or inferentially, that an offer is an "introductory advertising offer" or an introductory offer 'vhen, in fact, it is a
regular offer. (June 14, 19-!5.)
4082. Umbrellas-Composition.-Abraham l\1. Warren, an individual,
trading as A. l\1. Warren & Co., with place of business at Chicago, Ill., en-
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gaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and in the sale and distribution
thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Abraham M. Warren, whether trading under his own name, as A. M.
Warren & Co. or under any other trade name or style, in connection with
the sale and distribution of umbrellas in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that he will forthwith cease and desist
from advertising, branding, labeling, invoicing, selling, or offering for sale
products composed in whole or in part of rayon without clearly disclosing,
by the use of the w6rd "rayon," the fact that such products are composed
of or contain rayon; and, when a product is composed in part of rayon and
in part of fibers or material other than rayon, from failing to disclose, in
immediate connection or conjunction with the word "rayon," and in
equally conspicuous type, each constituent fiber of said product in the
order of its predominance by weight beginning with the largest single constituent. (June 14, 1945.)
4083. Books-Nature and Identity.-Edward Sayle, an individual,
trading as Arrow Publishers with place of business at New York, N. Y.,
engaged in the sale and distribution of books in interstate commerce, in
competition with individuals, firms and corporatiom likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Edward Sayle, whether trading under his own name, under the trade
name Arrow Publishers, or under any other trade name or style, in connection with the sale and distribution of his books in commerce as defined
by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that he will forthwith cease
and desist from:
1. Selling or offering for sale any abridged copy of a book or publication, unless the word "Abridged" appears on the front cover and on the
title page of the book, in immediate connection with the title and in clear,
conspicuous type. If the book has an additional wrapper or cover bearing
the title thereof, then the front page of such wrapper shall in like manner
bear the conspicuously displayed word "Abridged."
2. Representing, as by statements such as "A Complete $2 Mystery
Novel," or in any other manner or by any other means that an abridged
book is complete as originally published.
3. Using or substituting a new title for or in place of the original title
of a reprinted story unless, whenever used, whether on the cover of the
publication, on the title page, at the beginning of the text of the story or
elsewhere, such substitute title be immediately accompanied in equally
conspicuous type by the title under which such story originally was published. (June 15, 1945.)
408·1. Books or Publications-Filling Orders Wrongfully.-William
Heim, Charles Mandell and John D. Daveler, associated together in a
business enterprise, trading under the assumed name Progressive Sales
Co., with place of business at Philadelphia, Pa., and with branch offices in
other cities, engaged in the sale and distribution of books in combination
with subscription to sundry magazines and periodicals of interstate circulation in interstate commerce, in competition with individuals, firms and
corporations likewise engaged, entered .into the following agreement to
cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
William Heim, Charles Mandell and John D. Daveler, whether operat-
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ing in their own names, as Progressive Sales Co., or by any other trade
designation or style, in connection with their sales of publications in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that they
and each of them will forthwith cease and desist, in the performance of
their contracts, from substituting or delivering other books or publications for those specified or called for therein. (June 15, 1945.)
4085. Sheets and Pillowcases-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Tests.-Lamport Co., Inc., a New York corporation with place of business.
at Ne_w Yor_k, N. Y., engag~d in the s~le. and distribution of t~xtile products, mcludmg sheets and pillowcases m mterstate commerce, m competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair
methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Lamport Co., Inc., in connection '\\ith the sale and distribution of its
said merchandise in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from the use of any
statement or representation that tends or may tend to convey the belief or
impression that sheets and/or pillowcases will afford satisfactory wear or
service for four years or any other period of time, or that the measurement
of the life of such products in actual use can be determined by "tests" or
in any other manner. (June 19, 1945.)
4086. Beer-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Brewing Industry
Foundation, a New York corporation which was originally organized under
the laws of the State of New York in October of 1936 as United Brewers
Industrial Foundation, Inc., a nonprofit corporation, the change in its
name having been effected in 1942, having its principal place of business
at New York, N. Y., where it has been engaged as an alleged public relations agency for the brewing industry in the United States, in the business
of disseminating advertising matter by various means and methods in
commerce, as commerce is defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act
to promote the interests of its constituent members engaged in the sale and
distribution of beer in interstate commerce, in competition with other corporations and with individuals and other concerns likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged
unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Brewing Industry Foundation agreed that, in connection with the conduct of its business aforesaid, it will cease and desist from disseminating or
causing the dissemination of or placing in the hands of its constituent
members or others of printed matter or any advertising, of whatever kind
'
'
. are made which, by
or description,
in which
statements or representatiOns
inference or otherwise, set forth or tend to cause or convey the impression
or belief that beer is not a fattening product or that the consumption of
beer will help unsnarl tangled nerves or will relieve the strain of modern
living or will otherwise be of benefit in conditions which are the result of
some definite disease or disorder of the nervous system. (June 19, 1945.)
4087. Cosmetics-Safe and Approval or Recommendation.-C. W.
Beggs Sons & Co., an Illinois corporation with place of business at Chicago Ill. also operated under the trade names 1\larcelle Cosmetics and
Mar~elle 'Hypo-Allergenic Cosmetics, engaged in t~e sale and distribution
of a line of cosmetics under the trade or brand designation "l\Iarcelle" in
interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the follo\\ing agreement to cease and
desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set
forth therein.
C. W. Beggs Sons & Co., whether trading under its own name, as
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Marcelle Cosmetics, Marcelle Hypo-Allergenic Cosmetics, or by any other
designation or style, in connection with the sale and distribution of its
commodities in commerce as defined by the Federal Trade Commission
Act, or the advertising thereof by the means or in the manner above set
forth, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing:
(a) That the cosmetics which it offers for sale are safe for sensitive
skins, in the sense that they would be safe under all conditions, including
skins which may be allergic to some ingredient contained in such preparations.
(b) That thousands of doctors have prescribed Marcelle hypo-allergenic
Cosmetics, or that any numbers in excess of the true total thereof have so
approved or recommended the same. (June 25, 1945.)
4088. Bread-Trophy or Prize and Contests.-IGlpatrick's San Francisco Bakery, is a California corporation with place of business at San
Francisco, Calif. Kilpatrick's Marvel Bakery is a California corporation
with its place of business at Oakland, Calif. Said corporations now are or
have been engaged in the sale and distribution of bread and as a means to
accomplish the sale thereof have disseminated advertisements in interstate commerce, and are in competition with corporations, firms and individuals likewise engaged, and have entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
Kilpatrick's San Francisco Bakery and Kilpatrick's Marvel Bakery, in
connection with the sale and distribution of their bread, agre3d that they
and each of them will forthwith cease ·and desist from disseminating, by
United States mails, the radio, or otherwise in com-nerce as da:ined by the
Federal Trade Commission Act, for the purpo.~e of inducing or, which is
likely to induce the purchase of such product, or by other means for the
purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce the purchase thereof in
commerce as aforesaid, any advertisement or sales promotional material
which represents, directly or by implication:
1. That the "Freer Trophy" is awarded in a nationwide contest or a
contest in which bakeries, generally, participate.
2. That the "Freer Trophy" or any other trophy or prize is awarded
in an annual contest wh£'n, in fact, such trophy or prize is awarded in
monthly contests or any contests other than annual contests. (June 25,
1945.)
4089. Sales Promotional Material, Etc.-Trophy or Prize ani Contests.
-TheW. E. Long Co., an Illinois corporation with place of business at
Chicago, Ill., engaged in the business of conducting an advertising agency
and in the sale and distribution in commerce as defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act of sales promotional material or adverti::;ing copy
for promoting the f';ale of bread for certain bakeries; f'ausing such material
to be sold in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms
and individuals likewise en~aged, cntcrrd into the following agre~mcnt to
cease and desist from the alleg;£'d unfair mrthods of compel it ion in commerce as set forth therein.
TheW. E. Long Co., in connection with promoting the sale of bread,
agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from disseminating or cau,;ing
to be disseminated, by United StatPh maib or otherwise in commerce as
defined by the I rderal Trade Commist:iion Act, for the purposJ of inducing or which is likely to induee the purchase of such produ::t, or by other
means for the purpobe of inducing or which i.., likely to induce the purchase
thereof in commerce as aforesaid:
1. Any advcrtisPmcnt or sales promotional material which represents,
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directly or by implication, as by statements such as ''THE HARRY l\1.
FREER TROPHY Is sought by bakers from coast to coast'' 11 JUDGED
AMERICA'S FINEST" and ''holds the coveted trophy annually awarded
and eagerly sought by the Bakers of America," or in any other manner
that any trophy or prize awarded by it is awarded in a nationwide contest
or a contest in which bakers, generally, participate.
2. Any advertisement or sales promotional material which represents
directly or inferentially, that the 11 Freer Trophy" or any other trophy or
prize is awarded in an annual contest when, in fact, such trophy or prize
is awarded in monthly contests or any contests other than annual contests.
(June 25, 1945.)
4000. Floor Coverings-Composition.-The Tile-Tex Co., an Illinois
corporation with place of business at Chicago Heights, Ill., engaged in the
manufacture of synthetic floor coverings, including a product designated
"Tile-Tex," and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, in competition with corporations, firms and indiyiduals likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the
alleged unfair methods of competition in commerce as set forth therein.
The Tile-Tex Co., in connection with the offering for sale, sale and distribution of its synthetic floor coverings or other products in commerce as
defined by the Federal Trade Commission Act, agreed that it will forthwith cease and desist from representing directly or indirectly, by the use
of the words "Tile-Tex" or 11 Tile" that its products are tile unless in
immediate conjunction ,.,-ith such words "Tile-Tex" or "Tile" wher~ver
used, in the same conspicuous type th~re appear a word or words designating the material or substance of which the products are made, such as
asphalt tile, asbestos tile or asphalt-asbestos tile, as the case may be.
(June 26, 1945.)
4099.1 Jewelry-Composition, Quality or Value, Success, Use or
Standing, Guarantee and Free.-Aipha-Craft, Inc., a New York corporation with its principal place of busmess at New Yotk, N. Y. Lou·a G.
Myers and Edgar L. Smith, of New York, N.Y., have been actiye in the
PI'Omotion of said enterprise; and George Dumas and Roy Dumont now
are or have been employed by or coop~ra~e with said corporation and the
said Louis G. Myers and Edgar L. Smith m the sale of merchandise. The
principal place of business or permanent address of Roy Dumont is Plant
City, Fla. It does not appear that th~ said George Dumas had a permanent address other than that of the said Alpha-Craft, Inc. The said corporation and Louis G. Mye~s, Edgar L. S~ith! Ge?rge J?umas 3:nd Roy
Dumont have been engaged m the sale and distnbutiOn of Jewelry minterstate commerce causing such products, when sold, to be shipped from the
place of busine~s of the aforesaid Alpha-Craft, Inc., in the State of New
York to purchasers in other States. A~ all times referred to herein, they
have been in competition with corporatiOns, firms and individuals likewise
e!lgaged, and have entere~ into the following ag~~em~nt to cease and deSist from the alleged unfmr methods of competitiOn m commerce as set
forth therein.
Alpha-Craft, Inc.,, and Louis. G. Myers, Edgar L. Smi~h, .Geo;ge Dumas
and Roy Dumont, m connectiOn With the sale and distnbutwn of said
jewelry in commerce as defined by tpe Federal Trade Commission Act
agreed that they and each of them will forthwith cease and desist from:'
·
1. The use of t he words "D'wmon d \V'mg " or "D'Iamond" as a designaI Stipulation 4096 publi8hed in Volume 39. Stipulations 4091-4095, 4097 and 4098 to be publi8hed in
ensuing volume.
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tion for or as descriptive of rings which are not inset with diamonds; and
from the use of any representation as, for example, the prominently displayed word" Diamond," in any manner that tends or may tend to convey
the belief or impression that such rings are inset with diamonds or are diamond rings.
2. The use of the words "Replica Diamond Ring," "California Diamond Reproduction," or other word or words of like meaning as designations for, as descriptive of, or in connection with any ring inset or other
product which is not in fact a true reproduction of the inset or gem named,
that is, an article having the essential hardness, structure, properties and
characteristics of the diamond or gem to which reference is made.
3. The use of the words "Yellow Gold," "Gold" or any similar term as
a designation for, as descriptive of, or in connection with, any article not
made throughout of 24 karat gold. If such article is substan,tially plated
or filled with an alloy containing gold and the word "gold" be used in any
description or branding of said plating or filling, then such word "gold"
shall, whenever used, be immediately preceded by an appropriate quality
mark or designation clearly indicating its karat fineness, and shall be immediately followed by the word "plated" or the word" filled," as the case
may be-ali in like lettering of equal size. Provided also, ·that if the covering of an article is not of such substantial thickness as properly to be
described as gold plate or gold filled, but the article is merely flashed or
colored with gold, then in such case the word "gold," if used, shall be immediately followed in like lettering of equal size by the word "flashed" or
the word "colored "-thus, "gold flashed" or "gold colored."
4. Representing, by the use of the statement "subject them to acid,
fire and water tests" or other statement of like meaning, that the aforesaid
rings are of a quality or value in excess of the true quality or value thereof.
5. Representing that social leaders, millionaires or the "finest people"
wear said jewelry.
6. Representing as a "Guarantee" any agreement or writing that is
contingent upon a payment for replacement or service; or using the word
"Guarantee" or other word or words of like meaning as a designation for
any agreement or writing which involves a service charge or calls for the
payment of additional money by the purchaser of such merchandise.
7. The use of the word "Free" or other term or expression of like meaning in connection with the engraving of a product when such engraving is
not a gratuity but the prospective recipient is required as a consideration
to purchase a bracelet or other article or render some service in order to
obtain the same. (May 28, 19-15.)

DIGE~T OF FALSE, MISLEADING, AND
FRAUDULENT ADVERTISING STIPULATIONS t

02101. 2 Cosmetics, Drugs and Dream Book-Free.-Lucky Heart
Laboratories, Inc., a corporation, trading as Lucky Heart Co. and Erbru
Medicine Co., 388-400 1\lulberry St., Memphis 2, Tenn., vendoradvertiser, was engaged in selling various cosmetics and drugs and a
"dream book," under the brand name of "Lucky Heart" products and
agreed that the provision relating to the word "free" in Stipulation No.
02101 should be stricken and the following substituted:
Using the term "free," or any other term of similar import or meaning; to describe,
designate or refer to any merchandise or article which is not a gift or gratuity and
delivered to the recipient thereof without cost and unconditionally. (Jan. 25, 1945.)

02545. 3 Wearing Apparel-Free.-Hook-Fast Specialties, Inc., a corporation, Post Office Box 1425, Providence, R. I., vendor-advertiser, was

engaged in selling novelties designated Hook-Fast Products and agreed
that the provision relating to the word "free" in Stipulation No. 02545
should be stricken and the following substituted:
Using the term "free" or any other term of similar import or meaning to designate,
describe or refer to wearing apparel or other items of merchandise which are furnished
as compensation for services rendered or for which the payment of money is required.
(Jan. 8, 1945.)

03243.4 Radios-Equipment, Qualities, Properties or Results, Prices,
Etc.-Midwest Radio Corporation, a corporation, 900-911 Broadway,
Cincinnati, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling radio receiving
sets and agreed in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That any radio receiving set contains a designated number of tubes or is of a designated tube capacity, when one or more of the tubes referred to are tubes or other
devices which do not perform the recognized and customary functions of radio receiving
set tubes in the detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals.
(b) Disseminating advertisements or repre.sentations of purported bona fide trade-in
allowances when the prices of the radio receiving sets it offers for sale have been inflated or marked up to offset the trade-in allowances.
(c) Representing as the customary or regular price of radio receiving sets any price
which is fictitious or in excess of the price at which such sets have been regularly sold in
the usual course of business.

The said Midwest Radio Corporation agreed not to publish or cause to
be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to
the foregoing agreement. (Jan. 4, 1945.)
I The ltipulationa in question are thOH of the radio and periodical division with vendor-advertiae!'ll and
advertioin1 a 1ent.. Period covered ia that of thio volume, namely, January 1, 1946, to June 30, 194.5,
inclusive. For di 1 est. of previoU8 etipulatione, eee vola. 14 to 39 of Cornmiosion'a deciaiona.
'Amendment. For ori1in&letipulation, eee 26 F.T.C. 1467.
'Amendment. For oria;in&latipulation, aee 30 F.T.C. 1.502.
• Bupplemental.
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03244. Poultry Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-D. F. Foster, an individual doing business as Foster's Drug Store,
129 North Cedar St., Pine Bluff, Ark., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in
selling a drug preparation for poultry designated "'Greatest of All'
Tonic" and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication that
said product:
(a) Will facilitate or contribute to the success of the enterprise of hatching and raising chickens.
(b) Will eliminate or "starve-out" mites, lice, fleas or other insects which attack
poultry.
(c) Will have any effect upon the conditions known as limberneck, gapes, roup,
worms, sorehead or white diarrhea.
(d) Will improve the condition of poultry after the initial dosage or maintain poultry
in a healthy condition.
(e) Will have any effect upon poultry during the molting period or increase egg production.
(j) By use of the word" Tonic" as a part of the brand name of the said preparation,
or otherwise, that the said preparation has any tonic properties.

The said D. F. Foster also further agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Jan. 4, 1945.)
03245. Poultry Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-S. A. Rice, R. T. Renwald, and J. M. Rice, copartners trading as
The Gland-0-Lac Co., Nineteenth and Leavenworth Sts., Omaha, Nebr.,
vendor-advertisers, engaged in selling a certain medicinal preparation for
poultry designated "Micules"; and Leo B. Bozell and Morris E. Jacobs,
copartners trading as Bozell & Jacobs, 5 I 0 Electric Building, Omaha 2,
Nebr., advertising agents, engaged in the business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above named
product on behalf of The Gland-0-Lac Co. agreed, in connection with the
dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
That said product:
(a) Is effective in the removal of worms or in the treatment of worm infested fowls
without specifying the types of worms against which said preparation is effective.
(b) Is effective against Tapeworms.

The said S. A. Rice, R. T. Renwald, J. M. Rice, Leo B. Bozell and Morris E. Jacobs, and each of them, further agreed not to publish, disseminate,
or cause to be published or disseminated any testimonial containing any
representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Jan. 8, 1945.)
03246. Drug Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Paul C.
Deutch, Joseph II. Deutch, and S. L. Deutch, copartners trading as St.
Paul Medicine Co., 1419 Broadway, Detroit 26, Mich., vendor-advertisers,
were engaged in selling a drug preparation called'' St. Paul's V.V.V." and
agreed, in connection with the dis:3emination of future advertising, to cease
and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That the said product acts as a general tonic or that it will build blood or that
it will give one vim, vigor or vitality.
(b) That the said product will cleanse or purify the blood or system or that it will
tone kidneys, bladder, bowels or the blood.
(c) That the said product will get at the cause of constipation or that it will cleanse
the kidneys, stimulate the liver, regulate the bladder or keep acids and poisons elim·
nat ed.
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(d) That the said product will relieve rheumatism, pains in the small part uf the back,
kidney complaints, gas, indigestion, body odors, pimples or nervousness. ·
(e) That the said product will retard the incidence of colds, and is a doctor's prescription.

The said Paul C. Deutch, Joseph H. Deutch and S. L. Deutch also
agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing
any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Jan. 10 1945.)
03247. Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Re~ults.
The M. E. Tracy Co., a corporation doing business under its corporate
name and under the trade name The Everett Co., 805 Union Avenue
Memphis 1, Tenn., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a medicinai
preparation designated "Tra-Ton Tablets" and agreed, in connection
with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from
representing directly or by implication:
(a) That such preparation is effective in the treatment of extreme tiredness, lack of
normal energy or pep, nervousness, headache, dizziness, or digestive disturbances.
(b) That such preparation is effective in the treatment of any nutritional deficiency.

The said TheM. E. Tracy Co. further agreed not to publish, disseminate
or cause to be published or disseminated any testimonial containing any
representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Jan. 15, 1945.)
03248. 1 Health Foods-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Battle
Creek Dietetic Supply Co., a corporation, IQ--14-16 Court St., Battle
Creek, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling certain health
foods designated ''Health House Brand Carotene Capsules," "Health
House Brand Psylocel," "Health House Brand Karaya Granules "
"Health House Brand Lactose and Dextrin," "Health House Bra~d
Yeast Vitamin Tablets," "Health House Brand Malt Syrup," ' 1 Health
House Brand Vitamin and Mineral Compound," "Health House Brand
Wheat Germ " "Health House Brand Laxcel," "Health House Brand
American Agar " "Health House Brand ABD Vitamin Capsules,"
"Health House'Brand Dicalcium Phosphate Wafers," "Health House
Brand Vitamins and Minerals" and "Health House Brand Vegetable
Mineral Broth" and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future
a.dvertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implicatiOn:
(a) That" Health House Brand Carotene Capsules" increase resistance to infections
of tonsils, sinuses, throat or eyes.
(b) That "Health House Brand Psylocel" is soft or nonirritating, or exercises the
bowel muscles.
(c) That "Health House Brand Karaya Granules" exercise the bowel muscles, or
have a healing effect.
(d) That "Health House Brand Lactose and Dextrin" comLats bowel troubles,
colitis, intestinal toxemia or constipation, helps to change the intestinal flora, helps to
drive out colon poisons, or promotes intestinal health.
(e) That" Health House Brand Yeast Vitamin Tablets" help clear up skin blemishes
or correct bowel troubles.
(f) That Vitamin B 1 (G) is known as the anti-pellagra vitamin.
(g) That "Health Jlouse Brand l\Ialt Syrup" is a health-building tonic, produces
til'h blood, or builds up resistance.
(h) That "Health House Brand Vitamin and l\Iineral Compound" increases pep, or
builds up vital resistance.
1
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(i) That "Health House Brand Wheat Germ" helps "nerves" promotes digestion, or
protects the body against nervous disorders.
(j) That" Health House Brand Laxcel" encourages healing or assists in changing the
intestinal flora.
(k) That "Health House Brand American Agar" exercises the bowel muscles.
(l) That "Health House Brand A B D G Vitamin Capsules" build or maintain
health.
(m) That "Health House Brand Dicalcium Phosphate Wafers" enrich the diet in
calcium and phosphorous or provide against the bones becoming soft or brittle.
(n) That "Health House Brand Vitamins and Minerals" give added vitality.
(o) That "Health House Brand Vegetable Mineral Broth" supplies body-building
or cell-regenerating minerals.
(p) That "Health House Brand Vitamin Products" build up resistance.
(q) That Vitamin A is the anti-infective vitamin that protects the respiratory tract
against infection or maintains or builds resistance to colds.
(r) That Vitamin C builds or maintains strong teeth or bories.
(s) That an optimum intake of Vitamins A, C, and D helps to prolong the onset of
senility, maintains healthy teeth, or keeps the gums healthy.

The said Battle Creek Dietetic Supply Co. further agreed not to publish
or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representations
contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
· 03249. Cow Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.Nina Bloom and Ben Bloom, individuals, trading as N. B. Remedy Co.,
412C East John St., Seattle 2, Wash., vendor-advertisers, were engaged in
selling a drug preparation designated 11 N. B. Remedy" and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist
from representing directly or by implication:
1. That said preparation is of value in the prevention, elimination, t~eatment or cure
of mastitis.
2. That the quality or quantity of the cow's milk will increase after said preparation
has been given for mastitis.
3. That the said preparation will be of value in the treatment or cure of cowpox.

It is further agreed by Nina Bloom and Ben Bloom, and each of them,
that in the dissemination of advertising, by the means and in the manner
above set out, they will forthwith cease and desist from the use of the word
11
Remedy," or any other word of similar import or meaning, as part of the
trade name of their organization, or to designate, describe or in any way
refer to such preparation as a remedy for mastitis and cowpox.
The said Nina Bloom and Ben Bloom, and each of them, further agreed
not to publish, disseminate or cause to be published or disseminated any
testimonial containing any representations contrary to the foregoing
agreement. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
03250. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.Floyd 1\1. Campbell, an individual trading as Campbell's Foods, 712 Lo-.
cust, Des Moines, Iowa, vendor-advertiser, engaged in selling a vitamin
preparation designated 11 Calcipan"; and E. M. Meneough, an individual
trading as Meneough Advertising Agency, 720 Grand Ave., Des Moines,
Iowa, advertising agent, engaged in the business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above named
product on behalf of Campbell's Foods, agreed, in connection with the
dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray-hair vitamin" as descriptive of the
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product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of the product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage of
those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of the product, have
had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That the skin is revitalized through the administration of calcium pantothenate,
the principal ingredient of the product.
(e) That the texture of the skin is improved, freckles appear less evident, sunburn
is less severe and fingernails are less brittle from the administration of calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of the product.
(f) That the product restores the original natural color to the hair.
(g) That the product prevents gray hair.
(h) That the product makes one look or feel younger.
(i) That the product restores the youthful vitality to the skin.

The said Floyd M. Campbell and E. M. Meneough, and each of them,
further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 5,
1945.)
03251. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Battle
Creek Dietetic Supply Co., a Michigan corporation, 16 Court St., Battle
Creek, Mich., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a vitamin preparation designated Capab and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
implication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray-hair-factor" vitamin as descriptive of
its product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said
product will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom (;alcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of its product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of its product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That its product prevents or stops the hair from becoming gray.
(e) That its product restores the natural color to the hair.

The said Battle Creek Dietetic Supply Co. further agreed not to publish
or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation
contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
03252. Food Preparation-Composition and Qualities, Properties or
Results.-Nicholas A. Ferri, Sr., an individual doing business as Soi Jus
Co., One North Western Ave., Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged ln selling a food preparation designated "Golden Brand Soi Jus"
and agreed in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to
cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That Golden Brand Soi Jus contains Vitamin D or a vitamin recognized as
''Vitamin F," or that it contains a substance of benefit to the nerves, hair or skin.
(b) That Golden Brand Soi Jus is nonfattening or that it is incapable of increasing
body weight.
(c) That brands of soya oil other than Golden Brand Soi Jus are produced through a
Process which deiitroys or removes any significant amount of the nutritional properties
of soya oil.
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The said Nicholas A. Ferri, Sr. further agreed not to publish or cause to
be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to
the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 5, 1945.)
03253. Drug Product-Qualities, Properties or Results, Indorsement
or Approval and Safety-Gottlieb Bass, an individual doing business as
Acquin Pharmacal Co., 8005 Alabama Ave., St. Louis, Mo., vendor-advertiser, engaged in selling a drug product called "Acquin"; and Clark F.
Ross, an individual doing business as Ross Advertising Service, 1031 Big
Bend Boulevard, St. Louis 17, Mo., advertising agent, engaged in the business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above named product on behalf of Acquin Pharmacal Co.
agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease
and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That the said product will overcome fatigue.
(b) That the said product will cure headaches or will relieve congestion due to head-

aches or head colds.
(c) That the said product is prescribed by doctors for the relief of minor aches or
pains.

and the vendor-advertiser agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
That the said product is formulated from a doctor's prescription or that the said
product is safe.

The said Gottlieb Bass and Clark F. Ross, and each of them, further
agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing
any representations contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 8, 1945.)
03254. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Marshall Drug Co., Inc., a corporation, 213 West 34th St., New York, N. Y.,
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a vitamin preparation designated
Dr. Brown's Calcium Pantothenate and agreed, in connection with the
dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
(a) Through the usc of the phrase "anti-gray hair vitamin" as descriptive of its
product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product
will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88% or
any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of its product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage of
those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of its product, have
had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That the strength or elastic·ity of the fingernails, or resistance to freckling or sunburning, is increased from the administration of calcium pantothenate, the principal
ingredient of its product.
(e) That its product restores the natural color or lustre to the hair.

The said l\Iarshall Drug Co., Inc., further agreed not to publish or cause
to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to
the foregoing agreernf'nt. (Feb. 15, 19-15.)
03255. Hair Dye Product-Safety.-Robert A. Bell and William W.
Hudgins, trading as Bf'auty Utilities Co., 35 West 12Gth St., New York,
N. Y., vendor-advrrtisers, were engaged in selling a coal tar hair dye
product designated B. U. Hair Dye and agreed, in connection with the
dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from disseminating
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any advertisements which fail conspicuously to reveal therein the following;
·
"Caution: This product contains ingredients which may cause skin irritation on
certain individuals and a preliminary test according to accompanying directions should
first be made. This product must not be used for dyeing the eyelashes or eyebrows; to
do so may cause blindness,"

Provided, however, that such advertisement need contain only the
statement; "CAUTION: Use only as Directed on Label," if and when such
label bears the first described caution conspicuously displayed thereon,
and the accompanying labeling bears adequate directions for such preliminary testing before each application.
The said Robert A. Bell and William R. Hudgins, and each of them,
further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 16,
1945.)
03256. Disinfectant-Safety, Qualities, Properties or Results and
Unique.-The Diversey Corp., a corporation, 53 West Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a disinfectant designated "Diversol" and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
implication:
(a) That Diversol is nonpoisonous.
(b) By the use of such representations as "100% noncorrosive," or otherwise, that
Diversol is absolutely or completely noncorrosive to articles to which it may be applied.
(c) That Diversol is a sterilizing agent or that its use will prevent the spread of
disease.
(d) That Diversol will "kill germs" unless it be revealed in a manner as conspicuous
as such representations that there are certain types of pathogenic bacteria it will not
kill.
(e) That Diversol will be of any value in the treatment of dandruff or in the treatment of skin diseases of domestic animals or pets.
(f) That Diversol is the only preparation available on the market which possesses
quick-acting disinfecting properties, which is capable of dissolving grease, or which is
capable of functioning as an effective water softener.
(g) That Diversol is the only "dry sodium hypochlorite."

The Diversey Corp. further agreed not to publish, disseminate, or cause
to be published or disseminated any testimonial containing any represen. tation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Feb. 26, 1945.)
03257. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results-S. L.
Schwartz, trading as V-Quality Products, 831 South Wabash Ave., Chi~ago, Ill., was engaged in selling a vitamin preparation designated V-Qualrty Calcium Pantothenate and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or
by implication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray-hair vitamin" as descriptive of his
product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product
Will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
Principal ingredient of his product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of his product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That his product ends gray hair or restores the natural color to the hair
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The said S. L. Schwartz further agreed not to publish or cause to be pub~
lished any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the fore~
going agreement. (Feb. 27, 1945.)
03258. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-L. H.
Mackenzie, trading as Pantothenic Products Co., U05 New Center Build~
ing, Detroit, Mich., was engaged in selling a vitamin preparation desig~
nated Chroma~Thenate and agreed, in connection with the dissemination
of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
implication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray-hair vitamin" as descriptive of his
product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product
will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredier. t of his p~odmt, "as adminibtcred in k~>ts.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or a11y other definitely stated percentage
of those administered caleium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of his product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
.
(d) That it has been established that the health of the skin, the vitality and texture
of the hair, or the strength and elasticity of the nails have been improved through the
administration of call'ium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of his product.
(e) That his product restores the natural color of the hair.
(f) That his product prevents the hair from becoming gray.
(g) That his product increases the vitality or improves the texture of the hair.
(h) That his product stops the hair from falling out.
(i) That his produc·t improves the health of the skin.
(j) That his prodm t increases the ~>t enf_th or elaEticity of the nails.
(k) That his produet deereasrs freckling.
(l) That his product i11creascs rcsibtanee te> sunburn.

The said L. II. MacKenzie further agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any reprcsr.ntation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Feb. 27, 1945.)
03259. Vitamin Product-Qua'ities, Properties or Results.-C. Frank~
lin Leavitt, trading as C. Franklin Leavitt, M. D., 1167 Wilmette Ave.,
Wilmette, Ill. was engaged in selling a vitamin product designated Cal~
cium Pantothenic and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by im~
plication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "j!;ray hair vitamin" as descriptive of his product,
or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product will
prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of his product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered calcium pantothenatr, the prineipal ingredient of his product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That his product restorrs the natural color to hair.
(e) That he is conducting experiments to determine the effect o' calcium pant~
thenate on gray hair.

The said C. Franklin Leavitt further agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Feb. 27 1 1945.)
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03260. Medicinal Product-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Safety.-Frances Parker, Suite 206, 4441 North Racine Ave. Chicago
Ill., was engaged in selling a medicinal product designated Nur~e Parker'~
New Formula Pills, Nurse Parker's Relief Compound Pills, and Nurse
Parker's Compound and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
implication:
That the said product will constitute a competent or effective treatment for delayed
·
menstruation.

It is further agreed by Frances Parker that she will forthwith cease and
desist from disseminating any advertisement which fails to reveal that the
product should not be used when abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting or
other symptoms of appendicitis are present; Provided, however, that such
advertisement need only contain the statement, "CAUTION: Use only as
Directed," if and when the directions for use wherever they appear on the
label, in the labeling, or in both label and labeling, contain a caution or
warning to the same effect. (Mar. 1, 1945.)
032(31. Men's Clothing-Composition and Savings.-Furmbilt Stores,
Inc., a corporation, 631 South Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling men's clothing and agreed, in connection with
the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) By the use of the words camel, camel's hair, or any other word or term of similar
import, as a designation for or as descriptive of a product which is not composed entirely of the hair, wool or fleece of the camel, prm>ided, however, that in case of a product
composed in substantial part of the hair, wool or fleece of the camel, and in part of other
fibers or materials, the words camel or camel's hair may be used as descriptive of the
camel fiber if there be used in immediate connection or conjunction therewith, in letters
of at least equal aize and conspicuousness, words truthfully describing such other constituent fiLers and materi11ls.
(b) That respondent's products are offered for sale at savings of ten to fifteen dollars
or any other savings in excess of the actual savings from the price charged by respondent's competitors for similar products made of the same or comparable ingredients.

The said Furmbilt Stores, Inc., also agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Mar. 5, 1945.)
032(32. Radio Receiving Sets-Equipment-Allied Radio Corporation, a
corporation, 833 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., vendor-advertiser,
was enga{Ted in selling radio receiving sets designated Knight Radios and
agreed in"'connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease
and d~sist from representing directly or by implication:
That any radio receiving set contains a. designated number of tubes or is of a. designated tube capacity, when one or more of the tubes referred to are tubes or other devices
which do not perform the recognized and customary functions of radio receiving set
tubes in the detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals.

The said Allied Radio Corporation agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Mar. 8, 1945.)
03263. Radio Receiving Sets-Equipment.-Nathan N. Walla<k and
M. D. Montague, copartners operating under the firm name of Star
Radio Co. 409 11th St., N. W., Washington, D. C., advertiser-vendors,
were engaged in selling radio receiving sets and agreed, in connection with
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the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
That any radio receiving set contains a designated number of tubes or is of a designated tube capacity, when one or more of the tubes referred to are tubes or other devices which do not perform the recognized and customary functions of radio receiving
set tubes in the detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals.

The said Nathan N. Wallack and M.D. Montague, and each of them,
agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing
any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 9, 1945.)
03264. Cosmetics and Medicinal Preparations-Qualities, Properties
or Results and Safety.-Exelento Medicine Co., a corporation, Box 2201,
Exelento Building, Atlanta 1, Ga., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling preparations designated Exelento Temporary Skin'\ hitener, Exelento
Hair Pomade, Exelento Bleach Cream and Exelento Skin Ointment and
agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease
and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That Exelento Hair Pomade will produce lustrous hair or improve the hair; or be
of any benefit to the hair other than to straighten it temporarily and produce temporarily a smooth oily appearance.
(b) By the use of the word "whitener" in the brand name of the preparation Exelento Temporary Skin Whitener, or otherwise, that said preparation will whiten the
skin, or that said preparation will give the skin a pale creamy complexion, or
(c) That Exelento Skin Ointment has a healing action.

The Exelento Medicine Co. further agreed to cease and desist from disseminating any advertisement which fails to reveal the material facts that
Exelento Temporary Skin Whitener and Exelento Bleach Cream should
not be applied upon an area of the skin larger than the face and neck at
any one time; that too frequent applications and use over excessive periods
of time should be avoiclecl; that aclequate rest periods between selies of
treatments should be observed; that said preparations should not be used
where the skin is cut or broken; and that in all cases a proper patch test
should be made to determine whether or not the patient is allergic or sensitive to said preparations; Provided, however, that such advertisement need
contain only the statement," CAUTION: Use only as directed" if and when
the directions for usc, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling:, or
both on the label and in the labeling, contain warnings to the same effect.
Exelento Medicine Co. further agreed not to publish, or cause to be
published, any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Mar. 9, 1945.)
032G5. Medicinal Preparation-Safety and Qualities, Properties or
Results.-Lanteen Medical Laboratol'ies, Inc., a corporation, 900 North
Franklin St., Chicago, Ill., advertiser-vendor, was engagecl in selling a
medicinal preparation clesignated Ex-Teen and agreed, in connection with
the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from disseminating any advertisement which fails to clearly reveal that such preparation should not be used in excess of the dosage recommendecl since such
use may be harmful; Providrd, however, that such aclvertisement need
only contain the statement: "CAUTION: Usc only as Directed," if and
when the directions for use wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling, or in both label and labeling, contain a caution or warning to the same
effect.
It is further agreed by the said Lanteen Medical Laboratories, Inc., that
it will forthwith cease and desist from rrpresenting directly or by implicaion:
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(a) That the product will relieve or overcome distressing psychic or disposition
phenomena accompanying menstruation such as gloominess or depression, self pity,
nervousnPss and irascibility.
(b) That the said product will provide a stimulating effect.

The said Lantee!l Medical La~orat.ories, In?·~ also agreed not to publish
or cause to be published any testlmomal contammg any representation contrary tu the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 9, 1945.)
03266. Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results an 1
Earnin&s or Profit.-American Biochemical Corporation, a corporation
815-A Hanna Building, Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged
in selling a medicinal preparation designated Paracelsus and agreed in
connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease ~nd
desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That said preparation is effective in the treatment of rheumatism, arthritis,
neuritis, asthma, over-acidity, or ailments caused by the mineral deficienry.
(b) That said preparation will-build up or purify the blood; build up bones or tPeth;
nourish the brain; benefit the muscular tissues, heart or nerves; assist in the ~.ealthy
functioning of the kidneys or liver; stimulate the circulation of the blood; c'eante the
system; build resistance to disease; a.id digestion; help eliminate toxic poisons from the
system; or be effective in the treatment of flu, phlebitis, tired feet or swollen limbs.
(c) That said preparation will make up a deficiency in the diet of calcium, phrsphorus, iron, sodium, potassium or chlorine; that it will provide an adequate supply of
minerals; that it provides a complete adjunct to nature in the treatment of physical
irregularities; that it contains all the mineral elements necessary to nutrition; or that
it will restore the mineral content of the body.
(d) That said preparation is not a medicine.
(e) That prospective distributors, dealers or other representatives can make earnings
or profits within any specified period of time which are in excess of the net average earnings or profits within like periods of time made by a substantial number of its active fulltime distributors, dealers or other representatives in the ordinary and usual course of
business and under normal conditions and circumstances.

The said American Biochemical Corporation further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation
contrary to the foregoing agreement. (l\Iar. 9, 1945.)
032G7. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.Henry Gottlieb an individual trading as Vita-1\Ian, 175 East Broadway,
New York City advertiser-vendor, was engaged in selling a vitamin
Preparation designated Vita-Hair Tablets and agreed, in connection with
the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray-hair vitamin" as descriptive of hi11
Product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product
Will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88% or
any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
Principal ingredient of his product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it hR.S been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of his product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That it hR.S been established that the skin is improved or the strength and elasticity of the nails increased through the administration of calcium pantothenate, the
Principal ingredient of his product.
(e) That his product restores the natural color of the hair, prevents the hair from becoming gray or revitalizes the hair.

•
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(j) That' his product improves the skin.
(g) That his product increases the strength or elasticity of the nails.
(h) That his product rejuvenates the appearance.

The said Henry Gottlieb further agreed not to publish or cause to b:
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to th:
foregoing agreement. (Mar. 12, 1945.)
03268. Radio Receiving Sets-Equipment.-Spiegel, Inc., a corporation, 1061 \Vest 35th St., Chicago 9, Ill., advertiser-vendor, was engagec
in selling radio receiving sets and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly o;
by implication:
That any radio receiving set contains a designated number of tubes or is of a designated tube capacity, when one or more of the tubes referred to are tubes or other de
vices whil'h do not perform the recognized and customary functions of radio receivin,
set tubes in the detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals.

The said Spiegel, Inc. agreed not to publish or cause to be published any
testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 15, 1945.)
03269. Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results an(
Safety.-Lawrence F. Heer, an individual doing business as Berosol
Products, Rockaway Beach, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in
selling a medicinal preparation designated l\1ayr's and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from
representing directly or by implication:
(a) That the product will prevent the absorption of toxic substances.
(b) That it will relieve or correct indig('stion.
(c) That it will regulate the flow of bile and is a stomach remedy.

It is further agreed by Lawrence F. IIecr that he will forthwith cease and
desist from disseminating any advertisement which fails to reveal that the
product should not be used when abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, or
other symptoms of appendicitis are present; Provided, however, that such
advertisement need only contain the statement, "CAUTION: Use only a1
Directed," if and when the directions for usc wherever thry appear on the
label, caution or warning to the same effect.
The said Lawrence F. Ileer further agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any repres£>ntation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Mar. 15, 1945.)
03270. Vitamin Hair Restorer-Qualities, Properties or Results.-The
Carley Co., a corporation, IGO East Illinois St., Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in s£>lling a vitamin prrparation designated Grayvita
and agreed, in connection with the diss£>mination of future advertising, to
cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) Through the usc of the phrase "anti-gray-hair vitamin" as descriptive of its
product, or in any other manner or hy any othl'r ml'ans or devil-e, thnt the said product
will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the Lair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a brad of hair hns been elTel'ted In 88%
or any other definitdy statrd prr1·entage of those to "hom ealcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of its produr·t, "as arlmini!,trred in ttsts.
(c) That it bns hrrn estaLiished thnt 88l'0 or any othrr Jrfinitrly stated prrcentnge
of those administrrcd calc-ium pantothenate, the prirH'ipal ingredient of its product,
have had the natural color of their hair restorrd.
(d) That its product Lani8hcs gray hair, restores the natural color or lustre to the hair •

•
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(e) That its product restores the vitality of the hair.
(f) That its product restores natural waves to the hair.

(g) That its product improves the complexion.
(h) That its product increases the elasticity of the nails.
(i) That its product prevents grayness.
(j) That its product restores youthful vigor or appearance or makes one look younger.

The said The Carlay Co. further agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Mar. 16, 1945.)
03271. Anti-Gray Hair Vitamin-Qualities, Properties or Results.U. S. A. Brands, Inc., a corporation, 675 Broadway, New York City,
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling an anti-gray hair vitamin designated Cal-D-Pan and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
implication.
.
.
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray hair vitamin" as descriptive of its
pnduct, or by any other means or device, that the said product will end gray hair or
rrstf're the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restorat:on of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88% or
any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredier.t of its prodUI·t, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered caleium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of its product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.

The said U. S. A. Brands, Inc., further agreed not to publish or cause to
he published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
for£'going agreement. (Mar. 20, 1945.)
03272. Rodenticide-Safety and Qualities, Properties or Results.0. W. Dean, an individual doing business as Saf-Kil Co., Benton Harbor,
Mich., vendor-advertis.er, engaged in selling a rodenticide designated
Saf-Kil Rat Poison; and United Advertising Companies, Inc., a corporation, 230 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill., advertising agent, engaged in
the business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated adyertiscmcnts for the above named product on behalf of 0. W. Dean agreed,
In connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and
desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That said product is safe or harmless to pets, other animals, or human beings.
(b) That said produrt is an effective killing agent for mice.
(c) That said produl't causes rats to die outside.

The said 0. W. Dean and United Advertising Companies, Inc., and each
of them, agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonials
containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar.
26, 1945.)
03273. Vitamin Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results.-1\lodem Products Inc. a corporation, 1428 North Twenty-fourth St., 1\lilw_aukee, Wis~., ve~dor-advertiser, engaged in selling an anti-gray hair
VItamin preparation designated Capata.bs; and Th~. Cramer-K:~sselt Co.,
a corporation 733 N. Van Buren St., l\hlwaukee, '" Isc., advertlsmg agent,
engaged in dte business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above named product on behalf of l\lodern Pr?ducts, Inc. agreed, in. connection with ~he di~semination o_f fu~ure
advertising to cease and desist from representmg, directly or by Implication:
'
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(a) 'through the use of the phrase "anti-gray-hair" factor as descriptive of the
product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product
will prevent or end gray hair or restore the original natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those who whom calcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of the product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88% or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of the product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That the product restores the natural color to the hair.

The said Modern Products, Inc., and The Cramer-Krasselt Co., and
each of them, further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any
testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 26, 1945.)
03274. Nasal Filter-Qualities, Properties or Results.-The Cha-Gobe
Co., a corporation, 66 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn., vendor-advertiser, engaged in selling a nasal filter designated Cha-Gobe Nasal Filter; and The
Charles A. Weeks Co., Inc., a corporation 122 East 42d St., New York
City, advertising agent, engaged in the business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above named
product on behalf of The Cha-Gobe Co. agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
That said device will prevent hay fever or asthma caused by dust, pollen or other
particles in the air, or that it is effective in such conditions in excess of affording partial
protection of the nasal membrane.

The said The Cha-Gobe Co. and The Charles A. Weeks Co., Inc., and
each of them, further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any
testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (1\lar. 26, 1045.)
03275. Medicinal Preparations-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Safety. Rose Beil and Norman N. Beil, individuals, trading as The K-B
Medical Products, 9G9 Lakeview Road, Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, were <'ngaged in srlling mrdi<'inal products designated" Periodic Capsules, Triple PPP" and "Dupree Pills." Also prior to September 30,
10-!2, and October 8, 1012, they were engaged in selling products designated H.XX Periodic Capsules and R.XXX Periodic Capsules and
agr!.'ed, in connection with dissemination of future advertising, to cease
and desist from r!.'pres!.'nting directly or by implication:
(a) That such preparations will constitute a competent or effective treatment or a
urpcndablc relief in casrs of delayed menstruation arilling from poor nutrition, anemia,
fright, colds, over-exposure, inadequate rlothing, change of climate, nervous strain, or
from other causes.
(b) Through use of the expreBBions "Period," "Periodic Capsules," "Period Pills,"
or oth.rr expression or term having substantially the same meaning, that such preparations will be of value in rll.Bcs of d<'layed menstruation from any cause.

It is further agreed by IloHe Bcil and Norman N. Bcil, and each of them,
that in the dissemination of advertising, by the means and in the manner
above set out, of such preparations as arc hereinabove named, or any other
prf'paration of substantially the same composition or possessing substantially the same properti£'s, they will forthwith cease and desist from diss!.'minating any advertisement which fails to reveal that the product
~hou!J not be used wlwn abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting or other symp-
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toms of appendicitis are present; Provided, however, that such advertiseneed only co!ltair;t the statement, "CAUTION: Use only as Directed"
1f and \Vhen the d1rectwns for use, wherever they appear on the label in
the labeling, or in both label and labeling, contain a caution or warning to
the same effect.
The said Rose Beil and Norman N. Beil, and each of them, further
agreed not to publish, disseminate, or cause to be published or disseminated, any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 29, 1945.)
03276. Hair Dye-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Kraupner &
Kraupner, trading as Hay's Co., a corporation, 1375 l\Iyrtle Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, engaged in selling a hair dye designated
Hay's Hair Coloring, and Diener & Dorskind, Inc., .a corporation, 147
West 42d St., New York, N.Y., advertising agent, engaged in the business
of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements
for the above-named product on behalf of Kraupner & Kraupner agreed,
in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and
desist from representing, directly or by implication:
~ent

(a) That hair dyed with the product is natural looking.
(b) That the product does not stain the scalp.

The said Kraupner & Kraupner, Inc., and Diener & Dorskind, Inc., and
each of them, further agreed. not to publish or cause to be published any
testimonial containing any representatitm contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 29, 19-15.)
03277. Medicinal Preparation-Safety.-Ada Marcellus, doing business under the trade name of Marcellus Co., Box 144, Essex Station, Boston, l\Iass., vendor-advertiser, engaged in selling a medicinal preparation
designated Top Lax and Reuben Barkow, an individual, 45 West 45th St.,
New York, N.Y., advertising agent, engaged in the business of conducting
an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above
named product on behalf of Ada Marcellus agreed, in connection with the
dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from disseminating
any advertisement which fails to reveal that said preparation should not
be used when abdominal pains, nausea, vomiting or other symptoms of appendicitis are present; Provided, however, that such advertisement need
only contain the statement "CAUTION: Use only as Directed" if and when
the directions for use, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling,
or in both label and labeling, contain a caution or warning to the same
effect.
The said Ada l\Iarcellus and Reuben Barkow, and each uf them, further
agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing
any represPntations contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Mar. 20, 1045.)
03278. Radio Receiving Sets-Equipment.-The Sun Radio Service
and Supply Corp., a corporation! 9381;' Stree~, N. ,~ .•.Washington, D. C.,
Vendor-advertiser was engaged m sellmg radiO rece1vmg sets and agreed,
in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and
desist from representing directly or by implication:
That any radio re~eiving set contains a designated number of tubes or is of a designated tube capacity, when one or more of the tubes referred to are tubes or other devices
Which do not perform the recognized. and customary functions of radio receiving set
tubes in the detection, amplification, and recrption of radio signals.

The Sun Radio Service and Supply Corp. agreed not to publish or cause
to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to
the foregoing agreement. (Apr. 3, HJ-!5.)
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03279. Photographic Enlargen:ents-Free, Unordered Goods, Prices
and Quality.-Fred Hammel, an individual doing business under the trade
name New York Art Service, 200 West 72d St., New York, N.Y., vendoradvertiser, was engaged in selling photographic enlargements and agreed,
in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and
desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) Using the term "Free" or any other term of similar import and meaning to
describe, designate or refer to any menhandise which is not a gift or gratuity and delivered to the recipient thereof without cost and unconditionally.
(b) Representing that a folder or other merchandise will be included in shipments of
photographic enlargements unless folders or other merchandise are in fact included in
all of such shipments.
(c) Wording advertising relating to the offering for sale of photographic enlargements or any other merchandise in any manner which will not enable a prospective
purchaEer to readily determine the quantity of such photographic enlargements or other
merchandise which may be expected when responding to such advertising, or the cost
·
thereof.
(d) Using any sales plan or merchandising method which involves the practice of
sending unsolicited C.O.D. shipments of photographic enlargements or any other merchandise to prospective purchasers.
(e) Representing that photographic enlargements or any other merchandise will be
sold for a price which is less than the price actually charged therefor.
(f) l'sing the term "Silk Finish" or a.ny other tetm containing the word "silk" to
in any way describe or refer to pictures which are not in fact printed on silk. (Apr. 5,
1945.)

03280. Wearing Apparel-Free.- Melville Meyers, Sidney Meyers and
Georgette Meyers, topartners trading as The Melville Company, Cincinnati 3, Ohio, vendor-advertisers, were engaged in selling wearing apparel and agreed, in connection with the di!"H'mination of future advertising, to cease and desist from using the word "free" or any other word or
term of similar import or meaning, to designate, describe or refer to wearing apparel or other items of merchandise which are not furnished gratuitously and unconditionally or which are furnished as compensation for
services rendered or for which the payment of money is required.
The said Melville Meyers, Sidney Meyers and Georgette Meyers, and
each of them, agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Apr. 6, 1945.)
03281. Waterrroofing Hydraulic Cement-Qualities, Prorerties or Results and Guaranteed.-American Fluresit Co., Inc., a corporation, 635
Rockdale Ave., Cincinnati 29, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, was engaged in
selling a fast setting hydraulic cement dfsignated fluresit Quick-Set
\\ aterproofing and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future
advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication.
(a) That said product is a waterproof or a dampness preventive material or compound or that it rendrrs "ails or strurtures made of conrrete, cement, bric·k or stone
impervious to water or dampness, unless there be set forth, in ronnection "ith suc·h
representations, statements clearly indicating the conditions under which said product
is effective.
(b) That any water repellent or damp resisting qualities rontained in or imparted hy
said product are permanent or everlasting.
(c) That F1uresit Quick-Set Waterproofing stops srepage leaJ..s through block and
concrete Lnaement walls reJ!:ardless of water pressure.
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(d) That Fluresit Quick-Set Waterproofing solves all waterproofing problems.
(e) That the results from the use of Fluresit Quick-Set Waterproofing are guaranteed
without disclosing the terms of the guarantee.

The American Fluresit Co., Inc., agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (Apr. 6, 1945.)
03282. Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Safety.-Hope, Inc., a corporation, 138 West 25th St., New York 1, N.Y.,
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a medicinal preparation designated Hope Laxative and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
futu~e a?vertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
Imphcahon:
That such preparation acts gently or that it does not cause griping.

The said Hope, Inc. further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any advertisement which fails to reveal that said preparation should
not be used in the presence of abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting or other
symptoms of appendicitis; Provided, however, that such advertisement
need only contain the statement: "CAUTION: Use only as Directed," if
and when the directions for use wherever they appear on the label, in the
labeling, or in both label and labeling, contain a caution or warning to the
same effect.
The said Hope, Inc. further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (Apr. 24, 1945.)
03283. Rodenticide-Qualities, Properties or Results.-Feed Supplies, Inc., a corporation, 741 North Milwaukee St., Milwaukee 2, Wise.,
and Killer-Diller Corp., a corporation, 741 North Milwaukee St., Milwaukee 2, Wise., vendor-advertisers, engaged in selling a mouse and rat
exterminator designated Kil-Balm, and Arthur Towell Inc., a corporation,
505 Insurance Building, Madison, Wise., advertising agent, engaged in the
business of conducting an advertising agency which disseminated advertisements for the above named product on behalf of Feed Supplies, Inc.,
and Killer-Diller Corp. agreed, in connection with the dissemination of
future advertising, to cease and desist from representing, directly or by
Implication, that said product:
(a)

Will rid buildings or homes of rats or mice.

(b) Will cause rats or mice to crawl outside to die.

The said Feed Supplies, Inc., Killer-Diller Corp. and Arthur Towell Inc.,
and each of them, further agreed not to publish or cause to be published
any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing
'
agreement. (May 8, 1945.)
03284. Welding Compound-Qualities, Properties or Results.IIennan I. Richman and Anna Richman, copartners doing business as
Richman Chemical Products Co., 2526 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.,
Vendor-advertisers were engaged in Felling a welding compound designated Royal Block' Welding Compound and agreed, in connection with the
dissrmination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing
directly or by implication:
Dy use of the words "weld" or "welding" in connection with the trade name of the
aforesaid prodl.lct, or otherwise, that the aforesaid product will effect a weld or fusion
or metal parts.

The said Herman I. Richn:an and Anna Richn:an, and each of them,
650781>-47-66
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further agreed not to publish, or cause to be published, any testimonial
containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (May
8, 1945.)

03285. Medicinal Preparation-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Scientific or Relevant Facts.-Edward T. Keenan, an individual doing
business as Keenan Laboratories, Frostproof, Fla., vendor-advertiser, was
engaged in selling a medicinal preparation designated Key-Mins and
agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to
cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That the said product will build blood, bone or tissue.
(b) That it will relieve or cure restlessness or irritability.

(c) That the product will increase strength, endurance, energy or vitality or that it
will improve the general health or enable one to be healthy.
(d) That it will lengthen life expectancy or shorten the period of convalescence.
(e) That it will relieve, cure or prevent physical or mental fatigue.
(j) That it will relieve or cure mineral deficiencies and mineral deficiency diseases
and disorders; or that four out of five people in America are deficient in minerals.
(g) That it will prevent all mineral deficiencies and mineral deficiency diseases and
disorders.
(h) That it will ward off or prevent disease or enable one to resist disease and disorders.
(i) That it will relieve distress due to overindulgence in eating and drinking.
(j) That it will relieve anemia and digestive and gall bladder disturbances.
(k) That it will reduce susceptibility to infection or that it will relieve or prevent
arthritis, hardening of the arteries, nervousness, despondency, insanity, convulsions,
heart diseases, blood disorders, cancer, kidney stones, constipation, rickets, overweight,
underweight, colds or catarrh.

The said Edward T. Keenan also agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (May 8, 1915.)
03286. Hair Dye-Safety.-8amuel D. Cates, an individual trading as
Juel Co., 3721 North Clark St., Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a hair dye designated "(New Color) Hair Dye," "Juel
Hair Dye" or "Jet Black Hair Dye" and agreed, in connection with the
dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from: publishing
or causing to be published any advertisement which fails to reveal.that it
is a hair dye and all hair dyes should be used with caution; that it should
be kept out of the eyes, mouth, ears and skin eruptions; that if there is a
skin eruption on the scalp it should not be used or reused; that it is for
external use only; and that it should not be used on the eyebrows or eyelashes; Provided, however, that said advertisements need contain only the
statement, "CAUTION: Use only as Directed," if and when the directions
for use, wherever they appear on the label, in the labeling or in both label
and labeling, contain a caution or warning to the same effect.
The said Samuel D. Cates further agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (May 15, 1915.)
03287. Anti-Gray Hair Vitamin-Qualities, Properties or Results.Spiegel, Inc., a corporation, 10Gl West 35th St., Chicago, 9, Ill., vendoradvertiser, was engaged in selling an anti-gray hair preparation designated Grayvita Tablets and agreed, in connection with the dissemination
of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by
i!llplication:
(a) Through the use of the phrase "anti-gray hair taLlets," as descriptive of its
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product, or in any other manner or by any other means or device, that the said product
will prevent or end gray hair or restore the natural color to the hair.
(b) That restoration of the natural color of a head of hair has been effected in 88%
or any other definitely stated percentage of those to whom calcium pantothenate, the
principal ingredient of its product, was administered in tests.
(c) That it has been established that 88 .. or any other definitely stated percentage
of those administered calcium pantothenate, the principal ingredient of its product,
have had the natural color of their hair restored.
(d) That its product restores the natural color to gray hair.

The said Spiegel, Inc., further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (May 18, 1945.)
03288. Hair Dye and Tonic-Qualities, Properties or Results and
Composition.-Joseph H. Tall, an individual doing business under the
trade name The Gra-No-Mor Co., P. 0. Box 196, Brookline, Mass.,
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a hair dye designated Gra-NoMor Hair Coloring and a hair tonic designated Tri-Pl-Oil Hair Tonic and
agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to
cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That just a few drops of "Gra-No-Mor" on the palm of the hand and patted on
to the hair completes the process of restoring color to the hair.
(b) That "Gra-No-Mor"
1. Restores color to the hair;
2. Replaces hair color;
3. Imparts color and charm to the hair;
4. Abolishes gray hair worries;
5. Causes grayness to disappear like magic, or
6. Is exceedingly effective, quick-acting and satisfying.
(c) That "Tri-Pl-Oil Hair Tonic" is a tonic, or that it possesses tonic properties or
produces tonic effects.
(d) That "Tri-Pl-Oil Hair Tonic"
1. Is scientifically prepared;
2. Contains essential oils necessary to the life and beauty of the hair and scalp;
3. Helps promote the growth of new hair;
4. Improves the health of the hair;
5. Gives new life and luster to the hair; or
6. Removes dandruff and dead hair.

The respondent further stipulated and agreed to cease and desist from
the use of the word uora-No-Mor" or any other word or words, abbreviation or abbreviations or combination of words or parts of words, which
might imply that the use of his product would put an end to gray hair or
gray hair worries, either as a trade name or as the name or part of the
name of his product.
The respondent further stipulated and agreed to cease and desist from
the use of the word "tonic" as a part of the name of any product sold by
him that does not possess tonic properties or produce tonic effect.
The said Joseph II. Tall further agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. Cl\1ay 23, 1945.)
03289. Men's Clothing-Composition.-Hollywood Credit Clothing
Co., Inc., a corporation, 703 Seventh St., N. W., Washington, D. C.,
vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling men's clothing and agreed, in
connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from. the use of the words 11 camels," 11 camels hair" or any other word
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or term of similar import, as a designation for or as descriptive of a product
which is not composed entirely of the hair of the camel, provided, however,
that in case of a product composed in substantial part of the hair of the
camel, and in part of other fibers and materials, the words camel, camels
or camels hair may be used as descriptive of the camel fiber content if
there be used in immediate connection or conjunction therewith, in letters
of at least equal size and conspicuousness, words tmthfully describing
such other constituent fibers and materials, together with such other disclosure as may be required by provisions of law applicable to the respective
fabric or article.
The said Hollywood Credit Clothing Co., Inc., also agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing any representatio:o.
contrary to the foregoing agreement. (May 23, 19-15.)
03290. Radio Receiving Sets-Equipment-sears, Roebuck and Co., a
corporation, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, was engaged in selling a
radio receiving set designated "11-Tube Silvertone Console Radio" and
agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease
and desist from representing directly or by implication:
That any radio receiving set contains a designated number of tubes or is of a designated tube capacity, when one or more. of the tubes referred to are tubes or other
devices which do not perform the recognized and customary functions of radio receiving set tubes in the detection, amplification, and reception of radio signals.

The said Sears, Roebuck and Co. agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (May 25, 19-15.)
03291. White Shoe Cleaner-Qualities, Properties or Results.Everett & Barron Co., a corporation, Providence, R.I., vendor-advertiser,
was engaged in selling a white shoe dressing designated Stazon White and
agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease
and desist from representing directly or by implication:
By use of the words "really stays on," or otherwise, that the said preparation will
not rub off of shoes to which it is applied.

The said Everett & Barron Co. agreed not to publish or cause to be
published any testimonial containing any representation contrary to the
foregoing agreement. (June 26, 19-15.)
03292. Cosmetics-Success, Use or Standing.-Revlon Products Corporation, a corporation, 745 Park Ave., New York, N. Y., vendor-advertiser, engaged in selling cosmetics designated Revlon Nail Enamel and
Revlon Lipstick and Abbott Kimball Co., Inc., a corporation, 250 Park
Ave., New York, N.Y., advertising agent, engaged in the business of conducting an advertising agency which disRcminated advertisements for the
above named products on behalf of Revlon products Corporation agreed,
in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and
desist from disseminating and from representing, directly or by implication:
That it has been established by interviews or surveys that any number or proportion
of women wear or show a preference for Revlon Nail Enamel or Lipstick, or that RevIon Nail Enamel is used in more beauty salons than all other nail enamels combined,
when such representations are not substantiated by statistics compiled from actual
interviews or surveys conducted in such a manner as to reflect impartia\ findings of fact
in that respect among a substantial majority of the cosmetic users referred to in the
advertising.

It is hereby further agreed by Revlon Products Corporation and Abbott
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Kimball Co., Inc., that in connection with the dissemination of advertising
for Revlon Nail Enamel, by the means and in the manner above set out
they, and ~ach of them, will forthwith .cease and desist from designating
or computmg the use of any color of smd enamel by one person, one time
as more than one pretesting. (June 29, 1945.)
03293. Food Beverage-Qualities, Properties or Results and Free.G. M. Bartlett and M. E. Bartlett, copartners doing business as W. H. Y.
and Kevo Products Co., Ltd. and The Kevo Co., 2655 Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, Calif., were engaged in selling a food supplement beverag~
designated Kevo and agreed, in connection with the dissemination of future advertising, to cease and desist from representing directly or by implication:
(a) That said preparation provides the vitamins to minerals required daily by the
human body or that said preparation is rich in vitamins, minerals or proteins.
(b) That said preparation is effective in relieving nervousness, fatigue, headache,
irritability, run-down condition, seasickness or anemia.
(c) That said preparation is effective in relieving or preventing constipation other
than that caused solely by insufficient bulk in the diet.
(d) That said preparation will be effective in preventing biliousness.
(e) That said preparation has a. specific action in nourishing the nerves, provides
"something" that most other foods have lost, or is a food required by brain workers.
(j) That said preparation will have a beneficial effect upon the vision, mental processes of the user or the complexion.
(g) That said preparation will be effective in keeping the user vigorous, will provide
stamina or resistance for invalids .or convalescents, or will prevent exhaustion from
physical exertion.
(h) That said preparation takes the place of a meal or has the same nutritive value
as a meal.
(i) That said preparation is not capable of increasing body weight, will provide a
means of reducing body weight or that the dextrose contained in said preparation is
nonfattening.
(j) That the Health Defense Dial furnished to purchasers of said preparation retails
for 50¢.

It was further agreed that the vendor-advertisers will forthwith cease
and desist from:
1. Representing that any article of merchandise regularly included in a combination
offer with other merchandise is "free."
2. Using the term "free,'' or any other term of similar import and meaning, to
describe, designate or refer to any merchandise or other article which is not a gift or
gratuity and delivered to the recipient thereof without cost and unconditionally.

The said G. M. Bartlett and l\1. E. Bartlett, and each of them, further
agreed not to publish or cause to be published any testimonial containing
any representation contrary to the foregoing agreement. (June 29, 1945.)

•

•

INVESTIGATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
UNDEU THE EXPORT TRADE ACf1

IN THE MATI'ER OF

FLORIDA HARD llOCK PHOSPHATE EXPORT
ASSOCIATION, ITS OFFICERS, EXECUTIVE
CO.Ml\IJTTEE AND MEMBERS
~ONDENSED

REPORT 01! INVESTIGATION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA·
TIONS IN RE ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF THE EXPORT TRADE ACT,
APPROVED APRIL 10, 1918

Docket

~02-2.

Notice ana Summons, JuZy14, 19,U-Conclu&wnllln4
Recommendation&, June !8, 1945

1 The
Commission's recommendations In thtJ Matter ot Pacijfo ll'orelt Induatnea,
Oocket 202-1, dated January 27, 1940, which preceded the Florida Hard Rock Pho1phat•
EIIJpDrl Aaaoclatlon, read lis follows :

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE READJUSTMENT OF THE BUSINESS 011'
PACIFIC FOREST INDUSTRIES, AN EXPORT TRADE ASSOCIATION
ro: Pacific For~st Industries, a cooperative association organized under the Ia we of the
State of Washington, with principal office and place of business at Tacoma, WashIngton, and Its several members:
The Federal Trade Commission, havln& reason to bellevl' that Pacific Forest Industries,
an association engaged In export trade (as "association" a.nd "expor· trade" are defined
n the Act of Congress known as the Export Trade Act, approved April 10, 1918), and
certain of Its agreements and acts were In restraint of the exporr trade or domestic
competitors of 'aid association, summoned said association, Its officers and agents to
appear before It on thP 12th day of September, 1939, as provided by section :1 of aald
Export Trade Act. Said a~soclatlon having duly appeared before th~ Commission pursuant to said summons, and a hearing and Investigation Into the alleged violations ot
•aw having been conductet1 by the Commission, and oral and written statements and
arguments and briefs having been presented by said association, and the Commission
navlng concluded upon such Investigation that the antitrust laws have been violated by
said association In that said associlltlon and certain agreements made and acts done b7
r have been and are In restraint of the export trade of 1ta domestic competitors, to w1t,
other American exporters E!ngaged In purchasing, transporting and selling Douglas Fir
plywood In export trade,
Now, therefore, pursuant to the provisions ot said Export Trade Act and by virtue
ot the authority conferred upon 1t by said Act, the Federal Trade Commission hereb7
makes to said l'aclfic ~'orest Industries and Its several members the tollowlng recommendations for the readjustment of Its business, In order that It may hereafter maintain
ts organization and management and conduct Its business 1n accordance with law:
1. That Pacific Forest Industries shall not, by 1tl by-laws, contract• with member•
or llssoclate mo>mbers, or otherwise, prohibit Its members or associate membera from
aelllng plywood dlrectlJ to American exporters.
2. Section X:Vr of the present by-laws of Pacific Forest Industries ~JrovJdes that "the
several members ngree to
• • turn over to the association, as and when rece1Yed,
all future orders 'tor export:
•. 'l'he members agree not to accept any future
export orders, but to transmit and turn the same over to the assof'latlon." Contracts
between Pacific Forest Industrle~~ a,:>d associate member p!Jwood mU~ provide that the
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Where an association of three corporations organized under the Export Trade
Act to euga~e in export trade as defined therein, which, through its
officers and members, engaged in the sale for export and the exportation
of hard rock phosphate produced from the mines of its members, under a
procedure by which sales were made by its sales agents in Europe under
the supervision of its European representative; all sales contracts were
executed between ouyers and the Association as principal, with the
provision that any member might supply the cargo. the Identity of the
supplying member not being indicated and no member being permitted to
sell dlrect, and sales being allocated among members according to a fixed
quota; prices for their product being fixed, prior to December of 1933.
by the association, and after that time, by agreement amon~ the association, the Phosphate Export Association, and the French North African
producers~

(a) Entered Into two internatlon.al cartel agreements known as the Paris and
Curacao agreements, which required that deductions for shipments of
Florida hard rock phosphate from the United States by American nonmembers of the association be made from the quota of American shipments of hard rock phosphate to Europe; and into an Intra-association
agreement known as the Brussels agreement, which required the deduction
of the tonnage of hard rock phosphate sold by each member in domestic
trade In the United States from the European quota therein allotted to
the seller;
(b) Entered into an understanding with the two owners (member and former
member and with common officers) of c1 strategically situated Florida
terminal equipped with crushing, drying, loading and storage facllitles for
hard rock phosphate, which confined and restricted the use of the terminal
solely to the members of the association; and undertook to enter into protective and forestalling arran-~ements with a common carrier railway
with reference to nard rock phosphate shipments of non-members, the
rates on such shipments, and the avallablllty or use of terminal facilities
to accommodate such shipment~;
(c) Falled to file such agreements In its annual reports, required under schedule E of the Act, calllng for a description of the methods and plans under
which the association's business was done, and its relationships with
others:
associate member "will not sell or o!fer for aale directly or Indirectly any plywood for
export, excl'pt through said association." Said by-laws and contracts, and any other
exlotlng by-laws, contracts or agreements to the same effect, sliould be rescinded, or
amended so ne to permit members and associate members of said association to accept
and till orders for plywood for export received by them, respectively, from American
exporters without reference to or approval by the association.
3. That I'arltlc Forest Industries shall not Impose any penalties, forfeiture• or chargea
apon salea of plywood by Its members or associate members to American exporters, or
fix or prescribe prices, terms or conrlltlona of sales to or by American exporters of plywood produced by Its members, or take any other action designed to prevent or restrict
such sales.
4. 'rhat l'acltlc Forest lndustriea cease and desist from advertising In forel~tn countries
that It Ia tl.e sole export representative of the plywood milia In the llnlted Statel
Pacific Northwest, and from making any almllar advertising claims to the elrect that
United Sta.ea Dou~:lns Fir plywood can be purchased In foreign countriee only through
Paclllc I"orest Industries or Its agents.
The term "Amerl<'aD eT.portt>r" 11 deftned, for the purpose of these recommendatlona,
as 'l citizen of the l'nltcd States, a partnerEblp In which the partner or partners ownina
the prlnd:'al bC'ndldal Interest Ia or are citizen• of the United States, or a corporation
<lomlelled 1:1 the United States the majority of the 1tock of 'l!."hlch II owned by cltlkDI
of t~e United StatPs, desiring to purchue piJwood tor hla, their, or ltl own account
for resale In export trade.
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Ell'ects of which agreements and acts were in restraint of trade within the
United States and In violation of law:
Hecommended. purswnt to said act authorizing the Commission to make recommendations for tlw reaujustment of the business of export trade associa·
Uon8 whose agreements were In violation of law, that
Ill The association withdraw from the f!O-called "Paris" and ·•<Juracao" agree·
menrs l'equ!J·Ing that deductions for shipments of Florida hard rock phosphate from the United States by American non-members of the assocla
tlon be made from the quota of American shipments to Europe, and that
th~ association refrain from entering Into like or similar covenants In
the future:
I:! 1 l'he members rescind and cancel their Intra-association Brussels agreement, requiring the deduction of the tonnage of hard rock phosphate sold
oy each member In domestic trade In the United States from the European
quota therein allotted to the seller, and refrain from entering Into like
or similar agreements in the future;
1a 1 rhat two certain members cancel their a-6ree~ent requiring that the tonnage of hard rock phosphate sold by either in the domestic market of th~>
United States be deducted from the quota of European shipments allotted
to such members under the said Brussels agreement, and that they refrain
In the future from entering Into or effectuating any like or ~im!lar agrN>·
ments:
c-t1 Tbat the association withdraw from and rescind any agreements with a
member and a former member, the owners of Fernandina terminal at
Fernandina, Fla., which confine or restrict In any way the u:;e of thl'
terminal, for the processing and shipment of hard rock phosphate, solei~
to the members of the association; and that the Association refrain in
the future from entering Into any negotiations. urrangements or undPr
standings with any common carrier with reference to hard rock phosphate
shipments by non-members, or the rates thereon, or the availability or U!W
of terminal fac1lltles to accommndate them and
(51 That the association. in the future seasonat.l;y file with the C< mmission all
Information req•Jlred by the Export Trade Act to be filed annually, ancl
furnish all Information and documentary evidence requested or requiren
by th11 Commission, pursuant to such Act, whether called by report forrus,
by questionnaires or communi<'atlons, by personal visitation or otherwls('.
and
Ordered, That the Association tile within 30 days a report stating whether It
has elected to comply with such recommendations, and tf so, the manner
In which It has so complied.

Before Mr. John W. Norwood, trial examiner.
Mr. T. flarold Scott and Mr. Frank Bier, of Washington, D. C.,
for the Commission.
Mr. J. G. Korner and Mr. Richard S. Doyle of Blair, Korner
Doyle & Appel, of Washington, D. C., for Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export Association. its officers, i!xecutive committee, and
members.
Vr. EduJard 0. Brennan, of Savannah, Ga.) for the Dunnellon
Phosphate Mining Co.
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Pursuant to the provisiOn& of an Act of Congress approved April
10, 1918, entitled "An Act to Promote Export Trade and for other
purposes" (40 Stat. 516; lt.S.C.A. Sees. 61-65) commonly known as

the Webb-Pomerene Act, and by virtue of the authorit} conferred
upon it by said act, the Federal Trade Commission did, on the 14th
day of July, 1944, issue its Notice of Investigation and Summons to
the Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export Association (hereinafter
called "Hardphos") its officers, executive committee. and members.
as named above, being an association organized under the said act
for the purpose of engagillg in export trade pursuant to the provisions thereof. The said notice and summons set forth that the
Commission had reason to believe that the said named parties may
have entered into agreements and done act8 in restraint of trade
Within the United States: or m restraint of the export trade ot
domestic competitors of said parties, or which substantiaily lessened
competition within the United States and utherwise restrained trade
therein by means of the rr.atters and things specified in the bill of
particulars attached to the aforesaid notice and summons.
Pursuant to the order of the Federal Trade Commission, hearmgs
for the reception of testimony and evidmce in this investigation
were held before a trial examiner duly appointed b} the Commismission, in 'Vashington, D. C. on September 25. 26, and 27 and No
vember 13 and 14, HH4. fhereafter, the investigation was closed by.
order of the trial examiner. Sworn testimony and documentary
evidence were received in the record, the parties were requested and
permitted to make such statements for the rec0rd and to submit such
information to the Commission as they desired to )fl'er The pro
ceedings were reduced to writing and the transcript of the record and
exhibits were filed in the office of the Commission. And the Commission, having examined and analyzed the record, makes this its report on the facts.
REPORT ON TilE FACTS

The Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export Assodation, herein
after sometimes referred to as "Hnrdphos" and "the association,''
is an unincorporated association organized March 1!), 1919, under thr
Webb-Pomerene Act ior the purpose of engaging m export trade
as defined in said act. It has, through its officers and members, smce
its organization, engaged in the sale for export and exportation of
hard rock phosphate produced from the mines of tts members Jo
1 The full rt>port of investigation, To"hlcb baa been condPosed, u •et oot aboYe, through
exclusion of matter not deemed essential for a atatement of thl!l Qllestlon• at IA~u ...

•• HlP<! wtth •h,. C"ommiPAinn 11n" mn;v hr
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cated in the State of Florida. Its principal office is at 1006 Savannah
Bank & Trust Building, Savannah. Ga.
The association makes export sales of phosphate rock for the ac~ount of its lhPmbers. These sales are made by the association's sales
agents in Europe under the supervision of the Enropean representative of the association, .J. Buttgenbach & Uo., which has an office
~tt 22 A venue Marnix, in Brussels, Belgium. All sales contracts are
·xecuted between buyers .and the association as principal, but with
7he provision that any member of the association may supply the
·argo. The identity of the supplying member is not indicated. all
tegotiations and shipping documents being handled under the name
1f the association. Each member has a fixed quota in each grade
1f phosphate rock which h~ produces. Sales are allocated among the
•nembers according to thei::: quotas. l\Iembers are not permitted to
'ell direct. Prior to Decerr.ber of 1933, prices for phosphate rock
•xported were tixed by the association; aft.er that time they have
been fixed by agreement between the association and the Phosphate
Export Association (PEA) which is a Webb-Pomerene association
-~xporting pebble phosphate, and by the French .North African
producers. The association is financed by semi-annual assessments
made of the members to cover expenses actually incurred during
each preceding half year.
The officers of Hard phos are as follows:
1. Robert W. Groves, pre::ndent, with offices in the Savannah Bank
& Trust Building, Savannah, Ga. Groves is also president of Dunnellon Phosphate Mining Company, 1006 Savannah Bank & Trust
Building, Savannah, Ga., which is a member of the 'lssoc1ation.
2. Maurice Van der Rest, vice president, 22 Avenue Marnix,
Brussels. Belgium, who is also a member and managmg director of
the member firm of Societe Anonyme La Floridienne, J. Buttgenbach & Co., and as such exercised active management of the foreign
sales and business of Hardphos.
3. Henry N. Camp, viCe president, Ocala, Fla. Also secretary and
treasurer of C. & J. Camp, Inc., a member of IIardphos.
4. Julius l\1. Extrowich, secretary-treasurer, with offices at 1006
Savannah Bank & Trust Building, Savannah, Ga., who is also secretary of Dunnellon.
The executive committee of Hardphos consists of E. F. Fitch,
Jacksonville, Fla., vice president of C & J Camp, Inc.; David B.
Kibler, Jr., Lakeland, Fla., American manager for Societe Anonyme
La. Floridienne, J. Duttgenbach & Co., and Robert W. Groves.
The members of IIardphos are as follows:
1. Dunnellon Phosphate Mining Company (he.reina~ter _refer~ed
to as Dunnellon), which is a Delaware corporatwn with Its prm-
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c1pal place of business at 1006 Savannah Bank & Trust Building,
Savannah, Ga. Its mines are located at Hernando, Citrus County,
Fla. It began producing and exporting Florida hard rock phosphate
in 1932 and has been a member of Hardphos since that time.
2. Societe Anotlyme La Floridienne, J. Buttgenbach & Company
(hereinafter referred to a!l Buttgenbach), is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Kingdom of Belgium, with
its principal office located at 22 Avenue Marnix, Brussels, Belgmm.
It has an American office at 318 E. l\Iain St., Lakeland, Fla., under
the supervision of D. B. Kibler. Jr., general manager. Buttgenbach
was a member of Ilardphos prwr to 1922, a.t which time it withdrew
because, so it is said, it was criticized in Belgium as upholding prices
and working hardships on Belgian buyers and consumers, It returned to membership in Ilardphos in November, 1933, but apparentiy during the period of nonmembership cooperated with Hardphos. Buttgenbach mmes hard rock phosphate in Citrus County,
Fla. It has been represented at IIardphos meetings by H. Buttgenhach, .Maurice Vander Rest and D. B. Kibler, Jr
Prior to the First World War. and for a few years thereafter,
Buttgenbach mined phosphate rock on properties owned by it in
Tunisia, North Africa. These operations were discontinued in the
twenties. the reason given ueing that the operations were unprofitable as compared to French miners who wtre given Government subsidies. In addition, the grade rroduced was low (66-68 percent) as
rompared to the hard rock produced by Buttgenbach in Ji'lorida.
Buttgenbach also buys m Europe basic slag from ~teeJ mills containing about 16 percent available phosphoric acid. Buttgenbach
grinds this slag and sells it in Europe to farmers, dealers and others
for fertilizer. In contrast, Florida hard rock phosphates are used
in the production of supeq,l10sphntes which contain 20 percent available phosphoric acid. Buttgenbnch is a large company and some of
its directors have substantial business i:-~terests in EuropE.- and other
parts of the world. It mine~:. metals and other products in addition to
phosphate rock in Bulgaria and the Belgian Congo and has ~umerous
business contacts in Europ~ which aided it in promotmg the sale of
Florida hard rock phosphate.
3. C. & J. Camp, Inc. (hereinafter referred to d.S Camp), is a
Florida corporation with its principal office and place of business at
Ocala, Fla. It has an office m Room 1000. nisbee Building, Jacksonville, Fla., under the management of E. J. Fitch, vice president.
Camp and its predecessor was a charter member of Hardphos and
was an exporting member in 1!)23, 1~2-1. and 1925 and has been
:tuch from November, 1!)33 to the present time. Camp sells hard rock
:<1hosphnte in the domestic market, being the only present r.pember
.t llardphos to do so, except for one sale in 193!) by Duttgenbach.
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There are two past members of Hardphos still in existence. These
are:
1. Cummer Lime and Manufacturing Company, Jacksonville,
I<'la, (formerly Cummer Lumber Company), a Florida corporation
which ·ceased mining operations and resigned its membership from
Hardphos in 1925. During the time Cummer was a member of Hardphos it owned its terminal in Jacksonville, Fla., which was equipped
with drying, storage, and loading facilities.
2. Mutual Mining Company (hereafter called Mutual), 1006 Savannah Bank & Trust Building, Savannah, Ga., a Florida corporation with its corporate office in Ocala, Fla. Mutual was a member
of Hardphos from 1919 until 1933. It ceased its mining operations
m 1931. Its only present asset is a one-hal£ interest in the Fernandina Terminal Corporation, hereafter referred to.
One former member, Dunnellon Ph.:>sphate Company, now dissolved, was a member of Hardphos until 1926. It is to be distinguished from Dunnellon Phosphate Minmg Co., a present member,
as it had been dissolved prior io the formation of the latter. It
owned the Port Inglis Terminal located at Inglis, Fla., but after the
construction of the Fernandina Terminal it shipped through Fernandina.
FLORIDA HARD ROCK PHOSPHATE INDUSTRY

Florida hard rock phosphate deposits are the resultant formation
of bones of prehistoric animals as they occur in the Alachua formation of the Pliocene Age. The hard rock phosphate- represents a
relatively small part of this formation which also contains pebbles.
sand, clay, and soft phosphate.
Deposits occur in isolated pockets which may run from a t'ew
tons up to 350,000 tons in size. The deposits themselves are usually
a jumble of small rocks and boulders ranging in size from less than
1 inch to masses weighing several tons. They are all mined by the
open pit method, in spite of the fact that they occur under overburdens in some cases as thick as 85 feet, which must be removed
before mining operations r,an take place.
Florida hard rock phosphates are valued commercially on the
basis of the percentage of tricalcium phosphate of lime or, as it is
known in the trade, bone phosphate of hme (BPL) Other types
of phosphate rock are also valued in the same way. Phosphorus.
which is chemica1ly known as PzO~, is derived from BPL. Phosphate rock mu3t be distinguished for its percentage of content of
iron and alumina, these two materials reducing the value because
they tend to retard solubiHty. Florida hard rock phosphates are ex·
ceptionally low in iron and alumina content. I~ .most fore1gn c~~n
tries phosphate rock must cnnform to laws rNtmrm~ watPr solub1htv
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of a specified standard. Phosphate rock is valued by ocean shipping
companies as ballast because of its weight and cleanliness.
Florida hard rock phosphates were discovered at Hale Springs,
Fla., in 1888. Subsequently, the known area of deposits has been
extended by prospecting to comprise the area from the southern part
of Suwannee and Columbia counties to the northern part of Pasco
County, a distance of abou.:; 110 miles. The width of the field ranges
from 5 to 12 miles in the northern and southern portions to a
maximum of 30 miles in the central part.
Since 1888 approximately 75 companies have operated at one
time or another in the Florida hard rock phosphate field on approximately 500 locations. The greatest activity occurred between
1895 and the beginning of World War I, at which time practically
all e::rports stopped for the duration. After the war, nine companies
resumed mining and operated early in the Twenties. The number of
these miners has gradually been reduced until at the present time
only three companies are operating, being Dunnellon, Buttgenbach
and Camp.
The Florida hard rock phosphate field covers more than one million
acres, of which the three companies own a total of 34,595 acres.
These three companies presently operating constitute the membership of Hardphos. The land owned by them contains a reserve according to geological estimates of 46,506,000 tons.
Territory in Florida in which hard rock phosphate deposits might
be expected to be found has been extensively prospected both by
members of Hardphos and others. From geological estimates it has
beoo estimated that there is a reserve running into hundreds of millions of tons of Florida hard rock phosphates. Some of the land in
this territory is owned by the Federal Government. The United
States Geological Survey examined some of this public land in 1934
and 1935 and determined that the government should retain mineral
rights to most of the tested areas. ·
Phosphate, owing to its occurrence in bone, the soft tissues of the
body, in milk, etc., is very important in animal physiology. Certain
elements are essential to plant life. Over 80 percent of the phosphate
rock mined in the United States is used in the manufacture of fertilizer in this country and ~a.broad. The bulk of it is made into superphosphate by a simple process of acidulating the rock with sulphuric
acid.
In continental Europe, the British Isles and the Far East, where
the soil has become impoverished through centuries of agricultural
exploitation, an adequate supply of fertilizer becomes a paramount
necessity. Large population per square mile requires mte,Ise cultivation of the soil. In Germany the German farmer, through the ap
plication of superphosphate and other fertilizers, raises substantially
"1orr pnr nrrr fh.,,. ic: rrtic:Nl in thP TT~itt>O- ~tnt""' Phoc:phate rock
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is finding an increased outlet for use as mineral feed for livestock,
t
where bonemeal is not available.
Phosphorus is used in the production of military smoke screens,
'hells and bombs. It is widely used for industrial purposes-for example, foundry facing, filler for asphalt mixtures, phosphorizing pig
tron, constru.!tion work, filter beds, refractories> planting compound,
etc. More and more, phosphorus is going into the production of
3hemicals for use in the manufacture and processing of foods for
\uman consumption, for example, as leavening agents. bread Im·>rovers, conditioners for salt, soda, and sugar to prevent casmg;
'or mineral fortification of foods; and for the manufacture of sugar,
·~~verages, jellies, yeast, condensed milk, processed cheese and ice
1·eam, and the manufacture of baking powder.
Phosphorus and its compounds are also used in the manufacture
• F matches, alloys, metal production, catalysts in organic reactions,
tergents, water softener~ textiles, pharmaceuticals, material for
· ·eproofing wood and textiles, ceramics, flotation agents. plasti.~ers, fungicides, sulfa drugs, penicillin and atebrin.
Florida hard rock phosphate has in the past beer, almost excluvely an export product. A relatively small amount has been sold
1 the domestic market for.specialized purposes and high grade phos.:10ric acid. As compared to the export market for phosphates gen.-ally, the domestic market has always been a low priced market.
'hosphates have never been given tariff protection.
The principal export market for Florida hard rock phosphate has
·en· northern ana central Europe. The demand the.re has an hisJrical basis. Many customers have special facilitie'=> for grinding
.nd handling this type of rock. It is higher quality than that prouced by most competitive sources, in that it has a higher BPL con·nt and a lower iron and alumina content, and it is preferred over
·her phosphate rock for special purposes, and on occasion has
·i·ought a slight premium because of its physical characteristics.
Smaller amounts of Florida hard rock phosphate are sold in
·11thern Europe, which is a comparatively low-priced territory. Ini rnificant amounts have been sold in the Far East which is also
•w-priced territory.
At the outbreak of hostilities in the fall of 1939. northern and
·ntral European markets were closed, and with the collapse of
'mnce, the supply of phosphate from Morocco, Algena~ and Tumsia
.. as no longer available to the United Kingdom and South Africa,
· ·ho turned to the United States for their supply.
Prior to World War I, the Florida hard rock field was the largt field producing for export. During this period, tjowever. phos. •t1ate rock was discovered in lther parts of the world~ principally
'n Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, and North Africa. The l<'l~rida dry
land pebble phosphate field was also opened up durmg th1s periOd.
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After the close of World War 1. the principal compet1tior. tor Flor
ida hard rock was from Pebble. Algeria and Tumsia. In thi dome8tic market, pebble was the principal competitiOn alth•mgh there \\a~
some competition from Tennessee rwbble. fennesse'- pebble phO!l·
phate is marketed principally u. the midwestern agricu.tural f..-rtl
lizer market! where it has &,n aavantage m freight rate oifferenTia.l~
over Florida of approximate!) $3 or $4 a ton. Tenn~::~set> pebbl•
phosphate has been unable to ~ompete With ~ither Florida pebble or
hard rock for export because of its distauce from the seaboard.
Tl:s production of .Moroccan phosphate began m l920 and there·
after offered increasingly effective competition to Florida hard rock
phosphate. In addition, phosphate rock began to IJ(' proauced in
Russia, the Island of Curacao, Dutch West Ir.dies. m Ocean <tnd
Nauru Islands, British possessions in the Pacific, ~taka tea. which
is a French possession, and other Pacific islands, and another
British island in the Indian Ocean known as Christmas Island. Deposits have also been discovered in some of the mandated islands held
by the Japanese. Relatively unimportant deposits have oeen found
m many other countries.
Authoritative estimate has been made of the world reserves ot
phosphate rock and apatite as follows:
Tunisia ------ . ------Algeria ---------------Morocco ---------------Egypt ------------------Europe (excluding nussln) _
Russia ------------------Palestine --------------Canada -----------------Mexico -----------------nrazll and
------------------Ocean
Nauru laland•-Makatea Island ----------

Metric tons
1,1500,000,000
1,016,1100,000
1,000,000,00\J
170,000,000
435,126,000
7,1168,000,000
4,000,000
181,000
214,500,000
1173,000,000
282,245,000
10,000,000

Cbrlstma1 Island --------J'apan ann mandated Island•
Cblna ------------------Indo-China -------------India -----------~------Netherlands Indies ------Other Foreign depoaltl ----

Metric tollll
110,000,000
28,984,000
2,400,000
:111,000
10,128,000
1,000,000
2,496,000

Total forel~rn deposita --- 12,877,615,000
United States ---------- 13,503,1114,000
Total World Resern• --- 26,381,129,000

In addition to phosphate rock, basic slag, a by-product of blast
furnace operations, is also a source of phosphoric acid.
World consumption of phosphate rock in the last normal year,
1038, including Florida Hard Rock phosphate, has been given as
follows:
Market

Metrie tona

Europe - - - - - - - - - - - - North America -------------Auatralla and New Zealand _
Japan - - - - - - -

Market

.Metric toDI

6,438,8'37 North Atrlca - - - - - 2!18,0112
88,038
2,677,o:n Soutb Atrlca __
1,082,:148 Other Countrlea - - - - 37,470
879,431
Total - - - - - - - - 11,481,48!

As compared to competing phosphates Florida hard rock phosphate has the advantage ot high llPL rontent and of low percentage
content of iron and alumina but in the domestic market nas the disadvantage of higher produ~tion costs, and in the export market •
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disadvantage of higher production costs and higher transportation
expense.
The demand for phosphates in the domestic market comes principally from fertilizer manufacturers, using the lower grades of phosphate, and they are generally not willing to pay more for the higher
grade rock product.
Over the years, export prices for both pebble and hard rock have
been consistently higher than domestic prices, and the domestic price
for pebble phosphate has generally been less than the prices for
?ard rock. The Office of Price Administration has fixed ceiling sellIng prices for hard rock phosphate considerably htgher than for
Florida land pebble phosphate. Generally speaking: Florida hard
rock phosphate has been uuable to compete, except for special uses,
with Florida dry land pebble phosphates in the domestic market.
The French North African phosphate producers have had labor
costs much less than the Florida hard rock producers. French
North AfriCan phosphate rock deposits can be mrned dried and
loaded much more economically than the Florida hara rock deposits.
Before the war, there were e~ ellent processing and loading facilities at Safi and Casablanca in Morocco, Bougie and Bona in Algeria,
and Tunis, Sonsse and Sfax in Tunisia. TransportatiOn costs from
North Africa to Europe are much less than from Florida to Europe.
The freight differential in favor of the North African product has
been approximately $2 per ton to :Mediterranean ports and $USO per
ton to Hamburg, Germany.
Next to agriculture, the mining of phosphate rock 1!:1 the most imPortant industry m French North Africa. It is also mmed in Egypt.
The French North African phosphate rock industry has had the
benefit of Government protection and subsidization The French
Government has always taken a vital interest in the phosphate business in North Africa and has spent large sums of money for roads,
railroads and other public works.
Competitive phosphate mined on the Island of Curar.ao, Dutch
"YV est Indies, is of a very high quality; most of it has been marketed
ln Europe.

THE PHOSPHATE CARTEL
PERIOD Pmon 'l'O JoiNT PuosPUATE EXPORT OPERATIONS
WITH Pnos~nATF. ExronT AssoCIATION (1919-1921)

From March l!)Hl whet. IIardphos was tormea, Witil April, 1921,
'
~hen it uniteu with PE.\ in joint selling, there was a -;trong demand
)

In Europe for Florida hard rock phosphates CompetitiOn had not
been met from North .\frican phosphates to an 11pprecis.ble extent.
That source of con;t)('tition was just emez-ging. Pebble. coml?etition
was substantial. but consmacrs in central Europe, espec1ally m GerfiM7so_..7

111
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many, hnd become accustomed to the quality and propertles of Florida hard rock phosphate. Buttgenbach was appomted exclusiv'
sales agent for Florida hard rock phosphate at llelgmm and given
a free hand in other Europl'an countries in accordance with a tentative agre£>ment made in New York on Au~st 11. 1920.
PuosPH.A.TII:
(1921-1923)

PERIOD OF JoiN'r OPERATIONS \VITH

ExronT

A~ROCIATION

Pursuant to an anangcment between Ilardphos and PEA, the
two associations engaged m joint selling activities. However, this
per.iod was marked by a rapid drop in prices and in tunnage of hard
rock phosphates. North African phosphates. particularly Moroccan
were increasing production with an accompanying "owering of ex
port prices. This joint selling arrangement between the. two asso
ciations did not work out for Hardphos and was therefore terminated.
PERIOD BETWEEN JoiNT OrERATIONS AND THE EsTABLISllMENT

OF TilE CARTEl

(1924-1933)

This was a period in which foreign competition came to the tort
with ever-increasing tempo. with resultant effects of tow prices and
small tonnage :;hipped from thi~ country Morocca 1. Russian ano
Pacific operations got under way. Tunisian and Alg-t:rian producer,
increased their production. The. North African oroduct10n wu
found to suit the n£>eds of the prmcipul consuming areas of norther!
and central Europe. ProteC;tion was ~tven by the French Goven•
ment to Morocco, Tunisia and Alg£>rin in the form of mvestmentf: II
railway equipment, subsidies, etc. The North Afr1can produc('thad the added advantage of nearness to the market and strnt£>g"'
locations of shipping ports.
One of the Florida pebble phosphate producers. Coronet Pho~
phate Company, entered mto a contract with a powerful Germa'
concern. Metallgesellschaft. A. G., hereinafter referred to as M£>tnl:
whereby l\Ietnll agreed to sell the Coronet proctuctwn m Europr
Coronet, previously a member of PEA, re!'agned
This incident upset the already declinmg European mnrket fol
American phosphnte, both pebble and hnrd rock. and as a resul'
Pebble, Hardphos and Metall 0onducted n£>gotiation!', more or w·
continuously up to and unti1 the signing of interna.tional agre~menl
hereinaft£>r referred to, in the latter part of 1933
INTERDEPENDENCE AND UELATIONSIIIP BE'n\'EEN
INTERNATIONAL AoREP::IIESTS

The principal internnt10nnl agreement in tht formatwn of th·
phosphate cartel is the "French Agreement." 'Yhile IJardphos "' ,
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not a party to the French agreement, the two agreements to which
it was a party, namely, the Hard Rock or Paris agreement and the
Curacao agreement tie into and relate to the French agreement.
Each of these agreements was for the phosphate rock market in
Europe, and the Paris and the Curacao agreements were considered
subsidiary to the French agreement.
The Brussels agreement, while related to the Paris agreement, was
not an international agreement, but only an agreement among the
members of IIardphos. Its provisions were collateral to and the
length of its duration made dependent upon the Pans agreement.
TnE FRENCH .A.aREEMEN'I'

Hardphos was not a party to this agreement, but the Paris agreement to which IIaruphos was a party directly related to the French
agreement as to quota provisions. The parties to the French agreernent were PEA and the North African Group. This agreement
divided the European tonnage as between them as follows:
PerDMI

PEA ----------------------------------- 16
North Afi'i<'nn Group - - - - - - - - - - -

84

Provision was also made for fixing export prices by agreement, for
the payment of indemnities, etc.
,
TnE

HARD Rocn: on PABis AGREEMENT

As a result of the negotiations between Hardphos, PEA, and the
~orth African Group during the fall of 1933, an agreement known
to the tro.ue as the liard Rock or Paris agreement was arrived at on
becember 1, 1!)3:3, between Hardphos on the one hand and PEA
an.d the North African Group on the other hand; the latter two
be1ng designated in the agreement as the "African-American Group."
The purpose of the agreement was to supplement the French Agreement, and to harmonize the supply of phosphate of lime with the
known existin•T n•quirements of the market for this product in
E
h
•
Urope, Article I divides the European tonnage between the partws,
anu the parties stipulate that for the purposes of the agreement
they represent all the producers and sellers in their respective fields.
THE

CuRACAO AGREEMENT

, In March of lfl:H, only three months after the signing of the
French and Paris a O'fP<'mPnts, the parties thereto were confronted
\\'ith a situation whi~h t.hey felt must be met thrcugn an atlditional
ngr~ement. Phosphate froDl Cu:acao, an 1sl~nd ~ the Dutch We~t
l.nd1es, in the 77 if) percent quality was entenng ~~rope m co.ml~t·ti·
lion with the Cartel. As a result of this competltwn. negotlatwm;
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between PEA, the North African Group, Hardphos through its
European representative: Paul Van der Rest of J. Buttgenbach &
Company, acting with authority, and Juhn and David Godden of
John Godden & Company, owners of the phosphate deposits in
Curacao, resulted in an agreement dated June 19, 1934. for the fixation of prices and diviswn of tonnage in the European market. This
is known as the Curacao agreement.
The parties to the agreemen~ are: .M1jnmaatschaapij Curacao, of
Amsterdam, Holland, heremafter referred to as Curacao on the one
hand; and The North Africar1 Group, combined with PEA and
IIardphos as the African-American Group on the ?ther.
The Curacao agreement altered the percentage quotas in the
French and Paris agreements, effecting a slight· decrease m the percentage· enjoyed by each of the members of the AfriCan-American
Group, I.e., the North African Group, PEA and Ilardohos. Article I
contained a provision for deduction of nonmember business, as was
the case in the Paris agreement. Likewise, the Curacao agreement
stipulated that each of the parties represented all of the production
in its respective field of the products which it exported.
THE BRUSSELS AGREEMENT

The three Florida hard rock phosphate miners, Duttgenbach, Camp
and Dunnellon, were represented in Europe during the month of
November, 1933, in conferences between Ilardphos, PEA, and the
North African producers looking toward an agreement between these
parties. 1Vhile there, they arrived at an agreement among themselves
in Brussels, Belgium, on November 20, 1033. This agreement was in
contemplation of the proposed agreemrnt between Ilardphos and the
other parties.
Certain provisions of the Brussels agreement were: that all sales
should be cleared through Hardphos; that any new busmess would
be shared equally between the three mincrsi that any shipment to
the domestic market or to countries oth<'r than Europe should be deducted from the shipper's quota, in or(ler that equal annual total
tonnages should be shipped by earh miner, with certain exceptions;
provision for the loan of hard rock L.v one rr.in<'r to another in the
event of an inability of one producer to fill his quota through conditions beyond his control.
CoNTROL OF TERMINAL AND

Smrrnm

FACILITIES

The bill of particulars pointed to, us restl'lctive ot domestic commerce, an alleged agreement between Sen board Airline R:ulwny Company nnd Fernandina Termmal Corporatwn, the 'atter owt1ed nnd;or
controlled by members and/or officer::. of Flor1da IInrJ Rock Phosphate Association, whereb)' the former diseontulllcd 3perntwn of i~
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hard rock elevator, leavil).g the elevator and terminal facilities of the
latter the only available export shipment outlet; anJ. an agreement
October 6, 1!)33 with Phosphate Export Association, whereby Florida
Hard Rock Phosphate Export Association guaranteed against nonmember hard rock shipments through such termina1 facilities exclusively to handling the export of hard rock phosphates produced
by members of the association.
Fernandina Terminal Corporation is a Delaware corporation, organized February, 1!>21 as the Florida Terminal Company, with
name changed later to Fernandina Termmal Corporation. Its facilities are located in Fernandina, Fla., about 20 miles north of Jacksonville. It maintains its principal office at 1011 Bisbee Building,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Although a private corporation, examination shows that the ownership and control of Fernandina Terminal Corporation lB identical
with control of Hardphos, that is to say, that the officers of Hardphos
are also the officers of the terminal. In addition, one of the members
of Uardphos, C. & J. Camp, Inc., owns 50 percent ot the termmal
and a past member, Mutua] Mining Company, Savannah, Ga., owns
the other 50 percent.
In dealing with the trade, Hardphos referred to the terminal as
a part of its set-up.
Iu addition to export shipments, the terminal is used for coastwise
shipments in the domestic trade. It is equipped with cru::;hing, drying, loading, and storage facilities. Dry storage capacity, which
originally was 30,000 tons, has been reduced to 25,000 tons.
Since it is commercially necessary to dry the phosphate rock be~ore it cnn bo shipped, the control of facilities for such handling is
1tnportant.
From 1!)20 to 1!>25 there were at times as many as four terminals
equipped with facilities for drying, storing, and loading Florida hard
rock phosphates. In addition, there was one terminal at Fernandina,
Fla., and three terminals at Tampa with loading facilities only.
FILING OF INFORMATION

It was stat<'d in the bill of particulars that Ilardphos had failed
to describe :fully the method and plan by which its ousiness is done
ant} to state its rC'ln.tions wnh other associations, corporations, and individuals.
The FL•tlt'ral Trude Commission has required each Webb Law as
sociation to file an atmual r~port and this has been done by Ilardphos.
The secretary of IIarJphos prepares this report.
Scheuule D of the annual report calls for a statt>ment of any
<'hanges made in the articles or certificates of incorporation, articles
of nssocintion nnd b,v-Jnws durinp- the preceding year In this ron
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nection it appears that throughout the years there were several
amendments to Hardphos Articles of Association which were notreported in these annual reports.
Schedule E of the annual report calls for a brief description of
the methods and plan under which the business of the association is
done and of its relationships with other associations. corporationB
and individuals. Examination of the annual reports shows that the
P!lris, Curacao, and Brussels agreements have never oeen filed with
the Commission or described by the association in the annual reports under schedule E.
CONCLUSIONS

I. IN GENERAL
The cartel agreements, entered into in 1933, by Hardphos, PEA
and the North African group, present the most important phase o£
this investigation. The evidence concerning them has been exammed
with a view to determining their purposes, operation and effect from
the standpoint of American interests and American exporters, particularly Hardphos.
1
In 1932, hard rock phosphate shipments to Europe had dropped
to less than one-third of those in 1925. Hardphos had but one
member. North African tonnages for the same years had decreased
only from about 4,000,000 tons to 3,000,000 tons. In 1932 Florida
hard rock shipments were 44,240 tons or about 1.4 percent of the
North African for that year. In this situation, representatives of the
Florida producers went to Europe in 1933 after negotiations had
been entered upon between PEA and the North African group.
Conversations in Europe culminated in the French and Paris agreements.
The French and Paris agreements between the North African
interests, PEA and Hardphos effected a cartel arrangement for
phosphates, in the European market. By means of it, competiuon
was eliminated, as among the three groups of producers in that
market. A method of fixing prices was adopted and the percentages
of the total amount sold in that market to be supplied by each
group were agreed upon.
As far as Hardphos was concerned, this arrang£>ment gave it
about 1 percent more of the market than it hnd and brought about
substantial increases in sales volume during the years 1934 to 1938
over those in the period from 1025 to 1033. It also stabilized the
market at prices substantially above those which could !le secured
for any real volume of Florida hard rock in the United States·
Whether these results could have been achievE-d without these agree·
ments and in a market in which free and unrestricted competition
was givE'n full play may be 'laid to h<' (1-.:trnrn"l" rlonhtful. The
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American producers were at a distinct disadvantage, competitively.
North Africa had the benefit of cooperation and help from the
French government; it had almost a predominant position in the
market insofar as volume of sales was concerned; it had much
lower costs of production, or at least of labor, and substantially
lower transportation costs.
Under the facts as brought out in this investigation, it does not
appear that there is any basis upon which it can be found that these
agrtcments, or at least Hardphos' parti~1pation in t.hem (excluding
the nonmember deductio1~ clause, hereafter considered), have. in
their operation, effected an unreasonable restramt on the foreign
commerce of the United States. It is true that they have stabilized
the European market in phosphates, probably at a. higher figure
than would have been the case had all producers beer.. striving for
competitive advantage. But the French-North African group were
already organized and there is no evidence that the} contemplated
at any time that they would compete with one another. It may be
assumed, therefore, that had the cartel agreements 11ot been made,
the Ainerican producers would continue to have been faced with the
COinpetition of this combination, regardless of whether they operated individually or collectively as Webb Law associations. Their
~bility to successfully. compete with the North Afncan producers
In the face of this collective competition from North Africa if
that group elected to attempt to monopolize the market is problematical, but the European market for the American product
• COuld, conceivably, have been lost entirely.

II.

RESTRAINTS ON CoMPETING AMERICAN PRODUCERS

Hnrdphos stipulated in t>oth the Paris and Curacao agreements
that it represented all of the American producers of hard rock
Phosphate, and agreed that its quota in the European market was
to be decreased by any tonnage exported to Europe by nonmember
American producers or exporters.
It is obvious that Hardphos, by agreeing with PEA and the
French and the Curacao producers on a maximum quota of American
shipments of hard rock phosphates to Europe, in effect guaranteed to
the other parties to the agreements that there would be no shipments
?f the American product to Europe above the allocated amount. It
18 equaJiy obvious that if it developed tlwt Uardphos was unable to
control export shipments bj nonmember Americar, produet>rs of hard
rock, it would be deprived of its European market to the extent that
nonmembers were able to market their product in that area.
This commitment by Hardphos provided a motive for and would
naturally be expected to result in a policy of preventmg, if possible,
the exportation of hard rock by nonmember American producers
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from this country to Europe. The record indicate::: that such was the
policy followed by Hardphos after 1933 and that IIu,rdpllo~ wa!'l at
all times highly sensitive to threats of ne\\ producti')n and exportation by anyone seeking to enter the industry. \VhiJf the evidew.:e
falls short of establishing that the poticy and act•v1ties of Hard
phos alone forestalled new production, it is a fact that here were.
during this period, no nonmember American producers although
deposits were available for new production. It is true ~hat manj
factors may have contributed to this situation, and it may be significant that no application was made, during this time by an outside
American producer for membership in Hardphos. However, the
inference may be drawn from the record, and the same is drawn, that
the lack of nonmember producer competition may aave been due
in part at least, to the policies and activities of Ilar1phos, partJcu
larly its control of terminal facilities, hereinafter collsidered. Cer
tainly it cannot be demed that these policies and activities were designed to and tended to discourage new production and ~xportation
The conclusion is that the commitment made by IIardphos in th£
Paris and Curacao agreements that it represented all American pro
duction for export, and that if any hard rock Amer,can phosphatl
was exported by nonmembers to Europe it would acctpt .1 deduction
for such tonnage from its quota. had the capacity and tendency to
forestall and restrain the exportation of this product bv American
producer competitors, potential, if not actual. It fotlows that po
tential production and the entry of new producers and exporters mtc
the export trade may have been deterred, if not actually prevented.
This effect is prohibited by law, and affords the basi!:" for a recom
mendation that Hardphos rescind such covenants and refrain from
entering into like or similar ones in the future.

III. CoNTRoL oF TERMIN ALB
The record indicates that since 1925 the only terminal available to
hard rock phosphate shippers, with storing, crushing, drying and
loading facilities, was the Fernandina Terminal at Fernandma, Fla
The evidence is practically undisputed that this terminal was controlled by Hardphos, the control being exercised by means of inter·
locking officials and by uninterrupted cooperation between the owners, Camp and :Mutual and Hardphos. The facts as d~veloped in t!H
investigation lead to the inescapable conclusion that there was an un
derstanding between these parties to the effect that Fernandma Ter
miual should be open to members of IIarctphos for the processmg and
shipment of hard rock phosphate, and to no one else. While Fer
nandina was a private termmal and not a public utility, and there If
no law requiring a private terminal to accept busines£> from all
comers, as in the case of a public utility, and wh1le a different ques
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tion might be presented had Fernandina been owned outr1n·ht
b\.
,....
Hardphos, under the facts here, the understanding between liard
phos and Camp and :Mutual, which must be m:ferred roJ.stit ntes an
agreement between Hardphos and the owners of tlw terminal
whereby shipments of hard rock phosphate by competing Amenran
producers were forestalled. The entire arrangement. including the
abandonment of other terminals. induced in part by Hardphos
operated to deter the entry of any new shippers in export track
That this was the objective of the plan is strongly indicated by the
record, particularly as shown by the connection ot the Seauoar'J
Airline Railway with the development and effectuatwn ot the arrangement, the policy of Camp and Mutual of restril'iing shipment!'
to and through the terminal to Hardphos' members, and Hardphos
reactions to threatened new·export competition.
It is therefore to be recommended that IIardphos rescmd and re·
frain in the future from entering into any understandmg with Camp
or Mutual whereby the latter are bound to restrJCt m any way th£
Use of the Fernandina· Terminal solely to the members of Hardphos
for the processing and shipment of hard rock phosphate, and that
Hardphos rescind and refrain fiOm entermg mto. in the future. an)
negotiations, arrangements or understandings with tht: Seaboard
Airline Railway, or any other public carrier with reterence to hard
rock phosphate shipments made or contem:rlated to be made by
nonmember producers or shippers, or the rates quoted or to be
quoted on such shipments, or the availability or use of terminal
facilities to accommodate such shipments.

IV.

RESTRICTION ON IMPORTS

The evidence in the record discloses that economic and other
barriers are sufficient to preclude the importation of phosphate rock
from North Africa, Russia or the islands of the Pacific. However.
the record does show that some phosphates have been imported rnto
this country from Curacao. A letter from the Curacao producers
to Phosphate Export Association indicates that there was an understanding between PEA and Curacao that the produ··tion and ship
ment of Curacao phosphate was not to be increased !lnd that there
was no likelihood of shipments to the United State~ becoming imPortant, Curacao giving the definite assurance that there would be
no policy of "dumping" ir. this country. This letter naturally leads
to the conclusion that imports from Curacao to the United States
were definitely not overlooked m the negotiations leading up to the
execution of the (_ uracao ae,rreement, to whtch IIardphos was a party
However the members of IIardphos deny categorically any knowJ
edge of the above-mentioned letter from Curacao. On the basis of the
r('cord it must be said thnt thP PViOPll('!' ic:: '0'\l"t ... ,h~tnnf nl ~--..,-·~·
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to 'justify. a conclusion that there was any definite agreement between Hardp~10s arid Curatao to the efi'ect that the .mportation of
Curacao phosphate into the United States wa• to be restricted.
There is evidence, on tlu~ other hand, that in 193G at least 3.000 tons
of hard rock phosphate from Curacao was, m fact, imported into
the United States;

v.

RESTRICTION O,N DOMESTIC TRADE

The Brussels agreement, among the members of flardphos, contained a_ provision to the effect that any shiprbent made by a member of Hardphos to the domestic market in the Unitei States should
be deducted from the shipper's European export quota. which wac
one-third· of the quota allotted to Hardphos by the Paris agreemellt
The purpose of this provision is said to have been to equalize thr
total· annual tonnages shipped by each member qf Hardphos.
It is obvious that this provision not only int~rmillgles operation:
in the domestic market with export trade, but thar it ~t!so ha~ ''
direct tendency to discourage sales in the United States. The fal't
.which the record shows, that the export market was ,nore attracti\'<
than the domestic market, would ·naturally lead each hard rock pro
ducer to supply the European quota before selling any hard rocJ;
in the United States:
·
'The .conclusion is therefore reached that this proviswn in the
Brussels agreement requirmg a deduction from the members' European quota of any hard rock sold in the 'United States has the ten
dency and capacity to restrain the trade of any member of Hard·
phos selling in this country, and that such trade in the United States
may have been restrained thereby.
It is therefore to be recommended that Hardphos and its members
rescind and· cancel the provisions of the Brussels agreement requiring the deduction of tonnage sold in domestic trade !'rom. the European quota of .the seller and. refrain from entering into like or
similar agreements in the future.
··~

VI.
'

i

RESTRICTION OF PRODUCTION
.

.' The evidence indicates that for economical and pr0fitable production of hard rock phosphate an -output of at least 50,000 tons per
mine per annum is desirable -for full-time production. The record
discloses that Hardphos, before entering Into the Paris agreemen~,
attempted to get a quota of 150,000 tons for its three members. ThiS
effort was unsuccessful and the agreement was entered into on a
basis which it was thought would amount to a quota of about 100,000 tons a year. Consistent with the thesis that each mine required
·. )().000-ton production· a Year Camp ann Rutt_Q'enhrt~h entered into
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a series of joint producing and marketing arrangements which contemplated that facilities equivalent to one mine only were to be operated. The evidence shows that Camp and Buttgenbach jointly operated one mine from l\Iarch, 1934 to October, 1935; two mines from
October, 1935 to March, 1936; three mines from March. 1936 to May,
1936; two mines from May~ 1936 to March, 1937; one mme from
March, 1937 to l\Iay 1938; no mine at all from May~ 1938 to July,
1938; and one mine from July, 1938 to September, 1939. During all
this period, except for shutdowns due to lack of oraers: Dunnellon
was operating a mine. It thus appears that for a part of the time
since 1933 the members of Hardphos did operate more than two
mines.
The joint agreement between Camp and Buttgenbach does not
appear to have reduced the volume of export trade or to have effected
any restraint on competitors in export trade. Both Camp and Buttgenbach were members of Hardphos and their joint agreement was
in essence, from the standpoint of competition in export trade, the
same as though both had engaged in production and agreed upon
a quota for export of their respective outputs.
Camp was the only member of Hardphos to sell m the domestic
market since 1933, with thz exception of one sale in which Buttgenbach participated under their joint agreement. The history of Buttgenbach indicates that it was never interested in the domestic market,
since its principal interests were in Europe. The domestic market
for hard rock phosphates has never been developed to a substantial
~xtent in this country apparently because of a lack of demand at
Prices high enough to overcome the comp~tition of pebble phosphate
with its lower costs of production. Howrver, one of the clauses in
the Camp/Buttgenbach joint agreement provided that the tonnage
sold by either in the domestic market should be deducted from the
export quota of the seller as set in the Brussels agreement. It is
to be inferred that this provision was agreed to because of the Brussels agreement among aU three members t.o the same effect. The record indicates that the Camp/Buttgenbach agreement was entered
into with the knowledge of and, by inference, with the approval of
lhrdphos. IIardphos wa~ interested in having this provision included in the CampjDuttgenbach agreement so that the quotas set
in the Brussels arrreement would be presened.
It is to be co:Cluded that the deduction by either Camp or Buttgenbach of its domestic toimage from its European quotas had the
capacity and tendency to effect a restraint on the member selling in
domestic trade and that :.t may have restrained such trade. Remedial corrective action is therefore indicated.
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VII.

PARTICrPATION IN

DoMEsTic

TRADE

Prior to 1926 the facilities at Fernandina were such that the hard
rock of the Hardphos members was mt.~rmingled ana ora.ers for export and the domestic market were filled trom the common stockpile.
This situation was later changed by the installation of oins which
made possible the continued segregation of each members product.
There is evidence in the record which mdicates that i.n 1924 and
1925. as a result of this pooling of the nard rock at the termmal,
Camp, llutual, and the first Dunnellon Phosphate Company. who
then composed the membership of Ilardphos, haa an unaerstanding
that quotations on the product for domestic busir,ess should be made
by the respective members at prices satisfactory to the others.
This arrangement was terminated at least by 1926 when Dunnellon resigned from Hardphos and Camp became inactive. Mutual
was the sole member of Hardphos from 1926 to 1931. DunneJlon
Phosphate Company dissolved. Camp at that time was a partnership which went out of business and was succeeded by the present
corporation. .Mutual discontinued the production of hard rock and
exists now only oecause of its ownership of one-half of the capital
stock of Fernandina Terminal.
While the arrangement which was in effect in 1924 and 1925 among
the then members of IIardphos. being C. & J. Camp·s partnership.
the first Dunnellon Phosphate Company and Mutual. was m violatiOn
of law, it is considered that there is no adequate ground on which to
uase corrective action at this time, because of the fact that two of
the offending members are no longer in existenct: and thE- third has
not been engaged, since prior to 1933, in the production of hard rock
phosphate, or been a member of Ilardphos.

VIII.

AMERICAN INTERMEDIARIES

The Drussels agreement provides that all sales of hard rock by
members of Ilardphos were to be cleared through the associat•on.
After the Brussels agreement, lluttgenbach in Brussels was made
general supervisor of European sales with power to appoint excluSIVe agents in the various European countries. As a result. Hardphos
had an exclusive selling agent in practically every Eu1opean country.
IIardphos maintains that brokerage houses in this coll!ltry never had
handled hard rock phosphate, and that they therefore Jack the necessary experience and selling contacts to enable them to market any
substantial quantity of this product in Europe.
The recoru shows that subsequent to 1033 mquiries were received
from some five brokerage concerns concerning the poss1bility of repre;cntin~ Huruphos in export trade or of arrangmg sales with prospective foreign buyers. I1wse firms, apparently in every case were
o;cekmg to act us brokers, as distinguished trom buyers purchasing for
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resale. A broker has always been considered, both in taw and in business, as being an agent, either of the seller or of the buyer. or of both.
In any case, he cannot be considered as bemg a domestic competitor
of Ilardphos or of its members. It is therefore concluded that Ilardphos' policy with reference to the nonemployment of AmeriCan brokers or of refusing to make sales through American brokers does not
constitute an illegal restraint on domestic competitors of the asso·
ciation or of its members.
IX. NoNFILINcr OF INFORMATION

The law requires an association to file annually any amendments to
and changes in its articles of incorporation or contract of association.
The Commission, in its annual report forms, has called uvon all associations for this information. Hardphos admittedly has failed to
furnis11 information concerning certain minor amendments which
have been made in the past to its articles of association.
The Commission also each year has called upon the association for
information concerning the methods and plan under which their respective businesses were donE) and. their relatiOnships with other associations, corporations, partnerships, and individual.,. Informatior.
concernmg the Paris~ Curacao, and Brussels agreemepts was never
filed with the CommissiOn by Ilardphos, althfJUgh that informatiOn
was obviously relevant to the plant under which Haraphos' business
was done and to its relations with other associations corporations.
and individuals.
It is therefore concluded that Hardphos has neglected to file with
the Commission certain intormation called for by the statute and by
the Commission actinrr thereunder. and that it should be made man"' to seasonably
'
datory upon Haruphos
file m the future all mformation required either by the 1aw, or by the Commiss10n acting pursuant
to the law.
RECOl\IMENDATIONS FOR THE READJUSTMENT OF
THE BUSINESS OF FLORIDA liARD ROCK
PHOSPHATE EXPORT ASSOCIATION
To: Florida liard Rock Phosphate Export AssociatiOn, an unincorporated export trade association, with its principal office and
place of business at 1006 Savannah Bank and. .Trust Bldg.,
Savannah Georgia, and to 1ts officers. executive committee and
memuers:
The Federal Trade CommissiOn having had reason to believe that
l•'lorida Hard Rock Phosi,hate Export AssociatiOn an association
..
engaged in export traJe (as "associatiOn
an d" export tr11.de' are de'lned in thE' Art of C'onl!l"e"" known ns tlw Export Trnne Art. np-
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proved April 10, 1918), and certain of its agreements ana acts were
in restraint of trade within the United States or in restraint of export
trade of domestic competitors of said associatior. or that they substantially lessened competition within the United States and otherwise restrained trade therem, summoned said associatiOn, its officers
and agents to appear before it on the 15th day of August, 1944, as
provided by Section 5 of said Export Trade Act. Said association
having duly appeared before the CommissiOn pursuant to such summons, and a formal investigation into the alleged violat•ons of Jaw
having been made, in the course of which testimony and evidence
was taken and mcorporated into the record, and the Commission
having examined the record and made a report thereon, and concluded therefrom that certain agreements made and acts done by
such association have been and are in violation of law.
Now, therefore, Pursuant to the proVIsiOns of said Export Trade
Act and by virtue of the authority conferred upon it by said act.
the Federal Trade Commission hereby makes to said Florida Hard
Rock Phosphate Export Association and its officers, executive committee and members, the following recommendations for the readjustment of said Association's business:
1. That Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export AssociatiOn With·
draw from and rescind its agreements with Phosphate Export As·
sociation and the North African Group (Office Cherifien des Phosphates of Rabat, Morocco, Comptoir des Phosphates D'Algerie et de
Tunisie, of Tunis) and with PhosphatE' Export Assoc1ation, the
North African Group and Curacao (.Mijnmaatschappij Curacao of
Amsterdam) requiring that deductions for c;hipments of Florida
hard rock phosphate from the United States made by American
nonmembers of the Association be made from the quota of American shipments of hard rock phosphate to Et:.rope stipulated for in
sa1d agreements, and that said Association refrain from entering
into like or similar covenant@ in the future.
2. That Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export Association withdraw from and rescind any and every agreement or understanding
with C. & J. Camp, Inc., a corporation, and l\Iutual !Ii'ling Co .. a
corporation, the owners of Fernandina Terminal at Fernandina
Fla., which confir1e or restrict in any way the use of said terminal.
for the processing and shipment of hard rock phospr.ate~, solely to
the members of said association. That said association refrain in
the future from entermg into any negotiation~. arrangements or
understandings with the :-;eaboard Airline Railway or any other
·ommon carrier with reference to hard rock phosphate shipments
made or to be made by nonmember producers or snippers or the
rates quoted or to be quoted on such shipments, m· the availability or
1
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3. That Dunnellon Phosphate .Mining Company, Societe Anonyme
La Floridienne, J. ButtgentJach & Co., and C. & J. Camp, Inc., the
rnembers of Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export Association,
rescind and cancel their intra-association agreement requirmg the deduction of the tonnage of nard rock phosphate sold 'oy each member
in domestic trade in the United States from the European quota
therein allotted to the seller, and to refrain in the future from entering into or effectuating any like or similar agreements or understandings.
4:. That C. & J. Camp, Inc. and Societe Anonyme La Floridienne,
J- Buttgenbach & Co., rescind and cancel their agreement requiring
that the tonnage of hard rock phosphate sold by either of these
members in the domestic market of the United States be deducted
from the quota of European shipments allotted to such member
Under the agreement referred to in .the preceding paragraph hereof:
and that they refrain in the future from entering into or effectuating any like or similar agreements or understandings.
5. That Florida Hard Rock Phosphate Export Association, in
the future, seasonably file with the CommissiOn all . .nformation required by the Export Trade Act to be filed annually, and furnish
all information and documentary evidenc(: requested or required by
the Commission, pursuant to said act, whether called for by report
forms, by questionnaires or communications, by personal visitation
or otherwise.
It i8 ordered by the Commission that Florida Hard Rock PhosPhate Export Association file with the Commission .vithin 30 days
hereof a report stating whether it has elected to comply with the
above recommendations, and if so, the manner in which it has so
complied.

DECISIONS OF TilE COURTS
IN OASES INSTITUTED AGAINST OR BY THE COMMISSION'

MARQUETTE CEMENT MFG. CO.

v.
FEDERAL TRADE COl\1MISSIQN2
No. 8371-F. T. C. Dock. 8167

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. Jan. 29, 1945)
APPELLATE PBOCICDUBE AND PBOCEEDINGB-RECUSATION-DU8, PBEJUDICE AND&.
JUDGMENT OJ' ISSUEB-WHETHEB rt~OTION TO RECUSE, BASED ON
TAKEN.

SEASONABLY

A motion, flied about 17 months after hearing before Federal Trade
Commission on charge of violating antitrust laws, tJ recuse Commission
on grounds of bias, prejudice, and prejudgment of Issues, was too late for
consideration, In absence of statement of sufficient reasons for delay In
movant's attached affidavit.
APPELLATE PBOCICDUBE AND PBOCEEDINGS-RECUSATION-BUS, PBEJUDICII: AND
JUDGMENT OJ' ISSUES-II' PEBSONAL PllltJUDICE OB

Bus

PBE-

NOT A.l..u:GED IN MOTION,

OB SUPPOBTING AFFIDAVIT•.

Where neither motion to recuse Federal Trade Commission from deter·
mining Issues presented by Its complaint charging unfair competition by
combination violating anti-trust •aws, nor supporting affidavit as to Commission's prejudice or bias, alleged personal prejudice or bias, showing
was Insufficient to disqualify Commission on statutory grounds for dlsquallflcatlon of judge.
1
During the period eovered by thl8 volume, It should be noted that the Supreme ~ourt
on May 21, 194~. tn U. B. Alkali Ellflort Asan., et al. v. U. B. (Including California
Alkali Ezport Assn. v. U. B.), 325 U. S. 196, held, among other things (affirming ri8
F. Supp, 785) thatExercise of the powers conferred on the Commission by par. 5 of the Webb-Pomerene
or Export Trade Act, namely (aa stated tn the syllabus) "to Investigate activities of
any export association which are believed to be In violation of the Sherman Act; It
Violations are found, to make recommendations to sueh association for readjustment of
Ita buslnE'I!s: and upon failure of the association to comply, to refer Ita findings and
recommendations to tbe Attorney General-fa not a prerequltilt< to d suit by tbe United
States against an export trade association to restrain violations of tbe Sherman Act" :
"The • • • Act'a grant of power to tbe Commission would curtail tbe autborltJ
or the United States to conduct antitrust aulta only If It were deemed an Implied
Pro tanto of aec. 4 of the Sherman Act. Repeals by Implication ar-. not tavored": and
"The principle tbat ~qulty will not lend Its aid to a plaintiff who baa not first
exhausted hla administrative remedlea Ia lnappllcable, since tbe function of the Commission under 9 ec. :; of tbe Webb-Pomerene Act Ia to lnvl!stlgate recommend and
r('port. The Commission, under tbat Act, can give no remedy; It can make no controll1ng
'lu<ltng of law or fact: and Ita recommendation need not be followed by any court or
adrniulstratlve or executive otncer."

1
Reported In 147 F. (2d) 589. For
Ina denied Marcb 27, 19-15.

e&H

before Commi11Mion,

u• 37 F.T.C. 87. Rehear-

11:50780-47-M
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JUDGES-STATUTORY DISQUALIFICATION-AFFIDAVI1 OJ' PERSONAL BIAS, ETC.

The statute, providing for disqualification of judge on fllin,z of affidavit
of his personal bias or prejudice against affiant ten days before beginning
of court term or showing of good cause for failure to file It within such
time, and requiring that It be accompanied by certificate of counsel ot
record that affidavit and application for disqualification are made In good
faith, must be literally observed to disqualify judge.
<\PPELLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-RECUSATION-BIAS, PREJUDICE AND PB»JUDGMENT OF ISSUEs-coMMISSION CRITERIA.

On m~tlon to recuse Federal Trade Commission from determlnltlg Issues
presented by complaint filed thereby on grounds of Its prejudice, bias, and
prejudgment of Issues, court Is not •·oncerned with wha• Commission could
or might do wht>n facl'd with simlhr charge, but question Is whether Commission Is required by law to disqualify Itself or whether moving party
has legal right to effect such disqualification.
~'EDEBAL

INFERIOR CoURTS

AND

ADMINISTRATIVE

AGENCIES-JURISDICTION-IN

GENERAL.

The jurisdiction of Inferior federal courts and administrative agencies
created by Congress are confined to those bestowed [590] by Congress,
whose power Is not limited except by Constitution.
FEDERAL INFERIOR COURTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES-DISQUALIFICATIONRIGHT TO RECUSE.

The right to disqualify trier ot facts, whether judge or administrative
agency, Is for Congress to determine and may be conferred or withheld as
Congress deems advisable.
COURTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES-DISQUALIFICATION-BIAS, PREJUDICE AND
PREJUDGMENT OF ISSUES-RULE OJ' NECESSITY.

Under rule of necessity, a court or administrative agency will not be
disqualified to determine fact Issues before 1t on ground of prejudice, bias,
or prejud~ment of Issues, where there Is no statutory provision tor change
of venue or no other court or agency has power to act In premises.
CoURTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES-DISQUALIFICATION-BIAS, PREJUDICE AND
PREJUDGMENT OF ISSUES-RULE OJ' NECESSITY-coMMISSION CoMPLAINT CHABGINO UNFAIB CoMPETITION BY CoMBINATION-WIIETIIEB CONCURRENT JURISDIC·
TION IN DEPARTMENT OJ' JUSTICE.

The Department of Justice does not have concurrent jurisdiction with
Federal Trade Commission to protect public against unfair competition
and price discrimination In violation of anti-trust acts, so that rule of
necessity requires that Commission, as only tribunal clothed with such
power, determine Issues presented by its complaint charging unfair com·
petition by combination violating such acts, though commission be other·
wise dlsqualltled.
CoURTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE AOENCIES-DISQUALIFICATION-DUS, PREJUDICE AND
Pn~tJUDGM!tNT OJ' IssUEs-cEASE AND DESIST ORDERS OJ' AGENCY-II' APPEAl

PROVIDED FOR

DUE PROCESS.

Where administrative ageney's order does not become etrectlve until
opportunity has been afforded for review thereof, as In case of Federal
Trilde Commission's order to cease and desist from unfair competition b1
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combination violating federal anti-trust acts, order is not deprivation ot
''due process of law," even If agency is disqualified to determine Issues
because of prejudice.
Al>PELLATE f>RocEDl.JBE AND PROCEEDINGS-POWERS OF ADli!INISTBATIVJ: AGENCYWHETHER ABRIDGMENT OF RIGHT TO FAIR AND IMPARTIAL HEARING THROUGH
MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS OF CoMMISSION-COURT LIMITATIONS.

Court's province is not to emasculate or enlarge powers conferred on
administrative agency, such as Federal Trade Commission, by Congress,
on ground that Its multiple functions as prosecutor, judge, and jury constitute abrid·6ement of right to fair and Impartial hearing, but any appeal
for relief should be made to Congress.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 147 F.
(2d) 589.)
On petitioner's motion to reconsider and set aside District Court's
?rders denying petitioner's upplication to adduce additional evidence
m support of its motion to recuse the members of the Commission
from passing on the issues in proceeding to review order of Commission, motion denied.
Air. Edward .A. Zimmerman. Mr. Harold W. Norman, and Mr·.
William R. Engelhardt, all of Chicago, Ill., and Mr. Roscoe Pound
of Cambridge, Mass., for petitioner.
Mr. Walter B. Woode-n, Asst. Chief Counsel, of Washington, D.C..
for respondent.
Before MAJOR and KERNER, Circuit Judges, and BruaaLE, Distrkt
Judge.
MAJOR, Circuit Judge:
There are pending in chis court numerous petitions to review a
cense and desist order entered by the Federal Trade Commission on
~uly 17, 19-!3. On July 31, 1944, this court entered two orders denymg certain applications to adduce additio.1al evidence, without
Prejudice to the right of renewal upon hearing on the merits. Included ir. such applications was that of the Marquette Cement 1\fanu·
facturing Company (instant petitioner) to adduce additional evid~nce in support of it~ motion to recuse the members of the ComlUission from passing on the issues presented by the Commission's
COin plaint.
On November 14, 194:4, petitioner filed its motion requesting this
court to reconsider and reverse its orders of July 31. 1944, insofar
as they relate to petitioner·s right to adduce additional evidence in
support of its contention that the Commission was disqualified. We
have also been urged to decide in advance of a hearing upon the
rnerits petitioner's contentiun that the Commission was iisqualified
O~vi[59I]ous1y, if petitkner's conte~ti?n in this respect is sus·
ta1ned, it would tollow that the CommissiOns cease and desist order
Would have to be vacated and set aside. We have concluded that it
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would be appropriate to hear and decide in advance this issue thus
raised. We have, therefore: heard oral argument on this issue and
have been favored with extensive briefs pertaining thereto.
Petitioner and seventy-four other ptoducers of Portland cement
were charged, under § 5 of the Federal Trade Comm1ssion Act ( 15
{T. S. C. A. § 45b), by a complaint filed July 2, 1937, with engaging
,u unfair competition by entering into a combinatior. among them'>elves through an agreement to employ and the actual employment
of "what is known as a multiple basing point system of prtcing." The
;;ub!otance of the charge is that by the employment of this system
mch cement producers violated the anti-trust laws, particularly the
..;herman and Clayton Acts. Such charges were demed, and upon
r he issue thus formed hearings were had which extended from De•ember 1, 1937 to November 29, 1940, in which .Marquette actively
1articipated. On December 16, 1941, more than a year after the
raking of testimony had been concluded, .Marquette in its brief as•~rted for the first time that the Commission had prejudged thl' ismes. nnd in support of such assertion set forth excerpts from certam publications of the Commission published both before and after
the commencement of the proceedings. Not until l\Iay of 1942 and
nt the tlme of oral argume;1t before the Commission did .Marquette
formally charge the Commission with being disqua1ified.
At that t1me, it filed what It termed a petition motion and sup
porting affidavit by Marquette's counsel "to recuse the Federal Trade
Commissior. from passmg upon the issues." There wert also submitted, in support of 1\farquette's petition, twenty three exhibits.
which m the main consisted of reports mnde by the Commission
either to the Congress or to the President, as is authorized by § G
of the Trade Commission Act. These rPports coverect a perwd from
Hl27 to Hl-t-1. and had to do largely with the Commiss10n s theor} as
to the n·sult pro1luced by use of the basing point P"lCe c;ystem and
variations of such system. such as the multiple basmg oomt price
>Y'item. They treated of the use of such price systems l:>y mdustry
!;<'nerally, and particularly the c;teel industry. TheJ also disclos(
that the Comm1ssion regarded the cement mdustry in the same cate~ory. ns fur as price fixing was concerned, as steel and other in·
1lustries.
fhe Commission denied Marquette's motion to recuse and also
,[enwd leave to mtroduce :Marquette~s exhibits offered m support
1 hereof. In making up the record, however, which ha .. been certified
to this court, the exhibits have bPl'n inclu1led and are before us. In
\'le\\ of this situation, we think there 1s no need of ~ formal ruling
upon thE' Commi!'>sion's retusal to admit ~>uch exhib1ts m evidence.
Furthl'rmore, we think that a detailed stntNnl'nt ot thE>ir contents
1s unnecessary. The most that can be s~ud of them is that the Commission from numerous investigations had formed an opimon that
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~he basing point price system, as well as the multiple system was
Illegal. We think it is also fairly inferable that the Commissio~ had
formulated such an opinion concerning the cement industry. We
may assume, and for the purpose of the question before us do assume, that such was the case.
The basis of the charge that the Commission was disqualified
~rom hearing, trying and passing upon the issues involved was that
It "is not a tribunal free from bias and prejudice," and that prior to
the filing of the complaint and subsequent thereto it had expressed
a. ''prejudgment of the issues in this cause and was prejudiced and
biased against the Portland cement industry generally." and that
such industry, and particu.larly Marquette, could not receive a fair
and impartial hearing. Petitioner, in its brief filed in this court,
elaborates upon its charge that the Commission was disqualified and
states:
'
"By that we mean that by the rules of fair play, which men of
honor have followed since the dawn of civilization, • • • it
h~s consistently been held to be fundamental and indispensable that
triers of the facts shall be unbiased and non-partisan."
. The Commission, in support of its order refusing to disqualify
It.self, relies upon three propositions: ( 1) that petitio!'ler's motion to
. di~qualify, long after the hearmgs had been completed and after
br1efs had been submitted, was not made m apt time. (2) the facts
on which petitioner ( 592] relies do not constitute disqualificatiOn;
and (3) the Jaw does not permit disqualification on the basis of the
facts relied on by petitioner.
As hereinafter decided we think the Commission could not be
disqualified in the manne~ attempted, but assuming it could be, we
are of the view that the attempt to disqualify was made too late. If
we were disposed to rest our decision merely upon this basis, we
Would set forth the substance of the affidavit made by counsel for
Marquette and attached to its petition to recuse the CommissiOn,
Which is relied upon as showing the reason or excuse for the delay.
Inasmuch, however, as we shall consider the merits of the charge,
We think it is sufficient to observe that we have read counsel's affidal'it and are not impressed with the reasons assigned for the tardiness in makin rr the motion to recuse.
On the me;its we know of no case which has expressly passed
Upon the questi;n as to whether a? a~inis~rative agency crea~ed
by Congress can be required to d1squahfy Itself because of bias,
Prejudice or prejudgment. The cases with closest analogy are those
concerned with the disqualification of a judge. In sharp contrast.
ho'Vever is the fact that Congress in creating the Federal Trade
Cornmis~ion made no provision for the disqualifi~ation. of i~s mem?ers, while it has made such provision for the disqualificatiOn of a
JUdge... A.lao, it seems pl&in th&t if the sta.tutory ree.aons for dis-
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qualifying a judge be applied to the Federal Trade Commission,
the showing in the in: .tnt case was insufficient for the reason that
neither the motion nor affidavit contained an alleg11tion that the
prejudice or bias was "personal."
§ 21 of the Judicial Code (28 U. S. C. A. 25) provides for the
disqualification of a judge upon the filing of an affidavit that such
judge "hns a personal bias or prejudice either against him (affiant)
or in favor of an opposite party to the suit." It also provides that
the affidavit shall state the reasons for the belief that such bias or
prejudice exists, and that the affidavit must hE filed ten days before
the beginning of the term of court or good cause shown for failure
to file within such time. It is also required that the affidavit be accompanied by a certificate of a counsel of record that such affidavit
and application are made in good faith. That this sec~10n of the
statute must be literally and strictly observed in order to disqualify
a judge is not open to question. Cf. Ex Parte American Steel Barrel
Co., 230 U. S. 35. 43. It has been held that the bias or prejudice al
leged must be "personal," and that a mere prejudgment of the case
is not sutncient. II enry v. Speer, 201 Fed. 869: 872; Price v. Johnston. 125 F. ( 2d) 806, 812. That the affidavit of personal bias and
prejudice shall not be filed unless accompanied by a "certificate of
counsel." Beland v. United States, 117 F. (2d) 958, 960; Jlitchelt v.
United State.<J, 126 F. (2d) 550, 552. That the affidavit of disqualificatiOn must Le filed in apt time. Scott v. Beams, 122 F. (2u) 777, 789:
Refior v. Lansing Drop Forge Oo., 124 F. (2d) 440, 445. In Fish v.
East, 114 F. ( 2d) 177, it was sought to disqualify a referee in bankruptcy, under § 21, for bias and prejudice. The court held the disqualification provision inapplicable to a referee, and in so doing
stated (page 200):
"There appears to be no rules either of said district. or in the
rules of civil procedure, or in the general orders, relating to the removal or disqualification ot referees. A party aggrieved by an order
of the referee may file a petition for review."
These ca~cs construing § 21 have been cited for the purpose of
showing the strict construction which courts have placed upon the
right of a party litigant to· disqualify a judge. In this connection,
it is pertinent to observe that the cases are not concerned with what
a judge might or should do when confronted with a charge of bias
or prejudice but what he must do under ~he statutory provision, or,
m other words, the precise steps which a litigant must takt> before he
IS entitled as a matter of right to disqualify. Likewise in the instant
situation, from a strictly legal st~tndpoint, we are not concerned, we
lun e no right to be concerned, with what the Commission could or
might do nhPn faced with a similar charge. The query for deci
<,Jon is whetlwr the C'ommi~sion wns rPqnirPCl nnclPr fhP ln'll to rlif'l
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qualify itself, or, conversely, whether Marquette had a legal right
to effect such disqualification.
We find no basis in the law for an affirmative answer to this
question. Congress is the creator of all inferior federal courts. as
well as administrative agen[593]cies. The jurisdiction and authority of each is confined solely to that which Congress bestows. There
are no limitations upon this congressional power other than the
Constitution. Congress has conferred upon a litigant the right to
challenge the qualification of a judge, provided such litigant complies with the statutory mandate. On the other hand no such right
has been conferred upon a litigant befor~ the Federal Trade Commission. In our view, the right to disqualify a trier of facts created
by Congress, whether it be a judge or an administrative agency, is
a matter for Congress. Such right may be conferred or withheld
as Congress deems advisable.
The view which we have just stated finds support in Tumey v.
Ohio, 273 U. S. 510. In that case, the law of the state of Ohio conferred upon village mayors the right to try those charged with cer·
tain misdemeanors. Their compensation was deriveC. in part from
fines collected in such cases. The court held that the judgment of a
court, the judge of which has a direct, p~rsonal and substantial
pecuniary interest in reaching a conclus10n against him, deprives
such defendant of due process of law in violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The court, however, on page 523 stated:
·'All questions of judicial qualification may not mvolv:e constitutional validity. Thus matters of kinship, personal bias, state policy
remoteness of interest, would seem generally to be matters merely
of legislative discretion."
Closely akin to the legislative discretion theory is one sometime~
referred to as ·'the rule of necessity." Tlus rule is applicable upor
attempts to disqualify both courts and administrative agencies. rI'
111ontana Power Oo. v. Public Service Commission, 12 F. Supp. 946, it
was sought to disqualify a member of a state administrative agenc.'
because such member had prejudged the 13ase prior to hearing. Tlu·
court cites numerous cases to the effect that a member of an adminis
trative agency is not subject to disqualification in the absence of a
statutory provision conferring such right. The court applied "the
rule of necessity" (page !H!>), quoting from R. C. L.:
"The true rule unquestionably is that wherever it becomes necessary for a J'udrre to sit even where he has an interest, if no provision
•
0
'
1
IS made for calling another in, or where no one e se can take his
place, it is his duty to hear and decide, however disagreeable it may
be."
In Brinkley v. Hassig, 83 F. (2d) 351, t?e court. also applied the
rule to a state administrative agency, and m so domtr stated (page
~!i7):
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"From the very necessit) of the case has grown the rule that disqualification will not be permitted to destroy the onlv tnbunal with
power on the premises."
In the recent cusP of Loughran v. Federal Trade Oommiaaion, 143
F. (2d) 431 [38 F. T. C. 919], one of the points relied upon was that
the Commissioners had disqualified themselves from sltting as an LIDpartial, fact findmg body. While the court appears to have disposed of the contention largely on the premise that the attack upon
the Commission was not timely, it also pomted out (page 433):
"* • • the Federal Trade Commission Act establishes the
composition of the CommissiOn and contains no provislOn for change
of venue. The 'stern rule of necessity' required the Commission to
act in the proceeding." (Citing cases.)
In United States v. Morgan, 313 U. S. 409, it was sought to disqualify the Secretary of Agriculture on the ground that he had
prejudged the issue for decision. After pointing out that none other
than the Secretary had legal authority to make the order in controversy, the court stated (page 421):
"Plainly enough, when it was thus suggested that he create a
situation in which no order could be made, the Secretary was
offered no escape from his duty even had he preferred to consult
.the comforts of personal convenience."
In its endeavor to escape this "rule of necessity," Marquette contends that the Department of Justice has concurrent power or jurisdictwn with the Trade CommissiOn to entorce or secure the restraint
of the Sherman and Clayton Acts. It is true that § 4 ( 15 U S.
C. A. § 4) of the former and § 15 ( 15 U. S. C. A. § 25) ot the latter
authorize district attorneys of the United States, under the direction of the Attorney General, w institute equitable proceedings to
prevent and restrain violation of such Acts. It does not follow.
however, that the Department of Justice or a court, when [59-t.]
such proceeding IS instituted, has concurrent power or iurisdiction
with the Federal frn.de Commisswn. True, the issues may be similar,
but the fact remains that the Federal Trade Commisa1on IS the only
tnbunal clothed with the power and charged with tbt> responsibility
of protecting the public against unfair methods of competition and
pnce discrimmatwn. It is also certam that proceedmgs instituted
l>y it could not oe removed to any other tribunal for nearmg. If the
Commission be disqualified, it undoubtedly follows that the complamt in the instant case would remain untried. Under these circumstances, as the authorities show, "the rule of necessity" reqUires
that the Commission be permitted to hear the case.
As we understand, the contention is uot advanced by Marquette
that the failure of the Commission to disqualify itself constitutes a
lack of due process. Nevertheless: it is pertinent to ooserve that the
order of the Commission does not become effective until an oppvl'
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tunity has been afforded for review. Unde'l' such c1rcum~tances it
~as frequently been held that the order of an admimstratlve agency
IS not a deprivatiOn of due process. Porter v. Investors Syndicate.
286 U. S. 461; United States v. Illinois Central R. Go. 2!)1 U. S. 457.
463; Nickey v. Mississippt, 292 U.S. 393, 396; Ohio Bell Telephone
Go. v. Commission, 301 U.S 292, 303.
In conclusion, we are not unsympathetic to the crjticism directed
at the Commiesion by l\farquette, a criticism much auned at all administrative agencies, to the effect that their multiple functions as
prosecutor, judge and JUry constitute to.n abridgement ot the cher·
ished right to a fair and impartial hearing. On the other hand. as
already pointed out, they are the creatures of Congrtss and it is not
within the province o£ courts either to emasculate or enlarge the
powers which it has conferred. Any appeal for relief should be
made to Congress rather than to the courts.
For the reasons stated, it is .:mr conclusion that the Commission
acted within its authority m denying Marquette's motion to recuse
its members from trying and deciding the issues involved. It follows that the orders entered by this court on July 31 1944, insofar
as they pertain to such motion, were properly entered. The instant
tnotion to vacate and set aside is, therefore, denied.

PREPARATORY TRAINING INSTITUTE

v.
FEDERAL TRADE COl\fl\fiSSION1
No. 8723-F. T. C. Dock. 4454
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. Feb. 15, 1945)
Ordered, on motion of Commission based on petitioner's failure to file and
serve copies of Its brief in the cause within the time fixed therefor by
the rule of the court, and failure to proceed as therein set forth, that
petition to review Commission's order in Docket 4454, June 29, 1944, 38
F.T.C. 712, requiring respondent, Its officers, etc., In connection with olfer,
snle, etc. In commerce, of courses of study for Government civil service
positions, cense and desist from misrepresenting the number ot such positions available, examinations held therefor, positions open, respondent's
ability to procure positions tor Its students, or Civil Service Commission
connection, etc.; or using term ··neglstrnr" to designate Itt~ re{lresentatlves,
or word "Institute" 11 s part 0f its trade name, or misrepresenting opportunities for employment ln Civil Service positions of Its students, etc.; as In
detail there set out.

Mr. William J. Connor, of Trenton, N. J., for petitioner.
Mr. lV. T. [(elley Chief Counsel, and !lfr. Joseph J. Smith, Jr.,
Asst. Chief Counsel: Federal Trade Commission, both of Washington, D. C., for Commission.
·
1

Not reportE'I~ \n Federal R~porter.
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ORDER DISMISSING PETITION FOR REVIEW

Before MARIS and Goonmcrr, JJ.
Upon consideration of respondent's motion to disrr1iss petitioner's
petition for review, and the consent of counsel for petitioner for
the dismissal,
It is ordered that the petition for review in the above entitled
cause be and the same is hereby ?ismissed.

PER~OFF

ET AL. v. FEDERAL 1RADE COMMISSION 1
No. 84GG-F. T. C. Dock. 4822

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. Feb. 23, 1945)
CEASE AND DESIST 0RIJERS-l\1ETHODS 1 ACTS AND l'BACTICES-MISREl'RESENTAl'IO.N
-BUSINESS STATUS-TRADE NAMES-"PACKING" AS APPUED TO PRODUCTS N01
PACKED BY SEu.En-\VHETHER NEGATIVED BY ADDED WoRD "DISTRIBUTORS".

Evidence supported !federal Trade Commission's finding that petitioner's
use of Its name "Atlantic Packing Company" was misleading as applied
to Items which petitioners did not pack, and that the use of the word
"l..llstributors" on the line below the name, whether In tn~ same or smaller
type, did not negative the erroneous Implication, and justified order direct·
log petitioners to cease use of the word "Packing" In connection with
such products.
l\IETHODS, ACTS AND l'RACTJ<.:I!:S
INO-llUSINESS STATl"S
TRlBUTUIIS'

l\liSitEI'IIESENTATION-l\liSBRANDINQ OR MISLABEL-

TRADE NAMES-"PACKINO", ETC., FOLLOWEll BY "DIS·

AS API•L!Ell TO l!'OOD NOT l'ACI<ED BY SELLER-FOOD AND DRUG Ac1

PROVISIONS-"llETliER CO:I£MISSION DECISION OF PRACTICE MISLEADING NATURE
IN CONFLICT WITH.

Federal Trade Commission's decision that petitioners' use of Its name
"Atlantic Packing Company" followed by the word ''Distributors" was
mlsleadin·.; as to product not packed by petitioners was not In conflict with
the Food and Drug Act requiring the person whose name appears on the
label to reveal his co"nnectlon therewith either as manufacturer or distributor or otherwise.
JURISDICTION OF CoMMISSION-UNFAIB TRADING-\VHETHER PullUC IN GENERAL,
OR PARTICl.'LAR CLASS OF COllPETITORS DIRECTLY AFFECTED.

The jurisdiction o! the Federal Trade Commission ln cases of unfair
trading Is recognized, re-.;nrdless of whethPr lt Is the public ln general, or a
particular class o! competitors, whose Interest demands the suppression of
the practice complained of.
CEASE A.NB DESIST OnUERS-l\lETHODS, ACTS A.ND PBACTICES-TRAD& NAMES"PACKING", ETC., FoLLOWED BY "DISTRIBUTORS" AS APPUED TO PRODUCTS NOt
PACKED BY SEu.t:R

JF NO TESTIMONY or DECEPTION BY ACTUAL PURCHASER.

That no actual purchaser of products bearing the label ''Atlantic Pack·
log Company, Distributor&", testified as to being deceived ln the purchase
'Reported In HIO F I :?ell 7117. For case betore Commission, eet 37 F.'l'.C.

•e.
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of products not packed by such packing company was not material to power
of Federal Trade Commission to order the use of such name discontinued
since 1t Is enough that the name has both the capacity and the tendenc;
to deceive.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 150 F.
(2d) 757.)
On petition to review order of Commission, order affirmed.

Mr. E-verett Sanders, of Washington, D. C. (Mr. Edward F.
~Iowrey, Mr. L.A. Gravelle, and Mr. Douglas Whitlock, all of Wash-

Ington, D. C., on the brief), for petitioners.
Mr. Donovan R. Divet, of Washington, D. C. (Mr W. T. Kelley,
Chief Counsel, Federal Trade Commission, and Mr. Joseph J.
Smith, Jr., Asst. Chief Counsel, both of ·washington. D. C., on the
brief), for respondent.
.
Defore GooDRICH and McLAUGHLIN, Oircuit Judges, and KIRKPATRicK, District Judge.
By McLAUGHLIN, Oircuit Judge.
This matter concerns a petition to review and set aside a cease and
desist order of the Federal Trade Commission which prohibits the
petitioners from using any trade name containing the word "Packing" in connection with products not packed by them.
The petitioners are whol£:sale grocers, with their principal office in
Philadelphia, Pa. and three branches in Chester, Wilkes-Barre and
Shenandoah, all in Pa. They sell only to retailers and not to consumers direct. They have l:leen angaged in the wholesale business of
canned foods in commerce since 1922. Three to three and one-half
percent of their business IS interstate. They, themselves. pack and
distribute certain dried food. They do not own or operate any
canneries. Their practice on canned foods is to purchase such products from canners. Labels for th~ goods are furnished the canners
by the petitioners and affixed to the contamers for the goods by the
canners. On some of thos<! labels, petitioners use [758] the name
"Atl antic
· Packmg
· Company, D'Istn'b ut ors. "
The Commission found that name to be erroneous and misleading
as applied to those items which the petitioners do not pack, as the
Word "Packin"" in the name constitutes a representation that such
items are pack~d by petitioners. It also found that there IS a preference on the part of a substantial number of dealers for dealing with
Packers direct, rather thar. with concerns which do not paek their
Products but are merely distributors. Further, that the use of the
name ha~ the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial number of dealers with respect to petitioners busmess status
and the ori"in of petitioners products, and the tender.cy and capacity to causeo such dealers to purchase petitiOners' products as the reqn]t of thE' erronpouc: n1Hl rni<:tnkPn beli~>f so !'ngendm·pd In conse-
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1uence thereof, that substndtial trade ha::, Lwe11 cliverteu Ll!ltairly to
che petitioners from their competitors, among whon• are those who
do not misrepresent their business status or the "rigm of their
products. As a result, the Commission concluded that.
"The acts and practices of the respondents I petitic.ners here J
.ts herein found are all to the prejudice of the pub!ic and '">f respondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in
~ommerce and unfair and decept1 ve acts and practices in cofnmerce
within the intent and meaning of the Federal Tradf:> f'ommission
\ct."
A total of ten witnesses testified at the Commission 11earmg Three
of these were connected with the petitioners. There were three con;;umer witnesses; all of them housewives. fhe other fuur were wholesale grocers. One of the consumers, Mrs. Freda Bruck. thought the
label "Atlantic Packing Company" was "the company that packs
:tnd distributes." She would prefer to buy direct from packers if
that could be done, because it is cheaper. The next housewife thought
the label "would come direct from the packing housE and that they
[Atlantic] packed them and distributed them." She said "I should
think that if tb.ey packed them that I might * * * Lword does
not appear in record] them reasonably. I don't know Of course I
have to go where I can get them cheaper. I try to go when I can
get something reasonably." Both this witness and Mrs Freda Bruck.
on cross examination, said that they expected to pay retail pricf:>s
in retail stores.
The first wholesaler witness on being shown one of the labels in
question, thought at first, that "Atlantic" was the packer; then, seeing
the word "Distributors," said that "Atlantic" was r.he distributor.
not the packer. lie thought the public would be jeceived by the
label. The second wholesaler, shown the label, stated he 'would say
that Atlantic was the distributor, not the packer." He did not thmk
the public would understand the label. The third wholesaler, from
the label, assumed that "Atlantic" was the packer, or ,)acker and
distributor. Tne last such witness preferred to buy frem packers. as
11avmg more responsibility than "* * * the dea1er from whom
vou buy it second hand." Examming one of the labels he said that
from the word "Distributors" he would assume that "Atlantic" had
not packed the goods.
Copies of three of the labels m evidence are printed in the record.
in all three, th<J name "Atlantic Packing Company" IS on a line by
itself and in larger type than the word "Distributors'' wluch appt•ars
>en eat h it. There is testimony by Earl Perloii. onl' of 1 he petitioners.
that they now put the wonl "Distributorc;;" in as larg-e typt> II"
\tlanuc Packing Company.'
As seen, all three consumer witnesses and two of the foUl "lH.J.l'
;alers affirmatively support the Commission's findin!! that the name
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''Atlantic Packing Company" IS erroneous and misleadmg as applied
to those items which the petitioners do not pack h addition. the
mbels speak for tlwmsehes. As used, it ~an be reasonably implied
that the particular gomls :;o labeled have been at Least packed by
the company. l'his is not negatived by the word "Distributors" on
the line below. whether thf latter \vord is in the same or m smaller
type than the name of the company. Packing and distributing are
two different, but not inconsistent activities. The busines~ of the
petitioners themselves shows that a concern may engage in either or
in Loth. The characterizat10n of a "Packing" compa.1y as a distributor is not a representation that it is not a packer This ts again
indicated by the practice of the petitioners who both pack and distribute certain dried foods which carry the same type of rabe] as the
·:mned or bottled goods not packed by the petitioners
[759} The petitioners urge that the label is in accord with the
pertinent Federal Food and Drug Act regulation. 2 There is no'
evidence in the record of approval of the label by any authority
whatsoever under the Food and Drug Act. From a reading of
Regulations (a) and (d) under Section 343, it is most questionabl£"
that the label legend is a propel one under that Act. Uegulatior·
(a), quoted in the footnote, provides that where the food is not
manufactured by the person whose name appears on the label, the
name shall be qualified by a phrase which reveals the connection
"inch person had with such food, such as "Manufadured for and
Packed by • * * ;" "Distributed by * * *." or other similar
Phrase which expresses the facts; and (d) expressly states that the
requirement that the label shall contain the naml and place of busi-'
ness of the manufacturer, packer or distributor shall not be considered to relieve any food from the reqmrement that its label shall
not be misleading in any particular. However, since compliance with
the Food and Drug Act is not an issue in this appea1 it is sufficient
to say that there is nc conflict on the inst&.nt facb between that
Act and the decision of the Federal Trade Commission
It is contended on behalt of the petitioners that diversron of com~nerce to the petitioners from other competitors was not proved.
l'hat the petitioners had ct•mpetition. was testified to by Earl Perl
• Fe<t .. rnl f'ood, llrug and Co•weuc A<·t, 21 U. ::!. C. A. 343 reads:
"A food shall be dt•emed to be misbranded • • • (e) It In package form unless It
'ears a Inh••l contnlning ( 11 the name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer
•r lllstributor; • • •"
R<'gnlatlon t 8 ) under this Section, :.!1 C. 1<'. H. Cum. Sup. 2.8 rends:
"Wh•••·e 8 foo<l I• not nuumfn<·tured by the person wlwse name appears ~n the <abe•
he name ,hall be qnalifit•d by 11 phr11se whieh rev~als the conn~~tlon, such person bas
"llh suo h roorl sudl UR ·~lanufnetured for and Packed by - - , Distributed by - - ,
•r othpr hiuolla; phra"" whil'h 1'1PT<'SH<'B the fnctR."
H~~:uintion (ell llJHi<'r th<' """" Rt>etlon, 21 C. :F. H. <..:um. Sup. 2.8 reads:
"ThE' ro•quir.. rn .. JJt that thP tnlll'l shall contain thl' name and place of business ot tbt
'".tnuta<·tur,•r, (llui.Pr, or <li~tnhutor shall not be considered to relle;;e any food from
1 "" T<''Jllirl'mPnt thAt It~ IAhPI •hnll not he miRIPA<llng In any parth'ular.
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off, one of the petitioners; but there was no affirmative testimony
that competitors were injured. 'Ve do not see that the latter is material under the Fair Trade Act. The junsdiction of the Commission
in cases of unfair trading IS recognized, regardless ot whether it is
the public in general, or a particular class of compebtors whose in·
terest demands the suppression of the practice complained of. Pep
Boys v. Federal Trade Commission, 12:2 F. {2d) 158 (C. C. A. 3)
[33 F. T. C. 1807; 3 S.&D. 401]. In Federal Trade Commission v. Artloom Corporation, 60 F. (2d) 36 (C. C. A. 3) [18 F.T.C. 680: 3
S.&D. 256 ;] this Court said nt page 38:
"The premise of misbranding being supported by the Commissi'on's
findings, the conclusion follows that when the respondent sold its
misbranded rugs in commerce, it thereby harmed its competitors and
deluded the ultimate consumers."
See also Federal Trade Commission v. Raladam Company, 316
U.S. 140 [34 F.T.C. 1843; 3 S.&D. 474].
It is also asserted that the allegation in the complai1_1t that the
petitioners deceived the public into thinking the product was packed
by the "Atlantic Packing Company" and, therefore wa!> (a) more
uniform in quality and (b) cheaper in prtce. was not proved. The
petitioners stress the proposition that no actual purchaser of "Atlantic" products testified as to being deceived, but it ts enough that
the name has both the capacity and tendency so to do Jacob Siegel
v. Federal Trade Commission, 150 F. (2d) 751 (C. C. A. 3) [3D
F.T.C. 714]. The evidence shows that all of the consumer witnesset=
and one of the four wholesalers testifying, thought the label meant
that the goods had been packed by, or both packed 11.nd distributed
by, "Atlantic." Another of the whoh•salers was ot that opinion
when he first saw the label. Two of the dealers thought that thP
public would be deceived or would not u~derstand th~ label5>. Whil~.
there was no affirmative evidence as to packers' goods bemg more
uniform in quality, Huskiu, one of the wholesale groct>rs, did saJ
that he preferred obtaining foods from packers. as more responsible
than buying from dealers Sl'cond hand. There wa3 nn indication
for preference of packers' goods bl'rause they were cheaper. from
the evidence of two of the consumers. It is true that no rl'taill'r!'
•estified; but with consumers being dect•ived, it follows that [7601
.n supplying retailers with such labeled goo1ls, the retnill'rs wen
furnished with the opportunity of misleading the public into think
ing that they were obtaining pa('kPrs' pro«lucts. It u· to be rem('m
bered that the public was nnd is the ultimat(' purchaser ot the goOtb
Petitioners insist that the allC'ged qualifying word "Distributors'
takes care of the situation here prC'sented otnd cite Federal Tradt
Commission v. Royal .Uilling Co., 288 U. S. 212 [17 F.T.C. 644; ~
S.&D. 217]; N. Flufgelman & Co., Inc. v. Federal Trade Oommi.niou
37 F. (2<1) "i!l ( r r " C)\ r1 !l v , r (W>: C) ~ & n (::">1 • nnrl ,(;!,,f1i,lrt
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Silver Co. v. Federal Trade Commi~SISion, !)~F. (2d) 676 (C. C. A. 2)
[27 F.T.C. 1689; 2 S.&D. 472]. As to this. the Commission said m ih
finding:
"It is urged by respondents that the use of the worrt 'DistributorE
in. connection _with the trade name on the labels is sufficient to ap
Prise prospective purchasers of the fact that respondents are mereh
distributors rather than packers of the canned goods, and that th.e
use of this word corrects any erroneous impression which might
otherwise be conveyed through the use of the •-rade name. The Commission is of the opinion. however, that thi" position IS not weli
taken. as prospective purchasers could reasonably conclude that re
spondents are both the packers and the distributors ot th~> products.
Moreover, as the same words appear on the labels for both the dry
commodities which are packed by respondent£ and the canned goods
which are not packed by them. it is impossible for the prospective
purchaser to determine from the label whether the particular item is
packed by respondents or merely distributed by them."
Since the Royal Milling case [supra] the Supreme Court has indicated in a number of decisions. involving principally labor board
and tax cas~s, that in the absence of abuse of discretiOn. the matter
of remedy is for the administrative agency. Medo v. Labor Board.
321 U. S. 678, and cases there ci.ted. The Second Circuit has followed
this in a series of Fair Trade cases since the Fluegelman and Sheffleld decisions and starting with Jl er:?Jeld v. Federal Trade Commission, 140 F. (2d) 207 (38 F.T.C. 833]. To the same effect~ Jacob
'liegel Company v. Federal Trade Commission [supra] in this Cir
::!Uit and American Power and Light Co. v. Securities and Erxchangt
Commission, 141 F. (2d) GOG in the First Circuit.
The Commission, in holding that the word ''Distributors" does
not correct any wrong impression which might otherwise be con
veyed throuO'h the use of "Atlantic Packing Company," clearly did
not abuse it; discretion. There 1s ample support in the evidence for
its decision that the name "Atlantic Packing Company, Di~tributors'
is erroneous and misleading as applied to those items which the
Petitioner does not pack. The order of the CommissiOn IS affirmed .

•
'IICIIEL LIP~IAN AND JACK SILVERMAN, l'RADING AS
CHIEF STATISTICIAN AND AS J. SILVERl\lAN &
ASSOCIATES v. FEDEHAL TRADE ('0:\fMISSIONt
No. 107()()--F. T. C. Dock. 480!!
(Circuit Court of Appl'llls, Ninth Circuit. March 15. 1045)
l'<l<'rf'd, purRunnt to stipulation to abide final decision In comp~nlon cause ol
Silt•rrman v. Federal Trade Commission. Nov. 13. 1944, 14;J F. (2<1) 751
3!) F.T.C. 704 , thllt decree be filed affirming, etc., Commission's order II'
'RPportPd In

148

F. 12111 823 For

t'RRe

bPfore Commission, eee 38 F.T.C. 19.
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Docket 4809, Jan. 8, 1944, 38 F.T.C. 19, requiring respondent petitioners
herein to cease and desist, In connection wltb otfer and sale In commerce,
ot delinquent debt collection material, from usln.g words "'Chief Statistician' etc., to designate, etc., their business; using, etc., malllng cards, etc.,
which misrepresent the Governnv "lt as the source thereof, etc.; or using
material which misrepresents the nature ot their business, or the purpose of the Information sought.

PetitiOn to review and set aside order of CommissiOn dismissed.

Seaman & Jackson, of San Francisco, Calif., for petitioners.
Ur. JV. T. Keltey, Cluet Counsel, and Mr. Joseph J Smith, Jr ..
Asst. Chief Counsel, Federal I'rade CommissiOn, both ot Washington, D. C., for respondent.
Before WILBUR, DENMAN, and HEALY, Oirouit Judge&.
PER CURIAM.

It appearmg from the files of this Court, that Mr. Edward N.
Jackson. counsel for petitioner. and .Mr. JosPph J. Smith Jr., Asst.
l'hief Counsel, Federal frude Commission, counsel tor respondent.
"'ntered mto a stipulation that this cause should abidt final decision
tn the companiOn cause, Silverman v. Federal Trade Oommtsswn
which '>tlpulatwn was filed on May 15, 19-14. and thar in said cause.
Sih·erman v. Federal Tr'lde Comm2s-~ion. an opmwt. wa~ rendered
and filed on November 13: lDH, 145 F. (2d) 751 [39 F.T.C. 70-!], and
a. riecrPe aflirmmg and enforcing order to cease and 1esist was tiled
and PnterPd on I>ecember 5 19-H. which decree has now become final
and no review thereof 1-J.us be<'n sought by petitioner herem, now
therpfore. it JS ordered that a decree ''" filed and entered herein
allinmng and <'ntorcing th£ orde1 of the Federal Trude ( ommiSSion
ro t>ease nnd desist, and that a cPrtili('d copy of such jccrt::e be forthWith forwurJed to the respcdive parties hereto.
FINAL DECREt. AFFIRl\UNO AND ENFORCING

; '0'I'

OnDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Michel Lipman and Jack ~ilverman, tndividually, and tnding as
Chief StatistiCian, and as J. Sil vermun & Associntes pet itwners
hert>m, havmg tiled With this Court on 1\larcn 6, l!lH their petitiOn
ro rcv1ew and set aside an ordc1 to ceast.> and desist tssued agamst
t hPm on .J unuary 8, lOH, bJ the F<.'deral Trade Comnussiol!, respond
Pllt. m a procPNling before the <>aid respondent entitled "In the
~latter of 1\lichel Lipmau 'lnd .Jack :5Jiverman. mdivtdually and
trading ns Clucf Statistician and a~ J. Silverman & AssocJUtes, and
William Edgar Spicer, tndJvHlnally, Docket No 4809''; and a copy
of ;;aid (ll'tition having bt•en -it•neJ upon the respco,dent; and the
re:.pondent haviug thereafter l't>l'l ilicJ and filed herem as required
b}' the f'l•Jeml Trade Commi"-:OIOII Act, a transcrip1 of the entire
rccortl m said proceeding, lliH.l the parties hereto, on May 8, 10-1-1,
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having stipulated and agreed mter alia <hat the dispos:twn of thi 8
case shall abide and be dcternuned by the decision ot th1:o Court in
the case of Jack Silverman an mdividuaJ trading u11der the names
vf Jack Silverman and Associaces. General Forward1ng ~y<>tem and
Commercial Pen Co., being case No. 10,GG3 upon the docket of thi~
Court, and that ·'If the respondent's order to cease arid de~ist in sai~
·ase No. 10,663 IS affirmed and enforced, this Court snail enter a de.:ree affirming and enforcmg the order to cease and desist entered by
the respondent in this case'· -s:ud stipulation having been approved
by this Court on .May 15. 1044; and thi~? Court. on No,·ember 13
1944, havmg rendered its deciswn in S't:G case No. l0.662 affirmmg
and enforcing the cease and desist order of the Federal frade Com'lllssion there mvolved and denying the petition to revlPW and set
·tside sa1d order, and havmg en.-ered its decree to that etlect:
Now. therefore, it is hereby ordered. adjudged ana decreed, That
rhe aforesaid petition to review and set aside said or.J.er w cease and
les1st be and the same hereby 1 S denied; and that th!:' saJd order to
·ease and cles1st be and it hereby is affirmed and entorced, and the
Petitioners are hereby commanded to obey said order and to comply
therewith.
And it is hereby further ordered, adjudged and decreed. That
•vithin mnety (VO) days atter the entry of this decree the petitioners
~hall file with the Federal TradE> CommissiOn a report m writmg
•ettmg forth in detail the rr.anner and form in which .:hey have complied with said ')rder to cea~e anJ- desist.
Without prejudice to the rignt of the United States, as provided
in section 5 (1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, to prosecute
SUits to recover civil penalties for vwlatwns of the "otforesaid order
to cease and des1st hert:by affirmed and enforced, anl wnhout prej·
udice to the right of the Federal Trade. '- o~mussion to institute an_d
ma1ntain contempt proceedmgs for vwlatwn of th1s decree, this
Court retams jurisdiction d this cause to enter such further oraers
herein from time to time as ma.f become necessary eftectJvely to enforce compliance in every respect with this decree ~tnd to prevent
evasion thereof.

SAMUEL H. MOSS, INC. v.
FEDERAL TRADE COl\1l\HSSION1
No. 1sa-F. T. 0. Dock. 4405
(Circuit Court ot Appeals, Second Circuit. Mar. 29, 1945)
MJtTeoos, Ac-rs .t.ND
(a) Co
MPETITlVIC

-

l'BACTICJts-DrscaiMINATI~G IN l'RicJt-ct.AYTON
E
CT ON DIBCBIMINATOB 8 CoMPETITORS.
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F. 12d)
148
In per
dented
curiam opinion of
In the m~uon to modltJ Ita
th
op nlon wa1 required.
Ill elartllcd.

41:10780-47--68

ACT,

S&C, :t

FFit

37 8. For case oetore Comnusswn, ece au F.T.C. 640. .
June 3 1946, 1:1:1 F. (2dl 1016, 42 F.T.C.-, the Coun
d
the Instant matter but twirl certain rlarifl<-atlon
'l'e~r~ urt'l opinion 81 reproduced herein, Is published aa
e o
•

in
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The Clayton Act makes price discrimination unlawful only in case it
lessens or tends to prevent competition with merchant who engages In the
practice, and that means that lower price must prevent or tend to prevent
competitors from taking business away from merchant which they might
have secured had merchant not lowered his price below what he was
charging elsewhere.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATING IN PBICB:-DI.AYTON AcT, SEO.

2

(a)-PROCEEDINGS UNDER-BURDEN OF PROOF.

Upon proot of price discrimination, burden of proof then shifts to mer·
chant to establish that the lower price did not prevent or tend to prevent
any one from ·aklng away the business.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATING IN PRICE-CLAYTON ACT, SEC.~
(a)-coMPETITIVE
EQUALLY

Low

EFFECT

ON

DISCRIMINATOR'S

CoMPETITORS-b

LATTER'S

PRICE MERELY "!\lET" BY DISCRIMINATOR.

Although price discrimination by merchant prevented or tended to
prevent competitors from taking business away from him, merchant would
not be guilty ot violating the Clayton Act If he could show that his lower
price did not undercut his competitors, but merely "met" their "equally
low price".
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRicE-CLAYTON ACT, SEO.

2

(a)-WHETHER VIOLATION 011'-RURDER STAMPS.

Evidence supported finding ot Federal Trade Commission that petitioner
was dlscrlmlnatlng In price ot rubber stamps sold In Interstate commerce
In violation of the Clayton Act.
EVIDENCE-METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PBICE-CI.AYTON
ACT, SEC.

2

(a)-WHERE DIFFEREN1 PRICES BY DISCRIMINATOR SHOWN AND

LACK OF LESSENING OF COMPETITION NOT 8HOWN BY LATTER-IF PROH"Ell O'i
TESTIMONY

OF

SoLICITATION

FOBMEB EMPLOYEES

AT

01'

DISCRIMINATOR'S

PRICES TO GET BUSINESS

CUSTOMERS

BY

LATTER'S

WITHOUT SHOWING Dis

CRIMINATOR'S 0~'FERS IN FACT NO LoWER THAN COMPETITORS'.

Where petitioner was shown to have charged dll'l'erent prices for Its
rubber stamps and falled to prove that It did not lessen competition,
petitioner's pro1Tered testimony that two of Its former ~mpwyees set up
a competing business and proceeded to solicit petitioner's customers at
prices they knew they could get customers' trade, without showing that
ol'l'ers which petitioner made were In fact no lower than that ot Its competitors, was not relevant.
PROCEEDINGS llEFORII: CoMMISSION-RECEPTION OJ' EVIDENCE-CRITERIA OB' ADMIB·
amiLITY-PBICE DiscliiMINATION CAsEs.

Federal Trade Commission, at hearing on charge of price competition
In violation of Clayton Act, should admit all evidence which could con·
celvably throw any Ilght upon the controversy.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 148 F.
(2d) 378.)
On petition to review order of Commission, order affirmed, and
enforced.
Mr. llenry Ward Beer, of Washington, D. C. and Lewi3, Mark&
& [{anter, of Brooklyn, N.Y .. f01 petitioner.
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(379] Mr. Joseph J. Smith. Jr., of Washmgton, D.(..., and Mr.
W. T. l(elley, Chief Counsel, and Mr. Jno. W Carter, Jr., both of
Washington, D. C., for Federal Trade Commission.
Before L. HAND, AuousTus N. HAND, and CLARK, Circuit Judge&.
PER CURIAM:
This is an appeal from (petition to review), an order of the Fed~ral Trade Commission directmg the petitioner not to discrimmate
In .the price of rubber stamps sold in intel'state comn.erce. The only
pomts which we find it necessary to discuss are whether the findinfS
~upport the order; whether ther·e was evidence to support the fin<!tngs; and whether the petitioner was prevented from mtroducmg
~elevant evidence. After finding that the petitione::.- was engaged in
Interstate commerce in the sale of rubber stamps. the <. :ommissiOn
found that it had sold stamps of the same size at different prices to
different customers in eight spedfied in::;tances; that the discrimm~
tion so practiced had not been made "in good faith to meet an equally
tow price of a competitor''; and that there was "no ev1dence the.t
such differences in price were based upon differences m cost of manufacture, sale or delivery resulting from the different methods or
quantities in which such rubber stamps were sold and delivered to
• varwus purchasers thereot.': Finally, it tound that these practiCC2
had a "tendency to induce the purchase of respondent's rubber
stamps by various users thereof, and have tended to and do dive1t
trade to the respondent from Its competitors." That these findine;'3
supported the order is too obvious to admit of discussion.
,
The case was tried in part upon a stipulation de<.Jarmg that in
the eight instances mentioned in the findings the respondent sold
rubber stamps to some of its ~ustomers at lower pr1ces than it was
s~lling the same stamps to other customers. The Commis~::.wn's position was that, having proved this, § 2 (b) put upon thl:' petitiOner the
burden of justifying the discrimination; and warra.1ted thP order
If it failed to do so. The petitioner did pot prove affirmatively thll.t
the discrimination did not lessen competitiOn or tend to prevent it:
nor did it prove that its lower prices were only "to meet an equally
tow price of a competitor." On the contrary, it did not know its
competitors' prices, but merely "bid low enough to get the busmess."
rhis made it proper and indeed necessary tor the Com.tmssion to
rnake the findings it did. It IS true that § 2(a) rr.ake8 price dis~l'Ililination unlawful only m case it lessens, or tends tCJ prevent, comPetition with the merchant who engages in the pract.ce; and that no
louut rneans that the tower pricf must prevent, or tend •o prevent.
'ornpetuors from taking ousiness a way trom the mercnant which
they rnight tun·e got, had the merchant not ~owered his [.>riCe below
what he w 1t::, ch::trO'in(l' elsewhere. But that lS often hard to prove:
tlu• nrrnc;pr mn"t c;ho'~ thnt thPre wPre competitors whom the higher
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of the two prices would, or might, not have defeated but who could
not meet the lower. Hence Congress adopted the common device in
such cases of shifting the burden of proof to anyone who sets two
pnces, and who probably knows why he has done so. and what has
been the result. If he can prove that the lower price did not prevent or tend to prevent anyone from takmg away the business; he
will succeed, for the accusu wtll not then have brought him within
the statute at all. Nevertheless he may succeed even though he fails
to establish such a negative; for, although it will then appear that
he has lessened, or prevented, competition, the provisv of § 2 (b) will
still excuse him, if he can show that his lower price did not undercut
his competitors, but merely "met" their "equally low price." In
short, that is a defence to the violation of§ 2(a). This 1s as we interpret § 2 (a) and § 2 (b). when read together. We are not sure that
our interpretation accords with the rulings of the Seventh Circuit
in A. E. Staley Manufacturing Co. v. Federal Trade Commission,

135 F. (2d) 433 [36 F. T. C. 1126; 3 S.&D. 556]; S. C. 144 F. (2d)
221 [3~ F. T. C. 677]. In the first of these the Court said (p. l55)

that it was not enough to prove mere discrimination in price, but
that the Commission must also prove that this did not lessen competition; and for this it relied upon Standard Fashion Co. v. Ma- .
qrane-llouston 'Co .• 238 U S. 316. decided oef0re the <~mendment .
of 1V3G. Indeed, the decision apprars actually to have turned upon
the CommissiOn's failure allirmntively to prove that the discrimina·
tion had lessrned romprtition. To that we cannot agt·ee for the
reasons we have given. However, in the srcond appe>al we do not
understand that the majority of the court found it necessar) to rely
upon thnt doctrme; on the con[3l:O]tmrJ they basbd th~1r decision
upon the conclnswn that the retitioner had carried thE' burden of
showing that the discrimmation had not in fact lessenrd competitwn.
If that be the right under:;tanding. there JS no longer any difference
l)('t ween us.
The Commission uppca rs to l>e 1icve that, in ordcJ to prove the
aflirmath·e defence anyone who st>lls nt two priers must prove that
he knew what wa:, his contpl'tltcn·,; pncc must meae nor to under
·ut it, nnd must ofTrr to sell at what he knows to b<> 110 lower than
11is compc·titors' price. We agree that he mu:-;t prove that he did not
nean to undercut his t•ompetitors' price; but when he has in fact
md£>rcut that price. we l'l'S('l'Ve the fllll'St ion whet her it is nece:Ntr)
tts part of that proof for hi Ill to show that he did not know \'"hat
that pnce \\HS. If ir fact he doP~ not UJHlc•tTilt his competitors' price
perhaps he lll:lJ ('Sc:qw, C\en though he dot>~ not know whnt thnt
price is, thou;.rh it is oni) b) ~haute that he has lh)t !Jndercut 11
fhat is to -,av, \\e nr('d not ItO\\ dccitle more than that tit(' o!Tcr o;;h.1l
be rnaJe wit.hout c.tctual intt-nt to und('rcut his ·umpctitors' pncc
That question docs not nri!>e h('re. for the pPtitione>r did not prove
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"that in any of the instances its price was no lower than that of its
competitors. For these reasons we hold that the .findings were supported by the evidence,
The last question is whether the examiner excluded testimony
which he should have admitted. This testimony was presented in
very disjointed form, and it is somewhat difficult to know from the
questions just what it was designed to prove; we therefore resort to
the offer of proof made by the petitioner's attorney in the following
Words: "my purpose is to show these two were employees of ours,
were familiar with the customers and prices charged our customers
for the products; that they left our employ and set up a competing
business and proceeded to solicit our customers at prices they knew
they could get it for. Some of the customers are the very customers
set out in the stipulation." In the light of what we have already said,
this testimony was not relevant to the issue. It ma.de no difference
Whether the petitioner's former salesmen offered goods "at prices
they knew they could get it" (the business), "for." Once the petitioner was shown to have charged different prices, and failed to
Prove that this did not "Jessen competition," it could not escape
without showing that the offers which it made were either in fact no
lower than that o~ its competitors, or that it did not mean them
to be. Its attorney did not .suggest that the witnesses would testify
to that; and, if the case was to be tried with strictness, the examiner
Was right. It is quite true that if he had not so tried it, a less
confusing record would have resulted. "\Vhy either he or the
Commission's attorney should have thought it desirable to be so
formal about the admission of evidence, we cannot understand.
Even in criminal trials to a jury it is better, nine times out of ten,
to admit, than to exclude, evidence and in such proceedings as
these the only conceivable interest that can suffer by admitting any
evidence is the time lost, which is seldom as much as that inevitably
lost by idle bickering about irrelevance or incompetence. In the
case at bar it chances that no injustice was done, but. we take this
occasion to point out the danger always involved in conducting such
a procecdinO' in such a spirit, and the abs~nce of any advantage in
deprivinO'
eUher the Commission or ourselves o'f nll evidence which
b
cn.n conceivably throw any light upon th_e controversy.
Order affirmed; an enforcement order Will pass.
HOWE ET AL. v. FEDERAL TRADE C01U!ISSION 1
No. 10-tSG-F. T. C. Dock. 4729
(Circuit Court of AppPals, Ninth Circuit. Apr. 4, 1945)

--

l'r:oo:I·:rHNGS-CEASE .Um DESIST 0BDEBS-FINDINGS
OF Colr~rrssiON-IF St:rl'oRTED BY EvrDF::xcx.

AP!'I::LLATE l'ROCEDt:BS: AND

• R~ported Ia 141 F. (2d) llil. For case belore CommiRslon,

1e11

30 F.T.C. 885.
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In proceedings to review cease and desist order of Federal Trade Com
mission, if Commission's findings are supported by evidence, they are conclusive and Commission's order 'l)ased thereon must be affirmed.
APPElLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS-CONCLUSION
01' CoMMISSION-IF RATIONAL BASIS FOR.

In proceedings to review cease and desist order of Federal Trade Commission, where there Is a rational basis for conclusion of Commission, duty
of court Is ended.
0JCASB: AND DESIST ORDERS-METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-MISREPRESENTATION
-SOURCE OR ORIGIN, AND SUCCESS, UsE OR STANDING OF PRODUCT--FALSE AND
MISLEADING ADVERTISING, LADELS, BRAND NAMES AND LEGENDS-"HOLLYWOOD"
AND "FAVORITE OF THE STARS".
1

Where firm, engaged in sale and distribution of cosmetics preparations,
used trade-naml' "Hollywood" and the legend "Favorite of the Stars", but
of some 20 items sold by the firm only three were obtained from sources
in Hollywood b.nd firm's preparations were not recognized by Hollywood
actresses as being of superior quality, record sustained finding of Ferleral
Trade Commission that use of word "Hollywood" was misleading and
justified order directing the firm to cease and clcsist from using the word
· .lollywood" to designate any proquct which was not In fact manufactured
In Hollywood, Calif., and from using words "Favorite of the Stars".

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 148 F.
(2d} 561.)
On petition to review and set aside order of Commission, order
amended and, as amended, affirmed.

Mr. Edward Starin, of Seattle, Wash., for petitioners.
Mr. W. T. [{elley, Chief Counsel, Mr. Joseph J. Smith. Jr., Asst.
Chief Counsel, and Mr. Jno. W. Oarter, Jr., Sp. Atty .. Federal Trade
Commission, all of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
Defore GARRECIIT, MATHEws, and HEALY, Oircuit Judges.
GARRECHT,

Oircuit Judge.-

The petitioners, Phil Howe, David A. Howe. and Joanne D. Howe.
trading as Howe and Company, are and have been engaged in the
sale and distribution of cosmetic preparations. The prepnratwnt'
when sold are transported from their place of busllless m SeattleWashington, to various other states of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. For the purpose of inducing the purchase of
the cosmetics, the petitioners use the trade name "IIolJ_vwood" and
the legend under that "Favorite of the Stars." Of tne some twenty
items sold by the petitioner!>, only three are obtained from sources in
IIollywood, although more than 52 percent of the firm's purchases
·onsist of the three items manufactured 111 Hollywood. and as to such
tems the trade name is not mhibited.
The Federal Trade CommissiOn after considering the evidence
·rnmd that the word "Hollywood" when used to des1gnate cosmetic
'"'lti"n" i!'= nc;c;ocint('(l In· 1 c;uhc;tnntinl nortion '">f th(' pnrchnc;
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ing public with the motion picture industry and is understood as indicating that the cosmetics are manufactured there and are used
by Hollywood stars, which is further strengthened by use of the
legend "Favorite of the Stars." The Commission found that the
use of the word "Hollywood" was deceptive and m1sleadmg, and
concluded such deception to constitute unfair practice within the
meaning of the Federal Trade CommiJsion Act.
An order was issued to cease and desist from using the word
"Hollywood" to designate any product which is not in fact manufactured in Hollywood, California, or using the words "Favorit£>
of the Stars." The other matters contained in the order have been
complied with and are not m issue here.
The petitioners have asked this court to review the order of the
.
Federal Trade Commission.
[562] I£ the findings are supported by evidence, they are conclusive, and the order must be affirmed. Federal Trade Commission
Act,§ 5,15 U.S.C.A. § 45(c).
Witnesses testified that the label "Howe's HOLLYWOOD. favor·
ite of the Stars'' gave the impression that it was a Hollywood preparation and was endorsed by the stars of motion pictures. Two other
witnesses testified that they would in~erpret it to mes.n that the
Product was used by the movie stars. Another testified that Holly·
Wood is one city in the world most every one knows ana it is out~tanding because of the motion picture industry, and the labeJ
''Hollywood, favorite of the Stars" could only mean that it was a
Product of Hollywood and used and preferred by tne stars. There
was other testimony that the legend "Favorite of thE Stars" meant
(·ertain Hollywood actresses favored it. Another wit.1ess said "that
the word 'Hollywood' used in connection w1th any aid to beauty
or cosmetics has more significant meaning than tht word 'Holly;vood' used in other lines of products and has more value."
,
A great many witnesses testified on behalf of the Commission and
on behalf of the petitioners. To some of these witnesses the word
"Hollywood" had no particular significance. However. a substantial
Portion of the purchasing public and persons in the cosmetic trade
associated the label with the motion picture colony a11d thought the
·osmetics were manufactured there. There was also Avidence that a
£Iollywood oricrin in a cosmetic product was a business asset. The
.
""
. .
.
3 VIdence showed also that the preparatiOns m que~tlon were not
1'ecognizcd Ly the actresses of Hollywood as being of superior quality
In the case of Stanley Laboratories, Inc. ·v. Federal Trade Oom
nlission 138 F. ( 2d) 388 [37 F. T. C. 801; 3 S. & D. 596], this court
found ti 1at the use of the words ".M.D." in marketin~ a douche Wa!;
a deception attempting to capitalize on the prestige of the medical
Profession. In the cosmetic field, a parallel endorsement would br
tl,nt of 'l ·t'· ""~'" of JTollvwoorl Tt w·n!': r£>n!':,.,nnh 1P t"hPrP+nrP to finr

...
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the advertisement misleading and deceptive, and where there is a
ratwnal basis for the conclUsion of the administrative body, our duty
IS ended.
The motion to insert after the words ·'Hollywood, California" in
the order, the parenthetical sentenc~: (The term "Hollywood, California,'' as used herein, means the entire city of Los Angeles, California, and those adjacent ur contiguous md~pendent municipalities
which are generally regaraed aE- rompnsing the Los Angele!> metro·
politan area. such as Culver City, Beverly Hills, Glendale and Santa
Monica.), is ]1ercl>y granted and the orJ.er as amended is affirmed
and must be so enforced.
Affirmed.

COHN PUODUCTS REFINING CO. ET AL.
v.
FEDERAL TRADE COUl\IISSION1
No. HSO--F. T. C. Dock. 3U33
(United l:itates Supreme Court. Apr. 23, H>45)
~IETHOOS, ACTS AND l'llACTIO:s- DISCIUI>liNATING IN PRICE-CLAYTON ACT, SEC.

2 ( a ) - lt:I.IVEHJ-:11 l'IHCES

l~I<.;TJTIOCS OR ''l'UANTOM" FREIGHT-WHERE PBEDI·

l'he sale ot glu<'ose ut deli verc<l prlcPs which Included freight rate from
·a-g~Te~'<pective ot \\ lwthl't' "hipmeuts were Illude from manufacturer's
Chic:~or Kansas City plant, discriminated In price between dlfierent
purchaflcrs contrary to the Clayton Act .
Cl1

.\lE-ruous, ACI'S .a.No

2 (a)

l'ItAV'llcE~

l'llOIIllllT!ONI:l

PnoHIBI'l'IONS 01' :5~X'

i>IscHt~IINA'tiNG IN PRICE-CLAYTON AcT, SEc.

OF-\VIIE'IlU:ll

a OF

Ht:~TIIICTED

HOlliNSON·l'AniAN

BY

PLACE DISCRIMINATION

AcT.

Section 3 of the Hobinsou Putwun Act IU1poslng crfminal penalties for
sellin·6 goocls 111 an~ part 01 the United States at prices lower than those
exal'teu ~·lt<l'\\ lrere In the United States for the purpose of destroying com·
pPtitlon dot'S not rN;trict the opcrution of the prohibitions, with civil sane·
tlon~. of thP Itohinson l'atUlan amendment to section 2 (a) of the Clayton
Act.
,\lr.Tnou~>, AcTs AISD l'IIACTicEs

2 (a)

l)JscuiMINATING IN PRICE-CLAYTON AcT, SEc.

\VIIEliE EHF.C'f ''l\lAY" Dlt 'fl' l:iUDSTANTUl.LY LESSEN CoMPETITIOl'f,

ETC.

Un1ler the Clayton Act which prohibits discriminations which "may'
substantlalll les><t'n c«nrpt'tition, etc., probability rather than mere possl·
bllit~ I~ rPquirP<l.
o\l'l't.l.LAII!. l'IU•t I:.Ullllc ANU
C'Ol Ill

l'R<Jl U.lliNOS

E\ IUENCE-\VEIO:::IT

AND lrlFERENCES-

I 1\IIT\r!O:'i'

H• porr 1 111 :::.! I 1 i"l 7~11; 115 S. Ct. Util. !<'or <'II be be!ore Comml~slon, ue 34 F.T.C.
( n ,. "' (' I' lilt (.'unl't of Ap(l<'nls, Seventh Circuit, amrmtn, CommiasloD'I order.
t•port• •I In HI I' l:?•ll Zit

!!!'•()
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In proceedings before Federal Trade Commission, the weight to be
attributed to the facts proved or stipulated and the Inferences to be drawn
from them are for the Commission to determine, not the courts.
CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS-METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN
PRrcz-.CLAYTON AcT, SEc.

2

(ai-DEU\'EBED PRicEs-FicTITious oR "PHAN·

TOM" FREIGHT-WHERE PBEDICA TED ON INCLUSION OF.

Where manufacturer sold glucose at delivered prices which Included
freight from Chicago, Irrespective of whether shipments were from manufacturer's Chicago or Kansas City plant, the Federal Trade Commission's
finding that there was a reasonable probability that the effect of such
discrimination might be to substantially lessen competition was sustained
by the evidence and supported Commission's order that such practice be
discontinued.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATING IN PBICE-cuYTON ACT, SBC,

2

(a)-TERMS AND CoNDITIONS OF SALE-BOOKING PRACTICES OB OPTIONS,
AND DEUVERIES.

A glucose manufacturer's practice of permitting certain customers to
secure longer options, or lower prices, or longer periods In which to take ·
dellverles, constituted "price discrimination" within Clayton Act.
EVIDENCIIl-D1sCRIMINATING IN PRICE-cLAYTON ACT, SEC.

2

(a)-THAT LoWD

PBICES TO MEET CoMPETITION-IF WITNESSES WITHOUT PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE
OJ' TRANSACTIONS.

In proceedings before Federal Trade Commission, evidence by witnesses,
who had no personal knowledge of the transactions, that lower prices were
allowed to favored customers In order to meet competltlor. was Insufficient
to sustain burden placed on manufacturer.
METHODS, ACTS AND .PRACTICES-TERMS AND CONDITIONS ·ol' SALE-OPTIONS AND
DELivERY PERIODS.

Finding by Federal Trade Commission that a glucose manufacturer's
practice of permitting certain customers to secure longer options, or lower
prices, or longer periods In which to take deliveries, might diminish competition within the Clayton [962] Act was sustained by the evidence.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PBICIIl-CLAYTON ACT, SJ:c.

2

(a)-DISCOUNTS TO FAVORED PURCHASERS.

Finding by Federal Trade Commission that discounts allowed to certain
favored purchasers constituted a substantial threat to competition within
Clayton Act was sustained by the evidence.
EVIDENCIIl-WEIGHT

AND

INFERENCEs-coNTEMPORANEOUS

PURCHASING

FROM

MANUFACTURER VENDOR ADVERTISER BY ADVERTISING'S BENEFICIARY USER OF
MANUJ'.&.CTUBER'S PRODUCT AS flAW .MATERIAL FOR PRODUCT OF BENEFICIARY.

Where candy company purchased dextrose from manufacturer during
period th&t manufacturer expenued large sums for benefit o:l' such company to promote sales of dextrose for use In candy manufacture, Federal
• Trade Commission could properly Infer that the advertising contemplate~
the sale of dextrose to the candy company and that the advertising con
templated olrerlng for sale of the candy by the candy company.
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METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCBIMINATION IN PRICE--CLAYTON ACT, SEC
2 (a )-WHETHER PURCHASE CONTRACT EMBODYING 0ISCRIMINATION PRE·
REQUISITE.
Under the Clayton Act, discrimination In favor of one purchaser agalnsr
another need not tle provided for In purchase contract, but It is enough U
the dlscrlmlnatlon is made in favor of one who Is a purchaser and denied
to another purchaser or other purchasers of the same commodity•
.METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCBlMINATION IN PRICE-CLAYTON ACT, SEC
2 (e) -SERVICES OR F ACIUTIES-WHETHER CONNECTED WITH "PROCESSING"
J:TC., OF DISCRIMINATOR'S COMMODITY.
"Processln·;:'' as used In Clayton Act means a mode of treatment of materials to be transformed or reduced to a different state or thing, and ln·
eludes the conversion of dextrose into candy.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRICE--CLAYTON ACT, SEC.
2 (e)-SERVICES OR FACIUTIES-WHETHER CONNECTED WITH "PROCESSING".
J:TC., OJ' DISCRIMINATOR'S CoMMODITY-:MAT.tRIAUTY OJ' NATURE OR EXTENT 01'
PROCESSING.
'!'be Clayton Act ls aimed at discrimination by supplying facilities or
services to a purchaser not granted to others In all cases where the commodity is to be resold whether 1n Its original form or in a processed
product, and the precise nature or extent of the processing before resale
Is Immaterial.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRICE--CLAYTON ACT, SEC.
2 (e)-SERVICES OR FACIUTIES-\VHEN ACCORDED TO ONE AND NOT 0TIIERSWHERE INTERSTATE COMMERCE INVOLVED.
Evidence showed that there was a discrimination against sales In Interstate commerce so as to gl ve Federal Trade Commission jurisdiction ot
proceedings against glucose manufacturer.
METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRICE-CLAYTON ACT, SEC
2 (e)-SERVICES OR FACILITIES-ADVERTISINoJ BY MANUFACTURER VENDOR A.nVEBTISER AS PROMOTIVE OF SALES OJ' MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCT AS RAW MATE·
BIAL IN PRODUCT OF ADVERTISING'S BENEFICIARY.
Where candy company purchase<! dextrose from manufacturer during
period that manufacturer expended large sums tor benefit of such cand~
company to proruote sales of dextrose for use In candy manufacture, ad·
vertlslng furnished was a service or taclllty "connected with the processing,
sale, or otrering tor sale of a commodity" and therefore violated the Clayton Act.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken trom 65 S. Ct.
961.)

On writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of Ap
peals for the Seventh Circuit, in which an adverse order Qf the Commission was sustained by that Court [963] 144: F. (2d) 211, judgment affirmed.
Mr. Parker McOollester, of New York City, for petitioners.
Mr. Oharlea Fahy, Sol. Gen .• of 'Vnshin:;rton. D. (". for r<'sponrlPPI
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1\IR. CHIEF JusTICE STONE deiivered the opinion of the Court.
Petitioners, a parent corporation and Its sale& subRidiary, use a
~ point system of pricing in their sales [729] of glucose.
~~ sell only at delivered prices, computed by addin~ to a base price
at Chicago the ~blished freight tariff from ChiCago to the several
points of deliverY. ven though deliveries are in fact mhd~ from their
factory at Kans s City as well as from their Chicago factory. Consequently there is includea in the delivered price on "hipments from
Kansas City an amount of "freight" which usually does not corre·
"Pond to freight actually paid by petitioners.
The Federal Trade Commission instituted this proceeding under
§ 11 of the Clayton Act, c. 323, 38 Stat 1"30, 15 U S C. ~ 21, charg
Ing that petitioners' use oi this single basing point system resulted
111 discriminations in price between different purcha;;us of the glu·
cose, and violated § 2( a) of the Act, as amended by § 1 of the Robin
<Jon-Patman Act, c. 5V2, 49 Stat. 1526: 15 U. S. C. ~ 13 The com·
plamt also charged petitioners with other discrimimttior.s in prices
':lr in services rendered to favored customers, which will presently be
stated in detail, all in violation of § 2(a) or § 2(e) of the Clayton
.'\.ct, as amended.
Section 2 (a) provides in part:
1"(a)
"' "' "' it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in
commerce "' * * eithe1 directly or :ndirectly: to discriminate in
nrice between different purchaser£> of commodities of !ih grade and
'!Uality, "' * * where the effect of such discrimliHttJOn may be
substantially to lessen competition or tend to create ll monopoly in
:tny line of commerce, or to injure, destroy, or prevent ~ompetition
with any person who either grants or knowingly recmves the benefit
)f such discrimination, or with customers of either ::1f them : Pro·
vided, That nothing herein contained shall prever.t rlifl'erential~
~hich make only due allowance for differences in tht cost of manu.
facture, sale, or delivery resulting from the dift'ering methods or
I]Uantities in which such commodities are to such purdm~ers sold or
delivered: • "' "'"
[730] After hearings, at which much of the evidtnce was stipu
lated, the Commission made its findings of fact. It concluded that
petitioners had violated § 2 of the Clayton Act, as an•<>nded. and or·
dered them to cease and desist from such violations. On petition
to review the Commission'!> order, the Circuit Court cf Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit sustained the order, except in particulars not
material here. 144 F. (2d} 211.
We granted certiorari, 323 U.S. 706, because the questions involved
are of importance in the administration of the Clayton Act in view
of the widespread use of basing point price systems ThE: principal
questions for decision are whether, when shipment~ tre made from
ICansas City, petitioners' hasing point system r<>sult! in flisC'rimina·
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tions in pnce oetween different purchasers of glucose, within the
meaning of § 2(a); and, if so, whether there is support in the evi-·
dence for the finding of the Commission that these discriminations
have the effect on competition defined bv that section Further questions are raised as to whether the other discriminations charged
violate§ 2(a) and§ 2(e).

I. Basing Point Practices.
The evidence as to petitioners basing point system for the sale
of glucose was stipulated. The Commission found fr•)m the evidence
that petitioners have two plants for the manufacture of glucose or
corn syrup, one at Argo, Illinois, within the Chicago switching district, and the other at Kansas City, Missouri. The Ch1cago plant
has bzen in operation since 1910. and that at Kansas City since 1922
Petitioners' bulk sales of glucose are at delivered prices which are
computed, whether the shipments are from Chicago or Kansas City
at petitioners' Chicago prices, plus the fre1ght rate from Chicago to
the place of delivery, Thus purchasers m all places [96-J.} other
than Chicago pay a higher price than do Chicago purchasers. And
m the case of all shipments frorr.. Kansas City to purchasers in citieE
[731} having a lower freight rate from Kansas City than from
Chicago, the delivered price includes unearned or "phantom" freight
to the extent of the difference m freight rates. Conversely, whe11
the freight from Kansas City to the pcmt of delivery is more tha1
that from Chicago, petitiOner:: must "absorb" freight .1pon ship
ments from Kansas City, to the extent of the difference m freight.
The CommissiOn illustrated the operatiOn of the !:>ystem by petJ·
tioners delivered prices for glucose in bulk in twelve western and
southwestern cities, to which shipments were usually made from
Kansas City. On August 11 1939, the freight rates to these point~
of delivery from Chicago were found to exceed thos~: from Kansa~
City by from 4 to 40 cents per hundred pounds, and to that extent
the delivered prices included unearned or phantom freight. As peti·
tioners' Chicago price was then $2.09 per hundred pounds, this phan·
tom freight factor with respect to deliveries to these twelve citie!represented from 2 to 19 percent of the Chicago base prlCe. From
this it follows, as will presently be seen, that petitioners' net retur1
at their Kansas City factol') on sales to thest> twelve cities, in effec!
their f. o. b. factory price, varied accordmg to the amount of phan
tom freight included in the delivered price.
Much of petitiOners gtu..:ose I!:> <>old to candy manufacturers, who
are in competition with eact• othPr in the sale of their candy. Glucos•
is the principal ingredient m many varieties of low priced candie!'
which 1\re llold on nnrro'~ mnrtrin!'l of profit f'ustomenz for Stl<•:t
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~andies may be diverted from one manufacturer to another by a
,
difference in price of a small fraction of a. cent per pound.
The Commission found that the higher prices paid tor glucose
purchased from petitioners by candy manufacturers 1ocated in cities
other than Chicago, result in varying degree in higher costs of producing the canflies. The degree in each instance varies with the
difference in the delivered price of the glucose, and the proportion
of glu[732]cose in the particular candy. Manufacturere who pay
unearned or phantom freight under petitioners) bas.ng pomt system necessarily pay relatively higher costs for then raw material
than do those manufacturers whose location with relation to the basIng point is such that they are able to purchase at the base price plm:
only the freight actually paid. fhe Commission founc1 that the payment of these increased prices Imposed by the basin!! pomt system
·•rnay * * * diminish" the manufacturers' ability to compete
with those buyers at lower prices.
The Commission concluded from these facts that pctitwners' basing point system resulted in d.iscriminatrons in price among purchasers of glucose, and that the discriminations result in substantial
harm to competition among such purchasers. Petitioners challenge
each conclusion.
First. Section 2(a) of the Clayton Act. as amended. makes it
unlawful for any person "either directly or indirectly, to discriminate in price between different purchasers of commodities of like
grade and quality * * *." The statute permit!' differential"
·'which make only due allowance for differences in cost~ of manufacture, sale, or delivery * * *."
Petitioners' pricing system results inevitably m systematic price
.:iiscriminations, since the· prices they receive upon :leliveries from
Kansas City bear relation to factors other than actual costs of pro·
cluction or delivery. As in the case of th~ twelve cities selected by
the Commission for illustrative purposes! the freigh. actually paid
by petitioners in making deliveries usually varies fr-:>m ;he freight
factor from Chicago, used in computing the delivered price. When
the actual freight is the lesser of the_ two, petitioners charge and
collect unearned or phantom freight; when it is the greater, petitioners absorb the excess freight, which they pay, out do not include in the computation of their delivered price.
· [733] In either event, on qhipments from Kansas City, the delivered price to the purchaser depends not only on the base price
plus the actual freight from Kansas City. but alsc upon the differ
ence between the actual freight paid and the freurht rate from
Chicago which is mcluded iu the delivered price. Thi. diffPrPnce alsc
results in varying net prices to petitioners at their factory at Kansa.~
City, according to the [965] destination of the glucose. The factory
net varies according as petitioners collect phantom fret~ht or ab-
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sorb freight, and m each case in the amount of this freight differen·
tial.l The price discriminations resulting from tlus systematic in·
cluswn of the freight differential in computing the delivered price
are not specifically permitted by the statute. Ilenct they are unlawful, unless, as petitioners argue, there is an implicit exception to
the statute for such a basing pomt system.
[734 J Petitioners pomt out that there is no discrimination under
their basmg pomt system betwet:.n buyers at the samt: pomts of de-livery, and urge that the prohibition of § 2(a) is directed ~nly at
price discriminations between buyers at the same delivt:ry pomts.
There is nothing m the words of the statute to sup:port mch a distinction, since the statute i:s not couched in terms of locality. And its
purpose to prevent injuries to cumpetition through pnce discrimma·
tionE would preclude any such distinction. not required by its language. The purchasers of glucose from petitiOners 'lre found to be
m compctitwn with each other. even though they 1tre m different
localities. The injury to the competition of purchasers m different
localities is no less harmful thar. if they were in the -,arne city.
We find nothing in the regislatJve history of the Cla)tot, or Robin
·mn-Patman Acts to supp-.~rt the suggested distinct.on It is true
that § 3 of the l~obinson-l'atman Act, 15 U. S. C. § t3a ncorporatmg the Borah- Vun Nuys Bill, S. 4171, 74th 'ong .. 2(t Sess.. Impos~
:riminal penalties for selling goods "in any part of the United States
·lt prices lower than those exactea • • • elsewher~ in the Uniteci
• The lllu•trntlve prH·t•a round by the ConuulsHton 11how this sharply varying factor:r
net and also the amounts of phantom freight. The figures given are upon deliveries from
l{anBBB City for Augu•t t. 19311, whl'n the Chleago base prke was S2.0!l,
A

u

c
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States for the purpose of destroying competition • • • ." But
this section does not restrict the operation of the pr'Jhib1tions, with
civil c;anctions, af the Robinson Patman amendment.." to § 2(a) of
the Clayton Act. This was specifically pointed out by the Conference Report on the Robinson-Patman Act 2 H. Rep. No. 2951, 74th
Cong .• 2d Sess., p. 8.
Petitioners further contend that basing point systems were well
k:nown prwr to the enactment of the Robinson-Pacman Act and
were considered by Congress to be legal. From this .JetitiOners conclude that they remained Kgal m the absence of a clear command to
the contrary. Cf. [735} Parker v Motor Boat Sales 314 U. S. 244:
fl clvering v. Grit!lths, 318 U. S. 371. Dut we think that the premise
falls, and [966] with it the conclusion, whatever it might be if the
premise were valid.
In support of the legality of basing pomt systems. petitiOners rely
on Alaple Floormg Assn. v United States. 268 U. S. 563. 570, and
Oement lllanutacturers Assn. v United 8tates 268 U. S. 588; 597
fiut these were suits to restram violations of the Sherman Act, and
did not involve the prohibition of the Clayton Act upon discrimina·
tions in prjce. The only qucst10n for decisJOn in those cases wal'
whether there was a concerted priCe fixmg seheme among competing
sellers. accomplished in part b~ their adoption of a uniform basing
point system: m fact, no prohibited con(;ert of actior, w·us found
In any event. the basing pomt systems mvolved m those caseF
were quite unlike that used by pt>titioners. ln the 'llapte Flooring
case, supra. the smgle basiug pomt was so close to mo~t of the pomtF
of production as to result in but trivial fre1ght vari~a.nct:s: and th£
defenda11ts in that case were willing to sell nn a f o b mill basil'
whenever the purchaser :;o requested. In rhe Oement ·ase. supra, the
defendants us<'d a multiple t>n:;ing pomt system. with a bt!sing pomr
at or near each point of production. Under this system. any manu
fncturer, in order. to compete m the terr1tory closer frP1ghtwise tc
another. would absorb fre1ght. by adjustmg his mil pr1ce to makc
his delivered price as low us that of his comrwtitors. Uncter this sys
tem the delivered price for uny 1ocality was ddermir.cd by the ncar
est bnsmg point. We have no Jccaswn to dPcidf wh<'th~r 11 basm~
Point system such as that m the Cement cuse is permis:-.Ible unde;
the Clayton Act, in view of the prov1sions of § 2 ( b I. permitting re
ductions in pnce in order to m•ct u competitor's erpall.\ low prict
Cf. Federal Trade Commission v • .1. E. Stale!/ Mfg. Oo .. No. 55fl
decided this day.
\Vhen the Robinson-Patmnn Act was adoptPd m IU:\G t 736 l therl'
Was no settled constructior of the Claytor• .\ct in th" fPdt>ral courtF
1
The report aald: "Section 3 authorize& nothing which thut amenflnopnt (to I 2 ol
the ClaJtnn Art) prnhthtta, and tRk~• nothtn~r 'rn"' It"
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contrary to that now urged by the Commission, as was the case with
the measures involved in Helvering v. Griffiths, supra. Nor was there
any settled administrative construction to the contrary. In fact in
192! in the only decision involving the problem, the Federal Trade
Commission, after extensive investigation and hearings, ordered the
United States Steel Corporation and its subsidiaries to cease and
desist from the sales of their rolled steel products on the "Pittsburgh· Plus" price system. 8 F. T. C. 1. The Commu;sion held that
the use of a single basing point at Pittsburgh for steel plants over
the country was a violation of § 2 of the Clayton Ac~, as well as § 5
of the Federal Trade CommissiOn Act, 15 U. S. C. § 45, as they then
read. The respondents in that case sought no review of the Com·
mission's order and filed with the Commission a formal statement oi
intended compliance with it.
Petitioners also rely on the failure of the Commission to make
further orders against basing point systems in the period from 1924
to the passage of the Robinson-Patman Act in 1936. The Commission undertook no further proceedings because of difficulties of en·
forcement which it attributed to the exemption provisiOns of § 2
and to decisions of the lower federal courts in Clayton Act cases.
Instead it pressed for clarifying amendments to the Act. See the
Commission's Final Report on the Chain Store Investigation (1936)
Sen. Doc. No. 4, 74th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 89-90, 96-97. The Robin
son-Patman Act was adopted in response to the Commission·s recommendation that defects in § 2 be remedied and its prohibition of
price discrimination strengthened.
Finally, petitioners argue that Congress, by the rejection of a
provision of the Robinson-Patman Bill, which woula have in effect
prohibited all basing point syf;tems, has indicated 1ts intention to
sanction all such systems. [737} This provision, as reported to the
House by the Committee on the Judiciary, would have defined
"price," as used m § 2 of the Clayton Act, as meaning "the amount
received by the vendor after deducting actual freight or cost of other
transportation, if any, allowed or defrayed by the vendor."
The practical effect of this provision would have been to require
that the price of all commodities sold in intersta~ commerce b£
computed on an f. o. b. factory basis, in order to avoid the prohibited
discriminations in selling price. It would have prohibited any system of uniform delivered prices, as well as any basing point [967]
system of delivered prices. These effects were recognized in the Committee's report, see II. Uep. No. 2287, 74th Cong., 2d Sess.. p. 14, and
in the debat('S upon the nobinson-Patman Bill. Cf. 80 Cong. nee
8118, 8223-822-1. Indeed the provision would have prohibited such
a multiple basing point system as that in Cement Manufacturer6
A8an. v. United States, supra, as well as the present system.
Such a drastic change in existing vricing systems as would have
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bee_n effected by the proposed amendment engendered opposition1
which finally led to the withdrawal of the provision by the House
C~mmittee on the Judiciary. 80 Cong. Rec. 8102, 8140. 8224. We
t~Ink this legislative history indicates only that Congress was unwilling to require f.o.b. factory pricing, and thus to make all uniform delivered price systems and all basing point systtms illegal
Per se. On the contrary we think that it left the legality of such
systems to be determined accordingly as they might be within the
~':ach of § 2 (a), as enacted, and its more restricted prohibitions of
discrimmations in delivered prices.
. We conclude that the discriminations involved in petitioners' pricIng system are within the prohibition of the Act. We pass to the
qnestion whether these discriminations had the prescribed effect on
competition.
(738] Second. Section 2(a) of the Clayton Act, as amended,
Prohibits only discriminations whose "effect • "' * may be substantially to lessen competition "' • • in any line of commerce,
0
~ to injure, destroy, or prevent competition with any person who
e.1ther grants or knowingly receives the benefit of such discriminatton, or with customers of either of them • • • ." Petitioners insist that the Commission's findings, based upon the facts stipulated:
do not support its conclusion that petitioners: discriminations have
the prescribed effect.
1
It is to be observed that§ 2(a) does not require a finding that the
discriminations in price have in fact had an adverse effect on comPetition. The statute is designed to reach such discriminations "in
their incipiency," before the harm to competition is effected. It is
enough that they "may" nave the prescribed effect. Cf. Standard
Faahion Oo. v. Magrane-Houato-n Oo., 258 U. S. 846, 856-857. But
a~ Was held in the Standard Fa:Jhion case, supra, with respect to
the like provisions of § 3 of the Clayton Act, prohibiting tying
clause agreements, the effect of which "may be to substantially lessen
competition," the use of the word "may" was not to prohibit discriminations having "the mere possibility" of those consequences,
but to reach those which would probably have the defined effect on
competition.
,
. Since petitioners' basing pomt system results in a Chicago delrvered price which is always lower than any other, incmding that
at I\ansas City, a natural effect of the system is the creation of a
f~vored price zone for the purchasers of glucose in Chicago and
VIcinity, which does not extend to other points of manufacture and
shipment of glucose. Since the cost of glucose, a prinl!lpal ingredient
of low-priced candy, is less at Chicago, candy manutacturers there
are in a better pm;ition to compete for business, and manufacturers
of candy located near other factories producing glucose, d1stant from
the basing point, [739] as Kansas City, are in a less favorable posiM07S0-4T-&o
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tion. The consequence is, as found by the Commission, that several
manufacturers of candy, who were formerly located m Kansas City
or other cities served from petitioners' Kansas City plant, have
moved their factories to Chicago.
Further, we have seen that prices in cities to which shipments are
made from Kansas City are frequently discriminatory, since the
prices in such cities usually vary according to factors. phantom
freight or freight ausorption, which are unrelated to any proper
element of actual cost. And these systematic differentials are frequently appreciable in amount. The Comraission's findings that glu·
case is a principal ingredient of low-priced candy and that differences of small fractions of a cent in the sales price of such candy
are enough to divert business from one manufacturer to another.
readily admit of the Commission's inference that there is a reasonable probability that the effect of the discriminations may be substantially to lessen competition.
The weight to be attributed to the facts proven or stipulated, and
the inferences to be drawn from them, are for (963! the Commission to determine, not the courts See Federal Trade Commission v.
Pacific States Paper Trade Assn., 273 U. S. 52, 63 [11 F. T. C. 636;
1 S. & D. 583] Federal Trade Oornrnisswn v. Algoma Lumber Oo.
291 U. S. 67, 73 [18 F. T. C. 6GD; 2 S. & D. 247] cf. Labor· Board v.
Southern Bell Tel. Oo., 31D U. S. 50, 60. We cannot say that the
Commission's inference here is not supported by the stipulated facts.
or that it does not support the Commission's order.

II. Booking Practices.
Ordinarily, when petitioners announce an advan.::e in the price
of glucose, they allow their customers a period of five days to "book"
orders, that is, secure options to purchase, at the old prict, an<! a
period of thirty days in which to take delivery upon the options. The
Commis[740]sion charged that petitioners have further violated
§ 2 ( o.) of the Clayton Act, II.!' amPntlrtl, by permitting •ertnm favored
customers to secure options for H.e purchase of glucvse. and to take
delivery at the old price, tor periods longer than th.:>se usually per
m1tted to other customers. fhe Commission also char£ed )ther vwla
tions of § 2(a) in that petitioner~ favored certain tank wagon cus·
tomers by permitting them to book orders nt the lower pnces charged
for tnnk car deliveries, and to take deliverief' by tank wagon over
extended periods of time. The Commisswn found unon ample evi
dence, that these dis<'riminutions were in fact made h} peutwners.
Petitioners nssert that the practices prohibited by § 2(a) are
discriminations in pri<'e, nnd not in the terms nnd condit1ons of sale
other than price. They rely on the faet that in the course of the
progre~s of the flohinson-Pntmnn Hill throu,!!h C'.ongrPss thP phrnsr
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''terms of sale," originally included in the prohibued discrimma
tions, was stricken from the bill. But even if the contention be accepted, we cannot ignore the fact that the present ctiscnminatwns
in the terms of sale operated to permit the favored customers to
purchase at a tower price than other customers, so that their only
practical effect was to establish discriminations in ,.;rice, precise!)
the evil at which the' statute was aimed A11d ~he Conference
Committee, in reporting on this elimination of the pnrase "terms OJ
sale" from the bill, made it clear that § 2(a) still applied to mdirect
as well as direct discriminations in price. It said that with the
elimination of the phrase "terms of sale," the act is mapplicable tG
"terms of sale except as tl.ey !.'.mount in effect to the i{ldirect discriminations in price within the meaning of the remamder of subsec. tion (a).~' II. Rep. No. 2951, 74th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 5.
Petitioners also contend that these sales to favored customers were
to meet the competition of other sellers of glucose~ and were therefore excepted from the pro[74l]hibition of § 2(a), by the proviso
of £ubsection (b) of§ 2 of the Clayton Act, as amended. Subsection
(b) provides:
"Upon proof being made, at any hearing on a complaint under
this section, that there has been discrimmation in price • * •
the burden of rebutting the pnma-facie case thus made by showing
justification shall be upon the person charged with a violation of this
section, and unless justification shall be affirmativeJy shown, the
Commission is authorized to Issue an order terminating the discrimination; Provided, however~ That nothing herein contained
shall prevent a seller rebutting the pnma-facie case thus made
by showing that his lower price * * * was made in good faith
to meet an equally low price of a competitor * * * "
The only evidence said to rebut the prima facie case made by
Proof of the price discriminations was given by wituesses who had
no personal knowledge of the transactions, and was :imited to statements of each witness's assumption or conclusion that the price dis
criminations were justified by competition. Examinatior• of the tes
timony satisfies us, as it did the court below. that it was msuffic1ent
to sustain a findincr that the lower prices allowed to favored customers were in fact"' made to meet competition. Hence petitionerE
failed to sustain the burdt:n of showing that the price discrimmations were rrranted for the purpose of meeting competition. Cf. la:>eaeral Trade e.Commission v. A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., No. 559, decided
this day.
Finally it is contended that there was no evidence to support tlw
Commission's findinrr, which was referable to these practices as well
as petitioners' basin~ [969) point practices, that the discriminations
in price may dirr.i~sh competition within the meanmg of § 2(a)
l'hi!'l findin!! ns to the efl'ert of both types of discrimination wn~
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based on the same stipulation of facts which we have already considered in connection with the basing point practice5. [7 42] Since
the customers here are the same manufacturers of low-prrced candie8
as were there involved, and since the price discriminations here ar~
relatively substantial in a field where differences of a fraction of a
cent in the price of candy are sufficient to divert business from one
manufacturer to another, we think that t4e stipula~10n. which we
find to be applicable to these as well as the basing point practices.
is sufficient to support the finding of the prescribed effect on competition.

III. Discounts to Purchasers of By-products.
Still other price discriminations by petitioners charged and found
by the Commission were discounts allowed to certam favored pur
"hasers of gluten feed and meal, by-products of petitioners' refinmg
of corn, and other discounts allowed to certain favu1·ed purchaser5
of starch and starch products. It was not and is not contended that
these allowances were due to differences in the cost ')f manufacture
sale or delivery. But It is asserted that these discrimmatkns did not
violate § 2 (a), since there was not the requisite effect on competition.
It was stipulated, and the Commission found, that the allowances
in question were "sufficient," if and when reflected in whole or in substantial part in resale prices: to attract business to tht" favored pur
chasers away from their competitors, "or to force [their] competitors
to resell • • • at a substantially reduced profit. or to refrain
from reselling.'' But it is asserted that there is no ev1dence that the
allowances ever were reflected m the purchasers' resa1e p~ices. Thi:,
argument loses sight of the statutory command. As we have said.
the statute does not require that the discriminatio11~ must in tact
have harmed competition, but only that there is a reasonable pos
c;ibility that they "may" have such an effect. We thmk that it wa5
permissible for the Commission to infer that these discriminatory
allowances were a substantial threat to competition.

[743] IV. Advertising Allowances.
The Commission also charged and found that petitioners violated
§ 2 (e) of the Clayton Act, which provides:
"(e) • • • it shall be unlawful for any person to discriminate
in favor of one purchaser against another purchaser or purchasers
of a commodity bought for resale, with or without proressing. by
contracting to furnish or furnishing, or by ~ntribu~mg to the tur·
nishing of, any services or facilities connected with :he processmg.
nandling, sale, or offering for sale of such commodiry so purchased
upon terms not accorded to all purchasers on proportionally equal
terms."
·
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The alleged violation consisted of advertising exrenditures made
by petitioners for the Curtiss Candy Compar~y in order to promote
the sale of dextrose or corn sugar for use m candy mauufacture. For
this purpose petitioners entered mto an arrangement with the Curtiss
Candy Company, whereby durmg the years 1936 to 1939 they spent
over $750,000 in advertising Curtiss candy as being "rtch in dex~rose." At the same ti:me Curtiss advertised its candy as being "rich
1n dextrose," and made the same statement on its labels. While
Curtiss was free to purchase dextrose used in the advertised candies
from other manufacturers, it in fact made all such purchases from
Petitioners, in annually increasing quantities until it purchased a
total of seven million pounds in 1939. During the same period it
Purchased of petitioners large quantities of glucose: the purchases
~creasing from nothing m 1937 to almost fifteen million pounds
In 1939, Although petitioners sold dextrose to others, it did not
furnish proportionally equal advertising services to them.
Petitioners say that the advertising arrangement 1s not forbidden
by§ 2(e) because it was not made with th~:; Curtiss Candy Company
as a "purchaser." But during the period in quest10n the Curtiss
Company was in fact a purchaser of petitioners' commodity. The
Commission could [744} properly infer that the advertising for
Which petitioners paid, cc,ntemplated the sale of that commodit;v
to Curtiss, and that the advertising contem_rlated che offering for
sale of the candy by Curtiss. Petitioners thus furmshed a service
connected with the sale or offering for sale of a com[970}modity
upon terms not accorded to other purchasers. The statute does not
require that the discrimination in favor of one purchaser against
another shall be provided for m a purchase contract or be required
by it, It is enough if the discrimination be made in favor of one
Who is a purchaser ancl denied to another purchaser or other purchasers o£ the commodity.
It is said also that the Curtiss Company was not a purchaser of
a. commodity "bought for resale, with or without processmg" within
the meaning of§ 2(e), since the Curtiss Company buys dextrose from
petitioners but uses it with other ingredients to produce candy. an
' commodity; which it sells. While the Act does not ' deentirely new
fine the term "processing,'' the conversion of dextrose ~nto candy
~ould seem to conform to the current understanding that processIng is a mode of treatment of materials to be traitsformed or re
duced to a different stat;e or thing See Cochran v. Deener, 94 U. S.
780, 788. In view of the purpose of the statute to prevent the enumerated discriminations attending the sale of a commodity for resale, the precise nature or extent of the processing before resale
Would seem to be immaterial. The statute is aimed at discrimination
by supplying facilities or serviCes to. a purchaser not accorded tc.
others, in all cases where the·commod1ty Is to be resold. whether in
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its original form or in a processed product. The e rils of the discrimination would seem to be the same whether the processing results in little or much alteration in the character of the <'Ommodity
purchased and resold.
And finally it is said that the Commission was Without jurisdiction because the dextrose sold by petitioners to [745] Curtiss was
not found to have been sold in mterstate commerce; that if the section IS construed to applJ to such transactions. it would be uncon
stitutional; and that in any case there is no showing that the transactions complained of, althou~h not themselves in .nterstate com
merce, have in any way affected such commerce. But the effect upon
the commerce is amply shown by the interstate and natwnal character of the Curtiss Com1-any's business; by pttitivners advertising for Curtiss, which was itself frequently in mterstate com·
merce, amounting to $750~000; and by Curtiss's own 11.dmisswn that
it competed in the sale of its candy in mterstate .mmmerce. with
all manufacturers of one cent and five cent bars of ca .. dy Moreover
some of petitioners' sales to other compallles. to whom these allow
ances were not accorded, were made in mterstate ~ommerce; thu8
there was a discrimination against sales in interstate commerce, well
within the power of the (',ommission to remedy.
,
Petitioners make a numoer of other argurr.ents or contentions of
lesser moment which we have considered out find it unnecessary to
discuss. We conclude that the ad vert1sing furnished by petitioners
was a service or facility "connected with the procc!!~inp • • •
sale, or offering tor snle" of the commodity purchased by the Curtiss
Company upon terms not accorded to other purchasers, and therefore violated the statute.
The several violations of §§ 2(a) and 2(e) of the Clayton Act,
found by the Commission, ~ustamt'd by the court below. and brought
here for review, fall w1thin the prohibitions of the Act. The Commission's conclusiOns are amply supported by its findings and the
evidence. and the judgment is affirmed•
.Mr. Justice RonERTS took no part in the consideration or decision
of this case.
Mr. Justice JACKSON concurs in the result.
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2

(a)-DELIVERED PRICES AND TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALI!l--"PHA'NTOK

FREIGHT", BOOKING PRACTICES AND DELIVERIES.

A Decatur, Ill., glucose manufacturer's delivered prices which Included
freight from Chicago, and practice of granting favored customers additional time to take deliveries, or lower. prices constituted "price dlscrlm·
lnatlon•: within the Clayton Act.
MJ:TllODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRICI!l-CLAYTON

2

AC'f, S.za.

(a)-THAT PRICE DISCRIMINATION MADE TO MEET COMPETITION,

The amendment of the Clayton Act was for the purpose of making the
defense that a price discrimination was made In order to meet competition
a matter ot evidence In each case.
Af:JtTllODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRICI!l-CLAYTON ACT, SEC.

2

( a ) - b SIMILAR UNLAWFUL PRACTICE THERETOFORE ENGAGED IN BY ANOTHER.

Under the Clayton Act as amended, that a person charged with viola·
tlon of the law had merely adopted a similar unlawful practice of another
COnstitutes no defense.
PRocEEDINGs
SEc,

2

BEFORE

(a)-THAT

CoMMrssiON-Discan.nNATION
PRICE

DISCRIMINATION

W'HETHEB IN GOOD FAITH TO MEET EQUALLY

IN

MADE

Low

TO

PRICE--CLAYTON

ACT,

MEET COMPETITION-

PRICE OF CoMPETITOR,

Whether a price discrimination was made in gooa faith in order to
meet a competitor's eQually low prices ~ust be determined by the Federal
Trade Commission.

~Pli:LL4TJ:

PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-FINDINGS OB' COMMISSION-DISCBIM·
1IVATION IN PRICE-CLAYTON ACT, SEC. 2 (a)-THAT PRICE DISCRIMINATION
Af:ADE TO MEET COMPETITION-\VliE'fllER IN GooD FAITH TO l\IEET EQUALLY

Low

PRICE OF CoMPETITOR-COURT LIMITATION,

The Federal Trade Commission's finding that the Inclusion of freight
from Chicago In delivered prices of glucose manufactured In De-catur, Ill.,
was not In good Caltb to meet a lower price by competitor was supported
by the record, and the Court of Appeals was without power to set aside
such finding.
A:li!:THons, ACTS AND PRACTICES-DISCRIMINATION IN PRICI!l--CLAYTON ACT, SEC.

2

(a)-THAT PRICE DISCRIMINATION MADE TO MEET CoMPETITION-WHETHER

1N

Goon

FAITH TO .MEET EQUALLY

Low

PRICE OF COMPETITOB-BUBDEN OJ

SnowiNG.

Under the Clayton Act as amended, the burden of showing that price
discrimination was made In good faith to meet a lower price by competitor
rests upon person making such discrimination, and good faith of the discrimination must be shown In the tace of the fact that the seller Is aware
that the discrimination Is unlawful, unless good faith Is shown, and In
circumstances which are peculiarly favorable t<> price discrimination
abuses.
M£Taons, ACTs AND PaACTICEs-DrscRIMINATION IN PRICE-CLAYTON ACT,

2

(a )-THAT PRICE DIBCBHIINATION

IN Goon FAITH TO .MEET EQUALLY

~!ADIC

Low

S:a:c.

TO .l\IEET CoMPETITION-WHETHI:JI
PRICE OF CoMPII:TITOR-BURDJ:N

or

SaoWING-RE.A.SONABLE AND PRUTlF.NT PERSON CRITERION.

Under the Clayton Act as arueuded, a seller who has knowingly dlaCI'lmlnated ln price must show the existence of facts which would lead a
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reasonable and prudent person to believe that the granting of a lower
price would In fact meet the equally low price of a competitor.
METHODS, ACTS AND PBACTICEB-DISCBIMINATION IN PBICz--CLAYTON ACT, SEC.

2

(a)-TERMS AND CoNDITIONS OJ' SALE-BOOKING PRACTICES .Um DELIVERIES.

Evidence sustained finding of Federal Trade Commission that glucose
manufacturer's practices of granting favored customers additional tlme
to take dellveries or lower prices were not adopted ln good faith ln order
to meet the lower prices of competitors.
APPELLATE PBOCEDUBB .um PBOCEEDINGS-EviDENC»-WEIGHT AND INFERENCES-

Cu. YTON ACT PBOCEEDINCJ-CoUBT LIMITATION.

In proceeding before Federal Trade Commission under the Clayton Act,
the ap(972]praisal of the evidence and the Inferences to be drawn from
It are for the Commission, not the court&,

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 65 S. Ct.
971.)
On .vrit of certiorari to the Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit, judgment reversed and cause remanded, with instructions
to enforce the Commission's order.

Mr. Walter B. Wooden, of Washington, D. C., for petitioner.
Messrs. Carl R. Miller, of Decatur, Ill., and Wm. D. Whitney, of
New York City, for respondents.
.MR. CuiEF JusTICE STONE delivered the opinion of the Court.
Respondents, a parent company and its sales subsidiary, are en
gaged in the manufacture and sale of glucose or corn syrup in com
petition with others, including the Corn Products Refining ('..om·
pany, whose methods of marketing and pricjng its prodt.cts are de·
scribed in our opinion in Oom Products Refining Oompany v. Fed·
eral Trade Oommiaaion, No. 680, decided this day. H<>spondents iu
9Clling their glucose, have adopted a basmg point delivered price
system comparable to that of the Corn Products Refining Company
Uespondents sell their product, manufactured at Decatur, Illinois
at delivered prices based on Chicago, Illinois, the price in each cnsc
being the Chicago price plus freight from Chicago to point of de·
livery.
In this proceeding, brought under § 11 of the Clayton Act, c.
323, 38 Stat. 730, 15 U. S. C. § 21, the Federal Trade Commission
charged that respondents' pricing system resulted in price discr1mi·
nations between different purchasers of glucose in vioultior of § 2 ( n)
of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act. c. 5!l~
49 Stat. 1526, 15 U. S. C. § 13. The case was heard by the [7·131
Commission on stipulations of facts and exhibits ~por the basis
of which the Commission ultimately made 1ts findmgs. Applpnt!
the same principles as in the Oom Products Refining Company cnsc
it concluded that respondents had made discriminations lwtween dif
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ferent purchasers in the price of their product; and that respondents
were unable to justify the discriminations, as permitted by § 2(b) of
the Clayton Act, by showing that they were made 'in good faith''
~o meet a competitor's equally low price. The CommissiOn accordIngly made its order directing respondents to cease and desist froD'I
the price discriminations.
On review of the Commission's order, the Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit set the Commission's order aside. one judge dissenting. 144 F. (Zd) 221. One of the majority judges did not consider whether the price discriminations viol ated § 2 (a) , but held
that in any event they were made in good faith to meet their competitors' price within the meamng of§ 2(b). Another concurred in
the result on the ground that the Commission had failed to make out
a case of unlawful price discrimination, and for that reason he found
no occasion to pass upon the merits of respondents· defense. The
t?ird judge dissented on the ground that respondents' discriminations were unlawful and not justified by competition. We granted
certiorari, 323 U. S. 702.
The principal question for decision is whether respondents, who
adopted the discriminatory price system of their competitors, including the Corn Products Refining Company, have sustained the
burden of justifying their price system under§ 2(b) of the Clayton
Act, as amended, by showing that their prices were made "in good
faith" to meet the equally low prices of competitors. A further
question is whether there was evidence to support the Federal Trade
Conunissjon's findings that respondents, in granting to certain favored buyers, discriminatory prices [749] for their product, did not
act "in good faith" to meet a competitor's equally low price within
the meaning of§ 2(b) of the Clayton Act.
•
[973] The Commission found that at all relevant times respondents have sold glucose, shipped to purchasers from thel.l' plant at
Decatur, Illinois, on a. delivered price basis, the lowest price quoted
being for delivery to Chicago purchasers. Respondents' Chicago
Price 1s not only a delivered price at that place. It 's also a basing
Point price upon which all other delivered prices, incJuding the
Price at Decatur are computed by adding to the bas~ price, freight
from Chica{To to' the point of delivery. The Decatur pnce. as well
as the deliv:red price at all points at which the freight from Decatur
is less than the freight from Chicago, incl?d~s an item of unearned
or "phantom" freight, rangmg in amount m mstances mentioned by
the Commission from 1 cent per hundred pounds at St. Joseph, .MisSOuri, to 18 cen~s at Decatur. The Chicago price, as well as that at
Points at which the fre1ght from Decatur exceeds freight from Chic~go, required respondents to "absorb" freight, varymg m instances
Cited by the Commission from 4 cents per one hundred pounds at
St. Louis, 'Missouri, to 151lz cents per hundred pounds at Chicago:

•
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The Commission found that this inclusion of unearned freight or
ab3orption of freight in :::alculating the delivered prices operated to
:liscriminate against purchasers at all points where "Lhe freight rate
from Decatur was less than that from Chicago and in favor of purchasers at points where the freight rate from Decatur was greate,r
than that from Chicago. It also made findings comparable to those
made in the Corn Products Refining Company case that the effect
of these discriminations oetween purchasers, who are candy and
syrup manufacturers competing with each other, was to diminish
competition between them.
(750] The Commission also found that respondents during a
period of from five to ten days after they advance the prices of their
'Jroduct, customarily permit purchasers generally to "book" orders
)r secure options to purchase glucose at the old pnce, for deli very
within thirty days, but that they also have permitted ~rtaiU favored
purchasers to secure additional extensiOns of time for delivery upon
mch options. In consequence of these time extensions, the favored
.myers were enabled to secure glucose at a lower price than that conc·urrently being charged to other buyers. In some instances, after a
price advance, respondents also made fictitious bookmgs on which
deliveries were later made, at the option of the favored buyers; and
in still other cases sales were made to favored purchasers long after
the expiration of the booking period. Respondents ttlso book glu
·ose in tank car lots to certain purchasers who lack storage facilities
for such quantities; respondents then actually make deliveries in
tank wagon lots over a period of many months, durmg which they
are selling to others upon like deliveries at higher prices
These findings and the conclusion of thE CommJssioJl that the
price discriminations involved are prohibited by § ~ (a) are challenged here. But for the reasons we have given in our opmion in
the Corn Products Refining Company case the challenge must fail.
fhe sole question we find it necessary to discuss here IS whether
respondents have succeeded in justifying the discrimmations by
an adequate showing that the discriminations were made "in good
fa_ith" to meet equally low prices of competitors.

I.
\V e consider, first, respondents' asserted justification of the dis·riminations involved in its basing point pricing system. As we
told in the Corn Products Refining Company cnsc ''"ith respect to
l like system, prtce discriminations are •lecessarilv ••YolwJ when·
•he price basing point [751] .s distant from the pc.mt of production. This IS because, as m respondents' case the l<'liwreu prices
tpon shipments from Decatur usually include an ttem ot unearned
" phrmtom frE-ig-ht or require the absorption of frE>ig-ht with the
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consequent variations in the seller's net factory prices. Since such
fre1ght differentials bear 110 relation to the actual cost of delivery)
they are systematic discriminatiOns prohibited by § 2 (a), whenever
they have the defined effect upon competition.
Respondents <;ought to justify these discriminations before the
Commission, by a stipulation detailing the history and use of their
Present pricing system. ~'rom this it appears that in 1920, when
respondents began the mar.ufacture of glucose or corn syrup, they
found tl1at syrup manufactured by their competitors "was being
sold at delivered pricec in the various markets of the United States;"
that in Chicago two [974} large factories were mar.ufacturing
syl'up and delivering it in Chicago at prices lower than prices then
Prevailing in any other market; and that the delivered price in such
other markets was generally equal to the Chicago price plus the
Published freiO'ht rate from Chicago to the point of delivery. R&spondents thus""·found in operation a pricing system which. if tolroweu, would produce exact identity in prices of glucose of the
several producers when sold in any city of the Uni~d States. R&spondents, to gain access to the markets thus established, made their
sales "by first quoting the same prices as were quoted by competitors
and then making whatever reduction in price • • • was necessary
to obtain business." When respondents soon found that their product woulu command the same market price as that of their competitors, they "adopted the practice of selling at the samt delivered
rrices as [their] competitors, whatever they might be." Respondents
have followed the same practice since June 19, 1936, the date of
~nactment of the Robinson-Patman.Act.
(752] Section 2(b) of the Clayton Act provides:
"Upon proof being made, at any hearmg on a complaint under
thi~ section, that there has been discrimmation in price • • •
t.he burden of rebutting the prima-facie case thus made by showing
justification shaH be upon the person charged with a violation of
this section, and unless justification shall be affirmatively shown.
the Commission is authorized to issue an order terminating the dis~rirnination: Provided, however, That nothmg herein contained
·;hall prevent a seller rebutting the prima-fac1e case thus made by
.;hawing that his lower price • • • was made in good faith to
. of a compet't
meet nn equally low pnce
1 or • • • ."
It will be noted that the defense that the price discriminations
Were mu<le in order to meet competition, is under the statute a matter of "rebuttin(J""
the Commission's "prima-facie case:· Prior to
1::>
the Robinson- Patman amendments, § 2 of the Clayton Act provided
that nothinO' contained in it "shall prevent" discriminations in price
' made in good
"" faith to meet competitiOn.
.. "The ch ange m
. languagf
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of this exception2 was for the purpose of mak[753]ing the defense
a. matter of evidence in each case, raising a question of fact as to
whether the competition justified the discrimination. See the Conference Report, H. Rep. No. 2951, 74th Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 6-7;
see also the statement of Representative Utterbach, the Chairman
of the House Conference Committee, 80 Cong. Rec. 9418.
But respondents argue that they have sustained their burden of
proof, as prescribed by § 2(b), by showing that they have adopted
and followed the basing point system of their competitors. In the
Oorn Products Refining Oompany case we hold that this price system of respondents' competitor in part involves unlawful price dis::riminations, to the extent that freight differentials enter into the
computation of price, as a result of the selection as a basing point
of a place distant from the point of production and shipment. Thus
it is the contention that a seller may justify a basing point delivered
price system, which is otherwise outlawed by § 2, because other competitors are in part violating thE: law by mabtaining a like system.
[f respondents' argument is sound. it would seem to follow that even
if the competitor's pricing system were wholly in violation of § 2 of
the Clayton Act, respondents could adopt and follow it with impunity.
· [975] This startling conclusion is admissible oniy upon the assumption that the statute permits a seller to maintain an otherwise
unlawful system of discriminatory prices, merely oecause he had
adopted it in its entirety, as a means of securing the b~nefits of a like
unlawful system maintained by his competitors. But § 2 (b) does not
concern itself with pricing systems or even with all the seller's discriminatory prices to buyers. It .speaks only of the seller's "lower"
price and of that only to the extent that it is made "in good faith to
meet an equally 1ow price of a competitor." The Act thus places emphasis on individual competitive situations, rather than upon a general system of competition. Respondents are here seeking to [754]
justify delivered prices which discriminate in favor of buyers in Chicago :tnd at points nearer, freightwise, to Chicago than to Decatur.
by a pricing system involving phantom freight and freight absorp• As originally Introduced, the Roblnson-Patman amendment contained no provision
lllmflar to that In I 2 of the Clayton Act as originally enacted, which provided "That
notlllng herein contained shall prevent • • • discrimination In price In the same
or diiTerent communities made In good faith to meet competition." In the Senate thl1
exlatlng provision was added by amendment to the Roblnson-Patman bill. 80 Cong. Rec.
6426, 6435. In the Uouse, the Judlcll:ry Committee reported the bill with the proviso,
1ubstantlally as enacted In I 2(bl. 80 Cong. !l.ec. 8139. The Conference Committee reJected the Senate Yerslon and approved the House amendment. The Report of the Conterence Committee, speaking of the Senate proviso, said: "This language Is found In
•xlHtlng law, and In tile opinion of the conferees Ia one of the obstacles to enforceml'r:t
:>t the present Clayton Act. • • • A provlolon relating to tlte question of meeting
eomp~tltlon, Intended to operate only aa a rule of evidence ln a proceeding before tl:e
Federal Trade Commission, l1 Included In subsection (b). • • •" B. Rep. No. 2951,
14th Cons., 2<1 Sese., pp. 6-7.
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tion. We think the conclusion is inadmissible, in view of the cJC'ar
Congressional purpose not to sanction by § 2 (b) the excuse that t.he
person charged with a violation of the law was merely adopting 8
similarly unlawful practice of another. 8
The statutory test is whether respondents, by the1r basing point
system, adopted a "lower price * * * in good faith to meet an
equally low price of a competitor." This test presupposes that the
person charged with violating the Act would, by his normal, non
discriminatory pricing methods, have reached a price so h·gh that he
could reduce it in order to meet the competitor~s equally low price.
On the contrary, respondents have used their pricmg system to
adopt the delivery prices of their Chicago competitors. by chargmg
their own customers upon shipments from Decatur the Chicago base
price plus their competitors' costs of delivery from Chicago. Even
though respondents, at many delivery points, enjoyed freight advantages over their competitors, they did not avail of the opportunitJ
to charge lower delivered prices. Instead they maintained their own
prices at the level of their competitors' high price&. tmsed upon the
competitors' higher costs of delivery, by including phantom freight
in their own delivered prices.
Respondents have never attempted to establish their own non-dis~
criminatory price system, and then reduced [755] their price when
necessary to meet competition. Instead they have slavishly followeo
in the first instance a priciug policy which, in their ..:ase. resulted in
systematic discriminations, by charging their customers upon shipments from Decatur, the Chicago base price plus their competitors
actual costs of delivery from Chicago. Moreover~ there is no showing
that if respondents had charged non-discriminatory prices, they
would be higher in all cases than those now prevailing under their
basing point system. Hence it cannot be said that respondents' price
discriminations have resulted in "lower" prices to meet equally low
prices of a: competitor.
Respondents make an ingemous argument that they could have
used their present price for deliveries at Decatur (which IS the Chicago base price plus freight from Chicago to Decatur) as their base
price; and that with the addition of freight from Decatur to the
points of delivery, the delivered prices would in all cases then be
higher than the present prices, so that reduction to meet the lower
prices of their competitors would be permissible under § 2(b). But
this is no answer to the ruling of the Commission that the competi1
The Chairman ot the Bouse Conferees, In presenting the Conference Report, emPhasized with mustratlons, that "this procedural provision cannot be construed u II.
carte blanche exemption to violate the bill so long as a competitor can be shown to
nave violated It firot, nor so long as that competition cannot be met without the use
or oppressive dlecriminatlollll In violations of the obvious Intent ot the blll." see so
Cons. Ree. one.
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tive situation did not justify .respondents' pricing sy::;tem) since respondents' argument is based upon a hypothesis, which never in fact
existed. The fact that respondents' prices are lower than those they
might have charged, but never did charge, doe~ not tend to show
the establishment of a lower price to meet an equally low price of
a competitor.
Further, we cannot say that respondents' discriminations in price
were shown to have been made in a "good faith" effort to meet com
petition, as § 2 (b) requires. As we have pointed out here and in
our opinion [976] in the companion case, Corn Products Refining
Company v. Federal Trade Commission, supra, the basing point
system used by respondents discriminates systematic:~,lly in favor of
buyers in Chicago and at points nearer, freightw1se, to Chicago
[756] than to Decatur, and against purchasers at Decatur and
points nearer to it, by reason of respondents' absorption of freight
and collection of phantom freight.
This is illustrated most graphically by respondents· delivered
prices at Decatur and Chicago. On August 1, 1939, these were $2.09
at Chicago, and $2.27 at Decatur. Since respondents incurred 18
~ents freight in shipping to Chicago, their net price at the Decatur
factory on shipments to Chicago was $1.91. The discrimination in
favor of Chicago and against Decatur was thus 3G cents, or 17 per·ent of the Chicago price, m a field where a difference ot a fraction
1f a cent in the sales price of the candy processed from the glucose
could divert buyers from one candy manufacturer to another. Only
to a lesser degree are there like discriminations when other points of
delivery are compared.
The Commission's conclusion seems inescapable that respondents
discriminations, such as those between purchasers in Chicago and
Decatur, were established not to meet equally low Chicago prices of
competitors there, but in order to establish elsewhere the artificially
high prices whose discriminatory effect permeates respondents' entire pricing system. The systematic adoption of a corr. pctft.or's prices
by including unearned freight in respondent's delivery price or.
what amounts to the same thing, the maintenance ot a discriminatory and artificially high f. o. b. factory price in order to take advantage of the correspondingly high prices of a competitor. based
on its higher costs of delivery, is not sufficient to JUstify the discrimination, for respondent fails to show, as the statute reqmres,
the establishment of a "lower price" made in good f:uth to meet
the equally low price of a competitor. Dy adoptin~ the price system of their competitors, respondents have succeeded in many in">tances in establishing an artificially high price and have thus se~ured the benefit of the high [757] pnce levels of a competitor
whose costs of delivery are greater•
.\ pri('e dis('riminntion i!=i measured by thl' difTerl'nre bPtwPen thP
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high price to one purchaser and the lower price to another. He;;pondent's price discriminations were not dictated by tht lower delivery costs or lower delivery prices of their competitors. In none
of ~he markets in which respondents had a freight advantage over
thea· Chicago competitors did respondents i·educe tneir prices below those of their competitors. Instead they met and followed their
competitors' pnces by prices rendered artificially h1gh by the inclusion of unearned freight proportioned to the amount by which
their competitors' delivered costs exceeded their own.
\Ve cannot say that a seller acts in good faith when it chooses to
adopt such a clearly discnminatory pricing system, at Ieal't where it
has never attempted to set up a non-discriminatory system, giving
to purchasers, who have the natural advantage of proxumty to i~
Plant, the price advantage~ which they are entitled to ~xpect over
· Purchasers at a distance. And for like reasons, we must reject re·
spondents' argument that the Commissions orde1 could be rendered
nugatory, by respondents' establishing such a high factory price
as always to admit of reductions in order to meet the pr1ces of com·
Petitors whG are using a Chicago bash1g point s_ystem. For we
think it could not be said that this practical cont!nuarwn of the
Prebent discrimmatory basJ11g point system would be m good faith.
But it does not follow that respondents may never absorb frmght
When their factory price plus actual freight is higher than their
competitors· price, or that sellers, by so doing, may 110t maintain ll
Uniform delivered price at all points of delivery, for in thl).t event
there is no discrimination in price.
[753] Congress has left to the Commisswn the d<!termination o1
fuct in each case whether the person, charged with making discrim1
competitor's equally
natory prices, acted in geoJ faith to meet
low prices. The determination of this fact from the evidence is for
the Commtssion. See Federal Trade Commission v. Pacific States
Paper Trade Assn.~ 273 U. S. 52, 63 [11 F. T. C. 636: 1 S. & D. 583 ;)
Federal 1'rade Commission v. Algoma Lumber Oo .. 291 U. S. 67
73 [18 F. T. C. tiGV; 2 S. & D. 247]. In the present case the Commission's finding that respondents~ price discrimination~ were not
rnade to meet a "lowPr" price and consequently were not m good
faith, is am[977]ply supported by the record, and we think tht>
Court of Appeals erred in setting aside this portion of the Commission's orJer to cease and desist.

a

II.
fhe Commission found that respondents had not sustained the
~urden of rebutting the pruna-facie case of price discriminations
JnvolveJ in their uooking practices, since they had failed to sho\\
that their lower prices were "made in good faith to meet an P.qualh

•

.

~

low price of a competitor.'; The facts as stipulated were only. that
th_e'. 4,is~riini~~.Lti6n~.
·~ere
made :in . response. to verbal information·
•f • . ,.
·'
•
rec,eived' from salesmen, brokers or intending purchasers, withoiit
supporting· evid~r;be;·to.tlu~' effect tliaf in each case on€' or more comp~tit:o~s :had. g~arit~d- ·or offe~ed to. want- like. discriminations. It is
s~i~~l,at~;~ .t~i~f r~.sporidents, "believing such report to be true, has
th~:p. . ~a~~~d:. siJ?il~r':. p_rice disc~iip.~nations. The recor~ contains
no,statements _by_ the .persons makmg these reports apd discloses no
effo~ts· by. r~sjJbnd~pts. to investigate or verify .them, and no evidence
o.~ ·l:'.e,sr<>~¢lents: .kl!owledge o£ t.heir info~mants' character and reli~b~FtY:. ~t .is ,!!-'dmi,tted th:i;t _in some instances respondents made
sales. upon boo_kiiig~' wh,ich tliey. suspected had. been made without
kn,o~Ieqge. oqh~;buJer~:: · · ;
.
·.
.
1 [7!),} In appraising' the evidence, the Commission recognized
th~~ :t~~- ~t~J:t!-~e d9es.,?,ot place· an impossible burden upon sellers,
b,u.tit emphasized the· good faith requirement of the statute~ which
pi~ces the b~rd~;{ ~f proving good.faith on the seller. who has made
the.,.~is?r{~i~~t~tY: prices. 'The ·c<?m.inission ·commented on the tend~:ncy_,of b'!-fer~ to ~eek tos~\!ure ~he. most advantageous terms of
S!J.l~s P?Ssi):>le an~ ,upon the entire lack of a showing of di,ligence on_
the .P!lrt of respqndents to verify the reports which they received,
or to hiar~ of, the existence of facts which would lead a reasonable
an~ ,p~uqe.nt. pe~.~on to· believe that the _grantipg of a lower price
W:OH~4. i~, ~act _be ~~eting t~e ~qually I{)wprice of a competitor. The
Cq~i~13ion.,thq~ght t?a.t respondents'. allowance of discretionary
prices, in circumstances which stroJ.?.gly suggested that the buyers
cl~ims: r<f!'re with01)t..,merit, as 'Yell as respondents' readiness to grant
dis~r~mina~<?ry. priQ~~ wit~10ut ·taking any steps to verify the existen~~.of a'Jowet: price of competitors, and the entire absence of any
sh9wi;ng tl:lat respo,ncl")nts ·had taken any precaution to conduct their
bu~iness in ~uch ,m\':nner. as to prevent unwarranted discriminations
in :price, a,ll t~ken ·.together, require(! the conclusion that respondents had •not ,sus,ta!ned the burden of showing that their Rrice dis·
cr~~pipations _we:e ma~e in goo4 faith 0 meet the 'lower prices of
_CO!llp~tit,91"8.·... ; -::,· ... _ : ·..... ,
·
_
. :.S~ct1qn ;2 (b).. does npt, leqriir:e: the seller to justiry price discrimm~
t~q:t;J-s);>y, :sho'JiJ?-g..~h~t _in fact they met a competitive price. But It
d()es plq,ce ·.<?n 9.1~ .~ll~r ~h~ burden of showing that the price was
made in good faith to meet. a competitor's. The good faith of the
discrimination must be shown in the face of the fact that t\\e seller
is aware that his discrimination· is unla:wfu"I, u.nless good faith is
. shown, and in circumstances which are peculiarly favorable to price
discrimination abuses. We agree· with the Commissior, that the
s~~~:tu.~e;!l:t: :1~~~~ ~~~q~i~~~~- ti;e seller, who has ·knowingly discriminated
in price, ;~o: show. th~ ex[760]istence of faCts which would lead a
~e~s,9;n~~~e ·a~d. P.*~d~iit r:~.~~o~ to believe. that the granting of a
_,J
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lower price would in fact meet the equally low price of a competitor.
Nor was the Commission wrong in holding that respondents failed
to meet this burden.
The appraisal of the evidence and the inferences to be drawn from
it are for the Commission, not the courts. See Federal Trade Commission v. Pacific States Paper Trade Assn., supra. 63; Federal
Trade Commission v. Algoma Lumber Oo., supra, 73. ·we cannot
say that the Commission's inference is not supported by the stipulated facts or that its inference does not support its order.
The Commission's order will be sustained. The judgment below
will be reversed, and the cause remanded with instructions to enforce the Commission's order.
So ordered.
.Mr. Justice RoBERTS took no part in the consideration or decision
of this case.
Mr. Justice JAcKSON concurs in the result.

FEDERAL TRADE COl\Il\IISSION
v.
STANDARD EDUCATION SOCIETYl
No. 14517-F. T. C. Dock. 1574
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. Apr. 24, 1!)45)
APPELLATE

PROCEDURE

AND

P!lOCEEDINGS-COURT

Oll'

.APPEALS-COI\RECTION

Oll'

llEconos.
The Circuit Court ot Appeals retains jurlsdlctlvu, regardless ot explra·
tion of term, to correct Its records so that they shall speak the truth.
APPELLATE

PIIOCEDURE

AND

PROCEEDINGS-COURT

OF

.APPEALS-ENFORCE~!ENT

0RilEIIS-IF SUDSEQUENT DISTIIICT COURT DECIS,ION IN PENALTY PROCEEDING.

The Circuit Court ot Appeals had ')ower to amend its enforcement order
In pt·oceedin·;s by Federal Trade Commission to enforce Its order directing
respondent to cease ami desist from certain unfair methods of competition
to declare what court had In fact decirle<l, lf order did not so state, lrresp!'ctive ot subsequent decision of a District Court In action under
statute to collect penalties for violation~ of Commissiou's order, where no
final judgment had been entered In that net and no decision made whether
record of enforcement order was correct, and in view that Circuit Court
ot Appenls may of Its own motion correct Its records, irrespective of decision of any other court.
APPELLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-COURT OF APPEALS-IF 0ImE& OF, fiE·
VERSED BY SUPREME COURT-1\IANDfTE'B INTERPRETATION.

Where Supreme Court reversed order ot Circuit Court of Appeals and
remanded cause with Instructions to proc!'ed In conformity with opinion,
Circuit Court ot Appeals was required to look to Sup1·eme Court's opinion
to Interpret the mandate.
1 Reported In
148 F. (2d) 931. For. case befor«> CommiRslon, see 16 F.T.C. 1, liB modi·
fted by 30 F.T.C. 827 • Original n10ditlcntlon of th~ c«>nse and <IPsl•t ord<'r IR rPport~d In
86 F. (2d) 6!) 2 , and revers·! by the U.S. Suprenu.• Court of such decrl.'e In 302 u.s. 112.

6:10780-47-61
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..

APPELLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-COURT OJ' APPEALS-CORRECTION OF
RECORDS-ENFORCEMENT ORDERS-WHERE PURSUANT TO l\IANDATE AFTER Rs:VERSAL OF PRIOR ORDER-IF RETROACTIVE EFFECT N.oT INTENDED.
Where 1t did not appear that Circuit Court of Appeals, in entering enforcement order In proceedings by Federal Trade Commission to enforce
Its order directing respondent to cease and desist from certain unfair
methods of competition pursuant to mandate of Supreme Court after reversal of prior order, intended to make the order retroactive as of
December 10, 1937, order would not be amended after expiration of term
to so provide.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 148 F.
(2d) 931.)
In proceeding by Commission for enforcement of an order to
cease and desist and in which order of enforcement was entered on
:May 20, 1D38, and on defendant's motion to amend the enforcement
order, motion denied.

11/r. llenry lVard Beer, of New York City, for the motion.
llfr. Joseph J. Smith, Jr., of Washington, D. C., opposed.
Defore L. HAND, SwAN, and CHASE, Circuit Judges.
PER CURIAM:

This cause again comes before ns, now upon a motion of the re-spondent to amend our order of :May 20, 1938, by inserting the
phrase ''nunc pro tunc." The facts nre as follows: In 1!)29 the Commission broug-ht its own proceeding against the respondent. which
P.nded in the entry of a "cease and desist" order on December 24.
1931, forbidding it to continue a number of specified representations
in the sale of its encyclopedia. The respondent having failed to obey
this order, the Commission, on January 20, 193G filed the "enforcement proceetling-'' at bar, which on December 14, 193G. resulted in
our decision, affirming and enforcing the CommissiOns order in
-;ome respects, but reversing it in others. Federal Trade Oommis.9i()'{t
v. Standard Education Society, Inc., 8G F. (2d) G92 [24 F. T. C.
1!)!)1 :' 2 S. & I>. 3GG]. The Commission nppNtled from so much of
thi~ dl.'eision ns modified its order, and on November b 1D37, the
Supreme Court revl'rsed our order except as it had modified "clause
ten.'' Federal Trade Commission v. Standard Education SocietY·
Inc. 302 U S. 112 [25 F. T. C. 1715; 2 S. & D. 420). Its opinion
coneltuled with these words, p. 120: "The decree b01ow will be re\"l.'l'SPU excE:'pt ns to modification of clause ten of the Comrnissio~'s
Ol'ller, and the CUUSe is rernanued with JnStructionS to proceeJ In
-c~nformity with this opilliOn.'' The mandate, remitted to w· o_n
[)cc·<•muer 9, 1D37 orlll'rl'd: that "this cause be. and the same 15
hl'rcby, rl'mamled to the saHl Circuit Court of Appe:...ls for further
proc('edinrrs in conformity with opinion of this Court." On Decern 1
Iter 10 ou~ ('l<.•rk in acl'O."Ilunce \\ 1th our Hule 4G, l.'ntl.'red the usua
·t'l·lcr, sua sponte. "hich recited the filing of the mandate and
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ord.ered ''that the decision of the SupremE Court of the (932]
United States be made the decision· of this court." fhe respondent
moved m the Supreme Court for a rehearing, and to recall the
mandate: and. after both motions had been denied wrote to the
Commission on January 11, 1938, announcing that on the 15th or
16t}, it would move "to resettlE the order • • • entered upon
the l\£andate.'' The Commission's counsel answered on February 5,
1938: as follows: "In line with the understanding at the recent conference • • • I am enclosing herewith five copies of a proposed final decree in this case. · The respondent, which did not accept this form, moved on April 14, 1938, to "resettle" the clerk's
order, anu the Commission submitted an alternate form, which we
accepted anu entered as our own on l\Iay 20, 1938. It is that order
to whose amendment the lJresent motion is directed. The respondent moved to resettle that urder and we denied the motion on June
13, 1938, Federal Trade Oommis~ion v. Standard Education Society,
97 F. (2d) 513 [27 F. T. C. 1680; 2 S. & D. 366] and on November
7, 1938, the Supreme Court denied its application for certiorari.
Standard Education Society v. Federal Trade Commission. 305 U.S.
642.
.
Meanwhile § 45 of Title 15, U. S. Code, had been amended on
March 21, 1938, by adding subdivision (1) which imposea a penalty
?f $5000 for every violation of an order of the Commission "after
lt has become final." On March 28, 1940, nearly two years after
the entry of our order of 1\Iay 20: 1938, the CommissiOn entered its
own order, directing the respondent to file a report stating how it
?ad complied with the original order. The respondent replied that
It Was obeying the "law"; and on October 20. 1941, the Commission
sought a change in our order of 1\Iay 20: 1938, which we. refused.
The Attorney General thereafter filed an action m the District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois to collect penalties under
§ 45 ( 1) of Title 15 for violation of the Commission's order, and
that court decided on October 20, 1943, that om order of May 20,
1938, modified and affirmed the Commission's original order; and
that the Commission's order of March 28~ 1940. was ·'1ssued in compliance with § 45 ( i) ." IIo~vever, the district court refused to proceed in the action until Lhe Commission: in accorctance with our
order, had reported to us as special master. The cause being in this
Posture, the respondent seeks thto amendment of ou~ order of .May 20,
1938, on the theory that it should be regarded as Intended to speak
from the date of the clerk's order-Decemter 10. 1937-in which
event it argues that no penalties can be collected for the disobedience
of any order of the Commission entereu thereafter. Hence the supPosed importance of amending our order: ·•nunc pro tunc."
. Like all courts, we retam jurisdiction, regardless of the expiration of the term to correct our records, so that they f.hall speak the
650780
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tru tl~ : shallc .declare; what we have in. fact deci aed .. 1 n8ul'ance 0 0. \'.
11oon; p5:U· S. 1'17, 126, 127; In Re Wight, 134 U. S. 13(): Wetmore
.v·.: l{a·rr.ich, :205 ·U. S. 141, 153; United States· v. lllayer. 235 U. s.
55; 67 ;•Blair v. Durham, 139 F. (2d) 260 '(C. C~ A. 6). The decision
·of ,tlie' District Court for the:-Northern ·District of Illinois does not
' coJ!chide .us.from 'doing_ this.~here, as the Commission .seem~ to sup .
.•J)OSe.: •Irhthe.fit;st :place; no final judgment h\tS ever been 'entered in
-that~ actimr;." in the .second;; that court did. 'not decide whether the
record of the .order :of 'May-20, 1038, is ·correcf; in the third place.
·we ·may. cm+eet our records·ex.1n'ero motu; in any;·satisfact'ory wa_v
.regardless off the. decisions of. another court.: Hence,- if -at the time
eWe iii :Tact -intended to 'make the :order of May 20,. 1V38 '.retroacti \'('
·:as ·of ·Deceri1ber 10,'1937; t~1e're would. he nothiilg in the resp')ndent's
·i-,atlr. .On the either. hand, if we·.did- not then so intend 'we have nm1·
iw longcr.-any powei· to make it retroactive, because that would be to
: ]1lake '•an < OI)Crative change,· our. power to do which· <Jncltid. with the
Odober;"1937;tenp:;.:.:·:, :;·_;.
·,·· .·., ·.
:-.:There--is not: the• least evidence that we· meant ·the; order. of May
.-20i :1938, to ·-operate' retroaCtively, assuming it wou'ld.have been permissible to do so. The clerk's order of December 10. 1937; merely
•followed~.the mandate, and .the mandate: by· its very, tei·ms required
·,_furth~r :action by tis: 'we :were· to: p'roceed ."in: conformity with opin. ion'? of the .Supreme' Cour.t.·.:Indeed, Wei must always ·loo~·;tci the
·:opinion: to intm;p;ret· the ·mandate. , West v .. Brashear, H P~'t. 51. 54-,
·55; .Supervisors v. Kennicott;,94 V: S.-498, 499; _Gai-Jies v. f!ugg, 148
.U·,S.; 228,.244; In· Re.Sanford:Fork & T:ool; Oo.;:l60 .U. S. 2:1:7, 256:
iei:;par"t~:'Eke:Union St'eamboat Ooinpany.,·l!i8:U.,:s . an. 319. It is
. -ar.ue; that• there [933) are mandates which-require;no:Jurther action
by:this .court: affirmances. and reversals;. which dir~ct a .dismissal of
ithe:.complaint, are; examples•. But, this" mandate .wq._s. not of that
·rkind';•·it ·was. desir:ible; when.the time ,for enforcement :arrived,· that
·the forbidden conduct should, not be: imprecise, .-and. to be gathered
.fi'orn.~the,opinion at large .. ·we might 'indeed, have. made pur. order
:of;May;2o,.t938,.relate back to .December.,lO, i937, iin• ~hich event
-:-.-thotigh :only in that .event-'-this motion would hav:e. been' proper.
But ·.we;_did ·not, mean. to . do so; and,· in so, far ;a~ ;the original ()l·der
.:was :·in .fact· imprecise, it_ might ·have been .U.njust~t() the. respondent
,..if :we had.' That the respondent:·th~ught.;there .was_, ample gr~>lmd
.<for. ,:imprecision -in: the. order.. of -December ~0,: 193'T. : js ,.abundantly
;evic1ent; ;not :only from. its disagre{lm,ent -with; tlle. Commis~ion, -but
. :from its motion, to resettle the. order of May. 2Q, 1~3~. ard its .effort
·:to secure certiorari upono.U:rdenialofthl\-tmotior1<· ·. _ ·;·· ·_, '··
. : .Finally,. .we need scarcely, add. tl1\tt, the c~enif!.l of· thl;; ,motion is not
to ,be taken as any express~on ofopinion as to the ~al~_dity of the
-Corpmission's order ofMarch 28;.19'1:q. ·:. ·
·-. :'• 1 ::.Motion·denie~..,. , ;.,. ·~ ..
-~ , .. ,.
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A. P. W. PAPER CO.

v.
FEDERAL TRADE COMl\USSION 1
No. lG!)-F. T. C. Dock. 4747
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. May 17, 194il J
METHODS,

ACTS

AND

PBACTICES-l\IISREl'BESENTATION-1'ROJJUC1

NAMES

AND

SYMBOLS-"RED Caoss"-WHETHER TENDENCY TO 1\lrsr.EAD.

Whether manu!arturer's use of words "Red Cross" ami Gt·eck red cross
emblem, In sale of toilet tissues and paper towels, has tendency to mislead the public presents a question ot fact as to which Federal TraCie
Commission's judgment, :f not arbitrary, shoutd be acceptetl.
l\lETIIODS,

ACTS

AND

PBACTICES-!\1ISREPBESENTATION-i'ROJJUC1
1

NA~lES

AND

SYMBOLS-"RED CROSS"-WHETHER TENDENCY TO l\lrsu:AD-IF APPROVAL BY
O& ASSOCIATION WITH AMERICAN RED CROSS INDICATED.

( 425] Testimony that words "Red Cross" and Greek red cross emtJiem
used on toilet tissues and paper towels Indicated to witnesses that goods
were In some way approved by or associated with the American Red Cross
sustained Federal Trade Commission's finding that use of quoted words
and emblem had tendency and capacity to deceive the public.
l\lETIIODS,

ACTS

AND

PRACTICES-1\!ISREPRESENTATION-PRODUCT

NAMES

AND

Sn.rnoLB-"RED CRoss"-WIIETHEB TENDENCY TO 1\Irsr..EAD--IF l\fonE CA· ':FUL
OBSERVERS NOT MISLED.

\

That more careful observers were not misled by use of words "Red
Cross" and Greek red cross emblem on toilet tissues and paper towels Is
Immaterial In determining violation of Federal Trade Conunlsslon Act,
since the act Is Intended t1 protect the unthinking and credulous members
or the public as well as the more sophisticated and Intelligent.

ST•"TUTES

AND STATUTORY CoNSTRUCTION-RED Cnoss STATUTE-PRIOR USERS

or

Woaos oa Er.mLEYS.
The legislative history and ·language ot statute creating the American
Nattonal Red Cross, and providin-g that prior users of emblem or words
"Red Cross" should not be prohibited from continued use thereof, Indicate
congressional Intent to permit continued use of "Red Cl'oss" words and
the symbol to those who were lawfully using them prior to January 5, 1905.
l:iT&TUTr:s AND ST&TUTOaY CoNSTRUCTION-REo Caoss STATUTE-l'BIOR UsERs or
Woans oa li:MBLEMs-\VHETHEa SucH UsE Foa "LAWFUL PunPOsE"-Ir UsE
TaEBETovoal!l .ALso 1\IIsLEADTNG.

Under statute providing that no person or corporation which actually
Used the Red Cross emblem, sign, Insignia, or words, tor any lawful purpose prior to January 5, 1905, should be deemed forbidden to continue the
Use thereof, a manufacturer's commercial use of words "Red Cross" on
toilet tissue and paper towels prior to 1005 was not forbidden on theory
that the Red Cross name and symbol had long been familiar to the AmerIcan public and that the use prior to 1005 was also misleading so that
Its Use was not tor a "lawful purpose", since statutory proviso would be
meaningless It sucb construction were adopted.

-;---

R~ported In 149

r.

(2dJ 424. For caae before Commlsalon, eee 38 F.T.C. 1.
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~TATUTEs

AND STATUTORY CoNSTRUCTION-THAT Two STATUTES DEAL wrrH RE
LATED SUBJECT MATTER.
Two statutes dealing with related subject matter should, If possible, b
so construed as to give effect to both.

8TATUl'ES AND 8TATUTORY CONSTRUCTION-RED CROSS STATUTE-PRIOR USER 0
WORDS OR E~rnLEM___:WHEELER-LEA AMENDMENT'S EFFECT ON RIGHTS UNDERCOMMISSION LBfiTATJON llY.
The provision creating the American National Red Cross which pe
mlts use of word~ "Tied Cross" to those who used such words prior tt
January 5, wor•. wns not Impliedly repealed by 1D38 amendment to Federa
Trade Commission Act prohibiting "unfair or deceptive acts or practices It
commerce", so that Federal Trade Commission may not forbid use o
words "Ited CI'Oss" and symbol to pre-1005 lawful users, but may requlr•
thpm to state that goods are not In any manner connected with America
N!ttlonai•Red Cro!;s.

fEDERA.L TRADE Co~nflSSION AcT-CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS UNDER-MEASUBI
OF NECESSARY ltF.r.tF.F-,VHERE 1\IISREPRESENTATION.

Under Fe!IPrni Trade Commission Act, measure of necessary relle
use of mlslen<ling words or symbols Is peculiarly within provlnCf
of Federal Trnde Commission.
n~ninst

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 149 F
(2d) 424.)

On petition to revtew order of Commission, order reversed an(
cause remand<''l.

Sullivan & Cromwell, of New York City (Mr. Edward H. Gree11
tmd Air. E. fl. Svl~c.~, hoth of New York City, of counsel), for peti·
tionf'r.
.1/r. lV. T. [(elley, Chief Counsel, Mr. Joseph J. Smith Jr., Asst·
Chief Counsel, and Air. Dono1-•an R. Divet, Sp. Atty., all of Wash·
m~on, D. C., for r£>spond('nt.
Before SwAN. AlGUSTUS N. IIAND, and CLARK, Circuit Judges.
[ 126) SwAN, Cirruit Jurtge:
By a }H'OC('Nling initiatl'(l in Hl12 the Commission chargf'd the
(K•titioner with a violation of ">ection 5 of the F~deral Trade CornlliJSsJon Act, 15 {J. S.C. A.§ 45(u), in using the wort1s "Ued Cross''
ttiH1 the Greek rc(l cross ellll>ll·m to desiguate certain of its products·
The petitioner is a Xew York corporation ~nguged m the busines
of selling toilet tissu('s ami paper towels in interstate commerce·
.\mong its products are c£>rtnw Lr:wds designated by it as "Red
Cross Toilt•t Tissue" nnd "Hed Cross Tow£>ls." On thl' wrappers of
('ach patknge or roll. ns well ns in the petitJOnPr's advertisements
for these brands. the words "Heu Cross' and the Greeh red cross
emblem nre prClmiiwntly displayNl. Toilet tissues huve been mnr·
ket('d by the p,•t 11 ion£>r undL r ,;ueh t ra(lt name und emblem since
18U7 u.nd pap0r towel& since HJ:3:1 In l!lll tht> ti'IHI'"'·mnrk wo~
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registered in the Patent Office, and the registration was ~xtendect to
cover· paper towels on an application filed in October 1!)33. The
wrappers of each package or roll and the petitioner's advertisements
contain additional words showing that the goods are the petitioner's
product but these words catch the eye less readily than do the trade
name and emblem.
The Commission found that the name "Tied Cross" and the emblem
?f the Greek red cross on a white ground have long been associated
ln the minds of the public with the American National Red Cross
and that the petitioner's use of the words "Red Cross" and the
emblem has the capacity and tendency to mislead and de.::eive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the mistaken belief
that the petitioner's goods are sponsored or approved by, or in some
manner connected with, the American Red Cross organization. The
Commission further foun<i that the additional words on the wrap·
Pers showing manufacture by the petitioner and registration of the
trade name and mark are insufficient to correct the erroneous impression created through use of the name and emblem. Accordingly the
Commission entered the order which the petitioner ~1ow challenges.
If success of the attack upon the order turned on maintaining
the contention that the Commission's findmgs are not supported by
s~bstantial evidence, the petitioner would fail. Whethei the peti·
honer's use of the words and emblem has the tendency and capacity
to mislead the public presents a question of fact as to which the
Commission's judgment, if not arbitrary, should be accl'pted. See
Brougham v. Blanton Mfg. Oo., 249 U.S. 495, 4!)9; Leach v. Carlisle.
258 U. S. ·138, 140; Herzfeld v. Federal Trade Commisswn, 140 F.
(2d) 207, 209 (C. C. A. 2) [38 F. T. C. 833]; Zenith Radio Corp. v:
Federal Trade Commission, 143 F. (2d) 29, 31 (C. C. A. 7) [38
F. T. C. 903]. In the case at bar the Commission's inference is supPorted by the testimony of witnesses that the Red Cross words and
emblem indicated to them that the goods were in some way approved
by or associated with the American Red Cross. That more careful
?hservers were not so misled is, of course, Immaterial for the statute
1S intended to protect the unthinking and credulous members of the
Public as well as the more sophisticated and intelligent. Federat
Trade OommiJsion v. Standard Education Society, 302 U. S. 112.
116; Oharle8 of the Rita Dist. Oorp. v. Federal Traae OommtSswn,
143 F. (2d) 676, 679 (C. C. A. 2) [39 F. T. C. 657].
Decision must turn on the validity of the petitioner's contention
that its use of the trademark is expressly permitted by the Act of
January 5 1905 33 Stat. 599, as amended in 191C 36 Stat. 604. Sec~ion 1 of ~he Adt created a corporr:.tion by the name d "The AmerIcan N a tiona} Red Cross"; section 2 defined its (JOWers-among
others, the right to use "as an emb~em and badge a Greek red cross
on a white ground"; section 3 designated the purposes of the cor-
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porution; and section 4 declared it unlawful for any oth~::.r corporation, "not now lawfully entitled to use the sign of the Red Cross,
hereafter to use such sign * * * for the purposes of trade
* * *," and made the violation of "the provisions of this section" a misdemeanor punishable by fine or imprisonment or both, any
fin~ so collected to be paid to the American National Red Cross. In
1!HO section 4 was amended. After declaring the prohibition against
use of the red cross emblem or the words "Red Cross,;' a proviso was
inserted in these words :
"Provided, however, that no person, corporation or association
that actually used or whose assignor actually used the said emblem,
sign, insignia or words for any lawful purpose prior to January
fifth, nineteen hundred and five, shall be deemed for[ 427]bidden by
this Act to continue the use thereof for the same purpose and for the
same class of goods."
We think 1t clear that the exception in the original section 4 of
persons "now lawfully entitled to use such sign" and the even more
specific language of the proviso in the 1910 amendment indicate the
intention of Congress to permit the contmued use of the Red Cross
words and symbol to those who were lawfully using them prior to
January 5, 1!)05. Further support for this view may be found }n
the committee report2 on the 1!)10 amendment in the ~tatement that
"the section as amended gives the American Red Cross the fullest
protection it is }'ossible to afford by Congressional enactment, and
at the same time amply protects the concerns possessing vested
property rights in the emblem." Subsequent Congressional action
is also signilicant. In 101!) a bill was introduced (II. R. 14330, 65th
Cong., 3rd Sess., reprinted in Hearings before the Committee on
Foreign Affairs on II. IL 6011, 77th Cong., 2d Ses&., p. 371) to amend
section 4 by striking out the proviso and making the prohibition
general, but it failed of passage. In 1!)12 another bill (S. 469, 77th
Cong., 2d Sess.) was introduced authorizing pre-1005 US('rS "to continue to use the Hed Cross" until July 1. W 17 with a tapering off
period until July 1, 1933. This bill was passed by the 5enate and
sent to the House. The House Committl'e rPported the bill to the
House with minor amenllmcnts, and its rl'port reco~ 1izes "that un·
der existing Jaw there are lt>gal uses of the symbol by commercial
users." ( Hrport No. 2054, 78th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 4) However
Congress adjourned before this bill was r('aCh('d on the calendar. we
think that this l<'gislative history, as well us the statutory language·
supports the petitioner's contention that its right to continue the use
of the Hed Cross words nnd symbol has received congressional
recognition.
1 Rrport ~o. 12!i0, 6ht Cong., 2d Sesa., rt>prlntt'd Ia lh•arlnga before the Commtttlll
on Forrlgn AITntra on II R. 6011, 77th Cone., 2d Sew.., p. 34l, at 347.
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'l'he Commission advances two arguments in opposition. It says
first that since the Red Cross :wme and symbol have loner been
familiar to the American public it may fairly be inferred tl~at the
pet.itioner's commercial use prior to Hl05 was jnst as misleading as
It Is now; hence its pre-1905 use was not for a "lawful purpose"
and the petitioner does not come within the proviso to section 4. This
Proves too much. It would be equally true, as counsel conceded upon
oral argument, of any of the many pre-1905 comrr.er<;ial users of
the Red Cross words and symbol; hence the 1910 prov.iso would be
meaningless. Secondly, the Commission argues that section 4 does
·not confer upon pre-1905 users a right to continue to use the Red
~ross words and emblem, but merely exempts them from criminal
habi!ity for continuing such use; and, if construed broadly enough
to permit a use which misleads the public, it was, to this extent, im~
pliedly repealed by the 1938 amendments to the Federal Trade Commission Act which extended the prohibition of sectio:r; 5 so as to include not only unfair methods of competition in commerce but also
"unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce." 52 Stat. 111;
15 U. S. C. § 45. That repeals by implication are not favored and
t~lat two statutes dealing with related subject matter should, if posSible, be so construed as to give effect to both are principles of statu~o.ry construction too elementary to reqmre the citadon of author~bes. Doth principles may be recognized in the case at bar by hold1?g that the Red Cross Act g1ves the petitioner the right to conhnue to use the Red Cross words and symbol but the Federal Trade
Commission Act empowers the respondent to prevent th~>ir use in a
deceptive manner. In other words, the Commission may not absolutely forbid the use of the words and symbol to pre-1905 lawful
~sers but may require them to l:ltate, so plainly as to avoid the crea~
tion of misleading inferences by such use, that the goods are not
sponsored, approved or in any manner connected with the American National Hed Cross. The p1 esent order goes beyond permissible
limits in forbidding any use of the words and mark. Accordingly
the order must be reversed and the cause remanded to the Commission for the entry of an order which will not infringe the rights of
the petitioner under the Red Cross Act ItS above con~Strued. 'Ve do
not ourselves attempt to formulate the new order oecause our recent decisions have held that the measure of the necessary relief is
Peculiarly within the competence of the Commission, li erz feld v.
Federal Trade Oomm., 140 F. (2d) 207, 209 [38 F. T. C. 833]; Parke,
AUBtin &: Lipscomb v. Federal Trade Oomm., [428] 142 F. (2d)
437, 442 [38 F. T. C. 881], cert. den. Oct. 16, 1944; Charles of the
Ritz Diat. Oorp. v. Federal Trade Oomm., 143 F. (2d) 676, 680

[39 F. T. C. 657].

1

Order reversed o.nd cause remanded for further proceedings in
Conformity with this opinion.
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CLARK, Circuit Judge (dissenting) :
The net effect of our decision is that the remedial mPasures which
the Commission may ordel to stop the deception of the public here
found are limited to additional explanatory matter concerning petitioner's use of the well-known Tied Cross emclem. and cannot reach
that use itself. Had the Commission found such remedv adequate
and ordered it, I should have viewed the result with equanimity as
a presumptively fair adjustment of public and private r1ghts. llut
having in mind our quite i1mited control over the Comm1sswn's decisions as to the appropriate remedies to be ordered against deceptive
practices, I think we are bound to recognize the obvwus fact that it
is the Greek Tied Cross which to the public symbolizes the Society
Itself; and mere explanatory material, however carefu·ly framed.
will be no more effective in the future than it has been in the past.
In the nature of things, our deciswn must be one not of discretiOn,
but of law; and as such it suggests potentially grave limitations. by
the process of implied exception upon the far-reaching Federal
Trade Commission Act of 1038.
As is well known, it had long Leen considered a derect of the
original Federal Trade Commission Act that it reached only unfair
competition or unfair competitive trade practices, and not, more di
rectly, deception of the consuming public. Hence the 1938 amend
ments which also made unlawful "unfair or dec£>ptive acts or prac·
tices in commerce," 15 U. S. C. A. § 45 (a), were an important enlargement of the CommissiOn's juristliction. Of. Fresh Grown Preserve Corp. v. F. T. 0., 2 Cir., 125 F. (2d) 017, 910 [3-1 F T. C. 1827
3 S. & D. 460]. That amendatory Act contains its own exceptions, and
thus under well-known rules makes less possible the 1mphcation of
other exceptions not stated. !Jorulurant "· lV atson. 103 U. S. 281
288; Amy v. City of Watertou·n 130 U S. 320. 323, 324; Brow'TI
v. Duchesne, GO U. S. 183, 105, Hl8. The opinion, I tlunk, inverts
the problem when it overlooks this rule to say that there 1s no re
peal by implication of the ned Cross .\ct of 1010 by the 1038 Act.
Since they subserve quite different ends, and do nor overlap, there
is no question of implied rPpeal. The 1!)05 Act and its .tmendment
of 1910 were grants of charter to the .\merican N ntional ned Cross,
coupled with penal provisions and a limited exception therefrom to
protect its official name; compare the significant dire~tion that tines
collected for violation of the statute should be paid to the Soc1dY
Certainly this shows no legislative intent to legahze tieception of the
public, which was not then a matter of federal udmmist mtn·e eon
ceru. Of course. the Inter bills designed to limit ana eventually to
end the limited exception from lH'OSf'eutwn contnilled m the 101°
Act naturally would have less scope thnn the original .\c·t, nnJ the
legislative discussion::. unJ committee reports sho\\ nothing else·
I think the opinion contuses two separate problems VJZ. ~>}l>gnl
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uses of the symbol" as against the society and the United States
permitted by the special legislation of lVlO with deception of the
consuming public prohibited by the broad regulatory Act of 1V38.
lienee I think we lack power to set aside the remedy here chosen by
the Commission.

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, AMERICAN
BRIDGE COMPANY, CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION (FORMERLY KNOWN AS CARNEGIE STEEL
COMPANY, AND SUCCESSOR BY l\IERGER TO AMERICAN SHEET & TIN PLATE COl\!PANY), THE AMERICAN STEEL AND 'VIRE COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY,
AND TENNESSEE COAL, IRON AND RAILROAD COl\fp ANY v. FEDERAL TRADE COl\1l\1ISSIONt
No. 6706-F. T. C. Dock. 760
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. May 24, 1945)
Motion by Commission-In proceeding by petitioners to review and set aside
Commission's order In United State!'! Steel Corp. et nl., D. 760, July 21,
1024, 8 ll'.T.C. 1, requiring respondents to cease and desist from the use of
their Pittsburgh Plus basing point system, as therein set forth-to strike
from the petition, as neither logically nor legally relevant, all allegations
which set up as grounds for vacation of order, alleged changes In factual
conditions subsequent thereto; denied.

Messrs. Nathan L. Miller, Roger M. Blough, John J. lleard, ll.
Eastman Hackney~ and John 0. Bane, Jr.. and Reed. Smith, Shaw
& J/ cOlay, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for petitioners.
Mr. W. T. J(elley, Chief Counsel, and Mr. Joseph J. Smith, Jr.,
Asst. Chief Counsel, Federal Trade Commission, both of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
PER CURIAM:

This is a motion by the respondent to strike from the record the
av-erments of paragraphs 8, 9, 10 and 11 of the Petition tor Rev-iew.
At this stage of the matter it is not entirelJ clear that such averments are irrelevant, as is asserted. The motion is therefore demcd.
Non:: Said order, entered on July 21, 1024, 8 F.T.C. 1, at pp. 59 and uo,
respondents, their subsidiaries, oftlcers, etc., to cease and deslst1. From quoting tor sale or selling In the course of Interstate commerce their
rolled steel products known as plates, bars, structural shapes, sheets, tin plate.
Wire and wire products at Pittsburgh Plus prices. ( lly quoting for sale or sellln~ at Pittsburgh I'lus prices Is meant respondents' systematic practice of quot·
lng and selling said products manufactured at anrl shipped from points outsl,le
ot Pittsburgh at their t. o. b. Pittsburgh prices plus amounts equivalent to
What the railroad freight charges on such products would be from Pittsburgh
to each different destination If such products were actually shipped frnl'
l'lttsLurgh.}
r~>qulred

1

Not rPported In Federal Reporter.
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2. From quoting for sale or selling In the course of Interstate commerce their
said rolled steel products upon any other basing point than that where the
products are manufactured or from which they are shipped.
3. From selllng or contracting for the sale of or invoicing such steel products
In the course of Interstate commet·ce without clearly and distinctly lndlcatin:;
In such sales, or upon such contracts or invoices, how much Is charged for
such steel products f. o. b. the producing or shipping point, and how much
Is charged for the actual transportation of said products, It any, from such
producing or shipping point to destination.
4. From discriminating In the course of interstate commerce, either directly
or Indirectly, In price between different purchasers of their rolled steel products known as plates, bars, structural shapes, sheets, tin plate, wire and wire
products sold for use, consumption or resale within the United States or any
Territory thereof or the District of Columbia or any insular possession or other
place under the jurisdiction of the United States, where the effect of such discrimination may be to substantially lessen competition in any line of Interstate
commerce, Including competition among the steel producers, or steel users, or
both ; provided, however, that nothing herein contained shall prevent dlscrlm·
!nation In price between purchasers of said products on account of differences
In the grade, quality or quantity of the commodity sold, or that makes only
tlue allowance for difference In the cost of selllng or transportation, or dis·
crimination In price In the same or different communities made in good faith
to meet competition. The use by respondents In the course of such Interstate
commerce of the system of Pittsburgh Plus prices for their said steel products,
manufactured at and shipped from points outside of Pittsbur-.;h-whlc}l prices
are their f. o. b. Pittsburgh prices plus amounts equivalent to what the rail·
road freight charges on such products would be from Pittsburgh to each dltrer·
ent destination If such products wet·e actually shipped from Pittsburgh-shall
be deemed to constitute a violation of this order. The use by respondents In the
course of such lntl"rstate commerce of any system similar to that of the l'ltt!l·
burgh Plus system !;hall llkt>wlsl" be dePrned to constitute a violation of this
order. The pmctlce by re!;pnndt>nts of selllng or contracting for the snle of
said products In the course of Interstate commerce upon any other basing
point than thnt wlwre the prouucts are manufactured or from which they are
shipped, shall be clemJ!'rl to constitute a violation of this order.

On May 18, 1!)38, followmg the amendments of the Wheeler-Lea
Act, :March 21, 1038, to the Fcul'ral Trade Commission Act-which,
among other things, subject to the time limitations and appellate
procedure open to re!"pon1lt'nt:,1 as there provided, made the Commission's cease nnd desist orJ«.>rs self enforcing, nnd sub~l·quent violation thereof punishable as there set out-petitioners fileJ their
above petition to review nnu set nsiJe the orJer in question.
The specific mattrr wl.ich thr Commission moveJ be stricken
namely, port ious of par. b ( 8), auu all of pars. b (9). b( 10), and h( 11)
on pages 10-12 of the pPtition, was ns follows:
(8) The ortlt>r hns bt•t'n uhnn•lont>d by the Commission and no longer tJns
any Talldlty • • • It has ne\·er fl('(>n practicable for your petltlont>rs or
othPrs sllnllnr·l) sltuatetl to comply untl your ()l'tltloners haTe not complle<l
with, the provisions of snl•l ortiPr (otlwr than parugr·nphs 1 anti 3 thPrPofJ.
The tact ot mreb nunc •mpllnnce hns at all times bt>en known to the Comml~sloll·
llf'!<plte such knowleti~P of noncompliance, the Commission has nevl.'r tnk~' 11
un> action for thP (•nforcNnPnt nf snltl ortll"r nnrl hns ahnnrlonefl IIIH'h or•h•r
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The Congress has refused for many years, and particularly recently, to pass
legislation urgPd upon It which would ha¥e established as a matter of law
the principle sought to be applied and the results hoped to be obtained by the
Commission through its said order. Thus the order, now almost 14 years old,
has neither legislative nor administrative sanction, and by the nonactlon and
refusal of Congress as aforesaid it has been clearly demonstrated that said
order is contrary to public policy and the law of the land.
(9) The enforcement of the order at this time upon the record made prior
to the year 1924 would, In view of changed conditions, deprive your petitioners
of their right to a fair hearing, The Commission's findings ns to the facts and
the evidence adduced before the Commission all relate to a time preceding the
entry of said order and not to condltionf'l presently existing to which they are
Wholly Inapplicable. Since the entry nf said order, economic conditions and the
Practices and methods of competition (not only as they concern petitioners but
ns they concern petitioners' competitors and customers) have changed materially, The failure of the Commlss:on to attempt to enforce said order has
created the same situation for all practical purposes as would now exist If
no order had been entered in 1924, bu't Instead that now, In the year 1938,
the Commission for the first time was entering Its order based wholly upon
the 1924 record. The entry of an order for the first time In 1038 based upon
the 1924 record or, what amounts to the same thing, the makin·6 of the 1~24
order automatically final and effective by the application of the provisions
Of the Hl38 amendment without the right to review such order, would deprive
Petitioners of their right to a hearing upon the validity of said order In the
light of present changed conditions, would deprive petitioners of their right
to meet the present practices and methods of competition, and would otherWise be arbitrary, unreasonable, capricious and unlawful.
00) The Commission, as expressly permitted by Jaw, should have long since
set aside Its said order, but having fulled to do so, it should set It aside prior
to its fillng with this Court the transcript of the record In the proceeding In
Which such order was entered. Such action by the Commission would give
logical eiTect to Its pri~r abandonment of the ordPr and would give reCQo6nitlon
to the fact that the record upon which such order was formulated Is a "stale"
record based upon past conditions, most of whld have become non-existent.
Unless the Commission sets aside Its order whlle It .still retains jurisdiction to
do so, this Court should set aside such order for the reasons herein stated.
01) The 1038 amendment provides a time when the aforesaid cease and
desist order of the Commission shall become final, and provides heavy clvll
Penalties tor each violation of said order. Despite the aforesaid changed conditions and the aforesaid tallure of the Commission to enforce said order,
PCtlt!oners would nevertheless be subjected to such penalties with the resultant
deprivation of property: such penalties could be enforced even though the
Commission has made no attempt to obtain the enforcement of its order and
even though It had previously determined that said order was erroneous or
that It should not be enforced.
(

. Thereufter, on October 4, 1944, the Commission filed its cross petit1on praying the court to make and enter a decree affirmmg and enforcing the cease and desist order in question, and followmg denial,
as above, of the Commission's motion, the court, by order dated November i 1045 granted the Commission 60 days to "certify and file
. this court
' a ' transcript of so· much of the record before it in this
In
Proceed ina- as has not heretofore bc..en certified and filed"; and further
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ordered "that the petitioners herein shall make application within·
ninety days * * • (but not thereafter without special leave of.
court) for leave to adduce additional evidence as they may desire to
adduce in this proceeding" and that "the petitioners and respondent
shall file their briefs within such period of time thereafter as shall
hereafter be fixed by special order of this court."

AMERICAN DRUG CORPORATION
v.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 1
No. 13064-F. T. C. Dock. 2170
(Circuit Court ot Appeals, Eighth Circuit. June 8, 1945)
APPELLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS'-ORDER OJ' CoMl\USSION SETI'ING ABIDE
PRIOR CEASE AND DESIST ORDER AND DISMISSING COMPLAINT, WITHO"OT

PREJ-

UDICE, ETC.-JURISDICTION TO REVIEW.

Circuit Court of Appeals had jurisdiction to review order ot Federal
Trade Commission setting aside a prior cease and desist order against
petitioner which had become final and dismissing complaint without prejudice to Commission's right to institute further proceedings against the
petitioner, regardless whether Commission's action w11s prompte4 because
of chnngPd conditions of fact or law or because public interest so required.
APPELLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-0BDEB OJ' CoMMISSION SETTING ABIDE
PRIOR CEASE AND DESIST )RDER AND DISMISSING CoMPLAINT, WITHO"OT

PBEJ·

UDICE, ETC.-WHETHER PETITIONER RESPONDENT AGGRIEVED ny,

Whether petitioner was aggrieved by order of Federal Trade Commissl~n
setting aside a prior cease and desist order against petitioner and dismissing complaint without prejudice to Commission's right to institute
furtht>r proceedings against petitioner depended upon merits ot the con·
troversy, and was not open to Circuit Court ot Appeals upon motion to
dismiss petition to review Commission's order.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 149 F.
(2d) G08.)

On petition to review order of Commission and on Commission's
motion to dismiss petition, motion denied.

Mr. William F. Fahey, for petitioner.
Mr. Joseph J. Smith, Jr., Asst. Chief Counsel, Federal Trade
Commission, and Mr. Donovan R. Divet, Sp. Atty., Federal Trade
Commission, for respondent.
Before STONE and JonNBEN, Oircuit Judge&.
PER CURIAM:

On November 21, 1934, the Federal Trade Commission entered a
cease ·and desist ordt>r agt..inst petitioner upon a complaint and an
amended answer consenting to the order No further proceedings
'RPported to 149 F. (2d) 808. For c:aae before Commla11loo, ae• lD F.T.C. 438.
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were taken in this matter for ten years until November 27, 1944.
!hen an assistant chief counsel of the Commission moved, in writmg! to set aside the above order and to dismiss the complaint upon
whzch the order was entered without prejudice to the right of the
Commission to institute further proceedings against petitioner. A
show cause order why the motion should not be granted was issued
by the Commission and petitioner filed a return opposing the mo~ion and challenging the jurisdiction of the Commission to set aside
Its ·earlier order on the ground that it was "not in the public interest" that such order be set aside and stating the reasons for its opposition. Oral arguments were heard by the Commission in support
of and in opposition to the motion and counsel for petitioner states
orally to this court that he there informed the Commission that he
wished to and was pre[609]pared to present evidence, which was
denied. On J l).nuary 17, 1945, the Commission entered an order
~acating and setting aside its order of November, 1934, and dismissing the complaint without prejudice. Petitioner ha.s filed its petition for review of this order of January 17, and the Commission has
filed the present.motion to dismiss the petition to reVIew. The bases
of the motion to dismiss are (a) that the court has no jurisdiction
to review this order and (b) that petitioner is in no way aggrieved
by the order.
(a)

3URI8DICTION

The jurisdiction of this court to review orders of the Federal
Trade Commission is defined by statute (Title HS U.S.C.A. section
15 (b) and (c).
Subsection (c) gives an affected party against whom a ·'cease and
desist" order is issued by the Commission the right to a review Ly
the proper circuit court of appeals.
Subsection (b) provides that until the time allowed tor filing a
petition for review has passed or until the transcript of the record
In the proceed in" has been filed in the circuit. court in a review pro0
•
•
"
cee d1ng, the Commission
may at any time
upon notice
and'm sqch
tnanner ns it shall deem proper modify or set aside, in whole or in
Part, any report or any order made or issued by it." This subsection
further provides that if no petition for review has been filed within
the allowable time the Commission may, at any time, "after notice
~nd opportunity f~r henring, reopen and alter, modify, or set aside,
ln. whole or in part, any report or. order made or issu~d by it ~~der
tins section 1 whenever in the opm10n of the Comrmsswn conditions
of fact or 0 f law have so ~hanged as to require such action or if the
Public interest shall so require.'~ The just quoted provision as to reopening carries a proviso "that the said person. partnership, or corl)oration may within sixty days after servzce upon him or it of said
r<'port or order entered after such a reopening, ootain a review
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thereof in the appropriatt circUit court of appeals of ~he Umted
States, in the manner provided in subsection (c) of thts section.''
fhe just quoted provtso seemE to settle the right ot thu petitioner
to file a petition for review Here no petition for review had been
filed to the order of 193-t- and the time for such filing had long expired. In tlus situation the statute clearly gives the Commission
the power at any time to "reopen and alter, a1odify, or set aside. in
whole or in part, any report or order made or Issued oy it under this
section." However, the sentenct: governs such action b~ the Com
miSSion in two respects: ( 1) it r-equires the orimon of the Commission as to changed conditions of fact or law or the opimon of the
Commission that the pubm· mterest requues the eKercise of such
power; and (2) it requires that the exercise of such power be only
·'after notice and opportunity for hearmg.''. Acting under these
conditions and limitations the CommissiOn may r~ach any result
it deems proper. Among these specifically authorized results are to
''set aside, in whole or in part, any report or order made or issued by
it under this section.'' What the Commission has d.one here is to
set aside in whole the order made by it in 1934. Whether it took that
action because of changed conditions of tact or law or because the
public interest so required is not revealed in the papers now before
the court. But whatever may have prompted its action. the before
quoted proviso expressly gives the right to review to the petitioner
from this "order entered after such a reopening."
Obviously, changed conditions of fact or of law may be contestable
issues. No less true is the Issue of whether such action is required
by "the public interest" (Federat Trade Commission v. Klesner, 280
U. S. 19, 23, 27, 30) [13 F. T. C. 581; 1 S. & D. 1166].
American Chain & Cable Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 4 Cir.,
142 F. (2d) 909, 912, 913 (38 F. T. C. 896], holds that. when no
petition for review has been filed to the origmal order within the
allowable time, such orde1 is thereafter subject to "modification"
under this subsection nnd that such modifying order is subject to
review. Tlie wording of the ;;ubsection makes no difference, as to
r1ght of review, between such a modification of an order and a
:;ctting aside m whole of such order-both are expressed in the
statute.
(b)

PETITIONER AGGRIEVED

\\1lcther the petitioner 1s aggrieved by this order depends upon
the merits of thl\ rontrowrsy and is not open to us upon this motion to dismiss.
The present motion should therefore Le denied.
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GULF OIL CORPORATION
v.
FEDERAL TRADE COl\lMISSIONl
No. 11028-F. T. C. Dock. 4581
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit. June 12, 1945)
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AcT-PROTECTION 011 PUBUC.

The purpose of the Federal Trade Commission Act Is the protection of
the public.
EVIDENCE-IMPRESSION

TESTIMONY-GENERAL

Punuc-WHETBER

F..u.s&

AND

MISLEADING ADVERTISING.

Upon hearing oefore Federal Trade Commission upon complaint chargIng a corporation with engngin·:; In unfair practices In Interstate commerce
In advertising an insecticide manufactured by the corpontion, testimony
of witnesses drawn from the general public of impressions made. upon their
minds upon reading tht- ndvertlseuwnts was admissible as against contention that such testimony was a matter of opinion for the Commission
to decide.
APPELLATE "PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-EVInENCE-WEIGHT AND INilEBENCECouaT LIMITATIONS.

In proceeding before Federal Trade Commission, the appraisal of evidence and Inferences to be drawn thf'rE>from arP for the Commission, not
the courts.
APPELLATE

PiiOCEDUBE

AND

ADVERTISEMENTS-PUIIUC

PROCEEDINGS-.l\IISI.EADING

ACTS

AND

PBACTICE8-

!Mf'RESS!ON-\VHETHF.R CALCULATED TO DECEIVE.

The meaning of advertisement to the public, and whether It Is calculated
to deceive, Is a question of fact, and Federal Trade Commission's conclusion with respect thereto may not be disturbed unless arbitrary or clearly
wrong.
APPELLATE

PBOCEDUBII:

AND

PROCEEDINGS-FINDINGS

011

COMMISSION-b

SUP·

PORTED BY SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.

The Federal Trade Commission's fact tlnrlings when supported by substantial evidence are conclusive.
CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS-METHODS, ACTS AND i'RACTICES-1\liSREPRESENTATION
-FALSE AND 1\fiSLEADINO \DVERTISING-QUAI.ITIES OR PROPERTIES OF PRODUCT.

Substantial evidence sustained Federal Trude Commission's finding that
statements In advertisements of Insecticide as giving a cow complete protection and increasln,: the milk supply were deceptive, warranting an order
forbiudlng the use of such statenwnts.
METI:IODS,

ACTS

AND

l'RACTICES-MlsREPRF.SENTATION-l<'ALSE

AND

l\liSLEADINO

ADrF.RTISINO-IF CAPACIT\' TO Dr.cEIVE-I'RoTF.t'TIO:S oJl GENERAL Pusuc INCLUDING IGNORANT, UNTHINKING AND CRF.Dl'J.Ol'S AS On.lECT 011 ACT-APPEABANCES AND GENERAL h!PRESSIONS AS CRITEitiA.

Advertisements naviDg a cnpncity to deceive may be prohibited, since
the Federal Trade Commission Act Is not made for protection of experts,
1

RPportpd In 1:10 F. (2d) 106. For ('QAe before CommiRHion, aPe 38 F.T.C. 242.
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but for the general public Including the Ignorant, the unthinking and the
credulous, who In making purchases do not stop to analyze but are governed by appearances and general Impressions.
CEASE AND DESIST 0BDEBS-METHODS, ACTS AND PRACTICES-MISREPRESENTATION
-FALSE AND lfiSLEADING ADVERTISING- -QUALITIES OR PROPERTIES OF PRODUCTWHETHER MERE "PUFFING"-11' VmTUES NOT PosSESSED, CLAIMED.

The Federal Trade Commission's order prohibiting certain statements
In advertising an Insecticide was not erroneous on ground that benefits set
forth In advertisements beyond those actually derived from use of Insecticide were merely "pufl'[l07]1ng," which refers generally to expression of
opinion not made as representation ot tact, since while a seller has some
latitude In pufl'in·g his goods he Is not authorized to misrepresent or to
assign to them benefits or virtues they do not possess.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 150 F.
(2d) lOG.)
On petition to review order of Commission, petition denied, and
enforcement granted.

Jlr. Alex F. Smith, of Shreveport, Ln., Mt. John E. Green, Jr.,
of Houston, Tex., and Mr. J. S. Atkin3on, of Shreveportt Ln., for
petitioner.
Mr. Joseph J. Smith, Jr., Asst. Chief Counsel, Federal Trade
Commission, of 'Vashington, D. C., for respondent.
Defore HoLMEs, McCono, and LEE, Circuit Judges.
LEE, Circuit Judge:
After n. hearing upon a complaint charging the Gulf Oil Corporation with engaging in unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
interstate commerce in violation of the Federal Trade Commission
Act,t an order was issued by the Federal Trade Commission forbidding the use of certain statements in advertising Gulf Livestock
Spray, an insecticide manufactured by the Gulf Oil Corporation
and sold in intrr!>tnte commerce. The case is brought here on petition Ly the Gulf Oil Corporation to review and set nsidt' the Commission's ordrr.
The pditiont'r is a Pennsyh·ania corporation carrymg on business
in Texas, Georgia, and Florida. To inJuce the purchase of the spray,
it ad \·ertisetl the proJuct m magnzines, newspapers, circulars, and
other advertising media which it raused to be distributed among
the purchasing public g£>nHully throughout the United States·
• The p••rtlncnt provisions of tbe atatute are u follow•:
"Sec. II (a) l'nfalr mPthoda of comi•etltlon In commerce, and unfair or cl~ptl''
arts or pra~uc .. a In commerce, are horeb)' dt.!dnrt•d unla'll·ful.
"The Commla•lon Ia bcrcb)' empo'llcn'li and directed to prevent penona, partnerablP•·
or "orporutlon1 • • • from ualn, uufulr nwthod1 of competltlon In commerce an 4
unfair or th'to'PIIVP arts or practlCI'I In romml'rre." :12 ~tat. 111112: 111 U. B. C. ._
:>ec 4:1 (al
"(c) • • • The Ondlng1 of tbe Couunlulon 11 to the facti, If aupportecl b)' erl'
:rnrr. "h11ll hl' ront•luRive" 112 Stilt. 112 113; 1:1 U. 8 C. A. Sec. 4:1 (e).
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~mong and typical of the statements and representatwns appearing
such advertisements are the following:
"C. W. 'Vilkinson has a fine herd of 280 Jerseys on his dairy farm
at Trussville, Ala. Mr. Wilkinson says: •Gulf Livestock Spray is a
~ot cheaper to use than other sprays. This is because a light sprayIng of it gives a cow complete protection.',.
"Gulf Livestock Spray kills bloodsuckmg flies, lice ticks-repels
stable and horn flies. One spraymg lasts all day."
"Changes to Gulf Livestock Spray-gets 17fi lbs. more milk a day!
Says C. E. Grimes of Fredericksburg, Pa., 'I am very proud of my
herd of VO Holstein and Guernsey cows. They are first-cltiss milk
producers. My milk production used to average 2,300 lbs. a day dur~ng the summer months. Since 1 started using Gulf Livestock Spray
It has averaged 2,475 lbs. The mcreased yield of milk more than pays
for the cost of t1w spray. I rPcommend this spray a-s the best that
money can buy.'''
".Mr. Hamilton do you want 'l\1-l\I'? * * • Sure you do, for
'l\[-M' means More Milk which means l\Iore .Money. Gulf Livestock
Spray will get you ':\I-M. It will assure you of healthy contented
cows and healthy cows give more milk, hence, increased profits."
These statements and rPpresPntations and others of similar import,
the Commission found, falsely represented, directly or by implication, that Gulf Livestock Spray nfi'orded complete protection to
livestock from all insects and that its use would caust- milk production to increase and cows to be healthier; and that smd misrepresentations W('rc calculat('d to deceive.
[103] The petitioner here urges that:
1. The Commission erred in considering the testimony of "public
witnesses" of the meaning ~onveyed to them by certain words and
Phrases in petitioner's a(h·ertise~wnts; .
.
.
2. The llleaning of petitioner~ advertisements IS a questiOn of law,
not a fJuestion of fact:
3. Tnc Commission's 1inding that petitioner wus falsely uu vertislllg Gulf Liwstock Spray IS l)Ot supported by substantial evid('nce;
nnd
.
4. Petitioner's representattons
are. .. ~u ill ng, " l1ence ex~usa bl e.
At the hearin,. Lefore the CommissiOn several lay Witnesses were
nskeu, over tiH~ ~bjection of the petitioner,. the meaning conveyed to
them by the auvertiscments of the beneficJa~ ~·esults to be obtained
from the use of Gulf Lin•stoek Spr:uy. PetitiOner urges that these
questions calleu for the opinion of. tl~e witness~s with respect to a
n1atter to be deciJed by the Comm~sswn, and cites a.uthorities that
1leni in the main with the Impropriety of such qucstwns where the
iss\le invol \'(•d the intrrpretut ion of con~racts.
.
. 1'he purpose of the Jaw I!. the prote:twn of the pubhc, and the hearIng wns had in the public mterest. 1'\o contract was befort the Comln
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missi~n . for. jnterpret!},tjon. 'fhe issue.. was. tht;l. impressiop m!1de or
likely to be made upon the· readill,g pubpc i)i th~ petitioiu~~'s n~pr;e
se~tations of, ,the good qualities of its.' proc1J1ct, as c.o.m;eyed· iri the
<:clverti.sements. The· testimQilJ. .of 'witn~sses drawn. from ~l}e g~ileral
public ?f .the i~pi·essions p1ade upon their. 1pinds. upo:q !'e~ding the
nch;ertisements was a~missib.Ie: Thi~ · pr()cedure ~.il investigations of
this kind has be.en in use over a, pei·iod of years, .and has received the
sanction of'the courts.2 .
. . · ·. · ·.
.
·.
.
."The appraiSll,l of the ev1dencf. and .the mferences to .be drawn from
it are fo.r.tl~e ConJnii~sioll, not th~ courts." Federai Trade Comm(ssion
v. Staley M annfacturing Co., et al., 324 U. S. 746, decided Aprjl' 23,
1945 .. The meaning of an.adverti~e~;ent. to thf.. public, and whether it
i~. calctilated to deceive. ~s. a question ..of fact, :and the Commission's
conclusion with.resp~ct thereto may not be disturbed unl~ss, arbitrary
or .cl!)arly 'wrong.a .
·
· .
·
·
The statute provides that the Commission's findings as to facts,
when .supported by SUOStantial evidence, are COf\clUsive, 4 and the
courts h~ve uniformly so !tel d.", That there ._was s~1bstantial evidence
to Stlpport the Commission's findings in th~s case may ilOt be seriously
questioped .. All of the. experts--:-thos~ testifying for th<J petitioner apd
those testifying for the. Comm.ission-were agreed that a t;ght $praying of the GulfLivestock Spray would. no~ give a cow complete protection. Not one witness mi1ong the .number placed upon· the stand
by petitiop.er ~In;imeci...that "one spraying lasts, all ~lay." Most "of
them_ state~. that _the spraying .gave good res1,1lts under favorqble
conditions for some seven. to nine hours and fair results for a sho:~t
time thereafter.
.
,
.
·
.. :These witnesses were also i1~: ~a_ccord in. their statement ~hat ~he use
Qf the spray from. two to three times cln;ily ,cluring the summer months,
when the different fly (109) pests illfestiilg COWS W~re at their worst,
would make the.e.ows. more cont~ntedand.healthy and more productive than would be the case where 'no prevent;ve m'easurys were ).lSed;
o

~

,.

,

o

I

'

,_,j

-

•

Feder~l Trade ·commi8sion, '138. F:: .(2d) 388,_ 391 137 l!~.T.C.
Cha•·les of the Ritz D,i.<fl·ilmto•·s Corp .. v: .Federal Trade Commi.sion.
143 F. (2d) "676, 679 [3\J F.T.C. 657]; "Aronbci·g v. Federal Trade Commi8sion; 132 F
( 2ll) 165,. 167-168 [35 F.T.C·. 979; 3 S.&D. 528] ; D.' D. D. Corporation v. Federal •'rmr!'
Commi~sihn, 1.25 F. (::?d) 679, _681-682 [34 ·F.T.C 1821; 3 s,&D. 455]; Ford Moto~ Co.
v. Federal T.-ade Commission, 120 F. (2d) 175. 182 [3:1 F.T.C.-1781;.3 S.&D. 378] ;,Rail
v. United .<';tate~. 2!17 Fed. 795; 797.
. .
·
..
·
·
·
. . 'BI"Oll!Jhan> v. BlaiztO>z Manufacturing. Co., 24ll
IS •.495,. 499,500; Leach v. Car !isle
258 U. i?.: 138, 140; A,, P. W. Paper Co., !nr v. Federal Tra,de ·com>ryission. 149 F. ( 2d 1
424 (C.
A. 2) decided Mny ·17, 1945. See also ·nates & Guild Co. v. Pa.yne. 194· U. S.
•· '1..

Stanle-y Lab-oratorieS ·v.

·sor; ·3 S.&D. 596] ;

u.'·

y..

106, 108-i09 ("where Congress has committed to the head of 'a department certain duties
n•quiring the1 exercise of judgment and discretion, his action thereon, wheth~r it invoJvf'
questionS of law or ·fact, Will iwt' .be· ··reYie,\·ed by the. court~, unless he· h3.s ·e~c€eded his
iu.ithoritY or 'this: coUrt: should be of· opinion !tbU't his action' was clearly: ~-rong'').,
4
Ped~ral Trade Corpfl~issi_o~ .~ct, ~ec. 5.(~\ . . :
: ,
. ; ,.
~ .
..· . ·
_;Federal Trade Go;nmission v. Standard Education Society,' 302 U:' S; 112, 117 [2~
F.T.C. 1715; 2 S.&D. -429]; Federal Trarle Conimis8ion v .. Algoma.Lumber ·co., 21Jl G. S.
67, 73 [18 F.T.C. 669; 2 S.&D. 247]; Fedenil Tnzde Commission v. Pacific States Paper
··Trade .4.ssn., 273 ·u.· s. ·52. 63 11 F:T:c.' 6.36; 1 s.&D. 5S3] ; Standard'contdin~r ·\fan"
ta·,:t'ui·ers' :Assn .. -v. ·Federal Trade Commission, .119. F. ( 2d) -262;- :'!65·. [32- F.T:C.· 187!1 : ..

t

~.&D

311-ll.
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hut all of them stated that this resulted from killing and driving off
the fly pests, and that the spray as such neither increased the milk
nor insured a. healthier, more contented cow. According to the evidence there are a. number of insects which are little affected by the
spray, and while dairymen and entomologists from various sections
of the United States testified to the good results had from the use
of the spray, it may not be denied that no one of them testified to
results from its use as completely beneficial as those set forth in the
advertisements. We think that the Commission's findingso with respect to the four advertisements fairly reflect the evidence.
Advertisements having a. capacity to deceive may be prohibited.'
The "law is not made for the protection of experts, but for the public
-that vast multitude which includes the ignorant, the unthinkin~.
and the credulous who, in making purchases, do not stop to analyze,
hut are governed by appearances and general impressions." Florence
Manufacturing Oo. v. J. 0. Dowd &: Oo., 178 Fed. 73, 75; Oharlea
of the Rita Distributors Oorp. v. Federal Trade Oommiasion, 143
F. (2d) 67~, 679 [39 F. T. C. 657].
1
Petitioner argues that the benefits set forth in the advertisements
beyond those actually derived from use of the spray are merely
trader's talk or "puffing," hence excusable. "Puffing" refers, generally, to an expression of opinion not made as a. representation of
fact, 51 C. J. 90; Vavricka, et al. v. Mid-Oontinent Oo., 143 Neb. 94,
8 N. W. (2d) 674, 679; Gould, et aZ. v. Escondido Valley Poultry
Assn., 56 Cal. App. (2d) 681, 133 P. (2d) 448, 451. While a seller
h~ some latitude in "puffing" his goods, he is not authorized to misrepresent them or to assign to them benefits or virtues they do not
Possess.

------1

"Whne respondent'• product when applied to lfY"estock usual17 will kill snch Insecta
as may be present on the Uvestock at the time of the application, the product doea not
alford complete protection u a repellent of other !nsecta which may later seek to attack
the livestock. General17 speaking, the de,ree of etrectlvenesa of the product aa a repellent depends upon a number of factors, .Including the frequency and thoroughness of
appiJcatton, the nature and e:rtent of the insect Infestation, weather conditions, etc. Aa
to some Insecta, the product atrorda measurable protection for a llmlted period ot time,
but a11 against certain other Insecta which frequentl7 attack livestock it has little value
•• a repellent. The Commission tllerefore finds that while respondent's product possessea
aubstantlal merit, It 1.a Incapable of atrordlng complete protection to livestock from Insecta, and that respondent'• representation• with respect to the etrecttveness of the
Product are erroneous and mlaleadlng.
"The Commission further finds from the evidence that the product Ia Incapable of
bringing about an Increase tn milk production or causing cows to be healthy. In those
cases where there baa been a decrease Jn milk production or where cows are unhealthy
and aucb conditione are due to the presence of Insecta, the use of respondent'• product
ma7 be of Indirect bene11t In atrordlnc a measure of protection against the Insecta.
lleBpondent'a adTertlaementa, howeY"er, are not limited to 1uch Indirect benefit and are
therefore erroneous and misleading."
''Federal Trade CommbB,on v. Algoma Lumber Co., 291 U. S. 67, 81 [18 F.T.C. 669;
2
S.&D. 247]; Cluzrlu of the R't• D'stnbutor1 Corp. v. Federal Trade Commission, 143
11'. (2d) 676, 680 [39 JI'.T.C. 607]; D. D. D. Corporation v. Federal Trade Commission
123 F. (2d) 679, 682 [34 F.T.C. 1821; 3 S.&:D. 378]; Ford Motor Co. v. Federal Trad~
Commission, 120 :rr. (2d) 1711, 181 [33 F.T.C. 1781; 3 S.&:D. 453}; General Motor1 f'orp
v. Federal Tradl OomtnNriCIII. U' F. (2d) 83, 36-311 [31 F.T.C. 1852; 3 S.&D. 282}:
tiii0780-4T-a
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"It may be that there was no intention to mislead and that only
the careless or the incompetent could be misled. But if the Commission, having discretion to deal with these matters, thinks it best to
insist upon a form of advertising clear enough so that, in the words
of the prophet Isaiah, 'wayfaring men, though fools, shall not err
therein,' it is not for the courts to revise its judgment."8
The petition to set aside the- order of the Commission is denied.
The Commission's [llO] request that a decree be entered commanding petitioner to obey its order and to comply therewith is granted.
1 General Motors Corp. v. Federal Trade Commlssion, 114 F. (2d) 33, SIS [31 r.T.C.
1852: 3 S.&D. 282] : Charles of the Ritz Distributors Corp. v. Federal Trade OommC.,Cos,
143 F. (2d) 676, 680 [39 F.T.C. 657]: Stanlev Laboratories v. Federal Trade Oo•..wslon, 138 F. (2d) 388, 392·393 [37 F.T.C. 801; 3 S.&D. 596]: Aronberg 1'. reiMal f'r...
CommCBslon, 132 F. (2d) 165, 167 [35 F.T.C. 979: 3 S.&D. 528).

MODERN MARKETING SERVICE, INC. ET .AL.
v.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIONt
~ED

& WHITE CORPORATION ET AL. v. SAJd:E
Nos. 8483, 8484-F. T. C. Dock. 3783

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. June 13, 1945)
APPI!:LLATE

PROCEDURE AND

PROCEEDINGS-FINDINGS

I

OJ' CoMHISSION-IJ'

81W-

PORTED BY SunsTANTIAL EviDENCL

Findings of fact by Federal Trade Commission are conclusive if IUP'
ported by substantial evidence.
APPELLATE PROCEDURE AND PROCEEDINGS-EVIDENCE-WEIGHT .AND JIO"D&NczaCoURT LIMITATIONS.

The weight to be given to proven facts, as well as Inferences reasonabl7
to be drawn therefrom, are for the Federal Trade Commission.
METHODs, AcTs AND l'aAcTicEs-DisCRIMINATioN IN P&IcE-cuYroN

2

Acr, SJIO.
Su•·

(c)-DRORERAGE FEES-WHERE CoLLEcTED FROM SELLERs BY Fmw .AND

BATE ENTITY DEAUNG IN GROCERii=S UNDER llRANDS AND TRADE M.UK8

LJt.lll.,

FROM PuR~IASING AGENT FOR llUYERB-Ir LESSEE FIBH ACTING 1'08 IAS&OS
J'IllY IN CoLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTING FEES, ETC.

8ubstantlal evidence supported findings ot Federal Trade Commission
that a fh'm, engaged In business ot manufacturing, packing, and aelllnl
groceries under brands and trade marks leased from a firm which wat
purchasing agent for buyers, was actin~ tor or In behalf ot lessor firm and
buyers, and thnt brokerage fees collected by lessee flrm from sellers were
distributed to and accepted by lessor firm and buyers In violation ot
gaged In commerce except for services rendered, though lessee firm wat a
statute prohibiting payment or receipt of commissions by any peraoa ea·
separate [071] entity from lessor and buyers.
•Jteported In 149 F. (2d) 970. For eaae before Commtuton, "'IT J'.'I'.C. 111.

MODERN MARKETING, ETC. V. FEDERAL TRADE COMM.

~b:ruons,
2
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ACTS AND PB.ACTICEB-DIBCBIMINATION IN PRICE-CIA YTON ACT, SEc.

(c)-BsoKERAGJ:

FEEs-WHETHER

LAWFVI.LY

PAYABLl!:

BY

SElLERs

TO

!\GENT FOB BUYEB.B FOR SElWlCES OF VALUE TO SELLERS, BUT INCIDENTAL TO
AGENT'S MAIN AcTIVITIES FOB FORMER.

Brokerage commissions could not be paid by sellers to firm acting as
agent for buyers tor services which were incidental to firm's malo activities on behalf ot buyers, even though services were genuine and of benefit
to sellers.

The syllabus, with substituted captions, is. taken from 149 F.
!2d) 970.)
On petitions for review of orders of Commission, petitions denied,
and cross-petition for enforcement al1owed.

Mr. Franklin D. L. Stowe, of Buffalo. N. Y., Mr. John T. Chadwell, of Chicago, Ill., Mr. Jos. 0. Dinsmore, of Cincinnati. Ohio.
Air. John W. Ogren, Mr. L. McBride, Mr. lVm. D. Mclienzie, and
Mr. James M. Best, all of Chicago, Ill., Mr. Lawrence B. Murdock,
of St. Louis, Mo., and Mr. Louis L. Rosen, of New Orleans, La., for
petitioner Modern Marketing Service.
Mr. Dana B. Hellinga, of Buffalo, N. Y., for petitioner Red &
White Corporation.
Mr. Joseph J. Smith, Jr., Asst. Chief Counsel, and Mr. John T.
lias lett, both of Washington, D. C., for respondent.
Before EvANS, MAJOR, and KERNER, Oircuit Judges.
MAJOR, Oircuit Judge:
. fhese are petitwns to review and set aside a cease and desist order
Issued by the Federal Trade Commission, for alleged violation of
Sec. 2 (c) of the Clayton Act as amended June 19, 1936 by the
Uobinson-Patman Act (15 U. S. C. A. 13 (c) ). Petihoners also
ask leave to adduce additional evidence in the event thetr petitions
for review are denied. The Commission has filed a cross-petition for
enfc-rcement of its order. The petitioners in No. 84-83 are Modern
~[arketing Service, Inc., hereinafter referred to as Modern ~[arket
mg; The Diamond Match Company, Morton Salt ..::'ompany, The
Quaker Oats Company, Ralston Purina Company. Wesson Oil &
~nowdrift Sates Company, and the Procter and Gambit> Distributmg Company, hereinafter referred to as sellers. The pf'titioners in
~o. 8484 are Red and White Corporation, hereinafter referred to
as ned and White; S.M. Flickinger Company_ Inc ...Juthard Cockcroft Corporation, Laurans Brothers, Inc., West ~oa~t Grocery
Company, II. 0. Wooten Grocery Company, and Nash-Finch Com.
puny, hereinafter referred to as buyers.
,
The complaint was issued by the Comnussion on May 6. 1939, and
~lleged that :Modern .Marketing, an Ill_inois corporation. was engaged
In the business of providing purchasmg '1-nd other serv1ces for the
buyers, maintaining its principal office and place of ousmess in
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."chicago,.·IiL? with branc~· pu.rchasiil{~~ces·· ~p.·J?.~.~~IO,~;;~~ !··lind
San. Francisco,. Cali£. The complairit. al~ a1Jeged, !b.a~. Red and
W11ite up to October 1, 1936, which w:as·the. d~te of.the fo;rmation of
Modern Marketing; furnished purchasing .and:.oth~r services for th~
s.aine buyers;with its principal office and· place of·busip.essin Chicago,
Ill:;· with branch offices· in Buffalo,·N'. 'Y;·and·San··Fraricisco, Cali£.;
that the sellers named in No. 8483 were engaged in the·busine5s of
-manufacturing, packing and. selling groceries, ;food C()m:m..9P:ities ,and
·allied products in interstate commerce, and that 'said selle~ ..are: fairly
typical an<:J. repres~ntative of a .large w~up ~~ c~~ ~fH?-.~:n~ta9tur~rs,
• processors and producers, engag~,i.~, 1t.h.~,.pr~£t.ipe.,?l:~.e!,H,I1:~. a S!f~
stantial portion of their commodities to buyers who purchase' through
Modern Mi!,rketing as an · in:teriri.ediary' ·for ·Buyers ( an,d· that the
,b'uyers named. in No~ 8484 we~e.\engaged. in the ·wholesale· grocery
business and are stockholders of Red· and ·White/ Th'e buyers· are
representative of a group or class'"of a iarge~ number' of· wholesale
'grocers,
of which is a st~kholder.in R~.Cfand·Whit~.uc i · · ·
-..The' complaint alleged that·Red·andlWhite'~as·organized·6n De' 'celhber' 27; 1927, and from: 'thai petiod'up until '6ct6ber'' 1; ·1936 en.gaged in the busi11ess of, provi.ding purchasing arid'otner:servicesfor
the' b~yers;' that during this period it receifed'otde'rscfrom\its 'various StOckholderS tO purchase COmmOdities,· 'pad.iclii~~ly I gTOCeri~S, and
foodstuffs, and transmitted such orders '[972] .as agent,of sa~d ,buyers
to sellers, and as a result thereof goods, wares. and m<:~rchandise were
by,,the sellers shipped to the buyers and the sellers j>aid 'orok.~rage
to Red and ·white on such purch3:se8.': It ':Was'~_~ll~ged· that '.R,ediand
·.;White furnished· adverti~ing itnd proilidtion~f~~i~ices:to die_:buyers '
'and th~ir, retail affiliated food stores~.anchlia.'t thl Co~t' of ~uch serv~
)~es performed by R~d ari~l. WWt~ ~~r 'the b'uye~:: ~n'd ·tlieii,. r retail
. sto~es.
prior
to October _1,
1936.' . was·.defrayed
·fi:om ·:fUnds
'derived
.
.'
•
. !. '
.'
I • l f l• •
•:
l ' '{ .-, .
•. •
.
, fr9rn brokera~e fee~ p11i<l _pf: :selle.~ upon ~:u~?· .p,urp~as~~: .. · .
, . ·T,he complamt further a1l~ge4,.' ~ha~ ~ode.r.n Marketmg. was· oror 'about 'betoher':1, 'i936~···oy',.forilier
. ganized and incorporated
. employees of Red. and Wh,it~ Jor the purpose of' having it act .as the
- .pur~hasing .agent for the 'stockholders 'of :R'ea"-'and' iv'nfte~ .to· bbllect
a brokerage
fee .from
sellers' ' ' 'to':nirriu~:ii'J~dv~rti~ill:g s~~'Vic~s for
j'·,
'
.
-.such sto.ckholders;~ that on .or Jfabout
October
1, 1936, Red ·arieL White
• • • · • '· l 1:
~
I· ·.,. · ')' -., r •• r·
.~Fter~4 into a~. agreeme~t wi~_h, .. ~-o~~~ J ~!tl:~~Hfl~-, ~-~e~eb;y · the
.. prands, trademarks ·and traqe :i;lames oWn.ed "or _controlled by· Red
.!l-H,g ~~~e .we~~ leased. !o. :¥~d~lll: ~~r~e~~nf.~?,r'.~lo~si<:Iera.ti~~- 9f
$30,000 per year. Also, pursuant t<:> 1~ ,obhg!!-tH>ns U!lder the· leasmg
;. agreement,. Modern. Marketing th.ereafte~: p~~fcifniedi ·• t'he'
sa~e
'~~rv ·
,: • "
. 1
:)~;>-for ;and in be_hal£ of tl?-e- buyer~. w.hi<1;ti ·wer~ p~rfor.ffi.ed ~or, the
. ouyers by Red and 'Whi£e prior'to' October ·1, 'i93i('·
"'·" '·q• - '.' ' .
1') .. •. 'li
Jt .was also cha_rged that .in all'"'l'"'Jll
,the bi.IY,iiig
.and
selling
transactions
'.._{ .. ,
.• r{·r·
._ .. ,- · ·
the brokerage fees or commissions were paid' arid' transmitted. by
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sellers to and accepted and received by Modern Marketing upon the
Purchases of buyers while Modern Marketing was subject to the
':control of Red and White, and was acting in fact for and in behalf of the buyers; and that the brokerage fees and commissions paid
to Modern Marketing as intermediary upon the purchases of the
?uyers were transmitted to and accepted and received by the buyers
In the form of services performed by Modern Marketing and Red
and White for and in behalf of said buyers.
It was charged that the transmission and payment of such brokerage fees and commissions by sellers to Modern Marketing upon the
Purchases of buyers while acting for the buyers and under the control of Red and White, and the receipt and acceptance thereof by
Modern Marketing, Red and White and the buyers, were in violation
of the provisions of Sec. 2(c), which reads as follows:
.
. '"That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce,
ln the course of such commerce, to pay or grant, or to receive or accept, anything of value as a commission, brokerage, or other compensation, or any allowance or discount in lieu thereof, except for
services rendered in connection with the sale or purchase of goods,
wares, or merchandise, either to the other party to such transaction
or to an agent, representative, or other intermediary therein where
such intermediary is acting in fact for or in behalf, or is subject to
the direct or indirect control of any party to such transaction other
· than the person by whom such compensation is so granted or paid."
. Modern Marketing in its answer denied, among other things, that
It acts for or in behalf of buyers or that it is subject to the direct
or indirect control of Red and White or the buyers, or that it passes
on to Red and White or the buyers any of the brokerage fees it collects from sellers upon the purchases of buyers.
Red and White in its answer denied, among other things, that
Prior to June 10, 1936 (the effective date of the amended .Act), it
was the purchasing agent for its stockholders. It denied that the
receipt of the $30,000 from Modern Marketing was the distribution
?f brokerage collected by Modern Marketing upon the purchases of
Its stockholders. Both :Modern :Marketing and Red and White in
their answers•alleged that the provision charged to have been violated was unconstitutional.
The sellers filed separate answers, disclaiming knowledge of the
facts surrounding the organization and functions of Modern Marketing. They all admitted that upon the purchases of Red and White
buyers, they had paid Modern Marketing brokerage fees and commissions, and prior to the passage of Sec. 2 (c) they had paid
brokerage to Red and White upon the purchases of its stockholders.
They also alleged that the brokerage fees paid were for valuable
services rendered to them.
'
'The buyers filed answers in substantially the same form as that

·FEDERAL' TRADE. COMMISSION. DECISIONS

filed by Red and 'Vl1ite, excepf,buyer Nash-Finch .Company. This
buyer admitt0el that it had :plac@d- orders for its requirements of
Reel and 'Vhite branded products; prior.to the formation of Modern
Marketing, through Red and· ·n-11ite, and subsequent i;hereto through
~-i:otlcrn Marketing. It alleged; however, (973] that neither Modern
l\Iarkcting nor Red and '"11ite was its agent_and denieq that it had
received brokerage fees from _Modern Marketing _or Red and White
upon its purchases, either clire~tly or indirectly..
...
Extended hearings were held . before :a Trial. Examiner for the
Commission. 5AS7 pages of typewritte_n testimony were taken, and
-1',09!) ·exhibits introduced. • The Trial Examiner filed his report
,Jui1e 20. -Hl-11. The' case ·was presentecl to the· Commission on briefs
·and :or:1l argument May 24, JV43, and the Commission- on Septm:n.ber
8, 1V'13 issued its findings, conclusion~ and the cease and desist order
how sought to be reviewed.
.. . -- .
.
·. As is apparent, the reel rd JS voluminous. The· same, observation
.m:iy ·be made as to the briefs which· have:been fileq in this court b\
the parties in, support of their respective contentions. J<;ven to surn:marize.vthe testimony containld. in .the. record or th€ numerous
· tJieoncs <i.nd eontentions advanced befote .thi~ court would requirr
·an almost endless discussion.; Furthermore; such _a drscussion would
·serve .'i10 nsefu i. purpose: as the f).nclings of th,e; 9om~issiOn are <;on
.ch1sive if supported by subst:u;tial· \)vidence. Federal .Trade Com·
mission: v . . Standard Education· Society, .302 U~'- S. 1_12, .117 [25
-F. T. C. 1715:2 S.-& D. 429}; Federal~Triul:e. Oo:mmissiori:v,: Algonw
Lwnbet·'Co., 291 U. S. 67, .7a [lS,F. 1:. C. 66~; 2:S. & D. 247] ... Also
. the weight. to be. given to proven tacts n;nd_ circ\-lmsta~c.es .. .as wei: as
·the inferences reasonably to _be ..draw_n _therefJ;<,?_ffi,; .are for. the_ Commission. Federal Trade Co'mrnissio_n_ v. Pac_ific States Paper Trade
Assn., :27:3.U. S: 52, 63 [11 V; 'f. G._l;i36; 1 S. &·D. 583] ..
At_this point. it is sufficient to obs~rve. ;,hat;all.or:. ~t ar~y -r~te ~ub
.stantially all :of Jhe-,issues _~:aisecLby ..t_he-somplaint-a~d.the answers
thereto: have ·been decided a~lyers-ely.to the_petitioners by th,~ -~om
'· mission, and. that the Commission ha~,'ll}aqe .fin4ings w:hich_. sirpport
· its decision on si.1ch issue::.. This,; of goJ.!rse, ·goes not -~l.i~po~e of
petitioners contention that ma!).y _9£ the _material-facts f~und by ..the
Coin mission are not supported by substal)~ial: ev;ide.q.ce,, an<:l.-'Ye shall
s'ubseque.ntly. refer. to tl_le pi·o,o,f rl;lli~d upo~ ,~y the_ ComiAiss!on in
·support- c>f such findings._
. -:· , • -,_. .. , . , , .: _ ,
..
· · ·Prior thereto, it appears ·appr<;<priate to state~t~e conJeste~ issu~s
-·In this connection, we _note thn,t. the Cq~rniss!~ti makes. 'l rather ex
tencle.d argument _in favor of th~ .co?stituti_qna~ity_-of thf-. provisioL
. m .. question and that it is · n9t 1:eJated- to or· dependent upon . othel
provisions of Sec. _2 (c). We tl;inf.-~y_:ene.ed, not ~~;;t~-r i-nto !{ny eli&
c-ussion of these qu-estions, as no contention-is made ·:before this .. court
by petition<>rs that __the_·prqyjsjon;~~s-,unc~~stit:utio~ar -~9~ d~ p~ti
•,
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tioners contend other than that the involved provis10n is sepa~ate
a_nd independent from the other provisions of the Act. In fact, petitioners in a joint reply brief expressly disclaim that they ever made
a contrary contention. Furthermore, the provision has been considered and construed favorably to the Commission in the following cases: Biddle Purchasing Oo., et al. v. Federal Trade Oommia-Yion, 96 F. (2d) 687 [26 F. T. C. 1511; 2 S. & D. 447] ; Oliver Bros.
lnc., et al. v. Federal Trade Oommiasion, 102 F. (2d) 763 [28 F. T.
1926; 3 S. & D. 86]; Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Oo. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 106 F. (2d) 667 [29 F. T. C. 1591; 3 S. & D. 146].
Webb-Orawford Oo. v. Federal Trade Commission, 109 F. (2d) 26S
[30 F. T. C. 1630; 3 S. & D. 184]; and Quality Bakers of America v.
Federal Trade Commission, 114 F. (2d) 3()3 [31 F. T. C. 1858; 3 S.
& D. 287]. In these cases, the constitutionality of the provision has
been sustained, as well as the fact that it IS not dependent upon any
other provision of the Act for force and validity. Petitioners make
no contention that any of these cases have been erroneously decided
but rely upon the argument that they are distinguishable and therefore inapplicable to the facts of the instant case.
,
While the contested issues are stated by the respective parties in
different phraseology, we think they mean substantially the same
thing. They are {1) whether petitioner 1\fodern Marketing is controlled by Red and White and the buyers; (2) whether petitioner
Modern Marketing is acting in fact for or in behalf of Red and
White and the buyers; (3) whether petitioner Modern Marketing
has distributed brokerage fees collected upon purchases of buyers to
Ued and White and the buyers; (4) whether sellers have paid brokerage fees and commissions to petitioner Modern Marketing as a buyer
Controlled intermediary or as an intermediary who acts m fact for
nnd in behalf of the buyer; or ( 5) whether petitiOner Red and
White and the buyers have accepted brokerage fees and commissions
from sellers through .Modern .Marketing upon their purchases. The
Commission made findings upon which it decided each of these issues
adversely to petitioners.
'
It is well to observe that Red and White is not charged by the
Commission with the violation of any law prior to June 19, 1036
[974] (date of the Robinson-Patman Act). It is the position of the
Commission, however, that Red and White and the buyers smce that
<late have exercised control over l\Ioderr. Marketing. that Modern
Marketinrr has acted for the buyers and that Red and Wt.ite and the
buyers ha~e received the t>enefit of brokerage paid Modern MarketIng by sellers in violation of law. Notwithstanding that Red and
White is not chargeu with any law violation prior to June 19, 1936,
a. large part of the testimony, as well as the findings of the Commis~101& and the argument before this court, i~ devoted to Red and White.
fhe p~rtinency of such testimony is based upon tht> CommissiOn's
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theory that the business conducted by Red and White was outlawed
by the RoLinson-Patman Act and that Modern .Marketing was organizeu for the purpose of evading the law, in other words, to accomplish indirectly that which had theretofore bePn accomplished
by Red and 'Vl1ite. On this theory, the Commission places great stress
upon the similarity of the operation by Modern Marketing as compared. with that theretofore followed by Red and White.
Heu and. 'Vl1ite on the other hand contends that Modern Marketing
was organized not for the purpose of evading the law but in a good
faith attempt to comply with it. It admits that it was a buyer controlled organization and for that reason came within the proscription
of Sec. 2(c). It strenuously disclaims, however, that it was a buyer's
agent, as found. by the Commission. It insists it was an agent for
the sellers. While it may be that the Commission has unduly stressed
the importance of the operations by Red and White during the period. it was conducting a lawful business, we think under the circumstances surround.ing the organization of Modern Marketing such testimony was material and throws considerable light upon its activities.
•We find it unnecessary tv relate in detail the voluminous testimony
concerning Red and White prior to the enactment of the provision in
question. We have considered it and think there is no doubt but that
it was not only buyer controlled but that it was & purchasing agent
for the buyers as found by the Commission. Red and White was
organized by a group of wholesale grocers on December 21, 1927,
under the lnws of the State of New York. Its capital stock wos
owned in its entirety by wholesale grocers. It acquired through a
license agreement with its principal incorporator, .Mr. S. M. Flickinger, certain brands herein referred to as Red and White brands.
On June 18, 1932, it created a corporation under the name of
Kitchen Products, Inc., which was a wholly owned subsidiary of
ned and White and a holding company for certain Red and White
brands and trad.emarks. Flickinger, president of Red and White,
was also president of the buyer petitioner, S. M. Flickinger Co., Inc.
He continued as president of both companies until his death in 1939·
The stockhold.ers of Red and White, situated throughout the
United States, were engaged in the sale and distribution ->f grocerieS
and allied products under Red and White brands. Each stockholder
was required to promote the sale of Red and White branded prod·
acts to the consuming public through Red and White retail foOd
stores associated with it.
At the beginning of its organization, the following resolution v;JS
adopted by its stockholders:
•
."TI1at this company enter into a gr~ry products brokerage busi·
ness, (a) obtaining from its stockholders and others orders fo~
products bearing the Red and Wl1ite, Serv-us and other nppro.r~
brand.s, and, (b) distributing orders for grocer; products so soJiclt
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among npproved manufacturers, canners, packers, and wholesalers
w~o will ship the goods to customers, make collection, and pay
tl11s corporation a suitable brokerage fee for its services."
The language "distributing orders • • • so solicited among
~pproved manufacturers" discloses that Red and White at its very
Inception was intended to represent its stockholders in the purchase of products rather than the manufacturer in their sale. If
there be any doubt, however, as to the situation which was intended
and which as a matter of fact existed, it is dispelled by the contracts
entered into between Red and White and its stockholders. By such
contracts, the stockholders were granted authority to sell products
Packaged under Red and White brands in their respective operative
~erritories. Each stockholder was allowed the exclusive right to sell
In a designated territory, c~.s well as the exclusive right to sell
Red and 'Vl1ite branded products, to Red and "White retail affiliated
outlets in the franchise territory. The stockholders were a11owed to
Purchase "seasonable" canned goods such as fruits and veg[975)
etables nt a saving in price as compared with prices quoted by Red
and White. On items so purchased, Red and White agreed to supply
the jobber with labels at cost plus a reasonable handling charge.
Such items, however, were required to be submitted to Red and
White for approval as to quality.
1
Certain provisions of these contracts are of particular significance.
They provide:
"* * * the Jobber agrees that such Red and White Brand
* • * products shall be purchased by said Jobber or its successors, only from or through the Corporation and subject to the contlitions herein set forth; on which purchases the Corporation shall
have the ri(l'ht to receive and collect from the manufacturer, packer
"'
. . • • • The'
canner or shipper
a reasonable brokerage commiSSion.
JoLLer agrees to Luy from or through the said Corporation Red
&. 'Vhite Brand • • • products • • • a total of not less
than One Hundred Twenty-five Thousand Dollar& ($125,000.00)
during the first year from the date of this contract and not less than
One Hundred Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($125,000.00) • • •
Worth durin(l' • • • each succeeding year."
These contracts are for n. term of four years and thereafter are
II.Utomaticnlly renewed "provided th~ Jo'bber shall have purchased
through the Corporation merrhnnd1se under the Rea & White
Brand * • • during the preceding year, a total of not less than
One Hundred Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($125,GOO.OO)." Thus,
the effect of these contracts was to authorize Red and White to purchase on behalf of the buyers a minimum amount ot products and
to collect from the manufacturer a commission thereon.
Red nntl White n.Iso made contracts with the sellers, m which it
'Was agreed that the seller "is to offer through the Corporation (Red
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and White) the following commodities bearing the brand or brands
of the Corporation and that he will confine the sale of such brands
exclusively to Red and White wholesale supply houses." Red and
White was given the right to approve the quality of the merchandise, and the manufacturer agreed that the price to Red and 'Vhite
supply houses would be no higher than "merchandise •1f equal quality
to other buyer or buyers) however brokerage paid to the Corporation
shall not be considered as part of the price." The manufacturer also
agreed "to send copies of all invoices covering shipments to Red &
'Vhite supply houses, immediately after shipment is made. to Red
& 'Vhite Corporation, Chicago, and to the branch office from which
order was received or into whose territory shipment was made."
Usually the orders were placed with sellers by Red and White for
its stockholders. On some occasions, however, the orders were sent to
the sellers directly by the stockholders. In either instance brokerage
on the sale was paid to Red and 'Vhite. Iu some cases the stockholder.
when submitting its orders to Red and 'Vhite, would specify the
seller to whom the order was to be submitted. In r.umProus cases.
however, the name of the seller was omitted from the order and in
such instances Red and White determined who the seller should be.
Red and White stockholders handled products under brands other
than Red and White. Orders for such products were placed with
the seller's own salesman.
Red and White maintained o. merchandising, advertising and 11
store development service. Under its merchandising service, it
distributed to its stockholders price lists of commodities manutac·
tured by sellers with whom it had working arrangements. Personal
calls were made by various employees of Red and \Vhite upon
stockholders to rromote the sale of Red and White bmnded stock
through such stocldwlders. The advertising service was .nauguruteJ
in 1033, and consisted of numerous publications preparrd by ned
and \\1lite for distribution to the Red and White retail stores. The
stockholders were charged for this advertising mattl'r 11nd they in
turn were reimbursed by Red and Wl1ite retail stores. Later, each
stockholder was allocated a certain amount for adverti'Omg within
its territory and the Red and 'Vhite retail stores were re1mbursed
from such allocation the money expended for advertismg. The
record discloses the amount of commissions which Tied and White
received from c;ellers on account of purchases by Its .;tockhohle~
for different years. For the fiscal y£'ar ending November 30, Hl3°·
Red and \\11ite collected from sellers the sum of $3HJ.O!J~.!J4 as fce!?and commissions upon the purchases of Red and 'Vhite stockholders
This exact amount was paid to such stockholJc~ as advertising nl
lowances to promote the sale or Red and White branded products
through such stockholders. Thus it is plain that such stockholders
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received the entire benefit o£ the bro[976]kerage collected from the
sellers by Red and White.
The store development committee, sometimes referred to as the
field service committee, was organized by Red and White to promote
the affiliation of retail outlets with the stockholders. h. this connection, a field roan was employed whose duty it was to promote the
~ed and White brand of products to the retail outlets. Conventions were held annually, in each of the six regions intc which the
United States was divided, for the stockholders and their retail
afiihated Red and White food stores. The purpose of the conventions
."'a~ to build up the enthusiasm of Red and White stockholders and
their retail food stores for Red and White branded products. At
such conventions "pep" speeches were made and educational matter
Presented for the purpose of promoting the sale of .Red and \Vhite
branded products through the retail stores. Suggestive bulletins
Were distributed to the stockhO'lders and by them to the retail stores
reg.arding supervision and management of such stores. These field
actlVities were financed by Red and White. This feature of Red
and White's business has been continued by it since the organization
of Modern Marketing.
This brings us to a consideration of the status occupied by .Modern
hiarketing. As already shown, its organization followed shortly
after the enactment of the Robinson-Patman Act. ln fact, it was
the direct result of such enactment and was for the purpose either
of compliance, as contended by petitioners, or of evasion, as claimed
by the Commission. 1Ve need not decide or even express any opinion
as to the motive which activated its :>rganization. The mere circumstance of its organization is not inconsistent with petitioners'
contention that it was for the purpose of compliance. Regardless of
t!1~ motive, however, the question remains as to whether its activities violated the provision.
All of the stock of l\Iodern .Marketing was purchased by former
emr,loyees of Red and White, and a majority of its share:, were purchased by .Mr. Asa Strause who held the position of secretary-treasurer and general manager of Red and \Vl1ite. Another stockholder,
formerly a "merchandise man" for Red and 1Vllite, became secretary
nnd divisional manager for Modern Marketing. Another. formerly
advertisinrr manafl'er of Red and 1Vhite. was elected vice vresident
of Mod('r~ Marketing, where he performs practically the same
duties as he performed w1th Red and White. Another stockholder.
f?rmerly employed by Red and White as manager ~f its San FranCisco branch, performs practically the same functwn !or Modern
Marketmg, and another, formerly employed as branch officer of the
nufl'alo office of Red and White, was emplcyed at the same time
as branch officer for Modern Marketing. All of Red and White's
twenty-four employees in the Chicago office except four were em
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ployed by Modern .Marketing. Numerous other Red and White e
ployees at different branch offices were employed by .Modern l\Iark
ing. The office furniture and equipment owned by Red and White
its Chicago as well as several of its branch offices was purchased
Modern Marketing.
Shortly after, it became evident that Red and White could r
lawfully operate as it had. Conferences took place between Strau:
secretary and general manager of Red and White) and Flicking.
president of Red and Wh1te, relative to the formation of .Mode:
Marketing. It was proposed by Strause that Modern Marketing l
come the licensee of Red and Wl1ite brands. A plan was final
agreed upon, approved by the board of flircctors of Red and Whit
which resulted in a license agreement, executed October 14, 193
between Red and White as Licensor and Modern Marketing
Licensee.
This agreement among other things m an introductory clause r
~ites:

"'Vhereas, said ownership and control of said brands, • •
are subject to various existing contracts between the Licensor an
its stockholders and/or others."
It then provides:
"The Licensee for the period of one year from the date hereo
shall have the exclusive right, privilege nnd authority throughou
the United States to use and deal in, with jobbers or wholesaler~
the brands, • • • and to sublicense mnnufacturers to pacl>
ship and sell to jobbers or wholesalers goods and merchandise bear
ing said brands, • • • subject, however, to any and all existin!
contracts between the Licensor and its stockholders and/or othe
relative to said brands • • "'."
If we understand the meaning of this provision, and we thinl
we do, Modern Marketing merely stepped into the shoes former1:
occupied by Red and White and assumed all contractual obligation:
existing [977] between Red and White and its stcckholders. He(
and White, as heretofore pointed out, by contract with its stock
holders received its authority to collect brokerage from the sellers
and it also obligated its stockholders by the same contract to pur
chase from it a minimum amount of ned and Wl1ite products an
nuo.lly or run the risk of forfeiting their franchbe. The Iicen!jj
agreement between Red and '\1lite and :Modern Marketing haviM
been made subject "to any and all existing ~ontro.cts between" Re<
and White and the stockholders, it appears rensonable to concJud'
that :Modern Marketing received its authority from the stockholder.
of Red and '\11ite to collect brokerage from the sellers. Dy the saJ1l'
token, the stockholders of Red and White were obligated to pur
chase from Modern Marketing n. mmimum amount of Red an'
White products annually, and in the case of failure to do eo woul<
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forfeit their contract with Red and White. This relation al~n~ assumed by l\Iodern Marketing relative to the stockholders of· Red
and White furnishes strong support for the Commission's finding
that Modern Marketing is controlled by Red and White and the
buyers and that it in fact acts on their behalf.
There are many other relevant circumstances which point in the
s~me direction and which are inconsistent with petitioners' contention that Modern Marketing was a bona fide brokerage agent of
the sellers. Under the license agreement) Modern Marketing was
Prohibited by Red ttnd White from licensing any other person or
firm to use or deal in the brands. It was granted the right of allowing sellers to pack goods under Red ttnd White brands, but such
sellers could only sell such products through Modern Marketing. It
was provided that Modern Marketing was to furnish labels to the
Red and White stockholders at cost plus a handling charge of liS
Percent, and that the goods purchased under Red and 'White brands
should be of a grade and quality approved by Red and White CorPoration. The mere fact that Red and White retained the right to
P~ss judgment upon the quality of the goods which the sellers distributed through Modern Marketing IS indicative of control by
Red and '\:Vhite.
·
c
Another indication of control lies in the fact that Modern Marketing was precluded from sublicensing anyone to deal in Red and
''-11ite branded products. In this connection, it is also pertinent to
note that Red and White brands nre owned and controlled by Red
and White and its stockholders. Without the use of these brands,
Modern l\Iarketincr could not exist. The record shows that at least
70 percent of the ~otal ousiness done by .Modern Marketmg was under Red and White brands. Some 30 percent of its business was
under manufacturers' and jobbers' brands, but it is reasonable to
believe, as pointed out by the Commission, that even this business
Was acquired largely, if not entirely from Modern Marketing's right
to Use the Red and White brands. In addition to the licensing agreement between 1\fodern l\Inrketing and Hed and White, agreements
Were entered into between Modern l\farketing and the stockholders of
lled and White for the ~o.dvertising of Red and White bran'ded
Products. Modern l\farketmg agreed w1th the Red and White stockholders to allocate money to such stockholders for the promotion
and sale of Red and White branded products only.
·
A further circumstance relied on by the Commission as evidencing control by nell and \\11ite resides ir. the terms of the license
agreement between Red and White and Modern Marketing, by which
the license was to extend for the pHiod of one year from October 1,
H>3G, subject to renewal for successive yearly periods upon terms
and conditions to be agreed upon mutually "unless either party shall
before September 1 of any year, give written notice to the Presi-
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dent of the other party of its mtention to terminate the license a
the end of such yearly period." Under this provision. Red an<
White had a right to cancel the license agreement at the close o
any year by written notice. It is true that at the end of the fir.:,
year, the license agreement was renewed for a period of three year.
from October 1, 1037. While this power of cancellation may no
in itself be evidence of control by Red and White, yet it carries witl
it the power to enforce control which w~:: think has otherwise heel
established.
As heretofore pointed out, Nash-Finch, a buyer-defendant, ad
mitted by its answer that it placed orders for its requirements o
Red and White product~ through Modern Marketing. True. i
denied that the latter was its agent, but It~ admission clearly imp lie
that Modern l\Iarketing was acting for it and is inconsistent witl
the theory that .Modern :Marlwting was a salesman of the sellers.
[973) Sec. 2. (c) makes it unlawful to pay brokerage "to th
other party to such transaction or to an agent, representative, o
other intermediary therein where such mtermediary is acting i1
fact for or in behalf, or is subject to the direct or indirect contro
of any party to such transaction." \Ve arl.' of the view that the proo
firmly supports the Commission's concluswn that Modern Uarketin;
comes within the meaning and purpose of this language, notwith
standing the fact that certain testimony ofl'ered by the petitioner
might reasonably lead to a contrary result. \Ve also are of the vieV
that the proof sustains the finding that it was the agent or repre
sentative of Red and White and the buyers, and cdtainly that i
was an intermediary under their "direct or indirect control."
Looking at the realities of the situation in contrast to mere forrr
it is evident that the only change of any consequence efl'ectcd by th
organization of l\Iodern Marketing 11.nd its licensmg agrccme.
with Red and \\11ite was to change the ownership of the buyer~
agent. Nc;me of the stock of l\Iodern Marketing was owned by Re'
ami \Vhite or the buyers; it was a separate entity whose stock \\"ll
owned by parties other than buyers. This fact, while a circumstanc
to be considered, docs not disprove that .1\Jodern Marketing was co~
trolled by the buyers or that it was an intermediary subjl.'ct to thC 1
direct or indirect control. As was said by the court in the DidJl·
case, supra, page GDO:
"Wllile the Biddle Company was disassociated in ownership aJll
management from either buyers or sellers, direct and indirect coil
trol can IJe exercised by tmyers or sellers over a broker in tran~
actions of purchase and sale by means .)ther than participation 11
th£' broker's ownrrship and management.':
1
In view of whut we have said, the vomminous testimony otrere.
1
ll) pctitwners, upon which their argument is largely prooicatcd,
of little consequence and certainly not d3terminative It is true thli
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Modern Mar]reting subsequent to. its organization entered into brok-

~rage contracts with the sellers and received commissioc~ for serv-

Ices rendered. \Ve assume, in fact we :Junk the pnof shows, that
such services were genuine and of benefit tc such sPJlers. This is
not disputed by the Commission, in fact it is conceded, but it is
claimed that such services were incidental to the mam activities of
Modern .Marketing which were performed on behalf cf Red and
White and the buyers. Sec. 2 (c) has been construed in numerous
cases as prohibiting the payment of orc.kerage commis~ion under
such circumstances. The court in Oliver Bros., Inc. et al., v. Federat
T7'ade Commission, 102 F. (2d) 763, 770 [28 F. T. C. 1926; 3 S. &
D. 86], said:
"While such services resulting in sales by the sellers and obviatin rr
b!
no doubt, the adoption of other sales defenses, are of undoubted bene~
fit to them, this benefit is incidental and is an entirely different thinO'
from the rendering of services by an agent responsible to the selle;
as principal."
In Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. v. Federal Trade Commumon
106 F. (2d) 667, 674 [29 F. T. C. 1591; 3 S. & D. 146], the court
stated:
"The phrase 'except for services rendered' is employed by Congress to indicate that if there be compensation to an agent it must
be for bona fide brokerage, viz., for actual services rendered to his
Principal by the agent. The agent cannot serve two masters simul~
taneously rendering services in an arm's length transactiOn to both.
While the phrase, 'for services rendered,' does not prohibit paytnent by the seller to his broker for bona fide brokerage services, it
requires that such service be rendered by the broker to the person who
has engaged him. In short, a buying and selling service cannot be
combined in one person."
.
Sec. 2 (c) has been similarly construed m Quality Bakers of
America v. Federal Trade Commission, 114 F. (2d) 393, 399 [31
F. T. C. 1858; 3 S. & D. 287], and in Webb-Crawford Co., eta/,, v.
Federal Trade Commission, 109 F. (2d) 268, 270 [30 F. T. C. 1630·
3 S. & D. 184]. We agree with the construction that Sec. 2(c) prC:
hibits the payment for services rendered by a ?roker ~ho is related
to the opposite party in any of the ways designated m
provision. Furthermore we are of the view that where such relationship
exists it is immate~ial whether the services rendered the seller were
genuine or fictitious and whether they were incidental or otherwise.
Even good faith on the part of both the brC'ker and the seller can,
not be utilized to escape the condemnation of the provisiOn.
We also think that the proof supports the Commission's findings
to the effect that brokerage fees collected by .Modern MarKeting from
t~e sellers upon purchases made on brhalf of the bcyers were
dtstributed to and accepted by such buyers and Red and White.
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True, the distribution was not direct as It was in some of the [979]
cases to which we have referred. The fact, however, that it was
more subtle does not change its purpose or effect. For the year
from December 1, 1936 to December 1, 1937, Modern Marketing had
o. brokerage income of $320,658.56, received from its sellers upon
purchases by stockholders of Red and White, and of this income it
paid to such stockholders $135,712.85 as advertising allowances for
pomt-of-sale advertising. It does not seem unreasonable, as argued
by petitioners, that money thus expended for advertising increased
the consumer demand for Red and White products and therefore
was of benefit to the manufacturer as the seller of such products. On
the other hand, it must be conceded that such advertising was for
the benefit of Red and White stockholders and buyers, in fact we
think it was for their primary benefit, and that such allowance for
advertising must be treated the same as though it had been paid to
such buyers without any restriction as to the manner of its use.,
Red and White received directly from Modern Marketing $30.000
per annum by reason of the license agreement between it and Modern Marketing for the use by the latter of the labels owned by Red
and White. 1\Iodern Marketing did not keep its brokerage income
separate from its other income. Petitioners argue that there is no
proof but that this license fee was paid from income of Modern
Marketing other than its brokerage fees. This conceivably could be
the fact, but we think it is also true, as pointed out by the Commission, that all of Modern Marketing's income was the result directly
or indirectly of the license agreement and its right to use the labels
of Red and White. 'Vithout such use it could not have existed.
The great value and worth of the labels owned by Red and White is
emphasized by petitioners. The value and worth of such labels
after their use had been licensed to Modern Marketing could only
be maintained through the activities of the latter. This result was
achieved by the allocation of money to the stockholders of Red and
l\1lite and by other services rendered by Modern Marketing. We
think it cannot be logically contended but that Red and White received a direct benefit from the commissions collected by Modern
Marketing from the sellers. Moreover, the buyers W8re stockholders
of Red and White and the allowances received by them from Modern Marketing on account of their purchase of Red and White products inured, even though indirectly, to Red and White itself. There
is no point in further relating or discussing numerous other circumstances relied upon by the Commission ;n support of its fl.nding tha:
Red and Wl1ite and the buyers accepted brokerage fees from Modern
Marketing which had been received by it from the sellers.
Red and White and the buyers, as well as Modern Marketing and
the sellers, have filed separate petitions for leave to adduce additional testimony. All of !luch testimony was offered at the hearing
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before the Examiner and its admission denied. We see no occasion
to set forth or discuss it. ·we have examined the record and are
?atisfied that in the main such evidence Is not material to the issues
lnvolved. Especially is this so in view of the determination which
we have made of such issues. We might udd that in our vpinion the
rulings of the Examiner on the admission of evidence were as free
from error as could reasonably be expected considermg the len!rth
of the hearing and the volume of testimony which was oftered. The
Petitions are denied•
.Modern Marketing contends that even if the order is not set aside
it should be modified. We do not agree. A reading of the order discloses, so we think, that it is predicated upon the tindmgs of the
Commission which we have approved. 1 It may be, as argued, that
the order will work a hardship upon .Modern Marketing. If so,
that is the fault of the congressional enactment and. not the Commission's order. The harshness of the order, if such is the case,
[930] constitutes no legal reason for its non enforcement.
The petitions and each of them to set aside and vacate the Commission's order are denied. The cross-pet1tion by the Federal Trade
Commission for enforcement of its order is allowed. A decree will
be entered accordingly.
1

The order directs :
"1. Tl1at tl1e buyers cease and desist from accepting from sellers any brokerage fee or
~omrnlHsion, or discount or allowance In lieu thereof; and from accepting from Red &
Whit!! or Jllodern !llarketwg, any nokerag~ fee received by the two corporations from
RUch &ellers, either in the form of money or credits, or In services or benefits provided bJ'
tho two corpoz·atlo118 through the use or expenditure of any such brokerage.
"2. That the s~llers cease and desist from paying to any such purchasers, or to
~Io1lern llla.rketlng or Red & White, anything of value as brokerage or other compensation.
"3, That Modern Marketing cease and desist from receiving brokerage fees from the
Sellers; and from transmitting such tees to the purchasers or to Red & Wblte, either
In the form of money or credits, or In services or benents furnished by It through the
use or expeml!ture of such fees.
"4. That ned & White cease \Dd desist !rom accepting from the sellers, or trom
Motlorn Marketing, any brokerage fee; and from transmitting any brokerage tee to
such pu 1·t·hnAers, either In the- form of mon~>y or credits, or In the form of &ervlces or
benf'flta prO\'Irlr>rl 11,v It through tha expendtture ot &IIJ' Buell brokera~&e teea.•
,

6:i0780-47-8f

PENALTY PROCEEDtNGS
Within the 6-months period covered by volume 40, $7,900 in penalties were assessed for violations of cease and desist orders in the following cases:

United States v. Bcmgo Ta'hld (Jompo:ny, et al., United States
District Court for California., Southern District; $5000 penalty
assessed with $23.10 costs, on January 23, 1945•
. Albert F. Cooley, doing business as Rango Tablet Company, etc.,
h1s representatives, etc., in connection with the offering for sale, etc.,
in interstate commerce of the products known as Daddy Rango's
"II and II Tablets," Daddy Rango's "Laxative Herb Tablets," etc.,
was ordered as of December 18, 1936, forthwith to cease and desist
from representing:
(a) That Daddy Rango's Laxative Herb Tablets or any other
products of substantially the same composition and ingredients are
a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for constipation, headaches, dizzy spells, neuritis, rheumatism. over-acid
condition of the system; back troubles: liver and kidney troubles,
and for removing poison from the system; or that said tablets are
not habit forming no matter how long taken;
(b) That Daddy Range-'s Sunshine .Kelp Tablets or any other
products of substantially the same composition and ingredients are
a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for goiter and
for a run-down condition; that they promote growth and build
sturdy bones and teeth in children; that they will supply all the
minerals necessary to the human body, and assure buoyant and vigorous hMlth; that they produce health and happiness; that they will
prevent goiter; that said tablet£ possess and impart to those taking
them the therapeutic, medicmal, and beneficial effects of natural sunshiQe; that said tablets are rich in organic minerals and bring to
the daily diet an abundant supply of wdine, copper and iron, and
that said tablets are an ideal food supplement;
(c) That Daddy Rango·s Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy or any
other product of substantially the same composition and mgredients
is a cure, remedy, or competent and adequate treatment for asthma
and hay fever;
(d) That Daddy Rango's II and II Tablets or any other products
of substantially the same composition and ingredients are a cure.
remedy or competent and adequate treatment for over-acid condi
tion of the system, neuritis, dizzy spells~ headache, backache, rheuDM
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matism, stomach ulcers, gastric ulcers, duodenal ulcers, and for the
removal of impurities from the body;
(e) That any of sa1d products have such therapeutic value to
constitute a proper, competent, and adequate treatm£-nt or remedy
for the diseases, ailments, maladies, and conditions of the human
body named herein (D. 2641,24 F. T. C. 244).

United States v. Rogers Redemption Bureau, etc., United States
District Court for Minnesota; penalty of $400 assessed on February
1, 1945.

Matthew A. Willis, trading as Rogers Redemption Bureau, or
under any other name, his representatives, etc., had been ordered as
of March 1, 1939, in connection with the offering for sale. etc.. of
silverware or sales-promotiOnal plans. including premium certificates, gift cards, or coupons redeemable in silverware or other articles
of merchandise in commerce, to cease and desist from:
1. Representing, through use of the word "Rogers." either alone
or in connection with any other word or words, in a corporate or
trade name, or through statements in advertising, or in any other
manner, that respondent has an interest in, forms a part of, or has
any connection with Oneida, Ltd., manufacturer of Wm. A. Rogers
si I verware; provided, however, that this order shs.ll not be construrd to prohibit the respondent from dealing in Wm. A. Rogers
o;j]verware.
2. n('presenting that certificates, gift cards, or other similar device can be reueemeu in silverware or other merchandise unless and
until all of the terms and conditions '>f such ofl'er are clearly and
unequivocally stated in equal conspicuousness and in immediate
t•onnec·t ion or conjunction with such ofl'rr and there ts nCI deception
ns to the services or other actions to be performed or the price to be
pn1d in connrction with obtaining such silverware or other articles
of mHchandise.
3. Hrpresenting that the purchase price for sai~ certificates or
g• ft cards will be refunued to the dealer purchasers thereof or that
the rPf'pon<lent will supply to such dealer pur(·hasers without charge
(lisplay sets of stlverware, to become the property of such dealers,
uul('~c; and until such are the facts and unless all of th~ terms a.nd
rowlttions of such offer or offers arc clearly and unequivocallY
...r ntP(l m equal conspicuousness and immediate connection or con·
j 11 net ion with such offer or ofl'ers and there is no 1eception as to
the o;ervices or other actio us to be performed by the dealer purrhaf'rrs in connection with obtaining such refund and display set
of 'iih·erware.
t. IlPpresenting that a complete set 'lf silverwnre or any specific
ttem of silverware cnn be acquired through the redemption of such
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.:ertificates, gift cards, or similar devices unless and until such is the
fu~
-5. Using any representations with respect to the number of certifil'ates or gift cards required to be redeemed ,in order to obtain any
specific merchandise, which representations do not clearly and accurately disclose the number of such certificates or gift cards actually required to obtain such merchandise JD. 3198, 28 F. T. C. 877,
889).

Uniterj, States v. Lanteen Laboratories, Inc., 1t al.; United States
District Coul't for the Northern District of Illinois; $2500 penalty
assessed, with $26.22 costs, on February 19, 1945.
Lanteen Laboratories, Inc., et al., their officers, etc., in connection
with the offering for sale, etc., of so-called feminine hygiene preparations and appliances, known and sold under the names "Lanteen
Blue," "Lanteen Brown," etc., or any other preparation or appliance composed of similar ingredients or possessing similar cha.racteristics, in interstate commerce. were ordered as of April 1, 1939.
to cease and desist from rerresenting:
1. That any of said preparations or appliances! whether used
alone or in connection with any other preparation or appliance,
forms or constitutes a competent treatment, remedy or preventive
of ill health of any nature, or is of any beneficial therapeutic value.
2. That the use of any of said preparations or appliances, whether
used alone or in connection with others of said preparations or appliances, will prevent conception.
3. That the appliance now known ~ts and sold under the name
"Lanteen Browne," described as a diaphragm, or any other of said
appliances, will fit ali anatomies or all normal anatomies.
4. That any of said preparations or appliances has been tested
and approved by an independent non-profit organization, or any
organization, devoted to scientific research on quest10ns involving
the methods of preventing conception and the prevention treatment
and cure of the diseases, maladies and conditions peculiar to women,
or that respondents are noted on account of the manufacture and
sale of high class pharmaceutical products, when such is not the fact.
15. That any of said preparations or appliances iR prepared, de·
signed, approved or recommended by a member or members of the
rnedical profession, when such is not the fact.
6. That any of said preparations or appliances may be used with
safety and without deleterious effects by all women.
1. That the use of a diaphragm, or the so-called diaphragm
method, is the only method that has the approval of medical specialists, marriage hygiene clinics and hospitals, or that the us~ of the
diaphragm or the so-called diaphragm method is rect.gnized by
medical specialists, marriii.ge hygiene clinics and hospitals as su-
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perior to all other methods for the prevention of conception, or that
such un appliance or said method provides complete security against
the hazards of "foreign" germ life.
8. That any of said preparations or appliances (a) destroys germ
life, (b) gives double protection, (c) insures complete reliability,
(d) provides complete security against the hazards of "foreign"
germ life, (e) acts as a prophylactic, (f) has the fu11 approval of
specialists in the medical profession, marriage hygiene clinics or
hospitals, (g) is recognized as !'iuperior to all other products of a
similar type, or (h) will bring health, happiness and freedom to the
user thereof (D. 3051,28 F. T. C. 1207, 1308).
United States v. Magnecoil Oo., Inc.,- United States District Court
for Utah; dismissed on the merits, June 21, 1945.
The Commission as of October 6, 193!), had ordered Magnecoil Co.,
Inc., its officers, etc.t directly or through any corporatP or any other
device in connection with the offering for sale, etc, of its blanket
or other devices fitted with wires or othPr conductors for the trans·
mission of electric current, in commerce, to cease and desist from:
1. Representing that the use of said produ~ts has any therapeutic
value in the treatment of any ailment, chsease, disorder, or condition
of the human body other than that winch is obtained hy the application of heat to the exterior of th~ body or any part thereof.
2. Representing that the use of said products produces any radiomagnetic or thermoelectromagnetism which wi11 be tran~mitted to,
or have any effect upon, the human body.
3. Representing that said products have been endor8ed tested,
used, or recommended by hospitals, members of the med1caJ profession, or any other parties, when such is not the fact.
4. Representing that respondent has or maintains a laboratory
unless respondent owns, operates, or controls o. sciE-ntific laboratory
and employs trained scientists and technicians and is equ1pped to
test its products in the manner and with the methods used by recognized scientific laboratories.
lS. Representing that respondent has an advisory or consultmg
board of medical experts for analyses or advice, unless and until
such is the fact.
6. .Misrepresenting in any manner the extent or nature of the
building space occupied by the respo.1dent in the conduct of its
business (D.1846, 29 F. T. C. lOGO, 10j6).
-t1. U. S. Government Printing Ol!in: 1947~6U
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'-·Department store merchanclise. ____ -------------- •. -.--- ·~,.,:.;- .·,-, 7 _ ~- -·-,~, .373,, fi78
~''''Diatol;'- ____ ---- __ -------- ------------.------------ .~· -·-. 7 -· 7 -'-- - - ; ____ ~-.! ., 492
:,;c'Digitite': cosmetic. _____ ---.---.- ____.__ ----.-"- ___ ---~ __ -.-.-.- __ -: __ :· ____ :. ,_362
I:"Dorelle Herb Douche"--------------- c : _- __ - - c• - - - - ~- - - :~ - : - - ; - : - - - - - - - ' ,4~2
,, Drafting equipment and_materials ____ ·- ---- __ -- --. __ : __ .- _-.• - __ :-• ~----: 16~, .674
::•Dra.wing-tools .. -- __ .:. __ -------- __ -------- ~--=- :- -~:- __ -"·-~ ·'• -~ ___7 -~.-)69,·_(}74
!!:Dresses ______ ----------------------.---.-- -· ---·- -· :------- -.-.--·.- :c "-,:-.•. 1, ,6ey2
: ''·Dri-Kleen". powder. fabric_ cleaner·__ "- ____ -- __ -- ______ --·~----~- __ ; 1 •• __ ~-. , 213
1
'"br. Pierce's.Purgative_ Pellets"--------~-.---.-~~=~-~~-·~---- -"·c ~>" - -.~.~ ~- ~ 7:
; Dry goods .. ----------------------------.------"------"""-- -c- :.c-_i -_-,,~- ...... ~."!3
"Eau Sub1ime" _ - __ -----------: -·--------------- _--- __ --- ____ - ________ -466
Electi-i'c 'l~mps~ ~:- -·~ :~~-~-~- ~- ~ ·~·- _'_·~ ~·~- -~ ~:: ~~ ~'- ~- _~~-:_ -~-~- ~ ~ ~- _·__ ,_._·;~:._·__: _ 318
"En--E*" medicinal preparation. ____ ------:.------______________________
36
I
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Engineers' equipment and materiaL.---------------------------------- 169, 674
Enlargements of photographs or snapshots colored. ----------- _-- _. ________
84
Eyeglasses ---------------------------------------------------------Fabric cleaner ..•. ------------~--------------------------------------Fabrics-------------------------------------------------------------"Family Formula, Mayo Bros."-------------------------------------____
Fencing, chain-link .. ____ --------------------------------------------__
"Fire glass ware" cooking utensils .• ----------------------------------____

340
213
269
116
427
654
F~h-·------------------------------------------------------------- 570,690
F:Sh, canned. ___________ -------------------------------------------- 241, 610
Flags·------··------------------------------------------------------- 476
Floor coverings ..• ---------------------------------------------------- 647
Food products, canned.--------------------------------------------_ 420, 610
Foot ailments, devices for __ --------------------------------------------_ 518
"Foot Balm" ___ -------- __ -------------------------------------------- 518
"Foot Ease, Lady Ashton"_------------------------------------------__ 196
"Forward March" set of history and war pictures-------------------------- 617
Fountain pens--------------------------------------------- 538, 547, 556, 563
Frames, eyeglass .•• --------------------------------------------------- 340
Frames, pi~ture •• ----------------------------------------------------- 274
Frozen fish·---------------------------------------------------------690
Fruits, canned.------------------------------------------------------- 420
Fur coats, ladies'------------------------------------------------------ 369
Fur products--------------------------------------------------------- 640
Furniture, household .• __ ---------------------------------------------_ 647
"Futuro Knees Braces" __ --------------------------------------------__ 518
"Garlic Tablets"_ ---------------------------------------------------- 492
Garments, wornen'11. _______ ------------------------------------ 253, 333, 369
Gnsolirie additive ____ -------------------------------------------------43
"Geroca Herb Compound"-------------------------------------------__ 492
"Giljan Laxative Compound"------------------------------------------- 595
Glass cooking utensils.------------------------------------------------- 61i4
"G·1cefroy's Laril'use" ___ --------------------------------------------- _ 466
Gold solder·---------------~-----------------------------------------61
"Golden Goose Ointment"---------------------------------------------_ 492
"Golden Seal"---------------------------- --------------------------- 492
"Gold Seal Doric Pen"--------------- --------------------------------- 556
"Guaranteed Forever" fountain pens ---- --------------- ----- -------- 556
"Guaranteed for Life" fountain pens ________ ------------------------ 538, 547

Hair and scalp preparations.------------- ------------------------ __ __ __
Hair dye, lead acetate---------------------------- ---------------------IlaUtoncs -----------------------------------------------------------Handkerchiefs ______ -- __ ---------------------------------------------"Hand painted portrait"-------------------------------·---------._.___
''Hanks for Yanks" __ -------------------------------------------------"Henry's Sulphur Lanolin Treatment for Hair and Scalp".________________
"Henry's Super-Light Working Oil"-----------------------------________
"Uerolin Skin Cream"--------------------------------------------_--__
History books. ______ .--------.-------------------- ---------- -- . ---- _- _
"Horne service" products- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- -- -- -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -- -- -- - - • _____
"llornozone" devices.--------------------- ------------------------- _- _
"Horsetail Rush" ______ -------------------------------- ------------- __
Household articles. __ .-. ------ •• -------- ----·-·- ------------ -.- __ • 226,

466
79
1
291
27 4
291
466

466
466
617
226
678
492

260
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"IIumania Dandruff Treatment for Hair and Scalp" ___ ------------ •• ____ -- 466
"Hundred Year Pen"-------------------------------------------------- 563
"IJLC. Dorelle Hair Tonic". __________ •• -------- •• -------------·---·-- 492
"LII.C. Pectora Compound" ___________________ -- __ •••• ------------____ 492
"Instant Clairol" cosmetic preparation ________ •• -----·-·-- __ ---- __ -- __ -49
"Jaeger Sweaters," etc. ______________________ •• __ •••••• ----____________ 423
"Jermite" poultry medicinal preparation. __ •• __ •• ---- __ -- •• ------_.-----21
Jewelers' findings. _________________________ •• __ -- __ ------ •• -- __ -------61
Jewelry products ____________________________________________ 253,318,320,322
10
"Journal of Living" promotive magazine __ • ___ • ______ ._ •• __ •• _•• ___ • ____ -.
"Jung's Ankle and Foot Drnces" ----- --------- --------------- __
518
"Junior Scout" knives.. ___ ___ _ _
-------- __ ___
201
1\itchenware • _ ______ . . . . . • . _. __ ___ •• ___ • _ __•••••• _. _•• _________ 322
Knitting yarn ••• ------ ---------- ---- -----------------------------1\nives--------------------------- ----------------------------------"Kodize" coal treatment. .•.• __ •••• ______ •• _________ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
"I\ruschen Salts". _____ •.•••••• ____ •• ____ •••• _ •••••• __ __ __ __ ____ __ __
"Lady Ashton Foot Ea.'lll". _ _ __ • _. _ __ • • • __ • • • • ______ ••••• _...

461
201
441
448

196

Lamps ___ --------- • _ ••• --------------- ___ ------------ 296,318,322
Lamp, therapeutic. ------------------------------------------ __ ••••• 645
Lead acetate hair dye • ____ •
• ••• ____ •• ____ •••• __ •••• ____ •••• ____ •• ••
79
Lenses, eyegla.'lS ••••• _. . • .
_••••••••••••••••.•••••••• _. • • • • 340
"I..copard" pelt fur coats.
__ __ ___
___ ••••
369
"Life Everla.~ting"
492
"Life Lite" th!'rapcutic lamp
645
"Lifetime" fountain pen
538
Liquid tight paper containers, cylindrical
630
Lottery plans and deviees _.
_ 65, 73
Luggage •••• __
253
"Lura"---------____ ------.
492
"Luxe Hair Coloring"
466
MackereL ••• --- •
570
Mackerel, canned.....
___ 286, 610
Made-to-meMure clothing for men and women _
484
1\fagazinl's, promotive •••••• ---- __
10
"Magic Shaving Powder" •••••• ____ •••
466
Manirure sets
----- ••••
318
"Mari-Tabs" _
492
Mat t.res!i!'s
200
"Mayo Dros. Vitamin D. Complex," etc.
J16
~fedicated tablets
_ 218
Medirinal preparations •
10, 36, 246, 327, 399, 492, 518, 595, 6f,S
1\ferchandU.ing correspondence courses •
51
J\1 illinery. • __ _
•
2()7
Minatures of photographs and snapshots. •
84
"Mormon Herb Compound"
492
"Mullein Leaves".
492
"Nail-Rite"
518
NeckpiN'<'S, fur
640
New Tt'Rtament
29
Noveltit•s
296
Novelty jc\\clry _
_
253
"OidUickoryCeramicWarP"cookingutensils ••••••••••••••• :::::::: 654
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Olive oiL._ •••• _._._ •••.•• ------------------------------- . --- .•• _. ____ 323
"Ostrex" medicinal preparation ••• -------------------.-- •• -- __ . ___ .. ____
246
Overcoat.'!, men's "All Wool" ••••• ---- •• -·----------------------________ 662
"Ox'o" gasoline additive.-------------------------------------- ______ ••
43
Oysters, canned •••••••.•.••• --··-------- •• ------------------ •• --...... 241
Ozone generator •••.•• ------------·····---------------·-"·------------ 678
Paint and paint products ••• -----------·---- •• -------------- •. -- •• ______
132
"Paintings" __ •••• __ •••.•••••••••••• ---------------- ••••••.••••••• __ •• 274
Pamphlets, promotive •.••.•••••• -------- •• ------------·- •••• -- •• --____
10
Paper, book •••• -----------------------·-----------------------·-··--- 696
Paper containers, cylindrical liquid tight.- •• -----.---.--.------.-- ••.• ____ 630
Paper, tracing •.•••• -----------------·--·--------------------------- 169, 674
Pn.ste, automobile. __ •• ----·-·---------------------------------------.. 512
Peanuts-------------------------------------------------------------35
Pencils, mechanicaL .•• -----------------------·------------- 538, 547, 556 563
Pennants •••• ____ .• __ -- •• ---- •• ---------------------------- •. ------... ' 476
"Penney Nips" confections •• --------------.----------------- •• -- •. ---__ 325
Perfumes .••••••• ----------------------------·-------------··--------- 455
Photoengraving plates ••••• -- •• -------------------·------------ •• ----..
I
Photographs, colored enlargements or miniatures .. ---- •• ------------ •. ___ 84, 274
Pictures •.•••• ---------------·-·----·--·-------------·---------------· 318
"Podex Compound" ••• -------- •• -- •••• ------··----·-----·-·--·-- •• --.. 492
Polish, automobile •••••• -- •••••• ---- •. -----------------·---·---------- 512
"Porcelainize" automobile polish or pn.ste-----·-····-------·-·----------~- 512
"Portrait, band painted" •••••••• -·-···--··-- •• ------------·-- •••• -- •• ,. 274
Postcards •••••••• ---·····················-····-·····-------·-·------- 303
"Posture Correctos" •••• -- ••• ------------------------------ -· -· -------- 518
Poultry houses, litter for.-- •• -----------------------------·-·---------- 188
Poultry, medicinal preparation for.------------------···------···-···-·-21
Prayer book, Catholic ••• -- •• -----------·-·-------·--------·---------...
29
"Progress of NationB" set of history books................................ 617
"Progressive Clairol" cosmetic preparations..............................
49
Psorin.sis preparation •••••• -- •• -- •••• ----·-----·------·····-· •••• ---·..
36
Punch boards •••••••••• -------·····-··--··-----------·····-···········
65
Push cards...........................................................
65
Radios •••••••••••••••• -------------·····-·-----·--·-·····-·-----·-·-· 260
''Rayon bembcrg silk" •• ---····------···--··----------·-····----------- 476
"Rayon celanese taffeta silk".-·-·······------------------·-··---·--··-- 476
"Rayon silk" •• __ ••••••••• -----------·-·-----------···-···-·---·---·-- 476
Razor blades •• ---------······-·-··-----·--·-·-·----------·-·····-·· 318, 322
"Red Clover Tea" ••••••••••••• -- •• ---·--··-·-···---·-·--·------------- 492
"Reducing Diet, The Famous Lindlahr 7-Day" --------------·------------10
Reducing, Drug product .••••••••••• ··--------··-----·-----·-· •• ;.--.... 448
"Rexora Herb Compound"---·····--·-------··--·-·-·····-----------·-- 492
Rings .•••••••••••• ---······------------··----·--·-------------------- 320
Salesrnaru;hip correspondence courses •• -· •• -·------------------ ••••• -.....
51
Sales promotion pla.nB..................................................
73
S~lmon, canned ••••••••••• -- •••••• --···----·--···--.·-·······-- •••• --.. 610
Salt ••••••••••••• ____ ---- --·--··- ---------- -· ---- -· --------.. •• •• •• •• 388
"Sans kin Corn Pads and Meds" -- •• -·- ---- ---- ·-- • ··---- ---------------. 518
Sardines, canned •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 286,610
"Saxony" knitting yarn •••••• ----·-·······-·----···----····---·-·------ 461
Scalp preparation •••• -- •• --- •• --···-··----·-·---········-----·---- •• -36
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"Scotch" cloth or wooL.----------------------------------------------"Scotch" knitting yarn._ ••• __ •• _____ •• ________ •• _•• ________ ••• _______ • _
"Scout Knife" __________ -- ________ ------ ______ -- ____________ --________
"Scratch-proof" fountain pen points.------ ______ ---- ____ -- ____ ----._____
Sea food products·--------------------------------- 126, 241, 286,314,610,
Secondhandclothing___________________________________________________
"Serutan" medicinal preparation __ • ____ •• __ • ___ ._. ___ • ____ • ____ • ___ •••••

484
461
201
547
690
662
10

Shades -------------------------------------------------------------Shaving powder·----------------------------------------------------"Shetland" knitting yarn .. ______ •••••• __ •••••• __________ •• ___________ •
"Shields of Faith" • ___ •••••• _. _. _•••••••••• __ ••••••• __ ••. _••••••••. ___
Shorthand correspondence courses •••. -- •• ______ ------ __ .. ---- ____ ---·-Shrimp, canned·-----·-----------------------------------------------''Silk" dresses .. ---- ••• __________ ---- ____ ------ ____ ------ __ --------____
Silk-like products. ______ • _____________________ •• ____ •• ___ ••• __ -- •• __ ••
Silverware _____ • __ •••• ____ •••• __ •••••• ______ •••• _______________ 260, 318,
Skin preparation .••• ____ •• ________ •• ________________ •••• __ ••••••••.. __
Skip jack, canned ••• __ •• __ ---- __ •••• ____ ---- •••• __ ••••.••••. __ ---- __ -Snapshots, colored enlargements or minatures oL-----------------------·Soap, foot.----------------------------------------------------------"Son ada Tonic" ••• _____________ • ________ •• ______ •• __________ •••••• __ ••

296
466
461
29
51
241
662
476
322
36
314
84
518
492

Sportswear, women's •• __ ------------ ----·- __ •• -------- __ ---- __ •••• __ ••
Stamps,trading_______________________________________________________
Steel products-------------------------------------------------------Suits, women's •••• ------ ________ •• ____ ------------ _________________ 333,
Surveyors' instruments and materials •• ---- ________ ---- ________ •••• ___ 169,
"Suzanne" perfumes and toilet preparations_______________ ------- ..~....
Sweaters, women's------·---------·- --------·----·---------------- ••
"Tamrex Herb Compound" •••••• __ •••• __ ••••••••••••• _•••• _••••• __ •• ••

423
73
427
423
674
455
423
492

Tea----- _ --------------------·--------------------------·-------Testament, New ••• ____ •• ---- ____ ---- __ -··--- •• __________ •• ____ •• •• ••

226
29

''Toe Guides"---------- -------------------·------------·--·-----·-·Toilet preparations ••••• ______________________________ -------- •• _ 226,
Tooth paste _
___ ____ ------- ____ •• ------ •
Tooth powder
__ __ __ ___
Towels ••
__ --·----- _ ___
Tracing papers and cloths..... • ·-----------·--- 16\l,
Trading stamps and cards _..
_ _ • _________ •••• _. ______ _
"Trilax: Herb Tea." __ • _
__ ----- ---------- _ ---- __ ------"Triner's llitter Wine"
----------- •••• ·-·------·Tuna., canned
----- •••
---- ----·-· 286, 3H,
Uric acid remedy or preparation
·----··--·- --·-U;,ed clothing
···--- ___ -·-- •
--··-----··------- ----·-"U. U. Herb Compound" _ __ __ _ ________ •• ___ •••• __ •••• ____ -----·
"Vacumatic" Guaranteed for Life" fountain pens ••••••••••••••••• ·-----·Vaginal irrigations, device for ___ ••••• __ ••••••••• ------ •• ____ •••• •••••
"Vanity Fair" candy •••• --·······----·-·---------·--------· ··---·--"VerLita Tonic"------- __
--------------------- ••••• ------- _
"Viable AciJophilus Yeast"----------··--·------------- ------- ----- •
"Victory Coal Saver" chemical powd~r ••••••••••• ···------·-- • •••••••
''Vigny" perfumes and toilet preparations •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __
"Vitamin B. Complex, l\layo Bros."··-·--·-------------············--·-Vitamin preparations ••••••••• _••• _•••••••••••••••••• __ •••••• ______ ••••

518
455
253
253
260
674
73
492
668
610
399
662
492
547
218
109
492
139
182
455
116
139
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"V-P Organic Mineral Tablets"----------------------------------------139
"\Vahoo Bark" __ -- ____ ------------------------·------------------------ 492
Wallets, leather_---- •• ------------------------------------------------ 318
"Ward's Bile Salts Compound and Cascara Tablets".------------__________ 327
Watches---------------------------------------------------- 253, 320, 322
"Waterman's Hundred Year Pen"-----------------------------------____ 563
"Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary"---------.-------:---------- ••. -___ 352
"Weight Gaining Diet, The Famous Lindlahr 7-Day" ---------------------10
"Williams Treatment," The medicinal preparation .. -------.------________ 399
"Wine with Vitamin B , Triner's Bitter"--------------------------------- 668
Wire •.• -------------------------------------------------------------- 427
"\Vool" overcoats, men's---------------------------------------------- 662
Wool products •. ________ -------------------------------------- 269, 333, 476
Woolen cloth.______ ------------------------------------------------ 484
"Working Oil"____
------------------------------------------------ 466
\Vorn clothing •••.• --------------------------------------------------- 662
"Worth" perfumes and toilet prepv.rations -------------------------.-.- ___ 455
Yarn, knitting. _________ ---------------------------------------------- 461
"Yellow silk bullion fringe"--- -- -------- ------------------ -------------- 476
"Yellow silk tassels and cord"------------------------------------------- 476
"Zenaicia" lead acetate hair-dye.-------------------------------·-------79
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Abridged books.----------------------·--·---···················- 816 (4083)
"Acquin" medicinal product....................................... 826 (03253)
"Adieu Foundation and Blemish Cream" facial preparation ••••.•.••••• 764 (3988)
"Adieu Hair Remover" depilatory .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 764 (3988)
"Adiron" medicinal product •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• __ •• 772
"Adreno-Mist" medicinal preparation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 792 (4045)
Advertising novelties ••••••••••••••••••.•••••• ---- •••••••.••••••.. 775 (4007)
"Allantomide" medicinal product ••.•.•••••••..••• __ •••.•••• __ •••.•• 783 (4026)
"American's Anti-Gray Hair Vitamins" •.... _.•.•• _•..• _•...•.•••.•.. 801 (4061)
Ammonia, household .••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••.•• __ •••• __ •• 811 (4073)
"Annabelle Olive Castile Shampoo Granules" ...••.•.... ____ •• ____ •• __ 801 (4060)
"Anti-gray-hair vitamin" preparations .•••• -- ••••.••...•. -- ••••..••• 751 (3962),
772, 801 (4061),824 (03250), 825 (03251), 826 (03254), 827 (03257),
828 (03258)' 838 (03287).
"Army and Navy merchandise" ••. -------·---·----·---------- --- 771 (3999)
Asthma treatment.----------------------------·-· ••••.•••..•••.. 792 (4045)
Athletic trainers' supplies .•.. ---------- •••••••••••••••• --------- ••
746
"Australian, brown" fur garments -----·-- ----------------- -----· 811 (4075)
Automobile crank case oil additive .•••••.•.••• ------------------ 813 (4076)
"Aydee Tablets" medicinal preparation ••••. _..••••.• _•..• _......• _•. __ ._
772
"D. U. Hair Dye" ••••. __ •• ____ •••••••••• _•• ____ .••• _•••••••.••• 826 (03255)
Barber tools •• •••••
. •• ----------- - ••• --·-----·-·-· • •••
807
"Baronet seal, black", fur garments..
------- .
• 811 (4075)
Bathroom fixtures •
• . • •• •. •••
• •• •. • •
7G8 (39!l5)
Bathtubs, cement. • •
•• •. •••• •
768 (399!'i)
ll('auty shop supplies. -------801 (4061)
"Beaver, Frenc·h" fur garments..
• ••• ••
• •••.• • • 811 (4075)
"B('aV('rctte"fursorfurgarments
• •••••.
• ••••••••••••• 774 (4006),
775 (4008), 781 (4021), 785 (4030), 788 (-1035)
817 (4086)
Deer •• -- ----- - 841
lleverap;e, food supplement.----_
"ll-Family 'l'ublcts" nnti-p;ray hair product_
772
783 (4025)
Bibles, metal-covered
815 (40HO)
Billiard tables
765 (3991)
"Birthstone rinp;s"
811 (4075)
"Blnrk northern S('al" for p;arm('nts •
lllnrk spirit cnrhon pap(•r
7G2 (3984)
816 (4083)
Books, ahrid~~:ed
816 (40811
Books and mnp;at.ine bUhHrriptions, combirmtion
Books, musir
757 (3977l
Bottles, nursery
7.'i8 (3978)
Do" ling alleys, flooring for
815 (40SOl
Bo\\ ling halls
815 (4080)
• 818 4088, 40)-.!})
Ore~d
7.i:J
Bristles, "U.S. A."
Rll (~075)
"Brown Au~tralinn" fur garments
Brushes
753 (39M)
Bulbs, electric li)!;ht
75!1
"llusrhs" jewelry
76,j (399 1)
Cable I!Ct.~. spark plug
799 (4056)
"Calripan" vitamin preparation for the hair
• • BZ4 (03250)
1 Pare
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Calcium pantothenate anti-gray hair preparations .• -------------- ____ 751 (3962),
772, 801 (4061), 824 (03250), 825 (03251), 828 (03254), 827 (03257),
828 (03258, 03259), 831 (03267), 832 (03270), 833 (03271, 03273),
838 (03287).
"Cal-D-Pan" vitamin preparation---------------------------------- 833 (03271)
"Camel hair" women's coats .• -- •• -- •• ------------------------ •••••• __ •• 778
Camel's hair men's clothing •.•• ·---------------------- 829 (03261), 839 (03289)
Camille Cake Mascara ••••••• ---------------------·--------------- 779 (4017)
"Capab" "itamin preparation for hair------------------------------- 825 (03251)
"Capatabs" anti-gray hair preparation·--·----------------- 772, 833 (03273)
Caps, nursery bottle •.•• ------------~--------·------------------ •• 758 (3978)
"Caracul" furs or fur garments.------------------------------------ 786 (4033)
Carbon paper, black spirit.-------------------------------------- •• 762 (3984)
"Casite" automobile crank case oil additive·---·--------------------- 813 (4076)
Catholic miSBals, metal-covered.----------------------------------- 783 (4025)
Cattle, drug preparation for ••• - ------ --·· ------------------------ 824 (03249)
Cement bathtubs ••• ---------------·--·--------------------------- 768 (3995)
Cement, hydraulic ••••••••• ------------------------------- ••• -- •• 838 (03281)
"Cha-Gobe ,Nasal Filter" ••• ------------··-------·------------ •••• 834 (03274)
Chicks, baby •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 764 (3987), 747, 805, 809 (4070)
"Chiffon" ladies' hosiery ••••••• -------------------------------- •••• 756 (3975)
"Chinese" cosmetic preparations .•• --------------------------------- 757 (3976)
"Chroma-Thenate" vitamin preparation .••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 828 (03258)
''Civet Cat" furs or fur garments--------------------·-············ 751 (3963),
754 (3969), 788 (4035), 790 (4040), 804 (4062)
Class jewelry_ •••••••••• -------·---------------------------------- 791 (4042)
Clothing ··············-··········-·············----············ 806 (4065)
hfen~------------·-···-······------------------ 829 (03261), 839 (03289)
''C'..-1\lon" barber tools • -· •• ---- -· ------------ ··- •• ----------------.... 807
Coalsavingdevice --·······-·········································· 787

Coats:
Fur ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 751 (3963), 754 (3969)
Women's "camel's hair"---------······················------------- 778
"Colorcrete" surfacing application for concrete and masonry •••••••••••• 794 (4047)
Concrete surfacing preparation •••• -----···--··············-·---- ••• 794 (4047)
Concrete waterproofing materials •••••••••••• 771 (4000), 796 (4051), 804 (4063)
Cooking utensils, glazed pottery •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 763 (3986)
Correspondence courses of instruction ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 770 (3998)
Correspondence packs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 798 (4052)
Cosmetic preparations ••••••• ------············--···············---.... 743,
757 (3976), 806 (4066), 817 (4087), 821 (02101), 840 (03292)

Costume jl3welry •••••••••••••••• -· -- -······· •• •• •••• •• •• •• •• -- ••• 786 (4031)
Counting and tilling machine ••• --------··--------···-······-------- 813 (4077)
Cows, drug preparation for •••• --------········:-········-·········· 824 (03249)
"Cramer's Athletic Liniment" and other preparatiOns...................... 746
Crank case oil additive, automobile ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 813 (4076)
''CUstom built" mattresses ••• ----··--·-----···············-····------.; 756
"Dan-Dee No Rubbing Floor Wax"·-·················-·······-···· 780 (4020)
Dandruff preparation ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 765 (3990)
"Deknatel Pearls" •••••••••••••• ----··-···--···········-······---- 784 (4027)
Dental Boss
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 791 (4043)
Deodorant ···············: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 765 (3990)
Depilatory ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 764 (3988)
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Nostrils, hay fever ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 767 (3993)
Saving coal -·-------······--········-----·-·-------·············· 787
"Diamond Ring" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 819 (4099)
Diaries ••••.••••••••••• -- •• -------- •••••••. -- •••••••••••••••••••• 775 (4007)
"Dioxynol" hair or scalp preparation •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 806 (4006)
Diseases of poultry, formulas for •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 763 (3985)
D~infectant ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 827 (03256)
"Diversol" dil;infectant •.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 827 (03256)
"Dr. Brown's Calcium Pantothenate"---------·-········--·-··-··-· 8£8 (03254)
"Dr. Thomas' Ointment" ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 811 (4074)
Drapery fabrics ........................................ 773 (4003), 774 (4004)
''Dream Book"----·--········-----------------········-···---·- 821 (02101)
Dresses, rayon ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 750 (3900), 753 (3967)
Duckpins
------------··-···-········--------·······---········ 815 (4080)
''Dupree Pills" •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 894. (03275)
"Durbtex" concrete and masonry waterproofing .••••.••••••••••••••••• 804 (4063)
"Durotized" "rainproof" fabrics •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 801 (4059)
Dye, hair .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 895 (03276)
Electric light bulbs.................................................... 759
"Elevators", shoes .................................................... 753 (3906)
''Embossed" stationery •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 798 (4052)
Emmenagogue, "Periodic Capsules", etc .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 894. (03275)
''Enbrraved" stationery •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 798 (4052)
"Excclcnto" cosmetic preparations................................. 890 (03204)
"Ex-Teen" medicinal preparation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 830 (03205)
Exterminator, mouse and rat ••••••••••••••••••••.••••• n·····--··· 897 (03283)
Fabrics ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 800 (4057), 801 (4059)
''Faciall\fBBque" •••••••• • ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 743
Facial preparation • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 761 (3988)
:Files, reconditioned ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 755 (3971)
Filling and counting machine ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 813 (4077)
Filter, nasaL................... • •••••••••••••••••• 767 (3993), 894. (03274)
First aid preparations.................. ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 746
J.1avoring prcparationa......... • ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 814
Floor coverings, synthetic •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 819 (4000)
Floor surfacing, monolithic •••••••••••••• ·-···················· 745 (373.!)
Floor wax................... • ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 780 (4020)
"Fluresit Quick-Set Wate oofing" •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 898 (03ZS0
Food preparation, soya oll.... ••••• • • ••••••••••••••••••••• 8Z5 (03252)
Food supplement and reducing agent... • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 755 (3972)
Food supplement beverage........ •••• •••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• 841
Formulae for:
Hair and scalp disorders............................................ 7~
Poultry diseases........ ••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 763 (3985)
''Fostoria Leray Para-Sphere" lamp device •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 754 (3970)
Fraternity jewelry.................. ••
• •••••••••••••••••••••• 791 (4()-l;)
''French seal" fur garments....
• ••• ••••• • • •••••••••••••• 811 (4~)
"Full-fashioned" hosiery.. ••••
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 751 (3 S)
Furniture ••••••••• •••• ••••• • •• •• •••
• •••• 776 (4011), 709 (405
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751
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"IIaydite" bathtubs •••••••••••••••••••••• ---- •• ---- •••••• ---- •••• 768 (3995)
"Hay's Hair Coloring" ••••••••••••••••••• ------ •• ---- •• ------ •••• 835 (03270)
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"Heavenly F1owers of Hawaii" perfumes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 809 (4071)
~lome study lessons ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 770 (3998)
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Customers'Fo purchase or substitute unordered product.
By withholding refund of deposit on product ordered ____ ---------- 6>4
To purcha~e or support product or service.----------------------- 296
Suppliers and sellersTo grant unlawful price discriminations. ___________ •••• ________ •• 578
Suppliers of competitorsBy boycotting or threats thereof.. __ •• -- __ -- __________ •• ______ •• 226
Collection agency, fictitious. (See Assuming, etc., Enforcing dealings, etc.) 51, 84
Collection agency stationery, using deceptively. (See Enforcing, etc.)______ 296
College, correspondence school misrepresented as. (See Advertising, etc.;
Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.)____________________
51
Collusive bidding. (See Bidding collusively, etc.; Combining, etc.).......... 427
Color, fixing uniform standards of, concertedly. (See Combining, etc.)...... 630
Combining or conspiring:
ToCut off supplies of objectionable competitors ••••• ----------------- 226
Enforce or bring about resale price maintenance------------------- 226
Fix prices and hinder competitionThroughAgreeing on price practices •••• __ •••• ______ •••••• __ •• ---- 696
Allocating government business by lot_._ •••• __ ••• _••••• _. 696
Association as price maintainer and stabilizer ••••••••••• 169, 674
Bid fixing agreements ••••••• __ •• ___ • __ •••• _____ • __ •• 169, 674
Circulating price lists through association and adhering
thereto •••• -------------------------------------- 169, 674
Classifying customers •• --_.--_.-- ••• _________ •• ______ 169, 674
Classifying jobbers and consumers and maintaining uniform
price differentials .• ---------------- ____ •• ____ •••• __ •• 630
Continuing and expanding N .R.A. "Trade Customs" differentials and practices.------------------------------ 696
Discontinuing radio phone selling _____ ••••• _____ • __ •••••• 570
Exchanging price information and lists.--------------- 169, 674
Filing and observing lists of current and future prices._. 630, 696
Fixing and maintaining resale prices and refusing jobber discounts to price cutters.---- •• -- __ •• ______________ ---- 630
Fixing compensating price differentiaL •• ----------------- 570
Fixing uniform prices, discounts, terms and conditions of
eaJe •• -----·------------------------------------- 169, 630
Grading product concertedly---- __ •• -------- •• ____ •• ---- 696
Holding meetings and exchanging information............. 630
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Combining or conspiring-Continued.
To-Continued.
Page
Fix prices, etc.-Continued.
Through-Continued.
Identical quantity differentials.......................... 696
Limiting, equalizing, and controlling production and selling
practice ••••••••• ..., __ •••• -- •••• -- •• ---- •••••••••••• 570
Refusal to sell at less.----·--------- •.•.•••••••••••••••• 570
Submitting identical government bids •••••••••••.•••.•••• 696
UniformContract time limitations, optional clauses, etc .••• __ 169, 674
Differentials for variations in color, weight, size, etc.... 696
Freight allowances·-------·--------------------- 169, 674
Maximum discounts.---- •.•••..•••••••••.••.•••• 169, 674
Prices •• --- •• -- •••••.•••••• ------ •••••••.•••••. 169, 674
Zone prices ••. ------------------------·-·--------- 696
Using standard contract form incorporating base price and
differentials......................................... 696
ToMisrepresent productThroughPurported disinterested and scientific sources •••••••• __ ••••
10

ToMonopolize sale and distributionThroughCollusive and fictitious bids ...•••••• ----................ 427
Filing invoices of sales with a~sociation ••.•.•.••••••••• _.. 630
Fixing and maintaining uniform standards of size, color and
quality ••.•••••••••••.•.•••••••• ---- •.•• __ •••••••••• 630
Fixing quotas and penalizing excess production............ 630
Using geographical price zones and identical delivered prices 630
ToSecure unlawful price discrimination............................. 578
Comparative costs of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.)1, 260
Comparative merits of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.;
Misrepresenting directly, etc.) ••.•••••••••••• 1, 21, 132, 260, 323, 518, 547, 645
"Competitive adjustments", discriminating in price through. See Discriminating in price.
Competitive products, misreprellenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.) •.•••••• 1, 518
Composition of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising, etc.; 1\lis.
branding, etc.; :Misrepresenting directly, etc.; Neglecting, etc.; Using misleading, etc.
Concerted price cutting. See Combining, etc.
Concealing or obliterating legally required marking:
In violation of Wool Products Labeling Act........................... 333
Connection and arrangements with others, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising, etc.; Assuming, etc.; hfisrepresenting LusineAs status, etc.; Misrepresenting directly, etc.......... • . • . . . . • . . . • . • . • • ...•.• - ••••••••••••
Contract forms, standard, combining to fix prices through U!ie of. (See Com·
bining, etc.)......................... .• . . •• •• •. •. •. .• •. •• •• •• •• • •• 696
Corporate lottery merchandising, pro forma objections to, by officer......... 109
Corporation, individual misrepresenting business as: (See Advertising, etc.;
Misrepresenting business 11tatus, etc.) •••••••••••••••••••• ,............. 441
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Correspondence achool misrepresented as: (See Advertising, etc.; Assuming,
etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.)
College. ____ ---- •• -·-----· •• -·-·-· •• -·-·------ •••••• -·-----·-- •• -51
University •••• ____ -- •••• -- •• ------ •• -- •••• -- •• -- •• -- •••••••• --.... 173
Cosmetic properties of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.) 49, 362
Courtesy cards, offering as deceptive inducements to purchase. (See Furnishing, etc.; Offering deceptive, etc.)..................................... 647
Cumulative quantity discounts, discriminating in price through. See Discriminating in price.
Cutting off competitors' access to customers or market:
ThroughCollusive and fictitious bidding.................................. 427
Withholding patronage from recalcitrant seller.................... 578
Cutting off competitors' supplies:
ThroughThreatening disciplinary action or otherwi'le __ • _. _. _____________ • __ 226
Dealer classification, in concerted price-fixing. (See Combining, etc.) _____ 169, 630
Dealer misrepresenting self as manufacturer. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.) .•.••• -- ______ .••• ____ •••••• ______________
132
Delaying or withholding corrections, adjustments or returns, improperly_____ 2GO
ThroughRefusing toCancel order seller can not meet. •• -·-·-----· __ ---- .• ____ •••• 654
Refund payment-On order seller can not meet................. 654
Delivered price zones, maintaining concertedly. (See Combining, etc.)....... 696
Differentials, fixing concertedly, to cover zones and variations in size, color,
weight, etc. (See Combining, etc.).................................... 696
Disclosure, material, failing to make. See Neglecting, etc.
Discontinuance of false and misleading advertising claims and products. (See
AdvertiRing, etc.)_ •• ____ •• __ .•.••• __ ••••.••••••••••••• __ •••••••• __ •• 399
Discounts, quantity, discriminating in price through. See Discriminating in
price
• Discriminating in price:
In violation of section 2, Clayton ActThroughCharges and price differentials, generally (2 (a) )"Competitive adjustments"............................. 388
Cumulative annual quantity discounts or rebates.......... 388
Pooling chain store orders to earn quantity di:!counts....... 388
Retail chains and volume customers..................... 690
''Unit discounts"
388
Brokerage payments ~~d-~c·c~~t~~~~; -(2·(~)·)_::-·
Commission resident buyers ••••••••• ____ •• ____ •••• __ •• __ 207
Corporate buying offices of retail chain ••• _••••••••• _____ ._ 373
Direct buyers .••••••••••••••••• 126, 241, 286, 314, 420, 610
Knowingly inducing discrimination through collective purchasing
J- - - · · - - - - · -

agency (2 (f) >--·-·-·---·-·---------------------·-·---·
In violation of section 5, Federal Trade Commission ActThroughGeographical zones and identical delivered prices •• ____ ••.• ____

578
6:10
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Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors or their products:
Products-

AP.toManufacture or preparation •••••••• --- •• ---- __ •• ______ •• __ ••
1
Prices--------------------------------------------------·1
Qualities, properties or resulta-Functional effectiveness, etc •• __ •• __ -------- ____ ----____ 518
Doctor's design or prescription of product, misrpresenting as to. (See 'Adver79
tising, etc.; Assuming, etc.). __ •• ------ •• --·- __ •• ------ __ ------------__
Domes till product, misrepresenting as foreign. (See Advertising, etc.; Misbranding, etc.; Using misleading, etc.) •• ____________ •• _______ 49,455,461,484
Durability or permanence of product, misrepresenting as to.(See Advertising, etc.) 132
Economizing qualities of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.) 182, 188
Educational qualities of product, miE>representing as to. (See Advertising,etc.) 173, 352
Enforcing dealings or payments wrongfully:
ThroughClaim of accounts insured and prospective action by surety company
296
Refusing return of unordered goods, and making coercive and dP.ceptive claims ••• ____________ •• -------- ____ •• ______ ---- __ •• __ 296
Retaining customer's property ________________________________ ••
84
Securing contract signatures falsely and misleadingly. ______ -- •• ____
51
Shipping deceptively, without order, and coercively pressing payment
on loss or damage claims .. ____ -- _______ ; ____ •• ______ -- __ •••• __ 296
Threatening suit for delivered and unordered goods. __ • ___ ._._ •••• _. 260
Using, deceptively, collection agency stationery __ •••• _•• _•••••••• _ 296
Using fictitious collection or note agencY------------------------- 51, 84
Withholding deposit on order for refusal to accept unordered substitute goods·-·------------------------------------------------- 654
Equipment, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting
business status, etc.) •• __ ••• __ •• __ ••.• __ •••.•••• __ •• ---- ••••• _•. __ •• __
51
Estate counsellors, collection agency misrepresenting business 118. (See Assuming, etc.). ________ •. ______ •• __ •• ____ •• ____ •• __ •• __ •• __ •• __ •••••••••. 303
Failing to reveal material facts, unfairly or misleadingly. See Neglecting, etc.
Fiber content, misbranding as to. See l\1isbranding, etc.
Fictitious pricing. (See Misrepresenting prices) ________ •••••••• __________ 647
Forei!!;n, domestic product miBrepresented as. (See AdvertiBing, etc.) •• 49, 455, 484
Forwarding unordered goods and pressing payment for, wrongfully. (See
Shipping, etc.) ••••••••••.••••••• __ •••••• __ •••••• __ •• __ •••••••••••••• 296
Freight allowances, fixing uniform (See Combining, etc.)................... 169
Furnishing means and intrumentalitics of misrepresentation and deception:
ThroughSupplying false and misleadingCollection agency questionnaires, etc.------------------------ 303
"Courtesy cards" for consumers' use.------------------------ 647
Geographical price zones, using concertedly. (See Combining, etc}.......... 630
Germicidal and antiseptic properties of product, misrepresenting as to. (See
Advertising, etc.) -------------------------------------------------ISS
Government bids, identical, combining to fix and maintain prices through. (See
Combining, etc.) •• __ •••••• ____ •••••••• __ •••••••••••••• ____ •••••••••• 696
Government indorsement, claiming falsely: (See Claiming, etc.)
U. S. Bureau of l\fines. ____ ---- __ •••••••••••••• ---- __ •••••••• -----182
"Hand painted", misrepresenting product as. (See Misrepresenting directly,
etc.; Offering deceptive, etc.) ••• ---- __ •• ---- •••••• ---- •• -- __ ------.... 274
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Page
lli~tory

of:
Business, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.) _____________ 340, 352
Product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc., Misrepresenting
business status, etc.)------------------------------ 79, 441, 595, 662
Identical government bids, combining to fix and maintain prices through. (See
Combining, etc.) __ -------------------------------------------------696
Identity misrepresenting as to:
Business. (See Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.;
Misrepresenting directly, etc.)---------------------- ____ 84, 274, 423, 617
Product. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting directly, etc.) _________ · 260
Individual misrepresenting business as corporation. (See Advertising, etc.;
Misrepresenting business status, etc.) ~- ---------------- _•••• _-- --- _-- •• 441
Individual attention, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.)
Indorsement or approval, claiming falsely, by:
(See Claiming, etc.) ---------------------------- •• ---------------- 595
Board of Education •• -------- •••• ------------ •• __ ---- ____ ---- ••
173
Boy Scouts of America. ____ ------------------- ____________ ------ 201
City officials -- •• ------------ •• -----· ------ ____ •• ______ •. __ ••
325
Doctors -------------------------------------------------:... 260
Major oil companies ----------------------------------------43
State agencies.---- ______ -------------------- ______________ ---173
Well-known organization. ______________ -- __ -- ______________ .___
116
Invoices of sales, filing with trade association in monopoly conspiracy. (See
Combining, etc.) •• ------------ __ ..,.-- ____ -- __ -------------- __ -------630
Irregulars, packaging deceptively. (See Advertising, etc.; Misbranding, etc.).
291
Limiting production concertedly. (See Combining, etc.)------------------- 570
Lottery schemes in mechandising, using.See Using lottery schemes in merchandising.
"Lucky draw" sales scheme, using .. __ •• ______________________________ --84
M~~ufacture or preparation of product, misrepresenting as to. (See AdverISmg, etc.) .•• ______ • ____ • _•• _. _____ • _____ • _______ • _________ • ____ • • • 1, 595
Manufacturer, dealer misrepresenting self as. (See Advertising, etc.; Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.)------------------132, 320, 640
Medicinal, healthful, therapeutic properties of product, misrepresenting as to.
See Advertising, etc.; Misbranding, etc.
Misbranding or mislabeling:
As toComposition of product •••••• ______ •• __ ---- •••• __ •• ---- __ •••. 369, 461
Gold content .• -------- •• __ •• ___ •• _________________________
61
Wool Products Labeling Act. __________ •• ____________ 269,333,476
Domestic product being imported .• ------------------------- 461
Indorsement or approvalBoy Scouts of America.. __ -- •••• -- ____ •• ____ ••• :.. __ •• ______ •• 201
Major oil companies ••.•••• __ ---- ______________________ ---43
Nature of product.-- •• -------------- __ -- •• _________________ • 369, 512
Prices-------------------------------------------------------- 647
Qualities, properties or results of productAuxiliary, improving, etc·---------------------------------43
Preserving •• ·--------------------------------------------- 512
Preventive----------------------------------------------- 512
Renewing------------------------------------------------ 512
QualitySeconds, rejects or irregulars __ -- •• ___ • __ • ___ ••.• ___ ••••••• __ 291
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Misbranding or mislabeling:
As toPage
Source or origin of productPlaceForeign in generaL.................................... 461
Wool products_ ••••••••••••••••••••••• __ -- ____ ••• 269, 333, 476
Misrepresenting business status, advantages or connections:
'
As toBusiness being bonded. ____ •••••• -- •• ------ __ •• -- __ -- •• -- •• --.. 320
Connections and arrangements with others.-----·----------------84
Collection agencies •••••• __ -- __ ---- ____ ------------ •• ------ 296
Well-known organization •• __ •• __ ---- •••• __ •• ________ 116, 260, 423
Correspondence school being·
College ------------ __ ------ __ •• ------ __ ----------.------51
University •• ------ •• -------------- •••• ------------------.. 173
Dealer beingManufacturer.-------------------------------------132, 320, 640
Trapper ••• ----------------------------------------------- 640
Fictitious collection agency •••••• ----_ •••••••••••• -- __ ••••••••••
51
History of business •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 340, 352
Identity of business--------------------------------- 84, 274, 423, 617
Individual being corporation. __ ---- __ •• __ •••••••• ------......... 441
Individual or private business as professional person or association...
84
Location of business ••• -- •••• -- •• ------ •••• --------------...... 274
Nature of business------------------------------ 84, 303, 484, 617,640
Nonprofit character._ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 352, 617
Organization and equipment------------·-----------------···- 51, 617
Personnel and staffFaculty •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••• 173
Plant and equipmentEducationaL ••••• __ -- •••••• __ -- •• -- •••••••••••••••••••• 51, 173
Qualifications •• __ •••• __ ---- __ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 79, 340, 518
Registration of business........................................ 318
Retailer being wholesaler....................................... 640
Size and importance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 340, 352
StockBankrupt and close-out sales •• •••• •• • • •• •• •• •• • • •• •• •• •• • • •• 662
Success or standing·-----------------------------------···-- 84, 173
Tailor being cloth manufacturer also............................. 484
Time in business------------------------------------·-····---- 340
Misrepresenting directly or orally by self or representatives: (See also Advertising etc.; and in general, Unfair methods, etc.)
As toBusiness status, advantages or connectionsConnections and arrangements with others...................
84
Well-known business •••••• ---- ·--- __ •••• ____ •••• __ •• •• 260
IdentitY-------·-------------------------·---··---- 84, 274, 617
Individual or private business as professional person or association
84
Location of business •• ______ •• --------- ____ •• __ --·--·...... 274
Nature of business •••• __ •• ____ •• ---- •••• ______ ••••• __ 84, 303, 617
Nonprofitcharacter........................................ 617
Organization and operation •.••••••••••••••• __ •••••••••••••• 617
Success or standing-- ••••• _•••••••••••••••••• _.............
84.
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Misrepresenting directly or orally by self or representatives-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Comparative merits of product_ •••.•••.••.•.••.••••••• --........
Comparative prices .••• ---- •••• --..............................
Composition of product •• -------------- .••••••••• ------........
Identity of product •••••••••• ---- •••• ---------- •••• ----------..
Indorsement or approval-

Page

260
260
260
260

Doctors ------------------------------------------------- 260
"Lucky draw"----------------------------------------------··
84
Manufacture or preparation"Hand painted" ••••• ------------------ ••.• -- •• ------------ 274
Nature of product •• -~-------------- ••••••.••.••.• --·----- •••• 84, 274
Nonstandard character of product_ .••••••....••••••• _._. __ ••••••
84
Old and used product being new------ .••. __ .•••••.•.• -----·.... 260
Prices •••• __ .•.• __ .•.•.••• ------ ••••••••••••••••••.•.••• 84, 260, 274
Qualities, properties or resultsCurrency and style---------------------------------------- 260
Practicality and standardization ••••• ----.................... 260
Quality of product. •.•.• -- •• ~- .• ------ •••••••••• ------........ 260
Sample, offer or order conformance.------·-----~------ 84, 260, 274, 654
Special or limited offers ...•.••••••••••••••••. ~------·------ 51, 84, 303
Success or use of product. .• ---- •••• -------- •• ---- •••• --------.. 260
Terms and conditions. __ .•.••••••• ---- •••••. -- .• -------- ______ 84, 303
Patriotic and non-commercial objectives •• -- ______ ._-- ____ •••• 617
Special advertising campaign. ___ • __ •• --_. ____ •••• -- ____ •••• 260
Misrepresenting prices:
As toExaggerated, fictitious being regular •• ---- •• -- •• -- •••••••• ------ 84, 647
List being regular ••••••••••• -------- •• ---- •••• -- •••• --------.. 647
Nature as special introductory-------------------------------·-- 274
Retail being wholesale.-- •••• -------------- •••• --.............. 647
Usual being special reduced ••••• ----------------- 51, 132, 260, 274, 340
Nature of:
Business, misrepresenting as to. (See Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting
business status, etc.; Misrepresenting directly, etc.) •••••••••••• 84, 484, 640
Product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Assuming, etc.;
Misrepresenting directly, etc.; Using misleading, etc.)...............
48,
84, 213, 274, 320, 369, 441, 492, 512, 595, 645
Neglecting, unfairly or deceptively, to make material disclosure:
As toComposition of productIn violation of Wool Products Labeling Act ••••••••••••• 269,333,476
Rayon content .••• --------·------------·------------··---· 476
New appearing product being old or used......................... 662
Non-standard character of product. •• ____ •••••••• __ •••••• __ •••• 84, 274
Quality of productSeconds, rejects or irregulars •••••• ------ •••• __ •••••••••••••• 291
Safety of product •••••••• 36, 218, 327, 448, 466, 492, 595, 645, 668, 678
\Varningadequacy •• ----------------------·--·------·---·-· 327
Scientific and relevant facts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ---- 678
Source or origin of productIn violation of Wool Products Labeling Act ••••••••••••• 269, 333, 476
65078G-47-66
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Page

Neglecting, unfairly or deceptively, to make material disclosure-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Terms and conditio!lB------------------------------------ -----New, old or used product misrepresented as. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting directly, etc.; Neglecting, etc.)-------------------------- 260,
N.R.A. "Trade Customs" differentials and practices, continuing and expanding. (See Combining, etc.)__________________________________________
Nutritive properties of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.)
Obliterating wool products' identifying labels. (See Concealing or obliterating,

617
662
696
21

etc.) -------------------------------------------------------------- 333
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase or deal:
(See also, Unfair methods, etc.)
ThroughCollusive and fictitious bidding ________ --_. _____ . ____ ._______ 427
Representing or offering, falsely or misleadinglyFree product, price of which included in charge otherwise
demanded ___ •. _____ • ________________ 318, 320, 322, 325, 340
Guarantees ____ • _______ • ______ - __ - _. __ . _____ • _________ • 340
556
"Forever" ______ -- ____ ------------__________________
"Life"·-------------------------------------------- 547
"Lifetime"---- __ ---- __ ---- •• -- __ ------------ __ ------ 538
"100 Year Guarantee" ••••• -------- •• -- •••• __________ 563
History of productBankrupt or close-out sales.------------------------·- 662
Jobs and employment---------------------------------- 352
Opportunities in product or service __ ---- __ -- _____________ • 325
Refunds-----------------------------------------------·
194
Sales for noncommercial or patriotic objectives •••• ---------- 617
Sample, offer or order conformance ••.•••••• 84,260, 274, 352,654
Special or limited offers.----------------------- 84, 132, 303, 340
On pretext of prospect's special standing._ ••• _•••• __ ._.
51
Special savings and discounts"Courtesy cards"---- __ ---- •• -- __ ._-- __ ------ __ ------ 647
Terms and conditiollB _____________________________ 303, 320, 617
Dealer assistance ______ •• ________ -- __ .: __ ------ __ ---- 325
Free goods •• ____________________________________ --__ 325
Lice!lBe fees. __ ---- •• __ ------ •• ------------------....
"Lucky draw" ___________ -- __ • ------ __ •• ---- __ ---Payment of shipping charges •• ___ • __ •• _. __ •••••• __ •• -Repair or replacement guarantees_ • _•••• _•••••• __ ••• _.
Retur!lB and reimbursements------------------------Special advertising campaign •• _•• _. __ ••• __ ._ •• _••• --..
Special introductory offer_-- ______ -- •• ____ ---- •• __ ••••
Undertakings •••• -- ____ ------------ ____ --------.. ••
Oil companies, misrepresenting approval by. (See Advertising, etc.; Claiming
indorsements, etc.; Misbranding, etc.) _____________ ------------------Old, used or second-hand product misrepresented a.s new. (See Advertising,
etc.; Misrepresenting directly, etc.; Neglecting, etc.) .••• ------·------ 260,
Organization and equipment, misrepresenting. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.). ____ •• ___ ••••• ____ •• __ •••••• __ ••••••
Patriotic objectives, misrepresenting a.s to. (See 1\fisrepre~enting directly, etc.,
Offering, ete.) ••••••••• __ •••• ____ •• ______ •• __ •• ______ •••••• -- •• •• ••••

325
84
325
260
260
260
274
352
43
662
51
617
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Pen business, collection agency misrepresenting as (See Advertising, etc.;
Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.)-------------------303
Personnel or staff, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepre173
senting business status, etc.)------------------------------------------Plant and equipment, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.)-------------·-------------------------173
Pooling chain store orders to earn quantity discounts. (See Discriminating
in price>------------------------------------------------------------ 388
Preventive or protective qualities of product, misrepresenting as to. (See
Advertising, etc.) .. _•. -------------------------------------------- 139, 188
Price differentials, combining to fix prices by use of. (See Combining, etc.)__
696
Price, expert opinion testimony on price coincidence. ____ •• ____ ...•• ____ .___
696
Price filing, combining to fix prices through. (See Combining, etc.)_________
696
Prices:
696
Base, combining to fix prices through use of. (See Combining, etc.)____
Misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting prices). __ 51, 260
Zone, combining to fix prices through use of. (See Combining, etc.)_____
696
Productive properties of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising,
188
etc.) ---- __________ -- .. -- .. -------- _·_ ------ ______ -- __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Property of customer, retaining wrongfully, (See Enforcing dealings, etc.)_._
84
Qualifications of seller, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Assum79
ing, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.) ___________ ._____________
Qualities, properties or results of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising, etc.; Misbranding, etc.
Quality:
630
Fixing uniform standards of, concertedly. (See Combining, etc.)_______
132
Of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.)_____________
Quantity discounts, discriminating in price through. (See Discriminating in
price.) __ . ___________ • _____ • __ ... -- •• - ••••• ___ •.• ___ ••• ___ •• __ .• _. 388, 690
Quotas, fixing, in concert. (See Combining, etc.)_________________________
630
Refunds, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Offering, etc.)_______
194
Refusing corrections, etc. (See Delaying, etc.) ... ______ •. __ . _____ .. __ .••.
654
Rejects, packaging deceptively. (See Advertising, etc.; Misbranding, etc.)...
291
Removing identifying labels from wool products. (See Concealing or obliterating, etc.) • ____ •• ------------------------ __ ---- ________ ---- __ __
333
79
Renewing qualities of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.).
Repair or replacement guarantees, mil>representing as to. (See Offering
deceptive, etc.)------ ___ -----------------------------------------260
Resale prices, fixing and maintaining concertedly. (See Combining, etc.) •• 226, 630
Retail chains, discriminating in prices to. (See Discriminating in price.)____
690
Return and reimbursements, misrepresenting as to. (See Offering deceptive,
etc.) _ ________ ______________ ____________________ __________ __________ 260
Return of goods, refusing. (See Enforcing, etc.>-------------------------296
Safety of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Neglecting,
etc.) ________________________ 36, 49, 218, 327, 448, 466, 492, 595, 645, 668, 678
Sample conformance, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; l\tisrepreS ~nt.ing directly, etc.; Offering deceptive, etc.) ____________ 84, 260, 352, 274, 654
Clent1fic or relevant facts, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.) •• __
1,
116, 139, 246, 323, 325, 399, 518
Seco?d-hand or used product misrepresented as new. (See Advertising, etc.;
S MISrepresenting directly, etc.; Neglecting, etc -------------------·--- 260,662
econds, packaging deceptively. (See Ad\-ertising, etc.; Misbranding, etc.)..
291
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(See Misbranding, etc.).------------ __ ---- ____ -- ______________________________ ---291
Secret formula, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.)-------------441
Securing order or contract signatures wrongfully:
ThroughAllowing insufficient time on pretext of special and limited offer •• ___
51
Demonstrating products seller unable to duplicate _______ ._________
654
Shipping or delivering for payment demand, goods in excess of or without order 260, 296
260
Shipping or delivering goods inferior to or other than ordered_______________
630
Size, fixing uniform standards of, concertedly. (See Combining, etc.)_______
Source or origin of product, misrepresenting as to.· See Advertising, etc.;
Assuming, etc.; Misbranding, etc.
Special advertising campaign, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.;
Offering deceptive, etc.) ________________ .•.... __ .•...•.•.....•••••••••
260
Special or limited otTers, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting directly, etc.; Offering deceptive, etc.>--------------------- 51, 132
State agencies, claiming approval by, falsely. (See Advertising, etc.; Claiming
173
indorsement, etc.) ___ .•...• __ •....•.•.• ____ ...• __________ •••••• __ ••••
Submitting collusive and fictitious bids or price quotations. (See Bidding, etc.)
427
Success or standing of:
Business, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; l\lisrepresenting
business status, etc.)---------------------------- __ -------------- 84, 173
Product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Misrepresenting
directly, etc.)----------------------------------------- 49, 173, 518, 505
Surety company, claiming prospective action by, deceptively. (See Enforcing, etc.) 206
Tailors misrepresenting as cloth manufacturers. (See Advertising, etc.; As484
suming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.) ••••.•••••••• _____ •...
Terms and conditions, mitirepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.; Mi'lrepresenting directly, etc.; Offering deceptive, etc.) ______ 84,260,274,320,325,352
Tests, Bureau of Standards and other, relative weight of.__________________
43
"Trade·customs" differentials and practices, N .R.A., continuing and expanding.
(See Combining, etc.) -------- ______ •• ____ ---- ____ •• -- ____ ---- __ ---- __ 696
Trade or product name, using misleading. See Using misleading, etc.
Trapper, dealer milirepresenting self as. (See Advertising, etc.; Assuming, etc.;
Misrepresenting business status, etc.) •• _ ------------- --- • --- ----610
Trust company, collection agency misrepresenting business a.~. (See Assuming, etc.) 303
352
Undertakings in general, misrepresenting as to. (See Offering, etc.)_________
Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts a.nd practices condemned in this volume. SeeAdvertising falsely or misleadingly.
Aiding, assisting or abetting unfair or unlawful act or pr:l.Ctice.
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name.
Bidding collusively or fictitiously.
Claiming or using indorsements or testimonials falsely or misleadingly.
Seconds, rejects or irregulars, misrepresenting as to quality.

•

Coercing and intimidating.
Combining or conspiring.
Concealing or obliterating legally required marking.
Cutting off competitors' access to customers or market.
Cutting off competitors' supplies.
Delaying or withholding corrections, adjustments or returns, improperly.
Discriminating in price.
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Unfair method of competition and unfair or deceptive acts and practices condemned in this volume. See-Continued.
Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors or their products.
Enforcing dealings or payments wrongfully.
Furnishing means and instrumentalities of misrepresentation and deception.
Misbranding or mislabeling.
Misrepresenting business status, advantages or connections.

Page

Misrepresenting directly or orally by self or representatives.
Misrepresenting prices.
Neglecting, unfairly or deceptively, to make material disclosure.
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase.
Securin2: order or contract signatures wrongfully.
Shipping or delivering for payment demand, goods in excess of or without
order.
Shipping or delivering goods inferior to or other than ordered.
Using contest schemes unfairly or deceptively.
Using lottery schemes in merchandising.
Using misleading product name or title.
Unique nature of product, misrepresenting as to. (See Advertising, etc.)..... 441
"Unit discounts", discriminating in price through. (See Discriminating in price) 388
University, correspondence school misrepresented as. (See Advertising, etc.;
Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.) ______ ------ __ ------ 173
Using contest schemes unfairly or deceptively:
Through"Lucky draw"---- •• ____________________________________ ••••••
84
Using lottery schemes in merchandising, ______________ 35, 65, 109, 253, 318, 322
Usin~t misleading product name or title:
As toComposition of product •••••••.••.••••.•••••.•••• 369, 461, 476, 662
Domestic product being imported •••••.• _••.• __ •• _.............. 455
Guarantees of product or service- __ •••• ____ •••••••• __ •••••••• ______ ••
"Forever" --·----------·-----···-·-··-···-·-············· 556
"100 years"···-··-···-··-···-·--···--·····-------·----·-· 563
"Lifetime" - •• - ••••• -.- •••••••••• _. _•••• __ • _•• ___ • ___ •• 538, 54 7
Indorsement or approvalBoy Scouts of America •• -- •••••••••••••••• __ ••••••••••••••• 201
Nature of product..--.......................... 213, 369, 492, 512
QualitiesCleansing·-·····--------·---··---------·---------:....... 213
Economizing •••• -- •••••• -- •••••• -- •••••• -- •• •• •• •• •• •• •••
182
1\fedicinal •••••••• ---- •• ---- •••• -· •• -- •••••• ---- •••• __ •• •• 492
Source or origin of product1\laker ---·-········--····-·-····-·-·--·····-·····------- 423
PlaceDomestic product being imported .••• ________________ ••• 455
Foreign in generaL.·---------------------------------- 461
Warning, adequacy of, in cases of material nondisclosure___________________ 327
Wholesaler, retailer misrepresenting self as. (See Advertising, etc.; Assuming,
etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.) •••• _•• __ ••• _••• _•• _•• ___ •• __ 640
Wool Products Labeling Act, misbranding in violation of. (See Misbranding,
etc., Neglecting, etc.)------------·--··---·····-···········--- 269, 333, 476
Zone prices, combining to fix prices through use of. (See Combining, etc.).... 696
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STIPL:L \ TIONS 1
Advertising falsely or misleadingly:
~~

~

Abriclged product being complete __ -- __________ -·-- ________ 816 (4083)
Advertising acceptanceMedical a.sdociation .• ------ __ -------- __ ------ __ ------ __ __ __
743
Agents' earnings----------------------------- 811 (4075), 831 (03266)
Ailments and symptoms, generallY------------------------------- 747,
755 (3972), 761, 772, 801 (4061), 806 (4066)
Business status, advantages or connectionsBusiness being corporation or incorporated .• 753 (3067), 799 (4056)
CertificationGovernment agencyNational Poultry Improvement Plan •. _______________ 805
ConnectionsNational Poultry Improvement Plan _____________ 747, 764 (3987)
"R. 0. P."------------------------------------------805
Dealer being--:"Farms" ---------------------------------- _. ---- 764. (3987)
Laboratory __ •• -------- __________ ---- •• _____ 760, 792 (4045)
Manufacturer __ -------- __ ---- __ ----------------.751 (3964),
761,767, (3994), 768 (3995), 773 (4003), 774 (4004), 776 (4011),
786 (4031) 1 788 (4035) 1 799 (4056) 1 807, 813 (4077)
Exclusive rights in product.---------------------------783 (4026)
Experience __ ------------------ •• ------------_ ••• ___ •• 757 (3977)
Government approval"R. 0. P.".-------------------------------·---------- 805
Uistory of business- •• --------.----~.-.-_ •• 757 (3977), 762 (3984)
History of seller-------- •••••• -·-· •••• -· •• -- ____ •• ____ 767 (3993)
Nature of business •• -- •••••••• -·-· •••• -- •• -~-·-- •• __ • 757 (3977)
Plant or business-----·--------·······-······---····-· 811 (4075)
Private business being cooperative .•• ----·-··-·--·----·····-·
747
Qualifications-···················---·····-··········· 806 (4066)
Reputation -·······-··········--···········-------------- 761
Scope-----------·-·-·-·-·-··------·-·-··----········ 757 (3977)
Success, use or standing of product ••••••••••.• 806 (40flG), 811 (4075)
Unique nature---------·--················· 757 (3977), 858 (3977)
Capacity ·······-···-·················--· ••••••••••• 821 (03243)
1rubes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 829 (03262, 03263),
832 (03268) 1 835 (03278) 1 840; (03290) o
Comparative merits of product •••••••••• _._ •••••••••• _••••••• __ • 749,
759, 761, 780 (4020), 787, 792 (4045), 796 (4051), 805, 811
(4073,) 813 (4076, 4078), 815 (4080), 840 (03292).
By depictions.........................................
759
Comparative prices .••••••••••••••••••••••••• _••••••••••• • 829 (03261)
Competitive and _other products •• -·-· •••. 743, 747, 815 (4080), 825 (03252)
I Pase referencee to stipulation• of the Radio and Periodical Division are indicated by italicized
page referencee. Such stipulation• aro alao distin11uished by fi11uro "0" precedins the eerial number of
~e stipulation,
"03243", etc.

e.,.,

I
1
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Advertising falsely or misleading-Continued.
As to-Continued.

Page

Composition _------------------------------------------------ 751
(3964)' 762 (3983)' 764 (3988)' 765 (3989)' 767 (3994)' 768
(3995), 772, 774 (4006), 775 (4008, 4009), 776 (4010), 777 (4014),
781 (4021, 4022), 782 (4023), 785 (4030), 786 (4033), 788 (4035),
790 (4040), 791 (4041), 800 (4058), 801 (4060), 811 (4075),
814, 819 (4090), 831 (03266), 839 (03288).
"Camel's hair" __ ---------------------------- .. 778, 839 (03289)
"Diamond" __ -------------------------- ·-·· --------- 819 (4099)
Fiber content ____ ---------------------------------- •. 777 (4015)
Camel's hair---- __ ---------------------- ______ •• 829 (03261)
"Chiffon" ------------------------------------ ___ 756 (3975)
"Silk"------------------------------------------ 791 (4043)
"Genuine leather"------------------------------------ 775 (4007)
"Gold", etC--------------------745 (3755), 791 (4042), 819 (4099)
"Gold plated"------------------------------------ •.•• 783 (4025)
"Linen" __ ------------------------------ •• ---- •••• __ 774 (4005)
Minerals __ ------------------------------------------ 801 (4061)
"Nylon" __ -------------------------------------- ____ 798 (4053)
"Shantung" ----------------------------------------- 774 (4005)
"Silkso" ______ ---- •• ------ ·--- -------------- -·-- ---- 774 (4004)
"Solid gold"._--.- •• ---------------------.-- •• -- ••• _. 808 (4069)
Vitamin -------------------------------------- 825 (03252), 841
Condition of product..---------------------------------·-- 777 (4015)
Contests • ---------------------------------------------- ____ ••
747
Dealer being manufacturer------------------------ •• __ •• ___ 754 (3969)
Direct manufacturer to consumer selling •••••••• ------ •••• ---- 792 (4045)
Doctor's prescription •• -------------------_---_-- ________ 822 (03246)
Domestic product being imported-- 757 (3976), 793, 806 (4065), 809 (4071)
By depictions and symbols------------------------ 757 (3976), 793
Durability or permanence."-----------------------------·- 817 (4085)
Foreign product being made in "U.S. A."-------------------- 753 (3965)
Free goods or servicePrice included in charge or service otherwise demanded •• ____ •• __ 745
(3755), 757 (3977), 765 (3900), 777 (4013), 801 (4061), 810, 815
(4081), 819 (4099), 821 (02101, 02545), 836 (03279, 03280), 841
GovernmentSource ---------------------------------------------- 771 (3999)
Government approval"R. 0. P." for poultrY-------·----------------------------- 805
U.S. "R. 0. P." poultry improvement plan___________________
747
Government sponsorship.------.--------------------- ______ 754 (3970)
Government standards compliance"R. 0. P."----------------------------------------------805
Guarantees ______ ---------------------------------- •• __ __ __ __
757
(3977), 758 (3978), 773 (4003), 799 (4056), 805, 810, 811 (4075),
819 (4099), 836 (03281).
History of product or offering ••• -------------------·-·- 747, 764 (3988)
lndorsemt>nt or approval of product •• ---------- •• ------ ____ •• ____
814
Doctors --·----------------- 792 (4045), 817 (4087), 826 (03253)
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Advertising falsely or misleading-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Page
French chefs, etc •• ---------- __ ------------------ __ ---- 763 (3986)
Hay fever associations·-------------------------------- 767 (3993)
Medical association •• -- __ •• ------------ ____ ---- ________ ---- 743
Medical magazines •• ------------------------ ______ ---- 767 (3993)
"R. 0. P." government poultry improvement plan_____________ 747
U.S. Department of Agriculture------------------------ 754 (3970)
Introductory advertising offer·----------------------------- 815 (4081)
Irregulars or seconds being first quality _____ -- •• ______________ 751 (3964)
Jobs and employment.------------ __ ------------ __________ 770 (3998)
Limited or special offers •• ---- •• ------------------ •• ---- ____ 751 (3964)
Manufacture or preparation of product .• ___ •• __ ----______________ 762
(3983)' 768 (3995)' 836 (03279)
"Custom built". __ ------------------------ ________ ---- 756 (3973)
"Engraved" ••• __ ---- •• ---- __ .)_ ---------------- ______ 798 (4052)
"Full-fashioned" _---------------------------- •••• ·--- 751 (3964)
"Hand-forged" • ______ •• -- __ ---- •• __ •• ________ •• __ __ __ __ __ 807
"Hand-made" •• ---------------------- __ ---- __ ••.• -------- 807
Innerspring •• -------------------------------------- __ 756 (3973)
"Scientific".-- __ ---------------------- __ ---------- __ 839 (03288)
"Scientifically" ------------------------------------ __ 756 (3973)
~ature of product--------------------------------------------- 744,
750 (3959, 3961), 751 (3963), 754 (3969), 762 (3983), 773 (4002),
774 (4006), 775 (4008, 4009), 776 (4010), 777 (4014), 781 (4021,
4022), 782 (4023), 784 (4027), 785 (4030), 786 (4033), 788 (4035),
790 (4040), 791 (4041), 811 (4075), 819•(4090), 831 (03266), 837
(03284)' 839 (03288).
Old, used or secondhand product being new.-------------- __ ----__ 777
(4015), 782 (4024), 799 (4056).
Patents -----·----------~-------------------------------- 783 (4026)
Prices • ____ ------------------------------------ •• ---- ______ -- 777
(4015), 799 (4055), 811 (4075), 821 (03243), 836 (03279)
Prominent finns being purchasers •• ------------------------- 813 (4077)
Qualities, properties or results of productAnti-freeze -- •••••••• ---- --·- •• -------.------------ •• 796 (4051)
Antiseptic or germicidaL.--------------. ____ -- __ ---- •• __ •• 745
(3734)' 746, 754 (3970)' 827 (03256).
Auxiliary, improving and supplementarY----------------·---· 794
(4047), 796 (4051), 800 (4058), 813 (4076)
Cleansing •••••••• -- •••••••••• -- •••••••• -- •• -- •••••• -- •• 743, 749
Colorfast •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ -- •• ____ •• 810
Conserving ·····-··-------------------------·------------ 759
Cosmetic, toilet and beautifying·---------------------------- 743,
764 (3988), 801 (4061), 82~ (03250), 825 (03251), 826
(03254), 827 (03257), 832 (03270), 833 (03271, 03273), 838
(03287). 859 (03288).
Hair ········---------------------------------- 830 (03264)
Skin ···-·······--------------·-------------·-- 830 (03264)
Depilator,y ·-·------------------------------·-------- 764 (3988)
Durability or permanence----------·---------------·-----·· 750
(3961), 762 (3983), 766, 768 (3995), 771 (4000), 780 (4020), 794
(4047), 796 (4051), 804 (4063), 836 (03281), 8~ (03291).
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Advertising falsely qr misleading-Continued,
As to Qualities, etc.-Continued.

Page

Dustproof ············--------~--~----·------------- 796 (4051)
Economizing or saving ••• ---------------------------------787
Functional effectiveness, operation and scope _______________ .__ 746,
754 (3970), 787,796 (4051), 811 (4073), 836 (03281), 840 (03291).
In~erticidal------------------------------ 754 (3970), 822 (032!4)
1\ledicinal, therapeutic, remedial and healthfuL _______________ 743,
746,753 (3966), 754 (3970), 759, 761, 763 (3985), 767 (3993),
772, 780 (4019), 792 (4045), 801 (4061), 806 (4066), 811
(4074), 813 (4078), 817 (4086), 822, 823, 825 (03252), 826
(03253), 827 (03256), 829 (03260), 830, 831 (032G6), 832
(03269, 03270)' 833 (03271), 834' 838 (03285)' 839 (03288),
841.
Animals ____ ---- •• ------------ __________________ 827 (03256)
Cows ------·-···----·----····-··-·------·------ 824 (03249)
Mildew-proofing •• -------- •• -------- T _ _ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 766
Noncombustible • _. __ --.- _- __ • _. ___ •• ____ • ____ -~ _____ 770 (3997)
~onstaining -------------------·---------------------835 (03276)
Nutritive ------------------ --·- -------- ______ ---· -· ____ 823, 841
Penetrating •• -· ---------------------- -· ____________ •• __ 743, 746
Preserving -------------- -· ------ •• ------ ____________ 796 (4051)
Preventive or protective •.•• ---------·_.____________________ 743,
745, (3734), 746,759,763 (3985), 766,767 (39()3), 771 (4000).
772, 792 (4045), 801 (4061), 806 (40G6), 813 (4078), 822
(03246), 823 (03248), 824 (03250), 825 (03251), 826 (03254),
827 (03257), 832 (03269, 03270,) 833 (03271, 03273), 834
(03274), 838 (03285, 03287), 841.
"Armored"-------------------------------------- 783 (4025)
ProductivitY----------------------------- 822 (032-!4), 824 (03249)
Reducing •. -------------------------, 755 (3972), 825 (03252), 841
Rejuvenating ••• -----------------------824 (03250), 832 (03270)
Renewing or restoring •• -------- •. __ -- ______ .• ____ ___ 824 (03250),
825 (03251), 826 (03254), 827 (03257), 832 (03270), 833 (03271,
03273), 838 (03287), 839 (03288).
RodcnticidaL. •••••••• ---- ••••••••• _•• ..893 (03272), 837 (03283)
Stimulating •• __ -- •••• -------------·---- ____ •• __ •• ____
746
"Sting-proof'' ------------ •• ----- ••• --- _____ • _______ • 779 (4017)
Strength o.'r roncentration-------------·---------------· 811 (4073)
Supplementary foods •• ------------ ____________ • . 831 (032G6), 841
Waterproof 01 waterproofing_______________________________
7G6,
771 (4000), 779 (4017), 794 (4047), 796 (4051), 801 (4059), 804
(4063), 838 (03281).
Wrinkle-proof •. ------------------------------------------- 793
Quality of product. ••• _------------------------- _______ .______ 747,
751 (3964), 762 (3983), 811 (4075), 819 (4099)
Quantity of product.--------------------- 798 (4052), 810, 836 (03279)
Refunds •• ------------------------------------ 751 (39G4), 770 (3998)
Replicas or reproductions .• ------.------------- •• -- __ -- ••• 819 t4099)
Results ----··----···· •••. ----------·----------·-------- 835 (03276)
"R. 0. P." product •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ---·.............. 805
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Advertising falsely or misleading-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Page
Safety of product--------------------------------------------- 743,
749, 764 (3988), 779 (4017), 792 (4045), 800 (4058), 817 (4087),
8£7 (03256), 833 (03272).
Sample, offer or order conformance ••••••••••••••• 751 (3964), 765 (3991)
Savings ••••••• -'--------------------- 745 (3755), 811 (4075), 8£9 (03261)
Scientific or relevant facts •• __ •. __ •.•••.•••.•..••• ____ •• ____ •••. 743,
747, 751 (3962), 754 (3970), 755, (3972), 759, 761, 772, 801 (4061)
806 (4066), 817 (4085, 4086), 818, 823 (03248), 824 (03250), 825
(03251), 826 (03254), 838 (03285, 03287).
Size ---------------------------------------------------- 783 (4025)
Source or originI>octors -------------------------------------------- 826 (03253)
I>octor's prescription •••••••••••.•••• __ •• __ -- ______ --- 8£2 (03246)
Foreign as domestic"Made in USA" •• ------------ •• -------- •• ---- •• -- 794 (4027)
Foreign in generaL------------·-----··----------- 793, 809 (4071)
By depictions.·--- •••• ---- •• -- •• -------- •• ---- •• __ •••• 793
Government-·---------------·-··-------------------- 771 (3999)
Pedigreed stock------------------------------------------- 747
PlaceForeign in generaL •••••••••••••••• -- •• -- ••••••••• 806 (4065)
By depictions and symbols-------------------- 757 (3976)
"U. S. A."-------------------------------------- 753 (3965)
''R. 0. P." ------------·---------------------------------- 805
U.S.
764 (3987)
Special, limited or introductory offers •• __ ._ ••••• _. _______ •••• 757 (3977)
Wartime conditions, manpower shortage, etC------------ 751 (3964)
Success, use or standing of product. •••••••• 746, 813 (4077), 819 (4099).
Beauty salons ••• ------------------------------------ 840 (03292)
Surveys, interviews, etc •. __ •••• -- •• ____ •• -- •••••• ---- __ -- 840 (03292)
Terms and conditions •••••• __ •••• ______ •• ________ •• __ •• __ •• 770 (3998)
Teste •• ---- •••••••••••••••• __ ---- •••• ·- ------ •••••• -- __ •••• -- 751
(3962), 815 (4080), 817 (4085), 8£4 (03250), 8£5 (03251), 826
(03254), 827 (03257), 832 (03270), 833 (03271, 03273), 838
(03287):
Qualified bureau ••••••••••• ------ __ ------ •• ---- __ ------.... 814
U.S. R. 0. P. poultry blood tests.---------------------- 764 (3987)
Title of product •••••••••••••••••••• ____ •••• __ ---- ____ ---- 816 (4083)
Trade-in allowances •••••••• ____ •••• ______ •••••••••• ____ •• 821 (03243)
Unique nature of product ••••••• __ •••••••••••••••• -• __ •• __ •• ---- 743,
746, 749, 751 (3964), 796 (4051), 813 (4078), 827 (03256)
Value of product--····-··-·-------------------------- 745 (3755), 841
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name:
As toBusiness being corporation or incorporated. ____ •• __ 753 (3967), 799 (4056)
I>ealer being"Farms" ---··---------------·----------------------- 764 (3987)
Laboratory •••••••••••••••• ---------------------- 760, 792 (4045)
~lanufacturer.............................................
751
(3964), 754 (3969), 767 (3994), 773 (4003), 776 (4011), 813 (4077)

R. 0. P·---------------------------------·------
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Claiming or using indorsements or testimonials falsely or misleadingly:
As to or fromPage
Doctors.---------------------------792 (4045), 817 (4087), 8$8 (03253)
French chefs, etc.------------.--------------- ____________ 763 (3986)
Hay fever associations.----~--------------- ________________ 767 (3993)
Medical association •• ---------------------------- ____________ -- 743
Medical magazines .. ---------------------- ____________ •• __ 767 (3993)
Qualified testing bureau-- -- - ••• -- •• - - -. -- . _• ____________ • __ • ___ 814
"R. 0. P." government poultry improvement plan •• _______________ 747
U.S. Department of Agriculture---------------------------- 754 (3970)
Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors or their products:
ProductsQualities or properties
Functional effectiveness-----------.--. __________________ • __ 743
Nutritive • _.------------. -----------.-. __ • _________ 825 (03252)
Safety ___ -------------------------------------.-------- 743, 747, 759
Furnishing means and instrumentalities of misrepresentation and deception:
ThroughSupplying deceptive news items, etc·--------------------·-· 783 (4025)
Misbranding or mislabeling:
As toComposition of product-------------- 767 (3994), 801 (4060), 819 (4090)
"Camel's hair" •••• ------------------------ .••••• 778, 839 (03289)
Fibercontent.---------------------------------------- 777 (4015)
"Chiffon"---------------------------------------- 756 (3975)
"Gold", etc .•• ----------------------------- 745 (3755), 791 (4042)
"Silkso" •••• ------------------------ ____ ---- ________ 774 (4004)
"Solid gold" __ •••• -------------- •••• -- ________________ 808 (4069)
Doctors' prescriptions •• ------------------______________________ 743
Domestic product being imported.-------- ________ 757 (3976), 809 (4071)
By depictions and symbols----------------------------- 757 (3976)
Foreign product being made in "U.S. A."------------------- 753 (3965)
Government source----------------------- __________ -'- ____ 771 (3999)
Qualities or properties of productAntiseptic or germicidaL___________________________________ 746
\Vaterproofing •••• ------------------------------------ 771 (4000)
Nature of product.------------------------------ __ -- ________ -- 743,
744, 750, (3959), 751 (3963), 754 (3969), 765 (3991), 773 (4002),
819 (4090).
Prices •• __ -------------------------------- •• ---- _. ------ 750 (3959)
Source or origin of productGovernment----------------------------------------- 771 (3999)
PlaceForeign in generaL.------------------- 757 (3976), 809 (4071)
By depictions and symbols _____________________ 757 (3976)
"U. 8. A."--------------------------------------- 753 (3965)
Misrepresenting business status, advantages or connections:

As toBusiness being corporation or incorporated ••••••••• 753 (3967), 799 (4056)
Connections and arrangements with othersNational Poultry Improvement Plan •••••• -- •••••••• 747, 764 (3987)
"R. 0. P." ••••••••••. -------·----·----------·------------ 805
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l\Iisrepresenting business status, advantages or connections-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Dealer beingPage
"Farms" ___________________________________________ ;_ 764 (3987)
Laboratory-------------------------------------- 760,792 (4045)
l\lanufacturer ----------------------------------·-----·--- 751

(3964), 754, (3969), 761, 767 (3994), 768 (3995), 773 (4003), 774
(4004), 776 (4011), 786 (4031), 788 (4035), 799 (4056), 807,
813 (4077).
.
Exclusive rights in product __ ·------------------------------- 783 (4026)
Experience.------------ __ -------- __ -- •• ____ -- --r- ---- ____ 757 (3977)

Government approvai-

"R. 0. P."----------· -----------------------------------History of business----------------------------- 757 (3977), 762
History of seller _______________________________ .• __ --·- ____ 767
Nature of business__________________________ ______________ 757
Plant or building •• ______ •• ____ -- ____ -- ______ -- ______ -- ____ 811
Private business being cooperative •.. ---------------------------Qualifications ____________ ---- ________________________ •. __ S06
Reputation _____ -------- __ ---- __ ---- __________________ -------

805
(3984)
(3993)
(3977)
(4075)
747
(4066)
761

Scope
--------------------------------------------------757 (4075)
(3977)
Successorstanding
_____________________________ 806 (4066), 811
lJnique nature-------------------------------------------- 757 (3977)
directly or orally by self or representatives:
AstoSample,offerororderconformance -------------------------- 816 (4084)
Misrepresenting prices •• ---- __ •• ------ ________ -- ____________ -- __ -- 836 (03279)
As to'
Additional charges unmentioned·--------------------------- 777 (4015)
Comparative savings.------------·--------------·---·---- 829 (03261)
Exaggerated, fictitious being regular •• 750 (3959), 799 (4055), 821 (03243)
Trade-in allowances •• ____ •• ____ ••• _._ ••••• ___ ._ •• __ •••• __ 821 (03243)
"Wholesale" • ____ ---- __ •••••• ______________________ -- ____ 811 (4075)
Neglecting, unfairly or deceptively, to make material dil!closure:
As toAbridgement of product •• __ •• _____ _ _______ •• ________ •• __ 816 (4083)
CompositionFiber content"Silk" ---- •••••••••••• __ •• ---- •••••••••••••• ---- 791 (4043)
Rayon ••••••••• -------- •••• __ •• __ • _____ •••••••• ____ ••••••
750
Mi~representing

(39GO), 753
785 (4029),
794 (4048),
808 (4068),

(3967), 756 (3975), 774 (4005), 782 (4024), 784 (4028),
786 (4032), 788 (4036), 789, 790 (4039), 792 (4044),
795, 796 (4050), 798 (4053), 799 (4054), 800 (4057),
815 (4082).
New appearing product being old, used, reconditioned or rebuilt. ••• __ •• 753
(3965), 755 (3971), 758 (3979), 777 (4015), 782 (4024), 784 (4028),
785 (4029), 786 (4032), 788 (4036), 789, 790 (4039), 794 (4048),
795, 796 (4050), 799 (4056), 808 (40G8).
Safety of product •••••••••••••••• __ •••• __ •• ____ •• ----._________ 763
(3986), 772, 780 (4019), 792 (4045), 826 (03255), 829 (032GO), 830,
sse (032G9), 834 (03275), 835 (03277), 837 (03282), B3B (03286).

Source or origin or productForeign in general. ••••••••••••••••••••••• 784 (4027), 786 (4031)
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Offering deceptive inducements to purchase:
Through misrepresenting or offering, falsely or misleadinglyFree goodsPage
Price of which included in charge or service otherwise demanded..
745
(3755), 757 (3977), 765 (3990), 777 (4013), 801 (4061), 810, 815
(4081), 819 (4099), 821 (02101, 02545), 838 (03279, 03280), 841.
Guarantees __ -- __ ------------ --·---- ------- _------ __ __ __ __ __ __
757
(3977), 758 (3978), 773 (4003), 799 (4056), 805, 810, 811 (4075),
819 (4099), 836 (03281).
Introductory advertising offer---------------------- __ ---- __ 815 (4081)
Jobs and employment------------------------------------- 770 (3998)
Refunds ------------------------------------ 751 (3964), 770 (3998)
Sample, offer or order conformance ... 751 (3964), 765 (3991), 816 (4084)
Special, introductory or limited offers ____________ 751 (3964), 757 (3977)
Wartime conditions, manpower shortage, etc------ ________ 7(il (3964)
Terms and conditions---------------------- ________________ 770 (3998)
Securing agents or representatives falsely or misleadingly:
·Through misrepresentingEarnings or profits ____________________________ 811 (4075), 831 (03266)
Shipping, for payment demand, goods in excess of or without order ______ 836 (03279)
Substituting unordered product------------------------------------- 816 (4084)
Unfair methods of competition, etc., condemned in this volume. SeeAdvertising falsely or misleadingly.
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name.
Claiming or using indorsements or testimonials falsely or misleadingly.
Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors or their products.
Furnishing means and instrumentalities of misrepresentation and deception.
Misbranding or mislabeling.
Misrepresenting business status, advantages or connections.
Misrepresenting directly or orally by self or representatives.
Misrepresenting prices.
Neglecting, unfairly or deceptively, to make material disclosure.
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase.
Securing agents or representatives falsely or misleadingly.
Shipping, for payment demand, goods in excess of or without order.
Substituting unordered product.
Using misleading product name or title.
Using misleading product name or title:
As toComposition of product-------------------------------------:..
762
(3983), 767 (3994}, 774 (4006), 775 (4008, 4009), 776 (4010), 777
(4014), 781, 782 (4023), 785 (4030), 786 (4033), 788 (4035), 790
(4040), 791 (4041), 801 (4060), 804 (4062), 811 (4075), 819 (4090)
"Camel's hair"--------------------------------- 778, 839 (03289)
"Diamond" _ -- •. ------------------------------------ 819 (4099)
Fiber contentCamel's hair------------------------------------ 829 (03261)
"Chiffon'·' ---------------------------------- ••••• 756 (3975)
"Silk" ----.-- •• ---------------------------- --·- -- 791 (4043)
Genuine '"leather"-----------:·--------·-----·----·--- 775 (4007)
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Using misleading product name or title-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Page
Composition of product (continued).
"Gold," etc-------------------·····------ 745 (3755), 819 (4099)
"Linen" • ------ --·· -- •• ---------- •• ----------------. 774 (4005)
"Metal" __ •••••••••• -- __ •••• __ ·-·- •••••• ____________ 796 (4051)
"Shantung"
"Silkso" __ ••·----·---··------·-·-··----·-----·------__ •• __________ ---- ______ •••• ____________ 774
774 (4005)
(4004)
"Solid gold".-------------------- •••• ---------- •• ---- 808 (4069)
Doctors' prescriptionsLetters "Rx" ___ ·--··- -- •••• ------ __ ---- __ •• -- ____ •• __ __ __ 743
Domestic product being foreign or imported.---·---·-·-·--------- 757
(3976), 793, 806 (4065), 809 (4071)
Indorsements"R. 0. P." government poultry improvement plan. ____ •• ·-·-·- 747
Manufacture or preparation .•. ------·-·-·----·------------ 838 (03279)
"Engraved" ___ -- __ ------ •••• -- •• -------- •• -- __ •. ____ 798 (4052)
"Hand-forged" _•• ------ •• -- •• -- •••••••. __ •.•••• ____ •• __ __ 807
"Hand-made" ---- __ -- •••• -- •• ---- •• -- •••• ---- •••. -------- 807
~ature of product----------------------·--------------------743,
744, 750 (3959, 3961), 751 (3963), 754 (3969), 762 (3983), 765
(3991), 773 (4002), 774 (4006), 775 (4008, 4009), 776 (4010), 777
(4014), 781, 782 (4023), 784 (4027), 785 (4030), 786 (4033), 788
(4035) 790 (4040), 791 (4041), 804 (4062), 811 (4075), 819 (4090),
837 (03284)' 839 (03288).
Qualities, properties or resultsAntiseptic or germicidaL ••• -- •• -------- •••• -- •••••••• __ --__ 746
Cosmetic, toilet and beautifying·-----·---·-·-·----------··· 801
(4061)' 824 (03250) ,825 (03251)' 828 (03254) ,827 (03257), 831 (03267),
832 (03270), 833 (03271, 03273), 838 (03287), 839 (03288).
Economizing or saving.-- __ -- •• __ -- •••• -- ••.• ------________ 787
Medicinal, therapeutic, remedial and healthfuL.------ •. __ •.•• 743,
813 (4078), 822 (03244), 824 (03249), 834 (03275)
Preventive or protective._ ••• _••••••••••••••••• ___ ._._______ 824
(03250), 825 (03251), 828 (03254), 8E7 (03257), 831 (03267)
Rejuvenating ••.•••. -~ -- •••••••.•••. -- •.•••. -- •. __ •• 831 (03267)
Renewing or restoring·--·--------··----------------- 831 (03267)
"Sting-proof'' •••••••••• _••• _••••••••••.•••••• _••••• __ 779 (4017'
Waterproofing··-·-·-·---·- 766, 771 (4000), 779 (4017), 804 (4063)
Quality of product------·--··-·---·- 750 (3959), 751 (3964), 811 (4075)
Safety of product·----·-·---··---------------------------- 779 (4017)
Scientific or relevant facts.------------------------------- 831 (03267)
Source or origin of productForeign being domestic"Made in USA"._ •• ___ .------------ •• -- •• -------- 784 (4027)
PlaceForeign in generaL ___ .• 757 (3976), 793, 806 (4065), 809 (4071)
"U.S. R. 0. P." -------·------------------------------ 764 (3987)
Tests •••• --·- -- __ ---- __ -- •• --------.- •• -- -· ------------ 831 (03267)
"U.S. R. 0. P." poultry blood tests--------------------- 764 (3987)
Title of product ••••• -- •••• -. __ -------- •••••• ---- ••.• ---. __ 816 (4083)
'l!rU. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE:
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